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WASHOE REVISITED.
[ScconU $apet.]

SCENE IN VIaGINIA CITY.

I WAS prepared to find great changes on ther"ute from Carson to Virginia City. At
Empire City—which was nothing but a sage-
desert inhabited by Dutch Nick on the occasion
of my early explorations —I was quite bewildered
with the busy scenes of life and industry. Quartz-
mills and saw-mills had completely usurped the
valley along the head of the Carson River ; and
now the hammering of stamps, the hissing of
steam, the whirling clonds of smoke from tall
chimneys, and the confused clamor of voices
from a busy mnltitnde, reminded one of a man
ufacturing city. Here, indeed, was progress of
a substantial kind.
Further beyond, at Silver City, there wore

similar evidences of prosperity. From the de
scent into the canon through the Devil's Gate,
and up the grade to Gold Hill, it is almost a
continuous line of quartz-mills, tunnels, dumps,
sluices, water-wheels, frame shanties, and grog
shops.

Gold Hill itself has swelled into the propor
tions of a city. It is now practically a continu
ation of Virginia. Here the evidences of busy
enterprise are peculiarly striking. The whole
hill is riddled and honey-combed with shafts and
tunnels. Engine-houses for hoisting are perched
on points apparently inaccessible ; quartz-mills
of various capacities line the sides of the caron ;
the main street is well flanked by brick stores,

Entered according to Act of Congress, in the year 1S65,by Harper and Brothers, in the Clerk's Office of the Dis
trict Court for the Southern District of New York,

Vol. XXXI.—No. 181.—A
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hotels, express-offices, saloons, restaurants, grog-
geries, and all those attractive places of resort
which go to make up a flourishing mining town.
Even a newspaper is printed hero, which I know
to be a spirited and popular institution, having
been viciously assailed by the same. A runaway
team of horses, charging full tilt down tho street,
greeted our arrival in a lively and characteristic
manner, and came very near capsizing our stage.
One man was run over some distance below, and

partially crushed ; but as somebody was killed
nearly every day, such a meagre result afforded
no general satisfaction.
Descending the slope of the ridge that divides
Gold Hill from Virginia City a strange scene
attracts the eye. He who gazes upon it for the
first time is apt to doubt if it be real. Perhaps
there is not another spot upon the face of the

globe that presents a scene so weird and desolate
in its natural aspect, yet so repleto with busy
life, so animate with human interest. It is as
if a wondrous battle raged, in which the com
batants were man and earth. Myriads of
swarthy, bearded, dust-covered men are pierc
ing into the grim old mountains, ripping them

open, thrusting murderous holes through their
naked bodies ; piling up engines to cut out their
vital arteries ; stamping and crushing up with
infernal machines their disemboweled frag
ments, and holding fiendish revels amidst the
chaos of destruction; while the mighty earth,

blasted, barren, and scarred by the tempests of
ages, fiercely affronts the foe—smiting him with
disease and death ; scoffing at his puny assaults

with a grim scorn ; ever grand in his desolation,
ever dominant in the infinity of his endurance.
"Come!" he seems to mutter, "dig, delve,
pierce, and bore, with your picks, your shovels,
and your infernal machines ; wring out of my
veins a few globules of the precious blood ;
hoard it

,

spend it
,

gamble for it
,

bring perdition
to your souls with it—do what you will, puny
insects ! Sooner or later the death-blow smites
you, and Earth swallows you ! From earth you
came — to earth you go again !"

The city lies on a rugged slope, and is singu
larly diversified in its uprisings and downfall-
ings. It is difficult to determine, by any system
of observation or measurement, upon what prin
ciple it was laid out. My impression is that it

was novcr laid out at all, but followed the dips,
spurs, and angles of the immortal Comstock.
Some of the streets run straight enough ; others
seem to dodge about at acute angles in search
of an open space, as miners explore the subter
ranean regions in search of a lead. The cross-
streets must have been forgotten in the original
plan— if ever there was a plan about this eccen
tric city. Sometimes they happen accidentally
at the most unexpected points ; and sometimes
they don't happen at all where you are sure to
require them. A man in a hurry to get from
the upper slope of the town to any opposite point
below must try it under-ground or over the
roofs of the houses, or take the customary cir
cuit of half a mile. Every body seems to have
built wherever he could secure a lot. The two
main streets, it must be admitted, are so far
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regular as tm follow pretty nearly the direction
of the Comstock lead. On the lower slope, or
plateau, the town, as viewed from any neighbor
ing eminence, presents much the appearance of
a vast number of shingle-roofs shaken down at
random, like a jumbled pack of cards. All
the streets are narrow, except where there are
but few houses, and there they are wide enough
at present. The business part of the town has
been built up with astonishing rapidity. In the
spring of 1860 there was nothing of it save a few
frame shanties and canvas tents, and one or two
rough stone cabins. It now presents some of
the distinguishing features of a metropolitan
city. Large and substantial brick houses, three
or four stories high, with ornamental fronts,
have filled up most of the gaps, and many more
are still in progress of erection. The oddity of
the plan, and variety of its architecture —com
bining most of the styles known to the ancients,
and some but little known to the moderns— give
this famous city a grotesque, if not picturesque,
appearance, which. is rather increased upon a
close inspection.
Immense freight- wagons, with ponderous
wheels and axles, heavily laboring under pro
digious loads of ore for the mills, or groaning
with piles of merchandise in boxes, bales, bags,,
and crates, block the narrow streets. Powerful
teams of horses, mules, or oxen, numbering
from eight to sixteen animals to each wagon,
make frantic efforts to drag these land schooners
over the ruts, and up the sudden rises, or through
the sinks of this rut-smitten, ever-rising, ever-
sinking city. A pitiable sight it is to see them !

Smoking hot, reeking with sweat, dripping with
liquefied dust, they pull, jerk, groan, fall back,
and dash forward, tumble down, kick, plunge,
and bite ; theu buckle to it again, under the
galling lash ; and so live and so struggle these
poor beasts, for their pittance of barley and hay,
till they drop down dead. How they would wel
come death if they had souls ! Yet men have
souls, and work hard too for their miserable pit
tance of food. How many of the countless mill
ions of the earth yearn for death or welcome its
coming ? Even the teamsters that drive these
struggling labor-worn brutes seem so fond of life
that they scorn eternity. Brawny, bearded fel
lows they are ; their faces so ingrained with the
dust and grit of earth, and tanned to such an
uncertain hue by the scorching suns and dry
winds of the road, that for the matter of identity
they might as well be Hindoos or Befcoches.
With what malignant zeal they crack their leather-
thonged whips, and with what ferocious vigor

they rend the air with their imprecations! O
Plutus ! such swearing —a sliding scale of oaths
to which swearing in all other parts of the world
is as the murmuring of a gentle brook to the
volume and rush'and thunder of a cataract. The

fertility of resource displayed by these reckless
men ; their ready command of metaphor ; their
marvelous genius for strange, startling, and

graphic combination of slang and profanity;
their grotesque originality of inflexion and cli
max ; their infatuated credulity in the under

standing of dumb animals ; would in the pursuit
of any nobler art elevate them to a niche in the
temple of fame. Surely if murder be deemed
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one of the Fine Arts in Virginia City, swearing
ought not to be held in such common repute.
Entering the main street you pass on the
upper side huge piles of earth and ore, hoisted
out of the shafts or run out of the tunnels, and
cast over the "dumps." The hill-sides, for a
distanpc of more than a mile, are perfectly honey
combed. Steam-engines are puffing off their
steam ; smoke-stacks are blackening the air with
their thick volumes of smoke ; quartz-batteries
are battering; hammers are hammering; sub
terranean blasts are bursting up the earth ; picks
and crow-bars are picking and crashing into the

precious rocks ; shanties arc springing up, and

carpenters are sawing and ripping and nailing;
store-keepers are rolling their merchandise in
and out along the way-side ; fruit vendors are

peddling their fruits ; wagoners are tumbling ont
and piling in their freights of dry goods and ore ;
saloons are glittering with their gaudy bars and

fancy glasses, and many-colored liquors, and

thirsty men are swilling the burning poison ;
auctioneers, surrounded by eager and gaping
crowds of speculators, are shouting off the stocks
of delinquent stock-holders ; organ-grinders are

grinding their organs and torturing consumptive
monkeys ; hurdy-gurdy girls are singing bac

chanalian songs in bacchanalian dens; Jew
clothiers are selling off prodigious assortments
of worthless garments at ruinous prices ; bill-
stickers are sticking up bills of auctions, theatres,
and new saloons ; news-boys are crying the city

papers with the latest telegraphic news ; stages
are dashing off with passengers for "Reese;"
and stages are dashing in with passengers from

"Frisco;" and the inevitable Wells, Fargo, and
Co. are distributing letters, packages, and pa-
I pers to the hungry multitude, amidst tempting
piles of silver bricks and wonderful complica-
i tions of scales, letter-boxes, clerks, aceount-

j books, and twenty-dollar pieces. All is life, ex-
pitement, avarice, lust, deviltry, and enterprise.
A strange city truly, abounding in strange ex
hibitions and startling combinations of the hu
man passions. Where upon earth is there such
another place ?
One of the most characteristic features ofVir
ginia is the inordinate passion of the inhabitants
for advertising. Not only are the columns of
the newspapers filled with every possible species
of advertisement, but the streets and hill-sides
are pasted all over with flaming bills. Says the
proprietor of a small shanty, in letters that send
a thrill of astonishment through your brain :
" LOOK HERE ! For fifty cents you can get a ooon
BqitarB meal at the HOWLING WILDERNESS SA
LOON I"
A square meal is not, as may be supposed, a
meal placed upon the table in the form of a solid
cubic block, but a substantial repast of pork and
beans, onions, cabbage, nnd other articles of
sustenance that will serve to fill up the corners
of a miner's stomach.
The Jew clothing-stores present the most
marvelous fertility of invention in this style of
advertising. Bills are posted all over the door
ways, in the windows, on the pavements, and
on the various articles of clothing hung up for
salo. He who runs may read :
'kNow on Never 1 ChenpeM root* in the world 11
PantB qivem away 1! ! WALK IN, GENTS."

(
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UOME FOR TUE aOYS.

And so on without limit. New clothes and
clothes doubtful are offered for sale at these pro
lific establishments, which are always selling off
at cost or suicidal prices, yet never seem to be

reduced in stock. I verily believe I saw hang
ing at the door of one of these shops the identi
cal pair of stockings stolen from me several years
ago at Strawberry.
Drinking establishments being rather numer
ous, the competition in this line of business gives
rise to a very persuasive and attractive style of
advertising. The bills are usually printed in
florid and elaborately gilt letters, and frequent-
ly abound in pictures of an imaginative charac
ter. "Cosy Home," " Miner's Retreat," "So
cial Hall," "Empire," "Indication," "Fancy-
Free," "Snug," "Shades," etc., are a few of
the seductive names given to these places of pop
ular resort; and the announcements are gener
ally followed by a list of "choice liquors" and
the gorgeous attractions of the billiard depart
ment, together with a hint that Dick, Jack, Dan,
or Jerry "is always on hand, and while grate
ful for past favors will spare no pains to merit
a continuance of the same. By catering to the

public taste he hopes to make his house in the
future, as it has been in the past, a real Home
for the Boys!" Nice homes these, and a nice
family of boys that will come out of them !
Where will they live when they grow to be
men? A good idea it was to build a stone
penitentiary.

"-Oh yet! Oh yet! Oh yea!"
"Auction Sales every Day!"

This is another form of advertisement for a
very prolific branch of trade. Day and night
auctions are all the rage, in Virginia as in San
Francisco. Every thing that can't go any other
way, and many things that can, go by auction.
Stocks, horses, mules, boots, groceries, tinware,
drugs and medicines, and rubbish of all kinds
are put in flaming bills and auctioned off to the

highest bidder for cash. "An'af! an'af! an'af!
shall I have it ?" is a part of the language popu
larly spoken on the principal streets.
A cigar store not much bigger than a dry-
goods box must have its mammoth posters out
over the town and hill-sides, displaying to the
public eye the prodigious assortments of Rega
lias, Frincipes, Cheroots, etc., and choice brands
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of " Ycllow-leaf," "Honey-dew," Solace," and
" Eureka," to be had within the limits of their
cigar and tobacco emporium. If Archimedes
were to rush from the solace of a bath and run
naked through the streets of Virginia, shouting,
"Eureka! Eureka!" it would merely be re
garded as a dodge to dispose of an invoice of
Fine-Cut.
Quack pills, sirups, tonies, and rectifiers
stare you in the face from every mud-bank,
rock, post, and corner, in red, black, blue, and
white letters ; in hieroglyphies, in cadaverous

pictures of sick men, and astounding pictures of
well men.
Every branch of trade, every conceivable

species of amusement, is forced upon the public
eye in this way. Bill-posting is one of the fine
arts. Its professors are among the most notable
characters in Virginia. They have a specific
interest in certain corners, boards, boxes, and
banks of earth and rock, which, with the brush
and pot of paste, yield them a handsome reve
nue. To one who witnesses this bill-mania for
the first time the effect is rather peculiar. He
naturally imagines that the whole place is turned

inside out. Every man's business fills his eye
from every point of view, and he can not con
ceive the existence of a residence unless it be
that where so much of the inside is out some
portion of the outside may be in. With the ex
ception of the silver mines this is

,

to a casual
observer, an inverted city, and may well claim
to be a city of anomalies.

I had occasion, during my stay, to avail my
self of the services of a professional bill-sticker.
For the sum of six dollars he agreed to make me
notorious. The bills were printed in the ap
proved form : " A Trip to Iceland," etc. Spe
cial stress was given to the word "Iceland,"
and my name was printed in extravagantly con

spicuous letters. In the course of a day or two

I was shocked at the publicity the Professor of
Bill-Posting had given me. From every rock,
corner, dry-goods box, and awning post ; from

every screen in every drinking saloon, I was con
fronted and brow-beaten by my own name. I

felt disposed to shrink into my boots. Had any
body walked up, to me and said, " Sir, you are a

humbug!" it would have been an absolute relief.

I would have grasped him by the hand, and an
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swered, " I know it, my dear fellow, and honor
you for your frankness !

" But there was one
consolation : I was suffering in company. A
lady, popularly known as "The Menken," had
created an immense sensation in San Francisco,
and was about to favor the citizens of Virginia
with a classical equestrian exhibition entitled
" Mazeppa." She was represented as tied in
an almost nude state to the back of a wild horse,
which was running away with her at a fearful
rate of speed. My friend the Professor was an
artist in the line of bill-sticking, and carefully
studied effects. He evidently enjoyed Mazeppa.
It was a flaming and a gorgeous bill. Its colors
were of the most florid character ; and he posted
accordingly. First came Mazeppa on the mus
tang horse ; then came the Trip to Iceland and
myself. If I remember correctly we (that is to
say "The Menken" and I) were followed by
"Ayer's Tonic Pills," "Brown's Bronchial
Troches," and " A good Square Meal at the
Howling Wilderness Saloon." Well, I suppose

it was all right, though it took me rather aback
at the first view. If the lady had no reason to
complain, it was not for me, an old traveler, to

find fault with the bill-sticker for placing me
prominently before the public. Perhaps the
juxtaposition was unfortunate in a pecuniary
point of view ; perhaps the citizens of Virginia
feel no great interest in icy regions. Be that as

it may, never again so long as I live will I un
dertake to run " Iceland" in the vicinity of a

beautiful woman tied to the back of a wild
horse.
But I anticipate my story. Scarcely had I

descended from the stage when I was greeted by

several old friends, who expressed themselves

highly gratified at my arrival. Their remarks,
indeed, were so complimentary that I hesitate to
repeat them. Truth, however, must bo regard
ed, even at the expense of modesty. "Your
sketch of Washoe," said they, "was a capital
burlesque. It was worthy of Phoenix or Arte-
mus Ward ! A great many people thought it

was true ! Of course we understood it
,

but you
know one-half of mankind doesn't know a joke
from a demonstration in Euclid!" Here was
glory ! Here was a reward for all my past suf
ferings ! An unfortunate gentleman walks all
the way over from Plucerville to Washoe, with

TUE ACTUOtt'a EEOSFTIOS IN VIEOLN'IA CITY.
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his blankets on his back ; endures the most ex

traordinary privations ; catches the rheumatism,
tie-doulourenx, and dysentery ; invests in the
Dead Broke ; fails to make an agency pay ; drags
his weary limbs back again, and writes out what
he conceives to be a truthful account of his ex

periences, and is then complimented upon having
made a capital hit, perpetrated a most admirable

burlesque, worthy the distinguished humorists
of the age ! It was a sorry joke for me. I was
terribly in earnest about it

,

at all events.
" You will admit," said these excellent friends,
" that the richness of this country surpasses any
thing ever known in the world before; that you
were altogether mistaken about the silver leads ?"
"No, gentlemen," was my answer, "I can't
admit any such thing. I said the Comstock was
wonderfully rich, so far as any body could judge
from the specimens of ore taken out ; but I thought
there was considerable doubt as to where the
most valuable running feet might run. That
doubt is not yet removed from my mind. I ad
vised people not to invest in the ten thousand
outside leads that were then in existence. Where
are your Flowery Diggings now ? What is your
Desert worth per running foot? How much
will you give me for my Scandalous Wretch, or
Bobtail Horse, or Root Hog or Die—all first-
class leads in the neighborhood of the Devil's
Gate 1 Show me a single lead that pays assess
ments, or pays any thing at all, or is likely ever
to pay fifty cents per acre, outside of the main
lead in Gold Hill and Virginia City; show me
how many of your best mines pay dividends,
and I will take back all I said."
At this there was a general look of blankness,
as if the facts had not occurred to them before
in that point of view.
"But you'll admit that a man can't see much
of a mineral district in a few days. Yon ought
to spend a week or two in each mine ; then you
would be prepared to say something about it."
Strange, isn't it

,

that people will never get
over this idea ! Wherever I travel I am told

that nothing can he seen short of a few weeks
or a few months or a few years ! If I under
take to look at a potatoe-patch or a cabbage-
garden, it is urgently represented that I can
"form no conception how potatoes and cnb-
bages grow in this section" without a month's
careful examination of the roots or fibres. I

am occasionally so bothered in this way as to
feel tempted to offer rather a rude reply, viz. : •
that one wiio makes it his business to observe
things around him can, with an ordinary share
of penetration and some common-sense, see as
much in a day as many people who live on the
spot see in a lifetime. It might be effrontery
to tell these Virginians, upon so brief an inspec
tion, that I knew more of their city and its re
sources than they did; but I would even ven
ture something on that point." You did ns great injury," said they, " by so
casual a glance at our mines. For example,
jfcu cast contempt upon the whole Comstock
lead by representing its dips, spurs, and angles
in a sort of burlesque map resembling a buneb
of straw."
Alas, poor human nature I These very par
ties, who complained of my map because it re
sembled a bunch of straw— illustrating the as
sertion that every body's dips, spurs, and angles
were running into every body else's —were, at
that very moment, and doubtless are yet, at
daggers' points of litigation with other parties
who had run into their dips, spurs, and angles.

I don't know of a mine on the Comstock which
does not infringe upon the alleged rights of
some other mine. The results of an actual sur
vey are precisely the same as those produced b

y

a bundle of straw well inked and pressed upon
a sheet of paper. To call a map so accurately
truthful as mine a burlesque caleulated to throw
contempt upon the subject, manifests a degree
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of visual obliquity, if not mornl assurance, ab
solutely refreshing.
The citizens of Virginia, like the citizens of
Timbuctoo in Africa and Reykjavik in Iceland,
are enthusiastic admirers of their own place of
residence. Not satisfied with the praise usu

ally bestowed upon the city by every stranger
who enters it and who desires to maintain

friendly relations with the inhabitants, they are
exacting to a degree bordering on the despotic.
A visitor is required to go into eestasies over
the climate, should there chance to occur, dur
ing his sojourn, a passably fine day. He is
called upon at every turn to do homage to the

wonderful progress of improvement, which they
consider far ahead of any thing ever achieved
by human beings constructed in the usual form.
He is expected to pay the tribute of admiration
to the magnificence of the buildings and the
sumptuous accommodations of the hotels. If
he does not boldly, firmly, and without reserva
tion, express the opinion that the mines are
richer by a thousand to one than those of Mex
ico or South America, he is at once set down as
a man whose opinion is worth nothing. Should
a stray bullet whiz by his head and kill some
equally innocent party within a distance of three
paces, he is gravely assured and required to be

lieve that there is as
much respect paid to
life and limb in Vir
ginia City as there
is in any city in the
Union. At any hour
of the night, when
the noise around
his lodgings would
shame Bedlam, his
attention is exult-

ingly directed to the

elysian repose of this
delectnble metropo
lis. Passing those
dens of infamy that
abound on every
street, he is invited,
with an assurance
almost incredible, to
render homage to
the exalted condi
tion of public mor
als. In full view
of the most barren,
blasted, and horribly
desolate country that
perhaps the light of
heaven ever shone

upon, he is appealed
to, as a lover of na

ture, to admire the

fertility of the soil,
the luxuriance of the
vegetation, and the

exquisite beauty of
the scenery. Sur
rounded by an en
thusiastic dozen of
citizens, most of
whom are afflicted
with sore throat,
mountain fever, ery
sipelas, bleeding of

the nose, shortness
of breath, heart dis

ease, diarrhea, and

loss of appetite, be
is urged to observe

the remarkable salu

brity of the climate,
and to disabuse his
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mind of those preju
dices against it arising
from the misrepresent
ations of interested par
ties.

"Oh wad some power the
giftie gie us—"

But what's the use ?
It would only make us
m i serablo. We are bet
ter off as it is. Men
who can see heaven in
Virginia City are to be
envied. Their condi
tion is such that a
change to a better
world would not seem

materially necessary to
their exaltation ; and I
am sure theWorst that
could happen them
would be borne with
as much fortitude as
lost sinners are permit
ted to exercise.
Making duo allow-
anac for the atmos

phere of exaggeration
through which a visit
or sees every thing in
this wonderful mining metropolis, its progress
has been sufficiently remarkable to palliate in
some measure the extraordinary flights of fan

cy in which its inhabitants are prone to in
dulge. I was not prepared to see so great a
change within the brief period of three years ;
for when people assure me "the world never
saw any thing like it," "California is left in the
shade," "San Francisco is eclipsed," "Mont
gomery Street is nowhere now," my incredulity
is excited, and it takes some little time to judge
of the true state of the case without prejudice.
Speaking then strictly within bounds, the growth
of this city is remarkable. When it is consid
ered that the surrounding country affords but
few facilities for the construction of houses ; that
lumber has to be hauled a considerable distance
at great expense ; that lime, bricks, iron-work,
sashes, doors, etc., cost three or four times what
similar articles do in San Francisco ; that much
indispensable material can only be had by trans
porting it over the mountains a distance of more
than a hundred and fifty miles; and that the
average of mechanical labor, living, and other
expenses is correspondingly higher than in Cal
ifornia, it is really wonderful how much has
been done in so short a space of time.
Yet, allowing all this, what would be the im
pressions of a Fejee Islander sent upon a mis
sion of inquiry to this strange place? His ear
liest glimpse of the main street would reveal the
curious fact that it is paved with a conglomerate
of dust, mud, splintered planks, old boots, clip
pings of tinware, and playing-cards. It is es
pecially prolific in the matter of cords. Mules
are said to fatten on them during seasons of j

OFFICE AND DWELLING OF TiIE OOCLD AND CUEEY COMPACT.

scarcity when the straw gives out. The next
marvelous fact that would strike the observation
of this wild native is that so many people live
in so many saloons, and do nothing from morn
ing till night, and from night till morning again,
but drink fiery liquids and indulge in profane
language. How can all these able-bodied men
afford to be idle? Who pays their expenses?
And why do they carry pistols, knives, nnd oth
er deadly weapons, when no harm could possibly
befall them if they went unurmed and devoted
themselves to some useful occupation? Has
the God of the white men done them such an
injury in furnishing all this silver for their use
that they should treat His name with contempt
and disrespect? Why do they send mission
aries to the Fejee Islands and leave their own
country in such a dreadful state of neglect 3
The Fejeeans devour their enemies occasionally
as a war measure ; the white man swallows his
enemy all the time without regard to measure.
Truly the white man is a very uncertain native !
Fejeeans can't rely upon him.
When I was about to start on my trip to
Washoe, friends from Virginia assured me I
would find hotels there almost, if not quite,
equal to the best in San Francisco. There
was but little difference, they said, except in
the matter of extent. The Virginia hotels were
quite as good, though not quite so large. Of
course I believed all they told me. Now I
really don't consider myself fastidious on the
subject of hotels. Having traveled in many
different countries I have enjoyed an extensive
experience in the way of accommodations, from
my mother-earth to the foretop of a whale-ship,
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from an Indian wigwam to a Parisian hotel,
from an African palm-tree to an Arctic snow
bank. I have slept in the same bed with two
donkeys, a camel, half a dozen Arabs, several
goats, and a horse. I hare slept on beds alive
with snakes, lizards, scorpions, centipeds, bugs,
and fleas—beds in which men stricken with the
plague had died horrible deaths — beds that

might reasonably be suspected of small-pox,
measles, and Asiatic cholera. I have slept in
beds of rivers and beds of sand, and on the bare
bed rock. Standing, sitting, lying down, doub
led up, and hanging over; twisted, punched,
jammed, and elbowed by drunken men ; snored
at in the cars; sat upon and smothered by the
nightmare ; burnt by fires, rained upon, snowed

upon, and bitten by frost—in all these positions,
and subject to all these discomforts, I havo slept
with comparative satisfaction. There are pleas-
anter ways of sleeping, to be sure, but there are
times when any way is a blessing. In respect
to the matter of eating I am even less particu
lar. Frogs, horse-leeches, snails, and grass
hoppers are luxuries to what I have eaten. It
has pleased Providence to favor me with appe
tites and tastes appropriate to a great variety
of circumstances and many conditions of life.
These facts serve to show that I am not fastidi
ous on the subject of personal accommodations.
Perhaps my experience in Virginia was ex
ceptional ; perhaps misfortune was determined
to try me to the utmost extremity. I endeav
ored to find accommodations at a hotel recom
mended as the best in the place, and was shown
a room over the kitchen stove, in which the
thermometer ranged at about 130 to 150 de
grees of Fahrenheit. To be lodged and baked
at the rate of §2 per night, cash in advance, was
more than I could stand, so I asked for another
room. There was but one more, and that was
pre-empted by a lodger who might or might not
come back and claim possession in tho middle
of the night. It had no window except one
that opened into the passage, and the bed was
so arranged that every other lodger in the house
could take a passing observation of the sleeper
and enjoy his style of sleeping. Nay, it was
not beyond the resources of the photographic
art to secure his negative and print his likeness
for general distribution. It was bad enough to
be smothered for want of light and air; but J
had no idea of paying «2 a night for the poor
privilege of showing people how I looked with
my eyes shut, and possibly my mouth open.
A man may have an attack of nightmare ; his
countenance maybe distorted by horrible dreams;
he may laugh immoderately at a very bad pun
made in his sleep — in all which conditions of
body and mind he doubtless presents an inter
esting spectacle to the critical eyes of a stran
ger, but he doesn't like to wake up suddenly
and be caught in the net.
The next hotel to which I was recommended
was eligibly located on a street composed prin
cipally of grog-shops and gambling-houses. I
was favored with a front-room about eight feet

square. The walls were constructed of boards
fancifully decorated with paper, and afforded
this facility to a lodger— that he could hear all
that was going on in the adjacent rooms. The
partitions might deceive the eye, but the ear re
ceived the full benefit of the various oaths, ejacu
lations, conversations, and perambulations in
which hie neighbors indulged. As for the bed,
I don't know how long it had been in use, or
what race of people had hitherto slept in it

,

but
the sheets and blankets seemed to be sadly dis
colored by age—or lack of soap and water. It
would be safe to say washing was not consid
ered a paying investment by the managers of
this establishment. Having been over twenty-
four hours without sleep or rest I made an at
tempt to procure a small supply, but miserably
failed in consequence of an interesting conversa
tion carried on in the passage between the cham
ber-maids, waiters, and other ladies and gentle
men respecting the last free fight. From what

I could gather this was considered the best neigh
borhood in the city for free fights. Within the
past two weeks three or four men had been shot,
stabbed, or maimed close by the door. "Oh,
it's a lively place, you bet ! " said one of the la
dies (the chamber-maid, I think), " an oncom-
mon lively place—reely hexcitin'. I look out
of the winder every mornin' jist to see how many
dead men are layin' around. I declare to gra
cious the bullets flies around here sometimes
like hailstones!" "An' shure," said a voice
in that rich brogue which can never be mis
taken, " it's no wondher the boys shud be kill-

j in' an' murtherin' themselves forninst the door,
whin they're all just like me, dyin' in love wid
yer beauteeful self!" A smart slap nnd a gen
eral lau;;h followed this suggestion. " Git away
wid ye, Dinnis ; yer always up to yer mischief!
As I was sayin', no later than this mornin', I

see two men a poppin' away at each other wid
six-shooters —a big man an' a little man. The
big man he staggered an' foil «^(ht under the
winder, wid his head on the curb-stone, an' his
legs a stickin' right up in the air. He was all
over blood, and when the boys picked him up he
was dead as a brickbat. *Tother chap he run
into a saloon. Yon better b'leevo this is a lively
neighborhood. I tell you hailstones is nothink
to the way the bullets flies around." "That's
so," chimes in another female voice ; " I see my-
self, with my own eyes, Jack's corpse an' two
more carried away in the last month. If I'd a
had a six-shooter then you bet they'd a carried
away the fellow that nipped Jack !"

Now taking into view the picturesque spec
tacle that a few dead men dabbled in blood must
present to the eye on a fine morning, and the
chances of a miscellaneous ball carrying away
the top of one's cranium, or penetrating the
thin board wall and ranging upward through
his body as he lies in bed, I considered it best
to seek a more secluded neighborhood, where
the scenery was of a less stimulating character
and the hail-storms not quite so heavy. By the
kind aid of a friend I secured comparatively
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agreeable quarters in a private lodging-house

kept by a widow lady. The rooms were good
and the beds clean, and the price not extrava

gant for this locality —1 12 a week without board.
So much for the famous hotels of Virginia.
If there are any better, neither myself, nor some
fellow-travelers who told me their experiences,
succeeded in finding them. The concurrent

testimony was that they are dirty, ill-kept, badly
attended by rough, ill-mannered waiters—noisy
to such a degree that a sober man can get but
little rest, day or night, and extravagantly high
in proportion to the small comfort they afford.
One of the newspapers published a statement
which the author probably intended for a joke,
but which is doubtless founded upon fact—name
ly, that a certain hotel advertised for 300 chick
ens to serve the same number of guests. Only
one chicken could be had for love or money—a
very ancient rooster, which was made into soup
and afterward served up in the form of a fricasee
for the 300 guests. The flavor was considered
extremely delicate—what there was of it; and
there was plenty of it such as it was.
Still if wo are to credit what the Virginia
newspapers say—and it would be dangerous to
intimate that they ever deal in any thing save
the truth—there are other cit
ies on the eastern slope of the
Sierras which afford equally
attractive accommodations.
On the occasion of the recent
Senatorial contest at Carson

City, the prevailing rates

charged for lodgings, accord
ing to the Virginia Enterprise,
were as follows : " For a bed
in a house, barn, blacksmith-

shop, or hay-yard (none to be
had—all having been engaged
shortly before election);
horse-blanket in an old sugar

hogshead night, $10 ;

crockery - crate, with straw,
$7 50 ; without straw, $5 75 ;
for cellar-door, $4 ; for roost
ing on a smooth pole, S3 50;

pole, common, rough, $3;
plaza fence, $2 50; walking

up and down the Warm

Springs road — if cloudy,
$1 50; if clear, $1 25. (In
case the clouds are very thick
and low $1 75 is generally

asked.) Very good roosting
in a pine-tree, back of Caml'
Nye, may still be had free,
but we understand that a com

pany is being formed to mo

nopolize all the more accessi
ble trees. We believe they
propose to improve by putting
two pins in the bottom of each

tree, or keep a man to boost

regular customers. They talk

of charging six bits."

I could scarcely credit this, if it were not that a
friend of mine, who visited Reese River last sum
mer, related some experiences of a corroborative
character. Unable to secure lodgings elsewhere,
he undertook to find accommodations in a va
cant sheep corral. The proprietor happening to
come home about midnight found him spread out
under the lee of the fence. " Look-a-here, stran
ger!" said he, gruffly, "that's all well enough,
but I gen'rally collect in advance. Just fork over
four bits or mizzle !" My friend indignantly miz
zled. Cursing the progressive spirit of the age,
he walked some distance out of town, and was
about to finish the night under the lee of a big
quartz boulder, when a fierce-looking speculator,
with a six-shooter in his hand, suddenly ap
peared from a cavity in the rock, saying, "No
yer don't ! Take a fool's advice now, and git !
When you go a prospectin' around ov nights
agin, jest steer ov this boulder ef you please!"
In* vain my friend attempted to explain. The
rising wrnth of the squatter was not to be ap
peased by soft words, and the click of the trig

ger, as ho raised his pistol and drew a bead,
warned the trespasser that it was time to be off.
He found lodgings that night on the public
highway to Virginia City and San Francisco.

LAPIES or TUa UOTM*
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FROM TEHERAN

ARMINIUS
VAMBERY is a young Hun

garian, lame, but a fearless traveler, and

an intelligent observer. Determined, for some

years, to penetrate into Central Asia, at all
risks, he prepared himself for this undertaking

by living several years among the Turks, in
Constantinople. Frequenting Islamite schools

and libraries, ho trained himself until he be
came a very good Turk, in appearance, and
knowledge of the Koran.
Thus prepared, he pushed farther Eastward,
upon an adventurous exploration, which he was

compelled to make as a dervish, clad in rags,
without necessary food, among a people where

even the slightest signs of a traveler's curiosity
would have exposed him to suspicion, and sus

picion to tortures and a cruel death—a people
among whom "to hear is regarded as impu
dence, to ask as crime, and to take notes as a

deadly sin;" where, in brief, ignorance is bliss,
and 'tis rashness to be wise.
Mr. Vambery arrived at Teheran, the capital
of Persia, " somewhat in the condition of a half-
boiled fish," on the 13th of July, 1862. Here
he was kindly received at the Turkish Embassy,
where he was made at home. The traveler in
those slow old Eastern countries needs, first of

all, a good stock of patience. After several
years spent in preparing himself to travel as an

Osmanli dervish, our author was at last ready
to set out ; but at Teheran, at the very outset
of his journey, found himself delayed for nearly
nine months—months of weary waiting. Thus
it was the 28th of March, 1863, when he at last
set out upon the interesting adventure which he
has modestly recounted in the volume whose
title wo have given below.
The traveling companions with whom " the
dervish Reshid Effendi," as Vambdry called
himself, at length left Teheran, consisted, as its
chief said, of "young and old, rich and poor,
men of piety, learned men, and laity," who
" live together with the greatest simplicity, since
we are all from Khokand and Kashgar, and
have among us no Bokhariot —no viper of that
race." Twenty-four in number, they were all
wild men, but honest ; some so poor that they
counted on begging their way through a region
a large part of which is a desert; none rich
enough to excite the cupidity of robbers. To
persuade these honest pilgrims to take him for
companion he was obliged, of course, to conceal
his true motives. "The Oriental does not un
derstand the thirst for knowledge, and does not
believe much in its existence," he says. " I
told them that I had long silently, but earnest-
• Trawl* in Central Asia ; being the Account of a
Journey from Teheran across the Turkoman Desert on
the Eastern Shore of the Caspian to Khiva, Bokhara, and
Samarcand: performed in the year 1S63. By Ahsunius
ViMn&aV, Member of the Hungarian Academy of Pesth,
by whom he was sent on this Scientific Mission. Harper
and Brothers.

TO SAMARCAND *

ly, desired to visit Turkestan (Central Asia), not
merely to see the only source of Islamite virtue
that still remained undefiled, but to behold the
saints of Khiva, Bokhara, and Samarcand. It
was this idea, I assured them, that had brought
me hither out of Roum (Turkey). I had now
been waiting a year in Persia, and I thanked
God for having at last granted me fellow-trav
elers such as they were (and I here pointed to
the Tartars), with whom I might proceed on my
way and accomplish my wish."
Hadji Bilal, the chief of the caravan, replied
(the conversation reads like a piece out of the
Arabian Nights) : " We are all ready not only
to become your friends, but your servants, but
we must still draw your attention to the fact
that the routes in Turkestan are not as commo
dious nor as safe as those in Persia and in Tur
key. On that which we shall take, travelers
meet often for weeks with no house, no bread,
not even a drop of water to drink ; they incur,
besides, the risk of being killed, or taken pris
oners and sold, or being buried alive under
storms of sand. Ponder well, eflendi, the step !
You may have occasion later to rue it

,

and we
would by no means wish to be regarded as the
cause of your misfortune. Before all things,
you must not forget that our countrymen at
home are far behind us in experience and world

ly knowledge, nnd that, in spite of their hospi
tality, they invariably regard strangers from afar
with suspicion ; and how, besides, will you be
able, without us and alone, to perform that
great return journey?"
" I know," rejoined the excellent Va'mWry,
"that this world on earth resembles a hotel, in
which we merely take up our quarters for a few
days, and whence we soon move away to make
room for others; and I laugh at the Mussul
mans of the present time, who take heed not
merely for the moment, but for ten years of on
ward existence. Yes, dear friend, take me with
you ; I must hasten away from this horrid king
dom of Error, for I am too weary of it." Such
entreaties were irresistible, and accordingly he
was hugged and kissed b

y his twenty-four fel
low-pilgrims, strongly advised to leave every
tiiing behind which he could not carry upon his
person ; and, whon duly accoutred in orthodox
rags, set out upon the long and dangerous jour
ney, in which he had to keep up a double dis
guise ; for, while his companions knew him only
as a Turk, to the people among whom he chiefly
traveled even that admission would have made
him hateful, and he had to be represented as a

Tartar of the Tartars.
Traveling, in the East, is the enjoyment,
chiefly, of beggars; the wealthy, like "^he gen
tlemen of England" in the old song, "stay at
home at ease." It is fortunate, then, that a
beggar, if he only lays claim to piety, is, among
the good Mohammedans, pretty sure of a wel
come ; and as piety and medical skill arc thought
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to go together, if the pilgrim prudently falls in
with the prevailing belief, and freely dispenses

blessingji, charms, and medical advice, he
is

certain of his reward in the gifts of the faithful.
When the caravan landed at Gomiishtepe, on
the borders of the Caspian Sea, the chief of that
ilk, Khandjan, received them with open arms,
and kept them a month, for the mere pleasure
of having visitors. Here the dervish Reshid

Effendi took his first lessons in the profession
he had adopted.
"Hadji Bilal," he writes, "invited me to
take a short walk with him, and when we had
got to a short distance from the tchatma he ob
served to mo that it was now high time to lay
aside entirely my effendi character, and become
body and soul a dervish. ' You must have al
ready remarked,' said tho excellent pilgrim,
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' that both I and my associates bestow upon the
public fatiha (blessings) : this you must do also.
I know that this is not the custom in Ronm,
but people here will expect and demand it. It
will occasion great surprise if, representing your
self to be a dervish, you do not carry out the
character to its full extent. You know the
form of benediction ; assume, therefore, a seri
ous face, and distribute your fatiha (blessings) ;

you can also give the nefes (holy breath) when

you are summoned to the sick, only never for

get to extend your hand at the same time, for

it is a matter of notoriety that we dervishes sub
sist by such acts of piety, and they are always
ready with some little present or other.' Hadji
Bilal apologized for presuming to school me ;

still, he said that it was for my benefit, and that

I must have heard the story of the traveler who,
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when he reached the land of the one-eyed na
tion, to put himself upon an equality with them,

kept one of his eyes closed." But not only bad
he to act the part of dervish, he had to conceal

carefully his curiosity about the people or the

country. They have as strong an aversion to

political preachers in Turkestan as they used to
have in the South. " I had only to touch upon
a question relating to ordinary life, or to show
a curiosity for some matter or other, to make
men wonderingly ask what a dervish, whose

proper business was only God and religion, had
to do with the affairs of this transitory world."
At last they set out for Khiva, and at the out
set of the journey met with a curious adventure,
which well exhibits the wildness of these " Eld
er lands." Some great marshes they had to
pass through were filled with wild hogs, and
our traveler incautiously rode into the nest of n
litter of pigs, at whose shrill squeals the mother
hog ran up, furiously showing her tusks to the
two travelers who had been unhorsed and lay
upon the ground. Fortunately they were saved
from attack by the speara of their companions.
One of these presently brought him back his
horse, with the remark, that "I might regard
myself as lucky, for that a death by the wound
of a wild boar would send even the most pious
Mussulman nedjis (unclean) into the next world,
where a hundred years' burning in purgatorial
fire would not purge away his uncleanness."

Presently they reached the borders of the
desert, and carefully filled their goat-skins with
water. When they had got a day's journey into
the desert the kervaubashi suddenly came to
the cheerful conclusion that the dervish Reshid
Effendi was none other than a Frenghi —Euro
pean— in disguise, and proposed to leave him
just there to perish as a spy. Fortunately
Vambdry's friends were faithful, and on their
remonstrances the chief at last consented to
take him along, "on the condition that thou
wilt, first, permit thyself to be searched to see
if thou hast any drawings or wooden pens (lead-
pencils), as the Frenghis generally have ; and,

secondly, that thou promise to take away with
thee no secret notes respecting the hills and
routes." The poor kervaubashi was much an
noyed with the contrary advices he received on
this matter ; but he referred the whole matter
elsewhere, repeating to himself continually
" Khuda'im bilir !"—God knows.
On their way to Khiva they frequently fell in
with the nomadic tribes who wander over this

country. To many individuals of these our
traveler became serviceable because he could
write ; ho was employed, when they halted, to
draw up for them notes of indebtedness. These,
he remarks, when duly signed by the debtor in
the sight of the creditor, were carefully pocketed
by the debtor. " When I questioned the cred
itor as to this remarkable manner of procedure,
his answer was, 'What have I to do with the
writing ? The debtor must keep it by him as a
reminder of his debt.' "

These Turkoman tribes are the most sav

age and brutal of man-stealers and slave-mas
ters, but at the same time honest in their deal
ings with each other and hospitable to stran
gers. Some of their superstition* have the
smack of extreme humanity; a basket, in the
desert, must not be destroyed, because it had
once formed the scat, on a camel's back, of a
man, and, said these people, to destroy what
had held men was regarded as a sin. But the
very person who told Vambery this was a mon
ster of cruelty, who denied water to a poor slnve
whom he had fed for two days upon salt-fish ;
and while a basket which has held a man is too
sacred to be destroyed, the life of man is so en
dangered by their uubridled passions that they
found a poor wretch living in a cave in the des

ert, like a wild beast, to escape his tribesmen,
who had sworn to murder him. He had lived
there solitary for many years. "Amaubol" —

peace be unto thee —murmured this poor wretch,
as he slunk back into his lair, when he found
the travelers meant him no harm.

They fell short of water in the desert. Each
watched jealously his decreasing store. It was
rumored that the kervaubashi had concealed an
extra supply, and while greedy and suspicious
glances were cast at the leader, no doubt many
of the company conceived the idea of robbing
him. But no one was so foolish as to ask his
neighbor for the charity of a drink. When they
halted, one evening, all wero in extremity.
"This evening my appetite left me. I had not
the slightest craving even for the smallest piece
of bread : my sensations were those of extreme

debility ; the heat of the day was indescribable.

My strength was gone, and I was lying there
extended, when I perceived that all were press
ing round the kervanbashi ; they made a sign
to me also to approach. The words ' Water,

water,' gave me fresh vigor. I sprang up; how
overjoyed and how surprised I was when I saw
the kervanbashi dealing out to each member of
the caravan about two glasses of the precious
liquid ! The honest Turkoman told us that for
years it had been his practice in the desert to

keep concealed a considerable quantity, and this
he doled out when he knew that it would be
most acceptable ; that this would be a great

sevab (act of piety), for a Turkoman proverb

says that a drop of water to the man thirsty
in the wilderness washes away a hundred years'
sins." This was the man who intended, with
out hesitation or compunction, to leave our trav
eler to perish in the desert !
This humane monster's suspicions were allay
ed, but not satisfied. When they entered Khiva,
all were called to an audience of the Mehrem
or prineipal officer of the khan. To him said
the kervaubashi, "We have brought to Khiva
three interesting quadrupeds (buffaloes), and a
no less interesting biped," pointing at the der
vish Reshid Effendi. To be suspected is to die,
in those countries ; and our traveler, thus held up
to general attention, heard the multitude about
him whisper, "Spy," "Frenghi," " Urus" —
Russian —any one of the three accusations fatal.
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Khiva, the capital of Kharesme, is better
known to ns, perhaps, as the scene of some in
teresting missionary operations than for any
thing else. It lies near the River Oxns, in a
wide plain ; its people are fanatical Mohamme
dans, and it is a commercial centre of the wan
dering Turkoman tribes. Its sovereign nnd peo
ple keep up little connection with the outer
world—they arc savages, with just enough of
Vol. XXXI.— No. 181.—B

civilization to make them narrow-minded, boast
ful, and vicious. Luckily for Vambe'iy, there
resided here one Sbiikrullah Bay, an officer who
had in previous years lived at Constantinople.
Him our traveler sought, and by his knowledge
of persons in the head-quarters of Islamism,
was able to establish a character as a veritable
Turk, which saved his life, and made him free
from suspicion.
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This ground gained, ihe dervish Reshid Ef-
fendi assumed a haughty air, as one who knew
his value, a holy man born in the Holy Land.
When he was presented to the khan it was to
give a blessing to his majesty. The khan in

quired about his means, but received for re

ply: "We dervishes do not trouble ourselves
with such trifles. The holy nefes (breath) which

my pir (chief ofmy order) had imparted to me for
my journey can support me four or five days
without any nourishment. My words," he writes,
" seemed to have given satisfaction, for his royal
highness was pleased to order that I should be
presented with twenty ducats and a stout ass.
I declined the ducats, with the remark that for a
dervish it was a sin to keep money ; thanked
him, however, warmly for the second part of
his most gracious favor, but begged permission
to draw his attention to the holy commandment
which prescribed a white ass for pilgrimages,
and entreated him, therefore, to vouchsafe me
such a one. I was on the point of withdrawing
when the khan desired that, at least during my
short stay in the capital, I should bo his guest,
and consent to take for my daily board two
tenghe (about one franc and fifty centimes) from
his haznadar."
This was acting his character faithfully, and
the result was a great increase in popularity
and a wonderful number of invitations to feasts.
"My hair stands on end at the recollection how
often I was forced to scat myself, between threo
and four o'clock in the morning, before suurise,

opposite a colossal dish of rice swimming in the
fat of the sheep-tail, which I was to assail as if
my stomach was empty." These invitations
were not purely hospitable, for the entertainers

sought information on many important subjects
from the learned dervish. "These gentlemen,
who give the preference to Turkey and Constan

tinople beyond all other places, were desirous
of receiving from me, the standard of Turkish
Islamite learning, an explanation of many me-
sele (religious questions). Oh, how warm those
thick-headed Ozbegs made me, with their colos
sal turbans, when they opened a conversation
concerning the prescriptions as to the mode of
washing hands, feet, face, and occiput; and how
a man should, in obedience to his holy religion,
sit, walk, lie, and sleep, etc. ! The Sultan (a
recognized successor of Mohammed) and his
grandees are accounted in Khiva the practical
examples of all these important laws. His
majesty the Emperor of Turkey is here desig
nated as a Mussulman whose turban is at least

fifty ells in length, whose beard extends below
his breast, and his robe to his toes. A man
might place his life in jeopardy who should as
sert the fact that the Sultan has head and heard

shaved a la Fiesko, and clothes made for him
at Paris by Dusetoye. One wanted religious
instruction; another asked if the world offered
elsewhere places as beautiful as Khiva ; a third
wished, once for all, to receive authentic in

formation whether the great Sultan really had
his each day's dinner and supper forwarded to

I him from Mecca, and whether they passed k,

his palace from the Kaaba in one minute." It
may interest our fashionable readers to know
j that the dinner and walking dress for gentle
men in Khiva is a high, round fur hat, a thick
pair of boots, a long shirt, and nothing else !
In Khiva, among other pleasant customs, they
gouge out the eyes of elderly prisoners of war :
and the dervish Reshid Effendi was by accident
witness, with the general publie, to this specta
cle. I found about three hundred Tchaudors,
prisoners of war, covered with rags. They were
so tormented by the dread of their approaching
fate, and by the hunger which they had endured
several days, that they looked as if they had just
risen from their graves. They were separated
into two divisions, namely, such as had not yet
reached their fortieth year, and were to be sold
as slaves, or to be made use cf as presents, and
such as, from their rank or age, were regarded
as aksakals (graybeards) or leaders, and who
were to suffer the punishment imposed by the
khan. The former, chained together by their
iron collars in numbers of ten to fifteen, were
led away; the latter submissively awaited the

punishment awarded. They looked like lambs
in the hands of their executioners. While sev
eral were led to the gallows or the block I saw
how, at a sign from the executioner, eight aged
men placed themselves down on their backs

upon the earth. They were then bound hand
and foot, and the executioner gouged out their

eyes in turn, kneeling to do so on the breast of
each poor wretch ; and after every operation he
wiped his knife, dripping with blood, upon the
white beard of the hoary unfortunate. Ah.
cruel spectacle ! As each fearful act was com
pleted the victim, liberated from bis bonds, grop
ing around with his hands, sought to gain his
feet. Some fell against each other, head against
head ; others sank powerless to the earth again,
uttering low groans, the memory of which will
make me shudder as long as I live."
As ho went one day to the treasurer to re
ceive his daily stipend he found that worthy en

gaged in a singular occupation. A number of
horsemen had ridden in from the camp to re
ceive the reward of bravery. Tho more heads
the better soldier is the rule in Khiva. In
battle the trooper not only kills his enemy—he
cuts off his head; nnd these braves were now
to receive robes of honor, varying in splendor
and value according to the number of heads
they were able to produce to the treasurer.
Some received the robe of forty heads; some
the twenty-headed ; others.^ess lucky, the four-
headed robe. As each emptied his sack upon
the ground an accountant took note of the num
ber of skulls produced.
Yet it was in Khiva that Vambe'ry passed the
pleasantest days of his long journey. The peo
ple were full of pious charity ; gifts abounded ;
and when he departed toward Bokhara he had

a good stout donkey, money, clothing, and pro
visions— tho gifts of tho faithful. Nor was he
alone; all the pilgrims were equally well fur
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nished. They were even what a Western man
would call "dead-headed" across the Oxus, the
following writing having the effect of a railroad

"pass" with us :
u It is notified to the watchers of the frontiers and the
toll-collectors that permission has been given to the Hadji
Mollah Abdur Reshid Effendi, and that no one is to trou
ble him."

It will be noticed that our pilgrim gathered

titles as he went. It required the greater part
of a day to cross the Oxus ; and when they got
to the other side, the donkeys, who have an
aversion to water, had to be carried on shore,
like so many babes in arms. Hadji Yakoub took
his donkey "pickaback," the poor, frightened
little brute hiding its head in the necR of its
master.

Leaving the Oxns they presently came to an
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other desert, in passing which they were nearly
shipwrecked, for besides horrible sufferings from
thirst, they were threatened by robbers, and over
whelmed by the tebbad, a hot whirlwind, which

fortunately overtook them only when they had
reached the farther edge of the sands. "The
kervanbashi and his people drew our attention
to a cloud of dust that was approaching, and
told us to lose no time in dismounting from the

camels. These poor brutes knew well enough
that it was the tebbad that was hurrying on ;
uttering a loud cry, they fell on their knees,

stretched their long necks along the ground, and

strove to bury their heads in the sand. We in
trenched ourselves behind them, lying there as
behind a wall j and scarcely had we, in our turn,
knelt under their cover, than the wind rushed
over us with a dull, clattering sound, leaving us.
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in its passage, covered with a crusfof sand two
fingers thick. The first particles that touched
me seemed to burn like a rain of flakes of fire
Had we encountered it when we were six miles

deeper in the desert, we should all have perished.
I had not time to make observations upon the
disposition to fever and vomiting caused by the
wind itself, but the air became heavier and
more oppressive than before."

The gallows may be, as a certain Englishman
supposed, a sure sign of civilization, but the
custom-house is quite ns unfailing a token. At
two leagues from Bokhara, custom-house offi

cers met the caravan of pilgrims, and stopped
them, to take an inventory of their goods. Here

Vambe'ry was at once recognized as a European,
but he brazened it out, and when asked to ex
hibit his trunk and other possessions drove his
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donkey up stairs into a carpeted room, to be

duly inspected. His companions also came to
his rescue. " Hadji Reshid is not only a good
Mussulman, " they proclaimed every where, " but
at the same time a learned mollah ; to have any
suspicion of him is a mortal sin." Nevertheless

spies were set to track him in the city ; and
shrewd fellows sent to speak with him ; but with
a huge turban on his head, a copy of the Koran
suspended from his neck, a wise tongue, and a

pious demeanor, he eluded all traps, and pres
ently found himself a popular man. "What ex
treme piety!" exclaimed the populace, "to come
all the way from Constantinople to Bokhara
alone, to visit our Baha-ed-din" — the great saint
of this region. "They praised me," he writes,
"but not a farthing did I ever get from them."
He was lucky, however, to get off with his life.
The " noble Bokhara" is a delightful spot. It
is not only extraordinarily hot ; but one in ten of
the inhabitants are affected with a singular dis
ease, the rishte (filaria Medinensis), which, horri
ble as it seems to us, is thought as little of there
as a cold in the head here. " One feels, at first,
on the foot, or on some other part of the body,
a tickling sensation, then a spot becomes visible
whence issues a worm like a thread. This is
often an ell long, and it ought some days after
to be carefully wound off on a reel. This is the
common treatment, and occasions no extraordi

nary pain ; but if the worm is broken off an in
flammation ensues, and instead of one, from six
to ten make their appearance, which forces the

patient to keep his bed a week, subjecting him
to intense suffering. The more courageous have
the rishte cut out at the very beginning. The
barbers in Bokhara are tolerably expert in this
operation. The part where the tickling sensa
tion is felt is in an instant removed, the worm

extracted, and the wound itself soon heals.
Sometimes this malady, which is also common
in Persia, recurs in the following summer, and

that, too, even when the patient is in a different

climate. It happened so with Dr. Wolff, the
well-known traveler, who dragged with him all
the way from Bokhara one of these long memo
rials of his journey. It did not show itself till
he came to England, when it was extracted, in
Eastern fashion, by the late Sir Benjamin Bro-
die." The only prevention is to drink constant
ly of warm water and tea.
Samarcand, the pride of the Turcomans, the
city which is famous through the East for the

beauty of its situation, for the excellence of its
water, and for the tomb of the great Timour—

Tamerlane as wo call him, from Timurlenk, the
lame—Samarcand, which, in the fond opinion
of the Asiaties, "resembles Paradise," was the
next step in the author's journey. He found it
a dull but interesting city, mostly in ruins, and
the only notable incident during his stay was
the arrival and reception of the Emir Mozaffar-
ed-din, who looked, with his escort of high func
tionaries, clad in snow-white turbans and wide
silk garments, " more like the chorus of women
in the opera of Nebuchadnezzar than like a troop

of Tartar warriors." It is pleasant to know that
the costumes worn in operatic representations
resemble any thing actually used by mortal men
in the nineteenth century.
The emir called Vambe'ry to a special audi
ence, in which he was submitted to a close cross-
examination, but succeeded, " through the flexi
bility of my tongue, which is really impudent
enough," says he, with some truth, in disarm
ing suspicion. Arrived in the audience cham
ber, he walked, unasked, up to the emir, rough
ly pushed aside an astonished prime-minister,
and after reciting a prayer, seated himself in
that worthy's place. " The boldness of my pro
ceeding—quite, however, in accordance with the
character which I assumed —seemed not dis
pleasing to him. I had long forgotten the art
of blushing, and so was able to sustain the look
which he now directed full in my face, with the
intention, probably, of disconcerting me.
" ' Hadji, thou comest, I hear, from Roum, to
visit the tombs of Baha-ed-din and the saints of
Turkestan?'
" 'Yes, takhsir (sire) ; but also to quicken my
self by the contemplation of thy sacred beauty'
(djemali mubarek), according to the forms of
conversation usual on these occasions.
"'Strange! and thou lmdst, then, no other
motive in coming hither from so distant a
land ?'
" ' No, takhsir (sire) ; it had always been my
warmest desire to behold the noble Bokhara and
the enchanting Samarcand, upon whose sacred
soil, as was remarked by Sheikh Hjclal, one
should rather walk on one's head than on one's
feet. But I have, besides, no other business in
life, and have long been moving about every
where as a djihangeshte' (world pilgrim)." ' What, thou, with thy lame foot, a djihan
geshte ! That is really astonishing.'
" ' I would be thy victim' (an expression
equivalent to 'pardon me'). 'Sire, thy glori
ous ancestor (peace be with him !) had certainly
the same infirmity, and he was even djihanghir'
(conqueror of the world). This reply was agree
able to the emir, who now put questions to me
respecting my journey, and the impression made
upon me by Bokhara and Samarcand."
From Samarcand Vambe'ry was offered escort
to Thibet and China —a long and unheard of
journey, in which he would have been handed
over from caravan to caravan, and from nation
to nation, every where to excite new suspicions,
and brave fresh deaths. But he had done enough
for the first attempt. He remembered the Turk
ish proverb, "Better is an egg to-day than a
fowl to-morrow." He determined to return
homeward, being tired of savagery ; and he had

yet, at best, a long and perilous journey back to

Teheran, by a new route, through Karshi.;May-
mene, and Herat. The reader who is anx
ious to learn how he fared on this homeward

journey, how he nearly starved, lay for days
among ruins, was refused the slightest aid, and
did not cease to be suspected, though his misery
was devouring him, must seek his own vivid ae
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count, in the book from which we have taken
some of its adventures. There he will find also
a eurious and instructive account of the peculiar
virtues and vices, habits and customs, of the
Turkoman tribes—the most honorable of mon
sters, the most honest of man-stealers, the most
pious and inhuman of mankind.
On one occasion there was in the caravan a

young woman who had been treacherously sold j

by her own husband to an aged Tadjik for thirty
tilla. It was not until she renched the desert
that she became fully aware of the cruel trick
to which she was victim : " The wretched creat
ure, shrieking, and weeping, and tearing her
hair, ran up to me like one distracted, and ex
claimed, 'Hadjim (my hadji), thou that hast read
books, tell me where it is written that a Mussul
man can sell his wife who has borne him chil
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dren !' I affirmed it to be n sin, but the Tadjik
only laughed at me, for he had, probably, al
ready an understanding with the kazi kelan (su
perior judge) of Karshi, and felt euro of his
purchase."
Another time Vambe'ry inquired of " a rob
ber, noted for his piety," how he could make up
his mind to sell his brother religionists into
slavery, when the Prophet's words were " Kul-

li Iszlam hurre (Every Mussulman is free)?"
"Behey!" said the Turkoman, with supreme
indifference; "the Koran, God's book, is cer
tainly more precious than man, and yet it is
bought or sold for a few krans. What more
can you say ? Yes, Joseph, the son of Jacob,
was a prophet, and was himself sold. Was he,
in any respect, the worse for that ?"
Neithor women nor their Mohammedan breth-
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TENT IN CENTRAL ASIA.
(A. Framework. R Covered with Felt. C. Interior.)

rcn are sacred from their rapacity ; nor will they I and murder, fewer breaches of justice and of
submit to government. The Turkoman him- I morality, take place among them than among
self is wont to say, " Biz bibash khalk bolamiz the other nations of Asia whose social relations
(We are a people without a head), and we will rest on the basis of Islam civilization,
not have one. We are all equal ; with us every ' They live on horseback ; they are the true
one is king." Yet in spite of all this seeming dwellers in tents ; the camel is their patient
anarchy, in spite of all their barbarism, so long beast of burden; the slave-trade — the profes-
as enmity is not openly declared, less robbery I sion of man-stealing — is their livelihood. In
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Khiva, the markets are held on horseback ; sell
ers as well as buyers arc mounted ; and "it was
extremely droll to see how the Kirghis women,
with their great leathern vessels full of kimis,

sitting on the horses, hold the opening of the
skin above the month of the customer. There
is adroitness in both parties, for very seldom do

any drops fall aside."
As among our Indian tribes, the women do

the drudgery of the camp. The tent, with the
exception of the wood-work, is entirely the work
of the Turkoman woman, whose duty it is

,

also,
to put it up and to take it down. She even
packs it up upon the camel, and accompanies it

in the wanderings of her people, close on foot.
The tents of the rich and poor are distinguished
by their being got up with a greater or less

pomp in the internal arrangements. There are
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only two sorts: 1. The karaoy, a black tent,
that is

,

the tent which has grown brown or black
from age ; 2

. The akoy, a white tent, that is
,

one covered in the interior with felt of snowy
whiteness : it is erected for newly-married cou

ples, or for guests to whom they wish to pay
particular honor. The tent made a very pleas
ant impression on the mind of our traveler, be
ing cool in summer and genially warm in winter.
Even in their marriage ceremonial there are
strong traces of their rude, boisterous life. The
young maiden, attired in bridal costume, mounts

a high-bred courser, taking on her lap the car
cass of a lamb or goat, and, setting off at full
gallop, is followed by the bridegroom and other
young men of the party, also on horseback ;

but she is always to strive, by adroit turns, etc.,
to avoid her pursuers, that no one of them ap
proach near enough to snatch from her the bur
den on her lap. This game, called Kokbiiri
(green wolf), is in use among all the nomads
of Central Asia. Sometimes two, sometimes
four days after the nuptials, the newly-married
couple are separated, and the permanent union
does not begin until after the expiration of an
entire year.
Another singular custom has reference to the
mourning for the decease of a beloved member
of the family. It is the practice, in the tent
of the departed one, each day for a whole year,
without exception, at the same hour that he
drew his last breath, for female mourners to
chant the customary dirges, in which the mem
bers of the family present are expected to join.
In doing so, the latter proceed with their ordi
nary daily employments and occupations ; and
" it isquite ridiculous to see how the Turkoman
polishes his arms and smokes his pipe, or de
vours his meal, to the accompaniment of these
frightful yells of sorrow." A similar thing oc
curs with the women, who, seated in the small
er circumference of the tent itself, are wont to
join in the chant, to cry and weep in the most
plaintive manner, while they are at the same
time cleaning wool, spinning, or performing
some other duty of household industry. The
friends and acquaintances of the deceased are
also expected to pay a visit of lamentation, and
that even when the first intelligence of the mis
fortune does not reach them until after months
have elapsed. The visitor seats himself before
the tent, often at night, and, by a thrilling yell
of fifteen minutes' duration, gives notice that he
has thus performed his last duty toward the de
funct. When a chief of distinction, one who
has really well earned the title of bator (vali
ant), perishes, it is the practice to throw up
over his grave a joszka (large mound) ; to this
every good Turkoman is bound to contribute at
least seven shovelfuls of earth, so that these
elevations often have a circumference of sixty
feet, and a height of from twenty to thirty feet.
In the great plains these mounds are very con-
spicuons objects ; the Turkoman knows them
all, and calls them by their names— that is to
say, by the names of those that rest below.

THE SUN-DIAL.

TIS
an old dial, dark with many a stain ;

In summer crown'd with drifting orchard bloom,
Tricked in the autumn with the yellow rain,
And white in winter like a marble tomb;

And round nlxiut its pray, time-eaten brow
Lean letters speak— a worn and shattered row :

" I am a Shade : a Shadowe too arte thou :

I marke the Time : save, Gossip, dost thou soe ?"

The tardy shade slid forward to the noon;
Thero came a dainty lady to the place,
Smelling a flower, humming a quiet tune,
Smoothing the willful waving of her lace :

O'er her blue dress an endless blossom strayed;
About her tendril-curls the sunlight shone;
And round her train the tiger-lilies swayed,
Like courtiers bowing till the queen b

e

gone.

She leaned upon the slab a little space,
Then drew a jeweled pencil from her zone,
Scribhled it something with a frolic face,
Folded, inscribed, and niched it in the stone.

The shade slipped on, no swifter than the snail;
There came a second lady to the place,
Dove-eyed, dove-robed, and something wan nnd pale,
An inner beauty shining from her face,

All the mute loveliness of lonely love;
She, straying in the alleys with her book,
Herriek or Herbert, watched the circling dove,
And spied the tiny letter in tho nook.

Then, like to one who confirmation finds
Of some dread secret half accounted true.
Who knows what hands and hearts the letter binds,
And argues loving commerce 'twixt the two,

Sho bent her fair young forehead on the stone;
The dark shade gloomed an instant on her head ;

And 'twixt her taper fingers pearled and shone
Tho single tear that tear-worn eyes will shed.

The shade slipped onward to the falling gloom ;
There came a soldier gallant in her stead,
Swinging a heaver with a swaling plume,

A ribboned love-lock rippling from his head;

Blue-eyed, frank-faced, with clear and open brow,
Scar-seamed a little, as the women love;
So kindly fronted that you marveled how
The frequent sword-hilt had so frayed his glove ;

Who switched at Psyche plunging in the sun ;

Uncrowned three lilies with a backward sweep ;

And standing somewhat widely, like to one
More used to "Boot and Saddle" than to creep

As courtiers do, yet gentleman withal,
Took out tho note, held it as one who frared
The fragile thing he held would slip and fall ;

Read and re-read, pulling his tawny beard;

Kissed it
, I think, and hid it in his vest ;

Laughed softly in a flattered happy way,
Shifted the broidered baldrick on his breast,
And sauntered past, singing a roundelay

The shade crept forward through the dying glow ;

There came no more nor dame nor cavalier;
But for n little time the brass will show

A small gray spot— tho record of a tear.
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HEROIC DEEDS OF HEROIC MEN.
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VII.—CHANGE OF BASE EFFECTED.
Perils of the March —Battle of Frayser's Farm, or Glen-
dale.—Heroism of M •Call's Division.— Incidents of the
Buttle Barbarity of the Rebels Nobility of a Young
Patriot.— Hospital Scenes.—The Final Battle at Mal
vern Hill Signal Repulse of the Foe.— The Retreat
continued. —Disappointment and Indignation of Pntriot
Geuerals.—Popularity of General M'Clellan with the
Soldiers.

IN
our last Number wo left the heroic patriot
army in its disastrous march from the Chicka-
hominy to the James, toiling through the mire

and forest of White Oak Swamp. During the
long hours of the night of Sunday, the 29lh of
June, the rear-guard toiled slowly along through
the swamp rouds, over which the army they had
rescued had gone before them. The iron Sum
ner, chafing and rebelling against the order to
fall back, and scarcely consoled by the thought
of his salvation of the Army of the Potomae, car
ried his men, bis guns, and his flags safely through
to the other side of the morass. At 9 o'clock
on Monday morning, June 30, he looked back
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defiantly upon Jackson, Longstreet, and Hill,
as they prepared to descend from the opposite
hills and enter the swamp in pursuit.
The danger was now imminent of a flank
movement, by which the army might be cut into

two portions, and the helpless rear surrounded

and destroyed. The roads were intricate. We
knew them but imperfectly,- while to the rebels

they were familiar routes. When we look back

upon the position of our army at this crisis its
final escape appears providential, and almost mi
raculous. The road to Turkey Bend or Malvern
Hill, called Quaker Road, is the great highway
from Savage's Station to James Rijfer, and is
intersected repeatedly by the roads running from

Richmond to the East. Over this road our

troops must pass. By any of these Richmond
roads a force might be suddenly thrown across
our lines of retreat, hampered and choked by ar
tillery and baggage-trains.
In the centre General Sumner still held the
perilous rear. General Franklin was with him.
General Slocum was on his left, and General
Hcintzelman on the right, to guard, so far as
was possible, against the anticipated attempt to
flank and divide our forces. Generals Hooker,

Kearney, Sedgwick, and M'Call, were all there
in the most exposed posts of peril, with the
wearied remnants of their divisions, ready for
the sixth day and the sixth battle.
The early summer day of July 1 broke with
parching heat on the already smoking field.
Our troops had been drawn up in a line of bat
tle three or four miles long, taking advantage of
the cleared farm lands to the right and left of
the road. They placed, wherever it was possible,
an open field in their front across which the en

emy must advance to attack them. With the
first light a rebel battery was discovered, which
during the night had been moved very nearly up
to our lines. Our rifled cannon were at once
brought to bear upon it

,

and in a short time five
of the guns were dismounted. Still the rebels,
with desperate bravery, held their post and con
tinued their fire.
Until 10 o*clock the cannonading was inces
sant on both sides. Then, from the woods in
front of General M'Call's division, poured out a

vast body of rebels for an overwhelming charge.
General M'Call's division was posted across the
New Market Road, and consisted of Pennsylvania
regiments ; regiments that did such gallant serv
ice at Gettysburg a year later, and that had suf
fered terribly in Gainsville and Mechaniesville
three days before. It has been said that these
reserves broke into inextricable confusion early
in the day. But the incontrovertible proof of
their brave fighting was to be seen the next

morning in the number of their dead lying upon
the ground where they fell, and in the wounded
being borne away to the hospitals.
The imputations, so cruel and undeserved,
which have been cast on the bravery and endur
ance of these troops can not easily be explained.
Even the Commander-in-Chief lent his assist
ance to the nnmerited stigma, which was a hard

return for a division which maintained the posi
tion at the Cross Roads from morning till night,
leaving it strewn with their dead, and held as
reserves at Malvern Hill, on the next day
plunged boldly in, at the critical moment of the
last charge, from which they came out reduced
one half in number. Justice, however, is eter
nal, though slow of speech, and brave men are
not called cowards for long. The written testi
mony of Fitz John Porter and General Meade,
among others, will remain as a record of the
bravery of M'Call's division.
" Had not M'Call," writes Fitz John Porter,
Major-General Commanding the Fifth Corps,
" held his place on New Market Road, June 30,
that line of march would have been cut by the
enemy."
" It was only the stubborn resistance," writes
General Meade, "offered by one division — the
Pennsylvania Reserves—prolonging the contest
till after dark, and checking, till that time, the
advance of the enemy, that enabled the concen
tration during the night of the whole army on
the James River which saved it."
The whole force which attacked M'Call's
troops consisted of the divisions of Hill, Long-
street, Anderson, Cobb, and Whitticomb; and
they fought with bloody will. Twice they cap
tured M'CnU's batteries of sixteen guns. Twice
our men, rallying under the sting of their loss,

retook them, and the last time held them, to ilo

deadly work the next day at Malvern Hill.
Through the sultry hours of the long summer's

day the fortunes of the fight rose and fell. Now
the sweeping fire of our rifled cannon bore the
masses of the rebels back in hopeless terror, and
as they receded our men sprang forward, and with
the old cry, " On to Richmond !" pressed so hard
that only superhuman exertions on the part of
the rebel officers prevented the entire giving
way and rout of their army.
Then, rallying under some powerful leader,
they would stem and reverse the torrent, and we,
in our turn, would yield. Rarely has there been
seen more desperate fighting. One of the thrill,

ing incidents of the day has been thus eloquent

ly described by the Rev. J. J. Marks. A single
brigade of the rebels had made a desperate
charge upon one of our divisions, coming on
steadily, under a raking fire, with their guns
trailed :

" They were led by a man of vast muscular
strength and prowess. Cheering and shouting
to his men he ran on the gunners. The reserve
infantry rushed forward to the rescue ; and around
the cannon, between them and over the bodies
of fallen horses and comrades, commenced a

contest of the most furious character. Scarcely

a single shot was fired. Bayonet crossed bayo
net ; and frequently after a death-struggle for
two or three minutes, the foes stood breathless,
with guns locked, foot to foot and face to face,

each afraid to move, lest that would give his

enemy the advantage ; and in that awful mo
ment, when the whole being was fired by a

frenzy that seemed supernatural, the counte
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nance of each was painted on the mind of the
other forever. The shouts of command, the
yells of fury, the thrust, the parry, the spouting
blood, the death-cry, the stroko and the crash
of clubbed muskets, the battle receding into the
forest, and every tree and bush the scene of a
tragedy ; and then again the pressing out around
the cannon, the officer mounted on the broken
wheels, cheering and calling his men, the pause
of a moment from exhaustion or to rally, and
then the renewal of the fight with greater fury
than ever, made this a spectacle of awful grand-
cur.

" In all this conflict the leader of the Confed
erates had been successful in every struggle, and
had huiled to the ground with scornful ease less
powerful men. Every where a path opened be
fore him, until a man of equal strength sprang
forward to meet him. After they had parried
each other's thrusts for a moment, they paused,
looked at each other intently, as if to determine
what next to do ; each feeling that he had met a
foe worthy of his steel ; and again they rushed
forward, with renewed desperation, each intent
upon pressing back the other, until some fall or
stumble would give him the victory. But they
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were so equally matched that not a foot did

either recede ; backward and forward they bent
and dashed, then again, foot to foot and arm to
arm they struggled ; unlocking their guns, which
had been twisted together, they would start back
and then dash forward with the fury of gladia
tors.
"Many on both sides stopped to look on this
desperate personal rencontre ; around the wound

ed, taking purchase for blows on the bodies of
the dead, they continued the struggle, until,
with gun pressed against gun, they breathed
into each other's faces; and while they thus
stood the rush of battle bound, for a second, the
arm of the Southern giant. His enemy was
swift to improve the advantage. He darted
back, lifted his clubbed gun, and brought it
down with crushing force on the neck of his foe.
The musket of the rebel dropped from his hands,
and, throwing up his arms in the air, his whole
body quivered convulsively and he fell dead.
The conqueror turned his head, looked up wiih
a grim smile of satisfaction into the face of his

general, and disappeared m the whirl and cloud
of battle."
Acts of heroic bravery on both sides signalized
this day. A young boy, son of a rebel major,
fell helpless to the ground, both legs shattered.
His father, a few yards in advance, casting one
look of unutterable pain and love upon his bleed
ing child, exclaimed,
" I will help you when we have beaten the
enemy. I have other sons to lead in the path
to glory."
These were his last words. In a moment he
too fell to the earth mortally wounded.
Great apprehensions were entertained by the
rebel leaders as to the result of the battle.
They were prepared for the worst. Orders
were dispatched to Richmond with all possible
haste to insure the removal to a place of safety
of all the public documents and property ; and
the whole population of the city was thrown into
a state of suspense and alarm. General Lee
gave orders to Stonewall Jackson to hold his
corps in readiness to cover the retreat of the



army in case it should become necessary. Every
thing betokened their realization of peril. No
thing more clearly showed it than the mad reck
lessness with which they risked the lives of
whole divisions in hopeless charges upon oar
lines. Bat our undismayed men, strong and
ready in spite of the six days through which

they had toiled and marched and fought, held
their ground and drove back their foes.
The chivalrous Kearney, omnipresent on the
field, gave electric strength to his men wherever
he appeared. Waving his brave one arm, more
to be dronded than two, and saying with a smile,

into the eyes of every man, "Gayly, my boys,
go in gayly!" he drew them on, into the thick
est fight, with an abandon which must have
been seen to be realized. General Kearney
possessed that rarest gift of intuitive anticipa
tion of the enemy's plans— that sure instinct of
the nearest danger, which is almost a battle sec
ond-sight, and which would have made him.
had he lived, one of our most famous generals.
General Heinlzehnan deserves the greatest
credit for the coolness with which he prided the
intricate movements of the day, executed, ns

many of them were, in the deep w oods. In com
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parative uncertainty as to the number and situ

ation of the enemy, and with the disheartening
consciousness that he was fighting merely to se

cure a road for retreat. Nightfall found us un
questioned victors. But with barely time for
reorganizing our forces in line of march, we
stole away again in the darkness, leaving the
rebels busily engaged in burying their own dead

and rifling the bodies of ours. Our retreat was
so hurried that the wounded were left behind,

to meet a fate worse than death under any form
—lingering, torturing life in rebel hands. The
heart turns away speechless from the story of

their sufferings.
Many of our men also were taken prisoners
before morning, in consequence of their having
fallen asleep upon the ground immediately upon
the cessation of the battle at midnight ; sleeping
undisturbed through the indescribable noise and
confusion of the commencement of the march,
waking at daylight to find confronting their as
tonished gaze the unfamiliar and unfriendly faces
of rebel guards, strongly posted at every point,
rendering their escape impossible. Gloomily
they gave themselves up, and turned their faces
toward the Richmond they had hoped to enter
in triumph, but which would give to them now

only a loathsome dungeon. Bitter as was their
fate, however, wo forget them as we turn to the
hundreds of wounded left helpless in their ago
nies, to bo picked up by merciless foes or to die
alone.
Before nine o'clock on Tuesday morning, July
1, the entire army had reached Malvern Hill in
safety. The five protecting gun-boats lay full
in view in the sparkling water to the southeast.
Our siege guns were on the heights. The dar
ing retreat was accomplished. Malvern Hill is
about two miles to the northwest from James
River, sloping gently to the north and east, but
difficult of ascent on the south and west. The
fine old country seat called Crow House stands
on the summit, bowered in the vines and foliage
of a century's growth. General M'Clellan him
self superintended the planting on this hill of
three hundred and fifty pieces of artillery, which,
with indomitable energy and wise provision, had
been brought out of and through the swamps
and the battles of the previous six days.
To this artillery and to the gun-boats we
owed our victory in the great battle which soon
ensued. Without these our exhausted men,
broken down by alternate marchings and battles
for six days and nights, and broken-spirited at
the humiliation of the abandonment of their
campaign, could never have borne the furious
onsets of the rebels on this seventh, last, and
desperate day. The batteries were protected
by rifle-pits, dug during the night, and covered
with straw, so that no token was discernible of
the ten thousand muskets lying in wait there to
flash out upon charging foes.
Early in the forenoon the rebel forces slowly
advanced, feeling their way by shelling the woods
to the right and left, uncertain at what precise
points we were posted. General Magruder was
Vol. XXXI.—No. 181.—C

j
in command, assisted by Generals Jackson,
l Longstreet, Hill, and Hnger. Our lines were

j drawn up in still readiness for the attack. Gen-

j eral Keyes held the right flank, supported by
I General Smith in the rear. On his left was
! General Sumner's corps ; and still farther to

j the left were Hooker and Kearney. The lines
: were three miles in length ; and no road by
which the rebels could advance was left un
guarded.
General Magruder's first movement, after dis
covering our position, was to advance a few bat
teries into a field in our front. In the twink
ling of an eye they were dismantled and shat
tered to fragments by the .rain of our shot, and
nothing could bo seen in the clearing smoke
and dust but a few gunners escaping into the
woods. His next effort was made against Gen
eral Sumner's corps. Upon this part of our
line he threw his entire left wing, composed of
the finest troops in the Southern army—the bri
gades of Toombs, Cobb, Wright, Armistead, and
others.

Unflinchingly the first column advanced to
ward the smoking hill, from which such death
had come to their comrades. But before they
had crossed half-way they were mown down.

Only a few crept back on their faces with no
guns. A new column stepped forward over the
same strewn road. Our gunners groaned with

pity and admiration for brave men as they dealt
the same death again. Once the thin column
rallied, pressed a little nearer the cannon, and
then they too melted away. The open plain
j lay piled with dead. When the air had cleared
still a third column came on, swifter and more
resolved than the others, closing up over its

dead, and rushing at last, little more than a
handful of men, into the reserved musket fire,
which swept all the cannon had spared.
General Slocum's division was hurried up to

support General Sumner, and until six o'clock
the battle raged in this part of our lines. But
the great struggle was on the extreme left, where
Generals Heintzelman, Kearney, and Hooker
found themselves in the centre of the sorest
fight. Only their veteran valor and the heroic
endurance of their tried troops could have re
sisted the fierce persistence of the rebels. Late
in the afternoon a large body of the rebels was
thrown boldly forward from Magruder's centre,

with orders to press on in the face of every ob
stacle, and not to fall back while a man was
left alive. It has been said that these men had
been drugged by whisky and guupowder. Their
reckless self-sacrifice is hardly explainable upon
any other supposition. They were no longer
men ; they were maddened fiends.
As the plowing balls struck them down dead
by hundreds the living rushed on with yells that
seemed exultant. Again and again and again
they closed up and neared the mouths of the
guns on the top of the hill till the shot flew over
their heads, leaving them unharmed. Then,

just as the gunners quailed before their ap
proach, the rifle-pits blazed, and a thousand



close, deadly musket-shots clicked through the
air. The rebels wavered and fell back, but still
fought bravely down the hiU, and left its base
thick with their dead. At six o'clock in the
evening the rebels made another furious charge,
which bore back our left. General M 'Call's
exhausted and reduced division was the last re
serve which could come to its aid ; but in a few
moments it was routed, slaughtered, its General
taken prisoner, and Biddle and Kuhn mortally
wounded.
General Sedgwick's division was then sent
from the centre to aid the left, and Generals

Hooker and Kearney rallied their divisions for

a grand charge. Fonr batteries of artillery were
hurried forward and opened with effect. The
gun-boats Aroostook and Galena, having taken

their position about a mile above Turkey Bend,

opened fire with their gigantic guns, when sud

denly, in one tremendous panie, the entire rebel

army turned and fled. The shells from the un
seen gun-boats, crashing through the forests and

dropping from high into the air in their midst,
struck such terror to the foe that they ran in ab

ject fright, seeking blindly for shelter in swamps

and caves. The day was ours ! The foe was in
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w up

fall retreat, baving lost more than twice as many
men as we.
" If at this moment," writes an eye-witness,
"we could have brought ten thousand reserves
into the field, we might have marched back
again, retaken all we had lost, and, without
difficulty, have reached Richmond."
Others, upon the ground, felt and dared to
say that our army was as strong to follow as the
rebel army to flee, and General M'Clellan's order
to retreat to Harrison's Landing was received
with a storm of incredulous indignation by many
of his generals. Dr. Marks writes :
" General Martindale shed tears of shame.
The brave and chivalrous Kearney said, in the
presence of many officers, ' I, Philip Kearney,

an old soldier, enter my solemn protest against
this order to retreat. We ought, instead of re
treating, to follow up the enemy and take Rich
mond. And in full view of all the responsibility
of such a declaration, I say to you all, such an
order can only be prompted by cowardice or
treason.'"
It is probable that General M'Clellan was
not fully aware of the extent to which the rebel
army was shattered and demoralized. He bad
been so depressed through the day with the most

melancholy forebodings, that the final repulse of
the enemy possibly appeared to him more as a

temporary escape than the positive victory which
it really was. He had not been alone in these
forebodings. The Prince of Joinville had left
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the field early m the morning, m company with
his nephews, the Due ile Chartres and the Count
de Paris, and had taken refuge in a steamer.
The fact that they who had hitherto been fore
most in every danger and undeterred by any
fears had apparently recoiled from the prospect
of this last day seemed a significant one. The
paymasters, also, were all ordered on board of
the gun-boats; and the evident apprehension
and distrust on the part of the Commander-in-
Chief, who remained for the greater portion of
the day on the steamer, had diffused general
distrust and alarm.
Our forces, moreover, were most undeniably
in a deplorable state. Whole regiments were
missing; divisions reduced to little more than
a regiment ; more than one half of the Grand
Army of the Potomae, as it landed at Fortress
Mouroe, dead from sickness or battle, or wound
ed and in prison. It is estimated that during
the three months of this Peninsular campaign
nearly sixty thousand patriot troops melted

away. It was not strange that it seemed im
possible for this exhausted remnant to make one
more effort. It is not strange that the com
manding General could not realize that, bitterly
smitten as his own army was, the army of his
foe was still more enfeebled, and might be
crushed. But his fuilure to realize this, and
his persistent retreat to Harrison's Landing,
closed the door for months, and even years, to
our success on the Peninsula. As a part of the
history of this campaign, it is a duty here to
record the following statement, from the Report

of the Congressional Committee on the Operations
of the Army of the Potomac '
"It would appear, from all the information
your Committee can obtain, that the battles
were fought, the troops handled, new disposi
tions made and old ones changed, entirely by
the corps commanders, without directions from
the commanding General. He would place the
troops in the morning, then leave the field and

seek the position for the next day, giving no di

rections until the close of the day's fighting,
when the troops would bo ordered to fall back,

during the night, to the new position selected by
him. In that manner the army reached the
James River."
The Battle of Malvern Hill was the most se
vere of all the battles of this memorable retreat.
The loss of the rebels was terrible, owing to our
artillery firo—equaling the total of our losses in
the whole seven days. Our own loss was not so
severe as in the other engagements. But the
sufferings of our wounded, whom wo were forced
to abandon to the inhumanities of their foes, were
more terrible than have been elsewhere known
in the history of the rebellion.
Four days after the battle of Glendale no
bread or meat had been sent to some of the hos
pitals, in which our men were starving by scores.
Ambulances, wagons, private carriages, and ve
hicles of all descriptions, had driven out from
Richmond, bringing food and wine to the rebel

, and carrying them tenderly back to

the city. They were sons, husbands, and broth
ers, and we do not complain that loving hands
turned first to them ; but Nature as well as
Christianity must blush at the heathen neglect
which, after their own sufferers had been cared
for, left ours to dio unsuccored. Appeal after
appeal was made to the Confederate agents by
those of our devoted surgeons who had remained
behind, but to no purpose. Our men lay night
after night on the wet ground where they fell,
and no stretchers, no ambulances, no nurses,
could be obtained to bring them in. Even the
few stores our surgeons had of medicines, band
ages, and food were taken from them by the
orders of the Confederate surgeons to be applied
to their own uses. In one instance a Federal
surgeon lent his case of surgical instruments to
a prominent surgeon in the rebel service, trust
ing to his sense of professional honor for its safe
return. It could never be obtained again, and
the Federal surgeon was forced to stand by pow
erless to relieve, and see his brave fellows die
from loss of blood. From another of our sur
geons were forcibly taken both his case of in
struments and his horse.
The heavy army-wagons were loaded with our
wounded men as with produce, and then left

standing for hours in the July sun, until some
officer should remember to give the order for
them to start on their fatal journey to Rich
mond. Some of them died before starting ,
some died on the road ; all were jolted on to
gether, and unloaded together at the prison
gates, living, dying, and dead ! Others, again,
were forced to fall into line with the prisoners,
and march, shedding their life-blood at every
step, only to fall dead at the end of the fourteen
miles. So many the less to feed! But "the
tender mercies of" these "wicked," which "were
cruel" and speedy death, are less harrowing to
the soul than the conduct of those Confederate
officers who had charge of the supplies, and day
after day refused to our imploring surgeons the
articles necessary to keep life in the bodies of
their men. So long as men shall live to read
the story of this war, so long shall these things
make the names of those officers accursed on
earth.
One hundred men, wounded at Gaines's Mill
on Friday the 27th of June, had nothing from
that day till the 16th of July but raw flour and
water—not even salt, to enable them to swallow
the nauseous porridge or rough -baked cake.
During these twenty days many died of hunger.
When the surgeons entered their tents the skel
etons lifted themselves, and, with tears in their
sunken eyes, cried, "Bread ! bread!" The pain
of their gaping wounds was forgotten in the
more gnawing pangs of days and nights of hun- .
ger. Finally, in answer to the burning remon
strances and appeals of the surgeons, the Con
federate authorities sent to Savage Station, where
there were over 1500 men, stores as follows ;

camphor, 1 lb. ; cerate, 1 lb. ; adhesive plaster,
5 yds. ; iodine, 1 oz. ; opium, I lb. ; tincture of
iron, i lb. ; whisky, 5 galls. ; bandages, 6 doz. i
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lint, 1 lb. These were sent as the supply for a
fortnight !
In the mean time the fields and hills were
purple with the most luscious blackberries and
whortleberries, which would have given life to
the sufferers. But every hand of nurse and sur
geon, for night and day, had more than its bur
den of work ; and, moreover, it was with the risk
of being shot down by Confederate soldiers that
one of our men appeared in the fields. At Car
ter's house, however, was a hospital of less se
vere cases, and, in response to an appeal from
one of their surgeons, this feeble band hobbled
to the woods, and for days busied themselves in
filling their tin cups with the fruit, and sending
it by the bushel to the poor fellows at Savage's
Station. Such acts as these shed a holy light
on the dark picture of woe. It brought tears
from eyes which had learned not to weep before
suffering or death to see these helpless soldiers
in their beds look with speechless delight on
the fumiliur berries, which they had gathered in

|>cacc on the hills of their New England homes.
Rough, hard men, with moistened eyes, kissed
the hands that held the cool fruit to their hot

lips; and the givers were more blessed than the
receivers.
Among our wounded officers at Meadow Sta- j
tion was a Captain Reed, of the Twentieth Indi
ana. When he volunteered to serve his coun

try with his sword, his son, a heroic boy of six
teen, insisted upon leaving college to accompany
his father to the field. In one of the actions a
(mil pierced his body, and he fell, calling to his
father, who was near him, "I am shot; I am
badly hurt." Captain Reed rushed to him ;
found him shot through the bowels, and, as it

seemed, soon to die. liaising him up, William
rallied a little, looked at his father, and said,
smiling, "Father, leave me; take care of the
men." Placing a pillow, made of an overcoat
and some leaves, under his head, and tenderly
bidding him farewell, he left his brave son to

die, and resolutely nerved himself to duty. Ere
long a rebel shot stretched the captain upon the

ground ; yet heroically he continued to direct
the fire of his company.
At night the battle closed. Colonel Gorman,
of the Fourteenth South Carolina, passed over
the ground, viewing the result of the day's strife.
To him Captain Reed surrendered his sword.
To the honor of Colonel Gorman be it record
ed that he nobly refused it

,

and with his own
hands replaced it in the sash of the wounded
officer.
After a time Captain Reed and his son were
placed in a negro hut, where for five days they
received neither food nor medicine. Here a

party from Richmond visited them. One of
these persons was Rev. Mr. Moore, said to be
pastor of a Presbyterian church in Richmond,
who, approaching the noble, suffering boy, taunt

ingly said,
"I declare! here is a fine blue -eyed boy
among the wounded Yankees ! Why did you
come from vour father and mother and school

to murder us, burn our houses, and destroy our
cities?"
The father's soul was roused in hearing this
brutal attack upon his loved child.
" Stop, Sir," said he. " This is my son. I

brought him. The fault is mine, if fault there
be ; and mine must be the punishment. I think

it cruel in you to come and insult us, and in
stead of bringing us relief, to add to our misery.
You know we are in no condition to answer
you."
"Sir," said Mr. Moore, "I beg pardon," and
left the hut.
William Reed was a true Christian hero;
more anxious for his father than for himself ;

patient, submissive, cheerful. Seeing one morn
ing some dead soldiers on the grass-plot under
his window, lying with upturned faces upon
which the night-dews had fallen, he said, "Fa
ther, the sweetest tears Heaven sheds are the
dews on a dead soldier's face."
In suffering and in privation William lived
about fourteen days, and then closed his eyes
upon earth's woes, in the long-to-be-remem-
bered Libey Prison. "I reached the room in
which he lay," says a chaplain who had watched
him tenderly, "just in season to commend his
spirit to God ; one of the most precious offer
ings laid on our country."
The suffering at the hospital in Willis's
Church, on the Quaker Road, was, perhaps, more
severe than that at any other. This hospital
was under the charge of Dr. Marsh, of Hones-
dale, Pennsylvania, surgeon of the Fourth Penn
sylvania Cavalry, and contained one hundred
wounded men, who were mostly from General
Sumner's corps, and of New York regiments.
For four days they were absolutely without any
other supplies than such as the surgeon and his
assistant could gather in a neighborhood where
the inhabitants, in addition to their own vindic
tive hostility, had orders from Richmond not to
sell to the Yankees. Our men died of hunger;
and before any food was sent to them they had
reached such extremities that a single cracker
found in the haversack of a dead soldier would
be eagerly seized, broken, and distributed among
twenty ravenous mouths.
At last, after imploring appeals to General Lee
andGencralJackson themselves, there came, on
the evening of the fourth day, two hundred
crackers and one hundred and fifty pounds of

fat bacon, which was totally unfit to cat. On
the next day two barrels of flour completed the
list of the provision deemed necessary for one
hundred wounded Yankees. Could we believe

that there was the shadow of a necessity for this
restriction of supplies we could regard the ago
nies and death of our brave men as only a pari
of the chances of a war waged against starving

foes. But their own statements at this time
pointed to no such famine and destitution in

their midst as would justify these inhumanities.
Later in the war they were undoubtedly, «t
times, too near starvation themselves to be uble

to give food to their prisouers.
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While our wounded men were thus slowly
dying day by day on the fields where they had
fallen, the remainder of the army was pressing
on in its retreat toward Harrison's Landing.
The exhausted soldiers, with but a few hours at
a time to rest, were alternately marching and
fighting the guerrillas who harassed their rear.
Nobly the rear-guard did their work—corps re
lieving corps, as one after tho other they became
exhausted in the severe skirmishing. The wag
ons were all brought off in safety, or when the
horses died were so broken up that they could
never be used again. Tho pursuing enemy

found nothing upon the track that could be of

any service to them. Wood was burned up.
and stores of whisky and molasses emptied into
the dust. Muskets which grew too heavy for

the sick arm to carry were left bent and broken

by the roadside. Knapsacks were emptied of

their contents and torn into shreds. It was n
march of horror. Heat, thirst, hunger, pain of

wounds, and terror of pursuing foes, all com
bined to exhaust the already exhausted army.

General M'Clellan was still importunate in
his call for reinforcements. In response to ■
very earnest appeal, on the 1st of July, for more
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troops, President Lincoln replied on the 2d as
follows :
"Your dispatch of yesterday morning in
duces me to hope your army is having some

rest. In this hope allow me to reason with you
for a moment. When you ask for fifty thousand

men to be promptly sent you, you must surely
labor under some gross mistake of fact. Re

cently you sent papers showing your disposal of

forces made last spring for the defense of Wash

ington, and advising a return to that plan. I
find included in and about Washington 75,000
men. Now please be assured that I have not
men enough to fill that very plan by 15,000.
All of General Frdmont's men in the Valley, all
of General Banks's, all of General M'Dowell's
not with you, and all in Washington taken to

gether, do not exceed, if they reach, 60,000,
with General Wool and General Dix added to
those mentioned. I have not, outside of your
army, 75,000 men east of the mountains. Thus
the idea of sending you 50,000 men, or any
other considerable force, is simply absurd. If
in your frequent mention of responsibility you
had the impression that I blame you for not
doing more than you can, please be relieved of
such impression. I only beg that, in like man
ner, you will not ask impossibilities of me. If
you think you are not strong enough to take
Richmond just now, I do not ask you to try just
now. Save the army, material and personnel,
and I will strengthen it for the offensive as fast
as I can."
The persistent importunity ofGeneral M'Clel-
lan in calling for reinforcements is certainly a
historic marvel. The very next day after the
receipt of the above telegram from Washington,
he writes to the Secretary of War from Harri
son's Bar :
" I am in hopes that the enemy is as com
pletely worn-out as we are. He was certainly
very severely punished in the last battle. It is
of course impossible to estimate, as yet, our
losses, but I doubt whether there arc to-day more
than 50,000 men with their colors. To accom
plish the great task of capturing Richmond and
putting an end to this rebellion, reinforcements
should be sent me, rather much over than less
than 100,000 men."*
There probably will never be any very ac
curate statisties in reference to the losses dur
ing this disastrous campaign. From testimony
afforded the Congressional Committee, by Mr.
Tucker, Assistant Secretary of War, it appears
that prior to the 5th of April, 1862, there were
landed on the Peninsula 121,500 men. Soon
after the divisions of Franklin and M'Dowell,
numbering 12,000, were sent down. Then
M'Call's division of 10,000, and 11,000 from
Fortress Mouroe, were sent; and soon after
5000 men of Shields's division. Total, 159,500
men.

On the 22d of July, 1862, by returns from
General M'Clellan to the Adjutant -General's
office, the army consisted of—present for duty,

* Report of Congressional Committee, p. 13.

101,691; special duty, sick, and in arrest,
17,828. This indicates a total loss, on the bat
tle-field and in the hospital, of 39,981. There
are other statements that 60,000 of the Army
of the Potomac were buried on the Peninsula.
Four or five miles above City Point, on the
Richmond bank of the James River, is a rude
landing called Turkey Landing—a low, sterile
plain, scorched black by the July sun, deserted,
and desolate. But it gave to our weary army
a Heaven of rest. They plunged, men and
horses, up to their necks, in the muddy water.

They laid down on bare planks, and slept for

j
the first time for seven nights without the sound
, of skirmishing shots in their ears. The fester
ing wounds were dressed, and some attempt;;
made at reorganizing the regiments. On the
evening of the 1st of July, and the morning of
July 2, the army moved on to Harrison's Land
ing, the place which General M'Clellan had se
lected for his final encampment. A pitiless
storm poured down with the morning, and add
ed, what had seemed impossible, one more dis
comfort to their load—mud, Virginia mud, ankle
deep. But the hospital transports and the sup
ply ships were seen anchored close at hand, and
caoh breeze which came over their sails to the
bank of the river carried strength to the hearts
of the men.
For the next two days all was confusion.
The heights were not occupied, and the troops
were not so placed as to be able to resist an at
tack. But for the heavy rain which made it
impossible for the enemy to bring on their artil

lery, the disastrous seven days, the ' ' Change of
Base" would have perhaps terminated in a still
more disastrous massacre of the remaining half
of our army. But on the 3d of July the heights-
were properly fortified, and the Fourth found
the army able once more to hold its ground
against any probable attack.
A slight demonstration by the enemy on
Thursday, the 3d, was met so vigorously that

they retired for the last time, having lost a
number of prisoners and guns. The sun of the
Fourth rose as undimmed as if only peace ami
happiness lay beneath its light. The troops
were reviewed by General M'Clellan in the aft
ernoon, and they received him with the most

irrepressible enthusiasm. Storms of cheers rent
the air and followed him from line to line. Dur
ing the review a proclamation was read to them,

which must have stirred their blood almost to

fbrgetfulness of the woes and the losses of the
campaign.
Those losses were appalling. General M'Cel-
lan gives the figures in his official returns of the
losses during the Seven Days' Battles as fol
lows: killed, 1565; wounded, 7711; missing.
5958. Total, 15,224. The losses of the reb
els were even greater, and were estimated by
their own papers as high as 18,000.
It is easy to find fault. It is not difficult in
a review of events to point out errors which
could not have been foreseen. The causes of
failure in this humiliating campaign are now
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obvious In December, 1861, the Army of the
Potomac was about as perfect in numbers, or
ganization, .and discipline as it ever became.
Four months had been devoted in the perfecting
of this majestic engine of war. And yet after
this, for five months, more than 100,000 mag
mficently arrayed and highly disciplined troops
loitered restless in their tents doing nothing ;
while the Potomae, the great avenue to the

capital, was blockaded, and the rebels, far in
ferior in numbers, equipment, and organiza
tion, were within twenty miles of our lines. No
satisfactory reason has ever been rendered for
this astounding inaction.
Norfolk could easily have been taken. Our
gun-boats could easily have cleared the banks
of the Potomac of the rebels by whom they were
infested. The navy implored permission to open
the blockade, but were forbidden to do so. The
loss of Washington at that time, when France
and England were supposed to be upon the point
of recognizing the rebel Confederacy, would
have been an incalculable disaster. And yet
when the army did move, it ndvanced circuit-
ously upon a line which uncovered Washington,
and which exposed it to the most imminent peril
of capture. Our advance upon Richmond, by
the route finally taken, should have been like
the swoop of the eagle ; it was the creeping of
the snail. Four long w eeks were wasted before
Yorktown. It might have been taken in as
many hours, and with less loss of life from the
bullets of the foe than was experienced from the
l,estilence of the marsh.
The fight at Williamsburg, without reconnoi
tring the position, without any concert of ac
tion, with but a handful of troops from an army
of over 100,000 men" within sound of its guns,
with uncertainty even as to who was in com
mand, was a gross military blunder. Through
the heroism of division commanders and the

bravery of the soldiers we gained a victory, but
at a sad and altogether unnecessary loss of life.
One day's delay at Williamsburg would have
placed Franklin's division in their rear at West
Point, and would have effectually cut off the re
treat of the foe.
It is forty miles from Williamsburg to Bot
tom's Bridge, on the Chickahominy. We scarce
ly caught sight of a rebel on the march. Most
of the encumbrances of our army were conveyed
by steamers up the York River. And yet four
teen days were occupied in the march—an aver
age of less than three miles a day. If we had
wished to give the rebels time to concentrate
their troops from all quarters, and to throw up
defenses around Richmond, we could not better
have served their purpose. Vigilantly and en
ergetically they improved the hours with which
we thus favored them.
Upon the destruction of the Merrhnae, on the
11th of May, there was no obstacle in the way
of our transports and gun-boats passing up the
James River almost to within cannon-shot of
Richmond. The battle of Williamsburg was
fought on the 5th of May. Our troops should

immediately have seized upon the James River
approach, and thus have secured the effectual
co-operation of the navy. The delay of this
movement until the disastrous " change of
base" in the Seven Days' fight was a fearful
error.

DIRGE FOR THE FALLEN.
Kcquicm ctevnam S a flu Donfnr.

UNDER
the Winter snows,

Shielded from harm,
Past all the pain that knows
Battle's alarm ; j

Safe from all mortal foes,
Free from all earthly woes,
Sleeping in sweet repose,
Death's holy charm :

Under the Summer sod
Still shall they sleep,

Called to thy peace, O God !
Tranquil and deep.

Naught may disturb their rest,
Monsioned among the blest ,
Them shall the Shepherd's breast

Tenderly keep.

Theirs is no troubled night,
Vexed with its grief;

Watch they no morning's light,
Wait no relief.

Not to their slumbers come
Voices of fife or drum ;
Hushed and forever dumb
Wur's tumult brief.

Pillow their weary heads
Here where they, fell,

Make them their warrior-beds
Where they fought well.

Under the Southern sun
Here was their brave work done,
Here their good fight was won—

Here weave their spell.

What matter where they lie,
Nameless, unknown ?

Better beneath His eye
Than beneath stone

Carved with an empty name,

Speaking a craven's shame,
Voicing n coward's blame
When life has flown.

Give them thy heavenly peace,
God of our trust!

Now may their troubles cense,

And from their dust
Soar their souls unto Thee,

Clad in thy purity.
Make them, O Father, free,
Thou who art just!

J. F. F., 114th N. Y. Vol*.
Stimso*, V* , Jf*re», ISU
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Dnbjs's Sinner at Dtlmanto.

Ithow>. — '* IVfcHo o'clock, b»ya; I told J. niii Pd bu homu at half-put. Good-by, Dubbs. You've given ua a
capital dinner."
Jon Re.—u Don't let\' go yet ! what*s twelve o'clock among three of uef only four apiece. Let*s keep bar up !•'

Jones (at home, time 4 a.m.)— mBeVnap f'me, Molly ! VYhat'i er use? Liobbs's dinner >' know, cap'l lem'uade,
c'gars little too strong, made me eick—tha's all."
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ANDREW KENT'S TEMPTATION.

A SUMMER'S day! Tho very heart andheat of summer, with all its golden glow,
its mellowness of light and shade, the dazzle of
its sun upon a cloudless sky, and its parched
earth panting thirstily.
Perhaps a ride in an open wagon, upon a
dusty road, with the thermometer at 96° in tho
shade, is not as desirable a situation as one

might be able to conceive of. So Andrew Kent
thought, as his old horse jogged along in the full
glare of the sun. The long stretch of yellow
sands before him seemed to grow blanker and
barer and dustier at every step. The trees had
no shadow to cast over him, but shot up straight
and motionless into the hot noon ; the branches
gnarled and crossed each other lazily; scarcely
a leaf quivered upon its stem. The murmur of
myriads of insects filled the air, lortg, monoto
nous, uubroken. Golden bees were swarming
sleepily on the blossoms of the clover which
crimsoned the fields. The valley into which
they sloped stretched out in yellow flats to the

Connecticut, torpid and white, between its banks.
From the very daisy at his feet to the lino of
horizon beyond the river nothing stirred, no
thing but the bees and buttertlies whoso hum
and sweep only made the silence audible. Was
the world asleep ?
This man always found time for his fancies.
With a certain instinct of content he called them
up and made them minister to him to lighten
his toil. Since the noon was on fire and the
ride a long one, he turned just as naturally for
relief to watch the blossoming fields and the
light on the river as many another would have

grumbled or sworn at his horse. He would have
noticed a violet by tho road-side, or a golden
cloud that floated above and past him at the

close of the busiest day ; he saw something more
in a field of plumed and nodding grass than his
neighbor's crop of hay and profits; he liked to

hear the tinkle of the pasture-bells in the twi

light.
He was no genius ; he never thought of being
a poet ; he never wrote a book ; I do not think
he ever cared very much to "have an educa
tion." He earned his bread by the sweat of his
brow, and asked not for idleness or ease. He
worked ten hours of the day, and enjoyed the
village gossip in the evening, and slept soundly
at night, and rose with the dnwn. He gained
his honest gains and onjoyed them, and hoped
such hopes as God had given him. Because his
soul was healthful and manly you would guess
how these might weave and interweave them
selves with his life. You would have seen it too
in the outlines of his face, in the straightening
of his tall form, in the very step of his foot upon
the ground. A man whose days had been but
a pleasant promise, and who saw all which were
to come in their light.
Do you know what it means when a hope and
a life are one ?
Andrew, chirruping to his horse and cutting

some thought—a puzzled thought apparently —
into the sand with his whip-lash, was aroused at
last by a woman's voice behind him.
" Can you give me a lift?"
" Hilloa ! whoa, Molly ! What did you say
ma'am ?" reining in his jogging horse. She came
up slowly and repeated her question.
"Why, yes, reckon I can. Climb up this
side ; take my hand—so !"
" Thank you," said the woman, when she was

seated beside him.
Andrew looked at her; something in her voice
struck him curiously —a slow, monotonous voice,
like the toll of a bell. You have heard such, per
haps. Her face might have been fashioned for
it. She sat looking directly in front of her, her
eyes wandering off to the flats and the blue dis
tance. Yet it was doubtful if she saw them.
The restless gloom in them, the pallor of her
lips, and the dead blackness of the hair which
fell down about her forehead might have fitted
some tragic picture. And so Andrew thought,
in his way— for I doubt if he knew what trag
edy meant—saying to himself, compassionately,
"I'm sorry for her, poor thing !" wondering the
next minute what it was in her that had touched
him.
" Hot walking," he said, sympathetically.
"Very."
Kent cracked his whip and looked askance
again at the woman's restless eyes.
"Have you come far?" he ventured, seeing
that she had not observed his look.
"Yes."
He coughed and pulled up the reins. What
man likes to be foiled or silenced by a woman ?
Andrew, with that twinkle in his eyes and that
half-smile on his lips, certainly did not. Yet
he scorned any rude or impertinent question
with as true knightly a spirit as if his hands
had not been coarse and brown, and his mus

cles strong with daily toil.
"Where would you like to go?" he said,
breaking a silence in which he had whipped the
tops off from all the daisies within his reach.
They had come to a point where two roads di
verged, and this gave him an excuse for speak

ing. It made him uncomfortable, somehow, to
sit so near the woman's eyes and see them still
wandering, wandering over the river.
She started a little at his question, and for
the first time met his look fully. It apparently
reassured her.
"Is there a tavern about here?"
"Yes, just off to the right—I go right alonp
that road. Shall I take you up there ?"
"Thank you," she said, as she had said it
once before.
"Hi ya! there, Molly!" said Andrew, quite
sure now that this was an opportunity for con
versation. "Pretty considerable, of a tavern,
ma'am, we call it. Folks come up from the
city in summer-time."
"Do they?"
" Yes. The Cap'n counts on his city lodg
ings. Some of 'em pay well. There's a chal
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come up near a month ago—keeps a parlor go
ing for himself." The woman listened ; he saw
that. " One of your regular out-and-outers —
the Cap'n's right hand

" He seemed to be talk
ing more to gain his little victory over her than
from any desire of his own to dwell upon the
subject.
"What did you say his name was?" asked

the woman, carelessly.
"I didn't say. It's Pennington, though,"
he added ; "Arthur I believe's the first."
"Oh!"
She turned away her head. He fancied from
her indifferent tone that she was disappointed
in his answer— that she might have expected to
hear a name familiar to her.
" Do people think much of him round here ?"

she continued, as if to make conversation.
Kent drew the lash sharply round Molly's
ears. Something very like a scowl was on his
forehead. " Some do, and some don't."
His laconic answer, or something else, stopped
the reply which was on the woman's lips. She
drew her bonnet over her face, brushed her hair
out of her eyes, and turned them again to the
distance which grew hazy in the increasing heat.

They were both silent the rest of the drive. An
drew, with a certain uncomfortable feeling which
was rather unusual with him, wished it at an end.
He cramped himself as far at his corner of the
seat as was possible, and directed a sudden and
vehement attention to Molly, who, with droop
ing head, plodded through the sand on the slow
est of all slow walks, varying it only to stop now
and then to pull up a mouthful of grass and tiny
road-side clovers. He reined her up at last with
as much alacrity as if she had been "warranted
to trot in 2.40."
" This is the Cap'n's."
The woman looked up at the low, white tav
ern, glancing furtively at its windows where the
blinds were closed, and over the piazza, which
was vacant.
" Very well ; I'll stop here."
He got out and helped her down from the
wagon.
" Sorry I couldn't give yon a cooler ride," he
said, with returning spirit.
" Warm ? Yes—yes it Is."
She spoke absently, a faint, feverish bright
ness in her eyes, where the vacant look had
been. Then thanking him in the same tone
she went slowly into the house.
Andrew turned back as he drove away ; she
was speaking with the landlord. He stopped
in the midst of a whistle of relief— a little
vexed with himself that he had allowed her to
make him uncomfortable, and utterly at a loss
to account for it. "But I don't like to see a
woman look like that."
Musing a little, his face softening. Some
thing following on the thought drove the stran
ger from his mind. A pleasant picture, perhaps
—brighter than the golden flecks that chased
each other among the apple-boughs above him.
Another of bis fancies to forget the heat. What

ever it may have been it brought him with sur
prise at last to the door of his shop. Molly,
scarcely stopping to leave her master, followed
alone the well-known road which would end in
her stall, and, with a long, cheery whistle after
her, Andrew went in.
A blacksmith's work on such an afternoon
was by no means the easiest, but Kent was not
a man to make a stumbling-block out of the
weather. One might have known how he
would stand in the glow of the forge with that
resolute face ; what blows he would deal with
those great, brawny arms, as if ho were knock
ing midsummer on the head at every stroke :
how he would sing over his work in his hearty
fashion—not an unmusical voice by-the-way —

just such beauty in it as Nature puts into her
most rugged places by the trailing of their wild,
rich greens. After a while, however, the song
ceased. Some uneasy musing had knotted his
forehead a little, and while he worked it deep
ened into a scowl.
" It can': be !" speaking half alond, and stop
ping suddenly. He stood up straightening his
shoulders, looking out of the door over the fields
where the blaze of the noon had died into softer
light and longer shadows. There was some
thing in his face just then that perhaps had
never been there before ; the thought which
caused it might have been as new. Ood had
never greatly denied this man ; there were paths
where his soul lay as undeveloped as a child's.
If you have always moored your boat in still
waters, do you know how it will bear a tempest?
" What are yon staring at, Kent ?"
Two or three men had strolled up to the door,
whom the cooling air, and perhaps the prospect
of one of Andrew's jovial talks, had tempted
out.
"Looking at the sun, Mr. Joliffe," langhing
with the rest; "it'll be down before long, I
reckon."
This man Joliffe —a stranger who had been
but a week in town—had a curious way with
him that Andrew did not fancy. No one knew
for what he had come there, or what he was
doing, or where he belonged ; or any thing, in

fact, about him, except that he had but one eye,
which he made to servo the purposes of two,
Andrew thought, a little petulantly, since he was

always prying into people's affairs with it ; al
ways cognizant of every one's whereabouts, and
every one's name ; always cocking it imperti
nently when he asked a question—which he was
much in the habit of doing.
" You had a hot ride to-day," he said, seating
himself upon a two-legged stool, which he tipped
back against the wall for support.
" How did you know ?"
Kent pounded away on the glowing iron, so
that Joliffe could hardly hear himself speak in
answer.
"I? Oh, I saw you out of the tavern win
dow."
" Is there any thing you don't know, Mr
Joliffe ?" he said, laughing.
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Joliffe winked with his one eye, and rose, let
ting the two-legged stool tip over. Some horse,
driven up to be shod just then, attracted the at
tention of Andrew's visitors, and his own also,

lie forgot Joliffe in his work till he heard the
crippled stool put in its place agnin, and saw
him seat himself upon it

,

somewhat in the shad
ow of the wall, and pull his hat over his eyes as

if preparing for a nap.
"Hilloa! you Andrew! I want my horse
shod."
Kent looked away from Joliffe and out of the
door. A white horse—he knew it well—a grace
ful, spirited creature, was pawing the ground
outside, and its rider, a gentleman in dress, was
looking into the shop impatiently.
" Very well," said Andrew, some stiffness in

his voice.
"I'm in a hurry."
"I can't attend to yon till I get through this
job, Mr. Pennington," hammering away till the
meditative farm-horse under his hands winced,
and looked round in meek surprise.
The young man grumbled and muttered some
thing about "a blacksmith's keeping a boy, so
as to do his business properly." Kent said no
thing. Pennington sat idly playing with bis
riding-v*hip. He had a delicate hand, and his
glove fitted closely Andrew knocked the dust
off from his own blacked ones at last, and looked
up.
" I'm ready."
Pennington got out of his stirrups lazily, and
Andrew led in the horse. But the white beauty
objected decidedly to the hammer and the shoe,
her eyes on fire, her ears erect, rearing under
even his strong hand.
"She needs two to shoe her," he said, stop
ping. "Mr. Joliffe, will you help me a mo
ment?''
But Joliffe made no answer, still tipped back
against the wall. He was asleep. Kent beck
oned to some one outside ; and, the horse quiet
ed at last, he worked in silence. Pennington
strolled out in front of the shop, and leaned
against a fence lazily, puffing at a cigar.
" By Jove !" he said, suddenly, standing

erect, "there's Prue Tyndall!"
Andrew let go the horse's foot ; she stamped

it imperiously, bringing it down almost upon
his own.
"Like her master!'' Andrew said, between
his teeth. Presently he looked up.
A girl was coming up the road, walking slow

ly among the daisies, wher,e the light fell through
the leaves of overhanging trees upon her. A
little creature, with a white sun-bonnet shading
her face, and a basket on her arm. It was a

rounded, rosy arm, and a stray suubeam blind
ing her just then, she put it up to shade her
eyes. Pennington uttered a low whistle.
" Fit for a goddess!" laughing lightly.
He did not see the look Kent gave him. As
the girl passed he took off his hat gracefully,
some bright ring on his finger sparkling. The
wind blew her hair into her eyes just then.

Soft, warm hair it was, like the sun itself. A
pretty confusion burned in her cheeks as she
brushed it away to return his bow. She had
not seen Andrew. Do you know how he hated
the very horse he shod, for her pure color
against his own grimy hands, at that moment ?

He watched the little figure that was passing
along now over a field-path, where the shad
ows of some soft floating clouds flitted over
her, and the butter-cups were golden under her
feet—he could not help it—he did not know it

even. Becoming conscious suddenly of some
one's gaze upon him recalled him to himself.
He started to find Joliffe 's eyes perfectly wide
awake under his hat, and, turning sharply, went
on with his work.
"That's as pretty a girl as there is in the
country," puffed Pennington, after she had gone.
Some one standing by laughed, " We s'pose

you think so."
Just then another woman passed by slowly—

a woman with black hair, and a bonnet drawn
far over her face so as quite to hide it. Either
from her walk or her dress, Kent, who had
looked up with his eyes on fire, recognized her
at once; it was the woman he had met that
morning. Pennington looked after her a little

curiously. " Not many points of similarity,"
he said, in his insolent way. He watched her
as he had watched the other, with the difference
of a careless smile, then, turning, walked into
the shop.
"Isn't that shoe most on?—how long you
are !"
" I should be likely to stop if it was."
Andrew's back was turned. Joliffe breathed
audibly. Ponnington wondered what that man
went to sleep in such a dingy place for.
Dingy ? So it was ; why should not every
thing bright turn away from it ? Andrew was

glad when Pennington and his perfumed gloves
and his snowy horse had left it. He breathed
more freely — he had felt stifled before ; he
thought the coolness had all passed out of the
air ; that the closing day had burned it dryer
than the noon. He was glad too when the
group at the door ceased their gossip about that
fellow and the child. How did they dare to
touch her name so lightly —little Prue's name ?

He watched them as they went away, with a

sigh of relief that he was alone.
" He's pretty much of a swell, ain't he ?"
Kent started ; he had forgotten Joliffe. What
teas that man's mission in the world?
"Who?" a little tartly.
Joliffe looked round cautiously, until satis
fied that they were alone ; then he tipped back

his stool again, and winked vehemently at Kent
several times.
" What's the matter ? Who are you talkiug
about ?"
" Billy Watson."
Andrew stared at the name — that of a noted
counterfeiter of whose exploits the recent papers
had been full, and whose fame had reached even

to this torpid town.
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" You've been asleep, Mr. Joliffe," he laughed.
" I supposed you were talking about that fellow
on Ihe white horse."
"So I am."
Kent dropped his hammer, and concluded
Joliffe had escaped from some lunatic asylum.
He began to wonder how he should get him taken

back, and if that didn't account for his having
such nn eye.
"Arthur Pennington, or Billy Watson, it's
all one; you can take your choice of names,"
said Joliffe, putting the eye on full cock.
"You don't mean it?"
"Yes I do. I mean that's him, or my name
ain't Joliffe."
Kent turned away his face ; the other could
hear him breathing hard and deep.
"What did you tell me for?" looking round
at last.
"Because I made up my mind you're the
chap I want. I've got to have a hand to help
mo in this business —we're on his track."

" Yes. I've concluded you wouldn't be sorry,
over and above, to see him come to mischief."
"What do you mean?" asked Andrew, husk-
By." I know what Imean ; and so do you. Well,
is it done?"
" No."
"Why not ? it's got to be by somebody ; the
law will have its way."
Why indeed? What sense of danger was
there that made him turn so sharply, as if an
swering himself.
"I tell you no. I won't have any thing to
do with it."
Joliffe was not a man to show himself foiled
or disappointed. He got up, buttoned his coat,
and pushed up his hat.
" I'll find those that will. You understand
you're to keep mum? if it's blabbed a syllable
the thing's all up."
"Yes."
Joliffe knew his man to this depth when he
ran the risk. His mistake was a common one ;
he thought he had touched bottom when he had
felt only a few surface waves. Yet a few hours
later Kent thought of him ; might the man's
measure have been a true one after all?
Left alone, he went and sat down on an old
cask behind the forge, turning his back to the
door and the brightness of the day outside.
His head was bowed within his hands, and so
for a time he did not move. He rose at last,
taking off with an impatient gesture the black
leather apron which he wore He stopped a
moment with it. in his hand, looking down into
the fierce glow of the forge— the white, nameless
glow, far hotter than the day that had scorched
him since its morning. What would he do?
throw the thing in? He smiled the next mo
ment, a childish petulance. Then, tossing it in
the corner, he put on his coat and hat, locked
the shop door, and went out into the cool of the

coming evening.

I told you he was content with his work, and
the place God had given him to do it in. And
he had been. That little black shop, where he
had toiled so many honest years, why he had
loved it

,

nn old friend, with its cozy, homely
face. Yet to-night, with his hand upon the
lock, he loathed it ; he would have quitted it so
forever. He hurried up the street, and round
tho curve which hid it from his sight, drawing
a long breath there, as one who throws off a bur
den. The world had been to him but one long,
smooth pathway, just as bright, leading through
hedges and grasses, as if jewels paved it. It was
free before him, and the birds had sung above
him, and now what was this barrier thrust into
his face? Who had a right to pinion his arm?
It was a strong arm to claim its own! striking
heavily with it in the air, thinking these things,
not as I have told you, but in his own dim way.
His face, with that new darkness on it, deepened
at last into an intent look, his eyes softening a
little, but full of a restless pain.
An old brown farm-house stood at tho sum
mit of the slope up which he walked, a pleasant
place, with a few giant shade trees and a gar
den. He had played there with little Prue when
they were children together ; he knew every inch
of it by heart. It was her garden now ; he used
to see her sometimes when he came home from
work, busy among the flowers. Passing by it

now with his manly step, a little quick and nerv
ous to-night, a sudden picture struck upon his
view.
Lingering lights were chasing each other deep
into golden hollyhocks, and blazing in the scar
let hearts of poppies, and hiding in the cups of
purple bells; stems of nodding white lilies grew
warm in their glow ; myrtle leaves folded them
into shadow ; beds of royal pansies wore them
like a crown, and a few late roses held up tiny
buds to them, as something sorrowful might ask
for a little love.
The brightest of them all touched the blue
starry blossoms of a creeper near which little
Prue was standing, and weighed down a branch
which fell almost upon her hair—the warm, soft
hair drooping in her neck. Some light dress
that she wore fluttered in tho wind ; her hands
fluttered too, in a little nervous way they had,
toying with the winds ; the white outline of her
face, with its faint flush, was bent a little, a bit
of a breathing statue against the crimson of tho
west beyond. Pennington stood by her, look
ing down into her face, breaking with his white,
shapely hand the spray on which her own rested
as if he would touch it if he dared. At some
thing he said, some low words which Andrew
did not hear, she turned her face suddenly, and
looked up into his with a shy smile, her eye-
wide and blue as a child's. Perhaps she knew
she had beautiful eyes. If there was a little
coquetry in the act do not blame her. She
would have played at hide and seek as innocent
ly. But what if there was more ? What if that
timid tenderness flushing her face meant what
Pennington had determined it should mean ?
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The man standing there in the road turned white,
his hand droppmg clenched. She looked up
just then and saw him , she dropped her hold
upon the flowers, a change coming over her face.
Kent ground his heel into the sand, turning
sharply away, walked on down the street, out
of sight of the house, and looked neither to the
right nor the left. If you had seen his face you
would have thought of what I said about the
hope and the life.
If he had never known that he loved this
child before, it was a bitter way that the knowl
edge came ; strong man as he was, it was a bit
ter way. He spoke wisely who called it " cruel
as the grave." Do you think it unmanly that
Andrew Kent's very lips turned white and quiv
ered as he met it ? Then you understand nei
ther it nor him.
Some meadow lands through which he passed
sent up dank vapors; mists which chilled the

very glow of the sunset light filled the hollows ;
the sickly willows at the road-side cast gray,
cold shadows over him. I do not think he knew
it. The flats with their stretch of unmown
£iass, the windows of the clustering houses by
the river, the long winding of the water, and
the sails dotting it here and there, were turned
to flame ; beyond, the great sweep of crimson, like
the wing of some watching angel, hung silently.
But his eyes, so quick to sec all beauty and all
promise, were fixed upon the ground.
The night had brought a low, cool wind,
which murmured in the near forest and touched
his fevered face. He thought it some simoon ;
the ground seemed parched beneath his feet, he
wondered that they called it cooler.
His home, when he reached it

,

looked bare
and desolate ; he turned away from the dog
that ran out to meet him ; he did not hear
Molly neighing in the stall for her supper ; he
was almost vexed with his old mother, who
waited for him on the porch. He gave her no
smile as she tottered after his coffee.
" What ails ye, Andy, boy ? Sick ?" coming
back when she had put his chair up to the table.
" No, mother, nol"
He was standing by the window, his arms
folded tightly. He had taken off his hat, and
she saw how heated he was with his walk, how
red and knotted his forehead. She came up,
pushing back the wet hair.
" Ye're tired, Andy ; have a drink of water?

I drawed it fresh !"
He shrank under her touch, turning quickly.
Only an old memory ; just so little Prue used to
smooth his hair when they were children and
played in the garden together.
" Yes, yes ; thank you, mother. I believe

I am tired," seeing the puzzled pain on the old
woman's face.
He took the water and drank it all down;
then another glass, and another, thirstily. He
sat down after that and ate his supper in silence.
The old woman talked on, but he did not hear
her. He caught a name at last that made him
look up.

"What did you say, mother?"
"You're deaf as a post, Andy I was savin

as how Prue Tyndall's goin after that city faHar,
and I don't like his looks none too much neither.
Folks say she's greatly took with him."
" Do they ?"
"That they do, and it's too bad; she's as
purty a gal as there is hereabout, and there
won't no good come of it. I allers thought you
and she'd make it up between you, Andy."
Andrew rose abruptly from the table.
"Where are you goin'? Ye hain't touched
the coffee, Andy, boy!"
" I'm going for a walk, mother. I'll feel bet
ter then and talk with you," speaking hoarsely.
"Take yer stick, my boy ; take yer stick, it's
terrible sandy out:" and she hobbled away to
get him a cane. It was one of her fancies —
quite as much because she thought it gave him

a gentlemanly look as any thing else. She
brought him one of heavy oaken wood. He
had made it years ago to please her when there
were rumors of highwaymen about town, and it

made her nervous to have him out after dark.

Why did he start a little when she gave it to
him, hesitate, and hold it a moment, turning it

round and round ? He hardly knew. Neither
could he tell why it grew hot in his grasp as he
went out of the door, or whence came that vague
idea that he had better go back and leave it.
The rose of the angel's wing had folded itself
out of the sky down into a tiny cloud that
blushed on the horizon. Pale lights of green
and amber cradled it ; the purple of a hill grew
soft beneath it. When Andrew, walking down
the road, raised his eyes toward it it sank slow

ly—bright to the last.
Leaving the glow of the west behind him he
turned into the shadow of the woods. The path
to the village was cooler there and stiller. For
some distance it skirted the edge of a ravine— ,

an ugly place, worn perhaps in some long past
inundation of the river. Some great rocks
filled the bottom and jutted out from the steep
sides, their edges sharp and jagged. A rank
undergrowth lined the chasm ; great pale ferns
and large-leaved weeds : masses of briers trail

ing over gullies, where the dead leaves of years
were collected ; trunks and branches of trees

fallen down and decaying where they fell, and

growths of bright moss green upon them.

Andrew stood a moment looking down ; the
light coming through the leaves was blood-red

on the chasm. There were floating stories of

men who had driven off there years ago. Peo

ple shunned the place after dark ; as well they

might, he remembered afterward, thinking how

easy a thing it would be to miss footing on the

edge ; it was slippery with the dead, brown
shower from the pines. She used to be so afraid

to come here to play—tiny Prue. She was very
tiny then, for it was many years ago. Once he
coaxed her to come and look down, he holding

her hand all the time. She liked to have him
care for her. She wasn't afraid to trust him

I then. Now—
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He turned away from the spot, walking rap

idly, beating the ground with his oaken cane
—

Now she loved him— that man—a thief! Lit
tle True so pure and white ! who used to smile

at him and put up her hand into his arm, and

never mind, never think about the shop or what

he was. How dared the villain do it? How

dared he make her look at him so?—a thief!
his eyes on lire at the thought. And so she

might have looked at him, Andrew Kent, with
iiis rough, black hands. He sat down, cover
ing his face with them. What mattered it that,
through all his whiteness and smooth words, the

soul of that other was blacker than they ? She

did not know it; she would never believe it.
He knew how the child might love, looking up
so—so as he had seen her look that day among
the flowers.
A bit of a picture had come to him that morn
ing when he rode in the blazing noon: Prue
coming out to meet him when he came from

work, looking up in the light, her eyes just so
blue and wide, pattering about the house in her

child's way, singing in the dismal rooms, which

turned all at once into brightness, holding up her
pretty, tender face to his—his wife ! What did
it come back for ? Who sent it to torture him ?
Do you think it strange that this child's tiny
hand sbould lead him so—a little careless thing,

coquetting as a butterfly might do, and no more

able, perhaps, to understand the love of a heart
like his? Do you wonder that the strong man

bowed there in the twilight quivered and shook

because of her ?
A sweet singer has told us that Adam, look
ing into the face of Eve, thanked God " that
rather Thou hast cast me out with her than left
me loin of her in Paradise." Is manhood more
than God first made it ? or love less ?

Andrew Kent looked up at last. "Weak,
maybe" — muttering to himself — "weak and
foolish ; but she— she's all there was !"

His face, growing grayer with the twilight,
hardened. What thought frozo it so? Was
there any thing at his side that he looked round

shivering? "Oh my God !" clenching his hand
to quiet himself; turning his face, dark with

some mighty passion, up to the sky quivering

faintly golden through the leaves —instinctively,
as it seemed.
Whatever the dread was it passed away in a
few moments. His eyes only, still steady and
glowing, watched the lingering light beyond the
ravine. His soul was in the thick darkness
with God. He would not have put it in such
language. He would only have said, as he
muttered now and then to himself, "Little
Prue ! She's all there was. He's broken her

heart—hers and mine." Then again: "Poor
little Prue! My pretty innocent— " choking
there and hiding his face. He was only a black
smith, you know. Ho had never been taught
that such people have no feeling; that if they
sleep well and have plenty to eat they are—or
ought to be—content. Will you pardon his ig
norance? .

Some sound breaking upon his car aroused
him at last—a horse's hoofs in tho distance.
Again the shiver and the dread. What stood
beside him ?
The sound clattered nearer and nearer in the
still air. He stood up, his face paling. Lean
ing forward, his eyes strained through the twi
light, he saw that for which he looked— a white
horse daintily treading the pine-strewn road, his
rider playing idly with a whip, and a gloved
hand upon the rein.
The oaken cane he held scorched Kent's hand ;
his breath came in gasps ; you might have heard
his teeth grind against each other. The sky, so
faintly golden, was quivering into pallid gray.
No face with its weight of passion was turned
up to it

,

and it caught no cry of need.
Pennington, riding in his lazy way, watching
the flash of a ring upon his finger as he thrummed
some tune with his whip-lash, caught a sudden
rein upon his horse, and looked up with an oath.
The creature, rearing and curveting, shied to the
very log that bounded the edge of the ravine.
Andrew had neither moved nor spoken ; it was
only the sight of his white set face, he standing
so ghost-like there under the pines.

' 'What in the name of—"

Kent sprang out now, one hand on the bridle.
" Stop a moment !"
" Oh, it's you, is it, Smithy? What do you
want? Let alone my horse !"
"Not till I get ready."

' ' Is that the game ? We'll see !" taking the
long, light whip in his other hand.
"Put that whip down!"
He put it down instinctively before the look
in Kent's eye.
" Who are you talking to ?" said Penning
ton, with an insolent smile.
"You! I've got something to say to you,
Mr. Pennington."
The other looked up quickly. Scanning
Kent's moveless face he seemed reassured, a lit
tle anxiety, perhaps, settling in his eyes. An
drew caught them with his own.
" Do you mean to marry that girl ?" his voice
thick and hoarse.
Pennington laughed. " Oho ! a little coun
try love-scene, is it ? What is that to you, my
good fellow ?"
"Do you mean to marry her?"
"Who are you talking about ? Let go that
bridle!"
" Do you mean to marry her?"
Pennington glanced from Kent's face down
to the formidable cane he had stirred a little
on the ground. Then he coolly lighted a cigar
and put it in his mouth.
"No."
What did Andrew Kent's rigid face mean ?

What would he have done, springing forward
so ? The other turned white.
" By Jove ! what are yon doing ? No barm
shall come to the girl. Hands off there !" Yet
he did not dare to dismount.
"What do you mean then? What do you
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Icarn her pure little face to look at you so for ?
Do you think you're fit to say one word to her,
or touch her hand—you f"
Pennington quailed a little ; he could see
that.
"Fit? somewhat fitter than you, I fancy,"
glancing at Kent's coarse clothes, then back at
the jewel on his own white hand. "She thinks
so at least."
Even his taunting laugh did not move some
fixed, deadly purpose on Kent's face.
"What have you done all this for? I will
know."
" Just as lief tell you—no objection at all,"
puffed Pennington, languidly. "I like to fool
with a pretty girl—jnst as you would if you
could get the chance, I suppose."
" You'll break her heart—her heart for that f"
"Easily mended, I guess," laughing in his
light way. "I suppose she'll cry her pretty
eyes out for a fortnight ; but what of it? You
may try the stakes then, and welcome. Most
through holding that bridle ? I intend to finish
my ride now—should be sorry to run over you."
Andrew Kent's hand was like iron upon the

quivering horse. His face, in its dead white-
ness, cowed the man upon her into silence. Ho
raised his cane, feeling its weight ; he measured

Pennington's slight form with his eye ; he look
ed down the chasm where the twilight was black
ening. It would be but a moment's work. Horse
and rider would bo found below to-morrow. An
accident ; they had missed the road, and—so it
would end.
" Help ! Stand off there ! What are you
doing?" Pennington's very lips were ashy.
A silence, broken only by the pawing of the
horse's impatient hoofs. A single bird too,
chirped in its nest overhead. The cold sweat
stood in great drops on Andrew Kent's forehead.
He drew a long, gasping breath.
"Great God!" throwing up the bridle. "He'll
send His own curse after you ; 'tain't for me !
Go ! or I might do it—might kill you !"
The frightened horse sprang away, her nos
trils quivering, her white hoofs scarcely touching

t)» ground—away into the gloom that had gath
ered and wrapt the forest.
Andrew stood a moment looking after her.
Then he turned, all weak as one come from
some terrible conflict, sinking down upon his
knees—humbly as a child might do—down there
in the thick, damp bushes.
"The Lord forgive me ! I— I didn't do it !
I thought I should, I—" And he dared not so
much as lift up his eyes toward Heaven.
Pacing back and forth in front of his own
gate an hour later, with a face too white yet
for his mother's eyes, he met Joliffe.
" Hilloa, Kent ! out for your health ?" stop
ping in his inquisitive way.
"No."
"Oh! out for pleasure maybe ?"
"Yes—yes," trying to pass on.
"I'll walk a jiffy with you—blast this con
foundedly dark night! I thought you were

looking white as I came up. Several cases cf
sudden sickness about town, they say."
"It's the heat," said Kent. His voice was
husky yet.
"It is hot," nodded Joliffe, turning up his

eye. "Seen any thing of Pennington round
these parts ?"
" I saw him an hour ago, out riding in the
woods."
"Fine looking chap Mr. Pennington ! That's
pretty much of a horse too. He's a gentleman
that always has considerable of what he wants ;
and we poor dogs that ain't so lucky have to
stand round, you know—have to stand round."
Andrew could not help turning in surprise.
Was that conversation in the shop a dream?
Joliffe, perfectly oblivious both of the look and
the astonishment, went on talking, rolling the
curious eye up to Kent's face again.
"He hasn't been seen down at the Cap'n's
since somewhere along about four o'clock— in
terest up this way I take it," laughing.
Andrew turned impatiently. Some thought
of this man's business crossed his mind. How
far did that vision of his ferret crime ? Were
thoughts unspoken any harrier to it ?
You're pretty sure you don't know where

he is ?"
"I? to he sure I don't—I told you once!"
starting a little. "I saw him an hour ago;
then he w:is in the woods. What more do you
want to know?"
"Nothing! — oh nothing!" bobbed Joliffe.
" I beg your pardon. I only wanted to ask.
Folks down at the tavern missed him— that's
all. Popular gentleman, you know."
Andrew made no reply. He was watching a
figure that passed him just then silently —a wo
man ; and even through the gh om he could see
that her hair was black. She did not recognize
him. Her face, with its dead white outline, was
bent as if she listened. As Joliffe spoke—he
had not noticed her—she almost imperceptibly
slackened her pace. At the close of his sentence
she drew her shawl about her nervously, and
walked on faster than before. She came dimly
to Kent's troubled thoughts that night. What
had she to do with them or him ? What in
deed?
It must have been past midnight when, toss
ing on his sleepless bed, he heard a sound that
roused him quickly. A long, low whistle in
the yard below. He sprang to the window. A
short figure with a slouched hat stood down in
the white moonlight.
♦ What's to pay?"
"Nothing but the Devil!" answered Joliffe,
in a suffocated growl. Pennington's bolted !"
"Gone!"
"Yes:" his confidential tone now— the one

he had used that afternoon; "gone! he and
the horse—haven't been heard from since dark.
Have vou been blabbing ?"
"I? No!"
"Not a syllable?"
"As true as there's a God in heaven."
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*

"And yon don't know where he is?"
" I don't know any thing about him."
Joliffe stood a moment looking up, then turn
ing cautiously, slouched out of the yard with
out a word.
Of what did the man suspect him ? Was the
mark of Cain upon his face ? Andrew, in his
honest, happy life, had scarcely known what it
was to count the slow hours of a sleepless night
before. This terrible thing which had come
near to him sat like a spectre in his silent room ;
it eyed him as some fixed and stony eye; it pur
sued him in his rain attempts to rest ; it held
him like some grasping hand ; it would not let
him go.
Murder! and with the heart into which it
had come, he had dared to think her name—

had dared to love her— little Prue ! " But I
didn't do it—God forgive me! God forgive
mo!" muttering to himself now and then as he
paced the room.
His mother, wakened from her sleep bv his
footstep overhead, came up once to his door.
" Nothing's the matter, mother, only I can't
sleep."
" Are you sick, Andy, boy ?" seeing his face.
" No, no. What does every body think I'm
sick for ? There—there, mother ! don't worry.
Good-night."
He closed the door again, listening to her as
she crept feebly down the stairs ; listening as
if some one were telling him that she was all
life held for him now ; and, as to the added
question, the question to which he listened over
and over, which took form after form. Did she
guess what he might have been—what he was
in the sight of God ?
Then, as the night passed, his thoughts took
other shapes. He wondered where Pennington
had gone, with a vague dread, as faint and impal
pable as the bars of moonlight, which turned his
face blue and cold ; whether he was beyond the
reach of justice, too ; if he and his crimes would
drop into silence henceforth. Will you believe
me if I tell you that the thought caused him no
regret ?—that the picture of the child came with
it—the child with her faced turned up among
the flowers ; and he only said, with something
in his rough and common face that transfigured

it
, " She wouldn't find out what he was; she'd

better not know — she loves him!" But the
spectre that sat within the room would not be
forgotten. What was he that he should judge
that other, and his sin ?

And so at last the morning came. But
there in the sunlight, face to face, with him It
stood. It looked at him from the brightness
that burned in the east. He saw It in the cool
of shadows quivering under the grasses ; in the
dew that crowned them as they drooped ; in the
chirpings of leaf-hid birds. It called to him
from the forest which rose against the warming
sky— the forest from which the gloom of the
night had not faded.
As he went by Prue's home on his way to
work, turning away his face, It asked him some-
Vol. XXXI.—No. 1S1.—D

thing:—Where was Pennington ? But It gavo
him no answer. Whifc he was bending over
his work, striking such mighty blows that morn
ing with his quick, nervous arm, he saw Jo
liffe passing the shop. His walk was hurried,
so hurried that he hardly stopped when he heard
his name called suddenly.
" What's wanted ?"
" Have you heard from him ?"
"Not a word."
Then Andrew went back to his work.
Where was Pennington ? Perhaps the forest,
from which the gloom had not faded, could have
told him ; or the dews which had wept all night
among the ferns.
The day passed as if there were weights on
the hours and the moments chained. Whispers
of Pennington's disappearance found their way
quickly from mouth to mouth. People won
dered, and gossiped, and looked mysterious.
" The Cap'n" swore furiously at the empty suit
of rooms, and the uupaid bill running up its
length in his ledger. Prue Tyndall did not
come to the post-office, or do her little errands
at the store that day. Andrew heard her name
often, with a careless laugh, or a look of pity,
as the case might be. Men cast sidelong glances
at his face so rigid over his work ; women looked
at him, nodded at each other, and walked away

whispering. The stagnant life of the town had
nothing to do with itself but pry into other lives.
This idle curiosity stung him to madness. He
hated the very sunlight that crept in through
the crevices and peered about the shop, as if it

had some power to make his soul transparent.
He longed impatiently for the darkness of an
other night—better that, better even the spectre
shut up in his silent room than this. He
thought—his nervous fancies growing—that peo
ple eyed him coldly, suspiciously. Had the
leaves of the forest told a story? Did they
know where, but for the hand of God, that man
might have been lying this morning ? Because
Andrew Kent's honest eye had never shunned
the eye of a fellow-creature before, the newness
of this horror was all the more horrible and
strange.
It increased as the day wore on, and the same
dark question, with its same unanswered mys
tery, haunted him still. He could not reason
with it. The knowledge that the counterfeiter
must have suspected Joliffe, and sought his only
safety in flight, did not satisfy him. Have you
never seen the time when the soundest of logic
and the plainest of common-sense was no more
to you than a child's prattle ?

Andrew, on his walk home to dinner, looked,
and hated himself for looking, at the brown
farm-house with its closed blinds which the trees
hid so silently. There was no one stirring
about the place. The garden was empty ; its
great golden hollyhocks nodding in the noon, its
bells drooping in purple slumber; the lilies and

myrtles hushed nnd warm; the starry blossoms
of the creeper hanging motionless. A haze,
that had thickened since morning, wrapped the
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whole—a huge curtain with folds of opal drawn
silently. He looked, *nd hating himself for
looking, turned away. Passing the gate, some
one called his name. He stopped, startled.
"Prue! I—I didn't see you."
She stood just where the shade of an old
apple-tree was thickest—a tree in whose hollow
they used to put their little notes when they
were children, and played at love as merrily as
they gathered butter-cups in the field. A bar
of the murky, red sunlight struck her through
the leaves, leaving burning lights upon her hair,
her face within it showed pale.
" Is— is this all true about Mr. Pennington ?"
"Yes; he's gone."
Something in his voice made her look up into
his face —a little surprise on her own.
" Haven't they heard any thing from him ?"
He shook his head, moving his eyes from
hers ; he could not meet their look.
" What's the matter, Andrew ? are you sick ?"
"Sick? no!"
She stood plaiting her little white apron nerv
ously, her breath somewhat quick.
" If—if they've heard about Mr. Pennington,
will you stop and tell me when you come by to
night?" And then, as before, she looked up
at him.
"Yes, yes; I'll come, I—"
He turned—he broke away from her rudely
and strode down the road. She stood quite
still, watching him and wondering. At last
the golden haze wrapped him out of sight.
As the day closed the sultriness of the air
became almost suffocation. The mist, a dead
weight, settled heavily to the earth ; the light
that filtered through it was dying in the strug
gle ; the trees stood up dimly in it ; the village
and the river faded like some mirage. It brood
ed over the swamps and sucked up poisonous
vapors from them. A night which might have
been filled with suicides and murders —a night
for any horror. So Andrew thought as he stood
at his shop-door, his head bared to the damps
that choked him.

Suddenly the figure of a man running up the
road caught his eye ; it was the landlord. There
were others behind him.
"What's the matter, Cap'n?"
" Matter enough," stopping to get breath,
" though I don't know as there's any need of
blowing myself like this."
"Well, what?"
"Oh, I thought you knew," he panted.
" Great row down our way. There's a little
gal come up to the tavern—said she'd ben play-
in' in the woods, she and a parcel of young
'uns, and they see somethin' down the gully;
she thought it was a horse, but whether it was
a horse or a man she was too scart to find out.
If it should be that are city chap, yon know!"
and the Cap'n started on again as if in some
manner that account in the ledger was to be
cleared by his keeping himself on full steam, or
.is if he expected Pennington, dead or alive, to
vanish at the sight of him.

Kent was past him in a moment. A horrible
fear came upon him. A picture of the proud,
white horse, rearing and plunging into the twi
light, where the pine-strewn ground was slip
pery. It was his hand upon her rein from
which she had struggled to get free. Had God
measured the measure of his punishment full to
the brim ?
He felt the mists cling to him and chill him
as he entered the shadow of the forest : some
startled crows flew up and away, cawing above
the trees. Then it was so still that he heard a
pine-cone dropping in the bushes. On the spot
where he had met Pennington the night before
something lay under his feet and tripped him—
it was his oaken cane. He stooped and picked
it up ; then, recoiling from the touch, threw it
far among the underbrush.
He went to the edge of the ravine, where he
had seen the twilight blackening last night—

why! was it only last night? He went to the
edge of the ravine and stood a moment looking
down. Then he turned, followed a foot-path
that wound steeply down the rocks, and came
at last to the bottom.
The white horse had fallen heavily upon her
rider. He seemed to have struggled to get free
from her ; but the creature in her dying agonies
held and crushed him. He lay among the tan
gled underbrush with which the deadliness of
the rocks was hidden, the weeds rank about him,
the dead leaves in the gullies. A pallid fern
shaded his face, which was turned toward the

glowless west. His shapely hand, with the ring
upon it

,

was clenched over his head.
Andrew's face grew gray when he saw it. He
knew what it meant. Had he sent the man be
fore the bar of God so ?

The voices of the crowd down nt the entrance
of the ravine broke the hush. He knelt down,
pushing back the ferns. All the lights that
quivered through the mist from the setting of
an unseen sun struck the face. Its ghastliness
was horrible. How long had the man struggled
alone, and in the night? Had his lips stiffened
so with curses on them? The curses might
have fallen on Kent kneeling there beside him, .
so moveless was he. The crowd pressing up
through the defile found him alone with the
dead —his dead.
" How long, now, might you reckon he'd ben
there?" asked some one, breaking a silence.
" About twenty-four hours." His voice was
low and changed.
" Horse got scared, I s'pose. Terrible place
to go off— terrible !"

.At the whisper the crowd looked up the height
silently. Kent, still kneeling there, had not
turned his head.
"Well, I hain't nothing to say." It was
the landlord who spoke, coming up to raise

the ferns. "I've found him out now; but it

goes agin the grit to call a dead man a thief.

I reckon he's got a longer bill nor mine to set
tle."
Kent looked round sharply. Joliffe and two
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or three strangers— officers of the State— stood
there, silent like the rest.
"William Watson's arrested in the name of
the Commonwealth for forgery," said one of
them at last, clearing his throat; "but see
ing-"
"Hush!" It was Kent who spoke, sternly.
" You can't touch the dead."
No; human justice had come too late. What
ever the hidden crimes of the man lying there
beyond its reach, He to whom vengeance belong-
eth knew them. And the group, standing with
awe-struck faces, remembered that it is a fearful
thing to fall into the hands of the living God.
"Let me pass! Let me pass, I say!"
It was a woman's voice— a sharp, wailing
voice. At the sound the crowd divided, won-1
dering. Andrew Kent heard it

,
and heard her

footsteps over the rocks. A great shiver seized
him. He dared not turn to see what must be
seen. Instinctively he drew the fern-leaves over
the dead man's face. Was this a sight for
the child —the child with her white, quivering
lips? Some one came up and kneeled beside
him ; a hand pushed away his own, and tore up
the leaves that shaded the face he tried to hide.
It must be— he must bear the sight. Where
was his manhood ? He turned, rising from his
knees.
No ; not that one — not little Prue, thank
God ! He knew the face—a colorless face, with
the black hair hanging over it.
"What are you doing here ?" he said, gently.
"What am I doing? Haven't I the right?

I am his wife."
She knelt down where Andrew had knelt,
nnd laid the dead man's head upon her lap.
She passed her hand over his forehead tender

ly, as one might soothe a child to sleep. She
whispered his name once only, and those stand
ing nearest to her could not hear it. Then bow
ing her head, so that her long, dark hair hid
both her own face and his, she clasped her hands
upon her forehead, and sat so, looking down.
She did not move, nor sob, nor cry out. Per
fectly still she sat so, looking down.
Andrew moved away reverently. Even Jo-
line took off his hat. It was so still that they
heard the rustle of a startled rabbit in the moss.
The men exchanged glances at last, growing
uneasy. Some woman standing at a distance
sobbed aloud. The landlord went up, half ir

resolute.
"Come now, I wouldn't take on so," his
rough, good-natured voice a little husky; "see-
in' he'd treated yer so, I wouldn't— I wouldn't
really."
A Roman matron might have looked as she
looked, turning up her tearless eyes." But I love him," she said. Then she bent
her face again, her hair sweeping over it and
over her husband's.
The light that trembled like some struggling
rainbow through the mist grew faint, and faded
out of the ruined chasm ; the trees that had
mouldered where they fell, the patches of gaudy

moss, the growth of brambles, and the leaves
dead in the gullies lay in shadow ; the outline
of the heights above was dimming. But the
woman there in the twilight, with her hands
clasped upon her forehead, had not moved or

spoken. Joliffe went up and touched her shoul
der. She started, the look of a tiger in her
eyes.

"You sha'n't touch him. Your laws have
nothing to do with him now—he's mine."
" It ain't that I've come for, woman. I can't
arrest a dead body. But the folks want to move
him. You can't sit here all night, you know ;"

spoken gently, though; as gently as Joliffe could
speak perhaps.
She looked about her at that, scanning every
face. Then she rose and stood where she had
knelt, silently. They raised him gently—Kent
and Joliffe—and bore him out of the ravine ;

the woman, like some voiceless shadow, walked
beside them ; the crowd followed slowly. Up
by a winding road through the forest, and so
out upon the purple flats from which the fog
was clearing. They reached the tavern at last ;

they took him to his own rooms, and left him
alone with bis wife.
"Kent," whispered Joliffe in his car, as he
turned away, " if you were most men I should
suspect you had a hand in this business."
Andrew stopped — looked at him savagely.
" Oh, I didn't say I did, did I ? I only took
the opportunity of telling you you wouldn't do
for my trade with that face of yours—good as a

newspaper any day."
He did not wait to hear the reply on Kent's
lips, but winking till he winked himself dizzy,
walked away. Like some bird of ill-omen, he
disappeared where the night was darkest, and
Andrew saw him no more.
The road, darkening before him as he went
home in his blind way, his eyes on the ground,
took before he knew it a curve— the curve he
dreaded. Every step of the way since he left
the tavern he had seen but this one shadowed
winding and the house beyond. He would have
gone away from it. He would have walked till
he was foot-sore if he might have escaped it.
He heaped miles upon miles in his fancy be
tween it and him. But he had promised her.
Free-will, was it? He could see nothing but
the hand of an avenger; erring, perhaps, as many
a better theologian than he has done. Why was
this brought upon him of all the world? Why
was he chosen to break her heart?
His eyes, as I said, were on the ground. So,
coming suddenly to that bend in the road, he
started at the apparition of a little figure stand
ing there alone and still. He had almost touched
her before he saw.
" Prue ! you out here in the damp ?"
" Yes," turning and walking by his side. " I

haven't seen any one who conld tell. They have
heard from Mr. Pennington ?"
No answer.
" Tell me, Andrew, don't yon know ?"
" Know ? Yes," as if by a mighty effort. " I
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can't tell yon a lie, Prue ; they have heard from
him."
She was silent a moment ; so was he.
"Well?" at last.
" His horse —you know what it was ?"
"Yes."
" His horse was—got frightened in the woods
last night, and—she went over the rocks."
An exclamation —some low cry of horror from
the girl made him dumb. At her voice, telling
him to go on, he roused, speaking almost under
his breath.
"We found him there to-night ; he must have
been dead a long time."
He had not once looked at her face : he did
not now. But he could feel her shiver."
" Dead!" and she said no more.
"Have you told me all, Andrew?" stopping
at the gate.
"No"—his breath sharp.
" I want to hear it— the whole."
She caught his eyes then ; her own were dark
with a sort of horror.
"Don't, Prue; don't ask me! I'd rather some
body else would tell you."
"I want to know now."
Which of the two, think you, was the martyr
nt that moment ?
"I didn't think I could have told you. I
hoped you needn't know. He was a forger—

the officers were there."
He wrenched the words out slowly, one by
one. He was breaking her heart, he thought,
at each—his little Prue's heart. He could see
her face pale whiter than before ; she hid it on
the gate ; standing there like some bruised flower,

quivering in the chill of the night-wind. He
would have left her so. An Israelite might have
profaned the Holy of Holies with less sacrilege
than he could stand there, as he saw himself.
But she called him back.
"What was this about a woman, Andrew?
I heard some one talking as they went by. I
asked them, but they didn't hear me."
"Must I tell you?"
' ' Yes." She spoke imperiously.
"It was his wife."
"His wife?"
She echoed the words; the horror that had
been in her eyes seeming to chill her, from the
hair that fluttered and lay motionless on her
forehead to her very hands crossed one into the
other.
"Prue! little Prue! I couldn't bear to hurt
you," his voice like one in actual pain. " I
oouldn't bear to, I didn't mean to! I'd be a
comfort to you, if you'll let me, but I haven't
any thing to say—I don't know how."
And so he broke away from her, as he had
done once before, and left her standing quite
alone in the night. The girl did not watch him
now as he walked away. She opened the gate,
went into the little yard, and threw herself down
under the trees where tho grass was cool, with a
burst of sobbing like a child in grief.
And Andrew?

His mother, waiting and watching for him,
found him at last pacing back and forth in front
of the house. He might have paced there till
the morning if she had not called him.
" Andy ! Andy ! what are ye doing? Ain't
you comin' in ?"
He stopped. "Coming in?" The thought
had not occurred to him before.
"It's lone waitin' for you, my boy; and
Molly hain't had her supper."
" Molly ? Oh yes, I forgot."
He came in, patting the old dog that walked
sedately by him—mechanically as it seemed.
His mother went with him to tho stable. The
sight of his face stopped for a moment her usual
garrulity. She stood puzzled, watching him in
his work about the barn. He made the horse's
bed ; tossed down her hay ; and then went into
the stall, the creature turning her head and

whinnying after him. He stopped a moment to
pat her neck and forehead. The horse rubbed
her nose against him joyfully, her soft, dumb
eyes as full of affection as any language could
have been. Andrew put his arms round her
neck as he used to do when he was a boy.
"Eh, Molly! old girl, you love me ! You!"
The light of the lantern swinging on his arm
was full in his face just then. He turned away
abruptly, so that his mother could not see it.
"Andy! why, Andy I"after a silence; "what
are you doing there?"
" Mixing Molly's meal, to be sure, mother."
"Meal? it's saw-dust out of the little back

shed. I didn't know what you was up to."
" Saw-dust ! why so it is saw-dust ! I guess
I've lost my wits, mother."
He put the pail down, laughing long and
loud.
" I like to see that," nodded the old woman,
looking half frightened, though, at the sound ;
"ye've ben so down in the mouth of late."
He laughed again, the nervous, hollow laugh.
' ' Saw-dust ! Yes, ha ! ha ! good joke, isn't it

,

mother? Did you think I was goin' to choke
you, Moll —poison you, maybe !"

Then he went up stairs for the meal. After
that he locked the doors for the night. His
mother helped him, seeing how Wearily he
walked ; the very bolt upon the door he drew

with an effort. Are these trivial things I tell
you ? I see a tragedy in them.
"No supper, Andy?" seeing that he did not
goin.
"No—no— I guess not, mother—not just
now."
"What's this talk about that city feller,"
sitting down on the porch he was pacing in his
restless way. "I've ben waitin' till you got
through the work, and was kinder settled, afore

I asked. Is it all true, about his tumblin' down
the gully, and turnin' out a rascally thief, and

havin' a desalted wife, and what not? That's
what the folks has ben jabberin' on past here."
"Yes; all true."
" How fast you're walkin', Andy, it raises a

terrible breeze ! Well, I never ! I wouldn't ha'
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thought it
,

reely ; though I aliens did say he'd
turn out somethin' he didn't set up to be. I am
sorry though for the gal—Prue Tyndall, I mean.
Folks say she hain't ben seen sence, and it's cut
her dreadful. She was as smart an' pinky a lit
tle creetur as I want to see, and makes as good
butter as her mother, to say nothin' of her head
bein' uncommon for a chick o' her years. And
to think of her throwin' herself away on a miser
able dead scamp, when so many as he wasn't fit
to look at would ha' made good husbands for

her, any one on 'em ; though, to be sure, Andy,

I might have my choice on 'em."
The old woman's chuckling laugh over what
she considered an excellent joke broke off sud

denly. Andrew had stopped his walk.
"Don't, mother! don't talk about her so ; I

can't bear it!"
" Andy !" She came up, anxiously touching
her hand to his heated forehead. "Andy,
what ails yon ?"
" Nothing, mother. Don't ! Let me be !"
But he could not deceive his mother any lon
ger. She wrung her hands, her aged voice
breaking into a cry :

" It— it ain't her ? Oh, Andy ! Oh, my boy
—my poor boy !"

He groaned aloud, but made her no other
answer.
" She sha'n't turn you off! She sha'n't, I

say ! She's a little deceitful minx ! She ain't
fit for you to think on !"
"Hush, mother! don't you say one word
against her. It ain't her fault. She can't care
for me. It ain't her fault" —choking.
" I didn't mean to hurt ye, Andy. I won't
say it again."
She came up and put her arms about his neck.
" My poor boy ! My poor, poor boy !"
But even his mother could not comfort him.
For so many years she had been to him first,
and all ; he had kept no grief from her. But
this which had come between them— this she
could not touch. Even she must be shut out.
He must be alone with it.
" There— there, mother! Don't. Let me
go!"
And he went ; he tore himself away from her,
and off, out into the fields, where the night was
still.

Only a working man, you know—a very com
mon man. But the hand of God had fallen
heavily upon him. There, thrown down among
the long, wet grass, his face hidden from all the
world, he wrestled with it as Jacob might have
wrestled of old.
Pennington — for so the villagers still called
him, with a sort of charity to the dead —was
buried the following day. Seldom had the
place been stirred to such unusual interest as

by the events connected with him ; and that sort
of curiosity which gloats over any excitement,
even the most horrible, filled up a long funeral
procession that followed him to the grave.
Perhaps two only, out of the whole, were

prompted by other motives. One was the forg

er's widow. She had scarcely left him since she
found him lying among the ferns. She followed
him to the lonely grave, which they had prepared
in a remote corner of the burial-ground, in the
same stony quiet with which she had followed
him out of the chasm the night before—his only
mourner. The other was Andrew Kent. Peo
ple noticed only his haggard face, and some
strange determination in his eyes, as he bore
the dead man to his resting-place. They no
ticed, and wondered, and forgot. Whatever
agony every toll of that funeral-bell seared hot
and deep into his soul, God only knew it.
Whatever terrible sense of justice there was that
made each last rite he could perform for the
criminal a stern duty—sacred as if at God's
command —none guessed it.
"I shouldn't ha' thought," said the Cap'n to
his next neighbor, in a whisper, out of respect
to the occasion—"I shouldn't ha' thought it of
him, reely. Of all on us, except myself —which,
seein' the man's dead, I mean to forgive and
forget—Andrew Kent's got the most to lay up
agin him, if folks say true about the gal. Look
at him, though, carryin' of that arc body—pretty
considerable weight the chap was, too—and tak-
in' the overlook of every thing, as ef he'd ben a

fust cousin. Well-meaning fellar, Andrew —
takes after the father ; the old man was allers
doin' a job for somebody else."
All the sunshine of the garish day seemed to
have fallen on the grave, by which they stopped
at last. Andrew shivered as he saw that solita
ry woman standing in it so motionless; she
might have been dead herself. Her face was
rigid ; her eyes, perhaps, saw nothing. It was
only when they would have let the coffin gently
down that she started, some wild light in her
face. Andrew's hand caught her. Would she
have sprang into the grave ? He could not tell.
She was quiet under his touch, and stood as be
fore. The crowd broke up at last. Only the
sexton lingered about among the graves with
his spade. Andrew was left alone with her.
"I'm sorry for you," he said, gently.
She looked up for the first time into his face
with her dry, fixed eyes.
"Are you ? I loved him."
He dared not answer.
"He went away from me," she said, as if

speaking to herself. " He went away and left
me; but he's dead now—he was my husband."
The words ended in a long, smothered cry—

a cry from something imprisoned behind her

stony face; as if the face might be dead, but
her soul had not freed itself. It seemed to
chill all the light that touched, but fell away
from her. Andrew fancied the very sky of
warm, bright blue paled where she stood against

it
,

her black hair motionless on her forehead,
her features sharp.
" I wish I could help you," he said at last.
There might have been the faintest quiver on
her lips then.
"The time's past for that. I've lived through

a great deal. It doesn't matter so much what's
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left now, only — I came here to find him"— re
turning to her musing way— " I came to find
him— I did hope he wouldn't send me off. And
so this is all !" looking down into the grave.
Andrew thought how she would have cursed
him at that moment if she had known what he
was. The sexton, growing impationt, came up
then to begin his work.
"Come, it's no place for you," said Kent, in
his troubled tones. " Where are you going?"
But she turned from him and from the grave,
and without a word or one look behind her,
walked rapidly away. Andrew watched her
dark figure passing under the grave-yard trees
— the mournful trees that so well suited it. It
went ont upon the street then, and down the dull,
hot sands that stretched toward the city, where
it disappeared.
As Andrew passed by the tavern on his way
home some one called him. The farmer—it
was Prue's father—came up fumbling in his
pockets.
" Prue sent some nonsense or other down to
you," he said, turning something in his hands,
" I meant to give it to you at the funeral— didn't
get a chance though."
He held up a tiny, folded paper. Andrew's
hand shook as he took it.
" Thank you, Mr. Tyndall, thank you ;" and
he walked on hastily.
A bit of a note with his name upon it, in
Prue's little district-schoolish hand; but most
wonderful and graceful was the hand to him.
He did not open it till he reached a solitary
place in the road where no one could see him.
Then he read it

,

slowly :

"Dear Andrew,— I want to see you^just a minnte.
Will you come over tonight f Para."

The night came and Andrew went. He
found her in the garden again, where the even
ing light was touching the flowers of gold and
purple and crimson, and the white of the lilies
as before. But now she stood alone— the starry
vine, too, had drooped under the sun. She
came up when she saw him, meeting him at the

gate.

"It's kind in you to come," she said. "I
was afraid you wouldn't."
She wore some quiet dress, and had neglect
ed to add to it any of the bits of bright ribbon
that had so well suited her little coquettish face.
But the coquetry was all forgotten now; the
color in her cheeks was faint—almost faded.
Yet in this quiet sadness there was something
so new, so womanly, such a plaintive pleading.
Andrew could not speak. She led the way
down to the old stone-wall that bounded the
garden, and they sat down there together.
" I want to tell you something," began Prue.
But there site stopped, twisting her little hands
nervously one into the other.
" Well— you ain't afraid of me, Prue ?"
" N-no. Only don't look so at me."
Andrew turned away his face. The pure
white outline of hers flushed a little.
"I know just what you'll think of me," she

j said ;

" but it won't be so bad as what you think
now. I can't bear to have you think what you
think now."
A silence, which the rustle of the apple-
boughs over her head only broke. Then she
looked up, her cheeks all crimson.
" You thought I loved that man.— I didn't."
A shot might have struck Andrew Kent, he
started so.
" You—yon didn't love him !"

"No!" said Prue, striking her little hands
vehemently together; "no, I never cared any
thing about him. And it's the more shame to
me. I was a little, vain, silly thing, and I

liked it because he flattered me, and made the
girls talk. I was mad when he went off, though"
—nodding a little—" because I knew people
would say such things about me. I was fright
ened half to death when I heard about his going
down on the rocks there— it came so all in a
flash, and 'twas only that night he'd been pick
ing flowers here. But when I found out what
he was—and to think I'd ever let him touch my
hand, and to think I'd carried on so with him,
and let people think I liked him—oh, Andrew !

it was terrible ! terrible ! It's just about made
me sick. Mother says I look as if I'd been out
bleaching for a week."
She tried to laugh, putting up her hand to
wipe away some bright, repentant tears that
would persist in having their own way.
"And so you see, Andrew, I was ashamed
to have you believe I cared for him. Ugh ! it

makes me cold every time I think of his name;
and that's why I sent for you. I expect you'll
hate me— I deserve it. I was a little foolish,
willful thing. I—"
Just the prettiest little sob choked her words.
Andrew could see her quiver to keep it back.
" I hate you, Prue ? I—?"
Prue stopped crying. She bent down and
picked up a clover blossom that grew at her
feet.

"I used to think," said Andrew, in a stifled
whisper, every muscle on his forehead strained
like iron—"I used to think a great while ago
that maybe, sometime, after a great while, you
know, you'd care a little about me. Won't yon
tell me, Prue? I should just like it to think
about. Do you suppose you ever could ?"
" I rather think I could," said Prue, with an
other little nod, biting all the crimson off from
her clover.
Do you blame Andrew Kent that for a while
he forgot every thing but the pretty, flushed face
turned up to his ?— that the child sitting there
on the old stone-wall, with the shadows from

the apple-boughs tremulous on her bright hair,

should shut out all the world besides, and all
the Past, with it ?

It came back to him at last like some terriblo
dream. He started at it

,

and shrank from the

touch of her hand in his.
"Prue, I ain't fit ! I forgot— I forgot it all !

Oh my God !"
The girl standing there, with all the light
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quivering out of her face, could not soothe him.
Her touch was fire in his veins. He trembled
at her voice.
"But Andrew"—at last— "you haven't told

me what it is I've a right to know. I love you."
She loved him—a murderer !
He stood up at that. He folded his great
brawny arms tightly, and looked down into her

eyes. He held them fast; he would not let
them go. He read every thought of the girl's
soul mirrored m them. And standing so he
told her all his story.
If the clear, soft eyes had once turned from
him— But she stood quite still, by the mossy
wall. She did not shrink, or falter, or freeze
into her old, coquettish pride. Her face had
caught some beautiful trust, as pure and sweet
as the wind that toyed with her falling hair.
When he had finished she went up to him,
speaking very softly :
" But you didn't do it, Andrew," she said.

It was on a certain day in September that
Andrew Kent and old Molly jogged along to
gether again over that sandy road, the bluest
of skies above them, and the freshest of winds
frolicking about them. It was no lazy snmmer
panting —this wind ; neither was it one of your
crabbed northeasters, whose wont it is to con
vert you into a misanthrope in half an hour.
Nothing of either sort. It was a mad, rollick
ing, rolling, cheery wind, with just sting enough
to be exhilarating, and just softness enough to beg

pardon for the sting. It inflicted the merriest
chastisement on the short, crisp grass, that ob

stinately refused to bend in obeisance at its nod;

it played the sauciest jokes on the trees that
were preparing solemnly for their gorgeous dye
ing ; it kept Molly in the most constant and in
tense excitement by blowing her mane into her

eyes, and blowing it in again as fast as she nod
ded it ont; it caught Andrew's hat off, and
whizzed about his ears, and pulled his whiskers ;

it lay in wait for him at the corners, and blew
the dust into his eyes, and filled his wagon with
showers of leaves.
"None of your tricks, my fine fellow !" laugh
ing like any boy; "you won't have the chance
much longer." He drew the lash sharply round
Molly's ears, and she trotted off homeward
briskly.
Home ! I wish you could have seen Andrew
just then. I wish you could have seen his eyes
soften and brighten, and that tenderness melt
ing his face : none the less manly was the face
for it

,

either. He had been away from it only
one day, but the sense of distance had trebled
the time to him.
He had been to the city, as you might know
from a look in his wagon. There was the bar
rel of flour for the winter, the bag of coffee and
bundles of sugar; warm, golden squashes too,
and a basket of the roundest, reddest crauber
ries— for, like many another country town, the
most common produce of this place could be
found cheaper in the city. But best of all, in

Andrew's eyes, was a little parcel of tea— none
of the herb-mixtures which the village shopman
dignified by that title, but the aweetest and spi
ciest of Oolong. Prue had a fancy for nice tea ;

moreover, she had such a way of sitting up be
hind the great tea-pot, tasting it and sipping it

with her head on one side, making about as

grave a connoisseur as a canary might. Then

her hands used to look so pink and pretty when
she poured it out ; and she uttered such dainty
little screams when it was too hot ; and nodded
such thanks over at Andrew, with that willful
hair that would fall into her eyes, just shading
them a little. I wonder if she knew she never
looked prettier in her life than she did then—

this tiny Prue 1

Then there were sundry other bundles that
Andrew kept his eye upon every fifteen min
utes, as if he thought they might be spirited
away ; a dress for Prue—some soft crimson stuff,
in which he liked best to see her, and, safely
wrapped in papers of whitest tissue, lay bits of
ribbon, their colors warm and bright. Once in
a while she affected a little matronly importance
of leaving off such ornaments, but somehow or
other they found their way back again before
long, to nestle in her hair and at her throat,

just as they did when she was a girl, which was
so very long ago, you know. Ah ! Andrew
knew what would please her, you may depend
upon it.
The glow which came into his face as he
turned the corner and came in sight of his
home might almost have blinded you to the

change upon it. For a change there was since
that other ride with Molly on a summer's noon.
It was graver, and there were lines in his fore
head ; something about his mouth spoke the
look of a soul which has been in deep waters.
Such a look may tell a story either of sin or
suffering. Though both had left their marks
on this man's face, yet there was a smile there
that made you think only of the suffering, and
that not sadly. It was the smile of one who
has struggled fiercely in a combat, and who wore
the crown of a victor. Yet he did not dare to
think ho wore it. Before the God whom he
bad offended he thought to walk softly all his
days in the bitterness of his soul. Perhaps the
hand of the child in whose sight his brows were
most kingly to receive it

,

might point it out to
him at last, beyond all doubt or fear.

Molly stopped of her own accord at the gate,
and had twice to remind her master that it was
closed, by twisting her meek head round to look
into his face, before she could persuade him to
take his eyes off from the house. For Prue
stood on the porch watching for him, a little
rosy cape thrown over her shoulders, the wind
tossing her hair all over her face. She ran
down to meet him.
" You said I might open the gate, Andy."
"No, no, Prue;. why, you couldn't stir it

,

little woman !"

"But I can," said Prue, tugging away with both
her little hands, her cape blown back, and the
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sleeve falling off from her rounded arm. "There !
will you believe your grandmother next time?
Now!"
He was out of the wagon, and she stood

brushing the bright hair away from her face,

turning it up to his, all flushed and warm and
happy.
" i'rue! little Prue!"
He stooped and kissed it—as reverently, I
think, as he had kissed it first under the apple-
toughs by the old stone-wall.
" What ! going to leave Molly standing there,

so tired and hungry. Look at her, Andrew —

no, not at me. "
" Oh yes, to be sure, I forgot Molly—I know

whose fault it is. Run in quick, you'll catch cold
out here, Prue !"
It took but n few of the shortest of moments
to free Molly from hor harness, and come up to
the house. Prue was tapping on the window
with childish delight nt the sight of his arms
filled with bundles. He looked up nt her, nod
ding.
" God bless her !" he said, half aloud. The
words choked him somehow. He stopped an
instant at the door before going in.
Ah that cozy kitchen! I wish I had time
and words to tell you what it was. If you had
seen that fire—Prue built it herself —how broad
and ruddy its light was in the room! She al

ways took off the covers of the stove when An
drew came in from the cold ; he fancied the
live red coals. Then there was the table spread
for supper, with its spotless cloth, and the best

cups and saucers— very extravagant in this little
housekeeper. But then Andrew had been to
the city, and come home late. There were
Prne's flowers, too, always in the window, with
the brightest of blossoms and the greenest of
leaves. And the old mother in the corner by
the fire, looking up with her.
"Well, Andy, boy! so ye've come. The
gal's ben lookin' the eyes out of her head after
you !
"

And you may be sure he gave her his old kiss,
just as warm and weleome as it used to be before
that curions little wife was there to open all his
bundles, sitting on the floor like some fortunate
I'andorn, in a perfect cloud of soft, silken color.
I should like to tell you how, by what seemed to
Andrew some magical manoeuvre, she converted
the purest of them all into a little white band
among her curls, "just to keep back that ever
lasting hair," and how the fluttering ribbon fell
against her cheek and down upon her bright

cape, when she began to pour out his coffee in
her demure way.
Best of all would it be if you could have seeu
Andrew's face, as he sat opposite to her. He
quite forgot to eat bis supper till Prue threat

ened that "it should certainly be locked up in
the closet, and thin wouldn't he be sorry?"
But perhaps you can fancy how it all was—all
that I have not time to tell you. Perhaps you
know what was in this man's heart that night;
and why it was that, when ho opened his mo
ther's Bible at the time of the evening prayer,
he read the old, old chant, about the " cup which
runneth over."
The old woman had fallen asleep by the fire,
and Prue was sitting on a low stool at her hus
band's feet, some happy stillness in her eves.
"Prue," he said, "who do you think I saw
in the city to-day ? I've waited for a chance to
tell you."
She looked up quickly with some sudden
thought.
"Not that— ?"
"Yes. The woman."
Prue said nothing for a moment, drawing
closer to him.
"Well ?" at last.
" She was miserably poor. Prne, it was ter
rible. There were little children too."
"You did something for her, Andrew?"
" All I could— it wasn't much. She wouldn't
take money ; so I went and paid her rent. What
else can I do ?"
"We'll manage it," said Prue, thoughtfully.
" You keep sight of her ; I can go without some
of my ribbons and things, and you can send to
her once in a while. She needn't know where
it comes from."
She stood up, putting her little hands on his

huge shoulders. Even she could not guess what
it was to bim that she should look at him so ;
that her pure little face did not shrink from him ;
that he was never coarse and clumsy to her ; that
his hands were never too blackened with his
work for her to touch ; that she was content with
him as he was, and loved bim. What it was, as
much now as the first day he brought her to his
home—what it would always be. God only
knew.
"But, Andrew—" she said.
"But what, child?"
" If vou'd only be content with doing all that's
left!"

•

"But it was the same in God's sight, Prue.
I was a murderer."
" But he that endurelh temptation, Andrew, I
thought he was blessed."
He looked at her standing there with her
wide, childish eyes turned up to his. Blessed!

was he not? And they told him, though she
did not speak, that her love was but the shadow
of the love of Him through whom he was a con
queror.
So at last Andrew Kent knew that he was for
given.
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THE AMERICANS ON THEIR
TRAVELS.

THE
American is a migratory animal. He

changes place with such facility that he

never seems so much at home as when leaving
it. Go where you may—north, south, east, or
west—you will be sure to meet with him. Fore
most among the explorers of the regions of per
petual frost, he drives his sledge to the farthest

limits of discovery, and builds his ice-hut on the
polar verge of the earth. Turning toward the
hot zone of the tropies, he swings his hammock
as readily beneath the shade of the equatorial
palm. Populous cities and untracked deserts
are alike trodden by his ubiquitous feet. He
walks the streets of London, Paris, St. Peters
burg, Berlin, Vienna, Naples, Rome, Constan
tinople, Canton, and even the causeways of

Japan, with as confident a step as he treads the
pavements of Broadway. He is so universally
abroad that bo even anticipates discovery. The
explorer no sooner sails upon some terra incog
nita in remote seas, than he is hailed by one
of our vagrant countrymen whom chance has
washed to the unknown shore in crazy boat or
on broken spar.
The Americans are necessarily great travelers.
Such is the spaciousness of their country that
they can not perform many of the ordinary du
ties of life without a great deal of locomotion.
The affairs of state and the business of trade,
in which they all more or less share, are con
ducted at points often so remote from their hab
itations as to necessitate long journeys. The
member of Congress from California must-tnivel
five thousand miles before he can give his vote
or deliver his speech in the Capitol. The trades
man from Oregon makes a still longer journey
to purchase his hardware or dry-goods in New
York. The mere interchange of visits among
friends and relatives, in our land of remote dis
tances, compels passages over great extents of

space. The American thus, in the course of
his daily life, becomes so habituated to travel
that he packs his portmanteau, and starts on a

journey of hundreds of miles, as readily as he
puts on his coat and comes down to his break
fast. An Englishman in Liverpool will consult
with his family and friends months before about
a proposed visit to Dublin, and, after all, proba
bly never accomplish it. A citizen of New York
will make up his mind to a visit to California
over his second egg at breakfast, and will sail
for San Francisco before dinner, without hardly
stating to his acquaintances the cause of his
long journey, or they caring to ask for it.
The facilities for travel are in proportion to
the American necessity of practicing it. With
miles of railroad and length of navigable river
more than those of all the rest of the world to
gether, a citizen of our vast republic passes with
ease and rapidity from the Lakes to the Gulf of
Mexico, or from the Atlantic to the Pacific.
Thus readily moving over a great continent,
within the limits of his own country, he becomes

almost unconscious of space, and so habituated
to travel that he thinks no more of counting the
hundreds of miles of his frequent journeys, by
railway and steamer, than the steps of his daily
walk.

Business, not pleasure, is the main motive of
travel with Americans in their own country.
Thefe are a thousand points of interest to a
foreigner on our continent which are hardly
heeded by our fellow-countrymen. The Amer
ican is conscious enough of the grandeur, in the
aggregate, of his vast and bounteous land, and
exults even to satiety in its qualities. He, how

ever, is not disposed to analyze its characteris

ties, and observe minutely its particular elements
of interest. Ho cares not a fig for the sublime,
the beautiful, and picturesque, if they arc only
seen by him in his own country. Let him travel
in foreign countries, and he quickly becomes as
capable of a sensation as the most sentimental
and rapturous. A mountain at home is less
visible than a mole-hill abroad. Miss Araminta,
who is hardly moved at the sublime spectacles
of nature in her own land, has no sooner crossed
the ocean and sipped her first cup of cq/c au /ail
at Meurice's, than she is aroused to the intensest
emotion at the sight of the piddling fountains in
the garden of the Tuileries, and the toy islets,
built up of Parisian filth and mud, in the pools
of the Bois de Boulogne.
It is true that of our people of means and leis
ure who are disposed to travel few venture upon
a European tour without a sight of Niagara.
The great cataract is so stupendous a work of
nature, and its awful roar of waters has so ech
oed throughout the world, that an American is
sure to find, wherever he goes abroad, those

who, however ignorant of every thing else in
his country, are conscious of its existence. It
would not do to meet the universal inquiry about
"the falls" with a confession of not having seen
them. Not to know Niagara would argue one's
self unknown. This motive alone sends n great
many of our fashionable friends there on the eve
of a contemplated tour to Europe.
Apart from the compulsory sight of the great
cataract and the passing glances of the country
caught in the course of a steam-flight to Sara

toga and Newport and back, our thriving people
who have the money to spend and the disposi
tion to spend it in gratifying their curiosity see
but little of their own land. Yet many of these
same people go to Europe and keep wandering
for years from country to country until they have
exhausted every mile of route, feature of land
scape, canvas of picture-gallery, foot of church-
spire, and stone of ruin in Murray's whole libra

ry of guide-books.
The best preparation for a journey abroad is
a knowledge of home. Every man, supposing
that he does not wish to denationalize himself,
should, before he travels, become familiar with
his own country. Otherwise he will lose that
chief benefit of a visit to foreign countries, the
occasion that it gives of comparing other lands
with his own, and thus discovering tho good to
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cling to and the ill to reject. To the American
traveler especially this preliminary knowledge of
his own country is essential. His native land is
involved in a great experiment, social, econom

ical, and aesthetical, as well as political. It be
hooves him to observe well its degrees of pro
gress, in order to compare them with the stages
of advancement of other countries. The fresh
ness and growth of America are to be confront
ed with the maturity and decay of Europe.
Youth is to be brought face to face with man
hood, alternately vigorous and feeble, that it

may learn from its lips of experience what has
conduced to make it the one and the other.
Our young country has much to learn from old
er countries, but it should first study itself, that,
knowing its own character and conduct, it may
make proper application of the lessons from
abroad. "A man," said Dr. Johnson, "must
carry knowledge with him if he would bring
home knowledge." If Americans learned more
and talked less of their great country it would
be better for themselves and others.
Few travelers, however, are actuated by the
elevated motive of improving themselves and
their country. Most seek amusement, distrac
tion, or health, and care little about political
institutions, national resources, manners and
customs, provided their passports are en regie,
their bankers in funds, and they are civilly treat
ed and not overcharged. Most of the ordinary
motives of travel exist in abundance in our own
country, though our wealthy citizens who hasten
abroad seem hardly conscious of the fact. Our
extensive and diversified land presents every va

riety of natural scenery, from the picturesque
to the sublime, and almost every kind of climate.
The American admirer of nature can gratify to
the utmost his taste for lofty mountains, sono
rous cataracts, sinuous streams, dark forests,
and variegated landscapes ; and the seeker after
health may invigorate his languid nerves by
northern blasts or warm his chilled blood with
southern breezes without crossing the bounda
ries of his own country. It is true that there
are no fusty feudal ruins and great galleries of
ancient art ; but there are brand-new cities and
endless scenes of busy enterprise. If the ro
mantic traditions and departing glories of the
one have an interest, so have the surprising re
alities and the fresh vigor of the other. Of i
places of historic association in America there j
is already an abundance, which this war will
increase a thousandfold. We shall havo num
berless fields of battle, illustrated by greater
heroism and patriotic devotion than have made
Blenheim and Waterloo memorable.
Traveling in America, great as are its facili
ties, has certain drawbacks. The fastidious
complain that its modes, so favorable to the gre
garious propensities of our countrymen, are op
posed to all reserve and retirement. Whether
at rest in the hotel, or in motion on steamboat
and rail, you are forced to herd with the crowd.
You are obliged to sink the individual in the
, and form an indistinct part of that flow

ing whole called the traveling public. This is
unavoidable in a land where the conveniences
of travel are not for the few but the many. The
only relief for this discomfort of being in a per
petual crowd must come from an improvement
in the national manners ; for the mass in Amer
ica will continue to assert, as it has always done,
its right to motion as to all the other privileges
of civilized man. With, however, extended
freedom there should be increased grace. As
we must continue to live and move in crowds, '

we should learn to live and move harmoniously.
This is not a question only between clean and
dirty linen, glossy silk and faded calico, the poor
and rich — though in our land of abundance
it is not too much to demand of the humblest
traveler that he should be dressed so neatly,
and live so cleanly, as not to offend, in the
course of his close companionship, the most del
icate of his fellow-citizens. Miss Sophronia Pea-
body has no right, and may have no disposi
tion, to refuse Patrick O'Donoghue, a republican
like herself, a seat by her side in railway car
riage or at steamboat table ; Miss Sophronia,
however, in her best silk and in the purity of
feminine sensation, may reasonably object to
the proximity of Patrick still unwashed from
his last sewerage operation, and redolent of the
mixed odor of whisky and tobacco. It is no
infringement of O'Donoghue's lately -acquired
privileges of citizenship, as it is no interference
of aristocratic capital with democraticul labor,
to demand of him a freer use of water and a

temporary abstinence from the pipe and the

glass. There is no objection to the presence of
Patrick among the "ghintlemen and leddies,"
provided he does not bring his mud and a smell
of the "critter" with him. To make him a
good democrat it is not enough that he should
vote. Citizenship has its social as well as polit
ical obligations. Patrick, on his travels, should
present himself decently to his cleanly fellow-

citizens, whose close companionship he claims.
We know of no reason why railway companies
should not have their regulations of decency,
forbidding the reception in carriages of ob
viously uncleanly persons. No one in Paris
is allowed to pass through the public gardens
and parks without a coat on his back, in order
that the general becomingness of these places
of diversion may be secured. This example,
however, may be contemned, as a specimen of
the tyranny of Europe, though it is taken from
a country where the greatest social independ

ence exists. A republican illustration will per
haps better serve our purpose. We recollect
reading in prominent letters hung up in the

saloon of a United States mail steamship bound
to California this peremptory command : " No
one is allowed to sit down to table in his shirt
sleeves."
The great fault of our traveling public is its
disregard of individual rights. Every man is

supposed to be common property, and for the

time being he is forced to give up to others the

possession of his body and mind, in which ha
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himself is only allowed to have a reversionary
interest after the journey is over. His eyes,
ears, limbs, and even his thoughts, are seized

upon by the crowd, as soon as he enters hotel,

steamboat, or railway carriage, and held for its

own nse until he leaves. The general conver
sation is carried on in so loud a tone that the
traveler is forced to hear every word. He thus
has expressions, observations, opinions, sensa

tions, thoughts, and sights thrust upon him so-

continually and emphatically that his faculties
become too oppressed with the work of others to
be capable of doing their own.
Disposed to allow the largest freedom of
thought, sentiment, and expression to our fel
lows, we claim the same liberty for ourselves ;
and we don't care that they should think, feel,
and talk for us. We more especially object to
being made the involuntary organs, as we often
are when traveling, of our neighbors' shallow
opinions, gross sentiment, and ribald conversa
tion.
One of the most annoying forms of this pub
lic intrusiveness is reading aloud. After hav
ing conscientiously performed the daily duty of
perusing the morning's paper, it is not pleasant
to be forced to listen again and again, at each
station of a long railway route, to the ephemeral
effusions of Mr. Jefferson Brick, with the added
comments of a succession of his admirers. We
have our own opinion of tho sentiments and
style of that editorial Boanerges, and, having
once submitted to his thunder, care not to be
exposed to a repetition of its shocks.
We by no means approve of the churlishness
of the " respectable" John Bull, who so smoth
ers himself in his English reserve that he can
not breathe a word of sympathy with his fellow-
travelers, lest he might perchance speak to a
common son of Adam one degree lower in the
British social scale than himself. Much of the
pleasure of travel, and the profit too, is often
derived from the conversation of tho casual
companion of the steamboat or railway, 'and
he not always clothed in the finest broadeloth.
While we, however, would encourage converse
among fellow-travelers, when mutually in the
humor, we protest against being forced by the

pertinaciously inquisitive into a communion for
which we may feel indisposed. Our country
men are too apt to disregard the right of every
man to reserve in the presence of strangers, and
will harry a traveler by question after question
from his retreat within himself, for which he

may have the best of reasons, like so many dogs
scratching out of his burrow their concealed
victim.
Our people, in spite of the admonitions they
have received, still persist in an indiscriminate
ejection, wherever they pass, of their saliva, of
which they seem to have an abundance not pos
sessed by any other race of mankind. This
habit is so inveterate that it is even proof against
their gallantry. "Out of respect to the ladies,
gentlemen are requested not to soil the floor of
this cabin with tobacco-juice," gently urges the

steamboat proprietary, slyly insinuating its re
quest with an appeal to their proverbial regard
for the female sex. The cabin floor, however,
we are ashamed to say, continues to be soiled.
A sea-captain of our acquaintance had a more
effective remedy. He detailed a man with a
swab to follow each expectorating passenger,
and absorb his superfluous saliva as it fell upon
the deck. Some of the most inveterate spitters,
finding themselves thus officially and persistent
ly tracked, and their offensive deposit made so
manifest by the constant application of the re
medial absorbent, were shamed out of their dis
gusting practice.
A habit akin to the one we have just spoken
of, and no less offensive, is that noisy forcing up
of the secretions of the throat known as hawk
ing, so general among our countrymen that it
would seem that the greater part of the nation
was affected with a chronic bronchitis. It is,
however, in most cases, only a habit, and so bad
a one that it behooves all who possess it

,

and
care for decent companionship, to abandon it.
Of all migratory animals within our knowl
edge, and we have had an extensive opportunity
of studying their natural history, the American
traveler is the most omnivorous. The locomo
tive which is so swiftly carrying him on his way

is not more constantly in motion than is his
masticatory apparatus. All kinds of edibles
are weleomed by his indiscriminate voracity.

Apart from the annoyance of being constantly
jostled and importuned by a ceaseless throng
of eager hucksters, and the disgust of seeing
every where the scattered refuse of food, where
shells of peanuts are tossing about in oceans of
saliva, which alternately wash continents of or
ange and apple peel, it is not pleasant to con

template our dyspeptic and ravenous country
men in the throes of the bolting process.
We boast much of the luxurious appointments
of our great hotels and steamboats, and the con
veniences of our railway carriages. Comfort,
however, and safety are often sacrificed for show
and facility. Much of the space and expense
given, in our enormous caravansaries, to the re

splendent reception-rooms might be curtailed
to the manifest advantage of the bedehambers,
which are generally small and comfortless. If,
moreover, there were less height and extent to
the parlors and saloons, it would be possible to
bring down the high-perched sleeping-cells to
within escaping distance to the street, in case
of fire. In regard to the gingerbread-work of
our steamboat saloons, it always suggests to us
the suspicion that it is at the cost of soundness
to the hull and completeness to the machinery.
But if not, we would rather dispense with an
ornamentation that is not seldom incongruous
and offensive to taste. The less that is said
about the rapidity and convenience of our rail
way travel the better, until some means are dis
covered of arresting its career of murder. Syd
ney Smith thought that to check railroad disas
ter in England a burned bishop might be effect
ive: "Let the burned bishop, the unwilling
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Latimer," said he, consolingly, "remember that,
however painful gradual cineration by fire may

be, his death will produce unspeakable benefit
to the public." A director perpetually tied to
a locomotive in the guise of a modern Mazeppa,
might perhaps serve a good purpose in America.

He and his fellows might then be more zealous
to secure soundness to their steam-horses and
clearness to their tracks. They would certainly
discover by personal experience that life is more
valuable to the traveler than a dividend to a

stockholder. Though in favor, generally, of the
greatest possible freedom of enterprise, the ill-
management of our railroads, as far as the se
curity of passengers is concerned, disposes us to
wish for the interference of Government. In
France and Germany, where travel on the rail

ways is managed by the public authorities, ac
cidents have become so rare that the risk to life
has been reduced almost to zero.
Business carries more Americans to Europe,
as it does to every part of the world, than any
other motive. Our representatives abroad were
in past times almost exclusively some enterpris
ing Yankee traders, who, accompanied by their
wives and daughters, made an occasional trip to
London, Paris, and the Continent, on the pro
spective profits of their ventures to Liverpool,
and purchases of dry-goods and hardware at
Manchester and Birmingham. It was then that
our fastidious countryman, Fenimore Cooper,
declared that his respectable fellow-citizens pass
ed throughout Europe for second-class English
men. They were worthy Imirgeois, as the French
call them ; and though their pretensions may
have occasionally provoked n higher comparison,
they should have been estimated by the standard
of decent citizenship, and judged accordingly.
If their manners wanted the grace of the debo
nair milors and miladies of the English aristocra-
cy, who were flashing their orders and diamonds
from court to court, and exercising their prac
ticed connoisseurship in the picture-galleries of
Europe, it was no reason to sneer at our fellow-
citizens. If in traveling they sought to furbish
themselves by the hasty application of foreign
polish, or gratify a natural curiosity of seeing
what was to be seen, they were exercising an
undeniable right, and engaging in a not illauda-
ble pursuit. Their substantial virtues, of which
they possessed at least an average share, should
have warded off all scorn of their attempts, how
ever awkward, at acquiring the graces.
We have now, with the rapid increase of
wealth in our country, a largo number of trav
elers to Europe of more exalted pretensions than
the worthy itinerant tradesmen of former times.
You would fall far short of their estimate of
themselves if you should rank them with second-
class Englishmen, or any grade of mankind
lower than the highest. Can't many of them
count incomes with the richest of Europe?
Don't they occupy more expensive apartments
in the Place Vendome than the British peer in
the same hotel ? Are not their equipages »s
fine and their liveries as showy as the most re

splendent of the London parks or the Bois de
Boulogne ? Are not their wives and daughters—
thanks to the facile presentations of their politic
national representatives—able to glitter their
diamonds in imperial and queenly eyes at court
ball and levee?
It is not easy to analyze the vague and con
fused motives which induce our wealthy people
to travel abroad. Many of them go for no bet
ter reason than because traveling costs money,
and being necessarily more or less exclusive, is
approved by fashion. Paterfamilias may have
some vague notion of getting more worth for his
dollars by greater opportunities for display or
the enjoyment of luxury. His wife is bent,
perhaps, on a presentation to court, that on her
return she may hold up her head with her neigh
bor, Mrs. Jones, who has enjoyed the honor be
fore her. His daughter is probably indulging
in pleasant anticipatory visions of a close ap
proximation to the whiskers of a genuine count,
or of the possession of a French bonnet fresh
from the hands of the Empress's own modiste.
His son, no doubt, is dreaming of Parisian
boots, the freedom of Parisian cafes, and the
facility of Parisian damsels. With these mo
tives may be mixed some indefinite expecta
tions of beholding cities of palaces, great galleries
of statues and paintings, brilliant assemblages
in operas and theatres, court shows, and live
nionurchs and noblemen. To prepare for a
journey prompted by such motives, Paterfamil

ias and his family have nothing to do but to se

cure an unlimited credit at their banker's, ob

tain passports, letters of introduction to our
ministers abroad, and the addresses from their

traveled friends of the most fashionable and ex

pensive hotels, shop-keepers, boot-makers, mo

distes, and marchands de modes in Europe, buy
a library of guide-books, and pack their port
manteaus. All they shall have to show on
their return will be a heavy bill of expense, a
stock of Parisian dresses, bonnets, boots, sboes,
and gloves, an increased assumption of import

ance, which will make them disliked by their
acquaintances, and a taste for foreign luxury

which will render their own country uupalata
ble to themselves.
Lord Bacon thought more gravely of travel.
" It is," he said, " in the younger sort a part of
education ; in the elder, a part of experience.
He that traveleth before ho hath some entrance
into the language, goeth to school and not to

travel The things to be seen and observed
are the courts of princes, especially when they

give audience to embassadors ; the courts of

justice, while they sit and hear causes ; and so

of consistories ecclesiastic; the churches and
monasteries, with the monuments which are

therein extant ; the walls and fortifications of

cities and towns ; and so the havens and har

bors, antiquities and ruins, libraries, colleges,

disputations, and lectures, where they arc ;

shipping and navies; houses and gardens of

state and pleasure, near great cities ; armories,

arsenals, magazines, exchanges, bourses, ware
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houses, exercises of horsemanship, fencing,
training of soldiers, and the like ; comedies,
such whereunto the better sort of persons do re
sort ; treasuries of jewels and robes ; cabinets
and rarities ; and, to conclude, whatsoever is

memorable in the places where they go ;

let him [the traveler] sequester himself from

the company of his countrymen, and diet in
such places whore there is good company of the
nation where he traveleth." Bacon closes this
formidable summary of the duties of a traveler
with the recommendation that, on his return
home, he should "let it appear that he doth not
change his country manners for those of foreign
parts ; but only prick in some flowers of that he
hath learned abroad into the customs of his own
country."
Our countrymen and countrywomen abroad
are easily distinguished from even the English
who speak the same language. They have cer
tain characteristies peculiarly their own, and
these never seem so marked as when contrasted
with those of the people of foreign lands, and
especially of Great Britain, with whom, as be
ing of the same race and tongue, a comparison
is constantly provoked. The rotundity and suc
culence of form, ruddiness of hue, thickness —

even to grossness —of feature, and general pon-
derousness of limb of John Bull and his wife,
present such a contrast to the angularity and

dryness of the meagre frames, to the yellow
complexions, the delicately-cut faces, and pre
vailing lightness of structure of Jonathan and
his lady—as he persists in dignifying his better-
half—that no one need be aCuvier to distinguish
the two. There is no more chance of confound
ing the one with the other than tho elephant
with the giraffe.
Their costume, particularly while traveling,
is as distinctive as their physical qualities. The
English clothe themselves in their roughest suits,
and, taught caution by the rudeness of their
own inclement climate, are provided with heaps
of mufflers, blankets, umbrellas, and galoshes,
against any possible emergency of season. The
Americans flaunt every where, by land or on
water, in the finest broadeloth and glossiest silk,
and seem defiant, by their heedlessness of pro
vision, of all the changes of weather. English
travelers, with their bulky frames hung with
loose sacks and stuff gowns of coarse texture,
and their big feet clogged with heavy boots,
shoes, and gaiters, appear by no means grace
ful, when starting on a journey, in comparison
with our lightsome countrymen and country
women, in all the janntiness of their flimsy and
superfine drapery. Tested, however, by the
shakes and tossings, dust and dirt, the alternate
rain and shine of an expedition by rail or
steamer, Mr. and Mrs. Bull will appear, in its
course and at its close, a more presentable couple
than Esquire Jonathan and his lady. The for
mer will be none the worse for the wear and tear
of the journey, the latter will be most decidedly
damaged. We hardly need say that well-pre
served homeliness is more seemly than spoiled

finery. The English, from a rigid economy
and an affectation of plainness, make themselves
unnecessarily ugly. The Americans, from a
loose expenditure and a fondness of display,
are inordinately fine.
Our fellow-citizens —though their national
pride, which they make manifest by the most
boastful demonstration, in the greatness of their
native land, always clings to them—adapt them
selves with more facility to foreign customs and
manners than the English. " We," says Thack
eray, speaking of his British fellow - citizens,
whom he knew so well, "carry with us our
pride, pills, prejudices, Harvey sauces, cay
enne peppers, and other lares, making a little
Britain where we settle down." An English
man will, after years of residence in Paris, still
insist in glutting himself to stupidity with un
derdone beef and port -wine at the Tavernc
Britannique, and oppressing his brows and feet
with heavy English hats and ill-made shoes.
He clings to his national customs, however pain
ful ; like the Scotchman who, as Goldsmith tells
us, would not be cured of the itch, for it re
minded him ofMaggie and bonnie Dundee. An
American has hardly been a day in Paris when
he is walking the Boulevards in the latest Pa
risian fashion, and puzzling out a French dinner
from the incomprehensible carle of the Trois
Freres.
Our countrymen and countrywomen have ac

quired quite a European reputation for the free
dom with which they part with their money.
They are always, in spite of the Continental
proverb, "None but fools and princes travel in
first-class carringes,"to be found in them. This
luxurious indulgence once served them a good
turn. During that terrific catastrophe, in 1842,
on the Paris and Versailles Railway, when so
many were burned to death, and among them
some of the most distinguished people of France
and other countries, there was not an American
who had a hair singed. Our countrymen —and
therewas a large number—had all, without excep
tion, taken places in the diligences, or first-class
carriages, and thus escaped ; for none but the

wagons, or second-class, which were nearest to
the broken-down locomotive, were heaped upon
its fiery furnace, in which they and their in
mates were reduced to a common cinder. Our
republican citizens never put up but at the most
expensive hotels, where their bills for choice
viands, rare wines, and other luxuries, are the
heaviest. They forego no sight or indulgence,
and so overpay every courier, guide, and servant,
that they are universally complained of by the
less profuse as the spoilers of Continental travel.
Thackeray describes the American traveler as
dressed in the most fashionably-cut coat of the
finest broadeloth, the glossiest waistcoat, the
most artistic trowsers, the freshest kid-gloves,
and the neatest of Parisian boots, worn by the
smallest feet. He puts the largest and primest
of cigars in the mouth of our polished country
man, however, and places him, we are grieved
to say, in the worst of Continental company.
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Hood photographs an American traveler of

another sort. He was, he says, "a tall, very
thin man, evidently in bad health, or, as one of

the sailors remarked, performing quarantine —

his face being of the same color as the yellow
flag which indicates that sanitary excommunica
tion." We are not disposed to complain of this
by no means flattering picture of our country
man, since Hood is no more indulgent to the
features of his fellow-Englishman whom he
sketches, by way of contrast—and whom, more
over, as we shall see, he makes the victim of
the superior shrewdness of the American. He
describes his countryman as "a punchy, florid,
red-wattled human cock-bird, who, according to
the poultry wife's practice, had seemingly had
two pepper-corns thrust down his gullet on first

leaving his shell, and had ever since felt their

fiery influence in his gizzard." The two are
fellow- voyagers across the Channel, and as sea
sickness is a reasonable expectation, the ruddy
Englishman keeps his eye upon the yellow Yan
kee—" a walking jaundice" he calls him—who's
the man to be sick, while be himself is the man
to be well, he thinks, in order to mark the first
approaches of that dreadful malady. John Bull,
however, is soon forced to give up his observa
tions of Jonathan, whom he leaves on deck,
" with a d—d cigar in his mouth," while he re
tires below to the relief of a basin and brandy-
and-water. " I had even painted Campbell
like," says Hood, writing in the character of a
traveler, in his humorous extravaganza of a
" Tour up the Rhine," "that wretched character
a Last Man, perched in dreary survivorship in
the main-top, when, in startling unison with the
thought, a voice muttered in my ear, 'Yes!
there he is!—he's been up there all night, and
every soul but himself down below!' The
speaker was the red-faced man. 'A pretty
considerable bad night, Sir!' said his antipathy,
by way of a morning salutation. ' An awful
one indeed !

'
said the red face ; ' of course,

you've been sick at last ?' ' Not a notion of it. '

'Egad, then,' cried my uncle, who had just
emerged from the companion-way, 'you must
have some secret for it worth knowing!' 'I
guess I have,' answered the other, very quietly.
' Renounce me if I didn't think so !' exclaimed
the red face, in a tone of triumph ; ' it can't be
done fairly without some secret or other, and
I'd give a guinea, that's to say a sovereign, to
know what it is.' 'It's a bargain,' said the yel
low face, coolly holding out his hand for the
, money, which was as readily deposited in his
palm, and thence transferred to a rather slen
derly furnished squirrel - skin purse. 'Now,
then 1' said the Carnation. ' Why, then,' said
Yellow Flower of the forest, with a peculiar
drawl through the nose, 'you must first go to
sea, man and boy, as I have done, for the best
thirty years of your life !' "

The impassibleness of the American under
circumstances so trying to the nerves of travel
ers from other countries is one of his most mark
ed characteristies. Born in a land of amazing

facts, he is not apt to be surprised with the won
ders of the rest of the world. He is not like the
" used up" European who looks into the crater
of Vesuvius, and languidly drawls out, "There
is nothing in it!" but he scrutinizes every
thing with so steady an eye that he sees all,
his sight not being dimmed by his own emotion,
or dazzled by any reflected glare. The curiosi
ties of the older world attract his interest—and
no traveler is more inquisitive —but seldom ex
cite his feelings. There are none, perhaps, who
travel abroad that so eagerly seek a presentation
at court as our republican countrymen, yet the
surprise has been expressed by royalty itself at
their imperturbability in the presence of majesty.
It is not surprising that an American, famil
iar with the great cataract of Niagara, our great
lakes and great rivers, should show but little
emotion at the sight of even the mast striking
features of European scenery. A countryman
of ours, having, in the course of a northern tour
in Great Britain, passed through what is termed
the "Lake District," was asked if he had seen
the. lakes. As he seemed to doubt whether he
had beheld those wonders of English sight-seers
he was reminded by his questioner that he had

passed through Cumberland and Westmoreland.
" So I did," he rejoined ; " and now I recollect
I did sec some water as I came along."
There are many stories afloat of the mistakes
made by travelers in the course of their collision
with foreign language and customs of which
they were ignorant. A Western man, having
made a sudden fortune by one of those happy
accidents which are always, in our country,
falling to the lot of every other person but our
selves, such as striking oil in a muddy creek or
gold and silver in a rocky desert, was eager to

appreciate its benefits. So he went to Paris,

where all good Americans are said to go when
they die, not doubting that in that luxurious

capital he should get the worth of his money.
As his dinner, in common with the rest of man
kind, was a primary necessity with him, he en

tered a restaurant in the Palais Royal with an
appetite provoked to inordinate sharpuess by the

prospect of a French dinner, which he had heard

so highly extolled. On taking his seat, and
while contemplating with satisfaction the dis

play of prosperity about him, in the profusion
of picture, gilt, and glass, which reflected his

gaunt and hungry features a thousandfold, the

garcon laid before him, with his politest bow,
the carte, or bill of fare. Not knowing a word
of a foreign language, and hardly his own, he

had no means of communicating his wants but

by pointing with his finger to the items as laid

down in the handsome book in his hand. As
the long list of potages, poissons, entrees, entre
mets, Itors d'iruvres, desserts, vins, etc., was but

a continued succession of mysteries, or so much
French which was Greek to him, he thought he

could do no better than begin at the beginning.
He accordingly pointed to the first article in the
bill of fare, and was soon provided with a plate
of consomme', or beef soup. He ate it with a
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relish, and pronounced it excellent. As his
first experiment had been so successful he re
solved to persevere in his plan, and pointed out
the second article to the garpon, who soon sup
plied him with a potage Julienne—Julienne soup.
This, too, he devoured with satisfaction, but
thought he was getting rather too much soup.
He, however, still persevered, and ordered the
third article in the long list, and was provided
with a potage puree aux pois—pea soup. This
soon disappeared before the eager voracity of
the unsatisfied diner ; but though he could not

complain of its quality, he felt that he had now
decidedly too much soup. He therefore resolved
upon making a skip from the top to the bottom
of the copious bill of fare, and fell upon cure-
dents, thinking that having got well out of the
latitude of the sea of soups he would be sure
to reach some more substantial landing-place.
Having pointed out thf word, his order was im
mediately followed by the obedient garpon, who

brought him the curt-dents, or tooth-picks. Our
Western friend now jumped up from the table
in a rage, and cried out, with infinite disgust:
" Three soups and a tooth-pick ! That's what
they call a French dinner, is it ? By jingo !
I'll make tracks for old Kentuck, and live for
the rest of my days on bacon and chicken fix-
ins!"
Two tailors, whose bills bad been paid with
unusual promptitude, resolved upon spending
their unexpected profits in a tour to Paris. As
they had naturally provided themselves with
the best their shops could afford, they saw no
reason why, with their exteriors done up ac
cording to the latest style, they should not pre
sent themselves as men of fashion and rank.
They accordingly determined to sink the shop
and pass in the gay capital as two English mi
lords. On arriving in Paris and entering a res
taurant they managed to make known to the
waiter that they wanted dinner. " Tout a Iheure"
(which sounds very like, when pronounced by
a French tongue, two tailor), immediately an
swered the garpon. Thinking that their disguise
was penetrated, the would-be milords left the
restaurant at once and entered another, with
the hope of better luck. On ordering their din
ner they were a second time met with the ordi
nary response: " Tout a CAeure" (two tailor).
They now gave up all further designs upon the
supposed credulity of Parisian waiters, and hur
ried back to their shops in Broadway.
Another traveler, who had not made much
progress in his Ollendorf, and had left his French
dictionary at home, was taking his dinner in a
French eating-house, when ho thought he would
fancy a pigeon. Having forgotten the French
fur the word, and seeing upon the pamted walls
a bird which looked like the one he wanted, he
asked, pointing it out to the garpon, " Qu'est ce,
que e'est pa en Franpais f" " (In St. Esprit, Mon
sieur," replied the man, for it happened to be a
dove, emblematical of the Holy Ghost. " Don-
nez-moi deux St. Esprits," rejoined the uninten
tionally-profane diner, much to the confusion

of the garpon, who, though his infinite compla
cency would have undertaken to supply almost
any thing else, found his powers of compliance
suddenly arrested by this extraordinary order. "

> CONTRAST.

HELEN
was rich, nineteen, and beautiful.

Nor did the catalogue of her gifts end thus
abruptly ; a generous heart and intellect of no
mean order had been added. Aspirations no
ble and lovely, if somewhat vague, filled her
spirit. To be, to do, to suffer, if need were, in
defense of truth, in service to her kind— this
was her theory of life.
She stood at her window one perfect summer
morning, the soft air freshening her peachy
cheeks, and let all the beauty of the time sink
slowly into her soul. A calm ecstasy possessed
her ; her eyes filled with tears of gratitude and
delight. As through this mood she seemed to
view the burdened, suffering millions of earth,
her heart went out to them in tenderest com
passion. The roll of wheels aroused her from
this trance of feeling. Looking in the direction
of the sound, she saw a rude establishment ad
vancing down the street—a one-horse wagon of
the homeliest pattern, drawn by an ancient
steed, whose halting gait and high development
of bone were quite unmatched in her experi
ence. On the hard seat, bringing the springs
well together, sat a stout pair, in whom she
recognized Mr. Bowen, the Methodist minister,
and his wife. Just opposite her window they
paused.

"Good-morning, Brother Porter!" said the
pastor's cheery voice to an acquaintance on the
sidewalk.
" Good-morning, Sir ! And how do you do,
Sister Bowen ?" responded the person addressed,
as he came to the side of the wagon and shook
hands with its occupants.
" Oh, I'm always well, you know," said Mrs.
Bowen, heartily. "And how's Sister Porter
and Luransy?"
"Usually well, thank you. Singing-class
meet to-night, Brother Bowen ?"
"Yes—at early candle-light ; and that's why
I stopped you. You'll be down ?"
"I'll try my best to."
"Well, don't forget those tunes— 'Delight'
and 'The Love Feast.' They'll be the very
thing for the children." And with cordial fare
wells the friends departed on their separate
ways.
This Vandal irruption of the commonest life
put to flight all Helen's high, enthusiastic mus
ings. "I wonder where they are going," she
thought, looking after the crazy vehicle—"to
spend the day somewhere, I suppose. What an
endless round of visiting some people do keep
up!" This aimless, profitless intercourse was
her particular abhorrence. She wasted a few
conjectures as to what could be its object—what
food could be found in it for any thing except
the body. Then, taking a handsome volume
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from the book-case filled with such, forgot her
-own thoughts in those of some master mind.
While she read the ancient steed moved on,
and the cheery pair behind him took counsel
together concerning a hundred little interests.
Almost of a height they were as they sat there
side by side, and so like that you could hardly
tell them apart. The same round, solid face,
the same substantial rosiness, the same big blue

eyes and happy smile were under hat and bon
net.
" I guess we had better just look in at Sister
Sayres's," said Mrs. Bowen ; "she wasn't out
to meeting Sunday, and I'm afraid she's got one
of her poorly spells. We've a good early start,
and can spend a long day at Brother Franklin's
after that."
Rosinante was brought to a not unwilling halt
before a dilapidated little brown house, and the
twain dismounted. No one responding to their
knock, Mrs. Bowen went around to the back of
the dwelling, where she discovered its mistress
in the midst of preparations for washing. The
boiler was steaming on the stove, and a heap of
soiled clothing lay by the side of the tub.
"I'm ashamed to have you come and catch

me washing Tuesday, and so late in the morn
ing too,'' spake Mrs. Sayres—a tall spectre of a
woman, with hectic cheeks and eyes of feverish
brightness. "But I was too sick yesterday to
lift my head off the pillow, and to-day I'm so
weak that I can't accomplish nothing to signify."
"I should think not!" said Mrs. Bowen.
"Why, Sister Sayres, you are im-prew-dent !
You don't look fit to be off the bed this minute !"
"That's true enough," said the poor woman,
deprecatingly ; "but what could I do? The
children hain't many changes, and I can't bear
to have them go to school looking so. I can't
tell what they'd be like before another Monday
came round. It's so hard, you know, to keep
children out of the dirt; they take to it as a
duck does to water."
"To be sure they do!" said Mis. Bowen,
laughing. "You've no need to tell me that
when I've six of my own to teach me. It's
healthy for them, that's one comfort. But I've
got a plan in my head. Mr. Bowen," she call
ed, stepping to the door, "will you just come
round here ? Now, Sister Sayres," she contin

ued, "I know the air'll do you good ; it always
does ; and I'll put some pillows in the wagon to
make yon comfortable; and, Mr. Bowen, you
must just give her a little ride. Don't drive fast,
to jolt her" (as if he could have done it with that
horse!); "but just jog along, easy and pleas
ant, and while you're gone I'll get out this
washing."
"Oh, Sister Bowen, you mustn't!" cried the
invalid. "I can't think of letting you."
"I guess you'll have to," said the minister,
showing a set of milk-white teeth in the broad
est of smiles. "We're two to one, you see,
and vou don't look as if vou could make much
fight•."

So, spite of all opposition, Sister Sayres was

invested with shawl and bonnet and placed in
the buggy.
"And now," said Mrs. Bowen, "if you'll
just tell me where to find some old thing to put
on, for it would never do to spot my new de
laine!"
The needful directions given, she duly arrayed
herself in a blue spotted calico, which refused
to meet about the waist, and trailed a quarter
of a yard upon the floor. "The most fashion
ably-made dress I've had on this long time,"
she thought, as she pinned up the superabund
ant length ; and then, carefully hanging up the
new delaine, proceeded to her task.
How Helen would have smiled at that care
fulness 1 Just a common delaine, cotton one
way, and not particularly nice, even of its kind.
But then she would not have known how long
Mrs. Bowen had wanted it

,

how many times
she had felt the need of it

,

before it had seemed
right to make the purchase. She could never
have guessed the economy and contrivance that
went to its getting up—how the back breadths
of a worn-out calico had furnished the facing,
and an old gingham apron the sleeve-linings —
how much ingenuity was expended in elabora
ting the garment from a scanty pattern— in the
interval of what numerous labors it had been
put together. Done it was at last, and very
tidy did Mrs. Bowen's plump form appear in it

,

spite of the plain material and total absence of
trimming ; and very comfortable did she feel.
Indeed, her eye went complacently toward it

more than once as she bent over the foaming
tub.
It was a pleasure to see the good woman at
that washing; she went into it with such a

cheerful, whole-hearted energy. As a clever
writer said a while ago, ' ' She rubbed away as if
the health and cleanliness of the whole Army of
the Potomac depended on her individual efforts."
Her strong white arms plunged into the suds
and emerged again with wonderful rapidity, and
all traces of soil retired at a corresponding pace
from the objects she attacked. The shortened
calico displayed her sturdy ankles and the rolled-
up sleeve revealed a muscular development that
Dr. Dio Lewis would have gloried in. Bones,
somewhere, Sister Bowen must have had, we

may presume, but no external sign of them was
visible unless the deep dimples in her wrists and

hands afforded such indication. Ever as she
wrought she sang—not loudly, but in a clear,
distinct voice, and with an earnestness as if her
own heart were speaking —

" Come, sinner, to the Gospel Feast,
'Tie mercy bids you comel
Each message from God's precious Word
Declares there yet Is room, declares there yet la room!"

Meanwhile the minister and his charge jogged
leisurely along as they had been directed. It
was not every morning that Mr. Bowen could
take a drive ; he kept no horse, and the kindness
of a parishioner had furnished him the means
of the present excursion. He enjoyed it with a

jtest proportioned to its rarity. The clear sky,
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the buttercup-enameled fields, the depth of

shady woods, the gushes of perfume as stray
winds stirred the clover, all the sweet picture of
summer beauty and content moved him as it

had moved Helen an hour before.
"Oh," said he, turning to his companion
with a beaming face, ' ' isn't it enough to praise
the Lord for that we're alive on such a day ?"
But Sister Sayres's countenance betrayed no
answering gleam ; a deeper sadness, rather, set
tled on it.
"I'm glad you feel so, Brother Bowen," she
replied; "it's the right way, I know, and I'd
rejoice to. But somehow most every thing
makes my heart sink instead of rise. It's part
ly poor health, I suppose —and then there's other
things, you know."
"Other things!" The minister was well
aware of all that summary included. One who
should have been a help and stay but was now a
grief and shame ; poverty growing deeper every
year; children coming up without a father's
care or guidance ; prospects bad almost beyond
the hope of brightening.
"Yes, I know," he answered, with a sigh;
" and it's not much to the purpose that I do.
I can't help you except with my prayers and a
few friendly words. But I'll tell you who else
knows, and it's every thing to have him— it's the
Lord Jesus. There isn't a time you feel down
hearted and discouraged that He isn't sorry for
you ; and if you can only look to Him with faith
He'll surely send you comfort. He can change
all these, things that trouble you, or, if He doesn't
see fit to do it

,

He can turn every one of them
into a blessing. Only look to Him and lean
upon Him, Sister Sayres."
"I try to," she said, humbly.
"Don't rest there," said the minister, with
his kindest smile. "Do it. Venture upon
Him ; don't be afraid. Why, Sister Sayres, I

think we lose half our birth-right through our
cowardice. We feel as if 'twas inconsistent for
such a mighty God to care about our little daily
matters, except as they affect our state toward
Hira. I know how it used to be with me. I

had a kind of feeling as if the Lord was away
off upon a throne, surrounded with glory and

majesty; and I used to go to Him at stated
times and make my little offering of worship
among the myriads. But I found that wasn't
enough; I wanted something with me, around
me, all the time. And the more I read His
promises the more convinced I grew that He
was ready to be so to every soul that wanted
Him. I learned to look to Him any where,
every where, and to feel that He concerned Him
self about all that interested me. Not only about
His glory and my salvation, but about my little
wants and comforts and occupations. It's our
privilege to have the Lord for our dear friend as
well as our Saviour, if we will only take Him."
Sister Sayres listened earnestly ; the thoughts,

it is true, were no strangers to her, but there was
such a heartiness of faith in, the minister's tones,
his happy life seconded his words so well, that
Vol. XXXI.— No. 181.— E

the poor soul drew from them new strength and
comfort. Gradually he turned the conversation
to other topies, but with a skillfulness that avoid
ed painful ground. So that Sister Sayres in
talking of her Johnny was led to dwell upon his
quickness at his book rather than on his abound
ing lack of every sort of clothing; on Juley
Ann's helpful ways and voice for singing instead
of her scanty prospects for the future. Calmed
and refreshed in body and spirit she drew near
home.

' ' If there ain't the clothes on the line already !"

she exclaimed. " What a master-hand Sister
Bowen is to turn off work ! "

" She has such good health, you see," said
the minister. " It's only when I meet some one
like you, Sister Sayres, that I realize what a
blessing it is to be strong and able for any thing
that comes along. But you're right about Mury,"
he added, aiding his charge's descent from the
wagon ; " she will do more, and make less fuss
about it

,

than any one I ever set eyes upon."
Going in they found the subject of this eulogy
in the last stages of mopping up and putting
away. The boiler had already retired to its
shelf in the wood-shed, and in its place the tea
kettle was singing merrily.
" Do you expect the children home at noon ?"
asked Mrs. Bowen.
"No. They took their dinner-baskets, and
he's over to Mr. Longworth's farm for the day."
"Then you won't do much cooking, I sup

pose. I'll just make you a cup of tea and a bit
of toast, and then, Sister Sayres, I advise you to
lie down and nap a while. Don't try to work

to-day, and you'll be all the smarter for it to
morrow."
A few finishing touches given, the worthy pair
departed, and soon arrived at Brother Franklin's.
A contrast, this, to the dwelling they had left.
A great white house, rich in green blinds and
piazzas, trim fences bounding its domain, great
barns awaiting hay and harvest. A cordial wel
come greeted them, and they sat down to a board
groaning with plenty. The meal ended, Mr.
Bowen and his host adjourned to view the nu
merous attractions of the farm, while the ladies
betook themselves to the shaded seclusion of the

parlor. It was a pretty room, gilt paper on the
walls, a Brussels carpet on the floor, the need
ful proportion of tetes-a-tete and what-nots, two
or three bits of biscuit even, and a few engrav
ings. Besides which, the industry of Sister
Franklin's oldest daughter had hung a tidy in
every available position, and garnished the tables
with mop-mats, crochet-mats, and bead-mats in
numerable. Mrs. Bowen admired the apart
ment with entire oblivion of the home-made
carpet and maple chairs which constituted the
plenishing of her own best room. She was fond
of pretty things, and the engravings especially
delighted her ; there was a face in one of them
at which she looked again and again, thinking
she had never seen any thing so sweet.
Two o'clock drew near, and fresh visitors were
seen advancing up the graveled path to the front
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door. A resounding bell-peal was heard, and
one of those gatherings ensued which Helen had
so deprecated. What a perfect hail-storm of
" sisters" flew about ! It was, "How do you do,
Sister Meigs?" "How's your health, Sister
Beecher?" "Glad to see you, Sister Stun"
(Stone).

" Sister Franklin, let me make you
acquainted with Sister Stun, from Checkerville,
Sister Meigs's niece." " You here, Sister Bowen !
—well, I am pleased. And how's Brother Bowen
and the children ?" " Sister Bowen," of course,
responds with cordiality, while Fanny Franklin,
helping the ladies take off their things in the
best bedroom, wonders why people unit so pro
nounce the pastoral name.
The company was presently distributed among
the various comfortable seats of the parlor. Sis
ter Meigs was an elderly dame of the plainest
type of speech and person ; she wore an aged
satin levantine and no hoops, and knitted away
vigorously with a sheath pinned to her waist.
Sister Stone, who was young and pretty, shone
in a neat checked silk and sundry bright-hued
ribbons of a surety not recommended in ' ' the
discipline," but highly becoming nevertheless.
Sister Beecher and the hostess were nice-looking
middle-aged women ; with the rotund form and
pleasant smile of our dear Sister Bowen we are
already familiar.
What an amount of talking five women can
accomplish between two o'clock and tea-time!
How many subjects are brought up, canvassed,
and dismissed ; what traits of character are ex
hibited, how fully human nature is displayed !
The present company had at least a thousand
themes of converse. Some were denominational,
as the meeting of Conference and the appoint
ment of Presidin' Elder ; the " location" of va
rious preachers ; how Father Graves was about
to "superannooate," and Brother Lloyd was on
a "station; "when camp-meeting would beheld,
and so on. There was farm-talk and dairy-talk,
neighborhood-news and village - news. Mrs.
Bowen by-and-by brought up, as she had all the
time intended, the case of Mrs. Sayres; she
spoke of the ill-health she knew about and the
lack of comfort she suspected.
" Sister Sayres would get along a great deal
better if she hadn't so much ambition," remarked
Mrs. Franklin. " She hurts herself working
when she ain't fit for it."
" Perhaps so," said Mrs. Bowen. " But you
know how hard it is to keep quiet when there's
every thing to be done."
"It's tfre<-ful!" exclaimed Sister Beecher.
"There ain't no such trial in this world as to lie
by and see hired help a-slammin' round and
wastin' every thing."
" Sister Sayres doesn't have much of that
sort of trial," said Mrs. Bowen, half smiling.
" Whatever there is
,

she must do it or it goes
undone."
"I should think her Juley Ann was big

enough to help somo," observed Mrs. Franklin.
" She does all she can, poor child ; but there's
school, and a mile and a half to walk each way,

and Sister Sayres can't bear to keep her out.
She wants her to do what she can toward getting
an education now, for by-and-by Bhc may not
have the chance." And every one agreed that
this was well.
"What a shame that her husband drinks and
goes on so!" exclaimed Sister Beecher. "He
might get good wages and make his family com
fortable."
"Never did amount to nothing!" spoke up
Sister Meigs from behind her knitting-sheath.
" A poor, shifless stick he always was, even be
fore he took to drink !"

"And yet there must be something good about
him," said Mrs. Bowen. "She thinks a deal of
him, even yet; and she told me once what a
mercy it was that nothing he took ever made
him cross, as it does some. He's always kind
and pleasant with the children ; they're fond of
him, though they can't help seeing what tho

trouble is. And even now he has times of being
sorry and promising that he'll reform."
" And I suppose she believes him," said Mrs.
Beecher, scornfully.
"Well, she would naturally wish to, you
know. "

"That's it," said Sister Beecher. "She's
been too easy ! A regular up-and-down woman
that wouldn't stand being abused would have

had a great deal better chance with him."

"I don't know," replied Mrs. Bowen. "Long
habit is a powerful tiiing. I'm afraid nothing
but grace can reach it. Somehow I never can
help hoping that his time will come; "he is so
respectable-looking when he's sober, and has

such a pleasant way with hint. I feel so sorry
and ashamed sometimes whcn.we meet and I see
what ails him. At any rate, whatever he is

,

we know that Sister Sayres is worthy ; and I'm

afraid she's very much in need of comforts."
There was a pause.
" We killed a veal yesterday," said Mrs.
Franklin, breaking in upon it. "I'll take her
over a nice piece to-morrow. Those was good

cutlets, didn't you think, Sister Bowen?" That
lady acquiesced. " Yes, I'll take her a bit—
and a roll or so from my last churning —and a

bowl of currant jelly, too, I guess. It 'll make
her a good drink if she's feverish."
" I could let her have some pork just as well
as not," said Miss Beecher, in a relenting tone ;

" but then I dare say she's got plenty."
" Good pork will keep, you know," said Mrs.
Bowen ; " and yours is always so sweet and sol
id," she added, with a touch of serpent wisdom.
"Well, I don't care if I take her half a doz
en pounds or so ; and maybe she'd like a little
cheese. I cut one a day or two ago, and Mr.
Beecher said it was about the best he ever ate."
Sister Meigs promised a quantity of dried, ap
ples and some maple sirup, while Sister Stono

took a gold dollar from a pretty pearl porte-

monnaie and asked the pastor's wife to expend

it in some little matter for the invalid —what
ever she thought best. Our friend's heart
" sung for joy" at the success of her appeal.
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A more audible singing soon succeeded. Fan
ny Franklin had but just "graduated" from the
Conference Seminary, where she was supposed
to have acquired an untold stock of accomplish
ments, music among the rest. Her piano, a
real Chickering, which had cost Brother Frank
lin nobody knew how many hundreds, stood in
vitingly open, and she was urged to give the

company a tune. She played a Quickstep or

two; then, being asked for a song, performed
the Irish Emigrant's Lament and the Blue Juni
ata with great applause. This inspired her to
go through the Bridge of Sighs, a favorite of her
own, though considered by her mother "most
too solemn." It was received in ominous si
lence, broken at last by Sister Meigs, who re
counted how she had once known a child drowned
in a tub of bluing water which its mother had
neglected to empty when the washing was over.
Whereupon the young musician, more amused
than she ought to have been by a circumstance
so tragie, made her escape to the kitchen to
oversee the tea-arrangements.
Soon after she left Mr. Bowen and his host
came in. They had gone leisurely over the
farm, admiring the luxuriant growth of timothy,
almost ready for the scythe, and the waving
promise of wheat and oats ; strolling through
the well-timbered wood-lot, or viewing the sleek
cattle who chewed the cud placidly beneath tho
shade and turned a mild, observant eye on the
intruders. Coming home they paused! in tho
orchard, and the owner pointed out his favorite
trees laden with choice fruit.
"This is nice!" said the minister, with en
thusiasm, as he took in the many evidences of
thrift and plenty around him ; " this is what I
call nice ! The Lord has. prospered you, Broth
er Franklin."
"Well—yes," admitted his friend, with a lit
tle seeming reluctance. " But I work for it, I

tell you ! I work for it ! You ministers live
easy ; you don't know much about what 'tis to

carry on a farm."
" We have our own labors, which we some
times think severe. But you find your work
pays, don't you ?"
"Why, I suppose it does ; but nothing nigh
what you'd imagine. There's hired help—and
fences —and a hundred other things. And then
the taxes ! Taxes do cat up a farm these days.

I get 'most sick of it sometimes."
"Now, to me," said Mr. Bowen, "this place
looks the very picture of comfort and abund
ance."
" I dare say. You just see the outside, and
that's pleasant enough. But I'd be glad to swap
with you, Brother Bowen, I would indeed."
" You think so?" said the minister, with a

curious smile. It was not the first time by
many that he had heard a thriving parishioner" talk poor."
"Yes, I would. You haven't such a great
deal round you ; but then you've tho loss to see
to ; you know what you've got, and can live on

it snug and comfortable."
"Pretty snug, to be sure," said the minister,

smiling. "How much do you suppose my in
come amounts to in a year, Brother Franklin ?"
"Well, I couldn't just say—you get a good

deal in kind, of course ?"
"I can tell you then. Since I entered the
ministry, fourteen years ago, I never have re
ceived four hundred dollars any year."
"You don't say so!" exclaimed the farmer,
taken aback. And then recovering himself,
" Oh ! you mean you never had that much in
cash ; but ministers get such sights of presents."
"No, no," replied Mr. Bowen; "I mean
that I never, reckoning every thing at its full
market value, received the worth of four hundred
dollars any year since I began to preach."
Mr. Franklin looked puzzled. "Why, how
do you manage it ?" he asked. " There's eight
of you altogether."
" To be sure. And I hope there'll never be
any less, please God."
"The truth is

, I don't see how yon make out

a living," admitted the farmer, frankly.
"Well, I hardly see, myself. We never could

if I hadn't been blessed with such a helpmeet.
Mrs. Bowen will make sixpence do the work of

a shilling any day. One thing we're both agreed
upon ; the children must have an education what
ever we do without. We've managed so far;
but you can see it hasn't been done without deny
ing ourselves a great many things that it's pleas
ant to have. What we shall do as our expenses
grow larger I can't just tell ; but I don't borrow
trouble. The Lord will provide, as He always
has done;" and the minister's blue eyes glowed
with new cheerfulness. "I don't commonly
make a practice of talking over my affairs," he -

added, with a laugh, " but yon seemed to think

I was in such very affluent circumstances that I

was tempted to state the facts."
Mr. Franklin remained quite thoughtful for
some time after these disclosures, and he piled the
minister's plate at tea-time with every good thing
upon the table ; whether they produced any more

permanent result I can not say. But what would
Helen's astonishment have been could she have
heard them ! She had denied herself a ribbon
or a jewel often for the sake of others ; indeed
in the gay circles of the city where much of her
time was spent she had been accustomed to feel
that her attire was plain. Yet there was never
a year when her personal expenses did not reach

a larger sum than served this family of eight for
their entire maintenance.
Soon after tea the company dispersed ; Helen
saw tho pastor and his wife drive homeward

through the rosy twilight. Her own day had
been pleasant and not devoid of profit. She had
taken a long ride over the hills—she had read
and digested a good portion of a valuable work
—she had given liberally to a deserving object.
But she did not guess as she watched tbo two
stout figures fade into the distance that the re

ality of many of her fairest dreams was passing
in that humble guise ; that the Faith, the Hope,
the Charity, to which she longingly aspired were
that day, and every day, made manifest in such
prosaic lives.
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EECOLLECT10NS OF GEANT.

THE
clearest conception of the characters

of Generals Sherman and Thomas is ob
tained by contrasting them. A correct estimate
of General Grant may be had by forming in
the imagination a character combining the pe-
'
culiarities of both Sherman and Thomas ; for
in the person of the Lieutenant -General the
very opposite qualities which distinguish the
others meet and combine with singular grace
and felicity, forming one of tho noblest charac

ters which the war has developed. General

Grant does not make so effective or, so to speak,

so dramatic a picture as Sherman, nor does he
present so dignified an appearance as Thomas ;

yet ho combines in himself the originality and

energy of the first with the deliberation, cool
ness, and pertinacity of the latter. He has Sher
man's originality ofmind, and like him has given
expression to several new and striking thoughts

upon the subject of the rebellion and its sup
pression, but they have invariably been clothed
in the full, rounded, and stately periods of
Thomas rather than the sharp, curt, and nerv
ous language of Sherman. He has planned sev
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eral campaigns with not less of originality than
that displayed by Sherman, but they have al

ways been executed with the deliberation and

persistence which is so prominent a characteristic
of Thomas. Sherman has given us several splen
did illustrations of Strategy and Logisties ; as
witness his marches in Mississippi, Georgia, and
the Carolinas ; but his battles will never be
quoted as brilliant examples of Grand Tacties.
Thomas has displayed his abilities chiefly in the
tactios of the battle-field, and has given us at
Mill Spring and Nashville two splendid illustra
tions of the offensive, and at Chickamanga a
magnificent example of defensive battle ; but his
marches, which are always slow and labored, are
never likely to become famous. Grant has ex
celled in both these important branches of the
art of war, and has given us brilliant examples
of each ; and though he has shown no extraor
dinary engineering ability in constructing de
fenses he has done better in reducing those of
the rebels. He uses the strategy of Sherman to
reach his chosen battle-field, and then employs
the grand tacties of Thomas to win the victory.
His own definition of strategy will perhaps make
this idea plainer to the reador, who will not ob
ject that it comes in the " questionable shape"

• of a hitherto uupublished aneedote of the Gen
eral.

Shortly after the battles of Chattanooga, Gen
eral Grant was sitting in his head-quarters at
Nashville, with his feet comfortably stretched
before the fire, while he enjoyed himself with
puffing and chewing his cigar with that com
pleteness of repose which strangers to his kabits
have called a dullness of facial expression.
Quarter-master-General Meigs sat near him,
while General W. F. Smith, who had but a
short time before made himself quite a repu
tation with Grant, by the skillful operations in
Lookout Valley in October, 1863, paced the
floor apparently absorbed in thought. Meigs
noticing this, broke the silence which had lasted
for several minutes by asking :
" What are you thinking about, ' Baldy ?' "
On receiving no reply from the absorbed of
ficer, he turned to Grant and remarked, with a
laugh :
" 'Baldy' is studying strategy."
Grant removed his cigar from his lips and
said, with a serious air; "I don't believe in
strategy in the popular understanding of the
term. I use it to get up just as close to the en
emy as practicable with as little loss as possible."
"And what then?" asked Meigs.
"Then ? ' Up, Guards, and at 'em !' " replied
the General, with more than usual spirit ; then
again lapsing into his accustomed taciturnity.
Grant has "crept" upon the enemy in this
war on several occasions to some purpose, and
with an effect which proves that his strategy is
of a superior order. His strategic march to the
rear of Vicksburg is already accepted as an il
lustration of the art of war, and not many years
will elapse before it will be quoted as such in
the military academies of the country. The

combinations against Richmond are full of
fine strategic marches and manoeuvres. The
flank movement around Spottsylvania Court
House, and the march upon Petersburg, accom
plished in the face of the enemy, are not less
brilliant than that of Vicksburg ; while the de
feat. pursuit, and capture of Lee, are by far the
most brilliant operations known to the history
of modern warfare. General Grant's marchest
closely resemble in their general outlines those
of Sherman. They are executed with all the
energy and certainly as much of the skill as
those of Sherman, but on a larger scale, with
larger forces, and in the face of greater natural
obstacles. In none of Sherman's operations has
he made the passage of such streams as the Mis
sissippi or James rivers. The mountains of
Georgia furnish no more difficult passes than
those of Virginia. The marches of Shorman in
Georgia and South Carolina are wonderful and
brilliant, but they were made in the face of an
enemy totally inadequate to cope with him.
Those of Grant in Mississippi, Tennessee, and
Virginia, are not the less wonderful because
made in the face of a strong, watchful enemy,
who in Virginia, at least, had an admirably
mobilized army, and because accompanied by
weeks of hard contested encounters.
The numerous battles of Grant are the most
important and the most successful of the war.
From his first victory at Fort Donelson, through
Shiloh, Corinth and Iukn, Vicksburg, and Chat
tanooga, to the battles before Richmond, and
the surrender of Lee, he has been almost uni
formly successful, and his victories have been
more complete, and productive of more sub
stantial fruits, than those of any other com
mander. As his Strategy is that of Sherman on
a larger scale, so his Grand Tacties are those
of Thomas on more extensive fields. The move
ments and the manoeuvres of the two men are
the same. The movements are always deliber
ate and heavy ; the manoeuvres are always exe
cuted by massed columns formed in deep lines.
Grant, like Thomas, appears to decide in his
own mittd the key-point of the enemy's position,
and to direct his assaults to the ultimate posses
sion of that point. He devotes every energy,
and, when it is necessary, every life, to the attain
ment of this success, knowing that this ends the
conflict. When it is gained, as at Chattanooga
and during the engagements of April 2 before
Petersburg, the battle is won. If he fails to
reach this key of the field, as in the first assault
at Vicksburg and at the Wilderness, he is beat
en. If he wins the point and the victory, ho
immediately pursues the retreating foe, as at
Chattanooga and Petersburg. But if he fails,
he does not abandon the field. His mind is
too rich in resources for retreat. Ceasing to
be Thomas he becomes Sherman again, and has .
recourse to Strategy, whereby he forces the en
emy to a field where his Grand Tactios will
stand a better chance of success. A critical
examination of Grant's campaigns will reveal
these features fully developed. He fully com-
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prehends the specialty of Sherman, Strategy, as
well as that of Thomas, Grand Tacties, and is
master of both. He has displayed in his cam
paigns, all of which have been of mixed opera
tions, all the persistence and pertinacity of
Thomas combined with the originality of design
and resources of mind of Sherman. But in
none of his campaigns have these peculiarities
. been better or more brilliantly illustrated than
in the campaign and battles of Chattanooga,
and the not less wonderful campaign around
Richmond. The first is an example of his Tac
ties ; the latter of his Strategy.
The operations of Hooker and W. F. Smith in
Lookout Valley, which were a part of the Chat
tanooga campaign, and which resulted in raising
the siege of that stronghold by opening river com
munication with the base of supplies, was not less
original in conception or bold and brilliant in
execution than the famous march around Vicks-
burg. Bragg was compelled to abandon all
hope of starving out the garrison or capturing
Chattanooga, and he determined to attempt the
seizure of Knoxville with a portion of his army
under Longstreet while he kept up a show of
besieging Chattanooga with the remainder. It
was this movement which gave Grant tho op
portunity for the display of his tactical abilities.
Burnside, in advising Grant of Longstrect's ap
proach to attack him, reported that he (Burn-
side) held a line on the Tennessee River, from
Loudon to Kingston, possessing unusual natural
advantages, and expressed the opinion that he
could easily defeat Longstreet in any attempt
he might make to cross the stream. Grant
immediately ordered Burnside to make no de
fense of the line which he held, but to fall back
to Knoxville and stand a siege, promising to re
lieve him in a few days. The result of this
was that Longstreet was deluded into crossing
the Tennessee, and thus placed himself far be

yond supporting distance of Bragg. Grant's
strategy had thus far resulted in dividing the
rebel army into two. He immediately went to
work to defeat the parts in detail.
Bragg learning of the approach of Sherman
to Grant's aid attempted, on November 23, 1863,
to evacuate his strong position before Chatta
nooga, and retire for safety beyond the mount
ains. Grant, unwilling to let him off so cheaply,
made a movement to detain him, and by com
mencing his proposed operations a day sooner
than originally intended he forced the rebel
leader to remain in his rifle-pits and accept
battle. Grant in no wise changed his plan as
determined upon four days before the operations
began, except that he commenced them twenty-
four hours sooner than intended. On the after
noon of November 23d he did that which he had

previously intended to do on the morning of the
2-tth. It was the movement of Granger's corps
into a position from whence at the proper time
it was to assault the rebel centre. In this posi
tion the corps was compelled to lio idle, and in
waiting for the auspicious moment, for eighteen
hours longer than it was originally intended it

should. This assault, which was made on the
25th, and was the closing scene of the battles,
has been erroneously called one of those " blind
uncertain strikings which won the Alma and
Magenta," when in reality Grant had determ
ined upon it six days before it was executed,
and spent two entire days in watching from the
very front of the line for the moment at which
to attempt it. The entire three days' engage
ment is remarkable for the consistency with
which the plan was followed out. General
Halleck pronounced the battle to be the "most
remarkable in history," and Meigs called it the
" best directed battle of the war." Never have
operations in war better illustrated the vast ad
vantages of the offensive. From the moment
that he was compelled to abandon his attempts
at an orderly retreat and evacuation of his posi
tion, the enemy's movements were forced upon
him, and his army was really controlled and
commanded by Grant. Every movement made

by the enemy may be said to have been ordered

by Grant. Bragg, in command of the rebel army,
was merely his mouth-piece. The plan of the
battle contemplated tho breaking of the enemy's
centre ; but this was so strongly posted on a
mountain ridge almost inaccessible, that, in or
der to render success possible, it was necessary
to forco him to weaken his forces holding the
centre. This was accomplished after two days'
labor by the attacks upon either flank of the
rebel line by Hooker and Sherman, and was no
sooner made than perceived by Grant, who in

stantly ordered the assault of the centre, which
resulted in the victory and the capture of several
thousand prisoners and sixty pieces of artillery.
To complete the success of the operations, Burn
side about the same time defeated Longstreet at
Knoxville (Fort Saunders), and Sherman ap
proaching to the relief of the besieged, the rebels
abandoned the siege and retreated to Virginia,
rejoining Lee soon after at Fredericksburg.
In conception, execution, and result the late
operations to the rear of Richmond must be con
sidered by far the most remarkable and brilliant
movements of the war. There is every evidence,
already made public at this writing, necessary
to show that the campaign, as deliberately
planned, was energetically carried out. Tho
battles of April 1st and 2d, south of Petersburg,
were absolutely necessary to the solution of the
strategic problem. The object was to gain a

position on the right flank of Lee, in order to
force him not only to evacuate Petersburg, but

to compel him to evacuate it in such a way that

he would have to retreat by roads on the north
side of the Appomattox River. By the success
of this battle Lee was thus forced north of the

river, and Grant gained a route to Burkesvillc

Junction — the point to which Lee intended
to retreat— running parallel with that of the
rebels, separated from them a great part of tho

distance by a river, much shorter nnd without

any natural obstructions such as lay in Lee's

way. Lee had to retreat by the longer route,

which was practically made still longer by the
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necessity of recrossing the Appomattox River.
The consequence was that Grant reached Burkes-
ville Junction by the time Lee reached Amelia
Court House, and interposed himself as an im

passable barrier to the junction of Johnston and
Lee ; but also continually presented a force be
tween Leo and Lynchburg. By keeping this
force thus "heading Leo off," while at the same
time he continually attacked him in flank and
rear, Grant forced him, on the seventh day of

the pursuit, to surrender his whole force. From
the moment of occupying Burkesville Grant
held Lee in a position from which, if defeated
in battle, he had no line of retreat. He was
forced to make a stand in a position in which,
had he given battle, he would have been forced
to an unconditional surrender or equally disas
trous dispersion.
The resemblance between Generals Grant and
Thomas in personal appearance and character
is more marked than between the former and
Sherman. The comparison between the latter
and Sherman must indeed be confined to their

military characteristies. The resemblance is
most noted in the fertility of invention which
distinguishes both in a higher degree than any
two men hitherto developed by the war. Neither
ever lacks for resources. Grant, with an invent
ive faculty truly wonderful, extricates himself
from all difficulties with an originality not less
admirable on account of the boldness with which
his designs are accomplished. The originality of
his designs not less than the boldness with which
he acts adds to the certainty of success. If one
resource fails ho has another at hand. He
creates opportunities, and though he is no Cad
mus, at whose will armed men spring from the
ground, yet he may be said to create the mate
rials of action, and to supply by his energy and
his spirit, his invention and tacties, many of the
deficiencies existing in his physical force. He
is not easily disheartened, but seems greatest in
disaster or when surrounded by difficulties. He
is not easily driven from the prosecution of a
plan. He carefully examines its merits before
he decides upon it

,

and fully tests its practica
bility before he abandons it for another. That
to which he is compelled to resort by reason of
the failure of one is not less matured than the
first. It may be said with truth that he has
never been forced to abandon any general plan
upon which he had determined, though the cam
paign against Richmond was modified by cir
cumstances and facts developed at the Wilder
ness and Spottsylvania. The purpose of the
campaign overland was the destruction of an im
portant line of railroad, and the desolation of n
rich country, by and in which the enemy was ena
bled to exist at the very doors of Washington,
and by thus forcing him to abandon his threat
ening and offensive attitude, enable Grant to
place the army operating against Richmond in
its only true strategical position south of the
James River. It is now apparent to all that
had the attack of General Smith on Petersburg,
in June, 1864, proved successful—as there was

every reason to suppose it would, and really no
good reason why it did not—the capture of
Richmond would have followed immediately.
There exists a notable resemblance between
this campaign of Grant's and that of Sherman
against Atlanta. Both were prosecuted against
large armies posted and fortified in a country
naturally difficult to penetrate, and in which
the enemy had all the advantages arising from
defensible positions. Both were characterized

by brilliant flank movements made in the very
teeth of the enemy. And though Sherman's
campaign embraced none of the desperate and
lengthy battles in which Grant engaged, it is

marked by several combats of unusual despera
tion, generally occurring on the march and
fought for position.
Like Sherman, Grant is a fine mover and
feeder of an army. Their marches are made
with great precision, and the logistical calcu
lations of each are marked by great accura
cy. If snch were not the case the dangerous
flank movements of the one at the Wilder
ness and Spottsylvania Court House, and of the
other across the Allatoona mountains and around
Atlanta, might have resulted in very grave and
serious disasters. Both Generals have a full
and genuine appreciation of the importance of

economy of time in the collection, and of quan
tity in the distribution of supplies ; and in view
of the fact that both have at all times operated
at a great distance, and at times entirely dis
connected from, their bases of supply, the reg
ularity and completeness with which their vast
armies have been fed is surprising, and calls
forth the fullest admiration for the adminis
trative ability which each has displayed. The
energy which Grant possesses, in a degree
fully equal to that of Sherman, differs material
ly, however, in character from that of that er
ratic warrior. There is nothing nervous about

it
,

nor can it be said to be inspiring like that of
Sherman, but it is no less effective. Sherman's
energy supplies all that may be lacking in his
subordinates, and retrieves their blunders and

delays. Grant's energetic manner of working
soon teaches subordinates that delinquencies are
not allowable. The comparison might be ex
tended further and to other features, while some
minor traits of opposite characteristies might be
mentioCed. The modesty of each is praise
worthy. Both are unselfish and unambitious,
or it would perhaps be a better expression to say
both are unselfishly ambitious, holding their own
interests second to those of the country. Sher
man acknowledges Grant to have been the first
to appreciate and encourage him after his con
signment to that tomb of military Capulets,
Jefferson Barracks. Grant attributes much of
his uniform success to the skill of his second
in command. Neither ever wearies of sounding
the praises or of admiring the qualifications of
the other. Among the points of character in
which they differ is temper, that of Grant being
exceeding good in the sense of moderate and
even, while Sherman's is very bad in the sense
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of irritability and unevenness. There can be
no doubt that both are good, generous, and un
selfish men at heart.
An idea of the character of General Grant
must, of course, be formed from the develop
ments of the war. His life at West Point, and
his subsequent career in Mexico and in civil
life, displayed no particularly prominent trait
of character other than an adaptation to the
practical in life. At West Point he is remem
bered as a quiet, studious, and taciturn youth,
only remarkable for the decision which has since
been so prominent a characteristic of the man. He
was neither a book-worm nor an idler, and grad
uated neither first nor last, but in that medium
rank in his class which has given to the country
several of its most thoroughly practical and suc
cessful men. In Mexico he was distinguished
only for the bravery which he displayed at Cha-
pultepec. The most interesting fact related of
him in civil life is told of the failure of his ap
plication for the office of Engineer of St. Louis
County, Missouri. This was made in 1859—
August 15. He backed up his application with
the indorsement of General Joseph J. Reynolds
and several citizens of St. Louis, since distin
guished in the military service of the country
and of the rebel leaders ; but the county com
missioners failed to perceive the slumbering
genius, and rejected the application.
It is since that time that the war has devel
oped the admirable qualities of Grant's mind and
character. Among the principal of these is his
practicability. Grant is not a learned scholar,
hut has grown wise from worldly experience.
His wisdom is that which results from a combi
nation of common sense trained to logical re
flection with practical observation. He deals
with all questions in a plain, business-like
manner, and with all absence of ostentation or
display, and in a systematic style which ena
bles him to dispatch a great deal of business in
a very short time. He fully appreciates, as does
Thomas, the philosophy of silence. His staff
have learned to imitate his taciturnity ; and
there is consequently an air of industry and
business about his head-quarters which no one
who visits them can fail to observe. His prac
ticability renders him remorseless in the execu
tion of his plans. When he has decided it to
be necessary, he pushes his massed colurans upon
the enemy, and orders the desolation and depop
ulation of a country with the same coolness, not
to say indifference, with which he would an
nounce a common event of little importance.
His administration of the affairs of the Army of
the Potomae, now universally acknowledged to
have been of the highest ability, fully displayed
this characteristic of practicability. He has,
throughout his career, published no foolish proc
lamations and made no visionary promises. His
victories have been followed by no high-sound
ing addresses to his armies ; but he has confined
his compliments to a plain recital of the deeds
of his men and the results of their achieve
ments. Ho has, moreover, gone through the

war without having made a single speech. At
Lexington, Kentucky, in January, 1864, Grant
met with a spontaneous reception from the citi
zens on his arrival from East Tennessee. At
the request of the populace he made his appear
ance in front of his hotel, and on being told that
on account of his short stature he could not be
seen by those on the outskirts of the crowd, he
good-naturedly mounted a chair and bowed two
or three times to the people. A speech was
called for, but he contented himself with re

questing Leslie Combs, who was present, to
state to the people that he "had never made a
speech in his life, knew nothing about the busi

ness, and had no disposition to learn."
A fine illustration of his practicability is found
in a story related of him when operating be
fore Fort Donelson. On the night before the
surrender the preparations of a portion of the
rebels to evacuate the fort led General M'Cler-
nand to believe they were meditating an attack,
and he communicated his suspicions to Grant,
at the same time sending him a prisoner who

had been captured but a short time before. On
reading M'Clernand's dispatch Grant ordered
the prisoner's haversack to be searched. It was
found that it was filled with rations. " If the
rebels intend to hold the fort they would not en

cumber their men with rations. They are pre
paring to leave," was the very sage and practical
reasoning of the General ; and he immediately
ordered M'Clernand to assume the offensive.
The result was that a commanding ridge near
Dover, south of the fort, was carried, and only a

portion of the garrison escaped ; the remainder
capitulated.
During the battles of the Wilderness, a rebel
shell dropped within a few feet of Grant and
Meade, making a furrow in the ground and

bursting some distance beyond. Grant, without

a word, drew from his pocket a small compass
with which he calculated the course of the shell.
In five minutes afterward he had a piece or two
of artillery posted near by, and opening upon,
soon silenced the rebel battery, whose location

had been betrayed by the course of the project
ile. As soon as this had been done, he asked
the elevation of the guns which had done such
good work. On being told, he soon established,

by a calculation well known to every artillerist,

the important fact of the exact distance of the
enemy's line from his own.
A fine illustration of Grant's magnanimous
character is the terms of surrender granted to
General Lee— the dismissal of the captured army
on parole. The tender of such terms placed it
at once out of the power of General Lee to de
cline them. His army could not have been kept
together an hour in the face of such generous
terms. The rebel troops thus dismissed had to
reach their homes bypassing through Joe Johu
ston's army. The tale of their utter discomfit
ure, capture, and the generous treatment ac

corded them, would be whispered in the ears of

Johnston's men, to the utter demoralization and

disbandment of that armv.
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The persistence with which Grant pursues an
object or executes a plan, and the tenacity with
which bo fights, are the strongest points of re
semblance between himself and Thomas. It is
difficult to say which excels in these qualities.
Grant's famous dispatch from Spottsylvania,
" I propose to fight it out on this line if it takes
nil summer," was written with compressed lips—
the reader naturally reads it with clenched teeth
—and fairly and graphically illustrates the perse
verance and stubbornness of the man. It is even
more forcible than the memorable dispatch of
Thomas, " We will hold Chattanooga till we
starve ;" and in better taste than that of Gran
ger's, "I am in possession of Knoxville, and
shall hold it till hell freezes over." Grant's
criticism on the Army of the Potomae, which is
doubtless as just an opinion of that army as has
ever been uttered, illustrates this trait of his
character still more forcibly and elegantly. A
short time after he assumed personal supervision
of Meade's army, Genoral Oglesby asked him
what he thought of its personnel.
"This is a very fine army," he replied, "and
these men I am told have fought with great
courage and bravery. I think, however, that
the Army of the Potomac has never fought its bat
tles through." It certainly fought them through
at the Wilderness, Spottsylvania, and on the
Appomattox, and fully confirmed Grant's faith
in the superior endurance of the men.
It is also related of Grant that, when young,
he was very fond of playing chess, and played
with great skill, but found among his opponents
one who was his superior, and who used to win
the first games of a sitting with ease- But
Grant was never content to remain beaten, and
would insist on his opponent playing until he
got the better of him in the end by " tiring him
out," and winning at chess as at war by his su

perior endurance.
The following story of Grant may be apocry
phal. If true, however, it is a fine commenta
ry on that trait of his character under consid
eration. If not true, it shows that the feature
is such a prominent one that aneedotes have been
originated to illustrate it. The story runs that
immediately after the battle of Shiloh, General
Buell began criticising, in a friendly way, what
he termed the bad policy displayed by Grant in
fighting with the Tennessee River in his rear.
" Where, if beaten, could you have retreated,
General ?" asked Buell.
"I didn't mean to be beaten," was Grant's
reply.
" Bnt suppose you had been defeated, despite
all your exertions ?"
"Well, there were all the transports to carry
the remains of the command across the river."
"But, General," urged Buell, "your whole
number of transports could not contain over ten
thousand men, and you had fifty thousand en
gaged."
"Well, if I had been beaten," said Grant,
" transportation for ten thousand men would have
been abundant for all that would bo left of us."

It is not to be lightly concluded that the act
of Grant in encamping on the same side of the
river and within thirty miles of the enemy was
bad policy. If he had encamped on the east
side of the stream the rebels would have made
the river, instead of the railroad at Corinth,
their line of defense, and rendered its naviga
tion very difficult for gun-boats and impossible
for transports. The stream could not have
been made the base of operations as was in- '

tended. It is doubtful if we lost more men in
the battle of Shiloh than we should have lost in
attempting to force the passage of the stream.
Grant's position was chiefly faulty in not being
fortified. His camp ought to have been in
trenched. In the absence of works he depended
for protection on the flooded streams which in a
lmeasure surrounded his camp, but which failed
to retard the rebel advance.
Grant's disposition to persevere has had a natu
ral effect in creating in him a firm reliance upon
himself. It is very seldom that he calls coun
cils of war or asks advice in any shape. He
fears no responsibility and decides for himself.
General Howard, himself a man of very marked
characteristies, has noticed and alluded to this
confidence, adding that it amounted almost to
the superstitious fatality in which Napoleon was
so firm a believer. This self-reliance is doubt
less, however, merely the full confidence which
has resulted from the habit of independent
tbought and action of a man of unusually
strong, iron will, determination and tenacity of
purpose. Though his language often indicates
this confidence in himself it never degenerates
into boasting.
During the battles of the Wilderness an aid
brought the Lieutenant-General news of a seri
ous disaster to the Second Corps, which was
vigorously attacked by A. P. Hill. "I don't
believe it," was the prompt answer of Grant,
inspired by his faith in his success. The aid
was sent back for further reports, and found that
the reported disaster had been exaggerated.
Those who are disposed like himself to be
fatalists may imagine in the significance of
Grant's surname, and the manner in which he
obtained his baptismal name, encouraging omens
of his success and that of the cause in which ho
is engaged. The surname, Grant, is that of a
Scottish clan, whose motto, as given in Burke's

"Encyelopedia of Heraldry," appears to have
been adopted by General Grant. It is as fol
lows : " Stand fast, stand firm, stand sure." His
proper Christian name received at baptism was
Hiram Ulysses ; but on entering West Point he
received, by the mistake of the person who nom
inated him, the name of Ulysses Sidney, which,
abbreviated, gives the same initials as those gen
erally applied to the country of which he is the
servant. " United States Grant" is an appella
tion much more common than Ulysses S. Grant;
while the patriotic friends of the Genoral have
given this title several facetious variations, such
as "Uncle Sam," "Unconditional Surrender,"
and " United we Stand Grant."
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The confidence of the fatalist is not necessary
to courage. There is a courage superior to the
mere indifference to danger, and this quality
Grant possesses to the fullest degree. Sherman
calls him one of the bravest men he ever saw.
His coolness and his clear-headedness under
danger and amidst excitement is remarkable,
and is superior to that of Thomas, who, next to
Grant, is the coolest man and most clearly ad
ministrative under fire now in the army. Dur
ing the battles of Chattanooga Grant and Thom
as established their head-quarters on " Orchard
Knoll," immediately in the rear of the centre
of the field, and from which they could have a
full and close view of the column which was to
make the assault on the rebel centre. From
the moment that the signal for the attack was
sounded the scene was of the most exciting
character ; but during that important half hour
in which the victory trembled in the balance
Grant and Thomas remained passive, cool, and
observant. They were standing together when
the assaulting column had reached half-way to
the summit of Missionary Ridge, when a portion
of it was momentarily brought to a halt, and
when the stream of wounded retiring down the
hill made the line look ragged and weak. At
this moment Thomas turned to Grant and said,
with a slight hesitation which betrayed the emo
tions which raged within him :
" General, I— I'm afraid they won't get up."
Grant, continuing to look steadily at the col
umn, hesitated half a minute before answering;
then taking the cigar he was smoking between
his fingers he said, as he brushed away the ashes :
"Oh, give 'em time, General," and then as
coolly returned his cigar to his mouth.
Fifteen minutes later the writer met him on
the summit of the hill, riding along with head
uncovered, receiving the plaudits of tho men
who had won but had not yet secured the vic
tory. While thus engaged the rebel right at
tempted to sweep down the ridge and recover
what their broken centre had lost, and for a
while their musketry and artillery played fear
ful havoe, but soon after failing, it suddenly
ceased, and the battle was over.

During the siege of Vicksburg Grant person
ally superintended the mounting of a number
of Columbiads on a part of his line. While the
men were cutting the embrasures in the works
he stood upon the epaulement, and, though the
rebels made a mark of him for their bullets,
very composedly whittled a rail until the guns
were placed to suit him.
Whittling and smoking are among Grant's
favorite occupations. He is a true Yankee in
these respects. It is recorded of him that dur-
, ing the battles of the Wilderness he was en
gaged in whittling the bark of a tree under
which his head-quarters were established ; and
on all occasions, great and small, he smokes.
He is a more inveterate smoker than either
Sherman or Rosecrans, but he smokes in a dif
ferent style and for a different effect. Both
Sherman and Rosecrans take to tobacco as a

stimulant to their nervous organizations. Grant
smokes with the listless, absorbed, and satisfied
air of an opium-smoker, his mind and body be
ing soothed into repose rather than excited by
the effect of the weed. Neither Sherman nor
Rosecrans are neat smokers, the velvet breast-
facing of their coats and their shirt-bosoms be
ing generally soiled. Grant, on the contrary, is
very neat, and smokes only the best of cigars.
He smokes almost without cessation, and is nev
er at ease when employed at any thing which
forbids smoking as an accompaniment. Dur
ing the famous interview with Pemberton be
fore Vicksburg he smoked with his usual com
posure. " We pardon General Grant for smok
ing a cigar as he entered the smouldering ruins
of the town of Vicksburg," said a rebel paper
after the surrender. " A little stage effect," it
added, " is admirable in great captains." But
Grant never smokes dramatically. His cigar is
a necessary part of himself, and is neither as
sumed nor abandoned for state occasions. He
has been known to smoke at reviews ; and haa

frequently been brought to a halt and notified

by sentinels or guards over commissary stores,
"No smoking allowed here, Sir." On enter
ing the Senate Chamber to be presented to tho
Senate he had to be requested to leave his cigar
outside.
Sherman's erratic disposition caused him to
bo suspected of lunacy. Grant's imperlurba-
tion and his dullness of expression, added to
exaggerated tales of his excessive use of strong
tobacco as an opiate, was the origin of the story
which prevailed at one time to the effect that
he drank to excess. In early life he may have
indulged in occasional sprees, but he does not
drink now at all. Swearing is not a habit with

him, and his phlegmatic temperament is seldom
so ruffled as to cause him to indulge in an oath.
He seldom jokes, and rarely laughs. His great
" weakness" is Alexandrian, and consists in his
love for fine horses.
Grant's undemonstrative manner has nothing
of tho repulsive about it. He has won and re
tained many warm friends. The friendship be
tween him and Sherman has become historical,
and is often quoted as in agreeable contrast to

the numerous bitter and disgraceful jealousies
which have too often been made publie, but

which exist in the army to an extent not sus
pected by those who have no intimate acquaint
ance with its secret history. It is not only with
such men as Sherman, Sheridan, Logan, How
ard, and others, with whom he bears tho most

intimate relations, but with his whole army that

Grant is a well-beloved leader. He has gained
the universal admiration of his men by no clap
trap display or familiarity at the expense of dis

cipline, but by a constant and watchful care for

their interest It is a boast in the Army of the
Tennessee, which Grant commanded in person
for nearly three years, that the men never want

ed for food—Grant's commissary stores were al
ways well filled. He was always careful to pro
tect his men from the imposition of sutlers and
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army speculators, generally by fixing the prices
of all articles sold in his department. He cuts
red tape for the benefit of the private soldier
with a remorseless hand. His careful consider
ation of the interests of his staff and general
officers is proverbial ; while his generous treat

ment of inefficient officers, whom he has been
compelled to relieve, is well known. He once
expressed an opinion ofGeneral M'Clellan which
forcibly impressed the writer as equally just and

generous.
"General M'Clellan," he said, "failed not

so much from a lack of military ability as from
a species of intoxication resulting from his too
rapid promotion and the flattery of politicians.
He degenerated from a leader into a follower."
In his manners, dress, and style of living,
Grant displays more republican simplicity than

any other general officer of the army. In man
ner he is very unassuming and approachable,
and his conversation is noticeable from its un
pretending, plain, and straightforward style.
There is nothing didactic nor pedantic in his
tone or language. His rhetoric is more re
markable for the compact structure than the
elegance and finish of his sentences. He talks
practically, and writes as he talks ; and his lan

guage, written and oralps distinguished by strong
common sense. He seldom indulges in figura
tive language ; but when he does his compari
sons betray his habits of close observation. Ho
dresses in a careless but by no means slovenly
manner. Though his uniform conforms to army
regulations in cut and trimmings, it is often,
like that of Sherman, worn threadbare. He nev
er wears any article which attracts attention by
its oddity, except, indeed, the three stars which
indicate his rank. His wardrobe, when cam
paigning, is generally very scant, while his head

quarter train is often the smallest in the army.
For several months past he has been living in
a log- hut of uupretending dimensions on the
James River, sleeping on a common camp-cot,
and eating at a table common to all his staff,
plainly furnished with good roast beef, pork and

beans, "hard-tack," and coffee. It is related
of the General that when the march to the rear
of Vkksburg began he announced to his army
the necessity of "moving light," i.e., without
extra baggage. He set an example by sending
to the rear all his baggage except a green brier-
root pipe, a tooth-brush, and a horn pocket-
comb. The story of his appearance in the Sen
ate chamber in February last is still fresh in the
minds of the public. He had no sooner left the
hall, after paying his respects to the Senators,
than one of the Democratic members rose and
asked the consideration of the Senate upon what
he termed the evident and gross mistake which
had been made in appointing Grant a Lieuten-
ant-General, and declared it to be his opinion
that " there was not a second lieutenant of the
Home Guard of his State who did not ' cut a
bigger swell' than this man who had just left
their presence !

"

Grant has surrounded himself with men who

have many of his characteristies, but whether
natural or resulting from long intercourse with,
and observation of, the General it is not pre
tended to say. General John A. Rawlings, his
chief of staff when in command in the West, has
lately been promoted Brigadier-General in the
regular army, and assigned to duty as the chief
of staff of the Lieutenant-General. No officer
among those who have lately been so rapidly
promoted will ultimately reflect greater credit
upon his rank or upon the army itself than this
quiet, taciturn, and agreeable gentleman and un
tiringly industrious, clear-headed, practical, and
experienced officer. Colonel Bowers, Grant's
principal adjutant-general, and next to Raw-

lings his chief dependence, was born for the
adjutant-general's desk, and will yet find, like
Rawlings, his natural level in a high rank in
that department of the regular army.
When sitting for their photographs Grant and
Sherman have dispensed with their cigars, and
the consequence is an imperfect picture. None
of the many artists who have painted them in
oil have had the independence to supply the de

ficiency of the photographs, and add the cigar,
which is a necessary accompaniment of the
men, and which must bo an important feature
of every pen-picture which will be made of them.
The addition of the cigar would doubtless de
tract from the dignity of the picture; but it
should be remembered that artists paint as well
for posterity as for the present generation. His
tory will preserve in its picture of Grant his pe
culiarities, and, among others, the fact that he
was an inveterate smoker. Why should not
the artists preserve such a peculiarity as this as
well as the outlines of his figure and expression
of his face ? Is it any more important for pos
terity to know that his eyes were blue than that
he smoked incessantly ?
Grant is not so tall as Sherman nor so heavy
as Thomas. His short stature would have made
it difficult for him to enlist in the British army.
He is but an inch above the minimum standard
of officers of our army, but being straight and
somewhat spare ho has the appearance of being
above medium height. Sheridan and Logan
are the only Major-Generals in our army who
are shorter in figure than Grant. His forehead
is high and square. His hair was originally a
dark brown, but at forty-three, his present age,
it is fast becoming sprinkled with iron-gray.
His eyes are sharp and expressive though small,
peering out from under his overarching brow
with great brilliancy. His nose is aquiline.
His mouth is small, and he has a habit of close
ly compressing his lips. His chin and checks
are covered with a heavy beard, which he never
shaves but keeps closely cropped or trimmed.
Though the war in which he has won his re
nown is now practically ended, the future has
still much to do in establishing the position
which Grant is to hold in history. To-day he
enjoys the confidence of his countrymen to a

degree unknown to military leaders during the
war. If ultimately successful in the end— if he
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directs his course through the mazes of the polit- i but if consistent in character and success to the
ical campaign which is to follow the close of the j end, the historian of the future will not be con-
war as well as he has his military career, posterity tent to draw simply the comparison which the
will delight, and will find little difficulty, in trae- sketcher of to-day has outlined in this article,
ing out a comparison between his character and but will liken him to one who in every respect
that of the country's first great leader. This it is was greater than Sherman or Thomas. But
hardly proper for the presentage to do; and such whether successful to the end or not General
a comparison, if made in detail, would doubt- Grant, like Washington, will live forever in the
less shock the modesty of General Grant more .memories of his countrymen as a good and
than it would the nation's sense of propriety ; | honest man.

ARMADALE.
BY WILKIE COLLINS, AUTHOR OF "NO NAME," "THE WOMAN IN WHITE," ETG

BOOK THE THIRD.

CHAPTER V.

MOTHER OLDERSHAW ON HER GUARD.

1.— From Mrs. Oldershaw (Diana Street, Pim-

lico) to Miss Gwilt ( West Place, Old Brompton).
u Ladies* Toilet Repositoiv, June 20,

Eight in the Evening.

MY
DEAR LYDIA,— About three hours
have passed, as well as I can remem

ber, since I pushed you unceremoniously in
side my house in West Place; and, merely tell
ing you to wait till you saw me again, banged
the door to between us, and left you alone in

the hall. I know your sensitive nature, my
dear, and I am afraid you have made up your
mind by this time that never yet was a guest
treated so abominably by her hostess as I have
treated you.
" The delay that has prevented me from ex
plaining my strange conduct is, believe me, a

delay for which I am not to blame. One of the
many delicate little difficulties which beset so

essentially confidential a business as mine, oc
curred here (as I have since discovered) while
we were taking the air this afternoon in Ken

sington Gardens. I sec no chance of being able
to get back to you for some hours to come, and
I have a word of very urgent caution for your
private ear, which has been too long delayed
already. So I must use the spare minutes as
they come, and write.
"Here is the caution first. On no account
venture outside the door again this evening;
and be very careful, while the daylight lasts,
not to show yourself at any of the front win
dows. I have reason to fear that a certain
charming person now staying with me may pos
sibly be watcjied. Don't be alarmed, and don't
be impatient; you shall know why.
" I can only explain myself by going back to
our unlucky meeting in the Gardens with that
reverend gentleman who was so obliging as to
follow us both back to my house.
"It crossed my mind, just as we were close
to the door, that there might be a motive for the

parson's anxiety to trace us home, far less credit
able to his taste, and far more dangerous to both

of us than the motive yon supposed him to have.
In plainer words, Lydia, I rather doubted wheth
er you had met with another admirer; and I
strongly suspected that you had encountered an
other enemy instead. There was no time to tell
you this. There was only time to see yon safe
into the house, and to make sure of the parson
(in case my suspicions were right) by treating
him as he had treated us—I mean, by following
him in his turn.
"I kept some little distance behind him at
first, to turn the thing over in my mind, and to
be satisfied that my doubts were not misleading
me. We have no concealments from each other;
and you shall know what my doubts were. I
was not surprised ot your recognizing him ; he is
not at all a common-looking old man ; and yon
had seen him twice in Somersetshire—once when
you asked your way of him to Mrs. Armadale's
house; and once when you saw him again on

your way back to the railroad. But I was a
little puzzled (considering that you had your
veil down on both those occasions, and your veil
down also when we were in the Gardens) at Am
recognizing you. I doubted his remembering
your figure, in a summer dress, after he had

only seen it in a winter dress; and though we
were talking when he met us, and your voice is
one among your many charms, I doubted his re
membering your voice either. And yet I felt
persuaded that he knew you.

' How ?' you will
ask. My dear, as ill-luck would have it

,

we

were speaking at the time of young Armadale.

I firmly believe that the name was the first thing
that struck him ; and when he heard that, your
voice certainly, and your figure perhaps, came

back to his memory. ' And what if it did V you
may say. Think again, Lydia, and tell me
whether the parson of the place where Mrs.
Armadale lived was not likely to be Mrs. Arma
dale's friend ? If he was her friend, the very
first person to whom she would apply for advice
after the manner in which yon frightened her,
and after what you most injudiciously said on
the subject of appealing to her son, would be the
clergyman of the parish—and the magistrate
too, as the landlord at the inn himself told

you.
" Yon will now understand why I left yon in
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that extremely uncivil manner, and I may go
on to what happened next.
" I followed the old gentleman till he turned
into a quiet street, and then accosted him with
respect for the Church written (I flatter myself)
in every line of my face." 'Will you excuse me,' I said, 'if I venture
to inquire, Sir, whether you recognized the lady
who was walking with me when you happened
to pass us in the Gardens ?'
" 'Will you excuse my asking, ma'am, why
you put that question?' was all the answer I got.

" 'I will endeavor to tell yon, Sir,' I said.
' If my friend is not an absolute stranger to you,
I should wish to request your attention to a very
delicate subject, connected with a lady deceased,
and with her son who survives her. '

" He was>staggered ; I could see that. But
he was sly enough at the same time to hold his,
tongue and wait till I said something more.
'"If I am wrong, Sir, in thinking that you
recognized my friend,' I went on; 'I beg to
apologize. But I could hardly suppose it possi
ble that a gentleman in your profession would
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follow a lady home who was a total stranger to
him.'
"There I had him. He colored up (fancy
that, at his age!), and owned the truth, in de
fense of his own precious character.
" ' I have met with the lady once before, and
I acknowledge that I recognized her in the Gar
dens,' he said. ' You will excuse me if I de
cline entering into the question of whether I
did, or did not, purposely follow her home. If
you wish to be assured that your friend is not
an absolute stranger to me, you now have that
assurance ; and if you have any thing particular
to say to me, I leave you to decide whether the
time has come to say it.'
' ' He waited, and looked about. I waited,
and looked about. He said the street was
hardly a fit place to speak of a delicate subject
in. I said the street was hardly a fit place to
speak of a delicate subject in. He didn't offer
to take me to where he lived. I didn't offer to
take him to where I lived. Have you ever seen
two strange cats, my dear, nose to nose on the
tiles? If you have, you have seen the parson
and me done to the life.
" 'Well, ma'am,' he said, at last, 'shall we
go on with our conversation in spite of circum
stances ?'
" ' Yes, Sir,' I said ; ' we are both of us, for
tunately, of an age to set circumstances at de
fiance' (I had seen the old wretch looking at my
gray hair, and satisfying himself that his char
acter was safe if he u-us seen with me).
"After all this snapping and snarling we
came to the point at last. I began by telling
him that I feared his interest in you was not of
the friendly sort. He admitted that much— of
course, in defense of his own character once
more. I next repeated to him every thing you
had told me about your proceedings in Somer
setshire, when we first found that he was follow
ing us home. Don't be alarmed, my dear— I
was acting on principle. If you want to make
a dish of lies digestible, always give it a garnish
of truth. Well, having appealed to the rever
end gentleman's confidence in this manner, I
next declared that you had become an altered
woman since he had seen yon last. I revived
that dead wretch, your husband (without men
tioning names, of course), established him (the
first place I thought of) in business at the Bra
zils, and described a letter which he had written,
offering to forgive his erring wife if she would
repent and go back to him. I assured the par
son that your husband's noble conduct had soft
ened your obdurate nature ; and then, thinking
I had produced the right impression, I came
boldly to close quarters with him. I said, ' At
the very time when you met us, Sir, my un
happy friend was speaking in terms,of touching
self-reproach of her conduct to the late Mrs.
Armadale. She confided to me her anxiety to
make some atonement, if possible, to Mrs. Ar
madale's son ; and it is at her entreaty (for she
can not prevail on herself to face you) that I
now beg to inquire whether Mr. Armadale is ,

still in Somersetshire, and whether he would
consent to take back in small installments the
sum of money which my friend acknowledges
that she received by practicing on Mrs. Arma
dale's fears.' Those were my very words. A
neater story (accounting so nicely for every
thing) was never told ; it was a story to melt a
stone. But this Somersetshire parson is harder
than stone itself. I blush for him, my dear,
when I assure you that he was evidently insens
ible enough to disbelieve every word I said about
your reformed character, your husband in the
Brazils, and your penitent anxiety to pay the

money back. It is really a disgrace that such
a man should be in the Church ; such cunning
as his is in the last degree uubecoming in a
member of a sacred profession.
" ' Hoes your friend propose to join her hus
band by the next steamer?' was all he conde
scended to say when I had done.
"I acknowledge I was angry. I snapped at
him. I said— ' Yes, she does.'
" ' How am I to communicate with her?' he
asked.
"I snapped at him again. 'By letter—
through me.'
" ' At what address, ma'am?'
" There I had him once more. ' Yon have
found my address out for yourself, Sir,' I said.
'The directory will tell you my name if you
wish to find that out for yourself also ; other
wise, you are welcome to my card.'
" 'Many thanks, ma'am. If your friend
wishes to communicate with Mr. Armadale I
will give you my card in return.'
" 'Thank you, Sir.'
" 'Thank you, ma'am.'
"'Good-afternoon, Sir.'
" 'Good-afternoon, ma'am.'
" So we parted. I went my way to an ap
pointment at my place of business, and he went
his in a hurry ; which is of itself suspicious.
What I can't get over is his heartlessness.
Heaven help the people who send for him to
comfort them on their death-beds !
" The next consideration is

, What are we to
do ? If we don't find out the right way to keep
this old wretch in the dark, he may be the ruin
of us at Thorpe-Ambrose just as we arc within
easy reach of our end in view. Wait up till I

come to you, with my mind free, I hope, from
the other difficulty which is worrying me here.
Was there ever such ill-luck as ours? Only
think of that man deserting his congregation,
and coming to London just at the very time
when wo have answered the advertisement, and

may expect the inquiries to be made next week !

I have no patience with him—his bishop ought
to interfere.

" Affectionately yours,
" Maria Oldershaw."

2.—From Miss Gwilt to Mrs. Oldershaw,
" West Place, June 20.

' 'My poor Old Dear, —How very little you
know of my sensitive nature, as you call it !
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Instead of feeling offended when you left me, I
went to your piano and forgot all about you
till your messenger came. Your letter is irre
sistible ; I have been laughing over it till I am
quite out of breath. Of all the absurd stories I
ever read, the story you addressed to the Somer
setshire clergyman is the most ridiculous. And
as for your interview with him in the street, it
is a perfect sin to keep it to ourselves. The
public ought really to enjoy it in the form of a
farce at one of the theatres.
' ' Luckily for both of us (to come to serious

matters) your messenger is a prudent person.
He sent up stairs to know if there was an an
swer. In the midst of my merriment I had
presence of mind enough to send down stairs and

say,
' Yes.'
" Some brute of a man says in some book
which I once read, that no woman can keep two
separate trains of ideas in her mind at the same
time. I declare yon havo almost satisfied me
that the man is right. What ! when you have
escaped unnoticed to your place of business, and
when you suspect this house to be watched, you
propose to come back here, and to put it in the
parson's power to recover the lost trace of you !
What madness ! Stop where you are ; and when
you have got over your difficulty at Pimlico (it
is some woman's business of course ; what wor
ries women are !)

,

be so good as to read what I

have got to say about our difficulty at Brompton.
" In the first place, the house (as you sup
posed) is watched. Half an hour after you left
me loud voices in the street interrupted rac at
the piano, and I went to the window. There
was a cab at the house opposite, where they let
lodgings ; and an old man, who looked like a

respectable servant, was wrangling with the driv
er about his fare. An elderly gentleman came
out of the house and stopped them. An elder

ly gentleman returned into the house and ap
peared cautiously at the front drawing-room
window. You know him, you worthy creature
—he had the bad taste, some few hours since,
to doubt whether you were telling him the truth.
Don't be afraid, he didn't see me. When he
looked up, after settling with the cab-driver, I

was behind the curtain. I have been behind
the curtain once or twice since; and I have
seen enough to satisfy me that he and his serv
ant will relieve each other at the window, so as
never to lose sight of your house here, night or
day. That the parson suspects the real truth

is of course impossible. But that he firmly be
lieves I mean some mischief to young Arma-
dale, and that you have entirely confirmed him
in that conviction, is as plain as that two and
two make four. And this has happened (as
you helplessly remind me) just when we have
answered the advertisement, and when we may
expect the major's inquiries to be made in a few
days' time.

"Surely, here is a terrible situation for two
women to find themselves in ? A fiddle-stick's
end for the situation ! We have got an easy
way out of it— thanks, Mother Oldershaw, to

what I myself forced you to do, not three hours
before the Somersetshire clergyman met with
us.
" Has that venomous little quarrel of ours
this morning —after we had pounced on the
major's advertisement in the newspaper—quite
slipped out of your memory? Havo you for
gotten how I persisted in my opinion that you
were a great deal too well known in London to
appear safely as my reference in your own name,
or to receive an inquiring lady or gentleman (as
you were rash enough to propose) in your own
house? Don't you remember what a passion
you were in when I brought our dispute to an
end by declining to stir a step in the matter,
unless I could conclude my application to Ma
jor Milroy by referring him to an address at
which you were totally unknown, and to a name
which might be any thing you pleased, as long
as it was not yours ? What a look you gave mo
when you found there was nothing for it Imt to
drop the whole speculation, or to let me have

my own way ! How you fumed over the lodg
ing-hunting on the other side of the Park ! and
how you groaned when you came back, possess
ed of Furnished Apartments in respectable Bays-
water, over the useless expense I had put you
to! What do you think of those Furnished
Apartments now, you obstinate old woman ?

Here we are, with discovery threatening us at
our very door, and with no hope of escape un
less we can contrive to disappear from the par
son in the dark. And there are the lodgings in
Bayswater, to which no inquisitive strangers
have traced either you or me, ready and wait
ing to swallow us up—the lodgings in which we
can escape all further molestation, and answer
the major's inquiries at our ease. Can you see,
at last, a little farther than your poor old nose?
Is there any thing in the world to prevent your
safe disappearance from Pimlico to-night, and
your safe establishment at the new lodgings, in
the character of my respectable reference, half
an hour afterward ? Oh, fie, fie, Mother Old
ershaw ! Go down on your wicked old knees,
and thank your stars that you had a she-devil
like me to deal with this morning I

" Suppose we come now to the only difficulty
worth mentioning —my difficulty. Watched as

I am in this house, how am I to join you with
out bringing the parson or the parson's servant

with me at my heels ?

" Being to all intents and purposes a prisoner
here, it seems to me that I have no choice but
to try the old prison plan of escape —a change
of clothes. I have been looking at your house
maid. Except that we are both light, her face
and hair and my face and bail are as unlike
each other as possible. But she is as nearly as
can be my height and size ; and (if she only
knew how to dress herself, and had smaller feet)
her figure is a very much better one than it ought
to be for a person in her station in life. My
idea is

,

to dress her in the clothes I wore in the
Gardens to-day—to send her ont, with our rev
erend enemy in full pursuit of her—and, as soou
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as the coast is clear, to slip away myself and

join you. The thing would be quite impossible,
of course, if I had been seen with my veil up ;
but, as events have turned out, it is one ad
vantage of the horrible exposure which followed

my marriage, that I seldom show myself in pub
lie, and never of course in such a populous place
as London, without wearing a thick veil and

keeping that veil down. If the house-maid
wears my dress, I don't really see why the
house-maid may not be counted on to represent
me to the life.
"The one question is

,

can the woman be

trusted? If she can, send me a line, telling
her, on your authority, that she is to place her

self at my disposal. I won't say a word till I

have heard from you first.
" Let me have my answer to night. As long

as we were only talking about my getting the

governess's place, I was careless enough how it

ended. But now that we have actually answer
ed Major Milroy's advertisement, I am in earn
est at last. I mean to be Mrs. Armadale of
Thorpe-Ambrose; and woe to the man or wo
man who tries to stop me ! Yours,

"Lydia Gwilt.
"P.S.— I open my letter again to say that
you need have no fear of your messenger being
followed on his return to Pimlico. He will
drive to a public house where he is known, will
dismiss the cab at the door, and will go out
again by a back way which is only used by the
landlord and his friends.—L. G."

3.—From Mrs. Oldershaw to Miss Gwilt.
" Diana Steeet, 10 o'clock.

"My deae Lydia, —You have written me a

heartless letter. If you had been in my trying
position, harassed as I was when I wrote to you,

I should have made allowances for my friend
when I found my friend not so sharp as usual.
But the vice of the present age is a want of con
sideration for persons in the decline of life. Your
mind is in a sad state, my dear ; and you stand
much in need of a good example. You shall
have a good example— I forgive you.
"Having now relieved my mind by the per
formance of a good action, suppose I show you
next (though I protest against the vulgarity of
the expression) that I can see a little farther
than my poor old nose ?

"I will answer your question about the house
maid first. You may trust her implicitly. She
has had her troubles, and has learned discretion.
She also looks your age ; though it is only her
due to say that, in this particular, she has some
years the advantage of you. I inclose the nec
essary directions which will place her entirely at
your disposal.
"And what comes next? Your plan for join
ing me at Bayswater comes next. It is very
well as far as it goes ; but it stands sadly in need
of a little judicious improvement. There is a

serious necessity (you shall know why presently)
for deceiving the parson far more completely

than you propose to deceive him. I want him

to see the house-maid's face under circumstances
which will persuade him that it is your face.
And then, going a step farther, I want him to
see the house-maid leave London under the im
pression that he has seen you start on the first
stage of your journey to the Brazils. He didn't
believe in that journey when I announced it to
him this afternoon in the street. He may be
lieve in it yet if you follow the directions I am
now going to give you.
" To-morrow is Saturday. Send the house
maid out in your walking dress of to-day just as
you propose—but don't stir out yourself, and
don't go near the window. Desire the woman
to keep her veil down, to take half-an-hour's
walk (quite unconscious, of course, of the parson
or his servant at her heels), and then to come
back to you. As soon as she appears send her
instantly to the open window, instructing her to
lift her veil carelessly, and look out. Let her
go away again after a minute or two, take off her
bonnet and shawl, and then appear once more at
the window, or, better still, in the balcony out
side. She may show herself again occasionally

(not too often) later in the day. And to-mor
row—as we have a professional gentleman to
deal with—by all means send her to church.
If these proceedings don't persuade the parson
that the houses-maid's face is your face, and if

they don't make him readier to believe in your
reformed character than he was when I spoke to
him, I have lived sixty years, my love, in this
vale of tears to mighty little purpose.
"The next day is Monday. I have looked
at the shipping advertisements, and I find that

a steamer leaves Liverpool for the Brazils on
Tuesday. Nothing could be more convenient ;

we will start you on your voyage under the par
son's own eyes. You may manage it in this way :

"At one o'clock send out the man who cleans
the knives and forks to get n cab ; and when he

has brought it up to the door, let him go back
and get a second cab, which he is to wait in him

self round the corner in the square. Let the
house-maid (still in your dress) drive off with
the necessary boxes in the first cab to the North

western Railway. 'When she is gone, slip out

yourself to the cab waiting round the corner,

and come to me at Bayswater. They may be

prepared to follow the house-maid's cab, because

they have seen it at the door; but they won't be
prepared to follow your cab, which has been hid

den round the corner. When the house-maid
has got to the station, and has done her best to

disappear in the crowd (I have chosen the mixed
train at 2

.

10, so as to give her every chance),

you will be safe with me ; and whether they do
or do not find out that she does not really start

for Liverpool won't matter by that time. They
will have lost all trace of you; and they may
follow the house-maid half over London if they
like. She has my instructions (inclosed) to

leave the empty boxes to find their way to the

lost luggage office, and to go to her friends in

the City, and stay there till I write word that I

want her again.
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"And what is the object of all this? My
dear Lydia, the object is your future security

(and mine). We may succeed, or we may fail

in persuading the parson that you have actually

gone to the Brazils. If we succeed, we are re
lieved of all fear of him. If we fail, he will warn
young Armadale to be careful of a woman like
my bouse-maid, and not of a woman like you.
This last gain is a very important one; for we
don't know that Mrs. Armadale may not have

told him your maiden name. In that event
the ' Miss Gwilt' whom he will describe as hav
ing slipped through his fingers here, will be so
entirely unlike tho ' Miss Gwilt' established at
Thorpe-Ambrose, as to satisfy every body that

it is not a case of similarity of persons, but only
a case of similarity of names.
" What do you say now to my improvement
on your idea? Are my brains not quite so
addled as you thought them when you wrote?

Don't supposo I'm at all over-boastful about my
own ingenuity. Cleverer tricks than this trick

of mine are played off on tbo public by swin

dlers, and are recorded in the newspapers every
week. I only want to show you that my as
sistance is not less necessary to the success of
the Armadale speculation now than it was when
I made our first important discoveries by means
of tbo harmless-looking young man and tho pri
vate inquiry office in Shadyside JPlace.
"There is nothing more to say that I know
of, except that I am just going to start for the
new lodging, with a box directed in my new
name. The last expiring moments of mother
Oldershaw, of the Toilet Repository, are close
at hand ; and the birth of Miss Gwilt's respect
able reference, Mrs. Mandeville, will take place
in a cab in five minutes' time. I fancy I must
bo still young at heart, for I am quite in love
already with my romantic name ; it sounds al
most as pretty as Mrs. Armadale of Thorpe-
Ambrose, doesn't it ? Good-night, my dear,

. and pleasanfdreams. If any accident happens
between this and Monday write to me instantly

by post. If no accident happens you will be
with me in excellent timo for the earliest in

quiries that the major ean possibly make. My
last words are, don't go out, and don't venture

near the front windows till Monday comes.
" Affectionately yours, M. O."

CHAPTER VI.
MIDWINTER IN DISGUISE.

Towand noon on the day of the twenty-first
Miss Milroy was loitering in the cottage garden
—released from duty in the sick-room by an im
provement in her mother's health—when her at
tention was attracted by the sound of voices in
the park. One of the voices she instantly rec
ognized as Allan's : the other was strange to
her. She put aside the branches of a shrub
near the garden palings ; and peeping through,

saw Allan approaching the cottage gate, in com-
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pany with a slim, dark, undersized man, who
was talking and laughing excitably at the top
of his voice. Miss Milroy ran indoors to warn
her father of Mr. Armadale's arrival, and to add
that he was bringing with him a noisy stranger,
who was, in all probability, the friend generally
reported to bo staying with the squire at the
great house.
Had the major's daughter guessed right?
Was the squire's loud-talking, loud-laughing
companion tho shy, sensitive Midwinter of oth
er times? It was even so. In Allan's pres
ence, that morning, an extraordinary change
had passed over the ordinarily quiet demeanor
of Allan's friend.
When Midwinter had first appeared in the
breakfast-room, after putting aside Mr. Brock's
startling letter, Allan had been too much occu
pied to pay any special attention to him. The

undecided difficulty of choosing the day for the
audit-dinner had pressed for a settlement once

more, and had been fixed at last (under the but
ler's advice) for Saturday, the twenty-eighth of

the month. It was only on turning round to
remind Midwinter of the ample space of time
which the new arrangement allowed for master

ing tho steward's books that even Allan's flighty
attention had been arrested by a marked change
in the face that confronted him. Ho had open
ly noticed the change in his usual blunt man

ner, and had been instantly silenced by a fret

ful, almost an angry reply. The two had sat
down together to breakfast without the usual

cordiality ; and the meal had proceeded gloom

ily till Midwinter himself broke the silence by
bursting into the strange outhreak of gayety
which had revealed in Allan's eyes a new side
to the character of his friend.
As usual with most of Allan's judgments,
here again the conclusion was wrong. It was
no new side to Midwinter's character that now
presented itself— it was only a new aspect of
the one ever-recurring struggle of Midwinter's
life.
Irritated by Allan's discovery of the change
in him, which he had failed to see reflected in
his looking-glass when he had consulted it on
leaving his room ; feeling Allan's eyes still fixed
inquiringly on his face, and dreading the next

questions that Allan's curiosity might put, Mid
winter had roused himself to efface, by main
force, the impression which his own altered ap
pearance had produced. It was one of those
efforts which no men compass so resolutely as
tho men of his quick temper, and his sensitive
feminine organization. With his whole mind
still possessed by the firm belief that the Fatal
ity had taken one great step nearer to Allan and
himself since the rector's discovery in Kensing
ton Gardens —with his face still betraying what
he had suffered, under the renewed conviction
that his father's death-bed warning was now, in
event after event, asserting its terrible claim to

part him, at any sacrifice, from the one human
creature whom he loved—with the fear still busy
at his heart that the first mysterious Vision of
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Allan's Dream might be a Vision realized, be
fore the new day that now saw the two Arma-
dales together was a day that had passed over
their heads —with these triple bonds, wrought
by his own superstition, fettering him at that
moment as they had never fettered him yet, he

mercilessly spurred his resolution to the despe
rate effort of rivaling, in Allan's presence, the
gayety and good spirits of Allan himself. He
talked, and laughed, and heaped his plate in

discriminately from every dish on the breakfast-
table. He made noisily merry with jests that
had no humor, and stories that had no point.
He first astonished Allan, then amused him,
then won his easily-encouraged confidence on
the subject of Miss Milroy. He shouted with
laughter over the sudden development of Allan's
views on marriage, until the servants down stairs
began to think that their master's strange friend
had gone mad. Lastly, he had accepted Allan's
proposal that he should be presented to the ma
jor's daughter, and judge of her for himself, as
readily —nay, more readily than it would have
been accepted by the least diffident man living.
There the two now stood at the cottage gate—
Midwinter's voice rising louder and louder over
Allan's—Midwinter's natural manner disguised
(how madly and miserably none but he knew !)
in a coarse masquerade of boldness— the out
rageous, the unendurable boldness of a shy man.
They were received in the parlor by the ma
jor's daughter, pending the arrival of the major
himself.
Allan attempted to present his friend in the
usual form. To his astonishment Midwinter
took the words flippantly out of his lips, and in
troduced himself to Miss Milroy with a confi
dent look, a hard laugh, and a clumsy assump
tion of ease which presented him at his worst.
His artificial spirits, lashed continuously into
higher and higher effervescence since the morn
ing, were now mounting hysterically beyond his
own control. He looked and spoke with that
terrible freedom of license which is the neces
sary consequence, when a diffident man has
thrown off his reserve, of the very effort by
which he has broken Iooso from his own re
straints. He involved himself in a confused
medley of apologies that were not wanted, and
of compliments that might have over-flattered
the vanity of a savage. He looked backward
and forward from Miss Milroy to Allan, and de
clared jocosely that he understood now why his
friend's morning walks were always taken in
the same direction. Ho asked her questions
about her mother, and cut short the answers she
gave him by remarks on the weather. In one
breath, he said she must feel the day insuffer
ably hot ; and, in another, he protested that he
quite envied her in her cool muslin dress.
The major came in. Before he could say
two words, Midwinter overwhelmed him with
the same frenzy of familiarity, and the same
feverish fluency of speech. He expressed his
interest in Mrs. Milroy's health in terms which
would have been exaggerated on the lips of a

friend of the family. He overflowed into a per
fect flood of apologies for disturbing the major
at his mechanical pursuits. He quoted Allan's
extravagant account of the clock, and expressed
his own anxiety to see it in terms more extrava
gant still. He paraded his superficial book-
knowledge of the great clock at Strasbourg, with
far-fetched jests on the extraordinary automaton
figures which that clock puts in motion — on the
procession of the twelve apostles, which walks
out under the dial at noon, and on the toy-cock,
which crows at St. Peter's appearance—and this
before a man who had studied every wheel in
that complex machinery, and who had passed
whole years of his life in trying to imitntc it.
" I hear you have outnumbered the Strasbourg
apostles, and outcrowed the Strasbourg cock,"
he .exclaimed, with the tone and manner of a
friend habitually privileged to waive all cere
mony ; "and I am dying, absolutely dying, ma
jor, to see your wonderful clock !" •
Major Milroy had entered tlic room with his
mind absorbed in his own mechanical contriv
ances as usual. But the sudden shock of 11 id-
winter's familiarity was violent enough to recall
him instantly to himself, and to make him mas
ter again, for the time, of his social resources
as a man of the world.
" Excuse me for interrupting you," he said,
stopping Midwinter for a moment, by a look of
steady surprise. "I happen to have seen the
clock at Strasbourg; and it sounds almost ab
surd in my ears (if you will pardon me for say
ing so) to put my little experiment in any light
of comparison with that wonderful achievement.
There is nothing else of the kind like it in the
world!" He paused, to control his own mount
ing enthusiasm ; the clock at Strasbourg was to
Major Milroy what the name of Michacl An-
gelo was to Sir Joshua Reynolds. "Mr. Arma
dale's kindness has led him to exaggerate a lit
tle," pursued the major, smiling at Allan, and
passing over another attempt of Midwinter's to
seize on the talk, as if no such attempt had been
made. "But as there does happen to be this
one point of resemblance between the great clock
abroad and the little clock at home, that they
both show what they can do on the stroke of
noon, and as it is close on twelve now, if you
still wish to visit my work-shop, Mr. Midwinter,
the sooner I show you the way to it the better."
He opened the door, and apologized to Midwin
ter, with marked ceremony, for preceding him
out of the room.
"What do you think of my friend?" whis
pered Allan, as he and Miss Milroy followed.
" Must I tell you the truth, Mr. Armadale ?"

she whispered back.
"Of course !"
" Then I don't like him at all !"
"He's the best and dearest fellow in the
world," rejoined the outspoken Allan. "You'll
like him better when you know him better—

I'm sure you will !"
Miss Milroy made a little grimace, implying
supreme indifference to Midwinter, and saucy
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surprise at Allan's earnest advocacy of the mer
its of his friend. " Has he got nothing more
interesting to say to mo than that," she won

dered, privately, "after kissing my hand twice
yesterday morning?"
They were all in the major's work-room be

fore Allan had the chance of trying a more at
tractive subject. There, on the top of a rough
wooden case, which evidently contained the ma

chinery, was the wonderful clock. The dial
was crowned by a glass pedestal placed on rock-
work in carved ebony ; and on the top of the
pedestal sat the inevitable figure of Time, with
his everlasting scythe in his hand. Below the
dial was a little platform, and at either end of
it rose two miniature sentry-boxes, with closed
doors. Externally, this was all that appeared,
until the magic moment came when the clock
struck twelve at noon.
It wanted then about three minutes to twelve ;
and Major Milroy seized the opportunity of ex
plaining what the exhibition was to be before
the exhibition began. At the first words his
mind fell back again into its old absorption over
the one employment of his life. He turned to
Midwinter (who had persisted in talking all the
way from the parlor, and who was talking still)
without a trace loft in his manner of the cool
and cutting composure with which he had spoken
but a few minutes before. The noisy, familiar
man, who had been an ill-bred intruder in the

parlor, became a privileged guest in the work

shop— for there he possessed the all-atoning social
advantage of being new to the performances of
the wonderful clock.
" At the first stroke of twelve, Mr. Midwin
ter," said the major, quite eagerly, " keep your
eye on the figure of Time : he will move his
scythe, and point it downward to the glass
pedestal. You will next see a little printed
card appear behind the glass, which will tell you
the day of the month and the day of the week.
- At the last stroke of the clock Time will lift his
scythe again into its former position, and the
chimes will ring a peal. The peal will bo suc
ceeded by the playing of a tune— the favorite
march of my old regiment—and then the final
performance of the clock will follow. The sen
try-boxes, which you may observe at each side,
will both open at the same moment. In one of
them you will see the sentinel appear ; and, from
the other, a corporal and two privates will march
across the platform to relieve the guard, and
will then disappear, leaving the new sentinel at
his post. I must ask your kind allowances for
this last part of the performance. The machin
ery is a little complicated, and there are defects
in it which I am ashamed to say I have not yet
succeeded in remedying as I could wish. Some
times the figures go all wrong, and sometimes
they go all right. I hope they may do their
best on the occasion of your seeing them for the
first time."
As the major, posted near his clock, said the
last words, his little audience of three, assem
bled at the opposite end of the room, saw the

hour-hand and the minute-hand on the dial point
together to twelve. The first stroke sounded,
and Time, true to the signal, moved his scythe.
The day of the month and the day of the week
announced themselves in print through the glass
pedestal next; Midwinter applauding their ap
pearance with a noisy exaggeration of surprise,
which Miss Milroy mistook for coarse sarcasm
directed at her father's pursuits, and which Allan
(seeing that she was offended) attempted to
moderate by touching the elbow of his friend.
Meanwhile the performances of the clock went
on. At the last stroke of twelve Time lifted
his scythe again, the chimes rang, the march
tune of the major's old regiment followed ; and
the crowning exhibition of the relief of the guard
announced itself in a preliminary trembling of
the sentry-boxes, and a sudden disappearance
of the major at the back of the clock.
The performance began with the opening of
the sentry-box on the right-hand side of the
platform, as punctually as could be desired ; the
door on the other side, however, was less tract
able— it remained obstinately closed. Unaware
of this hitch in the proceedings, the corporal
and his two privates appeared in their places in
a state of perfect discipline, tottered out across
the platform, all three trembling in every limb,
dashed themselves headlong against the closed
door on the other side, and failed in producing
the smallest impression on the immovable sentry
presumed to be within. An intermittent click
ing, as of the major's keys and tools at work,
was heard in the machinery. The corporal and
his two privates suddenly returned, backward,
across the platform, and shut themselves up with
a bang inside their own door. Exactly at the
same moment the other door opened for the
first time,, and the provoking sentry appeared
with the utmost deliberation at his post, waiting
to be relieved. He was allowed to wait. No
thing happened in the other box but an occa
sional knocking inside the door, as if the cor
poral and his privates were impatient to be let
out. The clicking of the major's tools was
heard again among the machinery ; the corporal
and his party, suddenly restored to liberty, ap
peared in a violent hurry, and spun furiously
across the platform. Quick as they were, how

ever, the hitherto deliberate sentry on the other

side, now perversely showed himself to be quicker
still. He disappeared like lightning into his
own premises, the door closed smartly after him,
the corporal and his privates dashed themselves

headlong against it for the second time, and the
major appearing again round the corner of the

clock, asked his audience innocently, "if they
would be good enough to tell him whether any
thing bad gone wrong ?"
The fantastic absurdity of the exhibition,
heightened by Major Milroy's grave inquiry at
the end of it

,

was so irresistibly ludicrous that

the visitors shouted with laughter; and even

Miss Milroy, with all her consideration for her
father's sensitive pride in his clock, could not

restrain herself from joining in the merriment
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which the catastrophe of the puppets had pro
voked. But there are limits even to the license
of laughter; and these limits were ere long so
outrageously overstepped by one of the little
party as to have the effect of almost instantly
silencing the other two. The fever of Mid
winter's false spirits flamed out into sheer delir

ium as the performance of the puppets came to
an end. His paroxysms of laughter followed
each other with such convulsive violence that
Miss Milroy started back from him in alarm,
and even the patient major turned on him with
a look which said plainly, Leave the room !
Allan, wisely-impulsive for once in his life,
seized Midwinter by the arm, and dragged him
out by main force into the garden, and thence
into the park beyond.
"Good Heavens ! what has come to you ?" he
exclaimed, shrinking back from the tortured face
before him, as he stopped and looked close at it
for the first time.
For the moment Midwinter was incapable of
answering. The hysterical paroxysm whs pass
ing from one extreme to the other. He leaned
against a tree, sobbing and gasping for breath,
and stretched out his hand in mute entreaty to
Allan to give him time.
" You had better not have nursed me through
my fever," he said, faintly, as soon as he could
speak. "I'm mad and miserable, Allan — I
have never recovered it. Go back and ask them
to forgive me ; I am ashamed to go and ask
them myself. I can't tell how it happened—I
can only ask your pardon and theirs." He
turned aside his head quickly so as to conceal
his face. " Don't stop here," he said ; "don't
look at me—I shall soon get over it." Allan
still hesitated, and begged hard to be allowed
to take him back to the house. It was useless.
" You break my heart with your kindness," he
burst out, passionately. " For God's sake leave
me by myself!"
Allan went back to the cottage and pleaded
there for indulgence to Midwinter, with an earn
estness and simplicity which raised him im
mensely in the major's estimation, but which
totally failed to produce the same favorable im
pression on Miss Milroy. Little as she herself
suspected it

,

she was fond enough of Allan al
ready to be jealous of Allan's friend." How excessively absurd !" she thought, pet
tishly. " As if either papa or I considered such
a person of the slightest consequence !"
" You will kindly suspend your opinion, won't
you, Major Milroy?" said Allan in his hearty
way at parting.
"With the greatest pleasure!" replied the
major, cordially shaking hands." And you, too, Miss Milroy ?" added Allan.
Miss Milroy made a mercilessly formal bow." My opinion, Mr. Armadale, is not of the slight
est consequence."
Allan left the cottage sorely puzzled to ac
count for Miss Milroy's sudden coolness toward
him. His grand idea of conciliating the whole
neighborhood by becoming a married man un

derwent some modification as he closed the gur-
den-gate behind him. The virtue called Pru
dence and the Squire of Thorpe-Ambrose be
came personally acquainted with each other, on
this occasion, for the first time ; and Allan, en
tering headlong ns usual on the high-road to
moral improvement, actually decided on doing
nothing in a hurry !

A man who is entering on a course of refor
mation ought, if virtue is its own reward, to be
a man engaged in an essentially inspiriting pur
suit. But virtue is not always its own reward ;

and the way that leads to reformation is re
markably ill-lighted for so respectable a thor
oughfare. Allan seemed to have caught the
infection of his friend's despondency. As he
walked home he, too, began to doubt— in his
widely-different way, and for his widely-differ
ent reasons —whether the life nt Thorpe-Am
brose was promising quite as fairly for the fu
ture as it had promised at first.

CHAPTER VII.
TUE PLOT TUICKENS.

Two messages were waiting for Allan when
he returned to the house. One had been left
by Midwinter. " He had gone out for a long
walk, and Mr. Armadale was not to be alarmed

if he did not get back till late in the day."
The other message had been left by " a person
from Mr. Pedgift's office," who had called, ac
cording to appointment, while the two gentle
men were away at the major's. "Mr. Bash-
wood's respects, and he would have the honor
of waiting on Mr. Armadale again in the course
of the evening."
Toward five o'clock Midwinter returned, pale
and silent. Allan hastened to assure him that
his peace was made at the cottage ; and then,
to change the subject, mentioned Mr. Bash-
wood's message. Midwinter's mind was so pre
occupied or so languid that he hardly seemed to
remember tho name. Allan was obliged to re
mind him that Bashwood was the elderly clerk
whom Mr. Fedgift had sent to be his instructor
in the duties of the steward's office. He listened
without making any remark, and withdrew to
his room to rest till dinner-time.
Left by himself, Allan went into the library
to try if he could while nway the time over a
book. He took many volumes off the shelves
and put a few of them back again— and there
he ended. Miss Milroy contrived in some mys
terious manner to get, in this case, between the

reader and "the books. Her formal bow, and
her merciless parting speech, dwelt, try how he

might to forget them, on Allan's mind ; he be
gan to grow more and more anxious as the idle

hour wore on to recover his lost place in her
favor. To call again that day at the cottage,
and ask if he had been so unfortunate as to
offend her, was impossible. To put the ques
tion in writing with the needful nicety of ex
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pression proved, on trying the experiment, to
be a task beyond his literary reach. After a
turn or two up and down the room, with his pen
in his mouth, he decided on the more diplomatic
course (which happened, in this case, to be the
easiest course too), of writing to Miss Milroy as
cordially as if nothing had happened, and of
testing his position in her good graces by the
answer that she sent him back. An invitation
of some kind (including her father, of course,
but addressed directly to herself) was plainly
the right thing to oblige her to send a written

reply—but here the difficulty occurred of what
the invitation was to be. A ball was not to be
thought of in his present position with the resi
dent gentry. A dinner-party, with no indis
pensable elderly lady on the promises to receive
Miss Milroy—except Mrs. Gripper, who could
only receive her in the kitchen —was equally
out of the question. What was the invitation
to be ? Never backward, when he wanted help,
in asking for it right and left in every available
direction, Allan, feeling himself at the end of
his own resources, coolly rang the bell, and as
tonished the servant who answered it by inquir
ing how the late family at Thorpe-Ambrose used
to amuse themselves, and what sort of invita
tions they were in the habit of sending to their
friends.
"The family did what the rest of the gentry
did, Sir," said the man, staring'at his master in
utter bewilderment. ' ' They gave dinner-parties
and bulls. And in fine summer weather, Sir,
like this, they sometimes had lawn-parties and
pienics—"

"That'll do!" shouted Allan. "A pienie's
just the thing to please her. Richard, you're
an invaluable man—you may go down stairs
again."
Richard retired wondering, and Richard's
master seized his ready pen :

"Dear Miss Milrov, —Since I left you it
has suddenly struck mo that we might have a
pienic. A little change and amusement (what
I should call a good shaking-up if I wasn't writ
ing to a young lady) is just the thing for you
after being so long indoors lately in Mrs. Mil-
roy's room. A pienic is a change, and (when
the wine is good) amusement too. Will you
ask the major if he will consent to the pienie,
and come ? And if you have got any friends in
the neighborhood who like a pienie, pray ask
them too— for I have got none. It shall be your
pienie, but I will provide every thing and take
every body. You shall choose the day, and we
will pienic where you like. I have set my heart
on this pienic. Believe me, ever yours,

"Allan Armadale."

On reading over his composition before seal
ing it up, Allan frankly acknowledged to him
self this time that it was not quite faultless.
" ' Pienic' comes in a little too often," he said.
" Never mind— if she likes the idea she won't
quarrel with that." He sent off the letter on

the spot, with strict instructions to the messenger
to wait for a reply.
In half an hour the answer came back on
scented paper, without an erasure any where,
fragrant to smell and beautiful to see.
The presentation of the naked truth is one of
those exhibitions from which the native deli
cacy of the female mind seems instinctively to
revolt. Never were the tables turned more com
pletely than they were now turned on Allan by
his fair correspondent. Machiavelli himself
would never have suspected, from Miss Milroy's
letter, how heartily she had repented her petu
lance to the young squire as soon as his back
was turned, and how extravagantly delighted
she was when his invitation was placed in her
hands. Her letter was the composition of a
model young lady whose emotions are all kept
under parental lock and key, and served out for
her judiciously as occasion mayrequire. "Papa"
appeared quite as frequently in Miss Milroy's re
ply as " pienic" had appeared in Allan's invita
tion. "Papa" had been as considerately kind
as Mr. Armadale in wishing to procure her a
little change and amusement, and had offered
to forego his usual quiet habits, and join the pic
nic. With "papa's" sanction, therefore, she ac
cepted, with much pleasure, Mr. Armadale's pro
posal ; and, at " papa's" suggestion, she would
presume on Mr. Armadale's kindness to add two
friends of theirs, recently settled at Thorpe-Am
brose, to the pienic party — a widow lady and
her son ; the latter in holy orders, and in deli
cate health. If Tuesday next would suit Mr.
Armadale, Tuesday next would suit " papa"—
being the first day he could spare from repairs
which were required by his clock. The rest, by
" papa's" advice, she would beg to leave entire
ly in Mr. Armadale's hands; and in the mean
time, she would remain, with "papa's" compli
ments, Mr. Armadale's truly—" Eleanor Mil
rov." Who would ever have supposed that the
writer of that letter had jumped for joy when
Allan's invitation arrived ? Who would ever
have suspected that there was an entry already
in Miss Milroy's diary, under that day's date, to
this effect: "The sweetest, dearest letter from
I-know-ivbo i I'll never behave unkindly to him
again as long as I live?" As for Allan, he was
charmed with the success of his manoeuvre. Miss
Milroy had accepted his invitation —consequent
ly Miss Milroy was not offended with him. It
was on the tip of his tongue to mention the cor

respondence to his friend when they met at din
ner. But there was something in Midwinter's
face and manner (even plain enough for Allan
to see) which warned him to wait a little before
he said any thing to revive the painful subject
of their visit to the cottage. By common con
sent they both avoided all topies connected with
Thorpe-Ambrose —not even the visit from Mr.
Bashwood, which was to come with the even

ing, being referred to by either of them. All
through the dinner they drifted farther and far

ther back into the old endless talk of past times
about ships and sailing. When the butler with
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drew from his attendance at table, he came down

stain with a nautical problem on his mind, and
asked his fellow-servants if they any of them
knew the relative merits "on a wind," and " off
a wind," of a schooner and a brig.
The two yonng men had sat longer at table
than usual that day. When they went out into
the garden with their cigars, the summer twi

light fell gray and dim on lawn and flower-bed,

and narrowed round them by slow degrees the

softly-fading circle of the distant view. The
dew was heavy ; and after a few minutes in the

garden, they agreed to go back to the dryer ground
on the drive in front of the house.
They were close to the turning which led into
the shrubbery when there suddenly glided out
on them, from behind the foliage, a softly-step
ping black figure—a shadow moving darkly
through the dim evening light. Midwinter
started back at the sight of it

,

and even the less

finely-strung nerves of his friend were shaken
for the moment.
"Who tho devil are you?" cried Allan.
The figure bared its head in the gray light, and
came slowly a step nearer. Midwinter advanced

a step on his side, and looked closer. It was
tho man of the timid manners and the mourn
ing garments, of whom he had asked the way to

Thorpe-Ambrose where the three roads met.
"Who are you?" repeated Allan.
"I humbly beg your pardon, Sir," faltered the
stranger, stepping back again confusedly. "The
servants told me I should find Mr. Armadale — "
" What, are you Mr. Bashwood?"
" Yes, if you please, Sir."
"I beg your pardon for speaking to you so
roughly," said Allan, " but the fact is, you rath
er startled me. My name is Armadale (put on
your hat, pray), and this is my friend, Mr. Mid
winter, who wants your help in the steward's
office."
"We hardly stand in need of an introduc
tion," said Midwinter. " I met Mr. Bashwood
out walking a few days since, and he was kind
enough to direct me when I had lost my way."
"Put on your hat," reiterated Allan, as
Mr. Bashwood, still bareheaded, stood bowing
speechlessly, now to one of the young men, and
now to the other. " My good Sir, put on your
hat, and let me show you the way back to the
house. Excuse me for noticing it," added Al
lan, as the man, in sheer nervous helplessness,
let his hat fall, instead of putting it back on his
head; "but you seem a little out of sorts— a

glass of good wine will do you no harm before
you and my friend come to business. Where
abouts did you meet with Mr. Bashwood, Mid
winter, when you lost your way ?"
"I am too ignorant of the neighborhood to
know. I must refer you to Mr. Bashwood."
" Come, tell os where it was," said Allan,
trying, a little too abruptly, to set the man at
his ease, as they all three walked back to the
house.
The measure of Mr. Bashwood's constitution

a
l

timidity seemed to be filled to the brim b
y the

loudness of Allan's voice, and the bluntness of
Allan's request. He ran over in the same fee
ble flow of words with which he had deluged
Midwinter on the occasion when they first met.
"It was on the road, Sir," he began, ad
dressing himself alternately to Allan, whom he
called "Sir," and to Midwinter, whom he called
by bis name, " I mean, if you please, on the
road to little Gill Beck. A singular name, Mr.
Midwinter, and a singular place ; I don't mean
the village ; I mean the neighborhood— I beg
your pardon, I mean the ' Broads,' beyond the
neighborhood. Perhaps you may have heard
of the Norfolk Broads, Sir ? What they call
lakes in other parts of England they call Broads
here. The Broads are quite numerous ; I think
they would repay a visit. You would have seen
the first of them, Mr. Midwinter, if you had
walked on a few miles from where I had the
honor of meeting you. Remarkably numerous,
the Broads, Sir, situated between this and the

sea, About three miles from the sea, Mr. Mid
winter — about three miles. Mostly shallow,
Sir, with rivers running between them. Beau
tiful ; solitary. Quite a watery country, Mr.
Midwinter ; quite separate, as it were, in itself.
Parties sometimes visit them, Sir — pleasure-
parties in boats. It's quite a little net-work of
lakes, or, perhaps—yes, perhaps more correctly,
pools. There is good sport in the cold weather.
The wild-fowl are quite numerous. Yes. The
Broads would repay a visit, Mr. Midwinter, the
next time you are walking that way. The dis
tance from here to Little Gill Beck, and then
from Little Gill Beck to Girdler Broad, which is

the first you come to, is altogether not more—"

In sheer nervous inability to leave off, he would
apparently have gone on talking of the Norfolk
Broads for the rest of the evening, if one of his
two listeners had not unceremoniously cut him
short before he could find his way into a new
sentence.
"Are the Broads within an easy day's drive
there and back, from this house ?" asked Allan ;

feeling, if they were, that the place for the pic
nic was discovered already.
" Oh yes, Sir ; a nice drive—quite a nice easy
drive from this beautiful place!"
They were by this time ascending the portico
steps ; Allan leading the way up, and calling to
Midwinter and Mr. Bashwood to follow him into
the library, where there was a lighted lamp. In
the interval which elapsed before the wine made
its appearance, Midwinter looked at his chance
acquaintance of the high-road with strangely-
mingled feelings of compassion and distrust—of
compassion that strengthened in spite of him ;

of distrust that persisted in diminishing, try as
he might to encourage it to grow. There,
perched comfortless on the edge of his chair,
sat the poor broken-down nervous wretch, in
his worn black garments, with his watery eyes,
his honest old outspoken wig, his miserable mo
hair stock, and his false teeth that were incapa
ble of deceiving any body— there he sat, polite

ly ill at case ; now shrinking in the glare of the
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lamp, now wincing under the shock of Allan's
sturdy voice ; a man with the wrinkles of sixty
years in his face, and the manners of a child in
the presence of strangers ; an object of pity sure
ly, if ever there was-a pitiable object yet!
"Whatever else you're afraid of, Mr. Bash-
wood," cried Allan, pouring out a glass of wine,
" don't be afraid of that ! There isn't a head
ache in a hogshead of it ! Make yourself com
fortable; I'll leave you and Mr. Midwinter to
talk your business over by yourselves. It's all
in Mr. Midwinter's hands ; he acts for me, and
settles every thing at his own discretion."
Ue said those words with a cautious choice
of expression very uncharacteristic of him, and
without further explanation, made abruptly for

the door. Midwinter, sitting near it
,

noticed
his face as he went out. Easy as the way was
into Allan's favor, Mr. Bashwood, beyond all
kind of doubt, had in some unaccountable man
ner failed to find it !

The two strangely-assorted companions were
left together—parted widely, as it seemed on
the surface, from any possible interchange of

sympathy; drawn invisibly one to the other,
nevertheless, by those magnetic similarities of

temperament which overleap all difference of
age or station, and defy all apparent incongrui
ties of mind and character. From the moment
when Allan left the room the bidden Influence
that works in darkness began slowly to draw the
two men together, across the great social desert
which had lain between them up to this day.
Midwinter was the first to approach the sub
ject of the interview.
"May I ask," he began, "if you have been
made acquainted with my position here, and if

you know why it is that I require your assist
ance ?"
Mr. Bashwood —still hesitating and still timid,
but manifestly relieved by Allan's departure—
sat farther back in his chair, and ventured on

fortifying himself with a modest little sip of
wine.
"Yes, Sir," he replied; "Mr. Pedgift in
formed me of all—at least I think I may say so
—of all the circumstances. I am to instruct,
or perhaps I ought to say to advise—"
"No, Mr. Bashwood; the first word was the

best word of the two. I am quite ignorant of
the duties which Mr. Armadale's kindness has
induced him to intrust to me. If I understand
right, there can be no question of your capacity
to instruct me, for you once filled a steward's
situation yourself. May I inquire where it

was?"
"At Sir John Mellowship's, Sir, in West
Norfolk. Perhaps you would like— I have got

it with me—to see my testimonial ? Sir John
might have dealt more kindly with me—but I

have no complaint to make ; it's nil done and
over now !" His watery eyes looked more wa
tery still, and the trembling in his hands spread
to his lips as he produced an old dingy letter
from his pocket-book, and laid it open on the
table.

The testimonial was very briefly and very
coldly expressed, but it was conclusive as far as

it went. Sir John considered it only right to
say that he had no complaint to make of any
want of capacity or integrity in his steward. If
Mr. Bashwood's domestic position had been
compatible with the continued performance of
his duties on the estate, Sir John would have
been glad to keep him. As it was, embarrass
ments caused by the state of Mr. Bashwood's
personal affairs had rendered it undesirable that
he should continue in Sir John's service ; and
on that ground, and that only, his employer and
he had parted. Such was Sir John's testimony
to Mr. Bashwood's character. As Midwinter
read the last lines, he thought of another testi
monial, still in his own possession —of the writ
ten character which they had given him at the
school, when they turned their sick usher1 adrift
in the world. His superstition (distrusting all
new events and all new faces at Thorpe-Am

brose) still doubted the man before him as ob
stinately as ever. But when he now tried to
put (hose doubts into words, his heart upbraided
him, and he laid the letter on the table in si

lence.

The sudden pause in the conversation ap
peared to startle Mr. Bashwood. He comforted
himself with another little sip of wine, and, leav

ing the letter untouched, burst irrepressibly into
words, as if the silence was quite unendurable to
him.
" I am ready to answer any question, Sir," he
began. " Mr. Pedgift told me that I must an
swer questions, because I was applying for a

place of trust. Mr. Pedgift said, neither you
nor Mr. Armadale were likely to think the tes
timonial sufficient of itself. Sir John doesn't
say—he might have put it more kindly, but I

don't complain —Sir John doesn't say what the
troubles were that lost me my place. Perhaps
you might wish to know— ?" He stopped con
fusedly, looked at the testimonial, and said no
more.
" If no interests but mine were concerned in
the matter," rejoined Midwinter, "the testi
monial would, I assure you, be quite enough to
satisfy me. But while I am learning my new
duties, the person who teaches me will be really
and truly the steward of my friend's estate. I

am very unwilling to ask you to speak on what
may be a painful subject, and I am sadly inex
perienced in putting such questions as I ought
to put ; but perhaps, in Mr. Armadale's inter
ests, I ought to know something more, either
from yourself, or from Mr. Pedgift, if you prefer

it—" He, too, stopped confusedly, looked at
the testimonial, and said no more.
There was another moment of silence. The
night was warm, and Mr. Bashwood, among his
other misfortunes, had the deplorable infirmity
of perspiring at the palms of the hands. He
took out a miserable little cotton pocket-hand
kerchief, rolled it up into a ball, and softly
dabbed it to and fro, from one hand to the other,
with the regularity of a pendulum. Performed
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by other men, under other circumstances, the

action might have been ridiculous. Performed

by this man, at the crisis of the interview, the
action was horrible.
"Mr. Pedgift's time is too valuable, Sir, to

be wasted on me," he said. "I will mention
what ought to be mentioned myself— if you will
please to allow me. I have been unfortunate
in my family. It was very hard to bear, though
it seems not much to tell. My wife—" One
of his hands closed fast on the pocket-handker
chief ; he moistened his dry lips, struggled with

himself, and went on.
"My wife, Sir," he resumed, "stood n little
in my way ; she did me (I am afraid I must con
fess) some injury with Sir John. Soon after I
got the steward's situation she contracted—she
took—she fell into habits (I hardly know how
to say it) of drinking. I couldn't break her of

it
,

and I couldn't always conceal it from Sir
John's knowledge. She broke out, and—and—
tried his patience once or twice, when he came
to my office on business. Sir John excused it

,

not very kindly ; but still he excused it. I

don't complain of Sir John ; I— I don't com
plain, now, of my wife." He pointed a trem
bling finger at his miserable crape-covered beaver
hat on the floor. " I'm in mourning for her,"
he said, faintly. " She died nearly a year ago,
in the county asylum here."
His mouth began to work convulsively. He
took up the glass of wine at his side, and, in
stead of sipping it this time, drained it to the
bottom. "I'm not much used to wine, Sir,"
he said, conscious, apparently, of the flush that
flew into his face as he drank, and still ob
servant of the obligations of politeness amidst all
the misery of the recollections that he was call

ing up.
"I beg, Mr. Bashwood, you will not distress
yourself by telling me any more," said Midwin
ter, recoiling from any further sanction on his

part of a disclosure which had already bared the
sorrows of the unhappy man before him to the

quick.
"I'm much obliged to you, Sir," replied Mr.
Bashwood. "But if I don't detain you too
long, nnd if you will please to remember that
Mr. Pedgift's directions to me were very par
ticular—and, besides, I only mentioned my late
wife because if she hadn't tried Sir John's pati
ence to begin with, things might have turned
out differently —" He paused, gave up the dis
jointed sentence in which he had involved him

self, and tried another. " I had only two chil
dren, Sir," he went on, advancing to a new point
in his narrative ; " a boy and a girl. The girl
died when she was a bahy. My son lived to
grow up— and it was my son who lost me my
place. I did my best for him ; I got him into

a respectable office in London. They wouldn't
take him without security. I'm afraid it was
imprudent; but I had no rich friends to help me
—and I became security. My boy turned out
badly, Sir. He—perhaps you will kindly un
derstand what I mean if I say he behaved dis

honestly. His employers consented at my en
treaty to let him off without prosecuting. I

begged very hard— I was fond of my son James
—and I took him home, and did my best to re
form him. He wouldn't stay with me ; he went
away again to London ; he— 1 beg your pardon,
Sir! I'm afraid I'm confusing things; I'm
afraid I'm wandering from the point?"
" No, no," said Midwinter, kindly. "If you
think it right to tell me this sad story, tell it in
your own way. Have you seen your son since
he left you to go to London ?"
"No, Sir. He's in London still for all I

know. When I last heard of him he was get
ting his bread —not very creditably. He was
employed, under the Inspector, at the Private
Inquiry Office in Shadyside Place."
He spoke those words— apparently (as events
then stood) the most irrelevant to the matter in
hand that had yet escaped him ; actually (as
events were soon to be) the most vitally import
ant that he had uttered yet—he spoke those
words absently, looking about him in confusion,
and trying vainly to recover the lost thread of his
narrative.
Midwinter compassionately helpedhim. "You
were telling me," he said, "that your son had
been the cause of your losing your place. How
did that happen ?"
"In this way, Sir," said Mr. Bashwood, get
ting back again excitedly into the right train
of thought. "His employers consented to let
him off— but they came down on his security ;

and I was the man. I suppose they were not to
blame; the security covered their loss. I couldn't
pay it all out of my savings; I had to borrow—
on the word of a man, Sir, I couldn't help it— I

had to borrow. My creditor pressed me; it seem
ed cruel, but if he wanted the money, I suppose

it was only just. I was sold out of house and
home. I dare say other gentlemen would have
said what Sir John said ; I dare say most people
would have refused to keep a steward who had

had the bailiffs after him, and his furniture sold
in the neighborhood. That was how it ended,
Mr. Midwinter. I needn't detain you any Ion-'
ger—here is Sir John's address, if you wish to
apply to him."
Midwinter generously refused to receive the
address.
"Thank you kindly, Sir," said Mr. Bash
wood, getting tremulously on bis legs. "There

is nothing more, I think, except— except that
Mr. Pedgift will speak for me if you wish to in
quire into my conduct in his service. I'm very
much indebted toMr. Pedgift ; he's a little rough
with me sometimes, but if he hadn't taken me
into his office, I think I should have gone to the
work-house when I left Sir John, I was so broken
down." He picked up his dingy old hat from
the floor. "I won't intrude any longer, Sir.

I shall be happy to call again, if you wish to
have time to consider before you decide."
" I want no time to consider after what you
have told me," replied Midwinter, warmly, his
memory busy, while he spoke, with the time
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when he had told his story to Mr. Brock, and
was waiting for a generous word in return, as

the man before him was waiting now. "To
day is Saturday," he went on. "Can you come
and give me my first lesson on Monday morning?

I beg your pardon," he added, interrupting Mr.
Bashwood's profuse expressions of acknowledg
ment, and stopping him on his way out of the
room ; " there is one thing we ought to settle,
ought we not ? We haven't spoken yet about
your own interest in this matter—I mean, about
the terms." He referred a little confusedly to
the pecuniary part of the subject. Mr. Bash-
wood (getting nearer and nearer to the door)
answered him more confusedly still.

"Any thing, Sir—any thing you think right.
I won't intrude any longer— I'll leave it to you
and Mr. Armadale."
"I will send for Mr. Armadale if you like,"
said Midwinter, following him into the hall.
" But I am afraid he lms as little experience in
matters of this kind as I have. Perhaps, if you
see no objection, we might be guided by Mr.
Pedgift?"
Mr. Bashwood caught eagerly at the last sug
gestion; pushing his retreat while he spoke as
far as the front-door. "Yes, Sir—oh yes, yes!
nobody better than Mr. Pedgift. Don't —pray
don't disturb Mr. Armadale !" His watery eyes
looked quite wild with nervous alarm as he turn

ed round for a moment in the light of the hall-
lamp to make that polite request. If sending
for Allan had been equivalent to unchaining a
ferocious watch-dog Mr. Bashwood could hard
ly have been more anxious to stop the proceed

ing. "I wish you kindly good-evening, Sir,"
he went on, getting out to the steps. " I'm
mnch obliged to you—I will be scrupulously
punctual on Monday morning —I hope —I think
—I'm sure you will soon learn every thing I can
teach you. It's not difficult —oh dear, no—not
difficult at all ! I wish you kindly good-even
ing, Sir. A beautiful night; yes, indeed, a
beautiful night for a walk home."
With those words, all dropping out of his lips
one on the top of the other, and without notic
ing, in his agony of embarrassment at effecting
his departure, Midwinter's outstretched hand,
he went noiselessly down the steps, and was lost
in the darkness of the night.
As Midwinter turned to re-enter the house
the dining-room door opened and his friend met
him in the hall.
" Has Mr. Bashwood gone?" asked Allan.
"He has gone," replied Midwinter, "after
telling me a Yery sad story, and leaving me a
little ashamed of myself for having doubted him
without any just cause. I have arranged thnt
he is to give me my first lesson in the steward's
office on Monday morning."
"All right," said Allan. "You needn't be
afraid, old boy, of my interrupting you over
your studies. I dare say I'm. wrong—but I
don't like Mr. Bashwood."
"I dare say Tm wrong," retorted the other,
a little petulantly. "I do."

The Sunday morning found Midwinter in the
park, waiting to intercept the postman on the
chance of his bringing more news from Mr.
Brock.
At the customary hour the man made his ap
pearance and placed the expected letter in Mid
winter's hands. He opened it

,

far away from
all fear of observation this time, and read these
lines :

"Mv dear Midwinter, — I write more for
the purpose of quieting your anxiety than be
cause I have any thing definite to say. In my
last hurried letter I had no time to tell you that
the elder of the two women whom I met in the
Gardens had followed me, and spoken to me in
the street. I believe I may characterize what
she said (without doing her any injustice) as a

tissue of falsehoods from beginning to end. At
any rate, she confirmed me in the suspicion that
some underhand proceeding is on foot, of which
Allan is destined to be the victim, and that the
prime mover in the conspiracy is the vile wo
man who helped his mother's marriage and who
hastened his mother's death.
"Feeling this conviction, I have not hesi
tated to do, for Allan's sake, what I would have
done for no other creature in the world. I have
left my hotel, and have installed myself (with
my old servant Robert) in a house opposite the
house to which I traced the two women. We
are alternately on the watch (quite unsuspected,

I am certain, by the people opposite) day and
night. All my feelings, as a gentleman and a

clergyman, revolt from such an occupation as I

am now engaged in ; but there is no other choice.

I must either do this violence to my own self-
respect, or I must leave Allan, with his easy
nature, and in his assailable position, to defend
himself against a wretch who is prepared, I firm

ly believe, to take the most unscrupulous ad
vantage of his weakness and his youth. His
mother's dying entreaty has never left my mem
ory; and, God help me, I am now degrading
myself in my own eyes in consequence.
" There has been some reward already for the
sacrifice. This day (Saturday) I have gained
an immense advantage— I have at last seen the
woman's face. She went out with her veil down
as before ; and Robert kept her in view, having
my instructions, if she returned to the house,
not to follow her back to the door. She did re
turn to the house ; and the result of my pre
caution was, as I had expected, to throw her
off her guard. I saw her face unveiled at the
window, and afterward again in the baleony.
If any occasion should arise for describing her
particularly, you shall have the description. At
present I need only say that she looks the full
age (five-and-thirty) at which you estimated
her, and that she is by no means so handsome
a woman as I had (I hardly know why) expect
ed to see.
" This is all I can now tell you. If nothing
more happens by Monday or Tuesday next I

shall have no choice but to apply to my lawyers
for assistance; though I am most unwilling to
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trust this delicate and dangerous matter in other
hands than mine. Setting my own feelings,
however, out of the question, the business which
has been the cause of my journey to London is
too important to be trifled with much longer as
I am trifling with it now. In any and every
case depend on my keeping you informed of the
progress of events ; and believe me

" Yours truly,
"Decimus BrocB."

Midwinter secured the letter as he had secured
the letter that preceded it—side by side in his
pocket-book with the narrative of Allan's Dream.
"How many days more?" he asked himself,
as he went back to the house. " How many
days more ?"
Not many. The time he was waiting for was
a time close at hand.

Monday came and brought Mr. Bashwood,
punctual to the appointed hour. Monday came,
and found Allan immersed in his preparations
for the pienic. He held a series of interviews,
at home and abroad, all through the day. He
transacted business with Mrs. Gripper, with the
butler, and with the coachman, in their three
several departments of eating, drinking, and
driving. He went to the town to consult his
professional advisers on the subject of the
Broads, and to invite both the lawyers, father
and son (in the absence of any body else in the
neighborhood whom he could ask), to join the
pienic. Pedgift Senior (in his department)
supplied general information, but begged to be
excused from appearing at the pienic on the
score of business engagements. Pedgift Junior

(in his department) added all the details ; and
casting business engagements to the winds, ac

cepted the invitation with the greatest pleasure.
Returning from the lawyer's office, Allan's next
proceeding was to go to the major's cottage and
obtain Miss Milroy's approval of the proposed
locality for the pleasure party. This object ac
complished, he returned to his own house to
meet the last difficulty now left to encounter—

the difficulty of persuading Midwinter to join
the expedition to the Broads.

On first broaching the subject Allan found
his friend impenetrably resolute to remain at

home. Midwinter's natural reluctance to meet
the major and his daughter, after what had hap

pened at the cottage, might probably have been

overcome. But Midwinter's determination not
to allow Mr. Bashwood's course of instruction
to be interrupted was proof against every effort
that could be made to shake it. After exerting
his influence to the utmost, Allan was obliged
to remain contented with a compromise. Mid
winter promised, not very willingly, to join the
party toward evening at the place appointed for

a gipsy tea-making, which was to close the pro

ceedings of the day. To this extent he would
consent to take the opportunity of placing him
self on a friendly footing with the Milroys.
More he could not concede, even to Allan's per
suasion, and for more it would be useless to ask.

The day of the pienic came. The lovely
morning and the cheerful bustle of preparation
for the expedition failed entirely to tempt Mid
winter into altering his resolution. At the reg
ular hour he left the breakfast-table to join Mr.
Bashwood in the steward's office. The two were
quietly closeted over the books, at the back of
the house, while the packing for the pienic went
on in front. Young Pedgift (short in stature,
smart in costume, and self-reliant in manner)
arrived some little time before the hour for start
ing, to revise all the arrangements, and to make

any final improvements which his local knowl

edge might suggest. Allan and he were still
busy in consultation when the first hitch oc
curred in the proceedings. The woman-servant
from the cottage was reported to be waiting be
low for an answer to a note from her young mis
tress, which was placed in Allan's hands.
On this occasion Miss Milroy's emotions had
apparently got the better of her sense of propri
ety. The tone of the letter was feverish, and
the handwriting wandered crookedly up and
down, in deplorable freedom from all proper re
straint.
"Oh, Mr. Armadale" (wrote the major's
daughter), " such a misfortune ! What ai-e we
to do? Papa has got a letter from grandmam
ma this morning about the new governess. Her
reference has answered all the questions, and
she's ready to come at the shortest notice.
Grandmamma thinks (how provoking!) the

sooner the better ; and she says we may expect
her—I mean the governess —either to-day or to
morrow. Papa says (he will bo so absurdly
considerate to every body!) that we can't allow

Miss Gwilt to come here (if she comes to-day)
and find nobody at home to receive her. What
is to be done ? I am ready to cry with vexation.
I have got the worst possible impression (though
grandmamma says she is a charming person) of
Miss Gwilt. Can you suggest something, dear
Mr. Armadale ? I'm sure papa would give way
if you could. Don't stop to writo— send me a
message back. I have got a new hat for the
pienic ; and oh the ngony of not knowing wheth

er I am to keep it on or take it off. —Yours
truly, E. M."
"The devil take Miss Gwilt!" said Allan,
staling at his legal adviser in a state of helpless
consternation.
" With all my heart, Sir—I don't wish to in
terfere," remarked Pedgift Junior. "May I
ask what's the matter?"
Allan told him. Mr. Pedgift the Younger
might have his faults, but a want of quickness
of resource was not among them.

"There's a way out of the difficulty, Mr. Ar
madale," he said. "If the governess comes to
day let's have her at the pienic."
Allan's eyes opened wide in astonishment.
" All the horses and carriages in the Thorpe-
Ambrose stables are not wanted for this small

party of ours," proceeded Pedgift Junior. "Of
course not ! Very good. If Miss Gwilt comes
to-day she can't possibly get here before five
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o'clock. Good again. You order an open car
riage to be waiting at the major's door at that
time, Mr. Armadale ; and I'll give the man his
directions where to drive to. When the govern
ess comes to the cottage let her find a nice little
note of apology (along with the cold fowl, or
whatever else they give her after her journey),
begging her to join us at the pienie, and putting
a carriage at her own sole disposal to take her

there. Gad, Sir!" said young Pedgift, gayly,
"she must be a Touchy One, if she thinks her
self neglected after that !"
"Capital!" cried Allan. "She shall have
every attention. I'll give her the pony-chaise
and the white harness, and she shall drive her

self if she likes."
He scribbled a line to relieve Miss Milroy's
apprehensions, and gave the necessary orders
for the pony-chaise. Ten minutes later the car
riages for the pleasure party were at the door.
' ' Now we've taken all this trouble about her,"
said Allan, reverting to the governess as they
left the house, " I wonder, if she does come to
day, whether we shall see her at the pienic."
" Depends entirely on her age, Sir," remarked
young Pedgift, pronouncing judgment with the
happy confidence in himself which eminently
distinguished him. " If she's an old one, she'll
be knocked up with the journey, and she'll stick
to the cold fowl and the cottage. If she's a
young one, either I know nothing of women or
the pony in the white harness will bring her to
the pienic."
They started for the major's cottage.

THE UNIVERSITY OF OXFORD*

NEW
COLLEGE is four centuries and a

half old. Once it was not only new, but
a novelty, and the wonder of its age. This
college, and the great school at Winchester at
tached to it

,

were the splendid and memorable
work of William of Wykeham, Bishop of Win
chester, who, combining, after the manner of
those days, the statesman with the churchman,
was the Chancellor, the favorite minister, and
the chief diplomatist of Edward III. Loaded
with preferment, even to an excess of pluralism,

b
y the favor of his sovereign, he used his ac

cumulated wealth with the munificence which
Bacon, childless himself, complacently notes as
characteristic of childless men. The founder
of New College had originally risen in life and
attracted the King's notice b

y his skill as an
architect—a calling not incompatible with the
clerical character in an age when the clergy em
braced all who wrought not with the hand but
with the brain. He had built Windsor Castle;
and. in founding his own colleges no doubt he
gratified the tastes of the architect as well as j

those of the friend of religion and learning. The j

chapel, the hall, the cloisters, the tower, the
great quadrangle, still bespeak his genius;
though the great quadrangle has been some- I

what marred by the tastelessness of a later
* Concluded from the Hag Sumber. I

age, which has also added another quadrangle,
in wretched imitation, it is believed, of some
part of Versailles. Beyond, you pass into a

garden remarkable for its fine masses of varied
foliage and its vignette view ofMagdalen Tower.
Skirting the college and garden is the ancient
city wall, here in its most perfect state, and
most completely recalling the image of the old
feudal town. The style of the college is the
earliest perpendicular, marking the entrance of
Gothic architecture into the last of its successive

phases of beauty, and at the same time the en
trance of Medieval Catholicism and the feudal
system upon the period of their decline. The
special studies prescribed by the founder, which
are of a classical character, also mark the dawn
of the Renaissance in England some time after
its light had begun to fill the sky in the land
of Petrarch. This was the age of Gower and
Chaucer, the natal hour of modern English lit
erature. With the revival of learning was des
tined to come a great revolution in the religious
sphere. But to this part of the movement
Wykeham was no friend. In ecclesiastical
matters he was a Conservative. He had come
into collision with the early Reformation, and
with the precursor of Luther in the person of
Wyeliffe. Ho dedicated his two colleges to the
Virgin, of whom he was a special devotee, and
whose image stands conspicuous in more than
one part of the quadrangle. He went beyond
the previous founders in making peculiar and
sumptuous provision for the performance of the
Catholic ritual, with its stoled processions and
tapered rites, and in. enjoining religious observ
ances and devotions on the members of his col
lege. New College is still distinguished not only
by the size and beauty of its chapel, but by its
excellent choral service. Like many a Catholic
patron and promoter of learning in the epoch
preceding the Reformation — like Wolsey, like
Sir Thomas More, like Leo X. —Wykeham, in
fostering classical literature and intellectual
progress, unconsciously forwarded the destruc
tion of all that was most dear to him. He
warmed into life the serpent (so he would have
thought it) that was to sting his own Church to
death.
New College had altogether more the charac
ter of an Abbey than the previous foundations.
Its warden lived with more of the state of an
abbot than the warden of Merton and the other
colleges of that type. Its statutes prescribed a
more monastic rule of life than previous codes.
They regulated more narrowly, not to say more
tyrannically, the details of personal conduct, and
provided for more of mutual surveillance and
denunciation. They forbid any student to go
beyond the gates any where, except to the schools
of the University, without n companion to keep
watch over him. They betray an increased de
sire to force individual character into a pre
scribed mould. We may gather from their
enactments that in those days, as in these, the
student was sometimes led astray from the path
of learning and asceticism by the sports and
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allurements of un evil world ; for they strictly
enjoin abstinence from gambling, hunting, and
hawking. Each member of the college is sworn
to observe them by oaths which, by their almost
portentous rigor and prolixity, seem to betray
the advent of an age when, the religious faith
of the world having given way, morality had
given way with it

,

and man could no longer put
trust in man.
The University, as has been said, appears to
have been in a languishing state when New Col
lege was founded. Wykeham obtained for his
students the peculiar privilege of being exam
ined for their degrees by the college instead of
the University, whereby he meant to raise them
to a higher pitch of industry, though the privi
lege proved, in after-times, a charter of idleness.
He also provided for instruction by college tu
tors within the walls.
In these respects his college was peculiar. It
was still more peculiar in its connection with
the famous school which, standing beneath the
shadow of Winchester Cathedral, casts over boy
hood the spell of reverend antiquity. Winches
ter was the first of our English public schools,
and the archetype of our public school system :

a system somewhat severe, taking the boy, a
l

most the child, from his home, and throwing
him before his hour into a world almost as hard
as that with which the man will have to strug
gle ; but the parent, no doubt, of some Roman
virtues, and the mistress, in part, of our impe
rial greatness.
It is probable that the troubles which inter
fered with the prosperity of the University had
been connected with the rise of Wycliffeism.
The urch-heretic was himself the foremost of
Oxford teachers and the leader of the ardent
intellect of Oxford, as well as of its high spirit
ual aspirations. It was with great difficulty,
and after repeated struggles, that the church
authorities succeeded in purifying, if ever they
did succeed in purifying, the University of this
plague ; and our first religious test was directed
against this the earliest form of the Protestant
religion. Among those who had caught the
infection was Fleming, the founder of Lincoln
College, n venerable and somewhat sombre pile,
close to Exeter. Afterward he grew orthodox,
was made a bishop, and, becominga deadly en

emy of the party which he had deserted, found
ed a theological college specially to combat
" that new and pestilent sect, which assailed all
the sacraments and all the possessions of the
Church." These words are not a bad summa

ry of Wycliffeism, a movement directed at once
against the worldly wealth of the Establishment
and the sacramental and ceremonial system,
which failed any longer to satisfy the religions
heart. Whether Bishop Fleming's college con
tributed much toward the suppression of Prot
estant heresy in those days we do not know.
In the last century it produced a group of stu
dents of a serious turn, diligent in religious
studies and exercises, and on that account the

laughing-stock of their fellow-students in a skep

tical and scoffing age, at the head of whom was
the modern counterpart of Wycliffe— John Wes
ley.
Facing one way on High Street, the other on
the Radelyffe Square, with a fine Gothic front,
two quadrangles, and a pair of high towers in
debased Gothic style, but very picturesque,
stands All Souls College. Over the gateway in
High Street are sculptured the souls for whose re
lief from Purgatory the college was partly found
ed. Chichele, its founder, was Archbishop of
Canterbury and Chancellor of Heury V. Parlia
ment already at that time was moving the Crown
to secularize church property and apply it to the
defense of the realm. Shakspeare has immor
talized the statement of the chroniclers that
Archbishop Chichele urged his master to claim ,

the crown of France in order to divert him from
attending to these proposals. Some confirma
tion of this belief may perhaps be found in the
statutes of Chichele's college, which command
its members, as a duty more incumbent on them
even than that of learning, to pray for the eouIs
of King Heury V. and such of his companions
in arms as "drank the bitter cup of death" in
the fields of that glorious but unjust, and there
fore, in its ultimate issue, disastrous war. In
after-times, through some unexplained train of
accidents, the college became appropriated to
men of high family, and the claims of aristo
cratic connection are still struggling with those
of merit for the possession of the institution.
Chichele had been educated at New College,
the statutes of which he to a great extent copied.
Another son of the same house, who also copied
its statutes, was William of Waynflete, Chan
cellor of Heury VI., and founder of Magdalen
College, which stands beside the river Cherwell,
amidst its smooth expanses of lawn and under
its immemorial trees, the loveliest of all the
homes of learning, the richest in all that is dear
to a student's heart. Let one whose youth was
passed in that fair house pay his tribute of grat
itude and reverence to his founder's shade. In
this work, we may believe, the spirit of a states
man-prelate, tossed on the waves of civil war,
found relief from the troubles of an unquiet time.
Under that gateway, when the tracery, now
touched by age, was fresh, and the stone, now

gray, was white, passed Richard III., with his
crime in his heart. The shadow of his dark
presence is in the rooms of state over the gate
way, which have just been restored by the col
lege to their pristine magnificence. But pass
on, under the cloisters, through the quadrangle,
with its tranquil beauty, its level floor of green,
and its quaint symbolic figures, and you will
come to the walk consecrated b

y the gentle
genius of Addison.
The quadrangle, chapel, and hall are the
work of the founder. But the tower, which
lends grace to every view of Oxford, is believed
to be a monument of the taste and of the soar
ing genius of Wolsey, who was a Fellow of the
college, and the occurrence of whose name is

ominous of coming change.
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The next foundation, following hard upon
Magdalen, is Brasenose, a mass of buildings

close under the Radelyffe Library — dark, as
much from the discoloring of the stone as from

years. As the night of the Middle Ages passed
away, and the sun of the Renaissance climbed
the sky, more colleges and fewer monasteries

were founded. Yet the bishop and the pious
knight who jointly founded Brasenose had no
misgiving as to the perpetual continuance of
Roman Catholic devotions. They did not imag
ine that a day would come, and that soon, when
it would be no longer a duty to attend daily
mass, to repeat the Miserere and the Sancta
Marie Mater, to say the Paternoster five times a
day in honor of the five wounds of Christ, and
the Angelical Salutation as many times in honor
of the five joys of the Virgin. Yet the patent
of their foundation is dated in the third year of
Heury VIII.
Pent between Merton and Christchurch —a
confinement from which its growing greatness
may one day tempt it to escape by migration —
is Corpus Christi College. The quadrangle,
with its quaint sun-dial, stands as it was left
by the founder, Fox, Bishop of Winchester, a
statesman and diplomatist, trusted in the crafty
councils of Heury VII. We are now in full
Renaissance, and on the brink of the Reforma
tion. The name of the college, denoting a strong
belief in transubstantiation, and the devotions
prescribed in the statutes, show that the founder
was (as the holder of the rich see of Winchester
might be expected to be) an adherent of the
established faith. He had first intended to
found a monastery. But his far-sighted friend,
Bishop Oldham, said, "What! my lord, shall
we build houses and provide livelihoods for a

company of bussing [praying] monks, whose
end and fall we may ourselves live to see ? No,
no ; It is more meet that we should provide for
the increase of learning, and for such as by their
learning may do good to the Church and com
monwealth." To the Renaissance, however,
Fox's college emphatically belongs. For the
first time the classical authors are distinctly pre
scribed as studies, and a long and liberal list of
them is given in the statutes. Latin composi
tion, both in prose and verse, is enjoined ; and
even on holidays and in vacation the students
are required to practice themselves in writing
verses and letters, in the rules of eloquence, the
poets, orators, and historians. Greek as well
as Latin was to be spoken by the students in the
college hall—an enactment which bespeaks the
intoxicating enthusiasm excited by the revival
of learning. The foundation embraced two
classical lecturers for the whole University, and
Greece and Southern Italy are especially men
tioned as countries from which the lecturers are
to be taken. The language of the statutes them
selves affects classical elegance, and the framer
apologizes for not being perfectly Ciceronian.
Erasmus, who had visited the college, said that
it would be to Britain what the Mausoleum was
to Caria, what the Colossus was to Rhodes.

This it has hardly been, but it has produced
eminent men ; and here Arnold practiced in
youthful, almost boyish, debate the weapons
which he was afterward to wield for truth and
justice on an ampler field.

Pulpit eloquence as well as classical learning
was now in vogue, and the Fellows of Corpus
Christi College are required, when of a certain
standing, to preach in populous cities, and at
last, as the crowning test of their powers, at St.
Paul's Cross. To preach at St. Paul's Cross
went, among other Fellows of the College,
Richard Hooker; and those who have read his
life can tell with how ludicrous and calamitous
a result.
The hour of Medieval Catholicism was now
come ; but its grandest foundation at Oxford
was its last. The stately facade, the ample
quadrangle, the noble hall of Christchurch are
monuments, as every reader of Shakspearo
knows, of the magnificence of Cardinal Wol-
sey, a true Prince of the Church, with a prince
ly, if not with a pure, heart. Here we stand on
the point of transition between Catholic and
Protestant England. Wolsey was in every sense
the English Leo X. ; an indifferentist, probably,
in religion, as well as loose in morals, till mis
fortune and the approach of death made him
again turn to God ; an enthusiast only in learn

ing; one of a group of men who, by fostering
the new studies, promoted—without being aware
of it— the progress of the new faith, and built
with their own hands the funeral pile of their
own Church. He suppressed a number of small
monasteries to found Christchurch ; and no
doubt he felt for the monks—with their trump
ery, their gross legends, and their fabricated
relies—the same contempt which was felt for
them by Erasmus and Sir Thomas More, and all
other educated and enlightened men of the time.
But he started back, and was troubled in mind,
when he found that the eminent teachers whom
he had sought out with great pains for his new
college were teachers of other novelties besides
the classies.
Grand as it is

,

Christchurch is not what Wol
sey intended it to be. Had his design been ful
filled it would have been "Oxford" indeed, and
the University would have been almost' swal
lowed up in "Cardinal College," the name
which, with a spirit of self-glorification some
what characteristic of him, he intended to give
his foundation. But in the midst of his work
he fell ; and the King, whom he had served too
well, took his wealth and usurped his place as
the legal founder of Christchurch, though he
has not been able to usurp his place in history or
in the real allegiance of Christchurch men. The
college, however, though shorn of part of its
splendor, was still splendid. In aftcr-times it

became — in a social and political sense at least
—the first in England ; and the portraits which
line its hall are a gallery of English worthies in
Church and State.
And now over Oxford, as well as over the
rest of England —and moro fiercely, perhaps,
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than over any other city of England —swept the
great storm of the Reformation. The current
of religions thought which, left to itself, would
have flowed in a peaceful and beneficent stream,
restrained by the barriers of a political church,

at last burst upon society with the accumulated

fury of a pent-up torrent. The monasteries, in
Oxford as elsewhere, fell by a cruel though a

righteous doom ; their beauty was laid desolate.
For a moment the colleges were in danger. Our
charters were taken from us, and the hungry
courtiers, fleshed with the plunder of the mon
asteries, marked us for their prey. But Heury
VIII. was learned, and a friend of learning:
after a short hesitation ho drove off the pack of
ravening hounds, and the charters were given
back into our trembling hands. But every thing
monastic was rigorously suppressed. The great
bell of Christchurch, which Milton heard from
his neighboring house at Forest Hill, "swinging
slow with sullen roar," was saved from the
wreck of Ouseney Abbey, the chief monastery
of the city.
Tho revolution was almost ns great in the in
tellectual as in the ecclesiastical sphere. The
books of the great school philosophers and di
vines—of Aquinas, Duns Scotus, the Master of
tho Sontences—were torn up and scattered about
the college quadrangles. They had been the

"angelie," the "subtle," the "irrefragable"
doctors of their day.
To and fro swept the tide of controversy and
persecution from the beginning of the Reforma
tion, under Heury VIII., to the final settlement
under Elizabeth. Now Catholies were expelled
from their colleges by Edward VI., now Protest
ants by Mary, and again Catholies by Elizabeth.
In Broad Street, opposite Baliol College, a site
once occupied by the city ditch, is a spot mark
ed by a flat cross of stone. There Cranmer,
Latimer, and Ridley died. In the city wall,
close by, was their prison-house. While the
Protestant divines, Bucer and Fagius, reigned
in Oxford the wife of Fagius was buried near
the shrine of St. Frideswide, in Christchurch
Cathedral. The Catholies, in their hour of tri
umph, flung out the accursed wife of the heretic
from the holy ground. The Protestants, in their
turn victorious, mingled her bones with those
of the Saint ; and the dust of the two remains
forever blended together by the irony of fate.
Two colleges, Trinity and St. John's, were
founded during the brief Catholic reaction un
der Philip and Mary. As celibate institutions,
colleges, though less distinctively Catholic than
monasteries, were still more congenial to Ca
tholicism than to Protestantism, and it was nat-
ural that the fashion of founding them should
revive with Catholic ascendency. The founder
of Trinity, Sir Thomas Pope, was an ardent
partisan of the Reaction, and has earnestly en

joined his Fellows to avoid the contamination
of the Protestant heresy. He lived to sec them
make way for Protestants. Sir Thomas White,
the founder of St. John's, was a great merchant,
and one of a group whoso princely munificence

in the endowment of literary or charitable in
stitutions ennobled English commerce in those
days. In England, at the present day, a man
who has grown rich by commerce generally as
pires to found a family. In America, it seems,
he still aspires to found an institution.
The Elizabethan era was glorious at Oxford,
as well as elsewhere, though the literary spirit
of tho University was classical, not national,
like that which culminated in Shakspeare. The
learned Queen paid us a visit, was entertain
ed with classical dramas and flattered in clas
sical harangues ; and, at parting, expressed her
warm affection for the University. On Shot-
over Hill, over which the old London Road
passed, is a monument marking the spot to
which the Heads of Colleges toiled up to meet
her, and where, no doubt, there was abundance
of ceremony and genuflection. It need scarcely
be said that her still more learned successor
made the light of his countenance shine upon
us. In the great Quadrangle of the Schools, a
very noble monument of the late Tudor archi-
'tecture, upon a facade pedantically adorned
with all the Greek orders, sits the effigy of the
royal Solomon, majestic as when he drank the
rich incense of Bacon's adulation. And be it
said that James was, at all events, none the
worse for his learning. It inspired him with
some beneficent ideas, and redeemed his weak
ness from utter degradation.
James bestowed on the University the right
of sending representatives to Parliament. A
questionable boon. For though universities, if
they are worth any thing, will make their influ
ence felt in polities, it is not desirable that they
should be directly involved in the struggles of

political parties. Theirs should be a neutral

territory and a serener air.
Exeter College, founded by a prelate of Ed
ward II., was refounded and raised to its pres
ent magnificence by Sir William Petre, a states
man of the Elizabethan age, and an upholder
of the Spartan theory of education against As-
cham, who took the more liberal view. These
famous Elizabethan statesmen were all highly-
cultivated men. Cultivation without force may
be impotent, but force without cultivation is
blind. Force without cultivation has produced
great effects for the time ; but only cultivated
men have left their mark upon the world.
Another knight of the Elizabethan age, Sir
Thomas Bodley, founded the Bodleian Library,
now one of the famous libraries of the world.
The book-worm will scarcely find a greater par
adise than the good knight's antique reading-

room, especially in the quiet months of the sum
mer vacation. If the spirit of learned leisure
and repose breathes any where, it is there.
Jesus College was founded in the reign of

Elizabeth for Welshmen, the remnant of the old

Celtic inhabitants of Britain, who, saved from
the Saxon sword by the rampart of the Welsh
hills, had in that fastness preserved their na

tional languoge and character, and do still to
some extent preserve them, though railroads
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and other centralizing and civilizing influences
are now fast completing the inevitable work of
amalgamation. To draw Welsh students to En
glish universities would of course be an object
with all who desired the consolidation of the
United Kingdom. This was a Protestant col
lege, founded to uphold and disseminate the
faith which Lincoln College, its neighbor over
the way, had been founded to combat and put
down. The Fellows are adjured to prefer Scrip
ture to that which is not Scripture, truth to tra
dition. They are also directed specially to cul
tivate, and even to speak, Hebrew —a language
which Protestants loved as the key to the Old
Testament, and Catholies dreaded as the sure
source of misbeliefs. According to the strong
partisans of Catholicism, to learn Greek was he
retical, to learn Hebrew was diabolical. The
lingering love of clerical celibacy, however, be

trays itself in a statute forbidding the Principal
to marry. It is well known how strong this feel
ing was in the half-Catholic heart of the Virgin
Queen.
Wadham College was founded in the reign
of James I., on a site occupied by a monastery
of Austin friars. In style it is a mixture of the
Gothic college with the Tudor manor-house.
In beauty and attractiveness as a home of learn
ing it is second, perhaps, only to Magdalen.
It is, moreover, interesting as the last great
collegiate foundation of the medieval type, the
last creation of that medieval spirit, which, like
Gothic architecture, lingered at Oxford longer
than in any other place in Protestant Britain.
Sir Nicholas Wadham, whose name it bears,
seems to have been, liko a large portion of the
wealthier classes at that time, a wavercr in re

ligion. It is said that bo first intended to found
a monastery abroad, but afterward made up his
mind to found a college at home. Upon his
death his widow, Dame Dorothy Wadham, ful
filled his design by building and endowing this
noble house. The hand of time has touched it
with a far higher beauty, especially on its gar
den side, since its foundress looked upon her
work.
Two colleges, Pembroko and Worcester (the
latter known to our summer visitors by the beau

ty of its gardens), are of later date than Wad
ham ; but these grew up to their present goodly
proportions out of foundations which, in their
origin, were comparatively poorand insignificant.
Meantime a great change had been passing
over the character of the University. In the
thirteenth century we had been liberal and even
somewhat revolutionary, both in religion and

polities : we now became at once Tory and High
Church. We had been the school of liberty,
progress, hope: we now became the school of
doctrines most adverse to them all. This was
due mainly to the clerical character of the Fel
lowship, which, the University having been com

pletely absorbed in the colleges, bound her des
tinies to those of the Established Church and its

protector and ally, the Crown. The rule of cel
ibacy, and the somewhat monkish tendencies of

college life, also contributed to make Oxford,
as she has twice been, the scene of a great Ro
manizing reaction.
In restoring the beautiful Gothic Church of
St. Mary, where the University sermons are
preached, we have spared, on historical grounds,
an incongruous portico, in the Italian style,
which, though built nearly a century after the
Reformation, bears an image of the Virgin and
Child. This is a monument of Laud, and help
ed to send him to the scaffold. In the interior
quadrangle of St. John's College stand the stat
ues of Charles and Heurietta, placed there by
the same hand. Laud was the President of this
college. Here he learned the narrow, arbitrary
notions of gov£rnment which he afterward put
in practice with such fatal effect upon a more
important scene : and here, in angry college
controversies with the Puritans, he imbibed the
malignant hatred of that sect which, when he
had mounted to power, broke out in persecution.
Laud was a University reformer, though in
a despotic way. He gave us a new Code of
University Statutes, containing, no doubt, some
enactments which were useful in their day. But
here, too, he was Laud. He completely sacri
ficed liberty to order. He gave us no power of
amendment; and he legally bound upon our
necks the oligarchy toward which our once free
constitution had for some time been practically
tending. We burst his fetters only a few years
ago.

During the great civil war Oxford, once al
most the head-quarters of Simon de Montfort,
was the head-quarters of Charles. - The city
was in a state of siege. Study ceased. The
students were in arms. The Royalist Parlia
ments sat in our college halls and our Convoca
tion. One seat of learning became the mint.
Soldiers trooped in the streets. The college
plate was melted down into money ; and thus
perished, probably, a rare collection of medieval
works of art. The monuments of that period
are not houses of learning, but the traces of
earth-works which nnited the river Cherwell
with the Isis, and protected the beleaguered city.
The victorious Puritans have left their mark
on some painted windows and Romish images.
The extreme fanaties of the party would have
done away with universities and learning alto

gether, and left nothing but the Bible and the
pulpit. But Cromwell was of a different mind.
He was no incarnation either of mere fanaticism
or of brute force. He had been bred at a gram
mar-school and at Cambridge. What was more,
he had conversed on the highest themes with
the choicest spirits of his time. He protected
and fostered both universities, and did his best
to draw highly-cultivated men from them into
the public service. Of course he put Puritans
in our high places. But these men promoted
learning as well as Puritanism, restored disci

pline, revived education, and upheld the honor
of the University in their day.
Of course Oxford hailed the Restoration.
Alas for the depths of servility into which, in
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that her evil hour, she fell ! Archbishop Shel
don then reigned over us in the spirit of the
most violent Royalism and the narrowest intol
erance. The Sheldonian Theatre, in which our
Commemorations arc held, is his work. Let it
do what it may to redeem an unloved and un-
honored name.
The Radelyffe Library, rising with its Palla-
dian dome in not uupleasing contrast to the
Gothic buildings which surround it

,

and upon
the whole galaxy of which it looks down, is a
memorial of the Augustan glories of the reign
of Anne, of which even Tory Oxford did not
fail to catch the beams. Its founder, Dr. Rad
clyffe, was the court physician of the time.
Less pleasing memorials of the same age are
the Chapel of Trinity College, and other build
ings, designed by Aldrich, the Dean of Christ-
church in that day, a tasteless architect, but a
man of liberal culture, and the centre of a group
of scholars who made Christchurch illustrious in
his time.
And now we come to a period over which
every loyal son of Oxford will gladly pass as
quickly ns he may. The State Church of En
gland during the greater half of the last century
was torpid and corrupt, and Oxford shared its

torpor and corruption. The only spirit active in
the University was that of Jacobitism — a polit
ical conspiracy in favor of the heir of James II.,
and against the constitutional liberties of the
nation—destitute, in the case of the Oxford
Fellows, even of the redeeming lustre which
valor sheds over the self-devoted adherents of a

bad cause. Instead of bleeding at Preston and
Culloden, these men merely indulged their fac
tious feeling by "drinking the king over the
water," in what Gibbon calls the "deep but dull
potations which excused the brisk intemperance
of youth." In truth the University, in the proper
sense of the word, could scarcely be said to live
in those days. Her corpse was possessed b

y an
alien spirit of clerical depravity and political in
trigue. Learning slept, education languished,
university and college examinations became a
farce. Life in most of the colleges was indo
lent, sensual, and coarse. A few names, such
as those of Lowth and Wharton, redeemed our
dishonor. Christchurch — thanks, chiefly, to
the good scholars it received from Westminster
school—maintained a position higher than that
of the other colleges. But our general history,
for seventy or eighty years, was such that we
would gladly bury it in oblivion. It is not sur
prising that a University where duty was dead,
where religious faith was a mere prejudice deep

ly tainted with political bigotry, should have be
come the mother of skepticism and irreligion, or
that the most conspicuous name among the Ox
ford men of the last century should be that of
Gibbon. If wo seek architectural memorials
of this evil age, they will be found in tasteless
masses of modern building, such as the " new
buildings" at Magdalen, designed merely as lux
urious residences, without any thought of the
higher aims of architectural art.

The commencement of the present century,
when the mind of Europe had been stirred bv
the French Revolution, and the great straggles,
political and intellectual as well as military, to
which it gave birth, witnessed a revival of learn
ing and education at Oxford. Then it was that
our examinations were again made effective,
that our class-list was instituted, and that Ox
ford once more became, what she had so long
ceased to be, a power in the intellectual world.
Then it was that our Cannings and Peels began
to arise, and that we began again to send men
of worth and high aspirations into the service of
the state. Still we were High Tories. At Ox
ford, in 1814, the Allied Sovereigns celebrated
their victory, and a memorial of their visit is

seen in the portraits of the Emperor of Russia
and the King of Prussia, which hang, with that
of George IV. between them, in the Sheldonian
Theatre. Among the honors and rewards heaped
on the Duke of Wellington, the great chief of
the Tory party, was the Chancellorship of the
University, and at his installation Oxford was
the scene of a memorable gathering of his polit
ical adherents. It was, in fact, their first rally
after their great overthrow.
Scarcely, however, had the intellectual re
vival of the University commenced when, owing
to the clerical and half-monastic character of
the colleges, Oxford became the centre of the
great priestly and Romanizing reaction in the
Anglican Church, of which Dr. Newman was
the illustrious leader, and which was provoked
by the general progress of liberal opinions in the
nation and the victory of Parliamentary Reform.
The annals of that reaction belong rather to the
history of the Anglican Church than to that of
the University of Oxford. Bnt when it was at
its height it completely absorbed the intellectual
activity of the University, and fatally shattered
many a fine mind destined by nature to render
high service to Oxford and to the nation, but
now rendered useless, except as the wrecked
vessel which marks the sunken reef. Of this
attempt to revive the faith and the ecclesiasttcal
institutions of the Middle Ages, the architect
ural additions and restorations in the Gothic
style with which Oxford abounds, and which
have been made within the last thirty years, are
in part the monuments ; though they are main

ly the fruits of an improved taste in architecture,
and a returning preference for the Romantic

over the Classical in poetry and art. The Mar
tyrs' Memorial, also— erected near the spot
where Cranmer, Latimer, and Ridley suffered—

may be regarded as, in another sense, a monu

ment of the same epoch. It is the architectural
manifesto of the Protestant party against the

Romanizing doctrines of Dr. Newman and his
disciples.
The secession of Dr. Newman to the Church
of Rome closed, in truth, the history of the re

ligions movement of which he was the leader.
With him its genius, its poetry, its chivalry, its
fascinations for high intellects and spiritual na

tures passed away. Since that time it has al-
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most lost its spiritual character, and degenerated
into a mere State Church combination, the sub
servient ally of political Toryism, and the tool
of the Tory chiefs. Twenty years ago it carried
with it almost all the powerful intellects of the

University; now it has decisively lost them all.
Romanizing extravagances in ceremonial, lan

guage, dress, and all that Carlyle calls the
" millinery and upholstery" part of the move
ment, still go on ; but these are the freaks and
toys of children, not the deliberate efforts of
men to master the intellect of the world.
Since the catastrophe of Tractarianism the

proper interests of the University have revived,
and a more liberal spirit has begun to pervade
our society and administration. The Tractarian
movement, though itself reactionary, broke up
old Anglican and Tory prejudices, weaned act
ive minds from subservience to custom and tra
dition, loosened the soil in all directions, and
prepared the ground for healthier plants to grow.
Having trained those who were influenced by it
to rest on authority instead of resting on truth,

it
,

of course, at its downfall, left behind it a

certain amount of religious perplexity and dis
tress peculiar to Oxford, besides what is gener
ally prevalent in an age of final transition from
false authority to rational religion. But this is

accidental, and, as Oxford teachers and students
brace themselves to their proper duties, it will
pass away.
Meantime our coarse of education, till lately
confined to classies and mathematies, is being
rendered more liberal and more adequate to the
needs of our age by the admission of Science,
History, Jurisprudence, and Political Economy.
The Museum, newly built on the north of the
city, and the Taylor Institution for the study of
modern languages, are the architectural ex

pressions of an onward movement in education
almost as important as that which substituted
classical literature for the scholastic philosophy
in the sixteenth century.
We have also got rid, by the help of Parlia
ment, of the antiquated codes of statutes with
which each founder, anxious to perpetuate his
own will to the end of time, had prevented the
free development and frozen the life-blood of
his college. Our case is a warning to others,
especially to the citizens of the United States,
where private munificence displays itself to so
large an extent in the endowment of institutions,
against the danger, incident to perpetual en
dowments, of allowing the gifts of one genera
tion to become the fetters of those which follow.
No perpetual foundation should be permitted
without a power vested in proper authorities of
amending, from time to time, the regulations
of the founder, so far as is consistent with his
main object, which should always be distinctly
stated at the commencement of the instrument
of foundation.
At the same time and by the same assistance
we shook off, in part at least, the oligarchical
government imposed on us by Laud, and recov
ered in some measure the freedom of action and i
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the power of self-adaptation and development
without which no institution can long sustain
its greatness.
The friends of Reform and Progress within
the University did not call on the central Gov
ernment for aid without hesitation. All En
glishmen are attached to local liberties and jeal
ous of the interference of the central power.
We are, moreover, convinced that the great
places of national education and learning, as
the guardians of interests and principles which
are the common heritage of all, should be as
free as possible from the influence and vicissi
tudes of political parties. But it was for eman
cipation, not for interference, that Oxford re
formers appealed to Parliament ; and it was in

a case where, from the absence of any legal
power of amending our statutes, we were unable
to emancipate ourselves.
Moreover, from the predominance of the cler
ical element (the immemorial banc of our great

ness), .we are subjected, in academical legisla
tion, to an influence more sectional and more
injurious than that of any political party not
wholly regardless of the general interests of the
nation. It is on this account that the friends
of liberty at Oxford are obliged again to appeal
to Parliament to relieve us from the religious
tests, and enable us once more to become the
University of the whole nation. Your Oxford
guest will not exert himself with the less energy
or the less confidence in this cause after having,
once in bis life, breathed the air, to him so strange,
to you so happily familiar, of perfect religious
liberty, and learned, from the evidence of his own

senses, how false, how blasphemous, is the belief
that rational religion is opposed to freedom, or
that freedom is injurious to rational religion.
Thus we have traced, though necessarily in a
brief and summary way, the history of this group
of corporations, and seen the united threads of
their existence pass through many successive

phases of the national history, and reflect the
varying hues, the happy lights, and the melan

choly shadows of each phase in turn. We have
seen pass before us the long train of Founders,
in the characters and costumes of many success
ive ages : the sceptred Plantagenets ; the war
rior prelates ; the ecclesiastical statesmen of the
Middle Ages ; the grave knights, bountiful la

dies, and wealthy merchants of the Tudor age ;

the more familiar forms of modern intellect and
science. A common purpose runs through and
unites the whole, binding the present to all the

generations of the past. In the latest buildings
we see modern science installed in a home pre
pared for it by the Gothic architecture of the
Middle Ages.

It only remains to be said that Oxford, like all
the antiquities and glories of England, is yours
as well as ours. It is a part of the common her
itage of the Anglo-Saxon race. I trust that
any American who may come to it

, either as a

visitor or a student, will not fail to be welcomed,
as I know by happy experience that Englishmen

i are welcomed here.
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What shall I sing, and how,
Of what I suffer now?
To Nature trust, or Art,
The burden of my heart?

'Tis three weeks now—but three,
Since he was here with me :

The dreadful time has flown,

And now I am alone!

I left him in the morn,
(Not knowing how forlorn !)
There, in his little bed,
Weak, sick, but oh, not dead !

When I came back at noon,
(Too late, and yet so soon!)
They met me on the stairs,
Like Judgment unawares !

I stopped. "Your Will is dead!"
"It can not be," I said.
It could, it was—ah, why ?
What had ho done to die?

I knelt beside his bed,
I kissed his royal head,
His hand, his feet, his arm—

The body yet was warm !

I wept ! But did I weep ?
Or was my grief too deep?
I only know I cursed,
Pray Heaven that was the worst!

And shall I sing of this?
Or of the dark abyss
In which I grope apart,
Hugging my broken heart?

Not now, whate'er I may
In some far distant day ;
Enough what here appears,
Drowned in these bitter tears!

II.

Thr Christmas-time drew slowly near,
The happy days we loved to see;
Thrice had we had a Christmas-tree,

The evergreen of all the year.

"What have you brought me?" asked the boy
When I came home at night; and I
Made some, I know not what, reply,
The promise of a future toy.

" You must not ask mo any more,"
I said at last; "but wait and see,
When Christmas comes, your Christmas-tree,

For you shall havo it as before."

We meant to have a tiny one,
With pendent toys and lighted boughs;
But darkness fell upon the house,
For Death, in passing, took my son !

Nathless he had his Christmas-tree ;
For pines within the grave-yard stand,
Above his bed of yellow sand,
Beside the moaning of the sea.

in.
" Come unto these yeliow semds ;"
Not to sing a fairy song,

As when summer nights are sweet,
Keeping time with flying feet;

But to wring your hands,
Now the nights are long,
And the winds of winter blow,
Whirling round the drifts of snow,
Over him who lies below,

Buried (God have mercy !) in the yellow sands.

IV.

I sit in my lonesome chamber
This stilly winter night,
In the midst of quaint old volumes,
With the cheery fire in sight!

In the darkened room behind me,
My darling lies asleep,
Worn out with constant weeping—

'Tis now my turn to weep!

What do I weep for? Nothing!
Or a very common thing;
That the little boy I loved so,
Like a dove has taken wing!

He used to sleep beside us,
In reach of his mother's hand ;
They\have moved his bed—ah, whither?
And made him one in the sand!

Why didn't they make mine also?
I'm sure I want to go:
But no— I must live for his mother.
For she needs mo still, I know.
For her I must bear my sorrow,
Nor weep—when she can see;
She grieves too much already,

To waste a sigh for me !

V.

You think —I see it by your looks—
That I am buried in my books,
Wherein, as when he lived, I find
An easy solace for my mind.

It is not so. I try, indeed,
What charmed me once again to read ;

i Page after page I turn in vain—
They leave no meaning in my brain.
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I see the words—they come and go,
In dark procession, sad and slow,
Like mourners at a funeral—

I know wbo lies beneath the pall!

I dally with my books, and why ?
Read you the reason in my eye:
Because I would do more than weep;
Grief, even for Aim, may be too deep !

Had / been taken, what would he,
Dear heart! be doing now for me?
His few tears dried (the blow being new
We'll grant he sheds a tear or two),

He would have smiled as heretofore,
And soon have talked of me no more :
Like other little orphan boys,
He would be playing with his toys !

Should I, a child of larger growth
(You know you called us children, both),
Be, in my grief, less wise than he?
Or you be harder, love, with mo?

Then chide not, as you have to-day,
For poring o'er my books, but say,
"His ways remind me of the boys;
For see—he's playing with his toys !"

VL

What shall we do when those we love
Are gone to their seraphic rest?
Since we must live, what life is best

Before the clearer eyes abort?

Shall we recall them as they were,
The day, the hour, the dreadful blow

That, dealt in darkness, laid them low,
The coffin, and the sepulehre?

Or shall we rather (say, we can)
Be what we used to be of old ?
Work, one for love, and one for gold—

The tender woman, worldly man ?

ShalJ we be jealous if the heart
Lets go a moment of its dead?
Mistrust it

,

and revile the head,
And say to all but Death, " Depart t"

Or shall we willing be to take
What good we may in common things —
Blue skies, the sea, a bird that sings,

And other hearts that do not break?

What God approves, methinks, I know
(If aught we do approved can be),
But since my child was taken from me,

My only pleasure is in woe: —

My tortured heart, my frenzied head,
For when, as now, a smile appears,

I would be drowned in endless tears,
Or, happier, with my darling dead!

vn. .

We sat by the cheerless fireside,
Mother, and you, and I ;

All thinking of our darling,
And sad enough to die !

He lay in his little coffin,
In the room adjoining ours;
A Christmas wreath on his bosom,
His brow in a band of •flowers.

"We bury the boy to-morrow,"

I said, or seemed to say;
"Would I could keep it from coming
By lengthening out to-day !

"Why can't I sit by the fireside,
As I am sitting now,
And feel my gray hairs thinning,
And the wrinkles on my brow?

"God keep him there in his coffin
Till the years have rolled away!
If he must be buried to-morrow,

O let me die to-day!"

vra.
It looks in at the window,
Divinely bright and far,
The loving star of Venus,
Our little Willy's star!

He used to watch its rising,
As we have done to-night ;

Its lustrous, steel-blue twinkle,
Its steady heart of light!

"O mamma, there is Venus!"
Methinks I hear him cry,
As he leads us to the window,
To watch his brighter eye!

And once we saw him kneeling
Before it

,

in his chair,
Folding his hands together,
And making some sweet prayer!

What did he ask you, Venus?
To take his soul away?
Or, feeling he must leave us,
Perhaps he prayed to stay !

God knows; you can not tell us,
And he is gone afar;
And we are left in sorrow,
To gaze upon his star!

IX.

What shall I do next summer?
What will become of me
When I draw near my cottage,
Beside the solomn sea?

Along the dnsty road-side

I shall not see him run,
To greet his loving father,
So proud to meet his son!
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No longer in the distance
I'll strain my eager eyes,
To catch him at the window,
And mark his sweet surprise.

The gate how can I enter ?
How bear to touch the door
That opens in the chambers
Where he is seen no more?

When last- 1 crossed the threshold

(I'm glad I did not take
His dear dead body thither!)
I thought my heart would break.
"My son was here last summer:
He sat in yonder chair ;
And there, beside the window,
I kissed his golden hair !"

With every sweet remembrance
There came a burst of tears;
There is but one such tempest
In all our stormy years.

I kissed the chair he sat in,
The spot his feet had trod ;
I clutched the empty darknesa
To pluck him back from God.

0 ruined heart and hearth-stone!
What will become of me,
In my deserted dwelling
Beside the dreadful sea?

x.

This book of dirges, if it be
True to the hue of grief in me,
To what I am, my son, for thee,
Will be an endless stretch of plain,
Swept by the dreary autumn rain,
And winds that sob, like souls in pain !

No light, a blind sky overhead,
And every where a sense of dread :
For such my heart is—broken, dead !

XI.

When first he died there was no day
That was not saddened by my tears:
"And 'twill be thus," I said, "for years;
His memory can not fade away."

That first wild burst of grief is o'er,
The spring is sealed of wretchedness;
Not that I love my darling less,
But love, or think of, others more.

They move me as they could not then—
My brain at least, if not my heart ;
And so I try to act my part
As patiently as lesser men.

Pale fathers pass me in the street,
Whose little sons, like mine, are dead ;
I see it in the drooping head,
And in the wandering of the feet!

xn.
The dreary winter days are past,
The cloudy sky, the bitter blast:
Gone is the snow, the sleet
That glazed each rugged street.

All things proclaim that Spring is near,
Rejoicing in the wakened Year:
Even 7, whose tears are shed
Above the Winter dead!

Darker than now my death can be,
In that it took my boy from me—
My heart it did not wring
Like this first breath of Spring!

What though the clouds were thick o'erhead,
And Earth was iron to my tread,
Rains poured, snows whirled, winds blew,

And my great grief was new?

'Twas still— if not a solnce, yet
Something akin that laid regret.
It hushed my useless moan
To think I was alone!

When drove the snow, the thought would rise,
"It does not blind his little eyes!"
When winds were sharp I smiled ;
"They can not stab my child!"

Now Spring is come, I sigh and say,
"He can not see this sunny day,
Nor feel this balmy air
That longs to kiss bis hair!"

The tender spirit of the hour
That stirs the sap, and paints the flower,
Enfolding land and sea,
And quickening even me,

So stings my soul, I hold my breath,
And try to break the dream of death,
And stagger on his track
Until I snatch him back!

Great God ! if he should feel it there,
(Where, where—some angel tell me where ?)
And struggle so for me,
How terrible 'twould be!

R. H. STODDARD.
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OUR MUTUAL FRIEND.
BY CHARLES DICKENS.

IN FOUR BOOKS.— BOOK THE THIRD. A LONG LANE.

CHAPTER VIII.
TUE END OF A LONO JOURNEY.

THE
train of carts and horses came and went
all day from dawn to nightfall, making

little or no daily impression on the heap of

ashes, though, as the days passed on, the heap
was seen to be slowly melting. My lords and
gentlemen and honorable boards, when yon in
the course of your dust-shoveling and cinder-

raking have piled up a mountain of pretentious
failure, you must off with your honorable coats
for the removal of it

,

and fall to the work with
the power of all the queen's horses and all the

queen's men, or it will come rushing down and
bury us alive.
Yes, verily, my lords and gentlemen and hon
orable boards, adapting your Catechism to the

occasion, and by God's help so you must. For
when we have got things to the pass that with
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an enormous treasure at disposal to relieve the

poor, the best of the poor detest our mercies,
hide their heads from us, and shame us by starv
ing to death in the midst of us, it is a pass im
possible of prosperity, impossible of continuance.
It may not be so written in the Gospel accord
ing to Podsnappery; you may not "find these
words" for the text of a sermon, in the Returns
of the Board of Trade ; but they have been the
truth since the foundations of the universe were
laid, and they will be the truth until the founda
tions of the universe are shaken by the Builder.
This boastful handiwork of ours, which fails in
its terrors for the professional pauper, the sturdy
breaker of windows and the rampant tearer of

clothes, strikes with a cruel and a wicked stab
at the stricken sufferer, and is a horror to the
deserving and unfortunate. We must mend it

,

lords and gentlemen and honorable boards, or in
its own evil hour it will mar every one of us.
Old Betty Higden fared upon her pilgrimage
as many ruggedly honest creatures, women and

men, faro on their toiling way along the roads
of life. Patiently to earn n spare bare living, and

quietly to die, untouched b
y work-house hands—

this was her highest sublunary hope.
Nothing had been heard of her at Mr. Boffin's
house since she trudged off. The weather had
been hard and the roads had been bad, and her
spirit was up. A less stanch spirit might have
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been subdued by such adverse influences ; but
ihe lonn for her little outfit wns in no part re

paid, and it had gone worse with her than she
had foreseen, and she was put upon proving her
case and maintaining her independence.
Faithful soul 1 When she had spoken to the
Secretary of that " deadness that steals over me
at times," her fortitude had made too little of
it. Oftener and ever oftener, it came stealing
over her ; darker and ever darker, like the shad
ow of advancing Death. That the shadow should
be deep as it came on, like the shadow of an
actual presence, was in accordance with the laws
of the physical world, for all the Light that shone
on Betty lligden lay beyond Death.
The poor old creature had taken the upward
course of the river Thames as her general track ;
it was the track in which her last home lay, and
of which she had last had local love and knowl
edge. She had hovered for a little while in the
near neighborhood of her abandoned dwelling,
and had sold, and knitted and sold, and gone on.
In the pleasant towns of Chertsey, Walton,
Kingston, and Staines, her figure camo to be

quite well known for some short weeks, and then

again passed on.
She would take her stand in market-places,
where there were such things, on market-days ;
at other times, in the busiest (that wns seldom

very busy) portion of the little quiet High Street ;
at still other times she would explore the outly
ing roads for great houses, and would ask leave
at the Lodge to pass in with her basket, and

would not often get it. But ladies in carriages
would frequently make purchases from her trifling
stock, and were usually pleased with her bright

eyes and her hopeful speech. In these and her
clean dress originated a fable that she was well-
to-do in the world : one might say, for her sta

tion, rich. As making a comfortable provision
for its subject which costs nobody any thing, this
class of fable has long been popular.
In those pleasant little towns on Thames you
may hear the fall of the water over the weirs, or
even, in still weather, the rustle of the rushes ;
and from the bridge you may see the young riv
er, dimpled like a young child, playfully gliding

away among the trees, uupolluted by the defile
ments that lie in wait for it on its course, nnd as

yet out of hearing of the deep summons of the
sea. It were too much to pretend that Betty
Higden made out such thoughts ; no ; but she
heard the tender river whispering to many like
herself, "Come to me, come to me ! When the
cruel shame and terror you have so long fled
from most beset you, come to me ! I am the
Relieving Officer appointed by eternal ordinance
to do my work ; I am not held in estimation ac
cording as I shirk it. My breast is softer than
the pauper-nurse's ; death in my arms is peace-
fuller than among the pauper-wards. Come to
me!"
There was abundant place for gentler fancies

too, in her untutored mind. Those gentlefolks
and their children inside those fine houses, could

they think, as they looked out at her, what it
was to be really hungry, really cold ? Did they
feel any of the wonder about her that she felt
about them ? Bless the dear laughing children !
If they could have seen sick Johnny in her arms
would they have cried for pity? If they could
have seen dead Johnny on that little bed would
they have understood it ? Bless the dear chil
dren, for his sake, any how 1 So with the hum
bler houses in the little street, the inner fire
light shining on the panes as the outer twilight
darkened. When the families gathered indoors
there, for the night, it was only a foolish fancy
to feel as if it were a little hard in them to close
the shutter and blacken the flame. So with the
lighted shops, and speculations whether their
masters and mistresses taking tea in a perspec
tive of back-parlor —not so far within but that
the flavor of tea and toast came out, mingled
with the glow of light, into the street— ate or
drank or wore what they sold, with the greater
relish because they dealt in it. So with the
church-yard on a branch of the solitary way to
the night's sleeping-place. "Ah me ! The dead
and I seem to h/ve it pretty much to ourselves
in the dark and in this weather ! But so much
the better for all who are warmly housed at
home." The poor soul envied no one in bitter
ness, and grudged no one any thing.
But the old abhorrence grew stronger on her
as she grew weaker, and it found more sustain
ing food than she did in her wanderings. Now.
she would light upon the shameful spectacle of
some desolate creature—or some wretched rag
ged groups of cither sex, or of both sexes, with
children among them huddled together like the
smaller vermin for a little warmth — lingering
and lingering on a doorstep, while the appointed
evader of the public trust did his dirty office of

trying to weary them out and so get rid of them.
Now, she would light upon some poor decent

person, like herself, going afoot on a pilgrimage
of many weary miles to see some worn-out rela
tive or friend who had been charitably «lutched
off to a great blank barren Union House, as far
from old home as the County Jail (the remote
ness of which is always its worst punishment for
small rural offenders), and in its dietary, and in
its lodging, and in its tending of the sick, a
much more penal establishment. Sometimes she
would hear a newspaper read out, and would
learn how the Registrar-General cast up the units
that had within the last week died of want and
of exposure to the weather : for which that Re
cording Angel seemed to have a regular fixed
place in his sum, as if they were its half-pence.
All such things she would hear discussed, as we,
my lords and gentlemen and honorable boards,
in our unapproachable magnificence never hear
them, and from all such things she would fly
with the wings of raging Despair.
This is not to be received as a figure of speech.
Old Betty Higden however tired, however foot
sore, would start up and be driven away by her
awakened horror of falling into the hands of
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Charity. It is a remarkable Christian improve
ment, to have made a pursuing Fury of the
Good Samaritan ; but it was so in this case, and
it is a type of many, many, many.
Two incidents united to intensify the old un
reasoning abhorrence — granted in a previous
place to be uureasoning, because the people al

ways are uureasoning, and invariably make a

point of producing all their smoke without fire.

One day she was sitting in a market-place on
a bench outside an inn, with her little wares for

sale, when the deadness that she strove against
came over her so heavily that the scene depart
ed from before her eyes ; when it returned, she
found herself on the ground, her head supported

by some good-natured market-women, and a lit
tle crowd about her.
"Are you better now, mother?" asked one
of the women. "Do you think you can do
nicely now ?"
' ' Have I been ill then ?" asked old Betty.
" You have had a faint like," was the answer,
"or a fit. It ain't that you've been a-strug-
gling, mother, but you've been

^tiff
and numbed."

"Ah!" said Betty, recovermg her memory.
" It's the numbuess. Yes. It comes over me
at times."
"Was it gone?" the women asked her.
"It's gone now," said Betty. "I shall be
stronger than I was afore. Many thanks to ye,
my dears, and when you come to be as old as I
am, may others do as much for you I"
They assisted her to rise, but she could not
stand yet, and they supported her when she sat
down again upon the bench.
" My head's a bit light, and my feet are a bit
heavy,

" said old Betty, leaning her face drowsi

ly on the breast of the woman who had spoken
before. " They'll both come nat'ral in a min
ute. There's nothing more the matter."
"Ask her," said some farmers standing by,
who had come out from their market-dinner,
" who belongs to her."
"Are there any folks belonging to you, mo
ther?" said the woman.
"Yes, sure," answered Betty. "I heerd the
gentleman say it

,

but I couldn't answer quick
enough. There's plenty belonging to me. Don't

ye fear for me, my dear."
" But are any of 'em near here ?" said the
men's voices ; the women's voices chiming in

when it was said, and prolonging the strain.

"Quite near enough," said Betty, rousing
herself. "Don't ye be afeard for me, neigh
bors."
"But you are not fit to travel. Where arc
you going ?" was the next compassionate chorus
she heard.
" I'm agoing to London when I've sold out
all," said Betty, rising with difficulty. "I've
right good friends in London. I want for no
thing. I shall come to no harm. Thankye.
Don't ye be afeard for me."
A well-meaning by-stander, yellow-legginged
and purple - faced, said hoarsely over his red

comforter, as she rose to her feet, that she
" oughtn't to be let to go."
" For the Lord's love don't meddle with me!"
cried old Betty, all her fears crowding on her.
"I am quite well now, and I must go this min
ute."
She caught up her basket as she spoke and
was making an unsteady rush away from them,
when the same by-stander checked her with his
hand on her sleeve, and urged her to come with
him and see the parish doctor. Strengthening
herself by the utmost exercise of her resolution,
the poor trembling creature shook him off, al
most fiercely, and took to flight. Nor did she
feel safe until she had set a mile or two of by
road between herself and the market-place, and
had crept into a copse, like a hunted animal, to
hide and recover breath. Not until then for the
first time did she venture to recall how she had
looked over her shoulder before turning out of
the town, and had seen the sign of the White
Lion hanging across the road, and the fluttering
market booths, and the old gray church, and the
little crowd gazing after her but not attempting
to follow her.
The second frightening incident was this. She
had been again as bad, and had been for some

days better, and was traveling along by a part
of the road where it touched the river, and in
wet seasons was so often overflowed by it that
there were tall white posts set up to mark the

way. A barge was being towed toward her, and
she sat down on the bank to rest and watch it.
As the tow-rope was slackened b

y a turn of the
stream and dipped into the water, such a con
fusion stole into her mind that she thought she
saw the forms of her dead children and dead
grandehildren peopling the barge, and waving

their hands to her in solemn measure ; then, as
the rope tightened and came up, dropping dia
monds, it seemed to vibrato into two parallel
ropes and strike her, with a twang, though it
was far off. When she looked again, there was
no barge, no river, no daylight, and a man whom
she had never before seen held a candle close
to her face.
"Now, Missus," said he; "where did yon
come from and where are you going to ?"
The poor soul confusedly asked the counter-

question where she was ?

"I am the Lock," said the man.
"The Lock ?"
" \ am the Deputy Lock, on job, and this is

the Lock-house. (Lock or Deputy Lock, it's all
one, while the t'other man's in the hospital.)
What's your Parish?"
" Parish !" She was up from the truckle-bed
directly, wildly feeling about her for her basket,

and gazing at him in affright.

"You'll be asked the question down town,"
said the man. "They won't let you be more
than a Casual there. They'll pass you on to
your settlement, Missis, with all speed. You're
not in a state to be let come upon strange par
ishes 'ceptin as a Casual.

"
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" 'Twas the deadness again !" murmured Betty
Higden, with her hand to her head.
"It was the deadness, there's not a doubt
about it," returned the man. "I should have
thought the deadness was a mild word for it

, if

it had been named to me when we brought you
in. Have you got any friends, Missis ?"
"The best of friends, Master."
" I should recommend your looking 'em up \{

you consider 'em game to do any thing for you,
said the Deputy Lock. " Have you got any
money ?"
"Just a morsel of money, Sir."
" Do you want to keep it ?" •

"Sure I do 1"

"Well, you know," said the Deputy Lock,
shrugging his shoulders with his hands in his

pockets, and shaking his head in a sulkily omin

ous manner, " the parish authorities down town
will have it out of you, if you go on, you may
tako your Alfred David."
" Then I'll not go on."
"They'll make you pay, as fur as your money
will go," pursued the Deputy, "for your relief as a
Casual and for your being passed to your Parish."
"Thank ye kindly, Master, for your warning,
thank ye for your shelter, and good-night."
" Stop a bit," said the Deputy, striking in be
tween her and the door. "Why are you all of

a shake, and what's your hurry, Missis '<"
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"Oh, Master, Master," returned Betty Hig-
den, "I've fought against the Parish and fled
from it

,

all my life, and I want to die free of
it !"

" I don't know," said the Deputy, with delib
eration, " as I ought to let you go. I'm a hon
est man as gets my living by the sweat of my
brow, and I may fall into trouble by letting you
go. I've fell into trouble afore now, by George,
and I know what it is, and it's made me careful.
You might be took with your deadness again,
half a mile off— or half of half a quarter, for
the matter of that— and then it would be asked,
Why did that there honest Deputy Lock let her
go, instead of putting her safe with the Parish ?

That's what a man of his character ought to
have done, it would be argueyfied," said the

Deputy Lock, cunnmgly harping on the strong
string of her terror ; "he ought to have handed
her over safe to the Parish. That was to be ex
pected of a man of his merits."
As he stood in the doorway the poor old care
worn wayworn woman burst into tears, and
clasped her hands, as if in a very agony she
prayed to him.
"As I've told you, Master, I've the best of
friends. This letter will show how true I spoke,
and they will be thankful for me."
The Deputy Lock opened the letter with a
grave face, which underwent no change as he

eyed its contents. But it might have done, if he
could have read them.
" What amount of small change, Missis," he
said, with an abstracted air, after a little medi
tation, " might you call a morsel of money ?"
Hurriedly emptying her pocket, old Betty laid
down on the table a shilling, and two sixpenny
pieces, and a few pence.
"If I was to let you go instead of handing
you over safe to the Parish," said the Deputy,
counting the money with his eyes, " might it be
your own free wish to leave that there behind

you?" .

" Take it, Master, take it, and welcome and
thankful !"

"I'm a man," said the Deputy, giving her
back the letter, and pocketing the coins, one b

y

one, "as earns his living by the sweat of his
brow ;" here he drew his sleeve across his fore
head, as if this particular portion of his humble
gains were the result of sheer hard labor and
virtuous industry ; " and I won't stand in your
way. Go where you like."

She was gone out of the Lock-house as soon

as he gave her this permission, and her tottering

steps were on the road again. But, afraid to go
back and afraid to go forward ; seeing what she

fled from, in the sky-glare of the lights of the
little town before her, and leaving a confused

horror of it every where behind her, as if she
had escaped it in every stone of every market

place ; she struck off b
y side ways, among which

she got bewildered and lost. That night she
took refuge from the Samaritan in his latest ac

credited form, under a farmer's rick ; and if—

worth thinking of, perhaps, my fellow-Chris
tians — the Samaritan had in the lonely night
"passed b

y on the other side," she would have
most devoutly thanked High Heaven for her es
cape from him.
The morning found her afoot again, but fast
declining as to the clearness of her thoughts,
though not as to the steadiness of her purpose.
Comprehending that her strength was quitting
her, and that the struggle of her life was al

most ended, she could neither reason out the
means of getting back to her protectors, nor
even form the idea. The overmastering dread,
and the proud stubborn resolution it engendered
in her to die nndegraded, were the two distinct
impressions left in her failing mind. Supported
only by a sense that she was bent on conquering
in her life-long fight, she went on.
The time was come now when the wants of
this little life were passing away from her. She
could not have swallowed food though a table
had been spread for her in the next field. The

day was cold and wet, but she scarcely knew it.
She crept on, poor soul, like a criminal afraid
of being taken, and felt little beyond the terror
of falling down while it was yet daylight, and
being found alive. She had no fear that she
would live through another night.

Sewn in the breast of her gown, the money to

pay for her burial was still intact. If she could
wear through the day, and then lie down to die
under cover of the darkness, she would die in
dependent. If she were captured previously,
the money would bo taken from her as a pauper
who had no right to it

, and she would be carried
to the accursed work-house. Gaining her end,
the letter would be found in her breast, along
with the money, and the gentlefolks would say
when it was given back to them, " She prized

it
, did old Betty Higden ; she was true to it ;

and while she lived she would never let it be

disgraced by falling into the hands of those that
she held in horror." Most illogical, inconse

quential, and light-headed, this; but travelers
in the valley of the shadow of death are apt to
bo light-headed ; and worn-out old people of low
estate have a trick of reasoning as indifferently
as they live, and doubtless would appreciate our

Poor Law more philosophically on an income
of ten thousand a year.
So, keeping to by-ways, and shunning human

approach, this troublesome old woman hid her

self, and fared on all through the dreary day.
Yet so unlike was she to vagrant hiders in gen

eral that sometimes, as the day advanced, there
was a bright fire in her eyes, and a quicker beat

ing at her feeble heart, as though she said ex-

ultingly, "The Lord, will see me through it!"
By what visionary hands she was led along
upon that journey of escape from the Samaritan ;

by what voices, hushed in the grave, she seemed
to be addressed ; how she fancied the dead child
in her arms again, and times innumerable ad
justed her shawl to keep it warm ; what infinite

variety of forms of tower and roof and steeple
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the trees took ; how many furious horsemen rode

at her, crying, "There she goes! Stop! Stop,
Betty Higden !" and melted away as they came

close ; be these things left untold. Faring on
and hiding, hiding and faring on, the poor harm

less creature, as though she were a Murderess

and the whole country were up after her, wore

out the day and gained the night.
"Water-meadows, or such like," she had some

times murmured, on the day's pilgrimage, when

she had raised her head and taken any note of

the real objects about her. There now arose in

the darkness a great building, full of lighted
windows. Smoke was issuing from a high chim

ney in the rear of it
,

and there was the sound of

a water-wheel at the side. Between her and the

building lay a piece of water, in which the light

ed windows were reflected, and on its nearest
margin was a plantation of trees. "I humbly
thank the Power and the Glory," said Betty
Higden, holding up her withered hands, "that

I have come to my journey's end !"

She crept among the trees to the trunk of a
tree whence she could see, beyond some inter
vening trees and branches, the lighted windows,
both in their reality and their reflection in the
water. She placed her orderly little basket at
her side, and sank upon the ground, supporting
herself against the tree. It brought to her mind
the foot of the Cross, and she committed her

self to Him who died upon it. Her strength
held out to enable her to arrange the letter in
her breast, so as that it could be seen that she
had a paper there. It had held out for this,
and it departed when this was done.
"I am safe here," was her last benumbed
thought. "When I am found dead at the foot
of the Cross it will be by some of my own sort ;

some of the working people who werk among
the lights yonder. I can not see the lighted
windows now, but they are there. I am thank
ful for all !"»***««
The darkness gone, and a face bending
down.
"It can not be the boofer lady?"
" I don't understand what you say. Let me
wet your lips again with this brandy. I have
been away to fetch it. Did you think that I

was long gone ?"
It is as the face of a woman, shaded by a
quantity of rich dark hair. It is the earnest
face of a woman who is young and handsome.
But all is over with me on earth, and this must
be an Angel.
"Have I been long dead?"
" I don't understand what yon say. Let me
wet your lips again. I hurried all I could, and
brought no one back with me, lest you should
die of the shock of strangers."
"Am I not dead?"
" I can not understand what yon say. Your
voice is so low and broken that I can not hear
you. Do you hear me ?" ,

"Yes."

" Do von mean Yes?"
"Yes.'"
" I was coming from my work just now, along
the path outside (I was up with the night-hands
last night), and I heard a groan, and found you
lying here."
"What work, deary?"
"Did you ask what work? At the paper-
mill."
"Where is it?"
"Your face is turned up to the sky, and yon
can't see it. It is close by. You can see my
face, here, between you and the sky ?"
"Yes."
" Dare I lift you ?"
"Not yet."
" Not even liftyour head to get it on my arm ?

I will do it by very gentle degrees. You shall
hardly feci it."
"Not yet. Paper. Letter."
"This paper in your breast ?"
"Bless ye 1"
"Let me wet your lips again. Am I to open
it? To read it?"
"Bless ye!"
She reads it with surprise, and looks down
with a new expression and an added interest on
the motionless face she kneels beside.
"I know these names. I have heard them
often."
"Will you send it, my dear?"
"I can not understand you. Let me wet
your lips again, and your forehead. There.

O poor thing, poor thing!" These words
through her fast-dropping tears. "What was

it that you asked me? Wait till I bring my
ear quite close."
"Will you send it, my dear?"
"Will I send it to the writers? Is that your
wish ? Yes, certainly."
"You'll not give it up to any one but them ?"
"No."
" As you must grow old in time, and come to
yotfr dying hour, my dear, you'll not give it up
to any one but them ?"
" No. Most solemnly."
"Never to the Parish!" with a convulsed
straggle.
"No. Most solemnly."
"Nor let the Parish tonch me, nor yet so
much as look at me !" with another struggle.
"No. Faithfully."
A look of thankfulness and triumph lights the
worn old face. The eyes, which have been dark

ly fixed upon the sky, turn with meaning in them
toward the compassionate face from which the
tears are dropping, and a smile is on the aged
lips as they ask :

"What is your name, my dear?"
"My name is Lizzie Hexam."
"I must be sore disfigured. Are you afraid
to kiss me?"
The answer is

,

the ready pressure of her lips
upon the cold but smiling mouth.
" Bless ye ! Now lift me, my love."
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Lizzie Hexam very softly raised the weather-
stained gray head and lifted her as high as
Heaven.

CHAPTER IX.

SOMEBODY BECOMES IHE 8UBJECT OF A PRE
DICTION.

" 'We give thee heartv thanBs for that
it hath pleased thee to deliver this our
sister out of the miseries of this sinful
world.' " So read the Reverend Frank Mil-
vey in a not untroubled voice, for his heart mis

gave him that all was not quite right between
us and our sister—or say our sister in Law—

Poor Law—and that we sometimes read these
words in an awful manner over our Sister and

our Brother too.
And Sloppy—on whom the brave deceased
had never turned her back until she ran away
from him, knowing that otherwise he would not

be separated from her—Sloppy could not in his
conscience as yet find the hearty thanks required
of it. Selfish in Sloppy, and yet excusable, it
may be humbly hoped, because our sister had
been more than his mother.

The words were read above the ashes of Betty
Higden, in a corner of a church-yard near the
river; in a church-yard so obscure that there
was nothing in it but grass-mounds, not so much
as one single tombstone. It might not be to do
an uureasonably great deal for the diggers and

hewers, in a registering age, if we ticketed their
graves at the common charge ; so that a new

generation might know which was which: so
that the soldier, sailor, emigrant, coming home,
should be able to identify the resting-place of
father, mother, playmate, or betrothed. For
we turn up our eyes and say that we arc all
alike in death, and we might tnrn them down
and work the saying ont in this world, so far.
It would be sentimental, perhaps? But how
say ye, my lords and gentlemen and honorable
boards, shall we not find good standing-room left
for a little sentiment, if we look into our crowds ?
Near unto the Reverend Frank Milvey as he
read stood his little wife, John Rokesmith the
Secretary, and Bella Wilfer. These, over and
above Sloppy, were the mourners at the lowly
grave. Not a penny had been added to the

money sewn in her dress: what her honest
spirit had so long projected was fulfilled.
"I've took it in my head," said Sloppy, lay
ing it

,

inconsolable, against the church door,
when all was done : "I've took it in my wretch
ed head that I might have sometimes turned a
little harder for her, and it cuts me deep to think
so now."
The Reverend Frank Milvey, comforting
Sloppy, expounded to him how the best of us
were more or less remiss in our turnings at our
respective Mangles —some of us very much so—
and how wo were all a halting, failing, feeble,
and inconstant crew.

"She warn't, Sir," said Sloppy, taking this
ghostly counsel rather ill, in behalf of his late
benefactress. "Let us speak for ourselves, Sir.
She went through with whatever duty she had
to do. She went through with me, she went
through with the Minders, she went through
with herself, she went through with every think.

O Mrs. Higden, Mrs. Higden, you was a wo
man and a mother and a mangier in a million
million !"

With those heart-felt words Sloppy removed
his dejected head from the church door, and
took it back to the grave in the corner, and laid

it down there, and wept alone. "Not a very
poor grave," said the Reverend Frank Milvey,
brushing his hand across his eyes, " when it has
that homely figure on it. Richer, I think, than

it could be made by most of the sculpture in
Westminster Abbey !"

They left him undisturbed and passed out at
the wicket-gate. The water-wheel of the paper-
mill was audible there, and seemed to have a
softening influence on the bright wintry scene.

They had arrived but a little while before, and
Lizzie Hexam now told them the little she could
add to the letter in which she had inclosed Mr.
ltokesmith's letter and had asked for their in
structions. This was merely how she had heard
the groan, and what had afterward passed, and
how she had obtained leave for the remains
to be placed in that sweet, fresh, empty store
room of the mill from which they had just
accompanied them to the church-yard, and
how the last requests had been religiously ob
served.

"I conld not have done it nil, or nearly all,
of myself," said Lizzie. "I should not have
wanted the will ; but I should not have had the
power, without our managing partner."
" Surely not the Jew who received us?" said
Mrs. Milvey.

(" My dear," observed her husband in paren
thesis, "why not?")
"The gentleman certainly is a Jew," said
Lizzie, "and the Lady, his wife, is a Jewess,
and I was first brought to their notice by a Jew.
But I think there can not be kinder people in
the world."
"But suppose they try to convert you!" sug
gested Mrs. Milvey, bristling in her good little
way, as a clergyman's wife.
"To do what, ma'am?" asked Lizzie, with a

modest smile.
"To make you change your religion," said
Mrs. Milvey.
Lizzie shook her head, still smiling. "They
have never asked me what my religion is. They
asked me what my story was, and I told them.
They asked me to be industrious and faithful,
and I promised to be so. They most willingly
and cheerfully do their duty to all of us who are
employed here, and we try to do ours to them.
Indeed they do much more than their duty to

us, for they are wonderfully mindful of us in
many ways."
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" It is easy to see you're a favorite, my dear,"
said little Mrs. Milvey, not quite pleased.
"It would bo very ungrateful in me to say I
am not," returned Lizzie, " for I have been al
ready raised to a place of confidence here. But
that makes no difference in their following their
own religion and leaving all of us to ours. They
never talk of theirs to us, and they never talk
of ours to ns. If I was the last in the mill it
would be just the same. They never asked me
what religion that poor thing had followed."
"My dear," said Mrs. Milvey, aside to the
Reverend Frank, "I wish you would talk to
her."
"My dear," said the Reverend Frank aside
to his good little wife, " I think I will leave it to
somebody else. The circumstances are hardly
favorable. There are plenty of talkers going'
about, my love, and she will soon find one."
While this discourse was interchanging, both
Bella and the Secretary observed Lizzie Hexam
with great attention. Brought face to face for
the first time with the daughter of his supposed
murderer, it was natural that John Harmon
should have his own secret reasons for a careful
scrutiny of her countenance and manner. Bella
knew that Lizzie's father had been falsely ac
cused of the crime which had had so great an
influence on her own life and fortunes ; and her
interest, though it had no secret springs, like
that of the Secretary, was equally natural. Both
had expected to see something very different
from the real Lizzie Hexam, and thus it fell out
that she became the unconscious means of bring
ing them together.
For, when they had walked on with her to the
little house in the clean village by the paper-
mill, where Lizzie had a lodging with an elder
ly couple employed in the establishment, and
when Mrs. Milvey and Bella had been up to see
her room and had come down, the mill bell
rang. This called Lizzie away for the time,
and left the Secretary and Bella standing rather
awkwardly in the small street; Mrs. Milvey
being engaged in pursuing the village children,
and her investigations whether they were in
danger of becoming children of Isracl ; and the
Reverend Frank being engaged— to say the truth
— in evading that branch of his spiritual func
tions, and getting out of sight surreptitiously.
Bella at length said :
"Hadn't we better talk about the commission
we have undertaken, Mr. Rokesmith ?"
"By all means," said the Secretary.
"I suppose," faltered Bella, "that we are
both commissioned, or we shouldn't both be
here?"
" I suppose so,'' was the Secretary's answer.
" When I proposed to come with Mr. and Mrs.
Milvey," said Bella, "Mrs. Boffin urged me to
do so, in order that I might give her my small
report— it's not worth any thing, Mr. Rokesmith,
except for it's being a woman's—which indeed
with you may bo a fresh reason for it's being
worth nothing—of Lizzie Hexam."

"Mr. Boffin," said the Secretary, "directed
me to come for the same purpose."
As they spoke they were leaving the little
street and emerging on the wooded landscape by
the river.
" You think well of her, Mr. Rokesmith ?"
pursued Bella, conscious of making all the ad
vances.

"I think highly of her."
" I am so glad of that ! Something quite re
fined in her beauty, is there not?"
" Her appearance is very striking."
"There is a shade of sadness upon her that is
quite touching. At least I— I am not setting up
my own poor opinion, you know, Mr. Roke
smith," said Bella, excusing and explaining her
self in a pretty shy way; "I am consulting
you."
" I noticed that sadness. I hope it may not,"
said the Secretary in a lower voice, "be the re
sult of the false accusation which has been re
tracted."
When they had passed on a little further with
out speaking, Bella, after stealing a glance or
two at the Secretary, suddenly said :
"Oh, Mr. Rokesmith, don't be hard with me,
don't be stern with me; be magnanimous! I
want to talk with you on equal terms."
The Secretary as suddenly brightened, and
returned : " Upon my honor I had no thought
but for you. I forced myself to be constrained,
lest you might misinterpret my being more natu
ral. There. It's gone."
" Thank you," said Bella, holding out her lit
tle hand. "Forgive me."
" No !" cried the Secretary, eagerly. " For
give me 1" For there were tears in her eyes,
and they were prettier in his sight (though they
smote him on the heart rather reproachfully

too) than any other glitter in the world.
When they had walked a little further :
"You were going to speak to me," said the
Secretary, with the shadow so long on him quite
thrown off and cast away, " about Lizzie Hex
am. So was I going to speak to you, if I could
have begun."
" Now that yon can begin, Sir," returned Bel
la, with a look as if she italicized the word by
putting one of her dimples under it

, ' ' what were

yon going to say?"" You remember, of course, that in her short
letter to Mrs. Boffin—short, but containing ev
ery thing to the purpose— she stipulated that
either her name, or else her place of residence,
must be kept strictly a secret among us."
Bella nodded Yes.
"It is my duty to find out why she made that
stipulation. I have it in charge from Mr. Boffin
to discover, and I am very desirous for myself
to- discover, whether that retracted accusation
still leaves any stain upon her. I mean whether

it places her at any disadvantage toward any
one, even toward herself."
" Yes,", said Bella, nodding thoughtfully ; " I

understand. That seems wise nnd considerate."
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" You may not have noticed, Miss Wilfer, that
she has the same kind of interest in you that you

have in her. Just as you are attracted by her
beaut— by her appearance and manner, she is
attracted by yours."
"I certainly have not noticed it," returned
Bella, again italicizing with the dimple, " and I
should have given her credit for—

"

The Secretary with a smile held up his hand,

so plainly interposing "not for better taste" that
Bella's color deepened over the little piece of

coquetry she was checked in.

"And so," resumed the Secretary, "if you
would speak with her alone before we go away

from here, I feel quite sure that a natural and
easy confidence would arise between you. Of
course you would not be asked to betray it ; and

of course you would not, if you were. But if
you do not object to put this question to her— to
ascertain for us her own feeling in this one matter
—you can do so at a far greater advantage than I
or any else could. Mr. Boffin is anxious on the
subject. And I am," added the Secretary after
a moment, "for a special reason, very anxious."
"I shall be happy, Mr. Rokesmith," returned
Bella, to be of the least use ; for I feel, after the
serious scene of to-day, that I am useless enough
in this world."
"Don't say that," urged the Secretary.
"Oh, but I mean that," said Bella, raising
her eyebrows.
" No one is useless in this world," retorted the
Secretary, "who lightens the burden of it for
any one else."
" But I assure you I don't, Mr. Rokesmith,"
said Bella, half crying.
"Not for your father?"
" Dear, loving, self-forgetting, easily-satisfied
Pa! Oh yes! He thinks so."
" It is enough if he only thinks so," said the
Secretary. "Excuse the interruption: 1 don't
like to hear you depreciate yourself.

"

" But you once depreciated me, Sir," thought
Bella, pouting, " and I hope you may be satis
fied with the consequences you brought upon

your head !" However, she said nothing to that

purpose ; she even said something to a different

purpose.

"Mr. Rokesmith, it seems so long since we
spoke together naturally, that I am embarrassed
in approaching another subject. Mr. Boffin.
You know I am very grateful to him ; don't
you? You know I feel a true respect for him,
and am bound to him by the strong ties of his

own generosity ; now don't you ?"
" Unquestionably. And also that yon are his
favorite companion."
"That makes it," said Bella, "so very diffi
cult to speak of him. But— Does he treat

you well?" •

" You see how he treats me," the Secretary
answered, with a patient and yet proud air.

"Yes, and I see it with pain," said Bella,
very energetically.

The Secretary gave her such a radiant look,

that if he had thanked her a hundred times he
could not have said as much as the look said.
"I see it with pain," repeated Bella, "and it
often makes mo miserable. Miserable, because
I can not bear to be supposed to approve of it,

or have any indirect share in it. Miserable, be
cause I can not bear to be forced to admit to
myself that Fortune is spoiling Mr. Boffin."
"Miss Wilfer," said the Secretary, with a

beaming face, "if you could know with what
delight I make the discovery that Fortune is not
spoiling you, you would know that it more than
compensates me for any slight at any other
hands."
" Oh, don't speak of me," said Bella, giving
herself an impatient little slap with her glove.
"You don't know me as well as—"
" As you know yourself?" suggested the Sec
retary, finding that stopped. "Do you know
yourself?"
" I know quite enough of myself," said Bella,
with a charming air of being inclined to give
herself up as a bad job, " and I don't improve
upon acquaintance. But Mr. Boffin."
"That Mr. Boffin's manner to me, or consid
eration for me, is not what it used to be," ob
served the Secretary, " must be admitted. It

is too plain to be denied."
" Are you disposed to deny it

, Mr. Roke
smith?" asked Bella, with a look of wonder.
"Ought I not to be glad to do so, if I could ;

though it were only for my own sake ?"
"Truly," returned Bella, "it must try you
very much, and—you must please promise me
that you won't take ill what I am going to add,
Mr. Rokesmith ?"
" I promise it with all my heart."
"—And it must sometimes, I should think,"
said Bella, hesitating, "a little lower you in
your own estimation ?"
Assenting with a movemcait of his head,
though not at all looking as if it did, the Secre
tary replied :

" I have very strong reasons, Miss Wilfer, for
bearing with the drawbacks of my position in
the house we both inhabit. Believe that they
are not all mercenary, although I have, through

a scries of strange fatalities, faded out of my
place in life. If what you see with such a

gracious and good sympathy is calculated to
rouse my pride, there are other considerations

(and those you do not sec) urging me to quiet
endurance. The latter are b

y far the stron
ger."
" I think I have noticed, Mr. Rokesmith,"
said Bella, looking at him with curiosity, as not
quite making him out, "that you repress your
self, and force yourself, to act a passive part."
"You are right. I repress myself and force
myself to act a part. It is not in tnmeness of
spirit that I submit. I have a settled purpose."
"And a good one, I hope," said Bella.
"And a good one, I hope," he answered,
looking steadily at her.
"Sometimes I have fancied, Sir," said Bella,
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turning away her eyes, " that your great regard
for Mrs. Boffin is a very powerful motive with

you."
" You are right again ; it is. I would do any
thing for her, bear any thing for her. There

are no words to express how I esteem that good,
good woman."
"As I do too! May I ask you one thing
more, Mr. Rokesmith?"
"Any thing more."
"Of course you see that she really suffers
when Mr. Boffin shows how he is changing?"
"I see it, every day, as you see it, and am
grieved to give her pain."
"To give her pain?" said Bella, repeating
the phrase quickly, with hef eyebrows raised.
" I am generally the unfortunate cause of it."
"Perhaps she says to you, as she often says
to me, that ho is the best of men, in spite of
all."
"I often overhear her, in her honest and
beautiful devotion to him, saying so to yon,"
returned the Secretary, with the same steady
look, " but I can not assert that she ever says so
to me."
Bella met the steady look for a moment with
a wistful, musing little look of her own, and

then, nodding her pretty head several times, like

a dimpled philosopher (of the very best school)
who was moralizing on Life, heaved a little sigh,
and gave up things in general for a bad job, as

she had previously been inclined to give up her

self.

But for all that they had a very pleasant
walk. The trees were bare of leaves, and the
river was bare of water-lilies ; but the sky was

not bare of its beautiful blue, and the water re

flected it
,

and a delicious wind ran with the

stream, touching the surface crisply. Perhaps
the old mirror was never yet made by human

hands, which, if all the images it has in its time
reflected could pass across its surface again,
would fail to reveal sone scene of horror or dis

tress. But the great serene mirror of the river
seemed as if it might have reproduced all it had
ever reflected between those placid banks, and

brought nothing to the light save what was

peaceful, pastoral, and blooming.
So, they walked, speaking of the newly filled-

up grave, and of Johnny, and of many things.
So, on their return, they met brisk Mrs. Milvey
coming to seek them, with the agreeable intelli

gence that there was no fear for the village
children, there being a Christian school id the
village, and no worse Judaical interference with

it than to plant its garden. So, they got back
to the village as Lizzie Hexam was coming from
the paper-mill, and Bella detached herself to

speak with her in her own home.
"Iam afraid it is a poor room for you," said
Lizzie, with a smile of welcome, as she offered
the post of honor by the fireside.
" Not so poor as you think, my dear," returned
Bella, "if you knew all." Indeed, though at
tained b

y some wonderful winding narrow stairs,

which seemed to have been erected in a pure
white chimney, and though very low in the ceil
ing, and very rugged in the floor, and rather
blinking as to the proportions of its lattice win
dow, it was a pleasanter room than that despised
chamber once at home, in which Bella had first
bemoaned the miseries of taking lodgers.
The day was closing as the two girls looked
at one another by the fireside. The dusky room
was lighted by the fire. The grate might have
been the old brazier, and the glow might have
been the old hollow down b

y the flare.
"It's quite new to me," said Lizzie, " to bo
visited b

y a lady so nearly of my own age, and
so pretty, as you. It's a pleasure to me to look
at you."
" I have nothing left to begin with," returned
Bella, blushing, " because I was going to say
that it was a pleasure to me to look at you, Liz
zie. But we can begin without a beginning,
can't we ?"
Lizzie took the pretty little hand that was held
out in as pretty a little frankness.
"Now, dear," said Bella, drawing her chair

a little nearer, and taking Lizzie's arm as if

they were going out for a walk, " I am com
missioned with something to say, and I dare say

I shall say it wrong, but I won't if I can help
it. It is in reference to your letter to Mr. and
Mrs. Boffin, and this is what it is. Let me see.
Oh yes! This is what it is."
With this exordium Bella set forth that re
quest of Lizzie's touching secrecy, and delicately
spoke of that false accusation and its retracta
tion, and nsked might she beg to be informed
whether it had any bearing, near or remote, on
such request. "I feel, my dear," said Bella,
quite amazing herself by the business-like man
ner in which she was getting on, " that the sub
ject must be a painful one to you, but I am
mixed up in it also ; for— I don't know whether
you may know it or suspect it— I am the willed-
away girl who was to have been married to the
unfortunate gentleman, if he had been pleased to
approve of me. So I was dragged into the sub
ject without my consent, and you were dragged
into it without your consent, and there is very
little to choose between us."
"I had no doubt," said Lizzie, "that you
were the Miss Wilfer I have often heard named.
Can you tell me who my unknown friend is?"
"Unknown friend, my dear?" said Bella.
"Who caused the charge against poor father
to be contradicted, and sent me the written
paper."
Bella had never heard of him. Had no no
tion who he was.
" I should have been glad to thank him," re
turned Lizzie. " He has done a great deal for
me. I must hope that he will let me thank him
some day. You asked me has it any thing to
do—"
" It or the accusation itself," Bella put in.
"Yes. Has either any thing to do with my
wishing to live quite secret and retired here? No."
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As Lizzie Hexam shook her head in giving
this reply and as her glance sought the fire, there
was a quiet resolution in her folded hands, not
lost on Bella's bright eyes.
"Have you lived much alone?" asked Bella.
"Yes. It's nothing new to me. I used to
be always alone many hours together, in the

day and in tho night, when poor futher was
alive."
" You have a brother, I have been told."
" I have a brother, but he is not friendly with
me. He is a very good boy though, and has
raised himself by his industrv. I don't complain
of him."
As she said it

,

with her eyes upon the fire-
glow, there was an instantaneous escape of dis

tress into her face. Bella seized the moment to
touch her hand.
" Lizzie, I wish you would tell me whether
you have any friend of your own sex and age."
"T have lived that lonely kind of life that I

have never had one," was the answer.
" Nor I neither, " said Bella. ' ' Not that my
life has been lonely, for I could have sometimes
wished it lonelier, instead of having Ma going
on like the Tragic Muse with a face-ache in
majestic corners, and Lavvy being spiteful—

though of course I am very fond of them both.

I wish you could make a friend of me, Lizzie.
Do you think you could ? I have no more of
what they call character, my dear, than a cana

ry-bird, but I know I am trust- worthy."
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The wayward, playful, affectionate nature,

giddy for want of the weight of some sustaining
purpose, and capricious because it was always
fluttering among little things, was yet a capti
vating one. To Lizzie it was so new, so pretty,
at once so womanly and so childish, that it won
her completely. And when Bella said again,
" Do you think you could, Lizzie ?" with her
eyebrows raised, her head inquiringly on one

side, and an odd doubt about it in her own bo

som, Lizzie showed beyond all question that she
thought she could.
"Tell me, my dear," said Bella, "what is the
matter, and why you live like this."
Lizzie presently began, by way of prelude,
"You must have many lovers—" when Bella
checked her with a little scream of astonish
ment.
" My dear, I haven't one."
"Not one?"
"Well ! Perhaps one," said Bella. " I am
sure I don't know. I had one, but what he may
think about it at the present time I can't say.
Perhaps I have half a one (of course I don't
count that Idiot, George Sampson). However,
never mind me. I want to hear about you."
"There is a certain man," said Lizzie, "a
passionate and angry man, who says he loves

me, and who I must believe does love me. He
is the friend of my brother. I shrank from him
within myself when my brother first brought him
to me ; but the last time I saw him he terrified
me more than I can say." There she stopped.
"Did you come here to escape from him,
Lizzie?"
" I came here immediately after he so alarm
ed mo."
" Are you afraid of him here ?"
"I am not timid generally, but I am always
afraid of him. I am afraid to see a newspaper,
or to hear a word spoken of what is done in
London, lest ho should have done some violence."
" Then you are not afraid of him for yourself,
dear?" said Bella, after pondering on the words.
" I should be even that, if I met him about
here. I look round for him always, as I pass to
and fro at night."
"Are you afraid of any thing ho may do to
himself in London, my dear?"
"No. He might be fierce enough even to do
some violence to himself, but I don't think of
that."
"Then it would almost seem, dear," said
Bella, quaintly, "as if there must be somebody
else ?"
Lizzie put her hands before her face for a
moment before replying: "The words are al
ways in my ears, and the blow he struck upon a
stone-wall as he said them is always before my
eyes. I have tried hard to think it not worth
remembering, but I can not make so little of it.
Jlis hand was trickling down with blood as he
said to me, ' Then I hope that I may never kill
him!'"
Rather startled, Bella made and clasped a gir-
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die of her arms round Lizzie's waist, and then
asked quietly, in a soft voice, as they both looked
at the fire :
"Kill him ! Is this man so jealous, then?"
" Of a gentleman," said Lizzie. "— I hardly
know how to tell you—of a gentleman far above
me and my way of life, who bioke father's death
to me, and has shown an interest in me since."
"Does he love you?"
Lizzie shook her head.
"Does he admire you?"
Lizzie ceased to shake her head, and pressed
her hand upon her living girdle.
" Is it through his influence that you came
here?"
" O no ! And of all the world I wouldn't have
him know that I am here, or get the least clew
where to find me."
"Lizzie, dear! Why?" asked Bella, in amaze
ment at this burst. But then quickly added,
reading Lizzie's face : " No. Don't say why.
That was a foolish question of mine. I see, I
see."
There was silence between them. Lizzie,
with a drooping head, glanced down at the glow
in the fire where her first fancies had been nursed,

nnd her first escape made from the grim life out

of which she had plucked her brother, foresee

ing her reward.
"You know all now," she said, raising her
eyes to Bella's. "There is nothing left out.
This is my reason for living secret here, with
the aid of a good old man who is my true friend.
For a short part of my life at home with father
I knew of things—don't ask me what—that I set
my face against, and tried to better. I don't
think I could have done more, then, without let
ting my hold on father go ; but they sometimes
lie heavy on my mind. By doing all for the
best, I hope I may wear them out."
"And wear out too," said Bella, soothingly,
" this weakness, Lizzie, in favor of one who is
not worthy of it."
"No. I don't want to wear that out," was
the flushed reply, "nor do I want to believe,
nor do I believe, that he is not worthy of it.
What should I gain by that, and how much
should I lose !"
Bella's expressive little eyebrows remonstrated
with the fire for some short time before she re

joined :
"Don't think that I press you, Lizzie; but
wouldn't you gain in peace, and hope, and even
in freedom ? Wouldn't it be better not to live a
secret life in hiding, and not to be shut out from

your natural and wholesome prospects? For-
givo my asking you, would that be no gain ?"
"Does a woman's heart that—that has that
weakness in it which you have spoken of," re
turned Lizzie, "seek to gain any thing?"
The question was so directly at variance with
Bella's views in life, as set forth to her father,
that she said, internally, " There, you little mer
cenary wretch ! Do yon hear that? Ain't yon
ashamed of yourself?'1 and unclasped the girdle
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with a threatening stamp of the foot, the wretch

ed creature protested with a whine.

"Pay five shillings for you indeed!" Miss
Wren proceeded; "how many hours do you
suppose it costs me to earn five shillings, you in

famous boy?—Don't cry like that, or I'll throw
a doll at you. Pay five shillings fine for you in
deed. Fine in more ways than one, I think !
I'd give the dustman five shillings to carry you
off in the dust cart."
"No, no," pleaded the absurd creature.
"Please!"
" He's enough to break his mother's heart, is
this boy," said Miss Wren, half appealing to
Eugene. " I wish I had never brought him up.
He'd be sharper than a serpent's tooth, if he
wasn't as dull as ditch water. Look at him.
There's a pretty object for a parent's eyes !"

Assuredly, in his worse than swinish state (for
swine at least fatten on their guzzling, and make
themselves good to eat), he was a pretty object
for any eyes.
"A muddling and a swipey old child," said
Miss Wren, rating him with great severity, "fit
for nothing but to be preserved in the liquor that

destroys him, and put in a great glass bottle as
a sight for other swipey children of his own pat
tern— if he has no consideration for his liver, has
he none for his mother?"
"Yes. Deration, oh don't!" cried the sub
ject of these angry remarks.
"Oh don't and oh don't," pursued Miss Wren.
"It's oh do and oh do. And why do you?"
"Won't do so any more. Won't indeed.
Pray!"
"There!" said Miss Wren, covering her eyes
with her hand. " I can't bear to look at you.
Go up stairs and get me my bonnet and shawl.
Make yourself useful in some way, bad boy, and
let me have your room instead of your company
for one half minute."
Obeying her, he shambled out, nnd Eugene
Wrayburn saw the tears exude from between
the little creature's fingers as she kept her hand
before her eyes. He was sorry, but his sympa
thy did not move his carelessness to do any thing
but feel sorry.
"I'm going to the Italian Opera to try on,"
said Miss Wren, taking away her hand after a
little while, and laughing satirically to hide that
she had been crying ; " I must see your back
before I go, Mr. Wrayburn. Let me first tell
you, once for all, that it's of no use your paying
visits to me. You wouldn't get what you want
of me, no, not if you brought pincers with you
to tear it out."
"Are you so obstinate on the subject of a
doll's dress for my godehild ?"
" Ah !" returned Miss Wren, with a hitch of
her chin, " I am so obstinate. And of course
it's on the subject of a doll's dress—or address —
whichever you like. Get along and give it up !"
Her degraded charge had come back, and
was standing behind her with the bonnet and
shawl.

" Give 'em to me and get back into your cor
ner, you naughty old thing !" said Miss Wren,
as she turned and espied him. " No, no, I
won't have your help. Go into your corner,
this minute !"
The miserable man, feebly rubbing the back
of his faltering hands downward from the wrists,
shuffled on to his post of disgrace ; but not with
out a curious glance at Eugene in passing him,
accompanied with what seemed as if it might
have been an action of his elbow, if any action
of any limb or joint ho had would have an
swered truly to his will. Taking no more par
ticular notice of him than instinctively falling
away from the disagreeable contact, Eugene,
with a lazy compliment or so to Miss Wren,

begged leave to light his cigar, and departed.
"Now you prodigal old son," said Jenny,
shaking her head and her emphatic little fore
finger at her burden, "you sit there till I come
back. You dare to move out of your corner for
a single instant while I'm gone, and I'll know
the reason why."
With this admonition she blew her work can
dles out, leaving him to the light of the fire, and,
taking her big door-key in her pocket and her
crutch-stick in her hand, marched off.

Eugene lounged slowly toward the Temple,
smoking his cigar, but saw no more of the dolls'
dress-maker, through the accident of their taking

opposite sides of the street. He lounged along
moodily, and stopped at Charing Cross to look
about him, with as little interest in the crowd as
any man might take, and was lounging on again,
when a most unexpected object caught his eyes.
No less an object than Jenny Wren's bad boy
trying to make up his mind to cross the road.
A more ridiculous and feeble spectacle than
this tottering wretch making unsteady sallies
into the roadway, and as often staggering back

again, oppressed by terrors of vehicles that were
a long way off or were nowhere, the streets could
not have shown. Over and over again, when
the course was perfectly clear, he set out, got

half-way, described a loop, turned, and went
back again, when he might have crossed and re-

crossed half a dozen times. Then he would
stand shivering on the edge of the pavement,
looking up the street and looking down, while

scores of people jostled him, and crossed, and

went on. Stimulated in course of time by the
sight of so many successes, he would make an
other sally, make another loop, would all but

have his foot on the opposite pavement, would

see or imagine something coming, and would

stagger back again. There, he would stand

making spasmodic preparations as if for a great
leap, and at last would decide on a start at pre

cisely the wrong moment, and would be roared
at by drivers, and would shrink back once more,

and stand in the old spot shivering, with the
whole of the proceedings to go through again.
"It strikes me," remarked Eugene, coolly,
after watching him for some minutes. " that my
friend is likely to be rather behind time if he
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has any appointment on hand." With which
remark he strolled on, and took no further
thought of him.
Lightwood was at home when he got to the

Chambers, and had dined alone there. Eugene
drew a chair to the fire by which he was having
his wine and reading the evening paper, and

brought a glass, and filled it for good fellow

ship's sake.

"My dear Mortimer, you are the express pic
ture of contented industry, reposing (on credit)
after the virtuous labors of the day."
"My dear Eugene, you are the express pic
ture of discontented idleness not reposing at all.
Where have you been ?"
"I have been," replied Wrayburn, "—about
town. I have turned up at the present juncture
with the intention of consulting my highly intel
ligent and respected solicitor on the position of
my affairs."
"Your highly intelligent and respected solic
itor is of opinion that your affairs are in a bad
way, Eugene."
"Though whether," said Eugene, thought
fully, "that can bo intelligently said, now, of
the affairs of a client who has nothing to lose
and who can not possibly be made to pay, may
bo open to question."
" You have fallen into the hands of the Jews,
Eugene."

"My dear boy," returned the debtor, very
composedly taking up his glass, "having pre
viously fallen into the hands of some of the
Christians, I can bear it with philosophy."
"I have had an interview to-day, Eugene,
with a Jew, who seems determined to press us
hard. Quite a Shylock, and quite a Patriarch.
A picturesque gray-headed and gray-bearded old
Jew, in a shovel-hat and gaberdine."
"Not," said Eugene, pansing in setting down
his gtass, "surely not my worthy friend Mr.
Aaron?"
" He calls himself Mr. Riah."
"By-the-by," said Eugene, "it comes into
my mind that—no doubt with an instinctive de
sire to receive him into the bosom of our Church
—/gave him the name of Aaron!"
"Eugene, Eugene," returned Lightwood, "you
are more ridiculous than usnal. Say what you
mean."

"Merely, my dear fellow, that I have the
honor and pleasure of a speaking acquaintance
with such a Patriarch as you describe, and that
I address him as Mr. Aaron, because it appears
to me Hebraie, expressive, appropriate, and com
plimentary. Notwithstanding which strong rea
sons for its being his name, it may not be his
name.
"

"I believe you are the absurdest man on the
face of the earth," said Lightwood, laughing.
"Not at all, I assure you. Did he mention
that he knew me?"
" He did not. He only said of yon that he
expected to be paid by you."
" Which looks," remarked Eugene, with much

gravity, "like not knowing me. I hope it may
not be my worthy friend Mr. Aaron, for, to tell
you the truth, Mortimer, I doubt he may have
a prepossession against me. I strongly suspect
him of having had a hand in spiriting away
Lizzie."
"Every thing," returned Lightwood, impa
tiently, "seems, by a fatality, to bring us round

to Lizzie. ' About town' meant about Lizzie,
just now, Eugene."
"My solicitor, do you know," observed Eu
gene, turning round to the furniture, "is a man
of infinite discernment !"
" Did it not, Eugene?"
"Yes it did, Mortimer."
"And yet, Eugene, you know you do not
really care for her.''

Eugene Wrayburn rose, and put his hands in
his pockets, and stood with a foot on the fender,

indolently rocking his body and looking at the
fire. After a prolonged pause he replied : " I
don't know that. I must ask you not to say
that, as if we took it for granted."
"But if you do care for her, so much the
more should you leave her to herself."

Having again paused as before, Eugene said :
" I don't know that either. But tell me. Did
you ever see me take so much trouble about any
thing as about this disappearance of hers? I
ask, for information."
" My dear Eugene, I wish I ever had !"
"Then you have not? Just so. You con
firm my own impression. Does that- look as if
I cared for her? I ask, for information."
" I asked you for information, Eugene," said
Mortimer, reproachfully.
" Dear boy, I know it, but I can't give it. I

thirst for information. What do I mean ? If
my taking so much trouble to recover her does
not mean that I care for her, what does it mean ?
'If Peter Piper picked a peck of pickled pepper,
where's the peck,' etc. ?"

Though he said this gayly, he said it with a

perplexed and inquisitive face, as if he actually
did not know what to make of himself. " Look
on to the end—" Lightwood was beginning to
remonstrate, when he caught at the words :

" Ah ! See now ! That's exactly what I am
capable of doing. How very acute you are,
Mortimer, in finding my weak place! When
we were at school together I got up my lessons
at the Inst moment, day b

y day and bit by bit ;

now we are out in life together, I get up my
lessons in the same way. In the present task I

have not got beyond this : I am bent on finding
Lizzie, arid I mean to find her, and I will take
any means of finding her that offer themselves.
Fair means or foul means are all alike to me. *

I ask you — for information — what does that
mean ? When I have found her I may ask you
—also for information —what do I mean now?
But it would be premature in this stage, and it's
not the character of my mind."
Lightwood was shaking his head over the air
with which his friend held forth thus— an air so
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whimsically open and argumentative as almost
to deprive what he said of the appearance of
evasion—when a shuffling was heard at the out
er door, and then an undecided knock, as though
some hand \vere groping for the knocker? ' ' The
froliesome youth of the neighborhood," said Eu
gene, "whom I should be delighted to pitch
from this elevation into the church-yard below,
without any intermediate ceremonies, have prob
ably turned the lamp out. I am on duty to
night, and will see to the door."
His friend had barely had time to recall the
uuprecedented gleam of determination with
which he had spoken of finding this girl, and
which had faded out of him with the breath of
the spoken words, when Eugene came back,
ushering in a most disgraceful shadow of n
man, shaking from head to foot, and clothed in

shabby grease and smear.
"This interesting gentleman," said Eugene,
" is the son— the occasionally rather trying son,
for he has his failings—of a lady of my acquaint
ance. My dear Mortimer —Mr. Dolls." Eugene
had no idea what his name was, knowing the
little dress-maker's to be assumed, but present
ed him with easy confidence under the first ap
pellation that his associations suggested.
"I gather, my dear Mortimer," pursued Eu
gene, as Lightwood stared at the obscene visitor,
" from the manner of Mr. Dolls—which is oc
casionally complicated— that ho desires to make
some communication to me. I have mentioned
to Mr. Dolls that you and I arc on terms of con
fidence, and have requested Mr. Dolls to devel
op his views here."
The wretched object being much embarrassed
by holding what remained of his hat, Eugene airily
tossed it to the door and put him down in a chair.
"It will be necessary, I think," he observed,
" to wind up Mr. Dolls before any thing to any
mortal purpose can be got out of him. Brandy,
Mr. Dolls, or— ?"
"Threepenn'orth Rum," said Mr. Dolls.
A judiciously small Quantity of the spirit was
given him in a wine-glass, and he began to con
vey it to his mouth with all kinds of falterings
and gyrations on the road.
" The nerves of Mr. Dolls," remarked Eugene
to Lightwood, " are considerably unstrung. And
I deem it on the whole expedient to fumigate
Mr. Dolls."
He took the shovel from the grate, sprinkled
a few live ashes on it

,

and from a box on the

chimney-piece took a few pastiles, which he set
upon them ; then with great composure began
placidly waving the shovel in front of Mr. Dolls
to cut him off from his company.
"Lord bless my soul, Eugene!" cried Light-
wood, laughing again, "what a mad fellow you
are ! Why does this creature come to see you ?"
"We shall hear," said Wrayburn, very ob
servant of his face withal. "Now then. Speak
ont. Don't bo afraid. State your business,
Dolls."
"Mist Wrayburn!" said the visitor, thickly

and huskily. "—'Tit Mist Wrayburn, ain't?"
With a stupid stare.
"Of course it is. Look at me. What do
you want ?"
Mr. Dolls collapsed in his chair and faintlv
said, "Threepenn'orth Rum."
"Will you do me the favor, my dear Mor
timer, to wind up Mr. Dolls again ?" said Eu
gene. "I am occupied with the fumigation."
A similar quantity was poured into his glass,
and he got it to his lips b

y similar circuitous
ways. Having drunk it

,

Mr. Dolls, with an
evident fear of running down again unless he
made haste, proceeded to business.
" Mist Wrayburn. Tried to nudge you, but
you wouldn't. You want that drection. You
want t'know where she lives. Do you Mist

Wrayburn?"
With a glance at his friend, Eugene replied to
the question sternly, "I do."
"I am er man," said Mr. Dolls, trying to
smite himself on the breast, but bringing his
hand to bear upon the vicinity of his eye, "cr
do it. I am cr man er do it."
"What are you the man to do?" demanded
Eugene, still sternly.
"Er give up that drection."
"Have you got it?"
With a most laborious attempt at pride and
dignity, Mr. Dolls rolled his head for some time,
awakening the highest expectations, and then

answered, as if it were the happiest point that
could possibly be expected of him ; " No."
"What do you mean then?"
Mr. Dolls, collapsing in the drowsiest man
ner after his late intellectual triumph, replied :

" Threepenn'orth Rum." .
"Wind him up again, my dear Mortimer,"
said Wrayburn ; "wind him up again."
"Eugene, Eugene," urged Lightwood in a
low voice, as he complied, "can you stoop to
the use of such an instrument as this?"
"I said," was the reply, made with that for
mer gleam of determination, "that I would
find her out by any means, fair or foul. These
are foul, and I'll take them—if I am not first
tempted to break the head of Mr. Dolls with the
fumigator. Can you get the direction? Do
you mean that ? Speak ! If that's what you
have come for, say how much you want."

"Ten shillings —Threepenn'orths Rum," said
Mr. Dolls.
"You shall have it."
"Fifteen shillings — Threepenn'orths Rum,"
said Mr. Dolls, making an attempt to stiffen
himself.
" You shall have it. Stop at that. How will
you get the direction yon talk of?"
" I am er man," said Mr. Dolls, with majesty,
" er get it

,

Sir."
"How will you get it

, I ask yon?"
"I am ill-used vidual," said Mr. Dolls.
"Blown up morning- t'night. Called names.
She makes Mint money, Sir, and nevor stands
Threepenn'orth Rum."
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"Get on," rejoined Eugene, tapping his pal
sied head with the fire-shovel as it sank on his
breast.

" What comes next ?"
Making a dignified attempt to gather himself
together, but, as it were, dropping half a dozen

pieces of himself while ho tried in vain to pick
up one, Mr. Dolls, swaying his head from side
to side, regarded his questioner with what he

supposed to be a haughty smile and a scornful

glance.
" She looks upon me as mere child, Sir. 1
am not mere child, Sir. Man. Man talent.
Lcrrers pass betwixt 'em. Postman lerrcrs.

Easy for man talent cr get drcction as get his
own drection."
"Get it then," said Eugene; adding very
heartily under his breath, "—You Brute ! Get

it
,

and bring it here to me, and carn the money
for sixty threepenn'orths of rum, and drink them
all, one atop of another, and drink yourself
dead with all possible expedition." The latter
clauses of these special instructions he addressed

to the fire, as he gave it back the ashes he had
taken from it

,

and replaced the shovel.
Mr. Dolls now struck out tho highly unexpect
ed discovery that he had been insulted b

y Light-
wood, and stated his desire to "have it out
with him" on the spot, and defied him to come

on, upon the liberal terms of a sovereign to a

half-penny. Mr. Dolls then fell a crying, and
then exhibited a tendency to fall asleep. This
last manifestation as by far the most alarming,

b
y reason of its threatening his prolonged stay

on the premises, necessitated vigorous measures.

Eugene picked up his worn-out hat with the

tongs, clapped it on his head, and, taking him
by the collar—all this at arm's-length —conduct
ed him down stairs and out of the precincts into
Fleet Street. There, he turned his face west
ward, and left him.
When he got back, Lightwood was standing
over the fire, brooding in a sufficiently low-spir
ited manner.
" I'll wash my hands of Mr. Dolls—physical

ly—" said Eugene, "and be with you again di
rectly, Mortimer."
"I would much prefer," retorted Mortimer,
" your washing your hands of Mr. Dolls, moral
ly, Eugene."
" So would I," said Eugene; "but you see,
dear boy, I can't do without him."
In a minute or two he resumed his chair, as
perfectly unconcerned as usual, and rallied his
friend on having so narrowly escaped the prow
ess of their muscular visitor.

"I can't be amused on this theme," said Mor
timer, restlessly. "You can make almost any
theme amusing to me, Eugene, but not this."
" Well !" cried Eugene, "I am a little
ashamed of it myself, and therefore let ns
change the subject."
" It is so deplorably underhanded," said Mor
timer. " It is so unworthy of you, this setting
on of such a shameful scout."

"We have changed the subjoct!" exclaimed

Eugene airily. " We have found a new one in
that word, scout. Don't be like Patience on a

mantle-piece frowning at Dolls, but sit down,
and I'll tell you something that you really will
find amusing. Take a cigar. Look at this of
mine. I light it—draw one puff — breathe the
smoke out—there it goes— it's Dolls — it's gone
— and being'gone you are a man again."
" Your subject," said Mortimer, after lighting

a cigar, and comforting himself with a whiff or
two, " was scouts, Eugene."
"Exactly. Isn't it droll that I never go out
after dark but I find myself attended always

b
y one scout, and often b
y two?"

Lightwood took his cigar from his lips in sur

prise, and looked at his friend, as if with a latent
suspicion that there must be a jest or hidden

meaning in his words.
" On my honor, no," said Wrayburn, answer
ing the look and smiling carelessly- "I don't
wonder at your supposing so, but on my honor,
no. I say what I mean. I never go out after
dark but I find myself in the ludicrous situa
tion of being followed and observed at a dis

tance, always b
y one scout, and often b
y two."

"Are you sure, Eugene?"
" Sure ? My dear boy, they are always the
same."
"But there's no process out against you.
The Jews only threaten. They have done no
thing. Besides, they know where to find you,
and I represent you. Why take the trouble?"
" Observe the legal mind !" remarked Eugene,
turning round to the furniture again, with an air
of indolent rapture. " Observe the dyer's hand,
assimilating itself to what it works in—or would
work in, if any body would give it any thing to
do. Respected solicitor, it's not that. The
schoolmaster's abroad."
"Tbo schoolmaster?"
"Ay! Sometimes the schoolmaster and the
pupil are both abroad. Why, how soon you
rust in my absence ! You don't understand yet ?
Those fellows who were here one night. They
arc the scouts I speak of, as doing me the honor
to attend me nfter dark."
" How long has this been going on ?" asked
Lightwood, opposing a serious face to the laugh
of his friend.
" I apprehend it has been going on ever since
a certain person went off. Probably it had
been going on some little time before I noticed

it : which wonld bring it to about that time."
"Do you think they suppose you to have in
veigled her away ?''
" My dear Mortimer, you know the absorbing
nature of my professional occupations ; I really
have not had leisure to think about it."
"Have you asked them what they want?
Have you objected ?"
"Why should I ask them what they want,
dear fellow, when I am indifferent what they
want ? Why should I express objection, when

I don't object?"
" You are in your most reckless mood. But
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you called the situation just now a ludicrous
one ; and most men object to that, even those
who are utterly indifferent to every thing else."
"You charm me, Mortimer, with your read
ing of my weaknesses. (By-the-by, that very
word, Reading, in its critical use, always charms
me. An actress's Reading of a chamber-maid,
a dancer's Reading of a horupipe, a singer's
Reading of a song, a marine-painter's Reading
of the sea, the kettle-drum's Reading of an in
strumental passage, are phrases ever youthful
and delightful.) I was mentioning your percep
tion of my weaknesses. I own to the weakness
of objecting to occupy a ludicrous position, and
therefore I transfer the position to the scouts."
"I wish, Eugene, you would speak a little
more soberly and plainly, if it were only out of
consideration for my feeling less at ease than

you do."
"Then soberly and plainly, Mortimer, I goad
the schoolmaster to madness. Imake the school
master so ridiculous, and so aware of being made
ridiculous, that I see him chafe and fret at every
pore when we cross one another. The amiable
occupation has been the solace of my life since I
was balked in the manner unnecessary to re
call. I have derived inexpressible comfort from
it. I do it thus : I stroll out after dark, stroll a
little way, look in at a window, and furtively
look out for the schoolmaster. Sooner or Inter
I perceive the schoolmaster on the watch ; some
times accompanied by his hopeful pupil, oftener
pupil-less. Having made sure of his watching
me, I tempt him on, all over London. One
night I go east, another night north, in a few
nights I go all round the compass. Sometimes
I walk ; sometimes I proceed in cabs, draining
the pocket of the schoolmaster who then follows
in cabs. I study and get up abstruse no Thor
oughfares in the course of the day. With Vene
tian mystery I seek those No Thoroughfares at
night, glide into them by means of dark courts,
tempt the schoolmaster to follow, turn suddenly,
and catch him before he can retreat. Then we
face one another, and I pass him as unaware of
his existence, and he undergoes grinding tor
ments. Similarly, I walk at a great pace down
a short street, rapidly turn the corner, and, get
ting out of his view, as rapidly turn hack. I
catch him coming on post, again pass him as
unaware of his existence, and again ho under
goes grinding torments. Night after night his
disappointment is acute, but hope springs eternal
in the scholastic breast, and he follows me again
to-morrow. Thus I enjoy the pleasures of the
chase, and derive great benefit from the health
ful exercise. When I do not enjoy the pleasures
of the chase, for any thing I know he watches at
the Temple Gate a

ll

night."
"This is an extraordinary story," observed
Lightwood, who had heard it out with serious
attention. " I don't like it."
"You aro a little hipped, dear fellow," said
Eugene ; " you have been too sedentary. Come
and enjoy the pleasures of the chase."

"Do you mean that you believe he is watch
ing now?"
"I have not the slightest doubt he is."
" Have you seen him to-night?"
"I forgot to look for him when I was last
out," returned Eugene, with the calmest indif
ference ; " but I dare say he was there. Come !

Be a British sportsman, and enjoy the pleasures
of the chase. It will do you good."
Lightwood hesitated j but, yielding to his cu
riosity, rose.
"Bravo !" cried Eugene, rising too. " Or, if

Yoicks would be in better keeping, consider that

I said Yoicks. Look to your feet, Mortimer, for
we shall try your boots. When you are ready,

I am—need I say with a Hey Ho Chivey, and
likewise with a Hark Forward, Hark Forward,
Tantivy?"
"Will nothing make you serious?" said Mor
timer, laughing through his gravity.
"I am always serious, but just now I am a
little excited by the glorious fact that a souther

ly wind and a cloudy sky proclaim a hunting
evening. Ready? So. We turn out the lamp
and shut the door, and take the field."
As the two friends passed out of the Temple
into the public street, Eugene demanded with a

show of courteous patronage in which direction
Mortimer would like the run to be ? " There is

a rather difficult country about Bcthnnl Green,"
said Eugene, "and wo have not taken in that di
rection lately. What is your opinion of Bethnal
Green?" Mortimer assented to Bethnal Green,
and they turned eastward. "Now, when we
come to St. Paul's church-yard," pursued Eu
gene, "we'll loiter artfully, and I'll show you
the schoolmaster." But they both saw him be
fore they got there; alone, and stealing after
them in the shadow of the houses on the oppo
site side of the way.
"Get your wind," said Eugene, "for I am
off directly. Does it occur to you that the boys
of Merry England will begin to deteriorate in an
educational light if this lasts long 1 The school
master can't attend to me and the boys too. Got

your wind? I am off I"
At what a rate he went, to breathe the school
master ; and how he then lounged and loitered,
to put his patience to another kind of wear ; what

preposterous ways he took, with no other object
on earth than to disappoint and punish him ;

and how he wore him out by every piece of in

genuity that his eccentric humor could devise ;

all this Lightwood noted with a feeling of aston
ishment that so careless a man could be so wary,
and that so idle a man could take so much trou
ble. At last, far on in the third hour of tbo
pleasures of the chase, when he had brought the

poor dogging wretch round again into the City,
he twisted Mortimer up a few dark entries, twist

ed him into a little square court, twisted him

sharp round again, and they almost ran against
Bradley Headstone.
"And you see, as I was saying, Mortimer,"
remarked Eugene aloud with the utmost cool
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ness, as though there were no one within hear

ing but themselves : " and you see, as I was say
ing—undergoing grinding torments."
It was not too strong a phrase for the occasion.
Looking like the hunted and not the hunter,
baffled, worn, with the exhaustion of deferred

hope and consuming hate and anger in his face,

white-lipped, wild-eyed, draggle-haired, seamed

with jealousy and anger, and torturing himself

with the conviction that he showed it all and
they exulted in it

,

he went by them in the dark,

like a haggard head suspended in the air : so
completely did the force of his expression cancel

his figure.
Mortimer Lightwood was not an extraordi

narily impressible man, but this face impressed
him. He spoke of it more than once on the re

mainder of the way home, and more than once
when they got home.

They had been abed in their respective rooms
two or three hours when Eugene was partly
awakened by hearing a footstep going about,
and was fully awakened b

y seeing Lightwood
standing at his bedside.

"Nothing wrong, Mortimer?"
"No."
"What fancy takes you, then, for walking
about in the night?"
"I am horribly wakeful."
"now comes that about, I wonder?"
"Eugene, I can not lose sight of that fellow's
face."
"Odd !" said Eugene, with a light laugh, "J
can." And turned over, and fell asleep again.
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Current tats.
UNITED STATES.

OUR
Record closes on the 10th of May. Within

the six weeks commencing with the 25th of

March are comprised more important events than

in any other period of the same length in human

history.
Before the middle of March it was evident that

the Confederate capital must be abandoned. It
was merely a question of time— a few days more or

less. Lee's vigorous attack upon Fort Steadman,
on the 25th, was less an cfTort to avoid this neces

sity than a movement to mask its execution. The

disastrous failure of this attempt determined Grant
to strike tho enemy on his retreat. Sheridan was
therefore dispatched, by a wide detour, to strike
Lee's right. The scries of actions which ensued
during the last days of March and the first days of

April were noted in our last Record, together with
our occupation of Petersburg and Richmond. On

Sunday, April 2
, Davis, while at church, received

tidings from Lee that his lines had been pierced,
and that his position was no longer tenable. He
left the church, and before night he and his cabinet

departed from Richmond, taking with them such

specie as they were ablo to gather from the banks.

They left by the Danville Railroad for North Caro
lina. From Danville, on the 5ih of April, Davis
issued a proclamation, of which the following are
the most important passages:

uTho General-in-Chief found it necessary to make such
movements of his troops as to uncover the capital. It
would be unwise to conceal the moral and material injury
to our cause resulting from the occupation of our capital
by the enemy For many months the largest and finest
army of the Confederacy, under command of a leader whose
presence inspires etiual 'confidence In the troops and the
people, has been greatly trammeled by the necessity of
keeping constant watch over the approaches to the capi
tal, and has thus been forced to forego more than one op
portunity for promising enterprise We have now en
tered upon a new phase of the struggle. Relieved from
the necessity of guarding particular points, our army will
be free to move from point to point to strike the enemy
in detail far from his base. Let us but will it and we are
free 1 anuounce to you, fellow-countrymen, that it is

my purposo to maintain your cause with my whole heart
and soul; that I will never consent to abandon to the en
emy one foot of the soil of any one of the States of the
Confederacy; that Virginia, with the help of the peo
ple and by the blessing of Providence, shail be held and
defended, and no peace ever be made with the Infamous
invaders of her territory. If by the stress of numbers we

should ever be compelled to a temporary withdrawal from
her limits, or those of any other Berder State, agsin and
again will we return, until the baflled and exhausted en
emy shall abandon in despair his endless and impossible
task of making slaves of a people resolved to bd free."

Proceeding to North Carolina, Davis remained
for three weeks in tho neighborbood of Raleigh,
awaiting the course of events. These proving
wbolly disastrous, ho again set off southward. At
the latest intelligence Stoneman's cavalry were hard
upon bis track.
The army of Lee, abandoning Petersburg and
Richmond, struck almost due south, with the appar
ent purpose of gaining Lynchburg, which had been
strongly intrenched, and where were large supplies
of stores. Before abandoning Richmond, the city
was set on fire ; the damage done was much greater
than was indicated in our last Record. General
F.well, in a published letter, affirms that the con
flagration was caused by a mob, against which the
city authorities had ample time to make provision
by the organization of a competent police force,
sincelithey were forewarned that the city would be
abandoned ; but there seems to be abundant evi
dence that the place was fired by the rear-guard of
the army-»whethcr acting with or without orders
may still be considered a matter of doubt. Lee's
retreat was made by several roads; and Grant
pushed forward his forces in pursuit. The retreat,
tbough somewhat disorderly, was still far from an
absolute rout. There was great demoralization and
mui h desertion in the rear and on the flanks ; but
there was always a solid central core, which opposed

a stout resistance whenever assailed. It is yet too
early, in the absence of official reports, to undertake
to give a detail of the movements of the three days
which followed tho abandonment of Richmond, or
to assign to each officer and division of the army tbo
credit to which they are entitled. The main object
of the movements on both sides is

,

however, evi
dent: Lee wished to gain Lynchburg, and Sheridan
wished to intercept him. Lynchburg lies 116 miles
almost due west from Richmond. On the morning
of the 5th the main body of the Confederate army
was gathered near Amelia Court House, 47 miles
on its way ; while Sheridan, by a wide detour, had
reached Burkesville, about 15 miles further west,
and directly in the way to Lynchburg. Sheridan
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then sent a brigade, which made a sharp and suc
cessful attack upon the enemy's flank ; several corps

of Meade's army were close at hand ; and in the
middle of the afternoon Sheridan wrote to Grant,
" I wish you were here yourself. I feel confident
of capturing tho army of Northern Virginia if we
exert ourselves. I see no escape for Lee." Meade,
having ascertained the precise position of Lee, on
tho morning of the 6th moved the Second, Fifth,
and Sixth Corps upon his retreating columns. The
Fifth made a long march, hut its position prevented
it from striking the enemy until he had passed.
The Second and the Sixth struck the Confederates
near Deatonville, and, after the most severe encoun
ter of the retreat, routed them completely, capturing
several thousand prisoners, among whom were Gen

erals Ewell, Kershaw, and Custis Lee. Lee's posi
tion was now desperate. His army, reduced by
more than a half, was fairly surrounded. Grant,
acting upon Sheridan's desire, had come to the
front. He saw the state of affairs at once, and
knew that it must be equally apparent to Lee. On
the 7th he addressed the following letter to Lee :
uGp.nt!Eai- —The result of the last week must convince
you of the hopelessnessof further resistance on the part
of the Army of Northern Virginia in this struggle. I feel
that it is so, and regard it as my duty to shift from my
self the responsibility of any further effusion of Mootl, by
asking of you the surrender of that portion of the C. 8.
army known as tho x\nny of Northern Virginia."

To this Lee replied, that while ho was not en
tirely of Grant's opinion of the " hopelessness of
further resistance on the part of the Army of North
ern Virginia," he reciprocated the desire to avoid
useless effusion of blood, and asked the terms which
would be offered on condition of surrender. Grant
replied, on the 8th, tilat peace being his first desire,
he should insist upon only one condition: "That
the men surrendered shall be disqualified for tak
ing up anns against the Government of the United
States until properly exchanged." He offered to
meet any officer appointed by Lee for the purpose
of defin itcly arranging the terms of surrender. Lcc
rejoined that he did not intend to propose to surren

der Itls army, for he "did not think the emergency
had arisen to call for surrender;" he had merely
asked the terms of Grant's proposition ; "but," he
added,
" as the restoration of peace should Bo sole

object of all, I desire to know whether your propo
sals will tend to that end." He could not, he said,
moet him with a view to surrender; Out so far as
Grant's propositions might affect the Confederate
forces under his own command, and lead to a resto

ration of peace, he should be pleased to meet him
at a designated place. Grant rejoined that he had
no authority to treat on the subject of peace, and
so a meeting for that special object could do no
good. The whole North desired peace, and "the
terms on which it can be had were well understood.
By the South laying down their arms they will
hasten that most desirable event, save thousands of
human lives and hundreds of millions of property
not yet destroyed. I sincerely hope that all our
difficulties may be settled without the loss of an
other life." Lee then requested an interview, in
accordance with the offer contained in this letter.
The meeting took place on the 9th, when Grant
proposed his terms, which were accepted. The
negotiation, though conducted verbally, took the
formal shape of a written proposition and reply.
Grant wrote:

"In accordance with the substance of my letter to you
of the 8th instant I propose to receive the surrender of

the Army of Northern Virginia, on the fallowing terms,
to wit:
» Kolls of all tho officers and men to be made in dupli-
cute, one copy to be given to an officer designated by me,
the other to be retained by such officers as you may des
ignate.
"The officers to give their Individual paroles not to
take arms against the United States until properly ex
changed, and each company or regimental commander
to sign a like parole for the men of their commands.
"The arms, artillery, and public property to be pnrked
and stacked, and turned over to the officers appointed by
me to receive them. This will not embrace the side-arms
of the officers, nor their private horses or baggage.
"This done, each officer and man will be allowed to re
turn to their homes, not to be disturbed by United States
authority so long as they observe their parole and the
laws in force where they may reside."

Lee replied :

"I have received your letter of this date, containing
the terms of surrender of the Army of Northern Virginia,
as proposed by you; as they are substantially the same
as those expressed in your letter of tho Sth instant they
are accepted. I will proceed to designate the proper offi
cers to carry the stipulations into effect."

The personal parole given by the officers was in
these words :

"We. the undersigned, prisoners of war belonging to
the Army nf Northern Virginia, having been this day sur
rendered by General K. E. Lee, commanding said army,
to Lieutenant-fJcneral Grant, commanding the armies of
the United States, do hereby give our solemn parole of
honor that we will not hereafter serve in the armies of
the Confederate States, or in any military capacity what
ever, against the United States of America, or render aid
to the enemies of the latter, until properly exchanged in
such manner as sluill bo mutually approved by the re
spective authorities."

Each officer also signed a parole, in nearly the
same words, attached to a list of the men under his
command. These paroles then received a counter-

j sign that the persons embraced in them "will not
bo disturbed by tho United States authorities so
long as they observe their parole and the laws in
force where they reside." The number of men em
braced in the various rolls is unofficially stated at
something more than 26,000. Tho entire number
of prisoners captured from the army of Lee in the
various operations from March 25 to April 3 is esti
mated at about 30,000, and their loss in killed and
wounded is put down at fully 10,000 ; besides these
there were some thousands of stragglers during the
retreat. The army of Lee, at the close of March,
therefore probably numbered from 70,000 to 80, 000,
all of whom were actually brought into action.
Grant's entire force is roughly estimated at twice
the number, of which probably not more than half
was brought into actual conflict, though the dispo
sitions were such that in case of need the whole
might have been employed.
Our last Record left Sherman in possession of the
real point aimed at in his long march from Savan
nah. This was Goldsborough, North Carolina, 51
miles from Raleigh, and almost in the centre of the
State. Two railroads ruoning from this place to
Wilmington and Beaufort afforded ample facilities
for conveying full supplies to his army. Sherman
thought it important to have an interview with the
General-in-Chief. Leaving Schoficld in command
he set off for Grant's head-quarters, near Richmond,
which he reached on the 27th. Here he found not
only Grant, Meade, and the other leaders of the
Army of tho Potomae, but tho President. His stay
was brief : a single day was sufficient to acquaint
him with the state of affairs in the region beyond
the sphere of his own action, from a knowledge of
which he had been in a groat measure cut off since
January, and to concert future operations. On tho
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30th he was again at Goldsborough, finding that
full supplies of food and clothing had been brought
to his army. On the 10th of April his army sot
out for Raleigh, which was reached on the 13th,
and occupied after a slight skirmish, Johnston fall
ing back northwest toward Hillsborough. Sher
man was informed on the 12th of the surrender of
Lee; he announced it to his army, adding, "All
honor to our comrades in arms, to whom we are now
marching. A little more labor, a little more toil
on our part and the great race is won, and our Gov
ernment stands regenerated after its four years of

bloody war." Vance, the Governor of North Caro
lina, was captured on the 13th. It is said that he
had been dispatched by Johnston to surrender the
State, but the order had been countermanded by
Davis, who had by this time reached Hillsborough.
There could, however, ba no doubt that Johnston
would surrender upon the same terms that had been

accepted by Lee ; and a meeting was appointed to

be held on the 15th to make definite arrangements.

Before these were completed tidings reached Sher
man and Johnston that the Prosident of the United
States had been assassinated in a theatre at Wash
ington, by a disreputable actor named John Wilkes
Booth.

On the evening of Good Friday, April 14, Presi
dent Lincoln visited Ford's theatre in Washington.
He was accompanied by his wife, Major Heury R.
Rathbone, and Miss Clara L. Harris. The box oc
cupied by the party is approached by a narrow pas
sage, with a door opening inward. At the end of
this passage is a door opening into the box. The
box is about twelve feet above the stage, looking
directly upon it. Booth, being well known as nn
actor, having also performed in the theatre, had free
access to all parts of the building at any hour, and
was perfectly acquainted with all its arrangements,
and the ways of entrance and exit. His prepara
tions were carefully made ; whether he was aided
by accomplices belonging to the theatre yet remains
to be shown. Outside of the theatre, near the pri
vate entrance to the stage, he had a horse in wait
ing, and close by was an accomplice, named Harold,
mounted and ready to accompany him after his es
cape from the theatre. A small hole had been bored
in the door opening from the passage into the box,
through which any one in the passage could have a
complete view of the interior of the box. A stout
bar of wood was also placed in the passage, by which
the outer door could be fastened. During the early
part of the performance Booth was seen by one or
two persons who recognized him, although he was
not dressed in his usual elegant style. He stood
for a few moments near the door of the passage,
near which was no one who knew him. He then
went to the door. As he was opening it the senti
nel asked if he knew what box he was entering.
He coolly replied that he did : it was the box of the
President, who wished to see him. He entered the
passage and fastened the door behind him. The
box-door had been left open, so that the precaution
of boring a hole for observation was not needed,
and Booth had a full view of the persons within.
Whether by accident or design, the chairs had been
so arranged that the inmates were in the positions
best suited for his purpose. The President was at
the end of the box nearest the door ; Mrs. Lincoln
sat near him; Major Rathbone was at the other
end of the box, at a distance of two or three yards.
The faces of all were turned to the stago, and di
rectly away from the door. How long the assassin

•

remained in the passage is not certainly known ;
probably only a few minutes. It was about half past
nine. At this time, as Booth knew, the action of
the piece (which was The American Cousin) requires
the stage to be vacant for a moment. All eyes
were turned to the stage, waiting for the entrance
of the next actor. At that instant the report of a
pistol was heard, and Rathbone turning saw through
the smoke a man between the door and the Presi
dent. He sprang up and grappled him; but the
man, making a thrust with a large knife and in
flicting a severe wound, wrested himself away and
rushed to the front of the box. Rathbone endeav
ored to seize him again, but only caught hold of his
clothes as he leaped over the railings upon the stage.
His spur caught in the folds of a flag, and was torn
off, and he fell nearly prostrate, receiving, as was
afterward discovered, a severe injury. Notwith
standing this he sprung to his feet, brandished his
knife, shouted, "Sic semper tyramtis," the motto
on the great seal of Virginia, and rushed through
the coulisses, by passages well known to him, to
the rear exit from the stage, before the spectators
were aware of what had occurred. The man, how
ever, was identified as Booth by several actors who
saw him from the wings. The interval between
the shot and the leap of Booth to the stage was
hardly thirty seconds. But he had done bis work
thoroughly. Booth was an expert marksman, and
at the short distance could hardly fail in his aim.
The ball entered just behind the left car, driving
fragments of bono before it, and lodged in the brain.
The President was carried to a private house oppo
site the theatre. He was unconscious from the mo
ment of the shot. He died at twenty-two minutes
past seven on tho morning of the loth of April.
Mr. Seward, the Secretary of State, had been,
some weeks before, thrown from his carriage ; an
arm was broken, the jaw fractured, and he lay in a
very critical condition. Just about the time when
the Prosident was assassinated, a man presented
himself at his residence, saying that he bod brought

a prescription from his physician, which ho must
see administered in person. Pushing abruptly
past the servant, who hesitated to admit him, he
made his way toward the sick-room. Before reach
ing the room the slight disturbance had aroused
several persons in the house. Foremost of these
was Frederick Seward, son of the Secretary, him
self Assistant Secretary of State. He received a

blow from a heavy pistol, which fractured his skull
and left him insensible. The man then reached the
door of Mr. Seward's room. Within were a daugh
ter of the Secretary and George Robinson, a soldier,
who was attending tho invalid. Robinson, hear
ing the disturbance, opened the door and received

a passing stab from the assassin, who rushed to the
bedside of Mr. Seward and endeavored to strike
him with a knife. Robinson grappled with him
and a severe struggle ensued. The assailant, a

very powerful man, seemed bent upon reaching
Mr. Seward. Ho succeeded in striking him slight

ly two or three times ; but the wounded man man
aged to roll front the bed to the floor. The strug
gle had now aroused the house, and the assassin

broke away, rushed down stairs, mounted a horse
at the door and made his escape. The whole was
the work of n few moments. The Secretary of
State received wounds, slight in themselves, but
dangerous when added to his former injuries ;

Frederick Seward was unconscious for days ; Rob
inson was severely wounded, as was also a Mr.
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Hansell, a messenger from the State Department,
who happened to be present.
The whole detective force of the Government was
at onco called into requisition to arrest the assassins
and uuravel the intricacies of the plot. Various
circumstances had led to the belief that the assail
ant of Mr. Seward was John Suratt, whose mother,
a resident of Washington, had made her house a
rendezvous for disloyalists. Her house was seized.
Before daylight on the morning of the 18th a man
dressed as a laborer came to the door and was ar

rested. He said his name was Payne ; that he was
a common laborer, born in Virginia, and had been
engaged to repair a gutter at the bouse. His state
ments wore unsatisfactory and contradictory. He
was found to be in disguise, his light hair dyed
black. He was in the end fully identified as the
man who attacked Mr. Seward. His true name
and character remain to be developed upon his trial.
Meanwhile the energies of the Government were
directed to the arrest of Booth. Large rewards
were offered for him and his accomplices. After
many false starts the detectives, under charge of
Colonel L. C. Iiaker, got upon the true scent. It
was ascertained that Booth, in leaping from the
box to the stage, had fractured a bono in his leg.
Still he was able to rush across the stage, escape
from the theatro, mount his horse, and ride oil",
followed by Harold, who was in waiting for him.
He rode some thirty miles into a part of Maryland
where the inhabitants are notoriously disloyal. His
wounded leg was dressed by Doctor Samuel Mudd,
who furnished him with a crutch. Crippled as he
was, Booth worked his way for ten days, biding
in swamps by day, and more than once narrowly
escaping discovery, accompanied all the while by
Harold, who appears to be a weak creature, fol
lowing Booth as a dog does his master. The pair
at length got across the Potomac into Virginia; a
few miles more would place them under the protec
tion of Mosby's guerrillas. But the pursuers were
now on thcir track. By means of information vol- I
unteered by blacks and extorted from whites the
fugitives were traced to the bouse of a man named
Garratt, near Bowling Green. The pursuers, 27 in
in number, were led by Colonel Conger. Among
them was Boston Corbett, a sergeant in the cav
alry. Booth ond Harold were hidden in a barn.
They were called upon to surrender. A long par
ley ensued, for the pursuers wished to take tho fu
gitives alive. Harold gave himself up and came
out ; Booth refused ; fire was set to the dry straw
in the barn. Booth, brought to bay, wished to sell

his life dearly. Leaning upon his crutch, he was
in the act of aiming at one of his pursuers, when
his fire was anticipated by a pistol-shot from Cor
bett, who had watched his movements through an
opening in the boarding. The ball, sfriking almost
in the place where Lincoln had been struck, passed
downward, and, instead of piercing the brain, shat
tered the spinal column, paralyzing all the nerves
of motion, but leaving untouched those of sensa
tion. The assassin lived for four hours, body and
limbs paralyzed, yet suffering intensely. After his
death the corpse was brought to Washington, fully
identified, and then disposed of—how and where no
one knows except two persons wbo had it in charge.
He was born in Maryland, and died at the age of 26.
There i< every reason to believe that the assas
sination of the President was only a part of a plan
to murder all the leading members of the Govern
ment. This plot appears to have been formed by

persons holding high positions in the Confederacy.
So fully convinced is the Government of this fact
that on the 2d of May the President issued the fol
lowing proclamation :
*lWhereas, it appears, from evidence in the Bureau of
Military Justice, that the atrocious murder of the late
President, Abraham Lincoln, and the attempted assassina
tion of Hon. VVm. II. Seward, Secretary of State, were
incited, concerted, and procured by and between Jefferson
Davis, late of Richmond, Va. , and Jacob Thompson, Clem
ent C. Clay, Beverly Tucker, George N. Sanders, \V. C.
Cleary, and other rebels and traitors against the Govern
ment of the United States, harbored in Canada : Now,
therefore, to the end that justice may be done, I, Andrew
Johnson, President of the L'nited States do offer and prom
ise for tho arrest of said persons, or either of them, within
the limits of the United States, so that they can be brought
to trial, the following rewards : One hundred thousand
dollars for the arrest of Jefferson Davis; Twenty.fivc
thousand dollars for the arrest of Clement C. Clay ; Twen
ty-five thousand dollars for the arrest of Jacob Thompson,
late of Mississippi : Twenty-five thousand dollars for the
arrest of George N. Sanders; Twenty-five thousand dollars
for the arrest of Beverly Tucker ; and Ten thousand dol
lars for the arrest of William C. Cleary, lute clerk of
Clement C. Clay."

Tucker, Sanders, and Cleary have put forth in
the Canadian newspapers a denial that they had
any complicity in the assassination. How far they
and the others arc implicated will be developed upon
the trial of the many persons now under arrest.
The murder of President Lincoln aroused a feel
ing of regret deeper than was ever before known in
our history. Men and papers wbo had opposed his
policy and vilified him personally, now vied with his
adherents and friends in lauding the rare wisdom
and goodness which marked his conduct and char
acter. It was decided that his body should be in
terred at his home in Springfield, Illinois. The long
journey was one great funeral procession, lasting
from the 21st of April, when the embalmed body
left Washington, till the 4th of May, when it was
entombed at Springfield. The ceremonies at New
York, on the 25th, were by far the most imposing
ever known in that city. It was estimated that
60,000 people marched in the procession. The
streets through which it passed were shrouded in
black. There was hardly a house in the city with
out an emblem of mourning. By the death of Abra
ham Lincoln, Andrew Johnson, elected asVice-Pres
ident, became President of the United Slates, taking
the oath of office on the 15th of April.
The news of the assassination reached the army
in North Carolina while negotiations were pending
between Sherman and Johnston, Mr. Breckiuridge,
tho Confederate Secretary of War, being present.
Thereupon the following " basis of agreement" was
entered upon :

"First— The contending armies now in tho field to
maintain their statu quo until notice is given by the com
manding General of either one to its opponent, and rea
sonable time, say forty-eight hours, allowed.
"Stcond—The Confederate armies now in existence to
be disbanded and conducted to the several State capitals,
there to deposit their arms and public property in the
State arsenal, and ench officer and man to execute and
file an agreement to cease from acts of war and abide the
action of both State and Federal authorities. Tho num
ber of arms and munitions of war to be reported to the
Chief of Ordnance at Washington city, subject to future
action of the Congress of the United States, and in the
mean time to be used solely to maintain peace and order
within the borders of the States respectively.
" Third —The recognition by tho Executive of the Unit
ed States of the several State Governments on their offi
cers and Legislatures taking the oath prescribed by the
Constitution of the United States; and where conflicting
State Governments have resulted from the war the legiti
macy of all shall be submitted to tho Supreme Court of
the United States.
" Fourth—The re-establishment of all Federal courts ln
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the several States, with powers as defined by the Consti
tution and laws of Congress.
u Fifth —The peopleand inhabitants of all States to be
guaranteed, so far as the Executive can, their political
rights and franchise, as well as their rights of person and
property., as defined by the Constitution of the United
States and of States respectively.
""Sixth— The Executive authority of the Government
of the United States not to disturb any of the people by
reason of the late war so long as they live in peace and
quiet, abstain from acts of armed hostility, and obey laws
in existence at any place of their residence.
"Seventh — In general terms, war to cease, a general
amnesty, so far as the Executive power of the United
States can command, upon condition of dlsbandment of
the Confederate armies, and the distribution of arms and
resumption of peaceful pursuits by officers and men, as
hitherto composing the said armies. Not being fully em
powered by our respective principals to fulfill these terms,
we individually and officially pledge ourselves to promptly
obtain necessary authority, and to carry out the above
programme."

This agreement was at once repudiated by the
Government for the following reasons: First, It was
an exercise of authority not vested in General Sher
man ; Second, It was a practical acknowledgment
of the rebel Government ; Third, It undertook to
re-establish the rebel State governments, and
placed arms and munitions of war in the hands of
the rebels at their respective capitals, which might
be used as soon as the armies of the United States
were disbanded, and used to conquer and subdue

the loyal States ; Fourth, By the restoration of the
rebel aulhority in their respective States they would
be enabled to re-establish slavery ; Fifth, It might
furnish a ground of responsibility by the Federal
Government to pay the robel debt, and certainly
subjects loyal citizens of the rebel States to the debt
consummated by the rebels in the name of the State.
Sixth, It puts in dispute the existence of loyal State
governments, and the new State of Western Vir
ginia ; S venth, It practically abolished the confis
cation laws ; Eighth, It gave terms that had been
deliberately, repeatedly, and solemnly rejected by
President Lincoln, and better terms than the rebels
had ever asked in their most prosperous condition ;
Ninth, It formed no basis of true and lasting peace.
—Sherman was ordered to give immediate notice of
the termination of the truce ; the commanders of
other departments were notified to regard no truce or

order from him respecting hostilities, his action be
ing binding only upon his own command ; and Grant
hurried on to North Carolina to take charge of
matters there. Johnston saw at once that bis case
was hopeless. He therefore accepted terms similar
in effect to those offered to Lee, the main point of
difference being that the paroled prisoners were al
lowed to retain their horses, except those belonging
to artillery, their wagons, and five per cent, of their
small-arms, in order to protect themselves on their
way homj. The surrender was made on the 29th
of April. It is supposed that the surrender em
braces about 30,000 men. The Union army of
North Carolina at once set out on its return ; two
corps reaching Richmond on the 8th of May.
Among the other important events which have
marked the month of April is the capture of Mo
bile, which was surrendered on the 13th, after a
combined naval and military attack, which was
commenced upon the outer defenses on the 2d. The
defenses were captured after hard fighting. In all,
the enemy lost about 1500 men killed and wound
ed, 6000 prisoners, and 150 guns. Maury, the com
mander, escaped with about 9000 men. Our entire
loss during the siege was about 2000. General

Sioneman, of Thomas's Department of the Cumber-

I land, rode into North Carolina and struck the North
Carolina Kailroad. The most brilliant operation in
this raid of 500 miles was the capture of Salisbury
on the 13th, after a short and sharp encounter, with
1400 prisoners, and an immense quantily of provi
sions and stores, which were destroyed. General
Wilson, also of Thomas's Department, starting from
Chickasaw, in Alabama, on the 22d of March, rode
for 650 miles through portions of Alabama and Geor
gia, which the war had hardly touched. Selma, in
Alabama, a great depot, was captured on the 2d of
April, with 2400 prisoners and more than 100 can
non. Montgomery, the first Confederate capital,
was peaceably surrendered on the 12th. Columbus,
Georgia, was captured, after a sharp fight, on th*
16th, with 2000 prisoners and 70 guns. Macon was
approached on the 21st. Here Wilson was met by
a flag of truce from Howell Cobb, aonouncing the
armistice between Sherman and .Johnston. This
stopped military operntjpns, and before orders for
their resumption were received Johnston had sur
rendered. This brilliant raid, in which 6000 pris
oners and 200 ennnon wero taken, and Confederate
property estimated at hundreds of millions was de
stroyed, cost us in all less than 500 men.
General Halleck, who had assumed the command
of the Division of the James, under date of May 3,
orders that
MAll persons, without regard to their rank or employ
ment in the civil or military service of the late rebel Gov
ernment, will be permitted to take the amnesty oath, and
will receive the corresponding certificate. Those exclud
ed from tho benefit of such oath can make application for
pardon and restoration to civil right", which applications
will be received and forwarded to the proper channels for
the action of the President of the United States. Tho
fact that such persons have voluntarily comc forward and
taken the oath of allegiance will be evidence of their in.
tention to resume the status of loyal citizens, and consti
tute claim for Executive clemency."

General Schoficld, in command of the Depart
ment of North Carolina, under date of April 28,
thus defines the status of tho late slaves :
" To remove a doubt which seems to exist In the minds
of some of the people of North Carolina, it is hereby de
clared that by virtue of the Proclamation of the President
of the United States, dated January 1, 1S63,all persons
in this Stnte heretofore held as slaves are now free ; and
that it is the duty of the army to maintain the freedom
of such persons. It is recommended to the former mas-
ttcrs of the freedmen to employ them as hired servants at
reasonable wages. And it is recommended to the freed
men that, whon allowed to do so, they remain with their
former masters, and labor faithfully so long as they shall
be treated kindly and paid reasonable weges ; or that they
immediately seek employment elsewhere lu the kind of
work to which they are accustomed. It is not well for
them to congregate about towns or military camps. They
will not be supported in idleness."

On the 29th of April the President issued a proc
lamation removing all restrictions upon commerce,
with the exception of articles contraband of war, in
such portions of the Southern States lying cast of
the Mississippi, embraced within the lines of na
tional military occupation. —Another proclamation
of May 9 enjoins upon all naval and military offi
cers, now that the rebellion on land is ended, in
creased diligence in capturing the rebel cruisers
nfioat; and adds that, alter this proclamation shall
become known in foreign ports, retaliatory measures
will be adopted against the ships of such nations as
extend hospitality to these piratical vessels. An
Executive order of tho same dato recognizes as tho
only Government of the State of Virginia (not, of
course, including the State of West Virginia) that
by which Mr. Pierrepont is Governor, and annuls
all the acts of the late robel State Government.



a:MOST genial and friendly letter to the EasyChair, dated simply "Home," and speaking
tenderly of the late President, reminds us that our
great loss is a blow to every home in the country.
This peculiar personal affection for Mr. Lincoln was
so evident that every orator spoke of it

,

and with
the emotion that attends a private sorrow. No
tribute could be so pathetic and so suggestive of the
character of the man who had more deeply endeared
himself to the heart and fixed himself in the confi
dence of the American people than any man in our
history. Among the inscriptions that were dis
played during the days of mourning in the city
there was one hung out upon a shop which was
touching in its very baldness. "Alas! alas! our
father Abraham Lincoln is^dead." That was the
feeling in all true hearts ana homes. It was a feel
ing which no Ca;sar, no Charlemagne, no Napoleon
ever inspired. The Netherlands wept with a sor
row as sore for the Prince of Orange, France be
wailed with romantic grief the death of Heury
Fourth. But the people of Holland and of France
were comparatively few, and the relation between

the victims and the mourners was that of Prince
and subjects. Our leader was one of the poorest of
the people. He was great with their greatness.
They felt with him and for him as one of themselves ;

and in his fall more truly than Kome in that of
Cicsar, we all fell down.
The month of April, 1865, was curiously eventful
in the annals of this country. General Grant moved
upon the enemy's works, and Petersburg and Rich
mond fell. He pursued and fought the retreating
army, and the rebel commander-in-chief surrendered.
In the very jubileo of national joy the President
was murdered. While yet his body was borne
across the country by the reverent hands of a na
tion, his murderer was tracked, brought to bay,
shot, and buried in a nameless spot to protect his

corpse from wild popular fury. In the midst of the
tragical days General Sherman, whom, only last
month, the Easy Chair was celebrating as so skill-

i ful and resistless a soldier, instead of summoning
Johuston to a surrender upon the terms granted to
Lee, allowed himself to sign a recognition of the
reb'il government and to open a future of political
discord, while he was yet able to prescribe the sim
ple surrender of an army. The shock of disappoint
ment and regret was universal. The authorities
unanimously disapproved his convention. The
Lieutenant-General went immediately to the front,
and tho month which had opened with President
Lincoln trusted and beloved, with Davis defended
by Leo and his army in the rebel capital, and Sher
man confronted by Johnston, and Mobile holding
out, closed with the rebel capital in possession of
the Government, Lee a paroled prisoner, his army
disbanded, Davis a skulking fugitive, Johuston and
his army paroled prisoners, Mobile captured, Presi
dent Lincoln dead, President Johnson at the head
of the Government, and the assassin dead and bur
ied.

Through such a succession of groat events this
country had never so rapidly passed. It swept tho
scale of emotion. From the height of joyful tri
umph it sank to the very depths of sorrow ; from
confidence and pride in a military leader it passed
to humiliating amazement, yot not for a moment

paused iu its work or shook in its purpose, and was
never so calm, so strong, so grand, as in that tu
mult of emotion.
Every man who has been proud of his country
hitherto has now profounder cause for pride. Our
system has been tried in even' way, and rises puri
fied from the fire. No one man is essential to her,
however dearly beloved, however generously trust
ed. The history of the war from May, 1861, to
May, 1865, proves that she can not be hopelessly
bereaved. The skepties who have sneered, the timid
who have feared, the shrewd who have doubted,
must now see that the principles of popular govern
ment have been amply vindicated. We have only
clearly to understand and fearlessly to trust those
principles, and the future, like the past, is secure.
In the earlier days of the war a sagacious foreign
observer, resident in the country, said that ho feared
we were making mistakes perilous to the American
principle. The suspension of the habeas corpus he
thought was a very dangerous political, however
necessary a military experiment it might be. But
he was answered by another European, who had
been a political pupil of Cavour's, that, unlike such
an act in other countries, it was here done by the
people themselves, and they must be trusted in it

,

or else the whole American experiment failed. Such
power must be used, he said ; the crucial test is the

way in which it is used. If the people can not use

it in a way which shall be permanently harmless,
then they are not capable of self-government. 0

wise young judge! In the whole world no heart
will be more sincerely glad, no face more bright
with joy, or sadder with sorrow, at the strange
April news from America, than yours !
What a May-day ! Stricken as all hearts are,
what a May-day ! Budding and blooming on every
hand, hill-side, and meadow, and wood, flushing
and glittering with the lavish beauty of the spring,
softly gliding over grieving hearts, and with her
royal touch healing our varied sorrow, came the
Queen of May, for whom the people sighed and tho
land yearned, came the well-beloved, the long de
sired, palms in her hand and doves flying before
her, and the name of that May-day Queen was
Peace.

" Cross the Fulton Ferry and follow the crowd,"
was the direction given by one who knew, to an
inquirer who asked how to find Mr. Beecher's church
in Brooklyn. The Easy Chair remembered it on
the Sunday morning after the return of the Fort
Sumter party, and crossing at an early hour in the
beautiful spring day he stepped ashore and followed
the crowd up the street. That at so early an hour
the current would set strongly toward the church
he did not believe. But he was mistaken. At the
corner of Hicks Street (if that is the name) the
throng turned and pushed along with hurrying ea
gerness as if they were already too late. Thero
were perhaps thirty persons, and it was but a little
past nine o'clock. The street was disagreeable like

a street upon tho outskirts of a city, but the current
turned from it again in two streams, one flowing to
the rear and the other to tho front of Plymouth
Church. The EasyChairdriftedalougwith the first,
and as he went around the corner observed jnst before
him a low brick tower below which was an iron gate.
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The gate was open and we all passed rapidly in,
going through a low passage smoothly paved and
ecboing, with a fountain of water midway and a
chained mug —a kind thought for the wayfarer—
and that little cheap charity seemed already an in
dication of the humane spirit which irradiates the
image of Plymouth Church. The low passage
brought us all to the narrow walk by the side of
the church, and to the back-door of the building.
The crowd was already tossing about all the doors.
The street in front of the building was full, and oc
casionally squads of enterprising devotees darted
out and hurried up to the back-door to compare the
chances of getting in.
The Easy Chair pushed forward, and was wheeled
by a courteous usher into a convenient seat. The
church is a large white building, with a gallery on
both sides, two galleries in front, and an organ loft
and choir just behind the pulpit. It is spacious
and very light, with four long windows on each
side. The seats upon the floor converge toward the
pulpit, which is a platform with a mahogany desk,
and there are no columns. The view of the speak
er must be unobstructed from every part. The
plain white walls and entire absence of architectur
al ornamentation inevitably, and not uupleasantly,
suggests the bare cold barns of meeting-houses in
early New England. But this house is of a very
cheerful, comfortable, and substantial aspect.
There were already dense crowds wedged about
all the doors upon the inside. The seats of the
pew-holders were protected by the ushers, the habit

being, as the Easy Chair understood, for the hold
ers who do not moan to attend any- service, to notify
the ushers that they may fill the seats. Upon the
outside of the pews along the aisles there are chairs
which can be turned down, enabling two persons to
be seated side by side, yet with a space for passage
bctween, so that the aisle is not wholly choked. On
this Sunday the duties of the ushers were very diffi
cult and delicate, for the pressure was extraordi
nary. There was still more than an hour before
the beginning of the service, but the building was
rapidly filling ; and every body who sank into a
seat from which he was sure that he could not be
removed, wore an edifying expression of beaming
contentment which must have been rather exasper
ating to those who were standing and struggling
and dreadfully squeezed around the doors.
Presently the seats were all full. The multitude
seemed to be solid above and below, but still the
new-comers tried to press in. The platform was
fringed by the legs of those who had been so lucky
as to find seats there. There was loud talking and
scuffling, and even occasionally a little cry at the
doors. One boy struggled desperately in the crowd
for his life, or breath. The ushers, courteous to
the last, smiled pitifully upon their own efforts to
put ten gallons into a pint pot. As the hour of
service approached a small door under the choir
and immediately behind the mahogany desk upon
the platform opened quietly, and Mr. Beecher en
tered. He stood looking at the crowd for a little
time, without taking off his outer coat, then ad
vanced to the edge of tho platform and gave some
directions about seats. He indicated with his hands
that the people should pack more closely. The
ushers evidently pleaded for the pew-holders who
had not arrived ; but the preacher replied that they
could not get in, and the seats should be filled that
the service might proceed in silence. He turned
and opened the door. Then he removed his coat,

sat down, and opened the Hymn-Book, while the
organ played. The impatient people meantime had
climbed up to the window sills from the outside,
and the great white church was like a hive, with
the swarming bees hanging in clusters upon the
outside.

The service began with an invocation. It was
followed by a hymn, by the reading of a chapter in
the Bible, and a prayer. The congregation joined
in singing; and the organ, skillfully and firmly
played, prevented the lagging which usually spoils
congregational singing. The effect was imposing.
The vast volume filled the building with solid sound.
It poured out at the open windows and filled tbo
still morning air of the city with solemn melody.
Far upon every side those who sat at home in soli
tary chambers heard the great voice of praise.
Then amidst the bush of the vast multitude tho
preacher, overpowered by emotion, prayed fervent
ly for the stricken family and the bereaved nation.
There was more singing, before which Mr. Beecher
appealed to tbose who were sitting to sit closer, and
for once to bo incommoded that some more of tho
crowd might get in ; and as the wind blew freshly
from the open windows, he reminded the audience
that a handkerchief laid upon the head would pre
vent the sensitive from taking cold. Then opening
the Biblo he read tho story of Moses going up to
Pisgah, and took the verses for his text.
The sermon was written, and he read calmly from
the manuscript. Yet at times, rising upon the flood
of feeling, he shot out a solemn adjuration or assert
ed an opinion with a fiery emphasis that electrified
the audience into applause. His action was intense
but not dramatic ; and the demeanor of the preach
er was subdued and sorrowful. He did not attempt
to speak in detail of the President's character or
career. He drew the bold outline in a few words,
and leaving that task to a calmer and fitter mo
ment, spoke of the lessons of the hour. The way
of his death was not to be deplored ; the crime it
self revealed to the dullest the ghastly nature of
slavery; it was a blow not at a man but at tho
people and their government ; it had utterly failed ;
and, finally, though dead tho good man yet speak-
eth. The discourse was brief, fitting, forcible, and
tender with emotion. It was a manly sorrow and
sympathy that cast its spell upon the great audi
ence, and it was good to be there. When words
have a man behind them, Emerson says, they are

not to be forgotten. There was another hymn, a
peal of pious triumph, which poured out of tho
heart of the congregation, and seemed to lift us all
up, up into the sparkling, serene, inscrutable heaven.

The beautiful new building of the National Acad
emy of Design was opened this spring with the for
tieth annual exhibition of pictures. The festival
of the opening was one of the most striking specta
cles we have ever seen. The white building, even
upon the outside, sparkled with the flood of light
that poured from the door and windows ; and as

cending the stately steps and entering at the door,
which seems the exquisitely-wrought gateway to a
realm of romance, the scene was dazzling and pic
turesque. A noble staircase —such as we imagine
in the finest palaces and see in the most sumptuous

paintings of Paul Veronese —occupies the heart of
the building, and ascends to a range of columns of
various marble, which sustain the centre of the roof.
A gallery, with a massive balustrade between the
columns, extends around the area of the staircase,
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and out of this gallery open the exhibition-rooms.
There are five of these; one very large and spa
cious—a truly magnificent room —along the length
of the Twenty-third Street side. The others aro
smaller, but all convenient and full of the best light.
The pictures are hung upon the walls of all these,
excepting one, which is devoted to sculpture, and
the sides of the outer gallery are also covered with
them. But the evening of the opening was devoted
to other duties than the study of pictures. Here
were throngs of the loveliest toilets — for "full
dress" was the prescribed rule of the festival—and
here were two thousand people constantly moving
through the brilliant rooms. If some group paused
before a picture it was as picturesque and bright as
the canvas upon which it looked ; and the occasion
al bits of Venice, the palaces, the canals, the sun
sets, the gondolas, that flashed upon the walls,
seemed only the syllabled refrain of the Venetian
poem which the evening was.
Indeed, as you stepped out of the rooms to de
scend the staircase, the laughing groups in gay
dresses coming up and going down, the jeweled la
dies in airy laces and brilliant silks and satins lean
ing upon the balustrades beneath the marble col
umns, looking over silent, or chatting and laugh
ing, while the band played passionate waltzes be
low, presented tho very scene that the Venetian
Paul loved to paint, and which all his lovers so
vividly remember.
At nine o'clock President Huntington, of the
Academy, with Mr. Bryant and the Kev. I>r. Ad
ams, stepped upon a little temporary dais in the
large room, immediately opposite tho door and in
front of Bierstadt's " Yo Semite Valley," and the
hum of the crowd was hushed, while in a fervent
prayer the clergyman invoked the Divine blessing
upon so fair a work accomplished, and upon the be
ginning of such influences for the future. He did
not say Amen without a touching reference to the
common sorrow, and to the universal love for him
who had taken his place among the martyrs. And
when he sat down President Huntington delivered
the address of inauguration and welcome. It was
wisely brief, barely alluding to the circumstances
under which the building had been erected ; but it
was cheerful and bright, and ended with a proper
compliment to Mr. Bryant. The poet was greeted
warmly as he arose and declared frankly that re
torting compliments was an art which had been
neglected in his education. He then made a very
pleasant response, adorned with references to many
of the traditional names of the Academy, and to in
cidents in the lives of some of the noted dead whom
he personally knew.

The following passage is a proper introduction to
the study of tho present exhibition :
" I congratulate you all, therefore, on the com
pletion of a building not one stone of which, from
the foundation to the roof, was laid, and not one
beam or rafter framed into its place, for any other
purpose than the glory of Art. A little while since
I was here, and admired the spacious halls and
saloons, with their lofty ceilings and the pure light
admitted only from the zenith, bringing with it no
tinge of color from surrounding objects. Since that
time Art has entered with tho works of the pencil
and chisel, covering the bare walls and occupying
the floors w ith imitations of nature which we view
this evening with wonder and delight— the spring,
the summer, the autumn, the winter of our brilliant
climate disputing tho palm of splendor ; the blaze

of the tropies and the cold light of icebergs brought
into a New York saloon ; Italian skies glowing be
side them ; the wild grandeur of our own Rocky
Mountains confronting the majestic scenery of Switz
erland ; manly faces and the eyes of fair women
and fresh-cheeked children looking down upon us ;
scenes from the domestic fireside ; glimpses of camp
life and the tumult of war, drawn from our own civil
strife ; and on pedestals, among the crowd of spee-
- tators, the works of the statuary, busts that seem to
think, and groups which are tragedies and comedies
in miniature. When I look round upon these pro
ductions of the genius of our countrymen, and com
pare them with what we produced forty years since,
I can not help imagining to myself what must have
been the astonishment of a New Yorker of that day,
could he have been transported to a spectacle like
this from one of the meagre exhibitions of the old
and now forgotten Academy of the Fine Arts, made
up mostly of pictures which had appeared on its
walls from year to year till they palled upon the
eye."
The audience hummed and buzzed while Mr.
Bryant was speaking, not from any disrespect or
indifference, but simply because the throng in the
neighboring rooms were moving and murmuring,
and perfect silenco was impossible. It was a beau
tiful scene, and no ono who was there will ever for
get the spectacle of tho poet standing in the spa
cious pictured hall speaking to the brilliant throng,
our venerable high-priest of poetry dedicating this
noble temple of art upon the eve of a glorious peace.

A critic is a formidable creature, and yet all of
us who go to see pictures are really crities. We
look at tho paintings; we have opinions; wo ex

press them. That is criticism. Some of us know
very little of nature or art, but we have opinions
nevertheless, and the more we do not know, the

more vehement we are apt to be. Tho art-criti
cisms which we brethren of the pen write for new s
papers and magazines are our opinions of the pic
tures. Some of the artists who do not like what
we say tell us gravely that we have no business to
have opinions. Alas ! alas ! that is very probable.
But we do have them, and what are we to do ?
If they tell us not to express them, how are they
themselves to become known ? how is the excellenco
of their works to be set forth? Fame is but opin
ion. That kind familiarity of certain names which
the proverb describes as like household words, is
only the common consent of good opinion. No, we
must speak, we must write, we can not avoid opin
ions. Criticism is

,

therefore, a foregone conclusion ;

and, dear brothers of the pencil und pen, whether
we make books or pictures, or merely trace such

evanescent lines as these, we must lay our account
with favorable or adverse judgments of our work.
Let us do all we can to make unfavorable judgments
impossible. Then, if they come, our withers aro
unwrung.
These reflections and exhortations are not diffi
cult for an old Easy Chair who comes tugging and
blowing up that splendid staircase at the Academy,
and who has no pictures upon the walls. If he
had— let him pause a moment to take breath and
to decide — if he had, which one of all these six hun
dred and forty-seven pictures and sculptures would
he wish to be his ? That is a tremendous question
to ask as you reach the top of tho staircase and peer
curiously around you. It is a question so tremen
dous that no Easy Chair, who does not wish to
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make six hundred and forty-six enemies, will
think of answering aloud.
In a very low whisper, then, let us say that the
fortieth exhibition is not a remarkably good one.
Some of the artists whose names are very familiar
appear in great force ; but the number of fine works
is not large. The number also of works interesting
from their subjects simply appears to us to be small.
The war, for instance, so fruitful of picturesque in
cident, has inspired very few ; and some of those
lack that patient and complete elaboration which
distinguishes such a work as that of Gerome, " the
Almek," which we have all seen with delight at
Gonpil's Gallery during the spring. Of the small
er works of this vcar we recall most pleasantlv Mr.
William M. Hunt's " Listeners" (204), and '

"'

The
Singers" (210), and Mr. Eastman Johnson's "Christ
mas Time" (376). Mr. Hnnt's method is Couture's,
which is the very reverse of Gerome's; but the
sweetness, the delicacy, the tenderness, the subtle

grace of the two works we name are evident to very
dull eyes and hearts. They are mellow and rich,
and full of imagination. There are no more purely
poetic pictures upon the walls. The interior and
figures of Mr. Johnson are evidently portraits ; but
the treatment is so felicitous that there is no sense
of figures posing. We see them as Santa Claus
might as he peeps through the Christmas-tree. It

is a scene of happy, domestic life; and the con
scientious care with which the details are wrought

is characteristic of the painter of the " Old Ken
tucky Home." There is another of the smaller
pictures which the loiterer will remember. It is

Mr. Lambdin's " Love and Loyalty" (224), a scene
of the war. It represents a maiden holding her
lover's sword to her lips and kissing the blade.
He stands by, with a Captain's shoulder-straps,
ready to receive it consecrated bv her lips; ready
to use the sword in the holiest of wars —ready to
die rather than yield it. In the outer gallery there

is Darley's drawing of "Dahlgren's Cavalry Charge
at Fredericksburg" (29). This, too, is admirable.

It is full of the wild tumult of the scene. You
hear the clatter, the dash, the shouting, the shot.

The men and horses live before the eye ; yet in all
the whirl there is no obscurity or bewilderment for
the spectator. It is a thrilling episode of the war
from the hand of a master.
But by a curious infelicity the most interesting
war picture is hoisted into a panel over the door by
which you enter the main hall, and therefore en
tirely out of sight. From the head of the stairs
you look across and see that there is a picture there
which is worth attention. You then go to the spot
whence you can see it—and it can not be seen.
You must stand with your back to the railing,
strain your eyes upward, and then you discover
that the light glistens across it so as to shut it out
from view effectually. If you could possibly see it

you would discover it to be a scene in "General
Sherman's March through Georgia—his Advance
arriving at a Plantation" (86). It is painted by
Thomas Nast, and is foil of interesting incident and
expression. Indeed, its charm is its dramatic ex
pression, and that is entirely invisible in the height
and light in which it is placed. At the right of the
picture is the mansion-house. The ladies stand
upon the piazza and look curiously and disdainfully
at the group of officers who approach, cap in hand,
evidently full of amused doubt as to their reception.
Under the trees upon the right the soldiers and the
slaves are fraternizing. One brilliant fellow in red
Vol. XXXI.— No. 181.— I

Zouave trowsers imposes by his melodramatic swag
ger upon the negroes. An old gray-headed Uncle
Tom bows low before him ; others are bringing
forage to offer to their friends ; and the women with
lifted hands and glistening eyes are plainly saying," Bress de Lord ob heaven, de Yanks is come ! " The
contrast of the group of officers and ladies with that
of the soldiers and slaves is most effective. The
eye steals away between them to tho fields and
river meadows beyond, covered with busy little
parties of foragers and troops and slaves, and full
of characteristic incident and landscape. Even the
universal military bustle is evidently temporary.
The languor and luxuriance of Southern nature is

hardly disturbed, and seems with placid disdain to
await the departure of the intruders.
There are other delightful pictures, upon which
we can not dwell. We expatiate upon Mr. Nast's
because he has but the one, and it is entirely im
possible for those who have not seen it elsewhere to
appreciate its interest here. Mr. Kcnsctt comes
out this year in great force. His " Ullswater" (91)

is not olien surpassed for delicate detail and happy
expression. Mr. Cranch's Venetian scenes have a

charm for which the romantic city itself may be
largely responsible ; but his poetic nature is at
tracted to such subjects by the deepest sympathy.
The novelty of form in Mr. Bierstadt's "Looking
down Yo Semite Valley, California" (436), and the
case and power of his treatment give the picture an
interest which is

,

however, hardly equal to so large

a canvas. The eye and the imagination each ask
for a little more.
But a garrulous Easy Chair most stop somewhere,
and here perhaps as well as any where.

" Hxrpv the bride the sun shines on," is the pleas
ant old proverb that the heart utters to friends mar
ried in June and summer. And when they are
young and fair, and the soft skies and the bright
Mowers and the singing birds are truly the outward
signs of their own lives and temper, what gifts but
roses and pearls seem fit for them ?

That is a question for poets only to answer, and
sometimes a poet answers it. Pearls may be bought
and roses may be plucked, but a poet who would
bring a special offering to a bridal which his
whole heart blesses will go beyond gems and flow
ers. "Love will find out a wav." What if he
should make robins and bobolinks sing a song of his
teaching at the bride's window ? Better still, who
but he can make other poets sing for her alone?
And what would their carols be, peculiar, individual,
special, beyond their common singing, but "Over-
Songs?"
Such a poet there was ; and once when, in the full
flush of June, a bridal bower was built upon the
green banks of a tranquil river, far inland, such
was the cboir with which he sang his epithalamium.
Preluding tenderly, with a thoughtful, inward, mus
ing musie, as if he played softly upon his own heart
strings, he murmured :

" Who giveth of his song's estate
Receireth larger than he gives;
No lover's privilege to great
As Laureate's self-rewarding fate
While love inviolate lives."

After a while there followed a strain like that of
the English nightingale— a note that wo had all late

ly heard clear and gushing—now a sweet minor
melody whose sadness was only the unsatisfied long
ing of the heart in spring :
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uWhen in a May-day hush
Chanteth the missel-thrush

The harp o' the heart makes answer with murmurous stirs ;
When robin- redbreasts sing,
We sigh for tardy spring,

And Culvers, when they coo, are Love's remembrancers.

But thou in the trance of light
Stayest the fading Night,

And Echo makes sweet her lips with utterance wise.
And casts at our glad feet,
In a wisp of fancies fleet,

Life's fair, life's unfulfilled, impassioned prophecies

Her central thought full well
Thou hast the art to tell,

To take the aense o' the night and to yield it so;
To set In a cadence bright
The moral of moonlight,

And sing our loftiest dreams that we thought none did
know.

I hare no nest as thou,
- Bird on the blossoming bough,

Yet forth on thy tongue outflowoth the song o' my soul,
Chanting, *Forego thy strife,
The spirit outacta the life,

And much ia seldom theirs who can perceive the whole.

' Thou drawest a perfect lot
All thine, but holden not ;

Lie low at the feet of beauty that ever shall bldo;
There might be sorer smart
Than thine, far-seeing heart.

Whose fate ia still to yearn and not be antMiod.' M

That is a nightingale which has sung in all our
hearts and homes for two years past. You have
not hearil this song before. You will not hear it
again. Listen, then, once more, and answer, if the
first part of the singer's name be Jean, what is the
last?
Is it too low and sad for the bridal choir? Yet
it is not sombre : it is only the deep, dark red of
the rose's heart. But here is manly music in an
other tone :

"Good heart, that owneat all!
I ask a modest boon aud small:
Not of lands and towns the gift,
Too large a load for me to lift,
But for one proper creature,
Which geographic age,
Sweeping the map of Western earth,
Or Mi' Atlantic coast from Maine
To Powhatan's domain,
Could not descry.
Is't much to a k, in all thy huge creation,
So trivial a part—
A solitary heart T'

Does it sound strange still, this "Concord" of
sweet sounds, too sub a bass for a hymeneal hymn ?
Yet sturdy pines make the fairest landscape fairer;
and here breaks in a firm, clear tenor :

"The day that hears the bridal bell
Should break in cloudless blue ;
Its rosier sunset leave behind
A night of stars and dew;
From East to West, o'er all the land,
The jarring noises cease,
And 'mid the nuptial blossoms brood
The sacred dove of peace."

"These distant thunders shall not cloud
The sunshine of the hour;
These galea of battle withering blow
Across your bridal bower:
From heavens of peace, above the storm,
God's blessing still shall fall
On Love that binds, on Love that heals,
On Love that cuuquora all."

So might Bayard have sung, hearing afar the
hum of battle.
And next a singer with heart's-ease in his hand,
musing as he sings:
" A flower worth all the gardens of the East,
And rich enough to be thy husband's dower—
For, having heart's-ease, hath ho not enough f
But heart's-ease la a perishable stuff—
A fading flower that hath not long to live—
A mocking gift that is not mine to give.
Yet as I give the emblem I uplift
A prayer that God will add the perfect gift."
Look high : if it were a bird you might see him
Tilt on an upper spray, an independent singer, nor
heed the thin treble that comes piping in beside
him:
"What shall I say? The blithe birds sing
In every bush, on every tree;
And the June air Is murmuring
A bridal song for thee."

And as the epithalamium closes a tender voice sum
mons the violets and roses to mingle iu the choir:

u 0 Ko-e-bud, breathe your breath
Into the soul of Jane:
And in that fragrant death
Strike living Love's true tune;
Sure that such giving is
Receiving, high above;
For love Is sacrifice,
And life is love."

Might this not bo Wordsworth's Lucy who sings?
And then the poet who had summoned and led
the choir joined hands with them as they surround
ed the bower, and sang for them all:

"Ah! life la sweeter than life,
O lover and friend 1 for her sharing;
And the world's sweetest title of Who
Will be sweeter than all for her wearing.
Think of her sweet-hearted nature,
And forever exquisite ways!
Child-heart of womanhood's etature,
Born to perennial Hays I
Yes, there is semblance of Eden
For some, here and there;
Angels these lovers are leading
Homeward unaware."

—Was it only a dream of summer? Was it only
a vision of the Easy Chair? —these lovers and their
bridal bower; this poet drawing the singers into
a hymeneal choir ; these songs of which some
strains are here recorded —was it i' the air only?
Was the river nameless, in a region never seen ?
Or did hands of flesh and blood clasp before the al
tar, and were these " Over-Songs" from the fullness
of sympathy actually sung?
Perhaps —perhaps a delicate, exquisite, illumin
ated memento of that bower, with all the songs
complete, exists, telling no secret but to those who
kuow.

(gfcitnr's Sratnrr.

AT Oskaloosa,
Iowa, there is an old gentleman

by the name of Ballard, who for several years
had been justice of the peace. He resolved to take
one of tho many positions open for public service
in the army, and enlisted as a private in the cele
brated "gray-beard" regiment. He was on duty
several months in St. Louis, and was detailed as
sentinel in front of General Curtis's head-quarters,
where he paced his silent beat faithfully during rain
and storm. Afterward the Squire was mustered
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out. and General Curtis was "stamping" the State
for recruits for the army. The latter had just fin
ished a speech when the Squire approached him
very familiarly, saying,
" General, if I was not so old I would enter the
service again."
"Ah," says the General, " have you been in the
army?"
'•Yes, General; you and I occupied the same
building in St. Louis."
"Indeed! I don't remember."
" I expect not; for you had the inside and I the
out."

It is not often that articles appear in the Drawer
from Sherman's web -footed cavalry, but here is
something too good to keep. In the battle of March
19, 1865, when four little divisions stood the assault
of Johnston'B entire army, the Seventeenth New
York Volunteers, a portion of Morgan's Second Di
vision of the Fourteenth Corps, were at one time
completely surrounded. A reb going from our front
toward their line in our rear was astounded at run
ning into a line of Yanks. He was handed over to
a soldier as guard over him—a genuine " Bowery
boy." The following conversation ensued :
Rer. '•Take mo to the rear, quick."
YanB. "Can't."
Rer. "Take me behind a tree, then."
YanB. "What's the use; they are firing from
both sides."

Rer. "Take me behind two trees, then" (im
ploringly) — "take me to your rear. My good'
man, don't you know where your rear is ?"
YanB (carelessly). "No, shoot mo if I do; do
you ?"

The inclosed clip is a verbatim et literatim copy
of a decision rendered in a justice's court, and can
be vouched for as a fact. Any one acquainted with
the justice would need no voucher to establish the
fact of its occurrence :

Swuitzer r. Pearsons et aL, Prairie du Chlen, Crawford
County, Wisconsin.
B. Bull for Plaint. \
Wm. Dutcher for Deti
Before Justice BaBer.

Action brought against defendants for shooting plaint
iff's Goose and Gander. Defendants admit the killing,
and justified that It was accidental. Court, after hearing
the evidence, gave the following able and lucid opinion :
It is best always not to be too severe on damages, and yet
it is best to give damages to the amount of the plaintifps
claim, and inasmuch as the killing of those geese was
wrong by the boys. It is the opinion of the court that the
two geesewere worth two dollars apiece in the spring or
tuB vear, and in all probabilities they would have hod
twelve goslings, and probably about one half of them
would have lived and the other half would have died:
and it would not have cost the plaintiff much to keep
them until fall, and the goslings would then beworth one
dollar apiece, which would be six dollars, and the two old
ones two dollars, which would make tcu dollars, which is
the judgment of the court.
Aprii i, mi.

Ose of our officers in Memphis writes:
We have an Irishman in ourl regiment wbo,
strange to say, is very fond of "commissary," as
the poor substitute for whisky furnished the army
is called. He often contrives funny ways to get it.
For instance, not long since he brought mc a slip of
greasy paper, containing a request that my "com
missary sergeant would issue to the bearer one glass

of whisky, to bo used by him to make some medi
cine." Said Fat: "Will your Honor approve that?"
I read it and wrote my approval, and tbought no
more about it until in the latter part of the day I
had occasion to visit the barracks of Pat's company,
when I saw a huge glass tumbler, which would hold
about a quart, and found Fat and his companions a
little set up. I went back to my quarters and call
ed for my commissary sergeant, wbo soon confirm
ed my suspicions. Fat had produced his "glass"
and his approved order and had demanded the whis
ky, and It hod been honored.
The next day Patrick was detailed for fatigue-
duty. He came to ma all crouched over, with his
arms pressed hard across his stomach, and with one
of the most sorrowful-looking faces I ever saw.
Said I : " What is the matter with you ?"
" Och ! an' it's nearly gone dead I um intirely in
me poor stomach."

"Ah, you rascal!" said I, "you have your pay
now for the joke you played off on me about that
whisky yesterday."
"Yes, yer Honor, indade I have; it's the 'rot
gut' I've got that will be the death o' me ;" and he
gave another awful twist of bis body, and made an
other awful face ; but all the time I saw the rogue
lurking in his eye, and I knew he was trying to sell
me again.
Said I : " Pat, you need not put on that rye face ;
you can't fool mo again."
" Yer Honor must be mistaken, for doesn't me
eyes look glassy ?"
That was too much for me, and I had to laugh ;
but Pat did his work.

The keeper of a well-known eating-saloon at
the depot on a branch road running from the
" Erie" north, was some years since, and is still,
afflicted with inflammatory rheumatism. Several
of his friends visited him, one at a time, and told
him that unless he gave up drinking it would kill
him. At last the doctor, by arrangement, said
the same thing, and mine host began to cry, and
said, "Jim has been here talking to me about drink
ing so much, and then Tom came, and after him
Sam, and all [boo-hoo !] talking to me about drink
ing [boo-hoo !]

, and now you've come ; and there
isn't nary one of you that considers how dreadful
dry I am !"

Mr. M , who lives in the town adjoining this,
in Broome County, is very much in the habit of
" drawing the long bow." One of his stories is as
follows : " Did you never see ono of these here
hoop-snakes?" " No," says his listener ; "I didn't
think there was any such thing." "Oh ye*," says
Mr. M , "I've seen one. Me. and my hired
man was down there in the home lot, by the side
of the road, and we seen something rolling down
the hill, and says I, ' I guess that are must be one
of them hoop-snakes coming along.' My hired man
he was afeard, and clim up a tree; but I took my
hoe in my hand, and went out and stood side of a
tree in the road, and when he come along I stuck
out the hoe-handle, and he hit it slap, and made a.

noise jes like a pistol ; and, Sir, it warn't mor'n a

minute afore that ore hoe-handle was swelled up as
big as my leg !"

One day early in the session of the Nebraska
Legislature a motion was made, in Committee of
the Whole, that the committee rise and report pro.
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gress. The motion was adopted. Immediately after
Mr. M , from one of the rural districts, assumed
a standing position and remained up. The Speaker
recognized him, hut the standing member said no
thing until some one who wanted the floor asked
him what he was up for. "Why," said he, " the
motion carried for the committee to rise, and I'm
waiting for tho rest to get up!" His manifest
knowledge of parliamentary tacties brought all
hands down.

it !" She answered, promptly, " Oh, very much,
Mr. Young, but it hurts my eyes I"

Mrs. Jones died a few weeks ago. Upon the
day of the funeral the house was visited, as often
happens, by numbers of persons unacquainted with
the deceased or family. One of these strangers
stepped to the coffin, with others, to take a last
look at the dead, and exclaimed, totlo voce, " I'm so
disappointed : I thought it was Mrs. Colonel Jones,"
an estimable lady of the same name, but another
family.

In your March Number a California Sheriff has
a place. I offer you now a California Justice :
Squire W resided near Chico, in 1852. A
man was sued before his Honor by a neighbor in
the matter of a disputed account of some two or
three hundred dollars. Counsel was obtained from
a distance, and the case duly called on, evidence
heard, and the law and facts earnestly presented by
respective counsel. It so happened that the two
litigants owned what was considered fast " quarter
horses," and by chance, on the day of the trial,
each came on their race nags.
The Squire was very fond of the sports of the
turf, and after the case was closed and submitted,
he observed that the evidence was so nearly bal
anced that he was in doubt, and, to settle the ques
tion, his decision was that the parties go down on
a track near by and run their horses —judgment to
go in favor of the winning horse !

A locd call having been made for army surgeons
by the examining boards of our State, our ambi
tious and patriotic young friend, Dr. P , gave
up his lucrative (?) practice, and reported himself
at Columbus for examination. The applicants, who
were numerous, were each handed a list of printed
questions, and they were required to write out an
swers and hand them in to the Board, who voted on
their cases according to the correctness of the an
swers. Our young aspirant got on swimmingly
with his list until he came to Question 23 :

" Where
and what is Scarpa's triangle?" This was a poser.
He scratched his head in vain for any recollection
of such an anatomical structure. He fmally ap
proached the President of the Board, and, pointing
to tho question, said, " Sir, did you mean to ask that
question ?" To which the president blandly replied
in the affirmative. Our young doctor, putting on a
look of fierce indignation, exclaimed, " Will you tell
mo, Sir, what is the use of asking such a question as
that when our country's flag is trailing*!) the dust?"

Captain Johnson, of our army, home on leave,
was telling his aunt (a kind-hearted, simple-mind
ed old lady) about his marches, etc., up and down
the Valley, and in the course of conversation hap
pened several times to speak of his men " win
ning" chickens, fruit, etc., from the way-side farm
ers. The old lady, being utterly unacquainted
-with army slang, anxiously inquired what tho Cap
tain meant by " winning." The Captain was mo
mentarily taken aback at this question, for he knew
the good dame had the greatest horror of any thing
like stealing; but recovering, he straightened out
his face like a Supreme Court judge's, and says he :
"Ah, yes, you don't quite understand, I see. Did
you ever read the Army Regulations ? No, I sup-

The idea was so novel, and withal so amusing, I pose not. Well, my dear aunt, paragraph 1677 of
that attorneys and clients at once consented, and
proceeded to try the case, as the Squire expressed
it in his instructions to the riders when up, " by
the Lever-Power Act, from which there was no
appeal."

Justices there have jurisdiction to try cases of
assault and battery. Two persons having a quar
rel in presence of the Squire, one struck the other,
and was at once ordered under arrest. In due
time the trial came on, and the defendant was or
dered to stand up, and asked to plead whether he
was guilty or not guilty. Tho defendant answered,
Not Guilty. This was too much for the Justice,
who fancied that his own veracity was officially
called in question by the plea, and the poor culprit
was fined $100 on the spot for the breach of the
peace, and another $100 for contempt, the Justice
remarking that he " would learn people how to
call the Court a liar!"

Little Steixa is just beginning to talk. Our
minister has engaging manners, and is especially a
favorite of children. During a sociable call he
sang one of those touching, simple melodies which
Stella is so fond of hearing. She was very at
tentive, and stood quite motionless, gazing on his
face with her bright, wondering eyes. As he pro
ceeded tears began to glisten beneath the lids, and
glide down her dimpled cheeks After a few min
utes of silence, he asked, "Stella, bow do you like

the 63d edition provides that when an army is pass
ing through a country tho farmers shall not be de
prived of their live-stock or other property, except
in cases of necessity, and even then they arc given
a chance for their possessions in this way : If a sol
dier needs a chicken, for instance, he is bound to
' toss up' with the farmer to decide which shall have

it
,

and" (impressively) "it is really surprising how
very generally the ' boys' win."

A worthy master of the rod in Maine writes :

During the past winter I have been teaching in
the little village of B , in the lower part of this
county, and one day caught my youngest boy, aged
twelve, in the act of throwing some paper balls
at one of the larger boys. I called him out at
once, and taking my pointer in one hand and hold
ing one of bis hands in my other, explained to him
the painful necessity I was under of administering
proper punishment. After duly impressing him
with this fact I dropped his hand and wound up as
follows: "Now, Arthur, I don't want to whip you,
so I'll give you your choice between a whipping
and sitting with one of the girls." Quick almost
as lightning his band came up, and in a voice eager
as ono asking a great favor he exclaimed, " Phase
to whip me! Oh, please to whip me, Sir!" The
effect was instantly perceived on the school.

Governor A. G. Ccrtin paid a visit in 1862
to the Pennsylvania Reserve Volunteer Corps.
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While with the Regiment, talking to the offi
cers and men in front of the colonel's tent, Com

pany D dram beat the call for dinner. The men,
ever ready, fell in in single file for their rations.
The Governor, wishing to dine with the boys, call
ed for plate, knife, fork, and tin cup—dishes used
at that time by the soldiers —walked toward the
head of the company to get in the line, that he
might not have to wait until the last to be served.
He attempted to get into the line, when a fellow
took him by the shoulder and politely pushed him
away, saying,

" No you don't, old fellow ; you take
your turn here." The Governor saw the joke, as
well as the force of the fellow's argument, and re
tired with a hearty laugh to the rear of the com
pany, got his dinner (when his turn came), ate it
like a true soldier, then left us. Since that time
he has had the pleasure of giving the same soldier
a lieutenant's commission, and I know he never
Bigned one for a braver or better man.

This comes from Portland, Oregon :
Charles Hone is a druggist in this place, and is
a first-rate, genial, good-fellow, and would be de
cidedly good-looking but for his nose, which is of
Titanic proportions, and is the occasion of numerous
jokes. A short time since Charley visited the
flourishing little town of Salem, and one day while
standing on the sidewalk an honest-looking farm
er came near, and looking intently at Charley,
stopped ; then came nearer and stopped again ;
presently ho spoke :
"Say, Mister, ain't you from Portland?"
" Certainly," replied Charley.
"Well, I thought I seen that nose down there,"
was the answer.

Here is a rather cool letter from a loving wife,
yet by no means among the coolest that we con
stantly receive :

Dear IlARrEB, — It is Bob's birthday the — of , and
I have taken a fancy to give him a present, not purchased
with his money. You see he is constantly giving me
presents, and I can not return it, not even the value of a
new handkerchief, unless with the money he gives me.
And although I have enough at any time, unquestioned,
to buy what I would like to give him, still I thought it
would be so different if I could only feel that it was my
money.
This is why I have written this little story, and If you
will please send me something for it, vhtther you publish
It or no/, why then I can get Bobby's present.
There's a dear old Harper! Do be generous. I shall
spend just what you send and no more t and then I will
write and tell you what I bought, and what Bob said, and
all about it. And you will not wait, will you? for I want
to buy it this month. What shall it be?
P.S.—Bob must not know any thing about it.

It strikes us that if we should "send something"
in case we did not publish the story the present to
Bob would be from us, not from the affectionate
wife.

Prentice, of the Louisville Journal, hits had
many a good joke at other people's expense, and
he will excuse us for telling of an incident that oc
curred in the village of Canterbury, Connecticut,
while he was pursuing his law-studies with Judge
Judson.
The farmers were accustomed to have evening
parties during the winter season, to which the
Judge's students were invited, Prentice among
them, when the young men "went home with the

girls." One evening they had a party something
more than a mile from the village, and among the
girls was one E S , who was not particu
larly interesting; and while the guests were " put
ting on their things" in the entry with only one
candle, Prentice, eager to go home with one of the
pretty girls, locked in with E S , supposing
he had the arm of one of the most interesting girls
of the place, and rushed out of the house, followed
by the rest of the company. While walking along
Prentice tried all the means in his power to engago
his lady in conversation, but to no avail. Her an
swers were Yes or No—none other could he get.
Finally, giving up in despair, he turned round to
one of his companions and asked, " Who have I got
here?" His companion, seeing the joke, left him
as wise as ever. So on they went till they got to
the village, and on through the village till they had
walked something more than half a mile beyond,
when Prentice made bold to ask his lady where she
lived. "Oh! we live back at the village." So
they turned about, and Prentice took her home.
But that was not the last that he heard of it; the
circumstance was thrown in his teeth very often,
and he was obliged to cry for quarter.

One of the "escort corps" with the Western em
igrant trains writes to the Drawer from Oregon :
Those who have crossed the plains can not have
failed to notice these two facts, viz., the extreme
scarceness of wood and prevalence of high winds.
Consequently it was often difficult to pitch the tents,
and still more difficult to keep them so, especially
when tent-pins were scarce. The breakage or loss
of a tent-pin was a serious casualty. One afternoon
there arose one of those sudden gusts of wind so
common on the plains, and away went the tents,
snapping the tent-pins as if they had been pipe-
stems. One of the escort proceeded to gather up
the broken fragments of the pins, and lay them in
a row; then, with mock solemnity and head un
covered, said to those who had gathered round,
"An opportunity is now given to those who wish
to sec the remains." The laugh which followed
the undertaker's happy hit put us in a good humor
again, if it did fill our mouths with sand.

Inclosed please find a correct copy of notice
posted at Muncy Station, Lyeoming County, Penn
sylvania:
u Feare notes on all hoo consorn wo as supervisor from
Clinton township give notes that all hoo hald them loaks
In the road blttwen Peter Mergers house and Peter Kelt-
ner store have to moove them within six day from this day
march the 9 1S65 and if thare are not mooved till the 20
or then we will sellem on that day for township purpos all
what is within 17 feet the supervisors."

The Act of Congress of May 6, 18G4, prescribing
a new system for ascertaining the tonnage of vessels,
causes considerable perplexity, not only among ship
owners and seamen, but also Government officials.
At a port on the cast end of Long Island is an in

spector of customs —a king among his fellows, if not
a Solomon in wisdom —who visited the port of New
York and learned it all. I'pon his return he con
descended to explain the mode of measurement to

several intimate friends, and had a great deal to say

about the " transversaria." Our good and worthy
Postmaster, a more httered man, told him there was
no such word as " transversaria" to be found either
in Webster or Worcester, and asked an explana
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tion, but received only ridicule for his want of
knowledge. Another friend coming in also ques
tioned the correctness of the word, when our "Coast
wise Inspector," as he sometimes signed himself,
gravely informed him that it was a "legal term,"
and consequently not much used. Our friend, the
inspector, when in Mew York, had heard the two
words transverse area pronounced rapidly, and, sup
posing them one word, had been betrayed by the

euphonism into using the "legal term" too often.

A former Colonel of one of the bravest veteran
regiments from Indiana, when just out, had occasion
once to march his regiment, then in column, through
an opening in a fence a little to the right of the
point in front of them. The order, fresh in his
mind from Hardee, came thundering forth, " Right
or loft oB-li-quB, as the case may be—march !"

Asother order, from the commander of a Ken
tucky regiment, though perhaps exhibiting less rec
ollection of "The Tacties," was given in a form to
be understood. The idea was to deploy at skirmish
ers : the order was, " Get up there on the hill, and
scatter out as you did yesterday !"

A lot of us were sitting, one fine spring day, in
the office of Dr. W , in the city of B .

"
We

were talking and smoking quietly, when suddenly
a something rushed in, gesticulating violently, and
giving utterance to the most outlandish sounds.
This individual — for we found out he teas a man—
merits a little description. He was a cross, evi
dently, between a Jew, a Dutchman, a Gorilla, and
a Lunatic ; and ho looked like an old clo'man, a
peddler, a tinker, a confidence man, and a dollar-
jewelry man, massed and rolled into one. And
what a nose he had!—too long for any descrip
tion.
" Oh, Doctor, Doctor!" —he spoke in the vernacu
lar this time— " I besc in a heap of troubles ! Yes,
a big heap !"
" What is it

,

Snitz ?" said Dr. W . " Babv
sick?"
" Oh no, Doctor, worser'n dat !"

" Any of your children sick ?"
" Worser'n dat!"
"Then your wife must be very sick?"
" No, no, Doctor; tousand times worser'n dat !"

" Snitz, my friend," said Dr. W , " if there is

any thing the matter, and you want help, you will
have to be cool, and tell me the trouble direct and
to the point."
"Veil, my goot Doctor, I tells you my troubles,
and sees if you helps me. Doctor, you knows I

bese one goot, hard working, honest man. I picks
up rags, and scraps, and things, and I bese one goot
man. One day, down on the wharf, I finds one pair
old pants, and I puts 'em in my pag, and I goes on,
and when it comes night I goes home, and I looks
over my tings what I finds ; and den, Doctor, vat
you tinks, in de pocket, de watch-pocket, of de old
pair pants, I finds one piece paper, and, my goot
Doctor, he bese one hunder tollar greenback. Oh,
den I feels so goot ! and I says to me, Now, Snitz,

I makes your fortunes ! And de next morning I

goes down to de wharf, to Mr. Smit and Brown's ;

and Mr. Brown he know me, and ho say, 'Veil,
old rags, vat can I do for you?' and I say, Mr.
Brown, I want to buy one hunder tollar wort stock ;

and I buys my stock of ginger-bread, and Bolong
sausage, and combs, and cough medicine, and lots

of tings, and I goes up to W , where de army is
,

and I sells overy ting tear, and I cheats de soldiers,
and I makes 250 tollar, and den—"
" Stop a minute, Snitz," said the Doctor ; " what
sort of stuff was that cough mixture ?"
"Very goot medicine, Doctor; I never tastes
him. I buys him for four tollar for one tozen bot
tles, and I sells him for one tollar a bottle, and de
soldiers all likes him, and ven dey trinks him dey
laughs and dey sings, and sometimes, ven dey trinks
too much of de medicine, dey don't walk straight,
and—"
" Oh !" says the Doctor, " ' Tangle-foot.' Go on."" Veil, Doctor, I goes back to de city, and I buys
more stock, and comes back again, and I makes
more monies ; and I keeps on so a long times, and
all de times I sells very tear ; and after while I goes
down to buy more stock, and I have plenty monies,
plenty, my tear Doctor. I has dree tousand five
hunder tollar, and I goes down to Mr Smit and
Brown, and I tells Mr. Brown I buys so much stock,
and dis time Mr. Brown he say, my tear Mr. Snitz,

I am so glad to see you. You takes a glass goot
wine with me, and I takes him. Veil, I comes
back, and I'ze very lucky, and I sells every ting,
and I has six tousand tollar. My goot Doctor, I

tells you every ting. I has my money, and I gets
on de train to come home, and we starts, and all

is well; but pretty soon, bime-by, someting goes
just like this— Boomp !—and we stops still, and then
about one hunder tousand pecble on de great big
white horses, with a great big brass band, wbo
plays dis song :

"•Who's been here since I been gonof
Who's been here since I been gone?'

" Oh, Doctor, it was de blame Seceshf and pretty
soon one big man come to me, and he say,

' Who are
you ?

' and I say, 'My goot frient, I am a poor, hard
working, goot man, and I lives in B , where I

supports my wife and my dirteen childers, and my
faders and my mudders, and my grandfaders and
my grandm udders.' And bo say, 'What are you
doin' h'yar ?' and I say, ' My goot frient, I bese the
Sanitary Commission, and I comes up to W to

help the soldiers what be shot.' And den I lie a
little, and I say, 'I'm all right; when I gits de
chance I helps do gray soldier better than do blue
soldier.' And den he look in my eye, and he say,

' Gammon !' and den, my goot Doctor, I shake, and
den he say,

' Nosey, whar's yer pockit-book ?' Oh,
den, mit a big brass pistol he takes my six tou
sand tollar!"
Is it necessary for me to say that we all contrib
uted, and in a moment raised the sum so cruelly
stolen, and made Mr. Snitz once more serene ? Oh
no; of course not. But I'm in error. Tom Shunt
didn't give any thing—except his advice. Said he,
" Snitz, son of thy father, hearken unto me ; be
not cast down, but let thy heart rejoice. Why, old
cock," says Tom, lapsing into everyday English,
"you've got a fortune about you now ; it's right
before your eyes. Don't you see it?"
Snitz shakes his head.
"He knows it not!" cries Thomas. "Why,
with that nose you ought to smell out every thing
in the world, and under it either, for that matter.
An idea strikes me—go in the oil business; with
your nose you can find the petroleum, and I can say
you are a good borer— in fact, I consider you a great
bore! Take my blessing, Snitz, and go in for 'ile!'"

A correspondent in Idaho Territory sends to
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the Drawer some sketches to illustrate the beauties
of legal practice in that embryo State :
Peter B. Smith is one of the judges in Idaho Ter
ritory, and in his peculiar way is a very original
and eccentric personage. During a term of court
held by him at Idaho City, in Boise County, not
long since, a number of laughable incidents oc
curred, in which his Honor figured as the most
prominent personage.
On one occasion two attorneys had an important
motion to argue before the Court. Long before the
first had concluded his two-and-a-half-hours' argu
ment the Judge began to show evident signs of
weariness ; and soon after the second had com
menced to reply the judicial head, upon which the
hopes of both contestants were solely placed, de
clined upon the Judge's breast, and remained in
ttatu quo for about half an hour. Silence prevailed
in the court-room, and an occasional faint sound,
suspiciously resembling a semi-snore, was the only
audible interruption to the legal gentleman who
was arguing his client's case. Finally arousing to
consciousness, the Judge slowly raised bis head,
rubbed bis eyes, and, after an apparently vain effort
to comprehend the condition of affairs, slowly and
dubiously asked the counsel speaking : u Judge
S , which side of this case are you argerin on?"
It is needless to add that argument was not much
farther " in linked sweetness long drawn out."

He was an excellent Judge for applicants for
divorces, seldom or never failing to grant a decree
to the party applying, particularly if a woman.
One case of this nature coming on for trial before
him, after repeated efforts of counsel for the defense
to obtain a continuance, the evidence given by one
of the witnesses for the plaintiff being trivial and
immaterial, the plaintiff's counsel persisted in ask
ing leading questions. To one of these one of the
attorneys for the defendant objected.
" State the grounds of your objection, " said the
Court.
"May it please your Honor, I have fourteen dis
tinct and separate grounds of objection to that ques
tion in the form in which it is put by the learned
counsel, any one of which, if decided in my favor,
will be fatal to the question in that form, the first
and loast of which is that it is leading the witness,"
replied the attorney.
"The Court will hear you argue those grounds
of objection, Mr. M ," urbanely replied the
Judge.
"I do not desire to consume unnecessarily the
time of the Court, and would therefore prefer not
to argue all the grounds of objection stated at
length," answered the counsel.
"The Court will compel you to argue," respond
ed the Judge, with severe dignity.
" In that case I have only to observe, prelimina
rily, that the argument of each of those fourteen
grounds of objection will require two and a half
hours. The first, may it please the Court, as al
ready stated, is—"
" Mr. Sheriff, adjourn this Court ; the Court is
going to the theatre to-night, and it is now past
the time," exclaimed the Judge in dismay; and
Court was accordingly adjourned.

There was a very large calendar of civil causes,
and one attorney was extremely pertinacious in
making repeated applications to have a particular
case in which he was interested set for trial. At

length, the Judge becoming wearied with him,
said, "The Court will sit to hear that case, Sir, at
precisely twelve o'clock to-night." When twelve
o'clock r.M. arrived the anxious attorney repaired
to the court-house, but all was as dark as the tomb
of the Capulets. The Judge was at the theatre,
and could never be prevailed upon again during the
term to set that case.

In a New England village they hold a monthly
prayer-meeting for our gallant soldiers, taking con
tributions for the sick, etc. At one of these, while
the first Wilmington expedition to take Fort Fisher
was under way, it was proposed to offer prayer for
its success ; but one enthusiastic brother, wbo was
a great believer in Butler, arose and remarked, in
substance, that it was well enough to pray for some
of the other objects of the war, but as for the Wil
mington expedition, that was a sure thing! The
poor man must have felt bad at the result, but he
was right at last—and " all's well that ends well."

A correspondent in Omaha, Nebrasko, writes
to the Drawer:
In the District Court Records of Douglas County
are the proceedings of a meeting of the bar, which
was convened to express their views and pass reso
lutions in reference to the death of Judge Hall,
Chief Justice of Nebraska. After eloquent eulogies,
and the usual resolutions of condolence, it was re
solved that the proceedings and resolutions be spread
on the journal of the court by the secretary, which
was accordingly done. The entry concluded as fol
lows: "On motion of J. M. W , Esq., the funeral
adjourned tine die!"

From Dubuque, Iowa, a friend writes :
A well-known lawyer of this city being sent for
to counsel some men accused of horse-stealing, in the
jail at Waverley, Bremer County, in this State, was
sent for also by an Irishman in another room in the
same prison.
" Well, Pat, what do you want with me?"" Your Honor, I just heard there was a lawyer in
jail, and sure I wanted, to see him."
" Well, what do you want with me ?"
"An' what should I want wid you but to get me
mo out of this."
" And what are you here for ?"
"Just for burglary I belave they call it?"
"And what is the testimony against you?"
" And niver a bit at all. Only I tould the Jus
tice of the Pace meself that I did it."
" Well, if you have confessed it

, I don't see but
what you'll have to stay here."
" An' is it that you say ? Sure, now, and in the
counthry I came from nivir a bit would they kape
any body in jail on tuch a thrifiing ividence as that .t"

I am an old resident of Oregon, and was for many
years a constituent of Jo L , at one time Oregon's

greatest politician. I propose telling the readers of
the Drawer one of his electioneering dodges, and
how nicely he got caught at it. Uncle Jo was about
to make a speech to the unterrified on Long Tom,
and stopped at Tom Brown's for dinner. He knew
Tom to be a little shakj'— in fact, quite inclined to
be anti-L , and Uncle Jo determined to bring
him over. As soon as he entered the house ho com
menced his usual tactios : " Well, God bless you,
Mrs. Brown! how do you do, and how are all the
little ones ?" After kissing the dirty brood all round,
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he asks for mother's pipe.
" If there is any thing

I do like, it is to smoke mother's pipe ; it's got some
strength into it

,

and does a feller some good, By-
the-by, Mrs. Brown, they say Tom is going to vote
agin mo. I hope he won't. He and I have lit In
dians together up on Rogue River, and camped out
in the mountains, and been good friends and Dim-
ercrats ever sence we came to Oregon."
Presently dinner is ready, and they have pork
and beans, of course. Mrs. Brown is sorry they
have nothing better. But says Uncle Jo, " You
could not have any thing better ; bless your soul,
we don't havo any thing half so good in Washing
ton. Why my friend the President would give half
his salary to get such beans as these. Have you
got a pint you could spare ?— I would so like to take
them to him for seed !"

" We've got bushels of them," says Mrs. Brown.
" Well, now, how lucky ! If you will do up a
pint of them, I will put them in my saddle-bags and
take them on to Mr. Buchanan, and I would not be
surprised if it were the means of Tom getting one
of the best offices in the State."
So the beans were put up and stowed away in
Uncle Jo's saddle-bags, and Tom's vote and influ
ence were made all sure.
In about a week Tom and his wife go up to Eu
gene, to visit Tom's sister, Mrs. Smith. Uncle Jo
had been there, and made a first-rate impression.
Mrs. Smith tolls Mrs. Brown " What a nice gentle
man Squire L is ; so kind and sociable like ;

and then he thinks so much of Smith ! Would you
believe it

,

he brought us a pint of beans all the way
from Washington, the very kind the President has
on his table !"
At this Mrs. Brown begins to smell a very big
mice. Says she,
"Mrs. Smith, what kind of beans is them he
brought you from Washington ?"
" Oh they are nice beans ; twice as large as our
white one*, with a pinkish eye."
" I thought so !" says Mrs. Brown. "May I see
them beans ?"
" Certainly," says Mrs. Smith. " I have them
in the bag with the garden-seeds."
The beans were produced, still tied up in a piece
of Jane Brown's calico dress. This produced an ex
plosion. Brown and Smith at once became anti-

L , and worked hard to defeat him. Messrs.
Brown and Smith were a host in themselves. They
canvassed Long Tom and Eugene Bo thoroughly
that Uncle Jo had not the ghost of a chance in those
precincts.

When the rebels began this fight they thought
they had us, and it was a safe thing. Now they
are in the same fix with the men who caught a bear.
Two men were out hunting, and a bear came on
them so suddenly that they dropped their guns and
took to their heels. One of them climbed a tree,
and the other managed to get the bear by the tail,
and ran round and round as the bear turned and
tried to get him. At length the man cried out to
his friend in the tree, "I say, John, come down and
help!" "Help! What can I do?" "Wby.help
mo let go of this bear !"

The Rev. G B , whose wit and eccen
tricity gave him a wide notoriety in these parts,
was an inveterate smoker. At one time, being in
attendance on a Convention at Quincy, he fell in
company with the Rev. C , who was an intense

hater of the weed. The latter, after delivering
himself freely to a company of the brethren about
tobacco ch ewers and smokers, in ignorance of
B— 's weakness, appealed to him to sustain his
views. "Certainly," said B ; "yon are right,
brother ; I agree with you entirely ; for I never see
a cigar that I don't feel just like burning it vp!"

In 1854 and 1855 Colonel C. A. May, U.S.A.,
was in command of the frontier post Fort M 'Kavitt,
Texas, about two miles from which place there was

a settler named Sbelleuberger, who was as verdant

a specimen of the genus homo as could be found in
the State. The said Shelleubcrger was very trou
blesome to the Colonel, often begging him to send
out scouting parties to hunt up horses, etc., stolen
from him by the Indians. The Colonel, after sev
eral attempts to recover his stolen property without
success, finally refused to be humbugged any more
by him.
One morning (after the Lipan Indians had stolen
two line horses from old Shellenberger) I was ac
costed by him, and after relating the facts of the
theft of his horses he said, in a very emphatic man
ner, " Tell Colonel May that if he don't send out a

scout after my horses I will write to General Wash
ington, and he will make him do it."

The following was told to the Drawer by a friend
who says he was an eye-witness to the affair :

Just before the capture of Savannah General Lo
gan, with two or three of his staff, entered the de
pot at Chicago, one fine morning, to take the cars
east, on his way to rejoin his command. The Gen
eral, being a short distance in advance of the oth
ers, stepped upon the platform of a car, about to
enter it

,

but was stopped by an Irishman with,
" Yees 'll not be goin' in there."
"Why not. Sir?" asked the General.
" license thims a leddies caer, and no gintleman
'll be goin' in there widout a leddy. There's wan
sate in that caer over there, ef yees want it," at the
same time pointing to it,
"Yes," replied the General, " I see there is one
seat, but what shall I do with my staff?"
" Oh ! bother your schtaff!" was the petulant re
ply. " Go you and take the sate, an' schtick yer
schtaff out the windy."

Captain C , of Hadlyme, Coonecticut, had a

very clever man in his employ, by the name of
Marsh. One day ho came alongside the ship in a

small boat; a line was thrown to assist him in
reaching the deck. When nearly up the rope part
ed, and he fell back into the boat. Says the Cap
tain, " Marsh, did it hurt you much ?" He replied,
whining, " I never was hurt so bad in to short a
time!"

Andy E was a butcher in Louisville some

years ago, and supplied steamboats on the river
with meat One day he was met by Captain Johu
M'D , a steamboat agent, who informed him
that the steamer J. II. Done (which was indebted
to Andy a largo amount) would be down the next
day. as he (M'D ) had just received a telegraphic
dispatch from Brooks, the clerk, to that effect.
" I don't believe it," said Andy.
"Well, there is the dispatch," said Captain
M'D , showing it.
"That's a fact," said Andy; ''that's Brooks's
handwriting as sure as a gun !°
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AT CUAELEttTON.

PRISON-LIFE.

IT
was daring the fight of May 6, in the Vir
ginia Wilderness, while taking an order to

General Owen, whose command held an ad
vanced position, immediately after the Second
Corps had been flanked by Longstreet and com
pelled to fall back to the ground it occupied in
the morning, that I was made a prisoner. Push
ing as rapidly through the dense woods as it was
possible to do on foot— for to ride was almost

out of the question—directed principally by the
sound of musketry, which was rapidly increas
ing, upon rising a slight knoll I was greeted
by the whiz of half a dozen musket-balls, all of
which, most fortunately, passed overhead, and
the requests to "Surrender," "Come in here,
Yank," and others, the meaning of which could
not be mistaken, some couched in terms more

expressive than elegant. A look revealed a line
of battle scarcely a rod from me, and that any
attempt to retreat was certain death. My sword
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was taken from me, and I was hurried to the
roar. The firing momentarily increased, and
almost immediately afterward was continuous
along the whole line through which I had just
passed. After finding the provost marshal the
guard turned me over to him. My name, rank,
and position were noted down, after which a series
of questions were asked as to the movements of
our troops, etc., but fmding me rather taciturn,
I was soon left to my own reflections, which
were not of the pleasantest. Stretched at the
foot of a tree, under guard for the first time in
my life, I tried to realize my position. It mat
ters not under what circumstances a man is eap-
tured, he can bufc^feel immensely disgusted with
the prospect before him; and while consoling
himself with the thought that it is one of the
misfortunes of war, will immediately look around
for an opportunity to "slope." None present
ed itself to me ; but an individual did, as I lay
cogitating the chances, with the query, "How
much for them spurs, Mister, you won't want
'em no more ?" I turned and saw a surly-look
ing officer, to whom— feeling the sarcasm of his
remark and the necessity of having as much
money as possible— I replied, "Ten dollars."
He offered five, and, much as it was against my
nature to compromise with a rebel, the bargain
was closed. Here, in connection with my first
sale, let me say that these men excel any Con
necticut Yunkee I ever met in driving a sharp
bargain, and every prisoner is haunted from his
entrance into until his exit from the Confeder
acy to know if he has not this or that article to
sell or to trade. Knowing their peculiarity in
this respect, I determined to make the most of

it
,

and afterward, at Lynchburg, sold my watch,
a common silver one, which would not run, for
one hundred and fifty dollars. Staff officers
could sell their buttons at the price of two dol-

ars and a half each, and the gold lace from
their trowsers at corresponding rates. Fortu
nate are those who fall into such hands as per
mit them to sell, instead of robbing them of ev
ery thing they possess, as is most frequently the
case.

Prisoners, both officers and men, continued
to be brought in, until a sufficient number were
collected, when we were ordered to fall in, and
were marched further to the rear under a strong
guard. Never shall I forget that short march
of four miles. Tired and exhausted from the
continued exertions of the three previous days,
by excitement and hunger, with clothes torn
and face scratched, I plodded along the dusty
road, under a scorching sun, subjected every
where to the abuse and remarks of lines of reb
els, past which we marched. On arriving at
Carter's store, where were the head-quarters of
General Lee and General Stuart, we were add
ed to the number of those previously captured,
and I was accosted b

y a Confederate officer, who
desired to hear of some acquaintances in our
army. I knew several of them, which led to
further conversation, and an acquaintance which
never will be forgotten. This officer was Major
Fitzhugh, of General Stuart's staff, and he was
shortly joined by Major Richardson. They kind

ly invited me to their quarters, and shared with
me their soldiers' fare and their blankets; and
that night, on the bosom of mother earth, I was
oblivious of friends and of foes. I was furnish
ed with breakfast on the following morning by
these gentlemen, and remained w ith them until
noon ; but among all those with whom I was
that morning brought in contact I heard no dis
courteous word, no remark designed to give or
at which I could take offense.
At noon of that day (the 7th) we started for
Orange Court House. Major Fitzhugh gave

me a lunch, and placed a horse
at my disposal, sending an order

ly to bring him back ; introduced
me to Captain Brown, who was
to have charge of us ; and, as if

all this was not enough, inquired

if I needed money, and offered
to loan me whatever I might re
quire. Fortunately this latter

proof of his generosity it was not
necessary for me to accept ; but
the horse was most thankfully
taken ; for n march of five-and-

twenty miles on such a day would
have been for me an impossibili

ty, especially as I found that 1

had received a severe bruise on
the thigh on the previous day,
and was quite lame.

Major Fitzhugh had himself
been a prisoner in our hands,
had been kindly treated, and was
desirous to reciprocate. Certain

ly nothing which I can say can
express my gratitude (o him for
his hospitality and kindness. All
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were offered as only a true gentleman can offer

them, with such tact as to cause me to forget
for the time being the relations between us;
and I can only hope that it may be in my pow
er, after this war is over, to reciprocate, or at
least to meet with him and express my appreci
ation of his acts.

Captain Brown was disposed to make the
march to Oronge Court House as comfortable
as possible, halting often to give the prisoners
rest and allow them to get water. At a house
where we stopped a lady brought out to the
Captain a pitcher of ice-water. I heard the
pleasant sound of the ice rattling against the
vessel, and longed to place my lips and draw a
draught therefrom, looking with envy at him as
he drank. Perhaps the lady saw the longing
in my eyes; at any rate she said, "We must be
kind to the Yankees when they are prisoners.
Ask some of the officers to have some." That
cup of cold water will not grow cold in my
memory. May it bring its reward !
We reached our destination at ten o'clock
that night, and upon entering the office of Ma
jor Bridgeford I met General Shaler, and by
him was introduced to General Seymour. Both
had been made prisoners during the day. This
meeting was for me a most fortunate one, as
from that time until June 10 we were compan
ions in misery, and to them I am indebted for
much which rendered my captivity more endur
able. That night we shared one blanket in a
corner of the old court-house.
The next morning, the 8th, rations of bacon
and hard-tack were issued to us, but through
the courtesy of Surgeon Claggit, of the Confed
erate army, we had a breakfast of " soft" bread
and coffee. On the morning of the 9th we were
ordered once more to "fall in," and were march
ed to the depot, where occurred an incident wor

thy of note. Around the building many poor
fellows were lying wounded, one wearing a cap
which bore the badge of one of our corps. An
officer, taking him for one of our men, stooped
and spoke to him, whereat one of the "relief
committee" present, seizing the cap, threw it
from him, and hurled such a volley of invective
at the womidedTnan as utterly amazed ns, tell
ing him he would kick him out of the house if
he had any thing Yankee about him.
We were packed in cattle-cars, and after
waiting two long hours started on our rough
trip to Gordonsville, and, arriving there, were

placed in a barn. A handful of meal and two
small fish were furnished each of us, which,
without facilities for cooking, were rather inap
propriate rations. So instead of supper we con
soled ourselves by making tho old rafters ring
with " Rally round the Flag" and the national
airs, much to the disgust of tho "Johnnies,"
whose orders to "dry up" we did not see fit to
regard. At 9.30 p.m. we were turned out and
marched to the depot, put into very comfortable
passenger-cars, and arrived at Lynchburg about
ten o'clock the following morning, where, in a
warehouse on the principal street, we found

about one hundred officers lodged in one room,
dimly lighted and poorly ventilated by two win
dows in the rear, which overlooked a small yard,
where we were permitted to go during the day.
Eleven of us wore assigned to the front-room,
affording us a view of the street, some amuse
ment, and plenty of air. The week we were
detained here was devoid of interest. We ex
isted merely. The bread and bacon were bare
ly eatable. We succeeded in exchanging some
greeubacks, at the rate of one dollar for ten of
Confederate currency, and making some pur
chases, among which were a towel for eight dol
lars and a comb for five.
On the evening of the 17th we were started
for Macon. The trip was made in passenger,
box, and cattle cars, packed to their utmost,
and those who could not be jammed inside were
put on the top. The time occupied in changing
cars and waiting at the different stations were
the only relief we had from this close confine
ment— the only chances to stretch our cramped
limbs and pet breaths of fresh air; yet even
then we could not always procure water, which
we needed more than either. The journey oc
cupied six days, one day and night being passed
in the Danville prison, and one night in Char
lotte, where we were turned into a vacant lot,
ten feet below the level of the street, all over
which the water atood in pools.
In the morning I was refreshed both in body
and in spirit by the gift of fresh bread, with a
cup of milk, from a lady, who remarked, "I
wish I had enough for all." The little kind
nesses, trifling though they may seem, are the
bright spots in the prisoner's life, the oasis in
his desert, showing him the sun through the
black cloud over his head. As a companion
picture, let the reader imagine the lady — for
such she doubtless was considered, judging by
her surroundings— who stood upon the piazza
of her house, and testified to her lovo by shak
ing both her fists at us as we were marched
through the town.
We made a short stay at Augusta, and through
the kindness of Captain Bradford. Provost Mar
shal—a son of the Governor of Maryland —a few
of us were permitted to go into the city, where
wo made a few purchases, besides indulging in
the luxury of green peas, fresh bread and but
ter, and a taste of the "ardent," for which we
paid seventy dollars. At the depot a number
of gentlemen, former acquaintances of the Gen
erals, hearing of their presence, called ; among
them was ex-Governor Cummings of Utah.
Arriving at Macon we were taken to' the of
fice of Captain Tabb, commandant oAe pris
on, where the date of our capture was registered,
with our names, and our pockets gone through
with in a very unceremonious manner. Our
self-constituted banker permitted us to draw on
him once a week to the amount of ninety dol
lars (Confederate), taking our greeubacks at the
rate of one dollar for four and a half Confederate
scrip. On entering the prison, which is situated
on the old fair grounds, we were surrounded by
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its inmates, who were anxious to see if they had
any friends in the new arrivals, and to hear the
news. As my eyes roved over the motley crew,
hatless, coatless, shoeless, in every stage of shab-
biness, and heard the cry of "Fresh fish!" as
they surged around us, I could scarcely believe
that they were officers, and that we, who were
now comparatively well clothed, might become
like unto them. The cry of " Fresh fish," which
is raised upon the entrance of every new lot of
prisoners, originated, I believe, in Libby, and is
probably a Shaksperian quotation from Heury
the Eighth, and occurs in the dialogue between
the old lady and Anno Bullen. " And you
(O fate!) a very fresh fish here."
The prison grounds comprise about three
acres, surrounded by
a high fence, outside
of which a platform
runs around, upon
which the sentinels
are posted every ten
feet. Inside, about
three yards from the
fence, is another,
called the "dead
line," which prison
ers are -not allowed
to apr^hch or to
touch trader penal
ty of being shot.
There is but little
shade ; but excel
lent water was sup*
plied by pumps, and
a spring filled sunk
en tubs, at the lower
end of the grounds,

where we bathed and did
our washing. Our shelter
consisted of sheds, or rather
roofs of boards, from fifty to
a hundred feet in length by
twenty wide, which had been
built by the prisoners, who
were provided with the req
uisite tools, nails, and lum
ber. One structure, a little
better than the rest, was
used, when necessary, for a
hospital, and one end parti
tioned off for general offi
cers. To facilitate the draw
ing of rations, the getting
of wood and water and our
letters, the prisoners divided
themselves into squads of
one hundred each, under
charge of the senior officer,
who was assisted by an ad
jutant and commissary.
These squads were subdi
vided into messes, each hav

ing a commissary, the cook
ing being done by the mem
bers in turn. The ration

here consisted of bacon and corn meal, or for
these were substituted a little rice, or a few brown

beans, with occasional issues of salt, molasses,
and vinegar in homeopathic doses. From the
sutler we could purchase a few articles, berries,
and vegetables at exorbitant prices. For cooking
utensils the following were given each squad of a
hundred men: eight skillels(orDutch ovens with
covers), thirteen mess-pans, four wooden buckets,

and four camp-kettles ; and much ingenuity was

displayed in the building of chimneys and ov

ens. Corn pones and cakes were the standard

dishes ; and if practice makes perfect, every of
ficer there can ring all the changes on corn

meal, from hasty-pudding down, and put Par
ker to the blush. Cooking out of doors in the

INSIDE TUE aTOCEADE,MACON.
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hot sun, the rain, or the wind, every soldier
knows is not conducive to amiability ; but there
for the first time I learned it by experience, and
henceforth have no s. mpathy for cross cooks
with home facilities. How many times have I
laughed to see my mess-mate get excited over

the diuner he was endeavoring to prepare, wipe
the perspiration from his face, and give vent to
his opinion of green wood, rice which would not

boil, and meat which would never grow tender;

and how often has he had his revenge as I poked
over fires which would not burn, scorched my
fingers, or smouched my only shirt ! If an oc
casional pan was kicked over, and the remains
of yesterday's dinner was produced for to-day,
the mess understood it

,
and sympathized with

instead of scolding the cook.
The number of prisoners increased while I

was in Macon, but unfortunately the accommo
dations did not ; consequently many were com
pelled to go without any shelter. The com
mandant, Captain Tabb, had neither energy
nor principle, was addicted to the use of spirits,
at which times he was more arbitrary than ever,
and was, in fact, utterly unfitted for the posi
tion. He once, at the request of a prisoner,
took a watch and chain to sell for four hundred
dollars— not less. After a considerable time,
when questioned as to the matter, he said he
had sold them for two hundred dollars; and

upon being asked how he came by the chain,
which he was then wearing, said the purchaser
gave it to him. After such an explanation the
officer demanded the return of his property, or
the four hundred dollars, threatening to expose
the affair unless it was complied with ; upon
which Captain Tabb abused him most shame

fully, and then had him "bucked" for several
hours, after which the articles were restored.
We were all very glad when we were relieved
from the petty annoyances to which he subject
ed us, by his being superseded b

y Captain Gibbs,

a gentleman, who, although very strict, made
us no promises he did not intend to fulfill.
An incident occurred shortly after Captain
Gibbs assumed command which did not en
courage us to hope we had fallen into better
hands. Just at dark of the 11th of June an
officer of the Forty-fifth New York Volunteers,
returning from the spring where he had been
bathing, was shot by one of the guards and
lived but a few hours. Those who were near
could assign no reason for the act but the in-
tention to commit a deliberate murder, as he I

was not near the "dead line." The seniorI
officer in camp wrote Captain Gibbs, request
ing an investigation of the circumstances, and
the communication was returned with the fol
lowing indorsement, "Such investigation as
may b
y me be deemed proper will be made in
this case ; and it shall be more complete than
in the cases of Confederate officers murdered by
negro troops at Fort M'Heury and elsewhere."
Cooking, eating, washing, and mending oc

cupying but a comparatively small portion of
the day one seeks in every direction for amuse

ment or occupation, and Macon was in these

respects like the other places in which I was
subsequently confined. The papers were soon
read ; and filled, as all Southern papers are,
with stupid invective, pompous bombast, or

garbled accounts of battles, they were not very
nmuMng. Later in the year, while Sherman
was on his wny to Savannah, and we were

eager for every word of news good or bad, the
papers were withheld from us. Books, wheth
er strangers or old friends, were always wel
come. Some took up the study of the lan
guages, some tried to rub up mathematies,
some sketched or gave lessons to others, sonic
practiced musie, formed glee clubs, or bought
violins and flutes with which to accompany the
singers. All the games of cards, chess, etc.,
were the quiet pastimes, while the more active
were cricket, wicket, quoit-pitching, gymnas
ties, and wood-splitting, which, owing to the
crowded condition of the ground, were more

rarely indulged in. There were three chap
lains among us, and services were held on Sun

day and once at least during the week, which
were well attended. Captain Tubb was once
so impudent as to request that the prayer for
the President of the United States would be
omitted ; but no notice was taken of the insult.
Our surgeons, of whom there were a number,
examined and prescribed for those who answered
the "sick call," and the medicines were sent in
from the hospital .outside the stockade, or the

seriously ill were sent there. The scarcity of
surgeons and of physicians is very much felt in
the South, and the supply of medicines, even
among their own soldiers, entirely unequal to
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the demand. At our request one of our num
ber, Dr. W , was allowed to tuke charge of
our prison hospital— just alluded to— a building
capable of accommodating forty patients, togeth
er with the nurses and attendants, who were

voiunteers from our number. Application was

made for the parole of some of our enlisted men
for this duty, but it was refused, *and the volun

teers from among the officers did the duty no

bly and faithfully. A small shanty was built
fur a cook-house, an oven in which wheat-bread
was baked every day, nnd such supplies as could

be obtained were procured through the rebel

surgeon, who was nominally in charge. Some

times for a week there would not be medicines

of any kind in the hospital. The most plentiful
was a sort of bitters, made from native roots and
harks, which was considered a good tonie, nnd
a kind of opium was also manufactured by the
women. Whisky was occasionally to be had ;
quinine, worth $400 the ounce, very seldom;
in short, many a life was lost there, which, un
der onliuary circumstances, would have been

prolonged could proper drugs have been ob
tained. The prevailing discuses were dysen
tery, malarial fever, typhoid, and scurvy ; the

first, in all its varied forms, existed to a fearful
extent ; and it is safe to say that two-thirds of
our number were suffering from it

,

in many of
whom it assumed a chronic form, which only
change of air and diet can cure. It was always

a matter of surprise to me that we escaped con
tagious sickness ; for our low diet, want of vege
tables, and the bad air consequent upon our

crowded condition, seemed to supply all the re

quirements and make that type of disease inevi
table. Unsupplied as the hospital was with the

necessities which the ills of the flesh demand, it

was quiet, neat, and clean, with cotton boils
raised from the ground, and for these reasons a
haven of rest for the sufferers. I speak from
experience, for an attack of fever compelled me
to become an inmate during tbo month of July.
Before entirely recovering from my indisposi
tion I left the hospital in company with many
others, some of whom were scarcely able to bear
the change, in order to make room for somo

twenty of our enlisted men who were suffering
from wounds, and had been brought from some
other hospital and laid in the open space before
ours. Only a few days previous a lot had been
sent off to Andersonville, of whom Dr. Parker
remarked at the time that it would be the means
of their death. And yet he sent them away.

I must not forget the Fourth of July which
we spent in the Macon prison. We weleomed

it with hearty cheers and the national airs, and
at ten o'clock a.m. assembled in and around the
main building — sung the Star-Spangled Banner,
after which prayer was offered and speeches made

by different officers. While we were singing a

tiny American flag, which sqme one had evi
dently carried as a keepsake, was raised over the
crowd, and, after the chorus, was greeted with
nine cheers as hearty as ever came from the
throats of those who have fought under its stars

and stripes. While Colonel was in the
midst of his remarks he was interrupted by the
officer of the day with orders from Captain
Gibbs for us to disperse. Immediately he was
seen some one cried, "Put that flag out of
sight !" To which Colonel replied, " Don't
touch that flag !" In response to which remark

a murmur of approbation rose from every one
present, as they glanced from the flag to the
officer, who, after delivering his order, looked
up at it for an instant, hesitated, then turned
about and retired to his quarters. I do not
think it would have been safe for him to have
attempted to take it down, and ho certainly had

good sense not even to suggest its removal. I

wish that every Northern Copperhead could have
heard the remarks of loyal men there that day.
Many of them had been for more than a year in
Southern prisons and dungeons—some for a
part of the time in close confinement and irons ;

yet they uttered no words against the integrity
of tho Government, spoke not of compromise,
breathed no complaint; but counseled the same
patriotism which led them into the field, tho
same submission, even unto death if necessary,
in thcrtull assurance that, whether death came
to them there, or in the thickest of the fight,
they would be remembered among those who
laid their lives on Freedom's altar.
Toward the latter part of July it was rumored
that we were to be removed to Charleston and
Savannah, and soon a lot was sent away. About
this time Stoneman made his famous raid, and
another lot were started on the 29th inst., but
brought back for fear he would recapture them.
Great was the excitement among us about this
time, which was brought to a climax on the 1st
ofAugust, when General Stoneman nnd his staff
were added to our number. .On the 11th of
August, in company with nbout six hundred
others, I was started for Charleston. Packed in
box cars, fifty officers and five guards in each,
we suffered intensely from heat and thirst.
One of tbo best plans that was perhaps ever ma
tured b
y a company of prisoners was arranged
to be carried into operation on n train that went

a few days before ours. A secret society was
organized, with initiation oaths, pass-words, and

j grips; tho members divided into companies and

squads, with proper officers, and maps of the
country were obtained, to be ready when oppor
tunity offered for escape. Such an opportunity,

it was decided, was to be found while being
taken to Charleston, and the work of each squad
was determined upon and matured. At a pre
concerted signal, to be given at some way-sta
tion, tho guards inside and outside the cars were
to be seized, their arms and ammunition se
cured ; while another party, familiar with the
working of an engine, were to secure tho en
gineer, fireman, and guard on the locomo
tive, and another look out for the artillery, in
case there should bo a gun on a platform car
in rear of the train, as was customary. The
overpowering of the sentinels in and upon the
cars was a very easy matter, for they were
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Georgia militia, many of whom would not even
havo made a show of resistance, and some of
them did that night lie down and sleep, leaving
their muskets at the disposal of any one ; and I
am informed that, in several instances, their
cartridges were emptied from their boxes in an

ticipation of the work. The train, in event of
success, was to have been stopped near Poco-

taligo Bridge, from which General Foster's lines

might easily have been reached, being then only
ten or twelve miles distant. But the signal nev
er was given. Why it was not I have never
heard explained ; but it is said that some word
or act put the officer in charge on his guard, and
that he run the train at the top of its speed,
without a stoppage, directly to the city.
The thoughts which are always uppermost in
a prisoner's mind are of exchange and escape;
and could the many projects which are discussed
or put in train be successful, the Confederacy
would have few besides the sick prisoners to

guard. At Lynchburg two, to my knowledge,
procured rebel uniforms, walked out past the
guard, and safely reached our own lines. While
en route to Macon several escaped by cutting
holes through the bottom of the car and jump
ing out. At Macon one blacked his face and
passed out as a negro workman ; another bribed
the colored driver of the sutler's wagon, and was
taken out in a box; while a third clung under
the body of the same wagon, and succeeded in
getting away. It was quite safe to brihe any of
the guards and procure a gray uniform, and
quite as easy to get outside the prison grounds,
but the trouble only then commenced, the dis
tance to be traveled before reaching a place of
safety being very great. Men were compelled
to seek somewhere for food; nnd unless they
could meet some of the slaves —who were almost
invariably friendly, and ready to lend all the
assistance in their power—were liable to be be
trayed ; besides which, the news of all escapes ]
were spread throughout all the region round,
and men turned out with blood-hounds to hunt
the game, delighting in the sport ; so that of all
who started but a very few succeeded in accom

plishing their object.
Tunneling was tried to a great extent. In
nil I presume eight or ten were commenced,
and threo were projected at one time—all to
come out at different points. The work, of
course, was only carried on at night, and as the
tools used around camp in the day were care

fully removed at dark, the only implements were
knives, spoons, tin cups, atld the hands. Only
one could work at a time; and it may be imag
ined that, in n hole two feet square or there
abouts and six feet underground, it was any
thing but light work. The mouth of the tun
nel was in some one of the sheds, and easily
covered during the day, while the dirt taken out
was scattered about in tho vurious dirt-heaps,
or where the wells were then being dug, or
thrown into the brook. Two of these tunnels
were brought to completion, so that they might
have been used any night; but it was deemed

safe to wait until the third and largest was
finished, and we confidently expected that in a
few mornings some seven hundred of us would
be running at large, when some one, to obtain
favor with the commandant of the prison, re
vealed the plot, and we were all suddenly called
off to one end of the camp, a guard thrown
across, and search was made which unmasked
our work, and dashed our hopes of weeks to the
earth. The trnitor did his work well ; we hope
his reward was all he asked.
Of exchange I may as well say something
here. It was a perpetual theme of conversation,
and rnmor with her thousand tongues was ever
busy among us. Even the wildest nnd most
improbable of stories were not unworthy of dis
cussion, and even the breathing of the word, if
it was but to ask some one to exchange a pair
of trowscrs for a pair of shoes, would bring the
cry—which would be taken up far nnd neur—
"Louder on exchange!" In Charleston the
excitement was greatly increased by the ex
change of fifty general ond field officers in Au
gust— that of the surgeons and naval officers in
September, as well as the arrangement between
General Sherman nnd Hood. Once at Macon,
and again at Charleston, attempts were made by
certain men to get up petitions, asking Mr.
Davis to allow a committee to be paroled and
sent North, to represent to our Government the
" fearful condition of our enlisted men" confined
in Southern prisons. I nm proud to record that
both were failures ; that the majority refused to
petition on the gronnd that their faith in our
Government was sufficient for them to believe
it was doing all for the best ; and although that
at Macon was forwarded on a minority — a very
small minority —of names, it was never heard
from. At Charleston the second attempt orig
inated with an officer whose term of service had
expired ; but at a meeting called he and his
friends had some home truths thrust upon them,
nnd were informed, if they were previously ig
norant, of certain duties which, as officers of the
army, they owed to their country— the result
of which was that no more petitions were heard
of. Here the majority testified in something
more weighty than words to their loyalty, to
their willingness to remain, to end their lives in
captivity, if those who were at the head of af
fairs thought it best for the cause that there
should be no general exchange, or if one could
not he arranged without conceding a point, to
the enemy. On "special exchanges" the feeling
was almost universal in their condemnation.
Not that any of us were not glad to get awny
under that rule, but we could not but pity those
who have been there eighteen months, and had
seen tens, twenties, and thirties leave them —
men who had not been there perhaps thirty
days. The same principle is involved in tho
exchange of fifty as of fifty thousand ; nnd why
then should not those who have been so long
sufferers bo taken in preference to those just
arrived ?
We reached Charleston on the morning of
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Augnst 13, and were kept waiting a long time

in the street, when I procured some fresh figs,
bread, and milk, and, seated on the curb-stone,
made an excellent breakfast. We were marched
to the work-house, " counted in," and as the
heavy grated doors closed behind us, I realized
for the first time what it was to be in durance
vile. The work-house (from the outside) is a
fine-looking building, built on three sides of a
square, with two towers which give it quite an
imposing appearance. It is built entirely of
brick. My curiosity never prompted me to wan
der through its labyrinth of corridors, staircases,
and halls, for knowing it was all cells above and
dungeons below ground, a little of that style
was sufficient. Turn with mo from the main
entrance, ascend a dark, narrow, spiral stair-
ease — admitting the passage of but one at a
time— to the second-floor, and into the cell with
heavily grated windows, which is the space al
lotted to four Yankee officers, constituting "one
mess." There is neither chair nor table, the
floor is both our seat by day and our bed by
night. Here we passed seventeen days, and
wretched days they were. Our only cooking
utensils were a small tin pail, which one of our
number fortunately brought with him, and an
old hoe which we picked up, and fried both
cakes and meat upon. The water was scarce
and bad, with poor facilities for washing and
bathing, while the yard was so filthy that we
cared not to avail ourselves of the permission to
enter it.
The sutler charged exorbitant prices for every

article, and little chance for purchasing outside
was afforded. Books we had not, nor could any
be had, amusement of all kinds seemed denied,
and I was always glad when night came that I
might seek oblivion in sleep, although to seek
was not always to find, for myriads of mosqui
toes and oppressive heat generally kept me toss
ing until, worn out, I slept from exhaustion.
Well remembered arc the nights passed upon
that floor, with the beautiful harvest moon pour
ing her light through the gratings, shiuing ever
quietly, no matter whether I smoked and thought,
tossed and fretted, or slept and dreamed. Near
by the work-house is the jail, into the yard of
which we could look, from the left wing, and
the sight of the three hundred and odd prisoners
there assured us that our lot was not the hard
est, and afforded a trifle of consolation. They
were associated with characters of all descrip
tions, thieves, assassins, prostitutes—both black
and white ; many living in tents in the yard,
many without any shelter, and those with whom
we communicated complained of short rations,
which we were not subjected to, for ours were
what might be called sufficient, and of fair qual
ity, including frequent issues of meat.
Three hundred of our officers were in the Ma
rine Hospital, on the same square, which rumor

proclaimed to be a very nice place, and as many
more were at the Roper Hospital, where I was
anxious to go that I might meet and be with my
friends. Not receiving any reply to numerous

applications for my removal, I had about given
up the hope of change, when the weleome order
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came, and the evening of
September 4 found me with
in its walls.
The Roper Hospital is a
brick structure, finished in

mastie, on the corner of

Queen and Maryeh streets,
is three stories in height,
with a tower at each end,
and one on either side of
the centre door. A garden
extends the entire front of
the building, is inclosed by
an iron fence, and gave ev
idence of former care and
cultivation ; but weeds and

plebeian shrubs were fast
crowding upon the rare trees
and plants it contains. In
the rear is the Insane Asy
lum, where some officers
were quartered, and of which
we had full range ; and on
the right is the Medical Col
lege. We were permitted
to burn the gas until nine
o'clock p.m., which luxury
we fully enjoyed and appre
ciated, serving as it did to
make theeveningpassquick-
ly and pleasantly. I should
not omit to speak of the long
piazza at the front, on which
I have spent so many hours
with my pipe for my com
panion.

BOFER UOSPITAL, CUARLESTON.
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The burned district was the foreground of the
picture which there became so familiar to me;
and on the moonlight nights the weird shadows
which fell around the smoked ruins were, in the
dead quiet of midnight, enough to carry me in
dreams to the cities whose foundations were be

yond the reach of history, and in whose streets
the foot of the traveler alone resounds. Dimly
rising on the left hand were the ruins of the
Cathedral.
" A crumbling tower now remains
With scars of fire ftud water stains,
To show where stood the boose of God.'*

Beyond, the Ashley flowed calmly to the sea,
shining as a silver sheet ; and gazing now here
and now there, into the shadow or fur away to
the light, I sat and thought, with nothing but
the footfall of the sentinel or his cry "All's
well !" to break the stillness. But no, there was
sometimes an interruption, and a not uupleasant
one, coming as a flash far off in the horizon,
and soon as a heavy, dull rumble to the car.
It was a gun ; perhaps the Swamp Angel, per
haps from Wagner. . Away up among the stars
the practiced eye may discover the iron messen
ger which it sends, and follow it as you would a
meteor, in its ascent, its graceful curve, and its
downward flight, until, coming so near that it
makes one hold his breath, you hear the whiz,
the crash, and the explosion. Yet I bade these
fearful visitors welcome, for they are just from
" our guns," from under the old flag, and even
the smell of the powder has a refreshing tend
ency. One day a firo broke out close by the
hospital, which was no sooner perceived by Gen

eral Foster than he opened all his guns. The
prisoners crowded to the windows, and as shell
after shell came crashing down in close prox
imity, frightening the darkey firemen so that it
was almost impossible to get any work out of
them, we raised cheer upon cheer, which were
not abated when one shell burst directly over
us, and a piece came whizzing into the room,
wounding slightly one of our number.
" Our market" at the Roper was quite an in
stitution, and a very important one, as it im
proved our diet and preserved our health thereby.
Prisoners, as a general thing, " go to bed and
rise with the lark," and from early dawn flocked
to the front gate to buy the morning papers — the
Courier or Mercury — price twenty-five cents.
After the news-boys came the milk-women, who
for one dollar and a half per quart would sell
any quantity, watered to the taste (of the seller),
with which the bread at one dollar a loaf could
be washed down. Later in the morning the
women and children begin to collect on the

opposite curb-stone with eggs, butter, potatoes,
fruits, yams, ground-nut.s, dumplings, and pas

try, and there until night a brisk traffic would
be kept up through the medium of the men of

'

the guard who were off duty. If we had not
funds to buy we could tr;;de off our rations, and
at least get a change of diet. Who will not
long remember "old Aunty" sitting behind her
waiter of shrimps, or basket of potatoes, her

pleasant " good-mor'n, massa," and her genial
smile inviting your custom ; or neat, tidy Sarah
at her table covered with pies, cakes, etc. ; the

black-eyed little Mary and her companion Vir
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ginia ready to run to tho store, or take the

clothes of those who reveled in more than one
suit out to the washer-woman; and "see mo
quick and le'me go," as the old thin-faced black

wench, who was always cross and in a hurry was

called, because of her frequent exclamation ?
We were "on 'Change" there —not dabbling in
stocks, and little interested in the price of gold,
but getting the gossip from the women and the

guards, enjoying our pipes, or eating pies, fruit,

or nuts. At Charleston our money was not
taken from us— those who had a balance in "the
bank" at Macon when they left have it there

yet—their banker not having remitted as he
promised to do. Greenbacks we exchanged for

five and six to one, gold at nineteen and twenty.
Some prisoners, to increase their income, took

up tho trades : and there was a tinman, who

stripped all the gutters off the building to make

tin pails ; a tailor, wbo sowed tares and reaped
wheat in the form of bread; a shoemaker, who
cared for our soles— for a consideration ; and
a barber, who beautified our other extremity —

all of whom were very useful and valuable mem
bers of the community. We received our mails
more regularly, another inexpressible comfort.
When I went there no letters had reached me
from home since my capture, and others had
been many months in anxious expectation and

suspense, knowing there must be letters lying
somewhere in the Confederacy for them. Ah,
those letters ! Can any one ever tell what they
are to a prisoner, those short pages of love, of
consolation, of condolence? One little page!

but to him it contains more than is written
thereon with the pen. It brings the touch of
the father, the voice of the mother, the breath
of the beloved, perhaps the prattle of children,
or it may bring volumes of sadness. In answer,
the little you are permitted to write seems of no
use ; and when you remember that there can be
no privacy about it
,

no respected seal, one great
charm is removed, and confining yourself to
plain mutter of fact you feel it scarcely worth
while to send it when finished. The cry, " Fall
in for the mail!" was the first intimation we ever
had of their arrival, and then came a rush.
Books, games, mending, cooking, and eating
were left unfinished and uncared for; drowsy
sleepers arc aroused by their companions; and
all clustered around the door where stood the
man with the precious documents in his hands.
As soon as quiet ensued he commenced to call
tho names, to which every fortunate man there
present cried Here ! and in response to others
some one would answer " in work-house," "thi
bospital," or "the jail," and not unfrcquentlv
came the reply—half-stifled —"dead." The let
ters all distributed, the happy men turn away
to find some quiet place in which to read theirs,
and to talk over the news with some friend, and
the disappointed ones to book, work, or sleep,
to chew the bitter cud and nurse a hope for bet
ter luck next time.
About the first of October the yellow-fever
made itself known in our midst. That we should
be instantly moved not humanity alone but the

sanitary condition of the city demanded, and

•
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immediate steps were taken toward that end.
The order was to me unwelcome, for I knew an
other place could not be found where so much

comfort could be had, so much kindness shown

us, as in the Roper Hospital. On the 5th of
October about six hundred of us were ordered
to hold ourselves in readiness to move, and im

mediately a busy scene commenced, for every
one was determined to take away every article
of property he possessed. Fortunate it proved
that we did so. The market-women turned out
en masse when they got wind of the proceeding,
and, as we made our last bargains, we were
greeted with, "I'se right sorry you'se gwine,
massa," or " Old aunty done used up now, mas-
sa," and similar expressions of regret ; and well

they might regret our departure, for our stay
had been no small profit to them.

Certainly no such motley crew as ours ever

passed through King Street before. Moving-
day in New York is not to be spoken of in com
parison. Every thing wo had purchased, or
that had been given us, in the lino of furniture
and of cooking utensils, were brought along.
Chairs, stools, tables, kettles, pans, and pots,
were strung upon poles, or thrown over our
shoulders, while here and there appeared a dark

ey who had been impressed and loaded for the
occasion, and in the rear of the column followed
two wagons loaded with "snndrie*." At the
dfpot we were packed in box-cars after the usu
al manner— the whistle shrieked, and we were
" off from Charleston." Many made their es
cape that night by jumping out the doors, or
knocking the boards off from the ends of the
cars.

Early the next morning we arrived in Co
lumbia, and were corralled near the depot, ex-

posed to a scorching sun, from which we could
find no shade. Most of us had no rations, and
naturally were quite hungry, rushing eagerly aft
er every lot of bread brought for sale. One
young lady, who was looking at us from a house
near by, seeing our desire for something to eat,
burst out crying, exclaiming, " Poor fellows,
they are so hungry !" God bless her for a kind,
sympathizing heart!
I saw in a box-car near by a family of refu
gees from Tennessee living, consisting of father,
mother, five children (two of them young ladies),
and an aged grandmother. The furniture and
neatness of' their poor shelter, as well as their
conversation and manners, gave evidence that
they were people of refinement who had seen
happier days. I afterward found that theirs
was no unusual case, and saw a train of thirty
cars occupied by the same class of unfortunates.
In the afternoon we were moved a short dis
tance, and placed under the guard of the cadets
from the military school, who, although boys,
were well-drilled soldiers, reminding me more
of our own men than any I had seen in the
South. One of our number received a severe
illustration of their discipline in the shape of a

bayonet wound in the back, for passing outside
the line to get a melon. At night a severe rain

storm came up, and we were soon soaked through,
and remained so, unable to sleep, but consoling
ourselves with song until the morning, when one
hard-tack was issued to each man (for which, I
venture to say, each man was thankful), and
that was our breakfast.
At about 10 a.m. we were marched three
miles beyond the town, and turned into a lot
of about five acres of what had been a pine
grove, but most of the trees had been cut down.
The guard and artillery — two pieces —were post
ed, and we were in our^iew camp

—an open field
without shelter or means of providing it ; many
without coats or blankets, and here we looked
forward to the winter —especially those in ill
health — as a cheerless, hopeless prospect. There
was neither wood nor water to bo had in camp,
and only six were permitted to go out at a time
for either, and the same rule applied to attend
ing the calls of nature ; and when it is remem
bered that there were some 1500 prisoners, the
harshness of this rule will be evident. Later,
the guard was thrown out so as to take in the
brook and wood. At first we had to pick up all
the wood we burned ; but after some .weeks
about a dozen hatchets and axes were furnished
for the use of all, which were found very useful,
although the Hrgest portion had not strength
enough to use them very effectually. Some,
who were very sick, were taken to tho hospital
in the town, where for a time they were well
cared for; but one afternoon they were turned
out to make room for some of their own wound
ed, marched the three miles to the camp, and
turned in among us to endure or to die; which,
I think, our capWrs little cared.
To provide shelter was naturally the desire
and work of every one, bringing into play Yan
kee ingenuity, and what in the army surpasses
even that in the architectural line—soldier's in
genuity, which resulted in the erection of shan
ties above ground nnd shanties below ground,
of boughs, of limbs, of bark, of blankets— ifmen
were lucky enough to have them to spare —and
of old bedticks from the Roper, all thrown to
gether promiscuously, presenting a singular al

though not uupicturesque appearance, and form

ing a labyrinth through which, I learned by ex
perience, it was not easy for a man to find his

way after dark. I should not omit to say that
there were a few huts, built substantially of lof,s,
by men able to use and understanding how to

use the axe, in which were fire-places and chim

neys built of mud and sticks, but they were few
— the palaces of the city of poverty. The shan
ty of " my mess" was a bedtick arranged over a
pole in the form of a tent, the sides and back

tnatched with pine boughs. It was a well-ven
tilated chateau, and would leak when it rained ;
when we would rob our bodies of blankets to

protect ourselves from the droppings—thinking
cold alone was preferable to cold and wet to

gether—turn in, and lie close to keep up the
warmth, and, as wo "let it rain,"ponder the re
mark of Mrs. Partington, "This is a checker-
berry life."
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We saw but little of people from the outer
world, or heard but little from it. Never were
we more isolated. Even "exchange stock" fell
far below par, and only the freshest " fish" in
vested. " Escape stock" was lively, and up to
November 5, 301 officers realized on it. Many
more had tried their fortunes, but had been re
captured j in fact, they were escaping and being
brought back every day. The chances of reach
ing our lines were very small, for the distance
was very great and the people on the alert with
blood-hounds ever ready for the scent ; and for
a man in poor health it was an undertaking
not lightly to be entered upon, even though the
prize sought was freedom, escape from the jaws
of death. Yet almost every one pondered it
more or less, and had sketches and maps, more
or less finished, of the surrounding country. All
the old dodges heretofore alluded to were tried ;
and many ran the guard at night, so that it was
no uncommon thing to hear sharp firing at some
part of the line for a few moments any dark
night. Two officers were killed, and several
wounded in their attempts, and one night they
wounded two of their own men. Our favorite
method of escape was for men, who had not
taken parole, to go for wood, to mix in with
those who had done so, and after getting in the
woods, their friends would cover them with
boughs or with leaves, and there secreted they
would remain until after dark. I have known
a hundred officers to go out in one day in that
way, provided with rations and blankets, their
parties and plans all made up. This led to the
strengthening of the guard and the extension
of their beats, making their distance from the
"dead line" Bo great that to run the gauntlet
was next to impossible. The following order
was also communicated to ns :

"IIllrnli ii.Tn:'. S.C, GsOROtA,ANDPLOBIDA,
CmaBlBstok,ymtmherII, 1S64.

M Colonel Mean«, commanding Federal lrrieoners at Co
lumbia.

" The Lleutenant-Gener&l directs that yon report to theso

head-quartern the name
of every officer and man
who escapes from your
custody. Also, that you
notify the Federal offi
cers that they must give
their parole not to at
tempt to escape, or thvy
will be confiued In a
pen, in the iame man
ner the privates noiv

are.
"Very respectfully,
yoar obedient servant,
" R. C. GlLOURIBT,
"Actg Asst.Adlt..Gen'l."

No attention was
paid by the officers
to this remarkaMo
order, for we knew
that although their
power to abuse, as
well as their dispo
sition so to do, was
limitless, they could
not compel us to take

such a parole, and we did not, although we
knew nothing but the want of a " pen" would
prevent the execution of the threat.
Our rations consisted of three pints of meal,
half a pint of rice, one pint of bran or grits, one
table-spoonful of salt, and a pint of sorghum for
five days, and while ostensibly for five days it
had to last into the sixth, and sometimes the
seventh, or we went hungry. Went hungry !
that will convey no idea to the reader ; for we
went hungry all the time. I should say, we had
to do without. Of meat I saw not an ounce
during my stay. They gave us two ounces of
soap for twenty days, and as I have lately seen
a communication from a Confederate officer in
our hands who complained of not being fur
nished with candles, I desire to throw some light
on Southern customs, and say that, except when
burning the gas at Roper, we knew no light save
that which the common Father gives alike to
the prisoner and the free.
For a steady diet, day after day, for breakfast,
dinner, and supper, corn meal and sorghum is
not the most palatable of food. It was enough
to make the well sick, for the sick it was almost
sure death. Imagine a man sick with fever or
diarrhea eating a piece of corn bread, or a dish
of mnsh and molasses ! And yet it was this or
nothing, for although, as elsewhere, there was a
sutler, we never had any money delivered to us
if it wns sent us from home, and of course could
not patronize him for any luxuries?
The treatment received by our prisoners at
the hands of our enemies, although presented to
the public in the papers of the day, has never
been portrayed in colors sufficiently vivid, and
the fiendish natures of those men who arc set to
kill them by inches, to torture them to death,
have never been set forth in words. In fact, I
doubt if language is capable of conveying the
horrors of the sufferings of many. Our soldiers
in the field say, and say truly, that thoso at
home can never comprehend their hardships ;
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what it is to march all day, to lie down at night
wet and hungry, or be put on picket in the
howling storm ; and if these, which have become
so familiarly talked of, arc not understood, save

by experience, how can starvation be portrayed
in comprehensive sentences? The sight of some

loor wretch, shrunk almost to a skeleton, and
weak as a child, as he is brought on shore at

Annapolis, may rouse the mind to the realities
of what thousands are bearing; to the truth that
day after day scores of our brave men, for whom
no thanks and no rewards we can offer are too

hearty and generous, are " passing the flood to
join the host upon the other side."
On the 8th of December the weleome news
was communicated to a number of us that we
were to be paroled ; news we scarcely dared be

lieve, even after signing the documents, so many
had we seen disappointed, and never can I for
get the despondency of one poor fellow, who had
been eighteen months a prisoner and expected
to accompany us, when he found his namo erased
from the list. At noon of the 9th we bade
adieu to our companions and to "Camp Sor
ghum," not without feelings of sadness while
thinking of the wretchedness they were left to
endure. The very sick ones were put in mule-
teams, the rest trudged joyfully to the depot,
where we packed ourselves in the box-cars with
a good grace and were started for Charleston.
On the 10th wo were taken on board the steamer

Laura, a boat which had run the blockade the
previous week, and was intended (so a Confed
erate officer told me), as a companion for the

Tallahassee, and was to bear the name of the
Fly-by-Night.
Never will any of us forget the moment when
steaming down the harbor we came in sight of
our fleet. We cared not for the rebel rag over
our heads then, for we already felt that Free

dom's banner was floating o'er us. We com
menced to sing the Star-Spangled Banner, inter

larding verses and cborus with cheer upon cheer,
until the whole vessel was a scene of the wildest
excitement, in which the invalids joined with

superhuman strength, as if with the sight of the
flag virtue had been inhaled, and their diseases

had gone out of them. The excitement reached
its height when Colonel Mulford appeared ; and
soon the exchange was completed and we were

treacling the deck of the George Leary, from

which some of us were next day transferred to
the propeller United States, and weighing an
chor put to fea. To Captain Shear, and Mr.
Manning the purser, and to their wives who

were with them, the entire number of passengers
are indebted for the kindest attention. To the
sick they were uuremitting, supplying them from
their own private stores, making them teas, soups,
etc., and doing every thing in their power to

render them comfortable until we arrived in
Annapolis, on the evening of the 11th, and felt

ourselves again in " God's Country."

THE SONG OF THE CURE.

WITH
tresses disheveled and damp,
With eyes suggestive of weep,

A woman lay in her morning pack
Trying in vain to sleep.
Soak ! soak ! soak !
A water-nymph to be sure,
And still with a voice of mermaidian pitch
She sang this song of the Cure.

Bathe! bathe! bathe!
From morn till dewy night,
And bathe ! bathe ! bathe !
Till life is diluted quite!
It's O! to be a duck
With very amphibious taste,
To float through life, and to drown all pluck
In a wide and watery waste.

Bathe! bathe! bathe!
Till the starch is out of us gone ;
Bathe! bathe! bathe!
Till our hopes sink one by one;
Sitz, and shallow, and sponge,
Sponge, and shallow, and sitz,
Till our senses make a plunge
And our brain dissolves by bits.

0 men, with sisters dear!
O men, with mothers and wives!
It is not linen you're washing out,
But the color from our lives.
Soak ! soak ! soak !
At a fearful rate each day ;
Could Noah look in, he'd think
The deluge was to pay !

Bathe! bathe! bathe!
Till our dispositions "rile;"
And bathe! balho! bathe!
Till some of us strike " ile."
Flow, galvanie, and sitz.
Sitz, galvanie, and flow,
Till our brain is ready to swim,
And "half-seas over" we go!

0 to be water-proof,
To drip and drizzle no more—
To find our feet one day
Set firmly on the shore!
But no ! this can not be ;
We're melting in floods too fast;
No hope is left for you and me,
But becoming Naiads at last.

With tresses disheveled and damp,
With eyes suggestive of weep,
A woman lay in her morning pack
Trying in vain to sleep.
Soak ! soak ! soak !

'

A water-nymph to be sure ;
And still with a voice of mermaidian pitch,
In tones so low, and soft, and rich
She sang the song of the Cure.
Clifton Springs, 1S65.
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WASHOE RE VISITED.

WHEN
you visit a friend in the country he

usually displays his interest in your pleasure

by inviting you to take' a walk in his garden. He
shows you his fruit trees and cabbages; dilates

upon the productive qualities of his soil ; sur

prises you with the growth of his pumpkins;
excites your astonishment by the magnitude of
his squashes; and if you happen to be interested
in stock, takes you by the arm, conducts you to

the back-yard, and shows you his fancy boar or
improved style of ram. Some hospitable gen
tlemen connected with the Ophir, having none
of these attractions about their premises, invited
me, on the occasion of a visit, to take a ramble
through their subterranean garden. This is a
compliment paid to visitors from distant parts
of the world, and is considered a satisfactory
substitute for the civilities available in other
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places. It was a little trying to the muscles,
they admitted, but would amply repay me for
the trouble. As to risk, it was trifling. Vis
itors to other mines now and then got their

skulls crushed, or tumbled down shafts and
were mashed, or became nervous and fainted
into the machinery; but nothing of the kind

was common in the Ophir. As a preliminary
measure I was kindly furnished with a suit of
rough outer-garments, somewhat dilapidated by
frequent contact with different colored ores, and
the drippings of candles and whitewash, but

good enough for general protection. Into this
ancient suit I speedily dived, and was so dis
guised that when I looked in the glass my first
impulse was to turn round and knock down the
miserable satire that stood in my hoots. I was
next provided with a candle and directed to hold
it between my fingers, s0 as to reflect the light
from the palm of my hand. Thus accoutred,
we climbed a bit of a hill, and entered a hole
somewhere, which we began to descend single
file by means of a ladder. At the end of the
ladder was a small bit of ground to stand on ;
and then another hole in the ground and another

ladder. All along the
range of these various
ladders was a shaft, in
which a ponderous
piece of machinery ap
peared to be engaged

in hoisting out water
from the bottom of
the mine. The holes
through which we de
scended were so nar
row that it was some
times difficult to tell
which was the ladder
and which was the ma
chine; but I continued
to keep a firm grip of
the ladder and let the
machine look out for
itself. When wo got
into this last hole, we

squeezed through a

trap-door and went
down still further by
another ladder that led
to another, and then
another, and so on till
we reached another.
I have no idea how
many ladders there
were. All I know is,
they stand verfWaight
up, and keep fcurfully
close to the machinery
that drags up the wa
ter. I saw a good deal
of rock and earth be
holding the candle
close to the sides of
the subterranean exca
vations through which

we passed. Whether the rock contained the sil
ver, or whether the silver was contained in theloose
earth, or whether they both contained it together,
is a matter not to be recklessly cd^inconsider-
atcly divulged. The interests of this mine are
so extensive and multifarious that no man who
values his reputation will jeopard it by disclosing
facts which must cither elevate stock to the
detriment of purchasers, or depress it to the det
riment of sellers. I therefore keep my own
counsel. This much I may state : that the
scientific gentleman who accompanied me was

continually holding his candle against the drip
ping rocks and banks of earth and ejaculating :
"There! you see it; hornblendie, feldspathic—
graniferons ! Casings distinctly marked—Dip
forty-five degrees. Here again— very rich!
Don't you see it? And here! and here again
—eh ?" I certainly saw something. The reader
will kindly consider mo speechless with amaze
ment. What I did see in those subterranean
tunnels ; the gloomy passages through which I
navigated in pursuit of the scientific gentleman,
whose motions were frightfully rapid ; bobbing
my head against timbers and sharp points of
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overhanging rock ; doubling up and twisting I mines, were struck by a dog and crushed to
around corners; the piles of ore, more or less
valuable, that I stumbled over in striving to
catch up with my learned friend; the color of
the veins that dazzled my vision under the inspi
ration of his disquisitions on the feldspathic and
horublendic ; the prodigious quantity of some

thing in that lino that darkened the highways
and byways must remain at the present writing
a profound secret.
A memorable tour that was. Never in this
world can I forget the Ophir! Once when I
was at the bottom creeping through the bowels
of the earth, some cars laden with ore came
rumbling along. " Stand aside, gents !" cried
somebody, and I tried to stand aside. But who
in the world can stand aside when there is scarce

ly foot-room for a goat ? Here was a passage
about five feet wide, at least three of which was
taken up by the railway and cars, and the rest by
heavy timbers. I hugged a dark, wet wall ; it
was not near so comfortable as other substances
I have hugged in my day. The cars scraped
by ; my bones were not crushed, and that was
just all. Pleasant place that for a promenade!
To be rolled out, squashed, or cut in segments
may boa very trifling
contingency to scien
tific gentlemen and

experts ; but I prefer
the contemplation of
the heavenly bodies
from the surface of
the earth.
I really can not re
member how many
dismal passages we
went through. We
explored the sixth sto

ry, the fifth, and sev
eral others, which had
the same general as

pect of mud and min
eral. In one shaft the
workmen above were

pitching down loose
earth and rocks to be
run out through a tun
nel. This we climbed
by means of a very
long ladder. It was
good exercise for body
and mind. The ore
came tumbling down
more or less all the
time, and I had faint
hopes some large mass
would not fall on my
head before I reached
the top and carry me
to the bottom. The
accidents that occur in
this way are numer
ous. Recently two
miners, ascending a
shaft in one of the
Vol. XXXI.— No. 182.—L

atoms. They were 176 feet from the bottom,
and wore going up in a tub. The dog tripped
in attempting to run across the mouth of the
shaft, and struck them at a distance of over
100 feet from the surface, carrying all before
him. In another place we enjoyed a view of
the wreck caused by the caving in of the Mex
ican. Here, to be sure, was a crush of mat
ter! Timbers shivered and wrenched to splin
ters; rocks and masses of earth tumbled into
chaos ! Even where we stood the massive beams
that supported the tunnel were imbedded in each
other by the tremendous weight of the mass
above, which never ceases to bear down upon
them. It appeared to me that it settled as I
gazed upon it. Beams of timber eighteen inches

square seemed to offer but a feeble resistance to
such a crushing weight. That this whole tun
nel must cave in sooner or later is my deliber
ate conviction. Miners, like sailors, grow to
be indifferent to danger.
When the Mexican caved in there was a con
cussion of air in the Ophir that knocked down
several of the workmen. One »nan, in the con
fusion of the moment, rushed frantically through
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the falling mass of
- earth and timber, and,

strange to say, escaped
with a few scratches
and bruises. He must
have passed through
100 feet of this chaotic
mass. The spot was
pointed out to me, and
I must say had my in
formant not been a sci
entific gentleman, giv
en to mathematical
demonstrations, I must
have doubted the story.
Timbers, rocks, and
earth are crushed to

gether in ono vast con
glomerate of rubbish.
It is scarcely conceiva
ble that even a rat could

creep through it ; yet
this man escaped, and
is now boring into more
earth for a living.
Having seen all the
wonders of the Ophir.
I was kindly permitted
to select three modes
of reaching the upper
crust of the world : to
climb up the ladders
again, or be dragged
up the "incline" by a
steam - engine ; or be
hoisted up a shaft in
a wooden bucket by
means of a hand-wind
lass. The ladders 1
had already enjoyed ;
the incline I did not
incline to, from a vague
notion that the ma

chinery might keep on
turning after I got to
the top and drag me
into it

,

or snap the rope
and send me whizzing
to the bottom again ;

so I elected to be hoist
ed out by the hand-
windlass. Dispensing
with the bucket, I put
my foot in a noose of the rope ; was hoisted

away ; bobbed against the sides of the shaft ;

scraped through a trap-door, and deposited on
the landing-place. It was an interesting tour,
and I was thankful to my friends, but more
thankful still to Providence when I breathed
once more the fresh air and enjoyed the pleas
ant sunshine of the outer world.
Every city has its chronic nightmare, whether
in the shape of flood, fire, earthquake, or pest
ilence. Every community is

,

or deems itself
liable to some special calamity. The citizens
of Virginia are troubled with a one-ledge the

ory. It is the nightmare of property-owners —
the special calamity that threatens ruin to the

speculators in Wild Cat. Naturally enough it

is uupopular among the masses. No man who

aspires to public honors can by any possibility

succeed on the one-ledge theory. He must be
lieve in a multiplicity of ledges; he must be
sound on the Com stock as a busis, and sound on

the great family of ledges supposed to exist in

its neighborhood. The owner of feet in the
Comstock can afford to be a one-ledge man, pro
vided he has been successful in quieting the rival

claims of squatters who have dipped into his
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spurs ; but he is interested in the prosperity of
the city, and therefore will best consult his in
terests by being a many-ledged man. The edi
tor of a newspaper may have doubts on the sub
ject— if editors ever have doubts on any sub
ject—but he can have no doubt about the policy
of retaining his subscribers and his advertising
patronage. The more ledges the more com
panies, and the more companies the more no
tices of assessments. Hence it is the interest
of the majority to put down and demolish the
one-ledge theory; and hence it is popularly
considered absurd, anti-democratic, monstrous,

and diabolical. Nevertheless, although there
are few so daring as to violate the general sen
timent on this subject, the question, with the vi

tality of a seven-headed dragon, is continually
springing up as much alive as ever, and can't be
burned or flooded out either by fires of invective
or oceans of vituperation.
As an interesting feature in human nature, I
may be permitted to say that, in general, you may
determine a man's status by his views on this
subject. Original owners in Comstock are one-
ledgers by nature and instinct whatever they
may be by policy. Owners of outside claims,
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WUAT's TUE MATTEU?

proprietors of building sites, merchants, shop-
keopers, traders, and speculators are many-
ledgers under the all-powerful stimulus of in
terest. For myself, I have my private views,
but my public sentiments assimilate with those
of the many-ledgers. It is the best policy for a
man who doesn't own a foot in a single ledge.
If the mines in Mexico and South America arc
confined to one well-defined vein, osteologists
contend, what does that prove ? Simply that
nature adopts certain specific laws in Mexico
and South America. If trees grow there with
their branches and fruits in the air, is it any
reason why trees should not grow in Washoe 1
with their branches and fruits in the ground ?
Silver mines in Mexico and South Americo
may have one way of doing things, and silver
mines in Washoe another. I am disposed to
go it strong, therefore, on the many-ledge the
ory. I believe there are many ledges in Washoe.
At all events there are many companies based
upon ledges.

This complication of adverse interests gives
rise to endless litigation. The records of the
courts are crowded with suits, and every suit
breeds another brood of suits. The halls of jus

tice are crammed w ith litigants. Companies arc
pitted against companies, and individuals against
individuals. Uncle Sam, whoowns all the mines,

magnanimously stands aloof and enjoys the fight
over his own property. The whole district is
racked with litigation. It is sapping the vitals
of the community. There is money enough spent
in law to build the Pacific Railroad. The whole
trouble arises from the superabundance of legal
counsel. Whenever a lawyer in California, from
misfortune, incompetency, whisky, or any other
cause, fulls into a depression of finances, he
straight-awoy gathers up his books and starts for
the silver regions. Acute by profession, he
scents the remedy from afar. These gentlemen
must have silver: they can't help it—must have
it ; and to have it must have litigation. Two
evils therefore beset the Washocites — many
ledges and many lawyers. Either they must be
everlastingly in court and submit to final ex
haustion of all their precious ores, or pay these
needy members of the bar what the world owes
them, and let them travel. I don't doubt they
will go somewhere else in the vicinity of silver.
Pay them fifty thousand dollars apiece, and then
raise a fund for the subsistence of absentees, and

pay them for staying away. I venture to say
such a course would obviate the first grand trou
ble. After that a court might be organized con
sisting of three Digger Indians. Keep them
from fire-water, and my word for it

,

their de
cisions would be as satisfactory as any rendered

by the most learned judges. It is true they
might be corrupted b

y whisky ; red blankets and
cotton shirts might cause them to waver from
the paths of rectitude ; a string of beads to some
favorite squaw might affect the eye or the un
derstanding of the most stolid Digger ; a bucket
ful of " hogadie" might confound the perceptive
faculties of the great Winnemucca himself ; but
human nature must be taken as it is. The high
est dignitaries in the land are subject to tempta
tion. The Washocites complain that their R^neh

is corrupt; they abuse their judges; hint in pret

ty strong terms that when n judge receives a

heavy bonus of feet for services in the great cause
of justice, other parties give more and get it all ;

in short, they raised such a hubbub last year
that the judges resigned in disgust. I don't
blame them. It would be impossible for them
to satisfy every body. If they are honest men—
and I have no reason to doubt it— they could
render no decision which would not make them

unpopular with the disappointed party. What
the Washocites need most is

,

judges who will be
faithfully dishonest and honestly faithless.
So bitter are the fends resulting from con

flicting claims, under the one-ledge and many-
ledge theories, that a summary method of set

tling disputes not unfrequently usurps the func

tions of the Judiciary. An enterprising class
of the community, known as the " roughs,"
may be relied upon in any emergency. For a
reasonable consideration these accommodating
gentlemen will espouse any cause, however hope
less in the eye of the law. Their habits of life
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TUB sMOOTUS.

are snch that no conscientious scruples, touching
questions of right and wrong, have the slightest
influence over their acts. Most of them have
killed from ten to a dozen men euch in bar
room affrays, gambling difficulties, or murders
of a general character ; and to be " quick on the
trigger" is their greatest boast. Without any par
ticular line of business, save to frequent public
places and look up casual jobs, they are recog
nized as Professional Blood-letters, and treated

accordingly with great consideration by the peace
ful members of the community. It is regarded
as something of an honor to be intimately ac

quainted with the most noted of these sanguin

ary Professors. I am on terms of friendship
with several of them myself, and regard the
leader, who lost his nose in a recent bloody
fight, as a gentleman of great personal suavity.
I take special care, however, not to irritate him
by any difference of opinion touching the vari
ous subjects that come under discussion during
our social intercourse. It usually costs me four
bits to remove a shadow from his brow, and a
dollar or more to get him enthusiastic in his
reminiscences of human butchery.
During my third visit (last year) there was
considerable excitement about town in conse

quence of the resignation of the judges, and an
expected collision between the "roughs" in the
service of two rival companies. One company
squatted upon the premises belonging to an
other. The case did not admit of question, so
far as I could see. It was an unjustifiable tres
pass without the shadow of right. But lawyers
saw difficulties, and while they were busy con

cocting briefs and making learned speeches the
squatter company was digging into the bowels
of the earth and extracting precious ores that
belonged to the other party. On the very day,
and at the very hour, when it was confidently
expected that two hundred men would come in
collision, far down in the gloomy cavities of the
earth, it was my fortune to be a visitor at the
principal mine. The Superintendent invited mo
to explore it—adding, as an inducement, that
his "roughs" were all rendy, and there w%s
momentary prospect of a bloody subterranean
battle. His life had been threatened the day
before by one of the squatter "roughs," but it
was probably insured : at all events, the pros
pect of losing it did not seem to give him much
concern. I must confess the proposition to go
down a hundred and fifty feet under the earth
and witness a bloody fight within the limited

space of a drift or a tunnel was novel if not at
tractive. There was no getting over it—I had
to go.

The expected battle-ground, on our side, was
occupied by as imposing a body of

" roughs" as
I had ever seen assembled together. They sat
loosely and pleasantly on the dripping rocks,
smoking their cigars, gossiping about the last
free fight, and evidently enjoying the prospect
of the business in hand. A gang of miners was
picking and hammering into the disputed por
tion of the ledge. Another gang, backed by an
other body of "roughs," belonging to the squat
ter company, was picking and hammering on
the other side. About three feet of rock sepa
rated the rival factions. I could distinctly hear
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the noise of the picks through the thin layer of
rock. It was a very curious and impressive
scene on our side; and doubtless was equally so
on the other. The whole available space was
not over six or eight feet in width by the same
in height, and what range there might be through
the adjoining tunnels or drifts which were wrapt
in darkness. A faint flickering halo from sun
dry candles, pasted with sticky mud against the
rocks, dimly lighted the walls and casings of the
mine, and shed a ghastly hue over the faces of
our fighting men, to whom I was personally in
troduced by the Superintendent. Their features
were in admirable keeping with the place and

the occasion. One man had the end of his nose
bitten off; another was ornamented with a mag
nificent scar across his cheek; a third had lost

three fingers; a fourth was pitted with buck
shot ; and so on. All men of mark ; all notori
ously crack fellows in their way, which was evi

dently, from the variety of pistols and knives
with which they were garnished, a very bloody
way. I was especially pleased with a wax-faced
gentleman, with a square chin, a pig-eye, and a

stove-pipe hat. He was "on it" or I greatly
misjudged his countenance.
' ' Gentlemen," said I, with all the deference due
to such famous characters, "I see you're on it."
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"You bet," was the answer.
"When do you expect the fight to come off?"
I ventured to inquire.
"Oh, anytime, when they bust through that

there wall. Guess they ain't eager for it. Like
ly as not they'll fizzle."
I made no comment upon this suggestion ;
but personally had no objection to the fizzle.
It was not a pleasant place to be caught in a
bloody affray. Balls fired through a tunnel only
six or eight feet square, or into a drift with a
solid bank of rock at the end, would be likely to
hit something. I was not interested to the ex
tent of a leg or an arm, much less a foot.
As if to keep up a pleasant state of expect
ancy, blasts were let off now and then, causing
a startling concussion of the air and a percepti
ble tremor of the earth. It is due to the cause
of humanity to say that the rival factions always
notified each other by certain signals when they
were about to let off a blast, having no desire
to take a snap judgment upon their enemies.
Between the picking and blasting, darkness
and guupowder, pistols, knives," and bloody con
versation, unkempt miners and fprocious roughs,
with a sprinkling of grit from overhead and the
plashing of water underfoot, I think the most
rigid casuist will hold me blameless for whisper
ing to the Superintendent, "This is a devil of
a queer place ; let's get out of it. Don't you
smell brimstone?"
Unfortunately fer the interest of my sketch
the fight did not come off. The difficulty, I
believe, was referred to one of those honest gen
tlemen in whom every body has confidence un
til his decision is made known. He may be a
member of the bar or a member of the church ;
his character stands unimpeached before he
makes his report. As a referee he is bound to
decide according to the law and the evidence.
But his report makes an explosion. Law and
evidence suit some people and don't suit others,
and referees have different modes of interpreta
tion. It is a thankless, though it may be a
profitable business. I will not say that the de
cision in the present case was not according to
the law and the evidence ; but it surprised me
nevertheless. A friend of mine, who claimed
to be in the Legitimate, sold out after he heard
the decision. He would have made money had
he sold out before.
The American is not the only race subject to
trouble in the various operations of mining.
Even the Celestials, who occupy the neglected
nooks and corners of the mineral regions, have
their share of adversity and disaster in the pur
suit of wealth. Whenever they strike a good
claim it belongs to some white man. He may
never have seen or heard of it
,

or may have
abandoned it and gone elsewhere ; but if "John
Chinaman" strikes it rich he comes back or
sends his partner to take possession. The Dig
ger Indians are learning the great lesson of
civilization from their American benefactors.
Driven from gulch to cation in their own coun
try, they see that "Melican man" claims mines

and minerals on general principles, and, like
him, they despise an inferior race. They hate
the Chinese because " Chinaman squaw ; no
kill Injun like Melican man!" They seem to
look upon the Celestials as a base imitation of
the Indian race, without the redeeming quality
of bravery. Hence the Diggers are singularly
bitter in their hostility to these miserable inter
lopers, and tax them without mercy, or kill
them whenever they get a chance. One In
dian chief and his band made several thou
sand dollars last summer by following up the
Chinese and compelling them, by force of arms,
to pay taxes for the privilege of working the
mines. Poor John is taxed by the State, by
the Government, by every white pilgrim who
jogs along with pick and shovel, by his own
people, and finally, by the Digger Indians.
Sometimes he rouses himself up to a spirit of
resistance against the exorbitant claims of the
latter, and then ensues a scene to which no
pencil save that of Hogarth could do justice.
The aboriginal tax-collectors come along
stealthily —one, two, or three at a time, till ten
or a dozen of them are gathered about the camp
of the Celestials. Their arms consist of a bow
and arrow, and a rude club or a spear; and
their costume is seldom more than a deer-skin,
or a ragged old blanket, with the merest pre
tense of a cincture round the loins. A wretched
tatterdemalion set they are—poor, thriftless,
and dirty ; in no respect like the warrior chiefs
of Mr. Fenimorc Cooper, or the braves of the
Hon. Augustus Murray. Still there is fight in
them if pushed to the bank. Their contempt
for the Chinese is sublime. Having no knowl

edge of the Mongolian language, it becomes
necessary that they should speak English, which

is the available means of communication with
the trespassers.
" Say, John !" says the Digger Chief, " what
yon do here ?"

' ' Me workee. Who you ?"
" Me Piute Cappen. Me kill plenty Meli
can man. Dis my lan'. You payee me, John.
No payee me, gottam, me killee you !"

' ' No got—velly poor Chinaman ; how m uchee
vou want?"
"Fifty dollar."
"No got fifty dollar—velly poor. Melican
man he catchee Chinaman ; he makee China
man pay ; no got fifty dollar. Melican man— "

"D— n Melican man! me no sabbo Melican
man ! Me Piute Cappen. S'pose you no payee
me fifty dollar me killee yon !"

Generally the money is paid, after many pro
tests and various lamentations : but where the
Digger force is small, and the Celestials numer
ous, the cry of battle is raised, and then comes
the tug of war. When Greek meets Greek the

spectacle may be very impressive ; when China
man meets Digger it is absolutely gorgeous!
Negotiation has been prolonged without issue ;

the English language has been exhausted ; the
fight is inevitable. From every hole in the
earth the valiant Celestials rush forth, armed



with picks and shovels, tin pans, platters, gongs,
and kettles—everv thing that can be made avail
able for warlike purposes in the emergency of
the moment. They beat their pans, blow their
wind instruments, shriek, shout, laugh, make
horrible faces, and perform the most frightful
anties, in the hope of striking terror into the
ranks of the foe. In every conceivable way they
tax invention to make themselves hideous ; poke
their tongues out ; double themselves up ; hop
on one leg ; squat on the ground like frogs ;
rush furiously toward the enemy, and furiously
retire. The hills and forests resound with their

barbarous cries and the deafening clatter of
their tin kettles and gongs. Meantime the

Diggers are not idle. Adepts in the artifices
of barbarian war, they are in no degree intimi

dated by the ferocious demonstrations of the en
emy. A pistol or a shot-gun has its terrors,
hut they are up to the flimsy substitute of loud
noises and empty threats. While the foe is thus
wasting his vital powers upon the air, Digger

goes in with his clubs, spears, or bows and
arrows. A few pricks of the barbed instruments
generally ends the battle—save when the Celes
tial party can muster up an old shot-gun or a
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pistol, in which case they fight with heroic des

peration, and sometimes come off victorious.
But a pistol or gun in the hands of the enemy
brings them to terms very speedily—and thus
are they forced to pay the tax that breaks the

camel's back. It ought to be a consolation to
them to know that they do it for the benefit of
civilization. Every dime they pay benefits some
white whisky-dealer in Virginia City or Carson,
or some other civilized place.
I have mainly confined myself in the fore
going sketches to a delineation of the character
istic features of Virginia City and its surround
ings, during the excitement which prevailed in
the latter part of 18(53 ; reserving for another
and more serious paper a detailed account of the
mines and mills. The progress of Washoe has
been unexampled in the history of mining. No
country of which I have any knowledge has
made so rapid an advance, and with so little
benefit to capitalists or individuals. That there
is great wealth of mineral in the country is be
yond question, that a very bad use has been
made of it

,

so far, is equally undeniable. In
1860, the amount of bullion shipped from Vir
ginia City was $40,000; in '61, $130,000; in
'62, $220,000 ; in '63, $7,000,000, and in '6i
the shipments probably reached $10,000,000;
yet San Francisco is nearly bankrupt by its
Washoe investments, and Virginia City is no
better off, save in this—that what is lost there
falls upon outside speculators.
Allow me now, as the result of careful obser
vation and grave deliberation, to whisper a word
in your ear, gentle reader. Do you own stocks
in the Ophir, the Savage, the Chollar, the Gould
and Curry, the Potosi, the Yellow Jacket, or
other prominent leads, and would you like to
know what you had better do with them—whether
sell them or hold on to them ? I will tell you
candidly; if the stocks were mine, I'd—think
about it ! Are you the possessor of a few thou
sand dollars which you'jl like to invest to good
advantage, and would it be a promising specula
tion to invest in one of the three companies on
the Comstock ledge, that pays dividends at the
present writing? Now, I'll tell you candidly
what I would do if I had a few thousand dollars
to spare — I'd start on n foot tour through Tar
tarj-, and wind up with a camel-ride through
Persia !

FACES.

1WAS
standing between the two when I heard

it ; between the two faces of my two ideals ;

between two types of what a mighty human life
could be. On my right was the shadow, but
faintly streaked with light ; on my left, the
steady radiance of one emerged victorious from
the cloud. Involuntarily I was saying to my
self, "Poor Dante!" " Great, grand Luther!"
looking meanwhile from the one to the other,
hardly knowing which pleased me better.
" The face is the index of the soul"—this is

what I heard. It certainly was not the origin

ality of the remark which startled me. At an
other time it might have seemed very trite. It
may have been that it answered an unuttered
question in my mind—Whether character may
be safely estimated from the mere outward ap
pearance. Or perhaps it was its peculiar fitness
to the time and place.

I said it startled me ; but more startling was
the train of thought it suggested. In an instant
my feelings of deep love and sympathy were
changed to profound admiration and a sort of
awe. It frightened as well as humbled me to
think of the giant soul which had looked forth
its passion, sorrow, and joy from eyes like mine,
and of the lips which had uttered such bold,
brave words before a host of enemies ; lips hu
man as mine own, yet seeming hardly human
when touched with divine inspiration.
Ah !— thought I—between us, Luther, what
a great, deep gulf is fixed ! Only in one point
can I approach you ; but that one point will
soon bo broad enough to conceal all differences.
In the day when we bow before the throne both
faces, yours and mine, will look equally dim be
fore the brightness of the Father's glory !

And Dante — I crept away from Luther to
look up to him. Then I could not fear. In
finitely above me in intellect, his soul was too
intensely human to leave me very far below.
Again I said, Poor Dante ! The proud, pas
sionate features are softened by much suffering,
but the lines of doubt and weary longing Faith
alone can take away! You and I have much
more in common. You could not quite pene
trate within the veil. Just in the act of tearing

it away, you heard, " Touch not with hands un
clean !

" You were too earthly yet to grasp the
mysteries of the Beyond ; your eyes too weak to
bear the dazzling splendor of heavenly revela
tions !

What a leap ! to come from features marked
with soul-beauty almost superhuman, down to
features marked not even b

y positive ugliness ;

features plain, plain beyond all dispute ! What
a leap, to come from Luther and Dante down
to myself! And yet one can not always walk
in the clouds. The descent to the commouplace
will and must be sudden and jarring, however
carefully one may let himself down. Therefore,
omitting all intermediate steps, passing by won
drous beauty and faces endowed with minor
gifts, I come nt once into the valley—not the
valley of humiliation — I spare myself and the
mirror opposite that trial ; but into the valley
where I find the generality of faces — nothing re
markable in the eyes of the great world.

I went into n school-room one day filled with
strange girls. That story of grace and beauty
being impersonated in maidenhood, nnd reach
ing their climax in a group of maidens, I im
mediately set down as fabulous— a mere myth.
At the first glance I should have imagined them
all fashioned in the snme mould, enough differ
ence being allowed in the coloring to distinguish
them.

I cast in my lot with the group. A year aft
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ter, comparing my first and present impressions,
I analyzed one of the unnoticed, common faces.
How could I ever have called it common ! To
be sure, the eyes were gray, but the soul be
hind them was loving, trustful, brave. Nor
were the less important features either those
of a Venus or a Hebe ; yet to me they were
radiant with beauty. Ah, how I loved that
face ! I loved it far, far too well. I remember
when Death set his seal upon it

,

and froze to
stillness the last, holiest expression of her feat
ures. That— thought I— is the face that she
will rise with ! Looking upon it

,

the angels
themselves will smile as they fling the gate a
little wider open, and Christ the Lord will mur
mur, "Thou art mine !"
And it was not merely faces dear to me which
assumed new aspects as I learned to know them.
The whole school-room had become a little busy
world alive with the passions that come up upon
the surface of life. Sometimes, daring to dive
through the billows, I had even caught the glim
mer of the pearls below.
Truly Carlyle was wiser than I when he said,
that in the commonest human face there lies
more than Raphael will take away with him.
If Raphael, that wonderful soul-painter, must
leave something behind in his search for the
minutest beauties, how can I, with coarse, nn-
practiced eyes, hope to discern these hidden
things? Therefore, fearing to lose myself im

mediately in such a delicate maze of expressions,

I will attempt to touch only upon several phases
of the human countenance universally acknowl

edged to be true pictures of the soul.

Perhaps sorrow is the most familiar. I, with
the rest of mankind, have received and seen my
portion. I remember when the terrible news
came. I was sitting by the window, alternately
looking at the sunshine without and within.

They were chatting —my brothers and sisters —
in that pleasant undertone which accompanies

only pleasant talk. Very fair they looked to
me; young, innocent, untouched with grief or
care. You could have told it from the sweet
lines about the mouths, and the bright lustre of
their happy eyes. Even a stranger would have
known that life had been as yet an easy, pleas
ant thing. I was sitting thinking thus, ,when,
glancing opposite, I saw a face which I had
never seen before ; the same features, but that
which makes the face, the whole expression,
was one entirely foreign to our walls. It was
not agony. Even that would have been better.

I thought of a dark cloud—dark with the fiercest,
blackest rains—and I knew that it was soon to
break, that duty was forcing out the storm. I

waited and he spoke. He told it. Not a groan,
not a cry. Our tears and hearts alike were
frozen. Only our eyes seemed to dilate with the
new, strange terror as we looked at one another,
and white rings to shape themselves about our
lips. It was more than common grief ; that
would have poured forth in words its bitterness ;

this bound itself all up into our faces. What
little, little faces to contain a world of woe !

And yet we have to thank God that sorrow is

not without its complement; that, on the whole,
the scales are pretty nearly balanced. To be
sure we, wayward, selfish children that we are,
hardly notice the measure of joy when full to
overflowing, and when the superabundance is

the other way wonder why Our Father fills it so
very, very full.

I think the picture of the most perfect, unal
loyed joy is found in the face of a little child.
Indeed I think that childhood is the only period
of life in which one can feel, I am perfectly hap
py ; where there is not the lurking shadow of a

sorrow or a dread. Not that children are with
out their troubles. I have not got so far be
yond "Where the brook and river meet," that I

can say that and think that I speak truth. But
their cares are light and transient. It is possi
ble to fling them off entirely.
Analyze a child's face. Round, fat, fair.
No wrinkles; none of those deep, ugly lines
that mark an inward warfare. No weariness or
languor either, as if one had lived his happiness
away and wanted only to get through. Nothing

is seen but little shadows, appearing and vanish
ing as quickly, to break the monotony.
With this lack of keen and heavy sorrow,
which they are so blessed in, comes also another
lack. Human nature certainly is capable of a

higher enjoyment than mere freedom from care
and suffering. This negative happiness is not
suited to an earnest, fighting man. There can
be nothing in a child's countenance to thrill or
charm you. It wants the look
" Such as soul gives soul at length.
When, by work and weil of years,
It winneth a solemn strength."

The strength and peace interspersed with and
crowning the life-struggle are proportioned to
this " work and wail of years."
The steps arc many and steep which lead from
pure to intense happiness—up from the blank
joy of a baby's face to line expression of that joy
which ' ' passeth understanding." Between these
—the baby's and the saint's—we find faces em-
bodying the advanced joys of earth. Grand
they are of their kind indeed ; feeble only when
compared with the joy of him who "seeth the
invisible."
Love, it is said, irradiates every feature, ban
ishes other intruding expressions, and reigns su

preme over the entire countenance. My little
experience certainly confirms this truth. Wis-

j dom and sense usually take flight very willing
ly, I believe— that is, if the simpering smile of
gratified vanity and the complacent smile of a

petty ambition are granted to belong to true love.
If not, and the word be used in a restricted sense,
there is very little to be said upon the subject,
as the eye of the public is seldom permitted to
behold the transfiguration.
The various expressions of Affection are more
common, and if less exquisite, are not without
rare beauty.
Among the family affections, perhaps that of

a mother manifested toward her little helpless
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child is the most beautiful. Just as tightly she
binds her love around it just as firmly she ties

her life and hopes down to it
,

as if the baby-soul
were able to give back an answering devotion.
It is such a sweet, holy expression, that of the
mother-love—the very reflection of the baby's
own for meekness, but withal so strong ; so able
to breast the storms and brave the tempests of

life for her little one. With the feeble humani

ty clinging about her, her frailty becomes might,
her fear boldness.
Filial affection ranks hardly inferior in beau

ty of expression. I watched a little child one
day gazing with a sort of adoration upon the face
of its fair young mother. Somebody remarked
that by the love of years he could not repay or

equal tho love of his mother to him. How pas
sionately he resented it !—vowing to prove it

false. And when—he going up the hill, she
down ; his boyish face becoming strong, her wo

manly face weak—that vow turned to action,
the adoration growing day by day, until he
could worship the real face no longer, worship
ing only the glorified, as he saw it through the
adamantine walls reflected on the jasper sea—
then, indeed, I thought, has he not proved it?
Tbo gratification of lofty ambitions gives to
the countenance the expression of one of the
grandest of earthly joys, though it should hard

ly be called gratified ambition which raises the
face of the poet so far above the common level.
That euraptured look— half delight, half con
sciousness of victory—comes when he is able to
tune to harmony the dreamy, floating music of
his brain, and to grasp the shadowy forms of
ideal images, moulding them with his delicate
touch to perfect symmetry. Even then it is

very pleasant to behold the multitudes lifting up
their heads and shouting paeans of praise to his
name—the multitudes, less fortunate, whose lips
will open to no melody, who can only echo back
his songs —he standing far above, meanwhile,
looking with a kind of godlike scorn upon the

plain below.
At length we come to the joy of joys. It
has outstripped freedom from care, love, ambi

tion. Far, far up it stands; so far that it is

only half earthly ; so far that it partakes of the
heavenly. Not by its own beauty does the face
of the saint surpass us. It looketh down trans
figured by the light of God's countenance, that
light before whose radiance all falsehood and
uncleanness hide away. It is not until the sun
of life is very nearly set—until the billows of
pride, passion, and earthly hope have rolled

away, and the face, looking over the ocean, sees

only calm low tide—that it can wear this ex
pression of habitual bliss ancTpeace. Our faces,
flushed and eager in the morning and noontide

heat, changing with the surging billows, present

a strange mixture of earth and heaven.
If I shrink abashed while I behold with rap
ture the expression that a finite face may wear,
how would I dare, if near enough, to gaze upon
the Infinite? But I forget that no face can be
called finite, and that I,

"Made like God, and, though undone,"

am
uNot unmade for love and life."

I

I forget that originally God created us in " His
own image," and that if we enter in the gate
we shall again be like Him. I forget that all
the expressions of our earthly features approach
ing the heavenly will remain, changed only as
they are glorified.
Would that my face might be among the sanc
tified— that mine might be among the number
from which pride, prejudice, and passion are up
rooted, fit only to glance up and meet his smile!
Ah, that face of faces! that face where the
perfection of beauty dwells ! Sometimes I seem
to see it faintly, looking down upon me through
the mists of woe— the mists which are too black
and thick for any gaze but the Divine to pierce.

I fancy that the meek eyes pity me, and that
the glory of the halo round the head softens be
fore my anguish. It is very sweet, this dim ap
pearance, comforting and strengthening my soul.

I know that I could not bear more, and yet the
yearning to behold it plainly will not leave me
till denied or satisfied, until I cither sink
u Where myriad faces, like one changeless face.
With woe, not love, shall glass me every where,
And overcome me with mine own despair;"

or rise where there are no more clouds or shad
ows, where Luther, Dante, and the many mul
titudes, flinging off disguises, shall stand before
me as they are, while I, with new, ethereal eyes,
shall look upon them and my Lord not as in n

vision, not as in a glass, darkly, but as if seeing
face to face.

RELICS.

HERE'S

a withered leaf, a faded flow'r.
A ring, and a lock of hair,

Laid in a casket of sandal-wood,
And carefully treasured there.

Is it not long since the lid was raised,
And why is it opened now?
Ah! turn to that frail, fair, lifeless form,
And look on that death-cold brow.

Though wo never knew her history,
They tell of a human love
Which, to us, may remain a mystery;
But surely 'tis known above.

Just look at the relies treasured there,
And what is the tale they tell ?

That a woman's love is tried and true
Until death shall break the spell !

The dark lock comes from a youthful brow.
Where the eyes beamed tender love.
'Tis fancy the portrait draws for me,
For the truth we can not prove.

Now shut them up from the light of day,
Turn gently the silver key,
The corpse and casket together laid
In one quiet grave shall bel
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HEROIC DEEDS OF HEROIC MEN.
BY JOHN S. C. ABBOTT.

VIII.—A RAILROAD ADVENTURE.
Tho War In Tennessee.—General Mitchel's Plans The
Bold Enterprise. —Penetrating the Rebel Lines.— Adroit
Seizure of the Locomotive —The Flight. —The Pursuit.
—Capture of the Adventurers Their Sufferings.—

Trial and Execution of Eight.— The Escape of a Party.
—Final Exchange of Survivors,

ONE
of the most chivalric and daring deeds

performed during the civil war in America,

was enacted by a band of twenty-four young
men in Georgia in tho month of April, 1862.

General O. M. Mitchel was then marching
across the State of Tennessee, having descend
ed from the Ohio, and was aiming for Chat
tanooga, a strategic point of great importance.
There was a very important railroad which ran
from Memphis, on the Mississippi River, to
Charleston, South Carolina, on tho Atlantic
coast. This road passed through the important
points of Corinth, Huntsville, Chattanooga, and
Atlanta, Georgia.
General Mitchel, with his division, was at
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the time lying at Murficesborough, and was
moving on to Sholbyville, a very pleasant town
on Duck River. The rebels held Chattanooga
and the railroad from that place to Atlanta.
Thus troops and munitions of war could easily
be transported from one of these important
points to the other. Could wo succeed in cut
ting the railroad between these two points and
in destroying the bridges we might then seize
Chattanooga before reinforcements could be sent
from Atlanta for its relief. Wo should thus
gain possession of all of East Tennessee. The
rebel army would be cut in two. And, indeed,
injury would be inflicted which seemed almost
to threaten the very existence of the Confed
eracy.
It was not possible at that time to send an
army by a long march to attack the rebels, who
were stationed in considerable force along the
road, and to take it from them by main force.
The most feasible plan was to send a detach
ment of bold men, in the common dress of the
country, on a secret expedition to burn the
bridges. The only way in which this daring
exploit could be accomplished was for the ad
venturers to work their way through the rebel
lines to Atlanta, there seize by surprise a loco
motive, urge it at its fullest speed toward Chat
tanooga, stopping only to apply the torch to the

bridges behind them, and to rush on by Chat
tanooga till they reached a point of safety with
in our army lines near Huntsville, to which

point General Mitchel was rapidly moving.
A deed of more perilous and romantic cour
age has perhaps never been undertaken. The
results to be attained were commensurate with
the hazards of the adventure. The Southern
Confederacy, a prominent rebel journal, com
menting upon the enterprise, says :
"The mind and heart shrink back appalled
at the bare contemplation of the awful conse

quences which would have followed the success
of this one act. We doubt whether the victory
of Manassas or Corinth were worth as much to
us as the frustration of this one coup d'etat. It
is not by any means certain that the annihila
tion of Beauregard's whole army at Corinth
would have been so fatal to us as would have
been the burning of the bridges at that time by
these men."
Twenty-four young men of established repu
tation for intelligence and bravery were selected
for the chivalric adventure. In parties of two
and three, in citizen's dress, they met at an ap
pointed rendezvous in a grove near Shelbyville,
Tennessee. It was Monday the 10th of April,
1862. Here they matured their plans. As.
suming that they were Kentuckians, disgusted
with the Government of Abraham Lincoln, and
that they were seeking an asylum in the South,
they broke up into squads of three or four and
traversed as rapidly as possible the sparsely set
tled country to rendezvous on Thursday, the
13th, at Chattanooga, in the midst of one of
the thronging encampments of the rebels. The
distance to be traveled on foot was a little over

one hundred miles. Through multiplied diffi
culties and many hair -breadth escapes they
worked their way along over the rugged spurs
of the Cumberland mountains until thcy reach
ed the Tennessee River, nearly opposite Chatta
nooga.
There was a horse ferry-boat there, and a
great and motley crowd of people drawn by
j curiosity or the exigencies of war were waiting
to be conveyed across. After many embarrass
ments the adventurers succeeded in crossing the
river, having eluded all the surveillance of the
patrols and guards. The news had just reached
Chattanooga that General Mitchel had taken

possession of Huntsville, on the railroad, scarce

ly one hundred miles west of their encampment.
These tidings created great excitement and al
most consternation in the rebel ranks. Chat

tanooga had been until about that time a small,
unknown village, buried from the world in the
midst of towering mountains, and situated on
the eastern or rather southern bank of the Ten
nessee. The little town presented an air of
great tumult and bustle, crowded as it then was
with soldiers and civilians and all the followers
of an army.
Our adventurers, mingling with the crowd
and wearing the common dress of the country,
hastened to the depot, purchased their tickets
for Atlanta and entered the cars. Some of
their comrades had arrived earlier, and had al

ready taken a train of cars for Marietta, but a
few miles this side of Atlanta. It was late in
the afternoon. The cars were crowded mostly
with soldiers, so that there was scarcely stand

ing room. The rebels had just received false
news of some astounding victories. They were
greatly elated. As the cars rolled along jokes,
laughter, and oaths rang through the night air.
Marietta was the point at which they were to
take the cars preparatory for their bold achieve
ment. At midnight the cars reached that sta
tion. The party repaired to different hotels,
having arranged to meet in the depot at four
o'clock in the morning, to take the train going
back to Chattanooga. J. J. Andrews, of Ken
tucky, a man of extraordinary character, and
who was perfectly familiar with the South, was

chief of the expedition, and managed all its de
tails with great sagacity. By the casualties of
the journey two of the young men were absent,
and there were but twenty-two who took passage
on the train.
A short ride brought them to a station called
Big Shanty. There was at this place an en
campment of nearly ten thousand conscripts.
Hero the cars stopped for a few moments while
the engineer, conductor, and many of the pas
sengers stepped into an eating-house for refresh
ments. Andrews rose from his seat and said,

calmly, "Let us go, boys!" Mingling with the
crowd of passengers, and of course attracting no
attention, they moved forward leisurely to the

head of the train. Two of them, W. W. Brown
and William Knight, from Ohio, were accom
plished railroad engineers. One of the men
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stealthily uncoupled the baggage cars, upon
which the rest had clambered from tho remain
der of tho train, while the two engineers, who
were at their post, pulled open the valvo and

put on all steam. In less time than we have
taken to describe it the locomotive was rushing
forward at its highest speed. There were four

or five rebel regiments within forty rods of the

spot from which the locomotive started. Wo
may imagine the bewilderment with which they
gazed upon the receding engine as it disappeared
in the distance.
Our brave adventurers were too much exhila
rated by the excitement of the hour to observe
the amazement with which the sudden flight of
the engine was regarded by the thousands who
were grouped around. Onward they rushed,
with almost lightning speed, in silent sublimity
of emotion too deep to find expression in smiles
or words. Thus far every thing had succeeded
according to their most sanguine expectations.
With some anxiety, however, they looked upon
the telegraph wires, running along by their side.
Though they had taken the precaution to start
from a depot where there was no telegraph sta
tion, still it was a matter of much moment that
as speedily as possible they should cut the wires.

Having run about four miles they stopped,
and while one of their number, John Scott, of
Ohio, climbed the pole and sawed off the wire,
others tore up a rail to retard any pursuers.
They were now all overjoyed with their success,
and warmly they congratulated each other with
the prospect of the triumphant termination of
their chivalrie enterprise.
Andrews had taken the precaution to ascer
tain what(lown trains he had to pass, and where
to piss them. There was, ns they supposed,
but one train for them to meet on that day.
But in consequence of some military necessity
tho rebels had put on that day two special trains.
When they had arrived at the point where the
down train was to pass, quite to their consterna
tion they found that it bore a red flag, thus an
nouncing that another train was following be
hind. They had, however, still the track for a
little time to themselves, and they moved along
slowly, for they were ahead of time, to a side
track where they were to wait for the special
train to pass.
Thus they lost twenty-five precious minutes.
It was an awful loss. The pursuers were now
upon their track. As soon as the waited-for
train was in sight, and they were just ready to
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puBh on with renewed velocity, much to their I Encouraged by the hope that this would de-

dismay they saw that this train also bore a red lay their pursuers for some time, they rushed

Jlai/, announcing still another train behind. I onward and reached a spot where they passed
Thcy, however, pushed on to the next station, the down-coming train in safety. They now
hoping there to pass the train. In the mean goaded their engine to its utmost possible speed ;
time they cut the wires between the two stations, at times attaining a velocity of sixty miles an
and hurriedly threw such impediments as were hour. Still the foe crowded closely behind,
at hand behind them upon the track. Just as No longer was there any thought of burning the
they were trying with almost the energies of de- bridges or tearing up the road. Iudeed only a

spair to wrench up one of the rails, they heard the miracle could enable them to escape with their

whistle of an engine in pursuit. With frantic lives. Onward and still onward they dashed,
strength they broke the rail in two and threw the passing stations and villages with meteoric speed

fragment upon their car as they sprang upon it. and roar, exciting amazement in all beholders as
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they witnessed the apparently terrific flight of j
the locomotive, followed with equal velocity by
an engine with three cars attached, loaded with
excited soldiers.
After running in this manner about one hun
dred miles their wood and water gave out, their
oil was expended, and the foe was in sight.
They were then within about fifteen miles of
Chattanooga. Their pursuers were closo upon I
them. Their situation was desperate, and there
was no alternative before them but to leap from
the train and take to the woods, each one to
save himself as ho might. They jumped from ,

the car while still in motion, and running, some

to the right and others to the left, were soon

dispersed through the forest of pines. Escape,

however, was, under the circumstances, almost

hopeless.

It was Saturday the 12th day of April. It so
happened that there was a regimental muster

near by, and many planters were present with

their horses and blood-hounds. This whole
force of soldiers, planters, and hounds was im

mediately put upon the pursuit of the fugitives.

By means of these fierce dogs, who had been
trained in the pursuit of the unhappy slaves,
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every one of these heroic adventurers was cap
tured. There was one orphan boy, Jacob Par-
rott, only eighteen years of age. He belonged to
the Thirty-third Regiment of Ohio Volunteers.
When seized by the infuriated rebels, who man
ifested a degree of ferocity which would have
disgraced savages, they took the poor boy, bent
him down almost double over a large stone, and
while four of the "chivalry" held him down in
that stooping posture, by his hands and his feet,
a rebel officer, in a lieutenant's uniform, with a
raw hide laid upward of a hundred lashes upon
his bare back. A riotous crowd were shouting
around, all the time clamoring for his blood.
A rope was brought with which they insisted
that he should be hung. Three times during
the progress of this merciless scourging it was
suspended, when they demanded of the heroic
young patriot that he should divulge the names
of his comrades, the designs of the expedition,
and especially the name of the engineer who
ran the train. But all the torment which their
savage ingenuity could devise conld not extort

any confession from him. They only ceased
their brutal work when they found that the task
of subduing their victim was hopeless.
The twenty captives, when taken, were all
thrust into the negro jail at Chattanooga. They
were thrown into a damp, dirty, miserable cell
half underground, as gloomy as the world-re
nowned oubliettes of the Bastile. This dungeon
was thirteen feet square. In this room over
thirty victims of Southern barbarism were crowd
ed "together. Many of them were Southern men,
who, for the " crime" of refusing to join in re
bellion and treason, had been subjected to al

most every conceivable outrage. The only en
trance was by a trap -door opening from the
floor above. Two small windows thickly barred
with iron let in a few rays of light and scarcely
air enough to support life. The horrors of the
' ' black hole" in Caleutta were unsurpassed by
those endured in this miserable dungeon. There
was not space enough for all to lie down togeth
er, and these heroic men, whose sublime daring
should at least have won respect, were exposed
to barbarities which were a disgrace to the nine
teenth century. There is not a civilized nation
on the globe which would have treated prisoners
of war, or even the most loathsome criminals,
with cruelty so revolting. But slavery had con
verted the South into a state of semi-barbarism.
The pursuit, as described by the rebels, must
have been nearly as exciting as the flight. The
conductor and engineer of thejfrain were quiet
ly breakfasting in the Big Shanty Hotel, at
Camp M'Donald, when to their indescribable
amazement the locomotive with the baggage car
took its flight. The rebels seem ever to have
been inspired with an instinctive consciousness
of the audacity of the Yankees. It was at once
surmised that this was a chivalric adventure of
their terrible foes. The engineer, conductor,
and foreman of the wood department, immedi

ately started upon the run, apparently chasing
the engine, which was whirling away at the rate
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of twenty miles an hour. This at first excited
the most boisterous shouts of laughter from the
thousands of soldiers who were standing around.
But the pursuers knew well what they were
about. Having run about thgpe miles they came
to a hand-car. This they seized and pushed for
ward with new speed. When they came to an
up grade they pushed it before them. On the
down grades they could advance with great ve
locity. At length they came to a place where
the patriots had torn up a rail. In their eager
ness, not noticing this, they were all thrown,
car and men, pell-mell on one side of the road.
The car, however, was uninjured, and no bones
were broken. The car was replaced on the
track, and the rebels were again in full pursuit.
Thus they pushed on for twenty miles, till
they came to Etowah Station, where there
chanced to be a locomotive fired up and all
ready for a start. This they seized. Putting
on a full head of steam they soon reached Kings
ton, where they learned that the adventurers s

were but twenty minutes ahead of them. Here

they found a locomotive capable of much higher
speed, which was fired up, waiting for the ar
rival of a passenger train, when it was to pro
ceed by a branch road to Rome.
A large number of soldiers and planters had
now joined them with swords, revolvers, and
muskets. Aided by their fresh engine, and
with their little army, onward they now flew
with almost the speed of the wind. The ob
structions which the fugitives threw behind them
upon the track were speedily removed. At
length they came to a place where three rails
had been torn up and carried away. They could
drive their locomotive no farther. With great
promptness and energy they abandoned the en

gine ; ran along the track two miles ; met the
down freight train near Adairsville ; reversed
the train ; ran back to the station ; switched the
train off upon the side-track ; turned the engine,
and rushed on to Calhoun.
Here they gathered a new force of armed men
to pursue the fugitives, a telegraph operator,
and workmen to repair the road. Again they
were rushing forward with almost frenzied speed.
As they were turning a curve they caught a
glimpse of the now crippled engine they were

pursuing scarcely a mile ahead of them. The
adventurers had stopped a moment to tear up
the track. Hearing the approach of the foe

they sprang upon their car, and again sped away.
The pursuers pressing on in hot haste came to
the spot were the rails were torn up. Their
workmen, with the necessary tools, instantly
tore up the rails behind them, and replaced those
which were taken away.
The flight and the chase were now exciting

beyond all power of words to describe. The

locomotives were frequently in sight of each oth
er. The engine of the patriots was rapidly fail
ing. Wood and water were nearly gone, and

the unoiled boxes were almost melting with

heat. In this their extremity they uncoupled
two of the box cars, and left them to retard the
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pursuers. But the energetic pursuers pushed
the cars before them to the first turn out, and
were soon within four hundred yards of their
victims. Only then our adventurers leaped
from their ear and took to the woods.
We now return to the prisoners in their dismal
dungeon.
Their trap-door wns opened twice a day, when
their food was let down to them in a bucket.
There were no opportunities for washing clothes
or person. There was no permission to leave
the dungeon for any of the wants which these
frail bodies require. They were, of course, soon

covered with vermin. The heat in that almost
tropical region, where so many were huddled to

gether, was so insupportable that they were oft
en obliged to strip themselves entirely naked to
be able to bear it. In addition to all this they
were cruelly handeuffed, and with trace-chains,

secured by padlocks around their necks, were
fastened to each other in companies of twos and
threes. Such was the treatment, in the Amer
ican village of Chattanooga, on the beantiful
banks of the Tennessee, of the noblest of Amer
ican citizens, for the crime of loyalty to the
Stars and the Stripes.
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The prisoners descended into this cell by a
ladder, which was then drawn up. Many of
the victims of these rebel atrocities were Ten
nessee Union men, the noblest men of the State.
Their food consisted of a small piece of meat,
nnd a little flour mixed with water and baked,
presenting a substance about as hard and indi

gestible as lead. The rebels rifled the pockets
of the captives, leaving not a solitary copper be
hind.
Mr. Andrews, the leader of the railroad par
ty, was a man of unusually heroic and noble
character. After several weeks of imprison
ment an order came for twelve of the captives
to be sent to Knoxville for trial. Andrews,
with several of his comrades, was left behind.
A week after the departure of those who were
taken to Knoxville an officer came into the
prison and carelessly handed to Andrews his
death-warrant. He made a desperate attempt
to escape, but was recaptured, the whole force
of the garrison at Chattanooga being sent in
pursuit of him, aided by blood-hounds. After
suffering more than can well be imagined, torn
and bleeding he was taken back to Chattanooga,
and so heavily chained that he could scarcely
move. As there was danger that General Mit-
chel might make an advance upon Chattanooga
his execution was ordered to take place at At
lanta. He was taken there in the cars, ex
posed all the way down to jeers and insults from
the brutal people who frowned around. Totter

ing beneath the weight of his clanking chains,
he walked to the scaffold. Through the whole

trying scene he displayed the firmness of the
patriot.
"Boys," said ho to his comrades, ns they
were taken from him to be carried to Knox
ville, "if I never see you here again try to
meet me on the other side of Jordan."
Physically he was one of the noblest speci
mens of manhood. As he was swung from the
scaffold his great weight so stretched the rope
that his feet touched the ground. The wretches
got some shovels and dug away the earth be
neath his feet. Thus this patriot and Christian
died. He was but thirty-three years of age, and
was to have been married in the very month in
which, by traitorous hands, he was hung.
The twelve who were removed to Knoxville
were arraigned for trial, one by one. They wore
brought before a court-martial, one each day,
the trial lasting about an hour. They were j
charged with being spies, and were allowed to
employ counsel. The defense was, that being in
citizens' clothes did not take from them protec
tion belonging to citizens of war, since the Con
federate Government authorized all the guerrillas
in their service to wear citizen's dress. More
over, it was a common custom for them, when
ever it would serve their purpose, to dress their
troops oven in the United States uniform. It
was also urged that the object of the expedition
was purely a military one, for the destruction
of communications, which was lawful according
to the rules of war.

The defense was apparently so conclusive that
several members of the court-martial, who had
some humanity still remaining in their bosoms,
called upon the captives and assured them that,
according to the laws of war, they, under the
circumstances, could only be regarded as pris
oners of war, and not as spies. It was proved
that they had entered the rebel camp not as

j spies seeking information, but to accomplish a
definite object which war allowed.
After seven of the captives had been tried the
rapid advance of General Mitchel upon Chatta
nooga broke up the court-martial, as all the offi
cers composing it were compelled to hasten to
their regiments to resist his march. Knoxville
was also threatened, and the captives were hur

riedly removed to Atlanta. The ferocity which
has characterized the conduct of the rebels
throughout this war has always been incited by
those men in high stations who were its lead
ing spirits. The remorseless despotism at Rich
mond was determined that no clemency on the
part of the court-martial should spare the cap
tives.

On the 18th of June the clanking of the
swords of some officers was heard ascending the
stairs of the prison at Atlanta. The door was
thrown open, and the seven young men, who
had been already tried, were called into anoth
er room. One, who was Bo sick of fever that
he could not stand, was lifted from his cot and
supported, with tottering steps, out of the room.
In a few moments they returned, with their
hands tied behind them, and with the announce
ment that they were immediately to be led out
to execution. Not a moment was allowed to
bid adieu to their comrades, to write a parting
word of love to mother or sister, or even to fall
upon their knees and implore the pardon and
sustaining grace of God.^ The young men were
entirely uuprepared for this dread announce
ment, for they had scarcely a doubt that they
were to be regarded as prisoners of war. One
of them exclaimed in anguish to a friend, " Oh !
try to be better prepared when you come to die
than I am !" Another, who had been a merry,
thoughtless boy, cried out in agony, which
touched all hearts but those of his unfeeling
executioners, "Boys, I am not prepared to
meet Jesus. I know that I am not prepared."
Another, Samuel Slavens, who had left a young
family in his native State, was heard to mur
mur with trembling voice, "Wife—children—
tell— " when emotion overwhelmed him and he
could say no more. John Scott had been mar
ried but three days when he entered the army.
As he thought of his young bride he could only
clasp his hands in speechless agony. Marion
A. Ross, of Ohio, seemed to be endowed with
supernatural strength. His check glowed and
his eye flashed with animation. Fully compre
hending the sublimity of the sacrifice he was
making, ho said, with firm voice, "Tell them
at home, if any of you escape, that I died for
my country, and did not regret it."
All this occurred in a moment. "Come,
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hurry up there!" exclaimed the brutal marshal
who stood at the door with other officers ; " come
on, we can't wait." Samuel Robinson, of Ohio,
the young man who was too sick to walk, was
hurried away with the rest. The death-cart
was at the door. The seven captives were
crowded into it. A company of mounted rebels
surrounded them. When placed upon the scaf
fold with ropes around their necks George D.
Wilson, of Ohio, asked permission to speak a
few words. His request was granted, probably
with the expectation that he was to make some
confession. In eloquent words, and with Ro
man heroism, this young American citizen then
said :
" I have no hostile feelings toward the South
ern people. Their rulers, not they, are respons
ible for this rebellion. I am no spy, but a sol
dier regularly detailed for military duty. I do
not regret dying for my country, I only regret
the manner of my death. You may all depend
upon it that this rebellion will yet be crushed
down. You will all regret the part you have
taken in it. The time will soon come when
the flag of our Union will float over our whole
undivided country, and over the very spot where
this scaffold now stands."
There were about four hundred of low, un
cultured men, such as compose the rank and file
of the rebel army, surrounding the gallows.
With oaths and ribald jests they assailed the
patriots. As the platform fell five only were
seen struggling suspended in the air. Two
ropes had broken, and William Campbell of
Kentucky, and Samuel Slavens of Ohio, fell to
the ground bruised, bleeding, and almost in
sensible. Soon they slightly recovered and
begged that a few moments might be granted
them that they might pray for the forgiveness
and the help of God* The request was in
sultingly refused. New ropes were provided.
They were again dragged upon the scaffold and
launched into eternity. The mob shouted, and
dispersed to drink themselves drunk in their
merriment over hanging these " Yankee Aboli
tionists."
The four captives who were left in the prison
behind, simply because their trial had not yet
taken place, in gloom unspeakable soon saw the
cart return empty, thus announcing that the
terrible tragedy was finished.
The energetic movements of General Mitchel
kept the rebels in a constant state of alarm.
The surviving captives were frequently moved
from one prison to another, and there was no
time to convene another court-martial. They
were most of them collected in the jail at At
lanta. The execution of their comrades and
the peril to which they were exposed of meeting
at any day the same fate, so affected them that
by a unanimous vote they established morning
and evening prnyers. Each one in turn, as they
all kneeled together, offered his brief and fervent
petition. A more touching scene can not well
bo imagined, or one which more impressively
showsjrhat a support true religion is to the hu

man soul in the hour of sorest trial. There was
a Methodist clergyman in Atlanta by the name
of M'Donncll, who was very kind to these men,
lending them books and speaking to them words
of Christian sympathy. We mention this that
should any of our soldiers chance to meet him,
they may remember his kindness to their im
prisoned brethren. The negroes were as ever
the firm friends of our soldiers. They were un
wearied in their endeavors to help the captives,
even exposing themselves to cruel scourgings that
they might befriend them.
After writing most of the above I chanced to
come across a little book, entitled " Daring and
Suffering," written by Lieutenant William Pit-
tenger, of Ohio, who was one of the adventurers
inthisheroicenterprise, and who, after many hair
breadth escapes, succeeded in reaching friends
and home. In his interesting narrative he gives
a minute detail of those scenes of which here we
can give but a brief sketch.
"We had friends in the waiters of the prison,
though their faces were black. They assisted
us by every means in their power. It was not
long till they found that there was nothing we
desired so much as to read the news ; and they
taxed their ingenuity to gratify us. They would

wait till the jailer or some of the guard had
finished reading a paper and laid it down and
then slyly purloin it. When meal time came it
would be put into the bottom of the pan, in
which our food was brought, and thus banded in

to us. The paper had to be returned in the
same way to avoid suspicion. For several
months it was only through their instrumental
ity that we could obtain any definite information

of what was going on in the world without.
" Having found the negroes thus intelligent
and useful, far beyond what I had supposed pos
sible, I questioned them about other matters.
They were better informed than I had given
them credit for, and knew enough to disbelieve

all the stories the rebels told. When the whites
were not present they laughed at the grand vie- ,
tories the papers were publishing every day.

They imagined that all the Northern troops
were chivalrous soldiers, fighting for the uni

versal rights of man. They never wavered in
their belief that the Union troops would con
quer, and that the result of the victory would

be their freedom. I never saw one who did
not cherish an ardent desire for freedom, mid

wish and long for the time when the triumph

of the national forces would place the coveted

boon within his grasp."
The months rolled heavily along, and sum

mer and autumn passed sadly away. Many

plans were talked over by the survivors, now

fourteen in number, for attempting an escape.

But they were guarded with such vigilance that
no plan could be presented which did not seem

utterly desperate. At length the provost mar
shal came into their room one day and inform

ed them that he had received a letter from the

Secretary of War at Richmond, inquiring why
all the party engaged in the railroad adventure
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bad not been executed. And soon they re
ceived intelligence that another dispatch had
come ordering their immediate execution. The
frantic struggles of despair now became pru
dence. They seized their jailer, gagged him,
wrenched from him his keys, rushed down stairs
and sprang upon the guard, tore their guns from

them, scaled the walls, .and ran for the woods.
The whole garrison in Atlanta was immediately
in commotion. A regiment of cavalry was start
ed off in pursuit. Their chivalric commander,
Colonel Lee, said,
' ' Don't take one of the villains alive. Shoot
them down, and let them lie in the woods for
the birds and hogs to eat."
Eight of the heroes escaped. J. A. Wilson
and Mark Wood, both from Ohio, after adven
tures as marvelous as were ever detailed in
the dreams of romance, pushing south directly
through the densest throngs of rebeldom, at last
reached the Gulf of Mexico, where they succeed
ed in getting beneath the protection of the Stars
and Stripes, on a United States gun-boat. J.
R. Porter and John Wollam, also from Ohio,
ran in a westerly direction. Traveling by night
and hiding by day, after a month of hunger,
toil, and peril which no pen can describe, they
reached Corinth, where the national banner re
ceived them under its protecting folds. M. J.
Hawkins and D. A. Dorsey, both also from Ohio,
after wandering through the woods for three
weeks, traveling only by starlight, living upon
roots and raw sweet-potatoes, finally aided by
Union men, whom they found scattered through
the mountains, reached Somerset, Kentucky,
from which place they were transported to their
regiments, where they were received as from
the dead. Two, W. W. Brown and William
Knight, also from Ohio, were never afterward
heard from. They probably perished of hunger
and exposure in the woods. All the rest, six
in number, were recaptured.
It was now October. As the jail was not
deemed a safe place for their confinement they
were removed to the city barracks, where their
situation was much less uncomfortable. Sev
eral Union Tennesseeans were imprisoned with
them. Weeks of the dreary monotony of pris
on-life rolled on. Ono day, when in the lowest
depths of despondency, they were roused to al
most a frenzy of joy by the tidings that they
were exchanged, and were immediately to be
sent to the Union lines. On the 3d day of De
cember, a bitter cold, wintry day, our captives,
in only summer clothing, and those ragged and
threadbare, were placed in a box-car, and, al
most perishing with cold, were borne over the
frozen roads toward Virginia. After a long
ride, in which they suffered excessively from
hunger as well as cold, they reached Richmond.
It was the 7th of December, 1862. To their
infinite disappointment they found that they had
been deceived. Instead of being exchanged
they were placed in Castle Thunder, the Bastilc
of the South. Here they remained in bitter

confinement during the months of December
and January, hope every day growing more and
more faint. They had no fire, very scanty food,
and scarcely any clothing. It seemed to be the
endeavor of the barbarian rebels to kill them by
the lingering tortures of starvation and freezing.
In view of the sufferings inflicted upon them
one of their jailers was overheard to say, influ
enced by a spark of humanity which still re
mained in his bosom,
"If you want to kill the men, and I know
the rascals deserve it

,

do it at once. But don't
keep them there to die by inches, for it will dis
grace us all over the world."
In March it was announced that arrangements
had been made for a general exchange. The joy
this excited no tongue can tell. On the 17th
of March an officer entered the prison in the
evening, and stated that our captives, with sev
eral others, were to leave the next morning in

a flag-of-truce boat, to be conveyed to the Amer
ican lines.
"The evening," writes Mr. Pittenger, "was
one of wild excitement. Nearly all acted like
men bereft of reason. Their joyousness found
vent in vociferous cheers, m dancing and bound

ing over the floor, in embracing each other and

pledging kind remembrances."
Early the next morning they took the cars,
and at City Point were received into a flag-of-
truce boat— the State ofMaine—over which tho
Star-Spangled Banner was gloriously floating.
Down the James and up the Potomac they went,
their hearts throbbing with joyous excitement.
Here they met with that honorable reception
which they so richly merited. Each one re
ceived a beautiful medal in commemoration of
his heroic though unfortunate adventure. All
their arrearages were paid, the money taken
from them and other property of which they had
been robbed were refunded, and a purse of a hun
dred dollars placed in cach^one's hand. They
then received a furlough' ^fcjvisit their friends.
Before they left Washington they were received

by the President, who greeted them with his
characteristic fatherly affection.
The names of these young men should bo
handed down to posterity with honor. We givo
them as we find them recorded in the very in
teresting personal narrative of William Pitten
ger. Eight of them were executed. Their
names were J. J. Andrews, Kentucky, and Will
iam Campbell, George D. Wilson, Marion A.
Ross, Perry G. Shadrack, Samuel Slavens, Sam
uel Robinson, and John Scott, all from Ohio.
The following, eight in number, who were also
from Ohio, escaped in October, though the first
two mentioned probably perished in the woods,
as they were never heard from. They were W.
W. Brown, William Knight, J. B. Porter, Mark
Wood, J. A. Wilson, M. J. Hawkins, John Wol
lam, and D. A. Dorsey. The following six were
finally exchanged : Jacob Parrott, Robert Buf-
fum, William Bensinger, William Reddick, E.
H. Mason, and William Pittenger.
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INTRODUCTIONS.

THERE
is one subject concerning which the

American people labor under a most griev
ous error. I allude to their general and indis
criminate passion for introductions. Not intro
ductions to books, which are very good things in
their way, provided they be not too long ; but in
troductions to persons— forcible abductions, so to
speak, of a human being ont from the jurisdic
tion of his or her rational inclinations without
the preliminary form of an extradition treaty.
If theijo be one inherent right of man which
should be respected under any and every form
of government — imperial, constitutional mo
narchie, patriarchal, or elective— it is the un
doubted prerogative of each individual to have a
voice in the selection of his acquaintances. An
old Spanish proverb says, " Tell me who your
associates are, and I will tell you what you are;"
and yet, in the face of the universal credence at
tached to this saying, a man's character and

reputation are, in our great republie, entirely at
the mercy of every ruthless monomaniac of
whom he may have the slightest possible knowl

edge.

The worst feature of this great social evil is
that it increases in a geometrical progression
with x for a ratio. The common but surprising

problem relating to a barter, founded on the
number of nails in a horse's shoes, is a trivial
impertinence compared with the stupendous pro
portions soon assumed by one's range of acquaint
ances in a large city under the hideous system
that prevails. For instance—you have the ill
luck to meet one John Smith some day at one
of your usual resorts. Smith was, perhaps, a
college classmate, or a fellow-clerk in a count

ing-house (before you rose to your present com
mercial eminence) ; or, peradventure, he is a
client, or a patient (if a learned profession claim
you). At all events, Smith is a fact; a disa
greeable one, it may be, but none the less a fact.
Smith is, of course, delighted to sec you, and,
after a few anxious inquiries touching your
health and "your folks," avails himself of the
opportunity to "make you acquainted" with
Messrs. Brown, Jones, and Robinson, three
friends of his, who happen to be with him on
that occasion. If you should be residents of the
same city, the chances are that you will meet
Smith nearly every day, and that, at each meet
ing, he 'will present you to a fresh batch of
"friends;" for such fellows as he are popular
men, and seldom go abroad without picking up a
few desultory companions. This is bad enough ;
but it is only a beginning to your catalogue of
undesired introductions. Each of Smith's friends
has as large a circle of acquaintances as the orig
inal poisoner of your social existence ; and, go
where you will— to a hotel, to a reading-room,
in cars, steamboats, banking-houses, restaurants
— in town or country—you are sure to meet some
one of Brown, Jones, Robinson, and Company,
and as sure to be presented to some half dozen
more of their friends, until your brain reels, and

you envy the position, social and physical, of
St. Simon Stylites as one precluding introduc
tions except through a speaking-trumpet. If
you be of a nervous temperament, you are forced
to shun public promenades and other " busy
haunts of men" by the momentary fear that
some " yestcrdated" acquaintance may grapple
with you, and parade his arm-in-arm vulgarity
in odious companionship for dreary hours ; or
—horrible idea! — even thrust upon you still
others of his cognizance and kidney.
This is the most appalling phase of the epi
demic in question ; but there are other forms of
the disease less grave as to their effects upon the

reputation of the sufferer, but involving an even
more acute pang at the time of infliction. Prom
inent among these is what may be termed "Ball
room Borgianism" —a sacrificial ceremony where
in the lady of the house officiates as high-priest
ess, and immolates defenseless male youth upon
the altars of uuresponsive Wall-Floras. You find
upon yourlibrarv table a crested missive, through
whose copper-plated medium Mrs. Hautevolec
requests the pleasure of your company on Mon

day the — th instant, at 9 o'clock. Dancing, R.
S. V. P. Knowing that the adorable Euphrasia
will be there, you have, veraciously and conven
tionally, "great pleasure in accepting Mrs.
Hautevolee's polite invitation for Monday even
ing next, and Bridget receives particular direc
tions about " doing up" your white cravat with
the embroidered ends, and the elaborate shirt-
bosom you brought from Paris. A week passes,
filled with entrancing visions of Euphrasia and
Fairyland ; murmured rapture in the mazy
waltz ; delicious intercourse of souls in the con

servatory's leafiest nook; sweet sounds and float

ing perfumes ; and at last Monday evening
comes. Who that sees you enter those resplen
dent rooms can realize the anxious care bestowed

upon that dfgag( costume— the ars celare artem
adroitly manifested in the easy tie of the white
cravat with the embroidered ends ? Who among
that throng of worldly votaries can know that
beneath the elaborate shirt-boiom a swelling
heart crinkles the superjacent starch with palpi
tating tremor? The saloons swarm with lovely
girls ; a vanishing perspective of gauzy robes
and flashing jewels is indefinitely reflected in op
posing mirrors ; soft, languid music steals through
the air, rising and falling in the hum of conver
sation ; the " world" is there with its hopes and
fears, its intrigues and enmities ; but what arc

all these to you ? Your eyes, your ears, your
thoughts arc centred in Euphrasia ; Euphrasia,
who sits yonder, more bewitching than ever,
being terribly bored (you feel sure) by that stupid,
conceited puppy, Bliflins, uhom you remember
when his father kept a small shop in the " thread-
needle" line of business, and whose intelligence,
education, and fortune you arc confident are

very much overrated. Being a man of the
world, yon are, of course, too diplomatic to ad
dress the object of your devotion at once ; your
policy (worldly schemer that you are) is to wait
until the earlier crowd shall have dispersed; to
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be dutifully polite to ladies present who have
invited you to their parties, and ingratiatingly
attentive to those who may invite you hereafter ;
and then, when supper-time arrives, to offer her

your arm ; to minister to her wants ; to struggle

fiercely for her refection ; and afterward to thrill
through three blissful hours of "German cotil
lion" with her as partner. You pass her, there
fore, with a bow and an expressive glance, and
enter upon your routine of "business," artfully
contriving, as midnight draws near, to remain
unencumbered by confining your civilities to such
fair beings as are certain to be claimed by other
admiring swains.
Finally, the supper-room doors swing open,
and the reward of all your toil seems close at
hand ; your are hastening to where Eupbrasia's
delicate kid glove awaits your protecting broad
cloth, when the hostess arrests your progress,
and, like a civil highwaywoman, robs you of
your birth-right of free agency, and remorselessly
snatches from your grasp the prize for which
you have waited and served so long. She
" wants, to introduce you to a very sweet girl
who doesn't know many gentlemen, and who
has no partner for the 'German.' Would you
kindly see that she gets some supper?" Re
sistance is futile. You know that there is no
escape ; so, with a gulp of resignation, you suf
fer yourself to be handed over to the custody of
an immature seraph with pronounced collar
bones and a freckled complexion, whose vocab
ulary consists mainly of monosyllables, and
whose comprehension has never soared higher
than the level of a school history. She feeds
voraciously at supper (how different from the
delicate daintiness of Euphrasia!), and when
the "German" commences you discover that
she dances execrably, and puts water on her
hair. To add to your anguish, Euphrasia (doubt
less reserving herself for you) is for some time
without a partner, but finally dances with the
brutal Bliffins, whom you watch, eight couples
away, grinning and basking in the light of her
smile, while you, the legitimate heir to that
happiness, are exiled to the arid promontories
and sterile plains of the seraph's mind and
body.
But if an " arbitrary arrest," such as the fore
going, be reprehensible, even when made by the
high official authority of the hostess, what lan
guage can adequately anathematize the still
more aggravated instances of kidnapping con

stantly perpetrated in "society" by brothers,
cousins, uncles, and guardians of unnttractive
debutantes? The hand that traces these lines
has scores of times been clasped with hypocrit
ical fervor by felonious men who sought a vic
tim to whom they might transfer the incubus of
some forlorn female relative, and whom, once
lodged within her desperate clutch, they would
leave to his fate throughout the weary night,
pursuing the pleasures of their own emancipa
tion in heartless indifference to the languishing
captive.
Can no species of social habeas corpus be de

vised for the relief of such cases of distress? Is
there no law to prevent such flagrant breaches
of the peace of mind? The minor miscreant
who robs you of your purse, or he who illegally
restricts your personal liberty in the outer world
is condignly punished by the laws of the land ;
but what are their crimes compared with the
offense against the nobler inner man, involved
in these fashionable garrotings?
Many people consider it a point of good-breed
ing to present each of their visitors to all the
rest; and, consequently, every new-comer on
their "reception days" is formally retailed out
to some dozen or fifteen previous arrivals. This
may occasionally produce some awkward com
plications. Cardovan and I fell out some ten
years or more ago. (Oh, Sophronia ! there are
scars which never, never fade.) From that time
to this a mortal enmity has been between us.
We glare defiance at each other in the streets,
and each is to the other gall and wormwood ;
and yet scarce a month passes wherein we arc
not introduced by some well-meaning person at
whose house we chance to meet. To me the
oft-repeated form has lost its bitterness ; but I
can see his coarser nature wince under the chill
ing courtesy with which I recognize his presence.
By continued practice I have succeeded in im
parting to my ' ' delighted to make your acquaint
ance, Sir," a barb which I can see rankle in his
plebeian soul ; and- my adolescent anguish is

amply revenged.
A trustful mind, unlearned in the world's vile
ways, might innocently imagine that by refrain

ing from the outer intercourse of society, and

adopting an eremitical course of life, these perse
cutions could be avoided. Vain delusion ! You
may forego the privilege of breathing the free air
of heaven ; you may shun your fellow-men, and

resign the sphere of lovely woman's inspiring in
fluence ; you may forget old acquaintances, but

you can not escape new ones. Popular solici
tude will be aroused by your absence from your
wonted resorts, and objectionable interlopers will

"just drop in to see how you are," each one
" taking the liberty to present a friend who hap
pened to be passing with him." Should you be
so utterly unfortunate as to possess a tastefully
furnished house, a valuable picture, a fine group

of statuary, a cabinet of coins or conchology, or
any other attraction to public curiosity, your
fate is sealed., "Not at home" is an entirely
ineffective barrier against iuroads. Every one

who has ever had the most distant intercourse

with you will bring scores of country connection!)
to examine the interesting features of your domi

cile, and they troop from garret to cellar, hunt

ing you down in any place of concealment you

may have resorted to, and forcing upon your

hospitality a crowd of prying inquisitors, each
of whom will probably within the week presume
upon this formality to act as cicerone to a part}
of his own selection.
At your club you are pursued by the same re
lentless ill-fortune. A visitor from another city,
perhaps, brings a letter of introduction to you,
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and as the simplest mode of disposing of him, I

you inscribe his name upon the list of club guests.
Now, one would suppose that to the most ordi- j

nary comprehension it would be self-evident that

the fact of your neglecting to avail yourself of
the facilities offered by club life to form the ac

quaintance of some of your fellow-members of

long standing, must necessarily arise from dis

inclination on one side or the other; hut the

very first demonstration of gratitude on the part
of your invited guest is to introduce you to the

man whom, of all others, you have most sedu

lously striven not to know.
Illustrations of the nuisance under considera
tion could be multiplied ad infinitum ; but I trust
that enough has already been said to impress
upon my kind readers the importance of speedy
and thorough reform ; not precluding the inau
guration of an intercourse between persons like
ly to prove mutually agreeable, but branding the
want of tact which imagines it necessary to in
flict an abominable formality upon even the
worst assorted members of the human family.

SEALED PEOPOSALS.

ONE
day I was in a carver's shop doing a lit
tle job (he let me use some of the tools, for

he knew my father, and where he belonged, and
so he always made me welcome there) when I
overheard Mr. Price talking with somebody about
his boy—I don't mean his son, for Mr. Price was
an old bachelor, but the boy who worked in his

shop— about his having gone away unexpected
ly, and how much he missed him, when it flashed
upon me that here was the place I ought to be,
and not playing at toy-making for Miss Amelia
any longer, but getting a good trade, and one
that would be agreeable to me, like this of carving.
Oh, such a vision of Work as rose up before
my mind when this thought took possession of
me ! I seemed to leap into manhood and labor
at once, and buildings which never have been
built, and shops full of toys which have since
been filled, rose up before me, and made me as

happy as I suppose any fellow ever was.
I stood there fussing with the lathe, pretend
ing to work, until the men had done talking,
and the man who didn't belong there had gone
away, and Mr. Price was left alone. He was
looking down at his work over his spectacles,
carving a rose from a block of wood, all as if
the thing was alive, and he got the fragrance of
its breath. It was a good thing he wasn't look
ing at me, for I had time to recover myself, and
think again; and when I had thought again I
saw no reason for changing my mind, and so
spoke out.
" Mr. Price, is there any other boy coming

here to take John Tresham's place ?"
" I don't know, Benjamin," said he.
"Take me, Sir," said I.
"You, Ben—what for? Do you want to
learn carving and starving, eh?"
"I've got to be a carver, " said I ; "my mind
is made up to that."

" Then, if your father is willing, I don't know
what's to hinder," was the answer he made, God
bless him !
I spoke to father and mother that same night.
Father was the first to answer me, and he only
put me off. He said—and I can sec at this mo
ment how afraid he was to speak for fear that
whatever he said on such a business would be
the wrong thing, not the right—
" There's your mother—what does she say
about that?"
I turned at that to mother. She was looking
at me with a kind of surprise she couldn't get
the better of. She didn't want to say it out

right, but father's words seemed to make it nec
essary she should, and so she said :
"I was in hopes, Benjamin, that it would be
put into your heart some day to be a preacher."
That was all. She wouldn't hare said any
more if she had thought that my mind would
be changed by her talk. That was the Spir

it's work, not hers. She would take upon her
self none of His rights and powers, not even to
bring about the thing on which her heart was set.
She had never spoken about this wish before ;
but I found, after a minute or two, when I could
collect myself, that it did not very much surprise
me to hear her telling it. The words had even
a familiar sound, as if I had heard her speak
them before, but I never had. That made me
slow about saying,
"Mother, I don't feel called that way ; and I

do feel called into Mr. Price's shop. You want
mo to be upright and honest before God and
man— that's what you've taught me; and I
know I have more fitness for carving than for
preaching. Don't there seem to be a leading?"
"Yes," said my mother, "I can see it, Ben
jamin ;" and there she dropped the business.
It was a disappointment, but I could bear to
think of it
,

feeling sure it saved her from a

greater ; and she met this in a way she met all
tho advances of Providence, with a gentleness,
not of resignation (I should hate the word if it
thrust itself for use in here), a gentleness of

trust, that made the Lord love her for it
, I am

sure.
After a while my father said, ,

" Is it all settled between you two?"
Mother answered, "Yes."
"How?"

' ' Benjamin will go to Mr. Price. " I couldn't
say one word.
Then said he, "Be sure, Ben, you know
what you're about now. If you are going to be

a carver, be one. Stick to the business. Learn

it all— every thing you can about it. Be a
thorough-going carver, instead of a thorough
going gardener, for that's what / expected you
to be."
So you see I had three pretty good jobs on
my hands when I went with Mr. Price. I had
to satisfy my mother, my father, and myself,
that my choice was the right one. I must
preach the gospel of Beauty better than I could
hare preached the gospel of Providence or of
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Nature, and must work my way to the place I
meant to fill ; so that in future times, whenever

any body spoke of carving— from architectural
decoration to a lady's coral ornaments — my
name would rise up, because there should be
none like it for deserving or for honor. Well,
docs any young worker aim at less ? Pity his
mean ambition !
Sometimes when I went home (my father's
cottage was in one corner of the Higbee grounds)
I saw little Amelia. She lived out of doors in
the summer, and had the laying-out and decora
tion of some of the grounds that were being
brought under cultivation from their rough wild
state. She thought she had, I should say ; for
her father gave her the privilege, and my father
confirmed it ; only you need not suppose that
he yielded his judgment, and taste, and author

ity, as head-gardener and keeper of the grounds,
to hers. But he always conceded that she had
a wonderful " sense of fitness" and of form, and
said he would as soon talk over his plans about
the grounds with her as with half the gardeners
with whom he was acquainted.
It was a great satisfaction to be able to show
my patterns to Miss Amelia, and get her to
praise them, and talk over the designs. I be
lieve she thought I had performed a miracle
when I showed her some ornamental devices of
my invention. It wasn't long after that Mr.
Higbee sent a chest of tools to father's, and said
they were for me. Miss Amelia was to be
thanked for that, I knew. When I thanked
her, she said, when I had leisure, she expected
I would make some little ornament for her out
of my own head.
Be sure I found the leisure! I made two
bracelets for her, one of pearl and one of coral.
This work took time enough. Perhaps they
wouldn't have been done so soon, or s0 well, but
for the spur I had, hearing of Mr. Price's ad
vantageous offer to begin business in New York.
He had made, through me, the acquaintance of
an architect of reputation, who was often down
nt Mr. Higbee's place. I mean Mr. Lefarge,
who was building the great cathedral.
This gentleman left some orders one day for
things I had to execute. I knew when they
were finished, if I never knew it before, that I
was at the right kind of business.
It wasn't long after this that Mr. Price began
to ask me a good many questions about my fa
ther and mother; and at last out came the
question whether I could be spared away from
home, off and on, as well as not. I made a leap
for life, when I'd taken one good look at the
man, and told him if he was going away I must
go where he went. That pleased him, for he
said right out, as if his own mind were now set
tled on the business, " Then we must be pick
ing up without losing any more time. Lefarge
wants us in New York on his cathedral. The
job will be a fortune to us ; for we shall do our-
work well, and that's the true beginning."
Among my first thoughts about this business
was this one : "What will Miss Amelia say ?"

The next thought was, of what consequence to
her where I am or what I do ?
After it was settled we should go— and it was
not settled in my mind until I had father's and
mother's consent, for I was their only son and
child—I gave every spare moment to working
on the bracelets.
One of the last evenings of my stay there I
was walking round the grounds, with the trink
ets in my pocket, when I saw a party of ladies
and gentlemen on the lawn. Of course, I
thought, Miss Amelia is with them. And just
as certainly it was no place for me, for these peo
ple were her father's guests, and nothing beside
business would ever take me through the grounds
where these were strolling for pleasure.
I turned back in the path to retrace my steps
when I saw the party; and there was Miss
Amelia coming on foot up the carriage-road,
with her hat in her hand and her muslin skirt
gathered up on her right arm from the dew.
She was the fairest creature that God ever
made!
"You here, Benjamin!" said she, stopping
to say the words. Then she stopped a little

longer. " What a long time it is since I have
seen yon on the grounds !"
"It will be a longer time, I am afraid," I said,
"before I shall see the lawn looking so beauti
ful again."
"Why I think it looks so every night," said
she. " What do you mean ? There isn't any
thing going to happen, is there ?"
" Nothing to any one but me," I said ; " and
I am only going away."
"Going away, Ben! Where are you go
ing?" said she.
" We are going to move our factory to town,
that's all. We have so much to do. And we
are going to—"

"When?" she said; and she spoke as if she
didn't like the plan at all.
"In a day or two. Mr. Lefarge is hurrying
us very much."
"Oh, are you going to work for him?" she
asked, as if the business now looked different,
and a singular expression appeared upon her

face that was remarkable and unaccountable to

me.

I answered her question, and then I told her
that I had finished some little ornaments for her,
and that I hoped she would like them, for it
wasn't probable I should be able to do any more
in a great while.
"Oh, let me see them— quick, Ben!" said she.
"They expect me back every moment."
I showed her the two bracelets, one of pearl,
the other of pink coral. The flowers were love
ly, I may say.
"Oh, how elegant!" She fastened them

round her wrists, and her face looked pale, I
thought, as she bent over them, and told the

flowers, as if they had been consecrated beads.
" If I keep your work you must keep mine,"
said she ; and she took a ring from her finger,
and a pin from the lace ruff she woro about her
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neck, and laid the dainty things on the cover of
the box which had held her bracelets, and so

presented them.
I was amazed, and she conld not help seeing
it. She now seemed softly pleased. Her face
paled and flushed again— that adorable face !
She was going through a good many emotions

and excitements new to her.
"I shall leave this kind of work for you," said
I. " Yours is twice as fine as mine is. I'll
carve church ornaments, and things like that
sort. Bid you truly make these things?"
" Things !" said she, half in sport—yet there
was a jealous sound in her voice. One is a

rote, the other a foryet-me-not. Can't you see

it
,

when it's carved right there before your eyes ?"
" Yes, to be sure," said I, humbly enough.
" If you are going to do larger work so am I,"

she said. "I am going to carve in stone; and
if you only carve in wood, my work will last
longest."
" We shall be good rivals then," said I; "for
I'm going to work in stone, too, whenever I
choose."
" Wo shall always be good friends, and nev
er rivals," said she, looking away from me.
" Good-by, Ben. I must go. See, I am wear
ing your bracelets."

I felt proud when I saw them fastened round
her wrists, but I should have felt a greater pride

if she had put them in her pocket. But no ;

she was going on from me to join the party of
ladies and gentlemen on the lawn, who would
all admire my work of course, and wonder at

it— think it "very ingenious."
They would not know as well that I carried
away with me trinkets over which her brain had
toiled as well as her little hands.
We two workers belonged to spheres as dif
ferent as those represented by the Court of St.
James and that of the King of Dahomey, or
Griswold's Republican Court and some others
since that time.

I went into a print-shop that evening to get
rid of the rain, but more particularly some fel
lows who were talking on the sidewalk, and in
a recess I found a little picture of Raphael in
his studio, where he is making a copy of the
face and attitude of a peasant woman, who is

holding her child, for Madonna del Sisto.
While I was examining the print it seemed
to me that I could sec the end of the sitting.
Raphael having made his study, there was no
thing more for the woman to do but to walk out
from his studio, and down the sunny street, with
her baby in her arms, to the poor little cottage
where she lived—and goodness knows what sort
of husband was waiting there for her to come
cook his dinner! She could afford to loiter.
She had most likely done no more that day
than wait the painter's leisure and his mood.
And what if she never did another thing in this
world? Sho had been. She had grown up to
this womanhood. She had borne this child.
And the great painter—that young man who
was dead at thirty-seven—had put their faces

upon his canvas, and into the heart of the world.
To work miracles. More than I have heard ac
credited b

y Mother Church.

I don't know why, but it came into my head
to wonder why Miss Amelia couldn't be content
with being; it seemed to me almost a misfor
tune that she too should be disturbed, with all
the rest of the world, by this passion for doing.
While I stood there in a dream, I felt Mr.
Lefarge beside me, though I had neither heard
nor seen him come.
" Ah, Clews ! " he said, ' ' busy yet ? Always
at work, I suppose. Well, have you decided
when you will be in town?"
He had heard our decision about that already.
But I told him it over again. When I stopped
he said, "Yes," and went right on, as if that
wasn't the point after all.
"I have been looking at some pretty orna
ments you carved," said he; "very pretty, in
deed ! Do you do much at that sort of thing?"
" Never any more of that sort than you've
seen," I said, " if you mean the bracelets I

made for Miss Amelia."
"You don't mean to confine yourself to that
business, though, ever?"
" Indeed no," I said ; and I was so angry at
the way he asked the question that I did a fool
ish thing, I'll own—for I did it just for vanity—

I pulled Miss Amelia's box from my pocket and
showed him, him the dainty ring and brooch.
The next moment I repented.
" Where did you get these ?" said he, quick

ly enough, and his brown face turned white as
brown could turn.
"I didn't carve them myself," said I, mad
at myself as well as him by this time.
"I know that," said he. "How came you

b
y them though ?"

I was going to give him the answer I thought
such a question deserved, and that would have
been a wise way of beginning business with an

employer like him ! I said, " Honestly, any
way, Mr. Lefarge."
" Oh, I don't doubt that." Then he added,

as if he hated to say the words, yet couldn't help
saying 'em, " I suppose Miss Amelia gave them
to you. I saw her wearing such trinkets."

1 bowed my head, and hated him from that
moment.
" I'll give you any price you've a mind to nsk
for them," said he pretty soon, looking mighty
indifferent though.
"What for?" said I.

" Curiosities, of course. The work of a clev
er little girl."
"Oh, they're more to me than that," said I.

" She wouldn't sell my bracelets."
He laughed nt that boast, and the laugh made
me madder than I was before.
" I don't suppose she would do such a vulgar
thing," said he.
And that was his way of setting her up in
heaven, and casting me down to—dust.

I tried to have some talk with Miss Amelia '
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before we moved away. But there was no op
portunity. Well, wo went to New York, and
began our cathedral decorations, and Mr. Le-
farge was satisfied with them. I put that down
first among the results, because no amount of

praise our work obtained elsewhere gave us the
same satisfaction his did. He beat all for mak
ing you think while you were with him, though
you might change your mind about that the min
ute his back was turned, that his opinion and
praise were worth more than any other person's.
The carving was all done at our shop — the
altar and pillar and gallery decorations, the pew
ornaments—every thing. Long before the work
was finished we had orders from private build
ers sufficient to keep us busy for a year to come.
And we had now quite an extensive establish
ment, employing many hands. I had all the
designing to do; it had come gradually into my
hands—for Mr. Price was better pleased with
my success than with his own.
I had invited father up to see the improve
ments we had made in our shop, and he prom
ised to come. But I didn't expect him so long
as there was such a thing possible as outdoor
work, when, on one of the brightest of October
days, he walked into the shop in his best hat
and coat, but with a look on his face that said
he hadn't come to town to visit us, or to see our
improvements. He pretended that he had, and
I showed him about, and he made believe admi- I
ration of every thing ; but the minute that was j
all over, and we were alone, I said,
"Father, what has happened?"
He paused a minute before he answered :
" Ben, we're all broke up at St. David's."
"Why, where is mother?" Oh, what a fear

was in that question, lest the evil, to this day
averted, might have fallen upon us as a thief in
the night !
" She is there. Oh, it's nothing like that,
Ben, or I couldn't bear it. But they're all
broken up at the place. Do you know what
has become of them ?"

"Why, father, no. Become of them! Do
you mean Mr. Higbee's family?"
"Yes; they're gone."
"Oh! come to town earlier than usual this
fall. Isn't that it

, father?" He shook his head.
"Gone a journey, perhaps?"
" I tell you they're gone, " said he. " Cleaned
out ! Not a hide or hair of 'em left. What's
that for, Ben ? What's it mean ?"

I was so utterly confounded that I couldn't
answer another question, when in came the pa
per carrier, and left the evening's Globe.
"Look there," said father, "perhaps that
will tell you something. Mr. Higbee was a
man of count enough, I should think, to be no
ticed, if he fell through."

I looked through the sheet. My father was
now seated in one of our new leather-cushioned
chairs by the window ; he had dropped into it

just for the sake of support, and not for the lux
ury of the thing. He waited, while I looked
the paper up and down, and never would have

broken the silence, I believe, if I hadn't said at
last,
" You're right. He is missing. He has not
been seen on 'Change now for three days. And

if he has left St. David's —"

"They're all gone."
"Then he's gone because he chose to. It's

supposed he has had great losses. Impossible
to say how many persons share his ruin."
" Read it out," said father.
And I read, " It is currently reported that
Alexander Higbee, Esq., sailed with his family
in the Persia for Europe on Wednesday. We
understand that the splendid country seat be
longing to this gentleman at St. David's has
recently passed into the hands of another party.
Mr. Higbee's departure was unlooked for, and
perhaps it will account for the hitherto unac
countable fluctuations of last Monday's markets."
Monday's quotations were then referred to, and
the article closed with a most significant allu
sion to the " hitherto" uublemished reputation
of the man who had been like a king in the
halls of the exchange.
"Is that all?" asked my father, looking up
at me with eyes that had not brightened, while

I read those questionable sentences. I could
find nothing more, and told him so. Then he
arose.
" Where now, father ?"
" Home, Ben, home." '

I never argued with him. Mr. Price hap
pened to come in just then, and I told him I

was going to St. David's with father, who by
this time had gone the distance of a block down
the street.

I followed and overtook him, thinking of what
he had told me, and I had read, with grieved
and bitter thinking.
A gentleman who was in the same car with
us got out at our station. He stood on the
platform looking round him as if he didn't
know which way to go; but the moment he saw
father he advanced toward us. And that I have
seen done a hundred times, and over. It is

what is called attraction, I suppose. Father
was full of it.
When he came quite close he asked my fa
ther if he could direct him to Alexander Hig
bee's place? I told him, while father stood
looking at him, that we were going there.
This gentleman, we soon discovered, was a

new-comer, not only at St. David's but New
York. He was a pale little thing, who might
inherit a fortune you would think, but never
could provide one for himself. But he had
done it. He went into the market the week
before we saw him, and bought, and bought,
and bought. Men thought he was a Govern
ment official from the way he went on, and so

they bought as he did ; and here he was ! he
had cleared out two of the oldest men on 'Change
—and he told me, afterward, he was through
with that business. Among other remarkable
things Mr. Higbee had turned over this mag
nificent place to him!
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He liked the place, that was very clear, by
the way he would stop and look about him now
and then as we walked along through drive and

path. But it was a toy he didn't know what to
do with : he said so, in just so many words.
Perhaps he would come there and live some
time, he said, though there were a good many
things he preferred doing first. Whatever he
did, he hoped my father, who had brought the

place to perfection, and that was true, would
continue to take charge of it

,

and feel his own
interest in it. I liked him for the way he
treated father. To have heard him go on—oh,
but he was awise one! Little and innocent though
he looked, you would have supposed that father
owned the place, and was the host that night.
Before he went back to New York it was all
arranged between them that father was to take
charge of the grounds as he had always done,
and to receive the same salary for his services
that be had agreed for with Mr. Higbee at their
last settlement.
While they were arranging these matters I
had a talk with John Bangs, who might have
been my father's twin brother, they were so in
timate in friendship.
It was dark when we got through our talk,
and I went back home. Father and mother
were sitting in the porch, and father was smok
ing.

I was too full of what John had been telling
me to mind clattering like a war-horse into the
sweet quiet of that place : out it came like a

cannon-ball, for I was charged and red-hot.
"Father, I've been hearing that you had a

pretty heavy loss by Mr. Higbee. Is it so?
Has John Bangs told the truth ?"
Father looked at mother before he answered,
as much as to say, "Shall I?" And whatever,
he read in her face—how well he had learned
all its signs and tokens !—he said,
" Yes, Ben ; true enough. He had about all
our money, and there's nothing to show for it."
"The devil take him!" said I. I grew hot
enough the moment the words were out of my
mouth; for I had cursed him, and I meant to
doit But he was Miss Amelia's father! My
father did not rebuke me ; he merely said, " No
body can ever make me think that Mr. Higbee
is a dishonest man."

I had heard men in town, who never lost a

cent by Mr. Higbee, say he was dishonest as the
devil, and I own that this was now my own
opinion.
But father and mother preferred to think that
they had shared with Mr. Higbee in his evil for
tune rather than that they had been wronged
by him. They let their three thousand dollars

go without a whimper, and when they prayed
for those "who travel by land and by sea," I

have no doubt they thought of these travelers,
and wished them pleasant voyaging.
We had no rest day or night now, such a

driving time with our decorations. For all at
once Mr. Lefarge apprised us that the cathedral
was to be opened for service on such a festival ;

he had promised it to the Society, and we must
be through with our work b

y that time. Mr.
Price looked at me, and I looked at him, when
we received these orders ; and Mr. Price said,
as indignantly as I ever heard him speak to any
one, " Why, Lefarge, we shall kill Clews, if we
don't do any thing else ! You never said any
thing about Christmas before. I thought we
should have till Easter at least !"
" You did say Easter, Mr. Lefarge, " said I,

encouraged by Mr. Price's words. And indeed
"Easter" was the word on his tongue continu
ally through all the first six months of our work
there. He looked black when he answered,
" You can do it easily enough. Put more hands
at the work. Clews, you are getting finical.
You elaborate too much. Better effects are
produced by grander and simpler outlines."
"Very well," I said, when I could speak;
"I'll endeavor to elaborate less." I knew the
town had talked my carving over, and what it

said about my designs. It would take more
than Lefarge to put the memory of that beyond
my reach or my mother's, who was now content
with my preaching.
An hour or two afterward I saw Mr. Lefarge
go up the ladder and walk along the scaffolding.

I followed right after him, in order to get the
measurement of a certain lofty niche. I had a

rule for measuring in my hand. As I stepped
on the scaffolding Mr. Lefarge drew his hand
kerchief from his pocket, and a letter with it

,

which fell through a crack in the scaffolding to
the floor of the church. A boy was picking up
shavings on the landing below me, and I sent
him down after the letter, thinking that it might
be of importance, and there were always a lot
of boys gathering the chips, etc. —workmen's
litter— in their baskets down below. The lad
went down and up while I have been writing
about it. "Fill your basket full as it can be
crammed," I said to him ; and I told him where
he would always be sure to find the best of the
kindling stuff. But that was better pay than I

could afford to give for such a thrust as I had
the next moment, for the letter I held in my
hand was mailed St. David's, on the day of the
Higbees' departure, and Miss Amelia, no other

body in this world, addressed it. I had seen
her handwriting. She did that perfectly, as she
did every thing. He was coming down the
scaffolding jnst now; in a minute more he
would come so near I couldn't pocket the letter
without exciting his suspicion when he should
discover his loss. He came nearer ; do you
think that I could pocket it? I said :

"Mr. Lefarge, you dropped this when you
went along ; one of the boys brought it up from
below."
He looked at me before he touched the letter.
Then he said, "Thank you, Clews!" thrust it

into his vest, and went on. No ! I am glad
that when I grew so dizzy I sat down, and that

I did not tnmble from the scaffolding and break
my neck that day.
The work we had contracted to do for Le
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farge was to be paid for on completion. Will
you believe that the week after the cathedral
was accepted he went off to Europe without

having paid us a cent!
We hadn't spared ourselves working for him.
Had bought the best material to work with, and

there he had gone off, leaving us in the lurch,
and taking all tho credit.
It ruined us for the time. Our shelves were
emptied, and our counters stripped bare. That
was not the worst of it. When Mr. Higbee
went away with father's money it had been a

comfort to all of us to think that he had in
vested a thousand dollars in our concern. But
now—where was the thousand dollars ?
Mr. Price dismissed his clerks, and would
have advised me off, if he could have done so.
But I said I had embarked with him for this
voyage, and would continue with him, and share
his fortunes, and help to right him again, God
willing, ond he needn't talk any more about the
sinking ship; we weren't going to sink or found
er, or any thing of the sort. So we took a small
shop on a corner, and began again.

I had been so mnch taken up with my own
work in town that I hadn't made many acquaint
ances. There was a young fellow, a bank-note
engraver, however, with whom I had formed a
friendship that seemed likely to last. He had
been with his uncle, who was a chemist, for
several years ; but this handicraft, in which he
finally perfected himself, had held out all man
ner of fascination to him, and he had lost no

opportunity for perfecting his knowledge of on-
graving. He was a fine draughtsman to boot.
No knowing how long ho would have gone on
with his uncle had not the shop taken fire and
burned up one afternoon.
I saw young Fargo a few days after this hap
pened, and he said, gravely enough,
"You see, I am out of jail."
" What are you going to do with your liber
ty?" said I.
"I won't abuse it, I promise you," said he ;

nnd he took out of his pocket-book a roll as big
around as your finger, and said,
"Turn these over, and tell me what you
think."
They were the finest designs in pencil and in
ink you ever saw.
"I think you are going to be an engraver,
and furnish your own vignettes, and so forth.
You will soon be rich enough."
Then he told me he had engaged with Wolff
and Co. for twelve hundred dollars a year, and
was certain to make as much more by extra
work. And I said :

"What do you want of so much money,
though ? If you get your salary, and are satis
fied with that, you can do better with your time,

I should think, than work every minute."
" Oh yes, you say that !" he laughed. "How
much time do you give, yourself, to any thing
but work?"
" But I'm older than you are, and longer at

it. Besides, I'm in debt. And you haven't got
into the thick of things yet. When you do once
you'll see how hard it is to get out again. Bet
ter take my advice, and keep out." Just as if

he would !

He changed his boarding-house not long after
we had this talk, and then we seldom met.
Sometimes, after the shop was shut, he came
in—" for a breath," he said —and lounged about

j for a few minutes ; but then he was off again.
He had his own way about that.

I never cared about seeing my friends every
hour of the dav, or for settling up my account
with them ondi in twenty-four hours. Give a
long rein, say I. When you need your friend
he will find it out, and come, like as not, with
out your having made a sign. If he is your
friend tho road is clear of rubbish and of all
obstructions between you and him, and the tel

egraph wires always in good working order.
There are some wanderers circling this globe
who, as often as their eyes turn in this direc
tion, think of me, I know ; and they and I have
the perfect understanding that these oceans and
mountains can be rolled together any day like

a scroll, by the omnipotence of Love.

I liked to believe in Adrian Fargo. When
ever we encountered each other I was aware of
the tonic. After a little talk with him, when

I went about my business again it seemed as if

the works had all been freshly oiled. He had
the most wonderful good-nature ; was buoyant
as air itself ; and he had a way of walking and
looking that might have made you say, Here's a
fellow who thinks he owns the world, and seems

mighty glad over it. And indeed I am not sure
but that such was his conclusion. Don't one
of the apostles say some such thing as that?
And who laughs at an apostle, I should like to
know ?

I used to say to Mr. Price that nothing Ad
Fnrgo could do would astonish me ; but I was
obliged to take that back one evening when I

came into the shop just after I had put down
the shutters and got myself ready for a little

quiet reading.
" Are you in there, Ben ?" said he, from the
outside. "Let me in, Ben."
It was some time since I had seen him, and
any time he was better than a book to talk with,

having warm blood in his body nnd bright, liv
ing eyes in his head ; and I hurried to let him
in. It was raining fast, and he had come with
out an umbrella. When he took off his cap
and shook his long black hair and laughed, I

loved him for being so beautiful, as if he had
been a girl.
"What in the world are you doing, sitting
here all alone?" said he. "Ain't you getting
awful pokish, Ben ?"
"Oh! then you're sorry to find me in?"
said I.

"Maybe so."
"That isn't the reason I staid; I expected
you."
"Yes—there! Of course you did. You knew
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I was going to bring something pretty to show
your greedy eyes."
"To be sure! Produce."
By some legerdemain he had now standing
on the palm of his hand, which was extended
toward me, a knight belonging to a set of chess
men, of elaborate design and exquisite finish.
The image was cut in pearl.
"Where in the world did you get this?"
said I.
"Secret," he answered, walking off to the
counter; and leaping upon it lightly as a cat,
he ensconsed himself there, his head supported
by a show-case.
" How many have you done?"
"The set," said he; "and how much will
you pay for it?"
"You don't mean you want to sell it?"
" Why don't I then ? I do, from the bottom
of my heart."
"But you can never get what the thing is
worth."
"Oh, of course not! But then we might

come somewhere within sight of it. Come,
make me an offer, Ben."
"Why didn't you bring the whole com
pany?" said I. "Royalty and all the goodly
crew ?"
"Sure enough," said he. And here he pro
duced from his coat pocket a small wooden box,
which he lazily lifted over his head toward mo.
"Be careful," he said, "though they're well
packed. They could be carried round the world
without damage. I'm the best packer on earth.
When I can't do any thing else I'm going to hire
out at one of the great toy factories. I found
out the way myself, too. But it's nothing when
yon have the knack. You get that when you're
born."
So he talked on. Meanwhile I was uupack
ing the box. And it would have surprised any
body not familiar with such management of space
as was here exhibited, to see how these things
were stowed away.
I set the men in order on one of the show
cases, kings, queens, bishops, castles, knights,
pawns, a royal stately company, every image a

gem of art.
It was really a wonderful array.
From looking at them I took another look at
Adrian, and what I saw made me say,
' ' No wonder you look haggard. But though
yon are so willing to work yourself to death, of
course, I don't see when you find the time for
mnking these things."
"Wise thin^rfor you to say!" he answered." If you wanted to do a dozen different things
from what you do every day, you'd find time for
'em all, wouldn't you ? Come ! Make us an
offer. What d'ye think?"
"Think! I don't know what to think. You
say I shouldn't be surprised, but I am. I can't
make an offer. I never saw such work. I don't
know what it's worth. But see here ! Suppose
you leave the box here a day or two. I'll have
Grant in to see it

,

and some of those fellows.

They'll give more than I should dare offer.
And more than you'd ask likely."
"Well, "said he, " then I'll leave them. But
you must put them in your safe nights ; and if

any body asks you who made the set say you
don't know. For you don't, and I'm not going
to tell you."
" I don't want you to. The person who did
these has done a great many other things he
thinks are worthless, I dare say. Advise him
to pack 'em up and send 'em to me."
"Oh yes," said Adrian, as indifferent as
though very likely he would need to be reminded
of his promise a dozen times before he fulfilled
it. But wasn't that a pretense ? I thought it

was. When he was gone I made a study of the
chess-men — they claimed and required it. More
and more I wondered.

I showed them to Gray next day, and he made
an offer of three hundred dollars for them. I

reported this to Adrian. He stared at me, made
no answer, and I began to suppose the offer was
contemptible. Finally he said,
" I'll take it."
Gray was delighted, and left an order for
another set, at the same price.
Adrian looked grave at this. Thought it

doubtful whether it could be done—said, finally,
" Impossible!"
But he came to me a few hours afterward,
and said, if there was no special hurry for the
things, and six months would be allowed, though
they might be done in far less time, he didn't
know but the job might be undertaken.
" Good-by, then, for six months," I said.
"You and I see mighty little of each other in
these days. And what a ghost you look like,
Adrian ! I should think you were married and
done for. Got a wife like a millstone round

your neck. You sha'n't make those chess-men,
sitting up all night to keep her in pin-money !

Hasn't she eyes in her head ?"
He broke out laughing, and stalked away
across the shop. "You're a trump," said he.
"Badger me out of my life till yon get my
promise to do a thing—and then, I sha'n't do
it!"
But he couldn't laugh off the impression that
had forced itself upon me : trouble of some sort,

anxiety, disappointment, some manner of evil,
was making another kind of man of Adrian
Fargo than I had expected.
But when he saw me looking at him that way,
with a question in my eyes he didn't mean to
answer, he replied to my investigation with a

quiet smile that seemed to exhibit a triumphant
sense of safety, and I couldn't help saying to
myself — "You goose! That's the way to find
out what's to pay with a fellow like him ! Let
him know you think there's something to dis
cover, and then pitch into him !"

I was mad at myself, for I supposed now that

I had put an end to his old frank ways and open
ness of speech. Whatever disturbed him he
hadn't taken me into his confidence, and did
not now intend to.
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I saw him a week or two afterward in the
street, just at nightfall, when he did not see
me, and was shocked at the change that had
taken place since he was in the factory. He
looked pale and gloomy, as if plagued by ill-
health or sorrow. Now he was sound to the
heart of him. Ah, that word heart—it tripped
me. If it couldn't be body-ail, then it must be
heart-ail that had brought down this genius.
One evening I went to see the Ravels. And
who should come into the aisle close to which
I sat but Adrian Fargo, leading a little girl by
the hand. I thought he must have seen me by
the sudden way he disappeared, for the suspi
cion had taken hold of me that his old friend
was the fellow he wanted to keep at the greatest
distance in these days.
Much good the performance of Gabriel Ravel
did me that evening ! I was thinking every
moment of what I had seen at the door. Now,
you may think it wasn't any thing so very re
markable that he should have come to such an
exhibition, and have brought a little girl with
him, and you are right. Any father and mo
ther, I suppose, would have trusted him in that
place, or any other, with their children. And
he was such a child himself, little folks couldn't
help loving him. It wasn't for that, but because
the instant my eyes fell upon the child I felt a
chill, and was like one arrested by an apparition
in the middle of a race. My thoughts ran back
a dozen years and more, and I was not Benja
min Clews, carver and sculptor, but only Ben, a
gardener's lad, roving the Higbee grounds.
I saw that same little girl days afterward up
in the balcony of an old brick house that had
once been an elegant mansion, but had long
since lost its glory. She was watering some
plants from a tiny watering-pot. How did I
know her at that distance? Because my mind
was so full of her. There are faces you recog
nize without any trouble when they look down
upon you from the very heights of heaven.
I took the number of the house down in my
note-book, and it wasn't out of my way to go
round that corner and that block as I went to
and from the factory. I carried some toys with
me in my pockets from that time, and fain would
have made a Peter Parley of myself, if so her
Highness could have been lured down to the
sidewalk.
One day I saw her on the grass-plot of the
little court-yard belonging to that building.
She had dropped a plaything, and was looking
for it in the grass. And the street-gate was open,
for a man had just driven in a load of coal.
I pretended I had some business with the
coal-man—she told me ho had gone into the
basement. Then I asked her if she had lost
any thing. And she said she had dropped
something from the balcony ; and presently,
when she saw that I was assisting in the search,
she said politely that it was a chisel, but I needn't
mind. At last I found this chisel.
" But what in the world can yon do with such

a thing?" I said, as I gave it to her.

" Oh, nothing —much," she answered. Then
I told her that I worked with a chisel too. And
she looked at me more friendly, and asked me
what things -I made. Pretty things for good
children I told her. And I produced some
trifles from my pocket by way of evidence.
"Oh!" she said; and then she checked her

self, and the real child-delight passed off from
her face. She assumed reserve and indiffer
ence, hard to reconcile with what I knew was in
her mind.
"Your chisel can't be a very good one to
work with," said I; "it looks dull. You had
better let me bring you a new one. And then
if you will show me what yon can make perhaps
I shall be able to teach you some pretty things."
She shook her head.
"Why not?" said I.
"For mamma would not like it."
" Let me go and ask mamma. Of course we
must not offend her," said I.
She reflected a moment. She was sorely
tempted. Then she said, "/ will go ask her,
Sir."
I hadn't much confidence in the result of this
asking. Every thing the child said seemed to
have been said under protest. But I waited.
By-and-by I looked up and saw my little maid
standing in the balcony, waving down her little

handkerchief at me. She may have called to

me, but the coal-man was making such a clatter
with his load I didn't hear her. But as soon as
I saw her I also heard. That fine little child
ish voice was powerful to make a path for itself
to me.
"No, I thank yon, Sir," she said, and then
she ran in.
Well, I had got off without asking the ques
tion on my tongue's end—whether she was Mr.
Adrian Fargo's little girl.
I didn't ask him the question either when he
came to the shop next time. There was no

pretense to gay spirits this time—he was the
man of business through and through, and any
thing like bantering or jesting was out of the

question. I declare I think I could have joked
as easily with the judge on the bench, standing
before him on trial for my life.
"Oh," said he, " I'm glad to find you in, but
I didn't much expect it. Are you busy ?"
"Nothing doing if you want me," said I.
Thereupon he drew toward him two or three

paper-weights, and spread out on the counter

what appeared to be a chart.
"This is a plan for the new light-house,"
said he, hurriedly. "Just listen minute."
"I've nothing else to do," said I.
"Yon good fellow!" he said, stopping short
and looking at me fixedly ; and I saw that the
tide was setting toward me strong. Yes, he

saw that I was waiting for him.
Then he proceeded to point out the advant

ages of his plan over tho five hundred which he

supposed had been already presented. And he
had all that argument over and over again, as

if he meant to fix it in my mind.
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"Do you see?" he asked for the twentieth
time, as he went on from point to point of his
special pleading.
" I see that it all seems very right," said I.
" And you see the great point, don't you, that
from the nature of the situation a building adapt
ed to this new light is the only one desirable ?"
he asked, anxiously.
"It really seems inevitably and invincibly
true on your showing, Adrian," said I.
"Then say so."
"To whom?"
"To Captain Sound, for one. He's in the
Navy-yard. He's dogged to death, as I happen
to know, by fellows with their 'proposals.' But
do you go down there, and I know you'll get a
hearing. Tell him a friend of yours offers the
plan through you. You've got influence in that

quarter. You needn't think I haven't seen it."
"If you're thinking of Miss Alice Sound," I
said, "you've made as great a mistake as you
wiJI make if you live a thousand years. But I
know the Captain very well, and if you tell me
that this plan is really the best that can be made,
I shall believe it, and I'll stand b

y you in it
,

and
do what I can."
So he gave me another lesson and went off,
certain I should get the plan accepted. And
before he went he gave into my charge the paper
containing " Sealed Proposals."

I said nothing about this business to Mr.
Price, of course ; but he came round to my ta
ble an hour or so after Adrian's visit, and stood
there so long I had to ask him what was wanting.
"Something queer has happened, Ben. I

don't know as I ought to tell you. Is there any
man you have a spite against on earth ?"

I thought that question over a few minutes, and
went on with my filing. At last I said,
" Yes, there may be one. But I don't think
there's another.

"

" Who is he ?" asked Mr. Price, and he sat
down.
" Lefarge," said I.

"Oh, bless you, haven't you got over that old
difficulty yet?"
" No. For I can't forget the fever he gave
you, and what a muss he made of our business
for us," I said. "There were workmen who
suffered because for months and months wc
couldn't pay them a cent on a dollar of what
was owing to 'em."
"But, Ben," said Mr. Price, "though it was

a great inconvenience all round, didn't every
thing come out right in the end ? LMd wa really
lose any thing b

y him?" 4" Nothing but time, and spirits^Tmd reputa
tion. And money, plenty of it."
"Oh, well, you have got over all that long
ago. And we've paid interest and principal
everv dollar we owed."
"Yes."
"And I'll prove to you," he snid, "that yon
haven't really any grudge against Lefarge. I've
seen him. You can if you liko to. And when
Vot. XXXI.—No. 1S2.— N

you have seen him, come tell me what has be
come of your hatred."
"What do you mean ?''
"I mean that he is brought to a pass where a

man must pity him if he has a human heart in
him."

I started up at these words. And I believe
that when I threw down my tools dear old Price
thought I was malignant as the devil, for he sat
back in his chair, and covered his face with his
hands, as if he were afraid to look at me.
" Where did you see him ?" I asked.
" He was in the Navy-yard. Seemed to be
sunning himself," said Mr. Price. " Ben ! Ben
Clews!"
" Well, Sir."
"There's one thing yon'll never be likely to
forget. You are your father's son," he said,
softly.
"And Mr. Price's partner. You don't take

me for a monster truly, Sir?"
"Go on," said he; and I know he added,
"Grace go with you."

I was going to see Captain Sound on Adrian's
business, I said to myself as I went along. And
what a pity, it did seem toyme, that the fellow
couldn't stick to one thing, but must harass
himself about a dozen different occupations !

After I had left the shop I went back and
asked Mr. Price if he had spoken with Lefarge.
He snid No ; that at the time he saw Lefarge
he was himself in great haste, and that when he
had leisure to look for him he did so, but could
not find him. He was sure, however, that he
had made no mistake.

The first man I saw in the Navy-yard when

I came out of Captain Sound's office was Mr.
Lefarge.
Oh but he was in a wretched plight, and the
most wretched-looking gentleman it has ever
been my fortune to look upon ! Had I not been
looking for him I should have passed him with
out recognition, us he certainly would mc.
As I came near him he was seized with a

violent fit of coughing, and leaned against a

lamp-post for support. I thought he must fall
and die there. Mr. Price was right. No dan
ger that even enmity would have any thing like
vengeance to execute here.
When his coughing fit was over Lefarge tot
tered toward a bench in the yard and sat down.
Pretty soon I strolled that way, and I sat down
not far off. On the stone-wall to our right was

posted this advertisement, "For full particulars
of the loss of the Aniand see this morning's
Herald." The poster was nn old one, but by

some chance remained entire yet.
It was natural enough that two men in the
Navy-yard, sitting in front of those staring
capitals, should call to mind and to speech that
terrible shipwreck on the coast, which had
thrilled the heart of the nation and sent distress
and despair into more than a hundred families.
It was the loss of the A ryand that had revived
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the subject of the light-house, I conjectured, and
my mind was full of it since Adrian's visit.
I said something to Lefarge about the ship
and the projected light-house, and at that his

eyes flashed fire. It was a pretty comment, he
said, on the way things were managed by Gov
ernment that a light-house had never yet been
built upon that coast; and I agreed with him.
"Only," I said, "the coast is an awful one.
Perhaps no competent architect has volunteered
his service yet."
" You're wrong there," said he. " I know a
man wbo sent in the best proposals that could
be made a month ago, and nut a word of an
swer can he get. It's scandalous ! For these
proposals were advertised for, Sir." .
"Has he any friends at court?" I asked,
feeling that I had got myself into a box ; and
yet, if I could have done so, I don't know that
I would now have taken myself out of it and
away, I felt so curious about his proposals. For
I knew at once, of course, that the man he spoke
of was himself. He made an angry answer to
my question. He said,
" Isn't it enough if you send in the best plan
possible?"
"Oh," I said, ".you may send in the best
plan possiblo for you to make ; but the judge
has to decide whether others that are better may
not be sent in. The public mind has been in
structed sufficiently of late as to the nature of
the coast and the requirements which should be
made of a builder."
"What difference does that make?" said he.
" Put an atlas before a blind boy and what'll he
Icarn by it ? An architect can build that light
house, and nobody else can."
"If wo had Lefarge here," said I, "perhaps
you wouldn't say that to him— I mean in the
same kind of way ; for you talk as if there
weren't more than one architect in the country.
And if he was about I suppose there wouldn't be."
I couldn't help saying it. He was a dying
man. He looked like misery, and in my secret
soul I felt that I had deprived him of a last con
solation ; for I did not doubt as to the report
Captain Sound would make in reference to my
"Sealed Proposals."
" Did you ever know this Lefarge?" said he.
"Oh yes," I said; "I worked for him. I

am a carver by trade. I furnished him with
some little things in the way of ornamenting
his buildings. He built better than any man I
know of."
I spoke but the truth. Two tears gathered
in his wretched eyes and went rolling down his
miserable cheeks. He was not conscious of
them. He was more conscious of me.
"Who are you?" he said, turning on me
shortly.
"Why, I am Benjamin Clews," said I.
" Folks say so."
"You wouldn't know Lefarge if you should

see him again," said he.
" I would like to have that tried," said I.
At that he turned around on the bench in

a helpless, desperate way, and faced me, and
groaned. Could I crush a worm ? I gavo my
hand to him and said,
" This is too bad, Sir. You've been very ill."
He sobbed at that. After a while he grew
more composed, and among the first things he
said was this :
" You know Captain Sound, Ben. You had
charge of the inteYior decorations of the new
buildings — you and old father Price, I hear.
Just say to him you wish he would examine my
papers. Even if they've got to be declined —
the devil! — it would be worth a man's while to
know it. You could speak a good word for my
plan : you did just now—God bless yon !"
I said I was afraid it was too late for such a
service. He asked me why. I told him I had
just been presenting a friend's plan, and using
what little influence I had in that direction.
Every tint that had relieved his face of phast-
liness forsook it when I said that. I had the
comfort of feeling that I had relieved a dying
man of hope, and that man—Lefarge.
" I was thinking," said he, " if I secured
this contract I should be in a situation to pay
you and Mr. Price what I owed you when I went
away. I went unexpectedly to myself," he said,
"as well as to you. Principal and interest,
compound interest, I always meant to pay."
"Oh, never mind about that— it's outlawed,
and forgotten—we don't need it—we don't want
it," said I.
Then ho felt a little more comfortable. Ho
was too feeble to hold an idea long that con
cerned any thing or body except himself ; his

aching self controlled him—no triumph of spirit
here; and he told me that he had been sick all
winter. He was just able to get about the house
again when he heard of the wreck, and the
thought came to him that a light-house should
be built without delay. Since then there was the
advertisement for Proposals; and now it seemed
that all the ships that sail the ocean were going
to be allowed to try their chance at destruction
before the light-house would be built.
There was a question on my tongue ; and I
had the courage to ask it. I felt that here was
the man who could answer it

,

when, as if he read

it in my face, or felt it approaching, he got up,
steadied himself, and said he had some business

down the yard with the superintendent ; that

he only sat down to rest from his" coughing ; but

he deemed it good luck that he had done so, see

ing we had found the chance to speak to each

other. And so he was gone. I arose when he
did, and went off in the opposite direction. I

felt as if Uflkd stood on the other side of the
Judj;ment.Sry. And oh, if a man's blessing
cduld revoke the curse of God, what living man
with a heart in him could refuse to speak it!
Mr. Price needn't ask me again if I had a
grudge against any mortal, or cherished a spito

against any.

The next day Captain Sound came into our
factory and called out,
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" Number Ninety-nine hns the contract."
" Whose is that ?" I asked ; for I stood near

est the door, and saw him first, and was the

only man who understood him.

"The one presented last," he answered.
" Half past four p.m., Wednesday."
I reco/jnized my hour.
" Come down to the yard when you can," he

said again. And off he went.

I was down there in the course of the next
hour. Lefarge was sitting in the same place
where I left him yesterday. He must have
risen up and followed mo, and I left the door of
the Captain's office open when I entered —just
as I found it.
" What did you want with me, Captain ?"
said I.
" Oh, Ben, you're there ? You've got your
contract? Now go and have a good time.
You're in luck. That's all."
"You're satisfied, then, Captain Sound?" I
said.
" Satisfied ! Well there, have I knocked you
in the head ? Didn't you want what you've
got ? Hang these fellows, they're never satisfied.

The cormorants!"
" You like it, then?" said I, over again.
" Do I look, Sir, as if I had been bought and
sold any number of times ? If I hadn't thought
your plan the best, what reason have you for

supposing you would have got the contract?"

The Captain cooled off after he had thus de
livered himself, and said, more quietly, " There's
nothing to be compared with your drawing. An
idiot might see that at a glance. Yours was the

very thing I have been waiting for. But I had
begun to give up hoping for it ; and the fact is,
there's another one here I was going to put my
fist on, if yours hadn't come in the nick of time.
And, by jolly ! there was a curious likeness be
tween the two. No collusion though, I sus
pect."
"Whose was the next man's, Captain
Sound ?"
"That's telling. But seeing it's you, the name
signed was Lefarge," answered the Captain, while

he gave me the official certificate of Accepted
Plan.
Was this a victory ?

When I went out of the office into the yard a
breath could have knocked me down. I looked
around for Lefarge ; to my joy he was nowhere
to be seen. I could not have encountered him at
that moment with the Acceptance in my pocket.
I found that Adrian had been in to see me
during my absence.' And but for work that
kept mo on the run about the factory for a couple
of hours, I should have gone in search of him
at once. But before I was ready he came in
again. I showed him the certificate.
"You just missed being too late," I said.
"Another man's plan would have been accepted
by this time. So you must feel happy for three.
Yourself, him, and me."

"But ours is the best plan possible," said he,
gravely.
" So Captain Sound thinks. I know little
about such matters," said I.
"Did ho say any thing about the other fel
low's?"
"He says it was almost like ours. There
was a little variation. But that little variation
gave us vast advantage."
"You don't know who the other belonged
to?"
" Yes, I do. But it's a secret. Can you keep

one ?"
" Try and see."
"Lefarge."
" Lefarge ? What may that mean ?" he asked,
looking very blank.
" It means our architect has turned up again.
Why, I've told you about him often enough!"
"Oh yes," said he, beginning to remember.
" He built the Cathedral, didn't he?"
" Yes, he built some famous monuments for
himself; pity he wasn't buried under them long

ago.
" And I told him how, after I saw Captain

Sound yesterday, I came across Lefarge, and our
talk, and how he wanted me to use my influ
ence in his behalf. Which seemed horrible to
me.

It seemed not less so to Adrian. "Clews,"
said he, "it's a crazy world. It's a great hos
pital. We're all sick unto death."
Now, I suppose that if the ninety-nine unfor
tunate presenters of Plans for the new Light
house could havo heard the man who had the

Accepted Proposal in his pocket saying that,
they would all have consented that at least there
was one crazy fellow at large.

While we were talking a sailor out of the
Navy-yard came into the shop and looked around.
"Mr. Clows," said he, when he saw me at
last, and he hurried up to me, "can you come
back to the yard again ?"
"What's going on now?'' I said.
"Nothing. Only the man you was talking
with down there on the beach yesterday, he's

gone and jumped off the long pier."
"Who's that?" exclaimed Adrian.
" Lefarge, " said I. And if my face was white
when I said that, his was whiter listening to it.
" Where is he, Gould ?" I asked.
" I took him to Number 6," suid Gould.
We were now on the sidewalk hurrying to
ward the Navy-yard. Adrian too.
Lefarge must have followed me to the Cap
tain's office and overheard our talk there. That
was my conclusion. And when I missed him
on my return, it was because, unable to enduro
my triumph, he had run away to die.
Adrian, walking ahead of us, seemed more in
haste to get down to the yard than either of us
behind him. He looked back, and asked the
sailor if any doctor had been called to look after
Lefarge, and was answered with a full blast of,
"Lord, yes, Sir! We had three of 'em therein
less than half an hour. They all 'greed that
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the leap he took would 'a put the breath out of
his body. Why he's naught but skileton."

True enough, the man was dead. And what
should we do with him? I was considering
when Adrian came up and beckoned me to the
dooi'of Number 6, which was a store-house look

ing toward the river. We stood there for our
conference.
It was hard for him to begin— hard to show
himself the hero he had been developing since I
first knew him.
" You've got to know it now," said he. "Le-
farge was her husband. She has been support
ing him by her work. I don't know how long.
Months and months though. Till he was able to
get up and crawl about again. I was boarding
in the same house with them. When things
came to the worst she let me help them. She
made those chess-men, and she's made bushels
and bushels of toys, carving—" He burst into
tears. I felt like lightning, but somehow I said

it
,

that he was talking about Miss Amelia, I

supposed. He said, Yes. And Lefarge, 1 said,

is the father of that little girl ?

"What little girl? Yes! yes! Yon mean
little Amelia. Rut what shall we do with
him ?"
"I suppose yon will have to go and tell her
that I have killed her husband. And that will
kill her, most likely."
"You haven't killed him any way," Adrian
answered. " He killed himself. Several times
over. No matter about that. He has the con
tract. And nobody else. I made that little
variation— I knew that one or other would get it

after that. Why couldn't he wait? She has
got to know about this wretched business."
" Go tell her then," said I. " And yon may

say something for me. There's father down at
St. David's in the old place. I will go and get
him and mother ready ; and there's the burial-
place on the grounds. She will remember it. '

If she wants that—body—buried in such a love

ly spot—"

That was what she wanted.
And so we buried him down there.
But I haven't told this story to end it with a
funeral. The best story of all ends with resur
rection, and new heavens, and new earth, and
into our own little affairs that divinest copy
may well be introduced, if we aim at any thing
like perfection.
All this time Adrian Eargo had been bearing
in secret such a burden ; through the heat of the
long, joyless day had not fainted under it

,

but
had manfully carried it; and he had his re
ward.
Oh, Madonna ! I can never think that when

you went from Raphael's studio it was to be a
hewer of wood, a drawer of water; to know
hunger, and cold, and rascality. But it may
have been so.

I have almost forgotten how Miss Amelia
looked when I saw her at the old place again,

after her husband's funeral, nursed by my mo
ther, living in the cottage so long as she chose
to stuy there —what she came to be at last, un
der all the influences that combined to make
life new to her again. I told you once she was
the fairest body that God ever made. Well,
she justified and she justifies my words. Yes,
my lady (and I'll own I mean Miss Alice Sound),
to the contrary, it is so. Does not Adrian say
so ? And is lie no judge ?

GARDEN PHILOSOPHY.

I CONFESS to having been moved to throwout these stray thoughts on the wisdom of the
garden not in the usual way of the poets and es

sayists who have made the subject so charming.
Not in blooming June nor ripe September, but
in dull November, after quitting the country for
the city, and in the midst of the bustle and pas
sion of the great electioneering campaign, the
fit came upon me while looking at the luscious

apples and brilliant flowers upon the tables of
our Horticultural Society; and had it not been
for this lovely spring day, this essay might have
been a kind of digest of the remarks upon the
Garden as an Educator that were then thrown
out impromptu at request of friends, while the

Democracy were listening to their pet orators in
the great hall below, and thundering out nt times

applause so deafening that the prize Nonesuches
on the table seemed to deepen their blushes, and
the radiant cactus to tremble in its sensitive

petals at the din, as if spirits of Paradise were
appalled by an outhreak from the pit below.
But that bluebird's song and these bursting buds
have given my pen a fresh start, and I quit the
old notes and write from a more vernal inspira
tion.
It is very pleasant to go among the farmers,
florists, and fruitmen — and I will not forget that
November reunion now— they are so full of love
for their soothing, delightful pursuit, and so ready
to give the help of their experience to every
kindly seeker as to be quite winning to us men
of books. I confess, however, to some little mis
giving when asked to enlighten them, in view of
my small doings as an amateur cultivator. I

am afraid that our few acres have been more a
sink of money than a mine, and that our crop
of health and pleasure, when compured with out-

account of outlay and income, would bring more
than a smile to the faces of the thrifty husband

men who are willing to hear a scholar talk of
flowers, fruits, and trees with great respect, and

take it for granted that his practice is as good

as his theory, and his thrift keeps pace with his

taste. I am afraid to say how much our potatoes
and eggs cost us as compared with the market-

price ; yet sure I am that we got our money's
worth, for health and enjoyment that are price
less come into the estimate, and no money could

tempt us to part with the harvest of delights that

every year yields from our garden. The most
thrifty farmer or nursery-man is always ready
to forgive an amateur a considerable share of
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improvidence if he has only the true love of na
ture; and on that ground I am able to hold up
my head among these good people, and talk and

write as one of their gentle craft. What is said
will have more point if we consider the philoso
phy of the garden as a school of science, a work
shop of urt, and a gallery of beauty and sociality.
Consider, first, the school that is opened to us

among the plants. The place itself is a marvel

ous lesson, for it sets before us the first form of

organic life, and teaches us how nature rises in

vegetation from the earths of the mineral king
dom through the world of plants up to meet the
realm of animal organization with man at its
head. The garden is thus mediate between the
mineral and the animal world, and has a won
derful chemistry of its own that transforms soils
of sand, loam, gravel, and clay into the juices
and fibre of flowers, shrubs, and trees. The last
great discovery of chemistry brings out this pow
er in clearer light by teaching us to sec that all
atoms of organic existence consist of but two
general classes, the crystalloid and the celloid ;
and it is with vegetation that nature passes from
the crystalloid to the colloid, and begins to build

up her wondrous architecture of living things.
How this is done we do not know. We see that
the crystals of sand and limestone are dissolved
and transformed into the starch and gluten of
wheat and corn; but our chemical laboratories

vainly try to make the change with all their sci

ence and art ; and all their retorts, and acids,
and blow-pipes have never been able to make
bread or bread-stuff— not even an atom of starch
or gluten—out of earth. Plants are ordained
of God to work this transformation from crystal
to celloid, from mineral to vegetable, and each

plant has its own line of succession from the be

ginning, and does its wonderful work in its own

way, and with the same costume and imple
ments as at the begiuning.
The study of the various soils themselves be
comes most interesting in itself and its corre

spondences. A man of observation may learn
wisdom for himself and his children by consid

ering the qualities of his land and what they
stand for. The mind is sometimes thick and
clayey, or light and loamy, or drifting and

sandy, or hard and gravelly—and in each case
needs as specific treatment as the soil. Some

times, too, the good yield of most forbidding
soils gives us most encouraging hopes for un

promising children and youth. I once had five
hundred loads, chiefly of clay, carted from a dirty
swamp-hole to fill up a bog, and was frightened
to see such an unsightly vacancy in the first lo

cality and such a cold, barren surface in the
second. But the empty hole soon became a
pretty pond, and the dismal clay smiled and
laughed itself into a green and luxuriant mead
ow. Who will despair either of soils or souls
after such an experience ?
Then what a lesson a man may learn from
the marvelous variety of growths in his garden.
Saintine, the author of that charming story of a
flower in a prison-yard, has lately died, and the

grateful earth might fitly bloom out violets, lilies,
and roses upon the grave of so loyal a lover of
nature and man. If his prison-hero found a
world in that one plant that pushed its way up
between the stones, and became the subject of
that lovely prose-poem, we surely are more fa
vored, and we all have field enough for our
survey and our pleasure. The little plots of a
few square feet with vine and roses behind our
city houses, or the broad acres of our great park,
give us nil our botanic garden, where we may be
wiser with Kay, and Goethe, Linnasus, and
Jussieu, if we will. If the naked eye soon ex
hausts its range in our little field of vision, try
the microscope, and what wonders disclose them
selves beneath our feet and give enchantment
to the very dust we tread ! I once passed the
rambling hours of a week in the country in this

way, peeping into the grounds at the risk of be
ing thought crazy, and was ashamed of my old
ignorance and astounded by the new-found wis
dom. Even in the hard paths under our feet
there was a world of hidden beauty— flowers of
most exquisite tint and form ; and never more
reverently did I quote Wordsworth's lines that
tell us, "Wisdom is ofttimes nearer when we
stoop than when we soar."
When we walk through a garden of any mag
nitude we are surrounded with such a multitude
and variety of growths as to be almost oppressed
with those riches, and we find it hard to classify
them under one dominant law. The lichens
and mosses, the ferns and funguses, the trail
ing and climbing vines ; the flowers of nil hues
and forms, the esculent plants so various, some
ripening their fruit under ground and others
lifting it into the air and light; the clover
and the grasses, the trees deciduous and ever
green of all sizes and shapes, from the low
juniper to the soaring elm— what a world is
thus set before us ! and how shall we bring all
this motley crowd of growths to any sort of or
der, and arrange them under any satisfactory
system ? This question has not only perplexed
simple observers of nature like ourselves, but
evert the shrewd masters of botanic gardens;
and it is still not wholly clear by what marks
plants are to be classified. It is still the ruling
habit of popular speech to classify plants under
the heads of trees, shrubs, and herbs according
to their mere size. But careful observation
shows the folly of this arrangement, by showing
that plants of the most various dimensions be
long to the same organic family ; the bamboo,
thirty feet high, being a kind of grass, and the
lowly harts-tongue being of the same general
division as the great tree-ferns that rival the
palm. But when the error of this superficial
system was seen it took years for naturalists to
hit upon the true criterion. The system of Ri-
vinus, in 1690, was based upon the formation of
tho corolla or circlet of flower-leaves. The sys
tem of Kamel, in 1693, depended upon the char
acteristies of the fruit alone, while Magnol, in
1720, looked to the calyx or outer envelope as
well as to tho corolla ; and at last Linnteus, in
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1731, drew his system from the variations in the |
stamens and pistils or the reproductive organs

of the flower. We were brought up to believe
in this last system, and some of us remember
well how we used to plod over its pedantic
terms, and write them again and again from set

eopy into our writing-books at school. Before
Linnaeus, however, a sagacious Englishman,

Ray, had a glimpse of the better science of veg
etation, and in 1703 had grouped plants either
as flowerless or flowering, and had subdivided
the flowering into dicotyledons and monocotyle
dons, according as the germ is nourished by two

or one seed-lobe. The idea of Ray waited for
its complete development till the time of Jussieu,
who presented the first principles of his Natural

System to the French Academy of Sciences in

1773, and finished his great Exposition of this

system in 1789, eleven years after its commence
ment. His system with some modifications now
prevails, and plants are divided into the asexual
or flowerless and the sexual or flowering. With
out puzzling our readers with learned terms, it is
better to take them out into the garden and
teach them how to see for themselves the lead
ing characteristies of plants. Consider, first,
such as are asexual or flowerless. These are of
two kinds : first, those that have stems and
leaves undistinguishable, such as the sea-weed,
the fungus, the lichen ; secondly, those that
have leaves and stems distinguishable, such as
ferns and mosses. There can be no difficulty
in understanding at once these two classes of
the first order of plants ; for any toad-stool or
mushroom shows us a plant both flowerless and
without distinguishable leaves and stem. Pluck,
moreover, a leaf of fern of any kind, and instead
of flowers or seeds, you will note on the back
of the leaf little elevations that look like bar
nacles, and from these come the spores that

propagate the plant. Thus you have the two
classes of flowerless plants.
I am willing to be laughed at for quaintly
simplifying the second and principal order of
plants, the sexual or flowering ; and once amused
an intelligent and good-natured audience by pro
ducing a cornstalk and a stick of sassafras as
specimens of the two orders of the second of the
two great divisions. All the plants that are
most important to us are either of the cornstalk
or the sassafras family. Perhaps it is best,
however, to take a more familiar specimen than
the sassafras, and we will hold up the cornstalk
and the maple branch before our readers as

specimens. The cornstalk is a somewhat home
ly creature, but has the most distinguished rela
tives, and is of the family of the grasses, lilies,
and palms. All our cereals are of this family,
and without its help man and beast must come
near starving. The characteristic marks are
obvious. The cornstalk grows from within and
is endogenous, and, moreover, the germ is fed from

only a single cotyledon or seed-lobe. In this as
in the other plants of its class, there is no clear
distinction between the wood and the bark.
Pass to the other or exogenous class of the

same grand division of flowering; plants, and we
have, as in the maple and all our forest trees,
and most of our fruits and flowers, the constant
mark of the formation of the wood from without
inward, so as to record each successive season
of growth in the rings of the trunk or branch
beneath the bark which is distinct from the
wood. The germ, moreover, in growing is nour
ished by two seed-lobes instead of one. It is
interesting and instructive to carry these simple
principles in our mind as we ramble through
our groves, and orchards, and garden with prun-
ing-knife and microscope in hand. We soon
find ourselves becoming tolerable botanists with
out crazing our heads with a catalogue of out
landish names. We can train even our little
children to read this grand yet obvious alphabet
of nature, and tell whether a plant belongs to
the flowering or flowerless division ; whether to
the family of toad-stools, mosses, and ferns, or
to the family of grasses and trees ; and to de
cide to which branch of this last great family it
belongs —whether to the grass and cornstalk tribe,
or to the tribe of maples and roses. When we
have found the place of a plant in the grand
division, and its general class, it is interesting
to hunt up its especial order and tribe, and say
exactly what it is in common phrase. Here,
fur example, we have a clump of oaks of various
kinds, big and little, that have colonized that
corner of our ground. Cut oflf a branch or twig
from each. Ascertain by the wood that it be
longs to the grand division of flowering plants,
and to the first class exogenous and dicotyledon
ous, and then trace it out to the second sub
division of plants without corolla, and to its or
der, according to London, among the urticew
with rough points or stinging hairs, and sec its
odd affinity with the nettle that gives the order
the name ; or, as other botanists have it

,

we may
rank it with the aipuli/era or cup-bearing trees
among the chestnuts, and beeches, and hazels.
Thus we have fixed the place of the oak accord
ing to the natural system. Then we can com
pare the leaf and wood with those of other oaks
described in the catalogues or plates, and tell
just what kind of oak it is. Every such search
will teach us a great deal, and if wo have a good
botanist at hand great is the gain. A plain
farmer who has learned the trees and shrubs by
heart is an admirable colleague to the botanist,
and may tell as at once what a plant is before
the scholar can study it out, and may rid us of a

vast deal of trouble by teaching us b
y its com

mon name where to look for our full scientific
description. I am half ashamed to say that in
our own little domain there are still many wild
plants that I can not call by name, nor identify
with any of the descriptions and plates in my
books. Very likely that solid farmer or his
buxom wife or pretty daughter, whom we some
times pass on their way to the village, might
wholly dispel our darkness by a word as familiar
as any in the kitchen and herb garden to the
rural population.
We know very well that the knowledge which
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is generally sought from the garden is not of the
scientific kind, and gardening is a very different
thing from botanizing. It is not safe, of course,
to base our cultivation upon learned classifica
tions ; and he would be a funny horticulturist
who should portion off his grounds after the sys
tem either of Linnaeus or Jussicu, and insist on
keeping by themselves all plants not found in
the same botanic classes. This rule would com
pel us to keep the cucumber and pumpkin away
from the corn, and forbid the rose to show its

lovely head near the green turf which best sets
off its beauty, or to mate with the lily that so
completes its charm. We must bring economy
and taste as well as science to bear upon our
garden before we combine all desirable variety
with unity, and integrate the differences of our
vegetation by a judicious singleness of aim. In
this way we reach the practical economy of gar
dening, and are able to bring our science into
the service of our art. The true economy must,
of course, have in view both utility and beauty,
for there can be no good garden without both
elements ; since the potato-patch and currant
and raspberry bushes are none the less profitable
by being neatly and even prettily arranged, and
the winding paths through fresh lawns or un
der shady trees are full of healthful influence,
strengthening the limbs by inviting exercise,
and cheering the spirits by various aspects of
loveliness.
As to the complete idea of the garden, the
estimate must differ as our point of view or aim
differs. If we were writing for a prince with
ready millions at command, we might perhaps
take Lord Bacon's estimate, and sny that thirty
acres are not too much for a prince-like garden,
without including the forest park or farm. It
is easy to see how his plan might be adapted
to modern taste, and made quite charming, by
doing away his absurd Dutch squares, and set

circles, and cumbrous carpentry. If laid out lit
erally by his plan, his thirty acres would be

come a magnificent baby-house, and confirm his
own remark, " that when ages grow to civility
and elegancy, men come to build stately rather
than to garden finely, as if gardening were the
greater perfection." His four acres of green in
the entrance, with two long walks in covered

alleys on either side, would be a dismal affair
without trees or shrubs to cheer the eye and re
lieve the loiterer from the necessity of hiding
under the covering of carpenter's-work, twelve
feet high, to escape the glare and heat of the
summer sun. Nor do we see much charm in his
artificial mound (in the middle of the twelve-
acre garden proper), thirty feet high, for "some
fine banqueting - house, with some chimneys

neatly cast, and without too much glass." His
heath of six acres in the rear, which he would
have " formed as much as may be to a natural
wildness," is more to our modern taste ; and the

only trouble with this portion is that, instead of
our having all the wild beauty by itself, and all

the regular beauty by itself, the two should be

intermingled, and the broad lawn should border

on charming flower-beds, of various growths,
and romantic shrubbery in studied freedom ; and
art and nature should do their best to help each
other. .
The case with us, however, is that we are not
to devise princely methods of magnificence, but
republican plans of economy ; and the garden
that we have in mind must needs be one that
comes within the average means of lovers of
nature in America. Any man of moderate
means may own a few acres, and treat it accord
ing to the most approved principles of economy
and taste. We who arc not farmers wish, of
course, to do as much as we can with our little
domain, and expect, if possible, to unite the ad
vantages of parjc and orchard — flowers for the
eye and vegetables for the table. We wish to
have the largest crop of market value and land
scape beauty. Our rule of utility may be summed
up in a single sentence, and be said to be that
method of gardening which secures the most
products of the best quality suited to our needs
through the year, and so produced as to draw
out, without exhausting, the various and alternate

powers of the soil. To carry out this rule, even
in a kitchen-garden of half an acre, will be no
small study and discipline to the shrewdest cal
culator and economist. Books have been writ
ten on "Our Farm of Two Acres," "Four
Acres," and "Ten Acres." I shall be glad to
see as good a book as these on " Our Garden of
One Acre," or "Half," or "Quarter of an
Acre." I have so humble a sense of my own
attainments in these economies of gardening that
I will not pretend to be overwise, but be more
ready to remember the constant comfort and
health of our unfailing supply of fresh vegeta
bles through the season, than to school our read
ers in the art of money-making out of carrots
and potatoes, strawberries and grapes.
The economies of the beautiful I am more
free to speak of, and am quite sure that beauty
is far nearer to ns, if we will seek it, than is
commonly supposed. The great secret is to fol
low the lead of nature, and try not to overlay
nature by ambition, and not to fall into poor
artifice in our search for art. The idea of God
in nature is obvious. He unites ever differ
ence with unity, and always brings together a

large array of various elements around some
central purpose. The great universe, our solar
system, our earth, or any large prospect on Us
surface, or, if we specify particular objects, we
may say that a tree, a bird, an animal, or, above
them all, a human body, these manifest won
derful diversity of parts in unity of aim—am!
the study of creation opens an inexhaustible
school of beauty. The nearer the garden comes
to the variety and unity of nature so much the
better for its completeness. There, as in na
ture, the lines of beauty and utility should be
mingled ; and while we should not be ashamed
to plant our esculents and even our fruit trees
in straight rows, we should study to secure the
curve of grace wherever we can consult taste,
and allow the generous eye and the easy foot to
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move in the line of beauty. He is happy who
can have enough of flowing or living water in
his grounds to help him to dream of the lake,
the river, and the ocean ; enough of rise and
fall on the surface to relieve the scene from

monotony, if not to suggest the images of the
hills and cliffs of his romantic rambles or rev

eries ; enough of lawn and grove to unite the
charms of the open meadow with the forest
shrubs ; flowers, shrubbery, and orchard enough

to present the useful and the beautiful in judi
cious harmony, and to help the master and his

friends to discern distinctly the hand of God—

the All-wise and the All-lovely— in the domain.
I believe most sincerely in making the garden
thus a microcosm, an epitome of nature, a chap
ter out of the great Cosmos. We read that
Father Adam heard the voice of God in the
midst of the garden, and our faith is that the
same God is with us; and with nil our illumin
ation we are wretched scholars if we have not
learned to hear His word as it speaks to us
amidst the flowers and trees. Lord Bacon well
says,
" God Almighty planted a garden, and in

deed it is the purest of human pleasures." Base
surely is the mind that forgets Him in this purest
of pleasures, or fails to see His wisdom and good
ness in its riches.
One glance at the science of horticulture pre
pares the way for looking at the art, and so we

pass from the garden as a school to regard it
as a workshop. It is certainly the oldest of
work-shops—older by far than the carpenter's or
smith's — and the place where man learned to
earn his bread by the sweat of the brow.
Strength surely is born of this labor, and the
working power of the race comes mainly from
the tillers of the ground. Without undertak
ing to call farm labor wholly blessed, or to think
it altogether a luxury to work ten hours a day
in the broiling sun, we may surely say that no
form of muscular activity is more beneficial than
that which belongs to a judicious round of gar
dening. It compels us to take every attitude,
and call every muscle into use. We read of,
and sometimes see, ingenious calisthenic ex
ercises that are so contrived as to bring the
whole body into healthy motion, but no arti
ficial ingenuity can compare with gardening as
a gymnastic exercise. What variety of imple
ment, posture, and movement there may be in a
single morning's work ! We may sit, or stoop,
or walk, or stand, with rake, hoe, trowel, spade,
or plow. I certainly never knew what muscles
I had till bringing them out in this various
work. There is a great deal that a gentle hand
may do, and grace as well as health attends the
fair woman who plays the Flora or Pomona of
the domain, and tends her flowers, vines, and
trees, as a good housewife only can do. Beau

ty is lovelier at this task than at any play; and
a rational man on the way to matrimony might
be more readily won by the charming contrast
between the delicate hand nnd foot of the fair
amateur gardener, and the brown earth and use
ful trowel or pruning-knife, than by the brill

iant belle of the ball-room with its surfeit of
splendors and its monotony of unbroken display.
There is nothing, moreover, better for a seden
tary man, or student of delicate habit, than
moderate practice in the garden. There is va
riety enough to keep his attention, arid effort
enough to stir his blood, quicken his senses,
and point his purpose. He may profitably try
once in a while the harder forms of labor, and
learn from experience what hard work is. Let
him go at the stones of the little or large quarry
with sledge-hammer and crow-bar, or try his
hand with the axe at felling some dead or
doomed cedar or sycamore, and his aching flesh
and bones, and panting breath, and swelling
veins will soon teach him his limitations, give
him new respect for his rough comrades at the
business, and read him a new version of the old
Latin saw, " Non omnes omnia possumus," or,
" We can not all do all things."
Skill as well as strength is found in tilling
the ground, and the horticulturist who is master
of his art need not hang his head before any
adept in accomplishment. To be able to adapt
each plant to its soil and conditions, to train
and prune, to bud nnd graft, and perform all
the nice offices of gardening, with the attend
ant supervision of fowls, cattle, and horses, and
the due prevention of blights from the elements
and ravages from noxious insects, requires a
rare union of aptitudes and crafts, and seems al
most to call for all handiworks and vocations in
one. Some persons have a charmed touch for
trees and flowers. A good nursery-man has his
own gift of nature as well as training, nnd there
is something more than superstition in the le
gend of St. Rosa of Lima, one of our few Amer
ican saints of the canon, who is said to have had
such witchery over vegetation that the roses and
lilies bloomed out at her approach. Some tem
peraments are certainly in peculiar harmony
with plants, and seem to be loved by them as
well as to love them. Perhaps there may bo
something in the influence of animal electricity
over the growth of vegetation that may explain
the apparent marvel, though I am not one of
those who insist upon explaining all faith away
by the materialist's creed or no creed.
If we add the skill of horticulture to the rug
ged health that belongs to outdoor labor in the
wholesome air of the country, we certainly have
a work-shop worthy of the school which should

prepare us for it. Little as the rural population
come up to the proper standard of their privi
leges, we may be quite sure that we need them
to recruit our exhausted city vitality, and that
our great towns would miserably degenerate
without constant reinforcement from the bone
and sinew, the fresh blood nnd brain of the
green fields. So far, indeed, as the science of
health and the art of living are concerned tho
city has the advantage ; and were it not for our
better knowledge of medicine, ventilation, bath-

ing, cooking, etc., we might all languish and
die, until a fresh migration came in from the
bush. Undoubtedly the best science as well as
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art is to be found in the great centres of life,
nnd if we therefore receive ranch from the conn-
try we are bound to give much in return, and

carry our culture and knowledge into the vil
lages and fields.

There is probably no piece of ground in the
whole land better worth seeing than our Cen

tral Park, that work-shop of so much labor and
studio of so much art. We ought to rejoice in
it not only for its direct pleasures, but for its

influence as a model garden upon the whole na
tion. Every man's acres ought to bo lovelier
for that careful and magnificent 'enterprise and

achievement. There is something there for ev

ery man to learn, whether for the millionaire
bent on laying out his princely acres wisely, or
the thrifty workman who would know what is
the best vine to trail over his cottage or the best
shade trees to sot before his door. The element
of beauty is evidently becoming more and more
a popular study with us, and the taste for land
scape-gardening is making more general ad
vances in America than any other art except
musie, which goes so well along with it and
seems to call for it as the song of the bird calls
for the grovo and the flowers, "whoso breath,"
says Lord Bacon, " is far sweeter in the air
(where it comes and goes, like the warbling of

music) than in the hand."
The beautiful arts are brought before ns by this
illustration in their two classes —the arts of the
hand, that appeal to the eye, and the arts of the
voice, that appeal to the ear. Now surely the
garden is the atelier for both classes of arts, and
on the one hand invites architecture, sculpture,
nnd painting, and on the other hand rewards
musie, poetry, the drama, and eloquence. We
must have some kind of building there, and ony
man of the least taste can play the architect
upon some rustic bower, even if he has too much
Rood sense or modesty to venture upon planning
his own house or stable or conservatory. One
may be well amused at the effect that may be
produced by a little money, where there is plen
ty of rustic timber. I built two rough arbors
several years ago, which cost but twenty and
thirty dollars, and now that the vines have cov
ered them they have risen into romnntic beauty,
and no costly summer-house of the old, artificial
pattern can compare with them for a moment.
My favorite retreat in the heat of the summer
days is in the least costly of the two ; and the
pomp of millionaires seems ridiculous when I
sit with some noble book in hand under the shel
ter of my twenty-dollar study, with stately oaks
and walnuts around, with chirping birds and
chattering squirrels, keeping company with the
ceaseless murmur and rustle of their leaves.
Last year I tried my hand at a statelier struc
ture, under the spur of a generous gift, and with
the help of a young student of architecture, who
is now winning honors in the great school of
architects in Paris. His drawing wns charm
ing, but the thing itself is more so ; and the rus
tic tower with five pointed arches, on its stately
rock foundation, is a picturesque feature of the

whole neighborhood, and is intended to bear
aloft our sacred flag with the holy symbol, of
our faith. The cost was only about two hun
dred dollars at the worst of all seasons for build
ing, and in common times it might have been
built for little more than half that sum. Who
will laugh at me for erecting three handsome
buildings for two hundred and fifty dollars?
Let him laugh who wins. I am willing to be
laughed at by any body who will get more beau
ty and enjoyment for less money. Our acres
are euriched for our lifetime, and our summers
are idealized for a sum of money which might
be easily spent upon a ball-dress or a dinner.
Sculpture as well as architecture belongs to
the garden. It is well to have means to set up
fountains, vases. and statues, for these do much
to fill out and integrate the landscape. But lit
tle wealth is needed to bring the sculptor's eye
for mass and form and light and shade to bear

upon the prospect. Every grove and clump of
trees or shrubs is a study in form and grouping.
Swedeuborg says that trees represent men ; and
whether he is right or not, we know that the
finest statuesque effects maybe produced by due
selection and massing of trees and shrubs, so as
fitly to combine and contrast the drooping wil
low or elm with the spire-like fir or hemlock,
or the rounding maple or oak. At night the
eye, in some respects, enjoys still more the sculp
tor's art of giving beauty and grandeur to muss
and form. In our little domain it was a new
revelation to mo years ago, when I began to
walk nt evening in our groves of cedars and
maples and oaks, and to note the sky-line of
shadow and light which so brought out their
expression. The place had a solemn, grand,
cathedral look ; and two or three cedars that
had no particular charm in the daytime rose

up into romantic beauty then, and their tips
seemed to be ready to volunteer to be built into
the walls of some old minster, in order to com
plete or repair the work of the glorious dreamer

among the builders of the ancient times. The
landscape-gardener must needs be a sculptor in
taste if not in talent, nnd so arrange buildings,
walks, lawns, trees, water, shrubbery, and all

things in the view ns to give all the true meas
ure and proportion, and bring out new power
and charm under all the changing lights and
shades of nature. Every man of common sense

practices the same art, however, when little con
scious of it ; and he who trains a woodbine upon
a stately tree, or an ivy upon a solid wall, be

longs to the illustrious craft that ranks Phidias
and Michael Angelo among its princes. Ho is
a sculptor not in dead wood or brass or stone,
but in materials quite as ready to obey the call
of taste and imagination, and give those effects
of form and light nnd shade that lend the handi
work of the chisel its power and charm.
And who shall tell the capacities of the gar
den for the painter's art, with its display of fig
ure, color, and perspective. Landscape garden
ing is landscape painting, with a stouter instru
ment than the pencil, indeed, and with richer
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and more living colors than any on the pallet.
It may be that the material is so near at hand,
and often so ample as to leave little to the in
vention of art ; and he sometimes treats nature
most generously who most scrupulously l«fcs her
alone in beauty unadorned, and thus adorned
the most. But generally the loveliest ground
needs clearing and arranging. In fact, rural
art is never so perfect as when it brings out na
ture ; and culture of the soil, aB of the soul, re
veals the fairest of its capacities, and lights up
the face with its best expression. You must
first be able to see your ground properly, and
so also to see from it into the distance. If
your garden is a wilderness of nature, where
you can hardly see a rod before your face, you
are not master of your domain ; for you can
not, cither by sight or by imagination, take in
its extent or richness, nor own it with your
eye, that most imperial of the senses. True
art will not show the whole at once, but what
it does show will imply the rest, as the hand or
foot implies the whole body. The thicket that
you let remain will combine with that which
you cut away to give the due proportion of se
clusion and openness, and your pruning-knife
or bush-hook well plied will sometimes do won
ders in bringing your tangled wilderness into
the proportions of a picture. One of our great
painters showed me a few days ago a picture on
canvas twelve feet by seven, which embodied
only a week's work, and was a noble sketch of
a storm in the Rocky Mountains, with all the
features of snow-capped peaks, majestic cliffs,
highland lakes, browsing deer, running brooks,
stately trees, and gentle flowers. If he had been
two months at work upon the piece the result
before the eyes would be enough to show for the
labor and time. Yet I have seen more marvel
ous transformations than that wrought by the
knife and axe. Cut away a few bushes and
branches within that grove on the hill, and
there is a full view, a grand picture, of the sea,
with its changing waters, and its rich effects of
storm and calm, moonlight and sunlight, now
with broad and unbroken surface, and now all
alive with vessels under steam or sail. I have
seen an arbor that Eve might not scorn made
in a couple of hours by clearing out the interior
of a thicket of alders and young cedars, open
ing a lovely carpet of ground pine under foot,
and preparing the way for the woodbine, the
clematis, and the honey-suckle to run up the
bushes of the encircling walls, and to cover them
with their rich and ever-varying festoons and
arabesques.

The proper application of the principles of
perspective to any little domain as simple as ours

may not shame any painter's art, and what has

already been done there is enough to show that
the pruning-knife is ally to the pencil, and both

may minister to the spirit of beauty. The ele
ment of color, too, needs careful treatment, and
is much under command of taste and imagina
tion. The hues of nature, indeed, we do not
create ; but we find them, and not as the paint

er finds them, in parcels assorted and labeled at
his order, but in natural combination.' The
rose is not of a single red, nor the pink or the
violet of a single pink or violet shade. But
there is great choice in the selection and group
ing of flowers, shrubs, and trees, so as to bring
out the true melody and harmony of color. We
may call color the music of the light, and, as in
musie, we may find in color melody and har
mony. That rose, with drooping head and blush
ing cheek, has its own native air or melody, like
the song of the robin or bluebird; and that
fuschia, with pendent and jeweled drops, seems
to answer the rose's queenly air with her own
gentler tones. But group the whole array of
plants of color duly, and what harmony is the
result! Sometimes different clusters or beds
of well-chosen flowers seem to answer each oth
er like the responsive choirs of the cathedral ;
and it may not be altogether conceit to say that
in a well-concerted garden you may have all
voices of color musie, from the deep base of the
ruddy rose to the thrilling soprano of the violet.
We need to take account of all the changes of
season and periods of vegetation to bring out
the proper effects of color, and the good gar
dener w ill sow his seed and arrange his flowers
so as to leave no month nncheered from the
time when the bluebird pipes on the advance-
guard of spring, and pecks at the swelling buds
of the maple, to the time when the sere and

yellow leaf gives such glory to autumn, and the
snow-bird is seen on his way to summer skies.
All the hues of nature, of course, should be made
to contribute their part to the pictured scries of
months, and great account should be made of
the constant features of the landscape, such as
the evergreens nnd the mosses and the rocks
that give such charm to winter when summer
life is no more.
The vocal arts can not fail to feel the power
of the haunt thus prepared for them in the land
scape ; and musie, poetry, the drama, and even

eloquence, are ready to catch inspiration from
the arts of rural architecture, sculpture, and
painting. Nature surely gives us music enough
to call out our voices ; and it is no slight to the
birds to practice their art on true principles, and
make their wild melodies the prelude to the
finer melodies and harmonies of the voice, the
flute, the harp, or piano. We hear of chamber
concerts and academy concerts. Why not have
garden concerts more frequently ? I have cer
tainly sometimes thoughteven the organ-grinder
a godsend in the country, and have there listen
ed with delight to the old strains that I would
have closed my ears against in the city, so much
does nature set off art, and the trees and flowers
ask to be interpreted into music. And as to
poetry, we are all ready to be poets in the conn-

try ; and if our fancy is dull of itself, and has
no Pegasus of its own to ride, it is quite ready
to mount upon the pillion of some favored son
of the Muses, and ride with him into the heaven
of ideals. How much poetry has been written
in or about the garden every library is proof,
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and Parnassus can never be a paved city. Even

the policies and passions, the lights and shades,
and follies and aspirations of city life come most
to mind in the country, as they see the battle

best who look upon it from some tranquil hill
away from the din and smoke. The drama,
too, belongs to the garden ; and he who has the

true eye may see tragedy and comedy all about

him in the airs and attitudes, the loves and the

quarrels of insects, reptiles, birds, and beasts,
and the various play and mien of the more ra
tional tenants and ramblers of the domain, with
their walks and talks, their work and play. It
is a good place, too, for actual dramatic scenes,

especially for pastoral life, and there arc many
parts of our great dramatists that can be charm

ingly enacted in groves or dells, or among flow
er-beds and grassy lawns. Last year a little
association of amateurs of letters spent a day
with us in the country, and amused themselves
and us with recitations. Among other selec
tions they gave us the melancholy Jaques with
his companions in the great scene in the Forest
of Arden. The famous words " All the world's
a stage" gave our little dell, with its canopy of
oaks, elms, and walnuts, quite a Shakspeurian
dignity, and we were not at all ashamed to have
such a scene brought to such a theatre. Nor
would glorious Will himself have thought the
performance altogether poor.
As to eloquence, the garden speaks for itself,
and is sure to make its true friends and lovers

speak ; and the finest of all speech —that which
calls for two parties only, and is very likely to
fix the destiny of both— flows more freely and
willingly there in some charming arbor or shady
walk than in the city drawing-room or prome
nade. What sacred eloquence the garden may
inspire none will deny who revere Him who
bade us consider the lilies how they grow, and

taught the hidden wisdom of the seed and the
soil.
I have been anticipating the last branch of
oar subject, and have implied that the garden

may be a gallery of elegant resort, a saloon of
society and conversation. Why should not more
stress be laid on this idea ?
There is something in the place itself that fa
vors companionship ; and when left to ourselves,
away from the distractions of the world, we make
friends of books or find them in our neighbors.
We feel our social nature more when less sur
feited with society, and made to hunger and
thirst for its nurture and refreshing. There is
something, too, in the ready walks and various
paths and scenes that invites conversation. The
tongue insists on alternating with or relieving
the active foot, and the eye, in time satiated
with seeing, asks for the voice to give the list
ening ear its turn. The garden makes Peripa
teties of us all, and after we have walked half
an hour we are impatient to read or talk the
next half hour, and keep up the balance between
body and soul.
Then what socializes are fruits and flowers
by their taste and beauty I The pear, peach,

apple, cherry, and all the smaller fruits of fla

vor, seem to be half soul and half body, and to
mediate between the spirit and the flesh. Who
cares to eat fine peaches or strawberries by him
self? We must share the treasure, like a choice
poem or sparkling paragraph. All persons of
gentle culture have this feeling, and every good-
hearted man, however rough his hand, is no
stranger to it. How obvious it is in nil fruit
growers at their gatherings ! and although the

quantity of the choice fruit under view may be
small, they insist upon sharing it in good fel
lowship. It may be a single choice apple or
pear for the whole dozen of amateurs ; but out
comas the pocket-knife, and all have a fair por-
tionA I believe that the growing of fme fruits
has introduced a new element into society, and
has made the taste of good things to educate the
higher taste that feeds on the beautiful, and

brings men together in the fellowship of refine
ment and intelligence. The strawberry, the

raspberry, the peach, and the pear have been

great civilizers in America, and their work is
not done as yet.
Tho more express beauties of the garden car
ry out this work, and there is something won

derfully assimilating in all scenes and objects
of pure taste. Flowers are wine to the eye, and

they who enjoy them find themselves won to

genial companionship, that softens and exalts
and does not inebriate. When combined with
the various charms of the landscape they have a
certain enchantment, and the rose or the honey
suckle is a precious poem when it interprets our

old homestead or our pet haunt. Then how

comparatively small the cost of much of this rare
beauty. Buy a dozen or two of roses or phloxes
of choice kinds, as you can for some two or
three dollars a dozen, and see what will come
of them. What exquisite bloom in those bush-
roses, in that splendid Chateaubriand, that lux
uriant Mrs. Elliott, that stately Pius IX. I and
what witchery in those climbers that run like

roguish imps upon every thing that will hold
them, and are Puck in frolic and Ariel in aspi
ration ! Those phloxes, I confess, amaze me
by the perfection of their color and the continu
ance of their bloom. For two months that Va-
lery has charmed us with its rich Magenta clus

ters, and that Alba perfecta has soothed and
even evangelized us by those petals of exquisite
white, with its interior of pink, as if lovo and
purity were blending together, and the pure in
heart were flaming into rapture as they begin to
see God. Yet the twelve phloxes cost less than
a good bottle of wine, and for two months their
cups have been full of nectar, and now are fill
ing again.
Dear reader, I must break off before I have
wholly done ; and should I say all that comes
of itself to the pen on this theme, you might tire
of my prattle if you were not moved to take up
the word for yourself, and in your own garden
at this charming season ramblo and dream, and

speak out what you and fair nature so well under
stand together without need of any go-between.
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BOOK THE THIRD.

CHAPTER VIII.
TTIE NORFOLK BROADS.

The little group gathered together in Major
Milroy's parlor to wait for the carriages from

Thorpe-Ambrose would hardly have conveyed
the idea, to any previously uninstructed person
introduced among them, of a party assembled in
expectation of a pienic. They were nlmotfdull
enough, so far as outward appearances went, to
have been a party assembled in expectation of a
marriage.
Even Miss Milroy herself, though conscious
of looking her best in her bright muslin dress
and her gayly-feathered new hat, was at this in

auspicious moment Miss Milroy under a cloud.
Although Allan's note had assured her, in Al
lan's strongest language, that the one great ob

ject of reconciling the governess's arrival with
the celebration of the pienic was an object
achieved, the doubt still remained whether the
plan proposed —whatever it might be—would
meet with her father's approval. In a word,
Miss Milroy declined to feel sure of her day's
pleasure until the carriage made its appearance
and took her from the door. The major, on his
side, arrayed for the festive occasion in a tight
blue frock-cont which he had not worn for years,
and threatened with a whole long day of separa
tion from his old ftiend and comrade the clock,
was a man out of his element, if ever such a
man existed yet. As for the friends who had
beeu nsked at Allan's request — the widow lady
(otherwise Mrs. Pentecost) and her son (the
Reverend Samuel) in delicate health — two peo
ple less capable (apparently) of adding to the
hilarity of the day could hardly have been dis
covered in the length and breadth of all En
gland. A young man who plays his part in
society by looking on in green spectacles, and
listening with a sickly smile, may be a prodigy
of intellect and a mine of virtue, but he is hardly,
perhaps, the right sort of man to have at a pic
nic. An old lady afflicted with deafness, whose
one inexhaustible subject of interest is the sub

ject of her son, and who (on the happily rare
occasions when that son opens his lips) asks

every body eagerly.
" What does my boy say ?"

is a person to be pitied in respect of her infirmi

ties, and a person to be admired in respect of
her maternal devotedness, but not a person, if
the thing could possibly be avoided, to take to a
pienic. Such a man, nevertheless, was the Rev
erend Samuel Pentecost, and such a woman was
the Reverend Samuel's mother, and, in the dearth
of any other producible guests, there they were,
engaged to cat, drink, and be merry for the day
at Mr. Armadale's pleasure-party to the Norfolk
Broads.

The arrival of Allan, with his faithful follow
er, Pedgift Junior, at his heels, roused the flag
ging spirits of the party at the cottage. The
plan for enabling the governess to join the pic
nie, if she arrived that day, satisfied even Major
Milroy's anxiety to show all proper attention to
the lady who was coming into his house. After
writing the necessary note of apology and invi
tation, and addressing it in her very best hand
writing to the new governess, Miss Milroy ran
up stairs (a little anxiously) to say good-by to
her mother, and returned, with a smiling face
and a side-look of relief directed at her father,
to announce that there was nothing now to keep
any of them a moment longer indoors. The
company at once directed their steps to the gar
den-gate, and were there met face to face by the
second great difficulty of the day. How were
the six persons of the pienic to be divided be
tween the two open carriages that were in wait

ing for them ?
Here, again, Pedgift Junior exhibited his in
valuable faculty of contrivance, and solved the
problem off-hand before two words could be
said about it. This highly-cultivated young
man possessed in an eminent degree an accom
plishment more or less peculiar to all the young
men of the age we live in—he was perfectly ca
pable at all times and under all circumstances
of taking his pleasure without forgetting his
business. Such a client as the Master of Thorpe-
Aiubrose fell but seldom in his father's way, and
to pay special but unobtrusive attention to Allan
all through the day, was the business of which
young Pedgift, while proving himself to be the
life and soul of the pienie, never once lost sight
from the beginning of the merry-making to the
end. He had detected the state of affairs be
tween Miss Milroy and Allan at a glance, and
he at once provided for his client's inclinations
in that quarter, by offering (in virtue of his local
knowledge) to lead the way in the first carriage,
nnd by asking Major Milroy and tho curate if
they would do him the honor of accompanying
him. "We shall pass a very interesting place
to a military man, Sir," said young Pedgift, ad
dressing the major, with his happy and uublush

ing confidence, " the remains of n Roman en
campment. And my father, Sir, who is a sub
scriber," proceeded this rising lawyer, turning
to the curate, " wished me to ask your opinion
of the new Infant School buildings at Little Gill
Beck. Would you kindly give it me, Sir, as we
go along ?" He opened the carriage-door, and
helped in the major and the curate before they
could either of them start any difficulties. The
necessary result followed. Allan and Miss Mil
roy rode together in the same carriage, with the

extra convenience of a deaf old lady in attend

ance to keep tho squire's compliments within the

necessary limits.
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Never yet had Allan enjoyed such an inter
view with Miss Milroy as the interview he now
had on the road to the Broads. The dear old
lady, aftor a little aneedote or two on the subject
of her son, did the one thing wanting to secure
the perfect felicity of her two youthful compan
ions — she hecame considerately blind for the
occasion as well as deaf. A quarter of an hour
after the carriage left the major's cottage the
poor old soul, reposing on snug cushions and
fanned by a fine summer air, fell peaceably
asleep. Allan made love, and Miss Milroy

sanctioned the manufacture of that occasionally
precious article of human commerce, to a solemn
base accompaniment on two notes, played by
the curate's mother's unsuspecting nose. The
only interruption to the love-making (the snor
ing being a thing more grave and permanent in
its nature was not interrupted at all) came at
intervals fiom the carriage ahead. Not satisfied
with having the major's Roman encampment

I
and the curate's Infant Schools on bis mind,
' Redgift Junior rose erect from time to time in
j his place and, respectfully hailing the hindmost
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vehicle, directed Allan's attention, in a shrill
tenor voice, ami with an excellent choico of
language, to objects of interest on the road.
The only way to quiet him was to answer, which
Allan invariably did by shouting back, " Yes,
beautiful;" upon which young Pedgift disap
peared again in the recesses of the leading car

riage, and took up the Romans and the Infants
where he had left them last.
The scene through which the pienic party
was now passing merited far more attention
than it received either from Allan or Allan's
friends.
An hour's steady driving from the major's
cottage had taken young Armadale and his

guests beyond the limits of Midwinter's solitary
walk, and was now bringing them nearer and
nearer to one of the strangest and loveliest as
pects of Nature which the inland landscape, not
of Norfolk only, but of all England, can show.
Little by little, the face of the country began to
change as the carriage approached the remote
and lonely district of the Broads. The wheat-
fields and turnip-fields became perceptibly few
er; and the fat green grazing-grounds on either
side grew wider and wider in their smooth and

sweeping range. Heaps of dry rushes and reeds,
laid up for the basket-maker and the thatcher,
began to appear at the road -side. Tho old
gabled cottages of the early part of the drive
dwindled and disappeared, and huts with mud
walls rose in their place. With the ancient
church-towers and the wind and water mills,
which had hitherto been the only lofty objects
seen over the low marshy flat, there now rose
all round the horizon, gliding slow and distant
behind fringes of pollard willows, the sails of
invisible boats moving on invisible waters. All
the strange and startling anomalies presented

by an inland agricultural district,. isolated from
other districts by its intricate surrounding net
work of pools and streams, holding its com
munications and carrying its produce by water
instead of by land—began to present themselves
in closer and closer succession. Nets appeared
on cottage palings ; little flat-bottomed boats

lay strangely at rest among the flowers in cot
tage gardens ; farmers' men passed to and fro
clad in composite costume of the coast and the
field— in sailors' hats and fishermen's boots, and
plowmen's smocks—and even yet the low-lying
labyrinth of waters, uubosomed in its mystery
of solitude, was a hidden labyrinth still. A
minute more, and the carriages took a sudden
turn from the hard high-rond into a little weedy
lane. The wheels ran noiseless on the damp
and spongy ground. A lonely outlying cottage
appeared, with its litter of nets and boats. A
lew yards farther on, and the last morsel of
firm earth suddenly ended in a tiny creek and
quay. One turn more to the end of the quay—
and there, spreading its great sheet of water, far
and blight and smooth, on the right hand and
the left— there, ns pure in its spolless blue, as
i-till in its heavenly peacefulness, ns the summer
sky above it

,

was the first of the Norfolk Broads.

Tho carriages stopped, the love-making broke
off, and the venerable Mrs. Pentecost, recover
ing the use of her senses at a moment's notice,
fixed her eyes sternly on Allan the instant she
woke.
"I see in your face, Mr. Armadale," said the
old lady, sharply, " that you think 1 have been
asleep."
The consciousness of guilt acts differently on
the two sexes. In nine cases out of ten it is a

much more manageable consciousness with a

woman than with a man. All the confusion,
on this occasion, was on tho man's side. While
Allan reddened and looked embarrassed, the
quick-witted Miss Milroy instantly embraced
the old lady with a burst of innocent laughter.
" He is quite incapable, dear Mrs. Pente
cost," said the little hypocrite, "of any thing
so ridiculous as thinking you have been asleep!"
"All I wish Mr. Armadale to know," pur

sued the old lady, still suspicious of Allan, "is,
that my head being giddy, I am obliged to close
my eyes in a carriage. Closing the eyes, Mr.
Armadale, is one thing, and going to sleep is

another. Where is my son ?"
The Reverend Samuel appeared silently at
tho carriage door with his green spectacles and
his sickly smile in perfect working order, and
assisted his mother to get out.
"Diti you enjoy the drive, Sammy?" asked
the old lady. " Beautiful scenery, my dear,
wasn't it?"
Young Pedgift, on whom all the arrange
ments for exploring the Broads devolved, bus
tled about, giving his orders to the boatmen.
Major Milroy, placid and patient, sat apart on
an overturned punt, and privately looked at his
watch. Was it past noon alrendy ? More than
an hour past. For the first time, for many a
long year, the famous clock at home had struck
in an empty work-shop. Time had lifted his
wonderful scythe, and the corporal and his men
had relieved guard, with no master's eye to
watch their performances, with no master's
hand to encourage them to do their best. The
major sighed as he put his watch back in his
pocket.
"I'm afraid I'm too old for this sort of
thing," thought the good man, looking about
him dreamily. "I don't find I enjoy it as
much as I thought I should. When are we
going on the water, I wonder? where's Neelie?"
Neelie—more properly Miss Milroy— was be
hind one of the carriages with the promoter of
the pienic. They were immersed in the inter
esting subject of their own Christian names, and
Allan was as near a point-blank proposal of
marriage as it is well possible for a thoughtless

young gentleman of two-nnd-twenty to be.
""Tell me the truth," said Miss Milroy, with
her eyes modestly riveted on the ground, "when

you first knew what my name was yon didn't
like it

,

did you?"
"I like every thing that belongs to you," re
joined Allan, vigorously. "I think Eleanor is

a beautiful name ; and yet, I don't know why,
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I think the major made an improvement when
he changed it to Neelie."
" I can tell you why, Mr. Armadale," said the
major's daughter, with great gravity. "There
are some unfortunate people in this world whose
names are—how can I express it?—whose names
are, Misfits. Mine is a Misfit. I don't blame
my parents, for of course it was impossible to
know when I was a baby how I should grow up.
But as things are, I and my name don't fit each
other. When you hear a young lady called
Eleanor, you think of a tall, beautiful, interest
ing creature directly — the very opposite of me!
With my personal appearance Eleanor is ridicu
lous—and Neelie, as you yourself remarked, is
just the thing. No ! no ! don't say any more
—I'm tired of the subject; I've got another
name in my head, if we must speak of names,
which is much better worth talking about than
mine."
She stole a glance at Allan which said plain
ly enough, "The name is yours." Allan ad
vanced a step nearer to her, and lowered his
voice (without the slightest necessity) to a mys
terious whisper. Miss Milroy instantly resumed
her investigation of the ground. She looked
at it with such extraordinary interest that a ge
ologist might have suspected her of scientific
flirtation with the superficial strata.
"What name are you thinking of?" asked
Allan.
Miss Milroy addressed her answer, in the form
of a remark, to the superficial strata—and let
them do what they liked with it

,

in their ca
pacity of conductors of sound. " If I had been
a man," she said, "I should so like to have
been called Allan !"

She felt his eyes on her as she spoke, and,
turning her head aside, became absorbed in the
graining of the panel at the back of the car
riage. " How beautiful it is!" she exclaimed,
with a sudden outhurst of interest in the vast
subject of varnish. "I wonder how thev do
it!"
Man persists, and woman yields. Allan de
clined to shift the ground from love-making to
coach-making. Miss Milroy dropped the sub
ject.
" Call me by my name, if you like it," he
whispered, perseveringly. "Call me 'Allan,'
for once —just to try."
She hesitated with a heightened color and a

charnting smile, and shook her head. "I couldn't
just yet," she answered, softly.
" May I call you Neelie ? Is it too soon ?"
She looked at him again, with a sudden dis
turbance about the bosom of her dress, and a

sudden flash of tenderness in her dark gray
eyes.
" You know best !" she said faintly, in a whis
per.

The inevitable answer was on the tip of Al
lan's tongue. At the very instant, however,
when he opened his lips, the abhorrent high ten
or of Pedgift Junior, shouting for " Mr. Arma
dale," rang cheerfully through the quiet air.

At the same moment, from the other side of the
carriage, the lurid spectacles of the Reverend
Samuel showed themselves officiously on the
search, and the voice of the Reverend Samuel's
mother (who had, with neat dexterity, put the
two ideas of the presence of water and a sudden
movement among the company together) in
quired distractedly if any body was drowned?
Sentiment flies and Love shudders at all demon
strations of the noisy kind. Allan said, "Damn
it!" and rejoined young Pedgift. Miss Milroy
sighed, and took refuge with her father.
"I've done it, Mr. Armadale !" cried young
Pedgift. greeting his patron gayly. " We can
all go on the water together; I've got the big
gest boat on the Broads. The little skin's," he
added, in a lower tone, as he led the way to
the quay steps, " besides being ticklish and eas
ily upset, won't hold more than two, with the
boatman ; and the major told mo he should feel

it his duty to go with his daughter, if we all sep
arated in different boats. I thought thai would
hardly do, Sir," pursued Pedgift Junior, with a
respectfully sly emphasis on this word. "And,
besides, if we had put the old lady into a skiff
with her weight (sixteen stone if she's a pound),
we might have her upside down in the water half
her time, which would have occasioned delay,
and thrown what you call a damp on the pro
ceedings. Here's the boat, Mr. Armadale. What
do you think of it ?"
The boat added one more to the strangely
anomalous objects which appeared at the Broads.
It was nothing less than a stout old life-boat,
pussing its last declining years on the smooth
fresh water, after the stormy days of its youth-
time on the wild, salt sea. A comfortable little
cabin for the use of fowlers in the winter sea
son had been built amidships, and a mast and
sail adapted for the inland navigation had been
fitted forward. There was room enougli and to

spare for the guests, the dinner, and We three
men in charge. Allan clapped his faithful lieu*
tenant approvingly on the shoulder; and even
Mrs. Pentecost, when the whole party were com

fortably established on board, took a compara
tively cheerful view of the prospects of the pic
nic. " If any thing happens," said the old lady,
addressing the company generally, "there's one
comfort for all of us. My son can swim."
The boat floated out from the creek into tho
placid waters of the Broad, and the full beauty
of the scene opened on the view.
On the northward and westward, as the boat
reached the middle of the lake, the shore lay
clear and low in tbo sunshine, fringed darkly at
certain points b

y rows of dwarf trees, and dotted
here and there, in the opener spaces, with wind
mills nnd reed-thatched cottages of puddled mud.
Southward, the great sheet of water narrowed
gradually to a little group of close-nestling isl
ands which closed the prospect, while to tho
east n long, gently undulating line of reeds fol
lowed the windings of the Broad, and shut out
all view of the watery wastes beyond. So clear
and so light was the summer air that tho one
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cloud in the eastern quarters of the heaven was
the smoke-cloud left by a passing steamer three
miles distant and more on the inevitable sea.
When the voices of the pleasure-party were still
not a sound rose far or near but the faint ripple
at the bows, as the men with slow, deliberate
strokes of their long poles pressed the boat for
ward softly over the shallow water. The world
and the world's turmoil seemed left behind for
ever on the land ; the silence was the silence of
enchantment— the delicious interflow of the soft
purity of the sky and the bright tranquillity of
the lake.
Established in perfect comfort in the boat—

the major and his daughter on one side, the
curate and his mother on the other, and young
Pedgift between the two— the water party floated
smoothly toward the little nest of islands at the
end of the Broad. Miss Milroy was in raptures ;
Allan was delighted ; and the major for once
forgot his clock. Every one felt pleasurably, in
their different ways, the quiet and beauty of the
scene ; Mrs. Pentecost, in her way, feeling it
like a clairvoyant —with closed eyes.
"Look behind you, Mr. Armadale," whis
pered young Pedgift. " I think the parson's
beginning to enjoy himself."
An unwonted briskness —portentous apparent
ly of coming speech —did certainly at that mo
ment enliven the curate's manner. He jerked
his head from side to side like a bird ; he stopjxsd
and cleared his throat, and clasped his hands;
he sighed, and looked at the company. Getting
into spirits seemed, in the case of this excellent
person, to be alarmingly like getting into the
pulpit." Even in this scene of tranquillity," said the
Reverend Samuel, coming out softly with his
first contribution to the society, in the shape of
a remark, "the Christian mind — led, so to
speak, from one extreme to another— is forcibly
recnlleato the unstable nature of all earthly en-
y>yments. How, if this calm should not last ?
How, if the winds rose and the waters became
agitated ?"
"You needn't alarm yourself about that, Sir,"
said young Pedgift, "June's the fine season
here —and you can swim."
Mrs. Pentecost (mesmerically affected in all
probability by the near neighborhood of her son)
opened her eyes suddenly, and asked with her
customary eagerness, "What does my boy say ?"
The Reverend Samuel repeated his words in
the key that suited his mother's infirmity. The
old lady nodded in high approval, and pursued
her son's train of thought through the medium
of a quotation.
"Ah!" sighed Mrs. Pentecost, with infinite
relish, "He rides the whirlwind, Sammy, and
directs the storm !"
"Noble words!" said the Reverend Samuel.
" Noble and consoling words !"
"I say," whispered Allan, "if he goes on
much longer in that way, what's to be done?"
"I told you, papa, it was a risk to ask them,"
added Miss Milroy, in nnother whisper.

" My dear !" remonstrated the major. "We
know nobody else in the neighborhood ; and as
Mr. Armadale kindly suggested our bringing
our friends, what could we do ?"
"We can't upset the boat," remarked young
Pedgift, with sardonic gravity. "It's a life
boat, unfortunately. May I venture to suggest
putting something into the reverend gentleman's
mouth, Mr. Armadale? It's close on three
o'clock. What do you say to ringing the din
ner-bell, Sir?"
Never was the right man more entirely in the
right place than Pedgift Junior at the pienic.
In ten minutes more the boat was brought to a
stand-still among the reeds; the Thorpe-Ambrose
hampers were uupacked on the roof of the cabin ;
and the current of the curate's eloquence was
checked for the day.
How inestimably important in its moral re
sults—and therefore how praiseworthy in itself
is the act of eating and drinking! The social
virtues centre in the stomach. A man who is
not a better husband, father, and brother, nftcr
dinner than before, is, digestively speaking, an

incurably vicious man. What hidden charms
of character disclose themselves, what dormant
amiabilities awaken when our common human

ity gathers together to pour out the gastric juice!
At the opening of the hampers from Thorpe-
Ambrose sweet Sociability (offspring of the hap
py union of Civilization and Mrs. Gripper) ex
tended among the boating party, and melted in
one friendly fusion the discordant elements of
which that party had hitherto been composed.
Now did the Reverend Samuel Pentecost, w hose
light had hitherto been hidden under a bushel,

prove at last that he could do something by
proving that he could eat. Now did Pedgift
Junior shine brighter than even he had shone
yet, in gems of caustic humor and exquisite fer
tilities of resource. Now did the squire, and
the squire's charming guest, prove the triple con
nection between Champagne that sparkles, or
that grows holder, and Eyes whose vocabulary
is without the word No. Now did cheerful old
times come back to the major's memory, and
cheerful old stories not told for years find their

way to the major's lips. And now did Mrs.
Pentecost, coming out wakefully in the whole
force of her estimable maternal character, seize
on a supplementary fork, and ply that useful
instrument incessantly between the choicest mor
sels in the whole round of dishes, and the few

vacant places left available on the Reverend
Samuel's plate. "Don't laugh at my son,"
cried the old lady, observing the merriment

which the proceedings produced among the com

pany. "It's my fault, poor dear— / make him
eat!" And there are men in this world wbo,
seeing virtues such as these developed at the

table, as they are developed nowhere else, can,
nevertheless, rank the glorious privilege of din

ing with the smallest of the diurnal personal
worries which necessity imposes on mankind —

with buttoning your waistcoat, for example, or

lacing your stays ! Trust no such monster as
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this with your tender secrets, your loves and
hatreds, your hopes and fears. His heart is un
corrected by his stomach, and the social virtues
are not in him.
The last mellow hours of the day had just
met the first cool breezes of the long summer
evening before the dishes were all laid waste,
and the bottles as empty as bottles should be.
This point in the proceedings attained, the pic
nic party looked lazily at Pedgift Junior to
know what was to be done next. That inex
haustible functionary was equal as ever to all
the calls on him. He had a new amusement
ready before the quickest of the company could
so much as ask him what that amusement was
to be.
" Fond of music on the water, Miss Milroy ?"
he asked, in his airiest and pleasantest manner.
Miss Milroy adored musie, both on the water
and the land—always excepting the one when
she was practicing the art herself on the piano
at home.
"We'll get out of the reeds first," said young
Pedgift. Ho gave his orders to the boatmen,
dived briskly into the little cabin, and reappear
ed with a concertina in his hand. " Neat, Miss
Milroy, isn't it?" he observed, pointing to his
initials, inlaid on the instrument in mother-of-
pearl. " My nnmo's Augustus, like my father's.
Some of my friends knock off the 'A,' and call
me 'Gustus Junior.' A small joke goes a long
way among friends, doesn't it

, Mr. Armadale ?

I sing a little, to my own accompaniment, la
dies and gentlemen ; and, if quite agreeable, I

shall be proud and happy to do my best."

"Stop!" cried Mrs. Pentecost; "I dote on
music."
With this formidable announcement the old
lady opened a prodigious leather bag, from which
she never parted night or day, and took out an
ear-trumpet of the old-fashioned kind — some
thing between a key bugle and a French horn.
"I don't care to use the thing generally," ex
plained Mrs. Pentecost, "because I'm afraid of
it's making me deafer than ever. But I can't
and won't miss the music. I dote on music.
If you'll hold the end of it, Sammy, I'll stick it

in my ear. Neelie, my dear, tell him to begin."
Young Pedgift was troubled with no nervous
hesitation : he began at once—not with songs
of the light and modern kind, and as might
have been expected from an amateur of his age
and character—but with declamation and patri
otic bursts of poetry, set to the bold and blatant
music which the people of England loved dearly
at the earlier part of the present century, and
which, whenever they can get it

,

they love dear

ly still. " The Death of Marmion," "The Bat
tle of the Baltie," " The Bay of Biscay," " Nel
son," under various vocal aspects, as exhibited
by the late Braham — these were the songs in
which the warm concertina and student tenor
of Gustus Junior exnlted together. "Tell me
when you're tired, ladies and gentlemen," said
the minstrel solicitor. " There's no conceit
about me. Will you have a little sentiment by
Vol. XXXI.— No. 182.— O

way of variety? Shall I wind up with "The
Mistletoe Bough" and "Poor Mary Anne?"
Having wound up with those two cheerful
melodies (sitting cross-legged on the roof of the
cabin), young Pedgift respectfully requested the
rest of the company to follow his vocal example
in turn; offering, in every case, to play "a run
ning accompaniment" impromptu, if the singer
would only bo so obliging as to favor him with
the key-note.
"Go on, somebody," cried Mrs. Pentecost,
eagerly. "I tell you again, I dote on music.
We haven't had half enough yet, have we, Sam
my?"
The Reverend Samuel made no reply. The
unhappy man had reasons of his own—not ex-
actly in his bosom, but a little lower— for re
maining silent in the midst of the general hi
larity and the general applause. Alas for hu
manity ! Even maternal love is alloyed with
mortal fallibility. Owing much already to his
excellent mother, the Reverend Samuel was now

additionally indebted to her for a smart indiges
tion.

Nobody, however, noticed as yet the signs and
tokens of internal revolution in the curate's face.
Every body was occupied in entreating every
body else to sing. Miss Milroy appealed to the
founder of the feast: "Do sing something, Mr.
Armadale," she said , " I should so like to hear
you!"
"If yon once begin, Sir," added the cheerful
Pedgift, "you'll find it get uncommonly easy as
you go on. Music is a science which requires
to be taken by the throat at starting."
"With all my heart," said Allan, in his good-
humored way. "I know lots of tunes, but the
worst of it is

,

the words escape me. I wonder

if I can remember one of Moore's Melodies?
My poor mother used to be proud of teaching
mo Moore's Melodies when I was a boy."
"Whose melodies?" asked Mrs. Pentecost.
"Moore's? Aha! I know Tom Moore bv
heart."
"Perhaps, in that case, you will be good
enough to help mo, ma'utlv, if my memory
breaks down," rejoined Allan. "I'll take the
easiest melody in the whole collection, if you'll
allow me. Every body knows it— 'Eveleen's
Bower.'"
"I'm familiar, in a general sort of way, with
the 'National Melodies of England, Scotland,
and Ireland,'" said Pedgift Junior. "I'll ac
company yon, Sir, with the greatest pleasure.
This is the sort of thing, I think." He burst
into a complicated musical improvisation, won
derful to hear*— a mixture of instrumental flour
ishes and groans ; a jig corrected by a dirge,
and a dirge enlivened by a jig. "That's the
sort of thing," said young Pedgift, with his smile
of supreme confidence. " Fire away, Sir ! "
Mrs. Pentecost elevated her trumpet, nnd Al
lan elevated his voice. "'Oh, weep for the
hour when to Eveleen's Bower— ' " He stopped ;

the accompaniment stopped ; the audience wait
ed. "It's a most extraordinary thing," said
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Allan ; " I thought I had the next line on the
tip of my tongue, and it seems to have escaped
me. I'll begin again, if you have no objection.
' Oh, weep for the hour when to Eveleen's Bow

er—' "

' ' ' The lord of the valley with false vows

came,'
" said Mrs. Pentecost.

"Thank you, ma'am," said Allan. " Now I
shall get on smoothly.

' ' Oh, weep for the hour
when to Eveleen's Bower, the lord of the valley
with false vows came. The moon was shining
bright' —"

"No!" said Mrs. Pentecost.
" I beg your pardon, ma'am," said Allan.
" 'The moon was shining bright"—"
" The moon wasn't doing any thing of the
kind," said Mrs. Pentecost.
Pedgift Junior, foreseeing a dispute, perse
vered sotto voce with the accompaniment — in
the interest of harmony.
"Moore's own words, ma'am," said Allan,
"in my mother's copy of tho Melodies."
"Your mother's copy was wrong," retorted
Mrs. Pentecost. "Didn't I tell you just now
that I knew Tom Moore by heart ?"
Pedgift Junior's peace-making concertina still
flourished and groaned, sotto voce.
" Well, what did the moon do ?" asked Allan,
in despair.
" What the moon ought to have done, Sir, or
Tom Moore wouldn't have written it so," re
joined Mrs. Pentecost. " 'The moon hid her
light from the heaven that night, and wept be
hind her clouds o'er the maiden's shame ! ' I
wish that young man would leave off playing,"
added Mrs. Pentecost, venting her rising irrita
tion on Gustus Junior. "I've had enough of
him—he tickles my cars."
" Proud, I'm sure, ma'am," said the uublush
ing Pedgift. ' ' The whole science of music con
sists in tickling the ears."
"We seem to be drifting into a sort of
argument," remarked Major Milroy, placidly.
" Wouldn't it be better if Mr. Armadale went
on with his song ?"
" Do go on, MusArmadale !" added the ma
jor's daughter. " Do go on, Mr. Pedgift !"
" One of them doesn't know the words, and
the other doesn't know the musie," said Mrs.
Pentecost. "Let them go on, if they can !"
" Sorry to disappoint you, ma'am," said Ped
gift Junior ; " I'm ready to go on, myself, to
any extent. Now, Mr. Armadale !"

Allan opened his lips to take up the unfinished
melody where he had last left it. Before he
could utter a note the curate suddenly rose,
with a ghastly face, and a hand pressed convul
sively over the middle region of his waistcoat.
"What's the matter?" cried the whole boat
ing-party in chorus.
"I am exceedingly unwell," said the Rever

end Samuel Pentecost.
The boat was instantly in a state of confusion." Eveleen's Bower" expired on Allan's lips, and
even the irrepressible concertina of Pedgift was

silenced at last. The alarm proved to be quite
needless. Mrs. Pentecost's son possessed a mo
ther, and that mother had a bag. In two sec
onds the art of medicine occupied the place left
vacant in the attention of the company by the
art of music.
"Rub it gently, Sammy," said Mrs. Pentecost.
" I'll get out the bottles and give you a dose.
It's his poor stomach, major. Hold my trum
pet, somebody—and stop the boat. You take
that bottle, Ncelie, my dear ; and you take this
one, Mr. Armadale ; and give them to me as I
want them. Ah, poor dear, I know what's the
matter with him ! Want of power here, major—
cold, acid, and flabby. Ginger to warm him ;
soda to correct him ; sal volatile to hold him up.
There, Sammy, drink it before it settles —and
then go and lie down, my dear, in that dog-
kennel of a place they call the cabin. No
more music!" added Mrs. Pentecost, shaking her
forefinger at the proprietor of the concertina—

"unless it's a hymn, and that I don't object
to."
Nobody appearing to bo in a fit frame of mind
for singing a hymn, the all-accomplished Ped

gift drew upon his stores of local knowledge,
and produced a new idea. The course of the
boat was immediately changed under his direc
tion. In a few minutes more the company
found themselves in a little island-creek, with a

lonely cottage at the far end of it
,

and a per
fect forest of reeds closing the view all round
them.
"What do you say, ladies and gentlemen, to
stepping on shore and seeing what a reed-cut
ter's cottage looks like ?" suggested young Ped
gift-
"We say yes, to be aure," answered Allan.
" I think our spirits have been a little dashed
by Mr. Pentecost's illness and Mrs. Pentecost's
bag," he added, in a whisper to Miss Milroy.
" A change of this sort is the very thing we
want to set us all going again."
He and young Pedgift handed Miss Milroy
out of tho boat. The major followed. Mrs.
Pentecost sat immovable as the Egyptian Sphinx,
with her bag on her knees, mounting guard over
" Sammy" in the cabin.
"We must keep the fun agoing, Sir," said
Allan, as he helped the major over the side of
the boat. "We haven't half done yet with the
enjoyment of the day."
His voice seconded his hearty belief in his
own prediction to such good purpose that even

Mrs. Pentecost heard him, and ominously shook

her head.
"Ah!" sighed the curate's mother. "If
you were as old as I am, Mr. Armadale, yon
wouldn't feel quite so sure of the enjoyment of
the day!"
So, in rebuke of the rashness of youth, spoke
the caution of age. The negativo view is noto
riously the safe view, all the world over—and the
caution of age is

,

as a necessary consequence,
generally in the right.
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CHAPTER IX.
FATE OR* CUANCE.

It was close on six o'clock when Allan and
his friends left the boat; and the evening influ

ence was creeping already, in its mystery and its

stillness, over the watery solitude of the Broads.
The shore in these wild regions was not like
the shore elsewhere. Firm as it looked, the
garden-ground in front of the reed-cutter's cot
tage was floating ground, that rose and fell and

oozed into puddles under the pressure of the
foot. The boatmen who guided the visitors
warned them to keep the path, and pointed
through gaps in the reeds and pollards to

grassy places, on which strangers would iave
walked confidently, where the crust of earth
was not strong enough to bear the weight of a
child over the unfathomed depths of slime and
water beneath. The solitary cottage, built of
planks, pitched black, stood on ground that had
been steadied and strengthened by resting it on

piles. A little wooden tower rose at one end
of the roof and served as a look-out post in the

fowling season. From this elevation the eye
ranged far and wide over a wilderness of wind

ing water and lonesome marsh. If the reed-
cutter had lost his boat, he would have been as

completely isolated from all communication with
town or village as if his place of abode had been
a light-vessel instead of a cottage. Neither he
nor his family complained of their solitude, or
looked in any way the rougher or the worse for
it. His wife received tho visitors hospitably, in
a snug little room, with a strong, raftered ceil

ing, and windows which looked like windows in
a cabin on board ship. His wife's father told
stories of the famous days when the smugglers
came up from the sea at night, rowing through
the net-work of rivers with muffled oars till they
gained the lonely Broads, and sunk their spirit-
casks in tho water far from tho coast-guard's
reach. His wild little children played at hide-
and-seek with the visitors; and the visitors

ranged in and out of the cottage, and round and
round the morsel of firm earth on which it stood,
surprised and delighted by the novelty of all they
saw. .The one person who noticed the advance
of the evening—the one person who thought of
the flying time and the stationary Pentecosts in
the boat — was young Pedgift. That experi-i
enced pilot of the Broads looked askance at his

watch, and drew Allan aside at the first oppor
tunity.
"I don't wish to hurry you, Mr. Armadale,"
said Pedgift Junior; "but the time is getting
on, and there's a lady in the case."
" A lady?" repeated Allan.
"Yes, Sir," rejoined young Pedgift. "A
lady from London ; connected (if you'll allow
me to jog your memory) with n pony-chaise and
white harness."
' ' Good Heavens, the governess !" cried Allan ;
"why, we have forgotten all about her!"
"Don't be alarmed, Sir; there's plenty of
time if we only get into the boat again. This

is how it stands, Mr. Armadale. We settled,
if you remember, to have the gipsy tea-making
at the next ' Broad' to this—Hurlo Mere ?"
"Certainly," said Allan. "Hurle Mere is

the place where my friend Midwinter has prom
ised to come and meet us."
" Hurle Mere is where the governess will be.
Sir, if your coachman follows my directions,"
pursued young Pedgift. " We have got nearly
an hour's punting to do along the twists and
turns of the narrow waters (which they call
The Sounds here) between this Broad and
Hurlo Mere ; and according to my calculations
we must get on board again in five minutes, if
we are to bo in time to meet the governess and
to meet your friend."
" We mustn't miss my friend on any ac
count," said Allan; "or the governess either,
of course. I'll tell the major."
Major Milroy was at that moment preparing
to mount the wooden watch-tower of the cottage
to see the view. The ever-useful Pedgift vol
unteered to go up with him, and rattle off all
the necessary local explanations in half the time
which the reed-cutter would occupy in describing
his own neighborhood to a stranger.
Allan remained standing in front of the cot
tage, more quiet and more thoughtful than usual.
His interview with young Pedgift had brought
his absent friend to his memory for the first
time since tho pienic party had started. He
was surprised that Midwinter, so much in his
thoughts on all other occasions, should have
been so long out of his thoughts now. Some
thing troubled him like a sense of self-reproach
as his mind reverted to the faithful friend at.
home, toiling hard over tho steward's books in
his interests and for his sake. "Dear old fel
low," thought Allan, "I shall be so glad to see
him at the Mere ; the day's pleasure won't be
complete till he joins us!"
"Should I be right or wrong, Mr. Armadale,
if I guessed that you were thinking of some
body?" asked a voice softly behind him.
Allan turned and found the major's daugh
ter at his side. Miss Milroy (not unmindful
of a certain tender interview which had taken
place behind a carriage) had noticed her ad
mirer standing thoughtfully by himself, and had
determined on giving him another opportunity
while her father and young Pedgift were at the
top of the watch-tower.
" You know every thing,"said Allan, smiling.
" I was thinking of somebody."
Miss Milroy stole n glance at him—a glance
of gentle encouragement. There should be but
one human creature in Mr. Armadale's mind
after what had passed between them that morn
ing!
"I have been thinking of somebody too,"

she said, half-inviting, half-repelling the com
ing avowal. "If I tell you the first letter of
my Somebody's name, will you tell me the first
letter of yours ?"
"I will tell you any thing you like," rejoined
Allan with the utmost enthusiasm.
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She still shrank coquettishly from the very

subject that she wanted to approach. "Tell
me your letter first," she said, in low tones,

looking away from him.

Allan laughed. " M," he said, " is my first
letter."
She started a little. Strange that he should

he thinking of her by her surname instead of her

Christian name ; but it didn't matter as long as
he wan thinking of her.
"What is your letter?" asked Allan.
She blushed and smiled. "A— if you will
have it !" she answered, in a reluctant little
whisper. She stole another look at him, and

luxuriously protracted her enjoyment of the
coming avowal once more. "How many syl
lables is the name in?" she asked, drawing pat
terns shyly on the ground with the end of her
parasol.
No man with the slightest knowledge of the
sex would have been rash enough, in Allan's
position, to tell her the truth. Allan, who knew
nothing whatever of women's natures, and who
told the truth right and left in all mortal emer
gencies, answered as if he had been under ex
amination in a court of justice.
"It's a name in three syllables," he said.
" Miss Milroy's downcast eyes flashed up at
him like lightning. " Three !" she repeated, in
the blankest astonishment.
Allan was too inveterately straightforward to
take the warning even now. "I'm not strong
at my spelling, I know," he said, with his easy,
light-Hearted laugh. "But I don't think I'm
wrong in calling Midwinter a name in three
syllables. I was thinking of my friend—but
never mind my thoughts. Tell me who A is—
tell me who you were thinking of?"
" Of the first letter of the alphabet, Mr. Ar
madale, and I beg positively to inform you of
nothing more !"
With that annihilating answer the major's
daughter put up her parasol and walked back
by herself to the boat.
Allan stood petrified with amazement. If
Miss Milroy had actually boxed his ears (and
there is no denying that she had privately longed
to devote her hand to that purpose) he would

hardly have felt more bewildered than he felt
now. ' 'What on earth have I done ?" he ask
ed himself, helplessly, as the major and young,
Pedgift joined him, nnd the three walked down

together to the water-side. "I wonder what
she'll say to me next?"
She said absolutely nothing; she never so
much as looked at Allan when he took his place
in the boat. There she sat, with her eyes anfl
her complexion both much brighter than usual,
taking the deepest interest in the eurnte's prog
ress toward recovery ; in the state of Mrs. Pen
tecost's spirits ; in Pedgift Junior (for whom
she ostentatiously made room enough to let him
sit beside her) ; in the scenery and the reed-
cuttor's cottage ; in every body and every thing
but Allan —whom she would have married with
the greatest pleasure five minutes since. " I'll

never forgive him," thought the major's daugh
ter. "To be thinking; of that ill-bred wretch
when I was thinking of Aim ! and to make me all
but confess it before I found him out! Thank
Heaven Mr. Pedgift's in the boat!"
In this frame of mind Miss Neelie applied
herself forthwith to the fascination of Pedgift
and the discomfiture of Allan. " Oh, Mr. Ped
gift, how extremely clever and kind of you to
think of showing us that sweet cottage ! Lone
ly, Mr. Armadale? I don't think it's lonely at
all ; I should like of all things to live there.
What would this pienic have been without you,
Mr. Pedgift; you can't think how I have en
joyed it since we got into the boat. Cool, Mr.
Armadale? What can you possibly mean by
saying it's cool ? It's the warmest evening we've
had this summer. And the musie, Mr. Pedgift ;
how nice it was of you to bring your concertina !
I wonder if I could accompany yon on the pia
no? I should so like to try! Oh yes, Mr.
Armadale, no doubt you meant to do something
musical too, and I dare say you sing very well
when you know the words ; but, to tell yon the
truth, I always did and always shall hate Moore's
Melodies !"
"Thus, with merciless dexterity and manipu
lation, did Miss Milroy work that sharpest fe
male weapon of offense, the tongue ; and thus
she would have used it for some time longer, if
Allan had only shown the necessary jealousy,
or if Pedgift had only afforded the necessary
encouragement. But ndverse fortune had de
creed that she should select for her victims two
men essentially unassailable under existing cir
cumstances. Allan was too innocent of all
knowledge of female subtleties and susceptibil
ities to understand any thing except that the
charming Neelie was uureasonably out of tem

per with him without the slightest cause. The
wary Pedgift, as became one of the quick-witted
youth of the present generation, submitted to
female influence, with his eye fixed immovably
all the time on his own interests. Many a young
man of the past generation, who was no fool,
has sacrificed every thing for love. Not one

young man in ten thousand of the present gen
eration, except the fools, has sacrificed a half
penny. The daughters of Eve still rise to the
height of their mothers' merits, and drop to the
depth of their mothers' faults. But the sons of
Adam, in these latter days, are men who would
have handed the famous apple back with a bow,
and a "Thanks, no; it might get me into a
scrape." When Allan—surprised and disap
pointed —moved away out of Miss Milroy's
reach to the forward part of the boat, Pedgift
Junior rose and followed him. "You're a very
nice girl," thought this shrewd and sensible
young man ; " but a client's a client ; and I am
sorry to inform you, Miss, it won't do." He
set himself at once to rouse Allan's spirits by
diverting his attention to a new subject. There
was to be a regatta that autumn on one of the
Broads, and his client's opinion as a yachtsman
might be valuable to the committee.
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" Something new, I should think, to you,
Sir, in a sailing-match on fresh water?" he
said, in his most ingratiatory manner.
And Allan, instantly interested, answered,
"
Quite new. Do tell me about it !"
As for the rest of the party, at the other end
of the boat, they were in a fair way to confirm
Mrs. Pentecost's doubts whether the hilarity of
the pienic would last the day out. Poor Neelie's
natural feeling of irritation under the disap
pointment which Allan's awkwardness had in
dicted on her was now exasperated into silent
and settled resentment by her own keen sense
of humiliation and defeat.
The major had relapsed into his habitually
dreamy, absent manner ; his mind was turning
monotonously with the wheels of his clock. The
curate still secluded his indigestion from public
view in the innermost recesses of the cabin ; and
the curate's mother, with a second dose ready at
a moment's notice, sat on guard at tho door.
Women of Mrs. Pentecost's age and character
generally enjoy their own bad spirits. "This,"
sighed the old lady, wagging her head with a
smile of sour satisfaction, "is what you call a
day's pleasure, is it? Ah, what fools we all
were to leave our comfortable homes!"
Meanwhile the boat floated smoothly along
the windings of the watery labyrinth which lay
between the two Broads. The view on cither
side was now limited to nothing but intermina
ble rows of reeds. Not a sound was heard, far
or near ; not so much as a glimpse of cultivated
or inhabited land appeared any where. "A
trifle dreary hereabouts, Mr. Armadale," said
the ever-cheerful Pedgift. "But we are just
out of it now. Look ahead, Sir ! Here we are
at II uric Mere."
The reeds opened back on the right hand and
the left, and the boat glided suddenly into the
wide circle of a pool. Round the nearer half of
the circle the eternal reeds still fringed the
margin of the water. Round the further half
the land appeared again—here, rolling back
from the pool in desolate sand-hills; there,
rising above it in a sweep of grassy shore. At
one point the ground was occupied by a planta
tion, and at another by the outhuildings of a
lonely old red-brick house, with a strip of by
road near, that skirted the garden-wall and
ended at the pool. The sun was sinking in the
clear heaven, nnd the water, where the sun's re
flection failed to tinge it

,

was beginning to look
black and cold. The solitude that had been
soothing the silence that had fell like an en
chantment on the other Broad in tbo day's vig
orous prime, was a solitude that saddened here
—a silence that struck cold, in the stillness and
melancholy of tbo day's decline.
The course of the boat was directed across
the Mere to•a creek in the grassy shore. One
or two of tho little flat-bottomed punts peculiar
to the Broads lay in the creek ; and the reed-
cuttcrs to whom the punts belonged, surprised
at the appearance of strangers, came out, staring

silently, from behind an angle of the old garden-

wall. Not another sign of life was visible any
where. No pony-chaise had been seen by tho
reed-cutters ; no stranger, either man or woman,
had approached the shores of Hurle Merc that
day.

Young Pedgift took another look at his watch,
and addressed himself to Miss Milroy. "You
may, or may not, see the govorness when you
get back to Thorpe- Ambrose,

"
he said; "but

as the time stands now you won't see her here.
You know best, Mr. Armadale," he added, turn
ing to Allan, " whether your friend is to be de
pended on to keep his appointment?"
" I am certain he is to be depended on," re
plied Allan, looking about him in unconcealed
disappointment at Midwinter's absence.
" Very good," pursued Pedgift Junior. "If

we light the fire for our gipsy tea-making on the
open ground there, your friend may find us out,
Sir, by the smoke. That's the Indian dodge
for picking up a lost man on the prairie, Miss

Milroy — and it's pretty nearly wild enough

(isn't it ?) to be a prairie here !"
There are some temptations — principally
those of the smaller kind—which it is not in
the defensive capacity of human nature to resist.
The temptation to direct the whole force of her in
fluence, as the one young lady of the party, toward
the instant overthrow of Allan's arrangement
for meeting his friend, was too much for the

major's daughter. She turned on the smiling
Pedgift with a look which ought to have over

whelmed him. But who ever overwhelmed a
solicitor?
" I think it's the most lonely, dreary, hideous
place I ever saw in my life!" said Miss Neclie.
"If you insist on making tea here, Mr. Ped
gift, don't make any for me. No ! I shall stop
in the boat ; and though I am absolutely dying
with thirst, I shall touch nothing till we get
back again to the other Broad !"

The major opened his lips to remonstrate.
To his daughter's infinite delight Mrs. Pente
cost rose from her seat before he could say a

word, and, after surveying the whole landward

prospect, and seeing nothing in the shape of a
vehicle any where, asked indignantly whether

they were going all the way back again to the

place where they had left the carriages in the
middle of the day. On ascertaining that this

was, in fact, the arrangement proposed ; and
that, from the nature of the country, tbo car
riages could not have been ordered round to
Hurle Mere without, in the first instance, send
ing them the whole of the way back to Thorpe-
Ambrose, Mrs. Pentecost (speaking in her son's

interests) instantly declared that no earthly

power should induce her to be out on the water
after dark. "Call mo a boat?" cried the old
lady, in great agitation. "Wherever there's
water there's a night mist, and wherever there's

a night mist my son Samuel catches cold.
Don't talk to me about your moonlight and your
tea-making —you're all mad ! Hi ! you two
men there!" cried Mrs. Pentecost, hailing the
silent reed-cutters on shore. " Sixpence apiece
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for yon, if you'll take me and my son back in
your boat !"
Before young Pedgift could interfere Allan
himself settled the difficulty this time with per
fect patience and good temper.
' ' I can't think, Mrs. Pentecost, of your going
back in any boat but the boat you have come out
in," he said. "There is not the least need (as
you and Miss Milroy don't like the place) for any
body to go on shore here but me. I must go on
shore ; my friend Midwinter never broke his
promise to me yet ; and I can't consent to leave
Hurle Mere as long as there's a chance of his
keeping his appointment. But there's not the
least reason in the world why I should stand in
the way on that account. You have the major
and Mr. Pedgift to take care of you ; and you
can get back to the carriages before dark, if you
go at once. I will wait here, and give my friend
half an hour more—and then I can follow you
in one of the reed-cutter's boats. "
" That's the most sensible thing, Mr. Arma
dale, you've said to-day," remarked Mrs. Pente
cost, seating herself again in a violent hurry.
"Tell them to be quick!" cried the old lady,
shaking her fist at the boatmen. " Tell them
to be quick !"
Allan gave the necessary directions, and

stepped on shore. The wary Pedgift (sticking
fast to his client) tried to follow.
"We can't leave you here alone, Sir," he
said, protesting eagerly in a whisper. "Let
the major take care of the ladies, and let me
keep you company at the Mere."
"No, no!" said Allan, pressing him back.
"They're all in low spirits on board. If you
want to be of service to me, stop like a good
fellow where you are, and do your best to keep
the thing going."
He waved his hand, and the men pushed the
boat off from the shore. The others all waved
their hands in return except the major's daugh
ter, who sat apart from the rest, with her face
hidden under har parasol. The tears stood thick
in Neelie's eyes. Her last angry feeling against
Allan died out, and her heart went back to him
penitently the moment he left the boat. " How
good he is to us all !" she thought, " and what
a wretch I am !" She got up with every gen
erous impulse in her nature urging her to make
atonement to him. She got up, reckless of ap
pearances, and looked after him with eager eyes
and flushed cheeks, as he stood alone on the
shore. " Don't be long, Mr. Armadale !" she
said, with a desperate disregard of what the rest
of the company thought of her.
The boat was already far out in the water,
and with all Neelie's resolution the words were
spoken in a faint little voice which failed to
reach Allan's ears. The one sound he heard,
as the boat gained the opposite extremity of the
Mere, and disappeared slowly among the reeds,
was the sound of the concertina. The indefati
gable Pedgift was keeping things going — evi
dently under the auspices of Mrs. Pentecost—

by performing a sacred melody.

Left by himself Allan lit a cigar and took a
turn backward and forward on the shore. " She
might have said a word to me at parting!" he
thought. " I've done every thing for the best ;
I've as good as told her how fond of her I am,
and this is the way she treats me !" He stopped,
and stood looking absently at the sinking sun
and the fast-darkening waters of the Mere. Some
inscrutable influence in the scene forced its way
steadily into his mind, and diverted his thoughts
from Miss Milroy to his absent friend. He start
ed, and looked about him.
The reed-cutters had gone back to their re
treat behind the angle of the wall, not a living
creature was visible, not a sound rose any where
along the dreary shore. Even Allan's spirits
began to get depressed. It was nearly an hour
after the time when Midwinter had promised to
be at Hurle Mere. He had himself arranged to
walk to the pool (with a stable-boy from Thorpe-
Ambrose as his guide), by lanes and foot-paths
which shortened the distance by the road. The

boy knew the country well, and Midwinter was ha
bitually punctual at all his appointments. Had
any thing gone wrong at Thorpe-Ambrose? Had
some accident happened on the way ? Determ
ined to remain no longer doubting and idling

by himself, Allan made up his mind to walk
inland from the Mere, on the chance of meeting
his friend. He went round at once to the angle
in the wall, and asked one of the reed-cutters to
show him the foot-path to Thorpe- Ambrose.
The man led him away from the road, and
pointed to a barely-perceptible break in the out
er trees of the plantation. After pausing for
one more useless look round him, Allan turn
ed his back on the Mere and made for the
trees.

For a few paces the path ran straight through
the plantation. Thence it took a sudden turn
through the thickening trees —and the water and
the open country became both lost to view. Al
lan steadily followed the grassy track before him,

seeing nothing and hearing nothing, until he

came to another winding of the path. Turn
ing in the new direction, he saw dimly a human

figure sitting alone at the foot of one of the
trees. Two steps nearer were enough to make
the figure familiar to him. "Midwinter!" he
exclaimed, in astonishment. "This is not the
place where I was to meet you ! What are you
waiting for here?"
Midwinter rose without answering. The even
ing dimness among the trees, which obscurod his

face, made his silenco doubly perplexing.
Allan went on eagerly questioning him. "Did
you come here by yourself?" he asked. " I
thought the boy was to guide you ?"
This time Midwinter answered, but in a
strangely reluctant, irritating way.

" When
we got as far as these trees," he srfid, "I sent
the boy back. He told me I was close to the
place, and couldn't miss it."
"What made you stop hero when he left
you ?" reiterated Allan. " Why didn't you
walk on?"
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" Don't despise me, Allan," answered the oth
er, "I hadn't the courage !"
"Not the courage!" repeated Allan. He
paused a moment. "Oh, I know!" he re
sumed, putting his hand gayly on Midwinter's

shoulder. "You're still shy of the Milroys.
What nonsense, when I told you myself that
your peace was made at the cottage!"
" I wnsn*t thinking, Allan, of your friends at
the cottage. The truth is, I'm hardly myself
to-day. I am ill and unnerved ; trifles startle
me." He stopped, and shrunk away, under the
anxious scrutiny of Allan's eyes. " If you will
have it," he burst out abruptly, " the horror of
that night on board the Wreck has got me again ;
there's a dreadful oppression on my head ; there's
a dreadful sinking at my heart—I'm afraid of
something happening to us, if we don't part be
fore the day is out. I can't break my promise
to yon ; for God's sake release me from it

,

and
let me go back ?"
Remonstrance, to any one who knew Mid
winter, was plainly useless at that moment.
Allan humored him. " Come out of this dark,
airless place," he said; "and we'll talk about
it. The water and the open sky are within a
stone's-throw of us. I hate a wood in the even
ing— it even gives me the horrors. You have
been working too hard over the steward's books.
Come and breathe freely in the blessed open
air."
Midwinter stopped, considered for a moment,
and suddenly submitted.
"You're right," he said, "and I'm wrong,

as usual. I'm wasting time and distressing
you to no purpose. What folly to ask you to
lot me go back ! Suppose you had said yes ?"
"Well?" asked Allan.
"Well," repeated Midwinter, "something
would have happened at the first step to stop
me—that's all. Come on."
They walked together in silence on the way
to the Mere.
At the last turn in the path Allan's cigar
went out. While he stopped to light it again
Midwinter walked on before him, and was the
first to come in sight of the open ground.
Allan had just kindled the match, when, to
his surprise, his friend came back to him round
the turn in the path. There was light enough
to show objects more clearly in this part of the

plantation. The match, as Midwinter faced
him, dropped on that instant from Allan's hand.
" Good God !" he cried, starting back, "you
look as yon looked on board the Wreck !" '

Midwinter held up his hand for silence. He
spoke with his wild eyes riveted on Allan's face,
with his white lips close at Allan's ear.
" You remember how I looked," he answered,
in a whisper. "Do you remember what I sqid
when you and the doctor were talking of the
Dream ?"
"I have forgotten the Dream," said Allan.
As he made that answer Midwinter took his
hand and led him round the last turn in the
path.

"Do you remember it now?" he asked, and
pointed to the Mere.
The sun was sinking in the cloudless west
ward heaven. The waters of the Mere lay be
neath, tinged red by the dying light. The open
country stretched away, darkening drearily al
ready on the right hand and the left. And on
the near margin of the pool, where all had been
solitude before, there now stood, fronting the
sunset, the figure of a Woman.
The two Armadales stood together in silence,
and looked at the lonely figure and the drearr
view.
Midwinter was the first to speak.
"Your own eyes have seen it," he said.
" Now look at your own words."
He opened the narrative of the Dream and
held it under Allan's eyes. His finger pointed
to the lines which recorded the first Vision ; his
voice, sinking lower and lower, repeated the
words :

"The sense came to me of being left alone
in the darkness.
" I waited.
"The darkness opened and showed me the
vision—as in a picture—of a broad, lonely pool,
surrounded by open ground. Above the far
ther margin of the pool I saw the cloudless
western sky, red with the light of sunset.
" On the near margin of the pool there stood
the Shadow of a Woman."
He ceased, and let the hand which held the
manuscript drop to his side. The other hand
pointed to the lonely figure, standing with its
back turned on them, fronting the setting sun.
" There," he said, " stands the livingWoman,
in the Shadow's place ! There speaks the first
of the dream-warnings to you and to mo ! Let
the future time find us still together—and the
second figure that stands in the Shadow's place
will be Mine."
Even Allan was silenced by the terrible cer
tainty of conviction with which he spoke.
In the pause that followed the figure at the
pool moved, and walked slowly away round the
margin of the shore. Allan stepped out beyond
the last of the trees, and gained a wider view
of the open ground. The first object that met
his eyes was the pony-chaise from Thorpe- Am
brose.

He turned back to Midwinter with a laugh
of relief. "What nonsense have you been talk
ing?" he said. "And what nonsense have I

been listening to? It is the governess at last."
Midwinter made no reply. Allan took him
by the arm and tried to lead him on. He re
leased himself suddenly, and seized Allan with
both hands—holding him back from the figure
at the pool as ho had held him back from the
cabin-door on the deck of the timber ship. Once
again the effort was in vain. Once again Allan
broke away as easily as he had broken away in
the past time.
"One of us must speak to her," he said.
"And if you won't, I will."
He had only advanced a few steps toward the
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Mere when he heard, or thought he heard, a
voice faintly calling after him, once and once

only, the word Farewell. He stopped, with a
feeling of uneasy surprise, and looked round.
"Was that you, Midwinter?" he asked.
There was no answer. After hesitating a
moment more Allan returned to the plantation.
Midwinter was gone.
He looked hack at the pool, doubtful in the
new emergency what to do next. The lonely
figure had altered its course in the interval : it
had turned and was advancing toward the trees.
Allan had been evidently either heard or seen.
It was impossible to leave a woman unbefriend-
ed in that helpless position and in that solitary
place. For the second time Allan went out
from the trees to meet her.

'

As he came within sight of her face he
stopped in ungovernable astonishment. The
sudden revelation of her beauty, as she smiled
and looked at him inquiringly, suspended the
movement in his limbs and the words on his

lips. A vague doubt beset him whether it was
the governess after all.
He roused himself ; and, advancing a few
paces, mentioned his name. "May I ask," he
added, " if I have the pleasure—"
The lady met him easily and gracefully half
way.
" Major Milroy's governess," she said. " Miss
Gwilt."

GULL'S BLUFF.

CAPTAIN
SWITZEL found the hero of this

story on a wreck which he met floating over

the Atlantie, in company with a howling dog,
and a few fowls, still alive and imprisoned in a
basket-like coop, which had become immovably
jammed in the gangway as it was on the point
uf rolling overboard.
"It is a Danish brig," said Captain Switzel
when he boarded the hulk. Where do you
hail from, youngster?"
For answer our hero, a boy, seized the dog
by the neck and turned a somersault with him
into the Captain's boat.
" He can't talk any thing but lingo," said one
of the oarsmen, making room for him, " and he's
most a-perished ; his lips are cracked open and
black as whale skin."
Captain Switzel hastily investigated the hold,
which contained grain, and then ordered his men
to pull back to his vessel.
" I have only caught a Tartar for my pains,"

he remarked, giving the boy a sideway look.
" A human being, Cap'n, is a human being,"
said the oarsman who had just spoken.
"He's a foreigner," was the reply. "For
eigners that I've come across in all the ports I
ever sailed into have proved rascals."
" Blast such rheterick as this 'ere ! " muttered
a red-shirted young fellow near the boy. " The
Cap'n is an old bacheldor, and has no more feel-
in' than an ostrich's egg, and don't know human
natur either.

"

The boy looked about him, aware that he was
an object of interest to the rough men who had
risen from the rough sea for his salvation, but
said nothing till the boat ground against the
hull of Captain Switzel's Indiaman. Somebody
gave him a rude hoist, which landed him on
the deck ; then he looked down into the boat
and called, in a faint, hoarse voice, "Dag!"
The dog was tossed up ; but before the boat
was hoisted the boy had fallen in a heap, face,
hands, and feet together, as if the motives which
j had hitherto kept them separate and individual
members had vanished. Captain Switzel picked
him up as if he had been a bunch of oakum, and
carried him below. In a few days he reappear
ed on deck, a handsome, yellow-haired Scandi
navian, dressed in a suit from the slop chest,
with a man's dirk in his leather belt. Having
made the impression upon the crew that his
name was " Lorson," he wisely gave up the at
tempt of talking in his own language, except to
his dog, and applied himself to the study of
Captain Switzel's English, which was not as

pure as it would have been if it had not been
mixed with an idiom derived from a Dutch
grandfather; for, in spite of the Captain's con
tempt for foreigners, this remote relative was
born in Amsterdam, though he bad recently
been buried as an American veteran of the War
of 1812.
Captain Switzel was outward-bound when he
rescued Lorson from the jaws of the sea ; upon
this fact, perhaps, depended the consequences
of the lives of both. The Captain staying too
long on the shores of Sumatra, weighing pepper
and cheating the natives, caught the coast fever,
and sailed away with it seething in his blood,
together with a splendid cargo. A terrible calm
befell the ship before his fever reached its height.
As the crew said, the water rotted— the horror
of creation was visible in its viscid depths. All
that the crew saw— the breeding, formless, float
ing monsters— the Captain felt in his brain, and
at last his reason fled. The mate had dosed him
from the crude medicine chest and bled him in
vain ; nothing remained to be done, the mate

concluded, but to lash the patient in his berth
and leave him. Lorson cut the lashings and

pledged his word to the mate that the sick man
should do no mischief nbove or below. By a
serene, active care, a patient, acute watchful

ness, the Captain was brought- back to the con
fines of reason and convalescence.
The day he rcassumed the command the Cap
tain christened the boy to whom he owed bis

life, as his adopted son, by breaking a bottle of

wine over his head, and declaring that his name

was Lorson Switzel. The young sailor men
tioned before, who was of a romantic turn, af
firmed that this time the " Cap'n's rheterick"
was all right, and congratulated Lorson upon
having a father fall to him with plenty of rocks.
When the ship arrived in Selhaven, its des

tination and the Captain's home, he made ar

rangements immediately with the preceptor of
the Selhaven Academy, by which Lorson en
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tered into his family as a boarder, and mto the

Academy as u pupil. With injunctions on the
part of the Captain, and tears on the part of
Lorson, they separated, one to go to Calcutta,

and the other to go through the gates of knowl

edge which stood uninvitingly open.
In eighteen months the Captain returned to
fmd his adopted son as tall as himself, more

bashful, and not very learned. For the first
time in the long period of the Captain's sen-
faring life— for he was now thirty-five —he felt
tempted to remain on shore. He yielded to
that temptation and another; for during the

year he remained at home he fell in love with
and married a girl sixteen years old, whose oc

cupation was that of a dress-maker, and whose

position that of an orphan. She was making a

dress for the preceptor's wife when he first saw

her, as he happened to .call at the house for the

purpose of chatting with Lorson. Heobserved her

closely from behind his cigar, and asked Lorson
where she came from and who were her relatives.
"Oh, Mary Hoyle !" Lorson replied, careless
ly; " she came from nowhere, as I did. She was
in the school last summer, paid her board and
tnition by sewing all night for old Mrs. Brock
and several others ; but she is a bad scholar for
all that."
"Booh!" replied the Captain, "what differ
ence does that make ? She is handsome. I
am glad she has no friends."
" Lorson smiled, smoothed his peachy cheek,
without comprehending his friend's intention,
till he felt a nip on the said cheek, and heard
the sharp whisper,
" Shall you be jealous ?"
" She is just my age,'' Lorson answered.
The Captain reddened, and said, hastily,
" You will not be obliged to call her mother."
They both laughed then, and as soon as Lor
son found an opportunity he told Mary that she
had made a conquest of the Captain, who was
not an old man, after all ! Mary blushed at the
news, looked proudly at Lorson, and resumed
her sewing. She allowed the Captain, how
ever, at his first approach, to perceive that her
inclination was favorable toward him. They
were married without any courtship, and the

honey-moon was a brief one, for the bridegroom
was under sailing orders at the time of his pro
posal. Lorson accompanied him on the voyage,
for it was time for him to commence the pro
fession intended for him by his patron. The
voyage was not a happy one to Captain Switzel ;
the sea had lost its charm. Ho vowed to Lor-
son that, once on dry land, he would never lose
sight of it again ; he would select some business
within reach of a post-office at least, and Lor
son, who was in no danger of being "spliced"
for years to come, should take his place in the
ship as soon as the owners would consent. At
home he found Mary as much disgusted with
her life in Selhaven as he was with his at sea.
Whether she had pined for him, or whether she
missed the enjoyment of her labors and her
struggles with her small gains as dress-maker, or

was disappointed at not being admitted as an
equal into the maritime aristocracy of the old
town which had a feudal tenure on the sea, from
having devoted a long ancestry to all sorts of
crusades upon its domain between pole and pole,
she did not confess to her husband ; but she en
tered into his scheme of changing their manner
of living with alacrity. He cast about for a new
employment, and a new spot to reside in, and
found them at hand. The geography of the
country and its resources were rendered by for
tune favorable to his aspirations. To the west,
outside of Selhaven Bay, stretched a range of
islands. He bought the outermost one of the
range, a mile or so in extent, upon which salt
works had been established for years. Where
the island was the widest, and the ground fiat,
a house stood, which was occupied by the owner
of the salt-works, who was glad to exchange his

property for the Captain's in Selhaven. To
watch the vats, export the salt therefrom in
the schooner which he added to his purchase
for this purpose, and live in peace and quiet
ness with Mary, was Captain Switzel's intention
and desire. The sea winds, though they might
not rock his habitation, would still give him
their familiar roar, and the endless procession
of waves would pass before his vision, in their
endeavor to compass the horizon, as uninter

ruptedly as when he rode with them in his ship.
Vague pictures of freedom, chickens, plain dress

es, odd hours for eating and sleeping, and a
sense of constant protection, flitted in and out
of Mary's mind; and so both were in a state of
satisfaction. On the day of Lorson's departure
in the Orizambo, as second male, they took pos
session of the island. From the bluff which
faced the ocean they watched his sails vanishing
with sunset below the horizon. "The deep
moaned round with many voices" as it darkened
in the rising breeze. The captain sighed with
the feeling which some inexorable association
gave him, when ho turned toward Alary, and
took her hand to walk homeward. With a
touch of homesickness she sought the room at
the back of the house nearest the Selhaven
shore, and looked from the window toward it.
Its line of deep woods, which hid the town, rose
firmly in the pale eastern sky—self-supporting,
yet companionable ; a strip of sea, more than a
mile in width, rippled softly between them and
the white beach but a few rods from where she
stood. A bed of sedge spread above it as far
as the rail-fence which divided soil and sand.
Her eyes traveled slowly from the woods across
the water, the beach, sand, and sedge, and rest
ed within the fence. The grass was lush and
verdant, she saw ; whether she could not have a
garden, was the thought which impelled her out
of doors again, and which made her forget Lor
son. She discovered a primrose-bush full of
buds on one side of the door, and on the other
a squat, sturdy, lilac-bush, with mound-like
fortifications of mould about its roots. With
these discoveries she interrupted the tranquil
smoke of the Captain's cigar, and their discourse
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the first evening concerned a garden and the
improvement of the salt farm. Mary obliter
ated the old name of the island, "Gull's Bluff,"
and renamed it "Crusoe," inasmuch ns there
was no resemblance to that ingenious navigator's
retreat—not even in the point of solitude, for
the Captain had with him a hired man and a boy;
and she had taken into her service Katy Brown,
a sailor's widow, who had been long befriended

by the Switzels. Lorson, tossing round hnlf the
world, pushing in and out its great commercial
ports, with " the hopes that make us men," felt
upon his return, during the second summer
of their abode at Crusoe, as if he had gone into
a pre-natal state — the dim, early dawn of a life
which could hut usher a dim, late twilight, and
so vanish without leaving a vestige. He saw,
however, that they possessed the sedate content
which fills the mind of those who have volun
tarily gone adrift from society, yet who people
a solitary life with the habits of civilization.
Captain Switzel enjoyed his trips to Sclhaven,
where he realized the profits of his salt harvest.
Walking the deck of the schooner, and com
manding his crew of a man and a boy, he tasted
a safe reminiscence of his former cruisings in
distant seas ; and his bargains on the main
land still connected him with a business frater
nity. Mary also varied the monotony of her
existence by going to Selhaven occasionally to
attend church, to shop, or to visit her early
friend, the preceptor's wife. The merit of every
visit, in her estimation, was that something was
ndded to her stock of home-contentment — a new
degree of comparison, if nothing less ; a new
pattern, if nothing more—which served to em
ploy her thoughts and time. The industriously-
inclined may bo always busy, and the Captain
was as busy in his domain as a cabinet minister
ever was in his, neither requiring men but idens.
Mary, on her part, was ns much engaged ; so
entirely, indeed, that she found no time for any

dolee-far-niente association with her husband.
The fact, however, was never dwelt upon by
either ; it is for the biographer only to go beyond
the limits of the commouplace, if he ventures at
all to trench upon the lives of the lower million.
Nor did Lorson indulge in any abstract reflec
tions concerning them ; he sailed again with an
impression so fixed of their absolute fitness for
the situation, and the adaptability of the mate- j
rial about them, that only some great shock
could have shaken his faith in it. The winter :
following his absenco was a severe one, but Cap- j
tain Switzel with more than usual energy con
fronted it. He ran his vessel into Selhaven, trip
after trip, without an ostensible reason, for he
carried no salt, and lingered about the streets
of the town as he never had done when an in
habitant thereof. One day he slipped into a
doctor's office, and asked him to explain some
curious feelings that had been creeping over
him for several months. The doctor examined
him, and replied with his finger on the Captain's
wrist. The reply contained the information
that he probably would not live many months.

" My poor girl is scarcely twenty," was all
the remark he made, attempting to count his
pulse himself.
What the cabin of his vessel witnessed that
evening— for he put out of the bay as soon as he
got the doctor's opinion, and to the astonish
ment of his helmsman bore away from Crusoe,
not arriving there till morning —God only knew.
We hear of the " strong man's agony," some of
us have felt it

,

but who can describe it? He
appeared in the familiar room at Crusoe, where
breakfast was preparing, with the simple re
mark that the smell of the coffee that morning
was more delicious than ever. He looked round
the walls with the vision of his soul thongh, as
the martyr going to the scaffold clings with his
bodily vision to the angles of the streets he
turns, and the shadows of the buildings he
passes from forever.
It was not long from this time before the
faithful Katy Brown perceived that he did not
eat his allowance, and mentioned the fact to
him before Mary. He looked at her anxiously
as she met his eye, and tried to hold her gaze
to his, but failed ; her glance wandered over
him, and absorbed the atmosphere he was in.
The first unearthly shadow passed over her and
broke her slumbering consciousness. He knew

it
,

and prayed as he had never prayed for him
self. Then an impatient irritation took pos
session of him ; he cursed his luck, and wished
that Lorson had let him alone when he had the
fever. None of his emotions came to the sur
face. He said, with a short laugh, passing his
hand over his rough whiskers,
"I am not very well. In fact, I am not well
at all ; that's the long and short of it."
This confession, slight as it was, shattered
some prop which hnd sustained him ; he failed

visibly therefrom, and Mary was obliged to watch
the shadow which daily grew into form and sub
stance. It was strange, but it was true, that
the shadow, instead of drawing them together,
seemed to keep them apart. It was owing to
the Captain's bravery, who denied himself the
consolation of exacting the sweet suffering sym
pathy which was his right, and which she might
have extended to him of her own will, if she
had ever been taught to look into the deeps of
being. She remained calm, respectful, habitu

ally dutiful. Once, tormented with pain, or a

mysterious jealousy, he asked her if she had
been happy with him. With a slight hesitation,
as if she were taking thought whether she had
been, she answered, "Yes."
"What has made you happy, Mary ?"
"Every thing," she replied, promptly, and
with an air of having spoken satisfactorily.
"Just so—just it," he said, bitterly.
This was the first and last expression of
weakness. The subject of the future was ap
proached courageously and calmly ; he con

sulted Mary's wishes about removing from the

island, but owned that he hoped she would re

main. No other spot, she replied, would be
home to her ; any shelter that she might seek
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could never give her the protection, the sense
of which she must always feel, within the ring
of the isolating sea, and under the roof they had

so purely made sacred to themselves. Might
he venture, then, to ask of her a last favor—that
she would bury him on the bluff.

Her consent given, nothing more pertaining to
any sentiment, or any thing relating to that
which was to come, ever came to be discussed.
He balanced his accounts, and taught her to
understand them. Once or twice they went to
Selhaven together, and several times the doctor
visited them at the island. Captain Switzel
asked for medicine, the last visit he made, to

keep him alive till Lorson came, so that he
might take the boy by the hand once more ; he
believed the dear fellow would feel hurt not to
find him above ground. The doctor politely
hoped that his prescriptions would prove suffi

ciently efficacious. The Captain gave one of
his short laughs, and said that it would make
little difference whether they met or not ; Lor
son could understand what was meant, when
he found himself owner of that part of the ship
formerly his own— the meaning would be, that
he should go on in the career chosen for him.
The Captain's secret instructions, if instructions
they were, were placed in Lorson's little Chinese

writing-desk in his bedroom. Captain Switzel
had also a private interview with Katy Brown,
and required a promise from her, which cost
him something, that she would not leave his
wife, even to make a visit in Selhaven, for at
least three years.
As the season advanced he and Mary often
walked up to the bluff to scan the passing sail
and discuss the probabilities of Lorson's return.
It was not to be. Before the winds of antumn
swept the plain and waste of the sea the kind-
hearted Captain slept in the loam of the bluff,
to crumble with it till the roar and sweep of the
great Archangel's pinions should rise above the
roar and sweep of the sea now encompassing
him and fun the Universe away.

Mary wept the tears good women weep when
their best friends die — tears which neither
wrinkle the brow nor the heart, but which con

secrate the memory. She deferred placing a

head-stone on the bluff till Lorson should return ;
she would only have his vision arrested by the

familiar sight of the white gulls flying round the

spot. But his coming was long delayed. He
sailed from one foreign port to another, and a

year passed before they stood face to face, with

mournful, mute inquiries in their eyes.
In the first days there was no diffidence or re
serve between them ; life moved on with a tacit
reference to the habits and tendencies of the
Captain, which appeared to have accomplished

Mary's future. The topies which covered the
ground of ordinary affairs were discussed as
usual, with old Katy Brown as an auxiliary.
But Katy grew mysteriously demonstrative all
at once, and it was by her intervention that he
was made to feel the fact that Mary was a wid
ow and he a young unmarried man. From that

hour he lost his peace of mind. On making the

discovery he went to Selhaven where his ship
was laid up for repairs and spent a week. He
daily scanned the craft from keel to cross-trees,
as if taking counsel with it

,

but returned to
Crusoe no wiser than when he left. As he ap
proached the house an impulse prompted him
to knock at the unused front-door and wait for

Mary to open it. Taking no pains to account
for his impulse he knocked.
"The Lord save us!" cried Katy Brown,
" who's at that door which has not been opened
since the Captain was carried out feet foremost ?

It's a pirate after Kidd's treasure ; it's here some
where. Bill and Joe are down to the vats; it

can't be their fooling?"
" I think the men have come from Selhaven
with the head-stone," said Mary, going to the
door.
" Why, Lorson," she said, sharply, when she

saw his tall figure filling the doorway, "you
know this door is never locked—not at night
even."
"Time it was locked then," he answered,
turning the key in the rusty ward and passing
in. Mary quietly unlocked it again and fol
lowed him.
" Katy mentioned pirates," she said, "when
she heard you knock ; did you mean to suggest
them ?"
"I guess Lorson is afraid, or he wouldn't
have locked the door," Katy remarked.
" It would not be a difficult thing, Katy," he
said. " to carry you off to the Isle of Palms."
He uppeared to be musing over the subject
till he was called to supper. Early in the even
ing Katy ostentatiously excused herself from the
sitting-room, she was obliged to prepare for an

early baking in the oven, and Lorson and Mary
were left alone. Mary was netting little bags
for the tassels of some new window shades, and
Lorson was engaged in holding a newspaper be
fore his face which he did not read. He was
absorbed in thought concerning Mary. It was
certain, now that she had become a widow, that
she stood alone in the world. She had no friend
even to whom she could go for companionship;
she had never formed a circle of acquaintances,
whose common sympathies might have been en
listed in her behalf. He recollected her prefer
ence for her solitary home ; but how long would

it hold ? Would it be right for him to accept
her present wishes, and allow her to remain
without protection on the forlorn island ? What
could have induced Captain Switzel to leave

things in this state when he had had ample
time to settle his affairs, and remove Mary to

a proper place before he rendered his last ac
count ? He wished that he could ask the Cap
tain's advice. Had it been possible that mo
ment for him to step over the boundary of the
unseen world to confer with a disembodied soul
he would have done so for her sake. Was it

in the line of his duty to throw up his profes
sion, which suited him exactly, and settle upon
the island, and round off his life, as the Captain
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had, with running cargoes of salt into Selhaven ?

He was roused from his meditations by the rat
tling down of a window shade upon Mary's
head , she had attempted to fix one of the nets
to the tassel, and the cord had slipped from the
roller. He sprang into a chair to adjust it for
her, and she held up a lamp close to her up
turned face. He noticed while rolling up the
curtain, for the first time in his life, the liquid

brilliancy of her large dark eyes ; they were not
ardent, quick, moving, like his, but serene, se
rious, sincere. His investigations went on aft
er he had resumed his chair and paper. The
idea of age which he had always connected with
her, from her relation to the Captain, faded sud

denly away. Venus rose not more beautiful
from the sea than Mary as she emerged a young,
beautiful woman before his vision. He dropped
the paper, for his hands had become weak and
cold, and looked about him as if he expected to
see a glorious transformation every where. The
sober sameness and the old silence brought him
to his senses. Presently he remarked that the
wind must have veered to the north by the shak
ing of the porch door and windows.
"Yes," she replied, "the sound reminds me
that fall is at hand."
" To-day is the 24th of August."
"To-morrow I shall be twenty-two. How
are the repairs on the ship advancing?"
" I think I was twenty-two last week. I re
collect my last birthday in Denmark. A cake,
with fourteen or fifteen candles, was placed on
the supper table ; but my memory received a
shock when I was shipwrecked. The workmen
were scraping the hull yesterday."
Mary felt slightly embarrassed.- She had
never heard him refer to his early life ; the
Captain, years ago, had asked her not to speak
of Lorson's shipwreck — the terrible effects of
it had so long been apparent. She hastily
said :
"Did you see the steamboat that is being
built to run between Banyan Point and Sel
haven ? She will touch at our wharf whenever
we signal her to stop. I can go up to Selhaven
every other day, if I choose ; and I was thinking
that, as she will carry freight, it would be bet
ter not to depend on the schooner any longer,
but send up the salt by the boat."
"Confound the salt!" Lorson cried, angrily
— "the island will be overrun with curiosity-
hunters and bathers, and I anticipate you will
go to Selhaven every trip."
He forgot that he had been mentally deplor
ing the extreme isolation of Crusoe.
"I do not care much about keeping the salt
works," she replied, placidly; "the Captain
hoped that things would go on the same, be
cause he believed that active employment would
keep me from discontent."
" You can't go on till the day of Judgment
making salt; besides, the duty is greatly re
duced on foreign importations. You will make
little money hereafter."

"Indeed," said Mary, surprised at his un

wonted energy; "the business of this world is
as shifting as sand."
" Plans fail, even on desert islands."
A silence ensued, which was broken by Mary's
winding the clock—a signal to him for retiring.
Hour by hour that night his reflections nar
rowed to the simple belief that ho must stand
before Mary in the light of a lover. The prob
abilities and possibilities of such a relation to
ward her terrified him. Having assumed that
responsibility, and making the attempt to thrust
the responsibility upon her of accepting his love,
of returning it—what a back-ground rose up—
the recollection of Captain Switzel ! He shud
dered at the wish he had indulged in of consult
ing him ; he longed to forget him, ungrateful
as it might be. He was not permitted to forget
his benefactor, for the next morning Mary asked
him to attend to the shipping of the Captain's
head-stone in Selhaven, which should have ar
rived -weeks ago.
"Is there any thing else to attend to?" he
asked, with calm desperation.
" Mercy on us !" exclaimed Katy Brown ; " I
am tired looking for that head-stone. It should
have been set and done with six months ago.
Here the good man has been dead most two
years."
"Katy!" said Mary, reproachfully.
"I mean it seems so. Well, it is fifteen
months."

Mary remorselessly felt, after she had spoken,
that the event did seem far back in the past.
"I dreaded, Lorson," she said, " to have it

meet your eye as you rounded the headland. I
felt as if you might put your ship about if you
saw it on the bluff."
"Did you, Mary?" he asked, in a deep, re
pentant voice.

Mary looked at him, sadly and sweetly.
" Did you think of vie then, Mary ?" he add
ed, in perfect abstraction, thinking and feeling
nothing but the power which was growing abso
lute within him.
She blushed painfully, and Katy Brown said,
audibly,
"Sho!"
He started at the sound ; said that he should
not return for some days— the ship required his
attention—and hurried away.
" Sho I" repeated Katy Brown, after he had
gone.
Mary looked at her with indignation ; but the
cunning old woman said nothing, and Mary took,

up her netting with a strange feeling of dullness.

Within a day or two a boat arrived, bearing
the head-stone and the men to set it. For sev
eral days following Mary visited the grave after

tea, and remained there till the stars came out
and then walked pensively home. On Saturday
night, a week after Lorson had left, sho staid

in. The wind was against any sail standing
from Selhaven ; but Katy Brown said that
Lorson would be in by midnight, and she

should prepare supper for him before she went

to bed. Mary must set the kettle over the
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kitchen-fire, if she got tired waiting for him,
and he could make tea for himself. Mary
promised to do all that was necessary. Be

tween eleven and twelve she stirred the kitch

en-fire, put the tea-kettle over it
,

the pot beside

it
,

and then closed the door between the kitch

en and sitting-room. Covering over the fire

in the latter she put out the lamp, and softly
rolling up the window-shade sat down before

it. A tide of moonlight poured in, and she
moved back, so that she might not be seen.

All the gray ground was silvered by the moon's
rays; the bluff rose up a dim wall against the
sea and faded before her vision could reach the

grave there : the sea rolled to the right and the
left its luminous billows toward her, and the

sky over her wns traversed by tremendous

whirling clouds which floated swiftly over the
island. It was easy to discern Lorson and his
man as they struck the belt of light which en
circled the house ; they entered the beaten

path which passed the front-door and ended at
a side-door, the usual entrance. She saw Lor-
son scanning the house, and felt that his eyes
rested on the window where she was; she
heard him address a few words to his man,
who moved down the path, and then perceived
that bo himself intended to come into the room
where she was.
"Yon are still up," he snid, quickly, pulling
off his over-coat and throwing down hi? hat." It was so pleasant," she answered, hastily
rising ; "I will make tea for you."
" Sit still. I told John to dispatch his sup
per. I'll wait a little."
Ho moved a chair to the window and sat
down with the light streaming over him. Mary
remained standing.
"The moon never shone as it shines to
night," he said. " How free and splendid
God's world looks now ! See, Mary, the moon

is just above ns."
She turned her face upward. Lorson saw it

in all its sweet, quiet beauty.
"Oh, Mary, you are like the moonlight,
pure, lovely ; you draw me toward yon as the
moon draws the full, wild sea. Shine on me,
light mo along my voyages, and my voyage
through life."
"Oh, Lorson!"
" Mary, you have been always as cold as the
moonlight. Answer me. Have yon not?"
He spoke with so much vehemence, so pas
sionately, and his grasp upon her hand was so
firm that her heart began to throb deeply.
" Answer me, Mary."
The glance rested on his eager face ; the fair
curls she had seen so many years, and not seen,
the lips eloquent with a new language, she felt
his quick breath, his clasping fingers, and a
sudden, profound, and invincible conviction took

possession of her that she loved.
"Do not ask me, Lorson," she cried. "I
am not cold now. But what is all this ?"
"I have only just learned. But I can teach
you ; let me kiss you for my*own."

She put her arms about his neck like a happy,
loving child, and laughed joyously.
They conversed till long after the water had
ceased to boil in the tea-kettle. Katy Brown's
superior sagacity discovered the situation early
the next morning. Nobody had taken the tea
kettle from the fire ; it had simmered and sim
mered, and it was a wonder, she commented to
herself, that the bottom had not melted off.
But young folks would be young folks ; and she
was glad of it. She reckoned that Mary was
being young for the first time, and the Lord
must forgive her for thinking so.
Lorson and Mary were married. But a

shadow lay between them ; a pale cloud floated
in their zenith. One day when Mary was en
gaged in packing away furniture — for the house
was to be shut up on account of her going to sea
with Lorson —she came across the little Chinese
writing-desk and opened it. She found inside

a sealed letter in the Captain's handwriting ad
dressed to Lorson. She carried the letter to
him and they read it together. It was short,
and its contents were these :

"Lorson, you and I owe too much to Chance not to
trust her oncemore. I have thought matters all over, you
may be mm. Am I not right ? And 1 thought it would
be well to drop you a line—human nature is a marvelous
instrument, don't you find it Bo?—and express clearly
what I think. It will be best for you to become Mary's
husband in time ; I have no wish that my poor girl should
go Into any suttee business. If she thought it, this may
change her mind ; if you thought so, this may suggest that
you should follow out my idea. With all, and through
ail, I give you a mutual blessing."

Lorson and Mary exchanged a long look of
thankfulness. The cloud of doubt and remorse
disappeared, and the good Captain was re
warded.

A VALEDICTORIAN'S FATE.

I AM a Valedictorian, and the curse of theValedictorian is on me. See if it be not.

I entered college aged fonrteen, arrayed in a
close-buttoned roundabout, with a goodly amount
of Latin syntax, Greek roots, and algebraic form
ulae in my head, and a deal of ambition in my
heart. Always fond of books, I lost none of
my fondness in college. After the first term I

was praised by my " Society" friends, envied by
others, as the " head of my class."
Though big, bewhiskered chaps laughed at
my home-cut-and-made jacket, and called me
"Liliput," I conld scan Greek chornses and
construe Latin more easily, and see farther into
the analytic millstone than any of them. On
the Commencement stage, when the class —all

my seniors— rose to hear my valedictory, I felt
that some old scores of sneers were canceled. I

had never been much noticed in college circles,
being neither fast, witty, nor rich ; but the clos
ing scene balanced that account also. But then
my star culminated. A classmate, whom, hand
some, rich, and popular, I had ponied through
term after term, in Latin, Greek, and mathe
maties, and who by thrco or four escaped the
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honor of "footmg" the class, said to me, as I
left the stage :
" Now, Rush, you know we ' poor sticks' al
ways beat you ' honor, men' in the world ; so
take your triumph while it lasts."
So I did. I was praised and flattered, was
more noticed abroad in a week than in four
years before, and at home I was autocrat.
But what shonld this talented Valedictorian
do ? I was too young to study law just then ;
and, moreover, not being from patrician ranks
or Mammon-blessed, I must earn money. So
I concluded to teach. I found a situation in a
boarding and day school— an institute for boys
and girls, young men and misses. I taught
almost every thing except Coptic and Fejee;
breakfasted by candle-light all winter ; and stood
sentinel, policeman, judge, and executioner for
about forty chaps, aged from fourteen to twen

ty-five, from six a.m. to ten r.M. Salary $200
per year and board. Room was nominally in
cluded; I'was accommodated with a closet.
One of my special duties was to keep each and
every of the forty male pupils separate, save at
certain specified times, rare enough, from each
and every of the forty female pupils, who occu
pied an adjacent building ; no easy matter with
out a guard of Janizaries in one building and
eunuchs in the other. Bless me! Elective
affinities and sympathies can no more be ruled
down by teachers and shut up behind clap-boards
than electricity can be barred out by a shingle.
But it was easier after all to part boys and
girls than teacher and girls. A youngster of
.eighteen, if he be pedagogue, is subject as
strongly as other youths to the attractions of
bright eyes and smiling faces. I certainly
was. I flirted out of school, and scolded the
girls because they would not obey order in.
The consequences were indignation and remon
strance to Principal ; Principal remonstrates to
Assistant, and a speedy resignation and de
parture.
I carried, however, a consciousness that I
left within those old brick walls a heart which
beat in unison with mine. There had appeared,
in the second term at the school, a dark haired
and eyed girl, tall and stately, and as cold and
repellent in manner as an iceberg. She was a
splendid scholar, and I was attracted. I "fell
in love," and by great exertions melted enough
of the iceberg for a " smile." But it was cold.
Cool draughts, however, often increase fever:
mine was not lessened. I continued by exer
tions while teaching and after. We read Emer
son, Schlegel, and Dugald Stewart, and talked
a deal of metaphysical baby-talk. I thought
that my learning was counting, and that the
Valedictorian had won. About a year after our
engagement I ascertained, through a short note,
that I had only a place in the lady's head— that
her heart had run away with her head, and her
heart was won by another.
The vak was said not by but to me.
I was then studying law out West. Shortly
after being admitted to practice, but not hav

ing funds enough to hire an office, pay in ad,

vance, or buy Voorhees's Code, I took again to
the school -room. No boarding-school this
time, and as little to do with the girls as might
be. I had mainly boys to manage, did very
well, and was well paid. Soon I was offered
a tutorship in my Alma Mater and accepted.
There I stuck! the President always quoting,
"Juniores ad labores," and straightway assign
ing me jobs of all sorts.
Meanwhile my classmates were pushing on.
One becamo District Attorney of one of the best
counties in one of our finest Western States,
took a wife, had children, and made money.
Others preached, some in country, some in city
churches, and had helpmates of their choice to
care for the parsonages. The intellectual Tit-
man of the class became a Western city judge,
and married a fat widow with a fat purse. My
friend, who warned me on Commencement-day,
was junior partner in a large mercantile house
in an Eastern city, built a fine house, and placed
therein a fine wife to preside at his board and
shine in his parlor. I was neither attorney nor
judge, had neither parsonage nor residence, no
wife to put in one, and no money to support her
with if there.
In disgust I left off tutoring, plunged out
West, and displayed a legal shingle. In six
months I had four or five cases in Justice
Court, and received some thirty or forty dol
lars in cash. My previously-earned money
showed signs of failing. I saw no prospect
ahead, and so tried again ; but I never succeed
ed. There was always a lucky fellow, not a
Valedictorian, to step into the rich placers be
fore me. So, after a time of trial and disap
pointment, I journeyed 'eastward, nor have I
again passed beyond the Lakes.
I am settled down now into a quiet country
school-teacher. I earn more than enough to
support me, and earn it too by hard work. I
could support a wife, but I can not find one.
The clever women will not have a rusty peda
gogue ; the dull ones I will not take. Better
be wedded to my books and papers, and kindle
the warmth in my heart from the glowing pages
of the author geniuses of the past and present ;
better bo unloved by wife or child than have a
mass of petticoated dullness dawdling forever
around me, and confiding to me her troubles
about the scarcity of butter and the stoppage of
the kitchen drain.
So I expect to live, teaching successive sets
of youthful humans—clever, moderate, and dull
— to "do sums," conjugate "I love," and keep
"double entry," and sometimes to solve simple
equations— read Virgil, or even inflect " Bou-
\tvto." I should liko a college professorship ;
but I have no " isms," and only the reputation
of having been Valedictorian.
When my vak comes to life, it will be given,
I hope, in a quiet way ; and a few score urch
ins, with their books and plays, will soon for
get their old-bachelor teacher, the College Vale-
I dictorian. •
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HOW
long, how long, the weary days go by !

Out on this spit of sand I hear nothing but
a dull wash of the sea, view nothing but the slow
changes of day and night in the upper regions
of air. The sun rises, slides over the sky,
sinks; the earth swings up the depths of space,
and into the fellowship of the stars, till once
again the rosy dawn impinges on the awful
shadow, and morning is at flood-tide in the
world.
Ah, how different from all about me now is
it then at home! In this place, if a finch could
warble, I should not hear him ; but, in that,
every burdened bough shakes off its spray of
song. How the soft mists and pearly vapors
then go sifting up the hills! How fresh and
fair the dear earth turns her blushing cheek to
the sun again ! Day breaks, and breaks with
what dewiness and fragrance ; with what sweet,
hushed, and holy silence there ; with what gush
ing music further on !
And yet it is the same round world— the spot
that, when we tread other planets, will still be
as beloved as home. It is I that am other. The
beauty that haunts creation is refracted in alien

rays from the angles of a cage. Being itself to
me becomes bereft of all delight. Though one
breathed the delicious airs of the islands of the
blest, what bliss would their balm bring him
were he no longer free ? But yet, but yet, bind
as you will, confine my steps, impede my gaze,
the soul is still my own. Ah, were that bound,
I were a slave indeed !
Wild hours of battle, at least your memory is
liberty of which they can not deprive me. There
are no gyves to fetter my spirit ; there is no key
to turn upon that indomitable vagrant. Again
I live over the march and the bivouae, the rifle-
pit and the trench, the stealthy night-surprise
and the charge, with one's soul possessed by a
mounting flame. Again we thread the terrible
war-path of the Wilderness —all day a blind
struggle, a column bending this way and that
in a cloud of smoke, the dead dropping beside
us, eternity close at hand; all night on our
arms, no camp-fires, a biscuit for food, the rain
dashing about us, and a hurlyof elemental war
fare drowning the discord of the wide field ;
snatching sleep upon the tramp, lying down in
pools of water for a moment, and off and awny
in dreams; starting into line at the word of
command, pushing on in the perturbed black
ness, our hearts full of fierce vigor. Ah ! there
was life in those seasons, life that was vivid as
light itself, since heightened into snch glow by
mstant contact with the great shadow of death—
freedom, whose mere memories are wings !
But here, these men around me— if indeed
men they are— they have each the same to re
member—nights wrapped in flame, days when
the heavens rained death, all the intoxication of
danger—and does it keep their souls alive? As
they herd now in the pen, these cowered aside,
those fallen on their faces, some sogging away

in stupid sleep, others pacing like the beast in
his cage, the ghost of hope seems to have for
saken them, and to have left only the cold corpse
of despair. But for me, these remembrances
rarify the present like a flame.
That is to-day ; but how will it be to-morrow
— still tethered in this corral — how, when yet
more months of monotony, longing, and starva
tion have sapped the juices of faith, and left the
will a pensioner 1
There must be other things, then, to feed the
strength—sweeter memories than blossom under
the sulphurous clouds of strife, dearer hopes than
any that fly to the taking of a battery.
Ah, they are mine ! I have them ; and not
for the free sunshine of the sky, for the loose

I light winds, for all the liberty of earth and heav
en, would I exchange them now ! - That would
be to see my boy no more even in dreams ; never
again to recall the pensive smile always playing
round a mouth I know, like gleams of stray sun
shine in a watery sky. To forget the forehead
and the eyes of little Madge, and all the tangled
lustre of her curls—what liberty of going and
coming, what bold gallop across country in tu
mult of fresh breezes, what cleaving of waves
under a rushing keel, what choice of any of all
the fantasies of freedom, were worth the loss of
that ? When I last wound those little tresses
round my fingers, the baby silkiness of each
golden thread caressing the touch, I thought she
was like the sweet-brier rose that her mother

gave me once, years before ; it made my heart
stand still to think the dear and perfect thing
was mine. And now ? Perhaps she is no longer
mine. It may be that the great reaper has made
her his own. Perhaps my little flower is trans
planted to bloom in the courts of heaven. She
would stay in none of the fair fields and garden-
plots, I know—she would climb with her wild,
sweet graces about the gateway, and be the first
to greet me when I came !
How one masks oven to himself! If I truly
feared I had lost her.
And the boy, too—with his smooth, cool
check—how can I tell what may have happened
to him ? Who knows? It is so long, so long since
I heard. From the hour he was born he as
sumed the king; a monarch in his small way,
the winged world on its flight bears no prouder ;
at a year old so assured of his identity that all
of us about him faded into shadows. I thought
to find again my youth in him. He was like
me, they said ; his mother, when he sleptfHms
how many a time pointed out the long curve of

my eyelid in his, as the dark lashes lay along
the peachy cheek. Yet why borrow trouble ?
Here is surely enough to my hand. Let them
people my thoughts a while longer with their
ardent vitalities; let mo believe that, some
where, this common air is ringing with their
fresh voices ; let me still hope they live. I am
so sure their mother does : something tells me
that. I should feel the invisible bond between
us other than it is were it on one side lowered
into the grave. No ; it is alive, and full, and
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strong ! But why do I hear nothing from you,
Annie?
Once in a while a mail-bag comes even to this
place of abomination, and we swarm to it like
flies to honey. Perhaps you know, since no
word of mine in all these desolate days can have
reaoiied you, you know down what deadly depths
the heart sinks when others read and sob with
joy, and your hand withdraws empty of all the
white comfort of a letter ? Am I then utterly
robbed of your remembrance ? Yet no, child —

you do not dream where I nm ; you think of
me, perhaps, dead under some mound of battle,
and sit with your face to the wall ; and, but for
this ray of hope which parts my gloom, it were
better that I were. When a man starts for the
field, when a woman bids him go, they neither
of them remember this mischance. They bid
farewell, and their parting kiss seems to be
given across the gulfs of the everlasting days ;
their darkest fear is of the glorious death which
purchases victory. They neither of them can
picture these endless lagging hours that bite into
the flesh like fetters, while the soul rots. The
days drag dreary lengths indeed— long with suf
fering, long with sorrow, long with heavy wait
ing; if the nights bring sleep, it is with such
thick, turbid terrors to distress me that all my
fancies seem like the scum that mantles stag
nant pools. Oh my love, but for you, indeed,
I would I were at rest in that slumber which
has no dreams !
I wonder what you are doing to-day on the
old hill ! The boy has come back from the lane
laden with willow switches and bits of elder al
ready made pithless ; he is making whistles on
the door-step in the sun. And Madge—I can
see her now, crowing and capering beside him,
trying them all as she can clutch them. Sweet
music would they blow to me could I but hear
the note ! And you come, perhaps, to the door,
Annie, watch them a moment at their play,
and then the thin hand shades your eyes, and

you are looking down the hill for one to turn
the angle of the old corner-oaks—for one who
never comes ! It has grown into a habit now ;
but it is not time to expect me yet, girl—the
noon-stage has not come in ; go back to your
needle or your book ; you shall hear from me
soon, if I have to tunnel the fort for my free
dom. But then, with prison fare one's arm
grows weak.
And one's heart too ?
fk>—while it is I, that shall not fail me!
Yet, alas ! with a thousand eyes pursuing one,
escape were no possible task, or it had been ac
complished long ago. Bold eagerness be still
again ! there is nothing but waiting. God
knows I am patient, enough, but there come
times when each next hour it seems impossible
to live !
It is such a weary while since they brought
me here ! Ill, then, too, and sore spent with
wounds; so many unnumbered days have worn
away, months have melted into months, seasons
have followed one another, and through it all

nothing but the sentries grounding arms and
the dead plunge of the tides :—I believe myself
forgotten by God and man. But every sacrifice
must be salted with salt. So long has my place
been vacant at home, it may be that another
fills it. There rises the evil fancy again ! What
dark devil in me whispers it? What reason
have love and faith and constancy given me for
the fear? Is there no talisman in all my reach
to put the fiend to rout? Many, indeed, many!
A rosary of holy memories : ah, as I recall them
I feel the dear hand that gave itself to me, fresh
ly as if just laid in my palm ! There are some
treasures that moth and rust corrupt, but never
her sweet trust and confidence, as much mine
to-day as on that time when together we lost
our way in the woods, and the evening star at
last came looking through stems and thickets
to seek us.

"Oh that 'twere possible,
After long grief and pain,
To find the arms of my true love
Round mc once again!"

Lingering over the music of the verse, so long
ago, little we dreamed, little that we ourselves
were to inform it with breath and fire.
How far away all those things seem ! I would
say it was another man, not I ; that I had read
them, not lived them. Hers was the grace I
did not believe lived out of books. That first
night I saw her she sat with her capote drawn
up, the dark hood shrouding the outline of her
face in its soft and delicate bloom, her head a
little leaned against the wall, a ring or two of
shining hair escaping round the temple. I can
always see it if I shut my eyes. She was not
entirely heeding things about her : the golden-
brown lashes partly drooped over the hazel eyes,
to which they lent their tint; the faint, sweet
smile wreathed the lips with such quiet happi
ness as sometimes hovers over a baby's smiling
dream. She held a long spray of sweet-brier in
her hand, its pale bud just begun to open, and
all its fresh and spicy sweetness seemed her own.
Neither did I heed other things about me much <
that night ; but I walked home beside her. She
spoke little ; she seldom did ; her atmosphere
seemed enough ; she had small need of words.
She was one of those slight things that fill a
man with awe, so near she seemed to the sacred
and ineffable. I do not know how we came to
be alone then ; other groups were far before us,
others far behind ; we two strolled on together
through the long, deep-cut lane, where the fair

May moonlight fell upon us between rifts of

snowily-gUmmeriag boughs, and the wind crept
languidly, laden with the sweet smell of the or

chard blossoms.
'
Once we half paused beneath

a branch, and the fragrant dew fell on us ; and
a bird, disturbed, cheeped and twittered, gushed
forth a broken trill of melody, and put his head
under his wing again ; then wo went on. It
almost appeared to me, I remember, that I
dreamed, and that a spirit in my dream had
come down with the moonlight to traverse the

old orchard-lane with me in the spring's soft
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and ilamp night-air. She must have compre
hended something of these indistinct fancies of
mine, for when we came out into the open light

by her door sho put forth her hand in bidding
me good-night, as if by the touch she would as
sure me she were human. Then I saw that the
pale bud of the sweet-brier stem had opened as
she held it

,

and blossomed in her hand. I for
got my mystical vagaries ; I felt her warm and
vivifying power; and looking at the sweet-brier,
" It is for me ?" I said. So when she went in
she left it in my hand. I had it till a while
ago; I carried it always about me; I kept it

through battle-smoke and stain and soil, and
wore a charmed life. But when I came here
they plundered it from me:—welcome, welcome,

if they take no more besides, if they do not steal
wit and knowledge and desire. But the fear is

like a watch-dog, while it stalks they can no
more reach that store than could thieves ap
proach the garden that old Titan guarded —
stanch old Titan ! when he barked we used to
call it the cannonade, because he was one of the
dogs of war. Of all the household she was the
only member that dared touch my follower ;

with her he frolicked like a wave. He lay be
neath the piano while she played, spelled by her
musie, for she wiled him away from me; and
when she went to the porch to meet me as I

came up the garden-walk he lifted his huge
black length beside her, and stood with his great
paws upon her shoulder, while she nestled her
sunny head, perhaps, against his shaggy locks.
Well, he is there now, I know. I bade him
keep watch over her while I was away ; if she
crosses the threshold by night or day he will
never let her out of his sight. Faithful old boy!
when first I went, she wrote me once, he used
to come into the parlor of an evening, and, half
rampant on a chair beneath, would whine under

my portrait on the wall, till the mood changed
and he growled because it gave him no word.
Pretty pictures you made me, Annie—yes,
always pretty pictures ; and somehow I oftenest
seem to see you standing in the doorway, either,
as then, guarded over by the great leonine creat
ure, or with the masses of woodbine falling about
you and bathing you in the lucent depths of their
green shadow : always in the doorway—wheth
er because it was out there that you stole to see
the last of me, with the coach whirling round
the corner, or whether because it is there that I

shall see you standing when I falter into sight
again; for I shall see you again! But still a
bitterness possesses me—a bitterness to think of
those whose eyes you bless every day, while
mine are forbidden. They all lose themselves
in one impersonation.
Julian.
He passes and repasses ; he takes your side
from church ; he can enter your door when he
will ; and I hate him worse than my jailers—
hate as I hated long ago and thought I could
no more. Shame on the sluggard that, believ
ing the cause is just, in these days claims his
ease at home ! No man may take arms against
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his conscience ; but your voice on our side is

loud in town-meetings, Julian. Well, well,
these are unworthy whims; he did his worst

once, and I forgave. Shall I, tried in the fur
nace, be found wanting now ?

But the old tiger in me rages again to think
of that time.
It is not strange that from the first hour we
met I should have loved her; more strange by
far is it that she should have laid such unswerv
ing faith in me, till, drifting gently along on the
great tide, one day we found ourselves at rest in

a tranquil haven. But Julian loved her too, or
thought he did ; her mother, besides, had always
meant them for each other ; he was her cousin.
But even of the two his brother Mack was the
dearer; and they both of them bore her name.
That was a gay, worthless fellow, poor Mack ;

always taking his place in one's heart by his
light, careless airs, his sunny temper, his prod
igal ways. He seemed to make his money, as
they said, without turning over his hand ; as

suredly he spent it so. His vanity betrayed
him into all his trouble. I recall the day Mack
went away; I even see the feathering of the
clouds that day ; I have reason to remember it

well. Not long before he had come to me— I

was in college then—and when we were alone
there was outpoured a sorry tale of funds in
trusted and misapplied, thousands of dollars
not his own slipped away irrecoverably with
diamonds and suppers, horses and yachts. Nor
was Mack destitute of the usual recital of severe
temptation to take, right intention to replace,
inability at last to meet the debt, all followed
by declarations that life had no longer the value
of a rush, and should be thrown after the rest—
words worth as much as the most of Mack's.
Finally, could I help him ?

That which Mack asked of me covered the
third of my fortune, never uncomfortably large.
But he bore Annie's name, and in some unac
countable way was of her blood. Could I let
such disgrace touch her? I was young then.

I knew her father, who was my guardian, would
never grant the request should I make it. In
another year I should be of age myself. I hard

ly hesitated. Before I slept Mack's* liabilities
were discharged, and he supplied with the means
for a new start in life, under condition that ho
should depart for South American shores and
show his face no more on this upper side of tho
globe.

They were all sorry to lose the merry scamp.
It was in my vacation, and I went to the citv
with him to see him off. When I returned that
afternoon, and light-heartedly entered the room,

I found myself in the centre of n conclave.
Annie was between my guardian and her mo
ther, the latter hindering her motion to rise by
the firm hold she had of her little hand. Jul
ian half stood, half sat, with one foot swinging
from the corner of the library table, and shut
ting in and out his gold and ebony pencil-case,
as if he played with a miniature stiletto and its
sheath. He had just told the old Colonel that
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he had happened to hear of, and had taken pains
to see, a note for more than a third of my inher
itance, given by me, and payable on my twenty-
first birthday. What conld have been done with
such a sum he left to conjecture ; but fast life

at college, gaming, racing, or whatever worse it
might be possible to imagine, could lightly dis

sipate as much and more. It might be thought
uupardonable interference on his part, but duty
to his cousin Annie forbade his silence.
Possibly I was not immaculate, which made
Julian's insinuations no easier to endure; but
except that she was too high and fair for the

grasp of any one I never felt myself quite un
worthy of her. My surprise at first, however,
my hesitation, hurt me in the eyes of my judges.
My protestations, too, were useless. I could
not deny the main fact. I was fain to admit
its truth. I had given the note, and I had used
the money. The old Colonel's disappointment
in me excused his words. Still it seems to me
even now that it would have been nobler had
he trusted in my truth. But he had prided
himself on his management of the property ; he
had expected to turn it over to me doubled;
and not only failing there, but seeing me prove,
as he feared, a villain, his heart was full of
wrath for his gentle child's sake. Yet I could
not retort upon her father. I kept my voice
down while I assured him that I had applied
the money to no ignoble purpose, and was un
der bonds to my own honor for the secret's pres
ervation. He demanded of mo the ring I wore ;
I could but refuse to surrender it. Then he
lifted his daughter's hand in a clasp to which
resistance would have been as vain as to that
of a steel vice, withdrew from it the little cir
clet I had placed there, and when I refused in
turn to accept it

,

forgot the old dignities of his
stately courtesy, tossed it through the window
as a worthless bauble, and forbade me the house.

I delayed a moment for one wild blast of words
to wither Julian, then I went.

I had no other choice than to go. But whith
er ? The whole outer world was a maze of dark
ness. My feet of their own habit fell into a fa
miliar way, and I paused at last on the brow of
a hill where many a time she and I had come
to see the sunset together. I sat down then on
the flat rock in the shelter of the cedar thicket,
and tried to gather my routed thoughts into or
der once more. It was idle effort though. I

could neither reason nor remember. I only felt
that I was cold to the core, icy cold and numb.
The sun was going down— the last of him, like

a great broken ruby, just disappearing over the

edge of the long, low champaign that stretched
beneath me ; then a deep rosy glow welled up
like foam and filled the whole heavens with its
calm, warm lustre. It made the dark meadows
purple below it. It seemed like the beneficent
smile of a departing deity ; and under it my
heart warmed again. But ns it warmed the
crowding emotions there sprung up, all armed
and bristling, and I became conscious once again
of a blazing indignation within me, over which

soul and sense alike seemed fusing only into an
intense hatred of Julian. The pale face of
Annie rose before me; I cursed him for her
suffering. The doubts of the good old Colonel
pursued me ; I cursed him for a lost name— to
stay blackened and defamed before her. I

ground my teeth in rage —not impotent rage;

I meant to kill him. Nothing short of his blood
should wipe out his work. It was across this
hill that he would have to pass on his way home
that night ; then a tussle, and death to the un
dermost. I knew the fellow ; his will was as
good as mine.
So I sat there. The still rich glow slowly
faded, the fur soft sky put on a darker violet,
one by one a hazy star trembled forth as if slip
ping off a thread, then seemed to shake apart
its slight veil of vapor, and hang yet nearer the
earth ; Mars sparkled ruddily on the dark field,
and went dipping his lance into all the little
pools and dykes of the meadows below ; the
sense of the sweet, damp evening exhalations,
grateful and soft, entered at every pore. A
gentle wind blew up a cool and hesitating breath
of fragrant night-air. It crept along the hill
side, and rustled the grasses; it curled nearer
to me, and lifted my hair and fanned my burn

ing forehead—by-and-by a free, wild gale was
rushing over the hill-top. Ah, Heaven 1 if I

could feel it now, with all its misery if I were
away and abroad to feel it now ! This wind re
freshed me ; it brought my aids about me too ;

it blew off the cloud in my brain that was hiding
from me all other things than my own revenge.
Like the first breath of the wind itself, there
crept over me a doubt if my purpose were best ;

and then the struggle came there in the dark
ness. A fiercer fight than ever I fought in the
red field or fray ; the powers of evil on one side,

I alone on the other. Alone ? Had that been,

I were lost. The aspirations of all my twenty
years came to befriend me; the prayers my
mother had taught me ; the old love of God that
used to rise like a fountain in the sea whenever
the beauty of earth or the joy of life gladdened
me ; the air above me and behind me ; the lofty
night, in truth, seemed all alive, thronged with
the hosts of heaven, ready to fight on my side.
Then the turmoil thickened : it was not enough
for me to spare Julian's life— I must forgive him
the wrong he had done me. This was the turn
ing-point of all my being. I felt it blindly ; it

was my soul that was the contested prize. I rose
at last from the flat rock, and stood up with my
clenched hands in the shade of the cedar thicket.
How could I forgive this man ?

And just then a light, ringing step came swift

ly up the hill-side. The moon had begun to
rise ; the subtle essence of her light was abroad
in the sky, but a wood yet hid her disk. Only
as he paused a moment to look at the broad,

shadowy landscape below, lifting his hat to taste
the wild, full wind, perhaps, and quench a thirst
for coolness there, she sent one long shaft and

laid it revealingly on his face— the dark, hand
some, daring face.
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I thought it was all over then for one hreath.
I remembered, as if a flash had illumined all
abont me, a curious pointed flint that I had seen
at my feet before dark. I stooped and found it.
I rose then to spring out at him with my weapon,
for he always went armed—but I was the more
powerful of the two—when up the wind, swell
ing and falling, fainting and dying and coming
again, arose the clear ringing of the nine o'clock
bell. How many a time that bell had called us
to prayer ! Howmany a soul it had tolled away !
Seventy times seven, seventy times seven, it
seemed repeating in its airy rhythm —seventy
times seven ! The flint fell to my feet. Julian
dropped his hat upon his head again, and went
whistling down the hill lightly as he had come
up. But as for me, I had conquered indeed;
but how came I to be fighting such a foe ? Nor
had he all withdrawn. I felt the blackness of
his presence still, and was possessed by an un
told and awful fear— fear such as I never knew
when facing the flame that leaps bodily out of
the cannon's mouth. Crime could not come so
near and leave me unscathed ; weak from the
strife, and every nerve unstrung, the terrors of
hell were getting hold upon me.
As I sat there, then, my head bowed in my
hands, there came a rushing and gamboling, a
couple of quick yelps, and old Titan was bound
ing beside me, over me, and round me, with a
thousand anties of joy ; and in a moment more
a little slender form glided up behind him,
wrapped in the old capote, the hood fallen back,
and the fair, pure face silvered in the moonlight
like a saint's ; and Annie laid her timid touch on
my head.
It was kind of you, dear, fearless child !
Without you, then, what had become of me ?
You came like light into the darkness of that
hour, as if you were the messenger of God, and
in your statelessness I felt myself forgiven. But
it was a desecrated place to take you in— that
heart so lately rife and foul with murder!
I went back with her to her gate. She had
imagined where to seek me, and had trusted her
self to Titan. She had not found it possible to
let me go till she could assure me of her confi
dence once more going with me every where.
Then we parted, and were to meet no more until
her father opened his doors to me.
They were slow days that followed —almost as
slow and agonized as these. In all my leisure
afterward I haunted the place like n ghost that
revisits the scenes of its ancient bliss. But I
never saw her. One Sabbath rumor reached me
of solemnities in the little church, and I went
there again. I might see her at least from afar.
She had been so delicate a child that the
grand christening customary in her family had
been delayed till it grew to be too late for it at
all, and now she was herself to utter the vows
that dedicated her to Heaven. I was in the
allery, at its remotest corner and just above the
ulpit ; so that as she knelt there at the altar
and the font her sweet face was turned full on
mine. All the glories from the great chancel

window were falling over her, rose and ame
thystine lights flickering to and fro about her
shadow, while a sunbeam, filtered through a
martyr's palm high up above, laid a crown of
yellower gold upon her hair. She was wrapped
in the moment— in her prayers, her vows, her face
appeared to me as if her sanctified spirit stood
in the presence of God. I know now that it
was ill of me; but I seemed shut out from
heaven then—shut out from heaven and her.
I did not ascend with her; only, half-hushed
and awed, my heart ached with suppressed long
ing and bitterness once more. Perhaps it
touched her even then. She lifted her eyes a
moment and they met mine. And over all the
holy pallor there shot a beantiful and sudden
flush—ah, pardon me, Heaven !
That night I could not sleep, I tossed with
my uurest. The inn was silent as a tomb ; it
was after midnight —I rose and sought the open
air ; there was always a fascination in walking
at that hour when all mankind have left the
world to the stars and me— in stirring abroad
when every other form lies stretched in white
sleep. Unconsciously it was again that my feet
sought out old paths, and the wild night-wind
and I went up the hill together—the boisterous
wind, strong, fresh, and fitful, that seemed ca
reering and gamboling about me in the dark
ness like some spiritual phantasm of the wild
huntsman's hound, then mounted in an eldritch
chase of the thin clouds across the stars. How
it seems to cool and fan me here— the stemming
of those glad gusts on the crest of the hill so
long ago ! It was a late autumn night, and all
the melancholy spell of the season in its stiller
hours seemed transferred from the keen, turbu
lent air, and loaded upon my heart as I stood
there and breasted its rush over the hill-top ;
and but for the defiance it aroused, the forces
of life would have been at a low ebb within me
then.
Still standing there and gazing over the sleep
ing valley, and half-wondering which of all those
tall tree-tops, in their billowy rise and fall, waved
over her roof, I became gradually sensible of a
strange brightness in the air—a brightness that
must have been imperceptibly growing for some
time, and that now began to fill the heavens
with a rosy glare strong and vivid as the glow
of that cloudless sunset that had impressed it
self upon my passive senses when last upon that
hill. Voices, too, I seemed to hear, and dimly
divined a stir somewhere below me. I had a
vague fantasy at first that malicious night-
sprites were mocking me and my loneliness ;
then I turned, expecting to see the northern
sky full of a dazzling aurora, when instantly it
seemed as if the valley on that side behind me
and below me were ablaze, and almost as im

mediately I comprehended that the home of
Julian, barns and sheds and house, was a mass
of flame, an apparition of fire, soaring and sink
ing, with all the roar and crash of its blaze and
smell of its smoke carried by the wind the other
nay. The rest is all confusion—dashing down
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the hill-side with loud halloos, parting the gath
ering throng, hearing the cries that he still lay.
stupefied within, darting through rooms of blis

tering smoke with tongues of fire shooting out
at tne like demons, up a staircase, between

burning walls, groping with scarifying breath,

dragging the senseless log from its place, labor

ing with it back again, down the breaking stairs,
leaping the gulf of fire that already swallowed
half of them out into the air and under the
spurting torrents of the engines—it is all like
the dreams of a delirium. But here are the
scars on my hands at this day, and the deep
wound in my head made by the pitch of the
rafter throbs and burns again on many an au
tumn night. But oh for those bold bounds
anew ; for that unshackled liberty of limb and
power once more; for that ice-cold dash and
drench even of the water-spouts about me !
Well, Julian was safe. It was the old Col
onel who received him out of my arms, who took
us home together— loud in his asseverations,
gentle in his touch—and whose gallant heart
felt all suspicions wiped away in applause of
that night's action. And he remitted me my
secret —and it is my secret still.
So they gave me Annie. And by-and-by I
took her away to the home we had built on the
hill that was dear to me now. And there it is
I have left her. For when the clang of arms
dinned the air, and the land rang with the
clamor of war, my blood began to bubble in its
old heat, and longings for the strife kept stirring
within me with quick thrills and fires. I felt
the lending of my country as if my heart were
torn ; a glorious cause stood shining before me
and forbade me to linger, and pointed at the
heights to climb, the wrongs to overthrow, the
name of nationality to win, oppression to anni
hilate, freedom — that right of each, like air and
sunshine, from the hour of birth— to be given
to man and child.

"Ami many a darkness into the light shall leap.
And shine in the sudden making of splendid names,"

I kept saying to myself as well. I did my
nature wrong to linger so, dry and parched as
now for freedom then for the wild license of war.
Rut oh ! my country, first and chief for you, to
ransom, to redeem you, and if you need these
languishing hours of mine still to give them
and forget to murmur! The winds by day
seemed hurrying to the field ; I could not look
upon the sky at night but all the dark-blue
heavens seemed tented with the starry folds of
our banner. She, too, throughout her pale and

placid life, was kindled to the time. Into the
lullabies she sang to little Madge at twilight —
that hour that always seemed her own— there
entered swifter and fickler turns of tune than
used to hush off together the boy and old Titan
at her feet. The martial music of the streets
made her face white with its ardor. Where she
could urge others she must not spare her own.
And I went.
Nor have I seen you since, dear child. But
still my fancy paints yon in the door with a

sunbeam that has gone in behind you ; still my
heart throbs over the picture, beating like a bird
against its bars, and life seems worth living
yet, even in a dungeon, if only these hours that
rust into one's soul corrode the prison-grates as
well, and ever leave me free again. Free ? It
is a little word, but it holds the universe. To
go once more with steps uncounted, with breath
unbated, with will unquestioned —to go, to go at
all ! the sky would seem to be loosening itself
away from the earth. And if it means so much
to me, ah what to those the flesh upon whose
bones is not their own, who feel themselves each
inch of them another man's estate !
I have used the word lightly indeed ; if ever
these doors open, let me prove how clearly I
see that freedom is the first sacrament between
God and man.
Perchance not entirely barren, then, my du
rance here. Much may bo learned that was not
mine before; much may be found to teach my
boy. To hear his ardent speech, to make his
fresh young face kindle, shall I ever have that
joy again ? Fitter for work since I have suffered,
fire and ice must temper the steel, and I havo
his mind to mould yet. Ah, happy fathers,
with your boys about you ! And my little star-
eyed darling — But not for worlds should you
know how this tired hand aches to draw your
head back in the rope of curls twisted about it

,

how a teasing trifle vexes me as I yearn for the
pinch of dimpled fingers and the sailor's kiss
once more. Some one else will give you sailor-
kisses, one day, my beauty, but not while I am
by if he is wise. Could she always be our baby,
the laughing sprite ! But no, I must see into
what kind of a rose our rose-bud opens. Will it

be a wild one, with the bees nipping its petals ;

or n calm and rich tea-rose, all creamy soft with
out, but so deeply blushing at its heart ? What
kind of a woman will she make, I wonder ? Not
much like her mother, after all ; some gay and
sweet ancestress, that died in her bloom, is going
to see the sun over again in her, the sparkle ;

brighter hair than Annie's, darker eyes, and
then such daring color, such daring smiles, such
daring sallies into the very strongholds of one's
heart. Well, well, Madge, we shall see ; if the
birds build another year, perhaps I shall lift the
leaf and show you the speckled eggs all written
over with music. We shall see, if indeed eyes
be not darkened and eyelids closed b

y then.

Tho tide is coming in at last ; it has a meas
ured beat like the tread of a sentinel. How
often, as I lie burning up in alternate fever and
faintness, has the sound of its rough surf tor
mented me with thirst and longing I But time
has been fleet to-day ; noon has waxed weary at
her post ; I have been out of prison ! None of
your chains and bolts could keep me in ; I have
been out of prison.
Woe is me that I am back again, back with
all the loathly sameness, the irksome sights that •

the brain gets to feel at last through shut eyes,
such the perpetual iteration of their pain. There
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is the old buzz of the fly again, the old cobweb
swinging from the corner, the old gaunt white
faces like leprous blotches on a charnel-house.
Each stain of the wall is printed in my mind.
I have counted each year's slow growth on the
lichen of the log beside me ; that spider dragging
about her tiny blue bag of eggs, I can tell all
the eggs by name. The day declines, the sun
shine falls in my face. I am scarcelv so strong
that I can turn away from it ; yet have I had
more vigor to-day than for many a weary while
before, for there are times when I am not even
able to wish. Yet fear not— I remember to have
read— fear not those which kill the body but are
not able to kill the soul.
This is a day of June, when this same sun
shine that disturbs me now lies thick and rich
in the meadows ; when the bluebird's wing has
less brilliant azure than the deep, deep sky ;
when the wild-rose lines the way-side with its
blushing tangle, and the sweet smell of the fern
makes heavy the afternoon air with its balsams.
Ah ! to see the field all goldenly embroidered in
its butter-cups ; just to toss up the long well-
sweep, and draw one glittering bucket shaking
back crystals into the cold dark shaft of the
well ; to roll in the grass with Madge and my
boy ; to feel the puff of the light wind on my
face. This den I can not endure much longer ;
its foul air reeks ; all its accumulation of suffer
ing becomes my own. The inexorable rise and
fall of the sea seems a forbidding fiat, and that
long roller forever breaking on the beach a
sterner barrier than the cruel dead-line here.
All weary as I—nearly as weary as I. I hear
their faint mumble ; I see their crawling forms ;
I feel the aching and the longing. It lies be
fore me, and the terror and the anguish grow
till I seem to myself like that man whose prison
walls narrowed every day about him until they
crushed him like a fly ; for these creatures are be
coming idiots. Great Heaven ! I have kept cour
age so far, not to lose it now, I pray ! Yet men
have gone mad with less. It is as if one were
conscious of mouldering in the grave. But rath
er fear Him which is able to destroy both soul
and body in hell. Ah, this must be that place !
Oftentimes, of late, as I lie here in the dead
of the night, I hear faint voices of the air thron
ing above me. It is a strange rnne they sing,
like that of the old Lyke-Wake Dirge :

uThla no nighte, thia ae nlghte,
Every night and alle,
Fire and aaut and cnndle-lighte,
And Christe receive thye saule."

With what significance do they chant it over
and over, and do they prophesv, the weird sis
ters, as they sing? Fire and salt and candle
light—I shall not get it here — so much I know :
"If ever thou guveat hosen and shoon,
Every ni^ht and alle,
fit thee down and put them on,

• And (Jhriste receive thye saule.

'' If hosen and shoon thon ne'er gaveat nane,
Every night and alle,
The whinues shall pricke thee to the bare bane,
And Chriute receive thy saule,"

Sad voices, have I read your rede aright, and
is there boding in your burden meant for me?
Or, is it my fate to hear a dirge you sing on a

windy hill-side far away in a distant country ?
Yet that I will not think ; for as often as I
mark the strain I see pale faces flittering be
fore my eyes, aimless and wan, as if

,

only half-

dead, half-dead and starved, already I made
consort with phantoms .

" If ever thou gavest mvate or drinke,
Every night and alle,
The fire shall never make thee shrinke,
And Christe receive thye saule.

"If meat or drinke thon never gavest nane,
Every night and alle,
The fire will burn thee to the bare bane,
And Chriat receive tbye eauie."

Ah, solemn shrift ! it was not so awful to me
once, repeating your quaint words, and pictur
ing in the dark frame-work of the night the

sparkling fire-light, the fair tapers, and the salt
on the dead man's breast.
But these are unwholesome humors of mine—
humors that the memory of an old-time rhyme
may bring me, and a shrill noise in my head
like a humming of bells miles away over water,
or the wind blowing in any hollow sea-shore
shell : while the sun shines, at least, I need not
submit myself to their caprice. The blessed sun,
father of heaven and earth, under his beams no
one quite forsaken or forlorn — it is only in the
dark that judgment fails, the brain benumbs,
pain grows intolerable. Now let me set myself
to watch that sunbeam creep up my side and
vanish into shadow. Some day I shall be satis
fied with just that task—that one blue line of
sky, so far and fathomless, will be serene con
tent— that yellow sunshine limned along the
wall will be joy itself ; then perhaps, though
prison doors never open, a free spirit will soar
away eternally into the infinite blue and sun
light of heaven. If that hour were only here
at last! Dozing and dozing the days away,
alas, I am so tired !

What! not done yet? I say to myself every
time I lift my lids, and the old eyesore of the
place vexes them afresh. At any rate, there is

so much more time passed. Presently the night-
chills will begin to creep in, and the heavy dews
will gather on the wall ; the green mould take
heart, and spread near where the hot sunshine
burned all day. Made of a handful of clay, why
not reverse the stroke, and let us crumble back

again ? At least we should be free as all these
other atoms are— these drops of moisture, these
grains of growth. In following law rrrost free.
Now for the racking of one's bones in the dark.
As for me, I have no odds to ask of Heaven !

And so to sleep again, if sleep will come.
How this tune rings in my ears! It may be
Sunday at home ; I have lost the reckoning of
the days. Perhaps they are singing it up in the
choir, and it echoes through the still aisles of
the church, and down upon the green, and seems
to the truant children sitting there like songs
from another world. Or perhaps it is only that
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Annie has called in little Madge from the after
noon play, and rocks her to sleep while she

sings i
u So let my lamp be trimmed and fed,
That whether 1 be quick or dead,

That light shall shine.
And down sad ways a glory shed,

And ray divine."

Ah, patience, tired heart! and teach these pa
tience that hero in this dark strait about thee
arraign their doom. I was stronger once than
many of them, than a few of them wiser. Did
I give them of my hosen and shoon, of my meat
and drink ?
What is it diverts them now, I wonder?
Torpid and sluggish as snails, they are crawling
down to the door. Some little break in the long
monotone of the day—perhaps they have a fresh
ration served, or is there news of battle ? Let
ters—can there be letters ? No, no ; it is only
a voice— the old humdrum tone. Vainly count
ing the roll for the thousandth time. But that
hurrah—I did not think there was so much
breath in them— that wild, keen cry. It is the
order of exchange ! Let me get down there,
let me hasten, let me try and reach them ! I
among them ? Oh, wait, wait !
That name? He will never answer to it

again. They dig his grave out on the sand to
night.
Another. Who replies to that? He—he?
Shall he go walking up the long street, the dear
familiar path? shall he take his wife to his
heart again, and dandle his children, and feel
his old mother's faltering hand stroke his hair
—and I stay festering here?
Down, evil spirit, down ! Who deserves bet
ter than he ? Who is truer comrade in fight—
who stouter friend in prison ? Hail to his joy
as if it were mine ! Make it mine— feel it
mine !
And that name. No one claims it. Dead,
possibly. Yet it had a sound of pleasant things ;
I seem to have heard it somewhere before —
Did any one call me ? Dare I dream—can it
be— is it mine?
Oh, to breathe again ! Oh, home, friends,
country, my own once more ! Oh, life restored
while the grave gaped ! To see you, dear child,
in a week — to feel your soft touch, your embrac
ing care ! A week 1 A little while ago eternity
seemed short till we should meet ; now, can I
live so long without you as seven days? Ah!
crouched and crushed, I rise ; I see a future ; I
feel my manhood. To my knees, to my knees
— dear God, I am free !

PERSONAL RECOLLECTIONS OF ABRAHAM LINCOLN.

IT
is natural that friends should tenderly and

frequently talk of the loved and lost, descant
ing upon their virtues, narrating the little inci
dents of a life ended, and dwelling with minute
particularity upon traits of character which, un
der other circumstances, might have remained
unnoted and be forgotten, but are invested now
with a mournful interest which fixes them in
the memory. This, and the general desire to
know more of the man Arraham Lincoln, is
the only excuse offered for the following simple
sketch of some parts of the character of our be
loved Chief Magistrate, now passed from earth.
All persons agree that the most marked char
acteristic of Mr. Lincoln's manners was his sim-
"
plicity and artlessness ; this immediately im

pressed itself upon the observation of those who
met him for the first time, and each successive
interview deepened the impression. People
seemed delighted to find in the ruler of the na
tion freedom from pomposity and affectation,
mingled with a certain simple dignity which
never forsook him. Though oppressed with the
weight of responsibility resting upon him as
President of the United States, he shrank from
assuming any of the honors, or even the titles,
of the position. After years of intimate ac
quaintance with Mr. Lincoln the writer can not
now recall a single instance in which he spoke
of himself as President, or used that title for
himself, except when acting in an official ca
pacity. He always spoke of his position and
office vaguely, as " this place," " here," or oth
er modest phrase. Once, sneaking of the room

in the Capitol used by the Presidents of the
United States during the close of a session of
Congress, he said, "That room, you know, that
they call"—dropping his voice and hesitating—
" the President's room." To an intimate friend
who addressed him always by his own proper
title he said, "Now call me Lincoln, and I'll
promise not to tell of the breach of etiquette —if
you won't—and I shall have a resting-spell from
' Mister President.' "

With all his simplicity and unacquaintancc
with courtly manners, his native dignity never
forsook him in the presence of critical or polish
ed strangers; but mixed with his angularities
and bonhomie was something which spoke the
fine fibre of the man ; and, while his sovereign
disregard of courtly conventionalities was some
what ludicrous, his native sweetness and straight
forwardness of manner served to disarm criticism
and impress the visitor that he was before a man

pure, self-poised, collected, and strong in uncon

scious strength. Of him an accomplished for
eigner, whose knowledge of the courts was more
perfect than that of the English language, said,
" He seems to me one grand gentilhomme in
disguise."
In his eagerness to acquire knowledge of com
mon things he sometimes surprised his distin

guished visitors by inquiries about matters that

they were supposed to bo acquainted with, and

those who came to scrutinize went away with a

vague sense of having been unconsciously pump
ed by the man whom they expected to pump.
One Sunday evening last winter, while sitting
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alone with the President, the cards of Professor
Agassiz and a friend were sent in. The Presi
dent had never met Agassiz at that time, I be
lieve, and said, "I wonld like to talk with that
man ; he is a good man, I do believe ; don't

you think so?" But one answer could be re
turned to the query, and soon after the visitors
were shown in, the President first whispering,
"Now sit still and see what we can pick up
that's new. " To my surprise, however, no ques
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tions were asked about the Old Silurian, the
Glacial Theory, or the Great Snow-storm, but,
introductions being over, the President said:
" I never knew how to properl y pronounce your
name ; won't you give me a little lesson at that,
please?" Then he asked if it were of French
or Swiss derivation, to which the Professor re
plied that it was partly of each. That led to a
discussion of different languages, the President
speaking of several words in different languages
which had the same root as similar words in our
own tongue ; then he illustrated that by one or
two aneedotes, one of which he borrowed from
Hood's " Up the Rhine." But he soon return
ed to his gentle cross-examination of Agassiz,
and found out how the Professor studied, how
he composed, and how he delivered his lectures ;
how he found different tastes in his audiences
in different portions of the country. When aft
erward asked why he put such questions to his
learned visitor he said, "Why, what we got
from him isn't printed in the books ; the other
things are."
At this interview, it may be remarked in pass
ing, the President said that many years ago,
when the custom of lecture-going was more com
mon than since, he was induced to try his hand
at composing a literary lecture — something
which he thought entirely out of his line. The
subject, he said, was not defined, but his pur
pose was to analyze inventions and discoveries
—" to get at the bottom of things"—and to show
when, where, how, and why such things were
invented or discovered ; and, so far as possible,
to find where the first mention is made of some
of our common things. The Bible, he said,
he found to be the richest store-house for such
knowledge ; and he then gave one or two illus
trations, which were new to his hearers. The
lecture was never fmished, and was left among
his loose papers at Springfield when he came to
Washington.
The simplicity of manner which shone ont in
all such interviews as that here noticed was
marked in his total lack of consideration of what
was due his exalted station. He had an almost
morbid dread of what he called "a scene"—
that is

,
a demonstration of applause such as al

ways greeted his appearance in public. The
first sign of a cheer sobered him ; he appeared
sad and oppressed, suspended conversation, and
looked out into vacancy ; and when it was over
resumed the conversation just where it was in
terrupted, with an obvious feeling of relief. Of
the relations of a senator to him he said, "I
think that Senator 's manner is more cord
ial to me than before." The truth was that
the senator had b-'en looking for a sign of cord
iality from his superior, but the President had
reversed their relative positions. At another
time, speaking of an early acquaintance, who
was an applicant for an office which he thought
him hardly qualified to fill, the President said,
"Well, now, I never thought M had any
more than average ability when we were young
men together ; really I did not"—a pause. —

" But, then, I suppose ho thought just the same
about me ; he had reason to, and—here I am!"
The simple habits of Mr. Lincoln were so
well known that it is a subject for surprise that
watchful and malignant treason did not sooner
take that precious life which he seemed to hold
so lightly. He had an almost morbid dislike for
an escort, or guard, and daily exposed himself
to the deadly aim of an assassin. One sum
mer morning, passing by the White House at
an early hour, I saw the President standing at
the gateway, looking anxiously down the street ;

and, in reply to a salutation, he said, " Good-
morning, good-morning! I am looking for a
news-boy ; when you get to that corner I wish
you would start one up this way." There are
American citizens who consider such things be
neath the dignity of an official in high place.
In reply to the remonstrances of friends, who
were afraid of his constant exposure to danger,
he had but one answer: " If they kill me, the
next man will be just as bad for them ; and in

a country like this, where our habits are simple,
and must be, assassination is always possible,
and will come if they are determined upon it."
A cavalry guard was once placed at the gates of
the White House for a while, and he said, pri
vately, that ho " worried until he got rid of it."
While the President's family were at their sum
mer-house, near Washington, he rode into town
of a morning, or out at night, attended b

y a
mounted escort ; but if he returned to town for
a while after dark, he rode in unguarded, and
often alone, in his open carriage. On more
than one occasion the writer has gone through
the streets of Washington at a late hour of the

night with the President, without escort, or even
the company of a servant, walking all of the
the way, going and returning.
Considering the many open and secret threats
to take his life, it is not surprising that Mr.
Lincoln had many thoughts about his coming
to a sudden and violent end. Ho once said that
he felt the force of tho expression, "To take
one's life in his hand ;" but that he would not
like to face death suddenly. He said that ho
thought himself a great coward physically, and
was sure that he should make a poor soldier,

for, unless there was something in the excite

ment of a battle, he was sure that he would
drop his gun and run at the first symptom of

danger. That was said sportively, and he add
ed, "Moral cowardice is something which I

think I never had." Shortly after the presi
dential election, in 1864, he related an incident

which I will try to put upon paper here, as near

ly as possible in his own words :

"It was just after my election in 1860, when
the news had been coming in thick and fast all

day, and there had been a great

' Hurrah, boys !'

so that I was well tired out, and went home to
rest, throwing myself down on a lounge in my .

chamber. Opposite where I lay was a bureau,
with a swinging-glass upon it"— (and here he
got up and placed furniture to illustrate the

position) —"and, looking in that glass, I saw
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myself reflected, nearly at full length ; but my
face, I noticed, had two separate and distinct
images, the tip of the nose of one being about
three inches from the tip of the other. I was a
little bothered, perhaps startled, and got up and
looked in the glass, but the illusion vanished.
On lying dowri again I saw it a second time—
plainer, if possible, than before ; and then I no
ticed that one of the faces was a little paler, say
five shades, than the other. I got up and the
thing melted away, and I went off and, in the ex
citement of the hour, forgot all about it—nearly,
but not quite, for the thing would once in a
while come up, and give me a little pang, as
though something uncomfortable had happened.
When I went home I told my wife about it, and
a few days after I tried the experiment again,
when [with a laugh], sure enough, the thing
came again ; but I never succeeded in bringing
the ghost back after that, though I once tried
very industriously to show it to my wife, who
was worried about it somewhat. She thought

it was ' a sign' that I was to be elected to a sec
ond term of office, and that the paleness of one
of the faces was an omen that I should not see
life through the last term."
The President, with his usual good sense, saw
nothing in all this but an optical illusion ;

though the flavor of superstition which hangs
about every man's"composition made him wish
that he had never seen it. But there are peo
ple who will now believe that this odd coinci
dence was "a warning."
If Mr. Lincoln's crities may be trusted, he
had too much goodness of heart to make a good
magistrate. Certain it is that his continually-
widening charity for all, and softness of heart,
pardoned offenders and mitigated punishments
when the strict requirements of justice would
have dealt more severely with the criminal. It
was a standing order of his office that persons
on matters involving the issue of life and death
should have immediate precedence. Nor was
his kindness confined to affairs of state; his
servants, and all persons in his personal service,
were the objects of his peculiar care and solici
tude. They bore no burdens or hardships which
he could relieve them of ; and if he carried this
virtue to an extreme, and carried labors which
others should have borne, it was because he
thought he could not help it.
Ho was often waylaid by soldiers importunate
to get their back-pay, or a furlough, or a dis
charge ; and if the case was not too compli
cated, would attend to it then and there. Go
ing out of the main-door of the White House
one morning, he met an old lady who was pull
ing vigorously at the door-bell, and asked her
what she wanted. She said that she wanted to
see "Abraham the Second." The President,
amused, asked who Abraham the First might
be, if there was a second? The old lady re
plied, "Why, Lor' bless yon! we read about
the first Abraham in the Bible, and Abraham
the Second is our President." She was told
that the President was not in his office then, and

when she nsked where he was, she was told,
" Here he is !" Nearly petrified with surprise,
the old lady managed to tell her errand, and
was told to come next morning at nine o'clock,
when she was received and kindly cared for by
the President. At another time, hearing of a

young man who had determined to enter the
navy as a landsman, after three years of service
in the army, ho snid to the writer, "Now do
you go over to the Navy Department and mouse
out what he is fit for, and he shall have it

, if it's
to be had, for that's the kind ofmen Hike to hear
of." The place was duly "moused out," with
the assistance of the kind-hearted Assistant-Sec
retary of#the Navy ; and the young officer, who
may read these lines on his solitary post off the
mouth of the Yazoo River, was appointed upon
the recommendation of the President of the
United States. Of an application for office by
an old friend, not fit for the place he sought,
he said, " I had rather resign my place and go
away from here than refuse him, if I consulted

I only my personal feelings ; but refuse him I

I must." And he did.
This same gentleness, mixed with firmness,
characterized all of Mr. Lincoln's dealings with
public men. Often bitterly assailed and abused,
he never appeared to recognize the fact that he
had political enemies ; and if his attention was
called to unkind speeches or remarks, he would
turn the conversation of his indignant friends

by a judicious story, or the remark, "I guess
we won't talk about that now." He has him
self put it on record that he never read attacks
upon himself, and if they were brought persist
ently before him he had some ready excuse for
their authors. Of a virulent personal attack
upon his official conduct he mildly said that it

was ill-timed ; and of one of his most bitter po
litical enemies he said: "I've been told that
insanity is hereditary in his family, and I think
we will admit the plea in his case." It was no
ticeable that Mr. Lincoln's keenest crities and
bitter opponents studiously avoided his presence ;

it seemed as though no man could be familiar
with his homely, heart-lighted features, his sin
gle-hearted directness and manly kindliness, and
remain long an enemy, or be any thing but his
friend. It was this warm frankness of Mr.
Lincoln's manner that made a hard-headed old
"hunker" once leave the hustings where Lin- i

coin was speaking, in 1856, saying, "I won't
hear him, for I don't like a man that makes mo
believe in him in spite of myself."
" Honest Old Abe" has passed into the lan
guage of our time and country as a synonym for
all that is just and honest in man. Yet thou
sands of instances, unknown to the world, might
be added to those already told of Mr. Lincoln's
great and crowning virtue. He disliked innu
endoes, concealments, and subterfuges ; and no
sort of approach at official "jobbing" ever had
any encouragement from him. With him the
question was not, " Is it convenient? Is it ex
pedient ?" but, " Is it right ?" He steadily dis
countenanced all practices of government offi
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cers using any part of the public funds for tem
porary purposes ; and he loved to tell of his own
experience when he was saved from embarrass
ment by his rigid adherence to a good rule. He
had been postmaster at Salem, Illinois, during
Jackson's administration, William T. Barry be
ing then Postmaster-General, and resigning his
office, removed to Springfield, having sent a
statement of account to the Department at Wash
ington. No notice was taken of his account,
which showed a balance due the Goverriment
of over one hundred and fifty dollars, until three
or four years after, when, Amos Kendall being
Postmaster-General, he was presented with a
draft for the amount due. Some of Mr. Lin
coln's friends, who knew that he was in strait
ened circumstances then, as he had always been,
heard of the draft and offered to help him out
with a loan ; but he told them not to worry,
and producing from his trunk an old pocket,
tied up and marked, counted out, in six-pences,
shillings, and quarters, the exact sum required
of him, in the identical coin received by him
while in office years before.
The honesty of Mr. Lincoln appeared to spring
from religious convictions; and it was his habit,
when conversing of things which most intimate
ly concerned himself, to say that, however he
might bo misapprehended by men who did not

appear to know him,' he was glad to know that
no thought or intent of his escaped the obser
vation of that Judge by whose final decree he
expected to stand or fall in this world and the
next. It seemed as though this was his surest
refuge at times when he was most misunder
stood or misrepresented. There was something
touching in his childlike and simple reliance
upon Divine aid, especially when in such ex
tremities as he sometimes fell into; then, though
prayer and reading of the Scriptures was his
constant habit, he more earnestly than ever
sought that strength which is promised when
mortal help faileth. His address upon the oc
casion of his re-inauguration has been said to
be as truly a religious document as a state-pa
per; and his acknowledgment of God and His
providence and rule are interwoven through all
of his later speeches, letters, and messages.
Once he said : "I have been driven many times
upon my knees by the overwhelming conviction
that I had nowhere else to go. My own wis
dom and that of all about me seemed insufficient
for that day."
Just after the lost presidential election he
said : " Being only mortal, after all, I should
have been a little mortified if I had been beaten
in this canvass before the people ; but that sting
would have been more than compensated by the
thought that the people had notified me that all
my official responsibilities were soon to be lift
ed off my back." In reply to the remark that
ho might remember that in all these cares he
was daily remembered by those who prayed, not
to be heard of men, as no man had ever before
been remembered, he caught at the homely
phrase and said : " Yes, I like that phrase, ' not

to bo heard of men,' and guess it's generally
true, as you say ; at least I have been told so,
and I have been a good deal helped by just that
thought." Then he solemnly and slowly add
ed: "I should be the most presumptuous block
head upon this footstool if I for one day thought
that I could discharge the duties which have
come upon me since I came into this place with
out the aid and enlightenment of One who is
wiser and stronger than all others."
At another timehe said, cheerfully, "lam very
sure that if I do not go away from here a wiser
man, I shall go away a better man, for having
learned hero what a very poor sort of a man I
am." Afterward, referring to what he called a
change of heart, he said that he did not remem
ber any precise time when he passed through
any special change of purpose or of heart ; but
he would say that his own election to office, and
the crisis immediately following, infiuentially
determined him in what he called "a process
of crystallization," then going on in his mind.
Reticent as he was, and shy of discoursing much
of his own mental exercises, these few utter
ances now have a value with those who knew
him which his dying words would scarcely have
possessed.

No man but Mr. Lincoln ever knew how
great was the load of care which he bore, nor
the amount of mental labor which he daily ac
complished. With the usual perplexities of the
office — greatly increased by the unusual mul
tiplication of places in his gift—he carried the
burdens of the civil war, which he always called
" This great trouble." Though the intellectual
man had greatly grown meantime, few persons
would recognize the hearty, blithesome, genial,
and wiry Abraham Lincoln of earlier days in
the sixteenth President of the United States,
with his stooping figure, dull eyes, care-worn
face, and languid frame. The old, clear laugh
never came back ; the even temper was some
times disturbed ; and his natural charity for all
was often turned into an unwonted suspicion of
the motives of men, whose selfishness cost him
so much wear of mind. Once he said, " Sitting
here, where all the avenues to public patronage
seem to come together in a knot, it does seem
to me that our people are fast approaching the

point where it can be said that seven-eighths
of them were trying to find how to live at the
expense of the other eighth."
It was this incessant demand upon his time,
by men who sought place or endeavored to shape
his policy, that broke down his courage and
his temper, as well as exhausted his strength.

Speaking of the "great flood-gates" which his
doors daily opened upon him, he said, "I sup
pose I ought not to blame the aggregate, for
each abstract man or woman thinks his or her

case a peculiar one, and must be attended to,

though all others be left out ; but I can see this
thing growing every day." And at another
time, speaking of the exhaustive demands upon
him, which left him in no condition for more
important duties, he said, "I sometimes fancy
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that every one of the numerous grist ground
through here daily, from a Senator seeking a

war with France down to a poor woman after a

place in the Treasury Department, darted at me

with thumb and finger, picked out their especial

piece of my vitality, and carried it off. When
I get through with such a day's work there is
only one word which can express my condition,

and that \s-Jlahbiness." There are some pub
lic men who can now remember, with self-re

proaches, having increased with long evening de

bates that reducing " fiabbiness" of the much-
enduring President.
Mr. Lincoln visited the Army of the Potomac
in the spring of 1863, and, free from the annoy
ances of office, was considerably refreshed and
rested ; but even there the mental anxieties

which never forsook him seemed to cast him

down, at times, with a great weight. We left
Washington late in the afternoon, and a snow

storm soon after coming on, the steamer was

anchored for the night off Indian Head, on the
Maryland shore of the Potomac. The Presi
dent left the little knot in the cabin, and sitting

alone in a corner, seemed absorbed in the sad
dest reflections for a time; then, beckoning a

companion to him, said, "What will you wager
that half our iron-clads are at the bottom of
Charleston Harbor?" This being the first inti
mation which the other had had of Dupont's
attack, which was then begun, hesitated to re

ply, when the President added, " The people
will expect big things when they hear of this ;
but it is too late— too late I"
During that little voyage the captain of the
steamer, a frank, modest old sailor, was so

much affected by the care-worn appearance of
the President, that he came to the writer and
confessed that he had received the same im

pression of the Chief Magistrate that many
had ; hearing of his " little stories" and his
humor, he had supposed him to have no cares or
sadness ; but a sight of that anxious and sad
face had undeceived him, and he wanted to tell
the President how much he had unintentionally
wronged him, feeling that he had committed
upon him a personal wrong. The captain was
duly introduced to the President, who talked
with him privately for a space, being touched
as well as amused at what he called "Captain
M 's freeing his mind."
The following week, spent in riding about
and seeing the army, appeared to revive Mr.
Lincoln's spirits and to rest his body. A friend
present observed as much to him, and he replied,
"Well, yes, I do feel some better, I think ; but,
somehow, it don't appear to touch the tired spot,
which can't be got at." And that, by-the-way,
reminded him of a little story of his having
once nsed that word, spot, a great many times
in the course of a speech in Congress, years ago,
so that some of his fellow-members called him
"spot Lincoln," but he believed that the nick
name did not stick. Another reminiscence of
his early life, which he recalled during the trip,
was one concerning his experience iu rail-split

ting. We were driving through an open clear
ing, where the Virginia forest had been felled
by the soldiers, when Mr. Lincoln observed,
looking at the stumps, " That's a good job of
felling; they have got some good axemen in
this army, I see." The conversation turning
upon his knowledge of rail-splitting, he said,
"Now let me tell you about that. I am not a
bitjmxious about my reputation in that line of
business ; but if there is any thing in this world
that I am a judge of,' it is of good felling of tim
ber, but I don't remember having worked by my-
self at splitting rails for one whole day in my
life." Upon surprise being expressed that his
national reputation as a rail-splitter should have
so slight a foundation, he said, " I recollect that,
some time during the canvass for the office I now
hold, there was a great mass meeting, where I
was present, and with a great flourish several
rails were brought into the meeting, and being
informed where they came from, I was asked to
identify them, which I did, with some qualms of
conscience, having helped my father to split
rails, as at other odd jobs. I said if there were
any rails which I had split, I shouldn't wonder
if those were the rails." Those who may be
disappointed to learn of Mr. Lincoln's limited
experience in splitting rails, may be relieved to

know that he was evidently proud of his knowl

edge of the art of cutting timber, and explained
minutely how a good job differed from a poor
one, giving illustrations from the ugly stumps
on either side.
An amusing yet tonching instance of the
President's preoccupation of mind occurred at
ono of his levees, when he was shaking hands
with a host of visitors, passing him in a contin
uous stream. An intimate acquaintance re
ceived the usual conventional hand-shake and
salutation ; but, perceiving that he was not rec
ognized, kept his ground, instead of moving on,
and spoke again ; when the President, roused

by a dim consciousness that something unusual
had happened, perceived who stood before him,
and seizing his friend's hand, shook it again
heartily, saying, "How do you do? How do
you do? Excuse me for not noticing you at
first; the fact is

, I was thinking of a man down
South." He afterward privately acknowledged
that the " man down South" was Sherman,
then on bis march to the sea.
Mr. Lincoln had not a hopeful temperament,
and, though he looked at the bright side of
things, was always prepared for disaster and
defeat. With his wonderful faculty for discern
ing results he often saw success where others
saw disaster, but oftener perceived a failure
when others were elated with victory, or were
temporarily deceived by appearances. Of a
great cavalry raid, which filled the newspapers
with glowing exultation, but failed to cut the
communications which it had bee* designed to
destroy, he briefly said: "That was good circus-
riding; it will do to fill a column in the news
papers ; but I don't see that it has brought any
thing else to pass." He often said that the
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worst feature about newspapers was that they
were so sure to be "abead of the hounds," out
running events, and exciting expectations which
were sure to be disappointed. One of the worst
effects of a victory, he said, was to lead people
to expect that the war was about over in conse-

quence of it ; but he was never weary of com
mending the patience of the American people,
which he thought something matchless »and

touching. I have seen him shed tears when
speaking of the cheerful sacrifice of the light
and strength of so many happy homes through
out the land. His own. patience was marvel
ous ; and never crushed at defeat or unduly ex
cited by success, his demeanor under both was
an example for all men. Once he said the
keenest blow of all the war was at an early
stage, when the disaster of Ball's Bluff and the
death of his beloved Baker smote upon him like
a whirlwind from a desert.
, It is generally agreed that Mr. Lincoln's slow-
] ness was a prominent trait of his character ; but
j it is too early, perhaps, to say how much of our
! safety and success wo owe to his slowness. It
may be said, however, that he is to-day admired
and beloved as much for what he did not do as
for what he did. He was well awaro of the
popular opinion concerning his slowness, but
was only sorry that such a quality of mind
should sometimes bo coupled with weakness
and vacillation. Such an accusation he thought
to be unjust. Acknowledging that he was slow
in arriving at conclusions, he said that he could
not help that ; but he believed that when he did
arrive at conclusions they were clear and " stuck
by." He was a profound believer in his own
fixity of purpose, and took pride in saying that
his long deliberations made it possible for him
to stand by his own acts when they were onco
resolved upon. It would have been a relief to
the country at one time in our history if this
trait of the President's character had been bet
ter understood. There was no time, probably,
during the last administration, when*any of the
so-called radical measures were in any danger
of being qualified or recalled. The simple ex
planation of the doubt which often hung over
his purposes may be found in the fact that it
was a habit of his mind to put forward all of
the objections of other people and of his own to
any given proposition, to see what arguments
or counter-statements could be brought against
them. While his own mind might be perfectly
clear upon the subject, it gave him real pleasure
to state objections for others to combat or at
tempt to set aside.
His practice of being controlled by events is
well known. He often said that it was wise to
wait for the developments of Providence ; and
the Scriptural phrase that "the stars in their
courses fought against Sisera" to him had a
depth of meaning. Then, too, he liked to feel
that he was the attorney of the people, not their
ruler ; and I believe that this idea was general
ly uppermost in his mind. Speaking of the
probability of his second nomination, about two

years ago, he said : "If the people think that I
have managed their case for them well enough
to trust me to carry up to the next term, I am
sure that I shall be glad to take it."
He liked to provide for his friends, who were
often remembered gratefully for services given
him in his early struggles in life. Sometimes
he would "break the slate," as he called it

,

of
those who were making up a list of appoint
ments, that he might insert the name of some
old acquaintance who had befriended him in
days when friends were few. He was not de
ceived by outside appearances, but took the
measure of those he met, and few men were
worth any more or any less than the value which
Abraham Lincoln set upon them.
Upon being told that a gentleman upon whom
he was about to confer a valuable appointment
had been bitterly opposed to his renomination,
he said: "I suppose that Judge , having
been disappointed before, did behave pretty
ugly ; but that wouldn't make him any less fit
for this place, and I have a Scriptural authority
for appointing him. You recollect that while
the Lord on Mount Sinai was getting out a com
mission for Aaron, that same Aaron was at the
foot of the mountain making a false god, a

golden calf, for the people to worship ; yet
Aaron got his commission, you know." At
another time, when remonstrated with upon the

appointment to place of one of his former oppo
nents, he said: "Nobody will deny that he is

a first-rate man for the place, and I am bound
to see that his opposition to me personally shall

not interfere with my giving the people a good
officer."
The world will never hear the last of the
"little stories" with which the President gar
nished or illustrated his conversation and his

early stump speeches. He said, however, that
as near as he could reckon, about one-sixth of

those which were credited to him were old ac

quaintances ; all of the rest were the produc
tions of other and better story-tellers than him
self. Said he ; " I do generally remember a

good story when I hear it, but I never did in
vent any thing original; I am only a retail
dealer." His aneedotes were seldom told for
the sake of the telling, but because they fitted
in just where they came, and shed a light on

the argument that nothing else could. He was
not witty, but brimful of humor ; and though
he was quick to appreciate a good pun, I never
knew of his making but one, which was on the

Christian name of a friend, to whom he said :

"You have yet to be elected to the place I

hold; but Noah's raV/n was before Abraham."
He thought that the chief characteristic of
American humor was its grotesqueness and ex

travagance ; and the story of the man who was
so tall that he was "laid out" in a rope-walk,
the soprano voice so high that it had to bo
climbed over by a ladder, and the Dutchman's

expression of "somebody tying his dog loose,"
all made a permanent lodgment in his mind.

His accuracy and memory were wonderful,
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and one illustration of the former quality may

be given in the remarkable correspondence be

tween the figures of the result of the last presi
dential election and the actual sum total. The

President's figures, collected hastily, and par

tially based upon his own estimates, made up
only four weeks after the election, have been

found to be only one hundred and twenty-nine

less in their grand total than that made up by

Mr. MPherson, the Clerk of the House of Rep
resentatives, who has compiled a table from the

returns furnished him from the official records

of all the State capitals in the loyal States.
Latterly Mr. Lincoln's reading was with the
humorous writers. He liked to repeat from
memory whole chapters from these books ; and
on such occasions he always preserved his own

gravity though his auditors might be convulsed
with laughter. He said that he had a dread of
people who could not appreciate the fun of such
things ; and ho once instanced a member of his
own Cabinet, of whom ho quoted the saying of
Sydney Smith, ' ' that it required a surgical op
eration to get a joke into his head." The light
trifles spoken of diverted his mind, or, as he
said of his theatre-going, gave him refuge from
himself and his weariness. But he also was a
lover of many philosophical books, and particu
larly liked Butler's Analogy of Religion, Stuart
Mill on Liberty, and he always hoped to got at
President Edwards on the Will. These pon
derous writers found a queer companionship in
the chronicler of the Mackerel Brigade, Parson
Nasby, and Private Miles O'Reilly. The Bible
was a very familiar study with the President,
whole chapters of Isaiah, the New Testament,
and the Psalms being fixed in his memory, and
he would sometimes correct a misquotation of
Scripture, giving generally the chapter and verse
whero it could be found. He liked the Old
Testament best, and dwelt on the simple beauty
of the historical books. Once, speaking of his
own age and strength, ho quoted with admira
tion that passage, " His eye was not dim, nor
his natural force abated. " I do not know that
he thought then how, like that Moses of old, he
was to stand on Pisgah and see a peaceful land
which he was not to enter.
Of the poets the President appeared to prefer
Hood and Holmes, the mixture and pathos in
their writings being attractive to him beyond
any thing else which he read. Of the former
author he liked best the last part of " Miss Kil-
mansegg and her Golden Leg," " Faithless Sally
Brown," and one or two others not generally so
popular as those which are called Hood's best

poems. Holmes's " September Gale," "Last
Leaf," "Chambered Nautilus," and "Ballad
of an Oysterman" were among his very few fa
vorite poems. Longfellow's "Psalm of Life"
and ' 'Birds of Killingworth" were the only pro
ductions of that author he ever mentioned with
praise, the latter of which he picked up some
where in a newspaper, cut out, and carried in
his vest pocket until it was committed to mem
ory. James Russell Lowell he only knew as

" Hosea Biglow," every one of whose effusions
he knew. Ho sometimes repeated, word for
word, the whole of "John P. Robinson, he,"
giving the unceasing refrain with great unction
and enjoyment. He once said that originality
and daring impudence were sublimed in this
stanza of Lowell's :

u Ef you take a sword and dror it,
Au' stick a feller creetur thru,
Gov'ment hain't to answer for il,
God'll send the bill to you."

Mr. Lincoln's love of music was something
passionate, but his tastes were simple and un
cultivated, his choice being old airs, songs, and
ballads, among which the plaintive Scotch songs
were best liked. "Annie Laurie," "Mary of
Argyle," and especially "Auld Robin Gray,"
never lost their charm for him ; and all songs
which had for their theme the rapid flight of
time, decay, the recollections of early days, were
sure to make a deep impression. The song
which he liked best, above all others, was one
called "Twenty Years Ago"—a simple air, the
words to which are supposed to be uttered by a
man who revisits the play-ground of his youth.
He greatly desired to find music for his favorite
poem, " Oh, why should the spirit of mortal be
proud?" and said once, when told that the

newspapers had credited him with the author

ship of the piece, "I should not care much for
the reputation of having written that, but would
be glad if I could compose music as fit to con
vey the sentiment as the words now do."
He wrote slowly, and with the greatest de
liberation, and liked to take his time ; yet some
of his dispatches, written without any correc
tions, are models of compactness and finish.
His private correspondence was extensive, and
he preferred writing his letters with his own
hand, making copies himself frequently, and

filing every thing away in a set of pigeon-holes
in his office. When asked why he did not have
a letter-book and copying-press, he said, "A
letter-book might be easily carried off, but that
stock of filed letters would be a back-load." He

conscientiously attended to his enormous corre

spondence, and read every thing that appeared
to demand his own attention. He said that he
read with great regularity the letters of an old
friend who lived on the Pacific coast until he
received a letter of seventy pages of letter paper,
when he broke down, and never read another.

People were sometimes disappointed because
he appeared before them with a written speech.
The best explanation of that habit of his was
his remark to a friend who noticed a roll of
manuscript in the hand of the President as he
came into the parlor while waiting for the ser
enade which was given him on the night fol
lowing his re-election. Said he : " I know what
you are thinking about ; but there's no clap-trap
about me, and I am free to say that in the ex
citement of the moment I am sure to say some
thing which I am sorry for when I see it in
print ; so I have it here in black and white, and
there arc no mistakes made. People attach
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too much importance to what I say any how."
Upon another occasion, hearing that I was in
the parlor, he sent for me to come up into the

library, where I found him writing on a piece
of common stiff box-board with a pencil. Said

he, after he had fmished, " Here is one speech
of mine which has never been printed, and I
think it worth printing. Jnst see what you
think." He then rend the following, which is
copied verbatim from the familiar handwriting
before me :
" On Thursday of last week two Indies from
Tennessee came before the President, asking
the release of their husbands, held as prisoners
of war at Johnson's Island. They were put off
until Friday, when they came again, and were

again put off until Saturday. At each of the
interviews one of the ladies urged that her hus
band was a religious man. On Saturday, when
the President ordered the release of the prison
ers, he said to this lady: 'You say your hus
band is a religious man ; tell him when you
meet him that I say I am not much of a judge
of religion, but that, in my opinion, the religion
that sets men to rebel and fight against their
Government because, as they think, that Gov
ernment does not sufficiently help some men to
eat their bread in the sweat of other men's faces,
is not the sort of religion upon which people
can got to heaven.' "

To this the President signed his name at my
request, by way of joke, and added for a cap
tion, " The President's Last, Shortest, and Best
Speech," under which title it was duly published
in one of the Washington newspapers. His
Message to the last session of Congress was first
written upon the same sort of white pasteboard
above referred to, its stiffness enabling him to

lay it on his knee as he sat easily in his arm
chair, writing and erasing as he thought and
wrought out his idea.
The already extended limits of this article
will not permit any thing more than a mention
of many of the traits of Mr. Lincoln's peenliar
character, many of which are already widely
known by his published writings and speeches,
and by the numerous aneedotes which have
been narrated by others who have been ready
to meet the general desire to know more of the
man whose life was so dear to the people. His
thoughtfulness for those who bore the brnnt of
the battles, his harmonious family relations, his
absorbing love for his children, his anxiety for
the well-being and conduct of the emancipated
colored people, his unwavering faith in the hast
ening doom of human slavery, his affectionate
regard for "the simple people," his patience,
his endurance, his mental sufferings, and what
he did for the Nation and for Humanity and
Liberty—these all must be left to the systematic
and enduring labors of the historian. Though
he is dead, his immortal virtues are the rich
possession of the nation ; his fame shall grow
with our young Republic ; and as years roll on
brighter lustre will adorn the name of Abraham
Lincoln.

ANECDOTES OF UNITAEIAN
DIVINES.

THE
REV. DR. SPRAGUE, of Albany, a

distinguished clergyman of the Presbyte
rian Church, and equally distinguished as a
man of letters, long after he had completed his
fiftieth year undertook a literary work of great
magnitude, which he has lived nearly to ac
complish. It is a biography of all the most dis
tinguished American clergymen of the various
denominations, from the settlement of the coun
try to the year 1855, under the general title of
"Annals of the American Pulpit." Successive
volumes have from time to time been issued
from the press of Robert Carter and Brothers,
who have just published the eighth volume of
the series, containing biographical sketches of
the Unitarian clergy of the United States. It
contains the memoirs of eighty clergymen, gath
ered and prepared with an incredible amount of
labor, and making a treasury of interesting ma
terial, not only for the denomination specified,
but for all who are interested in the theological
and literary history of the country. The theo
logical part of it we leave for other hands and
other journals, but we shall endeavor to cull
some of the material which will be instructive
and entertaining to the readers of this Magazine.
The first of the clergymen whose lives are
here recorded was the Rev. Erekezer Gay,
D.D., who was born at Dedham, Massachu
setts, in the year 1696. He lived to the ago
of ninety-one years. The length of his minis
try, from the day of his ordination to his decease,
was more than sixty-eight years, and his entire
ministry, from the commencement of his preach
ing, was but a few months short of seventy years.
Upon the day on which he completed his eighty-
fifth year he preached a sermon from the text,
Josh. xiv. 10, " I am this day fourscore and five
years old," which was published under the title
of " The Old Man's Calendar," and in which ho
made this remarkable record: "Lo, now, my
brethren, I am this day fourscore and five years
old—a wonder of God's sparing mercy ; sixty-
three of these years have I spent in the work of
the ministry among you. One hundred and

forty-six years ago your fathers came with their

pastor and settled in this place [Hingham, Mas

sachusetts]. I am the third in the pastorate of
this church, which hath not been two years va

cant."
He was evidently a man of considerable hu
mor, as appears not only from many aneedotes
which are recorded of him, but from his choice
of texts for his public services. He preached a
discourse at one time from the passage in Luke,
" Remember Lot's wife," designed to counteract
some of the tendencies of the times, and entitled

it
, " A Pillar of Salt to Season a Corrupt Age."

At the installation of the Rev. Ezra Carpenter,
at Keene, in 1758, he preached from the pas
sage, Zechariah, ii. 1 : "I lifted up mine eyes
again, and looked, and behold a man with a

measuring line in his hand." Having for a
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long time been unsuccessful in digging a well

on his homestead, he introduced the subject

into his prayers, and also preached a sermon

from Numbers, xxi. 17: " Then Isracl sang this
song, Spring up, O well ; sing ye unto it."
During the Revolutionary war, a little before
the time for the annual Thanksgiving, and when

it was generally expected that there would be a
great deficiency of the foreign fruits with which
that festival had been celebrated, several En
glish vessels laden with those productions were

driven by a storm upon the coast, captured, and

brought into Boston. Dr. Gay, who was con
sidered a prudent loyalist, not having taken part
in the movements of the colonies, and who was
accustomed on Thanksgiving-days to make men

tion in his prayer 6f the special blessings of the
year, did not suffer such a token of Divine favor
to pass unnoticed. Accordingly, in his Thanks
giving prayer he gratefully acknowledged the

unexpected bounty, somewhat after this sort:

"O Lord, who art the infinitely wise disposer
of all things, who rulest the winds and the waves
according to thy own good pleasure ; we devout

ly thank Thee for the gracious interposition of
thy providence in wafting upon our shores so
many of thy rich bounties to make glad the
dwellings of thy people on this joyful occasion."
Shortly after some one repeated the Doctor's

ejaculations to Samuel Adams, who, with his
usual promptness and decision, exclaimed, "That
is trimming with the Almighty."
Dr. Gad HitchcocB, of Pembroke, Massa
chusetts, who was a contemporary with Dr.
Gay, was celebrated for his patriotism and for
his fearlessness in avowing it

,

and in doing all
that he could for tho cause of his country. In
several instances he officiated as chaplain in
the army, and he never shunned the dangers to
which the soldiers were exposed. The first ser
mon which he published was addressed to a mil

itary company when the French were making
iuroads upon the northern frontier. His "Elec
tion Sermon," which was preached only the

year before the breaking out of the Revolution
ary war, filled Governor Gage, who was present,
with great wrath on account of the boldness of
the positions, not to say the air of defiance that
pervaded it. Even the preacher's own friends
are said to have been surprised at some of the
statements which he ventured to make in the
Governor's presence. It is said that the ser
mon was prepared with the expectation that the
Governor would not be present ; and that when

it was ascertained that he wonld be there to
hear it Dr. H. was advised to be cautions in his
expressions; but he replied, "My sermon is

written, and it will not be altered." In private
life Dr. Hitcheock was eminently agreeable,
though he had some strongly-marked peculiari
ties. His presence gave great animation to al

most every social circle in which he appeared.
"Be merry and wise," was his habitual advice
to the young on occasions of joy. There was

a familiarity in his manners and conversation

not common among clergymen at that day.

j He was likely to enter into conversation with

I any person he met in journeying, and would
amuse himself in giving and receiving jokes.
On his way to Boston he once fell in company
with a sailor, and questioned him quite freely
concerning his name, residence, business, etc.
The sailor, having answered the questions, pro
posed in his turn similar questions to the Doc
tor; and the reply was, "My name is Gad
Hitcheock, and I belong to Tunk" (the name
of his parish). The sailor repeated the three
names, and in his own peculiar manner cried
out, "Three of the worst names I ever heard !"

This retort cheered the old man during all the
rest of his journey. At another time he met a

sailor in Boston, and asked him if he could box
the compass. The answer was, "Yes."— "Let
me hearyou." The sailor performed correctly.
" Now reverse it," said the Doctor. This, too,
was done with equal promptness. The sailor
then asked what his occupation was, and on be
ing informed that he was a minister asked him

if he could repeat certain portions of Scripture ;

and when the Doctor had repeated them the
sailor said, "Now reverse them," greatly to the
amusement of the Doctor, who could enjoy such

a joke.
Dr. Samuel West, of Dartmouth, Massa
chusetts, was one of the celebrities of New En
gland during the latter half of the last century.
He worked upon a farm until his twentieth year,
when he spent six months in preparing for col
lege, and in 1750 started for Harvard College
barefooted, carrying his shoes and stockings un
der his arm. On being examined for admission,
ho had a dispute with the Professor in regard to a
Greek reading, in which he is said to have car
ried his point. He was settled in 1761 on a
salary of £66 13t. (id., which, small as it was,
was not paid. Ho was twice married. -His
first wife was very tall, and her Christian name
was Experience, a common one at that time.
After her death he said he had " learned from
hni/ experience that it was a good thing to be
married," and so he took another wife. He was
an ardent patriot from the beginning of the dif
ficulties with England, and was unsparing in
his denunciations of those who were unwilling
to come out on the side of their country. Im
mediately after the battle of Bunker Hill he
joined the army to do what he could as a min
ister to keep up the courage of the soldiers, and
to promote their welfare. He gained great no
toriety by deciphering for General Washington
a treasonable letter from Dr. Church to an offi
cer of the British army, a full account of which

is contained in Sparks's Writings of Washington.
During the Revolutionary war he rendered im
portant service to the country. He was an in
fluential member of the Convention that adopted
the Constitution, and it was through his influ
ence that Governor Hancock was induced to
give his assent to the adoption of the Federal
Constitution.
Dr. West was remarkable for absence of mind.
During the sessions of the Convention to adopt
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the Constitution of the United States he spent
many of his evenings abroad, and generally re

turned with his pockets filled with handkerchiefs,

silk gloves, silk stockings, and other small arti

cles, and was greatly distressed on finding thgfh

there, thinking that he had taken them up, and

slipped them into his pockets. In fact they had
been placed there by friends who took this meth

od of making him presents, well knowing that
he was too much engaged in conversation to take

any notice of it. While he was a pastor his friends
would sometimes find him on his horse, which
had stopped to graze by the way-side, the bridle

loose, the Doctor's hands folded on his breast,
and himself wholly absorbed in his own thoughts.
Once ho went out to drive a cow from his yard,
and striking at her with a long board missed
the cow, and was himself brought to the ground,
and split his small-clothes nearly the whole
length of the leg. He knew nothing of this lat
ter accident ; but gathering himself up, and for
getting entirely where he was, he went on with
out a hat three miles, entered a friend's house,
and passed the night talking with him to the con
sternation of his wife, who, on his return, saw
in what a plight he was for a visit to one of the
most genteel families of the parish. He once
met a friend, and told him that he and his wife
were on their way to make him a visit. " Your
wife?" said his friend. "Where is she?"
" Why," replied the Doctor, " I thought she
was on the pillion behind me." She had got
ready to accompany him, and the absent-minded
Doctor had gone off without her. He would
sometimes at the church stop at the horse-block
for his wife to dismount, when she had been
forgotten and was still at home. Once he went
to mill, leading his horse and carrying the grist
on his own shoulder. One who saw him on
his way, states that when before his second

marriage he went to ask the town -clerk to
publish the bans, he walked the whole distance
leading his horse, and passed directly by the
house of the town-clerk, and did not halt until
he was brought up by a log at the end of a
wharf. Once, upon a Saturday afternoon, when
on his way home from Boston, he was over
taken by a violent shower as he was riding on
horseback. His family at home were anxiously
expecting his return, but he did not make his

appearance until the last moment on Sunday
morning, when he was seen hurrying his horse
onward, with muddy ruffles dangling about his
hands, and another large ruffle hanging out of
his bosom through the open vest, which he usu

ally kept buttoned close to his chin. He never
had worn such embellishments before, and nev
er afterward could tell how he came by them
then. It was too late to make a change, the
congregation were waiting. His daughter but
toned up his vest so as to hide the ruffles of the
bosom, and carefully tucked the ruffles in about
the wrists. During the opening services all went
very well, but probably feeling uneasy about the
wrists, he twitched at them until the ruffles were
flourishing about, and then growing warm as he

advanced, he opened his vest and made such an
exhibition of muddy finery as tended very little
to the religious edification of the younger por
tion of his audience. He was on terms of inti
macy with Dr. Whitridge, a physician of Tiver
ton, Rhode Island, at whose house he frequently
met the celebrated Dr. Hopkins, of Newport, an
other friend. It was not often that three such
men were brought together. They usually spent
nearly the whole night in conversation. Dr.
Hopkins sometimes required a little sleep, but
the morning light not unfrequently found the
others still up. On one occasion, Dr. West hav
ing mounted his horse a little before night, Dr.
Whitridge went out bareheaded to see him off.
A new topic was started ; the horse walked on
a few steps and stopped ; then a few steps more,
the friends being still earnestly engaged in con
versation. At last they were alarmed by the
appearance of a light in the cast, which, after a
short time, they found was the break of day.
His absence of mind increased upon him as he
became advanced in years, and at length his
memory failed, although his intellect, when ex
cited, retained much of its vigor. He had preach
ed the same sermon to his congregation three
Sabbaths in succession, but no member of his

family was willing to distress him by informing
him of what he had done. The fourth Snbbath
his daughter saw with a heavy heart that he had
his Bible open at the same place, the Parable
of the rich man and Lazarus. Fortunately he
left the room for a minute ; she opened the
Bible at another place, and put it back with the
leaf turned down just as he had left it in his
own place. When he took up the book on his
return he seemed for a moment lost, then fixed
his attention upon the passage to which she had

opened, and from that preached a discourse which
to some of his people seemed the ablest that he
had given for years.
Of the Rev. Dr. Ripley, for fifty years the
only minister of Concord, Massachusetts, the
following aneedote is related. He was born to
govern, and was not a little arbitrary in the ex
ercise of his sole authority as bishop of the place.
He approved of the old custom of putting up
notes of thanksgiving after the birth of children,
and insisted on its continuance long after it had
ceased in neighboring parishes ; and in defense
of the custom he preached so terribly about the

perils of childbirth that the village physicians
feared its effect upon the nerves of those most
deeply interested. At length Mr. H , one

of the deacons, was bold enough to carry to the
church an infant for baptism without having put

up a note. The Doctor saw the whole ground,
planted himself on his principles, and there he

stood by the font. The congregation, intent
upon the administration of the rite, waited in

expectation. The Doctor addressed Deacon
H , and said, "Why have you put up no
note since the birth of this child ?" " Because, "

said Mr. H , " I thought it not best." Said
the Doctor, "I think it it best." " Well," said
Mr. H , "don't keep me here; do some
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thing." So the Doctor offered a prayer of
thanksgiving for the birth of the child and the

safety of the mother ; and having thus far made
up for the omission, he proceeded to perform the
rite of baptism. It was the venerable mansion
occupied by Dr. Ripley — the home of ministers
for more than a hundred years—that has been
made memorable as " The Old Manse" in Haw
thorne's tales. Dr. Ripley occupied this house
through all the sixty-three years of his life in
Concord, and hung his hat upon one single nail
in the hall, and on no other (as he stated at one

time), for more than forty years, until it was
worn quite bright. It was only about thirty
rods from his house, and in sight of his study-
window, that the British soldiers were turned
back in the first battle of the Revolution, April
19, 1775. The event is commemorated by a
monument erected on land given for the pur
pose by Dr. Ripley.
Mr. Motlev, of Linfield, was another of the
singularities of those days. One of his parish
ioners said to him, upon a time, "Mr. Motley,
you are a very odd man." " Yes," said he ; "I
set out to be a very good man, and soon found
that I could not be without being very odd."
He seems to have been troubled with fancies
that he was not to live long. One extremely
cold night, after going to bed, he came to the
conclusion that he should certainly die before
morning. While reflecting upon being found
dead in his bed, he bethought him that his ap
pearance, as he then was, would not be just
what he should like ; so, getting up in the cold,
be put on clean linen and jumped into bed
again. Very soon he fell asleep, slept soundly
till morning, and on awaking was quite aston
ished to find that he was not dead.
Dr. John Prince, of Salem, who entered upon
public life just before the Revolutionary war,
was distinguished not only in his profession, but
equally if not more so as a natural philosopher.
When he was thirty-two he communicated to
the scientific world important improvements in
the air-pump. His invention gave him a place
among the first philosophers and mechanicians
of his day. He corresponded extensively with
several distinguished men of science in Great
Britain, and his labors were referred to in terms
of the highest respect. He was distinguished as
an ardent patriot, and was personally present
and engaged in many of the stirring scenes con
nected with the commencement of the Revolu
tionary struggle. At the time of the Boston
Massacre he was in State Street, and saw the
whole. He was at Governor Hutchinson's house
at North End when it was visited by the mob.
He was at the town meeting preliminary to the
destruction of the tea in Boston harbor. He
was afterward at the conference at Dr. Church's,
where the measures were concerted for destroy
ing the tea, and was on board the ships when it
was done. He was the first to carry the news
to General Warren that the British troops had
left Boston for Lexington. Before he returned
he was standing at the head of Milk Row in
Vol. XXXI.—No. 182.— Q

Charlestown, with two or three persons at his
side armed with muskets. He saw a person
riding rapidly on horseback, and as he passed
them, his cloak blew open and disclosed a Brit
ish uniform. One or more of them leveled his
piece at the horseman, and was about to fire,
when Mr. Prince struck up the guns with his
cane, saying as he did it

,

"Don't fire." The
horseman was Colonel Small of the British army,
hurrying in to Boston to inform the commander
of the straits into which the troops at Concord
and Lexington had fallen. But for this Lord
Percy would not have gone out with his rein
forcements, and the British troops would all have
been intercepted and captured.
Another of the original characters of the last
century was Rev. Thomas Thacher, of Ded-
ham, Massachusetts. He took an active part in
the politfcs of the day, and carried the subject
into the pulpit, which considerably impaired his
influence with a portion of his people. In 1788
he was chosen a delegate, with Fisher Ames, for
Dedham to the Convention for ratifying the Fed
eral Constitution, and made an earnest speech
in favor of its ratification. Many aneedotes il

lustrative of his character, and especially of his
fondness for witticisms, are recorded. On a

Sabbath afternoon he was observed repeatedly
to smile while he was preaching, and as there
was nothing in the subject or matter of his dis
course that should occasion it

,

some person at
the close of the service asked him the cause.
He replied that he had been preaching the same
sermon, word for word, that he had preached to
the same congregation in the morning, mid he
was laughing to see how gravely they took it

,

as

if they had never heard a word of it before. He
was once called to preach by exchange with a ,

very popular minister of Boston, whose absence
from his own pulpit was very apt to occasion the
absence of a part of his admiring congregation.
After Mr. Thacher had taken his seat m the pul-
pit a number of young men, who saw that a
stranger was to preach, abruptly left the house.
At the close of the service Mr. Thacher remark
ed that he had shown himself possessed of at
least one Apostolical gift— that of castingout dev
ils. He lived and died a bachelor, and bequeath
ed nearly the whole of his property to his par
ish under these conditions: That they should
settle a minister within five years of his death .
that all his successors should be moderately Cal-
vinistic in their theological views; that they
should be graduates of Harvard College ; and
that no part of their education should have been
received at Andover Theological Seminary
Rev. William Bentlev, D.D., of Salem, was
not behind those already sketched in his pecul
iarities. Though short in stature, he weighed
more than two hundred pounds. He walked
several miles a day for exercise, without regard
to weather. He perforated his sboes with holes
to let in the water, as a preventive against tak
ing cold. As a preacher he delighted in odd
texts, and seized upon every special occasion as

suggesting a theme for discourse, making use
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of public and private events alike for this pur
pose. When the embargo previous to the last
war with Great Britain was raised he went into
the pulpit, and as the time came for the sermon
he rose, looked round upon his people, and an
nounced his text as follows : " Tliere go the
ships." During the war he became a member
of a company of volunteers, nearly all of whom
were sailors. In the summer of 1814 the frig
ate Constitution, Commodore Stewart, was chased
into Marblehead by a British squadron on Sun
day afternoon. It was just at the commence
ment of the afternoon service. Observing a
movement among his people, and learning what
had taken place, he announced the fact from
the pulpit, and said that the best service for the
afternoon was to defend the Constitution, and
immediately dismissed his people, joined his
company, and marched to MarblehAd. On
one occasion upon a Fourth of July, both polit
ical parties having engaged the same band of
musie, the committee, to meet this contingency,
wished to hasten some of their exercises, and
requested Dr. Bentley to offer a sbort prayer.
He was so offended at what he deemed an im
pertinent interference with the length of his de
votional service that he prayed nearly an hour.
Dr. John Pierce, who was for fifty years
pastor of the church at Brookline, and who died
in 1849, was a man of mark. He was always
an early riser, taking exercise for an hour or
two before breakfasting, summer and winter.
He was accustomed to walk long distances,
making his exchanges by going on foot six or
seven miles, preaching, and returning home the
same day. He was passionately fond of musie,
a delight which he continued to enjoy down to
, old age, and even in his last illness. For thir
ty-three years he was Secretary to the Board of
Overseers of Harvard College, an institution for
which he felt almost a romantic attachment.
He has been heard to say that when he was a
schooUboy he used sometimes to take Cambridge
on his way from Boston to Dorchester, nearly
tripling the distance, just for the sake of look
ing at the college buildings. What boyish lover
could have done more to show his devotion to
the mistress of his heart? He was faithful to
this early attachment even to the last. He at
tended sixty-three successive Commencements
at Harvard, with the exception of one that oc
curred on the day that his mother was buried ;
and for fifty-four successive years he set the tune
of St. Martin's to the hymn that was sung at
the Commencement dinner. He not only kept
the Records of the college with the most scru
pulous neatness and accuracy, but he was a liv
ing Register himself. He carried the whole
Cambridge Catalogue in his head, and knew
every graduate, and who was his father, and
who was hft grandfather, with particulars of
birth, graduation, etc. He could tell on the
instant who was the valedictory orator at every
Commencement that he had attended, and what
was the subject of the oration. On a certain
occasion inquiry was made in regard to the birth

of some individual. Dr. Pierce was appealed
to as a last resort, and appealed to in vain, on
which some one shrewdly remarked, "There is
no use in making any farther inquiry, for if the
Doctor does not know when the man was born
he was not born at all." Dr. Sprague relates
some aneedotes occurring in his own intercourse
with Dr. Pierce, illustrating this remarkable trait
of memory. Dr. Sprague happening to be in
Boston a short time before the death of Dr.
Pierce, rode out to Brookline to call upon his
old friend, and the moment that they met Dr.
Pierce said, with no little earnestness, "Have
you thought of any important event to-day?"
Dr. Sprague replied that ho had not thought of
any event more important than his coming out
to visit his friend Dr. Pierce. " There is a far
more important event connected with the day
than that," said Dr. Pierce. "Think a little,
and see if it does not occur to you." After a
few moments Dr.'Sprague said, "Why, this is
my birthday!" "To be sure it is your birth
day ! and you had not thought of it until I re
minded you," said the Doctor. Upon one occa
sion Dr. Pierce was at the house of Dr. Sprague,
at Albany, when the latter had just received a
letter from Dr. Chalmers, and while Dr. Pierce
was looking with wonder at the almost illegible
hand with which it was written, he said, with
an air of no small confidence, " Dr. Chalmers
is just eighteen days older than Dr. Channing."
Dr. Sprague replied to him: "Doctor, I am
quite sure that I have caught you once. Dr.
Chalmers, I am confident, is several years older
than Dr. Channing, and I think I can prove it
to you here on the spot from some memoranda
that I made after a conversation with him in
respect to his age." In this, however, Dr.
Sprague was disappointed, but still felt quite
sure that his impression was correct, while Dr.
Pierce was equally confident that he was right.
It was agreed that the next time Dr. Sprague
wrote to Dr. Chalmers he should obtain the date
necessary to settle the question. He did so, and
in a few weeks the answer came back: "Dr.
Pierce is right ; I was born on the 17th of March,
1780."
In the sketch of Dr. Joseph TbcBerm an, of
Chelsea, who was born in 1801, and died in
1840, some instances are given of a trait of
character which seems to have been more com

mon in the men of the last century than of the
present— that of self- absorption, or absent-
mindedness. One morning he went to the liv

ery-stable for the horse and chaise which he was

accustomed to call for when he made his pas
toral visits. Word was brought that the horse
and chaise had not been returned the previous

evening, when the Doctor had them out ; and

then he remembered having been much occu

pied the day before with an afflicted family,

from whose humble home he had returned on

foot, forgetting all about the horse with which
he had come. A search was instituted, and at
the end of a long wharf the vehicle was found,

where the poor animal had passed the whole
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night. One evening he entered the house ad
joining his own, hang his hat up in the hall,
and seeing a fair neighbor in the parlor wel
comed her with unusual cordiality: "This is
indeed kind, my dear madam!" said he; "I
am delighted to see you thus at your work, and
making yourself at home ! It is truly neigh
borly—just what I like !" He drew a chair to
the fire and began to chat. His amused com
panion perceived the mistake, and continued to
humor it. After about half an hour, wishing
to write a note, he looked to his accustomed
corner and missed his desk ; and then, glancing
at the wall, wondered what had become of the
portrait of his venerable friend, Noah Worces
ter. At last the truth flashed upon him that he
was in the wrong house. When he was on a
visit to England for his health, he consulted the
celebrated Dr. Abernethy. Forgetting the well-
known antipathy of Dr. A. for any circumlocu
tion, he expatiated on the importance of health
to him, as the pastor of "a little parish in Chel
sea, Massachusetts," until the impatient physi
cian cut him short with, "No matter about your
little parish; go home and build a barn!"
Though inclined at first to resent the abrupt
and unsympathetic dictum, he followed the ad
vice, and found it precisely adapted to his case.
He secured thereby exercise, and had a mechan
ical employment that occupied his mind ; and
when the barn was finished his health was re
stored.
Rev. John Bartlett, of Marblehead, besides
being an able preacher and a devoted pastor
in the discharge of the ordinary functions of
the office, was a man of the most diversified
qualifications, and made himself useful to his

parishioners in nearly all the departments in
which men of any profession are employed.
Before entering the ministry he studied medi
cine, and while a pastor he practiced successful

ly among the poor of his parish. He was skilled
in all the arts that contribute to the comfort and
refinement of home-life, amj by his example
and influence he sought to elevate all by whom
he was surrounded in the several spheres in
which they were called to move and act. Al
though quite learned in the law, ho exercised
his talents in this line as much as possible to
prevent litigation and to promote peace among
his people and neighbors. He was an excellent
business man; drew up ordinary legal docu
ments with great accuracy, and" was skilled in
the case of property, so that he was the constant
legal adviser of those who were not able or in
clined to consult a professional lawyer. His
services were often in requisition in the case of
the families of his sea-faring parishioners —in
the writing of wills, the administration of es
tates, the guardianship of children, etc., etc.
He attended the Probate Court almost as regu
larly as the Judge and Registrar. The casu
alties which frequently occurred among those

who went down to the sea for a livelihood made

frequent requisitions for his services in all these

respects ; and he was withal a man of unbounded
charity, having been known to send the dinner
provided for his own table to a family in need.
One of his fellow-clergymen said of him, "If
one of his parishioners were very sick, he would
first prescribe for him, then pray with him. If
the case were likely to prove fatal he wrote the
sick man's will, watched with him the last night
of his life, comforted the mourners, made the
post-mortem examination, officiated at the funer
al, then presented the will for probate, gave bond
as executor, and was appointed guardian of the
children." Such a man was not only a pastor
but a father to his people.
Some of the most beautiful and interesting
portraits in this photographic gallery of Dr.
Sprague we shall not, in such an article as the

present, attempt even to sketch—in part be
cause they are drawn m'ore for the theological
than the ordinary reader, and because an im

perfect sketch would only mar the beauty which
the distinguished pen-artist has thrown around
them. They belong all of them to the present
century, which, according to our reading of the

volume, seems to have produced men of a more
serious and earnest mould than the preceding,
and men who had a profounder view of the great
work to which they devoted their lives. Of these
we may mention the finished scholar and emi
nent philanthropist, Dr. William Ellery Chan-
ning; the distinguished pulpit orator, Joseph
Stevens Buckminster, whose very reading was

eloquence of the highest order ; the accomplished
and versatile Heury Ware, Jun., the first Profess
or of Pulpit Eloquence at Harvard University ;
and William Ware, the pastor of the first Unita
rian church established in this city. Of the latter
only we shall relate an incident recorded by his
friend, Dr. Bellows, who was ordained as his
successor on the resignation of his charge—a
resignation to which he was impelled by a sol
emn conviction that he had made a mistake in
the choice of his profession. As the two were
walking down Broadway the day before the or

dination, Mr. Ware, assuming a very solemn
expression, said to the one on whom his mantle
was about to fall, " Sir, I wish to give you one
very serious piece of advice in entering on your
new life in this great and dangerous city." Dr.
Bellows opened his ears to take in the consum
mate counsel, in which he was prepared to find

the wisdom of a ministry and of a lifetime con
densed, when Mr. Ware continued : " Be care
ful, Sir, be very careful not to step on the coal
holes!" In recording the incident Dr. Bellows
says,
" His remark about the coal-holes has been

of real service, for they are slippery pests when
shut, and perilous traps when open ; but a thou
sand times, in its moral import or' taking heed
to my ways,' I have revived it as his solo coun
sel to me in stepping into his shoes.''
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OUR MUTUAL FRIEND.
BY CHARLES DICKENS.

IN FOUR BOOKS.-BOOK THE THIRD. A LONG LANE.

CHAPTER XL
IN TUE DABK.

THERE
was no sleep for Bradley Headstone

on that night when Eugene Wrayburn turn

ed so easily in his bed ; there was no sleep for
little Miss Peecher. Bradley consumed the lone

ly hours, and consumed himself, in haunting the
spot where his eareless rival lay a dreaming ;
little Miss Peecher wore them away in listening
for the return home of the master of her heart,
and in sorrowfully presaging that much was

amiss with him. Yet more was amiss with him

than Miss Pcecher's simply-arranged little work-
box of thoughts, fitted with no gloomy and dark
recesses, could hold. For the state of' the man
was murderous.
The state of the man was murderons, and he
knew it. More : he irritated it with a kind of
perverse pleasure akin to that which a sick man

sometimes has in irritating a wound upon his

body. Tied up all day with his disciplined show
upon him, subdued to the performance of his

routine of educational tricks, encircled by a gab

bling crowd, he broke loose at night like an ill-
tamed wild animal. Under his daily restraint
it was his compensation, not his trouble, to give
a glance toward his state at night, and to the
freedom of its being indulged. If great crimin
als told the truth—which, being great crimin
als, they do not— they would very rarely tell of
their struggles against the crime. Their strug
gles are toward it. They buffet with opposing
waves to gain the bloody shore, not to recede

from it. This man perfectly comprehended that
he hated his rival with his strongest and worst

forces, and that if he tracked him to Lizzie
Hexam his so doing would never serve himself

with her, or serve her. All his pains were taken
to the end that he might incense himself with

the sight of the detested figure in her company
and favor in her place of concealment And he
knew as well what act of his would follow if he
did, as he knew that his mother had borne him.
Granted, that ho may not have held it necessary
to make express mention to himself of the one
familiar truth any more than of the other.
He knew equally well that he fed his wrath
and hatred, and that he accumulated provoca
tion and self-justification by being made the

nightly sport of the reckless and insolent Eu
gene. Knowing all this, and still always going
on with infinite endurance, pains, and persever
ance, could his dark soul doubt whither he went ?
Baffled, exasperated, and weary, he lingered
opposite the Temple gate when it closed on
Wrayburn and Lightwood, debating with him

self should he go home for that time or should
he watch longer. Possessed in his jealousy by

the fixed idea that Wrayburn was in the secret,
if it were not altogether of his contriving, Brad
ley was as confident of getting the better of him
at last by sullenly sticking to him, as he would
have been— and often bad been—of mastering
any piece of study in the way of his vocation by
the like slow, persistent process. A man of rap
id passions and sluggish intelligence, it had served
him often, and should serve him again.
The suspicion crossed him as he rested in a
doorway, with his eyes upon the Temple gate,
that perhaps she was even concealed in that set
of Chambers. It would furnish another reason
for Wrayburn's purposeless walks, and it might
be. He thought of it and thought of it

,

until he
resolved to steal up the stairs, if the gate-keeper
would let him through, and listen. So, the hag
gard head suspended in the air flitted across the
road, like the spectre of one of the many heads
erst hoisted upon neighboring Temple Bar, and
stopped before the watchman.
The watchman looked at it, and asked : "Who
for?"
" Mr. Wrayburn."
"It's very late."
" He came back with Mr. Lightwood, I know,
near upon two hours ago. But if he has gone to
bed I'll put a paper in his letter-box. I am ex
pected."
The watchman said no more, but opened the
gate, though rather doubtfully. Seeing, how
ever, that the visitor went straight and fast in
the right direction, he seemed satisfied.
The haggard head floated up the dark stair
case, and softly descended nearer to the floor
outside the outer door of the chambers. The doors
of the rooms within appeared to be standing

open. There were rays of candlelight from one
of them, and there was the sound of a footstep
going about. There were two voices. The words

they uttered were not distinguishable, but they
were both the voices of men. In a few mo
ments the voices were silent, and there was no

sound of footstep, and the inner light went out.

If Lightwood could have seen the face which
kept him awake, staring and listening in the

darkness outside the door as he spoke of it
,

he

might have been less disposed to sleep through
the remainder of the night.
"Not there," said Bradley; "but she might
have been." The head arose to its former height

from the ground, floated down the staircase again,
and passed on to the gate. A man was stand
ing there in parley with the watchman.
" Oh !" said the watchman. " Here he is !"
Perceiving himself to be the antecedent, Brad
ley looked from the watchman to the man.
"This man is leaving a letter for Mr. Light-
wood," the watchman explained, showing it in
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his hand; "and I was mentioning that a per
son had just gone up to Mr. Lightwood's cham
bers. It might be the same business perhaps ?"
" No," said Bradley, glancing at the man, who
was a stranger to him.

"No," the man assented in a surly way;
"my letter—it's wrote by my daughter, but it's
mine— is about my business, and my business
ain't nobody else's business."
As Bradley passed out at the gate with an un
decided foot he heard it shut behind him, and
heard the footstep of the man coming after him.
'"Scuse me," said the man, who appeared to
have been drinking, and rather stumbled at him
than touched him, to attract his attention ; "but
might you be acquainted with the T'other Gov
ernor?"
" With whom ?" asked Bradley.
"With," returned the man, pointing back
ward over his right shoulder with his right
thumb, ' ' the T'other Governor ?"
" I don't know what you mean."
"Why look here," hooking his proposition
on his left-hand fingers with the forefinger of
his right. "There's two Governors, ain't there ?
One and one, two—Lawyer Lightwood, my first
finger, he's one, ain't he? Well; might you be
acquainted with my middle finger, the T'other?"
" I know quite as much of him," said Brad
ley, with a frown and a distant look before him,
"as I want to know."
"Hooroar!" cried the man. " Hooroar
Tother t'other Governor. Hooroar T'otherest
Governor ! I am of your way of thinkin'."
"Don't make such a noise at this dead hour
of the night. What are you talking about?"
"Look here, T'otherest Governor," replied
the man, becoming hoarsely confidential. "The
T'other Governor he's always joked his jokes
agin me, owing, as / believe, to my being a hon-
est man as gets my living by the sweat of my
brow. Which he ain't, and he don't."
"What is that to me?"
"T'otherest Governor," returned the man in
a tone of injured innocence, "if you don't care
to hear no more, don't hear no more. You be
gun it. You said, and likeways showed pretty
plain, as you warn't by no means friendly to him.
But I don't seek to force my company nor yet
my opinions on no man. I am a honest man,
that's what I am. Put me in the dock any
where—I don't care where—and I says, 'My
Lord, I am a honest man.' Put me in the wit
ness-box any where—I don't care where—and
I says the same to his lordship, and I kisses the
book. I don't kiss my coat-cuff; I kisses the
book."
It was not so much in deference to these
strong testimonials to character, as in his rest
less casting about for any way or help toward
the discovery on which he was concentrated,
that Bradley Headstone replied : "You needn't
take offense. I didn't mean to stop you. You
were too loud in the open street ; that was all."
"T'otherest Governor," replied Mr. Rider-

hood, mollified and mysterious, "I know wot it
is to be loud, and I know wot it is to be soft.
Nat'rally I do. It would be a wonder if I did
not, being by the Chris'en name of Roger, which
took it arter my own father, which took it from
his own father, though which of our fam'ly fust
took it nat'ral I will not in any ways mislead yon
by undertakin' to say. And wishing that your
elth may be better than your looks, which your
inside must be bad indeed if it's on the footing
of your out."
Startled by the implication that his face re
vealed too much of his mind, Bradley made an
effort to clear his brow. It might be worth
knowing what this strange man's business was
with Lightwood, or Wrayburn, or both, at such
an unseasonable hour. He set himself to find
out, for the man might prove to be a messenger
between those two.
" You call at the Temple late," he remarked,
with a lumbering show of ease.
" Wish I may die," cried Mr. Riderhood, with
a hoarse laugh, "if I warn't a goin' to say the
self-same words to you, T'otherest Governor!"
"It chanced so with me,'' said Bradley, look
ing disconcertedly about him.
"And it chanced so with me," said Rider-
hood. "But I don't mind telling you how.
Why should I mind telling you ? I'm a Depu
ty Lock-keeper up the river, and I was off duty
yes'day, and I shall be on to-morrow."
"Yes?"
"Yes, and I come to London to look arter
my private affairs. My private affairs is to get
appinted to the Lock as reg'lar keeper at fust
hand, and to have the law of a busted B'low-
Bridge steamer which drownded of me. I ain't
a goin' to be drownded and not paid for it!"
Bradley looked at him, as though he were

claiming to be a ghost.
"The steamer," said Mr. Riderhood, obsti
nately, "run me down and drownded of me.
Interference on the part of other parties brought
me round; but I never asked 'em to bring me
round, nor yet the steamer never asked 'em to
it. I mean to be paid for the life as the steam
er took."
"Was that your business at Mr. Lightwood's
chambers in the middle of the night?" asked
Bradley, eying him with distrust.
"That and to get a writing to be fust-hand
Lock-keeper. A recommendation in writing
being looked for, who else ought to give it to
me? As I says in the letter in my daughter's
hand, with my mark put to it to make it good
in law, Who but you, Lawyer Lightwood, ought
to hand over this here stifficate, and who but

you ought to go in for damages on my account

agin the Steamer? For (as I says under my
mark) I have had trouble enough along of yon
and your friend. If yon, Lawyer Lightwood,
had backed me good and true, and if the T'oth
er Governor had took me down correct (I says
under my mark), I should have been worth
money at the present time, instead of having a

i
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barge-load of bad names chucked at me, and

being forced to cat my words, which is a unsat

isfying sort of food wotever a man's appetite !
And when you mention the middle of the night,
T'otherest Governor," growled Mr. Riderhood,
winding up his monotonous summary of his
wrongs, "throw your eye on this here bundle
under my arm, and bear in mind that I'm a
walking back to my Lock, and that the Temple
laid upon my line of road."

Bradley Headstone's face had changed dur

ing this latter recital, and he had observed the

speaker with a more sustained attention.
" Do you know," said he, after a pause, dur
ing which they walked on side by side, "that I
believe I could tell you your name, if I tried ?"
"Prove your opinion," was the answer, ac
companied with a stop and a stare. " Try."
"Your name is Riderhood."
"I'm blest if it ain't," returned that gentle
man. " But I don't know your'n."
"That's quite another thing," said Bradley.
"I never supposed you did."
As Bradley walked on meditating, the Rogue
walked on at his side muttering. The purport
of the muttering was: "that Rogue Riderhood,
by George ! seemed to be made public property
on, now, and that every man seemed to think
himself free to handle his name as if it was a
Street Pump." The purport of the meditating
was: " Here is an instrument. Can I use it?"
They had Walked along the Strand, and into
Pall Mall, and had turned up-hill toward Hyde
Park Corner; Bradley Headstone waiting on
the pace and lead of Riderhood, and leaving him
to indicate the course. So slow were the school
master's thoughts, and so indistinct his purposes
when they were but tributary to the one absorb
ing purpose— or rather when, like dark trees
under a stormy sky, they only lined the long
vista at the end of which he saw those two figures
of Wrayburn and Lizzie on which his eyes were
fixed— that at least a good half-mile was trav
ersed before he spoke again. Even then, it was
only to ask :
"Where is your Lock ?"
" Twenty mile and odd—call it five-and-twen-
ty mile and odd, ifyou like—up stream," was the
sullen reply.
"How is it called?"
"Plashwatcr Weir Mil! Lock."
" Suppose I was to offer you five shillings ;
what then?"
"Why, then, I'd take it," said Mr. Rider
hood.
The schoolmaster put his hand in his pocket,
and produced two half-crowns, and placed them
in Mr. Riderhood's palm : who stopped at a con
venient door-step to ring them both, before ac

knowledging their receipt.
"There's one thing about you, T'otherest
Governor," said Riderhood, faring on again,
" as looks well and goes fur. You're a ready-
money man. Now;" when he had carefully
pocketed the coins on that sido of himself which

was furthest from his new friend ; " what's this
for?"
"For you."
"Why, o' course I know that," said Rider
hood, as arguing something that was self-evi
dent. " O' course I know very well as no man
in his right senses would suppose as any think
would make me give it up agin when I'd once
got it. Bat what do you want for it ?"
"I don't know that I want any thing for it.
Or if I do want any thing for it, I don't know
what it is." Bradley gave this answer in a

stolid, vacant, and self - communing manner,
which Mr. Riderhood found very extraordinary.
" You have no good-will toward this Wray
burn," said Bradley, coming to the name in a
reluctant and forced way, as if he were dragged
to it.
"No."
"Neither have I."
Riderhood nodded, and asked: "Is it for
that ?"
" It's as much for that as any thing else. It's
something to be agreed with, on a subject that
occupies so much of one's thoughts."
" It don't agree with you," returned Mr. Rider
hood, bluntly. " No ! It don't, T'otherest Gov
ernor, and it's no use a lookin' as if you wanted
to make out that it did. I tell you it rankles in
you. It rankles in you, rusts in you, and pisons
yon."
" Say that it does so," returned Bradley, with
quivering lips; "is there no cause for it?"
"Cause enough, I'll bet a pound!" said Mr.
Riderhood.
"Haven't you yourself declared that the fel
low has heaped provocations, insults, and affronts
on yon, or something to that effect? He has
done the same by me. He is made of venomous
insults and affronts, from the crown of his head
to the sole of his foot. Are you so hopeful or so
stupid as not to know that he and the other will
treat your application with contempt, and light
their cigars with it?"
" I shouldn't wonder if they did, by George 1"

said Riderhood, turning angrily.
" If they did 1 They will. Let me ask you

a question. I know something more than your
name about yon ; I knew something about Gaffer
Hexam. When did you last set eyes upon his

daughter?"
"When did I last set eyes upon his daughter,
T'otherest Governor ?" repeated Mr. Riderhood,
growing intentionally slower of comprehension
as the other quickened in his speech.
" Yes. Not to speak to her. To see her—
any where ?"
The Rogue had got the clew he wanted, though
he held it with a clumsy hand. Looking per
plexedly at the passionate face, as if he were
trying to work out a sum in his mind, he slowly
answered: "I ain't set eyes upon her—never
once —not since the day of Gaffer's death."
"You know her well, by sight?"
" I should think I did ! No one better."
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"And you know him as well?"
"Who's him?" asked Riderhood, taking off
his hat and rubbing his forehead, as he directed

a dull look at his questioner.
" Curse the name ! Is it so agreeable to you
that you want to hear it again?"
"Oh! Hiinf" said Riderhood, who had craft
ily worked the schoolmaster into this corner, that
he might again take note of his face under its
evil possession. " I'd know him among a thou
sand."
' ' Did you—" Bradley tried to ask it quietly ;
but, do what he might with his voice, he could
not subdne his face;— "did you ever see them
together?"

(The Rogue had got the clew in both hands

now.)" I see 'em together, T'otherest Governor, on
the very day when Gaffer was towed ashore."

Bradley could have hidden a reserved piece
of information from the sharp eyes of a whole
inquisitive class, but he could not veil from the

eyes of the ignorant Riderhood the withheld
question next in his breast. "You shall put
it plain if you want it answered," thought the
Rogue, doggedly ; " I ain't a-going a woluntcer-
ing."
"Well! was he insolent to her too?" asked
Bradley, after a struggle. " Or did he make a
show of being kind to her?"
"He made a show of being most uncommon
kind to her," said Riderhood. "By George!
now I—"
His flying off at a tangent was indisputably
natural. Bradley looked at him for the reason.
"Now I think of it," said Mr. Riderhood,
evasively, for he was substituting those words
for "Now I see you so jealous," which was the
phrase really in his mind; "PVaps he went
and took me down wrong, a purpose, on account
o' being sweet upon her!"
The baseness of confirming him in th*is sus
picion or pretense of one (for he could not have

really entertained it), was a line's breadth be

yond the mark the schoolmaster had reached.
The baseness of communing and intriguing with
the fellow who would have set that stain upon
her, and upon her brother too, was attained.
The line's breadth further lay beyond. He
made no reply, but walked on with a lowering
face.

What he might gain by this acquaintance he
could not work out in his slow and cumbrous
thoughts. Tho man had an injury against the
object of his hatred, and that was something ;
though it was less than ho supposed, for there
dwelt in the man no such deadly rage and re
sentment as burned in his own breast. The man
knew her, and might by a fortunate chance see
her, or hear of her ; that was something, as en
listing one pair of eyes and ears the more. The
man was a bad man, and willing enough to be
in his pay. That was something, for his own
state and purpose were as bad as bad could be,
and he seemed to derive a vague support from

the possession of a congenial instrument, though
it might never be nsed.
Suddenly he stood still and asked Riderhood

point-blank if he knew where she was ? Clear
ly, he did not know. He asked Riderhood if
he would be willing, in case any intelligence of
her, or of Wrayburn as seeking her or associa
ting with her, should fall in his way, to com
municate it if it were paid for? Ho would be
very willing indeed. He was " agin 'em both,"
he said, with an oath, and for why ? 'Cause

they had both stood betwixt him and his getting
his living by the sweat of his brow.
"It will not be long then," said Bradley
Headstone, after some more discourse to this

effect, " before we see one another again. Here
is tho country road, and here is the day. Both
have come upon me by surprise."
" But, T'otherest Governor, " urged Mr. Rider
hood, " I don't know where to find you."
"It is of no consequence. I know where to
find you, and I'll come to your Lock."
" But, T'otherest Governor," urged Mr. Rider
hood again, " no luck never come yet of a dry
acquaintance. Let's wet it

, in a mouthful of
rum and milk, T'otherest Governor."

Bradley assenting, went with him into an early
public house, haunted by unsavory smells of
musty hay and stale straw, where returning
carts, farmers' men, gaunt dogs, fowls of a beery
breed, and certain human night-birds fluttering
home to roost, were solacing themselves after
their several manners; and where not one of
the night-birds hovering about the sloppy bar
failed to discern at a glance in the passion-wasted
night-bird with respectable feathers, the worst

night-bird of all.
An inspiration of affection for a half-drunken
carter going his way led to Mr. Riderhood's be

ing elevated on a high heap of baskets on a wag
on, and pursuing his journey recumbent on his
back with his head on his bundle. Bradley then
turned to retrace his steps, and by-and-by struck
off through little-traversed ways, and by-and-by
reached school and home. Up came the snn
to find him washed and brushed, methodically
dressed in decent black coat and waistcoat, de

cent formal black tie, and pepper-and-salt panta

loons, with his decent silver watch in its pocket,
and its decent hair-guard round his neck; a
scholastic huntsman clad for the field, with his

fresh pack yelping and barking around him.

Yet more really bewitched than tho miserable
creatures of the much-lamented times, who ac
cused themselves of impossibilities under a con

tagion of horror and the strongly suggestive in

fluences of Torture, he had been ridden hard by
Evil Spirits in the night that was newly gone.
He had been spurred and whipped and heavily
sweated. If a record of the sport had usurped
the places of the peaceful texts from Scriptu%
on the wall, the most advanced of the scholars
might have taken fright and run away from their
master.
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CHAPTER XII.
MEANING MISCUIEF.

Up came the sun, streaming all over London,
and in its glorious impartiality even condescend
ing to make prismatic sparkles in the whiskers
of Mr, Alfred Lammle as he sat at breakfast.
In need of some brightening from without was
Mr. Alfred Lammle, for he had the air of being
dull enough within, and looked grievously dis
contented.
Mrs. Alfred Lammle faced her lord. The
happy pair of swindlers, with the comfortable
tie between them that each had swindled the
other, sat moodily observant of the table-cloth.
Things looked so gloomy in the breakfast-room,
albeit on the sunny side of Sackville Street, that
any of the family tradespeople glancing through
the blinds might have taken the hint to send in
his account and press for it. But this, indeed,
most of the family tradespeople had already
done, without the hint.
"It seems to me," said Mrs. Lammle, "that
you have had no money at all, ever since we
have been married."
" What seems to yon," said Mr. Lammle, "to
have been the case, may possibly have been the
case. It doesn't matter. "

Was it the specialty of Mr. and Mrs. Lammle,
or does it ever obtain with other loving couples?
In these matrimonial dialogues they never ad
dressed each other, but always some invisible

presence that appeared to take a station about
midway between them. Perhaps the skeleton in
the cupboard comes out to be talked to on such
domestic occasions ?
" 1 have never seen any money in the house,"
said Mrs. Lammle to the skeleton, "except my
own annuity. That I swear."
"You needn't take the trouble of swearing,"
said Mrs. Lammle to the skeleton ; "once more,
it doesn't matter. You never turned your an
nuity to so good an account."
"Good an account! In what way?" asked
Mrs. Lammle.
"In the way of getting credit, and living
well," said Mrs. Lammle.

Perhaps the skeleton laughed scornfully on

lwing intrusted with this question and this an
swer ; certainly Mrs. Lammle did, and Mr. Lam
mle did.
" And what is to happen next ?" asked Mrs.
Lammle of the skeleton.
" Smash is to happen next," said Mr. Lammle
to the same authority.
After this, Mrs. Lammle looked disdainfully
at the skeleton—but without carrying the look
on to Mr. Lammle — and drooped her eyes.
After that, Mr. Lammle did exactly the same
thing, and drooped his eyes. A servant then
^tering with toast, the skeleton retired into the
closet, and shut itself up.
"Sophronia," said Mr. Lammle, when the
servant had withdrawn. And then, very much
louder: "Sophronia!"

"Well?"
" Attend to me, if you please." He eyed her
sternly until she did attend, and then went on.
"I want to take counsel with you. Come,
come ; no more trifling. You know our league
and covenant. We are to work together for our
joint interest, and you are as knowing a hand
as I am. We shouldn't be together, if you were
not. What's to be done ? We are hemmed
into a corner. What shall we do ?"
"Have you no scheme on foot that will bring
in any thing?"
Mr. Lammle plunged into his whiskers for re
flection, and came out hopeless: "No; as ad
venturers we are obliged to play rash games for
chances of high winnings, and there has been a
run of luck against us."
She was resuming, "Have you nothing—"

when he stopped her.
" We, Sophronia. We, we, we."
" Have we nothing to sell ?"
" Deuce a bit. I have given a Jew a bill of
sale on this furniture, and he could take it to
morrow, to-day, now. He would have taken it
before now, I believe, but for Fledgeby."
"What has Fledgeby to do with him ?"
" Knew htm. Cautioned me against him be
fore I got into his claws. Couldn't persuade
him then, in behalf of somebody else."
"Do you mean that Fledgeby has at all soft
ened him toward you ?"
" Us, Sophronia. Us, us, us."
"Toward us?"
" I mean that the Jew has not yet done what
he might have done, and that Fledgeby takes

the credit of having got him to hold his hand."
" Do you believe Fledgeby ?"
" Sophronia, I never believe any body. I
never have, my dear, since I believed you. But
it looks like it."
Having given her this back-handed reminder
of her mutinous observations to the skeleton, Mr.
Lammle rose from table —perhaps, the better to
conceal a smile, and a white dint or two about
his nose— and took a turn on the carpet and
came to the hearth-rug.
"If we could have packed the britfe off willi
Georgiana ; but however ; that's spilled milk."
As Lammle, standing gathering up the skirts
of his dressing-gown with his back to the fire,
said this, looking down at his wife, she turned

pale and looked down at the ground. With a
sense of disloyalty upon her, and perhaps with a
sense of personal danger— for she was afraid of
him—even afraid of his hand and afraid of his
foot, though he had never done her violence—
she hastened to put herself right in his eyes.
" If we could borrow money, Alfred— "
"Beg money, borrow money, or steal money.
It would be all one to us, Sophronia," her hus
band struck in.
"—Then, we could weather this?"
"No doubt. -To offer another original and
undeniable remark, Sophronia, two and two

make four."
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But, seeing that she was turning something

in her mind, he gathered up the skirts of his
dressing gown again, and, tucking them under

one arm, and collecting his ample whiskers in

his other hand, kept his eye upon her, silently.
"It is natural, Alfred," she said, looking up
with some timidity into his face, " to think in
such an emergency of the richest people we
know, and the simplest."
"Just so, Sophronia."
"The Boffins."
" Just so, Sophronia." ,
" Is there nothing to be done with them ?"
" What is there to be done with them, So
phronia ?"
She cast about in her thoughts again, and he
kept his eye upon her as before.
" Of course I have repeatedly thought of the
Boffins, Sophronia," he resumed, after a fruit-

• less silence ; " but I have seen my way to no
thing. They are well guarded. That infernal
Secretary stands between them and—people of
merit."
" If he could be got rid of?" said she, bright
ening a little, after more casting about.
"Take time, fSophronia," observed her watch
ful husbaad, in a patronizing manner.
"If working him out of the way could be
presented in the light of a service to Mr. Bof
fin ?"
"Take time, Sophronia."
"We havo remarked lately, Alfred, that the
old man is turning very suspicious and distrust
ful."
" Miserly, too, my dear ; which is far the most
uupromising for us. Nevertheless, take time,
Sophronia, take time."
She took time, and then said :
" Suppose we should address ourselves to that
tendency in him of which we have made our
selves quite sure. Suppose my conscience—*"
" And we know what a conscience it is, my
soul. Yes ?"
" Suppose my conscience should not allow me
to keep to myself any longer what that upstart
girl told me of the Secretary's having made a
declaration to her. Suppose my conscience
should oblige me to repeat it to Mr. Boffin."
"I rather like that," said Lammle.
" Suppose I so repeated it to Mr. Boffin, as to
insinuate that my sensitive delicacy and honor—"

"Very good words, Sophronia."
"—As to insinuate that our sensitive delicacy
and honor," she resumed, with a bitter stress
upon the phrase, " would not allow us to be si

lent parties to so mercenary and designing a
speculation on the Secretary's part, and so gross
a breach of faith toward his confiding employer.
Suppose I had imparted my virtuous uneasiness
to my excellent husband, and he had said, in his
. integrity, ' Sophronia, you must immediately
disclose this to Mr. Boffin.' "

"Once more, Sophronia," observed Lammle,
changing the leg on which he stood, "I rather
like that."

"You remark that he is well guarded/' she
pursued. "I think so too. But if this should
lead to his discharging his Secretary, there would
be a weak place made."
" Go on expounding, Sophronia. I begin to
like this very much."
"Having, in our unimpeachable rectitude,
done him the service of opening his eyes to tho
treachery of the person he trusted, we shall have
established a claim upon him and a confidence
with him. Whether it can be made much of,
or little of, we must wait—because we can't help

it— to see. Probably we shall make the most
of it that is to be made."
"Probably," said Lammle.
"Do you think it impossible," she asked, in
the same cold plotting way, " that you might re
place the Secretary?"
"Not impossible, Sophronia. It might bo
brought about. At any rate it might be skill
fully led up to."
She nodded her understanding of the hint, as

she looked at the fire. "Mr. Lammle," she
said, musingly : not without a slight ironical
touch : " Mr. Lammle jyould be so delighted to
do any thing in his power. Mr. Lammle, him
self a man of business as well as a capitalist.
Mr. Lammle, accustomed to be intrusted with
the most delicate affairs. Mr. Lammle, who
has managed my own little fortune so admirably,
but who, to be sure, began to make his reputa
tion with the advantage of being a man of prop
erty, above temptation, and beyond suspicion."
Mr. Lammle smiled, and even patted her on
the head. In his sinister relish of the scheme,
as he stood above her, making it the subject of
his cogitations, he seemed to havo twice as much
nose on his face as he had ever had in his life.
He stood pondering, and sho sat looking at
the dusty fire without moving for some time.
But the moment he began to speak again sho
looked up with a wince and attended to him, as

if that double-dealing of hers had been in her
mind, and the fear were revived in her of his
hand or his foot.
" It appears to me, Sophronia, that you have
omitted one branch of the subject. Perhaps not,
for women understand women. We might oust
the girl herself?"
Mrs. Lammle shook her head. " She has an
immensely strong hold upon them both, Alfred.

Not to be compared with that of a paid secre
tary."
"But the dear child," said Lammle, with a

crooked smile, " ought to have been open with
her benefactor and benefactress. The darling
love ought to have reposed uubounded confi
dence in her benefactor and benefactress."

Sophronia shook her head again.
"Well! Women understand women," said
her husband, rather disappointed. "I don't press
it. It might be the making of our fortune to
make a clean sweep of them both. With me to
manage the property, and my wife to manage
the people —Whew I"
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Again shaking her head, she returned : " They
will never quarrel with the girl. They will never
punish the girl. We must accept the girl, rely
upon it."
"Well!" cried Lammle, shrugging his shoul
ders, "so be it: only always remember that we
don't want her."
"Now the sole remaining question is," said
Mrs. Lammle, "when shall I begin?"
"You can not begin too soon, Sophronia.
As I have told you, the condition of our affairs
is desperate, and may be blown upon at any mo
ment."
" I must secure Mr. Boffin alone, Alfred. If
his wife was present, she would throw oil upon
the waters. I. know I should fail to move him
to an angry outhurst, if his wife was there. And
as to the girl herself — as I am going to betray her
confidence, she is equally out of the question."
"It wouldn't do to write for an appoint
ment?" said Lammle.
"No, certainly not. They would wonder
among themselves why I wrote, and I want to
have him wholly uuprepared."
"Call, and ask to sca.him alone?" suggested
Lammle.
"I would rather not do that either. Leave it
to me. Spare me the little carriage for to-day,
and for to-morrow (if I don't succeed to-day),
and I'll lie in wait for him."
It was barely settled when a manly form was
seen to pass the windows and heard to knock
and ring. "Here's Fledgeby," said Lammlo.
"He admires you, and has a high opinion of
you. I'll be out. Coax him to use his influence
with the Jew. His name is Riah, of the House
of Pubsey and Co." Adding these words under
his breath, lest he should be audible in the erect
ears of Mr. Fledgeby, through two keyholes and
the hall, Lammle, making signals of discretion
to his servant, went softly up stairs.
"Mr. Fledgeby," said Mrs. Lammle, giving
him a very gracious reception, "so glad to see
you ! My poor dear Alfred, who is greatly wor
ried just now about his affairs, went out rather
early. Dear Mr. Fledgeby, do sit down."
Dear Mr. Fledgeby did sit down, and satisfied
himself (or, judging from the expression of his
countenance, dissatisfied himself) that nothing
new had occurred in the way of whisker-sprout
since ho came round the corner from the Al
bany.
"Dear Mr. Fledgeby, it was needless to men
tion to you that my poor dear Alfred is much
worried about his affairs at present, for he has
told me what a comfort you are to him in his
temporary difficulties, and what a great service
you have rendered him."
"Oh !" said Mr. Fledgeby.
"Yes," said Mrs. Lammle.
"I didn't know," remarked Mr. Fledgeby,
trying a new part of his chair, "but that Lam
mlo might be reserved about his affairs."
"Not to me," said Mrs. Lammle, with deep
feeling.

"Oh, indeed?" said Fledgeby.
"Not to me, dear Mr. Fledgeby. I am his
wife."
" Yes. I— I always understood so," said Mr.
Fledgeby.
"And as the wife of Alfred, may I, dear Mr.
Fledgeby, wholly without his authority or knowl
edge, as I am sure your discernment will per
ceive, entreat you to continue that great service,
and once more use your well-earned influence
with Mr. Riah for a little more indulgence ?
The name I have heard Alfred mention, tossing
in his dreams, is Riah ; is it not?"
" The name of the Creditor is Riah," said Mr.
Fledgeby, with a rather uncompromising accent
on his noun-substantive. " Saint Mary Axe.
Pubsey and Co."
"Oh yes!" exclaimed Mrs. Lammle, clasp
ing her hands with a certain gushing wildness.
" Pubsey and Co. !"
"The pleading of the feminine—"Mr. Fledge
by began, and there stuck so long for a word to
get on with, that Mrs. Lammle offered him

sweetly, "Heart?"
"No," said Mr. Fledgeby, "Gender— is ever
what a man is bound to listen tb, and I wish it
rested with myself. But this Riah it a nasty
one, Mrs. Lammle ; he really is."
" Not if you speak to him, dear Mr. Fledgeby."
" Upon my soul and body he is !" said Fledge-
by.
" Try. Try once more, dearest Mr. Fledgeby.
What is there you can not do, if you will!"
"Thank you," said Fledgeby, "you're very
complimentary to say so. I don't mind trying
him again at your request. But of course I
can't answer for the consequences. Rinh is a
tough subject, and when he says he'll do a thing,
he'll do it."
" Exactly so," cried Mrs. Lammle, "and when
he says to you he'll wait, he'll wait."

(" She is a devilish clever woman," thought
Fledgeby. "I didn't see that opening, but she
spies it out and cuts into it as soon as it's made.")
"In point of fact, dear Mr. Fledgeby," Mrs.
Lammle went on in a very interesting manner,
" not to affect concealment of Alfred's hopes,
to you who arc so much his friend, there is a
distant break in his horizon."

This figure of speech seemed rather mysteri
ous to Fascination Fledgeby, who said, " There's
a what in his— eh ?"

"Alfred, dear Mr. Fledgeby, discussed with
me this very morning before he went out some

prospects he has, which might entirely change
the aspect of his present troubles."

"Really?" said Fledgeby.
" Oh yes !" Here Mrs. Lammle brought her
handkerchief into play. "And you know, dear
Mr. Fledgeby —you who study the human heart
and study the world—what an affliction it would
be to lose position and to lose credit, when abil

ity to tide over a very short time might save all

appearances."
"Oh!" said Fledgeby. "Then you think,
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Mrs. Lammle, that if Lammle got time he
wouldn't burst up?—To use an expression,"
Mr. Fledgeby apologetically explained, " which
is adopted in the Money Market."
"Indeed yes. Truly, truly, yes!"
"That makes all the difference," said Fledge
by. "I'll make a point of seeing Riah at
once."

"Blessings on you, dearest Mr. Fledgeby!"
"Not at all," said Fledgeby. She gave him
her hand. "The hand," said Mr. Fledgeby,
" of a lovely and superior-minded female is ever
the repayment of a—"
" Noble action !" said Mrs. Lammlej extreme
ly anxious to get rid of him.
" It wasn't what I was going to say," return
ed Fledgeby, who never would, under any cir

cumstances, accept a suggested expression, " but
you're very complimentary. May I imprint a—
a one—upon it. Good-morning !"
" I may depend upon your promptitude, dear
est Mr. Fledgeby ?"
Said Fledgeby, looking back at the door and

respectfully kissing his hand, "Yon may depend
upon it."
In fact, Mr. Fledgeby sped on his errand of
mercy through the streets at so brisk a rate that
his feet might have been winged by all the good
spirits that wait on Generosity. They might
have taken up their station in his breast, too,
for he was blithe and merry. There was quite
a fresh trill in his voice, when, arriving at the
counting-house in St. Mary Axe, and finding it
for the moment empty, he trolled forth at the
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foot of the staircase : " Now, Judah, what are
you up to there ?"
The old man appeared, with his accustomed
deference.
"Holloa!" said Fledgeby, falling back, with
a wink. "You mean mischief, Jerusalem!"
The old man raised his eyes inquiringly.
"Yes, you do," said Fledgeby. "Oh, you
sinner! Oh, you dodger ! What! You're go
ing to act upon that bill of sale at Lammle's,
are you? Nothing will turn you, won't it?
You won't be put off for another single minute,
won't you ?"
Ordered to immediate action by the master's

tone and look, the old man took up his hat from

the little counter where it lay.
"You have been told that ho might pull
through it

, if you didn't go in to win, Wide-
Awake ; have you ?" said Fledgeby. " And it's
not your game that he should pull through it ;

ain't it? You having got security, and there
being enough to pay you ? Oh, you Jew !"
The old man stood irresolute and uncertain
for a moment, as if there might be further in
structions for him in reserve.

"Do I go, Sir?" he at length asked in a low
voice.
"Asks me if he is going!" exclaimed Fledge
by. "Asks me, as if he didn't know his own
purpose ! Asks me, as if he hadn't got his hat
on ready ! Asks me, as if his sharp old eye—
why, it cuts like a knife—wasn't looking at his
walking-stick by the door!"
"Do I go, Sir?"
"Do you go?" sneered Fledgeby. "Yes,
you do go. Toddle, Judah!"

CHAPTER XIII.
GIVE A DOG A BAD NAME, AND BANG HIM.

Fascination Fledgerv, left alone in the
counting-house, strolled about with his hat on
one side, whistling, and investigating the draw

ers, and prying here and there for any small

evidences of his being cheated, but could find
none. " Not his merit that he don't cheat me,"
was Mr. Fledgeby's commentary delivered with

a wink, " but my precaution." He then with a

lazy grandeur asserted his rights as lord of Pub-
sey and Co. b

y poking his cane at the stools and

boxes, and spitting in the fire-place, and so loi

tered royally to the window and looked out into

the narrow street, with his small eyes just peer
ing over the top of Pubsey and Co.'s blind. As
a blind in more senses than one, it reminded
him that he was alone in the counting-house
with the front-door open. He was moving
away to shut it
,

lest he should be injudiciously
identified with the establishment, when he was

stopped by some one coming to the door.
This some one was the dolls' dress-maker,
with a little basket on her arm, and her crutch

stick in her hand. Her keen eyes had espied

Mr. Fledgeby before Mr. Fledgeby had espied
her, and he was paralyzed in his purpose of

shutting her out, not so much by her approach
ing the door, as by her favoring him with a
shower of nods, the instant he saw her. This
advantage she improved by hobbling up the

steps with such dispatch that before Mr. Fledge

b
y could take measures for her finding nobody

at home, she was face to face with him in the
counting-house.
" Hope I see you well, Sir," said Miss Wren.
" Mr. Riah in ?"
Fledgeby had dropped into a chair, in the at
titude of one waiting wearily. "I suppose he
will be back soon," he replied ; " he has cut out
and left me expecting him back, in an odd way.
Haven't I seen you before ?"
"Once before — if you had your eyesight," re
plied Miss Wren ; the conditional clause in an
under-tone.
"When you were carrying on some games up
at the top of the house. I remember. How's
your friend ?"
"I have more friends than one, Sir, I hope,"
replied Miss Wren. " Which friend ?"
" Never mind," said Mr. Fledgeby, shutting
up one eye, "any of your friends, all your
friends. Are they pretty tolerable?"
Somewhat confounded, Miss Wren parried the

pleasantry, and sat down in a corner behind the
door, with her basket in her lap. By-and-by,
she said, breaking a long and patient silence :

"I beg your pardon, Sir, but I am used to
find Mr. Riah at this time, and so I generally
come at this time. I only want to buy my poor
little two shillings' worth of waste. Perhaps
you'll kindly let me have it

,

and I'll trot off to
my work."
"/let you have it?" said Fledgeby, turning
his" head toward her ; for he had been sitting

blinking at the light, and feeling his cheek.

"Why, you don't really suppose that I have
any thing to do with the place, or the business j

do you ?"
"Suppose?" exclaimed Miss Wren. "He
said, that day, you were the master!"

"The old cock in black said? Riah said?
Why, he'd say any thing."
"Well; but you said so too," returned Miss
Wren. "Or at least.you took on like the mas
ter, and didn't contradict him."

"One of his dodges," said Mr. Fledgeby, with

a cool and contemptuous shrug.
" He's made

of dodges. He said to me, 'Come up to the
top of the house, Sir, and I'll show you a hand
some girl. But I shall call you the master.'
So I went up to the top of the house and he
showed mo the handsome girl (very well worth
looking at she was), and I was called the mas
ter. I don't know why. I dare say he don't.
He loves a dodge for its own sake; being,"
added Mr. Fledgeby, after casting about for an
expressive phrase, "the dodgerest of all the
dodgers."
" Oh my head !" cried the dolls' dress-maker,
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holding it with both her hands, as if it were
cracking. " You can't mean what you say."
" I can, my little woman," retorted Fledgeby,
"and I do, I assuro yon."
This repudiation was not only an act of de
liberate policy on Fledgeby's part, in case of his

being surprised by any other caller, but was also

a retort upon Miss Wren for her over-sharpuess,
and a pleasant instance of his humor as regarded
the old Jew. " He has got a bad name as an
old Jew, and he is paid for the use of it

,

and

I'll have my money's worth out of him." This
was Fledgeby's habitual reflection in the way of

business, and it was sharpened just now by the
old man's presuming to have a secret from him :

though of the secret itself, as annoying some

body else whom he disliked, he b
y no means

disapproved.
Miss Wren with a fallen countenance sat be
hind the door looking thoughtfully at the ground,
and the long and patient silence had again set
in for some time, when the expression of Mr.
Fledgeby's face betokened that through the up
per portion of the door, which was of glass, he
saw some one faltering on the brink of the

counting-house. Presently there was a rustle
and a tap, and then some more rustling and an
other tap. Fledgeby taking no notice, the door
was at length softly opened, and the dried face
of a mild little elderly gentleman looked in.
"Mr. Riah?" said this visitor, very politely.
"I am waiting for him, Sir," returned Mr.
Fledgeby. " Ho went out and left me here. I

expect him back every minute. Perhaps you
had better tako a chair."
The gentleman took a chair, and put his hand
to his forehead, as if ho were in a melancholy
frame of mind. Mr. Fledgeby eyed him aside,
and seemed to relish his attitude.
"A fine day, Sir, " remarked Fledgeby.
The little dried gentleman was so occupied
with his own depressed reflections that he did
not notice the remark until the sound of Mr.
Fledgeby's voice had died out of the counting-
house. Then he started, and said: "I beg
your pardon, Sir. I fear you spoke to me ?"
"I said," remarked Fledgeby, a little louder
than before, "it was a fine day."
" I beg your pardon. I beg your pardon.
Yes."
Again the little dried gentleman put his hand
to his forehead, and again Mr. Fledgeby seemed
to enjoy his doing it. When the gentleman
changed his attitude with a sigh, Fledgeby spake
with a grin.
" Mr. Twemlow, I think?"
The dried gentleman seemed much surprised.
"Had the pleasure of dining with you at
Lammle's," said Fledgeby. "Even have the
honor of being a connection of yours. An un
expected sort of place this to meet in ; but one
never knows, when one gets into the City, what

people one may knock up against. I hope you
have your health, and are enjoying yourself.

"

There might have been a touch of imperti

nence in the last words ; on the other hand, it

might have been but the native grace of Mr.
Fledgeby's manner. Mr. Fledgeby sat on a

stool with a foot on the rail of another stool, and
his hat on. Mr. Twemlow had uncovered on
looking in at the door, and remained so.
Now the conscientious Twemlow, knowing
what he had done to thwart the gracious Fledge
by, was particularly disconcerted by this en
counter. He was as ill at ease as a gentleman
well could be. He felt himself bound to con
duct himself stiffly toward Fledgeby, and he
made him a distant bow. Fledgeby made his
small eyes smaller in taking special note of his
manner. The dolls' dress-maker sat in her cor
ner behind the door, with her eyes on the gronnd
and her hands folded on her basket, holding her
crutch-stick between them, and appearing to
take no heed of any thing.
"He's a long time," muttered Mr. Fledgeby,
looking at his watch. "What time may you
make it, Mr. Twemlow?"
Mr. Twemlow made it ten minutes past twelve,
Sir.
"As near as a toucher," assented Fledgeby.
" I hope, Mr. Twemlow, your business here may
be of a more agreeable character than mine."
"Thank you, Sir," said Mr. Twemlow.
Fledgeby again made his small eyes smaller,
as he glanced with great complacency at Twem
low, who was timorously tapping the table with

a folded letter.
"What I know of Mr. Riah," said Fledgeby,
with a very disparaging utterance of his name,
"leads me to believe that this is about the shop
for disagreeable business. I have always found
him the bitingestand tightest screw in London."
Mr. Twemlow acknowledged the remark with

a little distant bow. It evidently made him
nervous.
"So much so," pursued Fledgeby, " that if it
wasn't to be true to a friend, nobody should
catch me waiting here a single minute. But

if you have friends in adversity, stand by tbom.
That's what I say and act up to."
The equitable Twemlow felt that this senti
ment, irrespective of the utterer, demanded his
cordial assent. "You are very right, Sir," he
rejoined with spirit. "You indicate the gener
ous and manly course."

"Glad to have your approbation," returned
Fledgeby. " It's a coincidence, Mr. Twemlow ;"

here he descended from his perch, and saunter

ed toward him ; "that the friends I am stand
ing b

y to-day are the friends at whose house I

met you ! The Lammles. She's a very taking
and agreeable woman ?"
Conscience smote the gentle Twemlow pale.
"Yes," he said. "She is."
"And when she appealed to me this morn
ing, to come and try what I could do to pacify
their creditor, this Mr. Riah— that I certainly
have gained some little influence with in trans
acting business for another friend, but nothing

like so much as she supposes —and when a wo-
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man like that spoke to me as her dearest Mr.
Fledgeby, and shed tears—why what could I
do, you know ?"
Twemlow gasped "Nothing but come."
"Nothing but come. And so I came. But
why," said Fledgeby, putting his hands in his
pockets and counterfeiting deep meditation,

"why Riah should have started up, when I told
him that the Lammles entreated him to hold
over a Bill of Sale he has on all their effects ;
and why he should have cut out, saying he
would be back directly ; and why he should
have left me here alone so long ; I can not un
derstand."
The chivalrous Twemlow, Knight of the Sim
ple Heart, was not in a condition to offer any
suggestion. He was too penitent, too remorse
ful. For the first time in his life he had done
an underhanded action, and he had done wrong.
He had secretly interposed against this confiding
young man, for no better real reason than be
cause the young man's ways were not his ways.
But, the confiding young man proceeded to

heap coals of fire on his sensitive head.
"I beg your pardon, Mr. Twemlow; you see
I am acquainted with the nature of the af
fairs that are transacted here. Is there any
thing I can do for you here ? You have always
been brought up as a gentleman, and never as
a man of business;" another touch of possible
impertinence in this place ; " and perhaps you
arc but a poor man of business. What else is
to be expected!"
" I am even a poorer man of business than I
am a man, Sir," returned Twemlow, "and I
could hardly express my deficiency in a stronger
way. I really do not so much as clearly under
stand my position in the matter on which I am
brought here. But there are reasons which make
me very delicate of accepting your assistance. I
am greatly, greatly, disinclined to profit by it. I
don't deserve it."
Good childish creature I Coritlemned to a pas
sage through the world by such narrow little
dimly-lighted ways, and picking up so few specks
or spots on the road !

"Perhaps," said Fledgeby, "you may be a
little proud of entering on the topic—having been
brought up as a gentleman."
"It's not that, Sir," returned Twemlow, "it's
not that. I hope I distinguish between true pride
and false pride."
" I have no pride at all, myself," said Fledge
by,
" and perhaps I don't cut things so fine as to

know one from t'other. But I know this is a
place where even a man of business needs his
wits about him ; and if mine can be of any use
to you here, you're welcome to them."
" "You are very good," said Twemlow, falter
ing. "But I am most unwilling— "
"I don't, you know," proceeded Fledgeby,
with an ill-favored glance, *' entertain the vanity
of supposing that my wits could be of any use to
yon in society, but they might be here. You
cultivate society and society cultivates you, but

Mr. Riah's not society. In society, Mr. Riah is
kept dark ; eh, Mr. Twemlow V
Twemlow, much disturbed, and with his hand
fluttering about his forehead, replied: "Quite
true."
The confiding young man besought him to
state his case. The innocent Twemlow, expect
ing Fledgeby to be astounded by what he should
unfold, and not for an instant conceiving the

possibility of its happening every day, but treat
ing of it as a terrible phenomenon occurring in
the course of ages, related how that he had had
a deceased friend, a married civil officer with a

family, who had wanted money for change of
place on change of post, and how he, Twemlow,
had "given him his name," with the usual, but
in the eyes of Twemlow almost incredible result
that he had been left to repay what he had never
had. How, in the course of years, he had re
duced the principal by trilling sums, "having,'
said Twemlow, "always to observe great econo
my, being in the enjoyment of a fixed income
limited in extent, and that depending on the mu
nificence of a certain nobleman, " and had always
pinched the full interest out of himself with punc
tual pinches. How he had come, in course of
time, to look upon this one only debt of his life as a
regular quarterly drawback, and no worse, when
"his name'' had some way fallen into the pos
session of Mr. Riah, who had sent him notice to
redeem it by paying up in full, in one plump
sum, or take tremendous consequences. This,
with hazy remembrances of how he had been
carried to some office to " confess judgment" (as
he recollected the phrase), and how he had been
carried to another office where his life was as
sured for somebody not wholly unconnected with
the sherry trade whom he remembered by the
remarkable circumstance that he had a Stradua-
rius violin to dispose of, and also a Madonna,
formed the sum and substance of Mr. Twemlow's
narrative. Through which stalked the shadow

of the awful Snigsworth, eyed afar off by money
lenders as Security in the Mist, and menacing

Twemlow with his baronial truncheon. .
To all, Mr. Fledgeby listened with the modest
gravity becoming a confiding young man who

knew it all beforehand, and, when it was finished,

seriously shook his head. "I don't like, Mr.
Twemlow," said Fledgeby, "I don't like Riah's
calling in the principal. If he's determined to
call it in, it must come."
"But supposing, Sin," said Twemlow, down
cast, "that it can't come?"
"Then," retorted Fledgeby, "you must go,
yon know."
"Where?" asked Twemlow, faintly.
"To prison," returned Fledgeby. Whereat
Mr. Twemlow leaned his innocent head upon his
hand, and moaned a little moan of distress and

disgrace.
" However," said Fledgeby, appearing to
pluck up his spirits, " we'll hope it's not so bad
as that comes to. If you'll allow me, I'll men
tion to Mr. Riah when he comes in, who you are,
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and I'll tell him you're my friend, and I'll say
my say for you, instead of your saying it for
yourself ; I may be able to do it in a more busi
ness-like way. You won't consider it a liberty ?"
"I thank you again and again, Sir," said
Twemlow. "I am strong, strongly, disinclined
to avail myself of your generosity, though my
helplessness yields. For I can not but feel that
I— to put it in the mildest form of speech —that
I have done nothing to deserve it."
" AVhere can he be?" muttered Fledgeby, re
ferring to his watch again. "What can he have
gone out for? Did you ever see him, Mr.
Twemlow?"
"Never."
" He is a thorough Jew to look at, but he is
a more thorough Jew to deal with. He's worst
when he's quiet. If he's quiet, I shall take it as
a very bad sign. Keep your eye upon him when
he comes in, and, if he's quiet, don't be hopeful.
Here he is !— he looks quiet."
With these words, which had the effect of
causing the harmless Twemlow painful agita
tion, Mr. Fledgeby withdrew to his former post,
and the old man entered the counting-house.
" Why, Mr. Riah," said Fledgeby, " I thought
yon were lost !"
The old man, glancing at the stranger, stood
stock-still. He perceived that his master was
leading up to the orders he was to take, and he
waited to understand them.
" I really thought," repeated Fledgeby slowly,
"that you were lost, Mr. Riah. Why, now I
look at you—but no, you can't have done it; no,
you can't have done it !"
Hat in hand, the old man lifted his head, and
looked distressfully at Fledgeby, as seeking to
know what new moral burden he was to bear.
"You can't have rushed out to get the start
of every body else, and put in that bill of sale at
Lammle's?" said Fledgeby.

" Say you haven't,
Mr. Riah."
" Sir, I have," replied the old man in a low
voice.
" Oh my eye !" cried Fledgeby. "Tut, tut,
tnt ! Dear, dear, dear ! Well ! I knew you
were a hard customer, Mr. Riah, but I never
thought you were as hard as that."
"Sir," said the old man, with great uneasi
ness, "I do as I am directed. I am not the
principal here. I am but the agent of a supe
rior, and I have no choice, no power."
"Don't say so," retorted Fledgeby, secretly
exultant as the old man stretched out his hands,
with a shrinking action of defending himself
against the sharp construction of the two observ
ers. "Don't play the tune of the trade, Mr.
Riah. You've a right to get in your debts, if
you're determined to do it
,

but don't pretend
what every one in your line regularly pretends.
At least, don't do it to me. Why should you,
Mr. Riah ? You know I know all about you."
The old man clasped the skirt of his long
coat with his disengaged hand, and directed a
wistful look at Fledgeby.

"And don't," said Fledgeby, "don't, I en
treat you as a favor, Mr. Riah, be so devilish
meek, for I know what'U follow if you are. "
Look here, Mr. Riah. This gentleman is Mr.
Twemlow."
The Jew turned to him and bowed. That
poor lamb bowed in return ; polite, and terri
fied.
" I have made such a failure," proceeded
Fledgeby, " in trying to do any thing with you
for my friend Lammle, that I've hardly a hope
of doing any thing with you for my friend (and
connection indeed) Mr. Twemlow. But I do
think that if you would do a favor for any body,
you would for me, and I won't fail for want of
trying, and I've passed my promise toMr. Twem
low besides. Now, Mr. Riah, here is Mr. Twem
low. Always good for his interest, always com
ing up to time, always paying his little way.
Now, why should you press Mr. Twemlow ? You
can't have any spite against Mr. Twemlow!
Why not be easy with Mr. Twemlow ?"
The old man looked into Fledgeby's little eyes
for any sign of leave to be easy with Mr. Twem
low ; but there was no sign in them.
"Mr. Twemlpw is no connection of yours,
Mr. Riah," said Fledgeby ; " you can't want to
be even with him for having through life gone
in for a gentleman and hung on to his Family.
If Mr. Twemlow has a contempt for business,
what can it matter to you ?"
"But pardon me," interposed the gentle vic
tim, " I have not, I should consider it presump
tion."
"There, Mr. Riah !" said Fledgeby, "isn't
that handsomely said ? Come ! Make terms
with mo for Mr. Twemlow."
The old man looked again for any sign of
permission to spare the poor little gentleman.
No. Mr. Fledgeby meant him to be racked.
" I am very sorry, Mr. Twemlow," said Kiah.
" I have my instructions. I am invested with
no authority for diverging from them. The
money must be paid."
"In full and slap down, do yon mean, Mr.
Riah?" asked Fledgeby, to make things quite
explicit.
" In full, Sir, and at once," was Riah's an
swer.

Mr. Fledgeby shook his head deploringly at
Twemlow, and mutely expressed in reference to
the venerable figure standing before him with

eyes upon the ground: "What a Monster of
an Israelite this is I"

"Mr. Riah," said Fledgeby.
The old man lifted up his eyes once more to
the little eyes in Mr. Fledgeby's head, with
some reviving hope that the sign might be com

ing yet.
"Mr. Riah, it's of no nso my holding back
the fact. There's a certain great party in the

back-ground in Mr. Twemlow's case, and you
know it."
" I know it," the old man admitted.
"Now, I'll put it as a plain point of business.
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Mr. Riah. Are you fully determined (as a plain
point of business) either to have that said great
party's security, or that said great party's mon
ey?"
"Fully determined," answered Riah, as he
read his master's face, and learned the book.
" Not at all caring for, and indeed as it seems
to me rather enjoying," said Fledgeby, with pe
culiar unction, "the precious kick-up and row
that will come off between Mr. Twemlow and
the said great party?"
This required no answer, and received none.
Poor Mr. Twemlow, who had betrayed the keen
est mental terrors since his noble kinsman loomed

in the perspective, rose with a sigh to take his
departure. " I thank you very much, Sir," he
said, offering Fledgeby his feverish hand. " You
have done me an unmerited service. Thank you,
thank yon !"
"Don't mention it," answered Fledgeby.
"It's a failure so far, but I'll stay behind, and
take another touch at Mr. Riah."
"Do not deceive yourself, Mr. Twemlow,"
said the Jew, then addressing him directly for
the first time. " There is no hope for you. You
must expect no leniency here. You must pay in
full, and yon can not pay too promptly, or you
will be put to heavy charges. Trust nothing to
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me, Sir. Money, money, money." When he
had said these words in an emphatic manner, he
acknowledged Mr. Twemlow's still polite motion
of his head, and that amiable little worthy took
his departure in the lowest spirits.
Fascination Fledgeby was in such a merry
rein when the counting-house was cleared of
him, that he had nothing for it but to go to the
window, and lean his arms on the frame of the
blind, and have his silent laugh out, with his
back to his subordinate. When he turned round
again with a composed countenance, his subor
dinate still stood in the same place, and the
dolls' dress-maker sat behind the door with a
look of horror.
"Halloa?" cried Mr. Fledgeby, "you're for
getting this young lady, Mr. Riah, and she has
been waiting long enough too. Sell her her
waste, please, and give her good measure if you
can make up your mind to do the liberal thing
for once."
He looked on for a time, as the Jew filled her
little basket with such scraps as she was used to
buy ; but, his merry vein coming on again, he
was obliged to turn round to the window once
more, and lean his arms on the blind.
"There, my Cinderella dear," said the old
man in a whisper, and with a worn-out look,
" the baskets full now. Bless you ! And get
you gone!"
"Don't call me your Cinderella dear," re
turned Miss Wren. " Oh you cruel godmo
ther!"
She shook that emphatic little forefinger of
hers in his face at parting, as earnestly and re
proachfully as she had ever shaken it at her grim
old child at home.
" You are not the godmother at all !" said she.
"You are the Wolf in the Forest, the wicked
Wolf! And if ever my dear Lizzie is sold and
betrayed, I shall know who sold and betrayed
her!"

CHAPTER XTV.

MB. WEOQ PREPARES A GRINDSTONE FOR MR.
BOFFIN'S NOSE.

Having assisted at a few more expositions of
the lives of Misers, Mr. Venus became almost in
dispensable to the evenings at the Bower. The
circumstance of having another listener to the
wonders unfolded by Wegg, or, as it were, an
other caleulator to cast up the guineas found in
tea-pots, chimneys, racks, and mangers, and other
such banks of deposit, seemed greatly to height
en Mr. Boffin's enjoyment ; while Silas Wegg,
for his part, though of a jealous temperament
which might under ordinary circumstances have
resented the anatomist's getting into favor, was
so very anxious to keep his eye on that gentle
man— lest, being too much left to himself, he
should be tempted to play any tricks with the

precious document in his keepmg— that he nev
er lost an opportunity of commending him to
Vol. XXXI.—No. 182.— R

Mr. Boffin's notice as a third party whose com
pany was much to be desired. Another friend
ly demonstration toward him Mr. Wegg now
regularly gratified. After each sitting was over,
and the patron had departed, Mr. Wegg invari
ably saw Mr. Venus home. To be sure, he as
invariably requested to be refreshed with a sight
of the paper in which he was a joint proprietor ;
but he never failed to remark that it was the
great pleasure he derived from Mr. Venus's im
proving society which had insensibly lured him
round to Clerkenwell again, and that, finding
himself once more attracted to the spot by the
social powers of Mr. V., he would beg leave to
go through that little incidental procedure, as a
matter of form. "For well I know, Sir," Mr.
Wegg would add, " that a man of your delicate
mind would wish to be checked off whenever the
opportunity arises, and it is not for me to balk
your feelings.

"

A certain rustiness in Mr. Venus, which nev
er became so lubricated by the oil of Mr. Wegg
but that he turned under the screw in a creak
ing and stiff manner, was very noticeable at
about this period. While assisting at the literary
evenings he even went so far, on two or three oc
casions, as to correct Mr. Wegg when he gross
ly mispronounced a word, or made nonsense of
a passage; insomuch that Mr. Wegg took to
surveying his course in the day, and to making
arrangements for getting round rocks at night
instead of running straight upon them. Of the
slightest anatomical reference he became partic
ularly shy, and, if he saw a bone ahead, would
go any distance out of his way rather than men
tion it by name.
The adverse destinies ordained that one even

ing Mr. Wegg's laboring bark became beset by
polysyllables, and embarrassed among a perfect
archipelago of hard words. It being necessary
to take soundings every minute, and to feel the

way with the greatest caution, Mr. Wegg's at
tention was fully employed. Advantage was
taken of this dilemma by Mr. Venus to pass a
scrap of paper into Mr. Boffin's hand, and lay
his finger on his own lip.
When Mr. Boffin got home at night he found
that the paper contained Mr. Venns's card and
these words: "Should bo glad to be honored
with a call respecting business of your own,
about dusk on an early evening."
The very next evening saw Mr. Boffin peep
ing in at the preserved frogs in Mr. Venus's
shop-window, and saw Mr. Venus espying Mr.
Boffin with the readiness of one on the alert,
and beckoning that gentleman into his interior.

Responding, Mr. Boffin was invited to seat him
self on the box of human miscellanies before the

fire, and did so, looking round the place with

admiring eyes. The firo being low and fitful,
and the dusk gloomy, the whole stock seemed

to be winking and blinking with both eyes, ns
Mr. Venus did. The French gentleman, though
he had no eyes, was not at all behindhand, but

appeared, as the flame rose and fell, to open
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and shut his no eyes, with the regularity of the
glass cyed dogs and ducks and birds. The big-
headed babies were equally obliging in lending
their grotesque aid to the general effect.
"You see, Mr. Venus, I've lost no time," said
Mr. Boffin. "Here I am."
" Here you are, Sir," assented Mr. Venus.
"I don't like secrecy," pursued Mr. Boffin—
" at least, not in a general way I don't—but I
dare say you'll show me good reason for being
secret so far."
" I thmk I shall, Sir," returned Venus.
"Good," said Mr. Boffin. "You don't ex
pect Wegg, I take it for granted ?"
"No, Sir. I expect no one but the present
company."
Mr. Boffin glanced about him, as accepting
under that inclusive denomination the French
gentleman and tho circle in which he didn't
move, and repented, "The present company."
" Sir," said Mr. Venus, " before entering upon
business, I shall have to ask you for your word
and honor that we are in confidence."
" Let's wait a bit and understand what the
expression means," answered Mr. Boffin. "In
confidence for how long ? In confidence forever
and a day ?"
"I take your hint, Sir," said Venus; "you
think you might consider the business, when

yon came to know it, to be of a nature incom

patible with confidence on your part ?"
"I might," said Mr. Boffin, with a cautious
look.
"True, Sir. Well, Sir," observed Venus, aft
er clutching at his dusty hair, to brighten his
ideas, "let us put it another way. I open the
business with you, relying upon your honor not
to do any thing in it

,

and not to mention me in

it
,

without my knowledge."
"That sounds fair," said Mr. Boffin. "I
agree to that."

"I have your word and honor, Sir?"
" My good fellow,' retorted Mr. Boffin, "you
have my word ; and how you can have that,
without my honor too, I don't know. I've sort
ed a lot of dust in my time, but I never knew the
two things go into separate heaps."
This remark seemed rather to abash Mr. Ve
nus. He hesitated, and said, " Very true, Sir ;"

and again, "Very true, Sir," before resuming
the thread of his discourse.
"Mr. Boffin, if I confess to you that I fell
into a proposal of which you were the sub

ject, and of which you oughtn't to have been
the subject, you will allow me to mention, and
will please take into favorable consideration,
that I was in a crushed state of mind at the
time."
Tho Golden Dustman, with his hands folded
on the top of his stout stick, with his chin rest
ing upon them, and with something leering and
whimsical in his eyes, gave a nod, and said,
"Quite so, Venus."
" That proposal, Sir, was a conspiring breach
of your confidence, to such an extent, that I

ought nt once to hare made it known to you.
But I didn't, Mr. Boffin, and I fell into it."
Without moving eye or finger, Mr. Boffin gave
another nod, and placidly repeated, "Quite so,
Venus."
"Not that I was ever hearty in it, Sir," the
penitent antagonist went on, " or that I ever
viewed myself with any thing but reproach for
having turned out of the paths of science into
the paths of—" He was going to say " villainy,"
but, unwilling to press too hard upon himself,
substituted with great emphasis— " Weggery."
Placid and whimsical of look as ever, Mr.
Boffin answered : " Quite so, Venus."
"And now, Sir," said Venus, " having pre
pared your mind in the rough, I will articulate
the details." With which brief professional ex
ordium, he entered on the history of the friend

ly move, and truly recounted it. One might
have thought that it would have extracted some
show of surprise or anger, or other emotion,
from Mr. Boffin, but it extracted nothing beyond
his former comment : " Quite so, Venus."
"I have astonished you, Sir, I believe ?" said
Mr. Venus, pausing dubiously.
Mr. Boffin simply answered as aforesaid:
"
Quite so, Venus."
By this time the nstonishment was all on the
other side. It did not, however, so continue.
For, when Venus passed to Wegg's discovery,
and from that to their having both seen Mr.
Boffin dig up the Dutch bottle, that gentleman

changed color, changed his attitude, became ex

tremely restless, and ended (when Venus ended)
by being in a state of manifest anxiety, trepida
tion, and confusion.
" Now, Sir," said Venus, finishing off ; "yon
best know what was in that Dutch bottle, and

why you dug it up, and look it away. I don't
pretend to know any thing more about it than I
saw. All I know is this : I am proud of my
calling after all (though it has been attended b
y

one dreadful drawback which has told upon my
heart, and almost equally upon my skeleton),

and I mean to live by my calling. Putting the
same meaning into other words, I do not mean
to turn a single dishonest penny by this affair.

As the best amends I can make you for having
ever gone into it

, I make known to yon, as a
warning, what Wegg has found out. My opin
ion is

,

that Wegg is not to be silenced at a mod

est price, and I build that opinion on his -begin
ning to dispose of your property the moment he

knew his power. Whether it's worth your while

to silence him at any price, you will decide for

yourself, and take your measures accordingly.

As far as I am concerned, I have no price. If

I am ever called upon for the truth, I tell it, but

I want to do no more than I have now done and
ended."
"Thankee, Venus I" said Mr. Boffin, with a

hearty grip of his hand; " thank'ee, Venus,
thank'ee, Venus !" And then walked up and
down the little shop in great agitation. "But
look here, Venus," he by-and-by resumed, nerv
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ously sitting down again ; " if I have to buy
Wegg up, I sha'n't buy him any cheaper for
your being out of it. Instead of his having half
the money— it was to have been half, I suppose ?
Share and share alike?"
"It was to have been half, Sir," answered
Venus.
" Instead of that, he'll now have all. I shall
pay the same, if not more. For you tell me
he's an unconscionable dog, a ravenous rascal."
" He is," said Venus.
"Don't you think, Venus," insinuated Mr.

Boffin^ after looking at the fire for a while—

"don't yon feel as if—you might like to pretend
to be in it till Wegg was brought up, and then
case your mind by handing over to me what you
had made believe to pocket ?"
" No, I don't, Sir," returned Venus, very pos
itively.
"Not to make amends?" insinuated Mr.
Boffin.
" No, Sir. It seems to me, after maturely
thinking it over, that the best amends for hav
ing got out of the square is to get back into the

square.
"

" Humph !" mused Mr. Boffin. " When you
say the square, you mean—"

"I mean," said Venus, stoutly and shortly,
"the right."
" It appears to me," said Mr. Boffin, grum
bling over the fire in an injured manner, " that
the right is with me, if it's any where. I have
much more right to the old man's money than
the Crown can ever have. What was the Crown
to him except the King's Taxes ? Whereas, me
and my wife, we was all in all to him."
Mr. Venus, with his head upon his hands,
rendered melancholy by the contemplation of
Mr. Boffin's avarice, only murmured to steep
himself in the luxury of that frame of mind :
" She did not wish so to regard herself, nor yet
to be so regarded."
"And how am I to live," asked Mr. Boffin,
piteously, " if I'm to be going buying fellows up
out of the little that I've got? And how am I
to set about it ? When am I to get my money
ready? When am I to make a bid? You
haven't told me when he threatens to drop down

upon me."
Venus explained under what conditions, and
with what views, the dropping down upon Mr.
Boffin was held over until the Mounds should be
cleared away. Mr. Boffin listened attentively.
"I suppose," said he, with a gleam of hope,
"there's no doubt about the genuineness and

date of this confounded will ?"
" None whatever," said Mr. Venus.
"Where might it be deposited at present?"
asked Mr. Boffin, in a wheedling tone.
"It's in my possession, Sir."
"Is it?" he cried, with great eagerness.
"Now, for any liberal sura of money that could
be agreed upon, Venus, would you put it in the
fire?"
"No, Sir, I wouldn't," interrupted Mr. Venus.

" Nor pass it over to me ?"
"That would be the same thing. No, Sir,"
said Mr. Venus.
The Golden Dustman seemed about to pursue
these questions, when a stumping noise was
heard outside, coming toward the door. "Hush!
here's Wegg!" said Venus. "Get behind the
young alligator in the corner, Mr. Boffin, and
judge him for yourself. I won't light a candle
till he's gone; there'll only bo the glow of the
fire; Wegg's well acquainted with the alliga
tor, and he won't take particular notice of him.
Draw your legs in, Mr. Boffin, at present I see
a pair of shoes at the end of his tail. Get your
head well behind his smile, Mr. Boffin, and you'll
lie comfortable there; you'll find plenty of room
behind his smile. He's a little dusty, but he's

very like you in tone. Arc you right, Sir!"
Mr. Boffin had but whispered an affirmative
response, when Wegg came stumping in. " Part
ner, " said that gentleman in a sprightly manner,
" how's yourself?"
"Tolerable," returned Mr. Venus. "Not
much to boast of."
"In-deed !'* said Wegg: " sorry, partner, that
you're not picking up faster, but your soul's too
large for your body, Sir; that's where it is.
And how's our stock in trade, partner? Safe
bind, safe find, partner ? Is that about it ?"
"Do you wish to see it?" asked Venus.
"If you please, partner," said Wegg, rubbing
his hands. " I wish to see it jintly with your
self. Or, in similar words to some that was set
to music some time back :

*I wiah you to see It with your eyes,
And 1will pledge with mine.' "

Turning his back and turning a key, Mr. Ve
nus produced the document, holding on by his

usual corner. Mr. Wegg, holding on by the
opposite corner, sat down on the seat so lately
vacated by Mr. Boffin, and looked it over. "All
right, Sir," he slowly and unwillingly admitted,
in his reluctance to loose his hold, "all right!"
And greedily watched his partner as he turned
his back again, and turned his key again.
"There's nothing new, I suppose?" said Ve
nus, resuming his low chair behind the counter.
"Yes there is

, Sir," replied Wegg; "there
was something new this morning. That foxy
old grasper and griper—"

"Mr. Boffin?" inquired Venus, with a glance
toward the alligator's yard or two of smile.
"Mister be blowed!" cried Wegg, yielding to
his honest indignation. "Boffin. Dusty Bof
fin. That foxy old grunter and grinder, Sir,
turns into the yard this morning, to meddle
with our property, a menial tool of his own, a

young man by the name of Sloppy, Ecod, when

I say to him, 'What do you want here, young
man? This is a private yard,' he pulls out a
paper from Boffin's other blackguard, the one

I was passed over for. ' This is to authorize
Sloppy to overlook the carting and to watch the

work.' That's prettystrong, I think, Mr. Venus?"
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" Remember he doesn't know yet of our claim
on the property," suggested Venus.
" Then he must have a hint of it," said Wegg,
"and a strong one that'll jog his terrors a bit.
Give him an inch, and he'll take an ell. Let
him alone this time, and what'll he do with our

property next? I tell you what, Mr. Venus; it
comes to this ; I must be overbearing with Bof
fin, or I shall fly into several pieces. I can't
contain myself when I look at him. Every
time I see him putting his hand in his pocket,
I see him putting it into my pocket. Every
time I hear him jingling his money, I hear him
taking liberties with my money. Flesh and
blood can't bear it. No," said Mr. Wegg, great
ly exasperated,

" and I'll go further. A wood-
en leg can't bear it !"
"But, Mr. Wegg," urged Venus, "it was
your own idea that he should not be exploded
upon, till the Mounds were carted away."" But it was likewise my idea, Mr. Venus,"
retorted Wegg, "that if he came sneaking and
sniffing about the property, he should be threat

ened, given to understand that ho has no right
to it

,

and be made our slave. Wasn't that my
idea, Mr. Venus?"
"It certainly was, Mr. Wegg."
"It certainly was, as you say, partner," as
sented Wegg, put into a better humor by the

ready admission. "Very well. I consider his
planting one of his menial tools in the yard, an
act of sneaking and sniffing. And his nose
shall be put to the grindstone for it."
" It was not your fault, Mr. Wegg, I mnst ad
mit," said Venus, "that he got off with the
Dutch bottle that night."
"As you handsomely say again, partner!
No, it was not my fault. I'd have had that bot
tle out of him. Was it to bo borne that he
should come, like a thief in the dark, digging
among stuff that was far more ours than his

(seeing that we could deprive him of every grain
of it

, if he didn't buy us at our own figure), and
carrying off treasure from its bowels? No, it

was not to be borne. And for that, too, his
nose shall be put to the grindstone."
" How do you propose to do it

,

Mr. Wegg ?"
"To put his nose to the grindstone? I pro
pose," returned that estimable man, "to insult
him openly. And, if looking into this eye of
mine, he dares to offer a word in answer, to re
tort upon him before he can take his breath,
'Add another word to that, you dusty old dog,
and you're a beggar.'

"

"Suppose he says nothing, Mr. Wegg?"
"Then," replied Wegg, "we shall have come
to an understanding with very little trouble, nnd
I'll break him and drive him, Mr. Venus. I'll
put him in harness, and I'll bear him up tight,
and I'll break him and drive him. The harder
the old Dust is driven, Sir, the higher he'll pay.
And I mean to be paid high, Mr. Venus, I prom
ise you."
" You speak quite revengefully, Mr. Wegg."
"Revengefully, Sir? 13 it for him that I

have declined and failed night after night? Is

it for his pleasure that I've waited at home of an
evening, like a set of skittles, to be set up and
knocked over, set up and knocked over, by what
ever balls—or books —he chose to bring against
me? Why, I'm a hundred times the man he is

,

Sir ; five hundred times !"
Perhaps it was with the malicious intent of
urging him on to his worst that Mr. Venus look
ed as if he doubted that.

' 'What ? Was it outside the house at present
ockypied, to its disgrace, by that minion of for
tune and worm of the hour," said Wegg, falling
back upon his strongest terms of reprobation,
and slapping the counter, " that I, Silas Wegg,
five hundred times the man he ever was, sat in
all weathers, waiting for a errand or a customer ?

Was it outside that very house as I first set eyes
upon him, rolling in the lap of luxury, when I

was a selling half-penny ballads there for a liv

ing ? And am I to grovel in the dust for him to
walkover? No!"
There was a grin upon the ghastly counte
nance of the French gentleman under the influ
ence of the fire-light, as if he were computing
how many thousand slanderers and traitors ar

ray themselves against the fortunate, on prem
ises exactly answering to those of Mr. Wegg.
One might have fancied that the big-headed
babies were toppling over with their hydroceph
alic attempts to reckon up the children of men
who transform their benefactors into their injur-
ers b

y the same process. The yard or two of
smile on the part of the alligator might have
been invested with the meaning, " All about this
was quite familiar knowledge down in the depths
of the slime, ages ago."
"But," said Wegg, possibly with somo slight
perception to the foregoing effect, "your speak
ing countenance remarks, Mr. Venus, that I'm
duller and savager than usual. Perhaps I have
allowed myself to brood too much. Begone,
dull Care! 'Tis gone, Sir. I've looked in
upon you, and empire resumes her sway. For,
as the song says—subject to your correction,
Sir—

' When the heart of a man U depressed with cares.
The mist is dispelled if Venus appears.
Like the notes of a fiddle, you sweetly, Sir, sweetly,
Kaiees our spirits and charms our ears.'

Good-night, Sir."
"I shall have a word or two to say to you,
Mr. Wegg, before long," remarked Venus, "re
specting my share in the project we've been

speaking of."
"My time, Sir," returned Wegg, "is yours.
In the mean while let it be fully understood that

I shall not neglect bringing the grindstone to
bear, nor yet bringing Dusty Boffin's nose to it.

His nose once brought to it
,

shall be held to it

by these hands, Mr. Venus, till the sparks flies
out in showers."
With this agreeable promise Wegg stumped
out, and shut the shop-door after him. "Wait
till I light a candle, Mr. Boffin," said Venus,
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"and you'll come out more comfortable." So,
he lighting a candle and holding it up at arm's-
length, Mr. Boffin disengaged himself from be
hind the alligator's smile, with an expression of
countenance so very downcast that it not only
appeared as if the alligator had the whole of the
joke to himself, but further as if it had been
conceived and executed at Mr. Boffin's expense.
"That's a treacherous fellow," said Mr. Bof
fin, dusting his arms and legs as bo came forth,
the alligator having been but musty company.
"That's a dreadful fellow."
"The alligator, Sir?" said Venus.
"No, Venns, no. The Serpent."
"You'll have the goodness to notice, Mr. Bof
fin," remarked Venus, "that I said nothing to
him about my going out of the affair altogether,
because I didn't wish to take you any ways by
surprise. But I can't be too soon out of it for
my satisfaction, Mr. Boffin, and I now put it to
yon when it will suit vour views for me to re
tire?"
"Thank'ce, Venns, thank'eo, Venus; but I
don't know what to say," returned Mr. Boffin,
" I don't know what to do. He'll drop down on
me any way. He seems fully determined to drop
down ; don't he ?"
Mr. Venus opined that such was clearly his
intention.
"You might be a sort of protection for me,
if yon remained in it," said Mr. Boffin; "you
might stand betwixt him and me, and take the

edge off him. Don't you feel as if you could'
make a show of remaining in it

,

Venus, till I

had timo to turn myself round ?"
Venus naturally inquired how long Mr. Bof
fin thought it might take him to turn himself
round ?

"I am sure I don't know," was the answer,
given quite at a loss. "Every thing is so at
sixes and sevens. If I had never come into the
property, I shouldn't have minded. But being
in it

,
it would be very trying to be turned out ;

now don't you acknowledge that it would, Ve
nus ?"
Mr. Venns preferred, he said, to leave Mr.
Boffin to arrive at his own conclusions on that
delicate question.
"I am sure I don't know what to do," said
Mr. Boffin. " If I ask advice of any one else,
it's only letting in another person to be bought
out, and then I shall be ruined that way, and
might as well have given up the property and
gone slap to the work-house. If I was to take
advice of my young man, Rokesmith, I should
have to buy Aim out. Sooner or later, of course,
he'd drop down upon me, like Wegg. I was
brought into the world to be dropped down upon,

it appears to me."
Mr. Venus listened to these lamentations in
silence, while Mr. Boffin jogged to and fro, hold
ing his pockets as if he had a pain in them.
"After all, you haven't said what yon mean
to do yourself, Venus. When you do go out of

it
,

how do you mean to go?"

Venus replied that as Wegg had found the
document and handed it to him, it was his in
tention to hand it back to Wegg, with the dec
laration that he himself wonld have nothing to

say to it
,

or do with it
,

and that Wegg must act
as he chose, and take the consequences.
"And then he drops down with his whole
weight upon me!" cried Mr. Boffin, ruefully.
"I'd sooner be dropped upon by you than by
him, or even by you jintly than by him alone."
Mr. Venus could only repeat that it was his
fixed intention to betake himself to the paths of
science, and to walk in the same all the days of
his life; not dropping down upon his fellow-
creatures until they were deceased, and then
only to articulate them to tbo best of his humble

ability.
"How long could yon be persuaded to keep
up the appearance of remaining in it?" asked
Mr. Boffin, retiring' on his other idea. " Could
you be got to do so till the Mounds are gone?"
No. That would protract the mental uneasi
ness of Mr. Venus too long, he said.
"Not if I was to show you reason now?" de
manded Mr. Boffin ; " not if I was to show you
good and sufficient reason?"

If by good and sufficient reason Mr. Boffin
meant honest and unimpeachable reason, that

might weigh with Mr. Venus against his person
al wishes and convenience. But he must add
that ho saw no opening to the possibility of such
reason being shown him.
" Come and see me, Venus," said Mr. Boffin,
"at my house."
" Is the reason there, Sir ?" asked Mr. Venus,
with an incredulous smile and blink.
" It may be, or may not be," said Mr. Boffin,
"just as you view it. But in the mean time
don't go out of the matter. Look here. Do
this. Give me your word that you won't take

any steps with Wegg without my knowledge, just
as I have given you my word that I won't with
out yours."
" Done, Mr. Boffin !" said Venns, after brief
consideration.
" Thank'ee, Venus, thank'ee, Venus ! Done !"

"When shall I come to see you, Mr. Boffin?"
"When you like. The sooner the better. I

must be going now. Good-night, Venus."
"Good-night, Sir."
"And good-night to the rest of the present
company," said Mr. Boffin, glancing round the
shop. "They make a queer show, Venus, and

I should like to be better acquainted with them
some day. Good-night, Venns, good-night!
Thank'ee, Venus, thank'ee, Venus !" With that
he jogged out into the street, and jogged upon
his homeward way.
"Now I wonder," he meditated as he went
along, nursing his stick, " whether it can be that
Venus is setting himself to get the better of

Wegg ? Whether it can be that he means, when

I have bought Wegg out, to have me all to him
self, and to pick me clean to the bones !"

It was a cunning and suspicious idea, quite in
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the way of his school of Misers, and he looked
very cunning and suspicious as he went jogging
through the streets. More than once or twice,
more than twice or thrice, say half a dozen times,
he took his stick from the arm on which he nursed

it
, and hit a straight sharp rap at the air with its

head. Possibly the wooden countenance of Mr.
Silns Wegg was incorporcally before him at those
moments, for he hit with intense satisfaction.
He was within a few streets of his own house
when a little private carriage, coming in the

contrary direction, passed him, turned round,
and passed him again. It was a little carriage
of eccentric movement, for again he heard it

stop behind him and turn round, and again he
saw it pass him. Then it stopped, and then
went on out of sight. But not far out of sight ;

for when he came to the corner of his own street
there it stood again.
There was a lady's face at the window as he
came up with this carriage, and he was passing
it when the lady softly called to him b

y his
name.
" 1 beg your pardon, Ma'am ?" said Mr. Bof
fin, coming to a stop.
" It is Mrs. Lammle," said the lady.
Mr. Boffin went up to the window, and hoped
Mrs. Lammle was well.
"Not very well, dear Mr. Boffin ; I have flut
tered myself b

y being—perhaps foolishly — un
easy and anxious. I have been waiting for you
sometime. Can I speak to you?"
Mr. Botfin proposed that Mrs. Lammle should
drive on to his house, a few hundred yards fur
ther.
" I would rather not, Mr. Boffin, unless yon
particularly wish it. I feel the difficulty and
delicacy of the matter so much that I would
rather avoid speaking to you at your own home.
You must think this very strange?"
Mr. Boffin said no, but meant yes.
" It is because I am so grateful for the good
opinion of all my friends, and am so touched by

it
, that I can not bear to run the risk of forfeit

ing it in any case, even in the causo of duty. I

have asked my husband (my dear Alfred, Mr.

Boffin) whether i
t is the cause of duty, and he

has most emphatically said Yes. I wish I had
asked him sooner. It would have spared me
much distress."
. ("Can this be more dropping down upon me!"
thought Mr. Boffin, quite bewildered.)" It was Alfred who sent mo to you, Mr. Bof
fin. Alfred said, ' Don't come back, Sophronia,
until you have seen Mr. Boffin, and told him all.
Whatever he may think of it

,

he ought certainly
to know it.' Would you mind coming into the
carriage ?"
Mr. Boffin answered, "Not at all," and took
his sent at Mrs. Lammle's side.
" Drive slowly any where," Mrs. Lammlo call
ed to her coachman, " and don't lot the carriage
rattle."
"It must be more dropping down, I think,"
said Mr. Boffin to himself. "What next?"

" CHIP."
" TTfTHAT does she say, Posey ?"
IT " She says—mind Robert, I do not think

so, but if you will know— that you are a rolling-
stone, that you do nothing, and will do nothing
—aimless—fickle."
"Well, that will do," said the young man,
with a faint shadow darkening over a face other
wise as serene as the clear summer twilight —
"a rolling-stone perhaps I am ; but I do not
want moss—moss is the emblem of ruin. Aim
less ! yes, till I find an aim worthy of my
arrows ; fickle, it may be, for my nature is
many-sided. But in one thing I can not be
fickle. My love is still the same : for the rest
—my life may seem poor nnd meagre enough.
Even your Aunt Hetty can hardly be more sav
age than I am in criticising it ; but when you
look at me from a distance, when you read of
victorious battles, when you hear of brave deeds,

perhaps I shall wear a little of the purple of
glory reflected from nobler men."
"Not nobler, Robert —oh no," said Posey,
eagerly and with misty eyes. " Are you going
indeed ?"
" Can you doubt it? We arc off to-morrow.
Tell your Aunt Hetty, if I live I hope to do some
thing, nnd if I die a life like mine, or better
lives than mine, are well spent in such a cause."

The freshness of a May morning broke on a
-weary column as it rode slowly along a Virginia
road. Worn with night after night in the sad
dle, it was a study to see the different faces of
the men. Trial and fatigue, like the fire to
characters traced in sympathetic ink, seem to
bring out the truest traits of a man. Some with
countenances stern, pale, and resolute, went on
this raid with a cathedral air j others, jolly and
nonchalant, sang gay snatches of song, and
troubled themselves little about the chances of
life and death.
Robert Challen looking up with a somewhat
wan and haggard face to those clouds of pearl,
just parting into foamy waves with a delicate
heart of rose-bloom before the coming day, re
membered Posey. Was the winter of his dis
content over? He did not know. He nccepted
the war as a stern necessity ; he brought to it

whatever of fervor ho had ; he threw himself
into it with a fiery impatience for the noble
cause ; but he could not hide its horrors from
him ; and he accepted them as a dire necessity.
He never questioned the right; he never doubted

it was the will of God—God would use it for
himself assuredly, though it wasted and deso

lated the land. His own eternal truth was
marching on.
Desolation marked the country as they ad

vanced, and so it had been from the first. In
deed, one day's march was so like another; they
had forded so many streams where the bridges
were broken; they had passed so many burnt

station-houses ; such numbers of bare chimneys
standing like monuments of ruined buildings;
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so many torn-up railway tracks ; such a same
ness in the desolated homes illuminating the
way with fiery heacons telling of the enemy's
destruction or their own, that Robert Challen
almost felt he was traveling in a charmed circle
—a weird tread-mill marked with horror, fire,
and blood. The most cheering sonnd was the
song of some escaped slaves, who had followed
the raiders for many weary days and nights :

'lOh come, brethern, oh come, sisters,
We'a ngwine to bark in Freedom's boat;
The storm is a-rngiu', the wind is a-roarin',
But Massa Linkum done keep us ofloat.
Oh ye ho!—Massa Linkum'a at the helm,
Shore's ye live, he'll keep ye afloat."

The fair spring day closed in a chill drizzling
rain. The order was* passed along the line to
turn aside into the woods for the night. Some
of the men stretched themselves on the wet
ground, and soon lost all care in sleep. Some
of the officers and men took shelter in a fine
farm-house about half a mile from the road. It
gleamed out white through the fine driv ing mist,
and its lights twinkled with friendly ray, but
the raiders met nothing else friendly save the
negroes. Fear and horror seemed to have par
alyzed the white members of the family. An
old lady, ashen in complexion, with nervous,
trembling hands and wandering eyes, met them
on the piazza. Two daughters, one with a baby
in her arms, scuttled out of the hall as the sol
diers entered, while another frightened child
hid its head in granny's skirts. A negro baby
rolled over and over on the floor in great glee at
the melee, and then climbed up by a drum, and
soberly regarded the scene.
"I'm a pore woman," screamed the old lady,
shrilly, "and a widder; some of yer fellers has
been here already and cleaned me out. Yes, I
reckon we'll all starve together, we're cleaned
out, house and stock, bread an' bone. I hain't
a loaf in the house."
At this dismal proclamation the child cling
ing to her forgot all fear of the soldiers in a
greater terror, and shouted out, "What, gran
ny, sha'n't we have any bread?"
Her mother appeared, and, dragging the in
quisitive youngster hastily away, quenched her
with an expressive whisper, "Hush, Ginsey;
there's plenty in the barn."
The Colonel was gentlemanly and kind. He
apologized for his men ; but he made neverthe
less a search for provisions for his exhausted
troops, and found a tolerable supply of bread
and flour in an out-building. Some one look
ing for fodder also found a goodly pile of hams.
Robert Challen, stretched out on the piazza,
could not sleep. The gaunt horror of the war
ssemed to come near him this night. It looked
him in the face with wide, mocking eyes; it
breathed upon him with pestiferous breath ; it
froze his blood with a coldjouch—hungrier than
famine, cruder than death. Was he sinking
from the heights of heroism to low notions of the
war, thinking of those frightened women and
the plundered house? Bah ! the war must be ;

he had accepted it as a dire necessity ; only the
details, brought too near, sickened him. A
baby's cry from within, and the mother's lullaby
frozen to a moan, unmanned him. What then ?
This very house had sheltered the rebels ; that
child's father was captain in the enemy's ranks.
Were we not merciful? He got up restlessly
and paced the broad piazza. "For God and
the right !" he muttered, his face taking a strange
pallor in the misty light. Through what seas of
blood, over what a fiery track of desolation, had
God led his chosen children of old into the land
of promise ! We were merciful —it was mercy
to strike hard, to strike at every point — it was
cruelty to falter, to hesitate. He thought of
rebel atrocities, of their tender mercies to pris
oners in their hands ; and at the thought came
up a vision of one pathetic face—a boy's so
young that the sunshine of childhood yet lay
upon his curls—with hungry, wistful eyes look
ing at the bread he was too weak to eat. A re
turned prisoner —his mother's darling —only able
to answer her agony with an almost idiotic smile,
I and to die starving amidst the plenty that came
; too late.
A moment after lurid tongues of flame leaped
up into the dun air from some out-building, on
which the hissing drops fell but did not quench
the fire. The sleepy men did not stir, though
the child screamed louder, and the old lady or
dered out some of the negroes to fight the fire.
"An' look out for them air hosses," she
whispered, not seeing Challen; "I'm afeard
it's all up with 'em now. Ye couldn't mount
one an' lead the other, an' be off to Compton's
with 'em while they're all asleep, could ye,
Syke?"
"No; couldn't, Misses, on no 'count," mut

tered the negro, sullenly ; " dis nigger tinks a
heap too much ob his life for dat air caper."
Robert Challen, stepping hastily back, with
the soothing words unspoken which he had med
itated administering to the old lady, found him
self almost prostrated over something that lay
curled up near the door-step. At first he thought
it was the house-dog, and wondered that it did
not bark ; but the next moment he found it was
the negro baby. Forgotten in the excitement,
it had made itself comfortable, and now opened
a pair of eyes like whortleberries smothered in
milk—wide with wonder on his face.
" Why, Lor' bless one ; is dat Chip? I clean
forgot him, for sure." And a young mulatto'
seized the child, and shook the sleep out of him
with a harsh hand.
She was a house-servant, Challen saw at a
glance. She had a mincing, affected air, a
tawny golden skin, sleepy black eyes, and hair
glittering and crisply waved, but many degrees
more amenable to laws than the despised wool
of her darker companions. She wore a gay
flounced dress, inherited from her young mis
tress, doubtless, and a pretty scarlet ribbon
around her neck, the long bright ends of which
Chip seized at once, when she took him in her
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" Is it your child?" asked Challen, in sur
prise.
"Yes, he's mine, sure enough; little war-
mint, he wants to be eaten up by the bears an'
lions—he does— the naughty fella—not to come
to his mammy at de right time."
" What's his name ? is it really Chip ?"
"Lor", no, Massa ; he name Scipio, but Mawe
John call him Chip— reckon cos he rink nigger
babies (fore dey can work) 'bout like chips, or de
rubbidge under his foot—den all desc no 'count
niggers must foller de white folks's fashions for
pure; and lasly, I'se 'bleeged to call de chile
' Chip' too, for fear he don know hisself."
The girl lingered still, as if something was
left unsaid, and the three stood watching the
fire, which had been "fought" successfully, and
now cowered and hissed before its conquerors.
Now and then starry drifts floated up gayly, in
glad. release from the bed of darkening coals that
glowered fiercely below. Chip reached out fat
fingers after those stars of gold. Challen looked
at the freed sparks and black impotent embers
with some vague thought of a servile race, long
kept in darkness, springing into light ; and be
muttered :
" He roso a man who laid him down a Glare,
Shook from his locks the ashes of the grave,
And outward trod
Into the glorious liberty of God."

The girl looked around with a furtive glance,
and drew nearer.
' ' Look a-heah, Massa ; deys mighty big sto
ries 'bout de Norf, I reckon."
"What stories?"
"Why, old Pate, de Bible preacher, he do say
dat de Norf 's de lan we's heerd 'bout a heap in
de Bible—de lan flowin wid milk and honey.
'Pears to mo mus be mighty onconvenient an'
sticky if it was so ; but s'pose he means ter say
it's rich, sure enuff."
" Yes, it's rich, sure enough," echoed Challen.
" And black folks jes as good as white folks
dar?"
" If they behave as well."
The girl walked away with a satisfied air;
and Challen seeing the Inst of the sparks light
up the murky night with a transient splendor,
listening to the child's cry as it died into a wail,
and then into silence, fell into a sound sleep.

They had been marching for miles the next
day amidst emerald fields, where the waves of
shadow went over the wheat, when Challen saw
the mulatto girl not far from him, carrying a
bundle of clothes on her head, and in her arms
—Chip.
The mulatto woman Milly More, or, as she
pronounced it

,

"Milly Mo," toiled on, with Chip
in her arms and her hastily-snatched finery on
her head. Sometimes she chatted gayly with
any one who noticed her ; sometimes she watch
ed the gay pageant, with its floating banners
and martial music and varied uniforms, winding
in and out among the piny woods, till a gleam
of barbaric delight came into the sleepy eyes

and lit them up with a new fire. And some
how the silly thing felt as if all her future life
was to be something like this— a grand proces
sion—one in some splendid show ; the toil, the
drudgery, the servile fear were all behind. Ev
ery step she took made them further. She whs
just walking on to freedom, to happiness, to the
realization of every longing of her untutored
heart. Of course she did not express this even
to herself; she had no words, and her longings
were mean and puerile. You and I would de
spise them : perhaps only pictures of fine clothes
and dainty fare haunted her sensuous vision — a
paradise of dreamful ease in that charmed land,
the North^n perpetual tea-party, with Lincoln
himself handing round the cake and wine, per
haps. I must still beg pardon for using the white
folks vocabulary to explain this state of the in
ner life, by saying that she had

"A longing for something afur
From the pphere of her sorrow ;

The desire of the moth for the etar,

. Of the day for the morrow."

But the sun grew fiercer in its beams ; and
Chip, now fast asleep in her arms, was no light
weight. It was hard to keep up buoyant hope
under such a burden. She wondered, in the
ignoble depths of her selfish heart, why she had
brought him after all. He would have been
well enough off at home, and was too young
yet to appreciate all those unknown blessings
of freedom that dazzled her mind's eye; and
like enough, in a year or two the war would be
over, and every body free. But those fat hands
clutching at her throat stirred something at her
heart— the mother's instinct, overlaid with many
gross and selfish thoughts, had some feeble life

there, and she hugged the little one closer and
went on with a quickened step. Why, it was
one of the rights of her freedom to own that
child and keep him—never to see him torn
from her arms and sold into distant slavery.
But Milly Mo found the rose-colored visions
paled somewhat the next morning, when, with
stiff and aching limbs from a night spent on the

damp ground, she once more started with her

heavy burden. She was faint, too. One of the
soldiers had given her a piece of hard tack, but
that was all she had eaten for twenty-four hours.
There is nothing like pain and hunger, as touch

stones of character. Many a one, kind, gener
ous, and sweet-tempered in health and plenty,
grows mean and base in want and suffering.

Poor trifling Milly Mo— unused to hardship
though a slave, with no education in morals,

and only the memory of some past rapture and
the fervid snatches of an old hymn for religion —

no wonder that she felt the kindly promptings
of nature die out in her weak heart. Her mouth
was parched, and a slow fever seemed to kindle

in her blood, and creeping slowly through every

sluggish vein, touched the torpid tide with sting

ing fire. Her languid' eyes gleamed with a fierce
light : a hungry, questioning look, as if she were
searching vainly for her birth-right — for all that

of which the iniquity of man had defrauded her.
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And yet, poor soul, she was only looking roand
for some little respite from deathly languor,
which she soon found by slipping unobserved
into an ambulance. In a few moments she was
fast asleep, and Chip chatftred and laughed un
heard. But a loud voice suddenly shattered her
dreams.

^" Agin the rule, my good woman ; I'm sorry
to say it's agin the rule. Must keep the horses
fresh for the wounded." Then pitying the girl's
sleepy amazement, the kind-hearted Yankee ex

plained : "Ye see, these here waggins is called
ambulances. Nobody is ever allowed to ride
in 'em but wounded folks. I guess ye're most
tuckered out with that little chap, but ye must
come out 'cordin' to orders."

Milly Mo came out with slow steps. Could
it last much longer, this weary march? She
would ask the kind-hearted man.
"How soon d'ye reckon this raid 'll be done?"
"Wa'al, I couldn't kalkerlate. It mought

be over in three or four days, and then agin it
moughtn't."
Three or four days! It might as well be
eternity ; for she could never, never live through
three more such days. She put Chip down with
•"a slow, uncertain movement, and tried to drag
him on a little way; but his chubby feet soon
faltered, and ho stretched up his arms again,
with a little pathetic cry, "Mammy, carry!"
The girl lifted him again, with an articulate
moan, and toiled on. Something tugged at her
foolish little heart which she strove to stifle;
some wild idea throbbed through her giddy
brain. Clogs of lead were on her feet; she
could not go on. And yet, to go back now—
she well knew what that involved. She writhed
with inward anguish at the thought. She had
never been whipped but once ; but the memory
of it throbbed through her now like a living
pain, till Her whole body seemed to beat as one
pulse. And she was a coward, this girl, as
most base and servile natures are. Ah, how
the child clung to her—this clog that was drag
ging her back to her hated life! He would
never let her be free; his twining arms were
only one more link in the chain of her slavery.
The wild idea grew clearer in her foggy and
bewildered brain. They could never both be
saved ; they could not both walk together be
neath the cloudless skies of that promised land ;
if not both, then one ; for she could not go back.
She unloosed the clasping arms as the thought
grew clearer with trembling, unsteady hands,
and some kind of prayer to whatever God she
had to keep the boy from harm. She had to
choose quickly now between her child and free
dom. She put him softly down by the side of
the road with some blundering touch of fond
ness, and slipped stealthily away, with the echo
of his piteous call in her ears. It was a horri
ble thing, was it not ? and it is no fiction.
Chip looked about him with slowly-wonder
ing eyes, the sobs frozen into silence by the
dawning of a new surprise that kept him like a
statue on the very spot where ho had been left.

Balancing his tottering feet by holding up by
the fence with frightened grasp, he looked at
the gay pageant as it defiled slowly along. It
was a pathetic sight indeed, that little waif, cast
so utterly adrift, holding himself up with uncer
tain hands, while the column marched by, and
gazing through his tears with some sort of de
light at the show. Perhaps some memory of
little faltering feet and clasping hands like those
at home touched many a manly heart ; for though
the raid closed with a sharp battle, and here and
there a gallant head was laid low, the soldiers
said that nothing in the course of the whole
march had so affected them as that little child
forlornly holding himself up by the fence, so
unconscious of his forsaken fate, pleased amidst
his tears at the gay cavaleade that was march
ing by to leave him to starvation and, it might
be, death.
When Robert Challen saw him he threw the
reins over his horse's neck and jumped down.
Chip reached out his hands with a knowing
look, as if he recognized a friend, and the next
moment he was clasped in the kindly arms and
borne along in safety. It was dusk before they
reached any house, and even then the soldiers
were not allowed to rest. Orders for a night
march were received ; but Challen found time
to commend his little charge to a kind-looking
woman, with the accompaniment of some mon

ey and the promise of more. Poor little Chip
clung in terror to his last friend, and Challen
felt a sharp 'pang as he unloosed the clasping
hands and left him to his fate. Yes, weak as
it may seem, something like a tear came to his
eyes as he left that negro baby. I believe he
could not have felt more if the child had been
white as a snow-drift.
The recreant Milly Mo was once more seen.
It was high noon. The golden light infiltrated
through rippling leaves poured its splendor on
the ranks, and made a glittering to a distant
stream. With faces set and pale they came
now— for there was a rumor that the enemy lay
concealed in the shelter of that bridge—and a
sharp firing soon quickened horse and rider as
if they were one. The pieces were soon in po
sition, and answered with sharp and significant

response to the enemy's challenge. Then the
clear air was shattered with quick cries, the
thunder of the guns, curses, groans. Robert
Challen, in the heat of the conflict, was aware
of two scenes in the shifting panorama that
could never be forgotten. The negroes, new to
the chances of war, wero wild with terror, ex
pecting, if taken, to be certainly hung, as prom
ised by their gentle masters ; so they plunged

frantically into the water on every side to ford

the creek below the place where the enemy was

hidden. The shrieks of the women and their
woeful faces amidst the seething, struggling
crowd, the hissing shot that fell among them

giving to some in a moment God's peace in
stead of torment, was pitiful to behold. But
more pitiful than death was the blank despair,
rigid and stony as death, but not so peaceful,
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which came upon those who fell prisoners into

the enemy's hands. Some who had followed
the raid through all its weary course, with the
hope of freedom, lost all hope now. One who

had given all for that hope, even her own flesh

and blood, found the illusion vanish in the sul

phurous smoke. Yes ; Milly Mo stretched out
frantic hands, her great pathetic eyes, where

hope lay dead, aimlessly wandering in their
gaze, her quivering lips vainly trying to syllable
hor child's name. Had she staked her child —

nay more, her soul's salvation — in that child-
forsaking, God-forsaking sin, for the sake of
freedom, and lost ? Ay, it may be lost, because
of the sin ; for the noble end does not justify
the vile means with the Eternal God.

When next Robert took Posey's fresh lit
tle hand in his he said, "I have come back

without the laurels, Posey ; I haven't even a
bird."
"Ah yes! But Captain Meade was with us
last night, and we know all about you, Sir."
" All my failings f"
"Yes; he said, for a steady, reliable, truly
courageous fellow, give him you. But, Rob
ert," she continued, nestling closer to him as
she spoke, ' ' I believe I love you better for tak
ing up that forlorn little negro baby in your
arms and carrying him to a place —better than
for any thing else. I shall always believe and
maintain that the bravest are the tenderest.
You must get that child some time."
" So, Miss Posey, you despise my laurels,
which have been growing rapidly for the last
few moments, and prefer a ' Chip.'"
" Even so, Robert, and I want that very 'Chip'
for my wedding present."

JHnirtjjhj Jktmb af Current (Ms.
UNITED STATES.

OUR
Record closes on the 9th of June. It in

cludes the surrender of tho remaining armies
of the Confederacy, the capture of the principal
members of the late Confederate Government, and
furnishes indications of the policy of the adminis
tration of President Johuson.
The surrender of Johaston's army took place on
the 26th of April, not on the 29th, as erroneously
printed in our last Record. General Johuston states
that on that day the returns showed that his whole
force of infantry and artillery, present and absent,
was 70,510, only 18,578 being present, of whom
14,179 were effective, besides which there were
2000 or 3000 cavalry. Twenty days before (April
6) Sherman estimated that Johnston had with him,
"well in hand," 35,000 infantry and artillery, and
from 6000 to 10,000 cavalry. In the interval three-
fourths of his army had scattered. Many of these,
however, came back and took the prescribed parole.
The whole number paroled by General Hartsuff
was fully 30,000; among these were "Generals"
Johnston and Beauregard; "Lieutenant-Generals"
Hardee, Stewart, and S. D. Lee; "Major-Gener
als" Lomnx, Butler, Brown, Hoke, Cheatham,
Loring, Walthal, Anderson, Hill, and Stevenson,
with their respective staffs; and Rear- Admiral
Semmes, having tho rank of Brigadier-General.
Besides the foregoing, the surrender of Johnston
included those of all the Army of the Tennfssce.
which were made by the various officers actually in
command of different portions. Johnston, in an
nouncing to his army the terms of surrender, said
that " the object of the convention is pacification, to
the extent of tho authority of the commanders who
made it. Events in Virginia, which broke every
hope of success by war, imposed on its General tho
duty of sparing the blood of this gallant army, and
saving our country from further devastation, and
our people from ruin." In his farewell address, he
exhorted his soldiers to "discharge the obligations
of good and peaceful citizens to the powers as well
as you have performed tho duties of soldiers in the
field." General Sherman, in his report, presents
an elaborate and wholly successful justification of

his course in entering upon the convention with
Johuston, which was disavowed by tho Govern
ment. The essential points are that in their first
interview Johuston acknowledged that the Confed
erate cause was lost, and that every life sacrificed
after Lee's surrender was the highest possible crime ;
that the terms granted to Lee were magnanimous ;

but that he wished, in addition, some general con
cessions that would enable him to control his follow
ers until they could be got back to the neighborhood
of their homes, thereby saving North Carolina from
the devastation which would result from turning
the men loose and uuprovided, and by the pursuit
of these scattered bodies through the State. All of
Sherman's generals were in favor of his granting, as
far as lay in his power, such concessions. At the
next meeting Johuston satisfied him that he had
power to disband all the Confederate armies, as well
as those under his own immediate command. What
he especially dreaded was that the States would be
dismembered and deprived of any political exist
ence, and that the absolute disarming of his men
would leave the South powerless and exposed to the
depredations of assassins and robbers. Sherman
believed that in granting concessions which would
provide against these evils he was acting in accord
ance with the policy of the President ; and when, in
tho midst of tho negotiations, he received intelli
gence of the murder of Lincoln, he saw no good rea
son to change his course, but thought to manifest
his respect for his memory by following, in a case
where the interests of living millions were con
cerned, the policy which he thought Lincoln would-
have approved, or at least not rejected with disdain.
In any case, he adds, "Tho memorandum" was ex
pressly, on its very face, "a mere basis for reference
to the President, to enable him, if he chose, at one
blow to dissipate the power of the Confederacy which
had threatened the national safety for years. It
admitted of modification, alteration, and change.
It had no appearance of an ultimatum, and by no
false reasoning can it be construed into a usurpa
tion of powers on my part." General Sherman
speaks indignantly of the harsh manner in which
this basis was set aside by the Government, con
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trasting it with the conduct of Grant, who, having
been ordered to direct military movements, kept the ,
operations in the hands of Sherman; gave him the j
honor of concluding the final negotiations with
Johuston, and of receiving his surrender. " There,"
says Sherman,

" was surrendered to us the second
great army of the so-called Confederacy ; and al
though undue importance has been given to the so-
called negotiations which preceded it, and a rebuke I
and public disfavor cast upon me wholly unwar
ranted by the facts, I rejoice in saying that it was
accomplished without further ruin and devastation j
to the country ; without the loss of a single life to j
the gallant men who had followed me from the Mis
sissippi to the Atlantic; and without subjecting
brave men to the ungracious task of pursuing a
fleeing foe who did not want to fight. As for my
self, I know my motives, and challenge the instance
during the last four years, when an armed and de
fiant foe stood before me, that I did not go in for a
fight; and I would blush for shame if I had ever
insulted or struck a fallen foe. I still adhere to my
then opinions, that by a few general concessions —
' glittering generalities' —all of which must and will
be conceded to the organized States of the South, j
there would not be this day an armed battalion op
posed to us within the broad area of the dominions
of the United States."
This report was dated on the 9th of May. Sher- I
man could not then know how near the time was
when no army of the Confederacy shouldexiat Five
days before, though the tidings had not yet arrived, j
General Richard Taylor—commonly known as Dick
Taylor — surrendered to General Cauby all "theI
forces, munitions of war, etc., in the Department
of Alabama, Mississippi, and East Louisiana." The
negotiations for this surrender took place at Citron-
elle, Alabama, on the 4th of May, The terms were
essentially the same as those accorded to Johnston :
officers and men to be paroled until duly exchanged
or otherwise released by the United States ; officers
to give their individual paroles; commanders of
regiments and companies to sign paroles for their
men ; arms and munitions to be given up to the
United States; officers and men to be allowed to
return to their homes, and not to be molested so
long as they kept their paroles, and obeyed the laws
where they ro.-ide, but persons resident in Northern
States not to return without permission ; officers to
be allowed to retain their side-arms, private horses,
and baggage ; horses, the private property of en
listed men, not to be taken from them, but they to
be allowed to retain them for private purposes only :
as was to be expected, every horse worth any thing
was shown to be private property. This surrender
virtually involved that of the Confederate vessels i
blockaded in the Tombigbee River. These, num- j
bering twelve, were formally given up at the same j
time to Admiral Thacher, of the Western Gulf
Squadron.
Thus before the close of the first week in May
the entire Confederate force east of the Mississippi ,
had been formally surrendered. But beyond the j
great river, in Western Louisiana and Texas, was i
a large rebel force under General E. Kirby Smith.
The war had hardly reached this vast region, and
the general result there had been unfavorable to the
Union cause. The country was ill adapted for the
advance of an invading army. Smith was report- j
ed to have from 20,000 to 50,000 or even 80,000 ]
men. To these, it was thought, might be added all ,
the Southern population who should refuse to ac

cept the terms of surrender given to Lee, Johuston,
and Taylor. It was thought that an irregular war
fare might be waged there for years, until the en
ergies of the Union should be worn out. By the
20th of April Kirby Smith had learned of the sur
render of Lee's army. From his head-quarters at
Shreveport ho addressed on the 21st a flaming gen
eral order to his troops :

u Soldiers of the Trane-Mi«piK;ippi Army," he said, u the
crisis of-our revolution is at hand. Great disusters have
overtaken us. The army of Northern Virginia and our
Commander-in-Chief are prisoners of war. With you
rest the hopes of our nation. . . .You possessthe means of
long resisting invasion. You have hopes of succor from
abroad. Protract the struggle, and you will surely receive
the aid of nations who already deeply sympathize with
you. The great resources of the Department, its vast ex
tent, the numbers, discipline, and the efficiency of the
army, will secure to our country terms that a proud peo
ple can with honor accept, and may, under the providence
of God, be the means of checking the triumph of our en
emy, and securing the final successof our cause."

Five days later, when the tidings of the assas
sination of Lincoln bad arrived, a mass meeting as
sembled at Shreveport. Among those present were
Kirby Smith, Price, and Bnckner, with a brace
of nominal Governors, Allen of Louisiana, and
Reynolds of Missouri. Colonel Flournoy delivered
an oration eulogizing Booth, and comparing him
with Brutus, the slayer of C«tsar. Just two days
before, April 24, a great war meeting was held at
Houston, Texas, whereat General J. Bankhcad Ma-
gruder made a speech. To this Magruder the Con
federacy owed much. His obstinate defense of the
lines at Yorktown, four years before, had saved the
Confederacy. At the Houston meeting Magruder
declared that he was not at all discouraged at the
present position of affairs ; he would at all events
"rather be a Camanche Indian chief than bow the
knee to Yankeedom." A week thereafter the citi
zens of Washington County, Texas, submitted to
Magruder a proposition that every white male over
the age of thirteen years should be called into the
army ; that every male slave should be brought in
with his master; and that every white female should
be provided with arms. Magruder thought the plan,
with sundry amendments, worthy of his cordial sup
port. Plans and resolutions of this sort were rife in
Texas late in April and early in May. At a meet
ing in Richmond Connty, on the 8th of May, it was
unanimously resolved that "to the 80,000 veteran
soldiers now in the Trans-Mississippi Department we
ought to add at once 30,000 now recruits, and at least
30,000 negro auxiliaries ; and that with this force,
well-fed and well-clothed, and nnder the protection
of God and the leadership of Smith and Magruder,
wo can not be conquered in Texas." Smith's head

quarters were in the Red River region. His force,
evidently much less than had been supposed, was
wasting away by desertion, and received few acces
sions from across the Mississippi. On the 23d of
May he sent officers to General Cauby, at Baton
Rouge, to negotiate terms of surrender ; these were
agreed upon on the 26th—General Buckner, whose
surrender of Fort Donelson, in February, 1862, was
the first of the great series of Unions victories, be
ing one of the commissioners for Smith. The terms
were the same as those accorded to Taylor. The
last action in the war appears to have been a skir
mish, on the 13th of May, near Brazos, in Western
Texas. Colonel Barret had two days before set out
from Brazos to seize a rebel camp a few miles dis
tant, and to secure horses and cattle. The camp
was seized, but before a return could be effected
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Slaughter, the Confederate commander of the dis
trict, made an attack upon the party, and drove it
back to Brazos, with a loss of from 10 to 15 in killed
and wounded, and 50 or 6O prisoners. Slaughter
reports that he killed and wounded 30, and captured
80, his own loss being four or five severely wounded.

Jefferson Davis, having left Richmond on the 2d
of April, issued on the 5th his Danville proclama
tion declaring that, if forced to abandon Virginia,
he would soon return, repeated the declaration at
various other places; but finding that Johnston must
surrender, he set off southward from North Caro
lina, escorted by a large cavalry force, and having
with him a considerable amount of specie. Leav
ing the neighborhood of Raleigh about the 20th of
April, the company, among whom were Breckin
ridge, Benjamin, Trenholm, and Reagan, members
of the Cabinet, pushed on rapidly, outstripping
Stoneman's force, which was at the beginning close
upon them. We catch glimpses, more or less au
thentie, of them at Charlotte, South Carolina, on the
25th, where Davis made a speech reiterating his
purpose soon to return at the head of a large army ;
at Yorkville on the 28th ; at Powelton, in Central
Georgia on the 5th of May. But between them and
the Mississippi lay Wilson's cavalry, whose head
quarters were at Macon. They were dispersed so
as to guard every avenue of escape. The party with
Davis now appears to have broken up; the greater
portion of the specie was divided among the mili
tary escort, which scattered. The members of the
Cabinet fled by different routes. There remained
with Davis only his own family, some members of
bis personal staff, and Postmaster-General Reagan.
This small company now headed toward the coast,
moving slowly, and with evident uncertainty,
through the pine-woods of the region. On the
7th Colonel Harden, of the First Wisconsin, struck
the trail of Davis, who had only five wagons and
three ambulances. Harden soon met Colonel Pritch-
ard, of the Fourth Michigan, with 150 picked men
and horses. Harden followed the trail, while
Pritchard pushed on by a different route to inter
cept the fugitives at Irwinville. He reached this
place at midnight on the 9th, and learned that Davis
was encamped two miles out of town. Before day
light Pritchard had quietly surrounded the camp.
Harden meanwhile had followed the trail until it
became undistinguishable in the darkness. He
then encamped, as it proved, within two miles of
the fugitives. Before daylight he was again on
the march. He had hardly gone a mile when he
encountered Pritchard's pickets, who fired upon his
men ; the fire was returned, each party thinking
the other to be enemies. Two of the Michigan
regiment were killed, one wounded, and four of the
Wisconsin regiment wounded, before the error was
discovered. The firing aroused the pursued, who
found themselves surrounded. A woman came
from one of the tents, and asked that the females
within might have time to dress. This was grant
ed. In a sbort time three persons, apparently wo
men, appeared at the entrance to the tent. One,
who seemed quite infirm, had on a long cloak, a
shawl muffled over the face, and a tin kettle upon
the arm. The others asked that their poor old mo
ther might be allowed to go to the spring for water.
A sharp-eyed trooper detected a pair of heavy boots
below the cloak. After a scene somewhat various
ly described, the person was arrested, and proved to
be Jefferson Davis. The whole company, consist
ing of Davis, wife, niece, and children, Reagan, and

a few persons of no special note, were captured,
brought to Macon, thence taken to Hilton Head,
whence they were sent by steamer to Fortress Mon
roe. With them were Alexander H. Stephens, late
Vice-President, who had been arrested at his resi
dence, and Clement C. Clay, once United States
Senator from Alabama, afterward Confederate Sen
ator, and subsequently one of the Confederate
agents in Canada. Not long ago Clay returned to
the South. He is one of those charged by the
President's proclamation of May 2 with complicity
in the plot to murder Mr. Lincoln, and a reward of
$25,000 was offered for his apprehension. He sur
rendered himself voluntarily to General Wilson,
being, he said, "confident of my entire vindication
from so foul an imputation upon the full and impar
tial trial which I expect to receive."
The Grand Jury of the District of Columbia on
the 23d of May brought in a bill of indictment
against Davis for treason. The bill, which is couch
ed in the most verbose legal phraseology, would oc
cupy quite two pages of this Record. Its substance

is
,

that "Jefferson Davis, late of the County of
Heurico, in the State of Virginia, yeoman, being
an inhabitant and resident within the United States
of America, not having the fear of God before his
eyes, but being moved and seduced by the instiga
tion of the devil," etc., "on the first day of June,
in the year of our Lord one thousand eight hundred
and sixty-four, at tho County of Heurico aforesaid,
in the State of Virginia aforesaid, with force and
arms, unlawfully, falsely, maliciously, and traitor
ously, did compass, imagine, and intend to raise,
levy, and carry on war, insurrection, and rebellion
against the said United States of America;" and
that thereafter, " to wit, on the twelfth day of July,
in the year of our Lord one thousand eight hundred
and sixty-four, the insurgents and false traitors, to
the number of twenty thousand persons and up
ward," in obedience to the ordor of Jefferson Davis,
who was recognized as their leader did, " with drums
and colors, with horses, mules, ambulances, and
wagons, with cannon, muskets, carbines, pistols,
swords, cutlasses, powder, shot, shells, cartridges,

percussion-caps, bullets, and with other warlike
weapons, and with provisions, to wit: flour, corn-
meal, pork, bacon, beef, beans, and other provi
sions, provided, supplied, and furnished by the said

Jefferson Davis, attack, assault, and make war
upon a certain fort of the United States of America
called Fort Stevens," in the District of Columbia,
and did kill and wound some five hundred of the
troops of the United States and other persons.
Stripped of legal verbiage and circumlocution, this
Grand Jury merely indicted Davis for the invasion
of the District in July, 1864. If he is tried under
this indictment, the trial will take place in the Dis
trict Court for the District of Columbia, whose next
session is in September. Meanwhile he remains in
close custody at Fortress Mouroe.
Several persons charged with complicity in the
assassination of Lincoln, the attempted murder of
Seward, and tho proposed killing of Johnson and
Grant, have been on trial at Washington before a

military court, presided over by General Hunter.
J. Wilkes Booth was charged as principal, Jeffer
son Davis, George N. Sanders, Beverly Tucker,
Jacob Thompson, Clement C. Clay, William C.
Cleary, and other Confederate agents in Canada,
as instigators of the crime. The trial commenced
on the 10th of May, and was conducted in secret
for three days. During this time the main evi
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dence against Davis and the agents resident in Can
ada was brought forward. The principal witness
was Sanford Conover, who represented himself as
a native of New York, but resident in South Caro
lina when the rebellion broke out. He was con

scripted into the army, but detailed as a clerk in
the War Office, and afterward sent to Canada on

special service, where he was in the confidence of

Thompson and the other Confederate agents. He
was also a correspondent of the New York Tribune,
and claims to have furnished information which
led to the frustration of several plots. Ho was also

engaged as bearer of dispatches between the agents
in Canada and the authorities at Richmond, but

previously to delivering them placed them in the
hands of the Government at Washington. His
testimony, if it is to be believed, clearly shows that
all the parties named were engaged not only in tho

plot for murder, but in plots to burn the cities of
the North, destroy the Croton Water-works at New
York, introduce yellow-fever into tho country by
means of infectejl clothing brought from Nassau,
and so on. He was confirmed by James B. Merrit,
a physician in Canada. Both swore positively that
the assassination was a matter of common conver
sation, and that they knew Booth and Payne to be
on intimate terms with the rebel agents. Much
incidental testimony bearing upon the subject was
introduced during the whole course of the trial.
We have already noted that nearly all of the agents
in Canada oxpressly deny any connection with or
knowledge of the plot, and that Clay has surren
dered himself for personal trial.
After the first three days the trial was held in
public. The persons actually on trial, with the

specific charges against them, are these: Louis
Payne, the attempt to murder Mr. Seward and oth
ers ; David C. Harold, assisting Booth in the assas
sination of the President, and aiding his escape;
Edward Spangler, an attache of Ford's Theatre,
aiding Booth in the act, and assisting him to es
cape from the theatre; J. W. Atzerott, design to
murder Vice-President Johnson ; Michael O'Lough-
lin, design to murder General Grant ; Samuel Ar
nold, Samuel Mudd, and Mary Surratt, aid and as
sistance to some or all the others in carrying out
their designs, and in concealing them after its com
mission. Against Payne, whose true name is said
to be Powell, formerly of Florida, the evidence is
clear. He is positively identified as the person who
made the attack upon Mr. Seward. His counsel
merely put in a plea of "moral insanity." The
case against Harold is equally clear. He waited
for Booth outside tho theatre, accompanied him in
his flight, and was taken with him. The defense
in his case is that he was a foolish youth of twenty-
three, vain of being admitted to the intimacy of
Booth, ready to follow him every where, but too
silly and trifling to have been intrusted with the se
cret of the plot. Spangler was shown to have been a
sort of general servant to Booth, taking care of his
horse, and doing errands for him. The evidence is
strong that he directly aided Booth to make his es
cape from the theatre after the murder. With re
spect to the others the evidence thus far is less def
inite. The main points against Mudd are that he
was personally acquainted with Booth before the
murder, and that be set his leg, knowing who ho
was. and then aided him to escape. Against Mrs.
Surratt, the chief points are that Booth, Payne, and
Atzerott wero more or less intimate at her house,
and that when Payne .came there after the attempt

upon Mr. Seward, she denied knowing him. It also
appears that her son John II. Surratt, who has not
been arrested, was deeply implicated in the plot.
The proof against Arnold and Atzerott appears to
be less defmite. But of this we can not pronounce
positively until the close of the trial.
The policy of tho Administration toward individ
uals in the lately insurgent States is clearly indi
cated by the President's proclamation of amnesty,
of the 29th of May. It refers to Lincoln's amnesty
proclamations of December 8, 1863, and March 26,
1864; states that many persons who had been en
gaged in the rebellion had failed to take the benefits
then offered ; that many who had thereby been just
ly deprived of all claims to amnesty were now de
sirous of obtaining amnesty and pardon. It then
proceeds to declare that :
To the end, therefore, that the authority of the Govern
ment of the United States may be restored, and that peace,
order, and freedoiu may be re-established, I, Andrew John
son, President of the United State*, do proclaim and de
clare thitt I hereby grant to all personawho have directly
or indirectly participated in the existing rebellion, except
as hereinafter excepted, amnesty and pardon, with restora
tion of all righta of property, except as to slaves, and ex
cept in capeswhere legal proceedings under the laws of tho
United States providing for the confiscation of property of
persons engaged in rebellion have been instituted; but on
the condition, nevertheless, that every such percon shall
take and subscribe the following oath or affirmation, and
thenceforward keep and maintain said oath inviolate, and
which oath shall be registered for permanent preservation,
and shall be of the tenor and effect following, to wit:
" 1, , do solemnly swear, or affirm, in presence
of Almighty God, that I will henceforth faithfully support
and defend the Constitution of tho United States and the
Union of the States thereunder, and that I will, in like
manner, abide by and faithfully support all laws and
proclamations which have been made during the existing
rebellion with reference to the emancipation of slaves, so
help me God."
The following classes of persons are excepted from the
benefits of this proclamation :
1. All who are or shall have been pretended civil or dip
lomatic officers, or otherwise domestic or foreign agonta,
of the pretended Confederate Government.
2. All who left judicial stations under the United Statu
to aid the rebellion.
3. All who shall have been military or naval officers of
said pretended Confederate Governmeut above the rank of
colonel in the army or lieutenant in the navy.
4. All who left -eeaU in theCongress of the United States
to aid the rebellion.
5. All who resigned or tendered resignations of their
commissions in the army or navy of the United States to
evade duty in resisting tho rebellion.
6. All who have engaged in any way In treating other
wise than lawfully as prisoners of war persons found in the
United States service as officers, soldiers, seamen, or In
other capacities.
7. All persons who have been or are absentees from the
United States for the purpose of aiding the rebellion.
S. All military and naval officers in the rebel service
who were educated by the Government in the Military
Academy at West Point or the United States Naval
Academy.
9. All persons who held the pretended offices of Gov
ernors of States la insurrection against the United States.
10. All persons who left their homes within the juris
diction and protection of the United States, and passed
beyond the Federal military lines into the so-called Con
federate States, for the purpose of aiding the rebellion.
11. All persons who have been engaged in the destruc
tion of tho commerce of tho United States upon the high
seas, and nil persons who have made raids into the United
States from Canada, or been engaged In destroying the
commerce of the United States upon the lakes and rivers
that separate the British Provinces from the United States.
12. AH persons who, at the time when they seek to ob
tain the benefits hereof by taking the oath herein pre
scribed, are in military, naval, or civil confinement or
custody, or under bonds of the civil, military, or naval au
thorities or agents of the United States as prisoners of war,
or persons detained for offensesof any kind cither before
or after conviction.
13. All persons who have voluntarily participated in said
rebellion, and the estimated value of whose taxable prop
erty is over twenty thousand dollars.
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14. All persons who have taken the oath of amnesty as
prescribed in the President's proclamation of December 8,
a.d. 1863,or an oath of allegiance to the Government of
the United States since the date of said proclamation, and
who have not thenceforward kept and maintained the same
inviolate.
Provided, that special application mny be made to the
President for pardon by any person belonging to the ex
cepted classes, and such clemency will be liberally extend
ed as may he consistent with the focu of the case and the
peaceand dignity of the United States.

This proclamation, as far as tho sixth class of

exceptions, is nearly in tho words of Lincoln's am
nesty proclamations ; the remaining exceptions are
additional. It makes also no mention of Lincoln's
suggestions for the reorganization of State Govern
ments in tho insurgent States. The policy of Mr.
Johnson in respect to these is indicated in another
proclamation, also issued on the 29th of May, in re
lation to the State of North Carolina. It recites
that the Constitution the United States guaran
tees to every State a republican form of govern
ment, and protection against invasion and domestic
violence —that it is the duty of the President to take
care that the laws be faithfully executed —that the
rebellion has deprived tho people of North Carolina
of all civil government —that therefore, in order to
enable the loyul people of the State to organize a
State Government, William W. Holden is appointed
Provisional Governor, whose duty it shall be as
early as possible to make regulations enabling the
loyal citizens of tho State to elect delegates to a
Convention for the purpose of forming a Constitu
tion. No person to bo a delegate, or to vote for
delegates, unless he shall have taken the oath re
quired in the proclamation of amnesty, and shall
also bo a voter according to the laws of the State
existing before the date of the act of secession ; this
Convention, or tho Legislature to be thereafter as
sembled, to prescribe the qualifications of electors
and the eligibility of persons to hold office —"a
power the people of the several States composing
the Federal Union have rightfully exercised from
the origin of the Government to the present time."
The military and naval authorities are directed to
assist the Provisional Governor in carrying this
proclamation into effect, and in no way to hinder
the loyal people of the State from thus organizing
a State Government. The heads of the different

Departments of the General Government are direct
ed to put into operation the laws of tho United States
pertaining to their departments. Tho Secretary
of the Treasury to appoint collectors of taxes and
customs ; the Postmaster-General to establish postal
routes and appoint postmasters, the preferenco to

be given to loyal residents of the State ; but if none
such are found in any district, then persons from
other States to be appointed ; the District Judge
to hold courts, and the Attorney-General to bring
suits for confiscation and sale, and so on. This proc
lamation wholly ignores the existence of the rebel
State Government, and, moreover, implied!}' de

fines the position of tho Administration in respect
to the status of the freedmen. They can not vote
for delegates to the Convention ; and it is not to be
supposed that this body thus chosen will accord to
them tho right of suffrage.
For some months serious apprehensions were felt
in consequence of the Stoneirall, a powerful iron
clad ram. The vessel was built at Bordeaux for
the Danish Government; but not having been fm
ished in time was not accepted, and was purchased
by the Confederates, equipped and sent to sea under
the command of Captain Thomas J. Page, once of

the United States Navy, known as commander of
the La Plata Expedition, and as the author of a
valuable work describing that expedition. She was
fully iron-clad, bore two 70-ponnd and one 800-
pound gun, and, moreover, was provided with a for
midable ram. She was reported to have great speed.
For some time she lay in the Spanish port of Fer-
rol, watched from a neighboring port by the United
States Steamers Niagara and Sacramento. An ac
tion was expected when she should put to sea. In
smooth water it was thought she would be an over
match for her antagonists. At length she put to
sea and reached the port of Lisbon, followed by the
American steamers. She was ordered to leave in
twenty-four hours, and the Niagara and Sncromento
were obliged by maritime law to remain in port
until she had twenty-four hours' start. Owing to
a misunderstanding our vessels were fired upon from

the Portuguese fort, but amends were made. The
Stonewall stood across the Atlantie, reached Nas
sau, and then steamed for Havana. Here she found
tidings of the overthrow of the Confederacy, and
Page delivered his vessel to the Spanish authorities
" on deposit" for whom it might concern. The Stone
wall has been claimed by the United States.
Measures are being taken to reduce the army,
tho navy, and the public expenditures to the limits
of what will probably be for some time the peace
establishment.

The militai y divisions, as organized, are— (1.) The
Atlantie, including the Departments of the East,
Pennsylvania, Middle Virginia, North and South
Carolina : to be commanded by General Meade ;
head-quarters at Philadelphia. —(2.) The Mississippi,
including the Departments of Ohio, the Northwest,
Missouri, Arkansas : to be commanded by General
Sherman; head - quarters at St. Louis.—(3.) The
Tennessee, including the Departments of Kentucky,
Tennessee, Mississippi, Alabama, Georgia, and Flor
ida : to be commanded by General Thomas ; head
quarters at Nashville. —(4.) The Southwest, includ
ing Louisiana, Texas, New Mexico, and Arizona :
to be commanded by General Sheridan ; head-quar
ters at New Orleans.— (5.) The Pacific: to be com
manded by General Halleck ; head-quarters at San
Francisco.

By an order, dated June 6, all prisoners of war in
the depots at the North, upon taking the oath of
allegiance, are to be discharged, except officers of
the army above tho grade of captain, and of the
navy above that of lieutenant, and those who have
graduated at the Military or Naval Academy, and
those who at the breaking oat of the rebellion held
commissions in tho army or navy of the United
States. Tho commanders of the prison d6puts are
to discharge each day as many of the prisoners as
can be included in the rolls properly made out, be
gioning with those who have been longest in con
finement and those who have the farthest to go.
Transportation to be furnished to released prisoners
to the nearest accessible point to their homes by
ateamboat or rail. After their release those who
desire may take the oath of amnesty. When the

privates and lower officers have been discharged,
regulations will be issued in respect to the discharge
of officers above the rank of captain in the army or
lieutenant in the navy.
The entire amount of public debt on the 31st of
May is stated by the Secretary of the Treasury to
have been $2,635,205,753; the interest upon which
is $124,638,874 —about one half payable in gold,
the remainder in lawful r
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victorious armies have marched home and heroes, the eager, proud crowd could have seen

into history. The two days' review at the end General Thomas, the soldier who, by indomitable

of Way was a spectacle not likely to ile forgotten tenacity, saved the day at Chickamauga and de

ny those who saw it or did not sec it. It belonged stroyed the rebel army before Nashville. But he
to that series of events for which there is no prece- I was on duty elsewhere.

dent, because there was never before a continental I As the armies passed it must have been impossi-

and triumphant republic. Like every remarkable
'
ble to forget — as in rending of the spectacle we

occurrence in these remarkable days of ours, the constantly remember — the disbanding of the armv

disbanding of the armies of the East and West, and of the Revolution. The soldiers at the review

their quiet absorption into the mass of tho people, arc only a part of the men now in arms, yet they

is a spectacle which adds another illustration to the were about two hundred thousand. Since the war

extreme practicability* of a popular government. I began there have been many more than a million in

Usually the return of a victorious army is dreaded the armies. During the Revolution, as we learn

by its country somewhat as its advance is by the from Professor G. W. Greene's lately published and

enemy, and governments provide other wars to em-
'
very interesting volume upon the Revolution, there

ploy it. Bat our men are citizens who have been were altogether in service but 231,791 regulars of

defending their own rights. It is their own gov- the Continental army, and 56,163 of the militia;
ernment they have been maintaining. The en
deavor to represent the Government as a power dif
ferent from the people and dangerous to their liber
ties has failed several times during the war, and
will always fail so long as the broadest base of the
Government is jealously guarded. And nothing is
more honorable to human nature, nothing so fully
vindicates the wisdom of our institutions and the

and the sufferings of that earlier army are not to
bo described. "During the first winter soldiers
thought it hard that they often had nothing to cook
their food with ; but they found before its close that
it was harder still to have nothing to cook. Few
Americans had ever known what it was to suffer fur
want of clothing; but thousands, as the war went
on, saw their garments falling by piecemeal from

faith which supports them, than that during this ' around them, till scarce a shred remained to cover
civil war, of which the event seemed sometimes their nakedness. They made long marches without

doubtfid, there has not been even the suspicion of ] shoes, staining tho frozen ground with the blood
a desire upon the part of any popular General to from their feet. They fought battles with guns
seize power or to dictate to the authorities. In- that were hardly safe to bear a half charge of pow-
deed, in the only instance in which such a whisper der. They fought, or marched, or worked on in-
was breathed the suggestion was known to come trenchments all day, and laid them down at night
from the politicians who surrounded the General, with but one blanket to three men."
and not from himself.
The review itself was, according to all reports, a
noble sight. The Army of the Potomae, which,
often baffled, at last struck the crowning blow of
the war, and the Army of the West, whose history
is immortal, poured through the Capital amidst the
shouts and exultation of thousands of spectators,
and marched, with the inspiring clash and peal of
martial musie, before the President, the Lieuten
ant-General, and the notable civilians nil the day.
The Western army had with them the spoils of war.
Large red roosters and fighting-cocks tied on to the
backs of mules. Cows, donkeys, and goats came
also. The army moved as if Washington were hot
a village upon the road of its march through Geor
gia or the Carolinas. The critical spectators thought
they observed that the Western men were of finer
physique and more entirely American, and the East
ern of a stricter military drill. The slouched hat
was worn by officers and men of the West ; the
French kepi by the more showy Eastern officers.
Sherman himself, the hero of tho magnificent cam
paign which the Richmond papers said was merely
the flight of an arrow through the air—but which

Mr. Greene tells us that the condition of the offi
cers was scarcely better than that of tho men.
"They too had suffered cold and hunger; thoy too
had been compelled to do duty without sufficient
clothing; to march and watch and fight without
sufficient food. We are told of a dinner at which
no officer was admitted who had a whole pair of
pantaloons, and of all the invited there was not one
who did not fully establish his claims t o admission."
The treatment of the army of the Revolution by
the Continental Congress was unworthy the famo
of that body which Lord Chatham so loftily praised
to Dr. Franklin. The army was disbanded stealthi
ly, "as if the nation were afraid to look their de
liverers in tho face. All through the spring and
summer of 1783 furloughs were granted freely, and
the ranks gradually thinned. Then on the 18th of
October a final proclamation was issued fixing the
3d of November for their absolute discharge. On
the 2d of November Washington issued his final
orders to his troops from Rocky Hill, near Prince
ton. On the 3d they were disbanded. There was
no formal leave-taking. Each regiment, each com
pany went as it chose. Men who had stood sido

literally pierced the rebellion to the heart —was sa- by side in battle, who had shared the same tent in
luted with the grandest acclamation. History will
rank him with tho really great soldiers. His men
arc very proud of him—how could they help it?—
and if for a moment there was wonder at his arrange
ments with Johaston, there is no man now so poor
as to doubt his sincerity or question his patriot
ism.

It would have been pleasant if
, with the other

summer, the same hut in winter, parted never to
meet again. Some still hmd homes, nnd therefore
definite hopes. But hundreds knew not w hither to
go For a few days the streets and taverns were
crowded. For weeks soldiers were to be seen on
every road, or lingering bewildered about public
places, like men who were at a loss what to do with
themselves. There were no ovations for them as
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they came back, toil-worn before their time, to the
places which had once known them ; no ringing of
bells; no eager opening of hospitable doors. The
country was tired of the war; tired of the sound of
drum and fife; anxious to get back to sowing and
reaping, to buying and selling, to town meetings
and general elections."

These were the veterans of one of the most glo
rious and important wars in the progress of the
race. Yet the men who were so unhandsomely
suffered to depart from the service were also grudg
ingly paid when they were released. " Their claims
were disputed inch by inch. Money which should
have been given cheerfully as a righteous debt
was doled out with a reluctant hand as a degrading
charity."
It is refreshing to turn from this melancholy page
of the historian to the newspaper of to-day and read
that the men who have received the jubilantovation
of the review are not only to he paid in full and at
once, as the most sacred of national debts, but that
the most strenuous efforts will be made to employ
them by preference in the public offices for which
they may be fitted, while private persons will bear
in mind the same just and generous purpose. In
deed there is no forgetfulness of the soldiers to-day.
The sense of their vital service to the country is
universal and commanding. They will bo honored
heroes while they live, and our children shall be
proud that we cherished them.
It is not easy even yet, although the victors have
returned and are disbanded, fully to comprehend that
the war is over and the country saved. But it is so,
and the living and the dead arc joined in a glorious
remembrance. How many an eye must have grown
dim swimming in tears as it gazed upon the splen
did pageant, because of the brave and beautiful who
had shared the peril and the long, long doubt and
struggle, but not the triumph of victory and return !
The victory is won ; the country saved ; but at what
inestimable cost! Four years ago Theodore Win-
throp fell at Great Bethel, on a summer morning,
and those who loved him learned that war had be
gan. Three years ago on a winter evening Joseph
Curtis sank dead from his horse at Fredericksburg,
and Theodore Turkman perished at Kingston on an
autumn day. Two years ago on a soft midsummer
night Robert Shaw fell on the rampart of Wagner,
and was u buried with his niggers." Eight months
ago in the Shenandoah Valley Charles Lowell died
at Cedar Creek in the very shock of victory. They
were five only, all 3'oung, and they gave gladly for
us all that makes life dear and beautiful. Yet how
many as young and brave and beloved as they have
died like them, and like them are remembered and
mourned? They, too, let us believe, smile still
above us, and bend over us with serene joy in this
happy time. Let their sweet memory hallow our
jubilee! Let us take care that our lives are wor
thy their glorious deaths!

Here is one last letter from the field :
"In Ditouac, SouthhuS Railroad, April —, 1S&S.

II Deaii East Cuair,—Welcome me, I pray thee.
II I am not come to show you the last cantos of my Im
mortal epic; nor to curse you for not printing the out
pouring* of a broken heart, done in verse and addressedto
the "Falco One,* nor yet again to upbraid you for publish
ing the poem of Toots on the *Pleasure of Nothing/ I
have no light sketches, nor heavy essays ; no *Millinery
Tales,' and no lame feet for inspection, eavo those caused
by a march of twenty mile*.
u Surely you will welcomo me.

u What may my business be with this department?
Listen and learn,
u 1 always had a very respectable opinion of yon, Mr.
Easy Chair. You appeared to me to be a sensible fellow
with a ' fatal facility' forcing a pen ; 1 have held to this
opinion through thick and thin even when assured by the
stately Miss Julia Johnstone that your style was vulgar,
and by my airy little friend, Rose Rosewatcr, that you
hadn't a spark of sentiment In your great ugly soul.
u Without coinciding in the opinions of either of these
ladles, I am bound to admit that I have lost, to some de
gree, my respect for you.
u It happened on the 3d day of April, a.d. 1865,quite
early in the morning, probably before you were up,
u It happened thuawlse:
**On the night of April 2d I was appointed officer of the
gnard— you know what that Is, don't you? My regiment
made one scale in Grant's anaconda—we garrisoned Fort
Stedman (why don't the papers spell it right?).
u For three days we had lived in a shower of shot and
shelL ' Cannon to right of us,' etc. We elept very little,
but cheering news from all parts of the lines kept us wake
ful and alert. At about one o'clock I saw a light. Had I
been a New York fireman I should prubably have given the
alarm. I am not a fireman, so I watched the blaze which
' slowly reddened and grew bigger.' I knew full well
where it came from. Petersbury teas on jire, and Vie ene
my evacuating it.
u 1 say, Easy Cltair, were you ever so happy that you
looked solemn, and stood stock-still, and lost yourself in
wonder at how you could be so happy?
u Yes do you pay? Then let me tell you you never had
such good cause for It as those weary soldiers who beheld
the fullness of the harvest the seedwhereof they had sowed
nine months and fifteen days before.
uBy-and-by two mortar-shell", like great fiery tear
drops, fell into our lines, and then all was silent.
'' 1have seen soldiers laugh death in the teeth and grow
merry on the battle-field. But these same men were quiet
now.
-' White Hope and red Victory walked In the shadow
of that April twilight, and we bent lowly, and held our
peace, and whispered not even our heart-beatings that
said, ' The day of your salvation is come.'
u But oh! there was another scene when the sun rote
and we marched into the town. When we saw the old flag
floating on the court-house and greeting our eyesat every
turn then we cheered—how we cheered I shall not attempt
to tell you—only, for your sake, I am glad it didn't occur
In front of a certain building in Franklin Square, b, cause
the concussion would have broken the window-panes, and
that plate-glass is valuable, you know.
u' The reliable gentleman' informs me that one man
threw his hat so high that it lodged on the pplre of the
principal church.
ltAnd after the first burst of joy was over we looked
around a little more calmly. And we saw pale, ragged
children begging for hard-tack, and care-worn women, pre
maturely old, with the great lines of grief drawn heavily
on their sorrowful faces. Nor were theseall. Here, there,
every where, we were welcomed by the negroes. They
stood on the corners and sung, ' Glory Hallelujah I'—they
bowed respectfully and laughed boisterously ; and one old
man, whose black face and white head attracted my at
tention, raised his withered hand reverentially and said,
' God be praised ! dis am de second coming of de Lord 1'
u And while enjoying the glory of this victory I be
thought me of those who knew nothing of It save what
newspaper correspondents told them, and 1 thought of you
as one of them, and pitied you, and pity breeds contempt,
and— in the language of Captain Jack Bunaby— ' hence.'

"G."

The Easy Chair has received the following note,
apparently from the conductor of whom he spoke in
the March number. The note is without date or
address :

j
u It appears to me that Easy Chair and ' Old Stock,' in

, the March and May nnmbers of j7ar;Mr*s,do not quite get
at the motives and ' smartness* of Mr. C—- In informing
1the conductor of an exchange of tickets between Mr. A
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and Mr. B on the evening train between Springfield
and Boston.
" The train is advertised as express to reach Boston at a
certain hour. The time ia as short aa it is considered safe

to run the train ; consequently delays occasionedby letting
oft-passengers at way-stations can not be regained. Now

Mr. C lives in the suburbs of the city, and knows (by

experience) that one additional stop to let off a passenger
costs him the loss of the horse-cars for an hour, if not for
the night, and he must pay three or five dollars for a car

riage or go to a hotel for the night, air. C is as anx

ious to reach his home as the passenger from Albany is
to have the train stopped, that he may be with his family.
Mr. 0 informs the conductor of the trick, and the train
is not stopped. Mr. C , whose ease is but oneof many
on the tram, reaches the station and his home without
the loss of patience or money.
u Now, Mr. Easy Chair, was It not proper, and really an
act of kindness to others and of justice to himself, in Mr.
C ——, if he saw any imposition practiced on the conduct
or and on the rights of himself and his fellow-passengers,
to thwart the successof ' such innocent strategy V
u By this view of the affair it seemsto me that the scales
are turned, and it was ' mean' for the pretended New York
passenger to delay the train and to gain his point, not only
at the expenseof Mr. C , but of many others.
"The peremptory order to atop the train to let off pas
sengers from New York only regulates the whims and
small power of the conductor.
u Perhaps, Mr. Easy Chair, if you should hftppen on that
train again, you may meet the fate of the man that struck
' Billy Patterson;' and if your correspondent had no fears
that the withdrawal of his patronage would be fatal to the
existence of Harper* s Monthly he might be tempted to or
der that not another number be sent to the

"Conduotor,"

The reply to such a statement is obvious. If the
time allotted for running the train ia so short that
safety does not permit the delay necessary to drop
a passenger at a way station, it ia as criminal to
stop to drop a passenger from New York as from
Albany. Yet "Conductor" says that the whims
and small power of the conductor arc regulated by
a peremptory order to let off passengers from New
York only. The inevitable conclusion is that the
time does allow stoppages, or that any stoppage
whatever is perilous. For if on Monday evening
the train is not endangered by stopping to drop a
passenger from New York, it can not risk much on
Tuesday evening by stopping, let us say at the same
time and the same place, to drop one from Albany.
Such a u peremptory order" is the height of folly, for
which, of course, the conductor is not responsible.
What the fate of the man who struck Billy Pat
terson might have been if he had ever been discov
ered, we do not know. But certainly " Conductor"
ought to be very much obliged to the Easy Chair
for having elicited the fact that the discrimination
in favor of the New York passengers is not a caprice
of the conductor, but is a regulation of the Company.
How the incident itself strikes others has been
seen in one light in the communication of " Old
Stock," in the May number. In the following note
it may be seen in another :

"To the Editor of the Easy Chair:
'' Your March number contained a deserved expose'of
an act of meanness perpetrated in a Boston train, com
pelling a passenger to travel four miles in the cold, or re
main away from his family all night. What sort of spirit
could his fellow-passenger possessto derive pleasure in the
discomfiture of a stranger, inoffensive to him, when no
personal benefit could revert to himself or to the Com
pany T
"The readers of your May number may be hardly less
disposed to approve the apology of a defender, whose rea
soning you very properly condemn, than the conduct of
his client. The justification he assumes la that the paa-
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senger who tendered the exchanged New York ticket was
guilty of a sort of constructive falsehood, and adds, that if
' such moral obliquities are condoned by Easy Chairs and
other censors, our few existing ideas of moral right or
wrong will be obliterated.'
u Perhaps the actor and his apologist may find in the
following incident, related to me a few years ago, a theme
for disquisition on the difference of moral duty and mean
ness conveyed In the story :
u On a stormy afternoon, some years ago, one of the
Sound steamers, with a number of Boston passengers
grouped around the gangway-plank, was about throwing
off her hawser to depart from the pier, when a somewhat
belated passenger, leading a child of somesix years old by
one hand, while his opposite arm held an Infant, rushed
upon the plank while it was being drawn aboard. By
some accident the eldest boy-let go his bold on bis father's
hand, slipped, and fell over into the'rushing tide beDeath.
The parent's natural impulse was to jump iu after the
drowning one, to rescue him from a watery grave. Not a
moment was to be lost to him; but he held on bis other
arm the infant child. Instantaneously reaching out his
child to the group which stood by the guard, he exclaimed,
' Hold the baby, for God's sakel I'm a good swimmer,
and will save my boy—only take my child till I come
back!' 2fot one of the passengers stepped forward to
proffer their protection, but several to whom the almost
frantic father directly appealed turned aside and walked

off I The innate promptings of their selfish natures sug
gested to their minds the chances of being saddled with
a troublesome responsibility, if the father lost his own life
in trying to save bis drowning boy's.
u The boy's life was Providentially saved by a passing
boatman, and restored to his relieved* parent's embrace.
That parent's withering words and looks dispersed from
his sight those selfish souls for the rest of that trip.
u Now, Mr. Easy Chair, do you believe that one among
ten thousand of your readers could be found who would
not agree with me that if the actor In the Boston Railroad
joke, or trick, and his defender, had been present at the
steamboat accident they would also have shunned the
' responsibility V Respectfully,

u liE UHEN ROUGUWRINBXE,',

The Easy Chair is of Mr. Roughwrinkle's opinion,
and he will certainly be glad if the little discussion
which bis comment upon the scene in the car has
produced, helps to remind himself and other travel
ers that in every company there is some eye watch
ing and some mind judging, and that if we are self
ish and foolish our conduct does not escape censure,
whether it gets into print or not

The public events of the Spring have superseded
in interest all the lesser and local topies. The op
era peeped feebly after the sad vacation following
the murder, and expired. The theatres have lan
guished. The concerts have been remarkably few.
General Sheridan shot like a meteor through the
city. General Sherman came and was saluted by
the hearts of all true men. In the opening of the
month the anniversary week was celebrated with
unusual vigor, although it is clear that its import
ance is declining. The most interesting meeting
was that of the American Anti-Slavery Society,
which discussed the question of its dissolution.
There was a final and radical difference of opinion,
and the result was the withdrawal of the great body
of the Executive Committee who have been really
the Society, and the election of a new one, Mr.
Garrison, the President, was the leader of the dis
solving party, He and his friends stepped out, and
his place was filled by Mr. Phillips, who thought
the object of the Society not yet accomplished.
The debate was very earnest ; but it was evident
that the decision of each side was fully made. In
deed Mr. Garrison simply stated the grounds of his
action, making no appeal nor argument. His po
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sition, in a word, was, that as Slavery was now
practically abolished, the further work in regard
to the colored people could be more effectively done

in concert with the whole country, which is now
thoroughly alive to the question. The leouine
Frederick Douglass, with sturdy eloquence, assert
ed that there was a great anti-slavery work still
to do. That is true ; but he seemed to forget that
the whole country is now an anti-slavery society.
Miss Anna Dickinson, with ringing tremulous ap
peal, besought Mr. Garrison not to surrender the
banner until God took it from his hands and told
him to come up higher. She seemed to forget that
the American people had taken it out of his hands
and told him to come with them. Mr. Garrison,
Mr. Quincy, Mr. Gay, and others, of the ancient
leaders of the enterprise, are evidently persuaded
that while it was very wise in Columbus, four hun
dred years ago, to cross the unknown Atlantic in
a caravel of thirty tons, it is wiser in the passen
ger of to-day to take a steamer of a thousand. On
the other hand, Mr. Phillips and his friends suspect
tho steamer. Didn't the caravel make the voyage ?
Why, then, desert it now ? Perhaps the steamer's
passengers will wish to stay in port, to hug the
shore, to go to the Gulf, to Labrador, to Symmes's
Hole— who knows ? And here is our little craft —
have any of her crew the heart to forsake her?
Besides, wo shirked for the voyage, and have we
arrived ? Are we not still at sea ?
The argument was adroit, and, in the absence of
reply, carried the majority. But it seemed to the
Easy Chair a victory of sentiment merely. The
question will bo debated in every aspect, with ev
ery variety of view and power and eloquence and
vitality, upon the great political platform of the
country as radically as upon that of the Society.
Not one of its noblest orators may not now say ev
ery where, and to a general audience, what he has
been in tho habit of saying to the separate congre
gation of believers. Whether they will or not, they
are merged in the people. Whether they allow it
or not, their object is that of an undoubted half, if
not of a majority, of actual voters in the free States.
The real and remote source of the great river that
we call the Mississippi may be the head-waters of
the Missouri. But that stream by irresistible laws
blends its crystal current with others apparently less
pure, and the whole mass sweeps resistless onward,
the main artery of the continent. The clear rill of
morul feeling in this country is now mingled with a
thousand passions, perceptions, and interests, and the

whole moves on united, the majesticnational purpose.

At the time of our writing the most conspicuous
offender ever capitally indicted in this country sits
alone in a spacious casemate of Fortress Mouroe
with only a Bible upon his table, and two silent
sentinels watching him by day and night. Perhaps
us he sits there or paces the floor he remembers the
hapless victims of Andersonville and Belle Islo, or
recalls tho long horrors of tho war which has smeared
so many lovely fields with blood. In the terrible
quiet of his prison does he ever ask himself whether
it was worth while to dare such a grievous sorrow
to his country for such a cause? Does he ever
argue with himself that even if the theory of State
Sovereignty were true, it was not wise to assert
it at such cost of misery, merely for the sake of
perpetuating something which must surpass any
conceivable injustice of the nation toward a Stato?
Has he never learned that many things may be

lawful which are not expedient, and that nothing
but the most prolonged injustice of which legal re
dress is hopeless is a worse oppression than the rem
edy of civil war ?
Techuically he is a political prisoner. As such
he will be tried. But he is also arraigned before
the conscience and heart of his faithful fellow-citi
zens as a moral criminal of the worst kind. Even
fanatical candor can not plead that he was ignorant
of the systematic horrors of the Georgia prisons —
the starving, the freezing, the slow reduction of
human beings to idiocy by exposure, by hunger, by
contact with filth and disease. It was intended to
weaken them into despair and submission, and it
had that effect It was also intended to compel an
exchange of sound and efficient men for his service,
and there it failed. But the first result was con
stant.

Here, for instance, is a note written in pencil from
the United States military prison at Nashville by
an honest, industrious, sober, patriotic neighbor of
the Easy Chair's, who has been a faithful soldier of
the war from the begioning. He says that he was
captured before Petersburg last August, and was
sent from Richmond to Salisbury. There he and
all his comrades—there were ten thousand, in his
estimate, during the period of his imprisonment —
were starved and starved and starved. They died
and died, and by scores and hundreds took the oath

to the rebels and were placed in their ranks. He
and a few others persisted as long as he could. But
hunger and weakness and horror gradually did their
work and he succumbed. From August until April
he bad suffered more than we can imagine, and then

he yielded. He was put in the rebel ranks, and
arms placed in his hands and those of his compan
ions, about half an hour before Stoneman arrived.
He did not fire a shot against bis nag—none of them
did—and they wont directly over to Stoneman, but
as coming from the rebel ranks they were held as
prisoners.
This is one case, sad enough, but with allevia
tions—one case, not the worst, but how tragical!
Yet there were thousands and thousands like him
who suffered all that he suffered, and then consumed
with loathsome diseases, with broken hearts, with
reeling brains, sank into convulsive agonies of death,
or laughed out in stark madness, or driveled slowly
on in idiocy. And they were young and brave and
noble men who were thus treated. They were
guiltless of every crime, and had done nothing but
defend their country. At home, far away upon
Western prairies, among New England hills, upon
the shores of the lakes, along the sea-coast, mo
thers and wives and daughters sickened with the
long suspense, the horriblo suspicion. Their hair
whitened, their eyes grew dim with hopeless watch
ing, their cheeks thinned with acute fear, their
hearts broke also, and they died amidst their ap
palled children. So awful ft sorrow, so terrible a

suffering, both in itself and in what it occasioned,
no history records. And it was tho crime of this
man who now sits alone with his Bible and the silent
sentinels in Fortress Mouroe.
It is vain to plead for him as a political offender.
The war was little compared with the crimes of
the war. Over the graves of the dearly beloved, shot
dead upon the battle-field, wo can hear and see that

political differences may come to war. But over
the Golgothas of Millen and Andersonville— over
the spots where the pens stood in which heroic men
were treated as beasts ore never treated —we call
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murder murder, and crime crime ; and all murders
and all crimes are less black than these.
Whatever the verdict of the jury may be upon the
charge of treason —whatever the punishment, if the
accused be convicted as a traitor—however, in case
of his execution, he may be ranked among political
victims, the verdict of every generous heart and of
history is sure against this man as a criminal not
less than the infamous English Jeffreys. Viewed

merely as a political leader, his whole public career
is unlighted with a single noble action, and his

speeches will be vainly searched for one generous
emotion. If his infamy in history will be singular,
it will be in every point deserved. The same kind
of gloomy odium that settles upon the namo of
James II., but tenfold deeper, as he was infinitely
more criminal, will gather and darken around that
of Jefferson Davis.

The Academy Exhibition, as we supposed, has
been constantly thronged. The beautiful new build
ing, the convenience of access, and tho delightful
spring weather have drawn multitudes to the corner
of the Fourth Avenue and Twenty-third Street;
and it is not only those who climbed the steps who
thanked the artists and donors to the Academy.
For beneath the steps there is a fountain running
by night and dav—a beautiful fountain, and full of
refreshment. We shall bo surprised if the hint be
not taken, and a system of such way-side blessings
established in the desert of the city. The condition
of civilization is indicated in little conveniences, as
the perfection of an artist in certain delicate de
tails.
Of the pictures we said something last month,
and ventured the remark that the expression of the
spectator's opinion is practically criticism. The val
ue of itwill much depend upon the manner in which
the opinion is expressed. If it be unkindly, it does
little good. It may not be altogether useless, for
men are often benefited by very rude knocks; but
if you say to an artist, " It seems to mo that your
picture is bad in drawing and in color," and show
him as well as you can why you think so, he can tell
from what you say whether you really know what
you are talking about. But if you say that "No.
3002 is a horrid daub." he is merely outraged, and
your criticism can not possibly help him.
It will be pleaded by Torquemada that there are
some pictures which reveal not only utter inanity
in themselves, but hopelessness in the painter ; and
that it is surely not worth while to say to Smouch
N. A., who is now fifty-nine years old, and has
painted worse and worse from year to year, that
his pictures are defective because they are false,
and weak, and foolish in every conceivable detail.
'- What can be made of Smouch N. A. ?" asks Tor
quemada. " He positively drivels pictures. It is
an insult to the other men to treat his performances
seriously." Then why treat them at all ? If you
say "Smouch, as usual, is beneath contempt," you
succeed in exasperating Smouch, but that is all.
You do not help him or the public. If the rural
friend and the city lounger think Smouch's picture
fine, they are not undeceived by reading that it is
contemptible. Or if they think that the newspa
per must of course know, and that, therefore, the
work is contemptible, does it not occur to you that
any writer in any newspaper may say the same
thing with the meanest intention of any picture,
and so vent his spite upon the painter by making
Rusticus and Cockney regard the work as contempt

ible ? If you stop to suggest how it is false, you
help every body concerned.

Then what a difference of opinion about the same
work prevails among us inexorable crities. There
are certain pictures in this exhibition which have
been most highly praised by some of us, and round
ly censured by others. We all of us gave more or
less reasons for our faith, but it was clear that some
of us judged from a certain sentiment suggested —
others from a peculiar sensitiveness to color —others
from a knowledge of drawing— others from pleasure
in the subject — and others from a kindly feeling to
ward the artist. We all insist that the artists must
stick to nature ; but then we all differ as to what
nature is

,

or how far and in what manner she can
best be represented by the limited mechanical means
of art. Shall the key be high or low ? Geromc is

a good painter; so is Page. Compare the white
linen drapery in " A Prayer in the Desert" with any
white linen drapery in Page's portraits. Which Is

most like nature ? Which of the two artists has the
sounder theory of the true limitations of his means ?

Yet, with all this difference of opinion, there is

no doubt that this year's criticisms have been better
aad more independent than those of any previous
year. Perhaps this is due to the greater reality of
feeling developed by the war. We have grown
more sober, perhaps, and less patient of sheer arti
ficiality. At least, let us hope that some of us have.
Certainly there has never been such universal fault
finding as we have had on all sides. And that,
under the circumstances, is a proof of impartiality.
The spirit of the fault-finding, however, has not been
admirable. Indeed, when wo have not I>cen roast

ing some hapless artist, wo have been scoring each
other over the artist's back ; and we advise Mes
sieurs les peinlres not to be too much in favor with
any one of us critios. The preference will draw
the fire of all the others. Approval creates at once
an alliance offensive and defensive between the
painter and his critie, and the enemy wage desper
ate war upon both or either. The Easy Chair con
fesses that he has favorites, but he trembles lest his
commendation sbould betray them. Yet if he masks

it
,

and clouds it, and dilutes it ; if he balances be
tween praise and censure, he beholds in imagination
the scornful master of the brush, and hears him
chanting the song of the disdainful poet to his critic :

u You did late review my laya,
Rusty Christopher;

You did mingle blame and praise,
Fusty Christopher ;

I forgave you all the blame,

I could not forgive the praise,
Musty Christopher 1"

It may thus be seen that the way of critios is

like that of transgressors. Certainly it should ap
pear that the criticism of paintings ought not to be
conducted with the solemnity of moral censure.
What good fellows, honest, amiable men these are,
wits, too, and fathers of families, wbo can not paint
a good picture, and who can not even write poetry
at all ! Why should we take out bell, book, and
candle, and all the solemn ecclesiastical parapher
nalia, and fall to ponderous cursing and excommu
nication, as his awful Holiness tho Pope curses the
Jews on Holy Saturday? How Raskin fulminates
against Claude Lorraine! Does any body enjoy
those lovely Arcadian landscapes any less ? How
the fraternity of crities sneered at Pre-Raphaelites !

Is the overpowering tragedy of the Huguenot Lovers
any less tender and exquisite ?

t
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1fMtnr'H Drnratr.

rr one of the Dutch churches in a rural villageon the Hudson a good old man was acting in the
capacity of master of ceremonies at the funeral of a
highly-respected citizen. As is customary on such
occasions, he invited the assembled mourners to
view the corpse of their departed friend, and in the
following language :" All can now have the pleasure of looking at
the last remains of the oldest man now living In
the town of S Pass up the broad aisle and
down the right-hand alley."

The following incident occurred in Veonont on
the loth of April last:
An ardent admirer of our late lamented Presi
dent was listening with the eager crowd to tho read
ing of the dispatch announcing the assassination of
President Lincoln. Upon reading that " the assas
sin leaped from the box on to the stage and escaped
in the rear of the theatre," our friend cried out, in
a most excited manner, " Why didn't they stop tho
stage? the driver ought to bo arrested and shot!"
Jonathan's mind was running on stage-coacbes, of
which ho is a small proprietor.

In a good old town not a hundred miles from the
"Hub of the Universe" there lived an old man
whose education bad been somewhat neglected in
his youth. He was a member of an Odd Fellows
lodge, and prided himself on his deep knowledge of
the mysteries of that association. A word would
sometimes occur in tho resolutions or reports read
at their meetings which would bo most too deep for
"Old Bill's" comprehension, but he would always
have a unique definition for it

,

which, if not in
structive, would bo at least amusing.
One evening our friend was returning fn a medi
tative mood from a rather lato session, when the
even flow of his thoughts was interrupted by a
"brother," who said," Brother F , do you know the meaning of
the word archccological, which was used this even
ing?"
"
Archaeological ?—yes, of course I do. Archxo-

logical is derived from the twelve patriarch, and
refers to the houses in which they lived. These
were similar to the lodges of the American Indians.
Hence the word means the lodges of thepatriarch/."
Brother S was satisfied.

cote asked him to look at his painting of the angel
meeting Balaam and his ass.
" How do you like it?" said Northcote.
"Vastly," replied Fuseli. "You arc an angel
at an ass, but an ass at an angel."

The lato Archbishop of Dublin once inquired of
a physician, " Why does tho operation of hanging
kill a man ?" " Because inspiration is checked, cir
culation stopped, and blood suffuses and congests
tho brain." "Bosh!" replied his Grace; "it it

because the rope is not long enough to let his feet
touch the ground."

A colonel was complaining at an evening par

ty that, from the ignoranco and inattention of tho
officers, ho was obliged to do the whole duty of the
regiment. Said he: "I am my own major, my
own captain, my own lieutenant, my own ensign,
my own sergeant, and—" " Your own trumpeter,"
said a lady present

A Californiaii digger having become rich, de
sired a friend to purchase a library of books. Tho
friend obeyed, and received a letter of thanks thus
worded : " I am obliged to you for the pains of your
selection ; I particularly admire a grand religious
poem about Paradise, by a Mr. Milton, and a set of
plays (quite delightful) by a Mr. Shakspeare. If
these gentlemen should write and publish any thing
more, be sure and send me their new works."

Editor Drawer, —The following notice appears
in tho columns of one of our local papers :

Notice to Do--.

A LL DOGS within the limits of the Town of Gold HillA will please take notice, that by the laws of sald town
you are required to call immediately at the Marshal's of
fice and obtain a "tag." On nnd after four days from
this date all dogs found within said limits without a "tag"
will be impounded at their own expense, and after Impris
onment for three days will be shot until they are dead.

Tnoa. H. Johnson, Marshal.
Gold II ill Nit , April 1, 1aU.
Strange to say, tho "dorgs" have congregated in
large numbers near the marshal's office since tho
publication of the above, seemingly to "obtain a' tag' " and save further expense to themselves.

Yours constantly, Washoe.

Fuseli, a celebrated painter, was very sarcastic in
criticising the productions of other artists. North-

Sam B was elected to the Lower House of
the California Legislature. Sam was not a remark
ably brilliant genius, though he had his share of
honors from his party. It was during the struggle
in the Crimea. Sam was on the Committee on
Military Affairs. He wanted something for the
committee to do. One day he rose deliberately in
his place and, with great gravity, said :
"Mr. Speaker: War, pestilence, and famine are
the great scourges of the human race. But war is

the worst of all. I am a friend to peace, and am
willing to do any thing in my power to settle diffi
culties. I therefore move to refer the troubles be
tween Russia and the Western Powers to the Com
mittee on Military Affairs for prompt settlement."

Almost any full-grown man within a radius of
one hundred miles of Mineral Point, Wisconsin, and
almost any body in California, has heard of Frank
Dunn, a lawyer, noted for his eccentricities, ofwhich
he was legitimately possessed, being a descendant
of the Randolph family, and from Pocahontas — so it

is said. Now Frank was on a ccrtain occasion prac
ticing before a justice in one of the central mining
towns ofCalifornia. The justice ruled against Frank
persistently, till Frank, who was never in tha most
amiable mood, could stand it no longer. In hU
peculiar drawl he said: "Yer Honor's a fool!"
Frank, on a second's thought, sought to apologiz;,
which ho did thus : "Yer Honor, I take that back,
for, in the language of a celebrated poet, the truth
shouldn't be spoken at all times."
" In the language of a celebrated poet" was a fa
vorite and characteristic expression of Frank's.

Once upon a time the Pi Utes were intent on
lifting the hair" of their white neighbors in tho
silver region of the new State of Nevada. Rumors
of a big Indian war had gone across the Sierra Ne
vada, and much excitement ensued. Every body in
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California talked of giving aid to their brethren in
the then Territory, and relief in some shape was
volunteered in many places in the Golden State.
Sam B called together the brave boys of one of
the frontier mountain counties, to see what could be
done in the way of putting the murdering red skins
down. Bat few were anxious to peril their lives,
it was found, on getting the boys together. Sam
arose with indignation. He expected better things,
he said, of the men of his county. He anticipated
leading a gallant band to the field of glory. But,
instead, he beheld only a mere handful. " Gentle
men," said Sam, " it's no use to send over this mis
erable squad. Nevada County ought, for her own
credit, to send men enough to mako a respectable
corpse!"
Tis said two Judges who had volunteered, not
liking the ghastly allusion, immediately concluded
to take their chances on the California side of the
Sierras.

A gentleman, on hearing a lady praise the eyes
of a certain minister, wrote the following :
*lI can noi praise the doctor's eyes,
I never saw hls glance divine ;
For when he prays he shuts his eyes.
And when he preaches be shuts mine."

During the war a woman went to a grocer's sbop,
and found she was paying nearly double for candles,
so she asked what was the reason candles were so
dear. The grocer replied, "Oh, it is the war."
"Dear me!" said the woman, "have they got to
fighting by candle-light !"

Some years before the war business interests fre
quently called me to Virginia. In the county of
Westmoreland, situate in what is popularly known
as the " Northern Neck," I have a recollection of an
ambitious old lady who nursed a darling project of
marrying her only daughter to a wealthy farmer in
the adjacent county. One day the coveted son- in
law happening to "drop in," was prevailed upon to
stay to dinner, which was got up in the old lady's
best style. Dessert coming on, the hostess begged
leave to pledge her guest in a glass of cider, then the
never-failing concomitant of every meal. Whether
under the influence of certain preceding glasses, or
whether she was inspired by a sudden desperate re
solve to hazard every thing, certain it is that the
old lady, to the general surprise, gave the follow
ing:
"Here's to you, Mr. Davis! a long life and a
merry one ; a good wife and a pretty one—and that's
my Nancy !"
Nancy blushed, and so did Mr. Davis ; but he
took tho hint, and consummated matters that even
ing.

John Bowers was smitten at Old Latham's— a
jolly old fellow, blessed with two very pretty daugh
ters. John was as regular in his visits as Sunday
itself ; but one memorable Sunday, when the house
was filled with beaux and belles, old Latham issued
forth to his work. John followed him from the
house, and began :

"Nice lot of hogs, Mr. Latham," said John, by
way of introduction.
"Yes—pretty good pork, John, if I only have
luck," said old Latham, who really liked him, and
often scolded his daughters for tbo fun they mado

of him.

John was silent for a few minutes, but at length,
with a terribly unconcerned look at some wheat-
stacks a mile distant, he said, gaspingly,
"Mr. Latham, I— I—come courtin', Sir."
" Well, John," said the oldman, amused, "yonng
men will do that nowadays. I bope you are getting
on all right?"
"Yes, Sir," said John, taking courage; "and I
come to ax you for one o' your daughters."
" Oh !" said old Latham, biting his lips, " you've
come to that already, have you, John? Well,
which one is it, John?"
"Oh, Sir, as to that"—said poor John, with a

ludicrous air of serene sheepishness — "as to that,
Sir, it don't make any difference ; either oue'U Jo,
Sir!"
Old Latham used to tell tho story afterward, much
to his pretty daughters' discomfiture.

A unionist in Mobile, Alabama, writes to the
Drawer :

During the siege of this city all the ladies were
hard at work at one time making bags to be filled
with sand. Sewing-circles, churches, and schools,
all lent a willing hand. One school for young la
dies sent its share with patriotic mottoes. One zeal
ous young lady's name can now be seen as follows :

" God save the South from Man' Brown !"

It was about the time of Lee's surrender, when
Richmond, gold, and most every thing else seemed
tumbling downward, that a Milwaukee wag, who
had been speculating largely in Western products,
called at a store in that city. The druggist pro
posed to sell him one of his specifios, which he rec
ommended as a sure thing "to prevent hair from
falling." Our friend replied that he thought his
hair might survive it; but if the dealer had any
thing in his shop that would stop wool falling, it

was just the article he had been looking for.

A letter with the following address was received
by a soldier in tbo Seventeenth Corps, Sherman's
Army :

"Gang awn, my little letter,
To the laddie dear to me;
Sa-ni E. Lyon, in the army,
Now at Memphis Tennessee.

Uncle Sam respects his namesake, and will sec that this

is left In the Thirty-third "Wisconsin, Captain Wemple,
Company F."

The next two come from Daveuport, Iowa:
We have a four-year-old round our way who has
some strange notions of capital punishment. When
she heard of the President's death, she exclaimed,
" I wish that rebel was dead— I wish he was hung !"

Having heard these two words before, and not ex-
actly understanding their meaning, and thinking
perhaps that it was better to add an opinion of her
own, she said, " I wish he was put on top of the
bouse and the ladder taken away 1

"

The following incident occurred in the rebel
prison on Rock Island, whero the prisoners are
guarded by negroes : • A certain darkey on guard,
seeing his old master, exclaimed, "Hallo, massa!
bottom rail top !"

A dozen years ago the old firm of Bliss, Merritt,
and Co. were one of the largest of the New York
dry-goods importers. Mr. SVheclock was then a
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junior with them, and went every season to Man
chester, to make their English purchases. On the
voyage over the Atlantie, at a critical season, when
the steamer was filled with merchants on the same
errand, there was an unusual curiosity each to know
what the others, and particularly the leading houses,
were going to order—whether in large or small
quantities. No one was more annoyed by this fish
ing and pumping than W. After standing it near
ly the wholo voyage, ho dropped a remark in the
hearing of the most indefatigable of his pursuers
that ' ' ofone line he was going to order 24, 000 pieces.

"

This was astounding ! In a few hours it was known
over the ship. The next question was. Of what sort
of goods was he going to order so large a quantity ?
As soon as the seekers after knowledge were busy
with this, and watching their turns to question
him, he quietly let it out—" Of common tape ."'

Mr. M was one of the old merchants of New
York of the kind that grow rich by failures. His
lost adventure in that line was so fortunato for him
self and so hard on his creditors that, after building
a sort of legal bomb-proof, he retired from business
to his wife's elegant residence on Tenth Street. Ho
had always been a man of polished manners, and
being now a gentleman of leisure, in his visits to
Wall Street ho greeted his old acquaintances with
distinguished and marked urbanity. Among these
was an old merchant of the stricter sort, to whom
these polite salutations were extremely distasteful.
He fmally became indignant, and one day blew out.
"Mr. M ," said he, "you owe me $20,000. You
are able to pay it

,

and ought to pay it ; but if you
will promise never to speak to me again I will for
give you the debt ! " " My dear Sir," replied M ,

with a bow, " I would not deny myself the pleasure
of speaking to you for twice the money !"

FraxB W was well known in his day as one
of the most elegant men in New York. In his later
years, when his tastes and luxurious habits required
greater expenditures than his income allowed, he
was not above accepting, in the way of business,
the voluntary contributions of tho men who sought
his acquaintance. His manners were impressive,
and his persuasive powers irresistible. In one of
his needy seasons he fell in with one D , whose

narrow mind exhausted itself in employing his small
sums of money at large interest. Under the fas
cination of his friend W he was led to offer to

discount his note for him. The bargain was com
pleted, and D , in exchange for his $500 in mon
ey, held in his hands a promissory note for $750,
adorned with the striking signature of \V . In
his self-satisfaction, at parting D could not

withhold the remark that on some future occasion
he might again be happy to accommodate his friend.
This excess of confidence was too much for W .

"What!" said he, " do you put any value on such
pieces of paper? If you will give me ten dollars

a piece, I will sign as many of them for you as you
want !"

Tun admirable sanitary effects of the Drawer arc
set forth in a private letter from a private soldier.
Ho says : " I could not help thinking about your
Harper's Magazine. What lots of fun are contained
in the Drawer ! As a general thing it keeps good-
natured soldiers, as the Dutchman said, ' better as

good ;' and ill-natured men can't help but laugh and
learn. Your valuable Drawer helps to keep our

nurses awake, and also causes the sick and wounded
to feel better after taking a dose from the Drawer.
One poor wounded man got to laughing so long and
hard that he was quite tired, and rested good all
night. I think it does more general good than forty
chaplains, for fun will enliven the down-hearted and
bless the feeble-minded, both soul and body."

Whes we entered the army (writes one of the
soldiers) our regiment, including officers, was noted
for greenness. As is the custom, each company
was brought out for inspection on Sunday mornings.
On one occasion Captain M , after getting his
company in line —armed with revolvers, guns, and
sabres—placed himself a little in front of the com
pany. As the commanding officer approached he
addressed his company thus: " Now, boys, lay down
your guns and take out your sabres, for your colonel
wants to see 'em !"

One of our leading Western merchants, unfortu
nately, is every year or two led away by the wiles
of King Bourbon, and when his periodical fits come
on is wont to shut himself up in a room over his
store " to sleep it off." On one of these occasions
he gave his partner special orders not to allow any
one to go into his room ; " but," said he, hesitating,
" ifmy wife comes down you may let her come in—
she's a particular friend of mine ."'

While the United States ship Vandalia was ly

ing at Amoy, China, during the winter of 1S55, por
tions of the crew were allowed to go ashore on lib
erty, it being distinctly understood that they were
to come off at sundown. Among the rest thus priv
ileged was one Tom Whelan, a Celtic youth of de
cided festive and convivial tastes, and whose habits
on shore were none of the steadiest. Three days
elapsed before Tommy again showed his expressivo
phiz to his anxious shipmates, and when he did his
general appearance plainly indicated that he had
been making the most of his time. Upon his return
on board ho was, of course, brought to "the mast"
(the naval bar of justice), where he was confronted
by that terror to evil-doers, the First Luff.
"You rascal!" said the latter, with a stern and
threatening voice, " did I not tell you to come back
to the ship at sundown three days ago?"
"Yes, Sir," replied the culprit, in a meek and
penitential tone, "I know you did, Sir; but the
fact of the matter is

, I have not seen the sun rise or
set since I left the ship."
No one doubted Tom's assertion, and he was let
off with a slight punishment.

Previous to the unsuccessful attempt to establish
telegraphic communication between Great Britain
and the United States, the frigate Niagara took in
her share of the submarine cable at Keyham dock
yard, Devouport, England. While lying there her
marine guard were stationed on the wharves, at
different points around the ship, to prevent the crew
from taking " French leave ;" and their uniforms of
light-blue, in contrast with the bright scarlet of the
British "lobster-backs," attracted much attention
from H. B. M.'s liege and loyal subjects.
One of our "Johnny Marines," an adopted citi
zen from the Emerald Isle, by trie name of Martin,
was one day parading up and down his beat, when

a couple of artillery officers stopped in front of him,

j and commenced criticising his dress, accoutro-

I ments, etc.
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" Why, your cap is just like oar artillerymen's,"
remarked one, a suckling lieutenant, with an as
tounding development of feet and sandy whiskers;
at the same time giving his vigorless and diminu
tive cap a more oblique and rakish cant over his
left ear.
" It was one once," quietly replied Martin, bring
ing his sbooting-iron down to the regulation position
of " rest."
" Ah, indeed !" exclaimed the Briton, with much
astonishment. "And, pray, where did the Ameri
can Government get it?"
"General Jackson captured it at the battle of
New Orleans," coolly answered the Irish-American,
shouldering his piece, and "stepping off with the
left foot, common time."

Thk Niagara, during her sojourn in England, was
constantly thronged with visitors from the shore,
who inspected her external and internal arrange
ments with a great deal of curiosity and interest,
asking all sorts of questions with a volubility and
pertinacity second only to that of the genuine Yan
kee. Upon ono occasion I happened to be in the
sick bay (a part of the ship portioned off for the re
ception of those under medical treatment), and my
attention was attracted by a bright-looking little

boy, wbo appeared to be on a tour of inspection on
hi* own hook. The hammocks and their inmates,
swinging from hooks in the beams overhead, seemed
to excite his curiosity more than any thing else, and
at length he ventured to ask me how the men man
aged to get in them. For the truly American fun
of quizzing, I told him that they placed them upon
the deck, and getting into them there, hoisted each
other up in succession.

As quick as thought, however, he caught me up
with the query, " Yes ; but, tell me, who hoists the
last man up?"
Ho had me there ; and as I explained the true
modus operandi to him I was forced to acknowledge
that his question was unanswerable.

Shortlv after the English had conquered the
Dutch in New York and New Jersey, an Indian,
named by the whites " Indian Will," figured quite
prominently in various transactions between the
whites and Indians in Monmouth County, New
Jersey. Will was a daring, athletic man, and often
showed marked shrewdness in encounters with other
Indians—for, from several causes, he had excited
the ill-will of all of his tribe. They accused him of
wronging them in land sales, of killing his wife,
and other offenses. One time an Indian called
Jacob by the whites, who was well armed, surprised
Will in a defenseless condition, and undertook to
march him prisoner to the rest of the tribe. Will
pretended to yield himself submissively, but as they
were marching along he dropped a step or two be
hind, and suddenly picked up a pine-knot and dealt
his captor a speedy and fatal blow on the head.
When his victim fell, he tauntingly exclaimed,
" Look at the sun, Jacob ; you'll never see it rise
again !"
To make sure work of killing Will, four or five
Indians at length started in pursuit of him, and they
succeeded in surprising him so suddenly that he had
no chance for defense or flight. His captors told
him they were about to kill him, and he must at
once prepare to die. Will heard his doom with In
dian stoicism, and he had only one favor to ask be
fore bo died, and that was to be allowed to take a

drink out of his jug of liquor, which had just been
filled. So small a favor the captors could not re
fuse. As Will's jug was full, it was only common
politeness to ask them to drink too. Now if his
captors had any weakness it was rum too, so they
gratefully accepted his invitation. The drink ren
dered them talkative, and they commenced reason
ing with him on the enormity of his offenses : the
condemned man admitted the justness of their re
proaches, and begged to be allowed another drink
to drown the stings of conscience ; the captors con
descendingly joined him again — indeed it would
have been cruel to refuse to drink with a man so
soon to die. This gone through with, they per
suaded Will to make a full confession of bis mis
deeds, and their magnitude so aroused the indigna
tion of his captors that they had to take another
drink to enable them to do their duty becomingly —
indeed they took divers drinks, so overcome wero
they by his harrowing tale ; and then they became
so unmanned that they had to recuperate by sleep.
Then crafty Will, who had drank but little, softly
arose, found his hatchet, and dispatched his would-
be captors.

To a traveler from New York toward Phila
delphia and Baltimore we should hardly know
what to recommend to take as life-preservers in
case of danger. But over the same route, near two
centuries ago, the most desirable life-preserver a
traveler could take was declared to be "a horse
with a long tail." This recommendation, though
now apparently so ludicrous, was then urged with
good reason. The celebrated Quaker preacher,
Richardson, whoso journal is to be found in the
home of almost every intelligent Quaker, speaks of
many lives being saved by the long tails of horses,
and of many lives lost for want of them ; and bo
very earnestly warns travelers across New Jersey
of the danger in neglecting to take horses with
lengthy fly-dispersers.
At that time Philadelphia was not thought of—
no roads across New Jersey; nothing but Indian
paths through the forests ; the streams were crossed
by the travelers in frail canoes, and the horses would
swim behind with a halter fast to the canoe. The
canoes were liable to upset, and the traveler who
could not swim could grasp the tail of the horse.
Nowadays, perhaps, travelers over the same route

feel the most safe if the iron horse has a long tail,
in the shape of a long train of cars, and he can get
into the rear one.

Just previous to the last war with England an
eccentric coastml:yiptuin, named Winner, settled in
the village of Goooluck, Ocean County, New Jersey.
Winner was then a man of some means, owning a
vessel and other property ; but the fortunes of war
stripped him of every thing. One day he was trav
eling some distance from home, very depressed on
account of his losses. The landlord of an inn where
he stopped asked him his name. Winner replied,
" I am ashamed to tell it, for it is a great lie !"

"Well, where are you from, then?" said the
landlord.
" I am ashamed to tell you that, for it is a great
sight bigger lie than the other," was the reply.
The landlord and by-standers began to think him
drunk or crazy, until he explained himself.
MMy name is Winner, but I am always a loser;

I live at a place called Goodluck, but I never found
any thing there but bad luck!"
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After hearing a detail of his lasses the by-stand-
crs were convinced that, in the unfortunate skipper's
case, both names wore really big lies.

In the early part of the present century promi
nent among the three-cornered-hat divines of New
England was the Rev. Dr. Emmons, of Franklin,
Massachusetts. At this time instrumental music
in churches was, by many, and none tho less so by
the old Doctor himself, considered as among the
abominations of latter-day innovations. Not so
thought the choir, mostly of the younger class, and
its introduction was secretly determined on, but
most carefully kept from the knowledge of Dr. E.,
whose opposition was certain and whose will was
absolute. The eventful day arrived, the Doctor
made the customary introductory prayer, read the
hymn, and immediately his ears were greeted with
the sacrilegious sounds of the hauthoy, clarionet,
and—nhomination of all abominations !— the scream
ing fiddle. The second, or long prayer, followed,
and, omitting tho second customary hymn, then
followed the sermon, benediction, etc. Rapid, al
most, as on the wings of the wind, news of the dire
event spread from house to house, and long before
the afternoon services commenced there was not a
vacant seat or standing-place in the house—such
was the anxiety to witness the result. As usual,
and apparently in nowise disturbed by the morn
ing's proceedings, tho Doctor read a hymn, when
the leader of the choir arose in his place and an
nounced that "there would be no singing this aft
ernoon." "Then," said the Doctor, "there will be
no preaching; tho congregation is dismissed." Not
till after the old Doctor's soul, as is fondly believed,
was at rest in heaven, was tho attempt repeated to
introduce instrumental music.

Lawyer (now General) B , when early in
practice, had a student by name of D , On ad

mission to the bar tho latter established himself in
a neighboring city, eventually becoming one of the
most successful and prominent members of the bar.
The former, now an exemplary teetotaler, was ac
customed to crook his elbow a little too often for
his reputation or' his interest. Business often

brought the two into professional conflict, when
the younger generally proved more than a match
for the elder. This created a little uncalled-for
envy as well as jealousy, and few if any opportuni
ties were lost by the elder in his attempts at a side-
slap at the younger, who, commencing practice
quite young, ond constitutionally somewhat diffi
dent, was precise and deliberate in his opening ad
dress to the Court and jury. On one occasion he
was particularly so, and on taking his seat Lawyer
li , his opposing counsel, sneeringly remarked,
"That speech must havo been delivered before a
glass." "Better before a glass than after one,"
was tho quiet reply. It was the last sneering at
tack of the senior upon the junior.

Tun grandma of a little four-year-old had been
tolling her one day not to soy that people lied, but
rather that they were mistaken. Her grandma, to
amuse her, told her a bear story, which was a tough
one to believe. After she had finished tho little
girl looked up into her face and exclaimed,
"Grandma, that's tho biggest mistaken I ever
heard."

Possirly the following reminiscences of the late

J M , for many years the leader of the bar
in New Hampshire, and one of the most estimable
of men, may find a place in the Drawer, and are at
its service. Between Mr. M and Judge C
a feeling of intimacy existed that seemed to justify
in each a joke at tho expense of the other. Among
the cases to bo tried in the court over which Judge
C presided was one for theft. On being called,
the prisoner, aware that the proof was too positive
to admit of any doubt of conviction, and intending
to plead guilty and throw himself upon the mercy
of the Court, appeared without counsel. In such
cases it was customary for the Judge to appoint
counsel, always selecting from the younger mem
bers of the bar. Here was an opportunity too good
to be lost for Judge C to wipe off at least one
of the scores of jokes standing to his debit in his
account with Mr. M . So, quite deliberately,
the Judge appointed him to defend the prisoner.
Mr. M thanked the Judge for tho compliment
and promptly accepted the appointment, remarking
that as the case was new to him he should like a
few minutes' private conversation with his client.
" Certainly," replied the Judge, immediately direct
ing the sheriff to conduct Mr. M and the pris
oner to a private room. On leaving, the Judge,
with a peculiar smile which Mr. M well under
stood, expressed the hope that he would give his
friend some good advice. Locking tho door of tho
room to which the sheriff had conducted them,
Mr. M asked the prisoner if he was guilty.
" Guilty," was the frank reply. "Do you see the
woods yonder?" "Yes." "Well, beyond them
is a small brook, the dividing line between the two
counties; once over that brook you are out of the
jurisdiction of this court; and if you are as guilty
as you say you are I advise you to lose no time in
passing that line." No sooner said than done : out
of the opened window he jumped, and run for dear
life. The Court, getting impatient, sent the sher
iff for them. Returning without the prisoner, tho
Judge asked Mr. M where ho was. "May it
please your Honor," he replied, "as we were leav
ing this room for a private consultation you kindly
expressed the hope that I would give my friend the
prisoner some good advice ; and learning from him
that ho was guilty, and acting in accordance with
your suggestion, I advised him to cut and run ; and
the last I saw of him he was streaking it for tho
adjoining county as though the very evil one was
after him." The Judge concluded that ho had not
made much progress in squaring accounts.

During the operations of General Sherman in
Georgia we had in the employ of our office a one-

eyed contraband by the name ofWilL At the time
the charge was made upon the enemy's works on
the Kenesaw Mountain we were located in rather
close proximity to the lines, and it was not an un
usual affair for a shell to pass over our camp. On
the evening in question I came to the door of my
tent to watch the flashing of the guns upon the sido
of the mountain. After standing a few moments I
discovered Will, who had also left his bed, stand
ing behind a large tree, his eye fixed upon the
mountain. As the lines advanced and the shouts
of the contending parties mingled with the deaf
ening rattle of the musketry I turned to Will and
asked, "What would you do if you were thoro?"
Without turning his eye from the scene above he

answered, in a subdued tone, "Don' know: guess
I'd go one eye on *em."
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AFTER THE WAE.
TUE Farmer.

HO!
blacksmith, are you busy?

My horse has cast a shoe,
Long road have I to travel,
You must lit us out anew.

The alacBsmith.

Look round my forge, good farmer,
And tell me what you see ;
Am I busy? am I idle?
Ask the anvil at my knee.

The Farmer.
I see around your work-shop
Stark implements of war—

Can it be that you are forging
•Some new-born quarrel for?

TnE alacesmith.

Not so, my jovial farmer,

The weapons that I forge
No manly limbs shall sever,

Draw no gore-drops, cut no gorge :

Sword I'm turning into plow-share,
Into reaping-hook the gun,
Here are bayonets by the bushel—

Shall I shoe your horse with one?

Or, if a broken fetter
From the South his hoof will fit,

Lead in your horse, good farmer,

And I'll iron him with it !

Entered according to Act of Congress, in the year 1865,by Harper and Brothers, in the Clerk's Office of the Dis
trict Court for the Southern District of New York.
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Iio! FOa UODtCl

A TRIP TO BODIE BLUFF AND THE DEAD SEA OF THE WEST.
[jTirst $ajer.]

I HAD enjoyed to my heart's content theamenities of social lite in Aurora ; had wit
nessed a Sunday procession to the badger fight
of Mr. T. Jefferson Phelan, a high-toned Eu
ropean ; had barely missed seeing a man shot
dead in front of the Sazerac Saloon for throw
ing brickbats at another man's house ; had taken
a general view of the country from the top of
Mount Brayley and the bottom of the Real del
Monte. I reserve for another occasion an ac
count of my observations and adventures in this
region.— I was now prepared to vary my ex
perience by a trip to Bodie Bluff and Mono
Lake, the "Dead Sea of the West."
Of the Bodie district I had heard the most
enthusiastic accounts. It was represented to be
a region of peculiar interest in a mineralogical
point of view ; and the scenery was reputed to
be as barren as any thing I had enjoyed during
my recent tour through Arizona. For the mat
ter of comfort, I was assured that if an utter
lack of accommodation for man or beast, and a
reasonable chance of suffering from chilly nights
and dusty roads, could be accounted among the
luxuries of travel, I would not be likely to re
gret the trip.
A friend politely offered me the use of his
buggy, and agreed to drive the horses himself —

a proposition which I gladly accepted for two
reasons: first, because I knew nothing of the
road ; and, secondly, because I had no confidence
in horses ridden or driven by myself. Up to
that period of their lives they had always been
very good horses; but they invariably under
went a radical change upon discovering that
they had fallen under my control.
My friend was called the Judge, though I
believe he claimed to be of no higher rank than

an attorney at law. All popular lawyers, how
ever, are judges in Nevada, whether they prac
tice at the bar or sit upon the bench. He was
a gentleman of good sense and genial manners,
and although bred to the legal profession took
no mean advantage of me during the entire

trip. No outfit beyond a few cold chickens, n
ham, some crackers, and a bottle of medicine to
use in case of snake-bites, would be necessary,
the Judge assured me, unless I contemplated
spending some time in the mountains. There
was snake-medicine to be had on the way ; but
he advised me not to trust to it
,

as it was more

poisonous than the virus of the snakes. I in
quired if these vicious reptiles, of which I had
heard so much in Aurora, were of the rattle or

copperhead species ; to which my friend replied
that both of these were very prevalent in the

country ; but the greatest damage was done by

a venomous reptile scarcely known to natural

ists, of which a specimen dead or alive had never

yet been caught.
On a fine morning in September wo set forth
on our expedition. The rugged cliffs along the

road cropped out at every turn like grim old

castles of feudal times, and there were frowning
fortresses of solid rock that seemed ready to

belch forth murderous streams of fire upon any

enemy that might approach. I was particularly
struck with the rugged grandeur of the scenery
in the neighborhood of Fogus's quartz-mill ; and

on the occasion of a subsequent visit made a

sketch of the mill and principal bluff.
At Haskell's toll-gate, about a mile from the
town, we halted a while to enjoy the hospitality
of the worthy toll-keeper and his wife, who cord

ially invited us to stop and dine with them. I

found here what I had not unfrequently before
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met with in the course of my travels through
this wild region—refinement and intelligence.
The cabin was a mere frame shanty of the
rudest kind ; yet it was clean and neat ; nicely
carpeted, and prettily ornamented with water-
colored sketches, very cleverly executed by Mrs.
Haskell. The tables were covered with books
and periodicals, among which I observed a
Magazine that takes the lead in civilizing new
countries, but of which special mention would
be superfluous. The readers of IIar1ier will un
derstand, of course, that good taste, good order,
intelligence, pretty children, and domestic hap
piness are the necessary consequences, even in
a mountain cabin, of a few years' subscription

to a Magazine, which,
according to the adver
tisement, contains in it
self a library of useful
and entertaining knowl
edge.

We stopped a while
at the foot of the grade
to visit the magnificent
quartz-mills of the Real
del Monte and Antelope
Mining Companies, of
w hich I had heard much
since my arrival at Au
rora. Both of these mills
are built of brick on the
same plan, and in the
Gothic style of architec
ture. Nothing finer in
point of symmetrical
proportion, beauty and
finish of the machinery,
and capacity for reduc
ing ores by crushing and
amalgamation, exists on
the eastern slope of the
Sierras. These mills
were in operation at the
time of our visit, but
were not working to
their full capacity, ow
ing to the want of a

sufficiency of ore. I had
little expected to find in
this out-of-the-way part
of the world such splen
did monuments of enter
prise. The Real del
Monte contains a bat

tery of thirty stamps ;
thirty-six Wheeler pans,
and other machinery in
proportion; the Ante
lope a somewhat smaller
number of stamps and
pans. Steam is the mo
tive power, and the ma

chinery works with the
neatness and perfection
of clock-work. Of the
processof amalgamation

I propose to give an account in some future pa
per ; and shall now be satisfied if I can give a
reasonably good view of the mills, as seen from
the point at which the road diverges to Bodie.

Passing several other mills, as we proceeded
up the canon, one of which was burned a few

days after, we entered a singularly wild and

rugged pass in the mountains, where it seemed
as if the earth had been rent asunder by some
convulsion of nature for the express purpose of
letting people through. The Judge was of
opinion that this curious piece of engineering
was performed by the bursting through of a
river or flood in by-gone times. It reminded
me of the Almannajau in Iceland, which was
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REAL DEL UONTE AND ANTELOPE KILLS.

evidently produced by the contraction of the
lava as it cooled and dried. Whatever way it
happened, the road thus formed is a great con
venience to the traveling public.
Several fine valleys, now used as hay and
cattle ranches, lie between Aurora and Bodie.
They are small, but rich in soil and well wa
tered by the springs that course down from the
neighboring ravines, and produce some fine
grass. The ranch-men wore at work hauling
the hay to the Aurora market, where it brings
from S40 to $60 a ton. Hay ranches are as
good as silver mines almost any where on the
eastern slope —better, in some respects, for they
are certain to yield something for the labor ex
pended upon them. A scrubby growth of pine
relieves in some measure the sterile aspect of the
surrounding mountains, which, as we advanced
on our way, seemed to become more and more
barren. Some eight or nine miles from Aurora
we reached the base
of a conical hill,
surmounted by a

range of reddish-
colored cliffs, very
rough, jagged, and

picturesque ; a capi
tal looking place for
a den of robbers or
a gold mine. This
was the famous Bo
die Bluff. The en
tire hill, as well
as the surrounding
country, is destitute
of vegetation, with
the exception of
sage-brush and
bunch-grass — pre
senting even to the

eye of a traveler
who had just been
surfeited with the

deserts of Arizona
a wonderfully re
freshing picture of
desolation.
We reveled in dnst
along the road that
skirts the Bluff; it
was rich and unct

uous, and penetra
ted us through and

through, so that by
the time we arrived
at the Judge's cabin,
where he had some

workmen employed,
we were permeated
with the precious
metals of Bodie. A
fine spring of water,
aided by a little
snake-medicine, set
us all right ; and a
good lunch prepared

us for a tour of exploration over the mountains.
I must here introduce the reader to the in
terior of a miner's cabin. The Judge had some
ten or a dozen men employed, who lived in a

frame shanty close by a fine spring of water,

surrounded by the most luxuriant natural gar
den of sage-brash, weeds, wild flax, and other

ornamental products of the earth which seem

ed to rejoice in the prolific soil of this region.
These jolly miners were the happiest set of
bachelors imaginable ; had neither chick nor

child, that I knew of, to trouble them ; cooked
their own food ; did their own washing; mend

ed their own clothes, made their own beds, and

on Sundays cut their own hair, greased their

own boots, and brushed their own coats; thus

proving by the most direct positive evidence
that woman is an unnecessary and expensive
institution which ought to be abolished by law.

I have always maintained, and do still contend,

INTEBIOR OF A MISEB'S CAaIN.
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that the constant interference, the despotic

sway, the exactions and caprices of the female
sex ought no longer to be tolerated ; and it is
with a glow of pride and triumph that I intro
duce this striking example of the ability of man
to live in a state of perfect exemption from all
these trials and tribuhitions. True. I must ad
mit that the honest miners of Bodie spent a
great deal of their leisure time in reading yel
low-covered novels and writing love-letters ; but
that was probably only a clever device to fortify
themselves against the insidious approaches of
the enemy.
I spent three days at Bodie, during which,
owing to the kindness of the Judge, who was

determined that I should
see every thing, my time
was very fully occupied.
In fact, it is a little re
markable that I am now
alive to tell the story of

my adventures. I pene
trated more shafts in
the earth, was dragged
through more dangerous
pits and holes in wooden
buckets, was forced to
creep over more slippery
ledges, rich in mineral de
posits, and to climb up a
greater number of rickety
ladders than I would like
to undertake again for less
than a thousand shares in
the "Empire Gold and
Silver MiningCompany."
But as I design these pa
pers rather for informa
tion than amusement, 1
will state the results of
myobservationsin asmat
ter-of-fact a way as it is
possible for a man of my
temperament to write.
In the undeveloped con
dition of the mines, which
are yet but partially open
ed, much is left toconject-
ure ; but from the direc
tion of the various lodes
I should judge them to be
ramifications from some

great principal vein, or
Veta Madre, as the Mexi
cans call it. Loose quartz
in disconnected masses is
found on the surface of
the hill, within the limits
assumed as belonging to
the mother vein; and the

probability is a rich depos
it of mineral lies at the
point of junction, which is
estimated to be from three

to five hundred feet Mow
the surface of the earth.

I descended several of these shafts rather to
oblige my friend the Judge than to satisfy any
curiosity I had on the subject myself. Thin
thing of being dropped down two hundred feet
into the bowels of the earth in wooden buckets,

and hoisted out by blind horses attached to

"whims," may be very amusing to read about,
but I have enjoyed pleasanter modes of locomo
tion. There was one shaft in particular which
left an indelible impression upon my mind— si
much so indeed that I am astonished every hair
in my head is not quite gray. It was in the
San Antonio, a mine in which the Judge held
an interest in connec'ion with a worthy Nor
wegian by the name of Jansen. As I had trav
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eled in Norway, Jansen was enthusiastic in his
devotion to my enjoyment—declared he would
go down with me himself and show me every
thing worth seeing —even to the lower level just
opened. While I was attempting to frame an
excuse the honest Norwegian had lighted a

couple of candles, given directions to one of the
"
boys" to look out for the old blind horse at-
tached to the whim, and now stood ready at

the mouth of the shaft to guide me into the sub
terranean regions.

'

"Mr. Jansen," said I, looking with horror
at the rickety wooden bucket and the flimsy
little rope that was to hold us suspended be
tween the surface of the earth and eternity,
"is that rope strong?"
" Well, I think it's strong enough to hold us,"
replied Jansen ; " it carries a ton of ore. We
don't weigh a ton, I guess."
"But the bucket looks fearfully battered.
And who can vouch that the old horse won't
run away and let us down by the run ?"
" Oh, Sir, he's used to it. That horse never
runs. You see he's fast asleep now. He sleeps
all along on the down turn. It's the up turn
that gets him."
" Mr. Jansen," said I, " all that may be very
true ; but suppose the bucket should catch and
drop us out?"
" Well, sometimes it catches ; but nobody's
been hurt bad yet : one man fell fifteen feet
perpendicular. He lit on the top of his head."
"Wasn't he killed?"
" No : he was only stunned a little. There
was a buzzin' about among his brains for a few
days after ; he's at work down below now as
well as ever."
" Mr. Jansen, upon the whole I think I'd
rather go down by the ladder, if it's all the same
to you."
"Certainly, Sir, suit yourself ; only the lad

der's sort o' broke in spots, and you'll find it a
tolerably hard climb down ; hows'ever I'll go
ahead and sing out when I come to the bad
places."
With this the Norwegian disappeared. I
looked down after him. The shaft was about
four feet square ; rough, black, and dismal, with
a small flickering light, apparently a thousand
feet below, making the darkness visible. It was
almost perpendicular ; the ladders stood against
the near side, perched on ledges or hanging
together by means of chafed and ragged-looking
ropes. I regretted that I had not taken Jan-
sen's advice and committed myself to the buck
et; but it was now too late. With a hurried
glance at the bright world around me, a thought
of home and the unhappy condition of widows
and orphans, as a general thing, I seized the
rungs of the ladder and took the irrevocable
dive. Down I crept, rung after rung, ladder
after ladder, in the black darkness, with the
solid walls of rock pressing the air close around
me. Sometimes I heard the incoherent mutter-
ings of voices below, but could make nothing
of them. Perhaps Jansen was warning me of

breaks in the ladder ; perhaps his voice was
split up by the rocks and sounded like many
voices ; or it might be that there were gnomes
whisking about in the dark depths below. Down
and still down I crept ; slower and slower, for I
was getting tired, and I fancied there might
be poisonous gases in the air. When I had
reached to the depth of a thousand feet, as it
seemed, but about a hundred and forty as it
was in reality, the thought occurred to me that
I was beginning to get alarmed. In truth I
was shaking like a man with an ague. Sup
pose I should become nervous and lose my grip
on the ladder? The very idea was enough to
make me shaky. "There was an indefinite ex
tent of shaft underneath ; black, narrow, and
scraggy, with a solid base of rock at the bottom.
I did not wonder that it caused a buzzing of the
brain to fall fifteen feet and light on the top of
the head. My brain was buzzing already, and
I had not fallen yet. But the prospect to that
effect was getting better and better every mo
ment, for I was now quite out of breath, and
had to stop and cling around the ladder to avoid
falling. The longer I stood this way the more
certain it became that sooner or later I would
lose my presence of mind and topple over. With
a desperate effort I proceeded, step after step,
.clinging to the frail wood-work as the drowning
man clings to a straw, gasping for breath ; the
cold sweat streaming down my face, and my
jaws chattering audibly. The breaks in the
ladders were getting fearfully common. Some
times I found two rungs gone, sometimes six or
seven ; and then I had to slide down by the
sides till my feet found a resting-place on an
other rung or some casual ledge of rock. To
Jansen, or the miners who worked down in the
shaft every day, all this of course was mere
pastime. They knew every break and resting-
place ; and besides, familiarity with any particu
lar kind of danger blunts the sense of it. I am
confident I could make the same trip again
without experiencing any uupleasant sensation.
By good fortune I at length reached the bottom
of the shaft, where I found my Norwegian friend
and some three or four workmen quietly await
ing my arrival. A bucket of ore, containing
some five or six hundred pounds, was ready to
be hoisted up. It was very nice-looking ore,
and yery rich ore, as Jansen assured me; but
what did I care about ore till I got the breath
back again into my body ?
"Stand from under, Sir!" said Jansen, dodg
ing into a hole in the rocks ; " a chunk of ore
might fall out, or the bucket might give way."
Stand from under? Where in the name of
sense was a man to stand in such a hole as this,
not more than six or eight feet at the base, with
a few dark chasms in the neighborhood through
which it was quite possible to be precipitated
into the infernal regions. However, I stood as
close to the wall as it was possible without back

ing clean into it. The bucket of ore having
gone up out of sight, I was now introduced to
the ledge upon which the men were at work. It
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8TASD FROM ITODEal

was abont four feet thick, clearly defined, and

apparently rich in the precious metals. In
some specimens which I took out myself gold
was visible to the naked eye. The indications
of silver were also well marked. This was at a
depth of a hundred and seventy-five feet. At
the bottom of this shaft there was a loose floor
ing of rafters and planks.
"If you like, Sir," said Jansen, "we'll go
down here and take a look at the lower drift.

They've just struck the ledge about forty feet
below."
"Are the ladders as good as those above, Mr.
Jansen ?" I inquired.
"Oh yes, Sir; they're all good, some of the
lower ones may be busted a little with the blast-
in' ; but there's two men down there. Guess

they got down somehow."
"To tell you the truth, Mr. Jansen, I'm not
curious about the lower drift. You can show
me some specimens of the ore— that will be per
fectly satisfactory."
" Yes, Sir, but I'd like you to see the vein
where the drift strikes it. It's really beauti
ful."

A beautiful sight down in this* region was
worth looking at, so I succumbed. Jansen lift
ed up the planks : told the men to cover us well
up as soon as we had disappeared, in order to
keep the ore from.the upper shaft from tumbling
on our heads ; and then, diving down, politely
requested me to follow. I had barely descended
a few steps when the massive planks and rafters
were thrown across overhead, and thua all exit
to the outer world was cut off. There was an
oppressive sensation in being so completely iso
lated—barred out, as it were, from the surface
of the earth. Yet how many there are who
spend half their lives in such places for a pit
tance of wages which they squander in dissipa
tion ! Surely it is worth four dollars a day to
work in these dismal holes.
Bracing my nerves with such thoughts as
these, I scrambled down the rickety ladders till
the last rung seemed to have disappeared. I
probed about with a spare leg for a landing-
place, but could touch neither top, bottom, nor
sides. The ladder was apparently suspended in
space like Mohammed's coffin.
"tome on, Sir," cried the voice of Jansen
far down below. " They're agoing to blast ! "

"COME os, aIa."
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Pleasant, If not picturesque, to be hanging by
two hands and one leg to a ladder, squirming
about in search of a foothold, while somebody
below was setting fire to a fuse with the design,
no doubt, of blowing up the entire premises !
" Mr. Jansen," said I, in a voice of unnatural
calmness, while the big drops of agony stood on
my brow, " there's no difficulty in saying ' Come
on, Sir!' but to do it without an inch more of
ladder or any thing else that I can see, requires
both time and reflection. How far do you ex
pect me to drop?"
"Oh, don't you let go, Sir! Just hang on
to that rope at the bottom of the ladder, and
let yourself down."
I hung on as directed, and let myself down.
It was plain sailing enough to one who knew
the chart. The ladder, it seemed, had been
broken by a blast of rocks ; and now there was
to be another blast. We retired into a con
venient hole about ten or a dozen paces from
the deposit of Hazard's powder. The blast went
off with a dead reverberation, causing a coo-
cussion in the air that affected one like a shock
of galvanism ; and then there was a diabolical
smell of brimstone. Jansen was charmed at
the result. A mass of the ledge was burst clean
open. He grasped up the blackened fragments
of quartz, licked them with his tongue, held
them to the candle, and constantly exclaimed :
" There ! Sir, there ! Isn't it beautiful ? Did
you ever see any thing like it?—pure gold al
most—here it is !—don't you see it ?"
I suppose I saw it ; at all events I put some
specimens in my pocket, and saw them after
ward out in the pure sunlight, where the smoke
was not so dense ; and it is due to the great
cause of truth to say the gold was there in glit
tering specks, as if shaken over it from a pep
per-box.
Having concluded my examination of the
mine, I took the bucket as a medium of exit,
being fully satisfied with the ladders. About
half-way up the shaft the iron swing or handle
to which the rope was attached caught in one
of the ladders. The rope stretched. I felt it
harden and grow thin in my hands. The bucket
began to tip over. It was pitch dark all around.
Jansen was far below, coming up the ladder.
Something seemed to bo creaking, cracking, or'

giving way. I felt the rough, heavy sides of the
bucket press against my legs. A terrible appre
hension seized me that the gear was tangled and
would presently snap. In the pitchy darkness
and the confusion of the moment I could not
conjecture what was the matter. I darted out
my hands, seized the ladder, and jerking my
self high out of the bucket, clambered up with
the agility of an acrobat. Relieved of my
weight, the iron catch swung loose, and up
came the bucket banging and thundering after
me with a velocity that was perfectly frightful.
Never was there such a subterranean chase, I
verily believe, since the beginning of the world.
To stop a single moment would be certain de
struction ; for the bucket was large, heavy, and

massively bound with iron ; and the space in
the shaft was not sufficient to admit of its pass
ing without crushing me flat against the ladder.
But such a chase could not last long. I felt
my strength give way at every lift. The dis
tance out was too great to admit the hope of es
cape by climbing. My only chance was to seize
the rope above the bucket and hang on to it.
This I did. It was a lucky thought—one of
those thoughts that sometimes flash upon the
mind like inspiration in a moment of peril. A
few more revolutions of the whim brought me
so near the surface that I could see the bucket
only a few yards below my feet. The noise of
the rope over the block above reminded me that
I had better slip down a little to save my hands,
which I did in good style, and was presently
landed on the upper crust of the earth, all safe
and sound, though somewhat dazzled by the
light and rattled by my subterranean experi
ences.

It was not long before Jansen came up, look
ing as cool as a cucumber. He blew out the
candle, and remarked to the men generally,
" Boys, they've struck it rich in the new drift!
We must pitch into it to-morrow!"
After my pleasant little adventure in the "San
Antonio" I took the down track over the west
ern side of the bluff, with my pockets—so to
speak —full of rocks, which I caused to be pound
ed up in a mortar and washed out at one of the

springs in the valley. The " San Antonio" is
on the same ledge with the "Now Mexico,"
one of the Empire Company's mines. My speci
mens were obtained at a depth of 175 and 215
feet. I had some doubt as to their value until
I saw the result of the washing process, which
settled the matter satisfactorily. There was a*
nice a little deposit of pure gold in the bottom
of the horn as ever I saw taken at random from
any mine in California, Washoe, or Arizona.
The quartz at this depth is decomposed, and
runs in thin layers, between which, adhering to
the surface, the gold is found. Silver exists in
the bluish veins which permeate the quartz, but
is not found in such abundance as the gold.
The bullion rates at about ten dollars to the
ounce. There seems to be very little difference
in the quality of the ores in any of the lodes ex
tending through Bodie Bluff. I subsequently
explored most of them, as far as they were ex

cavated, and made several tests, which produced
a similar show of gold. Judging by actual re
sults derived from the working of some two or
three hundred tons in the Aurora Mills, where
the waste was evidently great, it would be safe
to estimate the average yield at from thirty-five
to forty-five dollars per ton ; though I am in
formed that during the past fall and winter the

yield was sixty dollars and upward. With in
creased care and a more perfect system of re

duction it is not improbable a higher yield could
be obtained.
For speculative purposes this is low; but

there is a satisfaction to stockholders in know

ing exactly what they possess, and upon what
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basis to found their
calculations of fu
ture profit. The
best paying mines
on this coast are
those that yield a
moderate average.
This is especially
the case in the dis
tricts ofNevada and
Grass Valley, Cali
fornia, which now,

after having, as it
was thought, been
worked out, yield
better average re
sults than they evei
did before. I speak
of the quartz ledges,
of course, not of
the placer diggings.
The Real del Monte
in Mexico, accord
ing to the estimates of Baron Humboldt and
Mr. Ward, yielded for a series of years, during
a period of high prosperity, an average of fifty-
two dollars to the ton. It is the certainty and
abundance of the precious metals, and the facil
ity with which the ore is obtained, that consti
tute the true criterion of excellence and give
permanent value to the mine.
The history of some of the Washoe mines,
which have yielded extraordinary results under
a heavy pressure of expense and labor, and
which are now suffering a depression resulting
from exhaustion of the upper strata, presents the
most striking examples of this fact. Had the
inferior ores been properly economized, and the
mines worked with a view to the future, stock
holders in these mines would now have no cause
to regret their investments. I do not wish to
be understood as advancing the idea that the
Comstock ledge is exhausted or likely to be ;
for I have always regarded it, and do still, as
the richest silver lode yet discovered in our min
eral territories. But I think the world can pre
sent no such example as we find in the history
of that ledge, of mismanagement, extravagance,
and fraud. It would almost seem, indeed, as

if the American people, owing to some inherent
characteristic—an impatient, speculative, prodi
gal spirit, perhaps—were incapable of conduct
ing the business of mining upon any principle of
reason, honesty, or common sense. Why is it

,

otherwise, that, with the richest mines in the
world —with untiring enterprise, inventive gen
ius of the highest order, a larger average of in
telligence than any other people possess, we have
never yet made mining a permanently profitable
business to all concerned ? The truth is
,

we

are too impatient and too exacting, and expect
to make fortunes as we live— by telegraphic
speed. We must tear out the entrails of the
earth by novel and expeditious applications of
steam, and turn our capital by galvanic specu
lations, or give it up in disgust.

MiMNG AT aODIE.

Now it is a well demonstrated fact that the
best paying mines are not those which yield the
richest specimens of ores. The silver lodes on
Reese River have yielded higher results, in ex
ceptional cases, than those of Washoe, yet then

is nothing there that can bear comparison with
the Comstock.
The Allison Ranch, in California, I have been
informed, has made its largest annual profits on
ores varying from eight to twelve dollars to the
ton ; and it has been estimated that if the prin
cipal mines in Mariposa could be depended upon
for a sufficiency of ores worth ten dollars a ton
to keep the mills in active operation the results
would be satisfactory.
Specimen ores that assay from fifteen hun
dred to two thousand dollars per ton can be ob
tained from almost any quartz ledge in Nevada.
No reliable calculation can be based upon these
exceptional proofs of value. Every thing de
pends upon the extent and definite character
of the veins and the equable diffusion of the
precious metals. The difficulty in most cases
where these rich pockets exist is

,

that they arc
isolated, or only to be found at remote intervals.
It usually costs more to get at them than they
are worth.
In justice to the Bodie mines, it must be ad
mitted that they are at least free from this ob

jection. None of the ores are especially rich,
but the precious metals are diffused throughout
the veins with great regularity. I made a cal
culation of the results that ought to be obtained
from one thousand tons of ore taken from one
of these lodes, assuming the usual cubic meas
urement, and found that it tallied exactly with
the yield as subsequently obtained.
There are several companies engaged in work
ing the principal veins that extend through Bodii
Bluff. Among these the largest interests arc
held by the "Empire Gold and Silver Mining
Company of New York," whose possessions com
mence at the face of the Bluff and run a thou
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sand feet along each ledge. The limits are
strictly defined, and no litigation has yet taken
place, or is likely to occur, inasmuch as the
claims of each Company are duly surveyed and
recorded, the boundaries accurately laid down,
and every precaution taken to prevent those
contentions which have proved the ruin of so
many rich mineral districts in Nevada.
The "Bodic Bunker and High Peak Tunnel
and Mining Company" hold the principal mines
adjoining those of the Empire. The churaeter
of the veins and quality of the ores owned by
this Company are essentially the same as those
already described, showing a direct continua
tion of the ledges from the first point at which
they crop out. I made a subterranean tour
through the Bodie Bunker and Consolidated
Mines belonging to this Company, and was very
favorably impressed by the general indications
of permanency and mineral wealth. Three
thonsand tons of the ores from the Bunker,
taken out on contract by a Mr. Luffkin, yielded
an average of $i2 to the. ton, and paid him a
handsome profit upon his contract.
In all the mines which I visited within the
limits of Bodie Bluff I found the veins of nearly
uniform thickness— that is to say, varying from
two to five feet in gold and silver bearing quartz,
with clear and well-defined walls and casings.
The work done upon them is of a very rude
and imperfect character, the main object hav
ing been apparently to get as much out of them
with as little expense as possible, nnd without
regard to the permanent development of the
mines. I was especially impressed with the
fact that there appeared to be none of those
subterranean " horses," which miners find so
stubborn to move and so difficult to get over or
under. Each vein retains its distinctive char
acter all the way as far as the excavations ex
tend. The best ores have been taken out at a
depth of a hundred and seventy-five feet and
upward. If the undiminished width and value
of the ledges at that depth can be regarded as
an indication of permanency I think there can

be no question on that point. Still I should
be very sorry to make any statement which
might mislead the public or fail to be borne
out in the future. The experience of Nevada
and California, so far, has shown that no hu
man foresight can penetrate the earth and tell
I with certainty what lies within its hidden re
cesses. Geological science has been so often at
fault that mere reasoning from such data as an
unlearned tourist like myself can pick up in the
course of his travels can scarcely be entitled to
greater weight. The fact, however, that most
of the leading mines in Virginia City, after a
period of doubt and depression, are now striking
good ores at a depth of four hundred feet and
upward would seem to augur favorably in re
gard to all other mineral lodes in the Territory.
Up to the period of my visit (in September)
the ores taken from this district were subject to
an expense of eight dollars per ton for hauling,
and twenty dollars a ton for working at the
Aurora Mills. Yet with these heavy deduc
tions, and the additional cost of labor in the
mines, private parties made handsome profits
by working the mines under contract and hav
ing the ores reduced on their own account.
In addition to the quartz ledges there are
placer diggings in the Bodie range, which have
yielded during ordinary seasons of rain as high
as sixteen to twenty dollars a day to the hand.
In fact, the " color of gold," as the miners say,
can be obtained from the surface dirt taken at
random from any part of the hill. These dig
gings, so far as known, extend over an area of
several miles, and can not fail to assume a per
manent value as soon as sufficient capital is in
troduced to supply water from the adjacent val

ley of Cottonwood Creek.
In respect to the article of provisions, the
proximity of the Big Meadows, Mono Lake,
and Walker's Valley, where vegetable products
of all kinds are now abundantly raised, is a
great advantage to this district. Until within
a year or two miners suffered much from the
want of vegetables ; scurvy was a common dis

ease; but during the past summer the supply
has been quite equal to the demand. Farms
are being located and cultivated in all the ad

jacent valleys, where the altitude is not too

great for agricultural purposes ; and it is found
that the land, though apparently barren, is ex

traordinarily rich, owing to deposits of fertiliz
ing matter from the surrounding mountains.
Of course every thing which has a tendency to
reduce the cost of living must reduce the cost
of mining in this country—a very important
consideration. No mines, however rich, can
be profitably worked for any great length of
time where the wages for ordinary labor are
four dollars a day. Ores worth fifteen to twen

ty dollars a ton are necessarily cast aside, and

only snch as yield over thirty or forty dollars
can bo made to pay. There is always more

poor ore in every mining district than rich ;
hence the preponderance of wealth is lost where
the inferior ores can not be made available.
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The period is not very distant when the ores
now discarded will be the source of permanent
wealth in Nevada. It is to a general reduction
of expenses, and not to the discovery of richer

leads, that we must look for that high state of

prosperity which I think, despite all the losses
and drawbacks which have attended the invest
ment of capital in Nevada, is the ultimate des
tiny of that region.
Whether or not the Bodie mines will be
worked profitably on a large scale depends very
much upon the system of operations introduced

by the owners. As a general rule, large com
panies are less successful in the working of
mines than small parties and private individu
als. The cause of this may be found in the
fact that mining, like any other business, re
quires judicious and economical management,
and strict personal attention, to be permanently
profitable. Indeed the risks are so much greater
than in any other business, that those maxims
of economy and accountability which apply to
the ordinary transactions of life possess still
greater force as applied to the business of min
ing. Unnecessarily expensive mills, a loose

system of disbursement, incompetent managers,
and inefficient experts, have effected the ruin of
many mines and many stockholders in the Ter
ritory of Nevada. The same causes would pro
duce similar results in any other business. Ex
orbitant and uureasonable demands for high
dividends have been a fruitful source of failure.

Capitalists are not satisfied unless they receive
from two to five per cent. a month upon their
investments ; and superintendents work under
a heavy pressure, and assume great hazards to

produce that result. Now I am very confident
that no ten mines in Virginia City have ever
yet yielded an average of one per cent. a month
over and above expenses, and I venture to assert
that no mines in South America, Mexico, or
Nevada have continued to pay such high divi
dends for any great length of time. Perma
nency and extraordinary dividends are incom

patible. Where the

yield is evidently re
liable, a reasonable

per-centage, regular
ly paid, is better than
a larger amount which
must necessarily in
volve greater risk and
increased expendi
ture.
At the head of the
Bodie Valley, where
I spent a day very
pleasantly among the
miners, is a beautiful
natural location for a
town, sheltered by sur
rounding hills from
the chilling winds
that sweep down from
the snow - capped
peaks of the Sierras.

There are now some fifteen or twenty small frame
and adobe houses erected for the use of the work
men ; a boarding-house is already established ;
lots and streets are laid out by means of stakes ;
new houses are springing up in every direction,
and speculation in real estate is quite the fashion.
It was amusing to witness the enthusiasm with
which the citizens went into the business of
trading in lots. Groups of speculators were
constantly engaged in examining choice loca
tions, and descanting upon the brilliant future
of the embryo city. A pair of boots, I suppose,
would have secured the right to a' tolerably good
lot; but having only one pair, and that pretty
well worn, I did not venture upon an invest
ment. Some of the city dignitaries, however,
duly impressed with the importance of having
a view of their town appear in the illuminated
pages of Harper, paid me the compliment to at
tach my name to the principal street ; and thus,
in future ages, I confidently expect my mem
ory will be rescued from oblivion. Here is the
promised view of the town.
Although the altitude is greater than that
of any inhabited spot within the limits of the
United States, and only surpassed by those of
Potosi, which is 13,330 feet, and Quito, 9540
feet, the climate is exceedingly healthy ; never
too warm in summer, and rarely rigorous in
winter. This, at an elevation of nearly 9000
feet, is remarkable. Water is abundantly sup
plied from a fine spring distant a few hundred

yards from the centre of the town ; wood, for
mining purposes and for the use of the inhabit

ants, can be obtained from a pine-forest situ
ated on the side of a hill about four miles from
the camp. The supply of this latter article,
however, is limited, and can not be depended
upon for more than a few years; but the ravines
in the main range of the Sierra Nevada, border

ing on Mono Lake, are clothed with inexhausti
ble forests, suitable for lumber as well as fuel.
A good road is now open to the shores of Mono,
the nearest part of which lies about fourteen
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miles from Bodio. A view of the lake from the
eastern side of the bluff presents one of the finest

specimens of scenic grandeur to be found in the

whole range of the Sierra Nevadas. Mountain

after mountain rolls off in the distance, like the

waves of an angry sea. Perpetual snow covers

the highest peaks of the Sierras. Dark forests
of pine stand in bold outline on the inferior

ranges, and vast chasms and rocky canons open
out upon the shores of the lake, which lies dead
and still apparently within a stone's-throw of
the beholder. Circling deposits of alkali and
drifts of wood mark the barren plains that lie
on the eastern shore of the lake, showing that in

by-gone centuries it covered a vast extent of

country from which it has now receded.
A direct communication from the valley of
the San Joaquin, via Sonora, has recently been
opened by the citizens of Mono and Esmerelda ;
thus saving in transportation, from the head of

navigation at Stockton, at least four or five days
of wagon travel over the usual time required by
the old route from Sacramento via Carson Val
ley. This will greatly reduce the cost of trans
porting supplies of machinery and provisions
from San Francisco.

I HAVE a theory that a man's fate lies in hisnatural disposition ; not the disposition which
ho has control over, but a certain secret and un
suspected bent of his mind, which leads him,
right or wrong, against his will or against his
knowledge. In pursuing this theory I am dis
posed to believe that there is a certain kind of
men and women whose bias is always rolling
them into the witness-box ; whose bias first of all
rolls them into situations where they see and
hear things bearing upon matters which will
become the subject of litigation or criminal pro
cess. Look at the people sketched in illustra
tion of these remarks. There they aro, born
witnesses ; types which we see in the box re
peated over and over again, with all the fatuity
which leads them into the position of witnesses,
and all the attributes which so peculiarly fit

them for the operations of connsel plainly stamped
upon their features. They can not help being
witnesses any more than Dr. Watts's bears and
lions could help growling and fighting. It is
their nature to.

Mark the Dull Witness. Have you not seen
him times out of number? At the police-conn,
in a case of assault and battery—he happened to
be in the way at the time, of course : at the in

quest—he was passing just at the moment the
deceased threw himself from the first-floor win

dow. In the Marine Court, on a case of collis
ion, where the defendant is sued for damages on

the score of having taken the wrong side of the

road. Of course he gets into the dock instead
of the witness-box; of course he stumbles up
the steps, and equally of course stumbles down

them again. He takes the book in the wrong
hand, and when he is told to take it in the other,

that hand is sure to be gloved ; the court is kept

waiting while he divests himself of this artich'
of apparel ; and the consciousness of the witness
that all eyes are upon him, concentrated in n

focal glare of reproof and impatience, only tends

to increase and intensify his stupidity. He drops
the book ; he kisses his thumb—not evasively,
for he is incapable of any design whatever ; he
looks at the judge when he ought to be looking
at the counsel, and at the counsel when he ought
to be looking at the judge. There is such an

utter want of method in the stupidity of this wit

ness that counsel can make nothing of him. He

perjures himself a dozen times, and with regard

to that collision case, gets into such a fog about

the rulo of the road, that at last he doesn't know

his right hand from his left. It is useless for
counsel to point with triumph to the inconsist

encies of this -witness's evidence; for it is ob
vious to every body that he is quite incapable of

throwing any light on the subject whatever, ano.

that what he says one way or another is of no

importance. The examining counsel is only too

glad to get rid of such a witness, and very soon

tells him to stand down—a command which ht
obeys by tumbling down and staggering into the
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body of the court, with a dumb-foundered ex

pression quite pitiful to behold.
Now the Confident Witness steps into the box.
He is, in his own idea, prepared for every thing.

TUE OONPIDENT WITNESS.

He is prepared for the slips ; he is ready at all
points for the greasy New Testament. He looks
the counsel steadily in the face, as much as to

say— "You will not shake my evidence, I can
tell you." The counsel meets this look with a
glance of anticipated triumph. There is a de-
lined position here whose assumption of strength
is its greatest weakness. The Confident Wit
ness has resolved to answer yes and no, and not
to be tempted into any amplifications which will
give the cross-examining counsel an opportunity
of badgering him. The counsel can make no
thing of him for a while ; but at last he goads
him into an expression of anger ; when, seeing
that he is losing his temper, he smiles a galling
smile, and says—"No doubt, Sir, you think
yourself a very clever fellow: don't you now?
Answer me, Sir." The Confident Witness fall
ing into this trap, and thinking "Answer me,
Sir," has reference to the question about his
cleverness, snaps the counsel up with a retort
about being as clever as he is ; and immediate
ly the badgering commences.
" How dare you interrupt me, Sir ? Prevari
cation won't do here, Sir. Remember you are
on your oath, Sir !"

And the indignation of the witness being thus
aroused—by, it must be confessed, a most un
warrantable and ungentlemanly course of pro
ceeding—away goes the main-sheet of his confi
dence, and he is left floundering about without
rudder or compass in the raging sea of his anger.
It is now the worthy object of the learned coun
sel to make him contradict himself, and to ex
hibit him in the eyes of the jury as a person ut
terly unworthy of belief.
There is a nervous variety of this witness,
who is occasionally frightened into doubting his
own handwriting. He is positive at first ; has
no doubt on the point whatever. It is, or it is

not. Then he is asked if he made a point of
putting a dot over the i in "Jenkins." He al
ways made a point of that.

TUE WITNESS WUO IK)rnTS UiS OWN UANDWEITING.

"Do you ever omit the dot?"
"Never."
" Then be good enough to look at this signa
ture" (counsel gives him a letter, folded up so
as to conceal every thing but the signature).
" You perceive there is no dot over the i there.
Is that your signature ?"
" I should say not."
" You should say not—why ? Because there

is no dot over the i ?"
" Yes ; because there is no dot over the i."
" Now, Sir, look at the whole of that letter.
Did you write such a letter ?"
" Certainly ; I did write such a letter."
" Did vou write that letter?"
« I—I—"
fi Remember, Sir, you arc on your oath. Is

it like your handwriting ?"
"It is."
" Is it like your signature ?"
"It is."
"Is it your signature?"
"It might be."
" Gentlemen of the jury ; after most positive

ly denying that this was his signature, the wit
ness at length admits that it might be. What
reliance then can be placed upon the doubts

which he expresses with regard to the document

upon which this action is based ?"

This witness has really no doubts about his
handwriting at all, until he is artfully induced

to commit himself with regard to the dotting of

i's and the crossing of t's.
The Deaf Witness is not a hopeful subject for

counsel to deal with; and when, on entering
the box, ho settles himself into a leaning pos
ture, with his hand to his ear, the gentlemen
in the horse-hair wigs will be seen to exchange
glances which imply mutual pity for each other.

Those glances say plainly enough, "Here is a
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TUE DEAF WITNESS.

deaf old post, who will pretend to be much more
deaf than he really is

,

and will be sure to have
the sympathies of the public if we bully him."
The Deaf Witness, when the counsel begins to
ask awkward questions, says "eh?" to every
thing; and if he be a knowing witness at the
same time, pretends not to understand, which
justifies him in giving stupid and irrelevant an
swers. As a rule, both sides arc not sorry to
get rid of a deaf witness ; and he is told to
stand down in tones of mingled pity and con
tempt.
The Knowing Witness, who is not deaf, is a

too-clever-by-half gentleman, who soon falls a
prey to his overweening opinion of his own
sharpuess. They are not going to frighten him
by asking him to kiss the book. He kisses it

TUa ENOWING WITNESS.

with a smack of the lips and a wag of the head,
by which he seems to indicate that he is pre
pared to eat the book if required. Then, after

a question or two, when he thinks ho is getting
the best of it with the lawyers, he winks at the
general audience, and so fondly believes he is

taking every body . into his confidence, against
his cross - examiner. This is the gentleman
who is credited with those aharp retorts upon
lawyers which we find in jest-books and col
lections of wit and humor; but I fear he has
little real claim to distinction as a dealer in
repartee. Those smart things arc "made up''
for him, as they are made for the wag, and gen
erally for Joseph Miller. The retorts of the
Knowing Witness are usually on the simplest
principle of tu f/noque, and as their pith chiefly
consists in their rudeness—only counsel arc al
lowed to be rude in court— they are certain to
be checked by the court. The court does not
tolerate jokes that are not made by itself.
The Irrelevant Witness, who introduces for
eign matter into her evidence, is generally of the
female gender, and is a person whose appear
ance and manner warrant counsel in addressing

TUB IUaELEVANT WITNESS.

her as "my good woman." She will declare
that she is " not a good woman," and secure for
that standard witticism the laugh which it never
fails to raise, whether spoken innocently or with
intent. She deals very much in " he said" and
"she said;" and of course the counsel doesn't
want to know what he said or she said, but what
the good woman saw with her own eyes and
heard with her own ears. But nothing on earth
will induce her to stick to the point ; and though
she is pulled up again and again, she still per
sists in giving all collateral circumstances in
minute detail. I should say that when this
witness goes to the play, she provides herself
with a small bottle of rum and an egg-cup.
The Interesting Witness is also of the femi
nine gender—slim, prim, modest, and demure.
She is a young lady of " prepossessing appear
ance, and notably interesting. The moment
she steps into the box and puts up her veil to

kiss the book, the counsel fix their eye-glasses
and scrutinize her narrowly ; and, as these gentle
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men are proverbially polite, they will be seen,
while staring the interesting young lady out of
countenance, to nudge each other and pass round

pleasant jokes. The interesting young-lady wit

ness is rarely to be met with in the civil courts.
The place to look for her is the Court of Divorce
and Matrimonial Causes, where it is generally
the object of the cross-examining counsel to

prove that the Interesting Witness, who has pre
possessed every one by her modest demeanor, is
no better than she should be. There is possibly
no warranty for this course of proceeding ; but
then the noble practice of the law requires that
a lawyer shall do the best he can for his client,
and that he must not scruple to blacken the
character of the innocent, in order to protect
from the consequences of his crime one whom
he well knows to be guilty.
The interesting female witness is of two kinds.
One is what she seems ; the other is not what
she seems. The mock-modest lady usually gives
her cross-examiner a good deal of trouble. She
is wary ; brief in her answers, decisive in her

replies ; and her habit of dropping her eyes en
ables her to conceal her emotions. This wit- I
ness holds out to the last. The other, who is

really the interesting, modest, demure, timid I

creature that she appears, soon betrays herself
under a severe cross-examination. Her only
weapon of defense rises uubidden from the
depths of her wounded feelings, in the shape of
a flood of tears.

HEROIC DEEDS OF HEROIC MEN.
BY JOHN S.

IX.—THE PURSUIT AND CAPTURE OF
MORGAN.

The Rebel Raiders.—The Heroine. —Commencement of

the Pursuit. —Bravery of Colonel 0. H. Moore.—Re
pulse of the Rebels.—Rebel Barbarism Plan of the
Raiders The Quaker and the Copperhead.—Morgan
in Cincinnati The Repulse at Jackson.— Kout of the

Rebels at Buffington Island Aneedotes—The Escape
of Morgan.—His Treachery. —Final Capture.

IN
a Prayer-Book in a church in Louisville a
worshiper found written, " Hurrah for John

Morgan ! the Marion of the South, following
his footsteps as much so as the apostles followed

the footsteps of Christ." Despite the bad rhet
oric and the irreverent comparison, we can from

this get some idea of the admiration felt by a

large portion of the Southern people for the most

daring freebooter and the most lawless adven
turer since the days of our childhood's hero,
Robin Hood.'
It is said that the Saracen mothers quieted
crying children and subdued angry boys with the

nursery threat, " If you do not stop King Rich
ard will catch you." It is not unlikely that for
years to come the name of John Morgan, the reb
el raider, may be the terror of little ones in that

part of the country where he rode his great ride.
The narrative of his bold march through parts
of Kentucky, Indiana, and Ohio, and the heroic
pursuit by the militia and a small command un
der Generals Hobson and Judah, will not be
one of the least interesting sketches in the his
tory of these eventful days.

C. ABBOTT.

John Morgan, with twenty-five hundred ef
fective men and four pieces of artillery, left
Sparta, Tennessee, on the 27th of June, 1863.
His command was divided into two brigades.
One he led himself. The other was led by Col
onel Johnston. The men comprising this raid
ing party were from both classes of the Southern

people. Some were young men in high life, the
sons of planters and of merchant princes, who,
impelled by a restless spirit of adventure and a
deluded sentiment of devotion to the rebel flag,
and of hatred of the national banner of Stars and
Stripes, flocked to the standard raised by that
noted guerrilla chief. The larger portion, how
ever, of the marauding band was composed of
that part of the Southern community known as
"poor whites." These illiterate, half-starved,
semi-barbaric men chose the exciting cavalry
raiding in preference to the idleness of the camp
or the tediousness of the trenches, because, poor
fellows! they were hungry and almost naked,
and the abundance of food and clothing, rich

treasure, license, and the easy victory promised

by Morgan, resistlessly tempted their sorely tried
flesh. It was a motley crew gathered in Sparta
that bright spring morning. Some were in what
had been once white linen, now sadly the worse
for wear. Some wore blue homespun. Some
were in jackets. Some wore long coats ; some
frock-coats, some dress-coats, and many no coats
at all. Side by side with the " clay eater," in
his filth and rags, rode the handsomely-uni
formed and finely -mounted lord of the soil.
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JOUN D. MORGAN.

Most of the horses were thin, half-starved look

ing beasts, only to be endured until, as the reb
els said, "We get over the river, when we can
help ourselves."
With banners flying and din of rebel mu
sic the host began its advance toward Burkes-
ville, in Kentucky, near which town they intend
ed to cross the Cumberland River. On this
same day, June 27, the Second and Seventh
Ohio cavalry and the Forty-fifth mounted in
fantry, under command of Colonel Woolford,
with a howitzer battery, left Somerset, Ken
tucky, for Jamestown, to watch the movements
of the desperate raiders, and catch them if they
could.

*

" And what is So rare as a day in Jane ?
Then, if ever, come perfect days."

This day was no exception to the rule. A clear,
bracing air, which it was a luxury to breathe,
invigorated the men. A cloudless sky over
arched the advancing host, and the joyous sun
shine caressed the glorious banner as it was
borne aloft at the head of the column. For a
few days the march was continued with but few
intervals for rest. At last Jamestown was
reached, on the Cumberland River, about thir

ty miles above Burkesville. At this spot, where
the rebels had intended to cross, the command
halted for further orders.
On the 2d of July General Carter, in com
mand of the United States forces at Somerset,
was startled by the sound of clattering hoofs in

front of his tent. To leave the table and hast
en to the door was the work of an instant. A
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horse, reeking with foam and panting with fa
tigue, stood there. His rider was a woman ;
her habit torn and bespattered with mud ; her
veil gone ; her cheeks pale with fatigue and ex
citement, while her long black hair, loosed from
its bands, fell in a wealth of curls to her waist.
"Will you alight, madam ?"
" Not till I see General Carter. Can you
show me to him ? I am in haste. Every mo
ment is precious."
" I am Carter, madam. What can I do for
you ?"
" Listen. John Morgan, with two brigades,
Vol. XXXI.— No. 183.—U

has crossed the Cumberland, near Burkesville,

and is now marching on Columbia."
' ' How do you know ?"
"Oh, Sir, believe me," exclaimed the heroine,
her eyes kindling with emotion ;

" my home is
in East Tennessee. A Union scout came to our
house early yesterday morning and told me. My
husband is in the army. I have no boys. The
scout is wonnded, and nnable to ride. So I
took my horse and came to tell you myself."

The title of these articles is the " Heroic Deeds
of Heroic Men ;" but I am unable to pass un
noticed this act of true patriotism and heroic
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devotion of a woman, who may be proud to call
the " Switzerland of America," the wild mount
ain fastnesses of Liberty in East Tennessee, her
home.
The news brought by this noble woman led
to an armed recounoissance, which was sent out,

v under Captain Carter, in the direction of Co
lumbia. With only a small force he advanced
toward the enemy. He, however, soon met a
much larger force, by which he was quite over
whelmed. Captaiii Carter fell, mortally wound
ed. Reinforcements came to the succor of the
overpowered patriots, and though they strug
gled with great bravery they were so entirely
outnumbered that retreat became inevitable.
Whole volleys of musketry responded to their
few rifle shots, and a park of artillery opened its
murderous fire upon their thin ranks. Still,
without serious loss, they retreated with rapid
march to join their patriot friends who were sta
tioned at Jamestown. Courier after courier was
dispatched to General Carter, imploring help.
The report of the lady being thus confirmed,
the pursuit of John Morgan and his band of
desperadoes was now commenced with great
vigor.
The rebel general had the advantage of the
patriot forces by two days' march. Morgan in
fused his own tireless energies into his men.
Not allowing his troops to lose an hour, even
for plunder, he pushed rapidly forward toward
Green River, one of the important tributaries of
the Ohio, which flows through the heart of the
State of Kentucky. The rebel raiders, in their
sweep through the State, were largely augment-
ad by reckless adventurers, who, without any
moral or political principles, were eager to join
in any expedition which promised wild adven
ture and plunder. The cool, wary, crafty rebel
chieftain, Basil Duke, aided the impetuous Mor
gan in the reckless enterprise. It was said that
Duke furnished the thinking brain, and Mor
gan the impetuous hand which guided and
nerved this lawless band, as it swept a tornado
path of destruction through three States.
Colonel Orlando H. Moore was in command
of two hundred patriot troops stationed at Tebbs's
Bend, on Green River. This was the only force
to retard the advance of the rebels upon New
Market. On the 2d of July scouts brought in
the report that Morgan's band was advancing in
full force upon the Bend. Undaunted by the
vast superiority of the rebels in numbers, Colonel
Moore, as soon as he received the news, mounted
his horse, and rodo over the surrounding country
to select his own battle-field. About two miles
from his encampment he found a spot which
suited him. The site chosen for the morrow's
battle was truly beautiful. It was a lawn of
level ground, carpeted with velvety turf and
thick with trees, which, without the slightest
impediment of underbrush, were waving in all
the luxuriance of June foliage—a spot which
the silvery river
*' Forsakes his course to fold as with an arm."

All night long the men relieved each other

in the arduous work, with spade and pick, in
throwing up intrenchments. Rifle-pits were
dug. A barricade of felled trees was made to
check cavalry charges. Breast - works were
thrown up, to stand between the bosoms of the
patriots and the bullets of the rebel foe. On
the night of the 3d the gallant two hundred took
possession of these hurriedly-constructed works,
to beat back a small army of more than as many
thousands.

u Theirs not to reason why,
Theirs not to make reply,
Theirs but to do and dio."

With not one word of murmuring, and with
not one straggler, these heroic men planted them
selves behind their frail redoubts to wait the on
coming surge of battle. All were prepared to
meet, and with God's aid were determined to re

pel, the charge from the foe, however numerous
that foe might prove to be. There was but little

sleep in that patriot encampment that night.
The men, grasping their arms, lay down in the
trenches, and thought of home, wife, children,
and friends. Memory was busy with the days
which had fled, while stern yet anxious thought
dwelt upon the future of to-morrow. The next

day was the Fourth of July. That thought alone
helped to make them heroes. Who could tell
how many, then and there, would be called to
put on the martyr's crown ?
With the first rays of the morning sun came
the first balls from the rifles of Morgan's sluirp-
shooters. Soon a shell came, with its hideous
shriek, plump into the little redoubt, wounding
two men. With this hint of what they might
expect, if obstinate, Morgan sent a flag of truce,
with Major Elliot, demanding an immediate sur
render of the entire force under Moore's com
mand. Colonel Moore replied, "Present my
compliments to General Morgan, and say to him
that this being the Fourth of July, I can not
entertain the proposition." Then turning to
his men he said, "Now rise up, take good aim,
and pick off those gunners."
At those words the patriots opened a calm,
deliberate, and deadly fire. The numerous
trees and the intrenchments they had thrown up
afforded them very efficient protection. Gradu

ally the little redoubt became nearly encircled

by the rebels. Still no one thought of yielding.
Colonel Moore was every where, encouraging
and inspiring his men with his own enthusiastic

patriotism. The heroic band still loaded and
fired with fatal precision, though

u Cannon to the right of them,
Cannon to the left of them,
Cannon in front of them
Volleyed and thundered."

No hand trembled. No heart faltered. For
God and the Flag they fought and bled. The
battle raged, with unabated fury on both sides,
for four hours. At last the enemy retreated,
leaving his dead on the field. The rebel army,
thus checked and discomfited, relinquished the

prey they had hoped to grasp, and by n circuit
avoiding New Market continued their plunder
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ing raid. The conquerors, justly exultant over
their chivalric achievement, with new zest cele
brated the Fourth of July. They were entitled
,o unusual joy, for they themselves had contrib
uted another triumph to the ever-memorable day.
Meanwhile the patriot pursuers were not si
lent. On, on they rode, allowing themselves
.mly a few hours' rest at a time. At Bradfords-
ville the command received the first reliable
news of the raiders. Morgan had been detained
by his fight at Tebbs's Bend, and arrived at
Lebanon only thirty hours in advance of the
avenging patriots on his track. At Lebanon

the militia were rallied. They presented a brave

but unavailing resistance to the determined

raiders, who greatly outnumbered them. In
their defeat three hundred were taken prison
ers. The barbaric rebels, who were all mount

ed, goaded these unhappy captives at the point
of their sabres to run at the double-quick to

Springfield, a distance of twelve miles. If any
one, through exhaustion, lagged, he was forced

on by sabre thrusts and menaces of death. One

unfortunate young man found it impossible to
keep up with his merciless captors. The wretch

es knocked him in the head, as a warning to
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the rest, and left him in the middle of the road
to be trampled into a shapeless mass by the
hoofs of the thousands of horses which composed
their column.
When they arrived at Springfield the prison
ers were paroled, after having been first robbed
of every dollar. Their hats and coats were also
taken from them and transferred to the persons
of the ragged rebels. On the 6th of July the
rebels found themselves at Bargetown, only
twenty-four hours after Morgan had left that

place. Hero General Hobson joined the na
tional troops, which were under Colonel Wol-
ford. He brought with him four brigades of
Kentucky cavalry and two pieces of artillery.
General Hobson, by virtue of his superior rank,
now took command. The patriot troops, great
ly exhausted by the impetuous pursuit, encamp
ed for the night near Shepherdsville. The horses
were about used up. They had been under the
aaddle for several days and nights, with scarcely
an hour for rest.
Not having the intellectual stimulus which
nerved both soul and arm of the patriot in the
hot chase, horse-flesh could not stand that ex
hausting toil which the men bravely endured.
The rebels at this point had robbed a mail train.
With their sharp knives they slashed the mail-
bags, and made quick work in examining for

money every letter and package. The road was
white with the wreck of these precious missives
from loving hearts at home to loved ones far

away. Some were full of cheering news of
births and weddings. Some told the sad tale
of grief and death—now the sunshine and now
the shade. The hearts of the patriot soldiers
beat in sympathy with the unknown writers.
Little did they imagine that their carefully-pre
pared letters, filled with messages of love, were
scattered along the Kentucky highway, or were
used to light the camp-fires and the pipes of
both rebel and patriot soldiers.
A night of rest was very refreshing to the
wearied men and horses. But at the first bugle
call in the morning every man sprang to his

saddle, and again they pressed eagerly forward

in the pursuit. Scouts reported Morgan on his

way to Brandenburg, where he intended to cross

the Ohio River into Indiana. , His plan, as de
clared by spies, was to pass through the rich
southern counties of Indiana and Ohio, ravaging
as he swiftly rode, and thus circling round into

Virginia, where he hoped to join Lee, and with
him to make a raid upon Washington.
The patriot pursuers, both officers and men,
resolved to indulge in no rest until this scheme
was rendered abortive by the capture of the reb-
ol chief. The marauding band reached the Ohio
River successfully and exultantly. They seized
upon two steamers, with which they crossed the
stream. The torch was then applied to the
steamers, and they were burned to the water's
edge. Just as the Union army reached the
river they saw the last of Morgan's cavalry gal
loping out of sight. The whole of the 9th of
July was occupied in crossing the river. At

night the troops went into camp to get strength
for the long and arduous toil still before them.
After entering Indiana the rebels soon gave
marked indications of the policy they intended
to pursue in their invasion of the Free States.
Wherever they appeared horses were impressed :
shops entered and robbed ; laces and ribbons were
stored away in capacious pockets for lady-loves
at home ; mills were burned, unless instantly
ransomed by the payment of a tbousand dollars.
And any man who ventured to offer resistance
or remonstrance was sternly shot down upon the
spot. The demons of theft, murder, arson, brood
ed over the guerrilla band, and urged them to
every conceivable excess. For one thing, how
ever, the rebels deserve credit—and that is for
their uncompromising detestation of all North
ern secessionists. They seemed to be taught by
an unerring instinct that these men were the
meanest of the mean, alike abhorrent to both
God and man. An amusing incident is told
of an interview with one of these crawling rep
tiles in Salem.
After Morgan entered the town some of his
men went to burn the bridges and water-tanks
on the railroad. They captured on their way
two men, one of whom was a Quaker. The
broad-brimmed patriot urged that ho, as a peace
able citizen attending only to his own business,
ought not to be held as a prisoner of war.
"But are you not hostile to the Confeder

acy ?"
"Thee is right. Iam."
"Well, you voted for Abraham Lincoln, did
yon not?"
"Thee is right. I did vote for Abraham."
" Well, what are you ?''
"Thee may naturally suppose that I am a
Union man. Can thee not let me go to my
home ?"
"Yes, yes; go and take care of the old wo
man," said the rebel, releasing the mnn, whose
brave and honest truthfulness won the respect
of the foe.
The other captive was not pleased with the
speedy release of his comrade in misfortune.
Turning to his captors with the ignoble and
malicious spirit which has characterized all of
his class, he said, hoping to ingratiate himself
with the rebels,
" Look here ! What did you let that fellow
go for? He is a black abolitionist. Now /
voted for Breckiuridge. I have always been
opposed to the war. I am opposed to fighting
the South decidedly."
"You are?" replied the rebel, contemptu
ously. "You are what they call about here a
Copperhead, aren't you ?"
"Yes, yes," replied the Copperhead, insinu
atingly. " That is what all my neighbors call
me. They know that I am not with them."
"Come here, Dave!" shouted the rebel to

one of his comrades. " There is a Copperhead !
Just look at him! Now, old man," continued
he, turning to the wretch, " where do you live ?
We want what horses you have to spare. And
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if you have any greeubacks just shell them out;
that's all!"
Thus the traitor was righteously robbed. It
surely was right that he should pay his share to

support that cause which his heart espoused.
At the little town of Vernon Colonel Lowe
commanded two thousand militia, hastily as
sembled from the surrounding country. Morgan
sent in a flag of truce, demanding the surrender
of the town. " Come and take it," was the in
trepid reply. Women and children were re

moved, and the intrepid Colonel made prepara
tions to defend the unfortified place with his raw
recruits to the last possible extremity. This
resolute show of fight put Morgan on his dis
cretion. He burned the bridges, and did all
the damage he could outside of the place, but
concluded not to risk an encounter which so se
riously threatened him with a repulse.
On, on Morgan's men rode through the coun
ties of Indiana, and the Union troops were eager
in the chase after them. The rebels had great
ly the advantage^over those who were chasing
them ; for in every town the pursuers found the
exhausted horses which the rebels had cast aside,
providing themselves with every fresh steed upon
which they could lay their hands. The bridges
which spanned the streams wherever the rebels
wished to cross were burned behind them, so that
the patriots were compelled either to swim or
ford the streams or to construct new bridges.
On the night of the 13th of July General

'
Hobson ordered his men into camp at Harrison,
on the boundary-line between Indiana and Ohio.
His horses were thoroughly worn out, and the

lxior soldiers were in a condition not much bet
ter. For four days neither men nor horses had
enjoyed a night's rest, and had not even had the
encouragement of a brush with the foe. That
night all slept soundly ; and while the pursuing
force were dreaming of home, the rebels rested
for an hour near the thronged streets of the city
of Cincinnati. Incredible as the statement may
appear, it is positively asserted that the rebel
chief, in disguise, entered the city, and, in com
pany with a traitor friend there, actually attend
ed a ball given by one of .the ladies of the place.
The eager pursuit of the patriots allowed the
rebels to make but a short tarry in the vicinity
of the Queen City. They were not strong enough
to venture into its streets. Onward they press
ed, burning bridges, destroying railroads, and
stealing all they could lay their hands upon.
Thus they left their desolating track behind
them as they rode through the rich counties of
southern Ohio, unobstructed and unopposed,
' until they came to the little town of Jaspar, in
Pike County. There the citizens collected, and,
cutting down trees, built a barricade in the road.
Morgan came up and contemptuously opened
fire upon the little band of citizens, expecting
to scatter them as dogs disperse the flock. But
though these citizens were outnumbered nearly
ten to one, they fought bravely from behind
their intrenchments. The rebels, in their un
availing assault, were thus detained four precious

hours. In the mean time their pursuers were
gaining upon them.
It is difficult to realize, in our own quiet
homes, the intense anxiety, and often terror,
which filled the hearts of the quiet farmers in
southern Ohio when the tidings came, " Morgan
is coming, and we are in his path I" We must
draw upon our imaginations for a picture of the
scene in Jaspar. Physicians, lawyers, clergy
men, laborers, all joined the bold yeomaury in
the effort to repel the invader. And this strange
ly-mixed crowd, drawn thus suddenly from their
firesides, fought bravely and successfully with
the rebel raiders. They taught the rebels a
lesson of the courage of the Hoosiers which they
did not soon forget. The rebels by this brave
resistance were compelled, after the loss of sev
eral hours, to abandon their path through the
town, and by a circuitous route to press on their
way.
Again at. Jackson the backwoodsmen fought
the raiders , and again, by this timely check, the
pursuers gained two hours upon the rebel band.
The chase now became intensely exciting. The
country is level, intersected by numerous little
streams, all fordable at this season of the year—
thus affording no obstruction to the march, but
adding greatly to the beauty of the landscape.
The weather throughout the whole pursuit had
been delightful. A cloudless sky, an invigor
ating atmosphere, plenty of food for man and
forage for horses, kept up the spirits of the pur
suers, and fitted them for a contest with Mor
gan, if they could only get near enough to strike
him.
As the patriots pressed impetuously along the
track of their flying foes they could almost hear,
in advance of them, the tramp of their horses'
hoofs, with the mingled din of fife and trump
and drum. It was evidently Morgan's plan to
advance directly upon Chester, and from there
to cross the river into Virginia. He would thus
escape his vengeful pursuers, who were now very
uncomfortably near to him. The raiders began
to give indications of alarm. General Hobson
was close in their rear. General Judah, who
had left Portsmouth on the 16th, was vigilantly
keeping himself between the rebels and the river
to cut off their escape by crossing the stream.
Almost abreast, the two bands of Generals Judah
and Morgan, by parallel roads, rushed along
their race-course. The shores of the beautiful
banks of the Ohio echoed to the tramp of these
warrior horsemen. But no effort was made by
either party to bring on an engagement. The
patriot officers knew that the rebel force was not
in one compact mass, but scattered over many
miles of country, and they wished to bag the
whole game at once. Morgan, now eager only
for escape, wished to avoid a battle, because his

supply of powder was very low. General Hob
son was too near his heels to admit of his tarry
ing in the towns he passed through long enough
to replenish from- the powder-houses his ex
hausted caissons.

Many of the rebels, from sheer exhaustion,
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were utterly unable to keep up with the march,

and, straggling behind, were picked up by the

patriots. These reported that the rebels were

in excellent spirits; that they were confident

that they would continue their raid successfully
until they entered Virginia, and that then they
would, aided by General Lee, make a brilliant
march upon Washington. They seemed to cher

ish no doubt that they would be able to outwit

Generals Hobson and Judah, and triumphantly
effect their passage across the Ohio. Bui
"The best-laid schemes o* mice and men

Gang aft a-gley."

Tho Union generals were not outwitted. And
the well-fought battle of Burlington Island,
which soon ensued, was a great obstacle to the
fulfillment of the career Morgan had marked out
for himself. Buffington island is situated in
the Ohio River, about thirty miles above Pome-

roy. It was selected by the rebels as the point
for crossing into Virginia. The reason of this
choice was that there are large shoals or sand
bars in the river near the island, so that it would
be comparatively easy to cross by fording. The
whole body of rebels under Generals Dick and
John Morgan, with Basil Duke, who, as we have
said, was regarded as the brain of the enterprise,
marched with the speed which anxiety now gave
the leaders from Vinton toward Buffington.
They reached the Ohio shore, opposite the isl

and, about 2 o'clock Sunday morning on the
19th of July.
The people of Marietta, quite an important
town a few miles further up the river, heard of
the march of Morgan toward Buffington. The
town was thrown into intense excitement. Mer
chants and clerks, gentlemen and laborers, were
all eager to bear a hand in the chastisement of
the audacious raiders. Captain Wood of the
18th regulars had been stationed at Marietta as
a recruiting officer. He was persuaded by the

eager citizens to take the command and lend
them to the fray. At one hour's notice these
heroic men started from their homes for the field
of deadly battle and of blood. Their only uni
form was the halo of patriotism with which each
one was enveloped. Their arms were such as
they could most readily grnsp.
The party from Marietta reached Buffington
on Saturday afternoon. Rumors of Morgnn's
near approach increased every moment. Cap
tain Wood found here a steamer aground, loaded
with flour and with but two men on board.
The rest of the crew had left. Tho steamer
and its cargo would have been a precious prize
for the rebels. Captain Wood seized the steam
er, threw enough flour over to lighten her, got
up tho steam, and ran her out of the range of
Morgan's guns.
Tho river road, along which Morgan came,
runs very close along the banks of the stream.
On this same road General Hobson's command
were now in close and eager pursuit, but a few
hours behind. About two miles back from the
shore there is a long low range of hills over
which there is a road leading to the river near ,

the island. About three hundred yards above
this road there was a private road, leading into
some large corn-fields and separated from the
public mountain road only by a large wheat
field.

The rebels encamped in the corn-field on
their arrival at this point opposite the island.
After a few hours of rest they were all ready to
accept the wager of battle with the Union troops,
who they knew were pursuing them. The rebels
had planted their artillery on a swell of land
which commanded the road over the hills along
which General Judah's troops were advancing.
During the night this patriot force had been
pressing along as with tireless sinews. About
dawn Sabbath morning they came abreast of the
corn-field where the rebels were encamped. A
heavy river fog intercepted the view. The men
could scarcely see a rod before them. The pa
triot troops were first made aware of the pres
ence of the enemy by the whistling of Minie and
pistol balls over their heads. The road was
narrow, with fences on both sides, and an im

penetrable vapor veiled every thing from view.
The Union troops, undismayed by the sudden
assault, returned shot for shot. But when Mor
gan opened fire with his artillery the bursting
shells threatened great slaughter, and General
Judah ordered tho bugle to sound a retreat.
Just as the trumpet peal gave its unwelcome
voice the sun declared himself on the side of

liberty and suddenly dispersed the fog. The

patriot troops were thus enabled to get the artil

lery of their command into line. The baunev
of our country was unfurled to catch the fresh
morning breeze as it came down the Ohio, and
to gleam in the first rays of sunshine which came
bursting through the clouds.
Exhilarated by tho enthusiasm of the moment,

the order to retreat was recalled, and instead of
it the bugle sounded the inspiriting order to
"charge the enemy." With loud cheers the
patriots rushed upon the solid battalions of tho
foe. The fight was desperate. Many prisoners
were taken on both sides. In the furious charge
made by the patriots death reaped a large har
vest from the rebel ranks.
At this time Captain John C. Grafton, of
General Judah's staff, was taken prisoner. His
captor, a rebel cavalryman, with the savagery
which often characterized the rebels, leveled his

pistol to shoot him after his captive had sur
rendered and dismounted. To spring upon the
perfidious wretch, tear him from his horse anil

dispatch him with a pistol-shot, was the work of"
but a moment. The assassin now lay dead at
his feet and Captain Grafton was free—but on
foot, and almost alone in the midst of the ene
my. Glancing around through tho smoke anil
the tumult of battle, his practiced eye spied i

,.

place where the rebel force was weak. With
tho sword of his fallen foe in his hand he foughi
his way through the shattered line, reached th,

shore of the Ohio, and hailing the gun-boat
Morse, which had come up from Portsmouth,

swam out into the stream and was received on
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board. Then, by his knowledge of the position
of the enemy, he directed the fire of the steam
er's guns, and thus aided essentially in tho dis
comfiture of the rebels.
As soon as the news of Morgan's advance to
Buffington Island had reached Portsmouth the

Morse, under Lieutenant -Commander Fitch,
was towed up stream by the Imperial, and ar

rived just in time to take Captain Grafton on

board and to render its efficient aid in the
brilliant victory. At the moment when Gen
eral Judah's command charged tho enemy in
front from the road, Lieutenant O'Neil, of the
Fifth Indiana Cavalry, with only fifty men,
came down by a lane behind the corn-field and

gallantly charged two regiments of the enemy.
On, on without a pause the heroic little band

spurred their horses into the thickest ranks of
the foe. Under iron hoofs they trampled the
Stars and Bars of the rebel rangers. With
every stroke of their sabres and every shot from
their pistols death claimed a victim. Blood
crimsoned the ground. Horses in the death-

agony emitted their appalling shriek. The
stillness of tho Sabbath was broken by groans
and prayers and curses nnd cheers. Shell after
shell came screaming into the rebel ranks, guid
ed on their deadly mission by the cool unerring
skill of Captain Grafton.
About this time the steamer Alleghany Belle
arrived at the battle-ground. Her single gun
inflicted exemplary chastisement upon tho reb
els. The hero of this gun was Nathaniel Pep
per, a boy only eighteen years of age, the sou
of Captain Pepper of the Alice Dean. This boy,
his face flushed with excitement nnd his lips
firmly set in manly resolve and his eyes benm-
ing with patriotic fire, sent death to the rebels
with every shot he fired.
The battle raged until nearly noon. Then
the raiders, completely routed, fled in utter con
fusion. Some, in their bewilderment and ter
ror, ran directly along the road where the forces
of General Hobson were advancing. Thus the
patriot troops, who had followed more than a
hundred miles just in the rear of the guerrilla
band, took about a thousand prisoners. The
rebels, in their flight, left all their artillery on
the field, which, with the spoils of their camp,
fell into the hands of the victors. Books, sta

tionery, cutlery, women's garments, hoops, hats,

caps, and bonnets were strewed in profusion
through the rebel camp, together with many
jaded, half-starved mules and horses scarcely
worth capturing.
The patriot Colonel G. S. Warner, of the
Eighth Michigan cavalry, in his official report,

says :
" During the long tedious march of five

hundred and seventy-three miles, which took six
teen days, and that with short rations, they [his

command] have endured it
,

as Michigan soldiers
through this war have done, without complaint.
With cheerfulness and alacrity have my orders
been responded to by both officers and men. I

was obliged to leave several along the line of
march, either sick or worn out—some on ac

count of their horses giving out, with no fresh
ones to be procured at the time. Our arms,
the Spencer rifle, proved as before a terror to
the rebels. They thought us in much stronger
force than we were, when each man could pour
seven shots into them so rapidly. This is the
first instance during the war, I think, where
the proportion of killed was greater than the
wounded. As far as reports come in, at least
three killed to one wounded, and this fact is

owing to the terrible execution of our rifles."
Captain Ward, with his Marietta volunteers,
took charge of the prisoners. Fifteen hundred
privates, about one hundred minor officers, and
Basil Duke were included in the number. Joha
Morgan, with about five hundred of his band es

caped. After resting for a few hours, to re
fresh the exhausted patriot troops and their
horses, the pursuit was again vigorously re
sumed. A few moments after the feeble resi
due of the rebels had disappeared, in their clat
tering flight, the patriot General Shackleford
arrived with his command. His brigade was
comparatively fresh. They therefore started
immediately in pursuit of the fugitive gucrrilln
chief. Morgan fled rapidly from the scene of
his disaster, and, unincum! ered with baggage of

any kind, turned his horses heads inland, in

tending, so spies reported, to make a detour

through Muskingum and Guernsey counties,

then back to the river, crossing at whatever

point he could back into Virginia.
As the rebel band neared Athens County the
farmers grew intensely excited with patriotic fer

vor, and resolved that if they could arm but two
hundred men they would fight the lawless free
booter. Every road along which the gong were
to pass was obstructed as much as possible b

y

the farmers felling trees and destroying bridges.
At every impromptu barricade the rebels were
stopped at least for an hour. Aped men and

young boys rallied for the work. Women min
istered with eager hands to the wants of the

patriots. Refreshments were always ready, and
no man fainted for want of food or encourage
ment.

Morgan rode as rapidly as possible through
Morgan County with General Shackleford close
at his heels. On the 24th of July the Union
forces ehased Morgan fifty miles, when the guer
rilla chief, finding Colunel Wolford, with the
Forty-fifth Ohio Regiment on one side, and Gen
eral Shackleford on the other, turned ngain like
tho stag at bay, desperately to give fight. For
one hour a fierce battle raged. The rebels, how
ever, steadily worsted and hotly pressed, re
treated to a very high bluff near M'Connclls-
ville.
General Shackleford sent a flag of true de
manding the unconditional surrender of Mor
gan and his command. A personal interview
was held between General Shackleford and the
rebel Colonel Coleman. The rebels asked an
hour for deliberation. General Shackleford
granted them forty-five minutes. There were
but three alternatives now left for the maraud
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ere. They must either fight their way through
a triumphant and superior force or plunge down
a precipice to meet certain disorder, rout, and
ruin, or to give themselves up unconditional cap
tives. Colonel Coleman surrendered the com
mand. It was then found that the crafty,
treacherous Morgan had employed the forty-five
minutes in stealing away through a by-path with
about two hundred of his men. The prisoners
taken by General Shackleford were sent to Zanes-
ville and the pursuit was instantly resumed.

Quite a number of stragglers joined Morgan,
and in the course of three days his retreating

force was increased to over four hundred men.
Fear lent them wings, and they fled rapidly in
the direction of Zanesville. Every step of the
retreat was, however, rendered difficult by the

constant attacks of the yeomaury of the coun
try. General Shackleford pressed hard after the

freebooters, resolved that they should not escape
him again. Scarcely once drawing rein or stop

ping a moment to rest the rebel gang was chased
through Guernsey and Harrison counties into

Jefferson County. Like the driven stag in his
last extremity Morgan rushed for the river.

At last again he came to bay.
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At Sabinesville news of the advance of the
reckless raiders created a perfect panic. Wo
men and children were sent into the country for

protection. Houses and stores were locked and

barred, and brave men prepared to fight. A
regiment of Pennsylvania infantry was posted

along some rising ground which commanded the

road approaching the town, and along which

road Morgan must pass. In a few moments
after these arrangements were concluded the

rebels, on their jaded horses, made their appear
ance. They halted and gazed appalled upon

the formidable preparations which had been

made to receive them. Conscious of their ina
bility to pass such a barrier, they turned their

horses' heads in another direction. But sud
denly, before they could advance a single step,

Major Way, leading two hundred and fifty men
from the Ninth Michigan cavalry, with gleam
ing sabres dashed in among them, cutting right
and left.
The rebels, exhausted in all their physical en
ergies, and with hopes discouraged by their long

and unsuccessful march, in a general panic lost

all presence of mind, threw down their arms, and

wildly cried for mercy. Morgan was in a buggy
drawn by two white horses. He lashed them
furiously, hoping to escape. But Major Way,
on his fleet horse, overhauled him and seized

the reins. Morgan sprang out of the buggy on

the opposite side, and catching a riderless horse,

spurred him to his utmost speed. A few of his
men followed him. In the buggy were found
Morgan's rations, consisting of a loaf of bread,
two hard boiled eggs, and a bottle of whisky.
The desperate rebel chief meeting three citi

zens of Sabinesville on the road, compelled them,
with pistols at their heads, to act as guides, and

continued his frantic flight toward New Lisbon.
Forced service is very uureliable. One of the
conscripted guides seized upon a favorable mo

ment to plunge into one of the by-paths and
escape. Riding back he disclosed to General
Shackleford tbo route the guerrillas had taken.

The General made his dispositions very carefully
to prevent the possible escape of his foe. A few
companies of militia were ordered to advance
from Lisbon on the north. A small force from
Wellesville guarded the roads on the east. Gen

eral Shackleford, with his command, followed

in the rear of the fugitives.
About two o'clock in the afternoon of July
26, Morgan found himself in the vicinity of
West Point, a little village about half-way be

tween New Lisbon and Wellesville. The rebels
here realized that they were entirely surrounded.

There was no possibility of escape. To fight
was only death for all. Under these circum
stances Morgan, with the remainder of his gang,

unconditionally surrendered. The reckless chief
seemed to regard his bloody raid, along whose

path he had strewed the bodies of his lifeless
men, merely in the light of a spirited joke. He

seemed quite unconcerned and jovial, notwith

standing the death, dispersion, or captivity of

his whole band of two thousand five hundred

men. For several days the hills and forests
around were filled with armed men, searching
for and picking up the fugitives.
These poor deluded victims of the rebellion
seemed very much dejected. Most of them
were ragged, dirty, and in the extreme of ex
haustion. They were generally attired in the
citizens' garments which they had stolen on
their raid ; but these, by hard usage, were most
ly bespattered with mud and torn to shreds.
General Shackleford's command had good rea
son to be very exultant over their victory. The
exciting chase in which they had engaged had
lasted for a month, and had led them over more
than a thousand miles of territory. By day
and by night they had followed the guerrilla
band. With little rest and many hardships the
pursuit had continued from day to day till it was
thus crowned, at last, with the most signal and
glorious success.

[The very great difficulty, and, ln pomecases. Impossi
bility, of obtaining perfectly accurate accounts of the mi
nute details of the movements of our armies is hardly re
alized by any one who has not made the attempt. Even
official reports often vary materially.
We make this statement in apology for an unintention
al error in tho April number of the Magazine. The com
mander of the Fort De Rusay Expedition was stated to be
General Franklin. It should have been General A. J.
Smith, who has so nobly earned many laurels in this
eventful conflict.
The writer of these articles is greatly obliged to any
one who will apprise him of any like errors by addressing
him at New Haven, (Jonn. John S. C Aihtott.l

BY THE APPLE-TREE.
TT was not anger that changed him of late ;
JL It was not diffidence made him shy ;
Yon branch that has blossomed above the gate
Could guess the riddle—and so can I.

What does it mean when the bold eyes fall,
And the ready tongue at its merriest trips ?
What potent influence holds in thrall
The eager heart and the burning lips?

Ah me ! to falter before a girl
Whoso shy lids never would let you know

(Save for tho lashes' willful curl)
The pansy-purple asleep below.

Nothing to frighten a man away—

Only n check like a strawberry-bed ;

Only a ringlet's gold astray,
And a mouth like a baby's, dewy-red.

Ah, baby-month, with your dimpled bloom !

If but yon blossomy apple-bough
Could whisper a secret learned in the gloom,

That deepens its blushes even now.

No need, for the secret at last is known :

Yet so, I fancy, it might not be
Had ho not met her, by chance, alone,
There in the lane, by the apple-tree.
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RECOLLECTIONS OF SHERIDAN.

PH
IMP HENRY SHERIDAN must always tician, like Thomas, nor both, like Grant, he
be looked upon as one of the miracles of would still lie a successful leader. We have

war— not so much from the result as the man- seen in former articles that the Lieutenant-
ner of his achievements. If he were neither a General is

,

as a military leader, complete in

great strategist, like Sherman, nor a great tae- . himself, possessing all the attributes of general-
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ship; while Sherman, embodying nervous in
tellectual force, and Thomas, representing phys
ical power, are constituted by nature, as well as

by the choice of Grant, to be his chief subordi
nate commanders. Sheridan, in character, is
like neither of the others, but is an original

genius, and a leader not unworthy to rank
with Sherman and Thomas, or to hold posi
tion as the third subordinate commander of
General Grant. He may be said to be an In
spiration rather than a General, accomplishing
his work as mnch, not to say more, by the in

spiring force of his courage and example as by
the rules of war. He supplies to the army the
passion and fire which is smothered in Grant
and Thomas, and imperfectly developed in Sher
man. He renders nn army invincible more by
the impartation to it of his own courage and
fire than by any system of organization ; and
appears to accomplish by this imparted enthusi
asm all that results under the leadership of the
others from discipline. When the historian
sums up his character, with all the facts now
hidden laid profusely before him, he will hardly
rank Sheridan with those who have carefully
and wisely planned. He belongs rather to that
class of our officers whose strong arms have bold
ly and brilliantly executed, and who have won
the distinctive classification of " fighting gener
als," The writer can find among all his recol
lections of Sheridan's career no development of
any brilliant strategic ability, while in every bat
tle in which he has been prominently engaged
he has given brilliant examples of his cour
age, vigor, and skill, and as a quick, dashing,
stubborn fighter. Stone River, Chickamauga,
Chattanooga, Cedar Run, and Five Forks are
examples which illustrate the position which is
takon in representing Sheridan as a representa
tive " fighting general." It is in the light of the
more familiar scenes of Cedar Run and Five
Forks that the public have formed their idea
of Sheridan, without knowing that in the other
battles named he has displayed the same char
acteristies, while his entire career in private and
public has shown him to be impetuous, passion
ate, bold, and stubborn. He was born a bel
ligerent. His natural element is amidst the
smoke, his natural position in the front line of
battle. Ho fights vigorously and roughly, and
when the tide of battle flows and ebbs most
doubtingly he holds on most grimly. In pri
vate life his great energy is a little curt, and his
fiery temper a little too quick, but his abrupt
ness and belligerency are too honest and natu
ral to excite condemnation ; while his manner,
when not excited or opposed, is distinguished
by great courtesy, modesty, and pleasantry. A
sketch of his life which, while illustrating these
qualities and characteristies, gives an insight
into his early career, will not be without inter
est.

Sheridan is descended from the snme class of
the north of Ireland emigrants which produced
Andrew Jackson and Andrew Johnson. His
parents, having settled on their arrival in this

country in a more populous, thriving, educated,

and free district, Ohio, were enabled to offer their
son better educational advantages than were
those of Jackson and Johnson, who had settled
in the less civilized district of North Carolina ;
and hence young Sheridan became possessed of
a good common school education in his native

place, Perry County, Ohio, whero he was born
in 1831. From fourteen to fifteen ho is remem
bered as a quick but careless student and rather

wild and belligerent youth, fond of a frolic and
a trick, sometimes thoughtless in wounding tho

feelings of others, but quick to generously heal

when in fault.' The necessities of his family
early forced him to manual labor, and his
seventeenth year beheld him employed in tho
town of Zanesville, Ohio, in driving a water-
cart, and in sprinkling the dusty streets of that

old town. Before the year was finished, how

ever, he resigned this "command" to enter
West Point, having been unexpectedly appoint
ed a cadet to that institution through the rec

ommendation of the then Congressman of the
district. The characteristies \vhich had dis
tinguished him at the humblo school in his na
tive town soon made him noted at West Point
as the " best-natured and most belligerent Ca
det" in the Academy. He has often declared
since his late successes that he had passed
through West Point only by the " skin of his
teeth." In fact his belligerent disposition re
tarded his advancement in youth and as a cadet
as much as it has since advanced him. He
fought so much at West Point, was so uuruly
and "so full of deviltry," that, despite his fine
scholarly attainments, he graduated so low down
in his class that ho could only be commissioned
in the lowest arm of the service. He required
at the time of his graduation only " five points"
more to his number of "black marks" to ex
clude him from the honors of graduation ; and
if he had not toward the close of the session, by
skillful management and unusual control over
his quick temper, won the good opinion of one
or two of his tutors the future Major-General
would have been forced to leave the Academy
as he had entered it instead of Second Lieuten
ant of Infantry by Brevet. One of his instruct
ors, who had ndmired his generous character,

employed tho argument that a belligerent tem
perament was not a fault in a soldier, and this
is said to have secured him the needed approval
of the West Point staff of instructors and the
honors of graduation. The argument was too
powerful to be resisted by educated soldiers,
and Sheridan was consequently sent forth fully
authorized to be as great a belligerent in time
of war as he desired.
Eight years of almost profound peace followed
his graduation, and little opportunity was of
fered for advancement. In May and June, 1855,
Lieutenant Sheridan was in command of Fort
Wood, New York Harbor, but in the Jnly fol
lowing he was ordered to San Francisco in
charge of a body of recruits. On arriving there
he was detailed to command an escort of cavalry
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intended for the protection and assistance of
Lieutenant Williamson and the party engaged
in the survey of the proposed branch of the
Pacific Railroad from San Francisco to Colum
bia River, Oregon. An opportunity offering
soon after for a fight Sheridan succeeded in get
ting himself detached from this command and
ordered to join a battalion of dragoons under
Major Raine, of the Fourth Infantry, then on
an expedition against the Yakima Indians. In
this expedition he distinguished himself by gal

lantry at the "Battle of the Cascades," of the
Columbia River (April 28, 1856). Although
his action on the occasion is not described, it is
not difficult to imagine it as of the same char
acter as the later deeds of during which have
distinguished him. He was rewarded for his
gallantry by being placed in command of the In
dian Reservation of the Coast Range. Here he
was engaged for a year in keeping the Conquillo
Indians on Yakima Bay in proper subjection,
and in building the military post and fort at
Yamhill.
From this distant post he was recalled in
1861 to find himself promoted, by the resigna
tion of large numbers of the Southern officers
of the army, to a captaincy in what was then
Sherman's regiment, the Thirteenth Infantry.
He was ordered to join his regiment at Jef
ferson Barracks, and thus became attached to
the Trans-Mississippi or Army of the Southwest,
in which he saw his first service in the present
war. Although this army had gone through a
campaign under Lyon, and the preparations for
another under Fremont, and was then under
command of Halleck, it was so far from being
organized that Sheridan could find no active

duty, and was placed upon a military commission
to inquire into certain alleged irregularities of
the Fremont administration of Missouri affairs.
About the time that Curtis, who had assumed
command of the troops in the field, was ready to
begin an active campaign Sheridan was ap
pointed ActingChief Quarter-master, with which
the duties of Commissary were at that time
blended. He was out of place, and his success
as a quarter-master was very indifferent indeed.
He used to laugh and say, many months after,
when located at Murfreesboro, Tennessee, that

providing "hard tack and sow -belly" wasn't
in his line, and was very fond of relating, in con
nection with the remark, his first experience in

restricting the contraband traffic in salt with the

rebels.

As ChiefQuarter-master it was his duty to take
snch steps as would not only provide for his own

troops but deprive the rebels of contraband sup
plies. Hearing that Price, then at Springfield,
was suffering for salt, he employed every means
to stop the export of that article beyond our
lines ; and, congratulating himself on his suc

cess, used often to say, with a chuckle, that " the
rebels were actually starving for salt." When

the advance of the army took place, and Price
was hastily driven out of Springfield, the only
article left behind was, much to Sheridan's dis

gust, an immense quantity of salt. He ever aft
erward professed himself disgusted with his quar
ter-mastership, and fortunately soon after got
himself under arrest and sent to the rear.
Officers generally look upon arrests as mis
fortunes. Sheridan's arrest was the turning-
point in his fortunes, since it placed him, after a
brief delay, on the staff of a rising Major-General
and in the line of promotion. The circum
stances of his arrest are not without interest, as
showing one or two of his characteristics. Like
many regular officers of the army, as organized
in 1862, Sheridan was in favor of carrying on
the war by striking hard blows at the organized
armies of the rebels, and generously protecting
the people who, while remaining at home under
United States protection, furnished the men and
material to the rebels. He has overcome this
too delieato and nice consideration for the in
terests of rebel aiders and abettors, and, like the
country, has been educated by war in the belief
that treason is to be fought with fire. Feeling
thus during the Pea Ridge campaign, and being
a great stickler for military regularity and rou
tine, Sheridan was particularly disgusted with
the ravages committed by the regiment of Kan
sas Jay-Hawkers, and used often to denounce
them in unmeasured terms. He was so much
embittered against the regiment and opposed
to their style of warfare, that, when General
Blunt ordered him to impress a large amount
of provender from the citizens, he replied in any
thing but decorous terms, declining to execute
the order, and intimated in conclusion that
"He'd be damned if he was a Jay-Hawker."
Blunt, of course, relieved him. Sheridan re
ported to Halleck. The letter was forwarded
as evidence against him, and fell into Halleck's
hands. That officer, having a just appreciation
of a good joke, laughed heartily over the letter;
and, sharing Sheridan's prejudices against " Jay-
Hawking''and"bimimeis,"he caused the charges
to be withdrawn, and in May, 1862, ordered
him to duty on his own staff as Acting Chief
Quarter-master.
Halleck was then before Corinth, and thither
Sheridan repaired to find himself suddenly and

unexpectedly transferred from the regular to the
volunteer service, as Colonel of the Second
Michigan cavalry. Halleck had, with that wise

appreciation which he has displayed in organiz

ing the United States armies, noticed Sheridan's

qualities, and placed him in the branch of the
service for which he was best qualified. But
even Halleck did not fully appreciate the ad
mirable qualities of his young protege', and fail
ed, when intrusted shortly after with the absolute

organization of the armies, to advance him to
the position for which the quicker appreciation
of Grant subsequently singled him out after ob
serving his conduct in one battle only.
His promotion to Colonel aroused the ambi
tion of Sheridan, who had before modestly hoped
to eventually become a Major. He now had
opportunities to distinguish himself, and imme

diately went to work to improve the opportunity,
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determined to win rank and fame before the

close of the war, which having now changed its
character also gave promise of being long and

adventurous, and full of occasions for one in his
arm of the service.
His regiment was brigaded with that of Col
onel Elliott, who as the ranking officer became
brigade commander, and under his leadership
Sheridan made his first campaign. It was the
famous raid around Corinth and upon Beaure

gard's communications at Boonesville, which was

noted at the time as one of the first and most
successful adventures of our then rapidly im

proving cavalry, and won for its leader a repu
tation for dash that the loyal press, with very
bad taste, continually compared to the daring of

Stuart and Morgan in their bloodless raids
against weak outposts and unguarded rear-lines.
This irregular warfare of the rebel cavalry had
not up to that time partaken of the bloody char
acter which has since been given the cavalry
encounters of the war ; and Sheridan was one
of the first to expose the fallibility and weak
ness of the boasted rebel cavalry when vigorously
opposed.

The opportunity was offered him in July,
1862, at Boonesville, by an old class-mate at
West Point, and one who subsequently won,
under Bragg and Forrest, a character for bel

ligerency similar to that now enjoyed by Sheri
dan. The rtbel J. H. Chalmers has at all
times been as ready to fight as Sheridan ; but
he has neither the perseverance nor personal
daring of Sheridan. His complete readiness to
fight was evinced to Sheridan's satisfaction on
the occasion alluded to, and Sheridan's supe
rior endurance and enterprise were made ap
parent to the rebel at the same time. This en
gagement, although of a minor character, served
to illustrate his characteristies as a quick, dash
ing, stubborn fighter, as more brilliantly devel
oped in Sheridan at the more important engage
ments already alluded to in this connection.
Chalmers attacked his single regiment with a
whole brigade of cavalry, evidently expecting lit
tle resistance. Sheridan was not required, by the

importance of the post he commanded nor the
position of the army whose front he covered, to
hold his ground, and could have with propriety
declined battle, and fallen back on the infantry
line ; but it was not in the heart of the " bel
ligerent cadet" to slight his old class-mate by
refusing to meet him—nor, indeed, to decline
an invitation to battle from any gentleman. He
drew up his regiment in line, and received the
attack in handsome stylo. Chalmers's first re
pulse taught him that he should have to proceed
with his attack more systematically, and he
brought up his line for a more regular and gen
eral assault. While he was thus engaged Sher
idan, with perhaps more enterprise than sound
discretion, in view of the insignificance of the
stake for which he contended, sent a detach
ment on a detour to the rear of the rebel posi
tion. These, by strenuous exertions, succeeded
in effecting this purpose, and made an attack

|
from that direction, while Sheridan, attacking
from the front, succeeded in defeating the reb
els and driving them from the field in confusion.
It was this success which made Sheridan a
Brigadier-General. It has always been an un
fortunate feature of our army organization that
there is no provision for the promotion of the
deserving in the branch of the service in which
they have won distinction, and for which they
have evinced high qualifications. A colonel of
cavalry shows himself eminently deserving of
promotion by his services in that branch, and
he is promoted to be brigadier-general of in

fantry, and not only taken from the line of the
service for which he is best fitted, but, though
promoted in rank, is sent to command an infe
rior arm of the service. By this fault of organ
ization not only does the army lose the service
of the person thus promoted out of his sphere,
but often the promotion becomes the ruin of the

recipient, who may be totally unfitted for this
new line of duty. There are numerous exam
ples of this. Among several of these failures,
which have resulted from this cause, the writer
can recall that of a captain of artillery who
gained a great reputation for his successful

handling of a number of massed batteries, and
who was promoted to be a brigadier- general
of infantry, to utterly fail and throw away his

young life in his chagrin and desperation. A
young staff-officer, who had graduated at the
head of his class, and who had distinguished
himself as an engineer, was promoted rapidly
from captain to corps commander, to find him
self totally unfitted for such duty, and in time
to waste, by his inadaptation to infantry and a

lack of decision, the rich fruits of a successful
strategic march.
Sheridan's fate was not exactly the reverse
of this; but when taken from the cavalry, for
which he was eminently fitted, and made Briga
dier-General of infantry, his success at first was
not encouraging. He was placed in command
in Kentucky of a division of raw troops, for the
organization of which he was not so well fitted
as for fighting them. The command was under
TJeneral Nelson. Shortly afterward Nelson was

killed, and the reorganization of his army and
its incorporation with that of General Buell
placed Sheridan in command of a division of
partly disciplined and veteran troops. A short
time subsequently the army was again reorgan
ized by Rosecrans, and Sheridan was given a
division and assigned to the corps of General A.
M'D. M'Cook. Sheridan's Division suffered dis
aster at Stone River and Chickamauga. But
amidst that disaster and defeat the fighting qual
ities of the " little cadet" found illustrations as
brilliant but not so familiar as that of Cedar
Creek.
Stone River was a battle in which the endur
ance of the soldiers rather than the generalship
of their leaders gave ns possession of a field in
which the enemy all the time retained the tac
tical and strategic advantage. Each corps, and
even each division, "fought on its own hook."
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Sheridan's Division was posted at the left of

M'Cook's Corps, which, being struck in fiank

and rear, was very quickly and unexpectedly
doubled up and thrown back upon Sheridan's

Division, which was thus forced while fighting
a division in its front to turn and form a de

fensive crotchet to the whole army, and thus was

compelled to expose one or the other of its
flanks. It was forced back by superior num
bers until its line of battle described three sides
of a square ; and these being broken after a ter

rible resistance, it was forced to retreat through
a dense forest of cedars, in which artillery could
not be moved, to the line formed by the reserves.
While the rest of the corps had been rapidly
driven Sheridan's Division fought for hours des-

perately, losing all the brigade commanders, sev
enty other officers, and nearly one half his men
killed and wounded. The other divisions were
never rallied until they reached Nashville. Sher
idan's fell back upon the line of reserves and
fought for three days afterward. This result
was entirely owing to the personal exertions,
daring, and skill of Sheridan ; and his conflict
formed such a brilliant episode of that badly-
managed battle, and his abilities shone so prom
inently in contrast with the delinquencies of
others, that ho was at once made a Major-Gen-
eral.
Chickamauga was only a repetition of this.
The same corps, consisting then of Davis's,
Sheridan's, and Negley's divisions, was again
defeated. General Negley, very unfortunately
for that gallant officer and gentleman, was tak
en from his division in the heat of battle and
ordered to the command of a number of batter
ies, and the division suffered badly, while the
other division, under General Jefferson C. Davis,
was scattered in every direction. Sheridan, who
had formed the extreme right, had a desperate
fight, but, after being separated from the rest
of the army, eventually cut his own way out,
brought in his division about half organized, and
took his place in the line to which Thomas fell
back to Rossvillc.
On these two occasions Sheridan was a sub
ordinate. The disaster to his division was gen
eral to his corps, and resulted from the failure
of others and not his own bad management. He
was powerless to avert, he could only partly re

trieve the disaster. On both occasions he did

so with a skillful hand, by the most strenuous
exertions, and at great personal risk. In the
dark cedars at Stone River and the narrow

defiles of Chickamauga he kept his men to

gether, when almost surrounded or entirely cut

off, only by being at nil times along the front

line of battle with them ; by well-directed en

couragement to the deserving, and the blackest

reproaches to the delinquents ; by alternate ap

peals and curses, the latter being loud and deep
and far more plentiful than the first. Rousseau,
who commanded the reserves, and who pushed
forward into the cedars at Stone River to cover
i he retreat of Sheridan and Negley through
them, once said,

" I knew it was hell in there before I got in,
but I was convinced of it when I saw Phil Sher
idan, with hat in one hand and sword in the
other, damning and swearing as if he were the
devil incarnate, or had hud a fresh indulgence
from Father Tracy every five minutes." (Fa
ther Tracy was Rosecrans's chaplain, and often
officiated at Sheridan's head-quarters. Sheri
dan is a member of the Roman Catholic Church.)
"The history of the combat. in those dark
cedars," wrote the only historian who has truly
written of Stone River, Mr. W. S. Furay, of the
Cincinnati Gazette, "will never be known. No
man could see even the whole of his own regi
ment, and no one will ever be able to tell who
they were that fought bravest or they who proved
recreant to their trust. It was left to Sheridan
to stay the successful onset of the foe. Never
did a man labor more faithfully than he to per
form his task, and never was leader seconded by
more gallant soldiers." When Sheridan had ex

tricated his command from the forest and got in

line with the reserves he rode up to Rosecrans

and, pointing to the remnant of his division,

said,
" Here is all that is left of us, General. Our
cartridge-boxes contain nothing, and our guns
are empty."
The Tullahoma campaign, which followed
that of Stone River, offered few opportunities
for the display of any other quality of the sol
dier in Sheridan than that of energy. The pur
suit of Bragg, which formed the main feature
of that campaign, required rapid marching but
no fighting. After the expulsion of the rebels
from Tullahoma and Winchester the general
pursuit was abandoned, as the enemy had reach
ed the mountains, and only Sheridan's Division
and Stanley's cavalry received orders to pursue
the enemy across the mountains to the Tennes
see. Sheridan moved with great alacrity, hop
ing to reach the bridge over the Tennessee at

Bridgeport in time to save it from destruction.
He moved so rapidly that he reached the river

before Stanley's cavalry did, and saved the

greater part of the bridge. He used to tell with

great glee that on reaching Bridgeport he found

members of the rear-guard of Bragg's army sit

ting on the end of the bridge and asking his ad

vance if " they were part of Stanley's cavalry."
The infantry had moved so rapidly in pursuit
that the enemy had all the while mistaken them

for cavalry.
Sheridan has since displayed the same energy
in moving, with better effect. The surrender
of Lee was, without doubt, the effect of the ad
mirable and vigorous execution by Sheridan of

Grant's plan of operations from Five Forks to
Burksville Junction. It will be remembered
that Sheridan, by rapid movements, placed his

forces at Jettersville before Lee had reached

Amelia Court House, and thus cut off all retreat
to Danville. His dispatches relating to those

operations partake of the vigor of the actual

movements, and handsomely illustrate his en

ergy.
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" I wish you were here yourself," he wrote to
Grant —a compliment that the little Lieutenant-
General may be proud to point to. " If things
are pressed," he added, " I think Lee will sur
render.

"

" Press things, " was Grant's order. It need
ed no other. Sheridan pushed forward rapidly,
struck right and left, punishing the enemy wher
ever found, and at last forcing Lee to surrender.
Chattanooga was the battle in which Sheri
dan caught the eye of Grant, jvho there select
ed him without hesitation for the important po
sition which he subsequently filled. Sheridan's
Division formed the right of the centre column
which, in the battles at Chattanooga, Novem
ber 23, 24, and 25, 1863, assaulted and carried
Mission Ridge, and, breaking the rebel centre,
won the victory. His men were kept in posi
tion waiting for the signal to assault for over
thirty-six hours ; and they and their leader had
grown very nervous, half fearing the battle would
be won too soon by the others, and the chance
for glory stolen from them, when, at last, the
wished-for signal came, and away went the as
saulting columns. General T. J. Wood com
manded the other, and he and Sheridan strove
with a lofty ambition, in which there was nothing
that a saint could condemn, to reach the summit
first. Sheridan gloried in the deed. He could
not contain himself, and yet he rode along the
front line, half leading, half directing his men,
as clear-headed as if the cross-fire of the twenty
rebel batteries that opened upon his men were
directed against charmed lives, and he knew
them to be futile as against him. During the
charge he took a canteen of whisky from his
aid, Captain Avery, and filling a cup which he
carried, raised it with a gesture toward Bragg's
head-quarters, which were plainly visible on the
mountain crest, saying, " How are you, Mr.
' Bragg?" Before he could drink the liquor a
rifle-ball carried away cup and beverage. There
was no time for more; and exclaiming, "That's
damned ungenerous !" Sheridun spurred forward,
and soon again formed part of his front line.
His horse was killed under him, and he led the
remainder of the assault on foot, reaching the
summit with the first, and as horses were not
plentiful on the ridge he sprang upon one of the
lifty captured guns, swinging his sword over his
head, and shouting for joy with his men, while,
at the same moment, he poured invective after
invective on the heads of the rebels whom he
was unable to pursue. Before the battle was
ended Grant, having left his hqad-quartcrs in
Orchard Knobb, rode along the summit of the
ridge, and before the fire of the enemy had ceased
he had marked Sheridan for future use. Chat
tanooga was the flood-tide of his fortunes, and,
without knowing it at the time, he that day
launched his bark anew. Henceforth his abili
ties were not to be lost by his being made sub
ordinate to men of inferior calibre. He was
henceforth to win great successes, not retrieve
in some degree the great disasters of others.

Sheridan did not know for months after of

his good fortune on that day. On the con
trary, his friends soon after had reason to im
agine that he was again under a cloud. It
was but a few months after this memorable
battle that Gordon Granger and Sheridan were
relieved of their commands. It was generally
known that Granger had offended Grant by his
delay in moving with Sherman to Burnside's
aid at Knoxville, and it was supposed that both
he and Sheridan were " ." Sheridan
passed through Nashville without exactly know
ing his destination, except that it was Washing
ton City. The announcement was soon made,
however, that he had been placed in command
of all of Grant's cavalry on the Potomae, and
those who knew him learned to appreciate more
highly the clearness with which Grant read the
characters of his subordinates. Returning Sher
idan to the cavalry service was not by any means
the least important of Grant's services to the
country. If in the reorganization of the army
w hich must soon follow the close of the late war
Halleck is intrusted with the organization of the
materiel and Grant with the selection of the
personnel, the United States will very soon have
an army which, when embracing such a general
as Grant, such lieutenant-generals as Sherman,
Thomas, Cauby, and Sheridan, such major-gen
erals as Hancock, Hooker, M'Dowell, Howard,
Hunter, Burnside, Ord, Slocum, Stoneman,
Reynolds, Meade, and many others who have
won the rank, will be inferior to none in the
world. The past four years of experience, and
the imperative duty of the nation to provide for
those who have so nobly served the country, as
well as the necessity which must exist for the
retention of a large force, will strongly sug
gest the reorganization of the army by the es
tablishment of the ranks of general and lieu
tenant-general. Three corps of infantry, each
twenty-five or even thirty-five thousand strong,
under Sherman, Thomas, and Cauby, and one
of cavalry of the same strength under Sheridan
as lieutenant-generals, would be an army which
even Grant as general might be proud to com
mand. No people on the face of the globe can
at this time furnish superior personnel for such
an army.
It was not intended, in the scope of this article,
to give a detailed statement of the events of
Sheridan's life. The purpose was rather to
make the public more familiar with his char
acter than his history. The reference which
has been made to his early career was thought

necessary, as filling up a blank existing in the
sketches which have been hitherto written of
him. The prominent points of his late career are
well known to all. His cavalry operations in
Virginia, his assumption of the command in the
Shenandoah Valley, known as the Middle Mili
tary Division, his brilliant battle at Winchester,
and the wonderful effect of his presence at Cedar
Run, as well as the later deeds at Five Forks
and the pursuit of Lee, are tales too lately told to
need repetition here. The affairs of Cedar Run
and Winchester have been admirably described
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by Captain De Forest in this Magazine.* And
it is to be regretted that he did not devote a
page or two to the thorough analysis of the
wonderful effect which Sheridan's presence had
upon bis men daring the rout at Cedar Run. It
can not be accounted for on any theory, how
ever philosophical, framed by a lierson who was
not an eye-witness; while it might be compre
hended in the light of a minute and graphic de
scription of the manner of the General on that
occasion. His success in restoring order, and
then confidence, was doubtless due to his de
cisive manner ; while the subsequent restoration
of morale was owing to the promptness with
which the offensive was resumed. The control
which Sheridan then held over his men is cer

tainly very remarkable, in view of the short time

during which he had commanded them, and the
condition in which he found them on this day.
Absent at the beginning of the battle of Cedar
Creek, it will be remembered that he pushed
forward to the front to find his troops routed
and retreating rapidly, and, although not pur
sued, much demoralized. His presence seemed
to inspire the men with a sew purpose, and in an
incredible short space of time he had them re
formed in line and ready to receive the on

slaught of the enemy. But the enemy, intent
on rifling the captured camps, bad not pursued
in force, and Sheridan found waiting was in
vain. The confidence of the troops had been
restored by the presence of their leader, the
facility with which he re-established the broken
lines, and the cheering language and encour
aging tone of his conversation and orders. He
fully re-established the morale of the men when,
finding the enemy failed to pursue, he ordered
an advance. The fact that he did advance on
the same day of the rout serves to show, among
Sheridan's other great qualities as a leader, his
decision and daring. There are few generals,
in our own or any other service, who would have
conceived the idea, or for a moment entertained
the purpose of immediately resuming the offens
ive. Two years before pursuit after a victory,
not to mention pursuit after a defeat, was held
to be impossible. The fact that Sheridan was

able on this occasion to resume the offensive with

complete success shows how absolute was the

confidence of the men in this comparative stran
ger who had plead, entreated, cursed, and brow

beat the flying army into order again. The mag
nificent ride from Winchester to the field, which

at the time was made in all the accounts the
salient featuro of the battle, grows common
place when compared to "Little Phil's" ride
among the routed masses of his corps. He

may be said to have been every where at once,
for his presence was felt in every battalion.
His orders, so brilliantly illustrated and varied
by his peculiar and numerous oaths, found their

natural echoes in the cheers of the men in whose
hearts his presence restored confidence. The

rapidity with which he rallied his broken lines

and brought order out of chaos is incredible
* January and February, 1805.

even to those who have seen the " belligerent
cadet" in the midst of battles ; and to one who
has never witnessed the singular effect which
the reception of orders to attack have on men,
it will still remain incredible how he so far re
stored the confidence and morale of his troops
as to enable him on that occasion to snatch vic
tory from defeat.
There was some occasion for the display of
the same personal daring and the exercise of
the same influence by example, on the part of
Sheridan, at the battle of Five Forks. His pres
ence on every part of that contested field, it is
now generally conceded, had as much to do as
generalship with the final result of that battle,
where every thing depended on the persistence
of the attack on the weak point which Sheridan
had discovered. It is doubtful if success would
have followed the efforts of a general who had
been content to direct the battle. Sheridan led.
He was in the front line, under the heaviest
fire, at all times, waving his sword, encouraging
his men, exhorting them to incredible deeds,
and, as usual, swearing at a fearful rato, altern
ately at the enemy and his own skulkers. He
is represented by those present as the " imper
sonation of every thing soldierly." He rode up
and down the lines, under fire, continually wav
ing his sword, commanding in person, exhorting
them to seize the opportunity within their grasp,
and sweep their enemies to destruction. It is
related of him, and the story is characteristic
enough to be true, that at the conclusion of the
first day's unsuccessful battle at Five Forks,
while striding up and down in front of his field

head-quarters, apparently absorbed in deep and

calm thought, he suddenly startled his staff by
breaking out in a series of horrible oaths, in
which he swore he would carry the rebel lines
next day or "sink innumerable fathoms into
hell." Sheridan's oaths are fearful; but one
can easily find it in his heart to forgive them.

They are merely the emphasis to his language.
Oaths are said to be fools' arguments. Sheri
dan throws them at one in a discussion not from
a want of more forcible arguments, but from a

lack of patience to await the slow process of

logical conclusions. He heartily despises a
council of war, and never forms part of one if
he can avoid it. He executes, not originates
plans ; or, as Rosecrans once expressed it

, " He
fights—he fights !" Whatever is given Sheridan
to do is accomplished thoroughly. He will not
stop to criticise the practicability of an order
in its details, but does not hesitate to vary
his movements when he finds those laid down

for him are not practicable. He does not
abandon the task because the mode which has

been ordered is rendered impossible by any un

expected event. If the result is accomplished
Sheridan does not care whose means were em

ployed, or on whom the credit is reflected. He

grasps the result and congratulates himself, the

strategist of the occasion, and the men, with

equal gratification and every evidence of delight.

' His generous care for the reputation of his sub
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ordinates, his freedom from all petty jealousy,
his nonesty of purpose, and the nobleness of his
ambition to serve the country and not himself, his

geniality and general good-humor, and the brevi

ty of his black storms of anger, make him, like
Grant, not only a well-beloved leader, but one that
the country can safely trust to guard its honor
and preserve its existence. It is easy for one who
knows cither of the two—Grant and Sheridan —
to believe it possible that, during all the period
in which they have held such supreme power in
our armies, not a single thought of how they
might achieve greatness, power, and position,
at the expense of country, has over suggested
itself to their minds. There is only one other
character known in profane history of whom the
same thing can be truly said.
Sheridan goes into the heat of battle not from

necessity merely. The first smell of powder
arouses him, and he rushes to the front of the
field. It is related of him that when the engage
ment of Winchester began he stood off a little to
the rear, as Grant would have done, and endeav
ored to calmly survey the field and direct the bat
tle. But it was not in his nature to remain pas
sive for a great while. When the fight warmed

up and became general he could stand it no lon
ger, and, drawing his sword, he exclaimed, "By
God ! I can't stand this !" and rode into the heat
of the engagement.
The belligerent in Sheridan's organization is
often aroused without the stimulus of the smell

of guupowder. In 1863, while Sheridan was
encamped at Bridgeport, Alabama, he invited
General George H. Thomas, then encamped at
Deckerd, Tennessee, to examine the works erect
ed at Bridgeport and the preparations going on
for rebuilding the bridge. The writer, then at
Deckerd, was invited to accompany the party
to Bridgeport, and did so. At one of the way-
stations the train halted for an unusually long
time, and Sheridan, on asking the conductor, a

great, burly six-footer, the reason, met with a
somewhat gruff reply. Sheridan contented him
self with reproving his manner, and ordered
him to proceed with the train. The conductor
did not reply, and failed to obey. After wait
ing for a time Sheridan sent for the conductor,
and demanded to know why he had not obeyed.
The fellow answered, in a gruff mauner, that
he received his orders from the military super
intendent only. Without giving him time to
finish the insulting reply Sheridan struck him
two or three rapid blows, kicked him from the
cars and into the hands of a guard, and then
ordered the train forward, acting as conductor
on the down and return trip. After starting
the train he returned to his seat near General

Thomas, and, without referring to the subject,
resumed his conversation with that imperturba
ble dignitary.
Sheridan will always bo prominent among
Vol. XXXI.— No. 183.—X

the Marshal Neys of the war for the Union — as
the representative of that class of fighting gen
erals in which Hancock, Rousseau, Hooker,
and Logan are among the most distinguished.
These generals have the same character among
the men with whom "they have served as Sheri
dan has throughout the whole country. Gen
eral L. H. Rousseau was by far the most popu
lar general who ever served with the army of
the Ohio or Cumberland, and his popularity
dated from the day of Shiloh, where he, like
Sheridan, led, not directed, his men. Rousseau
loves fighting as much, and is as naturally a bel
ligerent, as Sheridan, fights in the same style,
with equal exposure of person, equal personal
daring, and with equal effect. "Fighting Joe
Hooker" received his title from the same pre
disposition for fighting. At the first sound of
battle Hooker springs nimbly to his saddle, and
is off into the field at the head of his men.
Rousseau and Hooker are both men of large,
handsome, towering proportions, and have in
the field the advantage in that respect of Sheri
dan. Logan is a man of Sheridan's own style
in build and appearance, and is the same dar-i
ing, enthusiastie, and vigorous fighter that Sher
idan is. "Black Jack," as Logan is called by
his men, in consequence of his very dark com
plexion, resembles Sheridan also in the freedom
with which he indulges in the most desperate
and original of oaths.
Sheridan's appearance, like that of Grant, is
apt to disappoint one who had not seen him pre
vious to his having become famous. He has
none of the qualities which are popularly at
tributed by the imagination to heroes. "Little
Phil" is a titlo of endearment given him by
his soldiers in the West, and is descriptive of
Iiia personal appearance. He is shorter than
Grant, but somewhat stouter built, and being
several years younger and of a different temper
ament, is more active and wiry. The smallness
of his stature is soon forgotten when he is seen
mounted. He seems then to develop physically
as he does mentally after a short acquaintance.
Unlike many of our heroes, Sheridan does not
dwindle as one approaches him. Distance lends
neither his character nor personal appearance
any enchantment. He talks mora frequently
and more fluently than Grant does, and his

quick and slightly nervous gestures partake
somewhat of the manner of Sherman. His
body is stout but wiry, and set on short, heavy,
but active legs. His broad shoulders, short,
stiff hair, and the features of his face betray the
Milesian descent ; but no brogue can be traced
in his voice. His eyes are gray, and being
small are sharp and piercing and full of fire.
When maddened with excitement or passion
these glare fearfully. His age is thirty-four,
but long service in the field has bronzed him
into the appearance of forty.
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JULIAN. '

MANY
of our readers will undoubtedly re

member the dry, hot summer a few years

ago, when the long-continued drought parched
up the face of the country* and the green herb
withered, and the scorched and blackened foli

age of the trees shriveled and dropped in un
timely maturity ; when the water-courses were
dried up, and the dull and panting cattle were
driven weary miles to some fast-diminishing lake
or pond or river-side to quench the daily and

tormenting thirst ; when still, day after day, the
unclouded sun rose with fierce but melancholy
brightness, till the earth became " as dust and
ashes under our feet, and the heavens as brass
above our heads ;" till the wasted fields could no
longer yield sustenance to flocks and herds, for
which—possibly for the first time within the
memory of living men— the anxious and de
spondent farmer, with sad forebodings, spread
out upon the blackened summer pastures the
scanty remaining store of the past winter's fod
der, and turning his eyes from his burned fields
.and meagre cattle to the blazing heavens, saw in
the coming harvest-time only want and desola
tion instead of the fullness of increase. Then,

too, the wrath of the incendiary, the careless
ness of man, or the thoughtless folly of child
hood, set fire to the dried and crackling herb

age, and creeping along the dry land, the fast-
devouring flame, catching and spreading in the
woods, leaped like a destroying angel from tree
to tree, from forest to forest, unchecked and un
tamable ; until the sun's eye looked redly down
through the dim and smoky haze, and a smell
of burning, and a faint, hot atmosphere, and
heavy lurid clouds hung over town and coun
try; and the luxurious pleasure-seekers rushed
more eagerly than nsnal to the sea-side, craving
even tho sight of the liquid clement and the
grateful freshness of the sea-breezes, which had
gathered moisture from its surface.
Toward the close of one of those days of sol
emn splendor and melancholy brightness an

open carriage, containing only a lady and child,
leaving tho crowded hotel of one of our fashion
able watering-places, was driven down to the
beach. The elder occupant of the carriage was
a young and lovely woman, with the unmistak
able air of a lady. She was richly and fashion
ably dressed, although still in widow's weeds,
and bore upon her delicate features a look of
fixed dejection and anxiety, which seemed to

speak that the mourning which enshrouded her
was not merely external. She reclined upon the
back seat of the carriage; and kneoling upon
the cushions of the front seat, in such a position
as to command a view of the spirited horses, was
a fair boy of possibly six years old. Unlike his
companion, the child was gayly dressed in col
ors, yet there was too close a resemblance in
their several features to permit a doubt that they
were mother and child. Occasionally the pret
ty, playful boy would reach out his hand, and

slyly pulling tho sleeve of the coachman, which

was within his easy reach, would sign to him to
drive faster; and then turn invariably with shy,
furtive glances at his mother, to see if she had
observed his action, or to deprecate the expect
ed rebuke. But tho mother, though her eye
was ever upon him, uttered no remonstrance;
a sad, sweet smile alone answered his eager
glances. She had evidently confidence enough
in her driver to rest secure in his discretion, and
she would not interrupt the enjoyment of the

boy by a word or look of unnecessary prohibi
tion.
When they had reached the entrance to the
beach the carriage was stopped ; the lady de
scended, and giving her orders to the man, dis
missed him, and taking the boy by the hand,
they went down to the water's edge, and walked
together for some time up and down the sands
of the beach ; then the lady, whose languid mo
tions bespoke an invalid, seated herself upon a
rock, and permitted the child to play by him
self, fixing her gaze upon him the while with
loving, anxious assiduity.
She had sat thus watching the graceful, ca
pricious movements of the child, and, lost in her
own silent contemplations, was wholly uncon
scious of the lapse of time, when a loud, sudden
peal of thunder startled her from her reveries;
and turning her head, she saw* with surprise
that the western heavens were black with clouds,
and that the almost imperceptible withdrawal
of sunlight, which she had hardly noticed, or,
if seen, had imagined but the coming-on of even
ing, was in reality the gathering portent of a
coming thunder-shower.
Recalling to mind the old adage, that " all
signs fail in a dry time," Mrs. Arlingford did
not feel much upprehension. Still she thought
it safest to recall the child, who was now at some
distance from her upon the beach, and turn their

steps homeward. But she found this was no
easy matter to do; for the child did not wish to
return to the house, and as she walked rapidly
toward him with beckoning hand, the little tru

ant, who had evidently been unaccustomed to

constraint or government, fled laughingly from
her. This took her still farther up the beach,
and when at last the merry little fugitive suf
fered himself to be captured, they had nearly a

quarter of a mile of the sands over which to re
trace their steps ; and as they reached the gate-

way giving them access to the high-road, large

heavy drops of rain began slowly to fall.
Taking off her own light summer mantle to
wrap it round her child, the mother hurried on

as fast as her own delicate strength and the

boy's short, childish steps would allow ; and as

the now thick-coming drops grew larger and

heavier, she was questioning herself what she

should do, or where find shelter, when the tri

umphant words, "Hallelujah! hallelujah! for
the Lord God omnipotent raineth!" uttered in a
high, loud key, and with a hearty intonation of

devout thanksgiving, fell upon her ear ; and look

ing up, she saw an old woman of the laboring
class, neat but very humble in dress, who stood
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leaning her folded aims upon the top rail of a
little gate, which, half concealed by overgrown
lilac bashes, now rusty and dusty from want of
rain, was close beside the pathway. As the old
woman saw Mrs. Arlingford approaching with
flushed cheeks and hurried steps, she flung open
the little gate, and hospitably invited her to
come in out of the coming shower. The fer
vent warmth of devotion with which the old wo
man had uttered her quotation from Scripture,
though almost ludicrous from her evident mis

application of the meaning of the words to the

present occasion, had predisposed Mrs. Arling
ford in her favor, and courteously thanking her
for the proffered hospitality, she unhesitatingly
entered. The little cottage was very small and
humble, but it was neat, and it was a welcome
shelter ; and the aged inmate, producing a clean

napkin, proceeded, with evident good-will, to

wipe the drops of rain from the dresses of the

lady and her child.
"Oh! thank you; thank you," said Mrs.
Arlingford, with natural and instinctive court
esy; "that will do very nicely; we are not
very much wet, I believe, after all; that will
do very well indeed ; I am sorry to give you
so much trouble. I hope we are not going to
have much of a shower—what do you think ?" .
" You hope it isn't going to rain! For the
massy sake ! what are you thinking of?" said
the old woman, suddenly stopping in her eager
work of good-will ; and drawing back, she re
garded the object of her friendly offices with a
stern look of mingled wonder and disapproba
tion. "What on the face of the arth are you
thinking of, woman ? You hofte it won't rain 1
I hope in the massy of God it will rain—rain
hard, and rain long. What in the world makes
you say you hope it won't f"
" Because I did not want to get wet, I sup
pose," said the lady, smiling.
"Well, and you ain't agoing to get wet, are
you ? And I guess a little warm, summer rain
would not be like to kill you, either. Maybe
you was afeard it would spile your nice dresses.
Well, maybe it would ; I don't say it wouldn't ;
but if it did, I guess folks that wear sich gownds
as these"—gently touching with her forefinger
the rich, heavy folds of Mrs. Arlingford's " wid
ow's silk"— "ginerally has moro'n one of 'em.
S'pose, now, this one was spilt, I shouldn't won
der if you had another at home nigh about as
good."
"Perhaps so," said Mrs. Arlingford, smiling
at the brusque simplicity of the question.
"And there's your boy there," continued the
old woman, turning her quick glance upon the
child, who had strolled off to the window, and
was regarding with silent admiration a huge
Maltese cat, which lay coiled up and sleeping
there. " I s'pose, my little man, you've got
more'n one of them dandy jackets of your'n,
hain't you ?"
"Oh yes," answered the mother; "that is
not the thing ; only it is not very pleasant to get
wet ; and besides, he might take cold, you know."

"I guess not," said the questioner; "it's
more like 'twould make him grow, as 'twill all
the other growing things. He looks healthy
enough to bear' that, and more too. What's
your name, now, my little Commodore ?—won't
you tell me?"
" His name is Julian," said the mother—
"Julian Arlingford."
"Julian, hey? Well, that's a pretty name
enough ; but I don't know as I ever knowed any
body called by it afore ; and it's the first time,
fur's I know, as I ever heerd it. He's a real
pretty little chap too ! Don't you tetch the cat's
tail, my little General," she said, as the%boy
gently and caressingly passed his little hand
over the furry head of the old mouser, to which
she amiably but rather sleepily responded by
wrinkling up the skin of her back and gravely
waving her majestic tail. "You see, our Malta
—well, she's awful pertie'lar about her tail :
she won't stand having on't pulled nohow.
She's a good cat as ever lived, and real pleas
ant with children, on'y she won't allow nobody
to tetch her tail. I sometimes laugh and tell
her, if she has a vice in this world I guess it's
her sinful pride in that long tail of hern. But,"
she said, returning to their former subject of
debate, "I jest want to know—didn't you know
that the arth is all parched and drying up with
the heat ; that the growing crops is all wilting
down for want of rain ; that the pasters is all
burnt up; that the cattle—poor creters! —are
failing for water, and will soon be a-starving for
food; and that good men and women every
where, in their churches and on their beds, are
praying for God in his massy to send us rain?
And you—yon are hoping it won't rain, lest you
should get wet! What was you thinking of!"
"Well, excuse me," said Mrs. Arlingford,
pleasantly ; " it was very wrong in me, I allow ;
but I spoke without thought. I am sorry I said
it."
" Well, there, that sounds better," said the
old woman, somewhat mollified by this conces
sion. " I dare say 'twas cause you did not think,
for you must know better. Why, when I went
out jest afore you come along, to behold the
goodness of the Lord, I declare I most begrudged
standing out there ; it seemed mean to let any
of the blessed drops be wasted on my old head
when the arth was wanting it so. Yes, it must
have been 'cause you did not stop to think ; and
it's nat'ral, perhaps. I don't suppose it makes
so much difference to folks like you as it does
to hundreds and thousands of others—you, who,
I suppose, have every thing which your heart
can desire."
"Oh no, no; you mistake indeed," inter
rupted the lady, hurriedly, while her eyes filled
with tears; "I have not my heart's desire; I
can never have it—never, never in this world !
I have one great sorrow—one sorrow so great
that all other sorrow seems to me to be as no
thing in comparison with it."
The old woman turned her earnest gaze upon
the excited speaker and looked at her for a mo
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ment, wonderingly; then, speaking in low, sub
dued tones, she said only, "Then I hope the
Lord gives you grace to bear it as you oughter."
There was a moment's silence, and then the
old hostess got up and went to the window,
where the child was still standing, his attention
still occupied by the cat.
"Shall I take her down for you, sonny, and
put her in the chair?" she said, kindly, laying
her hand as she spoke on his bright curls.
There was no answer ; and she repeated the

question.
"He does not hear you," said the mother,
faintly.
''Don't hear me? what's the reason he
don't ?" said the old woman, hastily ; and pass
ing her other hand under his chin she gently
raised his head and looked full in his face. The
child lifted his bright, expressive eyes to hers,
smiled, nodded, and pointed significantly to the
cat. As she gazed n quick change came over
the face of the startled woman. " For the mas
sy sake!" she said, releasing the smiling child
and turning hurriedly toward the pale and agi
tated mother; "you don't mean to say that he
is—?"
"Yes," said the mother, in faltering tone.
" What ! not deaf and dumb ?" said the in
quirer, compassionately. " And such a pretty,
bright-looking little fellow, too! Oh, what a
pity!"
" Yes," said the poor mother, bursting into a
flood of irrepressible tears. " That is my great
sorrow. Did I not tell you I had one great
sorrow, to which all other sorrows were as no
thing?"
" Yes," said the woman, returning to her seat
near her guest, "you did ; but I reckon you was
wrong there. This is a heavy sorrow—I know
it is—and hard to bear; but I can tell you there's
worse sorrows than that in the world. Folks are
very like to think that their own kind of sorrow
is the worst kind; we all think so, and I dare
say you think so of your'n. But it might have
been worse ; I can tell you that."
Mrs. Arlingford silently shook her bead.
"Well, yes, it might. I know it's a hard
thing to bear. I dare say you think that I don't
know how hard ; but I guess I do, for I had a
deaf and dumb child of my own."" You had?" said the lady, turning toward
her with the new interest which the bond of a
common sorrow often awakens. " Did you, too,
have a child born deaf and dumb?"
"No," said the old woman, gravely, "not
born deaf and dumb ; I have often wished she
had been. You have the advantage of me
there."
"How do you mean?" questioned the mo
ther. "In what had I the advantage? I do
not understand."
" Well, then, your child was born deaf and
dumb; he came to you so from God's own
hands ; it was God's own work and will ; He
made him so. Now my poor child warn't made
so by God ; she warn't born so. It was pov

erty, carelessness, neglect—not my neglect, mind
ycr— that made her so. And was not that worse
to bear? To be sure, you may say, the sorrow
come from God all the same — for nothing comes
to us without His will—but still, I guess, if your
child had been made so by another person's neg
lect—well, you'd feel there was a difference."
"Yes, you are right," said Mrs. Arlingford,
reflectively. "I feel there would be a differ
ence. I own your trial was a heavier one than
mine; I thought none could be."
"I dare say you did," said the old woman.
"And that warn't the only nor the worst one I
have met with. Now if

,

while you sit here, I

jest tell you a few ofmy experiences, you mustn't
think I do it complaining like, for I don't. I

know I've had a sight more mercies than I had
any right to. But I think, maybe, if you knowed
more of what other folks' trouble has been you
wouldn't feel so bad about your'n.
"Well, my first trouble began afore I was
old enough to understand it

,

though not too
young to suffer from it. I lost my mother be
fore I was two years old, and the first person I

can remember was my mother-in-law. Well,
maybe mothers-in-law is better than nothing — I

don't say they ain't—but they don't come up to
the real article, I guess, hardly ever. I s'pose
mine warn't better nor worse than other folks's.
She warn't a bad woman, by no means; she
didn't beat me nor abuse me ; but she was an
awful mighty creter to work and to make oth
ers work—that's a fact. She used to say she
wouldn't keep no cats that didn't ketch mice ;

and I guess she didn't—you may be sure of that,
any way. She had me up early and late—work,
work, work. I never hadn't no rest nor time
on'y when I was in my bed. Well, I don't know
as it hurt me any; I was young and strong then.

I thought it was a pretty slavish life at the time;
but now, come to look back, and sec how free
from care I was, and how, if my back and limbs
ached, my mind was easy, why, it don't seem
so hard to me. Still I thought then that she
was rather hard on me ; and when Muuroe Bas-
sett come along our way and asked me to marry
him my love for her didn't stand in his way. I

warn't sorry to leave her, I tell you. I had
heerd tell of a change in the Admin'stration,
and I thought I'd like to try how 'twould work
in my case ; for I says to myself, as good's have

a master as a mistress. Well, I never had no
call to be sorry for that change ; for Bassett was

a good, stiddy, temp'rate, peaceable man, and a
real good, kind husband and father. The on'y
thing was, he was a sea-faring man, as most of

the men round hero was in them days ; and so,
of course, when he was away, which he mostly
allers was, why, I had all the care of the house
and children. To bo sure, I had then enough
to do with ; for he allers saved all his wages for

me, and as long as he lived I had full and plenty.
"We had five children — four boys and one
gal—the youngest she was. Two of my boys
died young—one of 'em only four months old ;

but Jimmy, he was about as big as your boy
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there when he died, and I thought then there
never was no sorrow worse than mine. But
worse than that was before me.
"My baby, Semphrony, she was most two
years old when her father he went to sea for
the last time. Well, the ship come home, and
he didn't come in her ; ho had died at Manilla.
That was trouble to which all other seemed no

thing. If you're a widder, as I guess from your
dress you are, I s'posc you know something of
what the loss of a good and loving husband is ;
but I guess you don't begin to know how much
worse it is for the poor woman than for the rich
one. Of course I know the rich folks say it
ha'n't nothing to do with it ; riches nin't every
thing, they say. Of course they ain't, but pov
erty is. I know well enough all the gold in
California wouldn't have made up to me for his
loss. But when his death took from the chil
dren their food and clothing I guess it made it
harder to bear. You don't know, I s'pose, what
it is when your head and heart both seem burst
ing, and you'd like to creep away into a dark
corner and die there, to have to up and work
for them that's dependent upon you for their

daily bread —I do. But let that go. My two
boys they were jest as good as they could be—

good, stiddy boys, jest like their poor father.
They went and got places in the farmers' fam
ilies round here, and brought me all their wages.
But that wouldn't feed and clothe us all, and
the little money I had was soon used up.
"The neighbors were very kind, and some
how we managed to scratch along through the
summer as well as we could ; folks can in warm
weather, you know. But when it come along
to the fall the boys and the neighbors they said
I couldn't do it all winter nohow, and they all
advised me to sell off, and try to go out to serv
ice myself, and put Semphrony out to board.
Now that hist was the worst of the plan to me.
I didn't mind the hard work— that warn't no
thing to me ; but Semphrony—she was my baby
and my on'y gal, and I hated to turn my back
on her, poor child. And she was a real mother
child too, and took on liko any thing every time
'twas talked of. Well, I tried hard to get a
place round where I could take my child with
me ; I said sue shouldn't be no trouble to no
body, and no hindrance to me in my work ; but
I couldn't. The man that kept the tavern hero
then, he would take me without her and give
good wages ; and folks said I'd oughter go, and
I didn't seem to oughter refuse, and then expect
to live on other folks's help. So I went. One
of my old neighbors said she'd board my child,
and do as well by her as if she was her own ;
and I went.
"I staid there about eight months, and then
Semphrony was took sick ; and I had to leave
my place, and go to board, and take the poor
child home. It was a rheumatic fever. It |
seems the woman where I boarded her let her
play out and sit in the wet grass, and she had a
terrible sickness, and we thought she couldn't
live. At last the cold, or whatsomevcr it was,

settled in her ears and head, and she growed
deaf. I took her to the best doctors there was,
but they gave me no help, and no hope ; they
said her hearing was kinder killed out, and
they didn't think she'd ever hear agin, and she
didn't. For a while she could talk, and the poor
little creter, she couldn't understand it nohow ;
and it did use to make my heart ache to hear
that poor little thing begging and praying of us
to speak to her, and wondering why we wouldn't ;
and promising to be 'oh, so good ! ' if I would
on'y speak to her. But little by little she for
got her little words, and became wholly deaf
and dumb. Then the boys, her brothers, they
felt dreadful bad about it

,

and they hired this
little house for us— it's a poor place as you see,
only a little shanty—but it was cheap ; and as
they were well-grown boys then, and nat'rally
took to the sea, as their father had, they went
out fishing-voyages, and did very well for some
time. But maybe you remember that awful
storm when so many lives were lost. Well,
their boat went down, and the skipper, and all
hands aboard of her but just one man was lost
—both my two boys were taken at once."
The poor woman's voice faltered ; she paused
a moment, and then went on :

' ' Three years after that, Semphrony, who was
all I had left, died in a consumption ; she hadn't
never been quite strong after that terrible sick
ness. She lingered along about six months,
and then the Lord called her away to her father
and brothers, and left me a childless and deso

late old woman. But, blessed be His holy name !

I can bear it, if it is his will ; and I know he
has on'y took back what he lent me !"

" I wish I had your submission," said Mrs.
Arlingford, kindly. "I own my afflictions do
seem light in comparison with yours ; and I do
not know how you are able to be so cheerful
under them. I wish I could take a lesson from
you."" You may if you've a mind to," said Mrs.
Bassett; " there ain't no secret in it."
" But how ? I wish you could tell me."
" Well, I will. The thing is this—you just
make up your mind that the trouble has come
from God, and has got to be borne ; and you
look at it full in the face—don't be afraid of it—

don't look at it sideways, this way and that way ;

but face it down—stare it out of face, if you
can, and the worst is over. Half the time
trouble is jest like a bur ; touch it lightly and
it'll stick to you, and sting yon, but ketch right
hold of it

,

grab it roughly, and it's easy hand
led.
"Now in your case—well! this is the way I

look at it: This child of your'n is deaf and
dumb, ain't he? You say he was born deaf and
dumb, and deaf and dumb he is, and deaf and
dumb he's got to be, and there ain't no help for
it. All the drugs in the 'pothecaries' shops, and
all the doctors between here and the river Jor
dan can't cure that, we know ; and the days of

miracles is done and ended ! Here is where it

is— it is a fact, and it has got to be, and you
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can't help it ; you can't get over it
,

and you
can't get under it

,

nor you can't get round it
,

no

way that you can fix it— that's sartin. And
now the next question is

,What are you going to
do about it ?"
During all this speech the fine pale face of the
poor mother had been resolutely turned away,
in hopes, perhaps, to hide from her well-mean
ing but rough companion the anguish written

upon every feature. The large, melancholy
brown eyes were looking miles and miles away;
gazing out over the wide expanse of water with
an intense and pertinacionsgaze, as ifshe sought,
by the concentration of her thoughts upon some
distant object, to escape the slow torture which
the speaker's words wore dealing out to her.
But the abrupt question, "What are you going
to do about it?" and the sndden silence which
followed it

,

broke in upon her enforced calm
ness. Trembling visibly she turned to the

speaker with white lips which uttered no words,
but with a look of startled inquiry in each ex
pressive feature.
The old woman looked full in her face for a

moment, with intense and silent earnestness, as

a skillful surgeon might contemplate the wound
he found it necessary to probe, and then re
sumed,

"Yes! what are you going to do about it?
that is the next question ; and it's a hard ques
tion to ask— I know it is, and it's harder still to
answer ; but, I s'pose it has its answer. Well,
there's a good many ways of taking things;
some takes 'em hard, and some takes 'em easy
like. But, if a thing is sent to us—why, take it

hard or take it soft, it has got to be took some
way or other, hain't it? I reckon it has.
"Well, now, this trouble has been sent to
you, and it's your trouble, and you've got to

take it. And s'pose you take it hard, s'pose
you go and fly in the faco of Providence, and
make a great fuss about it

,

and stamp round as
some does, and rave, and say it didn't oughter be,
and it can't be, and it mustn't be, and it sha'n't
be—well ! what's all that agoing to come to ?

Why, it's plain to see you hain't helped the
matter, not a mite ; and like as not you've been
and gone and made an enemy of the only One
who could have helped you if He see fit. And
so, it's jest about as silly, though it ain't quite
so wicked maybe, if you go moping round, sigh
ing and crying, complaining and lackadaisying,
and making yourself and all round you look and
feel jest as mis'able as possible, because you
can't make things gee jest as you want 'em to.
Why, it's ridie'lous !

" Now, you see, this ere is your cross. Well,
wo all of us have our crosses — the world is full
of 'em. Some seems to have heavier crosses
than others does ; but I guess they was all sort
ed out right for us by Ono who knowed ; and
every body has their own shore, though you
don't see it
,

maybe. And this sorrow is your'n
— it's your cross — it is laid upon you—and you've
got to kerry it. It ain't no use in the world—
not the lenstest mite of use— to try to fling it

|

off", nor yet to lay down under it. You've got
to take it up, and kerry it 1

" Folks talk (I've heerd 'em) of being ' readv
to give up." Well, say they are ready to (and I

s'pose they think they are), how, in the name
of natur, are they going to do it? What does it

mean ? What do folks do when they give up ?

I'm sure I don't know. It does well enough to
talk of, this ' giving up ;' but, I declare, I don't
know as I know of a fust one that ever yet made
out to do it. ' Giving up !' thero ain't no sech

a thing !

" And jest so, it's easy enough to cry out,

' I'm tired of life—I'm ready to die ;' but I can
tell you folks can't die jest when they please (at
least not without they break the sixth command
ment ; and I guess them as does that don't go
to no better place than they quit here), and if
they knowed they could, I reckon they wouldn't
say it so often ns they do. But if you can on'y
make up your mind to take it easy-like, and feel
it's nil sent for the best; that there's a good,
wise meaning to it

,

though you can't see it yet
(for the Lord never promised to explain all his
wisdom or his meaning to you, or no other of
his creters, as ever I heerd of) ; and you work
round, in the lot He's given you, and do all the
good you can, and do your best to be happy
yourself, and to make others happy too— I guess
you'll find your cross ain't so dreadful heavy but
what you can kerry it after all ; and maybe, when
you git to the end of the road, you'll be able to
see how it was not a cross after all, but a bless-
ing."
As they sat thus together a slow, shuffling,
and uncertain step approached the house, and
the open door of the little room was darkened

b
y a strangely uncouth figure. Too short to be

a man, and yet far too broad-shouldered, bluff,
and burly to be a boy ; with huge head, hands,
and feet, altogether disproportioned to his low
stature ; with a face, worn and seamed and
scarred by the fingers of Time, yet without the
intelligence which years should have given it—

it seemed difficult if not impossible to fix any
date to his period of existence ; for he present
ed such a strange combination, physically and

mentally, of strength and weakness, that the
first idea which his appearance naturally awoke

in the beholder's mind was the doubt if he was

a stunted and dwarfed old man or a premature
and preternaturally old boy. His dress, though
coarse and awkward, was clean and whole, and

loutish as he was in face and figure still there
was an honesty and good-will in his strangely-
assorted physique which disarmed ridicule, and

awakened a sort of interest in him in spite of
his many peculiarities. Ho stood a moment in
the doorway, gazing with his great lack-lustre

gray eyes at the unusual visitors ; and then,

shaking off the great drops of rain from his per

son as a big water-dog might have done, he said,

in a strange tone of oracular gravity,
" It rains outdoors— it does."
There was something so supremely ridiculous
in this proffered information, given too, as it
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was, with an air of solemn earnestness, while
the rain was pouring down with all the violence
of a summer shower, that even Mrs. Arlingford
smiled in spite of herself, and she said, with
kind affability of manner,
" Yes, I see it does ; it rains very hard ; have
you got very wet ?"
The individual thus addressed did not reply
to the kind inquiry. Standing just within the
door, with his great winking eyes fixed full upon
the lady, his long, lean forefinger pointing at
the object of his wonder and curiosity —his whole
body swaying backward and forward with short,
sharp jerks, as if he were making lunges at her
with the uplifted finger, he said in solemn, deep,
oracular tones, sepulehral as the cawing of a

raven, and actually seeming to come up from
the very cellar beneath his feet :
"Marm Bassett! — I say, whose her?"
"Well, Robbie," answered the old woman,
good-naturedly, ' ' that's a pretty lady come to see
me, you know. Now you go and git your sup
per; it's all rendy."
Gravely pulling off his old straw-hat, and
thus disclosing to view a great, preposterous bul
let head, with a coarse black covering more re
sembling the pelt of some wild bear than the
natural hair of human being, poor Robbie, squar
ing himself full before Mrs. Arlingford, bowed
solemnly to the lady thus announced to him, say
ing hoarsely in the same deep, monotonous tones,
" How de do—pretty lady come to see Marm
Bassett ? Glad to see yer !"
Then turning his great owl-like eyes upon
the little Julian, who was still devoting himself
to the cat, and repeating toward him the same
threatening but harmless manifestations, he
again croaked out :
" Marm Bassett !—I say, whose him f"
" Well, never mind, Robbie, who it is," said
Mrs. Bassett; "you go and git your supper;
that's a good boy—won't you now ?"
But the persistive inquirer did not move, and
possibly Mrs. Bassett knew from experience that
there was nothing to be gained by attempting -

thus to put him off ; for, as he repeated the j
question, she answered quietly,
"Well, well, Robbie, that's a little gentleman
come to see me."

Apparently this was satisfactory. Again the
old hat was pulled off ; again he squared him
self for the mighty effort, and bowing gravely
to the little Julian he croaked out :
" How de do— little gentleman come to see
Marm Bassett ? Glad to see yer !"
" Very well, Robbie—very well indeed !" said
the old woman, soothingly. "That was vfery
well indeed ! and now you go and git your sup
per. I'll tell you something— there's cold baked
beans for supper, Robbie. You didn't know
that, did you ?"
But even this tempting offer could not call
off the attention of poor Robbie. It was a
great inducement, but he felt he had a duty still
to perform, and he would not leave until he had
performed it.

"And now," he said, slowly replacing his
hat, and speaking as a man who felt he had
doue, and was doing, conscientiously all that the
occasion could demand of him, " if I may be
excused, I humbly take my leave ; and now,
Marm Bassett, I'll go and git them beans."
"Who and what is that very singular per
son ?" asked Mrs. Arlingford, as the door of the
inner room closed upon the ungainly figure of
the slowly-retiring Robbie. You said you had
no children living; so I presume ho is not a
very near relation of yours."
"He isn't no relation at all," said the old
woman; "I hain't got no kin; he is only a
boarder. He's a kind of funny-looking one, I
must own ; but then he's jest as good and clever
as he can be ; and I've got used to his ways and
to his looks. It ain't no fault of his if he is half
witted, poor fellow—he can't help it ; I dare say
he'd be as smart as any body if he on'y knowed
how. Well! I'll say this for him, he acts up
to the light that's been given to him as well as
ever he can, and that's more'n half the folks as
has got their wits does. You see, they board him
with me 'cause I look after him, and mend his
clothes, and so on. Lors ! why, I'd ruther do it
than not ; I hain't got nobody else to care for.
He's better company than a cat or dog ; and if
I didn't have him I shouldn't have nobody.
Well, he's somebody to speak to, any way ; and
it's something to look after him, agoing out and

coming in. They don't puy much for him, to be
sure, but a little goes a good ways if folks knows
how to spend it ; and I'd rather have him than
be all alone, as I should be if 'twarn't for him.
Poor fellow ! his is quite a story, and it's got a
meaning to it too," she said, fixing her keen
eyes upon her listener; "I say it's as good as
preaching; and I guess, if I tell it to you (that

is
, if you ain't tired ahearing of my talk), you'll

be cute enough to sense it's meaning, and guess
why I told it to yon.
"Poor Robbie's mother—Ann Jane Robber-
son she was—she was as pretty a gal as you'd be
like to meet in a month of Sundays, for all he's
sich a poor, forlorn-looking chap. Yes ! she was
real pretty to look at, and just as smart as a steel

trap ; wide awake, and full of fnn she was ; and
a pretty good gal too, as gals go; nent, indus-

tr'ous, and respectable, oh'y terrible high!
Well, some folks calls it sperets— ' high-spereted'
they called her. Well, yes, I s'pose she was
high-spereted ; and I guess that Mary Magda
lene was high-spereted too, warn't she ? I call

it temper—but there ! maybe I don't know ; but
that's what they called it in my days. Ann Jane
was pleasant, and civil, and good - tempered
enough, when she had things all her own way ;

and so they say is somebody else. But when
her temper was up, she driv all before her ! You
see she was an on'y child, and her folks fairly
spilt her; they inconvened themselves in every
way to please her, and she didn't think nothing
of it

,

nutbor. Why, it was Ann Jane this, and
Ann Jane that, till she had her own way in
every thing. The old folks they had to stand
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round, and walk on their tip-toes, when Ann
Jane was at home, I can tell yon. And when
she was put out—and that was pretty often—

she'd thrash round like a young harricanc !
" Well, I don't see the senso of bringing up
children in that fashion, and I never could. I
guess my children had as good times in this world
as other folkses children—I mean any poor folkses
children—and I never had to tell them twice what
they was to do ; there warn't no need to, and I
never struck a child yet.
" Well, Ann Jane she wasn't brought up ac
cording to my notions at all ; and I guess her
folks found out afore they died that she wasn't

brought up quite to their notions nuther; but
that's none of my business. Well ! she had every
thing her own way at home, and had every thing
in the world done for her; but I s'pose she
thought, as most gals do, she'd be better off yet
if she was married ; so after a spell she picked
up a poor kind of a lovyer in Robert Harrington.
She had half-a-dozen better ones shying round
after her ; but you know when gals has more'n
one to choose from, they allers take the worst
one in the whole lot.
"Well, Robert Harrington he was good-look
ing, that's a fact ; and do let's give him the credit
of that, for it was all he had got. He had come
down from the city, sparking round among the

gals here; and Ann Jane was taken with his
curly hair, and white hands, and citified airs (for
he'd been in a drug-shop), and so she went with
him."
" Went where with him ?" asked Mrs. Arling-
ford.
"Well, every where; I mean kept company
with him. I s'pose if her folks had on'y kep
still, and held their tongues, and let her play her
gamo out, she wouldn't have married him a bit
more than I would ; for she had good sense, Ann
Jane had, under all her nonsense. But old folks
won't wait, in no such cases. They will up and
talk, and have their say, though all nature and
experience tells 'em to keep still, and hold their

tongues. It allers is so, it allers has been, and
I s'pose it allers will be, to the end of the chap
ter. So old Robberson and his wife they pitched
into the business head over heels ! Of course,
Ann Jane, having had her own way allers, and
ruled them ever since she could run alone, wasn't
going to be pulled up with a tight rein then—
'twasn't in reason to expect she would ; she
hadn't been used to it. 'Twas the old story ;
the more they said aginst him, the more she
took his part (and really they was hard upon
him, and no mistake), 'till I actually think she
fit so many battles for him that she larnt at last
to care for him, jest because she had fit for him ;
and she married him in the end, without the
consent of father or mother.
" Well, that was a bad beginning, and worse
come of it. I s'pose when Harrington first come
after her, ho cale'lated upon old Jerry Robber-
son's money ; for he was well known to be a
forehanded old man, and nobody but Ann Jane
ever saw the color of his money ; and when he

found he had got Ann Jane and nothing else,
well ! it wasn't what he had cale'lated on by no
means. He couldn't work, or he wouldn't, which
comes to about the same thing where earnings is
concerned. Ann Jane had been used to having
every thing, full and plenty, and she expected
that and more too, now she was married. I
guess they led a cat-and-dog's1 life of it ; he a-
loafing round, and doing nothing, or worse;
and Ann Jane hectoring him, and taunting him,
and aggravating him in every way, and making
his home jest as uncomfortable as a—well, as a
higli-spereted woman knows how to ! And the
long and short of it was, that at the end of two
years Harrington left his wife and child, run off,
and went to sea, and in less than six months
come news of his death in foreign parts, and
then old Robberson he come forward and took
'em home agin.
"Well, if Ann Jane warn't glad when she
heerd .of his death, so much the better— I'm
glad of it. But I guess it won't hurt me none
to say she warn't sorry. She said a good many
things, I guess, which might jest as well not
been said. What's the good of saying them
sort of things ? They're evil words, and I s'pose
we've got to give an account of 'em. Well,
then ; maybe she didn't say them ; I hope she
didn't ; folks said she did ; but that ain't no
thing. Folks says every thing but their prayers,
you know.
"When Ann Jane had been a widder about
two years her little boy was taken sick ; took

right down, all of a suddin, with the sore
throat and scarlet-fever of the very worst kind.
Did you ever chance to see or know any thing
of that complaint?" she said, stopping sudden

ly, and fixing her eyes upon the face of her
companion.
" No !" said Mrs. Arlingford, glancing nerv
ously at her beautiful boy at the window, " I
never have known any thing of it."
"Then you have good reason to thank the
Lord gratefully that you never have, and to
pmy that in his mercy you never may ; for it's
the awfulest disease a child can have, bad
enough in itself, in all conscience, but worse in
what it brings after it If a child gits through
with it it's ten to one if it don't have fits, or
dropsy, or loss of limbs or senses. There ! I've
often said, even when I had children of my
own, and I say it agin now, that if I had a
child that had the real scarlet-fever, and had it

bad, I'd thank the Lord to take it out of the
world ! I would—it's hard to say it—but I
would, I know.
■Well, poor Miss Harrington (that is Ann

Jane) she was wild about her child. She sot
every thing by him, and well she might, for he
was a sweet, pretty, little creter, to be sure, just
as pretty as a picter ! He had his father's good
looks and his mother's too, and he was jest as
bright as a di'mond into the bargain.
"Poor Ann Jane! she didn't know nothing
about sickness—not the first thing. It was the
on'y sickness the child had ever bad, and she
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was scared to death from the very first ; but
when he growed worse, and the doctor said he
was dangerous, she was half crazy. I certainly
thought she'd lose her senses, and I don't know
now but that she did— it's a charity to think so ;
for seems as if she wouldn't have took on so if
she'd had her reason. I was in there a good
deal, for we was near neighbors then, and so I
used to run in as often as I could and kinder
help old Miss Robberson do for the poor child ;
for as to Ann Jane, she warn't the leastest use
in the world. She couldn't do nothing for him—

on'y rave and scream, ' Oh ! he'll die, he'll die !
o!i! he can't die—he mustn't die—he sha'n't
die! My baby —my beauty—my darling!— I
can't part with him ; he is all I have got in the
world, and I can't give him up ; it is cruel, I
won't, I won't !'
" I couldn't bear to hear her a-running on
like that, so I says to her one day, says I—
'Ann Jane!' says I— 'don't go fly in the face
of the Lord that way,' says I; 'it is sinful!' I
says to her, 'and no good can come of it.' 'I
can't help it,' she says to me ; 'I can't give him
up, I can't lose my child, my darling! oh, I
can't— I won't! it's too hard; why should all
the ill-luck come to me ? Other gals have good
husbands and live happy ; and their children
live and grow up. Why should I have a poor,
lazy, drunken husband, and be left a widder to
slave to death for my child, and then lose him
after all? tell me that, Miss Bassett !' 'I can't,
Ann Jane!' says I, 'nobody can tell yon that,'
says I. ' Wo are all in the dark—we are all
poor, blind, ignorant creters, every one on us.
But we do know one thing, and that's the best
of all—we know that God is good! yes, Ann
Jane!' says I, 'we do know that God is good.'
'No, he ain't!' she shrieks out, 'He ain't good
to me, I tell you—not if he takes away my child,
my pot, my bird ! Let him give me the life of
my child, and Men I'll say ho is good. His life
—his life—his life !' she kept on saying them
words over and over again. ' All I ask is for
his life—his life—his life!'
" So when I heerd how she went on I says to
her mother, ' Well, Miss Robberson, I see we
ain't a-doing her tho leastest mite of good with
all we can say to her. I think it on'y aggra
vates her into talking back again. Don't let's
you or I say nothing more to her lest we lead
her on to sin the more ; for,' says I, ' the more
she talks the more she sins; and I s'pose the
Lord can do his own work in her soul without
the help of poor creters like you and I.' So
after that I never made no more talk with her;
on'y I went in jest the same and did up the
house-work for 'em, and helped tend the poor
child.
" Well, one day when he was at tho worst
old Dr. Parker he come in. I don't know as
you knowed the old Doctor —he has been dead
this five years. No? Well, I didn't hardly
s'pose you did ; well, I can say of him he was a
real good, Christian man, and as knowledgable
a doctor as ever I see—pertie'larly 'mong chil

dren ; and jest as faithful to tbo poor as to the
rich ! Well, ho come in, and he looked at the
child, and he didn't say much of any thing. I
see in a minute how it was ; he hadn't a good
opinion of the child, and he didn't want to say
so. But Ann Jane she was at him like a mad
woman to know his opinion of the boy ; he
kind of put her off and tried not to say what ho
thought; but she would have an answer; and
at last he told her, and he done it as tenderly
as he could, that he saw no room for hope. Oh !
then Ann Jane was worse than ever—she shriek
ed out, 'Save him! save him! Oh, Doctor,
Doctor ! save him ! save him ! You can, you
must, you shall!' And down she went on her
knees to him, wringing her hands and crying,
' Oh ! save him ; save him ; save my child's
life—his life—his life—his life !'
"Well, Doctor Parker he was the feelingest
man in a sick room— I will say that for him—
that ever I see ; but he was real wrathy then,
and who could wonder? He says to Ann Jane
real stern, ' Get up, woman ! don't kneel to me.
Your child's life is in God's hands, not mine.
I have done all I can. No power, short of the
power of God himself, can save his life. And
I tell you now if you knowed as much of sick
ness in general, and of this disease in pertie'lar'
(them was his very words— I shall never forget
'em)—

' if you knowed as much of sickness in
general, and of this disease in pertie'lar, as I
do, you would understand that this child's life
now would be a far greater evil to you than his
death.' And with that ho lifted her off her
knees, sot her down in a chair, and went right
straight out of the house; and I didn't blame
him not a mite!
" Well, strange to say, the poor child did get
well — no, not well, for he never was well agin.
But he got about— seemed to me he begun to
mend from that very day. But after the fever
left him the dropsy set in ; and then he had fits,
and his limbs they was kind of palsied like for a
time ; indeed he don't walk like other folks to
this day. But the worst of all was his senses.
Why, before he was took with that sickness he
was just as bright as a dollar; quite a little
scholar he was too; he knowed all his letters;
could spell little, easy words, and could read
some. But after it he didn't know round O
from crooked S ! And the worst on't was, you
couldn't larn him nothing nuther; he didn't
seem to have no memory; and you might try
all day, and you couldn't make him remember
a single letter ; and the little toad was jest as
cross and as passionate as he could be all the
time.
"Poor Ann Jane! she was fairly beside her
self with joy when she found he was like to live,
for she didn't know nothing nor dread nothing
of what was like to come afterward. But, poor
soul! she had a time with him. I've seen her,
often and often, a-standing afore that boy jest
as white as a sheet, and her great eyes full of
tears, trying to coax and soothe him, and he
jest as cross and contrary as ever you see a ere
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ter. And then her father and mother— they
were old, and they was allcrs patting in about
him. Natural enough, he fretted them, and
that made it bad for Ann Jane. But she never
said a word ; I guess she daresn't. She was
jest as patient as patient could be. I couldn't
have believed it if I had not seen it with my
own eyes, for I didn't think it was in her to be
so moek and patient. I guess, poor thing ! she
lived to find out that the cross she had chosen
for herself was a sight heavier than the one she
refused to kerry 'cording to the Lord's will.
And I do think, afore she died, she was a real,
believing, trusting Christian ; and I shall allers
think the Lord he knowed best the lesson for
her; and as I told old Miss Robberson at the
time, He didn't need none of our poor help—
He could do His own work, in His own time
and His own way, without she and I.
"After a while Robbie kind of settled down
and got over his temper turns, and got to be
about as you see him now. But laws 1 he ain't
good for nothing, and never will be, in this
world. When his poor mother died—which
was seven years ago come next November—she
asked mo to kind of look after him a little ; for
her father and mother they was dead and gone,
and there wasn't nobody to care for him. Old
Jerry Robberson had been sick, and helpless to
work for some years, and I don't s'posc Ann
Jane was much of a mannger, and so the old
man's money didn't turn out so much after all.
What little there was left clothes Robbie and
pays me a little for his board. I'd a taken him
for nothing on'y good-will, if I could have fed
him. So they pay what they can, and he earns
a little, now and then, raking hay and cutting
wood, and picking up stones, and so on ; and
then he catches fish and digs clams, and picks
berries and gathers wood for me, and altogether
helps along, and we manage to live pretty com
fortable, Robbie and I."

As Marm Bassett finished her little story,
Mrs. Arlingford, who had for some time been
anxiously watching the clouds, called upon her
to hold a consultation as to the weather; and
as it was the opinion of the old woman, who
was evidently familiar with the signs in the
heavens, and considered herself weather-wise,
that there was no chance of the rain abating,
she offered to send Robbie up to the hotel to
order the carriage for her.
"But can he carry such a message and do it
right?" asked the lady, somewhat doubtfully." Well, yes ; he's faithful enough," was the
ready answer. "But I guess maybe you had
as good give him a bit of a ticket to kerry to
the man ; for, you see, if the folks up there at
the tavern get hazing of him, as they do some
times, they may bother him so he won't know
what's what ; and they'll put it all out of his
head. But you give him a bit of a ticket, and
I'll be bound for him he'll kerry it just as true
as steel."
This seemed very likely to bo the case ; so,

as stationery was not to be found in abundance
in Mrs. Bassett's household, she produced the
fly-leaf of an old book, upon which the lady
wrote her order in pencil, and, armed with these
credentials, the obtuse but willing messenger
departed upon his errand, and soon returned,
jubilant, on the carriage-box, and the lady and
child were conveyed back to their hotel ; Mrs.
Bassett candidly owning that, although she
didn't want her guests " to git wet and take
cold, nor nothing of that sort, still, she should
just as lieves as not have it rain all night; for
the arth, poor creter ! was just as dry as a beg
gar's bone !"

This wish, which was no doubt shared by
many in the community, was granted, and for
the next two days the welcome rain came down
as a blessing to refresh the parched and wither
ing face of the earth. On the third day the
sun rose clear and unclouded, the smoky, burn
ing haze which had so long hung over the land
scape, obscuring its beauty and filling the minds
of observant gazers with dread forebodings, had
all been washed away, and the refreshed earth
gladly put on new robes of greenness and beauty.
Mrs. Arlingford, accompanied by her little
boy, who was her constant companion, stopped
on her way to the beach to leave a liberal and
useful present for Marm Bassett and for Rob-
bio; and in compliance with the pretty, word
less pleadings of the child, who, with rapid,
graceful, and expressive gestures, begged anoth
er interview with the old Maltese cat, thoy
again entered the cottage. This proved to be
only the commencement of a scries of visits;
for the little Julian (who had, of course, but
few objects of interest) was so taken by the gen
tle charms of the quiet old tabby, who not only
permitted his attentions, but even seemed to
reciprocate them, by rubbing her head gently
against him and patting him softly with her
velvet paws, in which she had carefully sheathed
the sharp claws, that he could never be persuad
ed to pass the house where this feline charmer
resided. And as his mother found interest and
amusement, and oftentimes instruction, from tho
sterling good sense and firm principle of the
homely and quaint old woman, it gradually
grew into a habit for them to stop there on their

way to the beach, and for Marm Bassett, if she
was at leisure, to accompany them to the wa
ter-side, where Mrs. Arlingford, seated upon tho
rocks high rp on the beach, would occupy her
self with her netting or crochet work, while lit
tle Julian, under tho watchful eye of his mo
ther, amused himself by seeking shells and build

ing sand-hills; and tho old woman, with her

ever-ready blue-yarn knitting, would seat her
self on the rocks just below her companion, and,
while knitting rapidly, would amuse her with
her graphic sketches of the earlier times and
manners, when the little fishing village was not,
as now, tho fashionable resort of tho wealthy
and the gay.
There was ever a pointed moral, and a strong
sense of religious dependence pervading all these
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communications, while there was also percepti
ble in them a flavor of keen natural good sense,
mingled with wit and humor, and a quaint orig
inality of thought and speech, which, from its
very freshness and novelty, amused the more

refined listener; and under the combined in

fluences of the fresh sea-breezes and this new
clement of companionship Mrs. Arlingford's
mind and body were fast rising out of their
morbid condition into a freer and more health
ful action ; while from Marm Bassett's loving
recollections of her own child's more perfected
sign language, Julian's hitherto very limited
manual vocabulary was daily and widely in
creasing.
One fine bright morning, when the day prom
ised to be one of uncommon beauty and fresh
ness, they had come to the cottage at an earlier
hour than usual ; and little Julian gleefully tak
ing from the man-servant who had followed
them a small, nicely packed basket, opened one
corner of it with great mystery, and permitted
Mrs. Bassett to enjoy just one little peep at its
contents. Then hastily closing the lid, ho ex
plained to her with delight, in graceful panto
mime, that they were going down to the beach to
lunch there, and that she must come with them.
As the eager invitation of the child, given with
glowing cheeks and sparkling eyes, was seconded

by the gentle quiet mother, Mrs. Bassett was
soon ready, informing her kind friend she could

go better than usual that day, as Robbie was

going out in the boat to fish, and would not re
turn before sunset.
A few moments, willingly devoted by Julian
to his furry friend, served the old woman to
make her simple arrangements, and shutting up
the house-door and leaving the key with Robbie,
who was not quite ready, she relieved Julian of
his basket and the trio set out. It was a per
fect day ; one of those days when the mere sense
of being is an enjoyment. Not a cloud dimmed
the heavens ; the soft morning breeze just gave
a healthy freshness to the summer sunshine.
The tide was up, and the brimming sea, scarce
ly heaving, lay calm and tranquil, sparkling in
the morning light, the blue shimmering waves
breaking with quiet regularity and low rippling
music along the line of the shore, and lazily
lifting and swaying Robbie's light boat which
was moored just at the water's edge.

. Taking their usual seat upon the rocks, the
desultory thread of conversation between the
two oddly-assorted friends ran rippling and
brokenly for a time as the waves before them ;
and then gradually the old woman had got some
how into a narrative of her yonng days, and the
quiet, homely ways of even the wealthy people
of those times. She was still in the fall tide of
her narration when Robbie, coming down from
the house with his oars upon his shoulder and
his basket in his hand, stopped on his way to the
boat to make his clumsy bow to " the pretty lady
come to see Marm Bassett," as he invariably
termed her.
As, having performed this duty, which he

never omitted, he passed with his shuffling, un
certain step and lounging gait toward the sea,
his ungainly shadow fell upon the sand where
Julian was at play with his gathered shells and
sea-weed. The little one looked up, and seeing
it was only Robbie, between whom and himself
a strange kind of good-fellowship —possibly orig
inating in their mutual admiration of the old
cat—had been early established, he sprang up,
clapping his hands with joy, and signing to his
mother that he was going down to the boat to
see Robbie off, ho ran lightly by his side, mak
ing his many short steps to keep time with the
wide strides of Robbie, who, utterly unable to
comprehend the affliction of his little companion,
talked on all the time in his slow, random, dis
connected way to " the little gentleman come to
see Marm Bassett" without caring, or even
seeming to notice, that he was not answered.
Together they reached the little dory, which

lay rocking upon the very edge of the water, and
Julian stood by in delighted attention, as he had
often done before, while Robbie, talking all the
time, put in his oars, his basket, and fishing-
tackle. Then Julian stood with his band upon
the edge of the boat while Robbie got in to cast
her off ; but just as he was loosening the last
turn of the rope ho remembered the house-key,
still in his pocket, and with a useless injunction
to the child to "hold on!" he scrambled out
and lounged up the beach to return the key to
Marm Bassett. It was but the work of a mo
ment, but, as he turned to retrace his steps,
Robbie gave an unearthly cry,
' 'Marm Bassett ! Marm Bassett ! little gen
tleman come to see Marm Bassett's gone aboard.
Look!"
With a wild answering cry of terror the two
women started up. It was all too true. The
moment Robbie had left him Julian had sprung
into the boat, cast off the rope, and was already
yards from the shore.
Vainly and impulsively the terrified women
rushed to the water's edge, the frantic mother
screaming aloud, hnd vainly signing to Julian
to come back to her. In vain, even if he had
wished it

,

for the tide had turned, and the ebb
ing waters would have prevented his return had
he attempted it. But he did not ; wholly un
conscious of his danger, proud of his exploit,
evidently amused rather than alarmed by their
earnest gesticulations, the delighted boy, with
his sweet young face all flushed and radiant with
success, was standing up in the boat, smiling
and bowing, and kissing his hand to them in his

pretty childish triumph ; and then catching up
the oars he propelled the boat farther from the
shore as be had seen Robbie do.
" Oh, my soul and body !" cried Mrs. Bassett,
while the great beaded drops ofexcitement started
out upon her wrinkled forehead, " what can we
do? He'll upset that boat ; he'll be drownded,
jest as sure as you're alive !" Then seeing the
white agony on the face of the wretched mother,
she added hastily, "No, no! I didn't mean
that; he's in God's keeping there as well as
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here —only—only— Oh, God help us! what
can we do?"
" Can't you swim ?" gasped the poor mother's
white lips, as she turned breathlessly to the poor
half-witted Robbie who stood beside her.
"Me? No, no!" said Robbie. "Robbie
can't swim ; dog can swim, fish can swim, Rob
bie can't swim."
"No," said Mrs. Bassett, regretfully; "he
can't swim a stroke."
As this last poor hope faded from her the
frantic mother made a mad rush into the water,
but in one moment Robbie's strong, wiry arms
were about her and drew her back.
"No, no," he said, gravely; "pretty lady

come to see Marm Bassett can't swim ; dog can
swim ; fish can swim ; pretty lddy come to see
Marm Bassett can't swim."
"No!" said the old woman, laying a restrain
ing hand upon her arm, " that's only madness ;
that won't help him not a mite. Robbie !" she
continued, speaking rapidly but impressively,
"you run up to Tim Jones; you tell him or
his boys to come here at once. Run quick, for
your life—go." And he was gone, scurrying
over the sands at full speed with loose, wide
strides, and long, flapping arms, which he seem
ed to use as wings.
"I could swim as well as a man once when
I was a gal," said the old woman, sadly; "but
ah ! that's years and years agonc. I'm an old
woman now ; my strength is all gone ; I don't
s'pose I could swim now if I tried. A pretty
cretcr ! I'd give my old life freely to save him,
but I couldn't do it—I couldn't do it!" and,
with a choking in her throat, she turned her
face away from the mute, imploring gaze of the

pale mother.
At this moment Julian, having dropped one
of the oars, reached out so fijf in the vain effort
to regain it (careening the boat) that it seemed
impossible he should recover himself; and the
old woman, bursting into tears, broke out :
" There ! Lord save him ; he will be drownd-
ed to a cartainty ! and I can't stand here and
see it. God helping me, I'll try to save him
any way. If I can live to reach the boat, I can
paddle her in well enough, I guess."
The hands of the two excited women met in
a silent heart-clasp, and then, flinging off some

portions of her dress, Marm Bassett resolutely
entered the water. With long, steady, skillful
strokes she made her way toward the little
boat, while the child, who had not seen her
movements, had taken the remaining oar, and
was, by the incautious use of it, spinning the
boat round and round with a fearful velocity
which threatened its immediate overthrow. But
on, calmly, swiftly, with practiced eye and mo
tion and strong sinewy arms well used to labor,
Marm Bassett was drawing nearer and nearer,
while the mother, overwhelmed with the agony
of suspense, had sunk upon her knees and hid
den her face.
But now the child discovered his pursuer,
and, wild with frolie, he flung away the remain

ing oar and began rocking the little boat from
side to side in frantic merriment ; and just as
the hand of the rescuer was upon the edge of
the little ekiff, and his safety seemed already
within her reach, the willful and excited boy,
all unconscious of danger, and possibly believ
ing that the water which bore her up in safety
would bear him likewise, flung himself fearlessly
over the other side (upsetting the boat as he did

so) and went down headlong.
As he emerged from the water Marm Bassett
caught him. It was in vain now to try to re
gain the boat ; that hope was lost to her ; and
holding the child by the collar of his little robe,
and cautiously keeping him off at arm's-length
from her, she attempted to make her way back
to the shore. But her strength was weakened
by the exertions she had already made, and the
burden of years was upon her. She had to sus
tain both herself and the child ; she had but one
hand at liberty to assist herself with ; and the
tide was against her. Under all these disad
vantages —partly swimming, partly floating, and
partly by the support of one of the oars which
she had managed to secure as it drifted by her
—she made slow, painful, but gradual progress
toward the shore. Slowly —slowly—and yet
more slowly, for her strength was wasting rap

idly now. Oh ! would the Joneses never come ?

She looked to the shore. The poor mother had
risen again, and was watching her with clasped
and extended hands and devouring eyes, in

which the light of a new hope was dawning.
That sight gave her a new impetus and a
momentary strength, and she struggled on.
Could she ever reach the shore? It seemed
doubtful, yet not all impossible. More than
half the distance was already passed: a few
rods more, and she would reach the shallow

water, and again she made new efforts, putting
forth almost superhuman exertions. But her
limbs were getting benumbed ; and as the child,

who from the moment she secured him had

never ceased struggling violently to reach her,

and had been sending forth those shrill, discord

ant, unearthly cries which only dumb lips ut

ter, now seemed to become more quiet, the over

burdened woman made an effort to relieve her

self slightly by transferring him from one hand

to the other. It was a natural but an unwise
thing for her to do. The terrified child, think
ing she was going to let him sink, took advant

age of the unguarded moment and flung him

self suddenly upon her, clinging closely around

her neck with n persistent and suffocating clasp

which checked her breath and hampered all her

motions.
In vain were reason or entreaty. Though
his head was upon her shoulder, though his

ear lay close below her lips, no sound but the

trump of the archangel could pierce those sealed

and deafened organs. Closer and closer grew
the loving but deadly clasp about her neck.

She turned her wild, despairing eyes to the

beach : she knew now she could never reach it.
In the vain effort to unclasp those twining arms
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she had already lost ground, she was sinking !

They must die—and so near to tbo shore—al
most within the clasp of the longing, hoping
mother, wbose words of prayer she could almost
hear ! And they were going down—down ! a
wild gasp for breath—"the bubbling cry of the
strong swimmer in his agony," a wild upfling-
ing of the arms, and the calm, smiling, treach
erous blue waters closed over their victims.
Five minutes later, and poor Robbie and the
Joneses came rushing down the beach, strong,
athletic swimmers, full of zeal for the rescue ;
but the unconscious mother, lying faint and
senseless on the shore, could giro them no in
formation.
Thus time was lost. At last observing the
floating oar, they swam out to it

,

and after

diving several times found the bodies, and suc
ceeded in raising and bringing them to the shore.

By that time help, all too late, had arrived ; and
assistance and sympathy were eagerly proffered.
Alas ! all too late—too late !

With painful effort they loosened the grasp
of the little dimpled hands, and unwound the
soft white arms from their loving but fatal clasp
around the old shriveled neck to which they had

clung with such close and deadly tenacity in the

death-struggle, and laid the two, side b
y side,

upon the cold, gray sands of the beach. The
child, with his bright, wavy hair all rippling
into curls with the moisture of the sea, which
had washed the hues of life from his fair, round
ed cheeks, and pretty rose-bud mouth, but with
his high, delicate features showing hushed and
beautiful in their calm look of ineffable repose,
like some saintly and beautiful cherub head ex

quisitely wrought in purest marble! The old
woman, with her uncovered locks of scanty gray

(scattered and disheveled by wind and wave)
streaming wildly back from tho old, sallow,
wrinkled, sunbrowned face, with its strongly
marked and care-worn features, all seamed and
scarred with the toils and sorrows of more than
threescore years and ten of mortal pilgrimage.
There they lay, in strange contrast— the ex
tremes of life, youth and ago. Yet not so ; for
them there was neither youth nor age. Equals
now, twin-born they had entered together that
wonderful land of the Hereafter, where years
and days are not reckoned ; where the mighty
angel, who stood with his right foot upon the
sea and his left foot on the earth, hath sworn
with uplifted hand, " by Him that liveth for ever
and ever," that there shall be no more Time 1

NEVADA.

CARRY
yourself in imagination far from the

centres of civilization, over weird wastes and

savage wilds, to a point where the H6th degree
of west longitude intersects the 42d degree of
north latitude. The head-waters of the Owyhee
—there a small river or brook—are gurgling a
mile or so behind you ; your right foot presses
the golden sat\ds of Idaho; your left is under
tho spiritual jurisdiction of Brigham Young;

while at your feet the unerring eye of science
marks out the northeastern corner of the new
State of Nevada. Travel thence due west for

a hundred miles, over rugged mountains, lofty
buttes, and patches of desert and valley, and you
reach the Mica Hills, glittering in the sunlight
like cones of gold ; thirty miles more in the
same direction will bring you to the divide be
tween the waters of the Columbia River and tbo
Great Basin ; a hundred miles more still due
west, and you are in a wondrous country of
petrified trees —stony finger-points of the ante
diluvian past—of sparkling streams, translucent
lakes, high mountains, and gloomy canons.
Then you have a rango of granite mountains to
cross, and forty or fifty miles more carries you
to the northeastern corner of our young State,
where, in the vicinity of Nye's Lake and Roop's
Lake, 7000 feet above the sea, 250 miles from
the initial point, and where the 120th line of
west longitude crosses tbo 42d parallel of north
latitude, the State of Oregon stretches to the
north, and Lassen County, California, faces you
on the west. Southward thence along the 120th
longitudinal line, with California on your right,
and Nevada on your left, pursue your course.
You will need tbo wing of an eagle and the eye
of a bee to follow this line. The sombre Sierras,
crowned with tresses of pine, frowning with bat
tlements of barren rock, wrinkled with mighty
canons, and set with a tiara of glittering lakes,
will bo your companion for hundreds of miles.
You skirt the western border of Honey Lake,
and pass over the centre of the inland sea of tho
Sierras—Lake Bigler, or, as it is now called,
Lake Tahoe, from the Pahutah designation of
Big Water. About thirty miles from the north
ern end of this lake, some ten miles from the
eastern shore, at a point where tho 120th line of
west longitude intersects tbo 39th parallel of
north latitude, the boundary line strikes off m a
southeasterly direction, at an angle of about 45

degrees, following the sweep of the Sierras for

200 miles to a point where the 37th parallel of

north latitude intersects the 117th line of west
longitude. Thence across a region seldom or

never trodden by the foot of man ; along the
line of desolate Arizona, with the burning sands
of the distant Colorado heating the air to intens

ity— sixty miles— to tbo spot where the south
western corner of Nevada joins Utah and Ari
zona ; thence 300 miles duo north along the

Utah lino to the point of commencement.
These are tho boundaries of Nevada—battle-
born child of the republie, thirty-sixth star of
the American constellation. As are her bound
aries, so are her varied physical aspects within
those boundaries. Three hundred miles north
and south, and 250 miles east and west, of an
elevated plateau between the Sierra Nevada and
the Rocky Mountains, is the general description
of Nevada ; but what pen shall do justice to the
wonderful details? The man who loves the
wild in nature, who delights in contrasts, and
seeks strange sights, will not visit her soil in
vain. He will behold a land of rugged mount
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ains, still bearing the marks of the volcanic
fires by which they were upheaved from the
chaotic gloom which stretched out before the

morning ere God said, "Let there be light."
He will stand by the side of a hundred springs
or geysers, ejecting boiling water impregnated
with mineral, potent in the cure of diseases as
the pool of Bethesda of old, and as sulphurously
and uupleasantly suggestive of a region not to
be mentioned to ears polite as the most orthodox
Puritan could desire. He will travel through
lovely valleys blossoming in emerald beauty,
and, crossing a river, find himself in a region
of awful sterility, blasted by the breath of the
Almighty, with no drop of water to cool the
desert air, and no living thing to stir the still
ness which has brooded there since the dawn of
creation. He will enjoy a delicious climate, and
an atmosphere balmy as the breath of June, oc
casionally alternated by a rigor that renders the
name of Nevada, or " snowy," not altogether in
appropriate—by snows which last until late in
May, and blasts that hurl the giant pines of the
mountains in a demon waltz to the music of the
shaking hills.
The new State, boisterous in patriotism, and
exulting in a majority of nearly two to one for
Abraham Lincoln, with a clause in her organic
law declaring that " the paramount allegiance
of the citizen is due to the Federal Government,"
comes bursting into the Union without the deco
rous delay of long courtship that preceded the
"sealing" of her sisters. Five years ago and
tho State of Nevada was only Carson County in
Western Utah, uninhabited except by a few
Mormons at Genoa in Carson Valley, and hur
ried through by the California bound emigrant
as a sort of Valley of the Shadow of Death
through which it was necessary to pass to reach
the promised land. To many it was a valley
of death indeed, as the skeletons of men and cat
tle that line the banks of the Humboldt still tes
tify. Silver was the vivifying power that caused
this lotus flower of the mountains to burst forth
full-blown upon the national stem to which her
war-crimsoned sisters are clinging. In 1859
silver was discovered upon a spot in the mount
ains cast ef Carson Valley, where now the City
of Virginia stands. A few hundred pioneers
crossed the Sierras that season and hibernated
in the hills through tho winter. The following
year (1860) the value and permanent character
of the silver-bearing quartz ledges was partially
demonstrated and a considerable emigration at
tracted. In 1861 expensive toll roads across
tho Sierras were completed, mills erected, ma
chinery transported, and the foundations of
Nevada, or, as it was then familiarly called,
"Washoe," permanently laid. The develop
ments already made proved that along the base
of Mount Davidson, under the streets of the fu
ture metropolis of Silverland, for a distance of
two miles from Cedar Hill on the north to Gold
Hill on the south, there meandered immense,
and, in point of depth, seemingly inexhaustible
veins of rich silver-bearing rock, running parallel I

to each other, and called— after the discoverer
of silver—by the generic name of "the Com-
stock Ledge." There was no good reason whv
these same veins should not be discovered for
miles north and south of their present points of
boundary. There was no good reason why a
hundred other " Comstocks" might not be found,
or why every quartz ledge might not be of equal
richness. The busy era of adventure, enter
prise, and toil was followed by the era of " wild
cat." From October, 1862, until March, 1864,
speculation ran riot, and the Territory ofNevada
was converted into one vast swindling stock ex
change. The rich developments upon this famed
Comstock Ledge, the growing exports of bullion
from the Esmeralda region, discovered in 1861,
the glittering promise from quartz ledges dis
covered in Humboldt County, and the rich as
says of "chloride" rock from the Reese River
country, whose mineral wealth was discovered in
the autumn of 1862, all exaggerated tenfold,
frenzied the public mind upon the subject of
silver mining, and a feverish gambling excite
ment usurped tho places formerly occupied by
legitimate and prudent adventure. Hundreds
of companies with capitals—on paper—of from
$500,000 to $5,000,000 each, were formed every
month in California and Nevada. Every mer
chant and merchant's clerk, every mechanie,
every laborer, every servant girl, in every city
and village on the Pacific coast, was in posses
sion of a pocketful of stock not inappropriately
designated as "wild-cat." A grocery importer
in San Francisco complained that he could not
get his business properly attended to, because
his book-keeper and assistant were President and

Secretary, and his salesmen and porters Trustees
of a flourishing mining company, and the neces
sities of the stock market deranged the due de
livery of sugars and teas. Montgomery Street,
in San Francisco, and C Street in Virginia —
which had now become a city of 20,000 inhabit
ants—were thronged from morning until night
with crowds buying and selling stock, chairing
each other, and exhibiting specimens of quartz.
Three stock boards, with rooms magnificently
furnished, were in full operation in San Fran
cisco. Sacramento* Marysville, and Stockton,
each had their stock board. In Virginia City
there were four, and transactions to the amount
of hundreds of thousands of dollars were often
made in an hour. A report of a "rich strike,"
a report of a mine being " salted," an alleged
discovery of the Comstock, a rumor that the
Supreme Court would grant an injunction, a

rumor that the Supreme Court would raise an

injunction —any or all of such would affect the
value of prominent stocks from 20 to 100 per
cent, in a day. In this whirl of mad excite
ment Virginia City most profited. Hotels,
boarding-houses, stables, and hay-yards were

fillsd to overflowing. In stages, in buggies, on
horseback, muleback, and on foot thousands
flocked across the mountains to swell the excited
throng. A few brought their families, and $100
in gold per month was demanded and freely
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paid for a cabin of four or five rooms, and three

times that amount for a decent cottage. In
Austin, Keese River district, the bubble was in
flated to even a greater extent. Men bought
town lots for $400 a front foot in a spot where
twelve months before only the cry of the coyote
disturbed the primeval stillness. On those lots

buildings were erected with lumber purchased
at an expense of $500 in gold per 1000 feet,
and the building readily rented for a monthly
sum equal to 10 per cent, of the cost of the
building and ground. Of every hundred who
invested in mining stock ninety-nine never saw,
or intended to see, or designed to work the mine.
To sell out, to speculate, to gamble was the ob
ject of all. What wonder that when the bubble
burst, as it did late in the spring of 1864, the
distrust and disgust was as wide-spread as the
disaster it brought. Gould and Curry tumbled
from $6400 to $840 per foot ; Ophir from $4000 to

$400 ; other leading stocks in proportion ; while
the numerous " wild-cats," quoted at from $20
to $200 per share, descended irrevocably to that
sum which can only be designated by a cipher.
All over the mining districts of Nevada may
now be seen hundreds of partially opened mines
once of known and recognized value, but now
utterly valueless, or with shares of only a nominal
value in the stock market. The sound of the
pick is heard no more in their deserted galleries ;
their shafts are caved in or partially filled with
water ; their disheartened, disgusted owners will
not even pay a small assessment to preserve
works already constructed from devastation and

decay, and yet the mines are as rich as ever;
the ledge is perhaps just beyond, waiting only
the Midas touch of patient industry to uncover
its glittering deposit. Silver mining, like every
other business, requires to be managed as a busi
ness and not as a speculation. The people of
the Pacific coast have discovered this by bitter
experience, and the dark cloud of despair and
. hard times which settled upon Nevada after the
wild-cat bubble burst is slowly beginning to fade

away. The Mexican proverb, that " it takes a
mine to work a mine," has become a truism ;
for when a quartz ledge promising richness is
" struck," and discovered to prospect well, the
troubles of the discovere* are about to commence.
To run a tunnel or sink a shaft, often blasted
through solid rock four or five hundred feet, will
require six months' labor of five or six men. If
water be struck, as is generally the case, ex

pensive pumping machinery will bo needed;
then drifts and galleries must be cut and tim
bered up for protection against caving, and all
generally before pay ore can be profitably ex
tracted. To open, drain, and thoroughly pros
pect a first-class silver mine, with miners' wages
at the present rates of $4 in specie per day, will
cost from $50,000 to $100,000 in gold. Is it a
marvel that Comstock, the discoverer of all this
wealth, is mining with indifferent success in the
Boise country; that Gould, the locator of the

great " Gould and Curry Mine," is cutting shin
gles for subsistence ; and Chollar, the locator of

the Chollar Mine, now worth between $ 1,000,000
and $2,000,000, is prospecting still for " a pile?"
It is true that many silver mines, opened at a
cost of $100,000, yield $1,000,000 in gold and
silver each year, and pay annual dividends to
their stockholders of over 100 per cent, upon
their original cost, nevertheless considerable mis

apprehension exists concerning the profits of sil
ver mining. Twenty per cent, of profit upon the
gross value of the bullion extracted is esteemed
as very rich, and few mines will average as
much. The Gould and Curry Mine, situated
in Virginia District, produced during the au
tumn, winter, and spring of 1863-64 about three
quarters of a million of dollars in bullion bars
each month ; the dividends to the stockholders
during the same time were about $200,000 per
month. There are dozens of small claims yield
ing from $25,000 to $100,000 in bullion each
month, and paying their owners a profit of from

$1000 to $6000 per month. The effect of such
a tax as was proposed at the last session of Con
gress of "5 per cent, upon the gross proceeds"
would be to close most of such mines. Ore has
been found yielding $2000 in silver to the ton
of quartz rock, but $100 per ton is very rich,
and the great mass of the best claims yield on an
average not over $40 to $50 per ton. When
it is remembered that the charge for milling or

reducing rock is from $20 to $25 per ton, and
that it costs from $5 to $15 per ton to excavate
the quartz, raise it to the surface, and haul it
to the mill, it will readily be seen that the silver
bars which generous Nevada poured into the

treasury of the Sanitary Commission were the
result of a toilsome and expensive process, and
not picked up by the way-side.
The character of the mining in Nevada, re
quiring a largo outlay of capital before return,
has produced the present system of incorporated
companies. This system was originally designed
for the laudable purpose of concentrating the
capital of many to undertake expensive works
for which individual means would be totally in
adequate ; but it has in many instances been
widely perverted from the original design, and
used as a vehicle for swindling speculative pur
poses. Brown and his four friends discover and
locate a quartz ledge, taking up five claims
thereon of 200 feet each, with 200 feet extra for
the discoverer. Labor enough is performed upon
the ledge to comply with mining laws and hold
it for one, three, or six months. Forthwith a
company is formed and incorporated. Brown
is made President, Jones Secretary, and the
other locators Trustees. Beautifully engraved
stock is placed in the market, and given away
or sold for one, two, or five dollars a share.
A small assessment of fifty cents or one dol
lar per share is levied to pay the expenses
of incorporation, and of commencing a shaft.
Sometimes succeeding assessments of five, ten,
and twenty-five dollars a share are levied, and
the development of the mine vigorously prose
cuted ; oftener, however, all work is suspend
ed as soon as the original holders have sue
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ceeded in getting rid of their "wild-cat" stock.
In those cases— few in proportion —where heavy
assessments have been paid and mines thorough

ly opened, it would be safe to estimate that from
one-third to one-half of the money expended has
been wasted in high salaries to officers, squan
dered in the erection of useless and expensive
brick offices and houses for superintendents, or

misappropriated in unnecessary works. Litiga
tion has also been a fruitful source of outgo and
corruption. A mine never becomes valuable in
Nevada without starting half a dozen litigious
claimants after it. Companies are incorporated
to prosecute " fighting titles." If a compromise
be not effected, then heavy fees to counsel, large
sums to scientific "experts," enormous bribes
to witnesses and jurors, and, as has been often
nsserted, to judges, follows, until the stockhold
er is fain to imagine his silver mine a species of

incorporeal Oliver Twist, continually "asking
for more," and yielding no return. It is an evi
dence of the real wealth of Nevada, that, in de
spite of half of the ore-yielding claims being tied
up by injunction, pending a determination of
title— in despite of enormous expenditures and
waste —in despite of the flocks of "wild-cats"
and the thousands of "honest miners," whoso

object is to sell and not work their claims, the

yield of bullion has continued to steadily in
crease. A new system of procuring capital to
work silver mines has recently been devised,
and meets with some success, as indeed it should,
because it obviates the objection which many en
tertained against buying into a company whose
trustees might at any time perform the not un
common antic of levying a heavy assessment,
depreciating or "bearing" the stock in the mark
et, and as " freezing out" the poor holder. The
new system is to make a liberal estimate of the
actual expense of opening a mine and placing it
in dividend-paying order ; to issue full paid stock
upon this basis, and sell it outright for a sum
sufficient to meet the required expenditure, the
owners of the ledge receiving a portion of such
stock in payment for their interest. Suppose
that it will cost 8100,000 to open a mine, then
stock to the amount of 8200,000 maybe issued,
one half paid to the owners of the ledge for their
title and the other half sold at par. With the
money obtained from the sale the mine is placed
in paying order, and all parties draw large divi
dends. This process is decidedly preferable to
the present plan of continuous assessment and
"selling out" of delinquent holders. If the
mine so developed be of even average value it can
scarcely fail to return from 10 to 20 per cent, per
month to the investor, and silver mines are unlike
gold mines in that they are inexhaustible, and may
be worked for generations when once opened.
Nevada is still largely in debt to California —
indeed how could it be otherwise ? The freight
alone on goods, machinery, etc., hauled across
the Sierra mountains during the year 1863
amounted to something more than $13,000,000
in gold. It would be safe to estimate that the
original cost in California of the articles for

which this freight was paid was not less than
$27,000,000 in gold : making 840,000,000 of
imports, while the yield of silver and gold for
that year was less than $20,000,000. To this
840,000,000 must be added the large sums of
ready money sent over for investment in build
ings, mines, mills, etc., and it will readily be
seen that the people of Nevada are still greatly
in debf ; although 1864 has produced a larger
yield of bullion and the amount of articles pur
chased in California has greatly decreased, both
because of the diminished demand for heavy
castings of machinery, and the increase of
home agricultural and mechanical productions.
Nevada will pour from 825,000,000 to 830,000,000
of silver into the treasury of the world during
the year 1865 ; and when the completion of the
Central I'acific Railroad, to a point near Vir
ginia City, shall afford facilities for cheap trans
portation, which will justify forwardingthe lower
grade of silver ores to the Sierra mountains for
reduction, the present annual yield of silver will
be trebled. There are hundreds of mines in the
mining districts within five to twenty miles of
the Carson River now lying idle and unworked,
which are capable of yielding many million tons
of ore that will produce 20 or 25 ounces of silver
to the ton. Such mines are now valueless be
cause—as has been before stated in this article
—the charge for reduction at the mills is not
less than from $20 to $25 in gold per ton. In
the Sierras, thirty to fifty miles distant, where
wood and water is abundant, the same rock
might be profitably worked for from $5 to $10
per ton; and a railroad could drive a most
lucrative trade by transporting it for 85 per ton.
If Nature has denied to Nevada the fertile
beauty, the smiling prairies, the green verdure,
and the wooded hills of more favored States,
she has amply compensated for the deficiency
by most munificent and peculiar endowments in
other directions. Silver and gold will not be
the only exports of this State when the Pacific
Railroad shall have hewed for her a highway to
the rest of the world. Several companies are
now supplying her people with fine salt of the

very purest character found in an immense bed,
hundreds of acres in extent, about sixty miles
from Virginia. This salt is very fine and pure,
perfectly crystallized, and needs no other prep
aration for market than being shoveled into
sacks. The value of this inexhaustible supply
may be estimated when it is known that salt is
used in all quartz mills, and is an article of
prime necessity in the reduction of silver ores
by the present process. Immense beds of nat
ural potash, sulphur, and alum, perfectly pure
and ready for use, have been discovered in
various portions of Central Nevada ; all these
are of course valueless at present, but must
some time become of great value. Bituminous
coal of a very fair character has recently been
found in several localities, and there is no
doubt of the existence of large beds of this in
dispensable article for fuel and manufacturing

purposes.
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Nevada, although peculiarly a mineral coun

try, is by no means destitute of agricultural
lands. The business of farming, however,
must for many years be limited in extent,
inasmuch as her great distance from navigable
streams connecting with the ocean, her isolation
behind mountain barriers, and her utter destitu
tion of railroad facilities forces her farmers to
rely exclusively upon the mining population for
a market. Washoe Valley, Carson Valley, and
the Truckec meadows, all upon the western bor
der of the State, already produce grasses, cereals,
and vegetables enough for the mining communi
ties adjacent, and have still many thousand acres
uncultivated within their borders. The Reese,
River country upon the eastern border of the
State, Humboldt to the north and Esmeralda to
the south, also contain many fertile valleys.
As there are necessarily large quantities of bar
ley and hay used for the vast number of animals
employed in transportation of freight ncross the
Sierra Mountains, and as the long road across
these same mountains acts in the nature of a
protective tariff, the farmers have hitherto been
among the most prosperous members of the

community. Prosperity, is not difficult to the
owner of natural meadows yielding from one
and a half to two tons of hay per acre, selling
on the ground for from $40 to $50 in gold per
ton, with corresponding prices for barley, pota
toes, and all articles of dairy or farm produce.
The country being new thero has ns yet been
but little attention paid to orchard gardening.
The altitude even of tho lowest valleys being
some 4000 feet abovo the sea, and the seasons
late, it is not probable that Pomona will ever
smile upon Nevada as she has beamed over all
the broad valleys of the Sacramento and tho
San Joaquin ; but the apple and the pear can

certainly be most profitably cultivated, the
hardier varieties of peach can be made to grow
without difficulty, while tho volcanic nature of
the soil upon the mountains renders it peculiar
ly adapted to the growth of the grape. In Ne
vada as in California artificial irrigation must
be resorted to in order to raise crops, and here
again a difficulty in the path of agricultural de
velopment presents itself. The great mass of
tlje water collected in the Sierras pours down
their western slope, forming springs and rivu
lets in abundance, which, in their progress to
ward the Pacific ocean, are carried into every
town by tho great flumes or ditches constructed
for mining purposes until every mining village
in California is now embowered in shrubbery.
In Nevada, however, comparatively but little
water descends from tho Sierras, and the mining
being almost exclusively quartz mining, there
are none of these life-giving, grass and flower-
bringing "flumes." In Virginia City, for in
stance, a town of 20,000 inhabitants, all the
water possible to collect is needed for other pur
poses than irrigation, and there aro not fifty
shrubs or a hundred square feet of grass in the
entire city. Artesian wells or an aqueduct from
Lake Tahoe, thirty miles distant, will probably j
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finally furnish the means of correcting the un
sightly appearance of Nevada's chief city. Vir
ginia, being 6400 feet above the sea level, is

literally " a city set upon a hill whose light can
not be hid." " Croppings," or surface develop
ments of quartz ledges, were discovered running
along the side of Monnt Davidson about 1500
feet below its summit, and from 500 to 800 feet
above its base. Here Virginia sprang into be
ing like a mushroom, but has gradually changed
its fungous character of a mining camp, until it
has become in four years a thriving city of brick
and stone edifices, containing more than 20,000
inhabitants, with theatres, churches, public halls,
three daily papers, aldermen, city indebtedness,
and other public improvements. Cold Hill, ad
joining Virginia to the south at the head of a
cafion running down to the Carson River, con
tains from 5000 to 6000 inhabitants, and boasts
of its daily paper. Austin in Lander County —
Reese River District —and Aurora in Esmeralda,
distant respectively 180 miles east, and 120 miles
south of Virginia, are each of about 5000 in
habitants. Carson City, the State capital, sit
uated in a valley at the base of the eastern slope
of tho Sierras, contains 2500 to 3000 inhabitants,
while Dayton, Washoe City, Star City, Union-
ville, and" Silver City have from 1000 to 2500
each. Many families reside in nil these towns,
and Nevada is changing very much for the bet
ter in all her social characteristies. In 1862 a
distinguished divine, who visited " the land of
sage-brush and silver," and examined tho great
Ophir mine and the numerous small excava
tions resembling those dug by gophers and
called mines by courtesy or in ridicule, said, on
his return to California, that " Washoe" was a
land of " Ophir holes, gopher holes, and loafer
holes." The latter have not entirely departed ;
but the halcyon days of the desperadoes and cut
throat gamblers have gone, it is to be hoped, for
ever. In 1860 and 1861 the refuse ruffianism
of California flocked over to the new Dorado.
The sound of the pistol was almost as frequent
upon the streets of Virginia as the clink of sil
ver from a hundred gambling-hells that lined
her principal streets. "A man or two for
breakfast," was the staple; and the first in

quiry of the morning made by the sober mer
chant or the tired sojourner to the man about
town was, " Who was killed last night?" The
hard times which succeeded the financial crash
of the spring of 1864 drove this undesirablo class
of citizens to " fresh fields and pastures new."
Virginia is now orderly and well governed,
while an increase of churches and schools tells
the tale of growing civilizing tendencies.
In I860 a war broke out between the whites
then in Nevada and the Pahutah or Piute In
dians. Parties of miners out on prospecting
expeditions were attacked by these savages, who
are a brave and warlike tribe, very nnlike the
miserable Diggers of California. Many set
tlers, miners, and savages were killed, and an
expedition from Virginia of a company of vol
unteers resulted in the defeat and almost entire
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destruction of the company by the Piutes under
Winnemucca. Peace was soon after made ; and

to-day dozens of these savages may be seen upon
the streets of Virginia splitting cord-wood and
packing water for food and clothing, or seated
in the street, playing cards for half dollars in
emulation of their white instructors.

In the winter of 1860-'61 Nevada was organ
ized as a Territory by Act of Congress, and
James W. Nye, of New York, appointed Gov
ernor. Tho first Territorial Legislature met at
Carson City in November, 1861, and enacted a
code of laws for the government of the Terri
tory. Population continued to rapidly increase,
and the second Territorial Legislature in the
winter of 1862-63 passed an act providing for
an election of Delegates to a Convention to
frame a State Constitution in case the people
should vote for calling such Convention. They
did so vote almost unanimously in September,
1863, and the first Constitutional Convention
assembled at Carson City in November of that
year. Some six weeks were consumed in fram
ing a Constitution, which was submitted to the

people on the 19th January, 1864, and refused
ratification by a vote of about fivo to one. Tho
causes of its rejection were manifold. The De
mocracy opposed it with their party organization
because of a clause in the Bill of Rights declar
ing "that the paramount allegiance of the citi
zen is due to the Federal Government." The
Union men opposed it both because a most un

acceptable ticket of State officers had been nom
inated, and because of a disbelief in the ability
of the people to support the expensive machinery
of a State Government. Perhaps the greatest
source of opposition to it

,

however, originated
in the fact that the Constitution as framed con
tained a clause declaring specifically that mines
and mining property should be taxed equally
with all other property. This was an entirely
different theory from that which prevailed in
California, where mines have always been ex

empted from taxation, and was construed by the
great body of the miners to mean, not that the
ore taken from the mine should bo taxed, but
that the right to search for a mine, the hole in
the ground, the prospecting shaft, tho expecta
tion of a rich quartz vein, the substance of sil
ver hoped for, the evidence of gold unseen,
should be taxed. The miners, therefore, went

bodily against the Constitution. InMarch, 1864,
Congress passed an Act to enable the people of
Nevada to form a State Government, wisely pro
viding therein for an election of Delegates to a
Constitutional Convention and a day certain for
holding the Convention, else might the disgust
ed and State-weary people have paid no atten
tion to the opportunity of obtaining sovereignty.
As it was, a sickly sort of election was held in
June, whan not one-fourth of the popular vote
was polled, and in July the members of the sec
ond Constitutional Convention assembled in Car-
son City, with every body laughing at them for
laboring to form a State Constitution which was
"certain to be rejected," and none so poor to

do them reverence. A legislative chamber, or
court-room, being empty, they were allowed to
take possession of it

,

and the Territorial Secre
tary donated them a very few quires of paper.
A pony purse was made up among the members
to buy candles, an obliging saloon-keeper was
decoyed by promises of future legislative pay
ment to act as Sergeant-at-arms, and the Con
vention commenced its deliberations. The pa
pers throughout Nevada generally ridiculed the
proceedings, and advised the members to go
home ; but they persevered amidst discourage
ments, and in three weeks the present excellent
Constitution was produced. The ro^ks which
wrecked its predecessor were carefully avoided.
Mines were especially exempted from all taxa
tion except upon proceeds ; the rate of taxation
on property was restricted for the first three
years to one per cent. ; the salaries of all pub
lic officers limited, and admirable checks placed
upon public expenditure. The new Constitu
tion grew in popularity from the hour of its
birth. Miners favored it because only the pro
ceeds of the mines could be taxed. Merchants
favored it because a State organization would
enable them to enjoy the benefits of a specifie-
contract or gold -currency act. Attorneys fa
vored it because the Territorial judicial system
was so entirely inadequate to the necessities of
litigation, and tho Territorial judges so utterly
odious to the people, that more courts and new
judges became a prime necessity, unobtainable
except at the price of Statehood. Politicians
favored it because of the many State offices to
be striven for. Last, but not least, the great
loyal heart of Nevada was fired by patriotic ap
peals to add another star to the banner, and ex
hibit to the world a renewed confidence in re
publican government, even while the field of
azure which bears our national symbols was
trembling beneath the vibrations of war.
And thus a constitution of State government,
with a ' ' paramount allegiance clause," but slight

ly modified from the first Constitution, was adopt
ed in September, in a time of general financial
depression, with a unanimity greater than that
which characterized the rejection of its prede
cessor in a time of general prosperity and ex
citement.
We have given in this hasty sketch an imper
fect outline of the political, financial, and social
history of Nevada. So fruitful of events has
been tho life of the young State that a detailed

history of men and things would occupy vol
umes instead of pages. The future of Nevada
presents the outlines of a glowing picture, on
which we might love to dwell but that we are

dealing with facts and not fancies. To tho em
igrant, bringing with him either a small capital
in money, or the wealth of honest industry con
tained in a pair of strong, willing arms, no more
certain opportunity can present itself for the

speedy acquisition of a competency than settle
ment within her borders. Whether he engage
in agriculture or mining, he can not fail. Un
like California, unlike any gold-bearing country
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in the world, silver mines are inexhaustible, and,

as a rule, grow richer as they descend into the

earth. Not one in a hundred of the silver-bear
ing quartz veins of Nevada are worked or even

prospected. The production of the precious
metals is yet in its infancy, while—with num
berless lodes of copper and iron—production of
the baser metals has not yet been attempted.
When science shall devise some process to ex
tract the gold and silver which now is wasted in

reduction ; when railroads convey ores to the

vicinage of abundant supplies of fuel and water-
power in the Sierras ; when this new State shall
furnish yearly from its bowels a sum great enough
to control the exchanges of the world, and cause
even the great national debt which this war has

evoked to melt before the silver current as ice

bergs dwindle in the warm flow of the Gulf
stream— then shall the citizen of Nevada, point
ing to her patriotic motto of "All for our Coun
try," look back upon the days of territorial im
maturity and pupilage, and of early statehood,
and bless the pioneers who created an empire
in the wilderness, and laid the foundations of a

mighty commonwealth upon the summits of ster
ile hills.

ACCOUNTS BALANCED.

WHY
is it that two principal men, and a

sieve through which filters, drop by
drop, all the family greatness, make up the
record in brief of most households in the little
sea-port of New Bracket ? Does the sea stamp
the fortunes coined in its mint with its own in
stability, or is American soil unfavorable to that
noble tree, the Family Tree ? New Bracket is
a sunny, quiet little town that has dozed and
dreamed out sundry quiet streets, with prim
houses standing back under their elms in a re
cluse way, in which it might be fairly concluded
that heraldic slips would send down deep root
and spread wide branch abroad, and taking
heart of grace, thrive prodigiously; and yet,
though in an upper section of its strata, are to
be found certain fossils, marine deposits, known
with gentle sarcasm as "Old Families," who,
clinging barnacle-wise to Fortune's wheel, roll
on comfortably with it through the years, yet at
the turn of the third generation inevitably they
tumble from it into oblivion, and their butcher
or baker reigns in their stead.
Overton versus Gryce is a case in point. The
Overton name and lands had been first among
the facts of which New Bracket in its infancy
took note. There was an Overton Square, an
Overton charity, and a Governor Overton ; on
all of which the little town plumed itself, and
following the Governor, an Overton who wrote
himself the Hon. John, but then also dabbler
in speculations ; and in his fortieth year, pos
sessed of an unquiet and short-sighted demon
of improvement, pulled down not only his
barns, but his house to build greater. To build,
saddling the remaining property with mortgages,
and then went the way of that other fool spoken

of in Holy Writ. Ralph, his successor, found
in that saddle of the mortgages but uneasy rid

ing ; inherited, moreover, the bent for specula
tion, and as a New Bracket man, had his ven
tures at sea, and Antonio's luck with them—

struggled a while in a muddled way and died,
the most decided thing he had ever done in his
life ; and the Overton estate went under the
hammer to Geoffrey Gryce.
This latter personage was had much in dis
cussion by the ancient and honorable guild of
New Bracket gossips. He had shouldered life
at eighteen, starting with nothing but the broad,

general principle that the world owed him a liv
ing; and collecting that debt of the world at
large, between shrewdness and China, brought
it back to his native town with a handsome in
terest in time to purchase the Overton place, on
which his father had once been head-gardener
To call him hard and cold only vaguely ex
pressed him ; for though we say cold as ice and
hard as rock, ice melts, and the grayest crag
has its fern relentings and lichen outhreaks ;
and again there are varieties in hardness : there
is that of a pudding overdone in the oven, and
that of steel from the ordeal of fire and blows.
Geoffrey's was of the latter, and he used it as a
weapon with which to cleave his way to the
success which he held to be the object of life.
He inclined naturally to generosity and kindly
emotions ; he admired revelation as a form of
loveliness ; he believed in truth and right—and
that they were lost long time ago in a well, and
while there mattered no more to him than a
brace of drowned kittens. The " form of love
liness" had nothing to do with work and war,
which are carried on, as all the world knows,
solely by force of iron and guupowder. Gener
osity and kindly emotions are not tonic—that is
,

hardening—and were as a rule to be avoided,
as trenching on the strength which is needed
to achieve the success which is the object of
life. Life, or what makes it

,

was classed un
der two heads: business-like and uubusiness
like. That was business-like which was good
for success, social or financial, in so many days
or at sight ; all else was uubusiness-like. Cleav

ing to the first he carefully eschewed the second.
In brief, he formed himself on Juggernaut, walk
ed the streets of New Bracket with long, heavy,
masterful strides—voice, manner, and muscles
under discipline and on guard against nature ;

and no touch of a meaner life, or remembrance
of the shy gardener's lad, was ever suffered to
jar the lordly and inexorable courtesy which
was his habit.
This man sat with shutters closed and cur
tains drawtfin the red light of great logs burn
ing with free flame on the broad flags, and hear
ing the steady drip from the caves, the long,
thundering surge of the wind, and the distant
mutter of the sea with contented sense of con
trast. Over his head a lithe demon in bronze
held ont a dial-plate with a subtle sneer. On
the opposite panel tho Areh-Fiend played at
chess for a soul, the boy and his watchful angel
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in shadow, the demon brought into ugly seem
ing of life by the flickering light. Enough of
infernal suggestion to make the room uncanny
spite of book and bust and mellow blaze ; nei
ther was there any thing reassuring in the strong
figure and stern, indrawn look of its master,
deeply thinking, for his reverie was after the
fashion of Nebuchadnezzar, " See this great
Babylon which I hare built!" and exultation
without thanksgiving is sinister. He was in
fact reviewing his life, which, if the angels read
our thoughts, must have looked oddly to them ;
for Geoffrey, though as yet he had no hint of it

,

was close on his downfall.
In the hall sounded voices, but Geoffrey lived
according to programme; after nightfall received
no one ; order rigidly enforced without respect
of persons, and secure in discipline, did not
trouble to rouse from his thinking ; but the man
at the door hesitated to turn a woman back into
such a raving storm, and while he stood trying
to reconcile humanity with twelve dollars a
month and perquisites, the woman, being of a

prompt nature, stepped past him, and catching
his instant look of dismay at the library door,
opened it and entered. So Geoffrey, looking
up at the soft trail of wet garments, and the tap
of a woman's foot, saw, as if she had risen on
his hearth from the shadow, a girl in a drenched
cloak, and hood thrown back from a face that
showed very fair in the dimness.
"I am sorry to trouble you," she said, tremu
lously, " but my business is urgent ; that is,

urgent on me. I am Sybil Overton."
At that name three men out of four must have
had instant compassion on this poor child, trem
bling on the hearth where her father, grand
father, and great-grandfather sat out the win
ters of their lives ; but Geoffrey was the fourth
man, who kept nothing on hand but tools with
which to carve out success ; and turning up the
flame burning low in a vase on the table, sat with
an air of waiting that gave her, faltering and at

a loss, no encouragement to proceed. Better

though for her, for the silence goaded her into

prompt, curt speech.
" We are your tenants, Mr. Gryce," she said,
speaking with some difficulty, and looking at
the little hands in her lap ; " that is, my mother
and I rent the second story of your house, No.
11 Pine Street; and your agent—"

But I do not know that I need be at the
trouble to write out this poor little speech. It
was the same story that Mary Coursall, washer
woman, with three children and a babe in arms,
brought to Geoffrey the week before: "Have
patience with me, and I will pay thee all ;" and
he had dismissed her with a cold, *I am sorry
for you, but I never interfere with Rohr" (the
agent): that was after Juggernaut. But have

I said that Geoffrey had no wife ? Women as

a rule bungled, wavered, and prosed, and that

rasped his nerves— for this savage had nerves.
He had his ideal also, but it was not ' ' the queen
rose in the garden of girls ;" for, to his thinking,
your rose is a flower that looks to have grown

itself with care and after recipe ; so many leaves,
of such tint and curve, packed in a given num
ber of buds, to open at proper hour by the sun ;

but rather the lily, that folds its one broad leaf
upon itself, cream wllite, satin smooth, into a

cup whose curve is grace. He desired, you see,
his antipode—a saint; but then one that should
stand in no need of bolstering from proverbs and
parables about "handsome is that handsome
does,
" the sweetness of rough rinded nuts, and

the excellence of uncut gems. Something in
the brown eyes of Miss Overton, and her terse
coming to the point, without tears, hard names,
and side issues, suggested that happy union of
rare qualities and contours—his ideal. Strange

ly stirred, and yet feeling deeply how many a
man has lapsed miserably into weakness and
humanity from some one relenting of which he

scarcely thought at the time, Geoffrey held back
generous assurance and kindly promise while he
counted their cost ; but forgot in his calculation
that Satan venturing into Paradise raised war
there and was thrust out; and that a good deed
should never be risked except out of a virtuous
intention ; and suddenly his rigid face was suf
fered to soften, his moody eyes brightened, and

he gave both, beaming with paternal kindness

for Miss Overton.

The second story of No. 1 1 Pine Street com
prised two rooms under the eaves, furnished
with the classical simplicity of extreme poverty,
where Mrs. Overton secluded herself in a lofty
way from her neighbors, making exception only
in favor of the Misses Primme, who rented the
remainder of the dwelling, and who, in virtue
of a fourth cousinship to the half sister of Timo
thy Guildernstein (who i

s nothing to this his

tory, but was of much account to New Bracket),
were admitted to a system of tea drinkings, altern
ating between the upper and lower halves of
the house. Sybil was seldom at these revels,
being much badgered by that problem of roof,
fire, clothes, and daily bread, which must be

had for her mother, self, and two children. Hor
mother was indolent and ailing, the children

mere babes ; four months and one pair of hands,
which must do, as enjoined in Scripture,

" what
soever they found to do with all their might;"
a few lessons in music and French at a third of
the usual rates ; plain sewing for old friends of
the family at half-price for the friendship ; and

Lucy Bcrlaps's dresses, the initials on her hand
kerchiefs, the quilling of her ruffles, the artful
ribbon knots at Lucy's white throat; nnd in
those days there was much remodeling of gowns
and adjusting of bows, signs of the times, as
later beating of drums and flaunting of banners ;

for could the hopes nnd intentions of New
Bracket have been mado tangible then would

the air have dangled with hooks, nnd sung with
the smart rebound of arrows from Geoffrey's
cool breast; or could the little city have been

done allegorically, then would its daughters
have been seen riding that fox to cover with
Lucy Berlnps half a length ahead.
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Geoffrey lounged three mornings out of the
week in the Berlaps' drawing-room. There
was a noble view of the sea from its windows,
and there was Lucy Berlaps with an arched
foot, a Grecian profile, and a peach-blossom
skin. He looked, I presume, at which he chose ;
but if he came with hope of seeing Sybil often
there, in virtue of her ancient friendship with
Miss Berlaps, he must develop into clairvoy
ance ; for Sybil, up two flights of stairs, is busy
always with pins, clear starch, cushions, and

crimping scissors, and Lucy, in the zeal of her
friendship, will take care that she is mortified
by no intrusion on her labors, least of all from

Geoffrey Gryee.
It illustrates our fallen nature that Mrs. Over
ton interpreted this disinterested forethought
most unkindly, and regarded it with profound
annoyance. Geoffrey had found his way to
No. 11 Pino Street, and out of that visit forged
a link of excuse into which to hook another visit,
and so on through an indefinite series ; and bask
ets thick crowded with flowers, and salvers heap
ed with hot-house fruit came with Mr. Gryee's
compliments —not for her false front and pongee
silk, Mrs. Overton shrewdly conjectured. She
would have been better pleased then if Sybil
would have looked less at her work, smiled more

frequently, and brushed her hair like Iatcy Ber
laps. She held forth ceaselessly on the subject,
and on the turpitude of Miss Berlaps. She folt
as you might were you bolstered in your easy-
chair with, we will say, inflammatory rheuma
tism, the goose that lays a golden egg a day at
your gate with evident intention of coming in,
and some Lucy Berlaps scattering corn in an
urtless way on the other side of the fence.
"Here, quick,, Emily! strew crumbs, and shut
the gate ; and how many dollars in a goose-egg
of solid gold, and how much is three hundred
and sixty-five times that?" But how if Emily
refuses to budge? How if Marplot stalks at
that unlncky moment up the path with elephant
ine tread, capable of startling the most confid
ing goose ?
Mainwaring Dallas was Mrs. Overton's Mar
plot. A sailor—such a vulgar profession !—with
nothing but energy, ability, good heart, good
looks, good morals, and a brave, steadfast tem
per. Ralph Overton had once stepped between
him and Sybil with, " That were much love
but little policy," and Sybil, as a dutiful daugh
ter, had foregone her engagement. Captain Dal
las, in supreme disgust, sailed on an Arctic voy
age, and was lost ; spitted on an iceberg prob
ably, but died at all events ; was properly mourn
ed, obitnaried, and forgotten, and then resur
rected in time to give emphasis to Sybil's "No"
when Geoffrey asked her to become his wife.
"But I will have it so," cried Geoffrey, with
sudden passion; "you do not know the firm
texture of resolve." And then as suddenly calm
again, smiled with cold scorn at his folly, and
went buck quietly to his old groove, never omit
ting, however, when opportunity offered, to forge
another link in the chain of circumstances and

appearances by which he was binding her fust.
Meantime New Bracket and Miss Berlaps must
have a finger in the pio ; the former told Main-
waring that Sybil and Geoffrey were at aux pe
rils soins; the latter told Geoffrey a New Brack
et idyl concerning Sybil and Captain Dallas, and
that " course that never does run smooth."
Geoffrey schemed, Mainwaring stormed, and
wrote Sybil the bitterest reproaches, which she
sighed over, and left unanswered because of the
fifth commandment; for Mrs. Overton took high
moral ground, and out of respect to the "dear
departed," closed her doors, and forbade all com
munication with that " wild and erring young
man," while the'watchful Geoffrey took care of
the out-of-door chances. Once, indeed, they
met at a "Dorcas," or some gathering of that
sort, and Captain Dallas, being asked to rtnd,
chose Locksley Hall, and when ho came to "I
am shamed through all my being to have loved
so slight a thing," looked full at Sybil, and gave
it out with withering emphasis ; and the little
society was quite stirred with indignation at

Sybil, who, as every one plainly saw, was play
ing Judas to her first love for the sake of the
thirty pieces of silver.
Worse than all, there actually came to pass
a friendship between Mainwaring and Geoffrey
Gryee, though in the beginning the young sailor
had hated his rival, as was natural ; but Main
waring had a theory, and wanted a ship ; and
if it had been to try whale oil there would have
been a dozen for his choosing, for his seaman

ship and energy were proved ; but as it was to
try conclusions he found but one, the good ship
Sea Foam, offered him on the most liberal terms

by its owner, Geoffrey Gryee. His instinct re
belled, and his natural anger helped out the re
volt against kindness from Sybil's lover; but ill-
success, and possibly a friend, whispered that it
was folly to lose both loves for a girl's treason ;
and above all, Geoffrey, whose ship was a pawn,
and all whose behavior ruled as a game to fur
ther certain objects he had in view, chose to win
him. So the Sea Foam echoed all day with the
clang and haste of those who were making her
ready to sail at the earliest possible date ; and

Mainwaring, nfter much persuasion, had aban
doned tho den that New Bracket called its hotel
to spend the remainder of his stay under Geof

frey's roof ; but at this juncture, whether from

strategical motives or a gleam of good-nature,
Lucy Berlaps interfered.
" And don't you see," she said to Mainwaring,
" that Sybil is breaking her heart because she
can not love you, and honor her mother accord

ing to her reading of the commandment? and
that Mrs. Overton is determined to ride in Mr.
Gryee's carriage, and cut us all dead ? and that
when you are rude and violent— for you are that,
Sir— that you play into tbo hands of Mr. Gryee ?
whose manners aro quite perfect, and who is
tbo most fascinating person that any body but

Sybil ever saw ; and Sybil is a patient Griselda,
and a pattern of faith, and—stupidity, to prefer
to the New Bracket nabob a poor half-civilized
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sailor, who reads Locksley Hall to her, and
sends her to cry her eyes out wherever she can
get a chance, which just now is in our library,
where you can see her while I keep Mr. Gryce
on line."

Contrary to nil precedent, you see, this young
lady had placed the text of her sermon at the
end. Mainwaring was not the man to let op
portunity slip; but there are opportunities to
make bad worse, and this had much the air of
one. Both were equally obstinate—Mainwaring
about his rights, Sybil about her standard of
right.
"You have so little patience!" she sighed.
"Patience! I have a gift that way, with a
knot—with a lawsuit — -with a stammerer—with
a chase after a whale ; but not to serve like Ja-
colWor the woman I love, unless I am sure of
her. I am not to be thrust aside with an ill-
favored Leah of an excuse at the end of the
time."
"Of what use to promise, without my mo
ther's consent?"
"Consent ! Where is her right to keep you
from me? It rests with you, Sybil. If a man
leaves father and mother to cleave to his wife,
doubtless the. rule holds good with his wife.
Choose between your mother and me."
"I certainly would never abandon my mo
ther."
"You are not asked that; our home would
be her home. I only desire you to marry me
now, and wait no longer for a blessing exactly
and only fitted for the crown of Geoffrey Gryce's
head."
"I can not."
"Then you do not love me."
"As you please," returned Sybil, faintly." I wish it were," lie retorted, dropping her
hand, and pacing up and down the room. Then
coming back to her: "Dearest, you drive me
frantic with your cold prudence, your one-sided
piety, boggling over one commandment, while
it would make nothing of stealing my little
Sybil from me, and giving her to Geoffrey Gryce.
Will you marry that man ? You will have your
mother's blessing then, and I shall have your
heart. Will that be just to him, to yourself, to
me ? If I asked you to forsake your mother and
her children, or if my fault were any thing but
my rent-roll, I might honor your hesitation."
" Why waste words ?" interrupted Sybil, sad
ly. "You may distress me by your violence,
but you can not make wrong right, or extort
from me other promise than never to be the wife
of the man with whom you have so often re
proached me."
"A negative happiness; sufficient perhaps
for you, but not for my coarse practical nature.
I shall not trouble you again with what you call
my violence ; but if I found my papers or my
property with my neighbor I should certainly
take it ; and, Sybil, I will have my wife."
"When I am dead, then," vowed Geoffrey,
whom Lucy had not found, whom consequently
she had not kept on line, who was in possession

of the entire conversation— thanks to an open
window —and who now stepped into the library,
his face a trifle paler perhaps, and his eyes burn
ing with a dangerous spark, but otherwise quite
himself, and showing no sign by which men

might say "'Ware the wild beast!" Captain
Dallas was less at ease. The plan which his
fertile brain had already in rough draft was an

tagonistic to Geoffrey, and he felt the regret of
a generous foeman. There were also practical
difficulties. He must relinquish the command
of the Sea Foam—now within three weeks of
sailing —and Geoffrey's friendship. Hard tasks
these, and it was characteristic that he set at
once about them, and frankly rendered his rea

son.

"You have heard," he said, "of an engage
ment existing between Miss Overton and myself,
formerly opposed by her father, opposed now by
her mother, but which I mean to make effectual.
In that determination you will find the reason
of a change of scheme that looks uupardonable."
Geoffrey heard with a grave kindliness of

manner that suited him well, and answered with

a generosity that should have aroused Main-
waring's distrust, as too Utopian by half; for
though, when the fiery young sailor threw down

bis gauntlet, Geoffrey's remorseless eyes had

lighted with actual admiration of his pluck and

promptitude, it was admiration unsoftened by

any touch of pity. " I would have saved him,"
was the dark undercurrent of his thought, " and
he has insisted on his own destruction. Let him
look to it."
The other preliminaries adjusted, Captain
Dallas started on business, known only to him

self, for Waretucket, setting out before light;
and on that morning Geoffrey's man found, on

opening the house, the library window already

flung wide, and supposed that Mainwaring had

gone by way of the sash, rather than disturb the

family slumbers by the jar of the door, till he
discovered bolts drawn back, and the door un

locked also. Re-inspection of the library showed
him a pane of glass neatly cut out, and bits of
the glass lying on the carpet. This put a new
complexion on affairs, and sent him in all haste
to his master's room. Geoffrey's door was fast,

and the hall faint with a pungent smell of ether.
The man in a fright applied his shoulder to the
door, but its excellent lock resisted him. He
recollected then a narrow passage-way and door

of communication giving from the room occu

pied by Captain Dallas into that of bis master.

Mainwaring's room was open, of course, as he

had expected, and passing through it
,

he found

Geoffrey on his bed, half dressed, and seemingly
in a state of semi-stupefaction. Followed, of

course, panic, gabble, and the doctor, in the

course of all which Geoffrey revived ; and once

himself, acted with his usual cool promptitude ;

put out the chatterers, heard the man's story,

and went at once to the safe, where a day or

two before he had placed several thousand dol

lars in gold and notes. The safe stood in the

passage-way between his room and Mainwax
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ing's ; its door was open, and beside it lay the
key, which he kept always under his pillow.
Gold and notes were gone. At that, " See the
use of revolvers and patent locks," said Geoffrey,
sententionsly, and having ordered his breakfast,
sent for the constable.
It happened, fortunately for justice, that Cap
tain Jeffreys, the New Bracket head-constable,
had a guest from the city to help out his blunt

rustic wit, a smart detective in fact, following a

special trail, but nothing averse to any little
Bide stroke of business with which depravity
might supply him. Each officer had his theory ;

Jeffreys in favor of a certain artist, popularly
known as Larking Bill, a belief wholly scouted
by the detective. " Nearer home, Sir ; take my
word for it

,

nearer home," declared that gen
tleman warmly to Geoffrey, who listened with
the still grim attention peculiar to him, but
offered no suggestion in answer to the deferen
tial questioning of the officers. He remembered
nothing of the morning, after an attempt at
dressing, from which he desisted in consequence
of a feeling of weight on his head, till he found
the windows open, and a crowd about his bed.
He could describe the money ; he had a memo
randum ; it was his habit ; he had drawn the
money two days before for expenses incident
on the fitting out of the Sea Foam ; could not
be certain if there were persons present in the
bank at the time of drawing the money, but
thought it probable ; had not mentioned the fact
to any one—or, yes, "to Captain Dallas, in a

conversation relative to the Sea Foam." " Cap
tain Dallas was not in the house ;" he had
started before light for Waretucket ; certainly,
they could see Captain Dallas's room.
It proved to be in admirable order; boxes
neatly strapped and ticketed, bed and pillows
quite uuruffled. In the passage-way stood the
open safe, the key lying precisely as Geoffrey
had found it. In Geoffrey's room beyond was
the usual morning disorder, and a lingering hint
of ether.
" Captain Dallas could not have gone to bed
last night," said the detective, glancing a second
time at the plump unfurrowedTied, and serenely
pocketing a bottle that stood on Mainwaring's
toilet table, "And now, gentlemen, we are ready
for the library, I think."
Geoffrey led the way, and following on with

Jeffreys.
"There is a man thrown away, absolutely
squandered as you may say," whispered the
detective. "What an honor ho would have
been to our profession, Sir ! I never saw such
a beautiful combination of bull-terrier and cau
tion as there is in his face."
Quite unconscious of the compliment, Geof
frey marshaled them to the window, which, reek
ing as it was with suggestion of burglary, took
the scrutiny of the two officers with the usual
stolidity of wood and stone. There was a pane
out; cut out, clearly ; -and though the officers
looked at it with heads on one side, mouths
pursed, and eyes critically half shut, there was

still a pane out, and that was all. As they
could make nothing of that, they opened the
window and stepped out into the grounds, and
here the case began to look better. There was
a deeply marked trail in the spongy ground of
footprints going from the window, off at right
angles to a hedge, and skirting the hedge to the

gate ;

" which is a blind, you see," observed the
detective with much complacency, "since what
could any fellow want of coming through all
this mud, when he might have walked the best

part of the way on the gravel ?" .

" Larking Bill— "
" Larking Bill be hanged! Jeffreys, as hewill
be, some day. Don't you see—but what is the
use of talking? Mr. Gryee, would you have
the goodness to step in them prints ?"
A dark flush overspread Geoffrey's face, but he
complied instantly.
"You'll excuse my freedom, Sir," said the
officer, mistaking the flush for pride ; " but a mo
ment will show you I've got my reasons. You
see them prints don't fit, because why ? you're
standing face to the house, like as you were

coming in, naturally ; but now turn your back
to the house —you are coming out now, you
see, and they fit precisely them prints—"

"Larking Bill—"
" Must have flown in then, and walked out."
"Might have come in the front-door, and
gone out this way."
" The locks and bolts on the front-door ain't
been tampered with, and—"
" The man said Captain Dallas left it open.''
"What did your man cut his way out the
window for then ? I tell you it is a blind."
"He might have walked backward then, when
he came in."
"Not the head for it; not up to it. Larking
Bill ain't ! I tell you, Jeffreys, he's no genius
for combination. Show him the spoons, and

give him a road, and he'll cut out a pane, and

steal them. By-the-way, Mr. Gryee, your silver
wasn't touched ? No ? All on't too ! Likely
story that Larking Bill 'd have left that ! Look
at them prints ; one of Bill's great shoes would
have made two of them. This fellow had a
springy step, an arched foot, and a handsome

boot. They just fit you, Mr. Gryee, and you
wear a small -size for a man as big in the bone
as you are. I say it is a gentleman's foot. "
If Geoffrey had reddened the instant before
he was pale now as the dead, and his right hand

clutched nervously at something in the breast of
his coat.
" The long and the short of it is

, " said the de
tective, pulling out the bottle which he had taken
from Mainwaring's table, and turning sharp on

the little knot of servants gaping behind them,
" do any of you know this bottle ? Well, speak
out, " as one of the women opened her mouth and
as hastily shut it again. " You don't want to
be took for a witness ? Wait till you are asked,
my good girl. Now, have you ever seen this
bottle before ? You have? Well, where? Come,
out with it. You think it is the one Captain
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Dallas had on his table? What makes you
think that ?— the label ? There are more bot
tles of ether than one in the world. Oh! he
asked you to clean his coat with it. What with ?
— the bottle ? Oh, the ether ! and the bottle had
a lip for pouring, and a bit of blue ribbon about
the neck, just like this. Well now, was it full
when you saw it ? Full ? But you see this is
nearly empty ; therefore it can not be the one
after all. Let that teach you to be careful how
you are so positive a second time.—Gentlemen,
suppose wo step into the library : wo have too

many ears here."
"The long and the short of it is," resumed
the officer, "that the thief must have flown or
telegraphed himself to this window, for he has

clearly only walked out'— cut out the pane, and
passed through Captain Dallas's room, where
the Captain evidently slept standing, as his bed
is untouched, and must have known where you
kept the key of your safe, Mr. Gryce, and of the
money which you drew two days ago, and of
which you told no one but Captain Dallas. Did
this gentleman know also where you placed the
key of the safe at night ?"
"If your drift is to criminate my friend I
prefer to remain silent," answered Geoffrey,
coolly.
" I see. Captain Dallas did know. Captain
Dallas remained in his room while the burglar
unlocked the safe, no short job I fancy, and
obligingly shut his eyes when the thief passed
back with— "

"All this might have occurred after Dallas
left the house, " cut in Geoffrey, sharply.
"Might —yes ! Mr. Gryce, do you know the
nature of the business that took Captain Dallas
to Waretucket ? No? Do you remember, then,
when he first talked of going?"
"Last night."
" Never before ? He is to sail as captain of
the Sea Foam, I think ?"
" Was. He has relinquished the command."
" May I ask when ?"
" Last night," returned Geoffrey, hia eyes on
the ground, and with much show of reluctance.
" And the reason : you will excuse me, Mr.
Gryce, but officers of the law—"

"The reason is not mine to give. It con
cerns a lady. Once more, I can lose a few
thousand dollars. If the evidence bears against
Captain Dallas I do not choose to follow it up."
"But the law does," returned the detective.
"Why, it is as plain as the sun. You draw a
large sum of money, of which no one knows def
initely but Captain Dallas, and at once, for some
reason about a lady, he gives up a ship and a
command that he has raised heaven and earth
to get— for I heard it all talked over last night ;
and on top of that, posts off to Waretucket, on
businoss which he explains to no one, but which
may possibly have something to do with the ships
there ready to start for Europe. You are robbed
on the morning of his departure. If the rob
bery occurred before he left the house he must
have witnessed it

,

since his bed shows that he

has not slept in it ; or, granting that he slept
in his chair, how was this thief to pass through
his room, drench your room with ether, nnlock
your safe and pass back again, without awaken
ing this sleeper —a young and active man, and
from his profession used to wake on slight
alarm ? And what burglar, with a bottle of
ether in his pocket, would leave such an enemy
between him and his only chance of escape, to
wake when ho chose ? The theory that the rob
bery occurred after the Captain left the house

is to my .mind sheer nonsense. If the robbery
was premeditated, the burglar certainly would
not havo chosen daylight. If he had entered
because he saw a. door imprudently left ajar, he
would never have cut a pane from a window and
made that trail. Your maid recognizes this
bottle of ether, which I took from his table, and
declares that when she saw it it was nearly full.

I say again, all this bears hard on him. He
has bungled his evidence, which was to find

guilty some unknown burglar. He has drawn
the bolts to say, N.B., Captain Dallas went out
this way ! and he has cut a pane to say, N.B.,
second, the burglar came in here ! and then he
has mado a lot of footprints that turn the wrong

way, unluckily for him, and posted off to Ware

tucket, in place of staying quietly here till the
breeze blew over. You can see it is the work
of a green hand, with only half a look."
Geoffrey smiled grimly at that, but offered
no further opposition. A warrant was procured,
and the three started for -Waretucket, where

they found Mainwaring still at the little hotel
where he had ordered breakfast ; and on a first

hearing of their errand the young man blazed
with a passion so fierce that the officer made a

hasty grasp for his revolver, but cooled instant

ly, only saying to Geoffrey,

' ' You have chosen a bad weapon, Mr. Gryce. "

Geoffrey's answer was softer than oil. "Heav
en knows, Mainwaring, I camo in spite of my
self. I believe nothing of it." Still, something
in his look belied his tone.
The usual search was set on fqpt ; the de
tective opening Mainwaring's traveling trunk

and handing outtts contents to Jeffreys and Mr.
Grycc. Mainwaring stood a little apart in
scornful confidence, and yet with a doubt of tho
result that he could not fathom, as they shook
out and uurolled his clothes and opened his pa

pers. At last :

" There is nothing more," said Jeffreys, who
had manifested throughout the utmost dislike
to the proceedings in which he found himself
engaged ; " and you'll see the rest of it'll flat
out too. Needn't tell me ! the whole town has

known Main Dallas since he was a boy."
" Tho trunk is certainly empty," said the de
tective, reluctantly, fingering the lining; "no
room for a false bottom hero, I should say.
The money isn't here, but there's evidence

enough to hold him for all that."

Geoffrey made a step forward, but checked

himself. The detective left the trunk and went
hack to it. He was a pertinacious man, and
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his theory was in danger. There was n pocket
running lengthwise of the little valise, and this
time his fingers lighted on the button close un

der the edge, and "By George, here they are!"
ho exclaimed, drawing out a roll of notes laid
smoothly one over the other, to bulge as little
as possible. "This is your money, Mr. Gryoe,
I take it—a part of it, at least."
"It is mino, certainly," said Geoffrey, in a

stifled voice, examining the bills.
Mainwaring kept obstinate silence. He was
stunnfel ; and what wit he had left warned him
that words just now would only entangle him
in the net into which he had fallen.
All New Bracket was moved to meet them,
and received the assertion of Mainwaring's guilt
with utter incredulity. "I've known him from
a baby," said old Berlaps, stoutly, "and his fa
ther before him, and it ain't in the grain. I'll
go his bail myself; and Main waring, my boy,
you'll stay with me till this thing blows over."
But later in the day, the evidence growing cur
rent, the tide of opinion began to turn, and its
hoarse murmur penetrating the more secluded

portions of the town, reached Sybil. She wait
ed in unutterable anxiety for Geoffrey, but ho
was careful to keep at home.
A night and a day wore away. New Bracket
generally settled to a conviction of Mainwaring's
crime, " for why had he given up the command
of the Foamf" What nobody could fathom
must of course be wrong ; and every where Sybil
heard long homilies on "Lord, I thank thee I

am not as other men are, even as this Main-
waring." The accusation was sufficiently dread
ful, but the preaching was intolerable. The
clock doled out to her anguish in minutes that
seemed hours—hours that were centuries—till,
throwing aside her work, she went to find Geof

frey, since he would not como to her as ho had

expected.

He received her with a grave compassion
that appalled her. He answered her questions
by a terse summoning of the evidence and de
tails of Mainwaring's arrest ; not a link was
wanting to his cruel logie, not a loop-hole offer
ed itself for doubt. For a moment his pale
listener wavered ; but love has all faith, and
laughs at evidence that would shake it

,

and lift
ing her head to look into Geoffrey's eyes,
" But for all that he is innocont," she said,
proudly.
" I trust the court may find him so," he re
turned, inflexibly.
" You trust ; are you quite sure you trnst?"

' ' Miss Overton, are you sure you do well to
be angry with me because evidence amounts to
the miserable proof that your lover has robbed
me of what I would gladly have given him if

he desired ?"
" I do not think I am angry ; and Mainwar-
ing a robber! a burglar! Impossible! Say
that I did it ; I will as soon believe it. Nei
ther do yon credit it

,

Geoffrey Gryce ; neither
do you?"
"Captain Dallas is

guilty^r

I am," said

Geoffrey, speaking with much deliberation, as

if to emphasize his words. " Either I made
circumstances tally with his movements, placed
the notes in his trunk, smoothed his bed after
he left it

,

opened my eafe, cut out the pane,
made the trail purposely in the wrong direction,
and drugged myself with the ether standing on
his table, or he has committed the crime. In
the latter case, I do not see why you should be
angry with me. In the former case, you ought
next to ask why I have done all this."
"I do not understand you," said Sybil, un
easily, "nor do I wish to do so. But I do
know that Mainwaring is innocent, and you
must save him."
" On what compulsion, and how ? That is

for the jury."
"No, it is for you; and you must, or God
will, and in the doing of it shame you."
"God!" repeated Geoffrey, disdainfully.
"Sybil, let us be practical; we are talking of
life and death ; for a verdict of guilty is death —
in life—to Captain Dallas. Leave God out of
tho case. There is a source of all our life and
motion, doubtless; but what does it matter to
this great First Cause of prodigious effects wheth
er Mainwaring Dallas is innocent .or guilty?
The coal measures were submerged, and our
hearths are warm in consequence; but how
much thought did the First Cause take for the
life that then was flattened, and crushed, and

squeezed out of existence ?"
" I can not argue," answered Sybil, shudder
ing ; " but I know ' that ho that formeth tho
mountains, and createth the wind, and declarcth
unto man what is His thought, the Lord the God
of hosts is His name ;' and when you defy Him

I tremble for you rather than for Mainwaring."
"I see you have come armed; but believo
me, Sybil, it is with me you have to deal—a man
determined not to bate an iota of his advantage.

I do not know on what grounds you assert that

I am able to save Captain Dallas, but you are
right. I have the power, and I will use it, but
on conditions, mark you ! I do not propose to
clear my rival in tho fourth act, and join your
hands in the fifth. It is von who must save
him."
If there could be any thing more hopelessly
inexorable than Geoffrey's words, it was the look
he bent on Sybil while he waited for her answer.
She, utterly daunted by his vehemence, and the
strange propositions that he advanced, shrank
away from him ; and " You are a bad man," she
cried, in a sort of sudden terror, while great
tears slowly trickled down her cheeks.
Geoffrey cared nothing for the reproach, but
much for the tears. "Why ?" ho asked, tenderly ;" because I wish to make you, silly child, happy
in spite of yourself? If you were blind, and had
not courage for the operation that would restore
your sight, you would doubtless call mo by tho
most abusive epithets in your little repertoire if

I held you b
y force while the operation was per

formed ; but oftcrward you would thank me.
And, Sybil, I love you with a love that would
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be young when that boy's passion for you was

dead. I have been a man of iron, never swerv
ing from a purpose, and yet in your hands wax

to mould—a feather blown here and there by
your breath. Judge hpw strong is that love,
that has power thus to stem a current as deep
and swift as that of my life ; and your love for
Mainwaring is but the sweet remembrance of a

girl's first dream—dew, that will vanish in the
sun of mine." He took her hand, and bent ea
gerly toward her. " Sybil, be reasonable ; give
mo the answer I want." But only a faint mur
mur of "Be generous" reached his ear. He
rose, his ardor cooled at once to sarcasm.
"That is in your line, Miss Overton. Yon
are aware that I don't do the virtues. Be gen
erous yourself; to your family, whoso fortunes
arc in your hands, and to Captain Dallas, whom
nothing can save when his case is once before the
court. You will not again have the opportunity.
I will not dangle longer between suspense and
decision. At five o'clock to-day I shall come
for your answer— for your final answer, remem
ber—and be as practical in your intervening
meditations as your aesthetic nature will per
mit." And, taking her hand, he kissed it

,

smil

ing, and scthey parted.
Geoffrey felt himself as sure of Sybil's sub
mission as that two and two make four ; or, per

haps I had better say, that he felt the same gen
tle degree of doubt concerning both facts ; for
he always held it quite possible that we might
some day unearth the indisputable evidence that

two and two make six. He said to himself that
he was close on the end ; and he was right there,

only the end showed differently to himself and

his guardian angel ; for within grasping distance

of success, won in a game of which every day in
the last two years had been a pawn, and all the

general principles were in his favor, the hand of
a child was to scatter his masterly combinations,

and send general principles to the right about.

He had four hours yet to wait, and, impatient
of the suspense, strolled down the streets to rid

himself of the time ; and it happened that half-
a-dozen boys were chasing each other about a

tree-box, one ofwhom was Jack Overton, Sybil's
brother. All children loved Geoffrey, on the
principle that "made the lamb love Mary so;"
and Geoffrey loved children because he had a

;imchant for innocence— in other people. There
fore the moment that the youngster made out

the tall figure of Geoffrey, half a block below, he
gave chase, and, coming up, breathless and laugh

ing, struck his little hand into Geoffrey's, with :

"I say, Geof, how you do walk! like blazes!
and ain't you going to take me to the 5V« Foam

to-day : I'm about tired of being promised, and
promised, and promised."
Geoffrey took the way to the wharves readily
enough, for he had nothing in view that he liked

better, and petted Jack habitually because he
resembled Sybil. On the way he filled the boy's
pockets with oranges.
"Bully for you!" cries Jack, the open-
mouthed. " I wish I was Sybil. I'd marry

you quick. Ma says Sis is selfish, and I think
so too ; for if she'd have you I could come and
live with you, and have a black and tan, and a

rough pony, and just as many grapes as I like:
ma says so."
" Suppose you put the matter to your sister
in that light," said Geoffrey, coolly. But that
was too deep for Jack, who besides was sucking
oranges, and looking out sharp to see how they
were to get up the tall side of the ship, still in
process of making ready for her voyage, though
the process went on languidly with her Captain
under arrest. Geoffrey was met there by the
intelligence that the detective whom he had re
tained in his service had that morning paid the
vessel a visit.
"And the last, I hope, " growled Whately, the
first mate, and a rough, big-boned Waretucket
man. "It riles me too much when I see that
long-nosed hound overhauling the Capen's pa
pers. Mebbe it's his duty, but there's different

ways of doing duty I notice ; and this Paul Pry
runs a man down as ef ho was a weasel ; seems
to take to the business and chuckle over it, I'm

a peace man, Mr. Gryce, but I'd a notion more
nor once to let my fist drop in his face. Such
accidents will happen, you know."
"Dallas's papers?" repeated Geoffrey, on
whom the rest of the speech was lost. " What
did he want of them ?" and dived into the cabin.
The table there was covered with Mainwaring's
papers : charts, memoranda, and letters. Geof

frey fingered them over. All harmless, so un
interesting. What did that man, of whom for
certain reasons ho could never think without a

shudder, want there? On what trail was he

scenting now ? for there was no further evidence
to be found against Dallas, as who should know

better than its maker? Geoffrey's conscience
was nervous and suspicious. It suggested to
him that a wise man always found out what he
did not know— it was too well-bred to say, a
guilty man ; and that the officer should be found

and pumped. Meanwhile Jack had three times
been rescued from the dangers of an open hatch
way, about which he hovered like a moth in love

with a candle ; had as excellent a prospect of

being drowned as any boy of his years, when

Whately seized him by the leg just as he was

tumbling overboard ; had nearly broken his neck

among the rigging —in short, amused himself
after his kind, with the usual lets and hindrances

wont to crop out in the path of enterprising

small boys, while his meanderings might be ac

curately traced by the bits of orange-peel that

strewed the deck. And when Geoffrey came, as
flurried and eager as he had been listless, and

ordered the boat for shore, Jack pleaded hard to

stay ; and being relentlessly snubbed by Geoffrey,

who was now in his savage humor, fairly threw

down the gauntlet, and vowing that he would

stay, planted his small back against a cask, and

his small legs wide apart, in the true spirit of

James Fitz James :

"Come one, come all, thta rock shall fly
From its Arni base as aoon as I."
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Geoffrey swooped at him, his long arm out to

seize him—missed the canning elf, who slid from
under his very fingers and stood laughing at
him— trod on a bit of that wretched orange-peel,
slipped, and fell through the hatchway.
The system of Juggernaut is doubtless good
in its way, but no system can be calculated to a
nicety ; there must be always a margin for acci
dents , and so a child and a bit of orange-peel
had reduced Juggernaut to a failure ; for though
Geoffrey had neither dashed out his brains, nor
broken a leg or an arm, he lay quite helpless
down there, where Jack peered over at him fear
fully and crying; and when the men lifted him
he told them that he could not feel them touch
his legs, which made them look at each other
qucerly.
Presently it was buzzed about New Bracket
that the doctors had declared "that it was a
mere matter of time ; " so is all life, but it seems
that they intended a short time ; say from three
days to a week. Geoffrey nt first refused all
credence to such a theory till the hours brought
him so close to death that he felt the chill of
his clutch ; then ho promptly sent for a lawyer
and made his will—business first as always—

making New Bracket his inheritrix, heir to an

orphan asylum; that done, "And now," said
Geoffrey, " for the full, true, and particular ac
count of that modern Joseph who put the silver
cup in the sack of a Benjamin, meaning to send
him to State Prison , the dyin,; confession of
one Geoffrey Gryce, who, on thi ni„'ht of the
24th instant, did feloniously and burglariously
rob himself of five thousand dollars in gold and
notes;" and though Geoffrey's tone was careless,
there was no mistaking the putyoso of his face.
Mr. Deepdwell's astonishment was good to
see, for he was a man running always in one
groove, and devoutly believing that respectability
was goodness, and that a man who was regular
at church, and swore only in private, had all
the Christian virtues ; and a man slipped up on
his theory is as funny in his way as a man slipped
up on the ice. It was well that Geoffrey's ac
count was terse, clear, and complete, not a link
wanting; otherwise Mr. Deepdwell would have
set it aside as the fancy of a man in delirium.
You think now Geoffrey had repented. Not
in the least. Ho loved Sybil, and ho cared
nothing for obituaries. He knew it would be
useless to will that self-willed girl his estate or
a portion of it

,

as she would inevitably donate it

to the first charitable institution. Mainwaring
Dallas could insure her future, but for that he
must first be acquitted of the charge against
him. Geoffrey debated the point long. He
would have relished a posthumous vengeance on
the man who had dared to rival him, and he
gnashed his teeth at thought of that man's hap
piness. But he loved Sybil with a mighty love,
Istronger than all the other impulses of his life ;

and so New Bracket was treated to the confes
sion of the modern Joseph. " Tell Sybil Overton
this is my bequest to her," he said at its close.
After such a confession the good simple folk

thought that this man, who lay sneering at them
over Death's shoulder, might stand in need of a

minister as well as a lawyer ; and some of them
ventured to hint as much; but Geoffrey only
turned his face to the wall and lay there in sul
len silence. He had very nearly done with life.
True, there were yet more breaths to draw, but
each more labored than the last, and bringing
him closer to the end. Juggernaut had for
saken him. Justice had found him out at last,
and accounts were balanced between them.
"God's 'mills grind slow but fine."

To the windows of the house belonging once
to Geoffrey Gryce crowd often the little rosy
faces of the orphans for whom it is now a home.
In the church-yard stands a slab, bearing the
inscription :

GEOFFREY GRYCE,
Aoed 45.

Roses cluster and blossom around the stone,
trimmed and tended from year to year by the
hands of Sybil Dallas and her children.

BRAINS.

YES'Ml"I turned with a start. I was quite
alone, as I thought, and the fine treble of that
odd little voice struck strangely upon my ear.

I had been saying that I was tired of life, or
some such repining speech, which I never al
lowed myself except in solitude, and this object
at my kneo answered me, " Yes'm!" I looked
at her in amazement. She was a little morsel,
scarcely so tall as a well-grown child of seven,
but with a grave, mature, preternaturally wise

face, which might have belonged to any age
from fifteen to twenty-five. Was she goblin or
mortal ?

" Who aro you ?" I askod.
" My name is Susan Mory, ma'am, but they
mostly call mo 'Brains.' They say I've an old
head to be on such young shoulders." And she
laughed, a small, fine, queer laugh, as uncanny
in sound as her voice. I was hardly yet con
vinced that she was human.
" How old are you ?"
"Twelve, ma'am, last birthday."
" And what do you want, Brains ? How
came you here ?"
"I want to do your errands, ma'am. I heard
you needed some one; and your door wasn't

quite shut, so I came in. Excuse the freedom."
And here she bobbed me a droll little courtesy,
quite in keeping with her voice, and her laugh,
and the quaint correctness and propriety of her
conversation. It was true I wanted an errand-
girl ; but what could this odd morsel of human
ity do ?

"What wages did you expect?" I asked,
more from cariosity to see what estimation she

put upon her services than with any serious in
tention of employing her.
"I hoard you had been paying three dollars
a. week, and the girl boarded herself. I think

I could earn as much."
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"But she was a large girl," I said, in sur
prise. " She swept and dusted my room, car
ried home all my work, and shopped for linings
and trimmings."
"Yes'm." She spoke with an acquiescent
air, as if she thought the work I had mentioned
was not at all too much for her. She seemed
so ready and cheery that I couldn't bear to re
fuse her.
" Can you sweep?" I asked.
"If you'll try me, ma'am, I think my work
will please you. If not, you know it's only to
send me away again."
There was no room to dispute her assertion.
I began to like the quaint, neat little creature,
with her earnest, unchildish face. I would ques
tion her a little more, I thought.
"Have you a home?" I asked. "Do you
live with your parents ?"
"With my mother. There are three of us
—mother, and I, and Body—I mean my sister
Jane ; she grew so fast, and was so careless and
thoughtless, that father always used to call her

Body, and me Brains. When the war broke
out he went for a private soldier, but he was
shot the second summer. We have eight dol
lars a month, you know—mother's pension—
but that won't quite make us comfortable, and
mother's delicate ; and so I thought if I could
do your errands, ma'am."
So she, too, had lost by the war—she in one
way and I in another. The thought made my
heart warm to her yet more.
" You may come to-morrow morning," I said.
"Come at half past six, and ask the porter for
the key of No. 10. You will find a broom in
that closet behind the door, and you can get
the room swept and dusted before the girls come
to work."
"Yes'm."
Another droll little courtesy, and she was
gone.

Then I went back to my thoughts again.
They were a little less melancholy and self-
compassionate, however, for the diversion. Yet
I had lost so much. Before the war began my
father had been one of the wealthy merchants
of New York. He did a large wholesale busi
ness, mostly with the South, and when the cri
sis came it ruined him utterly. In the summer,
of 1861 wo went to a little place in the country
which belonged to my mother, and there he
died. I think it was his trouble which brought
on the long, slow fever from which he never
rallied. Then, in that fall after his death, I
had to decide upon my future. We had scarce
ly a hundred dollars in the world besides the
little place which sheltered us, but which in
sured us only a roof over our heads. My mo
ther was a delicate woman, accustomed ever
since her marriage to be petted and waited on
and tended. She was utterly broken down by
her grief at the loss of my father. I must think
for both and work for both.
I, too, had been accustomed to luxury, and
never trained to any thing useful. I had re

ceived a fine-lady sort of education. I could
play and sing—with taste rather than with sci
ence. I danced well ; I drew a little ; I read
French ; I could manage Italian enough for a
song ; but what one thing did I know well
enough to teach it? Not one. And even if I
had, there were fifty applicants for every va
cant situation in the department of instruction.
Clearly I must do something besides teaching.
I could not sew fast enough to carn much in
that way. What was I good for? My self-
esteem went rapidly down to zero, when sud
denly a new idea took possession of me. I had
one endowment which I might make availnble
as capital—taste in dress. I use the words in
their highest sense. I not only knew what was
pretty when I saw it—I knew what would be
pretty before I saw it. I had original ideas.
In the days when I had been a leader of fashion
in my own set my dresses and my trimmings
had never been servile imitations of French
models. I had always invented something for
myself, often for my friends. Schneider had
said that my taste would be a fortune to any
mantua-maker. It should be a fortune, then,
to me.

I matured my plan and then communicated
it to my mother. As I had foreseen, it vexed
her sorely at first. But when I set matters be
fore her in their true light, and she saw it af
forded our only chance of comfort and inde
pendence, she began to look on the idea more

favorably. She made only one stipulation —

that I should not attempt to carry out my un
dertaking in New York. To this I was quite
ready to accede. The supercilious patronage
of all my former friends would have been a bur
den quite too heavy to be borne. I should feel
more comfortable, even if I made less money,
to begin elsewhere. My scheme was quite an
ambitious one. I ignored the proverbs about
small beginnings, little acorns, and so on. I
meant to storm success at the outset. I let the
house which we were occupying for a year, and

arranged to leave my mother with the new ten

ants until I was ready to come for her. Then
I went to Boston.
I found vacant rooms in a building on Sum
mer Street, in which nearly all the up-stairs
apartments were used by milliners and dress

makers. I had no references, but I engaged to
pay my rent monthly in advance; and having

paid the first month I arranged my rooms, and
put my sign— "Miss Macgregor" — on my
door, and down stairs at the lower entrance.

I had hired n dress-maker to go on with me from
New York—one who had been in the habit of
going out by the day, and had often sewed for

me on common dresses. She could fit exceed

ingly well, but she would have been utterly

wanting in the comprehensive ability necessary
to carry on a business, and she made no preten
sions to taste about trimming. She was quite
satisfied to be hands and let me be head, and

would be contented with her weekly wages. In
one of my rooms was a wardrobe bedstead,
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which she and I were to occupy together till I
could send for my mother. These arrangements
made, I sent to the Transcript an advertisement
setting forth the claims to patronage of Miss

Mnegregor from New York.
The evening the notice appeared I sat with it
alone in my own room—where, until it was time
to retire, Miss Granger never intruded. The
die was cast, and now I must go forward. For
the first time a sort of passionate regret, a wild

misgiving, took possession of me, and I cried
hitterly. It seemed to me I had given up ev
ery thing I valued in life. If my social position,
my New York acquaintances, had been all, I
could have borne it without complaining ; but I
had resigned much more. Two years before I
had experienced a new phase of emotion. Not
to be romantie, or put too fine a point upon the

matter, I bad fallen heartily, and, I thought
then, irrevocably in love. I felt sure, too, that
Horace Weir had loved me. There had been
no engagement between us, but when he went

away in the spring of 1860 to study for three
years in the hospitals of Paris—he was to be a
physician —I think we had both felt sure of each
other's hearts, and looked forward to a future

together almost as confidently as if we had been
betrothed.
I felt that in giving up all my old associations
and entering upon this new life I was giving
him up also. If we had been engaged, I had
faith enough in him to feel sure that he would
have been changed by no change of fortune.
But, as it was, I had not the shadow of a claim
on him. We had never corresponded, and when
he came back ho would not know where to find
me. I should drop out of his life. I will con
fess that I suffered keenly at this prospect. I
would have clung to him if I could. For his
sake I would have clung, if I could, to position
and old associations. But the simple fact was
I could not. If I had been willing to starve
genteelly I was not willing that my mother
should, and there was no resource but to go to
work. Just then I took up a Bible lying near
me, with some vague idea of finding in it com
fort or direction, and, curiously enough, my eyes
fell upon this passage :
"And the Lord said unto Moses, Speak unto
the children of Israel lhat they go forward."
I was just in the state of mind to receive
these words as a special direction—a sort of
omen. I took them as meant for an indication
that I had chosen the right path and must walk
on in it. So I tried to be brave — to cease to
think of Horace Weir—to suppress every repin
ing thought, every longing for the old days of
case and luxury, and to content myself with the
present. I trusted that I should succeed. I
felt sure I should, if I could but once make a
beginning. I would let the old life go, and
commence this new one bravely I had used
on my sign my middle name, Maegregor, only.
I trusted that if any old friends ever chanced
to read my advertisement they would not asso
ciate Miss Maegregor, dress-maker, with Helen

Maegregor Bryce, their friend of the old time.
Perhaps this was a weakness ; at any rate it
harmed no one, and Macgregor was a more im
posing name than Bryce would have been. To
be imposing, to be elegant, to become the fash
ion, was my only hope. I had sold two dia
mond rings of considerable value for money
enough to start me fairly ; but if

, in the two
months to come, I could not secure a paying
run of custom, I should, have lost my last
chance.
The very next morning a magnificent-look
ing damo walked into my room, stately after
the manner of Boston, with a certain severe
majesty appropriate to the hub of the universe.
She was followed by two pretty young ladies.

I had mado a distinguished toilet that morning,
and for stateliness it would go hard if I could
not match her. She bowed loftily. I bowed
loftily in response, and offered chairs.
"Miss Maegregor, I suppose."
Bow the second on my part.
" I saw your advertisement last evening, and
camo to talk with you about some dresses. Lu-
bec has disappointed mo so many times, that if

I could find some one equally good who would
be punctual, it would be a satisfaction to make

a change."
Bow the third.
"Are you very busy, Miss Maegregor?"
"Not nt all so. To-day is the first day I

have been open, and you are my first caller."
Then followed a whispered consultation of
the mamma with the tallest young lady. I

knew they were debating whether it would be
safe to trust a stranger whose work they had
jicver seen, whose first patrons they were. I

waited in apparent unconcern, watching the
customers go in and out of the store opposite.
"You are sure," the lady began again, turn
ing back to me, " that you would have no diffi
culty in fitting us for the first time?"
" I apprehend none, Madam."
" And for trimmings —what fashion-books do
you use?"
" None. I have them all, but I invent my
own styles, for the most part."
Upon that the youngest daughter spoke, in

a pleasant, baby-like voice,
"That will be nice, mamma. We shall not
be copies of every one else."
"It would be better," the elder lady re
marked, "if we could try some more common
dresses first, but there seems to be no time.
Could you get two light silks done for a wod-
ding reception day after to-morrow ?"
"Certainly, since, as I said, you have the
fortune to come first."
" Then will you fit my daughters this morn-
ing?"
" At once."

I led the way into the other room, where Miss
Granger sat waiting.
" White linen linings, Miss Granger," I said,
with an air of command ; " and please pin them
on immediately."
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Madam started at this with a gesture of alarm.
" Do you not fit them on yourself?" she ask
ed. " Even Lubec always did that."
" By no means. There is no surer way to
spoil one's power of adapting a dress to the fig
ure. I stand at a little distance, and see that
an artistic effect is preserved."
By this time Miss Granger was pinning on
the lining over the slight girlish form of the eld
er daughter. She cojild fit well, and they must
have perceived it. I gave a few hints and di
rections, and the work was accomplished.
"Will you leave the trimming entirely to
me?" I asked, as the mamma shook the lus
trous, pearl-colored silk out of its folds, "or
have you a choice ?"
"Leave it her," I heard the younger daugh
ter whisper—"I know by her own looks she has
good taste."
So it was settled that I should make the
dresses as I chose. No sooner had they left
than I began my task. I had only two seam
stresses engaged besides Miss Granger; but we
all worked. A few other customers came in,
and I put them off until these two dresses should
be finished. When done, they were to be sent
to Mrs. John Sturgis, Beacon Street ; and I felt
that if they gave satisfaction I should have made
as good a beginning as I desired. I trimmed
them so differently that, though the silk was the
same, the dresses were totally unlike, and yet
equal in elegance. I sent them homo the aft
ernoon before the reception, and Miss Granger
was kind enough to go with them and try them
on, though that was not at all in her province.
She came back and reported elegant fits and

perfect satisfaction.
The next morning Mrs. Sturgis came for my
bill. It was a matter on which I had bestowed
some thought. I had questioned whether it
would be the best policy to conciliate custom

by the moderation of my charges, or to convey
a sense of my own importance by their extrava
gance. One of my girls had formerly worked
for Madame Lubee, who had stood at the head
hitherto of Boston fashion. After a consulta
tion with her I had made out my bill, charging
perhaps two or three dollars on a dress more
than Lubec would have done.
Mrs. Sturgis ran over the items.
"You are a little higher in your rates than is
customary here," she said ; " but I suppose we
must be willing to pay something for your taste.
My daughters' dresses were the loveliest in the
room. Can yon make them some more next
week ? They want some walking dresses, and
I a diuner dress."
"Not next week, lam sorry to say. I am
more busy than when you came first. I think I
might promise for the week after next."
I had decidedly made a hit. After that cus
tomers came fast enough ; and a good many of
them spoke of the dresses Aggie Sturgis and her
sister had worn at the wedding. I was able, in
two months from that beginning, to bring on my
mother, and to take for her a third room—a

small one which happened about that time to
fall vacant— so that she could be as retired as
she wished. I completed this arrangement
early in the winter of 1861, and for the two
years between that time and the first appear
ance of little "Brains" in my establishment, I
had been prospering beyond my hopes. But I
was not happy. Success brought, indeed, a cer
tain kind of satisfaction ; but Imissed sorely the
care-free life of the old days, the liberty to fol
low my own tastes and ways, and I did miss
Horace Weir. I had heard of him incidentally.
He had come homo from France, and was now
practicing his profession in New York. I would
have given much to know whether he had thought
of me, inquired after me, tried to trace me out.
Vain enough it must have been if he had. I
had given no clow to my present residence to a
single old friend. Every one of them to the
best of my belief had lost sight of me. I was
wedded to a life very different from any of my
early dreams. I had been successful, it is true,
beyond my expectations. I was saving money.
I could make my mother comfortable. I had
little to do with the laborious details of my busi
ness. My task was to invent graceful fashions
— to suit colors to fair faces — to make charming
toilets for girls living just such lives as I used,
to live once. God forgive mo if sometimes I
almost hated them— if now and then a mad re
bellious impulse seized me, and I cursed fate in
my heart, forgetting that fate was but another
name for Providence.
I had been in one of these murmuring moods
when little Susan Mory interrupted my medita
tions with her fine, small voice. After she went
away I relai,snd into it only partially, and roused
myself with determination at last, and went to

my mother, to amuse her with an account of my
droll little visitor. After all, mother had much
more to bear than I. She had not even the di
version of business. She must sit through the

long, slow days, remembering the past and all
its good gifts and false promises—stung by its
contrast with the empty-handed present. How
much more she had lost, too! What was the
sentimental regret of a young girl over a love
that had never even been declared, to a wife's

sorrow and longing for the, household tenderness

which had been hers for a quarter of a century?
As I opened her door I reproached myself for
all my repinings.
I was glad to perceive that she was really in
terested about "Brains." She wanted to see
her on the morrow, and began planning about

garments we could give her to make over for

herself and her sister.
The next morning, curious to see whether my
small handmaiden had arrived, I put on my
dressing-gown a little before seven, and looked

into the work-room. I opened the door so quiet
ly that she did not hear it. She had swept the
room curefully, and now she stood in a chair
dusting the window frames. It was very amus
ing to see her grave, womanly patience and care,

and her queer expedients to accomplish the tasks
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for which she was too absurdly short. As she
turned round I said,
" Good-morning, Brains."
She dropped instantly from her chair, and

made me her droll little courtesy.
"Yes'm," she said, cheerfully, "I'm come.
I've been trying to make it as clean here as
usual. " And she glanced at me interrogatively
with her bright, thoughtful eyes, that looked so

large and wistful in her queer, little, old-young
face.
" Yes," I said, "you havo made it very nice;
I think you will please me."
When her morning work was done I took her
in to see my mother, and her verdict was decid

edly in the little one's favor. "She'll be the
best errand-girl you ever had," she said to me

after Brains had gone back to the work-room .

Time went on, and proved her right. Through
all the winter she was the most faithful of little
maidens. Never did pieces go astray, or bundles
fail to reach their destinations ; and she developed
a remarkable capacity for matching dresses with
buttons and braid, and similar trifles. I grew
really attached to her, and would not have ex

changed her for any other messenger of twice
her years.
Early in March she took a severe cold, and
began to cough. I tried to make her stay at
home until she was better, and let some one else
take her place ; but she insisted on coming. She
knew just my ways, she said, and she was sure
it didn't hurt her. She was going to get bettor
of her cold as soon as there were some warm
days. Still I was not just comfortable about
her. I did not like the sound of that constant
cough— the color on her cheeks was too bright—
she was growing, too, into such a mere little
shadow.
One morning when I entered into the work
room I missed her. Some one else had been
sweeping and putting away things, but it was not
in the accustomed order.
"Brainsdidn'tcome. I'm afraid she's worse,"
Miss Granger said. They had all fallen into the
habit of calling her Brains — the name seemed so
appropriate— there was so much thought, and
care, and womanliness in such a little body.
Half an hour later there was a timid knock on
the door, and in came a girl whom I had never
seen before. I recognized her at once for the
ten-year-old sister of my little errand-girl — rec
ognized her, as one often does, by some myste
rious family likeness, which seemed to vanish
when I looked at her more steadily. This one
was a real, actual child—large of her age, with
full, rosy cheeks, and eyes round as bMds. She
came straight up to me, and delivereaher mes

sage with the air of one who had been taught it
carefully.
" Sister Susy is sick, and can't come. She is
sorry, and hopes it won't put you to much incon
venience."
It was just like " Brains"— the polite, careful
message.
" And you are *Body ?' " I asked.

" Yes, ma'am"—and she looked as if she long
ed to ask how I had learned her home name —
"Yes, ma'am; I am Jane, and they call me
Body."
" Is Susy very sick?"
"Pretty bad, I guess, ma'am. She can't sit
up, and she coughs most all the time, and mother
sent me after a doctor this morning."
' I asked where they lived, and she mentioned
a number on Pleasant Street.
" Well," I said, "tell Susy not to worrv. I
shall get along nicely, and I will come to see
her as soon as I can make time— to-night, if not
before."
"Yes, ma'am."
She went away then. She had a lazy sort of
voice, and spoke lingeringly —quite unlike the
quick, characteristic utterances of little Brains.
How well I remembered that first day, and the
brisk "Yes'm" that broke in upon my musings.
It was quite late in the afternoon before I
could make time to go to Pleasant Street. I
found the Morys living in the third story of a
comfortable-looking house. I went first into a
room which seemed to servo as a kitchen and
sitting-room. Mrs. Mory, a tired-looking woman
who had been pretty once, was stirring some
thing in a sauce-pan over the fire. She turned
to greet me, and invited me to go into the next
room, where Susy was. It was a small bed
room, but every thing was neat and clean. There

lay poor little Brains, with a bright flush burn
ing on her cheeks, her eyes glittering, and her

poor little body shaken by a paroxysm of cough
ing. As soon as she could speak she put out
her hand.
"Thank you, Miss Maegregor; it was very
kind of you to come. I didn't mean to give up
this way, and disappoint you. And I suppose
you will have to get some one else. I thought
first that perhaps Body could do my work for a
week or two, until I got better ; but I don't sup
pose she'd answer."
" No, I fear she wouldn't ; and besides, while
you are ill your mother will need her at home.
But I'll keep the place for you. I shall have to
get some one else, to be sure, but I'll get them
with the understanding that you are to come
back just as soon as you are able, and they
must be ready to give up to you at any time."
"Oh, how good, how good you are!" the poor
little morsel cried, with kindling eyes. " I wns
so afraid I should lose my place that it was
worse than the sickness."
Her gratitude touched me profoundly, for it
seemed to me, even then, that she would never

get any better; and it wns so hard to think of
that poor little patient life going out so early,
quenched in its dawn.
It brought on her cough to talk, so I did not
stay with her long. In the way out I said to
her mother,
" Do not be troubled by any fear of want. I
shall pay Susy her wages just the same as if she
were well. I can well afford it, for I am pros
pering in my business, and if she wants any
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thing that you can not get her you must let me

know."
As I went out of the house I caught a faint
red glow of the March sunset, shooting up high
enough to show a glimpse of its splendor oven
to the dwellers in brick walls. Would little
Brains see many more days decline ? I longed
to take her away into the country, and give her,
before she died, one glimpse of wide-stretchirtg
fields, of sunsets, and suurisings. But it was
too late. She was not well enough to be moved,
and if she should never get any better she would
see a light before long such as no sun ever
kindled, breathe airs of healing, smell flowers
that grow not on any earthly soil. Her " coun
try" would bo brighter than any of her dreams
— the land that lies " very far off."
The next day I went to sec her again. I had
not thought of going so soon, but a spell seemed
to draw me. It was reward enough to see her
poor little face brighten, and her eyes grow
eager with weleome when I went in. But sbo
was no better. She never would be, I thought.
I asked her mother what the doctor said, and
she answered me, with a burst of sobbing,
"I don't think ho has much hope of her.
He says her lungs are very much inflamed. He
thinks it might have been better if she had staid
at home when she first got her cold, but I
couldn't keep her. She was such an ambitious
child. Oh, ma'am, if God takes her how shall
I bear it? Since her father left me, little as
she is

,

she's been what I depended on."

I could well understand it. The girl had one
of those natures on which weaker ones rest in
stinctively. She was thoroughly reliable, with
a courage, a patient hope, a quiet strength, ut

terly out of proportion to her tiny frame. I

could not say any thing to console her poor mo
ther, for I knew too well what she was losing,
and it seems so idle to talk about heavenly con
solations to ears deaf with misery. The soul is

so seldom ready to accept them until after the
blow has fallen, and God himself speaks to the
stricken one through the darkness of desolation.

I could only say,
"We need not quite give up hope yet, and
we ought to think of her now—of making her as
comfortable as we can."
Then I went out again into the March twi
light.
Every night after that found me nt Pleasant
Street. I could not stay away. Besides all
my interest in her an unaccountable impression
took possession of me that she was in some wise
associated with my own fate. I was going, so

it seemed to me, straight towurd my destiny— a

destiny in some dim, undreamed of way con
nected with " Brains" and her little room.

I have said that from the first I had not much
hope of her. My hope lessened every day.
She would never como back to the place I had
engaged another to fill till she got well. I

should never watch again her tidy little ways,
or be amused at her quaint womanliness. I

had not thought it was in me to care for her so

much, but my heart grew heavy as I saw her
fading away. She suffered terribly with her
racking cough, and the constant wearing pain
in her side and chest ; but she did not lose her
bright cheerfulness. For a long time, too, she
continued to make light of her illness, and tell
me that in a little while she should be back
doing my errands as of old.
The first time she said any thing else was one
April night. I went to her a little later than
usual, and found the doctor with her. I had
never seen him before, this Dr. John Sargent.
His name seemed somehow strangely familiar,
though I could not recall at the moment where

I had heard it. Ho was bending over poor lit
tle Brains when I went in, but he raised his
head and met my eyes with his own, so kind, so
pitiful, so serious, that I felt drawn toward him
at once. The child put out her hand.
"You'll have to keep her, Miss Maegregor,"
she said, with a sad smile.

I did not think at first who she meant, and I

asked her.
"The girl that took my place, you know.
I've been asking Dr. Sargent, and he doesn't
think I'll ever be able to go back any more."
She was so calm that for very shame I tried
to be calm also, but the tears would come, and

I went out into the next room without speak
ing. Soon Dr. Sargent joined me.
"It is very sad," he said. "I have seldom
been so much interested in a case. Such a

bright, patient little thing as she is
,

and so won
derfully womanly ! She asked me herself, to
night, if there was any hope, and I had to tell
her. You see how she bears it."
After he had gone I went back to little Susy.

I had brought her a bunch of violets, which I

saw in a shop window as I came along, and her
very pleasure in them made my heart ache.
How she loved all beautiful things ! How much
she was capable of enjoying, and how little she
had had to enjoy in this world, poor child!
And now she was going !

I think she guessed my thought, for she touched
my hand with a timid, caressing motion, and
said, very softly,
"There will be brighter flowers there, Miss
Maegregor. It hath not entered into the heart
of man to conceive, you know. It is well for
me j only it will be so hard for mother and Jane.
But their Father will take care of them. You
know what it says about the widow and the fa
therless."
How unconsciously she reproved my lack of
faith ! I bent over her, and pressed my lips to
the littlo^hcck where the hectic burned. How

many times I had doubted God, and what faith
sbo had ! She seemed to infuse into my soul

new strength. As I went through the other
room to go home I found Mrs. Mory crying very
stilly, so as not to disturb her sick child, in a

quiet, dreary way, inexpressibly pitiful. Poor
Body was kneeling with her face buried in her
mother's lap, fairly shaken by the violence of her

suppressed subbing. I only said, ns I went bv.
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" Don't grieve her by weeping. She has been
telling me ihat God will take care of you."
When I reached home I sat down and tried
to think what I had known before about Dr.
Sargent. It carried me back to Horace Weir.
John Sargent was his friend, I remembered—a
classmate, and the fichu Acltates of his early man
hood. Did tboy occupy such a relation still, I
wondered. Would I be mentioned between
them ? But no, Dr. Sargent knew of me only
as Miss Maegregor, the fashionable dress-maker
for whom little Brains had worked. He would
never associate me with Helen Bryee, even if
Weir had once made that name familiar to him.
What was{there to arouse such tumult of hope
and memory in my heart ? I remembered lit
tle Susy, and the world where she was going,
and tried to grow calm.
For a fortnight after that she failed fast. Of
course I went to see her every day, and it car
ried me strangely near to the eternal world
whither her footsteps tended. You can not
think what a change it seemed to come back to
the thoroughly earthly atmosphere of my fash
ionable establishment— to see the bright-hued
silks, and laces white and dainty as hoar-frost
— to heur the perpetual talk about what was
stylish and what was becoming, and be compli
mented about my invention, my charming taste.
It was like turning back to earth from the gate
of Heaven.
At length there came a day—it was toward
the last of April —when I went earlier than usu
al to see little Brains. She had been so weak
the day before that I felt anxious. I carried
her the first May flowers I had seen. The lit
tle creature had a sort of passionate fondness for
flowers not unusual in such an organization.
She loved and cherished them as if they were
of her own kindred.
When I went in I saw Dr. Sargent was in
the room, and with him, his back toward the
door, another gentleman. The Doctor heard
my footsteps and came out.
"A friend of mine is there," he said; "Dr.
Weir, from New York. He came on to visit
mo, and I brought him to see the child. There
is no hope, of course ; but ho might think of

something to relieve her that I did not."
I felt my face turning crimson under his
searching glance. But neither he nor I made
any comment. As soon as I felt sufficiently
mistress of myself I went into the room. Calm
ness stole like balm over my spirit as I crossed
its threshold. I felt as if I were in the pres
ence of waiting angels. I met Horace Weir's
eyes, but I scarcely knew it as I went up to
Susy, and saw the strange, seraphic light which
made her little wan face seem as the face of an
angel. I gave her the flowers, and she took them
and my hand together into her clinging hold.
" Dear, kind Miss Maegregor," she said, fond
ly; "you won't have to bring me any more
flowers. I am going where they blow all the
time. What should I have done without you ?
How thankful I am that I went to your shop !"
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" But if you hadn't come there, perhaps you
would have lived," I said, as well as I could
for the sobs which were choking me. She
thought a moment, then she shook her head.
"No, I should not have outlived God's time;
and you have made me so much happier. If I
can pray for any thing after I die, I shall ask
Him, when I get to his feet, to bless you for
evermore. Can you stay with me a little
while ?"
I took off my shawl and bonnet, and sat
down at her bedside. Dr. Sargent came up to
bid her good-night.
"I must go now," he said, "but I will come
very early in the morning. Will you stay a
while, Weir, in case any thing should be want
ed?"
"Certainly," answered a voice, every tone of
which I knew well.
Little Brains looked up with such a bright
smile—
"How kind every one is," she said. "How
kind you've always been, Dr. Sargent. Good-
by!"
Moved by somo sudden impulse of tenderness,
Dr. Sargent bent over and kissed the little wist
ful face of the child he had tended so long and
patiently. Next time he sees her it will be after
he too has gone over the river. He will not be
sorry then that he " did it unto one of tho least
of these," Christ's little ones.
Weir sat down in the outer room. I staid
by Susy. Her mother came in and out rest
lessly, with white face, and eyes full of anguish
and longing. Body had cried herself into a
state of exhaustion, and she sat on the floor,
her head in a chair, sleeping heavily. Shall I
ever forget the glimpse I had that night into the
heart of that dying child ? Holding that little
hand, looking into those eyes so full of mean
ing, and so soon to close forever, I drew nearer
than I ever had before to the mysteries of death
and of life. It was midnight, I think, when a
sudden light illumined all her face, and as if in
answer to a call we did not hear she said,
" I am ready."
Her mother clung to her in a passion of tears
and prayers. Her sister, wideawake now, was
sobbing at her side. She kissed them both
fondly.
"God loves you," she said.
Then she looked at me with wistful eyes. I
bent down and kissed her, my tears falling fast
on her white face.
" God loves you, too," she said ; and then, a
moment after, she spoke again, as if that voice
we could not hear were once more calling:
"All ready." •

Then she turned her face, with that last'smile
on it

,

to the wall, and went home.
An hour afterward sho lay, as we had robed
her, in white garments, with shut eyes, and a
look so calm and sweet upon her face you would
have thought her sleeping. I had to go then.

I knew my mother was waiting for 'me anx
iously.
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"May God comfort you," I said, going up to
Mrs. Mory to bid her good-night. She did not
turn her eyes away from the dead face on the

pillows.
"Yes," she answered dreamily, "she said
God loved us."
As I went down the stairs Weir followed me.
When we wero in the street he drew my hand
through his arm, and spoke to me for the first
time.
" Helen, that dead child has given ns to each
other. But for her should I ever have found
you? Sargent knew how vain all my inquiries
for you, since I came back, had been. He had
seen a photograph of you which I carried—per
haps you have forgotten it—across the sea with
me. He felt pretty sure that he recognized you
from it the first time he saw you ; and he knew,
besides, that Macgregor was your middle name.
So last week he wrote to me, and I came on to
find you out."
We buried poor little Brains, two days after
that, in the cemetery at Forest Hills, under the
shadow of a great rock. You will see her tomb
stone if you go there —a' little white cross, on
which there is no word save "Sdst."
We left her there on the last day of April,
under a sunshine bright as June. We put white
flowers round the little white face, and into the
hands that would never be tired any more. And
on the sod piled above her grave we left sweet
blossoms to lie there and give forth their sweet
ness, and then die as she had died.
It was not long after that before I gave up my
business to a successor and married Dr. Weir.
We have been together for more than a year, en
joying a happiness that sometimes seems to me
too blessed to last. But we try to sanctify it by
making ourselves ministers of God's bounty to
His children. What we do for Mrs. Mory and
Jane is no charity, for we consider them a be
quest from little Brains, at whose bedside we
found each other anew.

HUGH MILLER AND GEOLOGY.

THE
latest born and not the least interesting

among the natural sciences is Geology. It
belongs to the present century, almost to the
present generation. When the first develop
ments in this science were made public the
believers in Revelation experienced no small
alarm ; even the defenders of the faith, regard
ing the stranger as an invention of the enemy,
cautiously advised the avoidance of so novel and
dangerous a study. But truth, though slow in
its first movemenis, and opposed by preconceived•

opinions, never fails in the end to triumph over

prejudice. Religious toleration and the advances
made in political economy are marked evidences
of the moral power of truth, and that its progress
admits of no reflux.
Among the first who successfully defended
the harmony between Geology and Sacred His
tory was Buckland, of Oxford. "No reasona
ble man can doubt," says the Doctor, "that all

the phenomena of the natural worl _d derive their
origin from God; and no one who

'^believes the
Bible to be the word of God has cat*jse to fear
any discrepancy between this, His word,yand the
results of any discoveries respecting the 'nature
of His works." Other writers have maintained
the same argument. To the lamented H ugh
Miller, however, belongs the credit of having
demonstrated beyond a peradventure that the
history of the world, written by the hand of God
on the rocks and in the everlasting hills, is per
fectly consistent with the inspired narrative of
the servant of the Lord. Chalmers and Pye
Smith exhibit the Creation recorded in Genesis
as an event which took place about six thou
sand years ago; both describe it as begun and
completed in six natural days ; and both repre
sent it as cut off from a previously existing cre
ation by a chaotic period of death and darkness.
That is

,

the creation of matter took place "in
the beginning," long antecedent to the six days
of labor. This view is generally founded upon
the assumption that the first verso of Genesis is

'an introduction to the Bible. Late develop
ments, however, in Hebrew scholarship render

it probable that Moses, in writing the Book of
Genesis, was assisted by archaic records, oral
or written,* which accounts for there being two
histories of Creation and two of the Flood. The
arrangement of the first verse, therefore, can
not be relied upon to sustain the position, while
geological investigations prove that from the be
ginning until the creation of man there was a
regular sytematic progress in the formation of
the globe. There is no evidence of a chaotic
period, and no such theory is suited to the "pres
ent state of geological knowledge."
The word "vom," translated "day," in tho
first chapter of Genesis, may with propriety be
rendered period of time, and does convey that
idea in the fourth verse of the second chapter.
It may be safely assumed, therefore, in accord
ance with the facts of geology, that the days of
creation were periods of great duration. Of
three of these periods, viz. : (1.) when "light
was ;" (2.) when' the firmament was made ; (4.)
when the heavenly bodies appeared, of course
no record is found in the recks. For the other
three, viz.: (3.) the period of plants; (ii.) the
period of amphibia ; (6.) the period of mammalia,

Hugh Miller has accounted in a manner not
less satisfactory to reason than to Revelation.
And of the whole six be has given a panoramic
view in the "Vision of Creation," as it appear
ed to Moses in the "open vision," in language
unsurpassed for beauty and sublimity in the

pages of science. Jeremy Taylor has been aptly
styled the Shakspeare of theology; Hugh Miller,
with equal truth, might be called the Milton of
science. " Ho did for geology what Burns had
done for the songs of Scotland." He was in
deed, as his beautiful motto declares, "in league
with the stones of the field" for the cause of
truth. Upon the basis of it Revelation and sci
ence are reconciled ; and, as prophesied by Buck-

* Rawllnaon'a Evidences, chapter ii.
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land, "geology and religion are fonnd potent
and consistent auxiliaries, exalting our convic
tion of the power, and wisdom, and goodness of
the Creator."
The last and the finest work which Hugh Mil
ler produced is the "Testimony of the Kocks."
Hardly had his pen traced the concluding lines
of that noble effort of genius— the much-loved
and crowning labor of his life, upon which he had
" put out all his strength," and worked with the
" topmost pitch of intensity" —when the over
wrought brain gave out.
Years have passed away since the event to
which we have alluded cast a gloom over the
scientific world. The memory, however, of
Hugh Miller's death is still fresh, and there is
no need that we should enlarge upon so sad a
theme. Our purpose is

,

aided by the "Testi
mony of the Rocks" and other sources of in
formation, to give our readers a sketch of the
science to which Miller devoted his best ener
gies, and which he so nobly adorned.
Geology is divided into two departments—
Systematic and Descriptive. The former treats
upon the structure of the earth—how it

u rose out of chaos:"

the latter, of the details of that structure, mani
fested in the kind, character, and position of
the constituent matter ; also of organic remains.
At the beginning the earth was composed of
a burning, molten nucleus, surrounded by a
dense atmosphere of great extent, saturated
with vapor and gas. As the heat from the nu
cleus was radiated into space, and the surface
cooled, the minerals which are fused with most
difficulty —such as alumina, silica, and mica—
formed a crust, which gradually increased in
thickness, and separated the atmosphere from
the burning mass. The vapor contained in the
latter became condensed, and the globe was
encircled by a hot sea of moderate depth, hold
ing in solution immense quantities of minerals
and chemical elements. These were slowly de
posited as the heat diminished? From time to
time the crust would give away in places, when
whole oceans of water would be precipitated into
the molten nucleus, and an enormous amount
of steam generated, the expansive force of which
would burst through the encircling barrier, car
rying up floods of liquid rock to overflow the
surface of the globe, and when dissolved by the
water to be deposited again in various strata.
By these operations, in process of time the sur
face of the earth became greatly altered. Con
tinents were upheaved by internal convulsions,
and the waters collected into the valleys formed
lakes and seas. It was a long time, however,
before the earth attained a definite arrange
ment. Ages passed away ere it was fit for
plants and animals, and ages still before it was
suited for the habitation of man. Repeated
deluges, violent earthquakes, varied its aspect
and sometimes almost reduced it to chaos. The
birth of a world is not in a day. What scenes
the earth must have passed through can with
difficulty be imagined, or in what grand and

varied forms nature must have exhibited itself.
At last the'work was finished. The lofty mount
ains and the low savannas assumed the relative
positions marked out for them, and the rivers
returned to the seas whence they came. The
internal fires were restrained, and only by vol
canic eruptions at intervals gave notice of their
existence.
Such was the mode in which the earth was
formed and adapted for the abode of man. No
material changes have taken place in its form
or surface since he appeared upon the scene.
That the centre is still in a state of ignition is

proven by the experiments made in the Artesian
wells near Paris and elsewhere. It has been as
certained that at about sixty feet beneath the
surface the temperature is unvaried by the

changes of the seasons, and that beyond that
point the heat increases at an average of one

degree for fifty-four feet ; so that at a depth of

twenty-one miles the hardest rocks would be in
a state of fusion. The surface, however, is un
influenced by the action of the internal fires,
except in cases of earthquake or volcanic erup
tion. The heat which the earth now receives,
and which renders it habitable, proceeds from
the sun and the stars—the latter contributing
no small amount.
The details of the general creation thus con

cisely described, form the second department,
or Descriptive Geology.
This branch of the science is arranged in two
divisions, viz., the Plutonic or Igneous formation,
which is abuormal, and had its origin through
fire ; and the Aqueous formation, which is nor
mal or stratified, and resulted from the action
of water.
The first of these formations is composed of
those portions of the molten mass which were
upheaved by the convulsions of nature, and re
mained in that state unchanged by the influ
ence of water. They are known as massive
rocks, and are always unstratified, destitute of
fossils, and more uniform in their character than
the rocks of the aqueous formation.
Sometimes veins of metal are found to have
been protruded through them when the mass
was in a partially fused state, and drusic cavi

ties, or geodes —cavities in tho rock lined with
crystals—exhibit themselves. The massive rocks
are distinct in their entire formation ; no other
rocks are ever found under them, except in a

few cases, where the Plutonic rock evidently
overflowed the aqueous strata. Great boulders
are now and then discovered in parts of tho
world where geologists affirm there is nothing
that resembles them in character. Deluges,
which frequently passed over the earth, un

doubtedly brought these fragments of massivo
rock from their distant homes. Evidences now
exist of boulders having been transported from
the northern regions by the icebergs which an

nually leave tho shores of Greenland.
Five groups compose the Plutonic rocks : viz.,
the granite and its varieties; the greenstone,
sometimes called the trap formation, including
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serpentine ; the porphyry, the'basalt, and the
volcanic rock, or lava and scoria. An examin
ation of the character of these rocks would in
volve the science of mineralogy. Most of them
are compound—quartz, mica, and feldspar be
ing the principal constituents. Other elements,
however, enter into some of them, and they all
differ in various respects. No rocks equal them
for hardness and durability; and the soil de
rived from their disintegration is generally ex
cellent for agricultural purposes. The neigh
borhood of volcanoes, where the lava has com
bined with the soil, often exhibits a most lux
uriant vegetation. At the foot of Mount Ve
suvius the land is remarkably fertile, and pro
duces the vine from which is made the Lachry
ma1 Christi, the celebrated Italian wine, which
some suppose to be similar to the old Faler-
nian so much lauded by Horace.
The second division of Descriptive Geology
contains the aqueous or stratified formations.
They extend back to the remotest period, and
are rendered peculiarly interesting by fossil re
mains of organic life which record the phys
ical progress of the world through unnum
bered ages. "Geologists agree," says Mr. Mil
ler, "that the vast geological scale naturally
divides into three great parts. The master di
visions, in each of which we find a type of life
so unlike that of the others, that even the un-

practiced eye can detect the difference, are sim

ply three— the Palaeozoie, or oldest fossiliferous
division; the secondary (Mesozoic), or middle
fossiliferous division ; the tertiary (Kainozoic),
or latest fossiliferous division." These divisions
comprehend five classes, which are again subdi
vided into formations and groups.
The first class comprises the primitive rocks.
Resulting from the combined action of fire and
water, at the time the crust of the earth was
formed, they are also termed metamorphie, or
altered rocks. They include the different varie
ties of slate, gneiss, and primitive limestone, and,
widely distributed, they often form part of many
mountain ranges. Slate, the first of these, com

posed the earliest shell of the earth, and under
lies, frequently at a great depth, all the aqueous
formations. Massive rocks often pierce through

it
,

and exhibit veins of ore, which—especially in
Scotland —are mined to advantage. It is of
various qualities, evincing the action of heat
and water in its formation. Where the former
prevailed the fossils are almost entirely obliter
ated. In some cases, the slate being crystal
line, there are none.
Gneiss, an arbitrary name given by miners,
differs from granite only in being stratified.
No doubt it was granite originally, thrown up
from the centre of the globe and disintegrated
by water, when it became gradually deposited
in strata upon the slate.
The last of these rocks is limestone, the finest
specimen of which is found in the quawies of
Paros and Pentelicus, whence the ancients de
rived the puro statuary marble, in which the

genius of Greek art has been so nobly perpetu

ated. Of this stone were made the Apollo and
the Hercules of the Vatican, works so "express
and admirable" that the pen of Winckelmann
can alone interpret them. . Out of this stone
also was carved theLaocoon, which Lessing has
so inimitably described. And in this stone
" ataods the stntue that enchants the world,"

the Venus de Medicis, rich with
"The mingled beauties of exulting Greece."
The second class, containing the Transition
rocks, is subdivided into two groups, the Silu
rian and the Carboniferous. The former, so
called from its prevalence in Wales —Siluria be
ing the ancient name of that country—possesses
only graywacke, a fine sandstone, associated
with lime and magnesia. The Silurian abounds
in fossils, principally polypi, which form the
coral reefs, trilobites, and other small shells. A
few fishes and some plants arc also found in this
group ; but its peculiar treasure is the trilobite.
The other group, the carboniferous or coal
formation, is perhaps the most important in the
geological scale, and the one most intimately
connected with the present interests of man.
Its first member is the Devonian or old red
sandstone, from the examination of which Mr.
Miller derived a distinguished name, and the
science of geology an equivalent advantage.
This stone, a coarse conglomerate, made up of
the fragments of older rocks, bound together by
silica or sand, is of a red color and attains the
thickness of three thousand feet, and sometimes
constitutes mountains of itself, as the Hartz in
Germany. It overlies the graywacke and sus
tains the coal. Fossil fish and shells are abund
ant in it

, but few plants appear. Next follows
the coal. "What distinguished this period,"
snys Miller, " was its gorgeous flora. It was
emphatically the period of plants— of herbs yield
ing seed after their kind. The youth of the
earth was peculiarly an umbrageous youth, a
youth of dark and tangled forests, of stately
araucarians and tall tree ferns." It has been
determined that? forests of the greatest density
must have existed in the large basins in which
the coal is principally found. These forests,
overthrown by some fearful convulsion, were
calcined under enormous pressure. Hence tha
coal is of various qualities, according to the
amount of heat and pressure to which it was
subjected. Entire calcination produced anthra
cite, or nearly pure carbon, the gas being mostly
consumed ; partial calcination, bituminous coal,
the hydrogen gas being retained ;" imperfect cal

cination, the brown coal. It is an interesting
fact that microscopic examinations of the car
bonized ferns show that they were not influenced

by a variety of seasons, but grew with an un
checked growth. In connection with this point

it must be remembered that we are now in the

third day, the period which preceded the appear
ance of the heavenly bodies. A dense vapor
then surrounded the earth and intercepted the

rays of the sun. The heat therefore which
stimulated vegetation was radiated through the
crust of the earth from the internal fires, and as
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it was continuous in its action, so vegetation
was continuous in its growth.
Among the coal, especially the brown variety,
vestiges of plants and leaves are discovered.
Whole trees even may be seen in various states
of carbonization, and in many different shapes,
evincing the numerous and singular actions they
must have undergone.
The beds of coal, which sometimes lie quite
deep, and in some places crop out, vary in thick
ness from one to forty feet, and arc mingled
with mountain limestone, coal-sandstone, and
clay. The coal measures, as they are called,
exist in many parts of the world. Russia has
very little coal, and that i&of an inferior quality ;
England possesses a great quantity, mostly bitu
minous, however; while in North America the
coal measures extend from Nova Scotia to Van
couver's Island, comprehending all descriptions,
from the inflammable cannel to the hardest Le
high. The mountain limestone which accom
panies the coal often contains iron ore of great
value. In smelting the latter this stone is used
to form a flux, and also to crust the surface of
the liquid metal with schlag to preserve it from
the oxydizing effect of the atmosphere. Organic
remains are numerous in this stratum, especially
fish. Some of these appear to have been of a
very high organization, and were perhaps allied
to amphibia; they have no representatives in
the present age. Fossil trees and plants are
likewise found in a great variety, and to a great
extent, and afford the ancient botanist no small
pleasure. The latter know nearly as much
about extinct plants and trees as their brethren
do of those now existent. By the aid of the
microscope they are enabled to divide them up
according to their respective groups, classes, or
ders, genera, and species, following the artificial

system of Linnams, and finding it as applicable
to fossil as to living flora. Coal, when carefully
heated to redness and then allowed to cool, will
exhibit, under the glass, the character of the
wood from which it was formed. Leaves, too,
have been brought to light, and their nervation
and indentation as certainly proven as if they
had left the tree but yesterday instead of myri
ads of years "before Noah was a sailor."
Much interest attaches to ancient botany,
and not a little curious are the facts which its
study reveals ; but we have not space to dwell
upon it.
We have alluded to the gorgeous flora which
characterized the period of which we are now
writing. Its exuberance may be explained upon
the following hypothesis, which is doubtless a
correct one. The moist atmosphere which then
surrounded the earth was probably surcharged
with carbonic acid gas. This deleterious ele
ment necessarily promoted an enormous vege
table growth, and was thus eliminated from
the atmosphere, which gradually purified in
process of time we know not how soon, became
respirable for superior orders of animals. So
all things " worked together for good."
The Paheozoie age here terminates—"the

evening and the morning were the third day."
Destitute of animal life in all the higher forms,
it was "emphatically the period of plants as
described in the Mosaic record, peculiarly a pe
riod of herbs and trees, yielding seed after their
kind."
The first, second, and third days referred to
in Genesis, as we understand them, have now
been traversed. As the first two, however, do
not belong to geology, only the last has been

specially treated. We have reached the fourth
day. That is not a geologic day ; but the grand
event of that day, bearing as it does so directly
and importantly upon all that follows, must not
be passed over in silence. Upon the fourth day
the dense atmosphere became rarefied, and the

heavenly bodies appeared ; the sun shone in
upon the dank earth with its benign and genial
influences, causing all creation to smile. Pre
viously its operation could hardly have been

appreciable. With the sun, too, was intro
duced a new principle —actinism — the life-giv
ing influence which belongs to the sun's ray,
and acts so powerfully in the generation of both

plants and animals. Upon the sun also de

pends the beauty of the world in all that relates
to color. In the Falaeozoic age, the various
hues and tints which result from the action of
light and heat emanating from the sun could
have had no existence ; all must have been dun
and dreary. Light "was," it is true—perhaps
it was electric — but not the glorious light of
heaven. The operations, therefore, of the fourth
day— the rolling away of the dense mist, the
lifting up of the thick curtain which obscured
the face of the earth, and the revelation of the
"two great lights," with the consequences that
ensued, are among the grandest themes that
can be suggested for contemplation. Indeed,
the fourth day of the Mosaic record in sublim

ity yields to none save the first.
We return to our subject. Now commences
the fifth day— the Mesozoie, or middle fossilif-
erous division —comprehending the secondary
rocks. This class is divided into four forma
tions and as many groups.
The first Sir Roderick Murchison designates
as the' Permian, from the name of that part of
Russia where this formation is most extensively
developed. It contains magnesian limestone,
or zechstein, and is less distributed than any
other of the stratified rocks. Germany, after
Russia, exhibits it the most; and France and

England are not without it. Its especial feat
ure is the marl-slate, celebrated for the rich
ness of the copper ore which it yields ; also the
beds of rock salt and gypsum which accompany
it. Poland possesses extensive mines of salt,
which seem to havo resulted from the evapora
tion of great seas, as sea-shells, the claws of
crabs, and vegetable impressions have been
found in them. In England, near Liverpool,
similar mines also exist. Secondary limestone
underlies both salt and gypsum. This is quite
apparent in the salt formation of the State of
New York, where the Niagara limestone ex
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tends through a large section of the State. The
same may be said likewise of the salines in the
State of Michigan. The tatter have hardly
been worked, but are presumed to be of great
value. Should the prognostications in regard
to the latter prove correct, they will rival the
salines of New York, and be a source of great
wealth to Michigan. Virginia has salt-mines,
but the salt which they furnish is of an impure
character, and can not compete with that of
New York except for the commonest uses, in
regions where the latter may not readily be ob
tained.
The fossils of the Permian are more abund
ant in quantity than variety, and do not differ
much from those of the carboniferous group.
The second group, known as the Trias, or new
red sandstone, derives its name from the three
members of which it is composed— the keuper
sandstone, the muschalkalk, or shell lime
stone, and variegated sandstone. This forma
tion appears in Europe and England ; and in
the United States extends from VermonUto the
Carolinas. It is characterized in the former
countries by gypsum and rock salt. The Trias
is extremely poor in organic remains of all kinds.
The fact most interesting and worthy of record
is the evidence preserved in the variegated sand
stone of the footprints of beasts and birds. In
the valley of the Connecticut especially, the
magnitude and separation of the tracks determ
ine the birds to have been nearly, if not quite
as large as camels. In Saxony footprints re
main of the labyrinthodon, formerly called the
hand-beast, from the character of his marks.
The remains of one beautiful plant are also
found in this stone well worthy of note —"the
lily encrimite ; remarkable for the elegance and
symmetry of its form and for its complicated
skeleton, which consisted of not less than twen
ty-six thousand pieces."
The third group is the Jura, embracing the
oolitic formation and the lias, and obtains its
appellation from the mountains of that name.
The former is subdivided into the upper, middle,
aud lower oolite—a limestone so termed from
the egg-like shape of the grains which compose
it. Clay, sandstone, and dolomite or magne-
sian limestone, are found mingled with the oolitic ;
fossils are abundant; and it is rendered quite
interesting by the caverns which have been dis
covered in it

,

containing quantities of petrified j

bones. None of them, however, belong to man.
The lowest member, the lias (layers), is dis
tinguished by the remains of enormous am
phibia. It was the period when the Saurians
lived, animals of the lizard and crocodile spe
cies, no less remarkable for their size and length
than for their voracity. The chief were the
icthyosaur, the plesiosaur, and the pterodacty-
lns. "It was the age," says Miller, "of egg-
bearing animals, both winged and wingless—
the age when reptiles of the sea tempested the
deep ; the age of enormous creeping reptiles of
the land, and of gigantic birds ; the age when
the waters brought forth abundantly."

The last group of the secondary is the cre
taceous. Chalk being the prominent member,

it gives its name to the group, but other strata
arc found in it

,

as clay, marl, and green sand.
Fossil shells, the remains of deep-sea nnimals,
with a few fish and a small number of plants,
have been discovered in this formation. With
chalk flints are always associated, and are re
solved by the microscope into "agglomerates of
the silicious shells of infusoria." Among the
rocks of this class the most celebrated are those

I which have given the name of Albion to En-

j gland. The white cliffs of Dover are seen afar
and hailed with cries of exultation by the re
turning mariner as an earnest of his home. The
chalk is the last of the middle series. Thus
ends tho Mesozoic period— the day in which God
"created the fowl that flieth over the earth,"
the creeping thing and the tcmninim of the deep.
The Kainozoie, or latest fossiliferous division
—the Tertiary— follows. It contains but one
group, tho Molasse—a coarse, loose sandstone,
forming the base of the Alps—and is divided
into the Eocene, the Meiocene, and the Pleio-
cene, or early, middle, and later formations.
Fragments of other rocks are found cemented
together among it

,

and it often alternates with
brown coal and limestone. Clay, green earth,

gypsum, and, near Paris, millstone urc abundant.
A peculiarity of this formation is

,

that it appears
to have proceeded in many places from the rill

ing up of great basins. The principal capitals
of Europe are situated in such basins. They
are of marked interest, particularly the extens

ive Molasse basin of Paris. In the United
States this formation extends along the Atlan
tic coast from Long Island to Louisiana, some
times reaching inland, as in the valley of the

Mississippi, which is one great Molasse basin,
and evinces no sign of having ever been dis
turbed by inferior strata.
The organic remains exhibited in the Tertiary
distinguish it as the period of the Mammalia. Its
flora is not remarkable, its reptiles occupy no

important place, but its animals almost exceed
credibility. For this reason it is called the ele-
plmntoid epoch — the epoch of the pachyderms,
clephanti, rhinoceri, and hippopotami, animals
of the hog genus, which surpassed the largest
animal of the present day, as the tiger surpasses
tho cat, and whose number was so vast that
" ivory quarries" of their bones are found in
Siberia, and even the local museums in England
are stored with specimens. The latter, how
ever, probably came from a little later forma
tion— the diluvium. Herbaceous and carnivor
ous animals of the types now existent, as the

deer, horse, wild cattle, lions, tigers, bears, hy

enas, etc., existed in immense numbers, and at

tained a prodigious size. It was the age of
beasts : of the dinotherium of Mayence, the
greatest of all beasts, a behemoth among ele

phants; the age of the Megatherium of Cuvier;
the ponderous sloth, the laziest of all beasts—
the age of animal life.
Tbo Quarternary rocks— the Alluvium and
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Diluvium — close the Kainozoic age, and the
aqueous formations. The gradual disintegra
tion of rock, the slacking of various minerals,
the falling down of matter and the movement
of the waters through many ages, often increased

by deluges, deposited and diffused the different
earths and soils which now render the fields

susceptible of cultivation. The rivers rolled
down quantities of matter in their turbid courses,
and deposited them at their embouchures. Thus
the deltas of the Nile and the Mississippi were
formed, and have not occupied less than a mil
lion of years. Floods undoubtedly passed over

the globe, carrying boulders from one region to
another, filling up basins, washing down hills,
distributing the debris of mountain rocks in their
progress, and diversifying the surface of the
earth. The centre of the State of New York,
known as the Onondaga Salt Basin, is one of
these diluvial deposits, superimposed upon the
Niagara limestone. It derives its salt from the
formation on its southern boundary ; hence the.
superiority of the Syracuse to the Salina wells.
Alluvial soil increased wherever climato would
permit, and often attained great depths, as in
the bottom lands of the United States, and some
of the most fertile parts of Europe. The flora
of this epoch was similar to that of the pres
ent day, but more luxuriant, and, owing to a

higher temperature and a more equable climate
throughout the world, exhibited much less the
influence of latitude. Life, too, was expressed
in every form, from the smallest to the largest
species — from the bird to the mammoth. One
example may illustrate it. " Grand indeed,"
says an English naturalist, " was the fauna of
the British islands in those early days. Tigers
as largo again as the biggest Asiatic species
lurked in the ancient thickets ; elephants of
nearly twice the bulk of the individuals that
now exist in Africa or Ceylon roamed in herds;
rhinoceri forced their way through the primeval
forest ; and the lakes and rivers were tenanted

by hippopotami, as bulky and with as great tusks
as those of Africa. The massive cave-bear and
hyena belonged to the same group, with great
oxen, and an elk ten feet in height." Truly,
adds Mr. Miller, "this Tertiary age— this third
and last of the great geological periods—was
peculiarly the age of great beasts of the earth
after their kind, and of cattle after their kind."
For this age desolations were likewise ap
pointed ; the exuberance of life was crushed out

by fearful cataclysms and throes which shook
the globe to its centre ; and the preparation of
tho earth for its high destiny was continued
through countless ages of time.
The sixth day of Moses— the sixth grand pe
riod of the genesis of the world which has been
thus rapidly and succinctly delineated—was now
drawing to a close. The earth had been long,
long quiet ; no convulsions disturbed tbe face

of nature ; all was repose. The ever-revolving
seasons, and the gray eve and the ruddy morn
returned anon to bless creation ; and the " bright
eyes" of heaven "rained influence."

" Earth in her rich attire
Consummate lovely smiled ; air, water, earth,
By fowl, flah, beast, wan flown, was swum, was walked
Frequent; and of the sixth day yet remained:
There wanted yet the master-work, the end
Of all yet done."

With the advent of man the labor of creation
terminated. Adam, "the goodliest of men,"
came from the band of God to rule the glorious
heritage, " the image of his Maker." How ma
jestic he was in his original uprightness, how
admirable, how beautiful bis abode, may be
gathered from the words of 'Dr. South : " Aris
totle was but the rubbish of an Adam, and
Athens but the rudiments of Paradise."

u From harmony, from heavenly harmony,
This tyiiveral frame began ;
From harmony to harmony,
Through all the compass of the notes it ran,
The diapason closing full In man."

The beauty was not to last. Sin soon en
tered and marred the fair creation ; and God,
who had rested from all his work, hallowed the
seventh day— the present period—by commenc
ing the task of the redemption of His fallen race.
In the great Sabbath of God is worked out the
restoration of man, and the glory of the crea
tion perfected through the sacrifice of the Eter
nal Son, " by whom are all things."
Since the advent of man no great derange
ment of the earth has occurred. The Noachic
deluge, though universal for man, was, as is

clearly proven by the records in the hills, con
fined to the portion of the globe then inhabited.
It was a judgment, the first of God's great vis
itations in wrath for the sins of man, but it was
not without mercy.
The seventh day—the last great period with
which the "grand drama" must close—progress
es ; nearly sixty centuries have passed away,
and nature still is quiet. To man it seems as
if it could never change—that seed-time and
harvest would endure forever. It is the period
of forbearance. Another convulsion must come,
more awful than any that have preceded it ;
again "the elements will melt with fervent
heat.
"

But what then? "The general tenor of
prophecy, and the analogies of the Divine deal

ings," says Alford, "all point unmistakably to
this earth, purified and renewed, as the eternal
habitation of the blessed." When the last fear
ful day shall have been numbered, the purposes
of God completed, and His word fulfilled, the
"new earth," purged from corruption and re
deemed from sin— the Paradise of the faithful
in Christ —will abide in an everlasting Sabbath.
"But of that day htoweth no man."
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ARMADALE.
BY WILKIE COLLINS, AUTHOR OF "SO NAME," "THE WOMAN IN WHITE," ETC.

BOOK THE THIRD.

CHAPTER X.

TUE UOUSE-MAID'S FACE.

ALL
was quiet at Thorpe-Ambrose. The

hall was solitary, the rooms were dark.

The servants, waiting for the supper-hour in the
garden at the back of the house, looked dp at
the clear heaven and the rising moon, and agreed
that there was little prospect of the return of the

pienic party until later in the night. The gen
eral opinion, led by the high authority of the

cook, predicted that they might all sit down to

supper without the least fear of being disturbed

by the bell. Having arrived at this conclusion
the servants assembled round the table, and ex

actly at the moment when they sat down the
bell rang.
The footman, wondering, went up stairs to
open the door, and found, to his astonishment,
Midwinter waiting alone on the threshold, and
looking (in the servant's opinion) miserably ill.
He asked for a light, and saying he wanted no
thing else withdrew at once to his room. The
footman went back to his fellow-servants and

reported that something had certainly happened
to his master's friend.
On entering his room Midwinter closed the
door, and hurriedly filled a bag with the neces
saries for traveling. This done, he took from
a locked drawer, and placed in the breast-pock
et of his coat, some little presents which Allan
had given to him—a cigar-case, a purse, and a
set of studs in plain gold. Having possessed
himself of these memorials he snatched up the

bag and laid his hand on the door. There, for
the first time, he paused. There the headlong
haste of all his actions thus far suddenly ceased,
and the hard despair in his face began to soften.

He waited, with the door in his hand.
Up to that moment he had been conscious of
but one motive that animated him, but one pur

pose that he was resolute to achieve. "For
Allan's sake!" he had said to himself, when he
looked back toward the fatal landscape and saw
his friend leaving him to meet the woman at
the pool. "For Allan's sake!" he had said
again, when he crossed the open country be

yond the wood, and saw afar, in the gray twi
light, the long line of embankment and the dis
tant glimmer of the railway lamps beckoning
him away already to the iron road.
It was only when he now paused before he
dosed the door behind him— it was only when
his own impetuous rapidity of action came for
the first time to a check— that the nobler nature

of the man rose in protest against the supersti
tions despair which was hurrying him from all
that he held dear. His conviction of the terri
ble necessity of leaving Allan for Allan's good

had not been shaken for an instant since he had
seen the first vision of the Dream realized on
the shores of the Mere. But now, for the first
time, his own heart rose against him in unan
swerable rebuke. "Go, if you must and will!
but remember the time when you were ill and
he sat by your bedside ; friendless and he open
ed his heart to you— and write, if you fear to
speak ; write and ask him to forgive you, before
you leave him forever!"
The half- opened door closed again softly.
Midwinter sat down at the writing-tnble and
took up the pen. Ho tried again and again,
and yet again, to write the farewell words ; ho
tried till the floor all round him was littered
with torn sheets of paper. Turn from them
which way he would the old times still came
back and faced him reproachfully. The spa
cious bedehamber in which he sat narrowed, in
spite of him, to the sick usher's garret at the

west-country inn. The kind hand that had
once patted him on the shoulder touched him
again ; the kind voice that had cheered him
spoke unchangeably in the old friendly tpnes.
He flung his arms on the table, and droppoi his
head on them in tearless despair. The parting
words that his tongue was powerless to utter
his pen was powerless to write. Mercilessly in
earnest, his superstition pointed to him to go
while the time was his own ; mercilessly in earn
est, his love for Allan held htm back till the
farewell plea for pardon and pity was written.
He rose, with a sudden resolution, and rang
for the servant. " When Mr. Armadale re
turns," he said, " ask him to excuso my coming
down stairs, and say that I am trying to get to
sleep." He locked the door and put out the
light, and sat down alone in the darkness.
" The night will keep us apart," he said, " and
time may help me to write. I may go in the
early morning ; I may go while—" The thought
died in him uncompleted ; and the sharp agony
of the struggle forced to his lips the first cry of
suffering that had escaped him yet.
He waited in the darkness. As the time stole
on his senses remained mechanically awake, but
his mind began to sink slowly under the heavy
strain that had now been laid on it for some
hours past. A dull vacancy possessed him ; ho
made no attempt to kindle the light and write
once more. He never started ; he never moved
to the open window when the first sound of ap
proaching wheels broke in on the silence of the
night. He heard the carriages draw up at the
door ; he heard the horses champing their bits ;
ho heard the voices of Allan and young Pedgift
on the steps—and still he sat quiet in the dark
ness, and still no interest was aroused in him

by the sounds that reached his ear from out
side.
The voices remained audible after the car
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riages had been driven away ; the two young
men were evidently lingering on the steps be
fore they took leave of each other. Every word

they said reached Midwinter through the open
window. Their one subject of conversation was
the new governess. Allan's voice was loud in
her praise. He had never passed such an hour
of delight in his life as the hour he had spent
with Miss Gwilt in the boat on the way from
Hurle Mere to the pienic party waiting at the
other Broad. Agreeing, on his side, with all
that his client said in praise of the charming
stranger, young Pedgift appeared to treat the

subject" when it fell into his hands, from a dif
ferent point of view. Miss Gwilt's attractions
had not so entirely absorbed his attention as to
prevent him from noticing the impression which
the new governess had produced on her em
ployer and her pupil.
"There's a screw loose somewhere, Sir, in
Major Mtlroy's family," said the voice of young
Pedgift. "Did you notice how the major and
his daughter looked when Miss Gwilt made her
excuses for being late at the Mere? You don't
remember? Do you remember what Miss Gwilt
said ?"
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"Something about Mrs. Milroy, wasn't it?"
Allan rejoined.
Young Pedgift's voice dropped mysteriously a

note lower.
"Miss Gwilt reached the cottage this after
noon, Sir, at the time when I told you she would
reach it

,
and she would have joined us at the

time I told you she would come, but for Mrs.
Milroy. Mrs. Milroy sent for her up stairs as
soon as she entered the house, and kept her up
stairs a good half hour and more. That was
Miss Gwilt's excuse, Mr. Armadale, for being
late at the Mere."
"Well, and what then?"
"You seem to forget, Sir, what the whole
neighborhood has heard about Mrs. Milroy ever
since the major first settled among us. We
have all been told, on the doctor's own authority,
that she is too great a sufferer to see strangers.
Isn't it a little odd that she should have sudden

ly turned out well enough to see Miss Gwilt (in
her husband's absence) the moment Miss Gwilt
entered the house?"
" Not a bit of it ! Of course she was anxious
to make acquaintance with her daughter's gov
erness."
"Likely enough, Mr. Armadale. But the
major and Miss Neelie don't sec it in that light,
at any rate. I had my eye on them both when
the governess told them that Mrs. Milroy had
sent for her. If ever I saw a girl look thbrough-

ly frightened, Miss Milroy was that girl ; and

(if I may be allowed, in the strictest confidence,
to libel a gallant soldier) I should say that the
major himself was much in the same condition.
Take my word for it

,

Sir, there's something
wrong up stairs in that pretty cottage of yours ;

and Miss Gwilt is mixed up in it already."
There was a minute of silence. When the
voices were next heard by Midwinter they were
farther away from the house, Allan was proba
bly accompanying young Pedgift a few steps on
his way back.
After a while Allan's voice was audible once
more under the portico, making inquiries after
his friend ; answered by the servant's voice giv
ing Midwinter's message. This brief interrup
tion over, the silence was not broken again till
the time came for shutting up the house. The
servants' footsteps passing to and fro, the clang
of closing doors, the barking of a disturbed dog
in the stable-yard— these sounds warned Mid
winter that it was getting late. He rose me
chanically to kindle a light. But his head was
giddy, his hand trembled—he laid aside the
match-box, and returned to his chair. The
conversation between Allan and young Pedgift
had ceased to occupy his attention the instant
he ceased to hear it ; and now again, the sense
that the precious time was failing him became
a lost sense, as soon as the house-noises which
had awakened it had passed away. His ener
gies of body and mind were both alike worn
out ; he waited with a stolid resignation for the
trouble that was to come to him with the com
ing day.

An interval passed, and the silence was once
more disturbed by voices outside ; the voices of
a man and a woman this time. The first few
words exchanged between them indicated plain

ly enough a meeting of the clandestine kind :

and revealed the man as one of the servants at
Thorpe-Ambrose, and the woman as one of the
servants at the cottage.
Here again, after the first greetings were over,
the subject of the new governess became the all-
absorbing subject of conversation. The woman
was brimful of forebodings (inspired solely by
Miss Gwilt's good looks), which she poured out
irrepressibly on the man, try as he might to di
vert her to other topies. Sooner or later, let
him mark her words, there would be an awful
" upset" at the cottage. Her master, it might
be mentioned in confidence, led a dreadful life
with her mistress. The major was the best of
men ; he hadn't a thought in his heart beyond
his daughter and his everlasting clock. But
only let a nice-looking woman come near the
place, and Mrs. Milroy was jealous of her—
raging jealous, like a woman possessed, on that
miserable sick-bed of hers. If Miss Gwilt (who
was certainly good-looking, in spite of her hide
ous hair) didn't blow the fire into a flame be
fore many days more were over their heads the
mistress was the mistress no longer, but some
body else. Whatever happened, the fault, this
time, would lie at the door of the major's mo
ther. The old lady and the mistress had had a
dreadful quarrel two years since; and the old

lady had gone away in a fury, telling her son,
before all the servants, that if ho had a spark
of spirit in him, he would never submit to bis
wife's temper as he did. It would be too much
perhaps to accuse the major's mother of purpose

ly picking out a handsome governess to spite
the major's wife. But it might be safely said
that the old lady was the last person in the world
to humor the mistress's jealousy, by declining
to engage a capable and respectable governess
for her grand-daughter, because that governess
happened to be blessed with good looks. How

it was all to end (except that it was certain to
end badly) no human creature could say. Things
were looking as black already as things well
could. Miss Neelie was crying, after the day's
pleasure (which was one bad sign) ; the mistress
had found fault with nobody (which was an

other) ; the master had wished her good-night
through the door (which was a third) ; and the
governess had locked herself up in her room

(which was the worst sign of all, for it looked as

if she distrusted the servants). Thus the stream
of the woman's gossip ran on, and thus it reached
Midwinter's ears through the window, till the
clock in the stable-yard struck, and stopped the

talking. When the last vibrations of the bell
had died away the voices were not audible again,
and the silence was broken no more.
Another interval passed, and Midwinter made

a new effort to rouse himself. This time ho
kindled the light without hesitation, and took
the pen in hand.
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He wrote at the first trial with a sudden fa
cility of expression, which, surprising him as he
went on, ended in rousing in him some vague
suspicion of himself. He left the table, and
bathed his head and face in water, and came
back to read what he had written. The lan
guage was barely intelligible — sentences were
left unfinished ; words were misplaced one for
the' other—every line recorded the protest of the
weary brain against the merciless will that had
forced it into action. Midwinter tore up the
sheet of paper as he had torn up the other sheets
before it—and sinking under the struggle at last,
laid his weary head on the pillow. Almost on
the instant exhaustion overcame him, and be
fore he could put the light out he fell asleep.
He was roused by a noise at the door. The
sunlight was pouring into the room ; the candle
had burned down into the socket ; and the serv
ant was waiting outside with a letter which had
come for him by the morning's post.
"I ventured to disturb you, Sir," said the
man, when Midwinter opened the door, "be
cause the letter is marked 'Immediate,' and I
didn't know but it might be of some conse
quence."
Midwinter thanked him, and looked at the
letter. It was of some consequence — the hand
writing was Mr. Brock's.
He paused to collect his faculties. The torn
sheets of paper on the floor recalled to him in a
moment the position in which he stood. He
locked the door again, in the fear that Allan
might rise earlier than usual and come in to
make inquiries. Then — feeling strangely little
interest in any thing that the rector could write
to him now—he opened Mr. Brock's letter, and
read these lines :

" Tuettday.
"My dear Midwinteh, —It is sometimes
best to tell bad news plainly in few words. Let
me tell mine at once in one sentence. My pre
cautions have all been defeated ; the woman has
escaped me.
"This misfortune — for it is nothing less—
happened yesterday (Monday). Between elev
en and twelve in the forenoon of that day, the
business which originally brought me to Lon
don obliged me to go to Doctors' Commons,
and to leave my servant Robert to watch the
house opposite our lodging until my return.
About an hour and a half after my departure he
observed an empty cab drnwn up at the door of
the house. Boxes and bags made their appear
ance first ; they were followed by the woman her
self, in the dress I had first seen her in. Hav
ing previously secured a cab, Robert traced her
to the terminus of the Northwestern Railway —
saw her pass through the ticket-office—kept her
in view till she reached the platform —and there,
in the confusion caused by the starting of a
large mixed train, lost her. I must do him
the justice to say that he at once took the right
course in this emergency.- Instead of wasting
time in searching for her on the platform, he

looked along the line of carriages ; and he pos

itively declares that he failed to see her in any
one of them. He admits, at the same time,
that his search (conducted between two o'clock,
when he lost sight of her, and ten minutes past,
when the train started), was, in the confusion
of the moment, necessarily an imperfect one.
But this latter circumstance, in my opinion,
matters little. I as firmly disbelieve in the wo- ,
man's actual departure by that train as if I had
searched every one of the carriages myself ; and
you, I have no doubt, will entirely agree with
me.

"You now know how the disaster happened.
Let us not waste time and words in lamenting
it. The evil is done—and you and I together
must find the way to remedy it.
" What I have accomplished already, on my
side, may bo told in two words. Any hesita
tion I might have previously felt at trusting this
delicate business in strangers' hands, was at an
end the moment I heard Robert's news. I went
back at once to the city, and placed the whole
matter confidentially before my lawyers. The
conference was a long one ; and when I left
the office it was past the post-hour, or I should
have written to you on Monday instead of

writing to-day. My interview with the law
yers was not very encouraging. They warn me
plainly that serious difficulties stand in the way
of our recovering the last trace. But they have
promised to do their best ; and we have decided
on the course to be taken—excepting one point
on which we totally differ. I must tell you what
this difference is ; for while business keeps me

away from Thorpe-Ambrose you are the only
person whom I can trust to put my convictions
to the test.
" The lawyers are of opinion, then, that the
woman has been aware from the first that I was
watching her ; that there is, consequently, no
present hope of her being rash enough to ap
pear personally at Thorpe-Ambrose ; that any
mischief she may have in contemplation to do
will be done in the first instance by deputy;
and that the only wise course for Allan's friends
and guardians to take is to wait passively till
events enlighten them. My own idea is dia
metrically opposed to this. After what has
happened at the railway I can not deny that
the woman must have discovered that I was
watching her. But she has no reason to sup
pose that she has not succeeded in deceiving
me ; and I firmly believe she is bold enough to
take us by surprise, and to win, or force, her

way into Allan's confidence before we are pre
pared to prevent her. You and you only (while
I am detained in London) can decide whether I
am right or wrong—and you can do it in this
way. Ascertain at onco whether nny woman
who is a stranger in the neighborhood has ap
peared since Monday last at, or near, Thorpe-
Ambrose. If any such person has been observed
(and nobody escapes observation in the coun
try), take the first opportunity you can get of
seeing her, and ask yourself if her face does, or
does not, answer certain plain questions which I
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am now about to write down for you. You may
depend on my accuracy. I saw the woman un
veiled on more than one occasion—and the last
time through nn excellent glass.
"1. Is her hair light brown, and (apparently)
not very plentiful ? 2. Is her forehead high,
narrow, and sloping backward from the brow?
3. Are her eyebrows very faintly marked, and
are her eyes small, and nearer dark than light
—either gray or hazel (I have not seen her close
enough to be certain which)? 4. Is her nose
aquiline? 5. Are her lips thin, and is the up
per lip long? 6. Does her complexion look
like an originally fair complexion, which has
deteriorated into a dull, sickly paleness? 7

(and lastly). Has she a retreating chin, and is
there, on the left side of it, a mark of some kind
—a mole or a scarj I can't say which ?"I add nothing about her expression, for you
may see her under circumstances which may
partially alter it as seen by me. Test her by
her features, which no circumstances can change.
If there is a stranger in the neighborhood, and
if her face answers my seven questions—you have
found the woman I Go instantly, in that case,
to the nearest lawyer, and pledge my name and
credit for whatever expenses may be incurred
in keeping her under inspection night and day.
Having done this, take the speediest means of
communicating with me ; and whether my busi-r
ness is finished or not, I will start for Norfolk
by the first train.
"In any event— whether you succeed or
whether you fail in confirming my suspicions—
write to me by return of post. If it is only to
tell me that you, have received my letter, write !
I am suffering under anxiety and suspense, sep
arated as I am from Allan, which you alone
can relieve. Having said this, I know yon
well enough to feel sure that I need say no
more.

"Always your friend,
"Decimus BBocB."

Hardened by the fatalist conviction that now

possessed him, Midwinter read the rector's con
fession of defeat from the first line to the last

without the slightest betrayal either of interest
or surprise. The one part of the letter at which
he looked back was the closing part of it. He
read the last paragraph for the second time ; and
then waited for a moment reflecting on it. "I
owe much to Mr. Brock's kindness," he thought^
" and I shall never see Mr. Brock again. It is,

useless and hopeless —but he asks me to it and

it shall be done. A moment's look at her will
be enough— a moment's look at her with his let
ter in my hand—and a line to tell him that the
woman is here!"
Again he stood hesitating at the half-opened
door; again, the cruel necessity of writing his
farewell to Allan stopped him and stared him
in the face.
He looked aside doubtingly at the rector's
letter. " I will write the two together," he
said. " One may help the other." His face

flushed deep as the words escaped him. He
was conscious of doing what he had not done
yet—of voluntarily putting off the evil hour;
of making Mr. Brock the pretext for gaining
the last respite left, the respite of time.
The only sound that reached him through
the open door was the sound of Allan stirring
noisily in the next room. He stepped at once
into the empty corridor; and, meeting no one
on the stairs, made his way out of the house.
The dread that his resolution to leave Allan
might fail him, if he saw Allan again, was as
vividly present to his mind in the morning as it

had been all through the night. He drew a
deep breath of relief as he descended the house
steps—relief at having escaped the friendly greet
ing of the morning from the one human creature
whom he loved !

He entered the shrubbery with Mr. Brock's
letter in his hand and .look the nearest way that
led to the major's cottage. Not the slightest
recollection was in his mind of the talk which
had found its way to his ears during the night.
His one reason for determining to see the wo
man was the reason which the rector had put
in his mind. The one remembrance that now
guided him to the place in which she lived, was
the remembrance of Allan's exclamation when
he first identified the governess with the figure
at the pool.
Arrived at the gate of the cottage he stopped.
The thought struck him that he might defeat
his own object if he looked at the rector's ques
tions in the woman's presence. Her suspicions
would be probably roused, in the first instance, -

by his asking to see her (as he had determined
to ask, with or without an excuse) ; and the ap
pearance of the letter in his hand might confirm
them. She might defeat him by instantly leav
ing the room. Determined to fix the descrip
tion in his mind first, and then to confront her,
he opened the letter ; and turning away slowly
by the side of the house, read the seven ques
tions which he felt absolutely assured before
hand the woman's face would answer.
In the morning quiet of the park slight noises
traveled far. A slight noise disturbed Midwin
ter over the letter.
He looked up and found himself on the brink
of a broad grassy trench, having the park on
one side and the high laurel hedge of an in-
closure on the other. The inclosure evidently
surrounded the back garden of the cottage ; and
the trench was intended to protect it from being
damaged by the cattle grazing in the park.
Listening carefully as the slight sound which
had disturbed him grew fainter, he recognized
in it the rustling of women's dresses. A few
paces ahead the trench was crossed by a bridge

(closed by a wicket-gate) which connected the

garden with the park. He passed through the
gate, crossed the bridge, and, opening a door
at the other end, found himself in a summer-
house, thickly covered with creepers, and com

manding a full view of the garden from end to
end.
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He looked, and saw the figures of two ladies
walking slowly away from him toward the cot

tage. The shorter of the two failed to occupy
his attention for an instant—he never stopped
to think whether she was, or was not, the ma

jor's daughter. His eyes were riveted on the
other figure— the figure that moved over the
garden-walk with the long, lightly-falling dress,
and the easy seductive grace. There, present
ed exactly as he had seen her once already—

there, with her back again turned on him, was
the Woman at the pool !
There was a chance that he might take an
other turn in the garden—a turn back toward
the summer-house. On that chance Midwinter
waited. No consciousness of the intrusion that
he was committing had stopped him at the door
of the summer-house ; and no consciousness of
it troubled him even now. Every finer sensi
bility in his nature, sinking under the cruel
laceration of the past night, had ceased to feel.
The dogged resolution to do what he had come
to do, was the one animating influence left alive
in him. He acted, he even looked, as the most
stolid man living might have acted and looked
in his place. He was self-possessed enough, in
the interval of expectation, before governess
and pupil reached the end of the walk, to open
Mr. Brock's letter, and to fortify his memory by
a last look at the paragraph which described
her face.
He was still absorbed over the description
when he heard the smooth rustle of the dresses
traveling toward him again. Standing in the
shadow of the summer-house he waited while
she lessened the distance between them. With
her written portrait vividly impressed on his
mind, and* with the clear light of the morning
to help him, his eyes questioned her as she came
on ; and these were the answers that her face
gave him back.
The hair in the rector's description was light
brown and not plentiful. This woman's hair,
superbly luxuriant in its growth, was of the one

uupardonably remarkable shade of color which
the prejudice of the northern nations never en

tirely forgives—it was red! The forehead in
the rector's description was high, narrow, and
sloping backward from the brow ; the eyebrows
were faintly marked, and the eyes small, and in
color either gray or hazel. This woman's fore
head was low, upright, and broad toward the
temples ; her eyebrows, at once strongly nnd
delicately marked, were a shade darker than
her hair; her eyes', large, bright, and well-open
ed, were of that purely blue color, without a
tinge in it of gray or green, so often present
ed to our admiration in pictures and books, so
rarely met with in the living face. The nose
in the rector's description was aquiline. The I
line of this woman's nose bent neither outward j
nor inward : it was the straight delicately-mould- |
ed nose (with the short upper-lip beneath) of the
ancient statues and busts. The lips in the rec
tor's description were thin, and the upper-lip
long ; the complexion was of a dull sickly pale

ness ; the chin retreating, and the mark of a
mole or a scar on the left side of it. This wo
man's lips were full, rich, and sensual. Her
complexion was the lovely complexion which
accompanies such hair as hers — so delicately
bright in its rosier tints, so warmly and softly
white in its gentler gradations of color on the
forehead and the neck. Her chin, round and
dimpled, was pure of the slightest blemish in ev
ery part of it

,

and perfectly in line with her fore
head to the end. Nearer and nearer, and fairer
and fairer she came, in the glow of the morning
light—the most startling, the most unanswerable
contradiction that eye could see or mind conceive
to the description in the rector's letter.
Both governess and pupil were close to the
summer-house before they looked that way and
noticed Midwinter standing inside. The gov
erness saw him first.
" A friend of yours, MissMilroy ?" she asked,
quietly, without starting or betraying any sign
of surprise.
Neelie recognized him instantly. Prejudiced
against Midwinter by his conduct when his
friend had introduced him at the cottage, she
now fairly detested him as the unlucky first
cause of her misunderstanding with Allan at
the pienic. Her face flushed, and she drew
back from the summer-house with an expression
of merciless surprise.
" He is a friend of Mr. Armadale's," she re
plied, sharply. "I don't know what he wants,
or why he is here."
"A friend of Mr. Armadale's!" The gov

erness's face lit up with a suddenly-roused in
terest as she repeated the words. She returned
Midwinter's look, still steadily fixed on her, with
equal steadiness on her side.
"For my part," pursued Neelie, resenting

Midwinter's insensibility to her presence on the
scene, " I think it a great liberty to treat papa's
garden as if it was the open park !"

The governess turned round and gently in
terposed.
"My dear Miss Milroy," she remonstrated,
"there are certain distinctions to be observed.
This gentleman is a friend of Mr. Armadale's.
You could hardly express yourself more strong

ly if he was a perfect stranger."
" I express my opinion," retorted Neelie,
chafing under the satirically indulgent tone in
which the governess addressed her. "It is a

matter of taste, Miss Gwilt ; and tastes differ."
She turned away petulantly, and walked back

by herself to the cottage.
" She is very young," said Miss Gwilt, ap
pealing with a smile to Midwinter's forbearance;
"and, as you must see for yourself, Sir, she is

a spoiled child." She paused —showed, for an
instant only, her surprise at Midwinter's strange
silence and strange persistency in keeping his
eyes still fixed on her— then set herself, with a
charming grace and readiness, to help him out
of the false position in which he stood. "As
you have extended your walk thus far," she re
sumed, " perhaps you will kindly favor me, on
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your return, by taking a message to your friend ?
Mr. Armadale has been so good as to invite me
to see the Thorpe-Ambrose gardens this morn

ing. Will you say that Major Milroy permits
me to accept the invitation (in company with
Miss Milroy) between ten and eleven o'clock ?"
For a moment her eyes rested, with a renewed
look of interest, on Midwinter's face. She
waited, still in vain, for an answering word
from him—smiled, as if his extraordinary si
lence amused rather than angered her—and
followed her pupil back to the cottage.

It was only when the last trace of her had
disappeared that Midwinter roused himself and

attempted to realize the position in which he
stood. The revelation of her beauty was in no
respect answerable for the breathless astonish
ment which had held him spell-boun'd up to this
moment. The one clear impression she had pro
duced on him thus far began and ended with
his discovery of the astounding contradiction
that her face offered, in one feature after anoth
er, to the description in Mr. Brock's letter. All
beyond this was vague and misty—a dim con
sciousness of a tall, elegant woman, and of kind
words, modestly and gracefully spoken to him,
and nothing more.
He advanced a few steps into the garden,
without knowing why—stopped, glancing hith
er and thither like a man lost—recognized the
summer-house by an effort, as if years had elapsed
since he had seen it—and made his way out
again, at last, into the park. Even here, he
wandered first in one direction, then in another.
His mind was still reeling under the shock that
had fallen on it ; his perceptions were all con
fused. Something kept him mechanically in
action, walking eagerly without a motive —

walking he knew not where.
A far less sensitively organized man might
have been overwhelmed, as he was overwhelmed
now, by the immense, the instantaneous revul
sion of feeling which the event of the last few
minutes had wrought in his mind.
At the memorable instant when he had opened
the door of the summer-house no confusing in
fluence troubled his faculties. Right or wrong,
in all that related to his position toward his
friend, he had reached an absolutely definite
conclusion by an absolutely definite process of
thought. The whole strength of the motive
which had driven him into the resolution to

part from Allan rooted itself in the belief that
he had seen at Hurl Mere the fatal fulfillment
of the first Vision of the Dream. And this
belief, in its turn, rested necessarily on the
conviction that the woman who was the one
survivor of the tragedy in Madeira must be
also inevitably the woman whom he had seen

standing in the Shadow's place at the pool.
Firm in that persuasion, he had himself com
pared the object of his distrnst and of the rector's
distrust with the description written by the rec
tor himself — a description carefully minute, by
a man entirely trust-worthy —and bis own eyes

had informed him that the woman whom he had
seen at the Mere and the woman whom Mr.
Brock had identified in London were not one,
but Two. In the place of the Dream-Shadow
there had stood, on the evidence of the rector's
letter, not the instrument of the Fatality—bat
a stranger !
No such doubts as might have troubled a less
superstitious man were started in hit mind by
the discovery that had now opened on him.
It never occurred to him to ask himself wheth
er a stranger might not be the appointed instru
ment of the Fatality, now when the letter had
persuaded him that a stranger had been revealed
as the figure in the dream-landscape. No such
idea entered, or could enter, his mind. The one
woman whom liis superstition dreaded was the
woman who had entwined herself with the lives
of the two Armadales in the first generation,
and with the fortunes of the two Armadales in
the second —who was at once the marked object
of his father's death-bed warning and the first
cause of the family calamities which had opened
Allan's way to the Thorpe-Ambrose estate—the
woman, in a word, whom he would have known

instinctively, but for Mr Brock's letter, to be
the woman whom he had now actually seen.
Looking at events as they had just happened,
under the influence of the misapprehension into
which the rector had innocently misled him, his
mind saw and seized its new conclusion instant

aneously ; acting precisely as it had acted in the

past time of his interview with Mr. Brock at the
Isle of Man.
Exactly as he had once declared it *o he an
all-sufficient refutation of the idea of the Fatali

ty ; that he had never met with the timber ship
in any of his voyages at sea— so he now seized
on the similarly-derived conclusion that the
whole claim of the Dream to a supernatural
origin stood self-refuted by the disclosure of a

stranger in the Shadow's place. Once started
from this point—once encoursged to let his love
for Allan influence him undividedly again—his
mind hurried along the whole resulting chain of

thought at lightning speed. If the Dream was
proved to be no longer a warning from the other

world, it followed inevitably that accident, and
not fate, had led the way to the night on the

Wreck, and that all the events which had hap-

pened since Allan and he had parted from Mr.
Brock were events in themselves harmless,
which his superstition had distorted from their

proper shape. In less than a moment his mo
bile imagination had taken "him back to the

morning at Castletown when he had revealed to

the rector the secret of his name ; when he had

declared to the rector, with his father's letter

before his eyes, the better faith that was in him.

Now once more he felt his heart holding firmly

by the bond of brotherhood between Allan and
himself; now once more he could say, with the

eager sincerity of the old time, "If the thought
of leaving him breaks my heart, the thought of

leaving him is wrong!" As that nobler convic
tion possessed itself again of his mind—quiet
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ing the tumult, clearing the confusion within
him— the house at Thorpe-Ambrose, with Allan
on the steps, waiting and looking for him, opened
on his eyes through the trees. A sense of il
limitable relief lifted his eager spirit high above
the cares and doubts and fears that had oppress
ed it so long ; and showed him once more the
better and brighter future of his early dreams.
His eyes filled with tears, and he pressed the
rector's letter in his wild, passionate way to his

lips as he looked at Allan through the vista of
the trees. "But for this morsel of paper," ho
thought, "my life might have been one long
sorrow to me, and my father's crime might
have parted us forever !"

Such was the result of the stratagem which
had shown the house-maid's face to Mr. Brock as
the face of Miss Gwilt. And so—by shaking
Midwinter's trust in his own superstition, in the
one case in which that superstition pointed to
the truth—did Mother Oldershaw's canning tri
umph over difficulties and dangers, which had
never been contemplated by Mother Oldershaw
herself.

CHAPTER XI.

MISS GWILT AMONG TUB QCICKSANDS.

1.—From the Reverend Decimus Brock to Ozias
Midwinter.

" Thursday.
" Mv dear Midwinter, —No words can tell
what a relief it was to me to get your letter this
morning, and what a happiness I honestly feel
in having been, thus far, proved to be in the
wrong. The precautions you have taken, in
case the woman should still confirm my appre
hensions by venturing herself at Thorpe-Am
brose, seem to me to be all that can be desired.
You are no doubt sure to hear of her from one
or other of the people in the lawyer's office,
whom you have asked to inform you of the ap
pearance of a stranger in the town.
" I am the more pleased at finding how en
tirely I can trust you in this matter— for I am
likely to be obliged to leave Allan's interests
longer than I supposed solely in your hands.
My visit to Thorpe-Ambrose must, I regret to
say, be deferred for two months. The only one
of my brother-clergymen in London who is able
to take my duty for me can not make it conven
ient to remove with his family to Somersetshire
before that time. I have no alternative but to
finish my business ficre, and be back at my rec

tory on Saturday next. If any thing happens,
you will of course instantly communicate with
me ; and, in that case, be the inconvenience
what it may, I must leave home for Thorpe-
Ambroso. If, on the other hand, all goes more
smoothly than my own obstinate apprehensions
will allow me to suppose, then Allan (to whom
I have written) must not expect to see me till
this day two months.
' ' No result has, up to this time, rewarded our

exertions to recover the trace lost at the rail

way. I will keep my letter open, however, until
post time, in case the next few hours bring any
news. Always truly yours,

" Decimcs BrocB."
"P.S.—I have just heard from the lawyers'.
They have found out the name the woman passed
by in London. If this discovery (not a very
important one, I am afraid) suggests any new
course of proceeding to you, pray act on it at
once. The name is—Miss Gwilt."

2.—From Miss Gwilt to Mrs. Oldershaw.
"TnE CoTTAez, TnoRPE-AltmsosR,

"Saturdag, June 28.
"If you will promise not to bo alarmed,
Mamma Oldershaw, I will begin this letter in a
very odd way, by copying a page of a letter writ
ten by somebody else. You have an excellent
memory, and you may not have forgotten that I
received a note from Major Milroy's mother

(after she had engaged me as governess) on

Monday last. It was dated and signed ; and
here it is

,

as far as the first page : ' June 28,
1851. Dear Madam, —Pray excuse my trou
bling you, before you go to Thorpe-Ambrose,
with a word more about the habits observed in
my son's household. When I had the pleasure
of seeing you at two o'clock to-day, in Kings-
down Crescent, I had another appointment in a

distant part of London at three; and, in the
hurry of the moment, one or two little matters
escaped me, which I think I ought to impress
on your attention.' The rest of the letter is not
of the slightest importance, but the lines that I

have just copied are well worthy of all the atten
tion you can bestow on them. They have saved
me from discovery, my dear, before I have been

a week in Major Milroy's service !

"It happened no later than yesterday even
ing, and it began and ended in this manner:
" There is a gentleman here (of whom I shall
have more to say presently), who is an intimate
friend of young Armadale's, and who bears the
strange name of Midwinter. He contrived yes
terday to speak to me alone in the Park. Al
most as soon as he opened his lips I found that
my name had been discovered in London (no
doubt by the Somersetshire clergyman), and that
Mr. Midwinter had been chosen (evidently by
the same person) to identify the Miss Gwilt who
had vanished from Brompton with the Miss

Gwilt who had appeared at Thorpe-Ambrose.
You foresaw this danger, I remember ; but you
could scarcely have imagined that the exposure
would threaten me so soon.
" I spare you the details of our conversation,
to come to the end. Mr. Midwinter put tho
matter very delicately, declaring, to my great

surprise, that he felt quite certain himself that I

was not the Miss Gwilt of whom his friend was
in search, and that he only acted as he did out
of regard to the anxiety of a person whose wishes
he was bound to respect. Would I assist him
in setting thnt anxiety completely at rest, so far
as I was concerned, b

y kindly answering one
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plain question, which he had no other right to

ask me than the right my indulgence might

give him ? The lost ' Miss Gwilt' had been
missed on Monday last, at two o'clock, in the

crowd on the platform of the Northwestern Rail
way, in Euston Square. Would I authorize him
to say that on that day, and at that hour, the
Miss Gwilt who was Major Milroy's governess
had never been near the place ?
" I need hardly tell you that I seized the fine
opportunity he had given me of disarming all
future suspicion. I took a high tone on the
spot, and met him with the old lady's letter,

lie politely refused to look at it. I insisted on
his looking at it. ' I don't choose to be mis
taken,' I said, ' for a woman who may be a bad
character, because she happens to bear, or to
have assumed, the same name as mine. I in
sist on your reading the first part of this letter
for my satisfaction, if not for your own.' He
was obliged to comply—and there was the proof,
in the old lady's own handwriting, that at two
o'clock on Monday last she and I were togeth
er in Kingsdown Crescent, which any directory
would tell him is a ' crescent' in Bayswater ! I
leave you to imagine his apologies, and the per
fect sweetness with which I received them.
" I might, of course, if I had not preserved
the letter, have referred him to you, or to the
major's mother with similar results. As it is

,

the object has been gained without trouble or
delay. I 'have been proved not to be mi1se1/';
and one of the many dangers that threatened
me at Thorpe-Ambrose is a danger blown over
from this moment. Your house-maid's face
may not be a very handsome one ; but there

is no denying that it has done us excellent serv
ice.

" So much for the past ; now for the future.
You shall hear how I get on with the people
about me ; and you shall judge for yourself what
the chances are, for and against my becoming
mistress of Thorpe- Ambrose.
" Let me begin with young Armadale —be

cause it is beginning with good news. I have
produced the right impression on him already,
and Heaven knows that is nothing to boast of!
Any moderately good-looking woman who chose
to take the trouble, could make him fall in love
with her. He is a rattle-pated young fool—
one of those noisy, rosy, light-haired, good-tem
pered men, whom I particularly detest. I had
a whole hour alone with him in a boat, the first

day I came here, and I have made good use of
my time, I can tell you, from that day to this.
The only difficulty with him is the difficulty of

concealing my own feelings— especially when
he turns my dislike of him into dowuright ha
tred by sometimes reminding me of his mother.

I really never saw a man whom I could use so
ill if I had the opportunity. He will give me
the opportunity, I believe, if no accident hap
pens, sooner than wo calculated on. I have
just returned from a party at the great house,
in celebration of the rent-day dinner, and the

squire's attentions to me, and my modest reluct
ance to receive them, have already excited gen
eral remark.

' ' My pupil, Miss Milroy, comes next. She
too is rosy and foolish ; and, what is more, awk
ward and squat and freckled and ill-tempered
and ill-dressed. No fear of her, though she
hates me like poison, which is a great comfort,
for I get rid of her out of lesson-time and walk
ing-time. It is perfectly easy to see that she has
made the most of her opportunities with young
Armadale (opportunities, by-the-by, which we
never calculated on) ; and that she has been
stupid enough to let him slip through her fin
gers. When I tell yon that she is obliged, for
the sake of uppearances, to go with her father
and me to the little entertainments at Thorpe-
Ambrose, and to see how young Armadale ad
mires me, you will understand the kind of place

I hold in her affections. She would try me
past all endurance if I didn't see that I aggra
vate her by keeping my temper— so of course I

keep it. If I do break out it will be over our
lessons —not over our French, our grammar,
history, and globes —but over our music. No
words can say how I feel for her poor piano.
Half the musical girls in England ought to have
their fingers chopped off in the interests of so
ciety ; and, if I had my way, Miss Milroy's fin
gers should be executed first.
"As for the major, I can hardly stand high
er in his estimation than I stand already. I

am always ready to make his breakfast— and his .

daughter is not. I can always find things for
him when he loses them — and his daughter
can't. I never yawn when he proses— and his
daughter does. I like the poor dear harmless
old gentleman ; so I won't say a word more
about him.
" Well, here is a fair prospect for the future
surely ? My good Oldershaw, there never was

a prospect yet without an ugly place in it. My
prospect has two ugly places in it. The name
of one of them is Mrs. Milroy; and the name
of the other is Mr. Midwinter.
" Mrs. Milroy first. Before I had been five
minutes in the cottage, on the day of my ar

rival, what do you think she did ? She sent
down stairs and asked to see me. The mes

sage startled me a little —after hearing from the
old lady, in London, that her daughter-in-law
was too great a sufferer to see any body ; but
of course when I got her message I had no
choice but to go up stairs to the sick-room. I

found her bedridden with an incurable spinal
complaint, and a really horrible object to look
at—but with all her wits about her; and, if I

am not greatly mistaken, as deceitful a woman,
with as vile a temper, as you could find any
where in all your long experience. Her excess
ive politeness, and her keeping her own face in
the shade of the bed-curtains while she contrived

to keep mine in the light, put me on my guard
the moment I entered the room. We were
more than half an hour together without my
stepping into any one of the many clever little
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traps she laid for me. The only mystery in her
behavior, which I failed to see through nt the
time, was her perpetnally asking me to bring
her things (things she evidently did not want)
from different parts of the room.
" Since then events have enlightened me.
My first suspicions were raised by overhearing
some of the servants' gossip ; and I have been
confirmed in my opinion by the conduct of Mrs.
Milroy's nurse. On the few occasions when I
have happened to be alone with the major, the
nurso has also happened to want something of
her master, and has invariably forgotten to an
nounce her appearance by knocking at the door.
Do you understand now why Mrs. Milroy sent
for me the moment I got into the house, and
-what she wanted, when she kept me going back
ward and forward, first for one thing and then for
another? There is hardly an attractive light in
which my face and figure can be seen in which
that woman's jealous eyes have not studied them
already. I am no longer puzzled to know why
the father and daughter started, and looked at
each other, when I was first presented to them ;
or why the servants still stare at me with a mis
chievous expectation in their eyes when I ring
the bell and ask them to do any thing. It is
useless to disguise the truth, Mother Oldershaw,
between you and me. When I went up stairs
into that sick-room I marched blindfold into
the clutches of a jealous woman. If Mrs. Mil
roy can turn me out of the house, Mrs. Milroy
will—and, morning and night, she has nothing
else to do in that bed-prison of hers but to find
ont the way.
"In this awkward position my own cautious
conduct is admirably seconded by the dear old
major's perfect insensibility. His wife's jeal
ousy of him is as monstrous a delusion as any
that could be found in a mad-housc —it is the
growth of her own vile temper, under the ag
gravation of an incurable illness. The poor
man hasn't a thought beyond his mechanical
pursuits ; and I don't believe he knows at this
moment whether I am a handsome woman or
not. With this chance to help me I may hope
to set the nurse's intrusions and the mistress's
contrivances at defiance— for a time, at any rate.
But you know what a jealous woman is

,

and 1 I

think I know what Mrs. Milroy is ; and I own I

shall breathe more freely on the day when young
Armadale opens his foolish lips to some pur
pose, and sets the major advertising for a new
governess.

"Armadale's name reminds me of Armadale's
friend. There is more danger threatening in
that quarter; and, what is worse, I don't feel
half as well armed beforehand ngainst Mr. Mid
winter as I do against Mrs. Milroy." Every thing about this man is more or less
mysterious, which I don't like to begin with.
How does he come to be in the confidence of the
Somersetshire clergyman ? Howmuch has that
clergyman told him ? How is it that he was so
firmly persnaded, when he spoke to me in the
park, that I was not the Miss Gwilt of whom his
Vol. XXXI.—No. 183.—A a

friend was in search ? I haven't the ghost of
an answer to give to either of those three ques
tions. I can't even discover who he is, or how
he and young Armadale first became acquainted.

I hate him. No, I don't ; I only want to find
out about him. He is very young—little and
lean and active and dark, with bright black eyes
which say to me plainly, ' We belong to a man
with brains in his head and a will of his own ;

a man who hasn't always been hanging about a

country-house in attendance on a fool.' Yes; I

am positively certain Mr. Midwinter has done
something or suffered something in his past life,
young as he is ; and I would give I don't know
what to get at it. Don't resent my taking up
so much space in writing about him. He has
influence enough over young Armadale to be a

very awkward obstacle in my way, unless I can
secure his good opinion at starting.
"Well, you may ask, and what is to prevent
your securing his good opinion? I am sadly
afraid, Mother Oldershaw, I have got it on terms

I never bargained for. I am sadly afraid the
man is in love with me already.
"Don't toss your head and say, 'Just like
her vanity !' After the horrors I have gone
through, I have no vanity left; and a man who
admires mo is a man who makes me shudder.
There was a time, I own— Pooh ! what am I

writing? Sentiment, I declare ! Sentiment to
you! Laugh away, my dear. As for me, I

neither laugh nor cry ; I mend my pen, and get
on with my—what do the men call it?— my re
port.
"The only thing worth inquiring is

,

whether

I am right or wrong in my idea of the impres
sion I have made on him. Let me see— I have
been four times in his company. The first time
was in the major's garden, where we met unex
pectedly, face to face. He stood looking at me,
like a man petrified, without speaking a word.
The effect of my horrid red hair, perhaps?
Quite likely—let us lay it on my hair. The
second time was in going over the Thorpe- Am
brose grounds with young Armadale on one side
of me and my pupil (in the sulks) on the other.
Out comes Mr. Midwinter to join us—though
he had work to do in the steward's office, which
he had never been known to neglect on any
other occasion. Laziness, possibly ? or an at
tachment to Miss Milroy ? I can't say ; we will
lay it on Miss Milroy, if you like— I only know
he did nothing but look at me. The third time
was at the private interview in the park, which

I have told you of already. I never saw a man
so agitated at patting a delicate question to a

woman in my life. But that might have been
only awkwardness; and his perpetually looking
back after me when we had parted, might have
been only looking back at the view. Lay it on
the view ; by all means lay it on the view ! The
fourth time was this very evening, at the little
party. They made me play ; and, as the piano
was a good one, I did my best. All the com
pany crowded round me, and paid me their com

pliments (my charming pupil paid hers, with a
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face like a cat's, just before she spits), except

Mr. Midwinter. He waited till it was time to
go, and then he caught me alone for a moment

in the hall. There was just time for him to

take my hand and say two words. Shall I tell
you bow he took my hand, and what his voice

sounded like when he spoke? Quite needless!

You have always told me that the late Mr. Older-
shaw doted on you. Just recall the first time
he took your hand and whispered a word or two

addressed to your private ear. To what did
you attribute his behavior on that occasion ? I
have no doubt, if you had been playing on the
piano in the course of the evening, you would

have attributed it entirely to the music !
"No! you may take my word for it

,

the harm

is done. This man is no rattle-pated fool, who

changes his fancies as readily as he changes his

clothes— the fire that lights those big black eyes
of his is not an easy fire, when a woman has
once kindled it

,

for that woman to put out. I
don't wish to discourage you ; I don't say the
chances arc against us. But with Mrs. Mijroy
threatening me on one side, and Mr. Midwinter
on the other, the worst of all risks to run is the
risk of losing time. Young Armadale has hinted
already, as well as such a lout can hint, at a pri
vate interview ! Miss Milroy's eyes are sharp,
and the nurse's eyes are sharper; and I shall
lose my place if they cither of them find me out.
No matter! I must take my chance, and give
him the interview. Only let me get him alone,
only let me escape the prying eyes of the wo
men, and— if his friend doesn't come between
us— I answer for the result !

"In the mean time have I any thing more
to tell you ? Are there any other people in our
way at Thorpe- Ambrose ? Not another creat
ure I None of the resident families call here,
young Armadale being, most fortunately, in bad
odor in the neighborhood. There are no hand
some highly-bred women to come to the house,
and no persons of consequence to protest against
his attentions to a governess. The only guests
he could collect at his party to-night were the

lawyer and his family (a wife, a son, and two

daughters), and a deaf old woman and her son—

all perfectly unimportant people, and all obe
dient humble servants of the stupid young
squire.
"Talking of obedient humble servants there

is one other person established here who is em

ployed in the steward's office — a miserable, shab
by, dilapidated old man named Bash wood. He

is a perfect stranger to me, and I am evidently
a perfect stranger to him ; for he has been ask
ing the house-maid at the cottage who I am.
It is paying no great compliment to myself to
confess it ; but it is not the less true that I pro
duced the most extraordinary impression on this
feeble old creature the first time he saw me.
He turned all manner of colors, and stood trem
bling and staring at me as if there was some
thing perfectly frightful in my face. I felt
quite startled for the moment— for of nil the
ways in which men have looked at me, no man

ever looked at me in that way before. Did you
ever see the boa constrictor fed at the Zoological
Gardens ? They put a live rabbit into his cage,
and there is a moment when the two creatures
look at each other. I declare Mr. Bashwood
reminded me of the rabbit !

"Why do I mention this? I don't know
why. Perhaps I have been writing too long,
and my head is beginning to fail me. Per
haps Mr. Bashwood's manner of admiring me
strikes my fancy by its novelty. Absurd! I

am exciting myself, and troubling you about
nothing. Oh, what a weary, long letter I have
written ! and how brightly the stars look at me
through the window —and how awfully quiet
the night is! Send me some more of those

sleeping drops, and write me one of your nice,
wicked, amusing letters. You shall hear from
me again as soon as I know a little better how

it is all likely to end. Good-night, and keep a
corner in your stony old heart for L. G."

3.—From Mrs. Oldershaw to Miss Gtuilt.
il Diana StBeBt, Pihuco, Monday.

" Mr dear Lvdia, — I am in no state of mind
to write you an amusing letter. Your news is

very discouraging, and the recklessness of your
tone quite alarms me. Consider the money I

have already advanced, and the interests we
both have at stake. Whatever else you are
don't be reckless, for Heaven's sake !

" What can I do ?— I ask myself, as a wo
man of business, what can I do to help you ? I

can't give you advice, for I am not on the spot,
and I don't know how circumstances may alter
from one day to another. Situated as we are

now I can only be useful in one way ; I can
discover a new obstacle that threatens you, and

I think I can remove it.
" You say, with great truth, that there never
was a prospect yet without an ugly place in it
,

and that there are two ugly places in your pros

pect. My dear, there may be three ugly places

if I don't bestir myself to prevent it ; and the
name of the third place will be—Brock ! Is it

possible you can refer, as you have done, to the

Somersetshire clergyman and not see that the

progress you make with young Armadale will
be, sooner or later, reported to him by young
Armadale's friend? Why, now I think of it,
you are doubly at the parson's mercy ! You are
at the mercy of any fresh suspicion which may
bring him into the neighborhood himself at a

day's notice ; and you are at the mercy of his

interference the moment he hears that the squire

is committing himself with a neighbor's govern
ess. If I can do nothing else I can keep this
additional difficulty out of your way. And oh,
Lydia, with what alacrity I shall exert myself
after the manner in which the old wretch in
sulted me when I told him that pitiable story in
the street 1 I declare I tingle with pleasure at
this new prospect of making a fool of Mr; Brock.

' ' And how is it to be done ? Just as we have
done it already, to bo sure. He has lost ' Miss
Gwilt' (otherwise my house-maid), hasn't he?
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Very well. He shall find her again, wherever
he is now, suddenly settled within easy reach
of him. As long as she stops in the place he
will stop in it ; and as we know he is not at
Thorpe- Ambrose there you are free of him!
The old gentleman's suspicions have given us a
great deal of trouble so far. Let us turn them
to some profitable account at last; let us tie
him, by his suspicions, to my house-maid's

apron-string. Most refreshing ! Quite a moral
retribution, isn't it ?
"The only help I need trouble you for is help
you can easily give. Find out from Mr. Mid
winter where the parson is now, and let me
know by return of post. If he is in London I
will personally assist my house-maid in the nec
essary mystification of him. If he is any where
else I will send her after him, accompanied by
a person on whoso discretion I can implicitly
rely.
' ' You shall have the sleeping-drops to-mor
row. In the mean time, I say .at the end what
I said at the beginning —no recklessness ! Don't
encourage poetical feelings by looking at the
stars ; and don't talk about the night being aw

fully quiet. There are people (in Observatories)
paid to look at the stars for you—leave it to
them. And as for the night, do what Provi
dence intended you to do with the night when
Providence provided you with eyelids—go to
sleep in it.

" Affectionately yours,
" Maria Oldershaw."

i.—From the Reverend Decimua Brock to Oziaa
Midwinter.

i' BoscoiiaE Rectory, West Pomeeset,
Thursday, July 3.

"My dear Midwinter,—One line before
the post goes out, to relieve you of all sense of
responsibility at Thorpe-Ambrose, and to make
my apologies to the lady who lives as governess
in Major Milroy's family.
" The Miss Gwilt—or perhaps I ought to say,
the woman calling herself by that name—has,
to my unspeakable astonishment, openly made
her appearance here, in my own parish ! She
is staying at the inn, accompanied by a plausi
ble-looking man, who passes as her brother.
What this audacious proceeding really means—
unless it marks a new step in the conspiracy
against Allan, taken under new advice— is

,

of
course, more than I can yet find out." My own idea is, that they have recognized
the impossibility of getting at Allan, without
finding me (or you) as an obstacle in their way ;

and that they are going to make a virtue of
necessity by boldly trying to open their commu
nications through me. The man looks capable
of any stretch of audacity ; and both ho and the
woman had the impudence to bow when I met
them in the village half an hour since. They
have been making inquiries already about Allan's
mother—here, where her exemplary life may set
their closest scrutiny at defiance. If they will
only attempt to extort money, as the price of

the woman's silence on the subject of poor Mrs.
Armadale's conduct in Madeira at the time of
her marriage, they will find me well prepared
for them beforehand. I have written by this
post to my lawyers, to send a competent man to
assist me : and he will stay at the rectory, in
any character which he thinks it safest to as
sume under present circumstances.
"You shall hear what happens in the next
day or two.
" Always truly yours, Decimus Brocr."

CHAPTER XII.
THE CLOUDING OF TUE 8KT.

NrnE days had passed, and the tenth day was

nearly at an end, since Miss Gwilt and her
pupil had taken their morning walk in the cot

tage garden.
The night was overcast. Since sunset there
had been signs in the sky from which the popu
lar forecast had predicted rain. The reception-
rooms at the great house were all empty and
dark. Allan was away, passing the evening
with the Milroys; and Midwinter was waiting
his return —not where Midwinter usually waited,
among the books in the library —but in the lit
tle back-room which Allan's mother had inhab
ited in the last days of her residence at Thorpe-
Ambrose.
Nothing had been taken away, but much had
been added to the room, since Midwinter had
first seen it. The books which Mrs. Armadale
had left behind her, the furniture, the old mat
ting on the floor, the old paper on the walls,
were all undisturbed. The statuette of Niobe
still stood on its bracket, and the French win
dow still opened on the garden. But now, to
the relies left by the mother, were added the

personal possessions belonging to the son. The
wall, bare hitherto, was decorated with water-
color drawings—with a portrait of Mrs. Arma
dale, supported on one side by a view of the old
house in Somersetshire, and on the other by a

picture of the yacht. Among the books which
bore in faded ink Mrs. Armadale's inscription,
"From my father," were other books inscribed
in the same handwriting, in brighter ink, "To
my son." Hanging to the wall, ranged on the

chimney-piece, scattered over the table, were a

host of little objects, some associated with Allan's
past life, others necessary to hiB daily pleasures
and pursuits, and all plainly testifying that the
room which he habitually occupied at Thorpe-
Ambrose was the very room which had once re
called to Midwinter the second vision of the
dream. Here, strangely unmoved by the scene
around him, so lately the object of his supersti
tious distrust, Allan's friend now waited com
posedly for Allan's return — and here, more
strangely still, he looked on a change in the
household arrangements, due in the first instance

entirely to himself. His own lips had revealed
the discovery which he had made on the first

t
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morning in the new house ; his own voluntary
act had induced the son to establish himself in

the mother's room.
Under what motives had he spoken the words ?

Under no motives which were not the natural

growth of the new interests and the new hopes
that now animated him.
The entire change wrought in his convictions
by the memorable event that had brought him

face to face with Miss Gwilt, was a change which
it was not in his nature to hide from Allan's
knowledge. He had spoken openly, and had
spoken as it was in his character to speak. The
merit of conquering his superstition was a merit
which he shrank from claiming, until he had

first unsparingly exposed that superstition in its

worst and weakest aspects to view. It was only
after he had uureservedly acknowledged the im

pulse under which he had left Allan at the Mere
that he had taken credit to himself for the new

point of view from which he could now look at
the Dream. Then, and not till then, ho had
spoken of the fulfillment of the first Vision, as
tbo doctor at the Isle of Man might have spoken
of it— he had asked, as the doctor might have

asked, Whero was the wonder of their seeing a

pool at sunset, when they had a whole net-work
ofpools within a few hours' drive of them? and
what was there extraordinary in discovering a
woman at the Mere, when there were roads that
led to it

,

and villages in its neighborhood, and
boats employed on it

,

and pleasure parties visit
ing it? So again, he had waited to vindicate
the firmer resolution with which he looked to
the future, until he had first revealed all that
he now saw himself of the errors of the past.
The abandonment of his friend's interests, the
unworthiness of the confidence that had given
him the steward's place, the forgetfulness of the
trust that Mr. Brock had reposed in him, all
implied in the one idea of leaving Allan, were
all pointed out. The glaring self-contradictions
betrayed in accepting the Dream as the revela
tion of a fatality, and in attempting to escape
that fatality by an exertion of free-will — in toil
ing to store up knowledge of the steward's duties
for the future, and in shrinking from letting the
future find him in Allan's house —were, in their
turn, unsparingly exposed. To every error, to
every inconsistency, he resolutely confessed, be
fore he attempted to assert the clearer and bet
ter mind that was in him—before he ventured
on the last simple appeal which closed all,
"Will you trust mo in the future ? will you for
give and forget the past?"
A man who could thus open his whole heart,
without one lurking reserve inspired by consid
eration for himself, was not a man to forget any
minor act of concealment of which his weakness
might have led him to be guilty toward his
friend. It lay heavy on Midwinter's conscience
that he had kept secret from Allan a discovery
which he ought in Allan's dearest interests to
have revealed — tbo discovery of his mother's
room.
But one doubt had closed his lips— the doubt

whether Mrs. Armadale's conduct in Madeira
had been kept secret on her return to England.
Careful inquiry, first among the servants, then
among the tenantry, careful consideration of the
few reports current at the time, as repeated to
him by the few persons left who remembered
them, convinced him at last that the family se
cret had been successfully kept within thefamilv
limits. Once satisfied that whatever inquiries
the son might make would lead to no disclosure
which could shake his respect for his mother's
memory, Midwinter had hesitated no longer.
He had taken Allan into the room, and had
shown him the books on the shelves, and all
that the writing in the books disclosed. He had
said plainly, "My one motive for not telling you
this before sprang from my dread of interesting
you in the room which I looked at with horror
as the second of the scenes pointed nt in the
Dream. Forgive me this also, and you will
have forgiven me all."
With Allan's love for his mother's memory,
but one result could follow such an avowal as
this. He had liked the little room from the first
as a pleasant contrast to the oppressive grandeur
of the other rooms at Thorpe-Ambrose ; and
now that he knew what associations were con
nected with it

,

his resolution was nt once taken
to make it especially his own. The same day
all his personal possessions were collected and
arranged in his mother's room— in Midwinter's

presence, and with Midwinter's assistance given
to the work.
Under those circumstances had tbo change
now wrought in the household arrangements
been produced ; and in this way had Midwin
ter's victory over his own fatalism—by making
Allan the daily occupant of a room which he
might otherwise hardly ever have entered—actu
ally favored the fulfillment of the Second Vision
of the Dream.

The hour wore on quietly as Allan's friend sat
waiting for Allan's return. Sometimes reading,
sometimes thinking placidly, he whiled away the
time. No vexing cares, no boding doubts trou
bled him now. The rent-day, which he had
once dreaded, had come and gone harmlessly.
A friendly understanding had been established
between Allan and his tenants ; Mr. Bashwood
had proved himself to be worthy of the confi
dence reposed in him ; tho Pedgifts, father and
son, had amply justified their client's good opin
ion of them. Wherever Midwinter looked the

prospect was bright, the future was without a

cloud.
He trimmed the lamp on the table beside him.
nnd looked out at the night. The stable-clock
was chiming the half -hour past eleven as he
walked to the window, nnd the first rain-drops

were beginning to fall. He had his hand on the
bell to summon the servant, and send him over
to tho cottage with an umbrella, when he was

stopped by hearing the familiar footstep on the
walk ontside.
" How late you arc !" said Midwinter, as Al
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lan entered through the open French window.
" Was there a party at the cottage?"
"No! only ourselves. The time slipped
away somehow."
He answered in lower tones than usual, and
sighed as he took his chair.
"You seem to be out of spirits," pursued
Midwinter. "What's the matter?"
Allan hesitated. "I may as well tell you,"
he said, after a moment. "It's nothing to be
ashamed of ; I only wonder you haven't noticed
it before ! There's a woman in it

,

as usual—
I'm in love."
Midwinter laughed. " Has Miss Milroy been
more charming to-night than ever?" he asked,
gayly.
"Miss Milroy!" repeated Allan. "What
are you thinking of? I'm not in love with Miss
Milroy."
"Who is it, then?"
"Who is it? What a question to ask ! Who
can it be but Miss Gwilt?"
There was a sudden silence. Allan snt list
lessly, with his hands in his pockets, looking out
through the open window at the fulling rain.
If he had turned toward his friend when he
mentioned Miss Gwilt's name he might possi
bly have been a litfle startled by the change he
would have seen in Midwinter's face.
" I suppose you don't approve of it ?" he said,
after waiting a little.
There was no answer.
"It's too late to make objections," proceeded
Allan. " I really mean it when I tell you I'm
in love with her."
"A fortnight since you were in love with
Miss Milroy," said the other, in quiet, meas
ured tones.
" Pooh ! a mero flirtation. It's different this
time. I'm in earnest about Miss Gwilt."
He looked round as ho spoke. Midwinter
turned his face aside on the instant and bent it

over a book.
"I see you don't approve of the thing," Al
lan went on. "Do you object to her being
only a governess ? You can't do that, I'm sure.
If you were in my place, her being only a gov
erness wouldn't stand in the way with you?"
"No," said Midwinter; "I can't honestly
say it would stand in the way with me." He
gave the answer reluctantly, and pushed his
chair back out of the light of the lamp.
" A governess is a lady who is not rich," said
Allan, in an oracular manner ; " and a duchess

is a lady who is not poor. And that's all the
difference I acknowledge between them. Miss
Gwilt is older than I am— I don't deny that.
What age do you guess her at, Midwinter? I

s.ty seven or eight-and-twenty. What do you
say ?"
" Nothing. I agree with you."
" Do you think seven or eight-and-twenty is

too old for me ? If you were in love with a wo
man yourself, you wouldn't think seven or eight-
and-twenty too old—would you ?"

" I can't say I should think it too old, if—"
"If you were really fond of her?"
Once more there was no nnswer.
"Well," resumed Allan, " if there's no harm
in her being only a governess, and no harm in
her being a little older than I am, what's the
objection to Miss Gwilt ?"
" I have made no objection."
" I don't say you have. But you don't seem
to like the notion of it

,

for all that."
There was another pause. Midwinter was
the first to break the silence this time.
" Are you sure of yourself, Allan ?" he ask

ed, with his face bent once more over the book ;

"are you really attached to this lady? Have
you thought seriously already of asking her to
be your wife?"
" I am thinking seriously of it at this mo
ment," said Allan. " I can't be happy— I can't
live without her. Upon my soul, I worship the
very ground she treads on."
" How long— ?" His voice faltered, and he
stopped. "How long," he reiterated, "have
you worshiped the very ground sbo treads on?"
" Longer than you think for. I know I can
trust you with all my secrets—"

"Don't trust me!"
"Nonsense! I will trust you. There is a

little difficulty in the way, which I haven't men
tioned yet. It's a matter of some delicacy, and

I want to consult you about it. Between our
selves, I have had private opportunities with
Miss Gwilt—"
Midwinter suddenly started to his feet, and
opened the door.
" We'll talk of this to-morrow," he said.
"Good-night"
Allan looked round in astonishment. The
door was closed again, and he was alone in the
room.
"He lias never shaken hands with me!" ex
claimed Allan, looking bewildered at the empty
chair.
As the words passed his lips the door opened,
and Midwinter appeared again.
"We haven't shaken hands," he said, nb-
ruptly. "God bless you, Allan! We'll talk
of it to-morrow. Good-night."
Allan stood alone at the window, looking out
at the pouring rain. He felt ill at ease, with
out knowing why. "Midwinter's ways get
stranger and stranger," he thought. "What
can he mean by putting me off till to-morrow
when I wanted to speak to him to-night ?" He
took up his bedroom candle a little impatiently
—put it down again—and, walking back to the
open window, stood looking out in the direction
of the cottage. "I wonder if she's thinking of
me?" he said to himself softly.

Sho was thinking of him. She had just
opened her desk to write to Mrs. Oldershaw;
and her pen had that moment traced the open
ing line: " Make your mind easy. I have got
him P
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FOUR YEARS UNDER FIRE AT
CHARLESTON.

FIVE
years ago Charleston sat like a queen

upon the waters. With the Ashley on the
west and tbo Cooper on the east, her broad and

beautiful bay covered with the sails of every na
tion, and her great article of export affording
employment to thousands of looms, there was
no city in the broad South whoso present was
more prosperous or whose future seemed more

propitious. Added to its commercial advant

ages were those of a highly cultivated society.
There was no city in tbo United States that on-

joyed a higher reputation for intellectual cul
ture than the metropolis of South Carolina.
With this high intellectual culture were asso
ciated a refinement of taste, an elegance of
manner, and a respect for high and noble line

age which made Charleston to appear more like
some aristocratic European city than the me

tropolis of an American State. Combined
with the English cavalier element which orig
inally peopled the State there has always been
a strong admixture of the descendants of old
Huguenot families, who fled to this part of the
world upon the revocation of the edict of Nantes.
Some of these families, tracing their descent even
back to a prior emigration from Italy into France,
claim as their ancestor one of the Doges of Ven
iee. The Huguenot element has always been
strongly evinced in tho society of Charleston,
not only in peculiarity of taste and of feature
but likewise in ecclesiastical organization. The
present Huguenot Church is the third which has
stood upon the site— the first organization of the
congregation occurring about 1690—and is dis
tinguished by a liturgy which for beauty of ex
pression and simplicity of stylo is unsurpassed
by that of any other religious body.
The general appearance of the city was in
keeping with the historical precedents of the
people. Its churches, especially those of the
Episcopal denomination, were of the old En
glish style of building, grand and spacious but
devoid of tinsel and useless ornament. Its li
braries, orphan asylums, and halls of public
gathering were solidly constructed, well fin

ished, and unique as specimens of architect
ure. Its dwellings combined elegance with
comfort, simplicity with taste. The antique ap
pearance of the city and its European character
was the remark of almost every one who visited
it. Mr. Gilmore Simms has in this Magazine*
described the Palmetto City as it was before se
cession.

But all this is now changed. Except to an
occasional blockade-runner the beautiful harbor
of Charleston has been sealed for four long years ;
its fine society has been dissipated if not com
pletely destroyed, while its noblest edifices have
become a prey to the great conflagration of 1861,
or have crumbled beneath the effect of tho most
continuous and terrific bombardment that has
ever been concentred upon a city.

' June, 1851.

The act which ushered in this momentous
change was the passage of the ordinance of se
cession on the 20th December, 1860. No one
living in Charleston at the time that event oc
curred can ever forget tho scenes by which it
was accompanied. No sooner had the bells of
St. Michael's announced the fact than the wild
est frenzy seemed to seize the whole population.
The air was rent with huzzas; the national
ensign was every where supplanted by tho em
blem of State sovereignty; palmetto branches
were borne in triumph along the streets , bales
of cotton were suspended on ropes stretched from
house to house, on one of which was inscribed
in large letters, " The would wants it ;" while
the stirring notes of the Marseillaise, afterward
exchanged for those of Dixie, met the ear at
every corner. When the night had set in the
sky was lurid with the glare of bonfires, and the
ground fairly shook beneath the double-quick of
all the young men of the city under arms and
apparently eager for the fray.
Some there were who viewed all this with
tearful eye and deep though suppressed emo
tion. Notwithstanding the confident assertion
of Mr. Rhett, of the Mercury, that he would
drink all the blood that would bo shed, they saw
the future lurid with all the horrors of civil strife.
Among these was the venerable Judge Petti-
grew. Walking along the streets of Columbia
when the secession furor was at its height, and
being accosted by a stranger with tho inquiry
"Where the insane asylum" was to be found ?
his reply was, ' ' My friend, look around you ;
the whole State is one vast insane asylum."
The first overt act of hostility which followed
the passage of the ordinance of secession was
the firing upon the Star of the West. It is true
that, previous to this, Major Anderson had been
compelled through threats of violence to evacu
ate Fort Moultrie, and that it had been taken
possession of by the South Carolina Militia;
but no gun had yet been fired, no act had been
committed which might be regarded as a direct
and open defiance of the United States Govern
ment. This was reserved for the following 9th
of January. The resident in the lower part of
the city, looking out of his window that morn
ing, at first saw nothing particularly noticeable
in the bright blue bay which lay stretched out
before him, flanked by the low, shelving shores
of Sullivan's and Morris islands, and embracing
the grim, gray walls of Sumter. Soon, how
ever, the top-masts of a vessel were seen to rise
slowly above the horizon. As it approached
every eye was strained to catch its form, and

every ear opened to hear tho reception which
its arrival might evoke. Soon a white puff of
smoke was seen arising over the gray sands of
Morris Island, and the car caught the faint re

port of a gun. Another, and then another, till
the far-sighted of us could sec the balls rico-
chetting over the waves in the direction from
which the steamer was approaching. Had it kept
on its course Sumter, whose ramparts were now

glistening with bayonets, and whose shotted guns
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were protruding from every port, might have
made the attempt to protect her, and there would
have been enacted, though doubtless with great-
er honor to the United States Government, the
combat which occurred three months later. But
the Star of the West turned its prow and sped
back to the open sea whence it came.
There is a little incident connected with the

discharge of that first gun of the war which I
have upon the testimony of one of the first la
dies of the city. When ordered to fire, the ca
det who held the lanyard of the gun was seen
to hesitate. " How can I," he exclaimed, " fire
upon that flag which I have been taught to re-
spect and reverence from my youth? But a
stern duty compels me ;" and with that the iron
messenger went speeding on its course.
Just three months after the firing upon the
Star of the West occurred the attack upon Fort
Sumter. The whole previous night the people
of Charleston had spent in anxious expectation.
It had been rumored that the opening of the
contest would take place within the next twenty-
four hours, but whether it would occur at mid
night or at the early dawn it was impossible to
conjecture. At just four o'clock in the morn
ing, before the gray light had begun to break
in the east, we were all aroused by the report
of a heavy gun fired from one of the adjoining
islands. It was the signal to open, and in five
minutes the air was filled with the whizzing of
shot and the explosion of shell. The famous
iron battery on Cumming's Point, constructed
by Stevens, tho cashier of one of the city banks,
belched forth flame and smoke at an interval
of every three minutes, and sent its shot crash
ing against tho very walls of the defiant fort.
This was continued till the day broke, and the
sun was up before Major Anderson saw fit to
make any reply. Having, like a discreet com
mander, first refreshed his men and put every
thing about the fort in fighting trim, he opened
alike from barbette and port batteries. There
was not a man who witnessed that scene who
was not struck with admiration at the regulari
ty and precision of Sumter's fire. Gun for gun
and volley for volley, the heroic Major paid the
rebels back in their own coin. Had the fort
contained a supply of mortars as well as can
non, and a full complement of men, well provid
ed with the necessaries of life, the strife might
have continued for weeks instead of days, and
the fort never passed into other hands than those
of its rightful owners. But the hostile mortar-
batteries, inaccessible to mere shot, first drove
the Union soldiers from the use of the barbette
guns, then set the fort on fire and compelled its
surrender. Let me here state positively that
in this combat there was not a single rebel, as
there was not a single Union soldier, killed.
The only destruction of life which occurred took
place at the bursting of the gun with which An
derson saluted his flag upon the evacuation of
tho fort. It was the remark of Judge Huger,
made in my hearing, that "Providence seemed
determined to accomplish his decrees in regard

to the South without the shedding of a single
drop of blood."
,When the old State flag, riddled with shot,
was brought from the Stevens battery up to the
city and carried through the streets, the excite
ment was tremendous. Church-bells rang out
their peals of joy ; handkerchiefs waved from
every window ; friend embraced friend in a wild
delirium of delight; while the whole mass of
the population, believing that the North must

yield to such a display of Southern valor, pressed
upon the heels of the horseman and actually did
homage to the ensign which he bore aloft.
Let us now pass over tho time which inter
vened till the occupation of Morris Island by
the Union troops. It was a time of varied sor
row and gladness. Now the news of some vie-^
tory, like that of Bull Run, would stir the whole
heart of the city, and cause it to beat high with
hope. Then some defeat, like that of Port Royal,
would equally depress it. But, upon the whole,
there was the most confident assurance in re
gard to the result. "Whatever drawbacks we
may meet with," remarked one of the first citi
zens of the State, " there is not the least doubt
in my mind about our eventual success." "We
may have reverses," said the Rev. Dr. Palmer,
"but the policy of Providence from the time
of the dispersion at the Tower of Babel has been
the disintegration of nations. He allows them
to grow large and unwieldy, as this nation has
grown, and then, to promote the interests of
civilization and of His kingdom, He breaks them
asunder, as He will eventually break asunder
this mighty people."
The dread of the Monitors, which made their
appearance about this time, was very general
throughout the city. None had seen one ex

cept at a great distance, but every one had
heard tho most fabulous accounts of their for-
midableness and power. So lively was the ap
prehension created by them that batteries went

up like magic on the shores around the bay.
Sullivan's Island became one vast line of earth
works, the most formidable of which was Bat
tery Bee, on its extreme western point. Earth
works were also thrown up along the shores of
James Island. Fort Sumter was immensely
strengthened. Castle Pincknoy received a new
armament. Fort Ripley, an entirely new fort,
was constructed of palmetto logs in the centre
of the bay. Tho beautiful Battery walk, the
favorite promenade of the Charleston ladies and
gentlemen, was partially torn up, and bristled
with heavy guns. Then followed the submer
sion of torpedoes in the harbor and the organi
zation of a company of men called " Tigers,"
who, in spite of shot and shell, were to board
the Monitors as they came up tho bay, and

planting ladders against their smoke-stacks,
to throw bags of powder and other explosive
compounds into the furnaces beneath. So nu
merous were the preparations for defense, that
it was certain no vessel could come up to the
city without running tho gauntlet of at least
three concentric circles of fire.
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Some time after all these vast preparations
had been completed, on a bright sunny day,
about the hour of noon, Colonel Rhett tele

graphed from Fort Sumter to the city that
" The turrets are cominri!" and over the low flat
land of Morris Island wo could see the smoke

stacks of the Monitors moving slowly along.
One after another they came in solemn file, fol

lowed by the long black hulk of the New Iron
sides, and took their stations near the fort.

Then followed discharge after discharge from

the heaviest 'guns which had ever been brought
into naval warfare, answered by long, rever

berating peals from the batteries on Sullivan,
James, and Morris islands. The very earth
and sea shook under the terrific din. At one
time the Ironsides floated directly over a sub-
'raarine torpedo, and must inevitably have been
blown up, had not the apparatus by which it
was to have been fired failed to elicit the neces

sary spark. After some hours the Monitors
withdrew, having made but a slight impression
upon the walls of the fort. The result of this
combat inspired the Charlestonians with great

hope. It relieved them of those fearful appre
hensions which they had entertained in regard
to the Monitors, and convinced them that they
were by no means irresistible. *

In anticipation of a conflict with the Moni
tors, great numbers of military men had flocked
to the city from all parts of the South. As a
consequence, the hotels and public promenades
were crowded with officers, and the greatest dis

sipation prevailed. Balls and parties followed
each other in rapid succession ; gambling sa
loons were opened and drove a thriving busi
ness ; loose women frequented the streets, im

pudently accosted passers-by, and filled the ho

tels with their presence. Nor were these evil
influences encouraged and promoted by officers
of inferior rank alone. Military men, high in
station, and regarded as the principal supports
of " the Confederacy," by their immoral bear
ing, succeeded in bringing themselves into dis

grace, and tainting with suspicion the character
of heretofore reputable women. At no time
during the war have those high moral influences
which have been brought to bear upon the Union
soldiers, by means of the Christian Commission
and other religious associations, pervaded the
armies of the South. Both officers and men
were swept away by the same current of disso
luteness and vice, till in many cases whole ar
mies became pest-houses of immorality and ir-
religion.
The Charlestonians at this time also began to

experience trouble with their slaves. Many
were induced to follow the example of Robert
Small, and in small boats running the gauntlet
of the rebel batteries, to join the enemy. So
frequent did this become that negroes were

finally forbidden to occupy boats in certain
parts of the harbor for fishing purposes, and the
inhabitants of the city were deprived of one of
their principal articles of diet. These runaway
servants, it was well known, carried with them

to the enemy much valuable information which
would be made use of in case of an attack on
the city.
Th us affairs went on till the early part of July,
1863, when just at daybreak one morning the
people who lived on the Battery were aroused
by a sharp, rapid fire of musketry. So sudden
was it and so in contrast with the quiet of the
preceding days that it took every one by sur
prise. It was soon discovered to proceed from
the neighborhood of the southern extremity of
Morris Island, and later information developed
the fact that the Union troops had opened a
masked battery on Folly Island and seemed de
termined to force their way across the narrow
strait which separates it from Morris Islund.
How they contrived to elude the rebel generals
in the erection of this battery was a mystery.*
The surprise, however, was complete. The soli
tary company of artillerymen which had been
stationed there were soon driven back, and thus
an entrance effected through the only door by
which an approach to Charleston could have
been made. In vain had an attempt been es
sayed over James Island ; in vain had the Union

gun-boats endeavored to force the Stono ; in
vain had Sumter been assailed by the powerful
armament of the Monitors. The Charlestonians

began to exult over their secure and impregna
ble position, and avow their belief that all the
armies of the world could not force their way to
their metropolis, when the action of the 10th of

July suddenly convinced them of their error
and filled them with the gravest apprehension.
There was no one so blind but could perceive
that the charge of great negligence must be lnid
at the door of some one of their generals ; but
whether Beauregard, who had supreme com
mand, or Ripley, who acted as his subordinate,
and was intrusted with the particular supervision
of the batteries, should be arraigned was long a

I" General Cilhuore thus explalns the manner in which
thla was effected: 'i Between themiddle of June and the 6th
of J uly, ordnance and ordnance storeswerequii tly accumu
lated at Folly Island. The following armament [10batteries
with 47guns and mortarsl was secretly placedon the north
end of Folly Island, completely masked from the enemy's
view by sand-rldges and undergrowth. It was necessary
that the attack on Morris Island should be a surprise in or

der to insure success. Secrecy was therefore an essential

element in the preparations. Most of the work on the
batteries, and all the transportation to them, was accom

plished at night, and in silence. Moreover, all signs of

work had to bo carefully concealedby day. One fortunate

circumstance favored these operations. A blockade-run

ner had been cha*ed ashore just south of the entrance to

Light-housclnlct, within point-blank range of our batterios,

and while the enemy on Morris Island were Industriously

engaged in wrecking this vesselby night and day (an opera
tion which we could easily have prevented) our batteries

were quietly and rapidly pushed forward to completion.
They were ready to open fire on the 6th of July. The fact
that forty-seven piecesof artillery, with two hundred rounds

of ammunition for each gun, and provided with suitable

parapets, splinter-proof shelters and mag izines, were se

cretly placed in battery in a position within speaking-dis
tance of the enemy's pickets, exposed to a flank and re

verse view from their tall observatories on James Island,

and to a flank view at pistol-range from the wreck, fur

nishes by no means the least interesting and Instructive

incident of thiscampaigu."—Ki)iTOsHAai'Es'8 Mao azimkl
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matter of dispute. The feeling of recriminntion
eventually ran so high between the two generals
that Ripley was forced to resign, and the Charles-
tonians were thus deprived of the services of one
of the best artillerists in the Southern army.
It may not be amiss just here to relate the
impressions formed in regard to the character
of Beauregard, who during most of this event
ful period held command in the city. By all
the Charlestonians he was held in high respect,
even admiration. He was gentlemanly in his
bearing, fluent and affable in conversation, re
markable in his military capacities as an engi
neer (as the fortifications around Charleston

testify), and versed as a strategist. But he was
greatly deficient in moral courage, and in the
power to enforce discipline among his troops.
This was manifest in the battle of Shiloh where,
after virtually achieving a great victory, he lost
its results in the dispersion of his soldiers to se
cure the plunder which the Northern troops had
left behind them. It was also exhibited in the
shameful and execrable conduct of many of the
soldiers under his command which were sta
tioned within the precincts of the city. All the
disasters which he experienced may apparently
be traced to this deficiency. But Beauregard
likewise labored under great disadvantages from
the inveterate prejudice which existed in the
mind of Jefferson Davis against him. So strong
was this prejudice that it was exhibited even in
the most trivial military arrangements, and
served to increase that sentiment of hostility
toward Davis which began to bo evinced in the
minds of the people of Charleston soon after the
commencement of the war. Like Generul Jo
Johnston, Beauregard had the malignity and
power of the administration pitted against him.
Having obtained a foothold on Morris Island,
the Union troops slowly advanced by a system
of parallels till they arrived within gun-shot of
batteries Wagner and Gregg, which the rebel
troops had erected on the extreme northern
point of the island, and nearest to the city.
With their Parrott guns they could even com
mand the walls of Sumter. And now com
menced that long artillery contest which will
make the siege of Charleston eventful in all sub
sequent years. Night and day the air was filled
with shrieking shell and whizzing shot. Standing
on the Battery promenade in the darkness of the
evening, I have counted no less than eight bombs
in the air at one time. This bombardment was
almost daily participated in by some portion or
by all of the Union fleet, and then tho thunder
of artillery would be so great that every house
in the lower part of the city trembled to its base.
It was interesting also to witness the effect of
the Farrott guns upon the walls of Sumter.
They accomplished with ease what the heavy
eight, ten, and even fifteen-inch balls of the
Monitors had in vain essayed. Every shot sent
the brick and beams and mortar high into mid
air, and in some cases went through and through
the solid walls. Soon one could see tho light
shining through its grim, dark ramparts. Then

followed great breaches ; then fragments would

topple down into the water below. The South
erners worked incessantly to repair these dam

ages. Vessel-loads of sand and other materials
were nightly sent down, and large forces of ne

groes were kept constantly at work. At one
time a portion of the wall fell, burying beneath
it a number of the garrison. At another time
a Federal shell caused the explosion of a quan
tity of ammunition, and destroyed many valu
able lives. Captain Harleston, a very promis
ing young officer, who was intrusted with the
command, was struck down while inspecting
the injuries done to the fort, a loss which was
felt to bo irreparable.
But notwithstanding these apparent calami
ties, it was eventually ascertained that the ene
my's guns, so far from materially injuring the
work as a fortification, were actually making it
stronger. The loose de-bris heaped up afforded
a far more efficient protection against solid shot
than the massive brick walls. It was only nec
essary that the soldiers should be protected from
the fragments of shells which were continually
bursting over the fort, and this was accomplished
by erecting vast "rat-holes," or bomb-proofs,
and by excavating long subterranean passages
which connected one part of the fort with an
other. When the signal was given by the sen
tinel on the look-out of tho discharge of a gun,
it was amusing to see how tho area of the fort,
just before filled with men, would suddenly be
come as solitary as if never trodden by a hu
man foot.
The superiority of a fortification of de'bris or
sand over brick and stone, as opposed to heavy
artillery, was particularly conspicuous in the
instance of Battery Wagner. Day after day,
and week after week, that simple sand -work
withstood the whole Union fleet and all the land
batteries which could be erected against it
,

and
fell only through the close approach of the Fed
eral parallels, whereby their sharp-shooters ef

fectually prevented the Confederates from using
their guns.*
The successful defense of Wagner and of
other points of attack about the city was also

owing to the possession by the Confederates of

[* General Gillmore rays : '' Fort Wagner was found to
be a work of the most formidable character—far more so,
indeed, than the most exaggerated statements of prisoners
had led us to expect Its bomb-proof shelter, capable of
containing from 1500to 1600men, remained intact after
one of the most severe bombardments to which any earth
work was ever exposed. The attempt to form an opening
into the bomb-proof by breaching failed from want of
time. The heavy projectiles were slowly eatingthelr way
into it, although their effect was astonishingly slight.
Indeed the penetration of rifle projectiles, fired into a sand
parapet standing at the natural slope, or approximately
so, is but trifling. They are almost invuriably deflected
along the line of least resistance, or one departing slightly
from it, scooping out in their progress a small hollow, the
contents of which are scattered but a short distance. Un
der such circumstances the general effect produced by
firing a large number of successive shots within a small
area of say from fifteen to twenty feet square, is by no
means commensurate with tho necessary expenditure of
ammunition."— F.i,. Hxsra I Maqasine.l
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the Union code of signals. From the walls of
Sumter they could decipher with ease every

communication which passed between the army
and the fleet, and thus became cognizant of in

tended movements on the part of the Northern

troops in time effectually to resist them.
Just previous to the bloody assault on Wagner
I was sitting upon one of the scats of the Bat
tery promenade in the city when a colonel passed
by who had been in command of a battery on
James Island. Upon inquiring of him the
news, he informed me that an assault on Wag
ner would be attempted at a certain time, and

that the Southern generals were making busy
preparations to meet it. When I asked him
how the information was obtained, ho confiden

tially told me of the possession of the Union
code of signals by the Confederate officers.

Upon further inquiry as to how the Southerners
were fortunate enough to obtain this code, he
said that some days previous a Union signal-
master had been captured on the beach, and
when he had been locked up in prison the serv
ices of a clever fellow were secured, who was to
array himself in Federal uniform and feign him
self a captured Union officer. He was then to
be surrounded by a guard, marched to the jail,
and confined in the same cell with the signal-
officer, where it was understood ho was to obtain
his confidence, and elicit from him the desired
information. The device succeeded beyond the
most sanguine anticipation !
The Union soldiers wounded and captured
at the bloody assault on Wagner wero brought

up to the city on boats, and placed in a large
brick warehouse in Queen Street, near to Church
Street. It was in the month of July, when the
heat is more intense than during any month in
the year. The locality was close and confined,
and the consequence was that they died by scores.
I am not prepared to say that no other locality
could have been obtained for them. I fear that
the military authorities of Charleston will find
it difficult, in this instance at least, to acquit
themselves of the charge of a want of due con
sideration toward a prostrate and wounded foe.
The high sense of magnanimity and honor, on
the possession of which they wero accustomed
to pride themselves, was at this time entirely ab
sorbed in feelings of resentment and vindictive-

There are events in n man's life which he
never forgets ; there are scenes which never
fade from his sight, and sounds which aro ever
fresh in his hearing, though ho attain a century
of years. I can never forget, and there are
many others who can never forget, the impres
sion which the sound of the first shell thrown
into Charleston made upon the mind. It was
noar midnight, and, with the exception of a few
of the more wakeful ones, the whole city was
buried in slumber. Suddenly, and without tbo
least premonition, a whizzing, shrieking sound
was heard above the roofs of the houses, which
was conjectured by some to be a rocket sent up
from one of the signal-stations in the lower part

of tho city. A few moments served to convince
them of their error, for the sound was repeated,
and this time with such unmistakable distinct
ness as to remove all doubt from the mind of
even the most dubious. It was also noticed that
the sound was each time preceded by the faint
flash and reverberation of a gun located appar
ently on the southeastern extremity of James Isl
and. The fact then became evident, and was soon
corroborated by the shouts of the people in the
streets, that the Federals wero shelling the city.
Had the advent of the final judgment been an
nounced it could not have created greater surprise
and consternation. The sidewalks were soon
filled with flying women and children hurrying
to secure in the upper part of the town a refuge
beyond the reach of tho deadly missiles. The
excitement was increased by the breaking out of
a fire reported to have originated by the explo
sion of one of the shells. These first shells, it
was subsequently ascertained, were thrown from
the Swamp Angel Battery, located in a marsh
to the southeast of James Island, the erection
of which had escaped the observation of tho
Southern generals. This marsh, it was caleu
lated, was four miles from the nearest point of
the city, and the shells were consequently thrown
a distance of four miles and a half. And yet
this was by no means equal to what the Union
artillerists subsequently attained, for when they
had taken possession of Battery Wagner they
sent their shells three or four blocks above Cita
del Green—a distance approximating to five and
a half or six miles. The great difficulty which
has always been experienced in throwing shells
to such enormous distances consists in the great
elevation which must thereby be given to the
gun. When a horizontal shot is fired the ret
rograde motion of the gun caused by reaction is

comparatively easy. It slides along the rail on
which it rests until the force is spent, without
the least injury to itself. But it is not so when
the gun is elevnted to a great angle. Then the
concussion, instead of expending itself horizon
tally, drives the gun almost perpendicularly into
the ground, and unless carefully guarded against
will be certain to disable it. This was illustra
ted in the first attempts of the Union army to
shell the city at such enormous distances. The
guns at first almost invariably became disabled,
and it required a considerable time to attain
the perfection which they subsequently exhibit
ed in tbo demonstrations made from Forts Gregg
and Wagner. •

Again, it is a well-known fact that a new gun
will fire to a much greater distance than one
that has been subjected to much use. This is
owing to the grooves of the gun being sharp and

unworn, whereby the shell fits the more com

pactly, and the whole blast of the powder is
made available. We always knew in Charles
ton when a new gun had been mounted, by its

length of rango, and, howevor great the distance
which it attained, always comforted ourselves
with the reflection that the next shot would bo
sure to fall short.
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There was a great rash and crowd the next
morning after the first shells were thrown into
the city to sec where they fell and the effect
which they had produced. The fragments of
one were discovered in the neighborhood of the
store of G. W. Williams and Co., to the rear of
the Charleston Hotel, It had shattered the
building, and buried itself in the street just in
front. Another had attained the distance of a
square farther to the north, and fell at the cor
ner of Anson and Hasel streets, scattering its
fragments far and wide. It wns soon positively
ascertained that a residence in the lower part
of the city was no longer safe. Even should
the Confederate batteries succeed in silencing
the "Swamp Angel," the energy and enterprise
of the Northerners would soon command another
station, where they might repeat the experiment,
and perhaps with greater success. Houses in
the upper part of the city, therefore, began to bo
in demand, and that exodus commenced which,
upon the establishment of the Union batteries
upon Morris Island, left the lower districts of the
town a complete solitude.
It was ascertained when the Union troops had
obtained possession of Morris Island that they
trained their guns on the city by the tall, massive

steeple of St. Michael's. About no one of the
numerous churches of Charleston do such inter
esting associations cluster as about this time-hon
ored edifice. It is reputed to have been built after
a design furnished by Sir Christopher Wren, the
architect of St. Paul's, London. Its organ was
played at the coronation of one of the Georges ;
its chime of bells, by far the sweetest in the land,
was originally brought from England, whither
they were taken back upon the capture of the
city in the Revolutionary war by the British.
Here they were put up at auction, nud bought in

by a wealthy Englishman, who, after the war, re
turned them to the church. It was just in front
of this church, at the corner of Broad and Meet
ing streets, that a statue of William Pitt used
to stand, which was struck by a ball from the
British batteries erected during the Kevolution
on James Island, and which threw their shot
right into the streets of the city. The mutilated
statue may still be seen standing in the grounds
of the Orphan House.
During the whole of this present war the stee
ple of St. Michael's has been converted into an

observatory. Near its top a room was construct
ed, fitted up with a stove to keep its occupant
warm during cold weather, and furnished with a
powerful telescope, through which all the move
ments of the Union army could bo easily distin
guished. Night and day the observer was kept
at his post, transmitting not only frequent rec
ords of the various manoeuvres of the enemy to
the quarters of the general in command, but also
making note of every shot fired at the city.
There was imminent danger lest some one of
these shot might strike the steeple and choke up
the narrow passage by which alone a descent
could be effected, and so a rope ladder was
stretched on the outsido from the observatory

above to the ground beneath, by which, in case
of such accident, an escape might be made.
Strange to say, though the shells fell like a rain
of iron all around, striking the guard-houso op
posite, riddling the City Hall on the north, plow
ing up the grave-yard on the south, and almost
demolishing the Mansion House in the rear, yet
this steeple was not once struck, nor was the

body of the edifice injured till a short time pre
vious to the evacuation of the city.
It was interesting to notice the varied effects
of the shells in their descent into the city. Cer
tainly one half failed to explode, the percussion
shell being so arranged that it must fall at a
particular anglo in order to crush the cap which

ignites the combustible material within. Fail
ing to explode, they would simply drive a hole

through the wall or roof against which they
struck and bury themselves in the ground be

low. Many accidents occurred from digging up
these unexploded missiles and attempting to ex
tract the fuse. When a shell exploded on strik

ing the noise was equal to that of a good sized

piece of artillery, and it was certain to produce
the greatest destruction for many rods around.
I have seen almost the whole front of a two-
story building torn off by a single shell. A
large shell entered the loft of a warehouse on
East Bay Street, and striking the joists of the
roof at a particular angle, caused the whole
roof to slide off to one side. A 80-pound
Purrott exploded between the roof and ceiling
of one of the churches of the city, made fifteen

apertures of different sizes in the ceiling, demol
ished a bronze chandelier over the pulpit, broke
the reading-desk, split the communion-table,

partially demolished two or three pews, and
made several rents in the floor beneath —all the
effect of a 80-pound Parrott, the fragments of
which were afterward collected and fitted to
gether. Another shell tore open a Bible upon
the pulpit-desk of a church, leaving a leaf upon
which were conspicuous the words, "An enemy
hath done this." A large two-hundred pounder
struck the Second Presbyterian Church in Char
lotte Street just in the rear of the portico, and
so seriously injured it that it was apprehended
that the whole front of the church would fall in.
But the percussion shells, though more destruct
ive to property, were not so destructive of hu
man life as the time fuse shells which were
thrown comparatively late in the siege. The
fragment of a shell one day entered a barber's
saloon and took off the head of a negro while
engaged in his work. Another negro walking
along one of the principal streets of the city, and
hearing the approach of a shell ran into an alley
to get clear of it

,

and crouched behind a door.
The shell entered the alley, struck the door and
killed the negro. A couple newly married were
found ono morning lying dead in each other's
arms. A shell had struck the house during the
night, penetrated to the chamber in which they
were, and extinguished the life of both at the
same instant. In a house in Queen Street a
woman was sleeping in her bed when a shell pen
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ctrated the roof of the building, passed through
the bed, just grazing her outstretched arm, and
then sank through the floor into the cellar be
neath.
Yet notwithstanding the occurrence of so
many casualties, people soon became hardened
to the idea of danger, and would not hesitate to
take their walks in the lower part of the city
even when the shells were passing overhead.
One of the most amusing incidents of the bom
bardment was the eagerness exhibited by the

boys of the city to obtain possession of the shells.
The sound of the approach of one would no
sooner be heard than a troop of them would be
seen dashing through the streets to the spot
where it was likely to fall. Arrived at the
place they would immediately commence to ex
cavate it with such instruments as they could
command. The fragments of the shells they
would sell for old iron and obtain a very good
price for them, but the copper ring which banded
the shell was especially valuable from the great
scarcity of copper in the arsenals of the Con

federacy. An unexploded shell was picked up
one day near the bridge at the head of Rntledge
Avenue, on which had been .inscribed by the
Unionists, "Find your way to the arsenal, old
fellow !" When we reflect that the arsenal was
only two squares distant, and lying directly in
the line which the shell was pursuing when it
fell, we must give to the Union artillerists the
credit of having been remarkably good shots.
The accuracy of fire which was continually ex
hibited astonished the people of Charleston more
than any thing else. I had frequent occasion to
notice this accuracy. A fire would break out in
the lower part of the city and the Federals would
train their guns with such exactness that the
shells would fall directly into the flames. Upon
one occasion one of the firo engines was struck
while it was being worked, and some of the
firemen severely injured. Recalling the fact
that these shells were thrown from a distance of
over four miles, the accuracy of aim will appear
astonishing indeed.
More particularly was this accuracy of fire ex
hibited when directed to the blockade-runners
that were unfortunate enough to get aground in
running into or out of the harbor. They were
generally discovered at daylight, and in the
course of a few hours hardly a vestige of them
would remain.
During those long wearisome days and weeks
when the city was under fire almost the only
event of joy which would occur would be the
arrival of some one of these blockade-runners.
The business was finally reduced to a science.
Even in tho darkest night the cunning craft
would work their way in or out through the tor
tuous channels of the harbor. When outward-
bound the captain generally went down to Sul
livan's Island upon the evening of sailing to
learn the disposition of the Union fleet and plan
the course of his exit. Lights also were always
prearranged along the shores of the island, or sus
pended from boats in the harbor, in order to indi

cate the channel. The most dangerous point, and,
that which demanded the exercise of the great
est skill to avoid, was a narrow tongue of land
which ran out from Sullivan's Island just oppo
site Sumter, and which was known as the Break
water Jetty. Here the channel is not only very
narrow but takes a sudden turn, and it was in
making this turn that the vessel was in danger
of getting aground. The Union artillerists aft
er a while learned many of the cunning arts of
the blockade-runner, and whenever they saw a
light from tho opposite shore of Morris Island,
which they supposed was intended for the guid
ance of a vessel, they would immediately open
fire. They had a way too of sending out pick
et-boats which would quietly allow the vessel to
pass till it had rounded the jetty and return be
came impossible, and then by means of rockets
would signalize the fleet outside.
The chase of a blockade-runner was tho most
exciting thing imaginable. Like a hunted deer
it would speed through tho water, its fierce
avenger after it

,

every beam from stem to stern
quivering through the violent pulsations of its
great iron heart, and the dash of the paddles as
in their lightning-liko revolutions they would
strike the water. Sometimes not only was one
half of the cargo thrown overboard, but every
combustible thing that could be laid hold of
crowded into the furnaces to increase the steam.
Some of these blockade-runners were very suc
cessful. I knew of one which had run the
gauntlet no less than nineteen times, and had
consequently proved a mine of wealth to its
owners. When a vessel had once run the block
ade it was considered to have paid for itself, and
every subsequent trip was consequently clear
gain. The captain generally cleared on each
round trip ten thousand dollars in gold, and the
pilot and mate in proportion.
To be at all connected with or interested in

a blockade-runner was in those days esteemed
in Charleston a signal piece of good fortune. It
insured at least a partial supply of the comforts
and luxuries of life ; for the ladies an occasional
new silk dress, the envy and admiration of the
streets; for the gentlemen a good supply of
Bourbon — a box or two of cigars, or a larder
filled with Stilton cheese or West India fruits.
By-and-by came an edict from Richmond for
bidding the importation of luxuries of this kind,
and restricting the cargo of a vessel entirely to
those articles which the country needed in its
military operations, or which contributed to the

supply of tho actual necessities of the people.
One half of the cargo of tho vessel going out
was also required to bo devoted to government
account, and one half of the cargo of the vessel
coming in. This, of course, greatly curtailed
the profits of tho owners, but still immense for
tunes continued to be made on both sides of the
water.
It was about this time that a large number of
Union prisoners were brought into Charleston
from various parts of the South. They were
sent here partly for security against tho Fed
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eral raids, which were becoming very frequent
through the land, and partly on account of the

scarcity of provisions, which compelled their
distribution through the various cities and towns

of the country. The officers at first were crowd
ed in with the men, and both were placed under
fire in the lower part of the city. Upon a re
monstrance, however, sent up from General
Gillmore, on Morris Island, and a threat to
retaliate, which was actually carried out, these

prisoners were removed to u place of compara
tive security. Among the officers who were
confined in Charleston at that time was Gen
eral Seymour, whose frank and gentlemanly
bearing won for him the high respect and nd-
miration even of his enemies. Upon one day
he sent for the Rev. Toomer Porter, rector of
the church of the Holy Communion, with whom
he had had a slight acquaintance before the
war, to coma and sco him. Mr. Porter accord
ingly went, and in course of conversation the
General remarked that he had sent for him to
inquire whether arrangements could not be made
whereby himself and his fellow-officers could en

joy the privileges of religious worship. If so, he
was desirous that Mr. Porter himself should come
the following Sabbath and preach to them. In
reply to the General's request Mr. Porter imme
diately remarked that he " thought there would
be no objection made to his coming, but that he
would feel himself obligated to perform the whole
service of hisChurch." "Certainly," replied the
General, not at first comprehending his mean
ing ; "I am sure that there is no service which
will be more acceptable to myself, having been
educated in your Church —and perhaps I may
say to my fellow-officers." "But you do not
understand me, General," continued the clergy
man. "I mean to say that there is in our serv
ice a prayer for the President of the Confederate
States, which I could not deem myself at liberty
to omit." "As for that," replied the General,
" I myself care nothing. There is no one whom
I consider so greatly to stand in need of being
prayed for as Mr. Davis. However, I can not
answer for the sentiments of my brother officers,
and I will consult them and let you know our
determination by the approaching Sabbath."
The other officers were accordingly consulted,
and the result was that Mr. Porter received a
note from General Seymour, the following Sab
bath, stating that, upon the whole, it would not
bo agreeable that the services should be per
formed under such conditions. A clergyman,
however, was found who, tlrough of the same
denomination, consented to respect the scruples
of the Union officers and to omit the prayer.
Every day, as the war continued, the cur

rency became mora and more depreciated. Four
months before the evacuation of the city gold
was selling as high as seventy for one. This,
of course, greatly increased the price of provi
sions, and rendered living to those who were de
pendent upon annuities or salaries a serious
matter. A piece of roast beef, adequate for a
family of three or four, cost forty dollars ; sweet-

potatoes, a natural product of the soil, one dol
lar each ; a barrel of flour five hundred dollars,
and other things in proportion. A family of
four could hardly live on rice and the ordinary
cow-pea soup under one hundred dollars a week.
Butter, coffee, sugar, and tea were among those
luxuries about which tho least that was said the
better.
The effect of this low diet, combined with tho
great anxiety attendant upon the support of a
family and the political state of the country,
soon became apparent in the countenances of the
people. Never have I seen men grow old so
fast as the inhabitants of Charleston, from tho
time the shelling of the city commenced down
to its occupation by the Union troops. Heads
which were of raven blackness became silvered
with gray during the interval of only a few
months. Faces which were as smooth as an
infant's became seamed and furrowed with
wrinkles. Boys looked like old men, and old
men speedily dropped away and died. Never
has there been such a mortality among old peo
ple as among the old people of Charleston since
the commencement of this war. The anxiety,
change of diet, and circumstance, were more
than advanced years could endure, and they
went down by scores to the grave.
Among the calamities which befell the city
not tbo least was the conduct of the troops who
had been quartered in the city for its protection.
One or two companies of them were stationed
on the Battery, and of all tho thieves, burglars,
and highwaymen who were ever brought togeth
er, I may not hesitate to affirm these were the
worst. They roamed through the lower part of
the city perfectly uurestrained. There was not
a house which they did not enter, plundering it
of furniture, of carpets, of books, of every thing
upon which they could lay their rapacious
hands. Leaden pipes were dug up; copper
pumps were carried off; even the locks and

keys of doors were abstracted, sent out of the
city, and sold. By-and-by the lives of people
who ventured into this part of tho city to look
after their abandoned property were not consid
ered safe. The marauders prowled the streets,
gun in hand, ready both to rob and murder any
one who ventured within their power. For a
season no one ventured out after nightfall, in
any part of the city, without secreting a revolver
about his person.
The lower portions of the city, thus given up
to be a prey and plunder, soon began to evince

the most unmistakable appearance of dreariness
and desolation. Some of the streets became
so covered with grass as to conceal the cobble

stones beneath. I have seen cows and goats
quietly pasturing where for years the highway
had been worn by the corrosion of passing ve
hicles ; I have seen the crow and the owl roost
ing where for years the tramp of horses and the

rattle of cart-wheels were almost the only sounds
to be heard ; I have seen rank weeds springing
from the gutters of streets which were once busy
with the tide of passing men, to such a height
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as almost to exclude from view the opposite
sidewalk. The highways of Hereulaneum and
Pompeii never filled one with such a feeling of
utter loneliness and desolation as some of the
streets of the lower part of the city of Charles
ton.
At last the climax of all this misery and suf
fering approached. It became evident to the
far-sighted that by the march of Sherman through
the State the city must of necessity be evacua
ted. Military men, however, persistently re
fused to acknowledge this necessity; they re
fused to acknowledge it even while they were
secretly transporting the large supplies of ord
nance which the town contained. Finally, the
truth was made apparent to all by the violent
explosion of ammunition which it was found
impossible to carry away. Then followed the
heavy tramp of the retreating soldiery, and the
bursting out on every side of the city of vast
sheets of flame and clouds of smoke. The or
der from the commander was, as I know from
unquestionable authority, that every building
should be laid in ashes. Thanks to a merciful
Providence, the iniquitous and barbarous edict
was only partially consummated when the Union
troops marched in and saved the city. The ap
prehension, tumult, and horror of that day will
never be effaced from the mind, and can only
bo compared with the exceeding joy arising from
the sense of relief produced by the entrance of
the Union troops.

A NICE TIME.

MURRAY
is not infallible.

I shudder at the audacity of this heresy.
The disinterestedness of my motives might be
impugned were I to confess that wo are even
now smarting from the effects of excruciating
torture endured in blind devotion to this Dagon
of English travelers. "Christmas-Eve: Fine
music at St. Luigi di Frnncisi at 11 p.m." ( Vide
Murray's "Rome.") Accordingly we sat for two
(seemingly ini-mortal) hours, and were stuuned

by the emulative roar of Bulls of Bashan and
Buffaloes of tho Campagna. Even the divine
music of the " Pastorclla, " heard in St. Peter's
two hours later, hardly sufficed to heal the
wounds thus ruthlessly made.
But the special indictment on which I dare
arraign tho omnipotent culprit is of another
sort. In his Hand-Book for France, and again
in that for Northern Italy (1864), the gravest
charges of extortion are brought against Nice.
Landlords, lodging-agents, merchants, and the
native population at large, are represented as
uurighteously leagued against the defenseless
traveler. In consequence of this statement,
and the rumor current in Paris that tho prices
had doubled under the smiles of royalty, we
poor pilgrims, traveling on a clergyman's mod
erate salary, paid in greeubacks, and forced to
multiply every charge by two and a half at the
least, approached the Mediterranean with hy-
drophobean spasms.

In the midst of picturesque scenery which
renders the journey between Toulon and Nice
the most delightful railway ride within our
knowledge, we were fortifying ourselves at ev
ery point against the impositions which were to
assail us at its terminus.
The young divine rolled his r's, disheveled
his hair and beard Teutonically, and responded
"Nix versteh" to every word addressed to him
in his mother tongue by the wife of his bosom
(for who does not know that a tax of thirty per
cent, is levied on English speaking on the Con
tinent?); while his Fran made fresh bends and
nicks in her old hat, and subdued herself to the
normal aspect of a parson's wife.
Arrived at tho station we selected our voi-
ture, subjecting the driver to the severest cross-
examination, and demanding his number and
the printed " tariff" as precautionary measures,
and shaking our heads frowningly at his mildest

inquiry or suggestion.
At our hotel (which I need not state was a
Dutch one) we ate our meat with no gladness
and singleness of heart, regarding every mouth
ful as a half-franc piece, and laid down upon
our couch with hearts heavier than the superin
cumbent fe.i'her-bed. All this until we made
the appetizing discovery that we were actually
living more economically than in Paris (where
our quarters were very agreeable and reasona
ble), and infinitely more so than in London.
For the benefit of our countrymen, for whom
the climate of this delightful city may bo pre
scribed, but who are obliged, like ourselves, to
count the cost, I give our experience somewhat
in detail.
At the Hotel et Pension Suisse, 25 (not 27,
as in Murray) Rue Massena, wo occupied for
six days a large and comfortably-furnished apart
ment (frescoes included), on the third floor;
were supplied daily at any time we chose previ
ous to 10 a.m. with excellent cafe: an hit, bread,
butter, and eggs; dejeuner at 12 noon, of beef
steak or its equivalent, with potatoes, bread,

butter, cheese, and vin ordinaire; dinner at 5

p.m., of four or five courses, sufficiently varied
and excellently cooked. For this, together with
candles, fire, and "service," we paid seventy-four
franes. And this was in the height of the sea
son, and within five minutes' walk of the beach,
tho Promenade des Anglais, and the Russian

Empress ! The Swiss landlord and lady speak
English, moreover, and, best of all, are true re
publicans— the most intelligent and sympathet
ic discussers of American affairs whom we had

chanced to meet in our wanderings.
At the table dliite I must confess I was near
ly stnnned by the sonorous gutturals and disen-
voweled sentences ; but this was in consequence
of the young divine's inhuman habit of Dutch
fraternization at every opportunity, leaving hie

unhappy spouse to gather such particles of

knowledge from amidst the deafening jargon as

a slight acquaintance with " Ollendorff Meth
od" made possible. Indeed, tho whole sojourn
in Nice was embittered by the apprehension that,
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going from bad to worse, my liege lord might
come to balance himself on two legs of his chair
between courses at dinner, brandishing wildly
his fork, which, utterly divorced from its lawful

use,, sbould be employed alternately in sham

pooing his head, cleansing his teeth, and setting
home nn argument to the heart of his vis-a-vis,
with the oracular " Ja wohU" vociferated nt in
tervals as regularly recurrent as the chorus of
the Greek drama.
Lest I should, in consequence of this, be ac
cused of introducing my readers into shabby
company, I would say in passing, that among
our fellow-boarders there was a sprinkling of
counts, barons, and professors, together with a
young Danish countess (whose lovely beauty, of
the American type, even beatified her English
—hers, and by no means the king's—which she
aired with the naivest and most bewitching van

ity)— these, besides several French and English
families of respectability.
Nice is one of the brightest memories of our
pilgrimage in search of health. To those who
arc unfamiliar with its peculiar attractions I can
only say, imagine a combination of Newport
and the White Mountains crowned with snow ;
Worcester hills luxuriantly draped with the
olive and orange; the skies, atmosphere, and
roses of a New England June, together with the
richer vegetation of the tropies ; and having
peopled this Paradise with fashion and royalty,
you have the Nice which we saw in December,
1864.

Two circumstances contributed to render it
more desirable as n residence at this time, per
haps, than ordinarily. The nine months of
drought which, as we were informed, had left
the landscape sere in August and stripped it of
all foliage, had been succeeded by warm rains,
stimulating a fresh growth of beautiful verdure
over all the hills and groves. Again, the inju
rious allegations in regard to the extortions of
Nice, coupled with the presence of the Empress
of all the Russias, and the consequent dread of
a still greater increase of gayety and inflation of
prices, had driven away scores of invalids who
would else have congregated here ; so that
apartments were abundant, and the eye and
ear were less frequently tortured than in former
years by the tokens of human suffering amidst
the most joyous beauty of nature.
Mentone, on the other hand, was crowded to
suffocation, while its prices were corresponding
ly oppressive. However, there still lingered
sufficient invalidism to remind us of the serpent
trail through Eden. The stillness of night was
broken by solo, duct, and occasionally chorus
coughs. So universal was this, and so irresisti
ble the sway of fashion, that I presently found
myself laying aside my role of nurse, and sport
ing a little cough of my own, quite to the de
light of my charge, apparently, inasmuch as he
ceased to be regarded as an invalid himself, and
was able to transfer a great deal of second-hand
good advice which had previously been given
him, and which was just as good as new—hav

ing never been used —together with remnants
of plasters, pills, and croton-oil.
But the exquisite climate rendered my com
pliance with the mode brief, and I am glad to
believe that in graver cases it works greater
wonders.
Besides these nocturnal disturbances our
walks by day were often saddened by the sight
of actual or imminent decay. Upon the beach,
where the surf rolls in superbly, and in the Jar-
din des JJ/antes, under the shade of the palms,
we frequently encountered paralytios, wheeled
in garden-chairs ; impotent children, whoso
wistful eyes outran the slow pace of their bear
ers ; and consumptives of every age and degree,
from the young girl with the first tinge of peril
ous beauty upon her check, to those in the last
stages of the disease, who could surely find no
more delightful mount of vision from which to
take their last look of earth, and make their as
cent to a clime whero they shall never say, ' ' I
am sick."
The Great Bear is naturally in the ascendant
at Nice during this winter's solstice. Every
body invests in a Russian dictionary, and a few
in Russian bonds. Cabalistic placards affront
the sensibilities of the unlearned from walls
and shop-windows. I was specially offended by
a Child's-Book in the barbaric tongue, and all
the more since it had the impertinence to be
charmingly illustrated.
A few weeks previous to the advent of our
august highnesses, Napoleon III. had honored
this recent accession to his empire by visiting
in person the Russian Empress, in return for the
Czar's graciousness toward Euge'uie during her*
summer's sojourn in the north.

uOh, how pleasant 'tis to see
Children of one family,
Eagles and bearesses agree!"

For which overhaul your Dr. Watts, etc.
There arc numerous excursions to be made
in the vicinity of Nice, agreeably diversifying a
winter's sojourn. The day after our arrival,
instigated by Murray, we set forth for Cimies.
At this point I pause to make a pathetic ap
peal to those of my countrywomen who design
to travel, but who are compelled by Exchange —
"that monster of so dreadful mien" — to nse
their own feet mainly in lion-hunting: Crucify
your vanity, and provide yourselves with walk
ing boots which even your deadliest rival would
admit were too wide for you.
Having been forewarned, I bad sacrificed my
self to the extent of a pair of Number— well,
a size larger than my ordinary wear ; and yet,
in spite of this, I have seen the time since then
when, after hours of walking over rough pave
ments, and climbing steep ascents, and travers
ing interminable picture-galleries, I have been
fain to gaze upon the grandest panorama of na
ture through tear-dimmed eyes ; to gnash my
teeth in the very face of Raphacl's most peerless
Madonna; and to wish the Coliseum, Rome,
and the world all gone to destruction together,
according to the prophecy of the venerable Bede :
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"While stands the Coliseum, Rome shall stand;
When falls the Coliseum, ltome shall fall;
And when Rome fulls, the world."

And all this loss and misery occasioned by two
feot of goat-skin !
But boots or no boots we set forth towurd
Cimies. Leaving the city the ascent lies be

tween high stone-walls, shutting in villas, and
out our gaze. However, the orange-trees, bur

dened with fruitage glowing in the midst of the

dark-green foliage, and the olive with its purple
berries and graceful vinos, especially the gera
nium, which overflowed the walls in rich masses,
flaming with gorgeous blossoms, these could not
so be shut in by metes and bounds. As for
these villas themselves no one in his right mind
would care to see them. The only conceivable
advantage they can subserve to the beholder, in

my estimation, is the questionable one of mak
ing the scenery of a second-rate theatre seem
natural. Most of them are of plaster, painted
in execrable taste to simulate brick-work, or
with balconies, windows, doors, vines, land

scapes, and even human figures daubed upon
them in utter defiance of all perspective and
verisimilitude.
As we trudged onward and upward the silence
and solitude were almost oppressive. Occasion
ally we met a peasant with his donkey stumbling
down the rough declivity, or were overtaken by
his other beast of burden— a woman, balancing
her basket deftly on her head, but no other signs
of life were visible.
As Murray states, somewhat enigmatically,
that "Cimies may be reached in an hour cither
on foot or in a carriage;" I suppose the road
must bo navigable by vehicles, but wo met
none, and it seemed to us that nothing but the
world-renowned "one-hoss shay," in its pristine
vigor, could withstand the wear and tear of the
passage. At last the "long lane" terminated
in a "turning" and the Roman ruins. They
consist of an amphitheatre, whoso well-pre
served walls, draped with luxuriant ivy, make
one of the most picturesque among our collec
tion of photographs. It is desirable, by-the-
way, to purchase photographs as far as possible
unmounted; in this way, carefully rolled upon a
stick, large numbers can be transported very
easily and with greatly lessened duties.
In regard to Cimies, the ancient capital of the
Maritime Alps, with its Franciscan convent, and
its church upon a square " with gigantic ilexes,
and an interesting Gothic cross of the fifteenth

century," I regret to say that all trace of them
has vanished ; and where they are represented
to have once stood, and for miles beyond, dense
groves of olives are planted in serried ranks.
This is my firm belief, the result of a toilsome
search of more than two hours over stony ways,
under a broiling sun, upon lame feet, and through
orchards innumerable, whosefoliage forms an im
pervious barrier to even the slightest glimpse of
a view to repay for the exhaustive ascent.
The public gardens of Nice are set upon a hill
several hundred feet above the sea. They cm-

brace the ruins of an old chateau, and an old
cemetery, and are laid out with carriage-drives
and foot-paths winding upward in gentle ascent.
Here I encountered what Blanche Amory would
call the great " disillusionation" of my life. All
that life the Aloe has been to me as one of the
plants of Paradise. I have heard of the cen-
turied blossom until its ideal in my mind con
centrated all the beauty and all the sweetness
of the world's flora. But we have reached a
hemisphere where the Aloe is no more accounted
of than was silver in the days of Solomon. The
earth fairly bustles with its plants like the fret
ful porcupine. Still the fond illusion in regard
to the glory of its centuried blossom survived
all shocks until that day when we visited the
public garden of Nice. Suddenly arrested by
an ejaculation from my companion, and follow
ing the direction of his astounded eyes, I beheld
a great, gawky (no other word is adequate to the

subject) stem, thirty feet high, issuing from the
midst of a mass of decaying vegetation ; and
upon the summit of this imposing flag-staff
there clung a few tattered tufts of reddish-
brown !—verily a " ridiculous muss" for such a
laborious monster to produce. Subsequently
we saw many similar stalks, and this is the peer
less blossom to whoso perfection a hundred years
of sunshine and the life of the parent-plant are
indispensable 1
Besides these gigantic humbugs— these vegeta
ble Pecksniffs — the garden abounds with mighty
cacti, funereal cypresses, juponinas, palms, roses
of every tinge and delicious fragrance, and innu
merable trees and shrubs of rare varieties. The
crown of the hill is inclosed with a railing, paved
with pebbles, and supplied with benches where
the wearied climber can rest, and nt the same
time enjoy one of the grandest views imaginable.
Looking northward, below us lay the city, with
its tiled roofs, and its villas embowered in orange
groves : beyond, rose smooth olive slopes : still
beyond, a range of picturesque mountains, naked
and gray : and last of all, tho snow-Alps them
selves, three distinct ranks. Turning south
ward, from the foot of the precipitous cliff on
which wo stood the Mediterranean stretches

away to the horizon, while its nearer waves broke

upon the rocks below us with mighty boom.

Returning to our lodgings by the Port, we en
countered, near its entrance, a crowd of hand
some equipages, and foot-passengers watching
the breaking of the surf. A heavy storm far
out at sea had lashed the calm blue waters into
unwonted fury, and dashing over the cliffs, and

plunging into the caves which perforate them,

they were hurled back again and again with ma

jestic disdain, shivered into snow-crystals which

fell in soft showers, only to blend again with
each other, and return to the suicidal strife with

intenser wrath.
Still farther on we came to the beach, whero
the bathing is superb. A noticeable and very
agreeable difference between the shores of the

Atlantic and the Mediterranean lies in the fact
that the latter makes no deposit of unsightly sea
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weed, with caustic odor, its tides being scarcely
perceptible.
A less pleasing peculiarity of the shore at
Nice, and, as far as my observation extends, of
the entire coast of the Mediterranean, is its ap
propriation by the common people as a laundry.
As we sauntered through the elegant Promenade
the contrast between our right and left hand
views was sharply marked. On the right was
a continuous stream of fashion and display ;
gilded carriages, with huge flunkies without and
ladies in opera costume within ; horsemen and
horsewomen on dashing steeds ; promenaders in
gala dress which, with gentlemen at least, is
considered incomplete without the Nicene um
brella—an absurd gray linen parasol, lined with
blue, green, or brown. On the left hand, ns far
as the eye could see, were men, women, and chil
dren washing household and body linen in small
pools of water, with an indescribable accom
paniment of pounding, singing, scolding, rub
bing, and shaking; while the entire extent of I
pebbly coast was spread with garments in process j
of drying. Woe to that woman (and to all within
reach of the vials of her wrath) whose half-dried {
linen became the prey of some froliesome wave, j
creeping slyly up beyond its fellows. The result
of that promenade was the impression that the j
world is divided into two great classes, linen- j
wearers and linen - washers, the latter being
somewhat in the majority.
Apropos to this subject, and to the surprise I
expressed that garments not only survived these
destructive processes, but actually come forth in
wearable order, I was informed confidentially
by a young Briton, a graduate of Cambridge
University, that it was only in England that the
use of hot water and soap for the laundry was
known ! Oh wives, daughters, and servant-
maids of America ! rest assured that I was equal
to the occasion, and asserted your rival claim
to this root of all knowledge.
We bade farewell to Nice even more reluct
antly than we entered it

,

committing ourselves
to the mercies of a little dirty punt—the uni
versal medium of transport, whether for man or
merchandise, from the dry land to the Mediter
ranean steamers.

1 have squandered many minutes and much

ingenuity in devising a dainty mode of insinu
ating an offensive fact connected with this por
tion of my travels ; but finally, rejecting all
euphuisms, I state boldly that we took second-
class tickets b

y the Italian steamer from Nice to
Genoa.
The day being perfect, and the route fol
lowing the incomparably beautiful shore at so
little distance that every object was distinctly
visible, we could hardly leave the deck, even for
the time occupied b
y our dejeuner ; and as this
was served for us in the first cabin (at the insti
gation of the captain, and doubtless in compli
ment to our distinguished appearance), we had
every desirable advantage of other first-class pas
sengers. The young Englishman whose sapo
naceous pride I have already celebrated shared
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our voluntary humiliation, and our brief exalta
tion. Although our privileges included full
sweep of the entire deck, yet we fancied that in
the bow we saw nature, human and otherw ise,
to best advantage, and accordingly there we sat,
upon a coil of rope, absorbed in the attractions
of the shore and the distractions immediately
about us, as long as daylight lingered.
The vetturino journey over the Reviera is very
celebrated for its beauty ; yet it would seem that
the nearer hills must often close in about the
land traveler and rob him of the vision of re
moter mountain summits which tower gloriously
in full view from the steamer's deck—which
steamers (with all deference to Mr. Murray, who
declares that " they generally perform the voy
age by night") make the trip by daylight, and,
in our experience, the journey was rather like a

quiet sail along a river's bank than like an ocean

voyage.

In the exquisite Bay of Villafrancn, which

is so sheltered by its hills that the sharp breath
of the snow Alps can not pierce to it

,

two Rus
sian ships of war lay at anchor, surrounded by

a bevy of little sail-boats : these were doubtless
sent by the Czar to watch about his absent Ursa

Major.
Further on, perched upon a lofty peak (and
looking as if it had gone there with the inten
tion of sliding down hill, but had thought bet
ter of it), was the village of Esa, with its castle ;

and, indeed, wherever a particularly inaccessi
ble height presented itself, there, upon its very
barrenest tip, clung the habitations of men, who

build, like the robins, after the traditions of
their fathers, although all necessity for such
isolation and elevation passed away long ago
with the abrogation of the law
"That he thould keep who hath the power,
Anil he should get who can."

The sun, which blesses alike the evil and the
good, fairly flooded that absurd little pocket-
monarchy Monaco as we passed by, and beck
oned the unwary to its gilded vice from glitter
ing walls and towers.
Above Mentone tower picturesque dolomite
mountains, whose shelter renders the neat little

city below specially attractive to northern inva

lids, who, however, on arriving, find that Ital
ian physicians send their consumptive country
men to Sicily, whose inhabitants are setting sail
for Cairo, from whence delicate Egyptians flee
to Algiers to discover that the Poor Joes of that
country must still "move on," seeking a health
ful clime in that yellow segment of the other
hemisphere which is mysteriously labeled "Un
explored ;" and what further sanitary expatria
tions lie between this latter refuge and "that
undiscovered country from whose bourne no
traveler returns" deponent saith not.
Bordighera is interesting to us from having
produced a true Yankee, who inexplicably went
thither to be born, following the example of a

little friend of mine, who, on being asked was
she born in New Jersey, indignantly replied,
"No, indeed! I used to live there, but I went
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to Vermont to be born!" This misborn hero
was one of the multitude which watched the
fruitless efforts at raising the huge Egyptian
obelisk of the Piazza of St. Peter's, when six
hundred workmen, one hundred and forty horses,

forty-six cranes, the Pope's benediction, and
High Mass itself utterly failed to lift the pon
derous mass of red granite. Then Yankee in
genuity, embodied in a Bordigheran sailor, broke
the awful silence which had been ordained dur
ing the solemn ceremony with the canny sug
gestion, "Why don't you wet the ropes?" which
being done the 1,284,720 pounds assumed their

present position, and Pope Sixtus V. conferred
upon the townspeople of the brilliant Bresca

'

(the Yankee's surname) the privilege of grow-
iug all the sacred palm-branches which shall
figjire at St. Peter's on Palm Sunday through
out all ages. Accordingly, when we looked out
upon the palms of Bordighera last December,
they were done up in curl-pupers preparatory
to the Easter festival, their leaves being swathed
in order that they might acquire a pious un-
healthiness of hue befitting their sacred destiny.
Just beyond this historic town there opened to
us through a gorge in the nearer hills a superb
view of four distinct ranges of mountains, the
loftier peaks snow-crowned and seeming to shine
by their own light.
As we drift smoothly on, other vessels, with
quaint rigging and triangular sails, pass by us,
and as the breeze springs up we ourselves spread
a sail and spin over the blue water. I, being
well read in my Bible, have keen suspicions
that the Euroclydon is brewing, but am reas
sured by the calmness of crew and passengers,
and speedily become engrossed in watching the
now familiar game of Morra, then seen for the
first time. This game, which was in fashion
two thousand years before Christ's advent, and
which is universally and untiringly played
throughout Italy to-day, is on this wise. Two
persons sit opposite each other with their right
hands closed and their left held up to keep the
reckoning of the game. The sport consists in
each throwing out at once one or more fingers
toward his antagonist with a sudden motion,
and crying out, explosively, the number which
he guesses their combined fingers will make—
"Tre!" "Otto!" "Tutti!" Whoever guesses the
true number wins a point (unless his antagonist
also guesses the same, when it counts nothing),
which is told off by an uplifted finger of the left
hand. This simple game is

,

as has been said,

hoary with age, perpetuated in the art of an
cient Thebes, quoted by Cicero, and practiced
by even the beggars of modern i Italy. It has
even originated an admirable proverb, which,
alas! is not likely to become worn by nse in
"Rome of to-day"—He i$ so trust -worthy one.
may play Morra with him in the dark. For a
fuller description of this and other peculiarly
Roman games vide Mr. Story's "Roba di Roma,"
and be sure and try the game of Morra for your
self.
But our approach to Porto Maurizio inter
rupted the sport of tho handsome Genoese and
sharp Neapolitan, who had been for half an hour
incessantly " flashing their fingers" at each oth
er—as the old Latin picturesquely expresses it—
and our vessel here lay to long enough to receive

passengers brought in little boats from the town
which crowns the summit of a rocky promon
tory utterly destitute of trees except a fringe
about the foot. At this point of our journey,
or rather at Oneglia, the half-way town, our
adjectives entirely failed us, and we found our
selves reduced to monosyllabic ejaculations and
exclamation points.
There surely can not be a more delectable
panorama in all the world than this on some
rare day when the hills are bluer than ever Ti
tian dared to paint, and the atmosphere and
quiet bays more " luminous" than Tilton kin
dles, and the snow Alps shine in transfiguration
robes, white and glistering.
Our first impression of Genoa left us no de
sire to challenge her title as La Superba. The
blue heavens were shining above us, and the
perpendicular streets of the city, also spangled
with innumerable lesser lights, rose before us.
But the heavenly vision was rudely disturbed
by an influx of Charon's boatmen, who rushed

madly at us and into and over each other in
their clumsy craft, with a wild accompaniment
of jokes, bickering, and swearing, occasionally
bursting into amazing bravuras, which remind
ed us painfully that " Italy is the land of song."
Verily, had the illustrious Genoese been so set
upon at his first approach to our continent he
might have been forgiven if he had incontinent

ly fled and borne back such a tale of dread that
we had remained undiscovered to the present

day. But we were mercifully delivered alive
from the hospitalities of our foster-brothers,
and regarded it as a happy coincidence that
our first landing on Italian shores should be in
the birth-place of Christopher Columbus.

MIDSUMMER NOON.

THE irarm air trembling o'er the
dusty road

That winds— a tawny anake—around the hill ;

No breeze to wake the heavy, drooping learea,
No sound except die locust's feeble trill.

Gay knots of butterflies with pulsing wings,
That scatter at the lone wayfarer's feet;
The road-side rills and all their music fled,
The long grass dead and dying in the heat.

An ashen sky above the voiceless woods,
A flash of waters where the boughs are thia :

The lmzy mountains reaching far beyond,
A farm-house closed, and silent all within.

The panting cattle 'ncath the dappled shade,
Knee-deep within the silver of the stream ;

And mine a dell beside a rustic bridge.
Where even Care would pause a while to drenm.
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THE
laughing, laughing summer-time

Came dancing o'er the plains,

As if she would in merry mood
Keep step with April rains.

There was a little cottage stood.
Half-hidden from the view,

And there she told the birds to sing
The sweetest songs they knew.

For there in peace and quietness
A gray-haired woman dwelt,
And toiled to earn her daily bread
A.- yearn slow came and went.

She loved beside the open door
To sit at close of day,
And watch the sunset glories
As they slowly paled away.

And once when twilight shadows
O'er hill and dale were spread,
Through memory's haunted chambers
She walked with reverent tread.

When, lifting up her eyelids,
She saw amid the gloom
A dim and mystic company
Wore circling round the

They clasped their hands together,
And they sang "The Hours are we,
"Come from your past existence
•'To bear you company."

Their voices were like singing.
Or the chime of silver bells;

And some were crowned with amaruntb,
And some with asphodels.

Names, half forgot, they chanted,
And long-lost ringing laughter.
With which her own once blended,
Like echoes, followed after.

One little sprite came near her
With noiseless, tripping tread,
And slowly reaching forth his hand

He laid it on her head.

"This hair is very white," said he,
" But I remember well
u When it around your shoulders
*•Like cuptured sunbeams fell.

*Tve seen you chase the butterflies
"And clap yoor hands in glee;
"I come from your lost childhood—
"Do you remember me?"

Then a heart-chord long sin-

At the master touch awoke.
And tears rose to her faded eyes.
Though not a word ahe spoke.

Then another form approached her,

Oh, very fair was he;

His robes were like the sunshine
Which glitters on the Eea.

He waved a wreath of roses,
And he danced around her chair.
And sang "For you I painted
"Such pictures in the air.

" I made your life a joyons song
"To dancing measures set—
"You surely do remember me?
"You never can forget?"

Sadly the woman answered,
" Your face 1 well do know,
"But the pictures which you painted
"All faded long ago."

Then another stood beside her
In simple raiment drest,
But, in her sweet humility,
She far outshone the rest.

Said she, " Yon form of brightness,
" Arched rainbows o'er your head,
" I took them down and gave you
"The clear -blue sky instead.

"You sadly missed the rainbows,
" For the tears were in your eyes,
"And you could not see an angel
"Through all my dark disguise.

"Now tell me while I linger,
u Am I a weleome guest,
"Though once I walked beside you
"In sober raiment drest?"

"Though from my heart's bright garden,"
The woman softly said,
" You took some gorgeous blossoms,
" You left Heart's-Ease instead."

Then very low and tenderly
Another voice did say,
" Do you remember me? I came
" Upon your wedding-day.

"The old church bells sent merrily
"Their glad notes every where,
"Like a thousand benedictions
"Soft pulsing through the air."

Then where the moon shone brightest
She raised her wasted hand
And sbowed a name, deep graven,
On a slender golden band.

Said she, "Where yonder willow
''Waves in the darkness lone,
" A name like this is written
"Upon a marble stone.

"That grave is very lonely,
"But wherefore should I we^p
"That God, in His compassion,
"Gives his beloved sleep?

" A little while I Journey on
" Among these shadows dim ;
"For, though he can not come to m^,
"I sure can go to him."

With a glory resting 'round him
A Stranger Form drew near;
But the wondrous words he uttered
None but herself might hear.

Her hands she meekly folded,
And done with earthly strife,

She said, "Thou, too, art weleome," O Last-Hour of my life."

Then, like one whose work is finished,
Her hands across her breast,
She calmly closed her eyes and slept
In Death's serenest rest.

And the phantom train together
Passed through the open door,
And In the little cottage
Thero was silence evermore.
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OUR MUTUAL FRIEND.
BY CHARLES DICKENS.

IN FOUR BOOKS.— BOOK THE THIRD. A LONG LANE.

CHAPTER XV.
THE GOLDEK DCSTMAN AT HIS WORST.

THE
breakfast-table at Mr. Boffin's was usu

ally a very pleasant one, and was always

presided over by Bella. As though he began
each new day in his healthy natural character,
and some waking hours were necessary to his

relapse into the corrupting influences of his

wealth, the face and the demeanor of the Gold

en Dustman were generally unclouded at that

meal. It would have been easy to believe then
that there was no change in him. It was as the
day went on that the clouds gathered, and the
brightness of the morning became obscured.

One might have said that the shadows of ava
rice and distrust lengthened as his own shadow

lengthened, and that the night closed around
him gradually.
But one morning, long afterward to be re
membered, it was black midnight with the
Golden Dnstman when he first appeared. His
altered character had never been so grossly
marked. His bearing toward his Secretary was
so charged with insolent distrust and arrogance,
that the latter rose and left the table before
breakfast was half done. The look he directed
at the Secretary's retiring figure was so cunning

ly malignant, that Bella would have sat astound
ed and indignant, even though he had not gone
the length of secretly threatening Rokesmith
with his clenched fist as he closed the door.
This unlucky morning, of all mornings in the
year, was the morning next after Mr. Boffin's
interview with Mrs. Lammle in her little car
riage.
Bella looked to Mrs. Boffin's face for com
ment on, or explanation of, this stormy humor
m her hnsband, but none was there. An anx
ious and a distressed observation of her own

face was all she could read in it. When they
were left alone together—which was not until
noon, for Mr. Boffin sat long in his easy-chair,
by turns jogging up and down the breakfast-
room, clenching his fist and muttering —Bella,
in consternation, asked her what had happened,
what was wrong ? " I am forbidden to speak to
you about it

,

Bella dear; I mustn't tell you,"
was all the answer she could get. And still,
whenever, in her wonder and dismay, she raised
her eyes to Mrs. Boffin's face, she saw in it the

same anxious and distressed observation of her
own.

Oppressed by her sense that trouble was im

pending, and lost in speculations why Mrs.
Boffin should look at her as if she had any part
in it

,

Bella found the day long and dreary. It
was far on in the afternoon when, she being

in her own room, a servant brought her a mes

sage from Mr. Boffin begging her to come to
his.
Mrs. Boffin was there, seated on a sofa, and
Mr. Boffin was jogging up and down. On see
ing Bella he stopped, beckoned her to him, and
drew her arm throngh his. " Don't be alarmed,
my dear," he said, gently; "I am not angry
with you. Why you actually tremble! Don't
be alarmed, Bella, my dear. I'll see you righted."" See me righted ?" thought Bella. And then
repeated aloud in a tone of astonishment: "sec
me righted, Sir?"
" Ay, ay !" said Mr. Boffin. " See you right
ed. Send Mr. Rokesmith hero, you Sir."
Bella would have been lost in perplexity if

there had been pause enough; but the servant
found Mr. Rokesmith near at hand, and he al
most immediately presented himself.
"Shut the door, Sir!" said Mr. Boffin. "I
have got something to say to you which I fancy
you'll not be pleased to hear."
"I am sorry to reply, Mr. Boffin," returned
the Secretary, as, having closed the door, he
turned and faced him, "that I think that verv
likely."
"What do yon mean?" blustered Mr. Boffin.
" I mean that it has become no novelty to me
to hear from your lips what I would rather not
hear."

"Oh! Perhaps we shall change that,* said
Mr. Boffin with a threatening roll of his head.
"I hope so," returned the Secretary. He
was quiet and respectful ; but stood, as Bella
thought (and was glad to think), on his man
hood too.

"Now, Sir," said Mr. Boffin, "look at this
young lady on my arm."
Bella involuntarily raising her eyes, when this
sudden reference was made to herself, met those
of Mr. Rokesmith. He was palo and seemed
agitated. Then her eyes passed on to Mrs.
Boffin's, and she met the look again. In a flash

it enlightened her, and she began to understand
what she had done.
"I say to you, Sir," Mr. Boffin repeated,
" look at this young lady on my arm."
"I do so," returned the Secretary.
As his glance rested again on Bella for a mo
ment, she thought there was reproach in it. But

it is possible that the reproach was within her
self.

"How dare yon, Sir," said Mr. Boffin, "tam
per, unknown to me, with this young lady ? How
dare you come out of your station, and your place
in my house, to pester this young lady with your
impudent addresses?"
"I must decline to answer questions," said
the Secretary, "that are so offensively asked."
"You decline to answer?" retorted Mr. Bof
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fin. "You decline to answer, do you? Then
I'll tell you what it is

,

Rokesmith ; I'll answer
for you. There are two sides to this matter,
and I'll take 'em separately. The first side is,

sheer Insolence. That's the first side."

The Secretary smiled with some bitterness, as
though he would have said, " So I see and hear."
"It was sheer Insolence in you, I tell yon,"
said Mr. Boffin, "even to think of this young
lady. This young lady was far above you. This
young lady was no match for you. This young
lady was lying in wait (as she was qualified to

do) for money, and you had no money."

Bella hung her head and seemed to shrink a

little from Mr. Boffin's protecting arm.
" What are you, I should like to know," pur
sued Mr. Boffin, "that you were to have the
audacity to follow up this young lady? This
young lady was looking about the market for a

good bid ; she wasn't in it to be snapped up b
y

fellows that had no money to lay out ; nothing
to buy with."
" Oh, Mr. Boffin ! Mrs. Boffin, pray say some
thing for met" murmured Bella, disengaging
her arm, and covering her face with her hands.
"Old lady," said Mr. Boffin, anticipating his
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wife, "yon hold your tongue. Bella, my dear,
don't you let yourself be put out. I'll right
you."
"But you don't, you don't right me!" ex
claimed Bella, with great emphasis. " You
wrong me, wrong me !"
"Don't you be put out, my dear," compla
cently retorted Mr. Boffin. "I'll bring this
young man to book. Now, you Rokesmith !
You can't decline to hear, you know, as well as
to answer. You hear me tell you that the first
side of your conduct was Insolence— Insolence
and Presumption. Answer me one thing, if
you can. Didn't this young lady tell you so
herself?"
"Did I, Mr. Rokesmith?" asked Bella, with
her face still covered. "Oh sav, Mr. Roke
smith! Did I?"
"Don't be distressed, Miss Wilfer ; it matters
very little now."
" Ah ! You can't deny it

,

though !" said Mr.
Boffin, with a knowing shake of his head.
" But I have asked him to forgive me since,"
cried Bella; "and I would ask him to forgive
mo now again, upon my knees, if it would spare
him !"
Here Mrs. Boffin broke out a-crying.
"Old lady, "said Mr. Boffin, "stop that noise!
Tender-hearted in you, Miss Bella ; but I mean
to have it out right through with this young man,
having got him into a corner. Now, you Roke
smith. I tell you that's one side of your con
duct— Insolence and Presumption. Now I'm
a-coming to the other, which is much worse.
This was a speculation of yours."
"I indignantly deny it."
"It's of no use your denying it; it doesn't
signify a bit whether you deny it or not; I've
got a head upon my shoulders, and it ain't a

baby's. What !" said Mr. Boffin, gathering him
self together in his most suspicious attitude, and
wrinkling his face into a very map of curves and
corners. "Don't I know what grabs arc made
at a man with money ? If I didn't keep my eyes
open and my pockets buttoned, shouldn't I be
brought to the work-house before I knew where

I was ? Wasn't the experience of Dancer, and
Elwes, and Hopkins, and Blewbury Jones, and
ever so many more of 'em, similar to mine?
Didn't every body want to make grabs at what
they'd got, and bring 'em to poverty and rnin?
Weren't they forced to hide every thing belong
ing to 'em, for fear it should be snatched from
'em ? Of course they was. I shall be told next
that they didn't know human natur!"
"They! Poor creatures," murmured the Sec
retary.
"What do you say?" asked Mr. Boffin, snap
ping at him. " However, you needn't be at the
trouble of repeating it
,

for it ain't worth hear
ing, and won't go down with me. I'm a-going
to unfold your plan before this yonng lady ; I'm
a-going to show this young lady the second view

of yon ; and nothing you can say will stave it

off. (Now, attend here, Bella, my dear.) Roke

smith, you're a needy chap. You're a chap
that I pick up in the street. Are you, or ain't
you ?"
" Go on, Mr. Boffin ; don't appeal to mc."
" Not appeal to you," retorted Mr. Boffin, as

if he hadn't done so. " No, I should hope not '.

Appealing to you would be rather a rum course.
As I was saying, you're a needy chap that I pick
up in the street. You come and ask me in the
street to take you for a Secretary, and I take
you. Very good."
"Very bad,'' murmured the Secretary.
"What do you say?" asked Mr. Boffin, snap
ping at him again.
He returned no answer. Mr. Boffin, after
eying him with a comical look of discomfited

curiosity, was fain to begin afresh.
" This Rokesmith is a needy young man that

I take for my Secretary out of the open street.
This Rokesmith gets acquainted with my affairs,
and gets to know that I mean to settle a sum
of money on this young lady. ' Oho !' says this
Rokesmith;" here Mr. Boffin clapped a finger
against his nose, and tapped it several times
with a sneaking air, as embodying Rokesmith

confidentially confabulating with his own nose ;

" ' This will be a good haul ; I'll go in for this !'

And so this Rokesmith, greedy and hungering,
begins a-creeping on his hands and knees to
ward the money. Not so bad a speculation
cither : for if this young lady had had less spir

it
,

or had had less sense, through being at all
in the romantic line, by George he might have
worked it out and made it pay ! But fortunate

ly she was too many for him, and a pretty figure
he cuts now he is exposed. There he stands!"
said Mr. Boffin, addressing Rokesmith himself
with ridiculous inconsistency. "Look at him !"

" Your unfortunate suspicions, Mr. Boffin — "
began the Secretary.
"Precious unfortunate for you, I can tell you,"
said Mr. Boffin.
"—are not to be combated b

y any one, and

I address myself to no such hopeless task. But

I will say a word upon the truth."
"Yah! Much you care about the truth,"
said Mr. Boffin, with a snap of his fingers.
"Noddy! My dear love!" expostulated his
wife.
"Old lady," returned Mr. Boffin, "you keep
still. I say to this Rokesmith here, much he
cares about the truth. I tell him again, much
he cares about the truth."
"Our connection being at an end, Mr. Bof
fin," said the Secretary, " it can be of very little
moment to me what yon say."
" Oh ! You are knowing enough," retorted
Mr. Boffin, with a sly look, "to have found ont
that our connection's at an end, eh? But you
can't get beforehand with me. Look at' this in
my hand. This is your pay, on your discharge.
You can only follow suit. You can't deprive
me of the lead. Let's have no pretending that
yon discharge yourself. I discharge you."
" So that I go," remarked the Secretary, wav
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ing the point aside with his hand, " it is all one
to me."
"Is it?" said Mr. Bofiii. "But it's two to
me, let mo tell you. Allowing a fellow that's
found out, to discharge himself, is one thing;
discharging him for insolence and presumption,
and likewise for designs upon his master's mon

ey, is another. One and one's two ; not one.

(Old lady, don't you cut in. You keep still.)"
"Have you said all you wish to say to me?"
demanded the Secretary.
" I don't know whether I have or not," an
swered Mr. Boffin. " It depends."
" Perhaps you will consider whether there are
any other strong expressions that you would like

to bestow upon me ?"
"I'll consider that," said Mr. Boffin, obsti
nately, "at my convenience, and not at yours.
You want the last word. It may not be suitable
to let you have it."
"Noddy! My dear, dear Noddy 1 You sound
so hard !" cried poor Mrs. Boffin, not to be quite

repressed.

"Old lady," said her husband, but without
harshness, "if you cut in when requested not,
I'll get a pillow and carry you out of the room
upon it. What do you want to say, you Roke-
smith ?"
"To you, Mr. Boffin, nothing. But to Miss
Wilfer and to your good kind wife, a word."
" Out with it then," replied Mr. Boffin, "and
cut it short, for we've had enough of yon."
" I have borne," said the Secretary, in a low
voice, " with my false position here, that I might
not be separated from Miss Wilfer. To be near
her has been a recompense to me from day to

day, even for the undeserved treatment I have
had here, and for the degraded aspect in which
she has often seen me. Since Miss Wilfer re
jected me I have never ngain urged my suit, to
the best of my belief, with a spoken syllable or a

look. But I have never changed in my devo
tion to her, except—if she will forgive my say
ing so—that it is deeper than it was, and better
founded."
" Now, mark this chap's saying Miss Wilfer,
when he means £ s. d. .'" cried Mr. Boffin, with
a cunning wink. " Now, mark this chap's mak
ing Miss Wilfer stand for Pounds, Shillings, and
Pence I"
"My feeling for Miss Wilfer," pursued the
Secretary, without deigning to notice him, " is
not one to be ashamed of. I avow it. I love
her. Let me go where I may when I presently
leave this house, I shall go into a blank life,
leaving her."
" Leaving £ s. d. behind me," said Mr. Boffin,
by way of commentary, with another wink.
"That I am incapable," the Secretary went
on, still without heeding him, " of a mercenary
project, or a mercenary thought in connection
with Miss Wilfer, is nothing meritorious in me,
because any prize that I could put before my
fancy would sink into insignificance beside her.
If tho greatest wealth or the highest rank were

hers, it would only be important in my sight us
removing her still farther from me, and making
me more hopeless, if that could be. Say," re
marked the Secretary, looking full at his late
master, "say that with a word she could strip
Mr. Boffin of his fortune and take possession of

it
,

she would be of no greater worth in my eyes
than she is."
"What d6 you think by this time, old lady,"
asked Mr. Boffin, turning to his wife in a ban
tering tone, "about this Rokesmith here, and
his caring for the truth ? You needn't say what
you think, my dear, because I don't want yon
to cut in, but you can think it all the same.
As to taking possession of my property, I war
rant you he wouldn't do that himself if he
could."
"No," returned the Secretary, with another
full look.
" Ha, ha,ha!" laughed Mr.Boffin. " There's
nothing like a good 'un while you are about it."
" I have been for a moment," said the Secre
tary, turning from him and falling into his for
mer manner, "diverted from the little I have
to say. My interest in Miss Wilfer began when

I first saw her ; even began when I had only
heard of her. It was, in fact, the cause of my
throwing myself in Mr. Boffin's way, and enter
ing his service. Miss Wilfer has never known
this until now. I mention it now, only as a cor
roboration (though I hope it may be needless)
of my being free from the sordid design attrib
uted to me."

"Now, this is a very artful dog," said Mr.
Boffin, with a deep look. "This is a longer-
headed schemer than I thought him. See how
patiently and methodically he goes to work. He
gets to know about me and my property, and
about this young lady, and her share in poor
young John's story, and he puts this and that
together, and he says to himself, ' I'll get in with
Boffin, and I'll get in with this young lady, and
I'll work 'em both at the same time, and I'll
bring my pigs to market somewhere.' I hear
him say it

,

bless you ! Why, I look at him now,
and I see him say it!"
Mr. Boffin pointed at the culprit, as it were in
the act, and hugged himself in his great pene
tration.
"But luckily he hadn't to deal with the peo
ple he supposed, Bella, my dear I" said Mr. Bof
fin. " No ! Luckily ho had to deal with you,
and with me, and with Daniel and Miss Dancer,

I and with Elwes, and with Vulture Hopkins, and

I with Blowbury Jones nnd all the rest of us, one
down t'other come on. And he's beat, that's
what he is; regularly beat. He thought to
squeeze money out of us, and he has done for
himself instead, Bella my dear !"

Bella my dear made no response, gave no sign
of acquiescence. When she had first covered her
face she had sunk upon a chair with her hands

resting on the back of it
,

and had never moved
since. There was a short silence at this point,
and Mrs. Boffin softly rose as if to go to her.
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But Mr. Boffin stopped her with a gesture, and
she obediently sat down again and staid where

she was. •

"There's your pay, Mister Rokesmith," said
the Golden Dustman, jerking the folded scrap
of paper he had in bis hand toward his late
Secretary. ' ' I dare say you can stoop to pick
it up, after what you have stooped to here."
"I have stooped to nothing but this," Roke
smith answered, as he took it from the ground ;
" nnd this is mine, for I have earned it by the
hardest of hard labor."
" You're a pretty quick packer, I hope," said
Mr. Boffln ; " because the sooner you are pone,
bag and baggage, the better for all parties."
"You need have no fear of my lingering."
"There's just one thing though," said Mr.
Boffin, " that I should like to ask you before we
come to a good riddance, if it was only to show
this young lady how conceited you schemers are,
in thinking that nobody finds out how you con
tradict yourselves."
"Ask me any thing you wish to ask," re
turned Rokesmith, " but use the expedition that
you recommend."
" You pretend to have a mighty admiration
for this young lady?" said Mr. Boffin, laying
his hand protectingly on Bella's head without
looking down at her.
" I do not pretend."
" Oh ! Well. You have a mighty admiration
for this young lady—since you are so particu
lar?"
"Yes."
" How do you reconcile that with this young
lady's being a weak-spirited, improvident idiot,
not knowing what was due to herself, flinging

up her money to the church weather-cocks, and

racing off at a splitting pace for the work

house ?"
"I don't understand you."
"Don't you? Or won't you? What else
could you have made this young lady out to be,

if she had listened to such addresses as yours?"
"What else, if I had been so happy as to win
her affections and possess her heart?"

"Win her affections," retorted Mr. Boffin,
with ineffable contempt, " and possess her heart !
Mew says the cat, Quack-quack says the duck,

Bow-wow-wow says the dog ! Win her affec
tions and possess her heart ! Mew, Quack-
quack, Bow-wow !"

John Rokesmith stared at him in his outhurst,
as if with some faint idea that he had gone mad.
" What is due to this young lady," said Mr.
Boffin, " is Money, and this young lady right
well knows it."
"You slander the young lady."
" You slander the young lady ; you with your
affections and hearts and trumpery," returned

Mr. Boffln. "It's of a piece with the rest of
your behavior. I heard of these doings of yours
only last night, or you should have heard of 'em
from me sooner, take your onth of it. I heard
of 'em from a lady with as good a head-piece as

the best, and she knows this young lady, and I
know this young lady, and we all three know
that it's Money she makes a stand for—money,
money, money—and that you and your affec
tions and hearts are a Lie, Sir I"
"Mrs. Boffin," said Rokesmith, quietly turn
ing to her, "for your delicate and unvarying
kindness I thank you with the warmest grati
tude. Good-by ! Miss Wilfer, good-by !"
" And now, my dear," said Mr. Boffin, laying
his hand on Bella's head again, "you may be
gin to make yourself quite comfortable, and I
hope you feel that you've been righted."
But Bella was so far from appearing to feel
it that she shrank from his hand and from the
chair, and, starting up in an incoherent passion
of tears, and stretching out her arms, cried, " O
Mr. Rokesmith, before you go, if you could but
make me poor again ! 0 ! make me poor again,
Somebody, I beg and pray, or my heart will
break if this goes on ! Pa, dear, make me poor
again and take me home! I was bad enough
there, but I have been so much worse here.
Don't give me money, Mr. Boffin, I won't have
money. Keep it away from me, and only let
me speak to good little Pa, and lay my head

upon his shoulder, and tell him all my griefs.

Nobody else can understand me, nobody else
can comfort me, nobody else knows how un

worthy I am, and yet can love me like a Utile
child. I am better with Pa than any one—
more innocent, more sorry, more glad!" So,
crying out in a wild way that she could not bear
this, Bella drooped her head on Mrs. Boffin's

ready breast.
Johu Rokesmith from his place in the room,
and Mr. Boffin from his, looked on at her in
silence until she was silent herself. Then Mr.
Boffin observed, in a soothing and comfortable

tone, " There, my dear, there : you arc righted
now, and it's all right. I don't wonder, I'm
sure, at your being a little flurried by having a

scene with this fellow, but it's all over, my dear,
and you're righted, and it's—and it's all right !"
Which Mr. Boffin repeated with a highly satis
fied air of completeness and finality.
"I hate you!" cried Bella, turning suddenly
upon him, with a stamp of her little foot—" at
least, I can't hate you, but I don't like you I"
"Hcl-lo!" exclaimed Mr. Boffin, in an
amazed under-tone.
"You're a scolding, unjust, abusive, aggra
vating, bad old creature !" cried Bella. "I am
angry with my ungrateful self for calling you
names; but you are, you are; you know you
are !"
Mr. Boffln stared here, and stared there, as
misdoubting that be must be in some sort of

fit.
"I have heard you with shame," said Bella.
"With shame for myself, and with shame for
yon. You ought to be above the base tale-bear
ing of a lime-serving woman ; but you are above
nothing now."
Mr. Boffin, seeming to become convinced that
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this was a fit, rolled his eyes and loosened his
neckcloth.
" When I came here I respected you and hon
ored yon, and I soon loved you," cried Bella.
"And now I can't bear the sight of you. At
least, I don't know that I ought to go so far as
that—only you're a—you're a Monster !" Hav
ing shot this bolt out with a great expenditure
of force, Bella hysterically laughed and cried to

gether.
"The best wish I can wish you is," said Bella,
returning to the charge, "that you had not one
single farthing in the world. If any true friend
and well-wisher could make yon a bankrupt, you
would be a Duck ; but as a man of property you
are a Demon !" •

After dispatching this second bolt with a still
greater expenditure of force, Bella laughed and
cried still more.
"Mr. Rokesmith, pray stay one moment.
Pray hear one word from me before you go ! I
am deeply sorry for the reproaches you have
borne on my account. Out of the depths of my
heart I earnestly and truly beg your pardon."
As she stepped toward him, he met her. As
she gave him her hand, he put it to his lips, and
said, "God bless you!" No laughing was
mixed with Bella's crying then ; her tears were
pure and fervent.
"There is not an ungenerous word that I
have heard addressed to you—heard with scorn
and indignation, Mr. Rokesmith — but it has
wounded me far more than you, for I have de
served it

,

and you never have. Mr. Rokesmith,

it is to me you owe this perverted account of
what passed between us that night. I parted
with the secret, even while I was angry with
myself for doing so. It was very bad in me, but
indeed it was not wicked. I did it in a moment
of conceit and folly—one of my many such mo
ments —one of my many such hours—years.
As I am punished for it severely, try to forgive
it!"
" I do with all my soul."
"Thank you. O thank you! Don't part
from me till I have said one other word, to do
you justice. The only fault you can be truly
charged with, in having spoken to me as you did

that night—with how much delicacy and how
much forbearance no one but I can know or be
grateful to you for— is

,

that you lnid yourself
open to be slighted b

y a worldly shallow girl
whose head was turned, and who was quite una
ble to rise to the worth of what you offered her.
Mr. Rokesmith, that girl has often seen herself
in a pitiful and poor light since, but never in so
pitiful and poor a light as now, when the mean
tono in which she answered you—sordid and
vain girl that she was—has been echoed in ber
ears by Mr. Boffin."
He kissed her hand again.
" Mr. Boffin's speeches were detestable to me,
shocking to me," said Bella, startling that gen
tleman with another stamp of her little foot.
" It is quite true Aat there was a time, and very

lately, when I deserved to be so ' righted,' Mr.
Rokesmith ; but I hope that I shall never de
serve it again !"

He once more put her hand to his lips, and
then relinquished it

,

and left the room. Bella
was hurrying back to the chair in which she had
hidden her face so long, when, catching sight
of Mrs. Boffin by the way, she stopped at her.
"He is gone," sobbed Bella indignantly, de
spairingly, in fifty ways at once, with her arms
round Mrs. Boffin's neck. " He has been most
shamefully abused, and most nnjustly and most
basely driven away, and I am the cause of it !"
All this time Mr. Boffin had been rolling his
eyes over his loosened neckerchief, as if his fit
were still upon him. Appearing now to think
that he was coming to, he stared straight before
him for a while, tied his neckerchief again, took
several long inspirations, swallowed several times,
and ultimately exclaimed with a deep sigh, as

if he felt himself on the whole better : "Well !"

No word, good or bad, did Mrs. Boffin say:
but she tenderly took care of Bella, and glanced
at her husband as if for orders. Mr. Boffin,
without imparting any, took his seat on a chair
over against them, and there sat leaning for
ward, with a fixed countenance, his legs apart,

a hand on each knee, nnd his elbows squared,
until Bella should dry her eyes and raise her
head, which in the fullness of time she did.
" I must go home," said Bella, rising hur
riedly. "I am very grateful to you for all you
have done for me, but I can't stay here."
"My darling girl !" remonstrated Mrs. Boffin.
"No, I can't stay here," said Bella; "I can't
indeed. Ugh! you vicious old thing!" (This
to Mr. Boffin.)" Don't bo rash, my love," urged Mrs. Boffin.
" Think well of what you do."
"Yes, you had better think well," said Mr.
Boffin.
" I shall never more think well of you," cried
Bella, cutting him short, with intent defiance in
her expressive little eyebrows, and championship
of the late Secretary in every dimple. " No !

never again ! Your money has changed you
to marble. You arc a hard-hearted Miser. You
are worse than Dancer, worse than Hopkins,
worse than Blackberry Jones, worse than any
of the wretches. And more !" proceeded Bells,
breaking into tears again, "you were wholly
undeserving of the Gentleman you have lost."
" Why, you don't mean to say, Miss Bella,"
the Golden Dustman slowly remonstrated, "that
you set up Rokesmith against me?"
" I do !" said Bella. " He is worth a Million
of you."
Very pretty she looked, though very angry,
as she made herself as tall as she possibly could

(which was not extremely tall), and utterly re
nounced her patron with a lofty toss of her rich
brown head.
"I would rather he thought well of me," said
Bella, " though bo swept the street for bread,
than that you did, though you splashed the mud
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upon him from the wheels of a chariot of pure
gold. There P
"Well I'm sure!" cried Mr. Boffin, staring.
"And for a long time past, when you have
thought you set yourself above him, I have only
seen you under his feet," said Bella — " There !
And throughout I saw in him the master, and I
saw in you the man—There! And when you
used him shamefully, I took his part and loved
him—There ! I boast of it !"
After which strong avowal Bella underwent
reaction, and cried to any extent, with her face
on the back of her chair.

"Now, look here,'' said Mr. Boffin, as soon
as he could find an opening for breaking the
silence and striking in. "Give me your atten
tion, Bella. I am not angry."
"I am 1" said Bella.
"I say," resumed the Golden Dustman, "I
am not angry, and I mean kindly to you, and I
want to overlook this. So you'll stay where you
are, and we'll agree to say no more about it."
" No, I can't stay here," cried Bella, rising
hurriedly again ; " I can't think of staying here.
I must go home for good." '

"Now, don't be silly," Mr. Boffin reasoned.
"Don't do what you can't undo; don't do what
you're sure to be sorry for."
"I shall never be sorry for it," said Bella;
" and I should always be sorry, and should every
minute of my life despise myself, if I remained
here after what has happened."
"At least, Bella," argued Mr. Boffin, "let
there be no mistake about it. Look before yon
leap, you know. Stay where you are, and all's
well, and all's as it was to be. Go away, and
you can never come back."
"I know that I can never come back, and
that's what I mean," said Bella.
"Yon mustn't expect," Mr. Boffin pursued,
" that I'm a-going to settle money on you, if
you leave us like this, because I am not. No,
Bella ! Be careful ! Not one brass farthing."
"Expect!" said Bella, haughtily. "Do you
think that any power on earth could make me
take it

, if you did, Sir?"
But there was Mrs. Boffin to part from, and,
in the full flush of her dignity, the impressible
little soul collapsed again. Down upon her
knees before that good woman, she rocked her
self upon her breast, and cried, and sobbed, and
folded her in her arms with all her might.
"You're a dear, a dear, the best of dears!"
cried Bella. "You're the best of human creat
ures. I can never bo thankful enough to yon,
and can never forget you. If I should live to
be blind and deaf, I know I shall see and hear
you, in my fancy, to the last of my dim old
days !"
Mrs. Boffin wept most heartily, and embraced
her with all fondness ; but said not one single
word except that she was her dear girl. She
said that often enough, to be sure, for she said

it over and over again ; but not one word else.

Bella broke from her at length, and was going

weeping out of the room, when, in her own little

queer affectionate way, she half relented toward
Mr. Boffin.
" 1 am very glad," sobbed Bella, " that I called
you names, Sir, because you richly deserved it.
But I am very sorry that I called you names,
because you used to bo so different. Say good-
by!"
"Good-by," said Mr. Boffin, shortly.
" If I knew which of your hands was the least
spoiled, I would ask you to let me touch it," said
Bella, "for the last time. But not because I re
pent of what I have said to you. For I don't.
It's true !"
"Try the left hand," said Mr. Boffin, holding

it out in a stolid manner ; it's the least used."
"You have been wonderfully good and kind to
me," said Bella, "and I kiss it for that. Yon
have been as bad as bad could be to Mr. Roke-
smith, and I throw it away for that. Thank
you for myself, and good-by !"
" Good-by," said Mr. Boffin as before.
Bella caught him round the neck and kissed
him, and ran out forever.

She ran up stairs, and sat down on the floor

in her own room, and cried abundantly. But

the day was declining, and she had no time to

lose. She opened all the places where she kept
her dresses ; selected only those she had brought
with her, leaving all the rest ; and made a great

misshapen bundle of them, to be sent for after
ward.
" I won't take one of the others," said Bella,
tying the knots of the bundle very tight, in the se
verity of her resolution. " I'll leave all the pres
ents behind, and begin again entirely on my own

account." That the resolution might be, thor
oughly carried into practice, she even changed

the dress she wore, for that in which she had

come to the grand mansion. Even the bonnet

she put on was the bonnet that had mounted into

the Boffin chariot at Holloway.
"Now I am complete," said Bella. "It's a

little trying, but I have steeped my eyes in cold
water, and I won't cry any more. You have
been a pleasant room to me, dear room. Adieu !

We shall never see each other again."
With a parting kiss of her fingers to it she
softly closed the door, and went with a light foot

down the great staircase, pausing and listening
as she went, that she might meet none of the

household. No one chanced to be about, ami
she got down to the hall in quiet. The door of
the late Secretary's room stood open. She peeped

in ns she passed, and divined from the emptiness
of his table, and the general appearance of things,
that he was already gone. Softly opening the

great hall door, and softly closing it upon her
self, she turned and kissed it on the outside— in
sensible old combination of wood and iron that

it was !—before she ran away from the house at

a swift pace.
"That was well done!" panted Bella, slack
ening in the next street, and subsiding into a

walk. " If I had left myself any breath to cry
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with, I should have cried again. Now poor
dear darling little Pa, you are going to see your
lovely woman unexpectedly."

CHAPTER XVI.
THE FEAST OF THE THREE HOBGOBLINS.

The City looked uupromising enough as Bella
made her way along its gritty streets. Most of

its money-mills were slackening sail, or had left

off grinding for the day. The master-millers
had already departed, and the journeymen were

departing. There was a jaded aspect on the
business lanes and courts, and the very pave
ments had a weary appearance, confused by the

tread of a million of feet. There must be hours
of night to temper down the day's distraction of
so feverish a place. As yet the worry of the
newly-stopped whirling and grinding on the part
of the money-mills seemed to linger in the air,
and the quiet was more like the prostration of a

spent giant than the repose of one who was re
newing his strength.
If Bella thought, as she glanced at the mighty
Bank, how agreeable it would be to have an
hour's gardening there, with a bright copper
shovel, among the money, still she was not in an
avaricious vein. Much improved in that respect,
and with certain half-formed images which had
little gold in their composition, dancing before
her bright eyes, she arrived in the drug-flavored
region of Mincing Lane, with the sensation of
having just opened a drawer in a chemist's shop.
The counting-house of Chicksey, Veneering,
and Stobbles was pointed out by an elderly fe
male accustomed to the care of offices, who
dropped upon Bella out of a public house, wip
ing her mouth, and accounting for its humidity
on natural principles well known to the physical
sciences, by explaining that she had looked in at
the door to see what o'clock it was. The count
ing-house was a wall-eyed ground-floor by a dark
gateway, and Bella was considering, as she ap
proached it, conld there be any precedent in the
City for her going in and asking for R. Wilfer,
when whom should she see, sitting at one of the
windows with the plate-glass sash raised, but R.
Wilfer himself, preparing to take a slight re
fection 1

On approaching nearer, Bella discerned that
the refection had the appearance of a small cot
tage-loaf and a pennyworth of milk. Simul
taneously with this discovery on her part, her
father discovered her, and invoked the echoes
of Mincing Lane to exclaim " My gracious
me!"
He then came cherubically flying out without

a hat, and embraced her, and handed her in.
"For it's after hours and I am all alone, my
dear," he explained, "and am having— as I

sometimes do when they are all gone— a quiet
tea."
Looking round the office, as if her father were

a captive and this his cell, Bella hngged him
and choked him to her heart's content.
" I never was so surprised, my dear !" said her
father. "I couldn't believe my eyes. Upon
my life, I thought they had taken to lying !

The idea of your coming down the Lane your
self! Why didn't you send the footman down
the Lane, my dear?"
" I. have brought no footman with me, Pa."
" Oh indeed ! But you have brought the ele
gant turn-out, my love ?"
"No, Pa."
"You never can have walked, my dear?"
"Yes, I have, Pa."
He looked so very much astonished, that Bella
could not make up her mind to break it to him
just yet.
"The consequence is

, Pa, that your lovely
woman feels a little faint, and would very much
like to share your tea."
The cottage-loaf and the pennyworth of milk
had been set forth on a sheet of paper on the
window-scat. The cherubic pocket-knife, with
the first bit of the loaf still on its point, lay be
side them where it had been hastily thrown
down. Bella took the bit off, and put it in her
mouth. "My dear child," said her father,
" the idea of your partaking of such lowly fare !

But at least. you must have your own loaf and
your own penn'orth. One moment, my dear.
The Dairy is just over the way and round the
corner."
Regardless of Bella's dissuasions he ran out,
and quickly returned with the new supply.
" My dear child," he said, as ho spread it on
another piece of paper before her, " the idea of

a splendid— !" and then looked at her figure,
and stopped short.
"What's the matter, Pa?"
" —of a splendid female," he resumed more
slowly, "putting up with such accommodation
as the present !—Is that a new dress you have
on, my dear?"
" No, Pa, an old one. Don't you remember
it?"
" Why, I tbought I remembered it

,

my dear !"
" You should, for you bought it, Pa."
"Yes, I tbought I bought it, my dear!" said
the cherub, giving himself a little shake, as if to
rouse his faculties.
"And have you grown so fickle that you don't
like your own taste, Pa dear?"
"Well, my love," ho returned, swallowing a

bit of the cottage-loaf with considerable effort,
for it seemed to stick by the way: "I should
have thought it was hardly sufficiently splendid
for existing circumstances."
"And so, Pa," said Bella, moving coaxingly
to his side instead of remaining opposite, "you
sometimes have a quiet tea here all alone? I

am not in the tea's way, if I draw my arm over
your shoulder like this, Pa?"
" Yes, my dear, and no, my dear. Yes to the
first question, and Certainly Not to the second.

I Respecting the quiet tea, my dear, why you see
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the occupations of the day are sometimes a little
wearing; and if there's nothing interposed be
tween the day and your mother, why she is
sometimes a little wearing, too."
"I know, Pa,"
" Yes, my dear. So sometimes I put a quiet
tea at the window here, with a little quiet con

templation of the Lane (which comes soothing),
between the day, and domestic—"

"Bliss," suggested Bella, sorrowfully.
" And domestic Bliss," said her father, quite
contented to accept the phrase.
Bella kissed him. "And it is in this dark
dingy place of captivity, poor dear, that you pass
all the hours of your life when you are not at
home ?"
"Not at home, or not on the road there, or
on the road here, my love. Yes. You see that
little desk in the corner?"
"In the dark corner, furthest both from the
light and from the fire-place? The shabbiest
desk of all the desks?"
"Now, does it really strike you in that point
of view, my dear?" said her father, surveying it

artistically with his head on one side : " that's
mine. That's called Rumty's Perch."
" Whose Perch ?" asked Bella with great in
dignation.
"Rumty's. You see, being rather high and
up two steps they call it a Perch. And they
call me Rumty."
"How dare they!" exclaimed Bella.
"They're playful, Bella my dear ; they're play
ful. They're more or less younger than I am,
and they're playful. What does it matter ? It
might be Surly, or Sulky, or fifty disagreeable
things that I really shouldn't like to be con
sidered. But Rumty ! Lor, why not Rumty ?"
To inflict a heavy disappointment on this sweet
nature, which had been, through all her caprices,
the object of her recognition, love, and admira
tion from infancy, Bella felt to be the hardest
task of her hard day. "I should have done
better," she thought, "to tell him at first; I
should have done better to tell him just now,
when he had some slight misgiving; he is .quite
happy again, and I shall make him wretched."
He was falling back on his loaf and milk,
with the pleasantest composure, and Bella steal

ing her arm a little closer about him, and at the
same time sticking up his hair with an irresisti
ble propensity to play with him founded on the
habit of her whole life, had prepared herself to

say : " Pa dear, don't be cast down, but I must
tell you something disagreeable !" when he inter
rupted her in an unlooked-for manner.
" My gracious me !" he exclaimed, invoking
the Mincing Lane echoes as before. "This is
very extraordinary !"
"What is, Pa?"
"Why here's Mr. Rokesmith now!"
"No, no, Pa, no," cried Bella, greatly flur
ried. " Surely not."

i ' Yes there is ! Look here ! "

Sooth to sny, Mr. Uokesmith not only passed

the window, but came into the counting-house.
And not only came into the counting-house,
but, finding himself alone there with Bella and
her father, rushed at Bella and caught her in
his arms, with the rapturous words "My dear,
dear girl; my gallant, generous, disinterested,
courageous, noble girl!" And not only that
even (which one might have thought astonish
ment enough for one dose), but Bella, after
hanging her bead for a moment, lifted it up and
laid it on his breast, as if that were her head's
chosen and lasting resting-place !

"I knew you would come to him, and I fol
lowed you," said Rokesmith. "My love, my
life ! You are mine?"
To which Bella responded, "Yes, I am yours

if you think me worth taking !" And after that,
seemed to shrink to next to nothing in the clasp
of his arms, partly because it was such a strong
one on his part, and partly because there was
such a yielding to it on hers.
The cherub, whose hair would have done for
itself, under the influence of this amazing spec
tacle, what Bella had just now done for it

,

stag

gered back into the window-seat from which he
had risen, and surveyed the pair with his eyes
dilated to their utmost.
"But we must think of dear Pa," said Bella;
"I haven't told dear Pa; let us speak to Pa."
Upon which they turned to do so.
"I wish first, my dear," remarked the cherub
faintly, " that you'd have the kindness to sprin
kle me with a little milk, for I feel as if I was—
Going."
In fact, the good little fellow had become
alarmingly limp, and his senses seemed to be

rapidly escaping, from the knees upward. Bella

sprinkled him with kisses instead of milk, but

gave him a little of that article to drink ; and
he gradually revived under her caressing care.
" We'll break it to you gently, dearest Pa,"
said Bella.

"My dear," returned the cherub, looking at
them both, "you broke so much in the first—

Gush, if I may so express myself— that I think

I am equal to a good large breakage now."
"Mr. Wilfer," said John Rokesmith, excited

ly and joyfully, "Bella takes me, though I have
no fortune, even no present occupation ; nothing
but what I can get in the life before us. Bella
takes me I"
"Yes, I should rather have inferred, my dear
Sir," returned the cherub feebly, "that Bella
took you, from what I have within these few
minutes remarked."
"You don't know, Pa," said Bella, "how ill

I have used him !"

"You don't know, Sir," said Rokesmith,
what a heart she has !"

"You don't know, Pa," said Bella, "what a

shocking creature I was growing, when he saved
me from myself!"
"You don't know, Sir," said Rokesmith,
" what a sacrifice she has made for me !"

'"
My dear B^lla," replied the cherub, still
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pathetically scared, "and my dear John Roke-
smith, if you will allow me so to call you— "

"Yes do, Pa, do!" urged Bella. "/ allow
you, and my will is his law. Isn't it—dear John
Rokesmith?"
There was an engaging shyness in Bella,
coupled with an engaging tenderness of love and
confidence and pride, in thus first calling him

by name, which made it quite excusable in John
Rokesmith to do what he did. What he did
was, once more to give her the appearance of
vanishing as aforesaid.
"I think, my dears," observed the cherub,
" that if you could make it convenient to sit one
on one side of me, and the other on the other,
we should get on rather more consecutively,
and make things rather plainer. John Roke
smith mentioned, a while ago, that he had no

present occupation."
"None," said Rokesmith.
"No, Pa, none," said Bella.
"From which I argue," proceeded the cher
ub, "that he has left Mr. Boffin?"
"Yes, Pa. And so— "
" Stop a bit, my dear. I wish to lead up to
it by degrees. And that Mr. Boffin has not
treated him well ?"
" Has treated him most shamefully, dear Pa!"
cried Bella with a flashing face.

"Of which," pursued the cherub, enjoining
patience with his hand, "a certain mercenary
young person distantly related to myself, could
not approve ? Am I leading up to it right ?"
"Could not approve, sweet Pa," said Bella,
with a tearful laugh and a joyful kiss.
"Upon which," pursued the cherub, "the
certain mercenary young person distantly relat
ed to myself, having previously observed and
mentioned to myself that prosperity was spoiling
Mr. Boffin, felt that she must not sell her sense
of what was right and what was wrong, and
what was true and what was false, and what was

just and what was unjust, for any price that
could be paid to her by any one alive ? Am I
leading up to it right ?"
With another tearful laugh Bella joyfully
kissed him again.
"And therefore—and therefore," the cherub
went on in a glowing voice, as Bella's hand stole

gradually up his waistcoat to his neck, "this
mercenary young person distantly related to my-
self, refused the price, took off the splendid fash
ions that were part of it

,

put on the compara
tively poor dress that I had last given her, and
trusting to my supporting her in what was right,
came straight to me. Have I led up to it ?"
Bella's hand was round his neck by this time,
and her face was on it.
"The mercenary young person distantly re
lated to myself," said her good father, " did
well! The mercenary young person distantly
related to myself did not trust to me in vain I I

admire this mercenary young person distantly
related to myself, more in this dress than if she
had come to me in China silks, Cashmere shawls,

and Goleonda diamonds. I love this young per
son dearly. I say to the man of this young per
son's heart, out of my heart and with all of it,

'My blessing on this engagement betwixt you,
and She brings you a good fortune when she
brings you the poverty she has accepted for your
sake and the honest truth's 1' "

The stanch little man's voice failed him as he
gave John Rokesmith his hand, and he was si

lent, bending his face low over his daughter.
But not for long. He soon looked up, saying in

a sprightly tone :

''And now, my dear child, if yon think you
can entertain John Rokesmith for a minute and
a half, I'll run over to the Dairy, and fetch him

a cottage loaf and a drink of milk, that we may
all have tea together."
It was, as Bella gayly said, like the supper
provided for the three nursery hobgoblins at their
house in the forest, without their thunderous low
growlings of the alarming discovery, "Some
body's been drinking my milk !" It was a deli
cious repast ; by far the most delicious that
Bella, or John Rokesmith, or even R. Wilfer had
ever made. The uncongenial oddity of its sur
roundings, with the two brass knobs of the iron
safe of Chicksey, Veneering, and Stobbles star
ing from a corner, like the eyes of some dull
dragon, only made it the more delightful.
"To think," said the cherub, looking round
the office with unspeakable enjoyment, "that
any thing of a tender nature should come off
here, is what tickles me. To think that ever I

should have seen my Bella folded in the arms of
her future husband, here, you know !"

It was not nntil the cottage loaves and the
milk had for some time disappeared, and the fore-
shadowings of night were creeping over Mincins
Lane, that the cherub by degrees became a lit
tle nervous, and said to Bella, as he cleared his
throat :

" Hem !—Have you thought at all about your
mother, my dear?"
" Yes, Pa."
"And your sister Lavvy, for instance, my
dear?"
"Yes, Pa. I think we had better not enter
into particulars at home. I think it will be quite
enough to say that I had a difference with Mr.
Boffin, and have left for good."
"John Rokesmith being acquainted with your
Ma, my love," said her father, after some slight

hesitation, " I need have no delicacy in hinting
before him that you may perhaps find your Ma

a little wearing."
" A little, patient Pa ?" said Bella with a tune
ful laugh : the tunefuler for being so loving in

its tone.

"Well! We'll say, strictly in confidence
among ourselves, wearing ; we won't qualify
it," the cherub stoutly admitted. "And your
sister's temper is wearing."
"I don't mind, Pa."
"And you must prepare yourself, you know,
my precious,'' said her father, with much gentle
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ness, " for our looking very poor and meagre at
home, and being at the best but very uncomfort

able, after Mr. Boffin's house."
" I don't mind, Pa. I could bear much harder
trials— for John." •

The closing words were not so softly and blush-
ingly said but that John heard them, and showed
that he heard them by again assisting Bella to
another of those mysterious disappearances.
"Well!" said the cherub gayly, and not ex
pressing disapproval, "when you— when you
come back from retirement, my love, and reap
pear on the surface, I think it will be time to
lock up and go."
If the connting-house of Chicksey, Veneering,
and Stobbles had ever been shut up by three hap
pier people, glad as most people were, to shut it

up, they must have been superlatively happy in
deed. But first Bella mounted upon Rumty's
Perch, and said, "Show me what you do here
all day long, dear Pa. Do you write like this ?"
laying her round cheek upon her plump left arm,
and losing sight of her pen in waves of hair, in a

highly unbusiness-like manner. Though John
Rokesmith seemed to like it.

So the three hobgoblins, having effaced all
traces of their feast, and swept up the crumbs,
came out of Mincing Lane to walk to Holloway ;
and if two of the hobgoblins didn't wish the dis
tance twice as long as it was, the third hobgoblin
was much mistaken. Indeed, that modest spirit
deemed himself so much in the way of their deep
enjoyment of the journey that he apologetically
remarked : "I think, my dears, I'll take the lead
on the other side of the road, and seem not to
belong to you." Which he did, cherubically
strewing the path with smiles, in the absence of
flowers.
It was almost ten o'clock when they stopped
w i:hin view of Wilfer Castle ; and then, the spot
being quiet and deserted, Bella began a series
of, disappearances which threatened to last all
night.
'•I think, John," the cherub hinted at last,
" that if you can spare me the young person dis
tantly related to myself, I'll take her in."
"I can't spare her," answered John, "but I
must lend her to you—My Darling !" A word
of magic which caused Bella instantly to disap
pear again.
"Now, dearest Pa," said Bella, when she be
came visible, "put your hand in mine, and we'll
run home as fast as ever we can run, and get it
over. Now, Pa. Once !— "

"My dear," the cherub faltered, with some
thing of a craven air, "I was going to observe
that if your mother— "
"You mustn't hang back, Sir, to gain time,"
cried Bella, putting out her right foot ; " do yon
see that, Sir? That's the mark ; come up to the
mark, Sir. Once ! Twice ! Three times and
nway, Pa !" Off she skimmed, bearing the cherub
along, nor ever stopped, nor suffered him to stop,
until she had pulled at the bell. "Now, dear
Pa," said Bella, taking him by both ears as if

he were a pitcher, and conveying his face to her
rosy lips, " we are in for it !"
Miss Lawy came out to open the gate, wait
ed on by that attentive cavalier and friend of the
family, Mr. George Sampson. "Why, it's nev
er Bella!" exclaimed Miss Lawy, starting back
at the sight. And then bawled, " Ma ! Ilere's
Bella!"
This produced, before they could get into the
house, Mrs. Wilfer. Who, standing in the port
al, received them with ghostly gloom, and all
her other appliances of ceremony.
"My child is weleome, though unlooked for,"
said she, at the time presenting her cheek as if
it were a cool slate for visitors to euroll them
selves upon. "You, too, R. W., are weleome,
though late. Does the male domestic of Mrs.
Boffin hear me there?" This deep-toned in
quiry was cast forth into the night, for response
from the menial in question.
"There is no one waiting, Ma, dear," said
Bella.
"There is no one waiting?" repeated Mrs.
Wilfer, in majestic accents.
"No, Ma dear."
A dignified shiver pervaded Mrs. Wilfer's
shoulders and gloves, as who should say, "An
Enigma !" and then she marched at the bead of
the procession to the family keeping-room, where
she observed :

"Unless, R. W. :" who started on being sol
emnly turned upon: "you have taken the pre
caution of making some addition to our frugal
supper on your way home, it will prove but a
distasteful one to Bella. Cold neck of mutton
and a lettuce can ill compete with the luxuries
of Mr. Boffin's board."
"Pray don't talk like that, Ma dear," said
Bella; "Mr. Boffin's board is nothing to
me."
But, here Miss Lavinia, who had been intent
ly eving Bella's bonnet, struck in with " Why,
Bella!"
"Yes, Lawy, I know."
The Irrepressible lowered her eyes to Bella's
dress, and stooped to look at it

,

exclaiming again :

"Why, Bella!"
"Yes, Lawy, I know what I have got on. I

was going to tell Ma when you interrupted. I

have left Mr. Boffin's house for good, Ma, and I

have come home again."
Mrs. Wilfer spake no word, but, having glared
at her offspring for a minute or two in an aw
ful silence, retired into her corner of state back
ward, and sat down : like a frozen article on
sale in a Russian market.
" In short, dear Ma," said Bella, taking off
the depreciated bonnet and shaking out her hair,
" I have had a very serious difference with Mr.
Boffin on the subject of his treatment of a mem
ber of his household, and it's a final difference,
and there's an end of all."
" And I am bound to tell you, my dear, "added
R. W., submissively, "that Bella has acted in a
truly brave spirit, and with a truly right feeling.
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And therefore I hope, my dear, you'll not allow
yourself to be greatly disappointed."
"George!" —said Miss Lavvy, in a sepul
chral, warning voice, founded on her mother's
—"George Sampson, speak ! What did I tell
you about those Boffins?"
Mr. Sampson, perceiving his frail bark to be
laboring among shoals and breakers, thought it
safest not to refer back to any particular thing
that he had been told, lest he should refer back
to the wrong thing. With admirable seaman
ship he got his bark into deep water by murmur
ing, "Yes, indeed."
"Yes! I told George Sampson, as George
Sampson tells you," said Miss Lavvy, "that
those hateful Boffins would pick a quarrel with
Bella as soon as her novelty had worn off. Have

they done it
,

or have they not ? Was I right,
or was I wrong ? And what do you say to us,
Bella, of your Boffins now?"
"Lavvy and Ma," said Bella, "I say of Mr.
and Mrs. Boffin what I always have said ; and

I always shall say of them what I always have
said. But nothing will induce me to quarrel
with any one to-night. I hope you are not
sorry to see me, Ma dear," kissing her; "and I

hope you are not sorry to see me, Lavvy," kiss
ing her too; "and as I notice the lettuce Ma
mentioned on the table, I'll make the salad."
Bella playfully setting herself about the task,
Mrs. Wilfer's impressive countenance followed
her with glaring eyes, presenting a combination
of the once popular sign of the Saracen's Head,
with a piece of Dutch clock-work, and suggest
ing to an imaginative mind that from the com

position of the salad her daughter might pru
dently omit the vinegar. But no word issued
from the majestic matron's lips. And this was
more terrific to her husband (as perhaps she

knew) than any flow of eloquence with which
she could have edified the company.
"Now, Ma dear," said Bella in due course,
"the salad's ready, and it's past supper-time."
Mrs. Wilfer rose, but remained speechless.
" George !" said Miss Lavinia, in her voice of
warning, " Ma's chair !" Mr. Sampson flew to
the excellent lady's back, and followed her up
close, chair in hand, as she stalked to the ban

quet. Arrived at the table, she took her rigid
seat, after favoring Mr. Sampson with a glare
for himself, which caused the young gentleman
to retire to his place in much confusion.
The cherub not presuming to address so tre
mendous an object, transacted her supper through
the agency of a third person, as " Mutton to your
Ma, Bella, my dear;" and "Lavvy, I dare say
your Ma would take some lettuce if you were to
put it on her plate." Mrs. Wilfer's manner of
receiving those viands was marked by petrified
absence of mind ; in which state, likewise, she
partook of them, occasionally laying down her

knife and fork, and saying within her own spir

it
, "What is this I am doing?" and glaring at

one or other of the party, as if in indignant search
of information. A magn?tic result of such glar

ing was, that the person glared at could not by

any means successfully pretend to be ignorant
of the fact ; so that a by-stander, without be
holding Mrs. Wilfer at all, must have known at
whom she was glaring, b

y seeing her refracted
from the countenance of the beglared one.
Miss Lavinia was extremely affable to Mr.
Sampson on this special occasion, and took the
opportunity of informing her sister why.
"It was not worth troubling you about, Bel
la, when you wero in a sphere so far removed
from your family as to make it a matter in which

yon could be expected to take very little inter
est," said Lavinia with a toss of her chin ; " but
George Sampson is paying his addresses to me."
Bella was glad to hear it. Mr. Sampson be
came thoughtfully red, and felt called upon to
encircle Miss Lavinia's waist with his arm ; but,
encountering a large pin in the young lady's
belt, scarified a finger, uttered a sharp exclama

tion, and attracted the lightning of Mrs. Wil
fer's glare.
"George is getting on very well," said Miss
Lavinia—which might not have been supposed
at the moment—" and I dare say we shall be
married one of these days. I didn't care to
mention it when you wero with your Bof—"

here Miss Lavinia checked herself in a bounce,
and added more placidly, " when yon were with
Mr. and Mrs. Boffin ; but now I think it sisterly
to name the circumstance."
"Thank you, Lavvy dear. I congratulate
you."
"Thank you, Bella. The truth is

,

George
and I did discuss whether I should tell you ; but

I said to George that you wouldn't be much in
terested in so paltry an affair, and that it was
far more likely you would rather detach your
self from us altogether, than have him added to
the rest of us."
"That was a mistake, dear Lavvy," said
Bella.
"It turns out to be," replied Miss Lavinia;
" but circumstances have changed, you know,
my dear. George is in a new situation, and his

prospects are very good indeed. I shouldn't have
had the courage to tell you so yesterday, when

you would have thought his prospects poor, and

not worth notice; but I feel quite bold to-night."
" When did yon begin to feel timid, Lavvy?"
inquired Bella, with a smile.
" I didn't say that I ever felt timid, Bella,"
replied the Irrepressible.

" But perhaps I might
have said, if I had not been restrained by deli
cacy toward a sister's feelings, that I have for
some time felt independent; too independent,

my dear, to subject myself to have my intended
match (you'll prick yourself again, George)

looked down upon. It is not that I could have
blamed you for looking down upon it

,

when you

were looking up to a rich and great match,

Bella; it is only that I was independent."
Whether the Irrepressiblo felt slighted by
Bella's declaration that she would not quarrel,
or whether her spitefulness was evoked b

y Bella's
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return to the sphere of Mr. George Sampson's
courtship, or whether it was a necessary fillip to
her spirits that she should come into collision
with somebody on the present occasion—any
how she made a dash at her stately parent now,
with the greatest impetuosity.
' ' Ma, pray don't sit staring at me in that in

tensely aggravating manner ! If you see a black
on my nose, tell me so ; if you don't, leave me
alone."
"Do yon address Me in those words?" said
Mrs. Wilfer. "Do you presume?"
"Don't talk about presuming, Ma, for good
ness' sake. A girl who is old enough to be en
gaged, is quite old enough to object to be stared
at as if she was a Clock."
" Audacious one I" said Mrs. Wilfer. " Your

grandmamma, if so addressed by one of her
daughters, at any age, would have insisted on
her retiring to a dark apartment."
"My grandmamma," returned Larry, fold
ing her arms and leaning back in her chair,
" wouldn't have sat staring people out of coun
tenance, I think."
" She would," said Mrs. Wilfer.
" Then it's a pity she didn't know better," said
Lavvy. " And if my grandmamma wasn't in
her dotage when she took to insisting on people's
retiring to dark apartments, she ought to have

been. A pretty exhibition my grandmamma
must have made of herself! I wonder whether
she ever insisted on people's retiring into the ball
of St. Paul's ; and if she did, how she got them
there !"
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" Silence !" proclaimed Mrs. Wilfer. " I
command silence !"
"I have not the slightest intention of being
silent, Ma," returned Lavinia, coolly, " but quite
the contrary. I am not going to be eyed as if /
had come from the Boffins, and sit silent under

it. I am not going to have George Sampson
eyed as if he had come from the Boffins, and sit
silent under it. If Fa thinks proper to be eyed
as if he had come from the Boffins also, well and
good. I don't choose to. And I won't !"
Lavinia's engineering having made this crook
ed opening at Bella, Mrs. Wilfer strode into it.
" You rebellions spirit ! You mutinous child !
Tell me this, Lavinia. If, in violation of your
mother's sentiments, you had condescended to
allow yourself to be patronized by the Boffins, and
if you had come from those halls of slavery— "

"That's mere nonsense, Ma," said Lavinia.
"How!" exclaimed Mrs. Wilfer, with sub
lime severity.
"Halls of slavery, Ma, is mere stuff and non
sense," returned the unmoved Irrepressible.
"I say, presumptuous child, if you had come
from the neighborhood of Portland Flace, bend
ing under the yoke of patronage and attended
by its domesties in glittering garb to visit me,
do you think my deep-seated feelings could have

been expressed in looks?"
"All I think about it is," returned Lavinia,
"that I should wish them expressed to the
right person."
"And if," pursued her mother, "if making
light of my warnings that the face of Mrs. Bof
fin alone was a face teeming with evil, you had
clung to Mrs. Boffin instead of to me, and had
after all come home rejected by Mrs. Boffin,
trampled under foot by Mrs. Boffin, and cast
out by Mrs. Boffin, do you think my feelings
could have been expressed in looks ?"
Lavinia was' about replying to her honored
parent that she might as well have dispensed
with her looks altogether then, when Bella rose
and said, " Good-night, dear Ma. I have had
a tiring day, and I'll go to bed." This broke
up the agreeable party. Mr. George Sampson
shortly afterward took his leave, accompanied by
Miss Lavinia with a candle as far as the hall,
and without a candle as far as the garden-gate;
Mrs. Wilfer, washing her hands of the Boffins,
went to bed after the manner of Lady Maebeth ;
and R. W. was left alone among the dilapida
tions of the supper-table, in a melancholy atti
tude.
But a light footstep roused him from his
meditations, and it was Bella's. Her pretty
hair was hanging all about her, and she had
tripped down softly, brush in hand, nnd bare
foot, to say good-night to him.
"My dear, you most unquestionably ore a
lovely woman," said the cherub, taking up a

tress in his hand.
"Look here, Sir," said Bella; "when your
lovely woman marries, you shall have that piece
if you like, and she'll make you a chain of it.
Vor.. XXXI.—No 183.— C o

Would you prize that remembrance of the dear
creature ?"
"Yes, my precious."
"Then you shall have it if you're good, Sir.
I am very, very sorry, dearest Pa, to have brought
home all this trouble. "

"My pet," returned her father, in the simplest
good faith, "don't make yourself uneasy about
that. It really is not worth mentioning, because
things at home would have taken pretty much
the same turn any way. If your mother and
sister don't find one subject to get at times a

little wearing on, they find another. We're

never out of a wearing subject, my dear, I assure
yon. I am afraid you find your old room with
Lavvy dreadfully inconvenient, Bella ?"
" No I don't, Pa ; I don't mind. Why don't
I mind, do you think, Pa?"
"Well, my child, you used to complain of it
when it wasn't such a contrast as it must be now.
Upon my word, I can only answer, because you
are so much improved."
" No, Pa. Because I am so thankful and so
happy !"
Here she choked him until her long hair made
him sneeze, and then she laughed until she made

hiin laugh, and then she choked him again that

they might not be overheard.
"Listen, Sir," said Bella. " Your lovely wo
man was told her fortune to-night on her wny
home. It won't be a largo fortune, because if
the lovely woman's Intended gets a certain ap
pointment that he hopes to get soon, she will
marry on a hundred and fifty pounds a year.
But that's at first, and even if it should never
be more, the lovely woman will make it quite
enough. But that's not all, Sir. In the for
tune there's a certain fair man—a .little man,
the fortune-teller said—who, it seems, will al
ways find himself near the lovely woman, and

will always have kept, expressly for him, such a
peaceful corner in the lovely woman's little house

as never was. Tell me the name of that man,
Sir."
"Is he a Knave in the pack of cards?" in
quired the cherub, with a twinkle in his eyes.
"Yes!" cried Bella, in high glee, choking
him again. " He's the Knave of WilfcYs !
Dear Pa, the lovely woman means to look for
ward to this fortune that has been told for her,

so delightfully, and to cause it to make her a
much better lovely woman than she ever has

been yet. What the little fair man is expected
to do, Sir, is to look forward to it also, by say
ing to himself when ho is in danger of being

over-worried, ' I see land at last !' "
" I see land at last !" repeated her father.
"There's a dear Knave of Wilfers!" ex
claimed Bella; then putting out her small white
bare foot, "That's the mark, Sir. Come to the
mark. Put your boot against it. We keep to
it together, mind! Now, Sir, you may kiss the
lovely woman before she runs away, so thankful

and so happy. O yes, fair little man, so thank

ful and so happy !"
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CHAPTER XVII.
A SOCIAL CHORCS.

Amazement sits enthroned upon the counte

nances of Mr. and Mrs. Alfred Lammle's circle
of acquaintance, when the disposal of their first-

class furniture and effects (including a Billiard
Table in capital letters), "by auction, under a
bill of sale," is publicly announced on a waving
hearth-rug in Sackville Street. But nobody is
half so much amazed as Hamilton Veneering,
Esquire, M.P. for Pocket Breaches, who in
stantly begins to fmd out that the Lammles are

the only people ever entered on his soul's regis
ter who are not the oldest and dearest friends

he has in the world. Mrs. Veneering, W.M.P.
for Pocket Breaches, like a faithful wife shares
her husband's discovery and inexpressible aston

ishment. Perhaps the Veneerings twain may
deem the last unutterable feeling particularly
due to their reputation, by reason that once upon
a time some of the longer heads in the City are
whispered to have shaken themselves, when Ve-
ncering's extensive dealings and great wealth
were mentioned. But it is certain that neither
Mr. nor Mrs. Veneering can find words to won
der in, and it becomes necessary that they give
to the oldest and dearest friends they have in the
world a wondering dinner.
For it is by this time noticeable that, what
ever befalls, the Veneerings must give a dinner

upon it. Lady Tippins lives in a chronic state
of invitation to dine with the Veneerings, and
in a chronic state of inflammation arising from
the dinners. Boots and Brewer go about in

cabs, with no other intelligible business on earth
than to beat up people to come and dine with the
Veneerings. Veneering pervades the legislative

lobbies, intent upon entrapping his fellow-legis
lators to dinner. Mrs. Veneering dined with
five-and-twenty bran-new faces overnight ; calls

upon them all to-day ; sends them every one
a dinner-card to-morrow, for the week after
next : before that dinner is digested, calls upon
their brothers and sisters, their sons and daugh
ters, their nephews and nieces, their aunts and

uncles and-cousins, and invites them all to din

ner. And still, as at first, howsoever, the din
ing circle widens, it is to be observed that all
the diners are consistent in appearing to go to
the Veneerings, not to dine with Mr. and Mrs.
Veneering (which would seem to be the last
thing in their minds), but to dine with one an
other.

Perhaps, after all—who knows?—Veneering
may find this dining, though expensive, remu
nerative, in the sense that it makes champions.
Mr. Podsnap, as a representative man, is not
alone in caring very particularly for his own
dignity, if not for that of his acquaintances, and
therefore in nngrily supporting the acquaintances
who have taken out his Permit, lest, in their
being lessened, he should be. The gold and
silver camels, and the ice-pails, and the rest of
the Veneering table decorations, make a brilliant

show, and when I, Podsnap, casually remark else
where that I dined last Monday with a gorgeous
caravan of camels, I find it personally offensive
to have it hinted to mo that they are broken-
kneed camels, or camels laboring under sus

picion of any sort. "I don't display camels
myself, I am above them ; I am a more solid
man ; but these camels have basked in the light
of my countenance, and how dare yon, Sir, in
sinuate to me that I have irradiated any but un
impeachable camels ?"
The camels are polishing up in the Analyt
ical^ pantry for the dinner of wonderment on
the occasion of the Lammles going to pieces,
and Mr. Twenilow feels a little queer on the
sofa at his lodgings over the stable yard in
Duke Street, Saint James's, in consequence of
having taken two advertised pills at about mid

day, on the faith of the printed representation
accompanying the box (price one and a penny
half-penny, government stamp included), that
the same " will be found highly salutary as a
precautionary measure in connection with the

pleasures of the table." To whom, while sickly
with the fancy of an insoluble pill sticking in
his gullet, and also with the sensation of a de
posit of warm gum languidly wandering within
him a little lower down, a servant enters with
the announcement that a lady wishes to speak
with him.
" A lady !" says Twemlow, plnming his ruffled
feathers. " Ask the favor of the lady's name."
The lady's name is Lammle. The lady will
not detain Mr. Twemlow longer than a very few
minutes. The lady is sure that Mr. Twemlow
will do her the kindness to see her, on being told
that she particularly desires a short interview.
The lady has no doubt whatever of Mr. Twem-
low's compliance when he hears her name. Has

begged the servant to be particular not to mis
take her name. Would have sent in a card, but
has none.
" Show the lady in." Lady shqwn in, comes
in.
Mr. Twemlow's little rooms are modestly fur
nished, in an old-fashioned manner (rather like
the housekeeper's room at Snigsworthy Park),
and would be bare of mere ornament were it not
for a full-length engraving of the sublime Snigs-
worth over the chimney-piece, snorting at n
Corinthian column, with an enormous roll of
paper at his feet, and a heavy curtain going to

tumble down on his head ; those accessories be

ing understood to represent the noble lord as
somehow in the act of saving his country.
"Pray take a seat, Mrs. Lammle." Mrs.
Lammle takes a seat and opens the conversa
tion.
"I have no doubt, Mr. Twemlow, that yon
have heard of a reverse of fortune having be

fallen us. Of course you have heard of it
,

for
no kind of news travels so fast—among one's
friends especially."
Mindful of the wondering dinner, Twemlow,
with a little twinge, admits the imputation.
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"Probably it will not," says Mrs. Lammle,
with a certain hardened manner upon her, that

makes Twemlow shrink, " have surprised you
so much as some others, after what passed be
tween us at the house which is now turned out
at windows. I have taken- the' liberty of calling
upon you, Mr. Twemlow, to add a sort of post
script to what I said that day."
Mr. Twemlow's dry and hollow cheeks become
more dry and hollow at the prospect of some
new complication.
"Really," says the uneasy little gentleman,
" really, Mrs. Lammle, I should take it as a fa
vor if you could excuse me from any further
confidence. It has ever been one of the objects
of my life—which, unfortunately, has. not had
many objects — to be inoffensive, and to keep out
of cabals and interferences."
Mrs. Lammle, by far the more observant of
the two, scarcely finds it necessary to look at
Twemlow while he speaks, so easily does she
read him.
" My postscript—to retain the term I have
used" — says Mrs. Lammle, fixing her eyes on his
face, to enforce what she says herself—"coin
cides exactly with what yon say, Mr. Twemlow.
So far from troubling you with any new confi

dence, I merely wish to remind you what the old
one was. So far from asking you for interfer

ence, I merely wish to claim your strict neutral
ity."
Twemlow going on to reply, she rests her eyes
again, knowing her ears to bo quite enough for
the contents of so weak a vessel.

"I can, I suppose," says Twemlow, nervously,
"offer no reasonable objection to hearing any
thing that you do me the honor to wish to say
to me under those heads. But if I may, with all
possible delicacy and politeness, entreat you not
to range beyond them, I—I beg to do so. "
" Sir,'' says Mrs. Lammle, raising her eyes to
his face again, and quite daunting him with her
hardened manner, " I imparted to you a certain
piece of knowledge, to be imparted again, as

you thought best, to a certain person."
"Which I did," says Twemlow.
' ' And for doing which, I thank you ; though,
indeed, I scarcely know why I turned traitress
to my husband in the matter, for the girl is a
poor little fool. I was a poor little fool once
myself; I can find no better reason." Seeing
the effect she produces on him by her indifferent
laugh and cold look, she keeps her eyes upon
him as she proceeds. "Mr. Twemlow, if you
sbould chance to see my husband, or to see me,
or to see both of us, in the favor or confidence
of any one else—whether of our common ac
quaintance or not, is of no consequence—you
have no right to use against us the knowledge
I intrusted you with, for one special purpose ,
which has been accomplished. This is what I
came to say. It is not a stipulation ; to a gen
tleman it is simply a reminder."
Twemlow sits murmuring to himself with his
hand to his forehead.

" It is so plain a case," Mrs. Lammle goes on,
" as between me (from the first relying on your
honor) and you, that I will not waste another
word upon it. " She looks steadily atMr. Twem
low, until, with a shrug, he makes her a little
one-sided bow, as though saying " Yes, I think
you have a right to rely upon me," and then
she moistens her lips, and shows a sense of re
lief.
"I trust I have kept the promise I made
through your servant, that I would detain you a
very few minutes. I need trouble you no longer,
Mr. Twemlow."
"Stay!" says Twemlow, rising as she rises.
"Pardon me a moment. I should never have
sought you out, madam, to say what I am going
to say, but since you have sought me out and
arc here, I will throw it off my mind. Was it
quite consistent, in candor, with our taking that
resolution against Mr. Fledgeby, that you should
afterward address Mr. Fledgeby as your dear
and confidential friend, and entreat a favor of
Mr. Fledgeby ? Always supposing that you did ;
I assert no knowledge of my own on the subject ;
it has been represented to me that you did."
"Then he told you?" retorts Mrs. Lammle,
who again has saved her eyes while listening, -

and uses them with strong effect while speak
ing.
"Yes."
" It is strange that he should have told yon
the truth," says Mrs. Lammle, seriously ponder
ing. "Pray where did a circumstance so very
extraordinary happen ?"
Twemlow hesitates. He is shorter than the
lady as well as weaker, and, as she stands above
him with her hardened manner and her well-
used eyes, he finds himself at such a disadvant

age that he would like to be of the opposite
sex.

"May I ask where it happened, Mr. Twem
low ? In strict confidence ?"
" I must confess," says the mild little gentle
man, coming to his answer by degrees, "that I
felt some compunctions when Mr. Fledgeby men
tioned it. I must admit that I could not regard
myself in an agreeable light. More particular
ly, as Mr. Fledgeby did, with great civility,
which I could not feel that I deserved from him,
render me the same service that you had en
treated him to render you."
It is a part of the true nobility of the poor gen
tleman's soul to say this last sentence. "Other
wise," he has reflected, "I shall assume the su
perior position of having no difficulties of my
own, while I know of hers. Which would be
mean, very mean."
"Was Mr. Fledgeby 's advocacy as effectual
in your case as in ours?" Mrs. Lammle de
mands.
"As ineffectual."
"Can you make up your mind to tell me
where you saw Mr. Fledgeby, Mr. Twemlow?"
" I beg your pardon. I fully intended to have
done so. The reservation was not intentional.
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I encountered Mr. Fledgeby, quite by accident,
on the spot. —By the expression, on the spot, I
mean at Mr. Riah's in Saint Mary Axe."
" Hare yon the misfortune to be in Mr. Riah's
hands then ?"

"Unfortunately, madam," returns Twemlow,
"the one money-obligation to which I stand
committed, the ono debt of my life (but it is a
just debt ; pray observe that I don't dispute it),
has fallen into Mr. Riah's hands."
" Mr. Twemlow," says Mrs. Lammle, fixing
his eyes with hers : which he would prevent her
doing if he could, but he can't; "it has fallen
into Mr. Fledgeby's hands. Mr. Riah is his
mask. It has fallen into Mr. Fledgeby's hands.
Let me tell you that, for your guidance. The
information may be of use to you, if only to pro-
vent your credulity, in judging another man's
truthfulness by your own, from being imposed
upon."

"Impossible !" cries Twemlow, standing aghast.
" How do you know it?"
" I scarcely know how J know it. The wholo
train of circumstances seemed to take fire at
once, and show it to me."
" Oh ! Then you have no proof."
" It is very strange," says Mrs. Lnmmle, cold
ly and boldly, and with some disdain, " how like
men are to ono another in some things, though
their characters arc as different as can be ! No
two men can have less affinity between them,
one would say, than Mr. Twemlow and my hus
band. Yet my husband replies to me 'You
have no proof, i and Mr. Twemlow replies to me
with the very same words I"
"But why, madam?" Twemlow ventures gen
tly to argue. "Consider why the very same
words ? Because they state the fact. Because
you have no proof."
' ' Men are very wise in their way,

"
quoth'Mrs.

Lammle, glancing haughtily at the Snigsworth
portrait, and shaking out her dress before de
parting ; " but they have wisdom to learn. My
husband, who is not over-confiding, ingenuous,
or inexperienced, sees this plain thing no more
than Mr. Twemlow does—because there is no
proof! Yet I believe five women out of six, in
my place, would see it as clearly as I do. How
ever, I will never rest (if only in remembrance
of Mr. Fledgeby's having kissed my hand) until
my husband does sec it. And you will do well
for yourself to see it from this time forth, Mr.
Twemlow, though I can give you no proof."
As she moves toward the door, Mr. Twemlow,
attending on her, expresses his soothing hope
that the condition of Mr. Lammle's affairs is not
irretrievable.
" I don't know," Mrs. Lammle answers, stop
ping, and sketching out the pattern of the paper
on the wall with the point of her parasol; "it
depends. There may be an opening for him
dawning now, or there may be none. We shall
soon find out. If none, we aro bankrupt here,
and must go abroad, I suppose."
Mr. Twemlow, in his good-natured desire to

make the best of it
,

remarks that there are pleas
ant lives abroad.
"Yes," returns Mrs. Lammle, still sketching
on the wall ; " but I doubt whether billiard-play
ing, card-playing, and so forth, for the means
to live under suspicion at a dirty table-d'hote, is

one of them."
It is much for Mr. Lammle, Twemlow polite

ly intimates (though greatly shocked), to havo
one always besido him who is attached to him in
all his fortunes, and whose restraining influence
will prevent him from courses that would be
discreditable and ruinous. As he says it

,

Mrs.
Lammle leaves off sketching, and looks at him.
"Restraining influence, Mr. Twemlow ? We
must eat and drink, and dress, and have a roof
over our heads. Always beside him and at
tached in all his fortunes? Not much to boast
of in that; what can a woman at my age do?
My husband and I deceived ono another when
we married ; we must bear the consequences of
the deception— that is to say, bear one another,
and bear the burden of scheming together for
to-day's dinner and to-morrow's breakfast—till
death divorces us."
With those words she walks out into Duke
Street, Saint James's. Mr. Twemlow returning
to his sofa, lays down his aching head on its

slippery little horse-hair bolster, with a strong
internal conviction that a painful interview is

not the kind of thing to be taken after the din
ner pills which arc so highly salutary in connec
tion with the pleasures of the table.
But six o'clock in the evening finds the wor
thy little gentleman getting better, and also get
ting himself into his obsolete little silk stockings
and pumps, for the wondering dinner at the Ve-
neerings. And seven o'clock in the evening
finds him trotting out into Dnke Street, to trot
to the corner and save a sixpence in coach-hire.

Tippins the divine has dined herself into such

n condition by this time that a morbid mind
might desire her, for a blessed change, to sup at
last and turn into bed. Such a mind has Mr.
Eugene Wrayburn, whom Twemlow finds con

templating Tippins with the moodiest of vis
ages, while that playful creature rallies him on

being so long overdue at the woolsack. Skittish

is Tippins with Mortimer Lightwood too, and

has raps to give him with her fan for having

been best man at the nuptials of these deceiving
whats-their-names who have gone to pieces.

Though, indeed, the fan is generally lively, and

taps away at the men in all directions, with

something of a grizzly sound suggestive of the
clattering of Lady Tippins's bones.
A new race of intimate friends has sprung up
at Veneering's since he went into Parliament

for the public good, to whom Mrs. Veneering is

very attentive. These friends, like astronomic

al distances, are only to be spoken of in the very

largest figures. Boots says that one of them is

a Contractor who (it has been calculated) gives

employment, directly and indirectly, to five hun

dred thousand men. Brewer says that another
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of them is a Chairman, in such request at so

many Boards, so far apart, that ho never trav

els less by railway than three thousand miles a

week. Buffer says that another of them hadn't

a sixpence eighteen months ngo, and, through

the brilliancy of his genius in getting those
shares issued at eighty-five, and buying them

all up with no money and selling them nt par

for cash, has now three hundred and seventy-
five thousand pounds—Buffer particularly in
sisting on the odd seventy-five, and declining to

take a farthing less. With Buffer, Boots, and
Brewer, Lady Tippins is eminently facetious on
the subject of these Fathers of the Scrip-Church :
surveying them through her eye-glass, and in

quiring whether Boots and Brewer and Buffer

think they will make her fortune if she makes
love to them ? with other pleasantries of thatna-
ture. Veneering, in his different way, is much
occupied with the Fathers too, piously retiring
with them into the conservatory, from which

retreat the word "Committee" is occasionally
heard, and where the Fathers instruct Veneer

ing how he must leave the valley of the piano
on his left, take the level of tho mantle-piece,
cross by an open cutting at the candelabra, seize
tbo carrying-traffic at the console, and cut up
the opposition root and branch at tbo window
curtains.
Mr. and Mrs. Podsnap are of the company,
and the Fathers descry in Mrs. Podsnap a fine

woman. She is consigned to a Father— Boots!s

Father, who employs five hundred thousand

men —and is brought to anchor on Venecring's
left; thus affording opportunity to tho sportive
Tippins on his right (he, as usual, being mere
vacant space), to entreat to be told something
about those loves of Navvies, and whether they
do really live on raw beef-steaks, and drink por
ter out of their barrows. But in spite of such
little skirmishes it is felt that this was to be a
wondering dinner, and that the wondering must
not be neglected. Accordingly, Brewer, as the
man who has the greatest reputation to sustain,
becomes the interpreter of the general instinct.
" I took,* says Brewer, in a favorable pause,
"a cab this morning, and I rattled off to that
Sale."
Boots (devoured by envy) says,

" So did L"
Buffer says, " So did I ;" but can find nobody
to care whether he did or not.

"And what was it like?" inquires Vimeering.
" I assure you," replies Brewer, looking about
for any body else to address his answer to, and

giving tbo preference to Lightwood; "I assure
you, the things were going for a song. Hand
some things enough, but fetching nothing."
"So I heard this afternoon "says Lightwood.
Brewer begs to know now, would it bo fair to
ask a professional man how— on—earth— these
— people—over—did—come — to—such—a— to
tal smash?" (Brewer's divisions being for em

phasis.)
Lightwood replies that he was consulted cer

tainly, but could give no opinion which would

pay off the Bill of Sale, and therefore violates
no confidence in supposing that it came of their
living beyond their means.
" But how," says Veneering, " can people do
that!"
Ilah ! That is felt on all hands to be a shot
in the bull's-eye. How can people do that!
The Analytical Chemist going round with Cham
pagne looks very much as if Ac could give them
a pretty good idea how people did that, if he
had a mind.
"How," says Mrs. Veneering, laying down
her fork to press her aquiline hands together at
the tips of the fingers, and addressing the Fa
ther who travels the three thousand miles per
week: "how a mother can look at her baby,
and know that she lives beyond her husband's

means, I can not imagine."
Eugene suggests that Mrs. Lammle, not being
a mother, had no baby to look at.

"True," says Mrs. Veneering, "but the prin
ciple is the same."
Boots is clear that the principle is the same.
So is Buffer. It is tho unfortunate destiny of
Buffer to damage a cause by espousing it. The
rest of tho company have meekly yielded to the
proposition that the principle is the same, until
Buffer says it is ; when instantly a general mur
mur arises that the principle is not the same.
"But I don't understand," says the Father
of the three hundred and seventy-five thousand
pounds* "—if these people spoken of occupied
the position of being in society— they were in
society ?"
Veneering is bound to confess that they dined
here, and were even married from here.
"Then I don't understand," pursues the Fa
ther, " how even their living beyond their means
could bring them to what has been termed a total
smash. Because there is always such a thing as
an adjustment of affairs in tho case of people of
any standing at all."
Eugene (who would seem to be in a gloomy
state of suggestiveness) suggests, "Suppose you
have no means and livo beyond them ?"
This is too insolvent a state of things for the
Father to entertain. It ia too insolvent a state
of things for any one with any self-respect to en
tertain, and is universally scouted. But it is so
amazing how any people can have come to a to
tal smash that every body feels bound to account
for it specially. One of the Fathers says, ' ' Gam
ing-table." Another of the Fathers says, " Spec
ulated without knowing that speculation is a
science." Boots says, " Horses." Lady Tippins
says to her fan, "Two establishments." Mr
Podsnap, saying nothing, is referred to for his
opinion ; which he delivers as follows, much
flushed and extremely angry :
"Don't ask me. I desire to take no part in
the discussion of these people's affairs. I abhor
the subject. It is an odious subject, an offensive
subject, a subject that mokes me sick, and I— "
And with his favorite right-arm flourish, which
sweeps away every thing and settlos it forever,
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Mr. Podsnap sweeps these inconveniently unex-
plainnble wretches who have lived beyond their

means and gone to total smash off the face of
the untverse.
Eugene, leaning back in his chair, is observ
ing Mr Podsnap with an irreverent face, and
may be about to offer a new suggestion, when
the Analytical is beheld in collision with the
Coachman ; the Coachman manifesting a pur
pose of coming at the company with a silver sal
ver, as though intent upon making a collection
for his wife and family; the Analytical cutting
him off at the sideboard. The superior statcli-
ncss, if not the superior generalship, of the Ana
lytical prevails over a man who is as nothing off
the box ; and the Coachman, yielding np his
salver, retires defeated.
Then tho Analytical, perusing a scrap of pa
per lying on the salver with the air of a literary
Censor, adjusts it

,

takes his time about going to
the table with it

, and presents it to Mr. Eugene
Wrayburn. Whereupon tbo pleasant Tippins
says aloud, "The Lord Chancellor has resigned !"

With distracting coolness and slowness — for he
knows the curiosity of the Charmer to be always
devouring —Eugene makes a pretense of getting
out an eye-glass, polishing it

,

and reading the
paper with difficulty, long after ho has seen what

is written on it. What is written on it in wet
ink, is:
"Young Blight."
"Waiting?" says Eugene over his shoulder,
in confidence, with the Analytical.
" Waiting," returns tho Analytical, in re
sponsive confidence.
Eugene looks " Excuse me" toward Mrs. Ve
neering, goes out, and finds Young Blight, Mor
timer's clerk, at the hall door.
"You told me to bring him, Sir, to wherever
you was, if he come while you was out and I was
in," says that discreet young gentleman, stand
ing on tip-too to whisper; "and I've brought
him."
"Sharp boy. Where is he?" asks Eugene.
" He's in a cab, Sir, at the door. I thought

it best not to show him, yon see, if it could be
helped ; for he's a shaking all over, like—"
Blight's simile is perhaps inspired b

y the sur
rounding dishes of sweets — " like Glue Monge."
"Sharp boy again," returns Eugene. "I'll
go to him." •

Goes out straightway, and, leisurely leaning
his arms on the open window of a cab in wait
ing, looks in at Mr. Dolls, who has brought his
own atmosphere with him, and would seem from
its odor to have brought it

,

for convenience of
carriage, in a rum-cask.
" Now, Dolls, wake up !"
"Mist Wrayburn? Drection ! Fifteen shil
lings!"
After carefully reading the dingy scrap of pa
per handed to him, and as carefully tucking it

into his wnistcoat pocket, Eugene tells out the
money : beginning incautiously b

y telling the
first shilling into Mr. Dolls's hand, which in

stantly jerks it out of window ; and ending by
telling the fifteen shillings on the seat.
"Give him a ride back to Charing Cross,
sharp boy, and there get rid of him."
Returning to the dining-room, and pausing
for an instant behind the screen at the door,
Eugeno overhears, above the hum and clatter,
the fair Tippins saying: "I am dying to ask
him what he was called out for!"
" Are you ?" mutters Eugene, " then perhaps

if you can't ask him you'll die. So I'll be a ben- .
efactor to society, and go. A stroll and a cigar,
and I can think this over. Think this over."
Thus, with a thoughtful face, he finds his hat
and cloak, unseen of the Analytical, and goes
his way.

TUE END OF TUE THIRD BOOK.

INFLUENCE OF CLIMATE UPON
"
NATIONAL CHARACTER*

AS
plants may be modified by heat, so, too,

may men. The Roman authors bear their
concurrent testimony to the fact that, twenty
centuries ago, the inhabitants of Britain, Gaul,
and Germany were red-haired and blue-eyed.
But no one would accept such a description as
correct in our times. This gradual disappear
ance of the light eomplexioned may be said, in
one sense, to bo due to a climate change that has

been artificially produced. Tho starved, half-
naked, and almost houseless peasant savage of

the times of Ca:sar struggled in his native forest
with the cold; The well-fed, well-clothed, well-
housed laborer now is literally living in a warmer
and more genial climate. Glass windows that

keep out the weather, wooden floors and stoves,
have proved to be equivalent to a more southerly
locality.
But it is not nlonc complexion that is altered ;
the form of the skull is also changed. We should
here remember the well-ascertained fact that the

skull is modeled by the brain, and not the brain

compressed into form by the skull.
There are two typical forms of skull, popularly
distinguished as the savage and the civilized.

The former gives a detestable aspect to the
countenance—a receding forehead, over which
the hair encroaches on the eyebrows ; the nos

trils gaping, and seeming to enter directly back
ward into the head ; the jaw projecting, the
mouth open, the teeth uncovered. In the other
the forehead is vertical; the brow expansive,
and with an air of intellectuality ; the face ca
pable of expressing the most refined emotions ;

the eyes in an indescribable but significant mun-

ner manifest the exalted powers of the mind, and

the lips are composed or compressed.
Between these two typical extremes there are

many intermediate forms. Extreme heat or ex

treme cold, a life of physical hardship, tend to
the production of the baser ; a life of case in a

genial climate, to the higher type. And since

* From Thoughts on the Future Civil Policy of Amer
ica. By Jonn William DeapzB, MD., LL.D. In Proa
by Harper and Brothers.
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our pursuits, and therefore our modes of thought,
and therefore our feelings, depend upon the cli
mate we are living in, its influences will be in
dicated by the general construction of the brain,
and therefore by the form of the skull.
When a nation emigrates to a new country,
the climate of which differs from that of the
country it has left, it slowly passes througfi mod
ifications, attempting, as it were, to adapt itself
to the changed circumstances under which it has
now to live. Many generations may be con
sumed before a complete correspondence be
tween its physiological condition and the cli
mate to which it is exposed is attained.
Its different classes will not make this move
ment with equal facility ; some will accomplish
it more quickly, others more slowly. Even
when an equilibrium has been reached as com
pletely as possible there will still be distinct or
ders plainly enough perceptible among them.
These orders depend upon a difference in intel
lectual development.
To bring these general principles to bear on
the special case of the inhabitants of the United
States it is necessary to examine the topograph
ical construction of the country, to examine its

physical condition, its climate, its products, for
such are the influences that modekthe character
and determine the thoughts of men.
The United States reach from the Atlantic to
the Pacifie, from the Lakes to the Gulf of Mex
ico. The midst of this vast territory is depressed
so as to form a valley, ranging north and south,
drained by a noble river. The Missouri-Missis
sippi, arising from the convergence of hundreds
of streams, is nearly 4500 miles long, and navi
gable for nearly 3800 miles.
This valley enjoys all the varieties of climate
and all the diversities of physical character. At
its limit in the far north it presents the vegeta
tion of an almost sub-arctic country; at the
south, opening into the Gulf of Mexico, it has
all the luxuriant foliage of the tropies. Its up
per end is flanked by the great lakes. They
contain nearly twelve thousand cubic miles of
water—it is said, though perhaps erroneously,
half the fresh water of the globe j The gigantic
character of the forms into which the continent
is cast is illustrated by the Cataract of Niagara,
the most imposing waterfall in the world.
On the cast the great valley is walled in by
the ridge groups of the Alleghany system. At
their foot is the Atlantic plain, reaching to the
Atlantic Ocean, nearly level,' and raised but lit
tle above that sea. This plain increases from a
few miles in width at tbo north to 150 at the
south. It is intersected by a ridge of primary
rocks, over which its rivers fall, and which in
many places is the tide boundary and head of
navigation. This ledge therefore determines
the sites of many of the large towns or centres
of commerce. The plain itself is full of swamps,
morasses, sluggish streams. It is infested with
fever.
On the west, leaving the line of tho Missis
sippi and ascending the incline that culminates

in the Pacific coast mountains, the aspect of Na
ture exhibits a gradual change. At first, in the
ravines, there are thickets of the long-leaved
willow, and roses, the most beautiful of the
prairie flowers. Antelopes and deer run over
the hills. In every direction the leaves of the
prairie sage shine like silver as the wind turns
them up to the sun. The streams arc fringed
with cotton-wood and groves of oak, tenanted by
flocks of turkeys. As the traveler advances the
cacti—plants that love dryness—become more
and more numerous, and the shifting sands arc
worked into hills by the wind. In the streams
the beaver, yearly diminishing in numbers,
builds his dam; on the plains the prairie dog
excavates his subterraneous village.
Still more westwardly, the characteristic of
the country is its extreme dryness. In a long
day's journey water may not be met with. As
the elevation increases, every thing looks as if
it had been swept by fire ; even the stunted and
dead pines present the prevailing dull, ash-col
ored hue of desolation. The bare hills assume
grotesque forms of domes and minarets, half
deceiving the traveler into the belief that he is
approaching some city of magicians in the des
ert. In this sandy and sterile region the rich
herbage and nutritious grasses, that had fur
nished on the immense prairies pasturage for
countless thousands of buffaloes, havo given
place to odoriferous plants with shrunken leaves.
The snow line of tbo mountains, which even in
tho height of summer whitens the horizon, marks
out the culminating ridge. The topography of
tho West differs from that of the East in this,
that the highest range of mountains is nearest
to the sea. The Coast Range and the Sierra
Nevada surpass the Rocky Mountains. The
Columbia River alone breaks through the enor
mous barrier, and, in a region of gigantic pines,
delivers its waters into the Pacific Ocean.
Such is the domain of the United States. It
is necessary, next, to consider its climate. On
climate depends the distribution of vegetable
and animal life ; it also determines tbo pursuits
and character of men.
If a traveler leaves the coast of New England
and goes to tho West, he encpunters successive

ly four well-marked strands of climate. On
the sea-board tho temperature is moderated by
tho ocean ; at a little distance in the interior
there is an excessive contrast in the seasons;
gaining the region of the lakes, a moderate cli
mate is again met with, and still beyond that
another excessive one. These vicissitudes arise
from the action of great bodies of water, such as
the Atlantic and the Lakes, in equalizing the
heat. Along those parallels of latitude the
mean annual temperature varies very little.
Tho climate difference is due to the unequal
distribution of heat among the seasons.
In excessive climates winter abruptly changes
into summer with scarcely any intervening spring,
and vegetation receives a sudden impulse. The
character of man is also affected ; for its proper
development a succession of seasons is necessary.
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The absence of summer is the absence of taste
and genius ; where there is no winter loyalty is

unknown.
From the North let Us turn to the South.
If a traveler leaves the Atlantic coast of Upper
Florida, where a high temperature always pre
dominates, the Ocean and the Mexican Gulf
conjointly control the heat, and the seasons

glide into one another without marked ex
tremes. There is a perpetual verdure. The
Palmetto, the Orange, the Fig, grow without
danger from the frost. There is no longer that
violent contrast between summer and winter ex

perienced at the North. For instance, nt Fort
Snelling, in Iowa, the difference of the mean
temperature of those seasons is 06° ; in Florida
it is scarcely 12°. The skies are also clearer.
While on the Lakes there are only 117 fair days
in a year, on the Florida coast there are more
than 250.
Though it is only a more fringe of country
that I have here considered, enough has been
said to bring into relief the chief conclusion at
which those who have carefully and attentively
studied this subject have long ago arrived, viz.,
that the climate is more equable in the South
than it is in the North. The irresistible conse
quence of this is

,

that in the South the pursuits
of men have a greater sameness, their interests
are more identical, they think and act alike.
In the North the avocations of men must ex
hibit great differences. On the sea-board the
commercial and manufacturing clement must
predominate ; then, through a broad zone, the ag
ricultural. Ascending the incline to the mount
ain range, they must become mineralogical, a
similar variation occurring in an inverse order
as the descent is made to the Pacific. The
sandy desert can not fail to impress its special
effects. These variations of interests and pur
suits must produce a more heterogeneous popu
lation, and a great difference in intentions and
thoughts.
Let ns look at this more closely. Let ns re
call some of those results which Physiologists
and Philosophical historians have proved to be
the consequences of those influences in Europe
—results none the less interesting because they
are old. Though holding good for another con
tinent, they suggest applications in ours.
In the North the alternation of winter and
summer allots for the life of man distinct and
different duties. Summer is the season of out
door labor, winter is spent in the dwelling. In
the South labor may be continuous, though it

may vary. The Northern man must do to-day
that which the Southern man may put off till
to-morrow. For this reason the Northern man
must be industrious ; the Southern may be in
dolent, having less foresight and a less tendency
to regulated habits. The cold, bringing with it

a partial cessation from labor, affords also an
opportunity for forethought and reflection ; and
hence the Northern man acquires a habit of not
acting without consideration, and is slower in
the initiation of his movements. The South

ern man is prone to act withont reflection ; he
does not fairly weigh the last consequences of
what he is about to do. The one is cautious,
the other impulsive. Winter, with its checr-
lessness and discomforts, gives to the Northern
man his richest blessing ; it teaches him to
cling to his hearth-stone and his family. In
times of war that blessing proves to be his weak
ness ; he is vanquished if his dwelling be seized.
The Southern man cares nothing for that. Cut
off from the prompting of external Nature for
so large a portion of the year, the* mind in the
North becomes self-occupied ; it contents itself
with but few ideas, which it considers from many
points of view. It is apt to fasten itself intent

ly on one, and pursue it with fanatical perse
verance. A Southern nation, which is con
tinually under the influence of the sky, which is

continually prompted to varying thoughts, will
indulge in a superfluity of ideas, and deal with
them all superficially; more volatile than re
flective, it can never have a constant love for a
fixed constitution. Once resolved to act, the in
tention of the North, sustained by reason alone,
will outlast the enthusiasm of the South. In
physical courage tbo two are equal; but the
North will prevail, through its habits of labor,
of method, and its inexorable perseverance.
Long ago, writers who have paid attention to
these subjects have affirmed that the South will
fight for the benefit of its leaders, but the North
will conquer for the benefit of all. To convince
the man who lives under a roof, an appeal must

be made to his understanding ; to convince him \

who lives under the sky, the appeal must bo to *

his feelings.
Such are some of the general consequences
ensuing from the action of climate upon men,
and such represent the effects which avo occur

ring or have occurred on the population of the

North American continent. The description I
have given of this vast theatre of human life,
though very superficial, is yet sufficient to im

press the reader with a conviction of the won
derful variations of climate it presents —great
differences in annual mean temperature, and
still greater opes in the distribution of heat
through the seasons.
But heat is only one of tho controlling vital
conditions. There are equally striking con

trasts in the moisture and dryness of different
regions ; in the number of fair and of rainy
days in tho year ; in the range of movement in
the barometer— that is

,

in the pressure of tho
air ; in the brightness of the light, or in its re
verse dullness or cloudiness of the skies; in
topographical altitudes above the level of tho
sea. These and very many more such physical

influences exhibit a surprising complexity ; and

yet the more insignifieant, as well as tho more

important, impress modifications on tho consti

tution of man.
From this, therefore, it follows that such a

continent, when its inhabitants shall have reached
a concordance with the conditions to which they
are exposed, will present numberless examples
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of modified men ; the typo from which they
originated yielding helplessly to the powers

operating upon it
,

and suffermg variations not

only in complexion, but in interior constitution
too. And since tbo American continent not
only rivals, but exceeds the continent of Europe
in these differences, it necessarily follows that
the families of modified men destined eventually
to be found upon it will be correspondingly more
numerous than those now found on the Conti
nent of Europe. The great differences so strik
ingly observed in the intellectual conceptions,
nnd even in the manner of thinking, in the Old
World, will be exceeded in tho New.
That social stagnation so characteristic of
Asia depends primarily on tbo equilibrium that
has been attained, in the lapse of many ages,
between the strands of its population and tbo
climate zones in which they dwell. To no in
significant extent may the same be perceived in
Europe, especially among the lower, that is

,

among the less locomotive portion of the in
habitants. But in no part of America has that
exact concordance as yet had time or opportu
nity to be truly established, though in the South
ern States an approach has been made to it.
Moreover, the chmate is continually undergoing
local modifications through the operations of

agricultural and other causes, and the condi
tions undei which hfe is carried on in civilized
communities are varying through the introduc
tion of new and important inventions. The
construction of houses, and the means of com
bating the rigors of winter by the better warm
ing of them ; the increasing resort to a preserva
tion of ice, to meet in various applications the
heats of summer ; a habit of resorting to higher
and cooler regions for the same purpose, are all
having their effect. And, what is of not less
importance, the daily food of extensive districts

is changing. Improved means of locomotion
are bringing within tho reach of the consumer,
even though ho may be in the less affluent sta

tion of life, articles to which he was formerly a

stranger.
Those improved means of locomotion likewise
stimulate all classes to travel. In America a

journey of a thousand miles is considered, even
by tho laboring population, as a small affair
scarce needing any preparation. Tbo necessary
result of such personal mobility is, that families
aro perpetually changing their place of abode.
The physiological equilibrium which might have
been attained by a more stationary life is pro
crastinated. Society presents the aspect of an
ever-changing, ever-struggling mass— a state of
things the very opposite to that observed in Asia.
Uniformity of climate makes people homoge
neous. They will necessarily think alike, and
inevitably act alike.
Where variation in successive generations is

not taking place, immobility in national institu
tions is possible.
The first and most important condition for tbo
prosperity of a great nation is stability in its in
stitutions.
But stability must bo carefully distinguished
from. immobility. Wo must bear in mind that
the affairs of men are ever changing ; successive
generations live under essentially different con
ditions ; public necessities are therefore continu
ally varying, and disorder arises as soon as In
stitutions prescribe one coarse and Necessity de
mands another.
To insure stability, the political system must
therefore admit of change— that change being
in accordance with a law of variation which de
pends on a fixed principle. Unchangeability
should belong to the law, not to the institutions
issuing from it.
In that manner alone can order and progress
coexist, and tho demand made by modern states

manship with so much solicitude be satisfied.
It truly affirms that there can be no real Order
without Progress, and no real Progress without
Order.
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Current fnenk
UNITED STATES.

OUR
Record closes en tho 6th of July. The

National Anniversary was celebrated with
'great enthusiasm throughout the whole country.
One of the most interesting celebrations of the
day was that at Gettysburg, where was laid the
corner-stone of the monument in memory of the
soldiers who fell in the great battle fought there
just two years before. The oration was delivered
by General Howard, who acted a prominent part
m the battle. Its general theme .was a glowing
eulogy of the " private volunteer as the represent
ative of the American soldier. " A poem was recited
by Charles G. Halpine, Esq., late Major in the arm v.
On the 10th of June monuments were erected on
the field of the battles fought near Bull Run on the
21st of July, 1861, and on the 28th,.,29th, and 30th
of August 1862.— On the 17th of June a monument
was consecrated at Lowell, Massachusetts, to the I

memory of the first two martyrs of the war— Luther
C. Ladd and Addison O. Whitney, two volunteers,
citizens of that place, who were killed in the streets
of Baltimore on the 19th of April, 1861.
The leading topic of interest during the month
has been tho carrying out of the policy of recon
struction upon the general basis of the President's
Amnesty Proclamation, and his directions to the
Provisional Governor of North Carolina, which
were noted in our lost Record.

The position of the States more or less involved
in secession differs widely. Kentucky and Mis
souri, though nominally represented in tho Rich
mond Congress, have never formally seceded. Loy

a
l

governments hove always mamtained their su
premacy in these States, and their autbority is un
questioned. Thomas E. Bramlette is Governor of
Kentucky, and Tbomas C. Fletcher of Missouri.

I In Virginia there has always been ncminally a
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loyal State government, though its authority has
been practically extended over only a small part of
the State. This government is recognized as be
ing, and having been, the real government of Vir
ginia, not including the new Stato of West Vir
ginia; Francis H. Pierpont is Governor. In Ten
nessee, a loyal government, William G. Brownlow
being Governor, has for some time been in opera
tion, superseding the military organization estab
lished by President Lincoln, in which Andrew John
son, now President of the United States, was Gov
ernor. The authority of this government is un
questioned. In Louisiana and Arkansas loyal
State governments have been established in a some
what irregular manner ; but it seems certain that
their authority will not be called in question.
James M. Wells is the Governor of Louisiana, and
Johu Murphy of Arkansas.
There remain the seven States, Alabama, Flori
da, Georgia, Mississippi, North Carolina, South
Carolina, and Texas, in which the State authority
is to be for the time invested in Provisional Gov
ernors appointed by the President. Such a Gov
ernor has been appointed in each of these States
except Florida, as follows: North Carolina, Will
iam W. Holds*, May 29; Mississippi, William
L. Sharkev, June 13; Georyia, James Johnson,
June 17; Texas, Andrew J. Hamilton, Juno 17;
Alabama, Lewis F.. Parsons, June 21 : South Car
olina, Benjamin P. Perry, July 1. The procla
mations appointing all theso Governors are identi
cal in terms with that for North Carolina, of which
the important features were given in our Record
for July.
On the 7th of Juno the Attorney-General of the
United States issued a circular notifying all persons
belonging to the classes specially exempted from
the general amnesty proclaimed by the President,
that their applications for special pardon must be
presented in writing, and that before these could
be considered they must have taken the oath pre
scribed in the proclamation. A largo number of
such applications, from men who have borne a
prominent part in the rebellion, has been present
ed ; but action has as yet been had upon only a few
of these applications.
The various restrictions upon travel and traffic
rendered necessary by the exigencies of tho war
have been one after another revoked. That re
quiring passports from travelers entering the United
States was rescinded by an order from the Secre
tary of State; but a proviso was added that no
thing in the order should relieve from due account
ability any enemies of the United States or offend
ers against their peace and dignity who may here
after seek to enter tho country, and bo at any time
found within its legal jurisdiction. — By an order
of the President, issued June 23, the blockade of
the Southern ports was rescinded, and all tho ports
of the country were declared open to foreign com
merce after the 1st of July.—By a proclamation of
tho 24th of June all restrictions upon internal and
coastwise commerce between the States lying east
and west of tho Mississippi are removed, except
those relating to property heretofore purchased by
tho agents or captured by United States forces, and
the transportation on private account of arms and
ammunition, of gray uniforms and the gray cloth
of which they are made.
The political status of the frcedmen of the South
is for tho present defined by the proclamations ap

pointing Provisional Governors in tho several in

surrectionary States. The General Government
does not undertake to give them the right of suf
frage, leaving that to the decision of the several
States. Their personal status is defined by an or
der issued at Richmond on the 23d of June by Gen
eral Terry, the commander of that department.
The order says that the laws of the State of Vir
ginia and the ordinances of the different munici
palities made to restrain tho personal liberty of
free colored persons were essentially a part of the
slave code, and have become obsolete with that
code; ''people of color will henceforth enjoy the
same personal liberty that other inhabitants and
citizens enjoy ; they will bo subject to the same
restraints and to the same punishments for crime
that are imposed upon whites, and to no others ;"
vagrancy will not, however, be permitted, and nei
ther whites nor blacks will be permitted to desert
their families and roam in idleness about the coun
try ; but neither whites nor blacks will bo restrain
ed from seeking employment, nor from traveling
from place to place on proper and legitimate busi
ness; and "until tho civil tribunals are re-estab
lished the- administration of civil justice must of
necessity bo by military courts, and before such
courts the evidence of colored persons will bo re
ceived in all cases." —Colonel Brown, Assistant
Commissioner in the Bureau of Refugees, Freed-
men, and Abandoned Lands, for Virginia, has is
sued an address to the frcedmen, in which he says
that the difference between their present and for
mer condition is that formerly their labor was di.
rected and tho proceeds taken by their masters,
who also cared for them ; now they were to direct
their own labor, receive the proceeds, and care for
themselves. They arc exhorted to be industrious
and frugal, since they had no masters to provide
for them in sickness and old age. "You arc not
to suppose that your former masters have become
your enemies because you have become free. All
good men among them will recognize your new re
lations to them as free laborers. If others fail to
recognize your right to equal freedom with whito
persons you will find the Government, through this
Bureau, as ready to secure to you as to them liberty
and justice." They are informed that schools will
be established for them under the protection of
Government; but that the special care which the
Government now exercises over them will soon be
withdrawn, and they will be left to work and pro
vide for themselves. If they are in a location
where work is to bo had they are advised to remain
where they are; they are reminded that, owing to
tho unsettled state of the country, work is scarce,
and tho chances are against finding constant em

ployment at high wages. The address concludes
thus: "Be quiet, peaceable, and law-abiding citi-'
zens. Be industrious, be frugal, and the glory of

passing successfully from slavery to freedom will,
by the blessing of God, be yours."
There is every indication that tho great body of
tho Southern population of every class are disposed
to accept as among the issues decided by the late

war tho absolute supremacy of the Union and the
entire abolition of slavery. Many of the promi
nent military, civil, and religious leaders have is
sued addresses urging upon tho people to submit
peaceably to tho new order of things ; to remain
quietly at their homes, fulfill all the duties of citi
zens, and endeavor by industry to repair the rav
ages to which their section of the country has been

subjected. Not a few of them take tho open ground
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that the abolition of slavery will, in the long-run,
be of great advantage to the South.
The number of Confederate prisoners discharged
under the general order given in our last Record
amounted, as far as reports had been received up
to July 3, to 42,796 ; of these 1106 were captains,
3382 lieutenants, 5582 non-commissioned officers,
32.726 privates.
Johu C. Breckiuridge, once Vice-President of the
United States, and late Confederate Secretary of
War has escaped. After separating from Davis
he made his way, with two or three companions,
to the Florida Coast, where they procured a small
open boat, in which they reached Cardenas, in Cuba,
and tbence proceeded to Havana, where they ar
rived on the 17th of June.
The decision of the Military Court for the trial
of the conspirators, having been approved by the
President, was announced on the 6th of July.
Payne, Harold, Atzerott, and Mrs. Surratt wore
sentenced to be hung on the 7th ; Mudd,

Arnold^
and O'Laughlin to be imprisoned for life ; Spangler
to bo confined at hard labor in the Penitentiary for
six years.

SOUTHERN AMERICA.
In Jfexicn the Republican Government of Juarez
has for months kept up a desultory contest with
the Imperial Government of Maximilian. Not
withstanding partial and isolated successes, and the
hopes entertained of assistance, either direct or in
direct, from the United States, there can be little
doubt that the Imperialists have retained the de
cided advantage, backed up, as they undoubtedly
are, by the assurances of support from the Emperor
of France. The speedy capture of Juarez or his
flight from the country is now confidently expect
ed. The F.mperor Maximilian has issued an im
portant notico to his Minister of Public Instruction.
" Religion," ho says, " is a matter of conscience for
each individual, and the less the State meddles with
religious questions the more faithful is it to its mis
sion. We have emancipated the Church and con
science, and 1desire to secure to the former the full
enjoyment of her legitimate rights, and at the same
time entire liberty in tho education of her priests,
according to her own rules, without any state in
terference ; but she has likewise duties' which she
must perform — such as religious instruction, a duty

in which the clergy of the country, unfortunately,
have taken little or no part hitherto. Consequent
ly, in your projects and proposals you will adhere
to the principle, that religions instruction in the
primary and secondary schools shall be given by
the priest of the parish, using the books selected
by the Government,"
In llayli an attempt at revolution was made dur
ing the month of May, but at the latest dates it had
been nearly suppressed. —The Spanish troops have
abandoned the Dominican Republie, on the south
ern part of the island, which was some time since
formally " rcannexed" to Spain.
The civil war which has been raging in the Re
public of Salvador has come to an end by the defeat
of General Cabanas.
A treaty has been confirmed between Honduras
and the United States ; the main provision relates
to the interoceanic railway from the Atlantic to the
Pacific. Honduras agrees that the right of transit
shall be open for all lawful purposes to the Govern
ment and citizens of the United States; and the
United States guarantee to protect the same from
interruption, seizure, and confiscation from any
quarter.
War has been declared between Paraguay and
the Argentine Republic. Brazil is also in a state
ofwar with Paraguay.

EUROPE.

The Governments of France, England, Spain, It
aly, and the Netherlands have formally withdrawn
the recognition of belligerent rights accordod to the
Southern Confederacy, and with them the restric
tions upon our men-of-war iu their ports. — The
English and French statesmen and press urge that
leniency, if not actual pardon, should be extended
to Jefferson Davis and other Southern leaders. —A
renewed attempt to lay a telegraphic cable across
the Atlantic is about to be made. The cable is
now on board the Great Eastern, which will bo es
corted by two British war-steamers. The day of
sailing is fixed for the 10th of July.—From France
the most important items are the announcement
that tho Emperor will uphold Maximilian in Mex
ico ; and a quarrel between the Emperor and Prince
Napoleon, growing out of a declaration made by the
latter in favor of the " Monroe doctrine."

Thouglas on the Future Civil Policy of A merica.
By John William Draper, M.D. LL.D. The
cardmal idea in Professor Draper"s philosophy is
that the universe is governed by fixed and immu
table Law. Nations, like every tiiing else, are
subject to law ; they, like all other forms of life,
arc transitory. The great physical law governing
all organized life, whether vegetable, animal, or
human, is that of climato. In tho opening chapter
of this work the influence of climate upon the char
acter of the people of America, and by consequence
upon its political institutions and national life, is
considered; and the conclusion is drawn that per
sonal locomotion — the inter-emigration of the peo
ple of different sections counteracting in a meas
ure the effects of climate— is especially necessary
to insure the stability of our political institutions.
Passing on, in Chapter II., the social and political

effects of immigration from Europe and Asia and
between the States are considered, in the light of
history and philosophy. Chapter III. is devoted
to the consideration of the political force of ideas ;
tho impelling power being illustrated in the case
of Mohammedanism, the resisting power by that
of the Jews; the conclusion being drawn that Man
may comprehend Nature and subjugate physical
forces. The ecclesiastical causes of European op
position to science are explained, and the duty of
America to develop and protect free thought is en
forced. The concluding chaptor sets forth the nat
ural course of national development, which is shown
to involve a continual tendency to the concentration
of power, and the conferring of control upon intel
ligence. The European method of government
through morals, and the American mode through
the intellect, are compared and illustrated by the
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history of England and that of the United States.
This tendency toward concentration of power is
shown to be the legitimato and unavoidable result
of democratic institutions. These are a few of the
salient points of this thoughtful and eloquent work,
which forms a fitting complement to tho author's
masterly " History of tho Intellectual Development
of Europe." Science, History, and Philosophy are
brought into requisition to elucidate and confirm
the principles laid down. The style of the work is
worthy of tho thought which it embodies ; truths
in science, facts in history, speculations in philoso
phy, are set forth in sentences instinct with life and
warm with poetic feeling. In another part of this
Magazine will be found a small portion of the chap
ter upon the Influence of Climate upon National De
velopment. A score of other passages, interesting
in themselves, and still more so as links in a great
chain of argument, might have been given. Among
these are those relating to the development of the
civilization of Egypt and of Asia, the contrasted
history of Mohammedanism and of the Jews, the
rise and progress of tho cultivation and manufac
ture of cotton, and sketches of scientific discoveries
and useful inventions. (Harper and Brothers.)
History of the United States Cavalry. By AlBert
G. BracBBtt, Major First United States Cavalry,
etc. "The cavalry scrvico of the United States',"
says the author, "has never been properly appre
ciated. " This was certainly true up to the begin
ning of tho second year of the war. In December,
1861, when the organization of the Army of the Po
tomac was under consideration, the Committee on
the Conduct of the War, considering this arm of
the service a " very expensive one," asked the opin
ion of various Generals in regard to the cavalry force
required for that army of more than 150,000 men,
of whom less than 15,000 were cavalry. Richard-
sen thought that a large number could not be used ;
the regular cavalry would have been quite sufficient ;
they were wanted merely as advanced guards, and
to carry reports and messages. Hcintzelman be
lieved that one-half tho number would have been
quite sufficient. Franklin had in his division one
regiment of cavalry, and would be glad to get rid
of two-thirds of it ; he thought 2000 would bo quite
enough for the whole army. M'Dowell thought
six regiments would be enough for that army : and
Bo on. How greatly this feeling has changed is
evinced by the fact that toward the close of the re
bellion our mounted force had become greater than
that of any other nation upon earth. Major Brack
ett has done a good service in preparing this com
prehensive history of our cavalry from tho forma
tion of tho Federal Government down to the pres
ent time. He sbows that in every period of our
military history this arm has done good service.
One sentence, written before Sheridan's name had
become a household word, reads now like fulfilled
prophecy. "Our cavalry soldiers," he says, "are
becoming better even' year, and it is safo to say
that the finishing blows to the rebellion will be
dealt by them." Apart from other points of inter
est, this work has a special value as giving a con
nected account of the famous "raids" which Bo se
verely crippled the Confederates by destroying their
supplies and cutting off their communications.
(Harper and Brothers.)
The American Aauual Cyclopadia, for 1864, is
—like the threo volumes which have preceded it—
a valuable register of the important events of the
year. It presents a full resume of the progress of

tho war, the various questions of policy which have
come up for discussion, the affairs of the general
Government and of the separate States, and those
of foreign countries, besides full accounts of the
j progress «f Art, Science, and Discovery in all parts
I of tbo world. Many of the articles are full and ex-

I
haustive treatises upon the subjects to which they
relate. The work is edited with great labor, and
with commendable impartiality j It is indispensa-
j Uo as a work of reference. (D. Appleton and
Company.)
The Story of the Great March, by Brevet-Major
George Ward Nichols. The Great March is

,

of course, that of Sherman from the heart of Ten
nessee, through Georgia and South Carolina, to the
heart of North Carolina. The history of our war
has many great raids, many great bottles, many
great campaigns ; but this is emphatically the great
"march." Not only is it our great march, but it is

the world's great march. No army ever passed
successfully so many miles through a hostile coun
try. Napoleon's march from the Niemen to Mos
cow and back was longer, but it ended at the Bere-
sina, with himself almost the sole survivor of his
great army. Sherman's march ended at Raleigh
only because thero was no enemy to call him fur
ther. Thence to Washington it was not a march,
but a triumphal progress. The story of this march,
written day by day in tho diary of an aid-de-camp
of the great commander, is wonderfully vivid. It

is not a mere dry, technical detail of strategical
operations, orders, and dispatches ; but a living and
moving picture of events, and of tho men who made
them ; from tho General in command down to the

veriest " bummer" outside the ranks. On the other
side, we have a few planters arrogant in defeat,
their wives and daughters arrogant and bitter ; the
"poor whites"—mostly women or old men, for all
of this class who could carry arms bad been dragged
into the field—gazing in stupid dismay at the im
mense column piercing its unstayed way past their
huts; and the inevitable negro, who hailed in it

the saviour of himself and his children. "The
poor whites, "said ono of that class, " aren't allowed
to live here in South Carolina ; the rich folks alien
charges us with sellin' things to the niggers; so
they won't let us own land, but drives us about
from place to place. I never owned a foot of land
in all my life, and I was born and raised in this
State. They hate the sight of us poor whites !"
"And yet," replied the Major, "you are the class
that are now furnishing the rank and file of their
armies. How absurd that is." " It mought be
so," answered the man, with a vacant, listless stare.
The chance sketches which Major Nichols gives of
the negroes are worthy the attention of those who
aro studying the great social and political problem
of the day. They seemed to him far more alert,
witty, and sensible than tho lower class of the
whites who were left behind on the abandoned lands.
Of their loyalty and simple trust in their deliverers
there can now be no doubt. "The faith, earnest
ness, and heroism of the black men," writes Major
Nicbols, "is one of the grandest developments of
this war. When I think of the universal testimony
of our escaped soldiers, who enter our lines every
day, that in hundreds of miles which they traverse
on their way they never ask the poor slave in vain
for help; that the poorest negro hides and shelters
them, and shares the last crumb with them—all
this impresses me with a weight of obligation and

a love for them that stir the very depth of my soul."
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It is to be noted that among the children of the
poor whites there seemed no special lack of intelli
gence. The hard life of the adults seems to have
checked their development. When tho final results
of the war come to lie summed up, it will bo found
that not the least of them will be the practical en
franchisement of the ''poor whites" of tho South.
Taken all in all, wo consider this the most valuable
work of its class lor which the war has furnished
occasion. (Harper and Brothers.)
The grand old hymn 0 Mother dear, Jerusalem !

furnishes the theme for an admirable monograph
by William C. Prime. It commences with an in
troduction setting forth the dim guessings respect
ing the future life which prevailed in tbo ante-
Christian world, then follow passages from the
Latin Fathers and Hymnists, containing the ore
from which a Scottish clergyman, David Dickson,
more than two centuries ago, wrought out tho hymn
as it now stands. Foremost among these is the
"Laus Putria! Ccelestls" of Bernard de Clugny,
being a portion of his long poem on the Contempt
of the World. Tho similar hymn familiar under
different versions, from its first line " Jerusalem my
happy home, " is traced back still further. The
first known appearance of a part of it in print was
in 1693; but Dr. Bonar discovered it in a MS. in
the British Museum, written probably a century be
fore, where it consists of twenty-six stanzas, and is

entitled " A Song by F. B. 1'. to tbo Tune of Diana."
Portions of this, consisting of six or eight stanzas,
have for a century found a place in a great number
of collections with more or less alteration, generally
for the worse. To thoso who prize the hymn from
these extracts, the whole of F. B. P.'s " Jerusalem
my happy home," and the still finer "O*lother
dear, Jerusalem," can not fail to be most weleome.

(Published by A. D. F. Randolph.)
The Rebellion Record, edited by FranB Moore.
In tho seventh volume the Diary ol Events is

brought down to nearly tho close of the year 1863.
The collection of Documents includes a largo pro
portion of the official reports and other accredited
papers, which form tho essential materials from
which the History of the War must be written.
This work, of great worth from tbo outset, increases
in value as the documents which form its substan
tial part become more and more accessible. These
arc collected with great care and accurately printed,
often with the revisal of the autbors. The Index,
indispensable to a work of this kind, is so full anil
well arranged that any document or report may be
easily found. Tho work is in every way admirably
executed. (Published by D. Van Nostrand.)
As a contemporary history of the war, and of the
country in war times, Harper's Weekly deservedly
claims a high place. Its strictly editorial columns
furnish thoughtful essays upon the subjects which
come up for discussion from week to week, and the
news columns give a connected summary of all trans
actions of interest. Moreover, almost every scene
mode memorable by great events is pictorially rep
resented from photographs or drawings made on the
spot. The collection of portraits, numbering many
hundreds, represent a great proportion of the men
whose deeds have made them a part of the history
of tho time. Each volume, as bound, contains tho
numbers for a year. These volumes, of which
eight are completed, are rapidly finding their way,
as permanent documents, into public schools and
public and private libraries. (Harper and Brothers.)
The Elements of Analytical Geometry and o

f the
Differential aud Integral Calculus, by Gerardes

BBeBman Dochartt, embodies in a compact form
the substance of the author's instructions as Pro
fessor of Mathematios in the New York Free Acad
emy, where it has been adopted as a text-book.
Whilo it does not pretend to point out a royal road
through the mysteries of the high and abstruse
sciences of which it treats, it aims with marked suc
cess to render the path of the student as smooth and
easy as the nature of the subjects will admit. (Har
per and Brothers.)

A Treatise on Astronomy, by Elias Loomis, Pro
fessor of Natural Philosophy and Astronomy in
Yale College, is specially designed as a text-book
for colleges and academies. It treats more at length
than is usual in this class of books upon such sub
jects as the constitution of the sun, the condition of
the moon's surface, the phenomena of eclipses, the
law of tides, and the constitution of comets. A

popular interest is thus given to it without at all
impairing its strict scientific accuracy. The work
will thus bo found not only useful but interesting
to those who, having gono through the forms of edu
cation in or out of college, wish to make themselves
acquainted with the present state of the science of
astronomy. (Harper and Brothers.)
Martell's A'ew York Central Park gives an ex
cellent view of this prido of the metropolis as it

would appear to tho eye of a person who could sur.
vey its whole extent from a balloon. Its scale is so
large that every road and avenue, every drive and
walk is clearly recognizable; while it gives, what
no mere map can even attempt, a fair idea of the
natural scenery of the Park, and even of the bridges,
viaducts, and other artificial structures which form
its distinguishing ornaments. The picture will be
acceptable not only to the citizen of the metropolis,
but to all who wish to appreciate one of the mos*
notable public works of any age or country.
Timby's Solar Time-piece is a successful endeavor
to combine important geographical and astronom

ical uses with the function common to all clocks
of pointing out the time of day at any particular
spot for which it may be set. A map of the world
drawn upon a flat projection necessarily gives a
distorted idea of the actual configuration of our
earth, of the relation of tho different hemispheres,
and of the relative size of tho regions near the equa
tor and the poles. This can only be shown by an
artificial globe. In this time-piece an ordinary dial
shows the hour of day or night; but joined to this

is a six-inch globe, revolving from west to east once
in twenty-four hours, precisely as the earth doos.
As on the earth it is noon at any place where the
sun is directly overhead, so it is noon at every place
on the globo which lies on a meridian directly un
der the index, and by counting the meridians from
this, east and west, tbo precise time of any place
can be ascertained. This clock thus shows not only
tbo time, but also how time, as measured by tho
revolution of tbo earth, is made. It therefore comes
fairly within the category of literary as well as of
mechanical works as a valuable adjunct to educa
tion. (L. E. Whiting.)
A 'Smaller History o

fRome, by William Smith,
LL.D. Within a very brief compass the leading
events in Boman II istory , as developed by modern
research, are clearly stated, and a fair idea is given
of the manners, customs, and culture of the people.
Tho work is especially designed as a text-book in

schools, for which it is admirably adapted. The
scholar who wishes to learu more; will need to un
learn nothing which he has been taught in this lit
tle History, (Harper and Brothers.)
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THE

Easy Chair recently learned from the gal
lant and conclusive defense of this Magazine

and its companion, Harper's Weekly, made by its
faithful friend tho Brooklyn Times, that our quiet
and venerable Maga had been vehemently attacked.
The attack was reprinted in full, that the complete
ness of tho rejoinder might be evident, and certainly
more amusing light reading than the criticism in
question the summer is not likely to produce.
Tho geniul author remarks in a kindly strain that
when the war began certain gentlemen changed
their whole natures. They became " bitter, exas
perating, and sectional beyond measure." There
were, indeed, base people, he says, wbo said the
gentlemen in question were selfish. But no, cries
the generous critie, we do not believe a word of this
selfishness. Far from it. I think, on tbo contrary,
that they were merely " wild beasts for the time be
ing," and that they employ and do now employ in a
certain magazine which they publish gentlemen in
whose skillful hands " facts even are so embellished
and tortured and distorted that they are generally
made to lie." He then proceeds to expostulate
with these savage natures of which he has spoken,
and to inform them what " humanity and common
decency" demand ; although why decency and hu
manity should be commended to wild beasts for the
time being the judicious autbor does not suggest.
If the polite reader will turn over his bound vol
umes or loose numbers of this identical Magazine,
now in his hands, would it occur to him that this is
the bitterund exasperating and sectional publication
which is the melancholy proof that civil war has
turned its proprietors into wild beasts ? But if the
same polite reader were informed that the mild ex-
horter of wild beasts to humanity and common de
cency is tho most unscrupulous defender of that
"sum of human villainies," the late system of hu
man slavery in this country, and that this denouncer
of sectionalism was a scarcely-veiled apologist of the
rebellion, and the most servile lackey and pander
of the lute slaveholding interest, he will probably
share the amusement experienced by the Easy Chair
upon reading these candid criticisms and religious
exhortations.

It has happened that slavery has sometimes been
mentioned in these pages with the indignation com
mon to all generous minds in the world when con
templating its infamies. It has also chanced that
the cruel tortures, transcending belief, to which help
less and unfortunate fellow-citizens of ours were
subjected by ruthless rebels, have been alluded to

between these covers witbout approbation. This is
the offense which is " bitter, exasperating, and sec
tional beyond measure." This is "mean." This
is what "humanity and common decency" require
should be stopped. This " keeps up feuds." This
is to be a " common nuisance." This sbows those
under whose auspices it is done to he, not " selfish,"
but " wild beasts for tho time being." This proves
that there ought to be "a great national Monthly,
fair, just, equal, nationalizing, not sectionalizing."
Wo trust, meanwhile, that our own Monthly will
not be found entirely unworthy to be called Nation
al. If to go wherever in the country a mail goes—
to be read wherever in the country there are read
ers— if to consult, and as experience proves not
altogether unskillfully, the various tastes of the
great mass of the American people— if to respect all
religious and political opinions, and to condemn with

uncompromising hostility the sectional and revolt
ing inhumanity of slavery, and every cruelty that
springs from it— if to withstand, fairly and soberly,
the spirit of caste every where in American society,
and to appeal to the most purely national and patri
otic instincts of all our fellow-countrymen —are
some characteristies of a truly national magazine,
we indulge the pleasing conviction that, altbough
" wild beasts for the time being," wo are not alto
gether destitute of " humanity and decency," and
may fairly claim not to be injuriously "sectional."
Indeed the late technical significance of those
words, "sectional" and "national," has passed
away in this country forever. It is painful, but
true, that obsequiousness to the leaders of the late
rebellion — the only party which constantly threat
ened and finally attempted to destroy the Union —

was for many years called "national." To expose
the national danger of slavery was by the same
spirit decried as "sectional." It is hard for those
who have long used that wretched shibboleth to
learn a pure speech. But they need not despair.
Even they will learn not to dread the crack of a
driver's whip if in some brave moment they should
venture to whisper that their souls are their own.
Even they will learn that the masters, of American
destiny are not a special class in a certain section,
hut the American people every where in the land.
This Magazine is penetrating, as fast as the mails
are restored, to its old haunts in the Southern part
of the country. It brings with it a feeling of fra
ternity, not of sycophancy. It offers the right
hand fellowship, not of servility. Its primary
object is. to amuse and instruct, not to discuss. But
it speaks without a muzzle, as friend to friend. It
seats itself at the fireside and by tho evening lamp.
It tells its stories of remote travel and wide adven
ture— its tales of love and humor and sorrow. It
offers its little essays upon -manacrs and morals ;
its sketches of character ; its rhymes, and its plain
and pleasant scientific talks. It keeps faithfully
its history of current events— the value of which is
already proved. It discourses of the last new books
as their merits seem to it to justify. It fills its
Drawer with good things, and its Easy Chair gos
sips harmlessly of tho times. And little suspecting,
until its affable critic announced, that it was a wild
beast for the time being, it goes forth upon its
monthly journey through tho country with tho
words of the poet in its heart :
" Therefore I hope, as no unweicome guest,
At your warm fireside, when tho lamps are lighted,
To have my place reserved among the rest,
Nor staud as one unsought and uninvited."

The Fourth of July was celebrated as never be
fore. It was a solemn and most joyful Thanksgiv
ing. There was universal hilarity, and the elo
quence was truer and nobler than for many a year,
or, indeed, than ever in our history. In all our
praise of our country and its institutions hither
to there has been a constraint and a condition.
The orator may have forborne to say it

, but every
intelligent hearer understood it. Even when the
congratulation has been unstinted it was received
rather as a prophecy of a possibility, as a hope,
as what ought to be, as what would be at some
time and in some way, but when or how nobody
was wise enough to be sure. The great experi
ment was trying— it was not yet complete. "I
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shall bring my history down to the formation of
the Constitution, ' said Mr. Bancroft, several years
ago. •' It can not be brought further, because all
since that date is experimental."
, Yet it is remarkable that on the very eve of the
tremendous struggle which was to determine the
success or failure of the experiment of our system,
so accomplished a political scholar as Edward Ev
erett delivered an oration in Boston —on the 4th of
July, 1860—which he called ' ' Success of our Re
publie," and in which he sought to demonstrate
that the great experiment had succeeded. How
premature the demonstration was, was sbown be

fore six months from that day had passed. Indeed
the course of his argument—a reasoning from the
rapidity and security of the settlement of the coun
try, from the expansion and cultivation of the fine
and useful arts, and of literature and the means of
education ; from the existence of an honest judicia
ry and of comparatively honest legislation, as com
pared with that of Great Britain, and from our vast
and universal prosperity—all led to that self - de
ception which was our mortal peril, and which,
even while the orator was rounding his resonant
peroration, was blinding our eyes to the black gulf
that yawned before us.
This oration ot Mr. Everett's, of course, is to be
judged, like all he said during the cloudy years be
fore the war, as an effort to direct the thoughts of
his countrymen to all their splendid opportunities.
that the consciousness of their advantages might
persuade them to pause before they risked their
peace for any reason whatever. It was present
ed in the form of a reply to British criticism upon
American institutions, that its force might bo height
ened by making it an appeal to pride, and, if possi
ble, that it might help to stay the gratification of a
purpose which foreign hate was scornfully waiting
to see gratified.
Yet fifty-eight years before the orator spoke,
Alexander Hamilton, sitting, not a dozen miles
distant, upon the porch of JosiahQuincy, in Brain-
tree, had declared that, in his judgment, the Union
could hardly endure more than thirty years. Judge
Marshall told Miss Martineau, thirty -five years
later, that he was " in despair" of the Union. Mr.
Madison said that his only hope for the country lay
in the "Colonization Society." General Jackson,
who was a soldier and not a statesman, foresaw the
contest. Daniel Webster was demoralized by the
fear of it. Heury Clay believed it could be avert
ed only by incessant compromise —a system which
could not be eternal ; and Edward Everett himself,
thirty years ago, spoke of the struggle ns inevita
ble, and set himself to postpone the day, and to try
what resource or escape there might be in time.
It was an experiment. Yet year after year, when
the glad day returned, consecrated by the most pre
cious memories and the holiest hopes, the'bells rang,
the cannon roared, the ilags flew upon the breeze,
the sublime Declaration was read, the orators de

claimed, and some of them, like the fiery and brill
iant Rufus Choate, charming the ear and mind with
marvelous scholarly rhetorie, branded the confes
sion of the national political faith, while yet its
music rang upon the air, as "a glittering generali
ty"— "the passionate manifesto of a revolutionary
war." Could the experiment be a success, if the
public situation required that its very cardinal con
dition be derided amidst the thundering applause of
what was called Conservatism ? Mr. Everett, was
our Republio a success if it were a proof of sound,

sober, conservative wisdom to sneer at the Declara
tion of Independence ? Was there no fear that the
prosperity might be a delusion, a mirage? Was it
not five years too soon to cry victory ?
No man would concede it so heartily as the ora
tor were he living to-day. Doubtless, were his
tongue not forever silent, it would have spoken on
the great anniversary the jubilant confidence of bis
country, that now, indeed, our Republic is a success.
For now we have been tried

^s no government ever
was, and have triumphed so utterly that there is no
government in the world so secure and so strong.
The presumption has been always against us hither
to. We have been warned that we were never
tried. We have been told that peace and Indian
troubles and Mexican skirmishes were no tests.
Wait for a stern proof. Wait for a great war, and
you will shrivel and collapse, and a truly u strong"
government will be found essential.
The witr has come. It has been fought. The
country has quivered and strained with it to the
centre. Those who attacked the Government had
•already by their conduct of it alienated the sympa
thy of all but thoso who knew that an un-American
spirit had made the American name repulsive. For
four years the war thundered and shook the coun
try and the world, until the original principles of
the Declaration of Independence became once more
the national inspiration, and then, by a sublime co
incidence, on the very day of the festival itself, on
the 4th of July two years ago, the tide turned, and
from that day with overpowering and universal
success the cause swept on to complete victory.
The experiment is ended. Our republic is a suc
cess. The prophetic vision of old John Adams,
whom Jefferson called " the Colossus of Independ
ence," is fulfilled. Now wo can listen with un-
doubting hearts to Everett's exhortation, in speak
ing of the Declaration : " Nor let us fear that its
force is exhausted, for its principles are as broad as
humanity, as eternal ns truth." It was that confi
dence which gave such religious enthusiasm, such
deep and sober joy to the celebration of the Fourth
of July, 1865.

It is the fashion to abuse the Legislature of the
Empire State, and no wise man will undertake to
defend it wholly nor to deny that the uarecognized
Third House is quite as influential and effective in
legislation as either of the legitimate two. Indeed
whoever was at the famous Chicago Convention of
1860, which nominated Abraham Lincoln, of blessed
memory, will remember that a son of New York
lost his nomination there greatly from the feeling
of members from all parts of the country repre
sented, that his election —by no fault or wish of his
own —would tranfer Albany to Washington; and
unsavory as was the fame of the latter city that of
the former was worse.

Yet Albany is
,

notwithstanding, the source of
many blessings. And eminent among them is the

resolution that the city of New York shall be drained.
The city of New York, indeed, is totally incapable
of self-goverjiment. It is a huge, helpless fellow,
who has plenty of money which is constantly stolen
from his pockets, and who can neither keep himself
clean nor in proper health. In fact New York is a

nuisance which for the common welfare must be
constantly abated. The State has given it a noble
park in which to breathe the fresh air. It has given

it a robust and mannerly body of policemen to keep

it in order. It has given it a system by which to
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extinguish fires without increasing an incendiary
population. And now it has given orders to have
it thoroughly and decently drained. The board of
management has ample and absolute powers, and it
will healthfully purge us in spite of ourselves.
At present the situation of the city, on a narrow
island gently declining on both sides to a broad
river, has favored its drainage without special care.
But the enormous discharge of filth poisons the
river-side, and the slips are fast choking. Why
should not our sewage, or the city waste, increase
our revenues instead of our death lists? That is
the practical question. We want not only to be rid
of the waste, but benefited by it.
There is much attention necessarily paid to such
subjects in the cities of the overcrowded island of
Great Britain. Yet in England a recent official re
port says, that a bad system of sewerage has already
ruined more than a hundred rivers. The stench is
baneful to human life upon the shores, and fish die
in the stream. The waste of nearly three hundred
thousand people, whh the refuse of factories and
gas-works unci the pumpings of collieries, pours into'
the Tame before it reaches Birmingham, and the
mortality of that place, in which fever always pre
vails, is greater than that of London. At Manches
ter the Wedlock is covered with a black scum on
which birds walk. The Clyde is not less nauseous.
It appears also, as an article in the Evening Post of
New York states, that eight hundred thousand of the
people of London drink water which has already re
ceived the sewage of fifty towns. Below Exbridge,
on the river Exe, the farmers will not suffer their
cattle to drink the water. So with the Calder and
other streams, and the town of Banbury, was en
joined from fouling tho river. Of course the river
beds are constantly filling up and interfering with
the drainage. The Thames at Oxford, " silted up
six feet," and many of the flat districts are "in a
sodden and water-logged condition." In Lanca
shire there are rivers raised ten or fifteen feet
above their old level.
Enormous sums have been and are- now spent in
England to improve the sewerage and to purify the
rivers. London alone has spent thirty millions of
dollars. Other cities have followed in their degree.
But all these efforts arc directed to the escape—not
to the utilization of the sewage or waste. The truth
is that this filth is riches. These borrid sights and
smells belong to the realm of fairy. We suffer from
them because we are not fine-eared and fine-nosed
and fine-minded enough. The most ravishing Prin
ces and the most dazzling Princesses were constant
ly enchanted into monsters. A child well fed upon
fairv lore will look wistfully upon every ill-favored
cur he passes, secretly wondering what golden-haired
beauty is imprisoned in that vile form.
Now Science is the kindly magician who touches
our eyes with true vision. Science reveals to us
that this fetid, noisome mass, which poisons the
air and slays the people, is really a means of en
riching the soil and feeding the population. In
stead of suffering the waste to be wasted Science
shows us how it may be used. A Western farmer
upon a rich prairie soil thought he was very fortu
nate because a stream ran through his ground, over
which he built his barn, and into which he threw
all his manure. The shrewd fellow was throwing
gold into the river. The English town of Croydon
was forbidden to throw its manure into the river.
So it utilized it ; and the land that was leased be
fore the sewage was put upon it for two pounds an

acre is now leased for four, aud the farmers who use
the sewage cut four crops of grass every year. What
Croydon has dono New York can do. As the Post
truly says . "A city like New York might, if its
affairs were wisely managed, make a handsome
annual income from the sewage and tho sweepings
of the streets, and at the same time greatly eurich
the surrounding country."
We are about to have a system of tborough drain-
age. Shall we not also make the drainage pay for
the trouble it gives us ?

The Roman Emperor who made his horse a con
sul is outdone by the French Count whose horse
has won the Derby race in England. The excite
ment in both countries seems to have been inde
scribable, and incredible to any but a horse-racing
nation. The biographies of the illustrious Count
and of his horse were published in all the papers.
He (tho Count, bien entendu) dined with the Prince
of Wales. At the great races in Paris at the Bois
de Boulogne the Emperor Louis Napoleon, wbo had
just returned from Algiers, divided the applause of
th» enthusiastic Frenchmen with Cladiateur, the
illustrious horse. The Emperor took the hand of
the illustrious Count and said, "You have render
ed the country a service." The Gladiuteur galop •

is already published in Paris. Tho mouchoir, or
Gladiator pocket-handkerchief, representing the il
lustrious horse in his triumphant run, is also for
sale ; ' and ono can conceive," says a correspondent
in Paris, " that for the moment Napoleon has his
kingdom all the firmer for that horse."
The poets are not behind. Some spiteful Brit
on, who can not conceal his chagrin in his sarcasm,
writes in Bell's IJfe this song:

THE GALLIC COCK:
A FBENCn rOEM OF VICTORY—WATEELOO WirED OCT.

Cockadoodledo, Jean!
Ha I mon Bull cheri
Ciel ! je ne moquc pas ma!
Pes Anglais sans esprit
Vanquished on your proper ground,
N'ctt-ce pas, mon chou?
Cockadoodledo, Jean,
Cockadoodledo!

Que je snis content, Jean !
Heureux dans cette chance!
Vive le (cladiateur, Jean,
Vivo toujours La France!
Enfia she avenge herself,
Cc sacre Vaterloo!
Cockadoodledo, Jean,
Cockadoodledo!

It must be doubly exasperating to the genuine
John Bull, who holds with the same unswerving
faith to the British Constitution, the British Church,
and the British turf, to see and hear in the Bois de
Boulogne the lively Frenchmen driving about —not
in manly trotting-wagons, but in miserable effem
inate wicker pony-phactons, and sparkling with de
light over the national horse-victory. To be beat
en at the Derby by a horse bred among people who
point their toes outward when they ride must be as
severe and searching a discipline as Britannia has
over encountered.

However, she can console herself by the reflec
tion that she has taught the world the noble art of
horse-racing. That some pupil may sometime sur
pass her is nothing. Doubtless Sir Philip Sidney
rode better than Pagliano, the famous equestrian
of that day at Vienna. Yet it was Pagliano who
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taught him. " And he was such a poet in the art, "

says Sir Philip, " that if I had not been a man he
would have persuaded me to be a borse." So as
Britannia surveys the Count Lagrange, and contem

plates his breeding establishment at Dangu, his no
ble residence, his six hundred acres of fertile land
of picturesque exposure, shielded from the north
winds by an amphitheatre of hills, and, without
wincing, beholds his five stallions, his forty brood
mares, his thirty-six yearlings, and thirty foals of
the present year, in addition to about sixty horses
in training at Royal-Lieu, near Compiegne, and at

Newmarket. let her remember that even the tri
umph of Gladiateur is

,
in some sort, her own, that

he was remotely ancestored in Britain, and that
'Any Grimsbaw, a true Briton, rode him to vic
tor)'.

But while in the amicable tournament of the
turf France is the victor over England, there is a
spectacle in preparation of the combined French
and English iron-clad fleets. The English iron
clads are to make a friendly cruise along the coasts
of France ; the French along the English ; and then
in some bay of peaceful English water the ships are
to unite in aquatic evolutions for the delight of En
gland and France, for the peace of Europe, and —

says a foolish rumor—to show the United States an
enormous rod in pickle for bad boys.

It will be a very pretty sight, but it will have no
such moral as is suggested. The combined iron
clad fleets of England and France will bea fine ma
rine spectacle, but it will not frightenVhe United
States. Why sbould it? What have they to be
frightened about ? They are the least belligerent
and the least to be bullied of any of the great na
tions— '-the most formidable and the least to be
feared," as Mr. Beecher said.
Every sensible man understands the amity which
now exists between England and France. It is a
valuable alliance for the tranquillity of Europe, but

it is idle to imagine that it has any influence upon
this side of the Atlantic. No honest American
wishes to see it broken or believes that it easily
will be. England and France combined would not
seriously wish to go to war with the United Slates,
and certainly the United States would not fear the
contest.

But why can not the fleets meet and mingle with
out such insinuations? Every great nation in the
world is at this moment under bonds to keep the
peace. They are of various kinds, but they are
very stringent. In every such nation the internal
questions are much more pressing and formidable

than the external, and with every year the policy
that in the dark ages was practicable of uniting do
mestic parties against a foreign foe becomes more
and more impossible. The devices that delude ig

norance are not sufficient for intelligence.
Let the fleets sail, then, and enjoy themselves all
they can. Let Jean Crapeau do his best. And let
honest John Bull and his wife and family repair to
the shores of Albion and behold and rejoice. We
too will look on with interest and pleasure, and
willingly show them both how to build better ships.

— •—
One of the most remarkable events of the day is

one which in itself is very private and very unim
portant except to two very private persons, and
that is the recent marriage, in London, of Baron
Ferdinand de Rothschild and his cousin Hiss Eve
lina. The Rothschilds are, historically, the de-
Vor.. XXXI.—No. 183.— Dd

scendants and representatives of Isaac of York and
of Shylock— not that they are in the least to be
personally compared with tbose representative cre
ations of fiction, nor that the mild bridegroom of
to-day is in the habit of taking mortgages upon
the breasts of his customers. What we mean Is

only that their present position in the civilized

j world shows the different consideration accorded to
the Hebrew banker in the Europe of the nineteenth
century compared with that which the same per
sonage enjoyed five and six centuries ago.
The fond reader of Ivanhoe has not forgotten
how the proud nobility of England wrenched the
teeth from Isaae's jaws, to persuade him to reveal
where his money-bags were hidden, and how the
hapless banker was more willing to surrender his
teeth than his treasure. The vaults of York Castle
were his bome when he was not cowering in his ob
scure house. He belonged to a race utterly con
temned and outraged — to a people who had no rights
which Christians were bound to respect. " A Jew
dog" was the gracious epithet by which he was
known. And, indeed, the tragedy in the case of
Shylock was something that the wise young judge
did not suspect nor regard. It was not his thirsting
for the heart's-blood of a Christian. It was that
Christians had fostered that thirst. Shakespeare,
who wrote for all time, because he understood man,
and disregarded the accidents of time and custom
and country, pleaded for all oppression everv where
and always in that fiery burst of the lonely old man :

" He hath disgraced me, and hindered me of half a

million ; laughed at my losses, mocked at my gains,
scorned my nation, thwarted my bargains, cooled
my friends, heated mine enemies ; and what's his
reason ? I am a Jew. Hath not a Jew eyes ? hath
not a Jew hands, organs, dimensions, senses, affec
tions, passions ? fed with the same food, hurt with
the same weapons, subject to the same diseases,

I healed by the same means, warmed and cooled by

I the same winter and summer as a Christian is ? If
you prick us, do we not bleed ? If you tickle us, do
we not laugh ? If you poison us, do wo not die ?

And if you wrong us, shall we not revenge ? If wo
are like you in the rest, we will resemble you in
that. If a Jew wrong a Christian, what is his hu
mility? Revenge. If a Christian wrong a Jew,
what should his sufferance be by Christian exam
ple ? Why, revenge. The villainy you teach me

I will execute ; and it shall go hard but I will bet
ter the instruction."
So spoke Shylock and Isaac of York, and so they
acted. Christians had "a natural antipathy" for
them. But Shylock no longer crouches on the Ri-
alto, Isaac no longer dwells in the vaults of York
Castle. The nobility of England no longer tears
his teeth out for amusement or to use as keys. But
tho second daughter of Baron Lionel, head of the
London house, is to marry the second son of Baron
Anselm, head of tho Vienna house of "the world-
renowned firm." The mansion of the bride's father
in Hyde Park, which in tho splendor and richness
of its internal arrangements has few equals in En
gland —so says the Court chronicler —was specially
decorated for the occasion. Let us see in what man
ner Isaac adorns his house for Rebecca's bridal.
"Great banks of flowers and rare plants were
grouped in exquisite masses between the marble
columns of the grand staircase, and all tho niches
and balustrades were filled with flowers till the air
was heavy with their perfume. The gallery in
which the banquet was served presented a really
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splendid aspect. The walls between the mirrors
were draped with white lace, and over these light
traceried hangings were wreaths of roses, making
the colors of the bridemaids — pink and white.
Croups of orange blossom, lilies, and other em
blematic flowers suited to the occasion, were inter
spersed, while along the length of the saloon were
ranged the tables. The master-pieces of Sevres,
Dresden, and Worcester were skillfully combined
with racing cups, great tankards, cpergnes, and
costly centre-pieces, both of gold and silver."
The state of the guests is not unfitted to this mag
nificence. The list does not indeed include the
names of Brian Bois de Guilbert, and the "noble"

society of Ivanhoc ; but here are the Austrian Em
bassador and his Countess, the French Embassador,
the Duke and Duchess of Somerset, the Duke and
Duchess of Sutherland, the Duke and Duchess of
Neweastle, the Duke and Duchess of Wellington,
the Duchess of Manchester, the Duchess of St. Al
bans, followed by a splendid throng of the Mar
quises, Earls, Viscounts, and Lords, with their
Marchionesses, Countesses, Viscountesses, and La
dies: the Speaker of the House of Commons; the
Chief Justice of England; Right Honorables and
Honorables, who wait upon the many Barons and
Baronesses de Rothschild who compose the family
present. To this noble and brilliant company, to
which alone are wanting the Prince and Princess of
Wales, descends the bride from her apartments, clad
in white lace, and attended by fourteen bridemaids,
at the head of whom is the daughter of a Duchess,
Lady Diana Beauclerk. At the door of the ball
room the mother completely envelops her daughter
in a veil of marvelous lace, which reaches the floor.
Then entering the room she is led to the bride
groom, who stands under a canopy of velvet and
gold, to which he has been conducted by the Mar
quis of Hnntly. The guests of Hebrew faith put
on their hnts. The chief Rabbi exhorts. The mar
riage contract is read; the prayers proceed: the
bride and bridegroom drink of a cup of wine and
water: the Baron Ferdinand places the ring upon
his cousin's finger, saying slowly in Hebrew, "Be-
hold, thou art betrothed unto me with this ring ac
cording to the rites of Moses and Israel." Then
they drink a glass of wine between them, and the
empty glass, being placed upon the floor, is crushed

by the foot of the bridegroom ; the resplendent
company crying aloud at the same moment that
they wish the marriage may be as happy and the
bride and bridegroom as irrevocably united as the
pieces of glass are forever sundered.
The banquet and the ball follow. The Right
Honorable Mr. Disraeli, some time Chancellor of
the Exchequer, proposes the health of the happy
pair. The toast is received with all the honors,
and the Lord Chief Justice of England leads off
and times the cheers. The same dignitary toasts
the bridemaids. The guests eat and drink and
survey the bridal gifts. They are neckluces and
liaras of diamonds and emeralds and other precious
stones, and are presented by Dukes, and Duchesses,
and Earls, and Countesses. Then follows the ball,
at which his Royal Highness the Duke of Cambridge
and " all the leading members of the aristocracy
and fashion" are present.
So the common humanity of Shylock with the
haughtiest aristocracy in the world is established.
So Isaac of York is avenged. So tho " natural an
tipathy" of race disappears. So the bridal of a
pretty Jewess has a moral for us all.

It was said last year that the noted Alexander
Dumas was coming to this country. But he changed
his mind, and did what several famous foreign au
thors have done with great success— he delivered
lectures. At first, indeed, they were called dull,
and the lecturer was ridiculed. "Poor Dumas,"
said one, "he raises our smiles. In the theatres,
in other public plnces, and in society, he is forward,
easy to impudence, and not without something like
swagger. He has taken to lecturing to procure
money. He bounces to his chair, swallows glass
after glass of sugared water, before he can float up
his voice to an audible pitch: then he buries his
nose in his manuscript, and, without raising his
head once, reads, reads, reads, as if the happiest
moment of his life would be that in which the
end' was reached. And what do you think is the
subject of his lecture ? The history of France in
the reign of Heury II. Can't you see us shaking
with laughter?"
Another says, more mildly, " He is at present in
Belgium delivering lectures on Ca;sar and Napoleon,
if the placards are to be believed ; but, in fact, his
lecture is devoted to Caesar, Jules Gerard, lion-
shooting, swimming, and the Kalmucks. He has
an enormous manuscript with him, from which he
never once looks up the whole time of the lecture,
so frightened is he by that hydra— the public."
A third says, in quite another vein, showing how
impossible it is to trust to any individual statement
for the simple fact, every individual mind being a
colored glass from which the colorless truth takes a
hue. " Last winter he obtained permission to de
liver lectures, and these were attended with such a
stupendous success as to quite turn his head. Ho
has given himself up entirely to tliis new method
of entertaining the public ; and after exercising the
charms of his voice and style on tho classes who
pay two dollars and four dollars for a seat, he has
passed entirely into the ranks of the poor, and
either reads before the poor for charitable objects
or at most for a franc a head. Like all great artists
he is intoxicated by the boisterous acclamation of
the masses, and finds, in their noisy but genuine
demonstrations of love, the excitement which a
man of his prodigious activity of mind and anient
temperament requires. Last month alone M. Du
mas contributed by his readings six thousand dol
lars to charitable objects —a contribution of which
any poor man —as he is—may well be proud. The
other evening, however, he let slip a word of refer
ence to Victor Hugo and to his state of exile, and
for this the right to lecture has been withdrawn
from him—it is hoped only temporarily. He told
the minister, it is said, that, if he did not give him
back his right to lecture, he would leave France and
go to America."
If Dumas be wise he will not hastily leave a coun
try where by his readings he can raise six thousand
dollars in a month for the poor. He belongs to
France. In the setting of any other country or
society he would be lost. Roman candles and
rockets with golden spray are truly beautiful in the
dark, but a wise rocket does not go up by day
light.

One pleasant spring morning of this year tho
pretty Empress of France went to the house of Rosa
Bonheur carrying the decoration of a chevajier of
the Legion of Honor which she gave to tho artist.
The French people and all kind hearts every where
applaud the graceful act, and henceforth the French
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sentries must present arms to Mademoiselle Rosa.
The Emperor was away in Algeria when this prac
tical illustration of woman's sovereignty in empire
and iu art was offered to the world. But it was
much more agreeable to him than the conduct of
cousin Napoleon, who so far forgot himself as to ex
press opinions. Louis instantly reminded him of
the Napoleonic tradition that only the head of the
house should have opinions.
Whether French " Conservatism" is afraid that
all the ancient landmarks of society and bulwarks
of civilization are being swept away because Miss
Rosa is made a chevalier, is not yet reported. It
seems sensible and natural enough that a woman
who can paint s0 well as to add lustre to her coun
try as well as to create a fame for herself should be
told in the most honorable way that her country is
grateful. Or would it be a finer thing to say to
her, " Dear young lady, don't fly out of your sphere.
Nature designed you to attend the cradle and to sit
in the nursery. Don't thwart nature by painting
beautiful pictures. Can you cook a beef-steak?
that is the question. Can you make light bread?
Then ate viryo! and don't unsex yourself!"
Since King Francis of France stooped in Titian's
studio and raised the pallet which the painter had
dropped, there is no prettier incident of the kind
than the Empress Eugenie decorating Rosa Bonheur
with the ribbon of the Legion of Honor.

iBMtnr's Drnniir.

THEY
tell a good story of a Priest, the Devil,

and the Virgin, in one of the old Chronicles
of tho Church in Austria. A young friar was fa-.
mous in his order as a painter, and his forte was
in pictures of the Devil and the Virgin. The first
he made surpassingly ugly, and the other serenely
beautiful. The devil determined to punish him,
and assuming the form of a lovely maiden visited
him in his cell. He fell desperately in lovo with
her, and she consented to fly away with him if he
would give her the plate and jewels in the convent
treasury. He consented, and took with him the
sacred articles. As they were scudding along the
cloister the demon lady cried out "Thieves!" and
vanished. The monks rushed out, and caught their
brother running away with the booty. They tied
him to a pillar and went back to bed, deferring his
punishment till morning. Now the devil returned
in his own form, and made merry over his misfor
tune, advising him to pray for help to the beauty
he loved to paint. The poor friar took the hint ;
called on the Virgin. She came in all her radiant
charms, loosened his cords, and bade tho friar bind
the devil in his place. Then she put the stolen
treasure back in its place. Tho noxt morning the
friar appeared in his place at prayers, the devil was
found at his post, and the treasure all right. The
devil was soundly flogged ; and the painter friar, a
wiser and better man, followed no more after hand
some young women, but stuck to his beads and his
brush ; and painted awful devils, because he had
seen one ; and beautiful virgins, for he had seen the
queen.

Rev. Dn. Mathews, in his book of " Recollec
tions," tells a story of Gouverneur Morris and Bishop
Moore. At a dinner-party Mr. Morris, who wns
about to sail for Europe, said to the Bishop,
" My reverend friend, I have just made my will,

and I have bequeathed to you my whole stock of
impudence."
Bishop Moore replied, " Sir, you are not only
very kind, but very generous; you have left to me
by far the largest portion of your estate."
Mrs. Moore, the good-bishop's wife, immediately
added: ''My dear, you have come into possession
of your inheritance remarkably soon!"

In the village of K , West Virginia, lives
an old man, known as Unclo Paul, noted for his
eccentricities and fondness of Natural History.
Quite a crowd had collected at the Post-cflicc wait
ing anxiously for the war news. Unclo Paul en
tertained the crowd by telling the old cat story-
how they fought till nothing was left of them but
the tips of their tails, etc. A rough-looking speci
men of humanity from the country seemed to drink
in every word the old man said about the cats ; and
then, to be even, remarked, " Why, Uncle Paul,
that's a pretty good cat story, but it is nothing tu
what I saw yesterday. I was coming down tho
mountain, and saw near a little brook a water-
snake trying to swallow a toad." " All right ; no
thing strange about that," replied Uncle Paul.
"Just read Nateral History, and it will tell you
water-snakes live on toads." " Yes, maybe it will,"
says the countryman; "but you see the snake,
when I first saw it, had the toad's hind-leg in his
mouth, and the toad squirmed around until he got
the snake's tail in his mouth ; and in less than a
minute they swallowed each other, and you couldn't
see n sign of either of them ! " All enjoyed the yarn
but Uncle Panl, who left for home, saying it was a

lie, and that there was nothing in Nateral Historv
like it.

Among the smart things which you give us from
tho " three-year-olds," I think Orange, New Jersey,
must bave a place.
Master Willie had lately heard and seen much
of the " Waterfalls" with which the young ladiis
nowadays adorn the backs of their heads. His at
tention was fully awake on the subject. One muddy
day he saw on the road a horse whose careful groom
had braided and knotted up his switch-tail. Willie
cried, "Oh! papa, papa! see that horse! He's
got a waterfall to his tail !"

•

"Let me look at some collars," said a gaunt,
rough-looking fellow, addressing the proprietor of

a country store not a hundred miles from Montreal.
" With pleasure, Sir," was the response ; and the
stock of collars was shown to the customer, who
fumbled them over, and then, with a gesture of
contempt, turned away with the remark that they
were not the kind ho wanted. " What kind do you
want?" queried the shop-keeper. " We have most
every kind." "Well, it's secesh collars; them's
tho style for me!" "Walk right this way—we
have that kind too," was the response, as the shop
keeper uurolled about eight feet of hempen cotu,
and, quickly twisting it into a loop, held it up be
fore the astonished gaze of the " seccsher." He had
no more to say, but quietly took his departure.

R S is a prominent member of the ortho
dox church, and as he is a fine-looking personage,
the desire of being seen and heard in the ' ' confer
ence meetings" is too strong to be resisted, and wo

are often edified by his peculiar views and inter
pretations of Scripture. On one occasion the chap
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ter containing the parable of the ten virgins was
read for the evening lesson. Brother S , as

usual, rose to free his mind. "My brethren," said
he, "this parable presents to ns a subject of solemn
consideration, not only to the brethren, but also to
the sisters, for wo are hero told that five of them
were males, and five were females ."' The contor
tions of countenance which many were obliged to
make, in attempting to suppress an "audible smile,"
so disconcerted him that he shortened his remarks,
to the relief of his hearers. But he hasn't heard
the last of the '' five male and five female virgins."

QcrrE a number of the guerrillas and bushwhack
ers who have infested the district of Central Mis
souri for the past three or four years have lately
surrendered, and by the orders of the General com
manding the Department have been released upon
taking the amnesty oath, and provided with trans
portation to their homes.
One of them applied to the clerk of a boat with
his order for transportation, and found that be could
only be supplied with deck passage. Upon which
he returned to the Provost Marshal, and coolly re
quested that officer to change the order so that he
could be furnished cabin passage. The Provost
Marshal asked what rank he had held. "Oh!"
said he, " I've only been a private ; but I've always
been a high-minded man, and now I don't like to
go down there and associate with them low deck
hands !"

Joe Fitts was a well-to-do farmer, and a shrewd,
observing man. His family were brought up to
care little for show, and to live within their means ,
and when his eldest and favorite son got married,
old Joe gave him some advice. "Now, John," said
he, squinting ono eye and looking with the other
sharp at his happy boy, " look out ; be prudent ; be
diligent ; don't make such a fool of yourself as your
chum Charles, who commenced his married life as
though he was as rich as Creosote, but how long did
ho stand it ? Why he went to the dogs in less than
two years. It will do for some of these rich old
milliners to live so !" John took the old man's ad
vice, and is now the richest man in this region.

A max went to the dead-house to ask for the body
of a missing relative^— in fact, an uncle who was sup
posed to have money.

'- Has my uncle come here ?"
he inquired, as if speaking of a morning call.
"Many uncles," replied the official. "But mine
is a largo uncle, fat, well-dressed, and must have
' arrived' within three days." " Impossible to say,"
replies functionary.

'"What would you ? So many
drop in upon us! Had your uncle any peculiarity
by which his body could be recognized after death ?"
"Perfectly," replios nephew: "you would know
him at once—he was stone deaf!"

JnKnn were few abler lawyers in the State of
Illinois during the past quarter of a century than
the late Judge Purple, of Peoria. Ho was the au
thor of several important law books; and by his
entire devotion to his profession had attained a mer
ited celebrity both as an advocate and a jurist.
Some years since Judge P., when in the city of
Washington, met with a gentleman from Boston,
who, upon learning that the Judge was from Illinois,
made particular inquiry as to the success of a young
sprig of the law, by the namo of B -, who had
emigrated "West" some five years before. "He

is doing well," promptly replied the Judge. " He
it; well, I am glad to hear it—glad to hear it, in
deed," continued his friend. " You think he has a
good practice, do you, Judge ?" " Don't know any
thing about his practice," replied Purple ; "but he
is doing well—succeeding finely." "Making mon
ey, then, is he ?" persisted Boston. " I tell you I
don't know any thing about his business," said Pur
ple. "Well," said tho Boston man, "you seem to
think B is doing well, and yet you know no
thing about his practice or business ; what do you
mean?" " I mean just this," said Purple, "that
any man who practices law in Illinois five years
and keeps out of the penitentiary is doing well,
whether he has much practice or not !"

Miss M , a young heiress of considerable per
sonal attractions, chanced to be seated, at a dinner-

rartv. with a young man remarkable in the fashion-
ablo circles for his wit, who had long made one in
the train of her admirers. The conversation turn
ing on the uncertainty of life— '

; I mean to insure
mino," said the young lady, archly, "in the Hope"
(Insurance Company). "In the hope of whatf"
said the admirer. "A single life is not worth in
suring; I propose that we should insure our lives
together, and, if you have no objection, I should
prefer the Alliance."

My little nephew, five years old, became greedy
for money, at his early age, and in order to add to
his treasury of pennies he would not hesitate to ask
every visitor to give him a penny. His mother
endeavored to put an injunction upon his proceed
ings, and told him that a severe whipping would
be the penalty if he should ever ask another visitor
for money. This was a sad state of affairs, anil it
worried him greatly to know how to retain his rev
enue. Shortly after he received his commands a
visitor called. Josie looked very wishfully for a
long time at his ma and her guest. At last a bright
idea struck him, and out came this question: "Do
you know any one who would lend me a penny and

not ask far it again ?" The penny was gained and
tho penalty not enforced.

From New Orleans these two stories come :
Going to Mobile lately, I had a berth in the same
state-room with a lieutenant, who, as the lake was
pretty rough, was sea-sick most of tho time. He
was nevertheless very funny, and kept me in won
derful spirits all the way out. As it grew late wo
went to bed, and the lieutenant, supposing I was
asleep, began to call over all the grades of rank in
the army as we rode up and down on the waves,
and in such a manner that I concluded he was giv
ing each wave rank according to its height. Sev
eral times ho went as high as brigadier-general,
and as low as sergeant-major. Presently we went
up on a tremendous wave, and he exclaimed, in an
excited tone, "Lieutenant- general!" and as we
went down into tho " briny depths" he drew a long
breath, and said, very softly, " Eighth corporal!"

In the Rampart and Dauphine Street cars, one
day lately, there entered a very tall, well-dressed,
but rather intoxicated gentleman, who, as the car
was full of ladies, had to stand up. He scorned to
hold on to tho straps, but assumed the position of a
soldier, and looked solemnly to the front. As we
neared a street-crossing the bell was rung, and tho
driver made preparations to stop. Our gent, after
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an instant's reflection, leaned forward toward the
mule, and of course when the car stopped he con
tinued, and was precipitated on his hands and knees
on the bottom of the car, in front of a well-dressed
lady, who attempted to assist him to his feet. Dis
daining assistance, he resumed his erect position,
and bowing very low to the lady, said, " YouH
please excuse me, madam ; ab— I— forgot which
way to lean." Every body enjoyed that.

A eeturned soldier says: I am one of those
who have lived to tell of three years' service in the
Union army, and attribute my being alive to tell
the story in no slight degree to the cheering influ
ences of an occasional Drawer which was opened in
camp. I have many tender and sad, many joyous
and glorious, and some humorous memories of the
service. I feel my indebtedness to the Drawer
keenly, and would like to repay it

, in a measure;
but alas i the best things have already found their
way into Harper.
We had a gay and dashing Lieutenant B ,

who was slightly "set back" in Albany. He ac
companied the veteran portion of his regiment home
to Albany in the winter of '63-'64, on recruiting
service, and reported to Major T , at Albany.
As his home was New York he was ordered by the
Major to report to General Dix. In course of time
the regiment was ordered to rendezvous at Albany,
preparatory to a return to the field ; and Lieutenant
li—— , among others, presented himself before Ma
jor T with a "long nine" in his mouth, and
emitting volumes of smoke. The Major received
him very blandly.
" Well, Lieutenant, did you report to General
Dix?"
"Certainly, Sir."
" Did you see the General ?"
" Several times."
" Did you talk with him ?"
"Oh, certainly; had a long talk with him."
"Well, Lieutenant, did you stand and puff to
bacco-smoke in bis face ?"
The Lieutenant and his cigar were extinguished.

The Rev. George Harvest, of Trinity College,
Cambridge, private tutor at one time to the Duke
of Richmond, was invited to dine with the old
Duchess and accompany her party to the play. He
used to travel with a night-cap in his pocket, and
having occasion for a handkerchief at the theatre,
made use of his cap for that purpose. In one of bis
reveries, however, it fell from the side-box where
he was sitting into the pit, when a wag picked it

up, hoisted it upon the end of a cane, that it might
be claimed by its rightful owner. Judge of the
consternation of a large party of ladies of rank and
fashion when the Rev. George H. rose in the midst
of them and claimed the night-cap (which was some
what greasy from use) by the initials G. H., which
were legibly marked on it. The cap was restored
to him amidst shouts of laughter, fo the great dis
comfiture of the Duchess and the rest of the party.

O7.iAS Linlev, Sheridan's brother-in-law, was a

master-piece of eccentricity, and subject to perpet
ual fits of abstraction. He was on horseback one
morning, setting out for his curacy, a few miles'
distance from Norwich. His horse threw off one
of its shoes. A lady, who observed the accident,
thought it might impede his journey, and seeing
that he himself was jogging on as if quite uncon-

scious of it
,

politely reminded him that "one of his
horse's shoes had come off." "Thank you, mad
am," replied Linlcy. "Will you then hove the
goodness to put it on for me ?"

Louis XIV. once sent for a barber to shave him.
Taking his sword out of its sheath he laid it beside
him, at the same time telling the barber that if he
cut him he would lose his head. The barber shaved
him, and fortunately made not a single scratch.
"Tis well for you that you did not cut," said
Louis, when the barber had fmished, " or I would
certainly have cut off your head."
"No, you would not," replied the barber, "for I

would have drawn the razor across your throat the
instant after I had cut yon."

Little Harry, a bright three-year-old, a regu
lar wide-awake, made up of fun and comicalities,
occasionally astonishes his friends. A few even
ings ago, when the stars were exceedingly brilliant
and sparkling, like so many diamonds, Harry's mo
ther took him in her arms and walked to the door.
While there she called his attention to the stars,
and endeavored to impress upon bis childish mind

a simple lesson respecting them. Harry listened
attentively, gazed long and earnestly, then sudden

ly exclaimed, "Mamma, I see the stars—wbere's
the stripes ?"

I see in one of the late numbers an incident re
lated to show how lazy a man may be and live :

but here is one to beat it
,

told bjtone of the crowd
that to-day sat listening to the 'Tnmny things" of
the Drawer in our camp:
In , Wisconsin, when the Committee were
relieving many families whose Support was among
the brave and absent, it was noticed one Mr. Mann
took for his support the "rations" of his brother's
wife, being too lazy to work for his own support
Accordingly it was decreed that all men in the vil
lage who could not support themselves should be

buried alive. Of course Mann was an early victim
of said decree. While upon his coffin, in an old
cart, upon his way to the burial-ground, a friend
stops the cart to tell him he has brought him corn
enough to support him for some time. Maon rose
up and asked,
"Is the corn shelled?"
"No," was the reply.
" Drive on," said he ; and they drove on.

My nephew Joe is a buster, aged ten. The other
Sunday his mother was making him go over his
Sunday-school lesson before school — the subject
being Moses and the burning bush. In reply to the
question, " What did Moses say when he saw it?"
Joe answered, "I don't know." "Why, it's very
simple," said his mother.

" What would you have
said if you had seen it?" "Me!" exclaimed the
youngster, his eyes growing big with excitement —

"me! why I'd have said, 'Jerusalem crickets!
what's that?'"

In General Alf Sully's Northwest Indian expedi
tion of '64, to the Yellow Stono River, with one of
the Minnesota regiments, was a surgeon enjoying
the euphoneous appellation applied by the Irishman
to the potato, known in the army from Vicksburg
to Pembina as a humorist and wag—always perpe
trating some pun or practical joke on- his mess
mates, and administering pungent advice with his
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pills to the men at sick-call, wbo had grown fat by
much laughing at the sells perpetrated on others,
although never relishing ono overmuch when turned
on himself. On the return march, after the expe
dition was away from the proximity of the Indians,
the General allowed the officers and men to enjoy
themselves by killing buffalo, as they were plenty
along the line of march. The doctor was in the
habit of riding on the flanks of the column, and
amusing himself in that way. He had bagged eight,
and had had many jokes about taking his " horns"
from a " buffalo's horn ;" and was after his ninth,
one fine morning, about a quarter of a mile distant,
in full view of the army. An old bull had been
brought to bay by the balls from some soldiers'
carbines. Pills rode close alongside to give him his
death- wound in a vulnerable spot. But the fellow,
knowing his murderous intent, wheeled suddenly,
and dashing at his borse, with head down and tail
erect, caused Rosiuante to make a quick side-move
ment. leaving his rider " hors du combat" on the
ground. This was good enough for his imperial
highness of the shaggy mane, who proceeded to
administer buffalo - horn potations without mercy
to his prostrate foe, and would have finished his
career but for the timely interference of the men
close by, wbo drove the monster from his fallen prey,
and brought him to earth with their carbines. The
General, seeing the discomfiture of his valiant Nim-
rod, sent an ambulance and brought him in, having
two ribs stove and several holes punctured through
the fleshy part of his thi^h—not dangerous, but sore.
This was too good for those who had felt his sharp
thrusts : and thnnrh he was bruised and lame, plied
him with buffalo-horn toasts and treats on every oc
casion. It is needless to add that Pills lost flesh
from that time until the expedition was disband
ed at the Mississippi, and threatened ipecacuanha
vengeanco on all who asked him if he would take
a "horn."

Tins comes from Idaho, Colorado Territory •
On the way to Pike's Peak, in the fall of 1858,
notwithstanding the hardships of the plains, we
had some fun. Among our party was one Ramsy,
a tall, simple, good-natured fellow. He figured in
a song composed on the way :

•'Then there's Ramsy with hfa carbine.
And I know he is no sardine,
For he's from the town of Ilarmme,
In the old Missouri State."

Ramsy said a good thing and did not know it.
When we started from Kansas City every man was
well supplied with pipes—meerschaum, brier-root,
Powhatan, etc. Alas ! they soon disappeared on
the long, weary road, lost or broken. We felt like
that poor fellow "Off the blue Canaries " The first
i lay we met the Indians (a band of the Arapahoes —

friendly Indians) the "pipe of peace" was freely
passed. Ramsy, off on a hunt, was ignorant of the
friendly pipe. Some one in the camp at night pro
posed to smoke the '' pipe of peace." Says Ramsy :
'• I'd like to know how we are a-going to smoke a
pipe a-picce when we hain't got a pipe a-piece, nor
nary ono left."

A Philadelphia correspondent reports an amus
ing lingual mistake%iade by a little four-year-old
in the family of a friend. The house was humming
with the news, just then received, of the evacuation
of Richmond, when away ran Eddy up stairs to con
vey to grandma the glad tidings, whatever they

were. "Ob, danma," he exclaimed, in great as
sumed gleefulnoss, "Richmon' is vaccinated !"

Another juvenile patriot had been taken out by
his mother to see the display of flags on the occa
sion of the surrender of Lee's army, and on coming
to one bouse undistinguished by any insignia of the
general joy the little fellow inquired the probable
cause of the omission, when mamma charitably
suggested that some one of the inmates might be
ill, or even dead. " Well," said little patriotism,
emphatically, " if there's somebody dead there, why
don't they fling out their crape, then ?"

A short time before the death of Mr. Lincoln a
prominent politician from Pennsylvania called upon
him, and in the course of conversation a remark
was made at which the President said, "That re
minds me of a little stop.'. But," continued he,
"don't tell the people of Pennsylvania when you
return that Lincoln said that reminded him of a
story. People all say that; and yet if they had
ridden this rough old war-horse over the corduroy
roads as 1 have done during the past four years
they would be glad of an opportunity to mount a
pony occasionally, and amble around the door-yard
to amuse the children." Very like him, natural
and pleasant.

Jdst before the election in November. 1864,
Judge B took the stump, and one time he was
asked to address a large county mass meeting in
M . The committee had made great prepara
tions, and among other things had erected a plat
form about five feet high, nnd just large enough to
seat the speakers, and had made a sort of roof to
keep the sun off, which made the structure rather
top-heavy : but they thought that it would do, as
they only wanted to use it one day. The Judgc.
who is a very portly man, got up to address the
assemblage, and made a splendid speech, until, at
the close, he drew himself up to his full height and
said, "Our platform shall never fall; yes, gentle
men, I repeat it: our platform shall never fall:"
and as he said this be brought his foot down with
great force, which was too much for the top-heavy
structure; it swayed one side for a moment anil
then collapsed, burying speakers and all in one
confused heap.

Irishmen are great fellows to make bargains.
They are never satisfied with the price first asked
for an article, and would consider themselves badly
cheated if they did not make an attempt, at least,
to beat down. Just before the store was closed, a
few nights ago, one of them, who seemed to be on
pretty good terms with himself, walked in, and
after looking at the show-case a few moments said,
pointing to a revolver, " Now what is the very laste
figure you will take for that pistol? Name yer
very laste." In general I make it a rule to put tho
prices up a dollar or two to allow for bargaining
with such chaps; but in this' case, as he seemed to
be a straightforward kind of a specimen, I named
the very best retail price, which was eleven dollars.
He stood for a moment, as if doubting whether to
take it (for it was really cheap), or to indulge in
his natural propensity, and then said, " I'll give
yees nine." To which I, being a little provoked,
replied, that I thought ho had nsked in the first
place for the lowest price. " Thrue, but I didn't
know but what yees might take a little less." Tbia
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was too mach. and I laughed in his face at the
"bull." upon which he turned about and left in
high dudgeon, taking with him a profit of about

soventy-five cents, which I would have made bad
he taken up my offer.

LnTLK FranBie, six years old, is fond of ani
mals. In his city home he has a cat and dog, and
when the cat had kittens, discovered, to his great

surprise, that cats, as well as womankind, feed their
infunts in the true mammalic method. Frankie
wont to an uncle's in the country and received a

present of a sitting hen, and when at last a brood
of tiny chicks around her crowded his joy was full.
I !ut what was proper food to furnish them he did
not know. He runs into the house and cries, " Oh,
aunty '. aunty ! what shall I give my little teenty
chickies to cat? They won't eat corn." His aunt
replied: ' Never mind. Frankie; the old hen will
feed them ; she knows how." An idea strikes
Frankie, and out be runs again to inspect the hen.
Not satisfied with what he discovers, in he runs
again to his aunt, and, catching hold of her dress,
draws her ear down close, and in an agitated whis

per says,
' Why, aunty, the old hen can't feed

them ; the little chickies can't sock ; there's no

place for them."

Jim J is one of those jovial, dry sort of jok
ers who can raise a laugh at almost any time by
his dry humor. We were relating an instance that
came under our notice of a man who had died—or
at least was declared dead by his physician—was
clothed in his shroud, and at the end of twelve
hours returned to life. Every one in the room ut
tered some exclamation of horror, which was soon
turned into merriment by Jim asking why we did
not arrest the man for false pretense.

We have a three-year-old at our house. She
often succeeds in taking the house down with her
old-fashioned remarks. Her mother had been
teaching her the Lord's Prayer, and with such good
success that she was able to repeat it without any
prompting. A few evenings since, while repeat
ing it. she seemingly forgot a portion, and during
a momentary pause was urged to proceed. She ex
claimed, " Hold on a minute, mamma, until I get
the right tune."

Hiring the first year of tho war we resided at
M . a small town in the interior of Pennsylva
nia. The news of one of the Missouri battles in
which General Lyon was conspicuous was being
read and discussed at our bouse, and among the
most attentive listeners was Mrs. S , whose

husband was a *' sympathizer.'' She started for
home, and on her way met an acquaintance, into
whose ear she jioured the dreadful news of a terri
ble fight: and "only think," said she. "our men
had hons to fight for them, and they tore the rebels

dreadfully ! Lord forgive us '"

An exceedingly quiet gentleman, not given to

many words unless the occasion really demands

them, was some time since crossing the Jersey fer

ry among the passengers from tho New York and
Krie Railroad train, just arrived. The hackmen
were around, as usual, and one of these very polite
fellows, who go so far as to offer the use of their

splendid carriages and horses to even strangers,

came, in the course of events, to our quiet friend,

with the oft-repeated " Carriage, Sir ?'' No answer.
"Carriage, Sir?" Still no answer. "Carriage,
Sir ? Take you to the Astor House. Metropolitan,
St. Nicbolas, Deaf and Dumb Asylum, any whero,
Sir." .

While riding up Seventh Street, in Washington
City, the other day, I was standing on the platform
of the street-car with two officers, when we passed
the Odd-Fellows' Hall, in which a gentleman, prob
ably a foreigner, has a dancing-school. Some young
ladies were just coming from said scbool as wo
passed.
"Just from dancing-scbool," remarked one of
the officers.
'•Yes," said the other, "just from drill ; not ex
actly from squad-drill, but from quadrille."

The story of the Iowa sheriff in the May Number
reminds me of one I heard recently relating to a
newly-elected sheriff in Michigan, whose duty it
was to be in attendance during a session of the Su
preme Court at , the past winter. After being
carefully instructed he opened the court on tho first
day of the session in due form. He was absent,
however, at adjournment, which therefore took
place without his official proclamation. With the
omission of so important a formality it was impos
sible for him to see how the thing could be done.
The next morning ho apologized for his absence,
saying, he " believed he had opened the court all
right, but neglected to shut it, and had been might
ily troubled to think it might have to run all night."

ThinBing the following, from the State of Penn
sylvania, might be acceptable to the Drawer and
readers thereof, I forward it, verbatim tt literatim.
as taken from the records of this county. Miles
having assigned an article of agreement for the
purchase of some land to Peter, gives him a quit
claim deed for the same ; and after giving the de
scription of the property, closes the deed with the
following :

"The said Peter, or his succeesorp,mny have snd hold
the above-described premises forever and a day, and I

would not if I could, and I could not if I would, molest ;
for I never had nary claim to the property, except an ar
ticle of agreement which I have heretofore transferred to
the said Peter. (Signed) Mlija."
*l Never having had a right of dower in the withln-de-
ecribedpremises, I hereby cheerfully and of my own accord,
without fear, favor, or reward, or the hope of reward, ex
cept such as may follow a disinterested act In the world to

corae, release all my right to the aforesaid Peter.
(Signed) "Mis. Mii.iB."

"I have examined Mrs. Miles myself, and without any
compulsion on my part, or any threatening!, she says it is

all right. I am compelled to take this acknowledgment
myself, because it Is twelve miles to a Judge, over a bad
road, and she declares she will not go a step.

(Signed) " Mius."

In the days of John Quincy Adams Mr. M
was United States District Attorney in New Hamp
shire. On the change of the Administration ho
was immediately removed, and a young spread-
eagle attorney of purer Jackson faith was appoint
ed to succeed him. The first case requiring his

professional attention was one of counterfeiting, in
which the proof was s0 glaring and positive that
not a doubt was entertained of the prisoner's imme
diate conviction. Much to the gratification of the

young attorney and his political friends, Mr. M
was retained for tho defense, thus offering a splen
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did opportunity for flooring the giant of the bar—a
fact already fixed in anticipation, and fondly chuck
led over. The day of trial came. The court-room
was crowded to excess, anxious to witness the con
templated discomfiture of Mr. M and glorious

triumph of his young opponent. The case was
opened, evidence most overwhelming introduced,
and all the preliminary and concluding proceedings
extended so far that no back track could be taken
or other testimony introduced, and the case on the

part of the prosecution rested. All this time appar
ently quite inattentive, his opponent having fairly
exhausted himself, and flushed with the anticipated
speedy conviction of the prisoner, Mr. M arose

and asked to look at one of the bills alleged in the
indictment to be counterfeit Several were handed
to him.
"Dedham, Dedham —where is Dedham?" ho in
quired. " I never heard of such a place or such a
bank."
" Why," replied the young attorney, " in Massa
chusetts, some ten miles from Boston —a fact so
well known that I did not think it important to in
troduce proof of it."
" It may be as you say, Sir, and there may be
an incorporated Dedham Bank ; but with no proof
of the fact, I move, your Honor, that a nolle pros.
be entered and the prisoner discharged."
The Court could do no less, and old M was
not floored this time.

The following conversation, which took place
between two great friends, the doctor and paymas
ter of the United States steamer V , will prove
that two years of Texas blockade-life does not ut
terly destroy all love of humor :
Doctor. " Why, how is this, Paymaster, I paid
for five yards of flannel, and here are only four and
a half?"
Payjiaster. " My dear fellow I am very sorry,
but I can't help it ; you know it won't do for me to
be partial, and I must treat you as I treat every
body else."

The doctor saw the case in a new light and was
satisfied.

Not long since I was spending a short time with
some friends at the camp of the Forty-second United
States Colored Infantry, at Chattanooga, when a
stalwart African of the darkest dye made his ap
pearance at the recruiting-office of the regiment,
and, after a few questions, was made one of Uncle
Sam's nephews. He was shown his quarters, and
told to make himself as comfortable as possible. He
asked permission to leave camp a few moments,
which was granted. In a short time he returned,
bringing with him his better-half and all his house
hold goods complete. On being asked what she had
come to the regiment for, he turned and asked,
" Didn't I list for both on us?"

Some time ago a friend of mine, who is an em
ploye in one of the departments at Washington,
showed me a copy of a letter which passed through
his hands. The epistle was written in Kerry, Ire
land, and was directed to Mr. Abraham Lincoln,
President of the United States of America. The sub
scriber stated that he was a constant reader of the I
newspapers; had witnessed the present struggle
between North and South with much interest ; and
was a sincere sympathizer with the former in its ef
forts to put down the rebellion. He mentioned, in

addition, that be was willing to help the Union
party by every means in his power ; that he had
been in the British army for six years, the Irish
Constabulary two years, and had also assisted the
Pope of Kome against Garibaldi and the French.
If, therefore, the President saw fit to appoint him to
a vacant Brigadier-Generaley, and was willing to
pay the price of .hit passage across the Atlantic, he
could command his services ; otherwise, be would
still remain his most obedient. The letter was reg
ularly indorsed, and an answer returned to the ef
fect that Congress had made no appropriation for
the " payment of passages across the Atlantic ;" but
if the applicant chose to come on his own responsi
bility, he would have no difficulty whatever in
finding a recruiting-office in New York.

O'Toole is a teamster in Captain M'Korkey's
celebrated battery, which contributed so materially
to our success at Antietam—and, in fact, saved the
day. One day, during the prevailing season of
mud, as Lieutenant-Colonel Bernstein was riding a
tour of inspection, he met the jovial teamster wend
ing his way toward the battery stables, with the
inevitable "dhudeen" in his mouth and a large
shovel over his shoulder.
" Where are you going, my brave lad ?'" said tho
Colonel, who always has a kind word for our gal
lant boys.
" To curry the cars of me mool," responded the
teamster, with a salute which brought bis shovel in
dangerous proximity to the Colonel's knee.
The Colonel, who seldom overlooks grave infrac
tions of discipline, still has a quick appreciation of
humor among the men of the command, and per
ceived at once the germ of a joke in O'Toole's reply.
" Why do you groom only the ears of your mule ?"
said the Colonel.
" Shure thim's all ov 'xm remains out o' the mud,
Sur!"

Arsent from home since our dear little Clifford
was a "wee thing" in swaddling-clothes, I sent my
(vignette) carte de visite. When my wife showed
it to her she exclaimed, " Why, muddie, papa's got
no arms nor no legs !"

A little three-year-old, living in Binghaiupton,
New York, whose father was in Government serv
ice, had omitted to mention him for some days in
her evening prayers for all her friends. The mother
called her attention to this fact, and asked if she
did not intend to pray for her father also. " No."
answered little one— "no; no use; Abe Lincoln
will take care of him."

Several years ago a merchant failed in New
York city who was noted for his fast living and
easy conscience regarding his honor, and had settled
with his creditors by paying from 25 to 50 cents on
the dollar. He was met one day by one of his cred
itors with whom he had settled a confidential debt
on the same terms. The creditor was a blunt, plain. .

old-fashioned man, living in the upper part of tho
city. He drove down to Wall Street to collect divi
dends with an old horse, and older harness, and
rickety old chaise. He stopped in front of a bank.

I and as he was going in he met his former debtor,
who very quizzically asked what he gave for his
horse and establishment. He straightened up. and
said, " I gave 100 cents on the dollar!" and passed
,on.
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SWEET
is the voice that calk

From babbling waterfalls
In meadows where the downy seeds are flying;
And soft the breezes blow
And eddymg come and go

In faded gardens where the rose is dying.

Among the stubbled corn

The blithe quail pipes at morn,

The merry partridge drums in hidden places,
And glittering insects gleam
Above the reedy stream

Where busy spiders spin their filmy laces.
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At eve, cool shadows fall
Across the garden wall,

And on the clustered grapes to purple turning,
And pearly vapors lie

Along the eastern sky

Where the broad harvest-moon is redly burning.

Ah, soon on field and hill

The winds shall whistle chill,

And patriarch swallows call their flocks together

To fly from frost and snow,

And seek for lands where blow

The fairer blossoms of a balmier weather.

The pollen-dusted bees

Search for the honey-lees

That linger in the last flowers of September,
While plaintive mourning doves

Coo sadly to their loves

Of the dead summer they so well remember.

The cricket chirps all day,
" O, fairest summer, stay !"

The squirrel eyes askance the chestnuts browning;

The wild-fowl fly afar

Above the foamy bar

And hasten southward ere the skies are frowning.

Now comes a fragrant breeze

Through the dark cedar-trees

And round about my temples fondly lingers,
In gentle playfulness
Like to the soft caress

Bestowed in happier days by loving fingers.

Yet, though a sense of grief

Comes with the falling leaf,

And memory makes the summer doubly pleasant,
In all my autumn dreams

A future summer gleams
Passing the fairest glories of the present !
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A TRIP TO BODIE BLUFF AND THE DEAD SEA OF THE WEST.

[Seconli $)aper.]

AT
the town of Bodie I witnessed one of those
impressive Sunday exhibitions which seem

to be the popular mode of recreation in this coun
try—a badger fight. Some Indians from Mono
Lake came in during the forenoon with a re

markably large badger, which they offered for
sale to the miners. The price demanded was
ten dollars. As that amount of ready cash did
not seem to be within the resources of the multi

tude, the diggers, upon consultation, agreed to
take three, which was finally made up by some
enterprising members of the community. The
usual mode of digging a hole in the ground, as
a fortification for the badger, was deemed un

necessary, owing to the formidable proportions
and ferocious temper of the animal on hand :
and it was decided that there should be a pitched
battle in the open valley. All who had dogs
were invited to bring them forward and enter
the ring gratis. In about ten minutes there
were about half a dozen dogs brought to the
scratch, and the battle opened cautiously on
both sides. The badger was fresh and vigor
ous. Long experience in the noble art of self-
defense had taught him skill in the nso of his
natural weapons. He lay close down to the
ground, flattening himself as the rattlesnake
flattens his head prior to the fatal dart. With
a keen and wary eye he watched the dogs.
First a large, ill-favored, yellow cur was let
loose upon him. The badger never moved till
the mouth of his enemy was within an inch of
his tail, when, with a motion as quick as light
ning, he had him by the under-lip, and a fierce

struggle ensued. The dog howled, the badger
held on, the dust flew up from the dry earth,
over and over the combatants rolled ; the spec
tators crowded in, laughing, shouting, clapping

their hands, and urging on the yelling cur.
whose grand object seemed to be to get away.
A favorable turn enabled him to break jSbse.
Panting, whining, and with bleeding mouth, he
sneaked off amidst the jeers of the crowd.
"Here's a dog that 'll settle his hash !" said
the owner of a bull-terrier ; " let him in !"
" No, no !" cried a chorus of voices. " Hold
back I Don't kill him yet ! Try the other dogs
first!"
A vicious-looking black dog, part' wolf, was
next let loose. The badger had meantime crept
close up to a bank of earth, against which he
fortified bis rear. The wolfish cur surveyed the

prospect warily, smelled the badger at the dis
tance of a few feet, peered into his eyes, and

quietly walked away. The crowd drove him
back. "Fight, you durned coyote!" shouted
his master, catching him by the back of the
neck and dragging him close up to the badger.
"Now fight!" Wolf looked as if he'd rather
not ; but there was no help for it. With hair
erect and a wolfish bark he flew savagely at the

enemy ; jumping first to one side and then the
other; back and at him again ; snapping, bark
ing, snarling, and howling; but to no purpose.
The badger seemed to be all head ; there was
not a vulnerable point about him that did not
show a head and a sharp row of teeth the mo
ment it was assailed. During some of the dog's
gyrations Mr. Badger got him by the hind leg.
and then there was a very pretty scene of howl
ing and running. Wolf flew nil over the ground ;
badger held on ; dust, shouts, shrieks, yells,
oaths, and clapping of hands were the natural
consequences of this achievement. Badger-stock
ran up fifty per cent. ; dog-stock was rapidly
declining.
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" Tell you what, gents," cried the Committee
on the Badger, " we'll fight him agin all six of
yer dogs for ten dollars !"
"No, no!" shouted every body; "give him
a fair show; his mouth's full of dust; 'tain't
fair—six to one."
"Then come on with yer bull-terrier!" cried
the Committee, exultingly ; "here's the boy for
him!"
Bull was let loose —a white, clean-made little
fellow, with massive jaws, thin flanks, and a

sharp, hard tail, that stood out from his body
like a spike. There was neither growl nor bark
about him ; it was all serious work, in which he
evidently delighted ; and he went at it with a
will—straight, quick, fierce, like a well-trained
bruiser who meant blood. He had been accus
tomed, as was evident from the many scars on
his head and face, to enemies of his own spe
cies. Ho could get hold of a fellow-dog, how
ever large, and throttle him. Getting hold of
a badger was quite another thing. Both ani
mals were nearly of the same size. The dog
perhaps had the advantage in muscular strength ;
but the badger was the quicker with his head
and teeth. The moment Bull's mouth was with
in reach the badger had him by the under jaw,
fast and firm as a vice. Now commenced the
grand tussle —teeth against teeth, neck against
neck. Thick dust covered the combatants; to
and fro, over and over, they rolled, in their scarce
visible struggle ; the crowd pressing close in ;
not a word spoken ; for this was a genuine fight
at last—earnest and thrilling—a fight to the
death. Sunday as it was, I could not but push
in closer and look on. I was getting profound
ly interested in the fate of the badger. In fact,
I don't know but I might have made a bet had
any body bantered me at the moment. I would
have bet on either side, no matter which, as

many a man does who gets excited and has no
definite opinion on the subject at issue.
"Stand back! give him a chance!" shouted
some of the men in front.
" Take him to water ! he's choking with
dust !" cried others ; and I must say a pang of
regret shot through me at what I supposed to
be the fate of my badger friend.
But it was not the badger that suffered most.
The dog was dragged out, his mouth full of hair
and dust, gasping for breath. I looked again
when the dust cleared away. Bleeding and
torn, but dauntless as ever, with the same fixed
and wary eye, the badger awaited the next as
sault.
"Too bad! too bad!" remonstrated several
voices. "That's murder in the first degree!"
Sympathy seemed to lean toward the side of the
poor animal which was making so gallant a

struggle for life. " Kill him ! kill him with a
club!"
"No ye don't, gents!" shouted the exultant
Committee, who had paid their three dollars for
a Sunday forenoon's sport. "We'll fight him
against all the dogs first ; if he don't whip 'em
then you can kill him."

Incredible as it may seem, the six dogs, large
and small, were next let loose, and for over an
hour they fought that poor badger without doing
him any material damage. While some attack
ed him in front, others picked him up behind,
gave him a shake, and then dropped him. He
seemed to possess more lives than a cat. He
bit back a dozen bites for every one he received ;
and at every respite faced his enemies with
that peculiar fixed and indomitable eye which
had at first attracted my attention. It was al
most human in its expression, and seemed to

say, "Shame! shame! Cruel as you are you
can not make me quail: I die game to the last!"
Some such thought must have entered the
heads of the by-standers, two or three of whom
now rushed in with clubs and attempted to bat
ter his brains out. Even then he fought fierce
ly, biting at the clubs, and in his dying throes
glaring with undaunted eyes at his assailants.
I am free to confess that I turned away with a
strong emotion of pity. The fight had lasted
two hours. When I next looked back and saw
the crowd move away, dragging after them the
dead body of the badger, I could not but feel
that there was something about the whole busi
ness very much like murder.
My friend the Judge was obliged to return
to Aurora from this point. I was committed
to the charge of a very pleasant and intelligent
young man, one of the owners of the Bodie
Bunker, who kindly volunteered to procure
horses and accompany me on my proposed ex

pedition to Mono Lake. The horses were rang
ing in the hills, and there was some difficulty in
finding them. In due time we were mounted
and on our way.
The road crosses a hill back of Bodie, and
thence down through a canon into Cotton-wood
Valley. For a distance of some five or six miles
the country is rolling and barren. Rocks and
sage-brush, with desolate mountains in the dis

tance, are the principal features. During tho
trip my companion entertained me with many
interesting reminiscences of his experience in
the country, his adventures as a police-officer
during the Vigilance Committee excitement at
Aurora, his mining speculations, and many oth
er matters which to me possessed all the charms
of romance. From him also I obtained the par
ticulars of a very singular and tragical occur
rence which had taken place about two months

previously on the road to tho Big Meadows, not
fur from where we were traveling. I had beard
of this on my first arrival at Aurora, and had seen
some account of it in tho newspapers. Subse

quently I crossed the canon in which the dis
aster occurred, and made a sketch of it.
Some time in tho month of July two men,
with their wives and three children, belonging
to one of the parties, started from Aurora in a
small wagon for the Big Meadows. The dis
tance is twenty-eight miles. When about half
way, as they were passing through a rocky canon,

unsuspicious of danger, they observed some signs
of rain, but thought it would be nothing more
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than n casual show
er. Suddenly the sky
darkened, and they
heard a loud roaring
noise behind them.
Mr. Glenn, one of the
men, and his com
rade, who were sit

ting on the front seat,
finding the horses be
come unmanageable
from fright, jumped
out to see what was
the matter. The lead
horses had swung
round, and were mak

ing frantic efforts to
break loose from their
traces. Scarcely had
the two men touched
the ground when they
saw sweeping down
toward them a solid
flood of water about
six or eight feet high,
presenting a front like
a prodigious wave of
the sea as it breaks
upon the beach in a
storm. They at
tempted to force the
horses up on one side,

so as to haul the wag
on out of the chan
nel. Before any thing
could be done the tor
rent burst upon them,
carrying all before it.
The wagon was cap
sized and dashed to

pieces among the
rocks. The screams of the women and chil
dren rose high above the wild roar of the
flood ; and for a moment they were seen strug
gling amidst the shattered wreck of the wagon,
but were soon dashed out and whirled against
the rocks. One of the men, by superhuman ef
forts, succeeded in getting a>foothold a short dis
tance below, and, grasping an overhanging bush,
caught his wife as she was swept along on the
raging current. He had dragged her nearly out
of the water when she was strnck by a heavy
piece of drift-wood and torn from his grasp. The
next moment she was whirled away beyond reach,
and her body, maimed by the jagged rocks, was
buried in the current a shapeless mass. Mean
time the other man was disabled by his struggles
amidst the wreck, and barely escaped with his
life. The shrieks of the poor children were heart
rending. "Oh, father ! father ! save me ! Oh,
mother, save me I" were all that could be heard ;
but soon their tender limbs were crushed amidst
the boiling surges of drift and flood, and they
were swept beyond all human aid. In less than
a minute nothing was left to mark the tragedy.
Women, children, wagon, horses, and all, had

UURSTtNG OF A CLOUD IN TUE OANON.

disappeared. Such was the force of the torrent
that rocks and trees were carried away like feath

ers. I saw myself prodigious boulders of solid
stone, six or seven feet in diameter, which had
been rolled for miles through the cafion.
When the news of this sad event reached Au
rora the most intense excitement and sympathy
prevailed. Parties went out immediately to af

ford what assistance they could. The unfortu
nate men who had suffered so strange and sud

den a bereavement were provided with such aid

as their suffering condition required. Search

was made for the bodies of the women and chil

dren. Their mutilated remains were found scat
tered among the rocks from one to three miles

below the scone of the disaster, and were taken
in and buried amidst the sympathizing tears of
relatives, friends, and strangers.
An interesting circumstance connected with
this sad event was mentioned to me by Mrs.
Sanchez, a highly intelligent lady of Aurora,
who happened that day to be out riding on horse
back, accompanied by her husband and a party
of friends. They had reached the summit of
Mount Braley, when the attention of the party
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was directed by Mrs. San

chez to the peculiar ap

pearance of a cloud which

appeared to hang over the

earth like a huge black

funnel in the direction of

the Big Meadows. Ii
had a dark-greenish tinge

around the edges as if
charged with sulphur or

electricity. Other clouds

were in the sky, but the

weather was warm and

pleasant. The attention
of the whole party was

fixed upon the black cloud.

Suddenly it changed its

form, and disappeared al

most like magic. Ap
parently the attraction of
the earth had scattered it
or absorbed its contents.
This was doubtless the
aame cloud which had

burst and swept all before
it in the Rocky Canon.
The time and direction

corresponded precisely
with the tragic event
above recorded.
The only other instance
known to me of the burst

ing of a water cloud with
such disastrous conse

quences occurred about
four years ago in the San
Francisquite canon be
tween Los Angeles and
Fort Tejon. I have fre
quently passed through
this canon, and can read

ily conceive how disas
trous a sudden flood would
be any where between the

points of entrance and
exit. It is some ten or
twelve miles through, and

closely bounded on each
tide by precipitous hills
and mountains. Within this distance the road
crosses a small stream that courses through
it eighty-seven times. In this canon a family
belonging to Los Angeles, who were on their
way home from the valley of the San Joaquin,
were overtaken by a heavy rain-cloud, which
burst close behind them. The man jumped
out of his wagon and strove to urge his animals
up a steep bank ; but the flood came upon them
*o suddenly that the wagon was swept away,
dragging with it the animals. The women and
children were all drowned.
I have been told of similar instances of wa
ter-spouts, or, more properly, the bursting of
rain-clouds, in the canons of the Colorado, and
in other parts of Arizona. Owing, perhaps, to
the fact that few people travel through the

mountainous parts of that conntry in wagons,

they have not often been attended by any loss

of life, though Governor Goodwin, of Arizona,

recently gave me an account of an entire min
ing camp that was swept away. Two lives were
lost and much property damaged.
Proceeding some fourteen miles on our jour
ney we turned the point of a hill overlooking
the lake. It seemed to be just at our feet. We
had to travel twelve miles farther before we

reached Lawrence's Ranch.
Down in the cation on the right of the road

we passed some placer diggings, which attract
ed considerable attention two years ago. White

labor could not make it pay, and the usual herd
of Chinese jackals had crowded in and taken
possession of the nbandoned huts and sluices.
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They seemed to be doing well, if one might
judge by their noisy jargon and barbarous ges
ticulations.
A few miles beyond we passed the town of
Mono, consisting at present of three or four
shanties, one of which only was inhabited.
A ride of twenty-five miles over the rough
mountain trails gave me such an appetite as I
had not experienced for many months. The
atmosphere is wonderfully clear and bracing in
these elevated ranges. An eestatic glow of
health pervades the system ; the sight becomes
keen ; the blood flows freely through the veins ;
the digestion is perfect ; and the world-worn
traveler feels something of that elasticity and
freshness with which he set forth in early life to

put a girdle round about the earth. I was well
disposed to enjoy the hospitality of Mr. Law
rence, the owner of the ranch at which we pro
posed stopping for the night. It was a pleas
ant, home-looking place, with hay-stacks, wag
ons, and lowing cattle about the farm-yard ;
and the honest watch-dog bayed a deep-mouthed
weleome as we rode up to the house. The wor
thy settler came out on the grassy slope in front
and greeted us with the hearty cordiality of a
frontiersman.
" Get down, gentlemen ; get down and come
in. We haven't much in this wild country, but
what we have is at your service."
It was a pleasant surprise, when I was intro
duced to him, to find that we were old fellow-
travelers.
" Bless my soul !" he exclaimed, grasping my
hand with the grip of a vice; " is.it possible
you have arrived here at last ? I have been ex
pecting you for over two years. I knew you'd
visit Mono Lake some time or other. Why,
my dear fellow, we are old friends ! I have
traveled with you all over the world — in print. "

And here let me say, in all humility, that
some of the happiest moments of my life have
been derived from just such meetings as this in
the wild regions bordering on the Pacific. To
find myself known where it was least to be ex

pected ; to receive a cordial greeting as a friend
where I could only hope for the ordinary civil
ity due to a stranger ; to feel that a few trifles
of travel cast adrift upon the world in the pages
of a magazine, without a thought of their fate
beyond the current month, had inspired, far

away from the haunts of civilization, a friendly
personal interest in the writer — these, I Bay, af
fected me with no ordinary emotions of pleas
ure ; for they proved in some degree that my
wanderings in lonely countries had not altogeth
er isolated me from the great brotherhood of
man.
The honse was a snug frame shanty, contain
ing three or four rooms, roughly but comforta
bly furnished, and decorated with some curious

specimens of colored engravings, which evinced
at least a leaning toward the Fine Arts. Beds
were plenty—deep, full feather beds, in which
the sleeper was luxuriously buried for the night.
I found that feathers were a staple product here.

In truth, I had a dream, after my burial in the
deepest of these beds, that nature had gifted mc
with wings, and that I was flying about among
the pine-trees pursued by some adroit sports
men, who amused themselves peppering me
with snipe-shot. But this might have been
owing to the supper prepared by the skillful
hands of the good housewife. It is but simple
justice to that lady to say that such a supper
would have done honor to the best hotel in
New York. For where else but in the mount
ain regions of the Pacific is there such delicate
ly-flavored mutton, such rich yellow cream, such
pure fresh milk and sparkling butter? The
biscuits, too, were delicious ; and there were
preserves of wild mountain berries, and jams
and tarts and pies that must have taxed the in
genuity of the inventor. As for vegetables,
there was any variety ; and the potatoes were
as rich and mealy as the best Irish murphies.
I never tasted any thing in the potato-line su
perior to them. Upon warmly expressing this
sentiment to our kind host he was naturaliv
elated, and offered to take me at once to his
potato-patch. "You shall see for yourself,"
said he ; "I rather caleulate you never saw such
a patch."
I was pretty stiff, however, after my long ride,
and suggested that the morning sunshine would
be the best light perhaps in which to view this
remarkable potato-patch.
It was a pleasant scene that evening at Law
rence's Ranch. A gentleman and his wife from
Aurora were stopping at the house for the en
joyment of the lake air; and their conversation
contributed greatly to our enjoyment. We sat
on the front porch, overlooking the whole mag
nificent panorama outspread before us. The
glowing atmosphere hung over the lake like a
vast prismatic canopy. Myriads of aquatic fowl
sported on the glassy surface of the water, which
reflected the varied outlines and many-colored
slopes of the surrounding mountains. Trees,
rocks, islands, and all visible objects were du
plicated with wonderful clearness and accuracy.
The white mountains of Montgomery fifty miles
distant stood out against the horizon in their
minutest details, every rock and furrow as if
seen through a telescope. A soft, delicious air,
fragrant with the odors of wild flowers and new-
made hay, made it a luxury to breathe. High
to the right, tipped by the glowing rays of the
sun, towered the snow-capped peaks of the
Sierra Nevadas. To the west and south, grand
and solitary —monarebs among the mountain
kings— stood Castle Peak and Mount Dana, as
if in sublime scorn of the puny civilization which
encircles their feet. These mighty potentates of
the wilderness, according to the geological sur
vey of Professor Whitney, reach the altitude re
spectively, of 13,000 and 13,500 feet above the
level of the sea. Still higher mountains have
been found to the southward, during a recent
expedition of the survey, of which very interest
ing reports by Professor Brewer, Mr. Charles D.
Hoffman, Mr. King, Mr. Gardinerf'and others,
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arc now in progress of

publication. A new and
most interesting region
between Kern River and
Owen's Valley was ex
plored by these gentle
men daring the past sum

mer, of which a brief no

tice has recently appear
ed in Silliman's Saenji/i'
Journal.
The shores of Lake
Mono, in tho vicinity of

the water, have a whit

ish color, arising from
the prevalence of calca

reous deposits. It well
deserves the name sug
gested by an early visitor
—tho " Dead Sea of the
West." Not even that
wondrous sea, whoso bit
ter waters wash the ruin
ed sites of Sodom and Go
morrah, presents a scene
of greater desolation.
Fourteen years had pass
ed—how short a time it
seemed !—since my trus
ty guide, Yusef Badra,
pointed out to me from
the St. Saba road the
shores of the Dead Sea.
I could almost imagine
myself there again. Yet
for grandeur of scenery,
and for interesting geo
logical phenomena, this
lake of tho Western Sier
ras is far superior to
the Oriental Sea. Here
the traveler, whether art

ist, geologist, botanist, or

poet might spend many
months, and find ample
occupation for every hour
of his time.
Lake Mono was visit-
oil in 1852 by Lieutenant
Moore, whoso adventures in that wild region,

during the Indian war, gave him a high repu
tation on the Pacific coast. I am not aware
whether any official report of his visit to Mono
has been published. It wonld doubtless be
most interesting ; for few men have seen it under
such novel and interesting circumstances.
The lake is eighteen miles in length by about
ten or twelve in width. On the western side
are distinct water-marks, showing that in former

years it attained an elevation of 800 to 1000 feet
above its present level.
This would indicate a superficial area of such
vast magnitude that it must have resembled a
great inland sea. On the eastern side is a gap
or depressipit,in the hills, through which it must
have flowod^covering an immense area of the

great Walker River basin. It is not improba
ble that it was once a continuous sea to Walk
er's Lake. But I will not hazard any conject
ures On this point ; for when one goes beyond
the bare facts, as he sees them, in such a coun
try as this, the imagination is bewildered. A
vague idea possesses the mind that all the grea:
interior basins, including that of Salt Lake,

might have formed a grand intermediate ocean,

stretching from the far north to the Gulf of
California, between tho great parallel ranges of
the Cascades and Sierra Nevadas to the west,

and the Rocky Mountains to the east.
On the Sierra side of the lake there are

points of woodland which extend some distance
into the water. Back from the shore deep
canons, rocky and precipitous, with ridges of
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pine on each side, cut their way into the heart
of the mountains ; and huge boulders, hurled
down from the dizzy heights, stand like castles
on the beach. From innumerable ravines fresh
water springs and streams pour $heir tribute into

the lake. There is no visible outlet; yet the
bitterness of the water is retained, and there is
seldom a perceptible rise. Even in the great
flood of '62, when every ravine poured down a
roaring torrent, the rise did not exceed a few

inches ; and during the continuance of the

flood, after the reception of the first volume

of water, the level of the lake remained un

changed. It would seem that there must be a
subterranean outlet; yet there is no evidence
that the surplus water again reaches the surface.
The probability is it becomes absorbed in the
dry sands of the desert.
On the eastern shore low plains or alluvial
bottoms, incrusted with alkali, show in distinct
curvicular rims, composed of calcareous de
posits, the gradual retrocession of the lake to its

present level. The beach is strewn with beautiful

specimens of boracic or alkaline incrustations.
Weeds, twigs, stones, and even doad birds and
animals, are covered by this pecuhar coating,
and present the appearance of coral formations.
Some specimens that I picked up are photo
graphic in the minuteness and delicacy of their
details. When broken open the fibres of leaves,
the feathers of birds, the grain of wood are
found impressed in the calcareous moulding with

exquisite perfection. Almost every conceivable
variety of form may be found among these in
crustations. White columns and elaborate fa
cades, like those of the ruined temples of Greece,
stand on the desert shore to the north. Arch
ways and domes and embattlements are repre
sented with astonishing fidelity. It is com
monly supposed that these are formations of
white coral ; but there can be no doubt that they
are produced by the chemical action of the
water, which at frequent intervals is forced up
through the fissures of the earth by subterra
nean heat. These springs are numerous, and

probably form around them a base of calcareous
matter, which by constant accretions rises above
the surrounding level.
A curious and rather disgusting deposit of
worms, about two feet high by three or four in
thickness, extends like a vast rim around the
shores of the lake. I saw no end to it during
a walk of several miles along the beach. These
worms are the larva of flies, originally depos
ited in a floating tissue on the surface of the
water. So far as I could discover most of them
were dead. They lay in a solid oily mass, ex
haling a peculiar though not uupleasant odor in
the sun. Swarms of small black flies covered
them to the depth of several inches. Such was
the multitude of these flies that my progress was
frequently arrested by them as they flew up.
Whether they were engaged in an attempt to
identify their own progeny, or, cannibal-like, were
devouring the children of their enemies, it was
impossible to determine. The former seemed

to be rather a hopeless undertaking amidst such a
mixed crowd. The air for a circle of several
yards was blackened with these flies, and their
buzz sounded like the brewing of a distant storm.
My eyes, nose, mouth, and ears were filled. I
could not beat them off. Whorever they lit
there they remained, sluggish and slimy. I
fain had to rush out of reach and seek a breath
ing-place some distance from the festive scene.
It would appear that the worms, as soon as
they attain the power of locomotion, creep up
from the water, or are deposited on the beach by
tho waves during some of those violent gales
which prevail in this region. The Mono Indians
derive from them a fruitful source of subsistence.
By drying them in the sun and mixing them
with acorns, berries, grass-seeds, and other arti
cles of food gathered up in the mountains, they
make a conglomerate called cuchaba, which they
use as a kind of bread. I am told it is very
nutritious and not at all uupalatable. The
worms are also eaten in their natural condition.
It is considered a delicacy to fry them in then-
own grease. When properly prepared by a skill
ful cook they resemble pork "cracklings." I
was not hungry enough to require one of these
dishes d uring my sojourn, but would recommend
any friend who may visit the lake to eat a
pound or two and let me know the result at his
earliest convenience. In fact, I don't yearn for
fat worms as an article of diet, though almost
any kind of food is acceptable when my appetite
is good. There must be hundreds, perhaps
thousands of tons of these oleaginous insects
cast up on the beach every year. There is no
danger of starvation on the shores of Mono.
The inhabitants may be snowed in, flooded out,
or cut off by aboriginal hordes, but they can al
ways rely upon the beach for fat meat.
No other insect or animal that I could hear
of exists in the waters of the lake. The concur
rent testimony of the settlers is

,

that nothing
containing the vital principle is indigenous to
the water. It is possible, however, that scien
tific research may develop various forms of ani
malcule. Fish are not found in any of the
streams that fall into it

,

even high up in the
Sierra Nevadas. Yet in adjacent streams that
form the sources of supply to Owen's and Walk
er's rivers there is a great abundance of fish.
No analysis, I believe, has yet been made of
tho water of this lake. It is strong and bitter
to the taste, and probably contains borax and
soda. To tho touch it feels soft and soapy;
and indeed has much the effect of liquid shaving
soap. Upon being rubbed on the skin or any
foreign substance, it makes an excellent lather.
For washing purposes it is admirable. I washed
my head in it

,

and was astonished at the result.
To quote the language of a patent advertisement
— it removes the dandruff from the hair, purifies
the skin, causes a healthy glow, takes the grease
out of cloth, and is especially successful as a

general expurgator. The only difficulty I found
about it is that it shrinks up the flesh when
steeped in it for any great length of time, like a
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strong decoction of lye,
and is hard to get rid of
without a subsequent ap
plication of fresh water.
I think it would extract
all the flesh, blood, and
muscular tissue out of the
human body, and form
the usual calcareous de
posit over the bones in
a very short time. Its
buoyant properties are
even more remarkable
than those of the Bead
Sea. To sink in it re
quires the strongest ef
forts of a strong swim
mer. But one mightal-
most as well sink as float
in a case of wreck ; for
in either event his chance
of life would be slender.
There are two islands
situated a few miles from
the northern shore, one
of which is about two
miles in length by one
and a half in width ; the
other is smaller. De
tached rocks extend
around these for some
distance into the water.
The larger island has
a singular volcano in the
interior, from which is
sues hot water and steam.
Within a few yards of
the boiling spring, the
water of which is bitter,
a spring of pure fresh
wator gushes out of the
rocks. This is j ustly re
garded as the greatest
natural wonder of the
lake. Fresh water burst
ing up from the very
depths of a volcanic pile,
surrounded by a sea of
soda and borax, is surely
one of the most striking
anomalies of which we
have any record.
The smaller island is evidently an extinct
crater. Lava formations abound upon it. No
springs, either hot or cold, are found upon this
island.
Immense swarms of gnlls visit these islands
during the spring of the year and deposit their
eggs on every available spot. Myriads upon
myriads of them hover over the rocks from
morning till night, deafening the ear with their
wild screams, and the water is literally covered
by them for a circle of many miles. It is a
common practice for the settlers to go over in
their boats, and in the course of a few hours
gather as many eggs as they can carry home.

In some parts of the main island the open spaces
between the rocks are so thickly covered with

eggs that the pedestrian is at a loss to find a

vacant spot for his foot. The Indians, until re
cently, derived a considerable portion of their

subsistence from this source; but the white

man, having a better right, of which gunpowder
is tho proof, has ordered the aboriginal egg-

hunters to keep away. I have heard that a
Yankee speculator now monopolizes the trade.

Tho eggs are strong in flavor, but good for
hotels and restaurants, like those of the Farra-
leones. A few go a long way in giving flavor to
an omelette. The miners seem to relish them.
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During the winter months the waters of the
lake are literally covered with swans, geese,
brant, ducks, and smuller aquatic fowl. It is
incredible the numbers of these birds that ap
pear after the first rains. Sportsmen find it a

laborious job to carry homo their game. A
regular gunning expedition in this region results

in nothing short of wholesale slaughter. Twen
ty or thirty teal duck at a single shot is nothing
unusual.

Frequent and violent storms visit the lake in
autumn and winter ; and during the summer

the sudden gusts of wind from the mountains
render navigation in a small boat somewhat

perilous. A visit to the islands is attended by
considerable risk and uncertainty. Only a few

small skiffs have yet been built, and these are

generally in a dilapidated condition. The tour
ist must calculate upon spending a night on the

bare rocks, and go well prepared with blankets
and provisions, otherwise ho may suffer more
than he bargains for. I would suggest June,
July, and August as the best months in which
to make the trip.
At the southern extremity of the lake are
three remarkable volcanic peaks, of a conical

form, the sides of which are covered with loose

pumice-stone and obsidian. Regular craters are
found in these peaks, showing signs of vol
canic eruptions at no very remote date. The
highest is 1500 feet above the level of the lake.
It is extremely difficult to ascend, owing to the
loose stratum by which it is covered ; but there
is a consolation in the facility with which the
descent is made. At the base the ground is
covered with various specimens of lava, of the
most fanciful shapes and beautiful colors. I
saw some that would be an ornament to any
cabinet of curiosities in the Atlantic States.
Unfortunately I had no convenient way of pack
ing them on my horse.
There are some twenty settlers living on the
shores of Lake Mono, most of whom are en
gaged in stock-raising and hay-cutting. The
best ranches and farms are owned by Mr. Lundy,
Mr. Van Read, and Mr. Lawrence. Most of
the lands available for cultivation have been

taken up. These are timbered, or adjacent to

timber, and are well watered by springs. A
saw-mill has recently been erected, and now

that there is a chance of getting lumber it is
probable a number of new houses will be built
during the next summer.
The country is not strictly agricultural. The
amount of arable land is small ; but the mount
ains abound in mineral veins, and gold mining
and prospecting for gold occupy considerable at
tention. Within a year or two when the facili
ties for crossing the Sierra Nevadas are increased,
visitors from the Yo Semite Falls will doubtless
pay their respects to Mono Lake by the way of
the Bloody Canon. A rough trail now crosses
from that point by which the falls of Yo Semite

may be reached in something less than two days
I have known the trip to be made in thirty
hours on a good mule.
In this isolated region, abounding in grand
primeval forests, magnificent scenery, natural
curiosities of the most remarkable kind ; deer,
sage-hens, quail, rabbits, and water-fowl ; a fine
bracing climate, and entire exemption from the
petty annoyances of crowded communities, how
peacefully and contentedly life might be passed !
And yet the settlers have their troubles, their
quarrels about land-marks and cattle, and the
usual bickerings of frontier communities. 1

suppose man is born to trouble every where as
the sparks fly upward.
My friend Lawrence was very anxious that I
should spend a month with him, and make a
detailed exploration of the country. He offered
to get up his horses and travel with me entirely
round the lake ; through Bloody Cafion, across
to Yo Semite, any where for variety and ad
venture. Pleasant as the prospect was, I was
compelled to decline it. My time was limited.
I had the Walker River County to visit, and
the season was getting advanced.
Next day, after a hard ride of thirty miles
over the mountains, I reached Aurora. Hur
ried and unsatisfactory as my trip had been, I
had seen a good deal in so short a time ; and if
the reader has derived any pleasure from the
recital, I certainly have no cause to regret my
visit to Bodie Bluff and the " Dead Sea of the
West."

LOVE IN A HOSPITAL.

SHE
stepped with O what stately grace,
And O how wonderfully fair,

With morning sunlight in her face
And midnight in her hair!

I scarce knew, when that face had flown,
Whether it was or only seemed —

Whether I saw what I had known,
Or something I had dreamed!

And down the dreary ward by night
Our blessings followed her afar,
Like undulations of the light
That tracks a fleeting star.

With footsteps soft as falling snows,
And lighter than the summer air,
She passed the shadowy shapes of those
Who died in her sweet care.

O fate! should I unto my own
Yet fold the face that on me beamed.
Ah! shall I find what I have known,
Or have I only dreamed?
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MISS PINK'S FIRST SEASON.

MISS-VINE'8 aAOU.UAUL

IT
must be evident to the meanest capacity
that this is Miss Fink, and that she is look

ing at her "back hair."
Fact is

,

she is not quite sure that this new
coiffure is becoming. It is delightfully big and
high, you know, and has seven frizettes of sorts
and sizes disposed in its various rolls and bows ;

and it is utterly unlike any thing in nature, so

it must be correct—but query becoming ?

Miss Pink always remains a few minutes in
her room after Louise has gone to fasten Ma-
dame's gown. She says she must get her fan
and put on her gloves, but in reality she takes
a good look at her sweet self in the long glass.
"One must bo tidy, you see;" and Louise is

not always quite particular enough with the

pins. "Above all things, be tidy," was one
of Fitz's special advices. Not that one cares
what Fitz says—now, after his extraordinary,
not to say ubominable behavior since one came

to town ; having been such a darling in the

country, saying all sorts of nice things about

meeting one again in town, and dancing with
one, and so on, and then ! not even giving him

self the trouble to come to five o'clock tea. Not

that Miss Pink cares —oh no—she has plenty,
plenty of other people to talk to and plenty of

people to dance with, for the matter of that ;

only he needn't have chosen to ask one for the

waltz one had just given to the long plunger
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with the eye-glass, and then go away altogether
and not ask one again. Oh, goodness ! mamma
is calling. Down go the gloves ; and the fan,
rnstle, rustle—gown catches on a nail. Miss
Pink would swear if she knew how ; catches her
dress all up in a bundle and rushes down stairs.
There is a plunge, a struggle ; John, the stoie,
breathes hard with the responsibility of piloting
the flounces past the wheels, and of causing the
unwilling door to close on the crinolines.
"Dear mamma—so sorry to have kept you
waiting.""
" What were you doing ?" says mamma, rath
er cross; "you dawdle so dreadfully at night."
"Mamma's gown is a trifle tight to-night;"
Louise has insinuated that "Madame s'en-

f)raisse," which is a deadly offense ; so she re
lieves her feelings by bestowing a sort of rum
bling dubation on her daughter on an accumu
lated score of small peccadilloes.
There is considerable jolting and rumbling,
and much hoarse yelling of names in Hill Street,
so a disjointed and mangled edition of the lec
ture only reaches Pinkina's ears, and she is less
awed and subdued) than might be expected.
"Remember," says mamma, to wind up,
" that I will not allow you to dance more than
once with any one whosoever —it is one of my
rules."
Whereto Miss Pink replies meekly, "Yes,
mamma."
Wondering, meanwhile, what it can possibly
signify when they are all so exactly alike, she

never can tell one from the other ; and she
dances as gladly with Frizzle and Foozle as
with Fritter and Twitter.
Miss Pink has a hundred and twelve part
ners, and she does not know their names; she
does not ever expect to know them ; but there
is one who has earned her eternal gratitude by
wearing a little curly beard, and she always re
members his dance. And there is another,
who has such very red hair that one can not
mistake him. What a pity they don't each
have a mark ! Would not a cipher tatooed on
the check be a brilliant idea? Or cut in the
whiskers—of suoh as have whiskers—as one
sows a name in mustard and cress, you know !
Rather a poetic idea, eh? On the whole, Miss
Pink is not sure that she appreciates her cava
liers. She had visions of six-foot heroes —beau
tiful people, with long mustaches ; while among
her partners there is not a middle-sized mus
tache! Poor dear Miss Pink! Mamma puts
all her grievances in her pocket as she goes up
stairs, and smiling, bowing, and amiability in
general goes on when that Rubicon, the narrow
door, is passed. It is quite possible to speak to
three people at once—to recognize the acquaint
ances and to mark the likeliest place for a scat.
A chaperon (a stout one especially) must have
her wits about her pretty much as a fox-hunter
in a crowd before a big fence. No one so sharp
as Mrs. Pink. She avoids good-tempered Mrs.
Marygold, who is in her usual corner near the

window, not for the supposed purpose of there

by obtaining fresh air, but that her three stout
daughters may help her to keep the sashes closed.
The dear old thing is rheumatie, and can not
bear a draught. A battle goes on, as might be
anticipated, between the oppressed dancers and
her ladyship for the right of way to the atmos
phere, and one road to victory alone is open.
Let there partners be found brave enough to
risk their toes with the daughters, and let an
other hero entice the mamma to regions of lob
ster salad and Champagne—then— then onhj may
" the casement be thrown wide."
Alas ! as yet the solution of that great prob
lem, " whether any one can be found to dance
with those patient graces" has not yet come off.
Monotony characterizes their part of the even
ing's proceedings—monotony, diversified by fear
or hope on the score of chicken and peaches to
ward midnight. " Will supper be attainable or
not?" Not so with Miss Pink. She is in a
tremendous state of mind at first, lest no one
should dance with her, lest her nose should be
red, lest her hair should be rough. Oh dear !
lest mamma should stay in the great room—and
then it is so hot, and Miss Pink feels ntterly
miserable, for precisely two seconds, at the end
of which period she perceives three of her pet
partners coming toward her; that Laura Finch
has her old green gown on again ; that Dulci-
belle is not waltzing ; and that Fitz, in his white
waistcoat, is in the next room, looking as if he
had lost his way.
Fitz always looks so: it is correct. Yon
should give the young lady, whose hand you
are soliciting for a valse, the impression that
you are a philosopher bent on the discovery of
the most abstruse sciences — nonchalant and
slightly melancholy. It is the Faust valse, and
Miss Pink is lande, sailing round the rooms,
before the crash begins, with little Wiffles.
Happy Wiffles ! He did not expect to know a
soul ; had met and worshiped Pinkina last au
tumn. Was en guette by the door when she
came in, and is for the present and future a
triumphant Wiffles. Miss Pink fears no longer
the fate of the Marygolds ; she is specially popu
lar to-night.
Pinkina is as good as gold about coming back
to mamma. You see she has no " little affair"
going on yet. When the " object" comes — the
gentleman with plaintive eyes, who has not yet
been introduced there, because he has not quite
finished breaking his heart for Dulcibella, the
last year's beauty, but who means to begin
breaking his heart for Pinkina next week—
when, as we said, "the object" comes on the
stage, it will be more difficult to find mamma
after the quadrille. The crowd will become so
intense at that end of the room, one must have-
some ice. It will be so "awfully hot inside."
She will not find her memory so keenly re
tentive as to "next dances" as it is now. It
will not be ro easy to see Fritter and Twitter
on the way to claim their waltzes. Miss Pink
will be more easily tired, and will positively re
quire a moment's repose in the little room, with
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TUa mui.it MAEING AN IMPEESSIUN.

chintz sofas, china shepherdesses, and gardinia
plants.
Apropos, what capital stories those little rooms
might tell if they would I The soft, big sofa,
whereon such snoozes were hoped for (not in

vain) by the weary chaperon, and such awful
twaddle spoken by the dancing men and their
partners. Did not Finette sit a patient hour
thereon, while her present husband hesitated to
propose? Do not the photo-books, the anti-
maccassars, the house-maid's dusters, and my
lady's worsted work, find refuge beneath its
shadow till the festivities be overspread? And
what sighs of agony have relieved the overtaxed
feelings of Frizzle when those admirable boots
of his became uubearable to his unhappy corns.
Miss Fink has just been introduced to the
"object," Frederick Vane, Esq. "She is so
sorry she is engaged. Positively, not a dance
to bestow."
The man with the red hair is for the next
galop. That horrible Foozle, who kicks one,
and who gets so soon giddy, has the last waltz.
"Could not Foozle be thrown over?"

The "object" is making an impression; he
has such sad eyes, and such good gloves.
That dreadful Foozle! How she snubs him
when his dance comes off. She begs him not
to bump her so much ngainst people. And she
should prefer the other room. She will not
have any supper. She does not know his friend

Gossip, and quenches Foozle's intention of pre
senting the friend.
Foozle is prostrated and fallen.
Pinkina is quite ready to go home. The
"object'' is standing near the door, you see:
looks like taking one to the carriage. ' 'Wouldn't
dear mamma like to go ? must be so very tired ?"
Of course Fred Vane is waiting to take her
down ; and he is presented to mamma. He has a

particularly good manner with mammas. " Will
not Mrs. Pink have some supper?" So charm
ing to rest while the carriage is being called !
One forgets how one yawned last night when
one had to wait, and how, but ten minutes ago,
one's feet ached !
" Will Pinkina give him one dance next
time ?"
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" Yes, Pinkina will give him a dance."
The Vane raises soft eyes in gratitude , Miss
Pink is deeply impressed "Good-night, Miss
Pink."

MIS9 PINE'S FARTNBB8.

These are Miss Pink's favorite partners ; and
this is the divided state of her heart between

their respective merits. It
is a case of Box and Cox,
when one is out, the other
in.
Number One waltzes all
ronnd her affections, but
Number Two sings like
" ten cherubs," and he finds
one out at concerts, and
comes to five o'clock tea.
It is neck and neck be
tween Numbers One and
Two.
Number Three is chiefly

exciting ; he has a playful way of not appear
ing when he is expected, and of making un
heard-of efforts and risking arrests to accept
one's invitations to dinner.

It is not for his looks that
Number Four i» loved, but for
his inward qualities. The fact

is
,

Miss Pink believes him to be
consumed by a hopeless attach
ment to herself; and how can
she help being fond of a victim
—a victim who provides her
with monograms and helps her
ball at croquet?
Miss Pink has a dear friend,
with whom she goes to tea at
The friend is older than Miss

Pink, and has charms and qualities which in
spire Pinkina with reverence and awe. She
"does her hair" in a wonderful way; it looks
as if it (the hair) had taken fright at some
thing and fled to the back of her head, where

it was caught and hung up by a ribbon. The
friend knows a great deal of the world, and
gives such good advice ; and has a brother

(which is more to the purpose)—a tall brother,
who is fond of tea. He is not a clerk—he is

not any thing in particular ; he is rather eligi
ble than otherwise, but not ponderous. He
does not wear particularly good gloves, but he

is "very nice." Mrs. Pink is always charmed
that her dear child should go to see her friend.

five o'clock.
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Tho brother has drawn such a
beautiful design in her mono

gram book—all pipes and beer-
jugs, twisted into every possible
shape.

Sometimes J.he friend's mo

ther comes in, and insists on

hearing Miss Pink sing—which
is dreadful. Pinkina requires
a good deal of persuasion.
" Now, just one little one. I
know you do sing charmingly."
Chorus: "Oh do, do sing!"
Pinkina grows very hot.
"Oh, indeed, indeed, not at
all ; scarcely evtr, in fact." She
doesn't sing now; she never

practices ; and she has forgot
ten every thing ; indeed, she as
sures them, every thing.
" Oh do, now !" The brother
is so fond of singing. " Ever
so simple a ballad." " Please,
a ballad."
Chorus: "Oh yes, now do!"
Miss Pink has taken off her
gloves and turned round her
chair, relenting. She becomes
afresh restive at the last "pro-
pos."
Oh dear! she doesn't know

any thing English —only Italian
things—only one Italian thing
out of " Semiramide ;" and it
is a duet ; and there is no one
to sing the first part.
That does not matter in the least. The
friend's mamma is resolved she shall sing.
When people begin to ask for music they are
like calves running before a carriage—you can
by no means stop or turn them.
So Pinkina begins; she forgets the words;
she suffers horribly ; the piano is out of tune ;
but when it is finished they applaud her so im

mensely that sho believes it can only have been
her own ears that heard the evil sounds she has

produced ; and her determination nerer to sing
again is shaken.
"Goodness, where is the cloak? Mrs. Pink's
cloak?"
Pinkina does not half like the tussle that takes
place before going away. The concert has been
lovely, charming. To be sure, one was wedged
in between the Marygolds, and Laura and Flora
were behind, and the Misses Catt in front—

who arc so very thin—and not a man could get
near one ; and only that stupid Spurs to speak
to down stairs; not one of one's "particulars"
to be seen. But still how perfectly the people
did sing ! How divine ! how superb ! how very
pretty it all was ! and how one's gown is crushed !
Mrs. Sunflower looks quite refreshed ; she had
a nap during " Parige o Cam" that was worth
ten snoozes at a drum. She will not have such
another till next Sunday.
Mrs. Sunflower has her own bag; you can

TUE CONCEBT.

see a huge T. S. in yellow braid on it when,
after a long plunge, she hoists the unshapely
body aloft.
Mrs. Seefur has no bag ; but she is so sharp
—so sharp, that not the sleepiest handmaid can
defraud her of her gear.
"Number nine hundred and sixty -seven,
please," she squeaks; "the big bundle under
the second chair in the corner ; three red cloaks,
one brown shawl, a white one, a fur boa, and a

pair of overshoes —all tied up together."
She is an excellent, careful mother ; she pins
a handkerchief over her own head, ties the fur
boa round her throat, and rushes at her daugh
ters.

"Here, Alexiny! Seraphiny!" (Mrs. Seefar
is of Scottish extraction) "put this on, quick,
now ! put it up tight ; don't catch cold !"

Seraphiny is in no hurry; two minutes more
and Twaddle will be there, and to him might
fall the privilege of disposing one of the red
cloaks around her fair shoulders.
How sadly the mask falls from the face of
society in the cloak-room ! The bland gentle
men, the demure dames of middle age, how

fierce, how objurgatory they become when their

belongings are buried too deep, or the carriage
can nowhere be discovered !
How the jaws are distended, and the brows
lowered, of those calm, dignified daughters ;
and how meanly does the nobler sex step out,
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TUB CLOAE ROOM.

with a cigar, to escape anxious quests for the
missing footmen ! Few and far between are the
gentle youths who will hunt up carriages— few,

TUB BEOAD BELT.
Vol. XXXI.— No. 184.—Ff

and not always highly valued or adequately re
warded by the damsels for whose sakes they bruise
their toes and risk their shiny boots in by-streets.

Pinkina herself has had to
tuck up her petticoats and her
dignity, and dodge under the
horses' heads to the other side
of the square, where faithful
Jcames had been desired to
have the carriage in waiting,
like modest Mr. Gilpin, "two
doors off."
The cloak-room is verily a
test as great, of temper and
courage, as that much malign
ed field, the croquet ground.

Pinkina is not fond of morn
ing calls ; but she does not
dislike those that take her
down town, because one is
close to Stewart's, and there
is sure to be half a yard more
of something indispensable to
Louise which can be got no
where else ; and then, oh, de
light indescribable ! gowns,
cloaks, gloves, ties, ribbons,
little belts, big belts, what is
there not there? First time
Pinkina went to Stewart's in
solemn procession, to lay in
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stores of vanities for the season, she was awed
and depressed. The piles and piles of folded
material speckled and spotted, like Jacob's flock,
that waylaid her if but a corner in her eye were
unoccupied by the great counters of temptation ;

the stores of wonderful handkerchiefs, of re
duced grele muffs and cuffs that prowled in un
foreseen angles, all tended to confuse and over

power Miss Pink : but the day came when she
bought her broad belt.

She is not quite satisfied that it is a becom
ing addition to her wardrobe. Query, Does the
waist look as small in it as in a narrow one ?
Pinkina has imprisoned herself pretty securely
therein, but the effect disappoints her. Tom,
her brother, is sarcastic and personal in his
remarks ; supposes it is a bandage to bind up
Pinkina's broken heart ; asks if it is the cholera
belt ; manifests an undesirable amount of wit
on the subject.

ONLY UARRY GOODLACE.

We regret extremely that this should be Miss
Pink. Mrs. Pink has not the least idea where
she is—Mrs. Pink, who makes it a rule always
to know where she is. We repeat our regret
that this should be Miss Pink. And that is not
the millionaire with the red hair who is asking

for the rose. Not even the lately bereaved
owner of the Willows, of whom Mrs. Pink has
so (justly) high an opinion. Nor is it Fred
Vane ; even he has expectations. It is Harry
Goodlack, who goes out to China next week, as
clerk.
He is morbid upon the subject of Pinkina.
' ' Ho may keep the flower, mayn't ho ? Oh, is
she going already ? Is she tired of sitting there ?
Please nof to go yet, just one minute more ; it

may be years and years, 'te."—deep sighs, ad
libitum. " One must meet one's fate with what
courage one can." " From the moment he first
saw her, and so on. Does she remember ? She
had a blue ribbon in her hair ?" This is all
very nice, but just fancy Mrs. Pink's feelings all
the time !
Pinkina will put it all down in her journal,

and she will cry a little, and look out of the
window when she goes home ; but the chances
are that the cats will spring miauling from the
leads below, and a smut fall pensively from
above on her upturned nose, and Miss Pink
will shut the window, and wash her face, and
consign Harry Goodlack to oblivion, as is her
duty. " Heartless woman," eh? Wait a mo
ment. The heart-broken lover, what will he do ?
He will think of Pinkina when he is not think
ing of something else, or is not sea-sick.

" Brings people so nicely together." This is
the correct thing to say of croquet ; as if one
were not tired to death of being brought togeth
er—dear me !
When Pinkina has an entirely new and kill
ing get-up, and a hat of unusual wickedness,

she doesn't mind it so much ; besides, bronze

boots and red heels are appreciated at croquet :
but still, what a nuisance to have to hold a mal

let when you have a parasol and a coffee-cup
in your two hands, and then Jack Clip looks so
hopelessly dismal if you don't pay attention to
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the game ; and noue of the nice ones play—none
of the " objects" except Number Four, and she
is quite tired of him. Fred Vane is apt to daw
dle under a tree with Dulcibella (whereas Pink-
ina hates Dulcibella and would be very glad to
see her bonnet crushed or her hair out of order),
and then the Sunflower girls get hold of Spurs
and Butes (Butes is Number Two), and sit on
chairs and talk ; and one can't sit down one's
self for half a second before a distracted host
runs up with a mallet and implores one to join
a game — " Won't one play ?" and his object be
ing usually to dispose of a given number of
mallets, he thrusts it into one's newly-gloved
hand, or drops it on one's toes, or at all events
breaks the thread of one's little ideas.
Pinkina never loses her temper at croquet—
oh dear, no! —well yes, of course she doesn't
mean to deny she was a little provoked that
day ; b^t it was not because her ball was cro
queted away so often, she did not care two
straws about that ; but it was so absurd of Dul
cibella to go on in the way she did, pretending
the balls would not remain steady unless Fred
Vunc held them when she put her foot on them.
Mr. Vane must have hated kneeling there, Pink

ina thinks ; and then really how shockingly Dul
cibella spooned —spooned so openly—Piukina
does not mean a pun, she is quite above pun
ning on such a subject. But it grieves her for
the dignity of the sex that such conduct should
be too sadly common at the present day. It
fully accounts to her for the conduct and the
opinions of so many of the men she knows, and
it is too bad, too hard on those who do not, etc.
Miss Pink becomes slightly morbid, and her
phraseology particularly involved on the subject
of croquet toward the end of the season. Pink-
ina's symmetrical ankles ache with continual

standing under blackened trees; her eyes are

weary of the sight of red and black balls. It is
tovjours perdrix ; and alas ! the taste for lemon
ice begins to pall even on her fresh young senses.
It is becoming impossible to discover a new trim
ming for dresses ; so many have been invented
and worn out. Mamma Pink is beginning to
say, "Your green and white will do perfectly
well for the end of the time," and "I do not
mean to give you another bonnet." When it
comes to "no more bonnets" it is high time to
leave town.
Pinkina feels herself a wiser, and, for the
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time, a sadder young woman. She has written
three pages m her journal on the knowledge of

human nature to be acquired during a sojourn
in town, and she has developed some very fine

and original ideas, which she rather thinks would

benefit society if more widely circulated. Such
as "People crowd their rooms too much ; one's
pleasure and one's dress suffer equally. Men
are too apt to tread on one's dress when it is

long behind. Old young ladies would be better

employed in teaching their little nephews and
nieces than in filling up the Lancers that are al

ready too crowded !" The last cutting sarcasm
was written with dashes and notes of exclama
tion in the journal after Mrs. Sunflower's, " The *
dansante," and was, we fear, leveled at those
mature persons, the daughters of her hostess's
sister. Also Miss Pink records that one should
not trust too much to the civil speeches of man
kind in general (and of Fitz in particular) ; which
moral remark was indited shortly after her re
turn from that pienie, whereat the recreant Fitz
had manifested such renewed allegiance, such
fresh devotion.
Fitz is a time-server ; Fitz has observed Pink-

ina's success in the eyes of men, and has mean
ly placed her colors in his cap, after assuring
himself that he is thereby only following the
fashion ; and Pinkina writes morally on the
matter, writes most wisely, and acU (as she
should do) exactly in the reverse of her pro
posed line of conduct. She is immensely kind
to Fitz, believes m him implicitly, deposes two
or three peculiar objects to erect a special throne
for him, and confides such of her sentiments to
his sympathetic ear as have weighed most deep
ly on what she is pleased to call her heart. We
have our doubts as to the full development of
that very apocryphal part of the human frame
in Miss Pink. Query, In one's first senson is
there even time for such a thing? It is, we
should say, best left at home — the heart—or
lent by a prudent young lady to her mamma to
be placed out at the best interest for her.
Pinkina is going out of town now ; she has
such a store of horrible old gowns and gloves
and shoes she means to make a bonfire of them.
She is in a great hurry — has a thousand things
to do—shopping, she must rush off to Mrs.
Brown's and to Mr. Stewart's. Adieu, Pinkina !

NIAGARA IN SPRING.

£^H,

I could gaze forever on thy face,
Unwearied still, thou matchless waterfall,

Whose twining spell a of majesty and grace

My ardent sense bewilder and enthrall!

In alt my moods thy charms' puissant away
Enforce my will their master-spell to own;

My heart leapa at thy voice—or grave or gay—

And every chord is vibrant to thy tone.

So many years I hare come back to stand,
With reverent awe, before thy glorious shrine—

80 close and long thy lineaments I've scanned—

It seems thou shouldst grow something less divine.

I know thy face, its shifting glooms and smiles,
As cloud or sun upon thy bosom lies;

Thy wrathful guise, thy witching, rainbow wiles

Can wake no more for me the sweet surprise.

I know thy voice—its terror and its glee
Have in my ear so oft their changes rung,

Nor forest winds nor anthems of the sea

Speak to my soul with more familiar tongue.

My feet have scaled thy storm-scarred battlements.

And pressed the moss most emerald with thy tears,

And still profaned thy lucent caverns, whence

Tho neophyte comes pale with ghostly fears.

Yet, as the more of God the soul perceives.

And nigher Him is drawn, it worships more;

So, in my heart, thy matchless beauty leaves

Constraint, in thine, His grandeur to adore.

Within thy courts I come this vernal day,
Ere Fashion's chime-! invite the thoughtless throng;

Almost aloue I watch thy curling spray,
And lose my breath to swell thy ceaseless song.

I mark the flowers upon thy marge that blow,
Sweet violets bluo and campanule's white bolls;

Their azure shines unhlauched, unhlushed their snow :

These timid thinga feel not, as I, thy spells.

Antl in thy woods the birds heed not thy roar,

Where the brown thrush and painted oriole.

All unabashed, their tides of song outpour.
As if thy floods in terror did not roll.

They do not know, the buds and birds around.

How wonderful, how grand, how dread thou art'

But I, transfixed by every sight and sound,

Stand, worshiping thy Maker in my heart.

I must go back where tides of commerce flow,
And the dull roar of traffic cleaves the air;
But In my heart sweet memories shall glow,

And to my dreams shall summon visions fair.

Niagara 1 thou wilt freshen all my thought,

Aud cool the breath of fevered noons for me ;

My days shall lapae with thy remembrance fraught,

Thy voices chant my nights' weird lullaby.

Great torrent, speed thee to the lake and sea.

With tireless smoke of spray and thund'rous roar;

I bless my God for all thy joy to me,
Though I should see thy marvelous face no more.
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BETROTHAL.

BETROTHAL
in China is a matter with

which the parties most deeply concerned
have generally little to do. Their parents or
guardians manage their betrothal much in the
following manner : a person is employed as a
go-between, or match-maker between the fam
ilies. This person may be either a man or a
woman. Usually the go-between engaged by
the family which first makes the proposal is em

ployed by both families in subsequent negotia
tions.
The negotiation is generally commenced by
the family to which the boy or the young man
belongs. The go-between is furnished with a
card stating the ancestral name, and the eight
characters which denote the hour, day, month,
and year of birth of the candidate for matri
mony. This card he takes to the family indi
cated, and tenders a proposal of marriage in re
gard to a daughter in behalf of a son of the
party employing him. If the parents or guard
ians of the girl, after instituting inquiries about
the family making it
,

are willing to entertain
the proposal, they consult a fortune-teller, who
decides, after considering the eight characters
which indicate the time of the birth of the par
ties, whether the betrothal would be fitting and

' From " The Sonal lA/t of the Chimar" by Rev.
Justus Dooltttlr, D. D , for twenty yearn n Missionary
in China. Two volumes, profusely illustrated. In Press
by Harper and Brothen).

auspicious. If a favorable
decision

is made, the
go-between is furnished with a card indicating
the hour, day, month, and year when the girl
they are willing to betroth was born, which he
delivers to the family which employed him.
The parents of the lad then consult a fortune
teller in regard to the proposed betrothment,
furnishing him with the characters which indi
cate the ages of the boy and the girl. If this
fortune-teller pronounces favorably, and the two
families agree in regard to the details of the
marriage, a formal assent is made to the be-
trothment. If for the space of three days, while
the betrothal is under consideration in each of
the families, after the card has been received
from the other family, any thing reckoned un
lucky—such as breaking a bowl or the losing of
an article—should occur, the negotiation would
be broken off at once, and the card would be re
turned to the party which sent it. When it is

deposited there, incense and candles are lighted
before these tablets.

The betrothal is not binding on the parties
until a kind of pasteboard card has been inter
changed between them. This card resembles
somewhat a book-cover, consisting of two pieces
of pasteboard. One of these is made much like
the cover of a pasteboard box, as far as its edges
are concerned. The outside of it is covered with
red paper. On this red paper is pasted the like
ness of a dragon or a phoenix, according as it is

designed for the boy or the girl, the dragon or
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the phoenix being made out of gilt paper. This
cover-like piece of pasteboard shuts down on the

other part. They are connected together by a
paper pasted on one edge of both, somewhat as

the two parts of a book-cover are fastened to

gether. Their inner surfaces are covered over
neatly by a piece of red paper.
The family of the bridegroom provides two
of these cards, one having a gilt dragon on it
and the other a gilt phoenix. On the inside of
the former the ancestral nnd given name of the
boy's father, his own given name, and the char
acters which denote the precise time of his birth,
the name of the go-between, and a few other

particulars, are neatly written. There are also

provided two long and large threads of red silk
and four large needles. Two of these needles
are threaded upon one of the silk threads, one
needle being at each end of the thread, and then
the needles are stuck in a particular manner into
the inside of that card on the outside of which
is the image of a dragon. The other card left
blank, the other two needles and the other red
silk thread, together with the card already filled
out with particulars relating to the family to
which the lad belongs, and its needles and thread

attached, are taken by the go-between to the

family to which the girl belongs. This card is
then filled out with particulars relating to the

family of the girl, corresponding to the particu
lars already recorded in the other. The thread
and needles are also similarly stuck into the
card having tho phoenix on its outside. When
this has been dono it is scut back to the family
of the boy, wh^ch carefully keeps it as evidence
of his engagement in marriage ; the card hav
ing the dragon on it

,

and relating to the boy,
being retained and preserved by the family of
the girl as proof of her betrothal. The writ
ing on each of these documents is performed in
front of the ancestral tablets of the family to
which it relates, incense and candles having
been lighted and placed in the customary posi
tions before them. These cards having been
thus exchanged by the families, the betroth-
ment is consummated and legal. After this,
neither party may break the engagement with

out the gravest of reasons.
At the time when the cards are sent to the
family to which the girl belongs it is also cus
tomary to send as a present for her a pair of
silver or gold wristlets, and for her family vari
ous articles of food, as pigs' feet, a pair of fowls,
two fish, etc. When they send back to the fam
ily to which the boy belongs the engagement
card, they send also as a present a quantity of
artificial gilt flowers, some vermicelli, and bread
cakes. The flowers are for distribution among
the female members and relatives of the family.
The articles sent on these occasions as presents
are, in the Chinese view, omens of good to the
parties most intimately concerned.

The rod silk thread indicates that the engage
ment of the parties in marriage is fixed and un
alterable. The Chinese seem to be firm believ
ers in the sentiments that Fate or Heaven de

cides who are to become husband and wife, and
that the act of parents in engaging their chil
dren is an exponent of the will of Heaven or of
the decrees of Fate, corresponding to the West
ern saying that " Matches are made in heaven."
Some say that these threads arc kept profess
edly for the purpose of tying together the gob
lets out of which the bride and bridegroom drink
wine on the day of their marriage. Sometimes

they are actually thus used on that occasion.
More frequently, however, a new red cord or
string is then used, and the old cords taken and

put into the queue of the bridegroom, or worked
into the shoes worn by the bride on the day of
their marriage, as omens of good. Tho use of
the large needles in betrothing parties is also

auspicious. According to some, they serve to
draw the thread along. It is sagely asked, What

is the use of a thread unless there is a needle
with which to use it ?

MARRIAGE CEREMONIES.

The time which transpires between betrothal
and marriage varies from a month or two to
eighteen or twenty years, depending much on
the age of the parties. From one to three
months before the marriage a fortunate day is

selected for its celebration. Generally a mem
ber of the family of the bridegroom, or a trusty
friend, takes the eight horary characters which
denote the birth-time for each of the affianced
parlies, and for each of their parents, if living,
to a fortune-teller, who selects lucky days and
times for the marriage, for the cutting of the
wedding garments, for the placing of the bridal
bed in position, for the finishing of the curtains
of the bridal bed, for the embroidering of the
bridal pillows, and for the entering of the sedan,
on the part of the bride, on the day of her mar
riage. These items are written out on a sheet
of red paper, which is sent to the family of the
girl by the hands of the go-between. If ac
cepted, the periods specified become the fixed
times for the performance of the particulars indi
cated, and both parties proceed to make the nec

essary arrangements for the approaching wed
ding.
Presenting the wedding-cakes and material
for bridal dress to the family of the bride b

y the
other party is next in order. The relative time
usually adopted for the performance of this cus
tom is about one month before the day fixed for
the marriage. The number of these "cakes of
ceremony," or wedding-cakes, varies from sever
al score to several hundreds. They are round,
and about an inch thick, weighing generally
about one pound and ten or twelve ounces each,

and measure nearly a foot in diameter. There

is also sent a sum of money, of greater or less
amount, according to previous agreement, n

quantity of red cloth or silk, usually not less
than five kinds, for the use of the bride, fin
kinds of dried fruits, several kinds of smal:
cakes, a cock and a hen, and a gander and r.

goose. The top one of the various stacks of
these wedding-cakes, as they are carried through
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the streets, has several small doll-like figures,
made out of wheat flour, each a few inches

high, and fastened upon slips of bamboo, stnek
into it. Tbo family of the girl, on receiving
these wedding-cakes, proceed to distribute them

among their relatives and intimate friends. The
small cakes are also distributed in a similar
manner. The money sent is generally spent in
outfitting the bride.
Rich families make much more valuable pres
ents than above indicated. These presents are

carried through the streets in such a manner
that they can be seen by every one. The rich
present costly head-dresses, wristlets, and other
ornaments worn by ladies. They add two jars
of wine, on one of which is a picture of a drag
on, and on the other a picture of the phoenix;
also a male and a female goat, ten or more

pieces of silk, or satin, or crape, of five different
kinds or colors. Presents of money are also
sent for one of the bride's maternal uncles, and
for one of her paternal uncles, if she have such
relatives living. On some of these parcels, taste
fully done up in red paper, are written propitious
words or sentences.
The parents of the bride, or her guardians,
receive only a part of the proffered presents, re
turning the balance, to which they add some
articles for the parents of the bridegroom. They
accept all the money, and all the silks and satins
designed for the use of the girl, but only the
male of each pair of animals, one of the jars of
wine, and a part of the large cakes of ceremony
and the small cakes, and such a proportion of
the other things as custom requires. The rest
of the things, as the female animals, a few of
the cakes, etc., together with the card having
the name of the bride's family, are returned to
the other party.
The large cakes returned to the family of the
groom are divided into four or eight pieces.
One of these pieces is given to each family of
near relatives or very intimate friends of the
family of the groom, together with a little of the
vermicelli, and one of the artificial flowers. This
distribution of cakes among the relatives and
friends of the parties is an intimation that a rel
ative or child of a dear friend is soon to be mar
ried. These families may expect to receive at
the proper time a formal invitation to the wed
ding.
A few days before the day fixed for the wed
ding the family of the bridegroom again makes
a present of various articles of food and other
things to the family of the bride, as a cock and
a hen, a leg and foot of a pig and of a goat,
eight small cakes of bread, eight torches, three
pairs of large red candles, a quantity of vermi
celli, and several bunches of fire-crackers. There
is also sent a girdle, a head-dress, a silken cov
ering for the head and face, and several articles
of ready-made clothing, which are usually bor
rowed or rented for the occasion. These are to
be worn by the bride on her entering the bridal
sedan to be carried to tho home of her husband
on tho morning of her marriage. The food, or

a part of it
,

including the cock, is to be eaten by
her on that morning. The fire-crackers arc for
explosion on the road, and the torches are for
burning during the time occupied en route to her
new home. On each of the eight bread-cakes

is made a large red character in an ancient form
of writing, of an auspicious meaning, as "lon
gevity," "happiness," " official emolument,"
and "joy;" or certain four of them have four
characters, meaning ' ' the phoenixes are singing
in concert," or "the ducks are seeking their
mates." Four of these bread-loaves are accepted ;

the remaining four and the hen, according to
strict custom, are returned to the party which
proffers them.
Some two or three days before the time fixed
for the wedding a red card is sent by the family
of the bride to the other party, stating what fur
niture will be furnished as the bride's dowry, and
the number of loads. The person who takes
this card—usually the go-between— informs the
family of the groom what time these things may
be expected. The main object of this notifica
tion is said to be that the family of the bride
groom may prepare and have in readiness the
proper amount of money, duly put in red paper,
or tied around b

y a red string, for the bearers of
the furniture.

Generally, on the afternoon or evening before
the sending of the outfit, a very singular custom

is observed by the bride, assisted b
y one or two

women, who are employed to aid her for a few

days before and subsequent to her marriage.
This custom is called sifting four eyes, and is

regarded as an omen of good. A large round
sieve-like utensil, made out of bamboo splints,
in diameter about three or four feet, is pro
cured ; also a brass vessel, two or three feet in
diameter and about one foot high, which is placed
on a pedestal, raising it a short distance from
the floor. After having placed in this vessel a

quantity of burning coals they take the wedding
garments one by one, or in convenient quanti
ties, and having laid them on this sieve, the wo
men hold it

,

with its contents, for a moment or
two over the vessel, with a slight sifting move
ment. They then remove this portion of her
clothing from the sieve, and, taking another por
tion, they place it on the sieve and go through
the same ceremony, and so on, until all of her
outfit, as regards personal clothing, shoes, and

head ornaments, has been properly sifted. Some

times a similar ceremony is also performed with

regard to the small articles of the household fur
niture, which is designed for the bride's use in

her future home. The holders of the sieve dur
ing tbo sifting are continually uttering various
sentiments, which have come to be considered as

j peculiarly appropriate to tho occasion and propi
tious, as, " a thousand eyes, ten thousand eyes
we sift out ; gold and silver, wealth and precious
things, we sift in."
After the articles have been sifted, contact with
them is carefully avoided by the female members
of her family. It is supposed that it would be
especially unlucky for her and her affianced bus
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band should any pregnant woman, or any person
wearing mourning, handle, or in any manner come

in contact with any of the articles already sifted

before they are carried over to the future home

of the girl. Such a contact would be expected
to produce death in her husband's family, or a

future miscarriage on her part, or quarrels and

misunderstandings between him and her, or some

undesirable result. Every thing sifted is care

fully packed away, and great relief is experi
enced when the furniture and trunks of clothing
have started for the residence of the bridegroom.
A ceremony similar to "sifting four eyes,"
though called "expelling the filth," is some
times performed not long previous to the mar

riage-day at the house of the bridegroom, with
reference to his personal apparel, especially his
wedding suit, for the purpose of warding off any
pernicious influences.
At the time indicated on the card the dowry
of the bride is carried in procession through the

streets with as much parade and show as the
amount of the furniture will possibly admit.
Not unfrequently, when the parties are near

neighbors, the procession of porters or bearers,
instead of taking the shortest route from the resi

dence of the bride to the residence of the groom,
takes a circuitous route through the principal
streets for the purpose of exhibiting the furni

ture.
This outfit is procured, in most cases, to a
great extent, by means of the money which has

been furnished the family of the bride by the
family of the groom for that purpose. In the
case of wealthy families little dependence is

actually placed on receiving money for this ob

ject, though valuable presents of money arc al
ways made to the family of the bride by the
other party. The poor generally find it impos
sible, in marrying off a daughter, to be at much

expense over and above the amount of money
received from the family of their future son-in-
law. It is customary for friends and relatives
of the bride's family who have received "cakes
of ceremony" to make presents of materials for
clothing, artificial flowers, or other ornaments
for the head, to her family. These presents are
designed to constitute a part of the bride's outfit.
Usually, the day before the wedding, the bride

the hour when she is to take her seat in her
sedan. While thus dressed (the thick veil de
signed to conceal her features on arrival at her
husband's residence not now being worn), she
proceeds to light incense before the ancestral
tablets belonging to her father's family, and to
worship them for the last time before her mar
riage. She also kneels down before her parents,
her grandparents (if living), her uncles and aunts
(if present), and worships them in much the
same manner as she and her husband will on
the morrow worship his parents and grandpa
rents, and the ancestral tablets belonging to his
family. On the occasion of the girl's trying on
these clothes and worshiping the tablet and her
parents, it is considered uupropitious that those
of her female relatives and friends who are in
mourning should be present.
The bridal chair is selected by the family of
the bridegroom, and sent to the residence of the
bride generally on the afternoon preceding the
wedding-day, attended by a band of musie, some
men carrying lighted torches, two carrying a
pair of large red lanterns, containing candles
also lighted, and one having a large red um
brella, and one or two friends or other attend
ants. The bridal chair is always red, and is
generally covered with broadeloth, or some rich
expensive material. It is borne by four men,
who wear caps having red tassels. The musi
cians, and all the persons employed in the pro
cession, have similar caps.
Very early on the morning of her marriage
the bride or the " new woman" arises, bathes,
and dresses. While she is bathing the musi
cians are required to piny. Her breakfast con
sists theoretically of the fowl, the vermicelli, etc.,
sent by the family of her affianced husband. In
fact, however, she eats and drinks very little of
any thing on the morning or during the day of
her wedding. Her imaginary breakfast on these
articles is regarded as an omen of good, and
conducive to her long life in harmony with her
husband.
When the precise time approaches for taking
her seat in her sedan, usually between five and
eight o'clock in the morning, previously fixed

by the fortune-teller, her toilet is completed by
one of her parents taking the thick veil and

has her hair done up in the style of married placing it over her head, completely covering
women of her class in society,
and tries on the clothes she is
to wear in the sedan and for a
time after she arrives at her
future home on the morrow.
This is an occasion of great
interest to her family. Her
parents invite their female rel
atives and friends to a feast
at their house. The professed
object of trying on the cloth
ing is to see how the articles
provided will fit, and to ascer
tain that every thing is ready,
so that there may be no delay
or confusion on the arrival of BBidal sedan.
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her features from view. She is now led out of
her room by one of her female assistants, and
takes her seat in the sedan, which has been

brought into the reception-room of the house.
The floor from her room to the sedan is covered
for the occasion with a kind of red carpeting, so
that her feet may not touch the ground. She
takes her place in the sedan amidst the sound of
fire-crackers and music by the band. The bride,
her mother, and the various members of the

family, are required by custom to indulge dur
ing this morning in hearty and protracted cry
ing—oftentimes, no doubt, sincere and unaf
fected.
While seated in the sedan, but before she
starts for her future home, her parents, or some
members of her family, take a bed-quilt by its
four corners, and, while holding it thus before
the bridal chair, one of the bride's assistants
tosses into the air, one by one, four bread-cakes,
in such a manner that they will fall into the
bed-quilt. These bread-cakes were received
from the family of her husband at the same
time as the cock and vermicelli were received.
The woman during this ceremony is constantly
repeating felicitous sentences, which are assent
ed to by some others of the company. The
quilt containing these cakes is gathered up and
carried immediately to an adjoining room.
In the front of the procession go two men
carrying two large lighted lanterns, having the
ancestral or family name of the groom cut in a

large form out of red paper pasted upon them.
Then come two men carrying similar lanterns,
having the family name of the brido in a similar
manner pasted on them. These belong to her

family, and accompany her only a part of tho

way. Then comes a large red umbrella, fol
lowed by men carrying lighted torches, and by
the band of music. Near the bridal chair are
several brothers of the bride or friends of her
family, and several friends or brothers of the
groom. These latter are dispatched from the
house of the groom early in the morning, for
the purpose of meeting the bridal procession,
and escorting the bride to her home. This
deputation sometimes arrives at the house of the
bride before she sets out on her journey, and, if
so, it accompanies the procession all the way.
About midway between the homes of the bride
and the groom the procession stops in the street,
while the important ceremony of receiving the
bride is formally transacted. The friends of the
bride stand near each other, and at a little dis
tance stand the friends of the groom. The
former produce a large red card, having the an
cestral name of the bride's family written on it ;
the latter produce a similar card bearing the
ancestral name of the groom. These they ex
change, and each, seizing his own hands, bows
toward tho members of the other party. The
two men in the front of the procession who carry
the lanterns having the ancestral name of the
groom now turn about, and, going between the
sedan chair and the two men who carry the lan
terns having the ancestral name of the bride,

come back to their former position in the pro
cession, having gone around the party which
has the lanterns with the bride's ancestral name
attached. This latter party, while the other is
thus encircling it

,

turns round in an opposite
direction, and starts for the residence of the
family of the bride, accompanied by that part of
the escort which consisted of her brothers or the
friends of her family. The rest of the proces
sion now proceeds on its way to the residence
of the bridegroom, the band playing a lively
air. At intervals along the street fire-crackers
are exploded. It is said that, from the precise
time when the two parties carrying lanterns

having the ancestral names of tho two families

attached separate from each other in the street,
the name of the bride is changed into the name
of her betrothed ; the lanterns having his name
attached remaining in the procession, while
those which have her (former) name are taken
back to the residence of her father's family.
From this time during tho day she generally is

in the midst of entire personal strangers, except
ing her female assistants, who accompany the

procession, and keep with her wherever she

goes.

On arriving at the door of the bridegroom's
house fire-crackers are let off in large quanti
ties, and the band plays very vigorously. The
torch-bearers, lantern-bearers, and the musicians

stop near the door. The sedan is carried into
the reception-room, and a sieve; such as was
used in the ceremony of " sifting four eyes," is

put on the top of it
,

over its door. The floor,
from the place where the sedan stops to the door

i of the bride's room, is covered with red carpet
ing, lest her feet should touch the floor. A wo
man who has borne both male and female chil
dren, or, at least, male children, and who lives
in harmonious subjection to her husband, ap
proaches the door of the sedan, and utters va
rious felicitous sentences. A boy six or eight
years old, holding in his hands a brass mirror,
with the reflecting surface turned from him and
toward the chair, also comes near, and invites
the bride to alight. At the same time the
married woman who has uttered propitious words

advances, as if to open the door of the sedan,
when one of the female assistants of the bride,
who accompanied the procession, steps forward
and opens it. The mirror held b

y the lad is

expected to ward off all deadly or pernicious
influences which may emanate from the sedan.
Tho bride is now aided by her female assist
ants to alight from the sedan. While being led
toward the door of her room, the sieve which
was placed over the door of the bridal chair on
its arrival is sometimes held over her head, and
sometimes it is placed directly in front of the
door of the sedan, so that, on stepping out, she
will step into it. During all this time the feat
ures of the bride are entirely concealed by the
thick covering put over her head by one of her
parents at her parental residence.
The groom, on the approach of the bridal
procession, disappears from the crowd of friends
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and relatives who have assembled at his resi
dence on the happy occasion, and takes his posi
tion standing by the side of the bedstead, having
his face turned toward the bed. When the
bride enters the room, guided by her assistants,
he turns around, and remains standing with his
face turned from the bed. As soon as she has
reached his side, both bridegroom and bride
simultaneously seat themselves, side by side, on
the edge of the bedstead. Oftentimes the groom
manages to have a portion of the skirt of her
dresi come under him as he sits down by her,
such a thing being considered as a kind of omen
that she will be submissive. Sometimes the
bride is very careful, by a proper adjustment of
her clothing at the moment of sitting down, not
only to prevent the accomplishment of such an
intention on his part, but also to sit down, if
possible, in such a manner that some of his
dress will come under her ; thus manifesting her
determination to preserve a proper independ
ence, if not to bring him actually to yield obe
dience to her will. After sitting thus in pro
found silence together for a few moments, the
groom arises and leaves the room Before go
ing out, the assistants of the bride oftentimes
request him to rub the feet of his bride a little,
under the impression that, if he should comply,
her feet will be prevented by that act from ach
ing in the future !
The ceremony, as a whole, is called " wor
shiping the temple." A table is placed in the
front part of the reception-room. The table is
said to be placed "before heaven." Two can
dlesticks, containing two large lighted candles,
and a censer containing lighted incense, are put

upon this table, the censer between the candle
sticks. Among other things there are also

placed on it two miniature white cocks, made
of sugar, five kinds of dried fruit, a bundle of

chopsticks, a foot measure, a mirror, a pair of

shears, and a case containing money-scales.
Some or all of these are frequently placed on a

platter made out of the wood of the willow-tree.
Two goblets, sometimes connected together by
a red silk or red cotton cord several feet long,
are also put upon the table. When every thing
is ready, the bride is led out of her room and,

takes her place by the table on the right side of
the groom. The faces of both parties are turned
toward the table— that is
,

toward the open light
of the heavens. At certain signals from one of
the female assistants of the bride, who is aided
to do her part by these women, both parties
kneel down four times, each time bowing their
heads toward the earth once in profound s

i

lence. They then rise to their feet and change
places, the bride standing on the left of the bride

groom. They now kneel down four times, bow
ing their heads as before. This portion of the
ceremony is called "worshiping heaven and
earth." They then turn around, so that their

faces are toward the inner or back side of the

room, instead of toward the front or outside, as

before, the bride being on the right side of her
husband. The ancestral tablets having been

previously placed on a table in the back side of

the room, and candles and incense having been

lighted and arranged near them in the custom
ary way, the bridegroom and bride now bow
down and worship these tablets eight times, ac

cording to the manner after which they have
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BBIDE AND BRIDEGROOMDBINEINO BAMSUC TOGETUEtt.

just "worshiped heaven and earth." They
again resume their original relative positions,
differing only in that they face each other, and
not standing side by side. Separated from each
other by only a few feet, they now kneel down
four times again, and bow their heads once each
time toward the ground. After this they rise to
their feet, and remain standing in silence, while
they are helped to the wedding wine. One of
the female assistants takes the two goblets from
the table, and, having partially filled them with
a mixture of wine and honey, she pours some of
their contents from one into the other back and
forth several times. She then holds one to the
mouth of the groom, and the other to the month
of the bride, who continue to face each other,
and who then sip a little of the wine. She then
changes the goblets, and the bride sips out of the
one just used by the groom, and the groom sips
out of the one just used by the bride, the goblets
oftentimes remaining tied together. Sometimes
sho uses only one goblet in giving the wine.
She then places the goblets on the table, and
proceeds to break off a bit of the sugar cocks
and give to the bridegroom and to the bride ;
perhaps also a few of the five kinds of fruit
which have been provided is handed to them.
After this the groom usually takes the bunch of
chopsticks in one hand and the long case which
contains the money-scales in theother, and makes
a pretense of raising up by their means the thick
covering which conceals the head and face of
his bride from his view. It is only n pretense,
and he returns the chopsticks and the money-

scales to the place whence he took them. This
usually concludes the ceremony.
All of the articles of food and of family use
placed on the table during the performance of
this ceremony are, according to the Chinese
stand-point, omens of harmony and of pros
perity. Eating from the same sugar cock, and
drinking wine from the same goblets, are sym
bolical of union in sharing their lot in life.
Until this time the bride has worn the heavy
embroidered outside garment, head-dress, etc.,
which she had on when she entered her sedan.
These are now removed. She has her hair care
fully combed in the style of her class in society,
and she is arrayed in her own wedding garments.
Sometimes her hair is gorgeously decked out with
pearls and gems, true or false, according to the
ability of the family to purchase, rent, or bor
row. When her toilet has been completed, and
every thing has been made ready, the bride and
bridegroom sit down in her room to their wed
ding dinner. He now, oftentimes for the first
time in his life, and always for the first time on
his marriage-day, beholds the features of his
wife. He may cat ever so much of the good
things provided on the occasion, but she, ac
cording to established custom, may not take a
particle. She must sit in silence, dignified and

composed. The door being left open, the in
vited guests, and the parents of the groom and
his relatives, improve the opportunity to scan
the bride and observe her deportment. Several
times during the day, if living conveniently near,
the family of the bride send some refreshments
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for her to eat. This is received with thanks,
and the bearer rewarded with a small present.
Custom does not allow her to partake of this re
freshment from her parents, but demands its
being sent and received.

Every invited guest is expected to make a
present in money to the family of the bride
groom. This should be sent in to the family
the day before the wedding, though sometimes
it is brought by the guest himself when he comes
to the feast. The amount.of the present is en
tirely optional, and varies from a few hundred
cash to fifteen or twenty dollars, according to
the wealth of the guest and the nearness of re
lationship. Even should the formal invitation
not be complied with, the person invited re
maining away, the present is nevertheless ex

pected, and it would be disreputable not to give
it. These presents in ready money help con
siderably to defray the expenses of the occasion.
The large candles which were transferred to
the bride's room from the" reception-room at the
close of the ceremony of "worshiping heaven
and earth," arc permitted to burn all day and
unto the evening, if they will. As it is emi
nently desirable that candles should be burned
all the night long in the bridal chamber, these
are usually, during the evening, exchanged for
another pair, which it is calculated will last un
til the following morning. These are two feet
long, more or less, and of a bright red color.
Usually on one is made, in a lively yellow
color, a picture of a dragon, by the use of gold
leaf, or of a liquid preparation called ' ' gold
oil;" and on the other the picture of a phoenix,
representing respectively the groom and his bride.
Sometimes auspicious characters or phrases are
written on the candles. These, lighted on the
evening of the wedding, and arranged on the
table in the bride's room, are desired to burn
during the whole night, and as much longer as

they will last. It would be considered very un
lucky should they be extinguished by accident.
Should one or both of them go out during the
night, such an event would indicate the prema
ture and untimely death of one or both of the

parties. The material of the candles should
not melt and trickle down the sides. This is
regarded as a bad omen, the trickling down of
the material being thought to resemble tho flow
ing of tears down tho cheeks, and betokens, on
wedding occasions, that there will be much sor
row in the family of the newly-married couple,
or that they will not live happily together. If
the candles should burn out about the same
time, it is supposed that tho couple will die
about the same period in the future ; and
should one burn much longer than the other,
it is inferred that one will long survive the
other.

CEREMONIES AFTER MARRIAGE.

The wedding festivities generally last at least
two days. The first day the male friends and
relatives of the groom are invited to " shed their
light" on the occasion. On the second day the

female friends and relatives of the family of the
groom are invited to the wedding-feast. This
is often called the "women's day."
Not long after the family and guests have
breakfasted on the morning of the second day,
the newly-married couple, amidst the noise of
fire-crackers, come out of their room together
for the purpose of worshiping the ancestral tab
lets belonging to the household, the grandpa
rents, and parents of the groom. This custom
is known by the name of " coming out of the
room."
Not long subsequent to the ceremony of "com
ing out of the room," the couple proceed to the
kitchen for the purpose of worshiping the god
and goddess of the kitchen. This is performed
with great decorum, and is regarded as an im
portant and essential part of marriage solemni
ties. Incense and candles are lighted, and ar
ranged on a table placed before the picture or
the writing which represents these divinities,
plastered upon the wall of the kitchen. Before
this table the bridegroom and his bride kneel
down, side by side, and bow in worship of the
god and goddess of the kitchen. It is believed
that they will thus propitiate their good-will,
and especially that the bride, in attempting cu

linary operations, will succeed better in conse
quence of paying early and respectful attentions
to these divinities.
On the third day the parents of the bride send
an invitation to their son-in-law and his wife to
visit them. With this invitation they send se
dans for them. The card is usually bronght by
her brothers, if she has any of the proper age,
or by relatives having her own ancestral name.
Until this morning, since she left her former
home, two days previous, the bride has seen
none of her own family, and generally none of
her own relatives or acquaintances. She and
her husband now receive the congratulations
and compliments of her brothers or other rela
tives, and prepare to visit her parents. The
bride enters her sedan first, and proceeds a short

distance in front of her husband. They do not
start together, nor is it proper that they should
arrive at the house of her parents at the same
time. The chair provided for the bride on this
occasion is a common black sedan in all re

spects, except that its screen in front has a cer
tain charm painted upon the outside. This
charm is the picture of a grim-looking man, sit
ting on a tiger, with one of his hands raised up,
holding a sword, as if in the act of striking, rep
resenting a certain ruler of elves, hobgoblins,
etc. The object of its use on the occasion of a
bride's returning to her parents' house, on the
third day after her marriage, is to keep off evil
and uupropitious influences from her.
On arrival at her paternal home the bride's
sedan is carried into the reception-room, and
she alights amidst the noise of fire-crackers.
The sedan which contains the son-in-law stops
a few rods from his father-in-law's residence,
where he is met by one of his brothers-in-law,
or some relative or friend, deputed to meet and
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CUARM TO "WARDOFF EVIL SPIRITS FROM A BRIDE.

conduct him into the house. The two parties,
standing in the street, respectfully shake their

own hands toward each other on meeting, ac

cording to the approved fashion. The newly-
arrived is now invited to enter the house. He
is seated in the reception-room, where he is

treated successively to three cups of tea and
three pipes of tobacco. Afterward he is invited
to go and see his mother-in-law in her room,
where he finds his wife. There he sits a while,
and visits after a stereotyped manner, being
careful to use only good or propitious words,

avoiding every subject and phrase which, ac

cording to the notions of this people, are un

lucky. He is soon invited into the reception-
room, where he is joined by his wife. Every
thing being arranged, the husband and wife pro
ceed to worship the ancestral tablets of her fam
ily, her grandparents, and her parents, if living
and present, very much in the way they wor

shiped, on the preceding day, the tablets of his
family, his grandparents, and parents. At the
conclusion of this ceremony the bride retires to
her mother's apartments, or to some back room,
where she and the female relatives present are
feasted. Her husband is invited to partake of
some refreshments in the reception-room, in do
ing which he is joined by his bride's brothers, or
some others of her family relatives. According
to the rules of etiquette he must eat but very
little, however hungry he may be. The usual
phrase employed in speaking of it is that he eats

part of " three bowls of vegetables," after which
he declines to receive any thing more, under
the plea that he has eaten enough. He soon
takes his departure in his sedan, leaving his
bride to follow by herself by-and-by, accompa
nied usually only by a servant or female friend.
It is a common custom, on the morning of
the tenth day after her marriage, for the pa
rents of the bride to send an invitation for her to

spend the day with them. If accepted, she goes

and returns unattended by her husband. At
the end of a month, should they again invite
her, she usually goes and visits with her parents,
and brothers and sisters, for a few consecutive
days, spending the nights there. Her husband
calls upon them during this visit perhaps once
or twice in the daytime, but is careful neither
to go there with his wife nor return home with
her. Husbands are never seen with their wives
in public.
At the expiration of a month after marriage
the bride expects to receive a present from her
parents, consisting, in part, of the following ar
ticles : an image of the Goddess of Mercy, uni
versally worshiped by married women, and a
portable niche to put it in ; a censer to contain
incense while consuming ; a pair of candlesticks,
to hold candles while she is worshiping ; a fan ;
two flower vases ; artificial flowers ; and cos
meties.
After the first year of his marriage the bride
groom is expected every year to make presents
of a pig's foot, vermicelli, wine, and large red
candles, with, perhaps, some money, to his fa
ther and mother-in-law, on the occurrences of
their birthdays, at the festivals which take place
during the fifth month, the eighth month, and
at the winter solstice, and at new year's. Dur
ing the first year of his married life it is cus
tomary for his parents-in-law to make him more
or less presents like the above, at the times of
the great festivals, and especially at new year s

day.
CEREMONIES WITH CHILDREN.

On the third day after the birth of a child the
midwife washes it for the first time. This wash
ing is performed before an image of the Goddess
of Children, already referred to, called Mother.
This divinity is supposed to have the care and
oversight of children of both sexes until they
are sixteen years old. About the time of wash
ing the child an oblation of five or eight plates
of meats, fruits, etc., is made to the goddess,
arranged on a table before her picture or image,
with wine, incense, candles, and fresh flowers.
This is regarded as a thank-offering for the aid
of "Mother" thus far. The food is subsequent
ly taken away and eaten by the members of the

family. On this day friends and relations take
occasion to send various kinds of food, as fowls,
vermicelli, and cakes, to the family, in token
of their congratulations.
Immediately after being washed, the import
ant custom of binding its wrists is observed. In
regard to this there seems to be great diversity
of practice. Some families simply bind around
each wrist one or more ancient cash of a partic
ular kind by means of a red cotton cord, where
the cash remains for eleven days or longer.
Others only put around each wrist a loose red
string, as though it were a ring. Other fami
lies provide several silver toys, as a miniature
seal, a small bell, drum, pestle, and mallet.
One or more of each kind of these toys, with an
ancient cash, are bound around each wrist.
The string used is generally about two feet long,
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each end being put about the wrists, leaving
about one foot of loose string between them.
These tiiings are worn till the child is fourteen
days old, when some families remove them.
Sometimes, however, a ring of red cord or of
red tape, with or without some cash or toy, is
worn for several months, or even for a year.
When soiled, the tape or cord is exchanged for
another clean one.
The ancient cash is used as a charm, in order
to keep away evil spirits or influences. The
silver toys are designed as omens of good relat
ing to the future life of the child, as it were ex
pressing the desire that it may become wealthy
and honored. The w rists are thus tied together
in order to prevent the child becoming naughty
and disobedient. It is thought that such a ty
ing of the wrists will tend to keep the child from
being troublesome in after-life, and from med
dling with what does not belong to it

,
just as

though ho or she was bound. When boys and
girls are naughty and troublesome, they are oft
en asked if their mammas did not bind their
wrists ? implying that if their wrists had been
properly bound when an infant, they would
have been restrained from misconduct in sub
sequent life.
On the third day after the birth of the babe
two Chinese characters are written on a piece
of red paper, which, having been carefully fold
ed around a parcel inclosing certain articles, is

hung up on a nail or peg on the outside of the
door of its mother's room by means of a red
string tied around it. The design of this paper
and contents is to ward off unfavorable influ
ences from the child ; and persons who are not
very intimate with the family, on seeing it

,

un

derstand it to constitute a request that they
should not enter the- room. Some say that only
those persons who were present at the washing
of the babe are allowed to enter tho bedroom as
long as the red paper is attached to the door,
which is for eleven days.
This parcel contains two of a certain fruit full
of seed used in the manufacture of a material
employed somewhat like soap in washing, some
pith of a rush used for wicking, two chopsticks,
one or two onions, two pieces of charcoal, some
cat's hair, and some dog's hair. A pair of the
trowsers of the child's father are put upon the
frame of the bedstead, in such a way that the
waist shall hang downward, or be lower than tho
legs. On the trowsers is stuck a pieco of red
paper, having four words written upon it

, inti
mating that all unfavorable influences are to go
into the trowsers instead of afflicting the babe.
Tho hair in the package on the outside of the
bedroom door is to keep the noises which may
ho made for eleven days by the dogs and cats in
the vicinity from frightening the babe. Tho
coal is to aid in making it hardy and vigorous.
Tho onions are to cause it to be quick-witted
and intelligent. The pith is explained as con
tributing to make it fortunate or successful in
life. The two fruits are to aid it in being clean

ly and neat. It is believed that if persons come

into the bedroom for the space of eleven days,
while the parcel remains on the door, who ought
not to come into it

,

the child will assuredly have
white sores on its gums, and that it will be sick

ly and difficult to rear.

aIiAVINO A CUILDS UEAD WUEN ONE UONTU OLD.

When it is one month old, mother and child,
according to theory, leave tho bedroom for the
first time after her confinement. On this day
occurs another important ceremony, that of
shaving the child's head for the first time, either
by a barber or by one of the family. Some are
careful to have it done before an image of
"Mother" if it is a girl, and before the ances
tral family tablets if it is a boy, incense and
candles being lighted in front of the image and
the tablets. A thank-offering is also presented
to the goddess on this occasion. Relations and
intimate friends are invited to a feast. They
often come to witness the shaving of the child's
head. Those who come must bring with them

presents of money or silver rings, vermicelli, or
fowls, etc. In case of its being the first-born,
Tauist priests are often invited to perform the

ceremony called "passing through the door,"
for the benefit of the babe. The maternal
grandmother of the child is always expected to

bring or send presents of clothing or food on
this day.
When the child is four months old "Mother"

is again thanked ; relatives and friends are again
invited to a feast, who bring or send presents of
money or food. As at the end of a month, so
now the maternal grandmother or her present,

if she does not come in person, occupies a promi
nent position. If the circumstances of her fam
ily allow her to do so, she makes expensive pres
ents of food and clothing, and a chair, sometimes

painted red, together with a quantity of molasses
candy. The various articles of food are pre
sented as an oblation before "Mother." The
happy father, or the paternal grandfather or
grandmother, bows down before the goddess,
and begs that the child may be good-natured
and easy to take care of, that it may grow fast,
that it may sleep well at night, that it may be
wide awake in the daytime, that it may not be

given to crying, and that it may be kept in good
health. The edibles are subsequently feasted
on by the family and invited guests, having
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been previously presented before the ancestral
table.

GUILD aITTING ON A CUAIa WUEN FOUa MONTUS OLD.

It is not usual to allow a child to sit in a
chair until the day it is four months old. At a
suitable time during this day the soft molasses

candy provided by its maternal grandmother is

taken, and put in the seat of the chair on rollers.
The child is then put in the chair so as to sit
down on this candy, which sticks it to the chair

for the time being. This is done in order that
it may learn to sit in the chair, and not require
to be carried very much in the arms of the nurse
or mother.
On the anniversary of the child's birthday an
other thank-offering is presented to "Mother,"
and other presents of food and of clothing are
received from the maternal grandmother. If
it be a boy, among other articles of clothing are
a pair of boy's shoes and a cap ; if a girl, be
sides clothing are wristlets and head ornaments.
The provisions for the thank-offering are in
theory provided by the maternal grandmother
of the child.
Before the feast on this occasion, a large
bamboo sieve, such as farmers use in winnowing
grain, is placed on a table before the ancestral

tablets of the family, where incense and candles
are already burning. On this are laid a set of
money-scales, a pair of shears, a foot-measure,
a brass mirror, pencil, ink, paper, and ink-slab,
one or two books, the abacus, a silver or a gold
ornament or implement, and fruits, etc. The
child, dressed in the new garments just presented,
is placed upon the sieve in the midst of the ar
ticles upon it. The object now is to see what
it will first take hold of and play with. The
moment is one of great interest to the parents
and assembled friends. It is said that the ar
ticle or articles the child first takes up indicate
its future employment, character, or condition
in the world. If the child be a boy, and he
takes a book or an implement connected with
literature, as pen or ink, it is surmised that he

GEABi'INO PLAYTUINGS WUEN ONE YEAR OLD.

will become a distinguished scholar ; if he seizes
the money-scales, or the silver or gold instru
ment or ornament, that he will become famous
for his wealth and for his talents in making
money.
On all the occasions, when incense and can
dles are burned before the image of the goddess

TEACUING UIa CUILD TO WORSUIP.
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or before the ancestral
tablets with special ref

erence to a child, the
child is taken there, if
well, and made to wor

ship in a certain man

ner by moving its hands

up and down a few

times. Sometimes,

however, instead of its

hands being moved up
and down, the child,

held in the hands of

some one, is itself mov
ed up and down before
the object worshiped,
which is reckoned the
same as making it move
its hands in worship.
The ceremony of
"passing through the
door'' sustains a very
important relation to
the welfare of children,
according to the senti
ment and practice of
many Chinese. Some
families have it per
formed regularly every
year ; others every sec
ond year, as in the first
and third ; others every
third year, as the third
and sixth, and so on,
until the child is six
teen years old, or the

ceremony of " going out of childhood" is observ
ed. Sometimes, when a child is sickly, " the
door is passed through" once or twice per month,
or several times in the course of the year, accord
ing to the condition of the child and the will and
ability of the parents. Probably there are few
families here which do not have this ceremony
performed more or less frequently between the
third day after the birth of a child and the period
when it is supposed to pass out of the control of
" Mother." Sometimes it is performed in con
sequence of the decision of a fortune-teller for
the benefit of a child.
A day is usually spent in " passing through
the door" and its attendant ceremonies. Sev
eral priests of the Tauist sect (never any of the

Buddhist sect) come to the residence of the lad's

parents in the morning, before or after breakfast,

according to agreement, and first arrange an al

tar, made out of tables placed one upon another.
On the uppermost of the tables they place cen

sers, candlesticks, nnd various images of their

gods. Behind the altar they suspend three pa
per-hangings, upon which are painted several
tens of goddesses, among whom that of " Mo
ther" occupies a conspicuous position. In a con
venient part of the room is placed a table, hav

ing upon it five, eight, or ten plates of meats,
vegetables, fruits, and cakes. After every thing
is properly urranged one of the priests rings a

If

PASSING TUEOUGU TUB DOOa.

bell while chanting his formulas, another beats
a drum, another strikes his cymbals together,
etc. The grand object of this is to invite cer
tain goddesses to be present, which is supposed
to bo done when their names and places of resi
dence have been repeated in the accustomed
manner. The celebrated female divinities who
are honored as midwives or " mothers," and who
are believed to be particularly concerned in the
rearing of children, or who originally lived in
the surrounding country, arc invited to be pres
ent.
At the proper time, usually in the afternoon,
these goddesses are invited to partake of a feast,
which has been arranged on a table for their en
tertainment. Besides eight or ten kinds of food,
there are also provided a wash-bowl of hot water,
and a towel, a fan, and cosmeties nnd artificial
flowers for the especial use of the female divini
ties in making their toilet before partaking of
the feast. The priests ring a bell, bent a drum,
and clap their cymbals, reciting their liturgies
for an indefinite time, which constitutes an invi
tation for these goddesses to partake of the col
lation.
The "door" is finally passed through in the
middle of the afternoon or near sundown This
door is made out of bamboo, covered with red
and white paper, and is some seven feet high by
two and a half or three feet wide, costing per
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hups twelve or fifteen cents. The furniture in
the room is so arranged that the priests and the

party which passes through this door can go

around without doubling on their track. Some

times a table is placed near the centre of the

room, and an open space is left on all sides of
it. One of the priests—who wears a fancy-
colored skirt, and has on his head a curiously-

shaped head-dress — takes in one hand a small
bell, or a sword having small bells fastened to

the handle, and in the other a horn, and com

mences reciting formulas or incantations in front

of this door, which is often at this time standing

near the centre of the room. The priest, thus
dressed, personates "Mother" in the act of per
forming magic spells for the purpose of saving
children from evil spirits and unhealthy and

malignant influences. The paterfamilias, or, if
absent or deceased, some one in his stead, calls

the children of the family together. He takes
the one which can not walk or which is sick in

his arms, and the other children, if any, each
take a single stick of lighted incense in their

hands. The pricst after a while blows his horn,
and advances slowly through the door. He is
followed by the paterfamilias or his representa
tive, and all the children of the family, who thus
pass through the door. All the other priests
are at this time doing something to aid, as beat
ing the drum and clapping their cymbals. The
head priest brandishes the sword in the air, or
in its place he sometimes flourishes a whip made
in the shape of a snake, as though he was strik
ing an invisible object.
The door is then taken and placed at one of
the four corners of tho room, and the priest, fa
ther, and children again pass through it in a
similnr*manner. It is then successively placed
at each of the other corners, and again in the
centre, where it is respectively passed through
by the priest and his followers. Soon after this
the door is hacked in pieces, and its parts set on
fire and burned in the open court of the house,
or in tho street in front of the bouse where the
ceremony is performed.
While performing this ceremony a small
wooden image, a foot high, more or less, is in

variably used to represent the child for whose

special benefit it is celebrated. When first per
formed for any child, a new one is obtained to
represent it ; and when not used, it is carefully
preserved. Oftentimes it is placed by the side
of "Mother's" image in the bedroom. The
name of the child is usually written on the back
of the image. In case tho child dies before six
teen years of age, this image is placed in the
coffin with its corpse, and buried with it. After
the ceremony of " going out of childhood" has
been performed, it is often used as a plaything
by the children of the family. In case the child
is exceedingly sick, and may not be carried in
person through the door, this image, with or
without some of the clothing of the child placed
on a platter, is taken and carried through the
door, instead of the child, which amounts to the
same thing as though the child itself was carried
Vor.. XXXI.— No. 184.—Go

through. As above intimated, all the children
of the family improve the opportunity to pass
through the door, as well as the particular one
for whose special benefit the ceremony is ob
served. Sometimes nephews and nieces, and
several of the children of the near relatives of
the family who happen to be present, also join
the procession and pass through the door. The
design of all this is to benefit the children, caus
ing them to recover if sick or feeble, continuing
them in health if well, and enabling them to
arrive at a good old age.
Many parents, after the first shaving of the
head of a child, when one month old, allow the
hair to grow on a part of the top of the head, if
a boy, in the shape and of the size of a small
peach, until eight or ten years old, or even until
sixteen years old ; if a girl, a patch of hair is
often allowed to grow on one or both sides of
the head. Many Chinese seem to be at a loss
why the tuft is left. Some explain that which
is left on the pate of a boy to be for a defense of
the soft part of the skull. They all seem to re

gard it as an omen of good, or a kind of charm,
and conducive to the health or welfare of the
child.
Sometimes neither the "peach" nor the queue
is allowed to grow nntil the lad is some six or
eight years old, the whola>head being regularly
shaven. The cause of this delay is sometimes
said to be the death of his father or mother

when it was decided to let one or both of these
grow. Sometimes, in the case of him who is

the only son of his parents, and born long after
their marriage, they vow to give him up to be

the child of some idol or to be a Buddhist priest.
They will not then let his hair grow on his pate
until six or eight years old. Their object in
making this vow, and in treating their dearly-
beloved son in this way, is to procure good
health and longevity to the lad. They apply
various sorts of derogatory names or epithets to
him, as " Buddhist priest," " beggar," " refuse,"
"dirt," imagining that he will thus be allowed
to live, and that no evil spirit or influence will
injure his health. By-and-by, when he seems
to be established in health, they allow his hair

to grow like other boys. All their apparent
neglect and abuse are but an index of their real

affection for him, and are intended to lead the

evil spirits and malicious influences, which might

otherwise be expected to molest or harm him, to

pass him by as worthless and good for nothing.

PARENTS AND CHILDREN.

The ceremony called "going out of child
hood" is performed by many families when each

of their children is sixteen years old or there
abouts. It is very nearly like tbo ceremony
called "passing through the door," which has
been described, except that it is generally much
more imposing and showy than that ceremony,
as it is usually performed. The theory enter
tained is

,

that at sixteen years of age the boy
emerges from boyhood into manhood, and the

girl from girlhood into womanhood. From the
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time of the performance of this ceremony the
goddess of children, "Mother," ceases to have
the superintendence of the boy or the girl, and
the individual comes under the government of
the gods in general. The expression "thank
ing Mother" is often used in speaking of this
event, when she is thanked for her past care of
the youth.
Let it not bo understood, because one becomes

of age or arrives at adult age in China when six
teen years old, that he comes out from the legal
control of his parents at this time. While his
parents are alive, a son must continue to obey
them. Such is the doctrine of the classies, the
laws, and the customs of China. No matter
how old, how educated, how wealthy—except
he has become an officer of the government, and

while he is serving the emperor—he must ren
der prompt and implicit obedience to his father
and mother. He may on no account disobey,
or neglect, or slight their wishes or their orders.
After he has become an official, and is away
from his paternal home in the service of the
state, he is subject to the commands of the em

peror. His parents can not then control him
in any respect, though he must conform in every
thing to the established customs of the empire
in regard to his parents. The time never ar
rives when a man in a private station, while his
parents are living, may engage in the pursuit he

chooses, or may keep his earnings for himself,
or spend them as he pleases, without their free
consent and approval. His wages are given to
them, and they can oblige him to do any thing
or take any course they please, without asking
his consent or caring for his preferences. Such
is said to be law ; but in fact and in practice he is
treated with some consideration, often consulted,
and his wishes frequently complied with.
A daughter, after she is married, is not sub
ject to her own parents, but comes under the

control of her husband's parents, if they are liv
ing. To them she is often little different from a
slave. She may not resist, or oppose, or deride
their wishes or commands, auy more than she

might resist, or oppose, or deride the wishes or
commands of her own parents before her mar
riage. Very frequently she is treated by them
with great cruelty.
After the son has attained his sixteenth year,
in case of the decease of his father, he generally
manages the outside affairs of the family pretty
much as he pleases, unless his mother should

happen to bo a strong-minded woman. The
classic says the woman has three obcyings : 1st,
she must obey her father (before her marriage) ;
2d, she must obey her husband (after marriage) ;
and, 3d, she must obey her son (after her hus

band's death), i. e., when ho shall havo arrived
at mature age.
The principle of a woman's obeying her sou
i.ftcr the decease of her husband must not be un

derstood as allowing him to abuse, or insult, or
injure her. Neither would custom tolerate nor
the laws justify such unfiljal conduct.
In cases of extreme unfilial conduct parents
sometimes accuse their children before the magis
trate, and demand his official aid in controlling
or punishing them ; but such instances are com
paratively rare. Public sentiment is so strong
against the individual who will not treat his pa
rents with the customary respect and obedience,
and the want of filial piety is taught to be a
crime of such enormity, that few Chinese are
found who have the hardihood to lay themselves
open to the disgrace of a public prosecution. It
is said that, should a parent whip his child to
death for unfilial conduct, notice would seldom
or never be taken of it in the shape of a prose
cution of the parent before the magistrate ; only
the maternal uncles of the disobedient lad or
man would have a right to interfere in the case.
When a parent brings his incorrigible son before
the magistrate for filial impiety, and demands
punishment to be inflicted, the maternal uncles
of the accused have a right to interfere or to be
consulted, especially in case very severe punish
ment, as death, should be demanded by the in
dignant and dishonored parent.
The magistrate may exercise his prerogative
of advising the parent in regard to the course to
bo pursued, as well as of exhorting the refractory
son in regard to his duty ; but he may not set
himself firmly against carrying out the punish
ment demanded by the offended parent. If the
parcut requires his son to bo publicly whipped by
the command of the magistrate, the latter is
obliged to order the infliction of the whipping.
If the former demands a public exposure of his
son in the wooden cangue, with the crime of not
filial written upon it

,

then the latter must cause
the son to be thus punished for a specified time.
If, after these or similar slight punishments, the
son remains' undutiful and disobedient, and his

parents demand it at the hands of the magistrate,
the latter must, w ith the consent of the maternal
uncles of the individual, cause him to ba taken
out to the high wall in front of the yamun, and
have him there publicly whipped to death.

If a son should murder his parent, either fa
ther or mother, and be convicted of the crime,

he would not only be beheaded, but his body
would be mutilated by being cut into small pieces ;

his house would be razed to the ground, and the
earth under it would be dug up for several feet
deep ; his neighbors living on the right and the
left would be severely punished ; his principal
teacher would suffer capital punishment; the
district magistrate of the place would be de
prived of his office and disgraced ; the prefect,
the governor of the province, and the viceroy
would all bo degraded three degrees in rank.
All this is done and suffered to mark the enor
mity of the crime of a parricide.
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TOM MALLORY'S REVENGE.
"

J*ou want to wreak a thorough vengeance
X upon a woman, you must first make her
love you. Without that preparation, you can't
inflict a complete or very lasting torture. With

it
,

you can gratify the devil's own malice."

This philosophical remark was uttere J between
two puffs of a cigar by a well - dressed man of
about thirty, whose air and tones showed the tui
tion of good society, and whose face expressed
intellectual culture. He was seated on a shaded
bit of lonely river bank, in front of him a languid
flow of clear brown water, above him the giant
green plume of an elm, its uppermost sprays

gently quivering, unheard, in a faint breeze of
summer. His thoughtful eyes seemed to be
spelling out the inmost feelings of a young man,
not more than twenty-one, who was his only com

panion.
"Oh, the devil! And suppose you can't
make her love you ! suppose that's just the
thing!" exclaimed the latter, impatiently.
He stood with his hands in his pockets, his
broad-brimmed hat drawn over his brows, glar
ing at the stump of nn elder which he was kick
ing with a sort of purposeless petulance. He was
a tall, well-built youth, with keen gray eyes and

regular features. He would have been remark
ably handsome but for a certain rustic unflnish
visible in his awkwardly-fitted clothing, in his

long hair combed straight over his ears and

greasing his coat-collar, in his careless stoop and

lounging movements, and, above all, in a lack
of that refined intellectuality which ennobled
the otherwise inferior face of the smoker. Even
his utterance, notwithstanding a naturally grand
voice, was untuned, monotonous, and slightly
nasal. Evidently he was the product of one of
our New England country districts ; yet you must
not understand that he came from the lean lower
soil which produces the Slicks and the Downings ;

his grammar was good, and he pronounced like

a man who knows how to spell.
A violent flush covered his features after he
had spoken. It seemed to him that he had con
fessed his secret with perfect clearness ; and, a

l

though he did not look at his comrade's eyes, he
felt that they were upon him. Dragging his
hat completely over his face, he threw himself
on the turf, and tore the short grass-blades with
his fingers, while ho muttered disconnectedly
concerning the ennse of his agitation, impelled
by that desire for sympathy which coerces the
nnhappy :

" Yes, I've been talking abont myself all this
while. Revenge on a woman ! It seems mean
enough to you, I suppose. So it is. That de
pends, however. I wouldn't hurtone. I wouldn't
lift my finger against one. I would die sooner.
But—oh Lord ! what can a man do ? They en
tangle a fellow ; they get round him and fool.
him ; they make him think they'll have him ;"

they are ever so sweet and loving. Then, when
they've got him to offer his whole heart and
soul, and all he is and ever will be, they push

him off like a dog. Oh, you mustn't touch 'em !

They're women. They're the fair sex— the gen
tle sex. They break down all your hopes and
ambition and self-respect ; they do it coolly to
your face, and laugh at you behind your back ;

they do it without the least pity; brag of it.
Oh, it's all right ! You mustn't wish 'em any
harm. Lovely woman—consoling spirit, mes
senger from Heaven, and so forth. I don't
growl at being refused. I'm man enough to
bear that. It's being deceived beforehand and
despised afterward that mads me. O Lord!

I don't know what I would do if I could. I

wouldn't see any harm happen to the girl that
I'm talking about. It's as you say. I couldn't
revenge myself on her without making her love
me. And that can't bo; no, never can be.
I've tried that thoroughly, God knows."
He paused a moment, tore his hat off, and
looked the other in the face with an air of self-
derision.
" I suppose you think I'm a cursed fool, Mr.
Stuart. I know I talk like one. I've only been
acquainted with yon six weeks, and here I am
wanting your pity. But you are the first I've
told it to. You look as if you could understand

a fellow. I know you can. You write books
about just such things ; you told my story be
fore I knew it myself. You needn't say any
thing. I don't want to bore you to get up good
advice for me. But you comprehend now what

I meant by talking for half an hour about re
venge upon a woman. Revenge, I don't know
whether I would take it if I could."
"I don't suppose you would, Mr. Mallory,"
said Stuart, continuing to study the discomposed
face before him with a feeling which was not all
compassion, but partly the professional interest
of a novelist in the workings of human nature.
"You are too much in love for that. A tear
from this girl (whoever she may be) would put
out your wrath in a second. In fact, setting to
work to torment a woman and deliberately
watching the process is a hard thing for any
man to do. Not a nice thing to think of after
ward either. Caleulated to make a man bru

tal, and therefore nnhappy. No, as I told you
before, I don't know any proper and sufficient
vengeance upon a jilt excepting making her
love yon."
" And what then ?"
"Why then love her, and keep loving her and
keep her loving you as long as life lasts."

Mallory langhed outright, and then stopped
with a groan. The suggestion gave him a mo
mentary sense of exultation which turned to in
stant bitterness as he remembered that he was

imagining the impossible.
"No, Sir; it can't be. And now—now I

don't want it to be. I don't intend to demean
myself again. No more begging and whimper
ing."
" Of course not. Generally useless, and al
ways foolish. Attend to yourself now, and get
cured of this. Go away from here. Go to
work. Travel. Any thing to occupy your
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mind with something besides Miss Whatsher-
name."
' ' I'm going—going to Europe in three weeks
—going to study medicine in Paris. "
" The devil you are ! Ho-ho. You'll forget
the young lady fast enough. Oh, I've no fears
for you! Medicalstudentin Paris, eh? You'll
soon —well, never mind, you'll know it all in
six months."
The younger man seemed curipus, but the
elder had evidently determined to say nothing
more, and they both dropped into meditative
silence. Presently Mallory looked up sudden
ly, with the excitement of a new idea.
"I say, that student life in Paris must be
queer?"
"Very."
" If I could write home some letters about it
do you think a New York paper would publish
them?"
" I think it might— that is, good letters— live

ly and accurate."
"Can't promise about the lively. But I've

a great mind to try. Only I don't know how
to—"
" I do. Send them to me. I'll get them in

if they are the thing. Send on three or four by
way of a sample. I'll make terms for you and
write you word immediately."
"You will! Oh, I'm ever so much obliged.
Mr. Stuart, I don't know how I can ever repay
you for your kindness to me."
" But I haven't done it yet."
"No, not this. But you've been sympathiz
ing ; and you've taken the trouble to understand
me ; and you've given me conversation too good
for me. I think," closed the young fellow, sol
emnly— " I think you've done not a little, Sir,
toward forming my character."
Stuart could not help smiling at this mixture
of modesty and conceit, so whimsical and yet
so natural.
"Character formed already, eh?" said he.
"Go abroad and see, my venerable youngster.
I'm sorry for you almost. You'll have a host
of temptations in Paris. I don't know whether
you'll resist them. Don't forget to work. La-
bor is the great safeguard for humanity. I

don't care how much a man fasts and prays;

if he doesn't work the devil is cocksure of him.
Come back a first-rate physician. In winning
that goal you will avoid a great many sad di
vergences, almost unconsciously. Come, let's
go back to town. It must be supper-time, and

I ordered some fried clams, Mtlford style, which

I wouldn't miss for a reputation."
Mr. Stuart was a New York writer, by turns
journalist and magazinist, who had chosen to
spend this particular summer in an unfrequent
ed village by the sea-shore for the purpose, as
he said, of having enough, for once in his life,
of fishing and bathing. As we get older I

think that most of us lower our ideals of pleas
ure, having learned by experience the wisdom
of taking up with the attainable. When Stu
art was twenty years old he dreamed of more

sumptuous joys and sublimer sorrows than he
ever realized. We must quit him in order to
follow after the fortunes of Mr. Thomas Mal
lory, who, although unknown to fame, is just
now the most interesting of the two, inasmuch
as he has in him the elements of a drama of
passion.
When Mr. Tom came home from Williams
College he meant to stay only six weeks in Mil-
ford. Miss Nellie Ryder kept him there a year,
dancing a gay, hopeful attendance on her dur
ing the first four months, and following her
about in a moody, wretched enchantment dur
ing the other eight. Determined, self-confident,
and vain, he was amazed as well as pained by
her refusal of .him, and would not for a long
time believe that she was thoroughly resolved
to go through life, and even be happy, without
the hand of Tom Mallory. It is hard for the
young, full of animal spirits— to whom imagin
ation paints universal achievement as so easy—
to accept the wilted facts of disappointment and
humiliation. It was especially difficult forTom,
who looked upon luxuriant success as not less
natural to his life than leaves to summer trees.
And when at last Miss Nellie forced him to be
lieve more or less in her sincerity by forbidding
him ever again to mention the subject of marriage
between them he got angry, and before the tri
bunal of his own soul brought her in guilty of

cruelty, as pitiless as uuprovoked, as systematic
in execution as capricious in motive. The fact

is that his vanity had made him misunderstand
the young lady. The pretty little wiles with
which a lively girl angles for passing admira
tion he had taken for direct encouragement to
courtship; and he had easily come to think
that Nellie would be dowuright broken-hearted

if he failed to offer himself. In fact, he could
tell a hundred things which she had said or
done or looked to that effect. What did she
mean by putting that rose in his button-hole
one evening? What did she accept his bouquet
for the next morning ? Why did she watch him
so anxiously when, for the sake of perfecting
his empire over her, he danced three successive

quadrilles with Mary Tyler ? Why did she take
his arm the very first time they met on a pic
nic?
Tom asked himself these foolish questions by

the hour together, and groaned in impotent rage
and misery for answer. What did it all mean ?

Oh ! she was a jilt. She had intentionally de
ceived him. She had meant from the very first

to bring him to her feet and then spurn him.

She wanted to see him suffer; she loved the

horrid spectacle. She was a vain, frivolous,

heartless, false, fascinating, irresistible, beauti

ful little tigress. How abominably she had be
haved since the refusal ! When she was teased

about him by a young fellow who was himself

payingattentions to her, she had smiled and kept

a significant silence. Then she had told her mo
ther of the offer, knowing very well that the old
goose would gabble it throughout the village.

She was a braggart over ber mischief. Oh, he
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hated her I No, he didn't. Yes, he did. No.
Yes. At last it seemed as if the Ayes had it.
He was in this venomous temper when he
made confession of the matter to his chance ac
quaintance, Mr. Stuart, drawn out by that strong
attraction which exists in men of sympathetic
natures. The wise and kindly counsel of the
author confirmed his resolution to go immedi

ately abroad ; he made his preparations hastily,
and bado a melancholy farewell to his many
friends in Milford. Should he also say good-
by to his one enemy ? Yes, he would ; he ab

solutely must see her once more ; he could not
quit her forever without a last word ; he longed
for another reminiscence of her to carry in his
aching bosom.
After the death of a famons champion of the
Catholic Church a cross with jagged edges was
fonnd on his emaciated breast, where for un
known years it had been cherished, rasping with
slow torture the bleeding flesh. How many
spiritual crosses, more tormenting than that one
of ivory, are resolutely hugged to quivering
hearts ! But you can conceive that Tom had a
motive for seeing Nellie quite aside from this
desire to secure a woeful remembrance. Shall
X divulge his last weakness ? He still hoped.
Yes, he thought it possible that at this ultimate
moment, when he was about to go so far away,
perhaps never to return, she would be suddenly
brought to feel that she could not spare him,
that she had loved him from the first, and that
it was her sweet destiny to love him through
life. He pictured the scene to himself—the sud
den pallor on her check and tremor in her voice
—the little hand lying in his, not withdrawn be
cause of his pressure— the words of affection
and hope which he would then dare to breathe
into her car— the blush, the tear, the smile with
which she would listen to them—the whispered
Yes of acceptance—tho heart-uniting kiss. It
was a nice little bit of coloring and grouping, to
be sure ; and you must not wonder at the almost

happy tears which dropped over it. The lords
of creation arc a stoical and heroic race, it is
certain ; but they have cried a great deal, first
and last, at the bidding of women, though gen
erally in a secret, shamefaced way, with the key
turned on their wet faces.

Really one wishes that Nellie Ryder could
have been willing to sit for her portrait in Tom's
imaginary painting, so passionately did he love
her, and just at this time so humbly. But her
heart was hardened against him ; it would not
grant him one sympathetic palpitation. I be- '
lieve she had lately been on a visit to New Ha
ven, and had found a young man there whom
she could throb for, although he was probably
not a whit more admirable than Tom Mallory.
Why peoplo fall in love is an old question not
yet satisfactorily answered. A bachelor friend
of mine says that it is a matter of contact, of
exposure, as in catching any other disease, pro
pinquity being always dangerous, no matter if
some reckless persons do escape.
Nellie had heard that Tom was going to Eu

rope, and guessed that he came to say good-

by when she saw him enter her father's gate.
Dressed in a white morning-dress, without a
single ornament save a pink ribbon or so, she
sat in the pillared porch which sheltered the
front-door, the shadow of the door-yard elm ly
ing all about her, and a sweet summer breeze
playing with the cataract of chestnut ringlets
which rolled over a broad comb upon her white
neck. I believe that she was reading some one
of the travels of Bayard Taylor, whose works
and portrait she admired exceedingly, longing
often to look upon tbo adventurous man him
self, and occasionally cogitating the project of
writing to him fur his autograph. A tall and
rather slender girl she was, noticeably elastic
and graceful as she rose to receive her visitor.
Her profile was well enough, though not quite
as classic as she desired ; her complexion was a
clear half-brnnette, flushing into rich rose-color
on the cheeks ; her eyes alone presented a beau

ty that was extraordinary. Large, and of a

prevailing dark-hazel, with specks of tortoise-
shell colors in them, and sparks of light dancing
upward from innermost depths, and an expres
sion variable enough to utter the feelings of all
womankind —now arch, now tender, now pas
sionate, now placid— they were quite enough to
account for the infatuation of Tom Mallory.
And as that poor young man looked into them
at this moment his breath came so heavily and
his throat grew so dry that he could not speak.
"Good-morning, Mr. Mallory," she said, in
a tone of perfect composure. " Won't you take
a scat ?"
"Thank you— in a great hurry — don't know
that I can stay," gasped Tom, and then sat
down.
"You are going to Europe, I hear. How
delightful 1 I so envy you !"
Where, now, was Tom's picture of two bliss
ful lovers ? She didn't care a hair-pin for his
departure, nor for the possibility that he might
be tempted to stay all his life across the water,
nor for the chance of his being drowned in the
Atlantic Ocean, and so forth. She only thought
of Europe, including, perhaps, a romantic idea
of meeting Mr. Bayard Taylor, who was, of
course, to be found in every castle of the Rhine
and every chalet of Switzerland.
"Indeed, Miss Ryder," broke out Tom, bit
terly, "you have no cause to envy me."
"Why, I should think you would enjoy it of
all things," answered Nellie, not a ripple of com
prehension showing on the smooth surface of her
counterfeit innocence.
Tom gave a hasty glance at her beautiful
eyes, without finding in them a single spark of
affection, nor even the faintest confession of
comprehension. She did not mean to be cruel ;

quite the contrary ; she wished to bo wisely mer
ciful ; she was resolved that he should not de
mean himself. She neither hated nor despised
him, although she could not love him, and wish
ed he would let her alone. Tom was far from
appreciating her motives; indeed, he did the
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profoundest injustice to them ; but he had sense

enough to see that his case was hopeless.
"I can't stay, Miss Ryder," said he, rising.
"I'm not quite packed yet, and I start to-mor
row. I wish you every happiness, " he went on,
with a choking voice. "Good-by."
She gave him her hand. He pressed it and
bent down suddenly to kiss it. She drew it

away from him before he could win that one

small favor.
"No. no; you must not," she stammered.
" I hope you will be happy. Good-by."
He turned away with such a pale, humiliated,
desperate face that she felt a thrill of regret at
having repulsed this meek, farewell utterance of
unrequited affection. She had not exactly in

tended it; she had not done it through aver
sion, nor caution, nor oven affectation of mod
esty ; only from an instinctive movement of that
reserve which she had been obliged to use for
months past to check his over-reviving hopes.
"Not even that!" groaned the miserable
Tom when he was out of hearing. * " Not even
kiss her hand—now—when I may never see her
again ! Haughty —conceited— insolent ! Oh,
too much ! I will not be despised. I will re
member."
Then the words, "If you want to wreak a
thorough vengeance on a woman you must first
make her love you," entered his memory and
cast down every angry wish, every exultant ex

pectation in hopeless ruin.
Three weeks later found him the lonely and

unhappy tenant of an aiipartement de garcon in
the Q.uartier Latin of Paris. But although a
fellow may bo very wretched, it is hard for him
to continue very solitary when once established
in that hive of boon companions, the regions of
Parisian studentdom, surrounded by the youth
of the most sociable nation under heaven, many
of whom are under pressing necessity of making
friends from whom they can borrow money.
Look at the pictures in the Charivari and the
Illustration de Paris if you want to see the
jolly, reckless, spendthrift life of the Latin
Quarter. If you are ever over the water go to
the dancing gardens of that classic retreat nnd
be astonished, perhaps grief-stricken, at the
wild, unwatched boys and their affectionate ene

mies, the grisettes, cutting the extravagant pranks
of tho cancan, with the uniformed, cocked-hatted
gens d'armes standing by on tho watch for im

proprieties. And then imagine the succeeding
supper and all that follows ; only imagine it

,

for

it will not bear your chaste investigation.

I think that he was a bad fellow during most
of his Parisian life, and I believe that ho has
come to admit it himself. There was something
worse in him than appeared on the surface.
There was a deliberate, persistent self-perver
sion, not unlike that of tho Hindoo fakir who
takes an unnatural posture and keeps it until he
grows misshapen. He sincerely tried to become
hard-hearted ; to crush the affectionate sensibil
ities which had made him suffer ; to dull the
delicate respect for woman in which he had been

educated ; to free himself from whatsoever moral
bonds might interfere with his pleasures. His
iron will and tireless perseverance were bent to
this wicked purpose by a load of painful and
mortifying recollections. There was a sullen
desire in him—never expressed in words, not
fully acknowledged in thought— to avenge all
his anguish and insult upon the person who had
tortured him, or, if that were not possible, upon
humanity. His humiliation before Miss Ryder
he recollected with rage, after he had half-for
gotten the feelings which led him to it. The
wound in his affections healed sooner than the
wound in his vanity.
Hardly a day passed that he was not haunted
by her spiritual presence. While she was pic
nicking on Milford Point, or flirting in New
Haven with the beaux of Yale College, she was
also walking beside Tom Mallory in Paris, her
soft hazel eyes perfectly visible to his stern gray
ones, sometimes sending him home in sadness
and tenderness from tho wanton gardens, some
times provoking him to a defiant plunge into
dissoluteness. Then, from the dissolving fan
tasia of passion her image rose again, perhaps
brought vividly to mind by tho sight of some
person who resembled her—and once more a
restraining or an angering companion. One
afternoon he thought he saw her in the great
picture-gallery of the Louvre, and he felt at
that moment as if a child could have knocked
him down with a feather. Euraged to find how
weak he still was, he deliberately drank him
self drunk that night, for the first and last time
in his life. Through all these alternations of
passion, these fiery heatings and cruel cliillings,
the once soft heart was being steadily tempered
to hardness.
After he had been three months in Paris he
sent Stuart the four sample letters which he had

promised.

"The tattle is pood," wrote the author. u Keep ft up ;
plenty of dialogue, plenty of private gossip, plenty of
deviltry — a little medie:il ne«>. I Lave pot you « place

I as Occasional Correspondent of the Mormnff Spectator,
and you can send something onee a week. You will have
the regular price of five dollars a column. Hope you ac
cept. Meantime don't forgi t to become a good doctor.
Don't get tickled witk the idea of bi coming a litterateur,
and make a fool of yourself as did your now sagacious
monitor. Be a tip-top suwbones firrt. By-the-way, have
you obeyed the direction, * Physician, heal thyself f Got
the arrow-head out of the heart beforo this, I suppose. I

wish you joy of your success in that, and in winning the
affections of the Morninq Spectator. By-tho-way, again,
suppneo you should pick up a few cheap engravings or
sketches, illustrative of Parisian life as you sec It. Some
publisher may think your letters worth collecting in vol

ume form. Great asses—publishers! Shall be delightc4
to see you when you return I Yours cordially, etc''

Tom laughed outrageously over this letter,
not because it was irresistibly witty, but because
he felt as elated with his literary success as a

child with a new plaything. He sat immedi

ately down and wrote a long epistle of ardent
thanks and unconscious boastings to Stuart, who

grinned good-naturedly over it in his chamber,
feeling immensely tempted to work it into his
next novel.
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Miss Nellie Ryder did her part toward creat
ing Tom's excitement. In the literary career
which he saw opening before him he seemed to

discover the first promise of his desired revenge ;
for her father took the Morning Spectator, and

she wonld read the weekly column of " Nemo."
Would she not regret, now when it was all too
late, that she had despised the love of a man
who could fill so large a space in the public eye?
Might not she yet bo following him about with
offerings of admi ration ?
Yes, Tom ; the thing was possible, under the
existent constitution of female nature. For this
end, as well as for the applause of the great
world, he labored mightily upon his letters,
"Writing them twice over for greater perfection
of style, and searching after curious matter in
every nook of Paris. I believe that his ambi
tion to be a crack correspondent led him into
some now irregularities, causing him to frequent
the Cyprian gardens more than ever, and to
court the company of the wildest youths of the
Latin Quarter. But he hit his mark. He sent
home pages that made even proof-readers grin.
His aneedotes were quoted with generous pro
fusion by the country press. His fame as a
frivolous but amusing gossip flitted the rounds
of what was then the great republic. He even
filled all Milford with wonder and laughter,
more or less scandalized. For nearly two yeurs
the weekly letters went from the Latin Quarter
to Nassau Street, and sent back the quarterly
drafts from Nassau Street to the Latin Quarter.
After a while the American aristocracy in Paris
heard of him, and he got an invitation to tho
Consul's receptions, then to the Minister's recep
tions, and then to the Imperial halls, so that he
became acquainted with traveling millionaires
and statesmen from his own land, and walked
familiurly among hosts of noble people dazzling
with diamonds or august with decorations. You
may be sure he worked all these items into his
correspondence, dividing Milford into two fac
tions, of the admiring and the incredulous.
Meantime, remembering the advice of Stuart,
and acting upon it with that strong practical
sense which he carried into every thing but love

(and who carries it there ?), he was rapidly mas
tering his profession. You have possibly sus
pected before this that he was a fellow who
" could labor terribly," full of stubborn indus
try, of vim, of passion, with a brain like a steam-
engine—good works and plenty of boiler. He
obtained prizes ; he made a discovery or two ;
he was noticed at the examinations.
After two years of hard study he declared
himself fitted for practice, and bade farewell to
the Quartier Latin, not without a lost and lone
some feeling which showed that the heart within
him was yet tender, and could lovo a place if
not a person. He was somewhat thin and pale
now, chiefly with overwork, let us hope ; and
he resolved to recruit himself with a year or so
of lounging about the Continent, not caring to

go with colorless cheeks and sunken eyes before
the scornful beauty of Milford.

He had obtained permission from the office
of the Spectator to become a Traveling Corre
spondent. Tho letters of introduction which he
could now obtain in Paris enabled him to see
not only the physical wonders, but something
of the society of Spain, Switzerland, Germany,
and Italy. He returned from his tour flushed
with health, with elated pride, and with as much
happiness as his now hardened temper could ab
sorb. A new source of triumph had opened to
him in the publication of his first book, a copy
of which, together with three or four papers con
taining favorable notices, met him in Paris, for
warded there by his publisher —yes, his own pub
lisher. Before he started on his journey he had
sent Stuart a package of sketches depicting wild
and queer life nt Paris. At Vienna he received
the following letter in reply :

u I havo hooked a gudgeon for you. Ho couldn't resist
the pictures, and will publish a volume of the Correspond
ence, if I will select the best, which I will do immediately
In anticipation of your consent. It won't trouble roe. No
need of muoJl supervision ; it is very easy printing from
print. You will get twelve per cent, on the retail price,
which is the best that any body will do for a tyro."

And there was the wonderful volume. Aft
er Tom had read it through as though it were
perfectly new to him, and got the favorable
notices by heart, he felt that he was ready to
meet Miss Nellie Ryder.
We must take a brief glance at that interest
ing young lady. She was neither married, nor

engaged, nor in love, and she was as great an
admirer of literary men, especially travelers, as
ever. She had delighted in the letters of Nemo
months before she knew who was their author.
There were things in them which in her inno-
cenco she did not understand, and which know

ing married ladies only half-explained to her by
shaking their propriety-crowned noddles ; but
it is possible that the epistles interested her only
the more for that, inasmuch as from the days of
Eden until now the feminine soul has been hun
gry after forbidden mysteries. It gave her a start
of some curious emotion, inexplicable to her and
to myself also, when she read in one of tho New
Haven papers, "We learn that Nemo, the brill
iant Occasional Correspondent of the Aforning

Spectator, is Mr. Thomas Mallory of Milford.
Mr. Mallory graduated atWilliams College three
years ago, with high honors," etc., etc. Then
the book came out, heralded by magniloquent
advertisements, and followed by praise in high

places. Nellie saw it in a New Haven book
store, and gave up a love of a ribbon to buy it ;
excusing the folly to herself by saying that she
wanted to see how those absurd letters could be
illustrated. But she did not merely look at the
pictures ; she read, fragment by fragment, every
word of the well-remembered context ; she even
noticed the absence of some of her favorite pas
sages cut out by Stuart, and wns vexed at the
omission. A cross-sea of contending pain and
pleasure at Tom's glory rippled through her
spirit. It was agreeable to remember that sh*
had had this "brilliant" being at her feet ; but
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it was mortifying to reflect that he would prob
ably kneel there no more forever. She did not
want him, nor regret that she had refused him—

by no manner of means, Mr. Thomas Mallory ;
but sho got very curious to see him.

Tom Mallory reached New York ; shook hands
patronizingly with his publishers ; forced a sump
tuous dinner and magnificent thanks upon Stu
art ; swelled a little in the Club of Authors and
Artists ; and, thus fortified, came up to Mil-
ford.
Three years had passed since he left the place,
so that he was twenty-four years old now, an
unexampled maturity, and Miss Nellie Ryder
was nearly twenty-one, no doubt a ripe woman.
He felt sure, however, that Time had wrought
no such change in her as in him. He rejoiced,
he exulted in the thought that he had been able
to scar his sensibilities and blunt his conscience,
at least in these heart matters, with a thorough
ness which her opportunities had certainly not
allowed her to emulate. If either of them should
suffer when they came once more into daily con
tact it would not be him, thank the ! You
sec that he had not forgotten his unlucky love,
as men can and do forget, wondering how they
could have been such fools, and speaking of the
silly sorrow with humorous satisfaction as they
do of a by-gone sea-sickness or any other ludi
crous misery. He was yet in the sore state,
when the injury seems of consequence and well
worth a laborious vengeance.
He thought it best to wait three or four days
before he called on the Ryders. Nellie was not
astonished at his remissness, but a little mor
tified she certainly was, because it looked as
though he had forgotten his interest in her ; and
I understand that no woman likes to lose a once
subject heart, however little she may be willing
to give for the sake of keeping it. All the other
girls were at her with, " Have you seen Mr.
Mallory ? Isn't he splendid ! I think he is so
handsome and interesting; and then his man
ners are perfectly elegant. What! hasn't he
been to sec you ? Why, Nellie, you don't say !"
They met first at a party. She saw him walk
up and down the veranda for half an hour with
Mrs. Wooster, a gay young widow from New
Haven. Sho watched him out of the corners of
her handsome eyes while sho conversed success

ively with Mr. Bcasely the storekeeper, and Mr.
Fox the lawyer, and Mr. Gilmer the Yale "sen
ior," who was enjoying the honors of rustication
in Milford. Tom did not once look at her, nor
appear to be aware that there was a person in
the world besides Mrs. Wooster. He had learned
before his time the potent secret that, when a
man wants to become a favorite with the other
sex, he must seem to be entirely devoted to each
woman with whom he talks, regarding no other
feminine creature for the time being, and for
getting even his own case and pleasure and
vanity.
" It looks like a match already," thought Nel
lie; "how can she have bewitched him in such

a hurry ?" Half an hour afterward she believed
that he did not care a straw for the widow, and
was almost as much in love with herself as ever.
They blushed a little at first meeting, for the
old days would be remembered. For an instant
Tom adored her ; felt humiliated before her, and
burned with disappointed love and wounded
vanity; but the next instant changed him by
a mighty struggle into the uuruffled, wary, at
tentive, courteous young man of fine society.
"I have traveled with you, Mr. Nemo," she
said, after they had stumbled through their con
fused greeting. " I have read your letters."
"I am very much obliged to yon for telling
me so," answered Tom, smiling with such ap
parently earnest gratitude that she was flattered.-
" How you must have enjoyed yourself in
those magnificent court-balls!"
"I have enjoyed myself quite as much—more
—in our little parties here in Milford. I re
member thinking so at St. Cloud."
" Then you didn't forget us plain folks, even
in the presence of royalty? I am glad you are
such a true American. So many people come
home from Europe, pretending a disgust with
their country !M
" How could I forget? Yes, I was always on
the look-out for Milford people. I had a great
disappointment once. I thought I saw you in
the picture-gallery of the Louvre, and for a mo
ment I promised myself the pleasure of showing
you about the city. It was only a handsome
French lady."
"He has not got over it yet," inferred Nellie ;
" I must be careful how I seem to encourage
him."
She toned down the air of interest with which
she had talked hitherto, and quitted the subject
of Tom's feelings and personal adventures to in

quire coolly about the sights of Europe. He
perceived the change, and guessed the reason of
it. In the first pang of wounded self-love he
thought of standing on his dignity, of convers
ing as indifferently as herself, of gaping at the
other pretty girls present, and praising the clev
erness of Mrs. Wooster. But he quelled this
impulse of childish fretfulness, and continued to
be absorbed in Miss Nellie Ryder. For half an
hour he conversed calmly about the European
capitals, doing his best to be interesting, but
never failing to check himself if he saw her dis
posed to speak, and listening to her remarks
with nn air of cordial approbation. Ho was
anxious, too, lest she should be tired with stand
ing ; troubled lest she should take cold from the

open window behind her ; in short, full of those
little attentions and courteous cares which al

ways gratify women, at least in Milford.
"I can make him offer again if I ever wish
to," thought Nellie, as he resigned his place by
her side to the Rev. Mr. Dibble, the young bach
elor minister. Ten minutes afterward she was
astonished, and a trifle mortified, at seeing him

apparently fascinated by that little hoyden, Miss
Fannie Foster. His simple trick— the trick of
every clever flirt—a trick which she also knew
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how to play—deceived her when it came to be
practiced on herself. She could not keep her

eyes from following him occasionally. How
well he was dressed, how gracefully he walked,

what gentlemanly manners, what an intellectual

face, and what a distinguished mustache ! How
ridiculously conceited Fannie Foster was over
her success ! How eager were all the other
girls, every sly creature of them, to attract his
attentions ! How dull was the Rev. Mr. Dib
ble! She was almost disappointed that Tom

did not approach her again during the evening.
Take care, Nellie!
When he called on her the next day she had
recollected herself. Both tried to be easily
sociable, but neither succeeded very well, the
fact that they were tete-a-tctc being embarrassing.
After a few minutes Nellie noticed that Tom
bad a cool, steady way of watching her, as if he
were trying to look beneath the surface of her
expression and conversation. She felt very curi
ous to know his motives; but she could only
discover that there was a strange strength in the

gray eye once so timorous; an unflinching,
searching keenness which heated her check and
hurried her pulses.
The truth is

,

that he suspected her of being
far more artful than she was ; for he had felt
her superiority to him when she came back from

a city "finishing" at eighteen, and he was but a
country beau of twenty-one ; and now, although
the advantage of having seen the most " life"
was at last on his side, he still feared her and
wanted to gauge her powers. Partly to revenge
her embarrassment, and partly because she felt
just a little interested in the matter, she began
to tease him gayly about his attentions to Airs.
Wooster.
"I don't like widows ; I am afraid of them,"
said he. "They have run over a large range
of human feeling, and it makes them too clev
er, too self-possessed. They are an overmatch
for me."
"What! with all your experience of the
world, Mr. Nemo?"
" I have had very little experience of the real
world, the interior, the spiritual. I have seen
ruins and wonders, seen decorated coats and
rich gowns, and all that, but very little of the
hearts under them. You have had a chance to
study deeper than I. You have come very near
to people's souls here in Milford. I have been

a long way from them in Paris."
Nellie was gratified with the acknowledgment
of her superiority, and pleased also that he
should announce himself so helplessly inno
cent.
" Even you—not a widow, determined not to
risk being one, apparently —even you would be
an overmatch for me," he continued, emboldened

b
y her smile. " I don't seem to be quite safe
in your presence. I feci obliged to be constant

ly on my guard against you."
"You have no need of it," answered Nellie,
drawing back coolly, in fear that he was about
to reopen the old courtship.

Tom had expected this change in her manner,
but he was nevertheless angry at it. It stnng
anew that savage pride of his which for three
long years (and how long they are in youth!)
had kept him firm to the desire of punishing the
being who had filled him with humiliation — to
his nature no possible blessing, only a poison.
He was angry, but he crushed all expression of

it
,

for he had learned that terriblo secret, how to
bide his time.
"Oh, I don't charge you with intentions," he
laughed. "I charge you with power, and Pm
afraid you may use it unwittingly, damage me
without meaning it or knowing it. You wo
men are good skaters on this slippery surface,
human intercourse. We men are awkward
ones. There is a collision, accidental perhaps,
and you go smoothly on your course. But we
are on our backs seeing stars."
Nellie felt that he was mildly reproving her
for the past, and that she did indeed owe him
some atoning kindness. Her eyes unwittingly
filled with softness, and sho smiled as she an
swered :

" But you must forgive ns, since we mean no
harm. And you must learn to skate better."
"How can we? We have so many other
things to do. We must make money, manage
polities, build cathedrals, fight battles, and write
nonsensical letters from Europe. The world
of the affections is almost your only world ; and
so you study it closoly and know it thoroughly ;

and when we enter it we are at your mercy."
"And so it ought to be," said Nellie. "What
influence should we have over you if it were
different ? But let ns quit this philosophizing.
Did you see any cameos at Florence, any corals
at Naples? Pm just equal to those subjects,
you know."
Tom drew out a small morocco case and laid

it on the table open, exposing an exquisite
cameo. Nellie took it up, admired it
,

longed
for it

,

and then hastily replaced it as the thought
struck her that she might seem to be begging
for it.
"Will you do me the favor to accept it?" he
asked.
Once he would have stammered and blushed
in making such an offer, while Nellie would
have been self-possessed and grnceful. It is

rather a significant circumstance that now it

was she who colored and faltered, and he wbo
was at ease.
" I thank you—but I can not. I ought not
to tnke such a handsome present from you. I—
mamma would object. I really thank you very
much."
" I beg you won't refuse it. I have already
given one to Mrs. Wooster, and one to Fannie
Foster. They felt no hesitation."
" Mrs. Wooster is a widow, and Fannie Fos
ter is a—" She was about to say " hoyden,"
but charitably left the sentence unfinished. All
of a sudden her mind was quite clear on the
subject of the gift, and she declined it with a
firmness which was somewhat ceremonious in
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manner if not haughty. Was she jealously
vexed because he had given cameos to Mrs.

Wooster and Fannie Foster ? The flattery of
that supposition lulled the angry pain which her

refusal inflicted on the sensitive, resentful pride
of this unfortunately constituted young fellow.
Still as he thought over the interview on his
way homeward he concluded that he had gained
little by it

,
except that he had learned where

they stood with regard to each other. She no
longer despised him, and he no longer trembled
before her, which was a vast change for the bet
ter. But, on tho other hand, she had not been
crushed by his genteel dress, fine manners, trav

eled air, and literary reputation ; she had quiet

ly placed herself on her simple, womanly dig

nity, and he had not seemed to reach her there.

On the whole, it had been a worrying half hour
to him, not calculated to blunt his hard feeling
of vindictiveness.

I suppose that by this time you consider Tom

a thoroughly hateful and contemptible person.
His mother was not of that opinion, and yet she
knew him well and was a very sensible woman,
not much blinded by parental partiality. She
said that he was a better son than ever ; that
formerly he had often been disobedient, willful,
selfish, fretful, and loud ; but that now he was
thoughtful of her comfort, attentive to her wish
es, and gently spoken. It is perfectly true : he
had gained as well as lost by his life abroad ; he
had improved in manners as he had deteriorated
in heart. Perhaps his mother did not notice
that she no longer attempted to rule him as of
old, but had tacitly allowed him to become tho
head of the family, so that he found nothing at
homo to rouse his temper.
The summer and tho autnmn passed, adding
new rays to Tom's glory. A second volume of
his letters came out, exciting more attention
than the first. He "set up practice" as doc
tor, and by a successful operation of acknowl
edged difficulty obtained professional fame, so
that he was often sent for from the surrounding
townships. He became the pride of Milford
and its chief social favorite with men ns well as
with women. During all this the hard-tempered
youth never forgot his purpose with regard to
Nellie Ryder. He did not apparently seek her

society, but nevertheless he met her a surprising
number of times, and they rarely failed to have

a long talk of apparently a very interesting na
ture. '

An impudent story got about town that Nellie
Ryder and Fannie Foster were rivals for the good
graces of Tom Mallory. Nellie cried with rage
about it

,

but did not therefore check his visits.
" Hope you ain't busy," said Miss Nancy
Riggs, as she walked in upon Nellie one after
noon. " I'm come to have a long talk with yon."
"I've no doubt of it," smiled Nellie, who
could not endure the garrulous old creature.
"Wa'al, I am sociable, that's a fact," admit
ted Miss Nancy. "Is your mother to home?
Ain't, eh? Glad on't. Knew she wasn't.

I come to see yox specially, Ellen Ryder. I

think it's my dooty to warn you, kinder, against

that Doctor Mallory."
Nellie's eye grew anxious at once, and some-

! what vexed, although she still kept her lips at

their false work of smiling.
"They say he's git'n fond of you agin."
"Nonsense, Miss Nancy !" answered the girl,

her eyes becoming sweetly illuminated.

"Yes, he's certainly dreadful attentive ; and
I'm afeard he don't mean no good by it."
Nellie blushed crimson from chin to forehead,

I and choked so with indignation that she could

I not answer." Young folks don't git no good by livin'
among Roman Catholies an' French people, an'
keepin' such company as he tells about in them

j letters. I don't want to be uncharitable. I

wouldn't say a word aginst him only for your
sake. But I must say, an' I do say, that I con
sider him a bad young man. There ! I've done
my dooty."
Nellie trembled from head to foot with ex
citement. It is significant that she forgot the
implied insult to herself in her anger at tho
condemnation passed upon Tom Mallory.
" Thank you for nothing, Miss Riggs !" she
said. "I should like to know what right you
have to judge Mr. Mallory in this style. How
do you know he is a bad young man? I don't
believe it. I don't believe a word of it-— not a

word !"
"But look at them disgustin' letters," said
Miss Nancy, who had read every one of them,
but who now blazed up in the breeze of contra
diction. "You are a young girl, an' don't un
derstand all they mean. Look at the company
ho kep' in Paris ! Do you know what kind of
places them gardens be ?"
" No. I don't want to know. I don't care.
He went there as a literary man to study for
eign life. Besides, what is it to me ? Yon are
mistaken if yon think I see much of him."
(How the best of girls will fib about yonng men!)" There's nothing between us. He's an old beau
of mine ; but that's over long ago. Thank you
for nothing at all, Miss Riggs !"
"Wa'al, I only come for your good, Ellen
Ryder. I thought you needed warnin', an' now
I'm sure of it."
" I believe I can take care of mvself, Miss
Riggs."
"Yes, I know you do, Ellen Ryder; an'
that's just the reason why I come to talk to you.
Pride gocth before destruction, and a haughty

spirit before a fall. Or, as Mr. Dibble says,
self-confidence is ruin."
"Then look out for yourself, Miss Nancy."
"Well, if I ain't astonished, Ellon Ryder!

I thought yon was a sweet-tempered, amiable
girl ; an' here you be as tart ns if you had been
married forty year. I never see such a tem
per!"
" Miss Nancy, you insulted me. You hinted
that Mr. Mallory could do me some harm."
"And it's true. I know it now, if I never
knowed it afore. Well, well; this is what
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folks git for bein' charitable ! this is the way
Christian kindness is rewarded ! Good-mornin',
Miss Ellen Ryder!"
Is it a shame that a girl as innocent as Nellie
should defend the character, and actually be

lieve in the purity of a dissolute Tom Mallory ?
Don't blame me for it. My business as an author
is simply to tell the truth concerning humanity.
Such things do happen, and often, notwith

standing the opposition of Miss Nancy Riggs
and other virtuously-severe people. You will
please to observe, by-the-way, that Miss Nancy
had nothing to allege against Doctor Mallory's
walk and conversation in Milford ; and it is a
suggestive fact that he had become quite virtu
ous under the influence of that New England
society which, while in Paris, he pretended to
despise for its hypocrisy. It leads one to sus
pect that his contempt was altogether unde
served. Meanwhile he also had his counselors
and catechisors.
"What do you talk about so much with Nel
lie Ryder?" smiled his mother.
" Do I talk with her much ? Well, she is very
fond of hearing about balls and royalties, and
such things."
" Why don't you marry her, Tom ?"
"You know I tried that, mother. You know
how I came out. I don't want any more self-
contempt."
" Nellie wouldn't make the same answer
now."
"Mrs. Mallory, are you aware that you are
my mother, and that parents are sometimes par
tial to their children ?"
" Tom, I was a girl before I was a mother. I
can understand girls. I^mderstand Nellie Ry
der. If you want her you can have her."
"Don't want her, mother."
Mrs. Mallory did not fully believe this posi
tive assertion of her offspring, being perhaps
over -sharp in these love - matters, as women
sometimes are.
Longer and longer grew the interviews be
tween the two young people ; not sociable and

gay now, as they were when Tom first returned
to Milford, but broken by many silences, em
barrassing if not Distressing. Little by little
Tom had brought up the old subject of his re

jection. At first he did not speak of it long at
a time or plainly, but only alluded to it as some
thing which dissociated their interests forever.
He showed no anger ; he uttered no reproaches I
or bemoanings; he seemed simply indifferent,
yet unforgetting. The topic was painful to
Nellie, and it grew daily more so, yet also more
interesting ; while, as for Tom, it was no new
tyrant over his thoughts, but one which had long
held stern dominion. More and more com- I

pletely it monopolized their intercourse, until it
appeared as if nothing brought them together j
but the remembrance of their eternal separation.
After a while it was observable that during
these long conversations Nellie's cheeks became
flushed, her eyes nervously bright, her breath
feverish, and that after Tom left her she was

apt to sink into fits of absent-minded silence.
Later still, she used to lock herself up in her
own room and cry by the hour together ; not by
any means for the mere luxury of the sensation.
Why would he cling so sullenly to that idea that
the past necessarily determined the future? Why
would he not understand, without being told, that
a woman may change her mind, and will at least
be grateful for a decent opportunity of confessing
it? Perhaps he supposed that she liked him
now, and was trying to punish her for the old re
fusal. Her pride rose at this thought, but not
much, for it was not what it had been ; and be
sides, she remembered with compunction how

she had formerly humiliated him. Was it indel
icate in a girl to care so much for a man when
she did not feel suro that he cared for her?
Please excuse her. She did her best to uproot
her emotiolf and, when that was hopeless, to

conceal it. There were times also when some

thing in Tom's manner— intentional on his part,
I am afraid—deceived her temporarily into the
belief that she was as dear to him as long ago.
I do not condemn her; I pity and admire her.

You see that I have stated in a sufficiently
blundering way the awkward fact that Nellie

Ryder had fallen in love with the once unde-
sired Tom Mallory. Why was it ? Well, he
had become distinguished j he was well-dressed
and elegant and intellectual ; he was sought
after in society and known in the world. Wo
men naturally adore notability, says my bache

lor friend ; they have an instinctive preference
for men who don't play second fiddle.
Tom's desired revenge had come at last ; but
how could he enjoy it if he did not know it?
Indeed, he had not yet been able to decide what
he wanted to do when he should find that he

had Nellie's heart in his power and could make
it bleed at his cruel pleasure. Let us not waste
our time in wandering through his wild, vague,
changeful, contradictory reveries, sometimes
gentle and compassionate, and sometimes so

wicked that he was ashamed to meet his own

eyes in the glass, but for the most part simply
perplexed and sullen. Let us at once see how
he discovered his secret, and what revenge ho

found in the inspiration of triumph.
One January day ho received a summons to
call on Mr. Ryder, who was suffering with the
rheumatism ; and as the distance was not great
he set out on foot, chiefly intent upon the thought
that he should have a talk with Nellie. For a
time he scarcely noticed the weather, although
it was the most inclement of New England win-

triness. The fine flakes of a settled snow-storm
were falling as well as they might through a
raw and fitful gale, sometimes driving horizon

tally before a sudden gust, then descending in
vertical showers during the succeeding lull, with
here and there a few hundred flakes sailing up
ward and about on some tiny whirlwind. The
branches of the bare trees, the tops of the fences,
the mouldings of the village windows were all
capped with white, rounded frills, deepening in
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every secure corner. On the roofs the snow

lay in drifts, the windward elopes being mostly
swept bare, while to leeward of the ridge-boards
and the chimneys it had gathered as the storm
would let it

,

showing delicate long sweeps and
beautiful curves, out of which rose continually
little mad spirals, staying only for a moment,
and then rushing away like a vapor before the
driving wind. The sky was a uniform dull,
pearly glare, shaded into snowy mistiness all
around the horizon, and exhibiting, as yon look
ed up at the zenith, iunumerable specks of dark
ash color falling deliberately, ceaselessly, like
the days of an eternity. In the fields the heads
of the little knolls were bald, merely powdered
with whiteness, through which appeared the
frozen, yellowish stalks of last autumn's grasses.
Under shelter of these knolls and of the fences
were numberless drifts, various intize, but cu
riously uniform in feature, the greater propor
tion being delicately smoothed and rounded, a

l
though the windward slope was always the lon
gest; while others terminated at the top in a
clearly defmed crest, often combing over like a
breaking wave —but all alike haunted by a rest
less ghost made up of whirling flakes. Sud
denly Tom remembered that it was on just such
a winter's day as this that ho had been refused
by Nellie Ryder. The reminiscence brought up
tender feelings mingled with bitter ones.
When he came out of the invalid's room Nel
lie followed him into the hall.
" My father is not going to be sick?" she in
quired.
" Oh no ; of course not. It is a mere lame
ness, which will probably go off when the storm
does."
"It is horribly cold," she added. "Won't
you come into the sitting-room and get warm
before you go out again ?"
Forgetting her father's rheumatism she was

actually glad of the furious tempest because it

gave excuse for that invitation. Tom accepted

it in silence and took a seat by the fire. The
two were never willingly apart of late, and yet
they were very unhappy together.
"This day reminds me of another," he said,
looking at her with a bitter smile.
She made no answer, for she also remem
bered.
" Really, the nature of a thing depends pretty
much on the nature of him who sees it," he re
marked. " That storm seemed dreary and hor
rible to me ; this one is enlivening, exciting."
Nellie flinched, for the storm of to-day was
beating upon her very heart, while the recollec
tion of the other was cheerful.
" Nellie, I have never thanked you for one
thing," he said, changing his tone to mocking
gayety. "I believe you did a good deal to fit
me for my profession. I can study suffering
more firmly and coolly becauso I once suffered
myself. "

"I thought trouble softened the heart," she
answered, timidly.
"Very likely ; but not the head," he laughed.

" Why do you keep bringing up this subject ?"
she asked, stung by his merriment. "You
know that / don't desire to speak of it."
" You surprise me, Nellie. Why should you
forbid it now after having allowed it for months
past. Can't a man, if he wishes, enjoy the priv
ilege of talking about the time when he made
himself wretched and ridiculous ? Is it conced
ing too much to my vanity ?"
"You ought not to linger over a past which
you say is so painful. Your future is bright
enough ; and you ought to live for that."
" So I do. I smile with delight at the thought
that I may yet admire yon as the well-chosen
partner of our excellent young pastor, the Rev
erend Mr. Dibble."
"You will have no such pleasure, Sir," re
plied Nellie, with imprudent excitement.
"What ! Is it possible ? Can it be that the
Reverend Mr. Dibble indulges a mistaken hope?"
"Send him to ask, and then get him to tell
you the result if you can," she said, endeavoring
to laugh in order to hide a tell-tale quivering of
the mouth.
" Oh, ho wouldn't tell it ; not for three years,
at least. Then he would become a philosopher,
as I am, and uncork his bitter experience to find

it grown sweet by age."
"Perhaps he would," muttered Nellie, too
much perturbed to think of a remark to the

purpose.
" Tell me, Nellie —you can tell it to me now,
for the thing is no longer important —does a
good girl— a girl like yourself, for instance— re
joice in the humiliation of a man whom she re
fuses ?"
"No, Tom—never ["" And you never exulted over me in the days
when I suffered and deserved to suffer?"
"No, Tom."
"No— I don't suppose yon did. I really be
lieve, too, that the subject is not pleasant to

yon."
"Then why do you harp on it?" exclaimed
Nellie, feeling that she should cry if she did not
try to be angry. "Why do you reproach me
and torment me in this underhanded way ? If
you can't wish me to be happy, why can't you

stay away from me?"
As soon as she had spoken she perceived how
she had forgotten her self-respect nnd betrayed
her heart. Covering her face with her hands,

she burst into tears of shame and wretchedness.

Tom remained astonished a moment; then he

rose suddenly and advanced to her.
" Is it possible, Nellie," he said, "that /can

cause you such unhappiness?"
Another instant of tumultuous, exultant re
flection, or rather feeling, and he felt that he

had before him his long-sought opportunity of

vengeance.
" Oh, God bless you for owning it!" he ex
claimed. " I never could have bent my pride
to you without it."
Her hands dropped trembling into her lap,
and she looked up through her tears in wonder.
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He leaned over her; he took both her hands
in his and kissed them ; his tears fell apon her

cheeks.
" Oh, my dear little girl," he whispered, "I
know now that I have loved you all this long
wretched time !"
A tumultuous flood of 'love and joy poured
through his whole soul, sweeping out of it

,

at

least for the present, every wreck of evil passion
and habit. Was the blessed transformation as
real, as profound, as lasting in its nature as it

was sudden ? Could the pure, affectionate, sens

itive girl safely trust him with her future? I

don't know. I have nothing to do with that.

I describe such women and men as actually live
in the world without guaranteeing the wisdom

of all their conduct. Certain it is that she did
trust him, with the whole-souled, innocent sim

plicity of love. This much, too, I will add, that
when I last heard of her she was proud of her
husband and happy, while he had already out

lived the suspicions of the grave people of Mil-
ford, i

ANAESTHESIA.
" T HAD a call from Dr. Morton this morning,"

JL said our Principal ; " he'll be here at chap

e
l

exercises to-morrow and will address the
school."
" And who is Dr. Morton ?" I asked.

I trust Dr. Morton will pardon my ignorance.
Let it be remembered in extenuation of that ig

norance that, when Dr. Morton began his ex
periments in Anaesthesia, I was a baby in long
dresses ; that the greater portion of my days,
since I have been capable of taking such a sub
ject into my mind, has been spent in the con
ning of Davies's course of Mathematies, Fas-
quelle's French books, and Anthon's Latin
series. Let it be remembered, furthermore,

Jhat I am not a physician, neither a scientific
man—only a woman. Now if I had ever had

a tooth extracted, a tnmor removed, or an arm

amputated — if I had ever been indebted to
Anaesthesia for salvation from suffering other
wise inevitable, there would have been no need,

I am sure, for me to inquire "Who is Dr. Mor
ton ?" But having had in my lifetime no more
formidable dental instrument in mymouth than
some gentle finger and thumb to remove my up
rooted baby-teeth, having never seen a surgeon's
knife, and having suffered no more serious oper
ation than tho removal with the familiar needle
of a splinter from an uleerated thumb, I was ig

norant, and I did inquire "Who is Dr. Mor
ton ?"
" Dr. Morton is one of the Peace Commis
sioners from Jeff Davis," replied our Principal,
facetiously, supposing my ignorance feigned.
"Tell me who ho is

,

for really I do not
know."
"Do not know! I'm astonished. You ought

to know — every body ought to know. He is

the man who first introduced ether as an anaes
thetic."

Thoroughly ashamed by this time of my ig

norance, I finished my coffee in silence.
The following morning, though a great pile
of uncorrected school-girl's compositions lay on
my writing-desk, I went to chapel to see and
hear thelnan whom every body ought to know.
On the stage, by the side of the Principal, was
seated a man with a thoughtful, perhaps sad,
fuce and an intelligent blue eye. My curiosity
and interest were aroused : I was faco to face
with a man to whom the suffering every where
are indebted, and whose name has been for a

quarter of a century ringing in two hemispheres,
albeit I had not remembered it. Before me sat

a discoverer, one of that class to which Colum
bus, and Harvey, and Jenner belonged. I look
ed at his head—well formed, his brow broad,
thoughtful. Then I talked with myself: "I
wonder if his discovery was made by accident,
or was it the result of research, thought, and
reasoning. He must be a wealthy man ; such

a gift to the world should eurich the giver as it

doubtless has. I presume Congress has appro
priated something handsome—ah ! now I re
member something about Dr. Morton, concern
ing his application to Congress after the battle
of the Wilderness for—"

Here Dr. Morton was introduced by the Prin
cipal. For fifty minutes he chained my atten
tion. It was not his polished style that did the
work, for Dr. Morton was not at all times fluent,
hesitating, occasionally, for a word, which, how

ever, when secured was forcible. It was the
eloquence of truth ; it was the story of a dis
coverer, agitated by hopes and fears, trembling
but resolute, groping his way into a mysterious,
unexplored country ; the story of victory, of dis
appointments, of persecutions, told with simple
pathos by the man who had seen and felt it all.
Dr. Morton sketched briefly and modestly the
history of his great discovery, dwelling no lon
ger than was imperative upon the opposition and
difficulties against which he was forced to make
his way in the introduction of ether, that Angel
of Mercy, which has brought to the discoverer
alone of all the world— to use his thought—suf
fering instead of comfort. I wish I could re
produce his remarks as I heard them that morn
ing, glowing with feeling. So engaged did I

become with his theme that I procured some
documents relating to the discovery of ether;
among others " The Trials of a Public Bene
factor," by Nathan P. Rice, M.D., and the re
port of the Congressional Committee on Mili
tary Affairs and Militia of 1863, to whom was
referred Dr. Morton's petition, asking compen
sation for the discovery and gift to mankind of

a practical anaesthetic. I have spent weeks in
the examination of these and other documents
relating to Dr. Morton's discovery with an in
terest which few novels have awakened in my
mind. Amidst such a mass of interesting ma
terial it is difficult to make a selection for a
Magazine article. How, in such a space, can
there be presented a photograph of a subject
about which volumes have been written ?
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In the year 1844, while a student of the Mas
sachusetts Medical Hospital, Dr. Morton heard,
among other lecturers of the Institution, the
eminent surgeon Dr. John C. Warren allude to
the means of preventing pain. Trials were
made with all the agents calculated fb accom
plish that end ; opiates and stimulants were
given freely; and experiments were made with
animal magnetism and nitrous oxyd or laugh
ing gas, and he personally assisted in demon
strating the utility of these agents before the
class of which he was a member. In the same
year Dr. Morton heard a lecture on Cerebral
Stimulants, embracing ether, from a professor
of the college. Among tho medicinal uses of
this substance was mentioned its relief of tooth
ache. This being germane to his profession—
that of a dentist—it found a secure lodging in
his mind.
Having a patient a short time after this who
was suffering excessively from a tooth, Dr. Mor
ton applied ether to the sensitive cavity, scaling
it up, as it is exceedingly volatile, with wax,
repeating the application once an hour during
the day. On introducing the instrument in
search of a sensitive portion of the bone the
patient exclaimed : " Doctor, I neither feel tho
instrument in the tooth nor your hand on my
face, though I plainly see it in the looking-glass."
The idea seized him "like a grasp of steel," to
use his own words, that if the influence of ether
could be diffused over the system, the pain of
surgical operations might be relieved. But
how was this to be accomplished ? It was ob
viously impossible to immerse the whole body
in ether as he had tho tooth.
From that day Morton began an industrious
examination of the character of ether. He read
every thing on the subject within his reach.
Each bit of information on this absorbing theme
was hoarded with a miser's core. He found that
ether was ranked as a poison ; that Sir Benja
min Brodie had given it to guinea-pigs, and it
had killed them ; that a jar containing ether
having been broken in an apothecary's shop, a
maid-servant had died from inhaling the vapor;
that medical professors, both in America and

Europe, bad prohibited the students taking it
even for amusement. Morton administered ether
to animals and found that it did produce death.
From medical text-books he learned that ether
may be taken, if diluted with atmospheric air,
to relieve the accidental inhalation of chlorine
gas, and in several specified diseases ; that when
inhaled it causes a succession of effects analo
gous to those produced by laughing gas ; that
stupefaction generally ensues, while apoplectic
conditions are sometimes induced. Hero was
defmite and important information : ether in
small quantities could be inhaled with safety,
but not without discomfort. Morton imme

diately commenced a course of gradual experi
ments with the view of testing the question of
the degree of danger attending the inhalation
of ether, and of the amount of the vapor which
could be safely taken into the lungs. His first

experiment was to place ether, with several nar
coties, as morphine, opium, etc., in a retort sur
rounded with a hot towel. Then cautiously,
with an anxious, beating heart he inhaled the
vapor, little by little. The result was severe
headache, accompanied by a numbuess which
increased as the inhalation progressed.
In the spring of 1846 a student in Morton's
laboratory informed him that he had frequently
inhaled pure unmixed ether, without experienc
ing any injurious effects from its use. Shortly
after this information Morton, desiring to ascer
tain all that was to be known concerning the
character of other, consulted a druggist and
chemist of Boston, who mentioned several cases
which had come under his observation of persons
who had taken ether for its exhilarating effects ;
among ojhers, he spoke of a man who, being ren
dered wild by its inhalation, had severely injured
his head, who yet knew nothing of the injury,
when restored to consciousness, until his atten
tion was called to it. It was the general impres
sion that, when taken in large quantities, its ef
fects would be dangerous and lasting, if not fatal.
Advanced on his way by this information,
Morton made several experiments on animals.
Among tho most satisfactory was one in which
a water-spaniel was the subject. The head of
the animal was held over cotton, saturated with
pure ether, until the dog sank to the floor as
dead, and for two or three minutes remained in
sensible to kicks and pinches. A slit was taken
from his ear without evoking any signs of pain.
Yet in three minutes tho dog was bounding upon
his master with all his former life. Now, for
the first time, Morton communicated his hopes
and faith to his brother-in-law, Francis Whit
man ; to Dr. Hayden, his assistant; and to his
legal adviser, R. H. Dana, Jun. This was in
June 1846.
In the first real verification on man of Mor
ton's theory he was at once the operator and tha,
subject. His description of this experiment,
contained in his memoir to the Academy of Arts
nnd Sciences at Paris, which was presented to
that Association by M. Arago, is in the following
language :

rtTaking the tube and flask, and seating myself in the
operating-chair, I commenced inhaling. I found the ether
so strong that it partially suffocated me, but produced no
decided effect I then saturated my handkerchief, and
inhaled it from that I looked at ray watch, and soonlost
consciousness. As I recovered, I felt a numbne&s in my
limbs, with a sensation like nightmare, and 1 would have

given tho world for aomeone to come and arouse me. I
thought for a moment I should die in that state, and tho
world would only pity or ridicule my folly. At length I
felt a slight tingling of tho blood in the end of my third

finger, and made an effort to touch it with my thumb, bnt

i without success. At a secondeffort I touched it, but there
seemed to bo no sensation. I gradually raised my arm and
j pinched my thigh, but I could perceive that sensation was
imperfect. I attempted to rise from my chair, but fell
I back. Gradually I regained power over my limbs, and
full consciousness. I immediately looked at my watch,
and found that I had been insensible between seven and
eight minutes. Delighted with the successof my experi

ment, I immediately announced the result to persons em
ployed iu my establishment and waited impatiently for

some one upon whom I could make a full r trial."
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Toward the evening of the same day Dr. Mor
ton heard a timid ring of his office door-bell —
" such a ring," said hej in addressing our school,
"as one of you girls would give as you stood
with a throbbing tooth before a dentist's door,
with his horrible instruments gleaming before

your mental vision." The visitor proved to be a
man, with muffled head, who was suffering great

pain from a tooth which he wished to have ex
tracted. Shrinking from the operation, he in
quired anxiously of Dr. Morton if he could mes
merize. " I didn't exactly tell him that I could,
neither did I say that I could not," said Dr. Mor
ton ; "for I was very anxious for a patient."
Dr. Morton saturated his handkerchief with pure
ether, and gave it to his patient, asking him to
breathe upon it. Unquestioning as a child the
latter obeyed, and almost immediately became
unconscious, when, while Hayden held the lamp,
Morton extracted a firmly-rooted bicuspid tooth.
As it came out the patient turned us white as a
sheet of paper, and slid from the chair to the
floor. "I never saw a body with breath in it
look more like a corpse," is Morton's account.
Seconds seemed ages while his patient lay there
as in the embrace of death. A fearful dread
seized his heart lest he might hare sent that soul
into eternity. With trembling hands, while the
perspiration stood in great drops on his brow,
Morton seized his patient by the collar, raised
him at arm's-length, where he hung for a mo
ment as straight as a fish, when, losing his hold,
the patient dropped into the chair with a bound
which inflated his lungs, and started the circula
tion ; the color returned to his face, and imme
diately he shouted " Glory !" He proved to be
a good Methodist. "And I wanted to cry
' Glory hallelujah' with him," said Dr. Morton ;
" there was not a dry thread on me, I had been
so thoroughly frightened, supposing he was
dead." The date of this operation was Septem
ber, 1846.

From the very dawn of science it had been
the earnest desire of the medical profession to
perform operations without pain. And this
desideratum the most eminent surgeons were
despairing of attaining. Wrote Velpeau in
1839 : "To avoid pain in surgical operations is
a chimera which it is not allowable to pursue at
the present day. The cutting instrument and
pain in operative surgery are two things which
never present themselves singly in the mind of
the patient ; and it becomes necessary for sur
geons to admit the association." Sir Benjamin j
Brodio, in a lecture at St. George's Hospital as
late as October, 1846, said : " There is no greater
desideratum in surgery and medicine than the
means of allaying bodily pain." Ho then pro
ceeds to express a doubt whether that would
ever be found. It is a singular coincidence
that Dr. Morton, having discovered this desid
eratum, demonstrated its efficacy within the
twenty-four hours preceding the delivery of this
lecture.
" He," says Sydney Smith, " is not the in
ventor or discoverer who first says a thing, but

'

he who says it so long, lond, and clearly that he
compels mankind to hear him." Morton was
about to demonstrate that he was possessed of
the courage and persistence which Sydney Smith
indicates as indispensable characteristics of the
discoverer. A man less brave would have hesi
tated to prosecute the subject. Many philoso
phers and inquirers have brought their investiga
tions to a point as advanced as that which Mor
ton had attained, and, even when no risk was
apparent in prosecuting the subjects, have aban
doned them to perish as uuripe fruit.
A timid man in Morton's place would have
hesitated to proceed against the risks involved.
" This man," he would have argued, " came out
of that death-like state ; will the next one ? Is
it safe, on this isolated case, to erect a general
theory? And if a man should die under my
hand, with all the published facts regarding the
nature of ether against me, I should bo con
victed of manslaughter." The thought was
enough to make a man shrug his shoulders.
But Morton did not hesitate a moment at
this point. "All the world will be interested
and will rojoico with me, and the medical pro
fession will be eager to welcome this new means
of helping and perfecting the healing art," he
reasoned. He was filled with the enthusiasm
of tho poet. At an early hour the following
morning, after an exciting night, he called upon
his patient, Mr. Frost, and found him whistling
merrily, and engaged in cracker-making, which
proved to be his business. "That's a capital
way you've got of pulling out teeth, Doctor," he
said. "I shall send all my friends to you."
After a consultation with his friend and as
sistant, Hayden, Morton decided that some im

pressive experiments in the presence of witnesses
and at the hands of surgeons should be made of
the effects of ether. He decided upon the Massa
chusetts General Hospital as the place where,
with the permission of its distinguished corps of

surgeons, ho would make his first public experi
ment in Anaesthesia. He therefore applied to
Dr. Warren, the senior surgeon, then in charge
of the hospital. Morton laid the whole matter
before that eminent surgeon, and though he
failed to get any definite assurance that he
should be allowed the opportunity of trying his
agent on hospital patients, he did not leave with
out hope.
Though many successful experiments were
performed within the next fortnight it was four-

( teen days before Dr. 'Warren directed the house

I surgeon to inform Morton
that he would be per

mitted to try his discovery upon a patient at
the hospital on the following Friday at ten
o'clock.
As tho time drew near for this tost experi
ment the discoverer grew painfully anxious," hardly eating or sleeping," says a witness, lest
something should occur to render it unsuccess
ful. He had witnessed phenomena in different
patients, which though they excite no anxiety
whatever at the present day, when tho effects
of ether are familiar and understood, would, if
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they should occur upon the hospital patient, lead
the surgeons to interfere nnd remove the patient
from his hands. Night and day before the ex
periment was to be made Morton devoted him
self to an earnest investigation of the subject,
to improvements in his apparatus for adminis

tering ether, informing himself as to antidotes
in case of unhappy results.
The day and hour at length arrived. Morton,
flom a delay in the completing of some modifi
cation of his apparatus for inhaling the agent,
was unavoidably behind the appointment by ten
or fifteen minutes. Dr. Warren, having waited
this length of time, then rose and said, "As
Dr. Morton has not arrived I presume be has
some other engagement."
The crowd laughed, and Warren was prepar
ing to proceed with the operation ; he raised his
knife, the door opened, and Morton, the expect
ed experimenter, appeared. Being especially
anxious concerning his patient, his first glance
was to assure himself that he was to have a fair
subject. Then he looked around upon the crowd
ed amphitheatre. Instead of a staff of surgeons,
nnd a few students and medical men, who, he
had supposed, might be present, he found spec
tators from every profession. And amidst that
sea of faces he saw not one which was sympa
thizing. Blank incredulity, or, at the best,
curiosity alone was to be seen. The focus of
so many expectant eyes, trembling for the suc
cess of his experiment, knowing that in the event
of its failure shame and hisses awaited him, for
a moment he was confused almost to dizziness.
He was aroused by Warren's abrupt " Well,
Sir! your patient is ready." With a beating
heart ho commenced the administration of ether.
Morton knew, absorbed as ho was, that every
sound among his spectators had gradually ceased,
and that they were regarding him and the pa
tient on the table with breathless interest. When,
at the end of five minutes, the patient being qui
etly sleeping, he turned to announce the fact to
the operating surgeon, he found curiosity and

incredulity replaced in the faces of his specta
tors by astonishment ond deepening interest.
Warren brought his knife up carefully, as though
afraid of frightening his patient. Useless pre
caution ! That form lying on that table of hor
ror was as unconscious as the dead. There
was the plunge of the knife and the crimson
tide, the waiting assistants with cords ready to

pinion the struggling, frantic victim, the list
ening cars, the shrinking hearts of the crowd,
dreading the shrieks as the relentless knife should
do its work. But there came not a sound of
pain ; there was not a movement of the placid
features or the composed limbs.
It seemed to Morton's impatient heart that
the surgeon worked with wonderful delibera
tion, and that the operation would never be fin
ished. But it did come to an end ; the patient
gradually regained his consciousness, and testi
fied that he had felt no pain.
"This was a proud moment," says Dr. Rice,
" for the hitherto unnoticed dentist— the medic

al student, previously undistinguished from any
of his fellows. Now was the practicability of
what he had imagined fully and satisfactorily
proved to the world ; and as he stood there at
that moment, his breast swelling with the hon
est pride of success, and his brain giddy with
reaction from the first excitement, he formed
the cynosure of the eyes of men of all ages and
conditions, completely forgetful of self in the
excitement of the moment. In the front were
grave and dignified men, who, for a better view,
had absolutely placed themselves upon their
knees on the board floor. On the rows of bench
es above were mixed students and men of sci
ence attracted thither by the novelty of the an
nouncement, grouped in every imaginable po
sition, all anxious and breathless as they had
been while watching that small group in the
centre of the room. Soon, however, the spell
was broken, and crowding around him, they of
fered him their congratulations and besieged
him with questions."
This first public demonstration of the anaes-
thetic power of ether was made on the 16th day
of October, 1846. This experiment was im
mediately followed by others with entire suc
cess. Many of the operations were of a most
interesting nature. I shall be excused for in
troducing the following: "A patient had been
committed to the hospital with paralysis of the
lower extremities. It was decided to apply the
actual cautery ; a dozen irons, heated to a white
heat, were in readiness. The patient was thrown
into an anaesthetic state, and the heated irons,
one after the other, were drawn up and down
his back in a zigzag motion, with the smoke ris
ing, and the skin crisping and cracking like a

burning shingle ; and when they had been ap
plied nothing but a powdered mass, which was
brushed from the back with the hand, was left
of the skin. The patient indicated no suffer
ing, and testified, when he had come out of his
anaesthetic state, that his sensations had been
those of unmixed delight."
It has been justly said that the first attitude
of the world toward a great discovery is incre

dulity and then hostility. This was exempli
fied in the reception by the medical faculty,
and by medical and scientific journals, of the

announcement of Morton's discovery. Many
of the journals allowed weeks to elapse before

any notice was given on the subject. Then it
was noticed only to be denounced as

" a hum
bug," "a will-o'-the-wisp," "the last special
wonder," a something " which would soon de
scend to tho bottom »f that great abyss which
had engulfed so many of its predecessor novel-
ties." "We should not consider it entitled to
the least notice," said a leading medical peri
odical of Philadelphia ; " but we perceive by a
Boston journal that prominent members of tho
profession have been caught in its meshes." In
Paris the announcement of the discovery was
received with almost indifference. Velpeau,
Roux, Magendie, and others politely declined

using the discovery. The councils of Zurich
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prohibited the use of other. In November,
1847, more than a year after the discovery, it
had not been tried at all in the Pennsylvania

Hospital, one of the largest on the continent;
and daring that year it is known that several

different sermons were preached against the nso

of ether. "Pain," argned the divines, "was
the natural and intended curse of the primal
sin ; therefore any attempt to do away with it
must be wrong." The opposition of others was
based upon the ground that pain is salutary.
An eminent physiologist expressed a doubt
whether there was a true advantage in sup
pressing pain. "It is a trivial matter," ar
gued this Stoie, "to suffer; and a discovery
whose object is the prevention of pain is of
slight interest." One could almost wish to see
such a man on the surgeon's table.
Letters came pouring in upon Doctor Mor
ton from all parts of the civilized world, many
reproaching him with having announced the
claims of a humbug. The Parisian academi
cians charged him with having prematurely pub
lished his discovery. " He was besieged," says
a witness, "by professional gentlemen, who con
sumed his time by speculative doubts, question
ing the accuracy of his experiments, and repeat
ing the complaints of his antagonists." And
the new agent might be used for nefarious pur

poses, it was objected. The habit had sprung
up of using ether like opium for purposes of
exhilaration and intoxication. Burglars were
using it

,

etc., etc. Accidents, moreover, result
ed from the nse of ether in unskillful hands.
Objections were urged so perfectly shallow that,
but for the fact that every body seemed eager
to hurl a stone at the struggling discovery, they
would have been puffed away by the breath of
public contempt.
A most formidable opposition met the discov
erer from his own profession. A meeting of
Boston dentists was called, and a committee
of twelve appointed to make a formal protest
against anaesthesia. This organized opposition
made an appeal to the public through the news

papers, which carried with it great weight, par
ticularly as it professed to give a large number
of instances in which experiments had fuiled or
produced unfortunate results. Some affecting
instances were cited in which young ladies, hav
ing inhaled ether, left Dr. Morton's office delir
ious, in which state they remained for days,
with bleeding at the lungs, melancholy, etc.
Prosecutions were threatened for administer
ing ether. A boy, who had inhaled ether, swal
lowed some blood from his bleeding gum, whence
a tooth had been removed. Vomiting it up on
his return home, his physician was called, who,
detecting the odor of ether, and knowing that

it was ranked among the poisons, pronounced
the boy poisoned. Rushing off, he entered a

complaint against Morton. With this claim
ants for damages for injury to health started up
in all directions, and lawyers' letters came pour
ing in upon him, threatening exposure and pros
ecution in case the claims were not settled.
Vor.. XXXI.— No. 184.—}\n

The opposition and persecution which met
Dr. Morton at every turn and in every shape
would have discouraged an ordinary man. He
saw that he must fight or his discovery would
be strangled in its infancy. Almost unaided
ho entered upon the contest. He determined
to appeal from physicians to patients, from the
profession to the public. But the public must
be informed.
By a Congressional report before me it ap
pears that Morton had private resources upon
which he determined to draw, in order to settle
the struggle for the life of anaesthesia in the most
expeditious manner possible. He procured sev
eral young physicians at a thousand dollars

apiece, whom he instructed in the proper mode
of administering ether, and sent them forth,
armed with this new agent, and the apparatus
which was then thought necessary for its ad
ministration, to all parts of the United States,
and to London, Paris, and St. Petersburg. He
enlarged, at a heavy expense, his apartments,
and converted the whole into a hospital, where

operations, as he announced to the publie, would
be performed free, nothing being asked of the
patients except their certificates, with the right
to use them publicly. He expended several
thousand dollars for the manufacture of pure
ether. He offered to supply this to the wound
ed in the Mexican war for one cent per patient,
but the offer was declined by the Government
at Washington.
Wherever these drilled, carefully-instructed
agents of Morton approached hospital surgeons
their reception was the same. The inhalation
of ether was dangerous, they said ; the state

produced was asphyxia— a partial arrest of the
vital process —and they would not encourage
their patients to walk along this solemn path,
to make this descent into "the valley of the
shadow of death," with the possibility that they
might be unable to return.
Morton then offered to take his patients from
Boston, transport them to the hospitals of other

cities, and try the experiments there. This
proposition being accepted, he procured a num
ber of patients for fifty or a hundred dollars per
head to go with him to these cities and have
bad teeth extracted. After fighting objections
and delays of various characters from surgeons
and patients, the indomitable doctor succeeded
in performing a series of experiments which the

surgeons acknowledged successful. Congratu
lating himself upon this high testimony, wrung
from the profession, he hoped to be able to over
come the most scrupulous when one of those
unfortunate incidents occurred which illustrates
somewhat the difficulties which Morton found it

necessary to remove.
Ether was administered to a patient who,
after a few inhalations, died. The surgeons in
timated that Morton must have known the ca-

pricrousness of the agent, etc., etc.
"I took," says Dr. Morton, "the first train
for New York. At New Haven we met the
New York train ; the boys were crying the pa
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pers, ' Death from Ether!' I stole oat of the
cars, purchased a paper, and learned that a

patient had been sent to tho hospital because she
had terrible spasmodic pains in the head ; that
an hoar after entering a few inhalations of ether
were administered to her, when her nails turned

dark, her lips purple, and she was dead. 'A
clear case of death from ether,' said the sur
geons as I arrived. I said no, and insisted on
a post-mortem examination. No, the body would
be called for, consent of friends could not be
had, etc. With a bare hope that it might not
be called for within tho time prescribed by law
I waited ; but it was called for, and there was
a dead lock ; the case was spreading like fire
over a prairie while my hands were completely
tied. It was a State prison offense to procure
that body ; but with the conviction that it was
not ether that killed, and that the cause of the
death could be ascertained on examination, I
determined to run tho risk. The post-mortem
examination had not continued an hour before
there was found in the lower lobo of the brain
a tumor about two-thirds the size of a hen's egg,
and resembling one without the shell, showing
that the tumor and not ether had caused the
death."

Many sudden deaths arc on record from this

cause, but how was Morton to make use of this
new-found truth to chase down the lie that was

spreading with lightning speed ? For obvious
reasons he could not make known the means by
which it had been ascertained. As soon as
possible he prepared a paper on tho subject, and

spread it before the medical profession in all
parts of the civilized world, and in every man
ner conceivable sought to overcome the opposi
tion. So perfectly absorbed was he with this

one business of introducing ether, and so enor
mous were the expenses he incurred, that his

friends applied to court to have a conservator

appointed over him.
Time would fail me to recapitulate tho in
credible efforts of this brave man to keep alive
the spark of life in the infant Hercules. He
made twenty-seven fruitless journeys to the hos

pitals of one city for the purpose of getting it
tried there. He published a weekly bulletin
of the successful cases in the English, German,
and French languages. He secured the control
of medical journals, newspapers, and editors.
For one article he paid sixteen hundred dollars.
According to the sworn testimony of R. H.
Dana, Jun., " Dr. Morton hardly knew a full
night's rest or a regular meal for three months."
"Letters," continued this witness, "came pour
ing in upon Dr. Morton from all parts of the
country. I have seen ten bound volumes, con
taining about two thousand letters, received by
him on this subject between October, 1846, and
July, 1847, some of them coming from distant
lands and filled with queries. He was obliged
to employ a secretary to answer these commu
nications ; to increase his accommodations at
great expense. His dental business was neg-

and he risked all, labored, expended

j health, time, and money on his discovery. He
issued circulars giving detailed accounts of the
experiments, and kept a minute journal of
events, experiences, and suggestions."
After a time ho began to feel that his courage
and industry were to -have their reward. The
accumulated, resistless evidence which he rolled
upon tho world began to make itself felt. The
foreign surgeons were finally induced to make
new experiments, and were successful. The
theatres of hospitals became the scenes of op
erative display before distinguished surgeons,
princes, and crowned heads, and the daily press
teemed with the proceedings. The London
journals hailed it as "the great American dis
covery," congratulated their transatlantic breth
ren upon the laurel wreath with which it crowned
their country, and counseled that the joyous
tidings should be spread through the lands and
winged across the seas.
Morton soon found himself overwhelmed by
inquiries from persons desiring to ascertain if
they were of the class who could safely take
ether. But all were not selfish who called and
wrote. Letters of congratulation clogged his
letter-box, and he began to receive the warm

sympathies of the learned, the wise, and the
good ; the tender thankfulness of woman and
the warm God bless you ! of Christian men.
The ocean steamers brought letters from emi
nent scientific men, and testimonials from sev
eral foreign courts. The Institute of Franco
awarded to him its largest gold medal, and he
holds honors in several foreign orders. Amidst
this general enthusiasm one would have sup
posed that his troubles in reference to ether were
forever ended.

The value of the benefits which the discovery
was universally acknowledged to confer induced

petitions to Congress urging upon Government
the propriety of making an appropriation to cov
er the expenses that had been incurred, which
amounted to over one hundred thousand dollars.
The moment there was an intimation that money
might be expected from the Government several
contestants for the honor of the discovery ap
peared in the field. Here, then, was fresh work
fdr Dr. Morton. He must set aside the claims
of others, and establish his own to the discovery.
The claims of these contestants, with the ar
guments by which they were sought to be sus

tained, and the rebutting testimony, furnish in

teresting material for an article. It is impossi
ble in this paper to enter upon the inviting
field. With the remark that Morton's claim is
now established, and acknowledged beyond con

troversy, the subject is dismissed.

It is not proposed to dwell upon the unmanly
and incredible persecutions which Dr. Morton
was now called to encounter, though there are

points in this history which possess all the in

terest and fascination of a romance. Congress
and the public were soon discouraged in trying
to follow the controversy, and became disgusted
with the whole subject of priority of discovery,
and the discoverer was sunk in insignificance.
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This being opposed to bis ideas of justice, he ap
plied to the courts in the principal cities to take

the testimony (in perpetuam rcimemoriam) of the
profession and others who were familiar with

his labors and experiments. As the opponents
cross - examined the witnesses, this occupied a

long period. Dr. Bigelow, for instance, was on
the stand thirty-six hours. These gentlemen
chose their own hours, while this commission

was under pay, wading through the business, the

samo process going on in three different cities.
A year and a half was consumed in this man
ner; and before the testimony was recorded—
which was necessary —and printed in form to be
used before the committee of Congress, it cost
many thousand dollars. It was so lengthy that
it was difficult to find a committee to examine
it. It was not until a new Congress that it
regeived an examination, when the committee
made a report establishing Morton's claim as

the discoverer beyond all question. This report
has been reaffirmed by several subsequent Con

gressional reports, and by the scientifie societies
which have examined the subject.
A bill to reward the discoverer was put upon
the private calendar in the Senate, which, hav

ing passed the Senate, was lost in the House by
a small vote, at a midnight session. That this
defeat resulted from the reluctance of Congress
to appropriate the money was demonstrated from
the fact that a reported bm, appropriating the

money, but leaving the courts to decide who
should have it

,

was likewise defeated. The mat
ter was pushed with the utmost diligence, but no
bill could ever be safely navigated through both
branches of the same Congress. A majority of
both branches of Congress, utterly dissatisfied
with these failures, joined Morton in a written

protest to the President as Commander-in-Chief
of the army and navy, asking that ho would
either purchase the right to use the patent or
issue an order to his subordinates to desist using
the discovery, on the grounds " that private prop
erty should not bo taken for public use without

just compensation." The President referred
the matter to the Secretary of War, who report
ed back to the President, b

y whom it was then
referred to the Attorney-General. The Execu
tive finally required as a prerequisite a suit and

a judgment against an army or navy surgeon for
using Morton's discovery, agreeing that the offi
cer should be instructed to admit the use of any
article ho might be using covered by Morton's
patent. The tempest-tossed discoverer expressed
to the President his fears lest such a course
might awaken the opposition of the profession,
and retard the introduction of the discovery for
which he had so long and assiduously labored.
Upon the President's assurance that the whole
responsibility would be on the Executive, Mor
ton brought suit, recovered judgment, and in due
time, but after a change of administration, and
an expenditure of several thousand dollars, pro
duced a record of the judgment to Howell Cobb,
then at the head of the Treasury Department, to
which the hospital belonged. He hesitated, and

finally refused to carry ont the order of the Pres
ident. Being desirous to stand exonerated with
the medical profession, Dr. Morton made an ex
position of the above facts in relation to the suit.
Of this the Secretary of the Treasury took ad
vantage, alleging that the suit, being friendly,
he should require a suit to be brought against
other institutions than Government to establish
the patent. Having gone so far in the matter
that it was ruin to retreat, Morton reluctantly
brought other suits, but before trial could be had
the patent expired, and the whole matter fell
through.
It has not been thought necessary to defend
Morton in taking out a patent in a matter in
which the comfort of humanity was so largely
at stake. Among many reasons for this step,
which was taken after thoughtful consultation
with judicious persons, was the desire to restrain
so powerful an agent as ether, which might be
used for nefarious purposes, and to provide some

proper security against interference from ex post

facto claimants. With the reception of the pat
ent Morton gave, through Dr. John C. War
ren, to such hospitals and charitable institutions
as he should name, and to all competent persons,
permission to use the discovery. " I never doubt
ed," said Morton, "that the proper authorities
would take it out of private hands if the public
good should require it."
By the three contests, viz., that of introducing
the discovery, the contest for the honor of tho

discovery, and that waged for years with tbc
Government, Morton found his health so im

paired that his life was despaired of, his lucra
tive business, which yielded an income of
$10,000 yearly, destroyed, and his means and

credit expended.
So matters stood with him when the rebellion
broke out. Morton made an arrangement with
the Government that, when he was telegraphed
to "bring that trunk," he was to understand
that his own body was meant, while the people
would not be informed that a battle was im

pending.
Dr. Morton has attended the principal battle
fields, administering anaestheties with his own
hands two thousand times in a single battle.
During the ten days' fighting at the battle of
tbo Wilderness and Spottsylvania Court House,
there were, according to official reports, twenty
thousand wounded men. Many of these, of
course, needed surgical operation!.
The following account is from an army cor
respondent :

" After an engagement the ambulance wagonsare rushed
to the front and loaded with the wounded, wbo are brought
to the rear and spread upon the ground. The experienced
surgeons then pass among them, probing the wounds, and
pinning upon each man, who requires an operation, a tick
et, designating the nature of the operation. On this occa
sion tllo wounded who needed immediate operations were
removed to a secluded spot and laid in a row. Then Dr.
Morton passed from one to the other, administered ether
or chloroform at the rate of three minutes to the man, and
without a single failure prepared them for the knife. He
was followed by the surgeon who performed the operation,

i leaving th . dressing of the wound to the less experienced
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aurgeons. This last being completed, the patient waa by
the orderllea conveyed, atiU asleep, to hla tent, where on
wakiQg ha learned that the dreadful operation was over.
A dozen operations were sometimes completed before the
first man had come from his anesthetic state.
fc*The comfort of anesthetic agents to the soldier does
not stop here. His wounds are daily dressed under their
influence. And one who has ever heard the groans and
cries tiud prayers which rise from those ambulance wagons
ns the men plteously beg not to be moved, must acknowl
edge the pricelessvalue of this boon to man, for the wagons
are loaded and unloaded onder their influence. After the
retreat at Fredericksburg hundreds were loaded and un
loaded by the aid of Dr. Morton's discovery."

Will it be credited when I say that since this
war began, in the face of these great demon
strations of the value of this discovery, that ap
plications have been made to the Government
for remuneration on five different occasions?
At this point an association of the most eminent
merchants and scientific men of the country
made a move in the matter. They petitioned
Congress to remunerate Dr. Morton, the dis
coverer of Anaesthesia, for the expenditures ho
had incurred in bringing the discovery to the
status it now enjoys. This association spared
no pains which could have weight with Con
gress. They procured petitions, memorials,
resolutions from the great bulk of the members
of medical associations, scientific societies, pro
fessors and surgeons of the principal colleges
and hospitals, surgeons, officers, and wounded
soldiers of the army and navy, urging upon
Congress an appropriation in Morton's favor for
the use of anaestheties in the army and naval
practice. Accompanying their petition were
some thousand letters of introduction addressed
to different members ofCongress by distinguished
gentlemen from all parts of the Union, urging
them to make vigorous efforts to procure the
appropriation. The letters from the surgeons
of the army established the fact that mortality
from surgical operations during the present war
has been greatly curtailed by the use of anaes
theties ; that they contribute to the more rapid
recovery of the patient; that one surgeon can
do more with this agent than four without it ;
that it increases the daring of the soldier on the
field, and diminishes the objections of many
minds to enlistments. Added to this testimony
the Surgepn-General made a recommendation
that Congress should pay Dr. Morton $200,000.
The House of Representatives committed the
whole subject to the Committee of Ways and
Means. The petitions were hung up in the
committee-room for their information, covering
the walls. A slight examination of the subject
showed them that the claim had gone through
all the legislative, administrative, executive, and
even judicial departments of the Government.
They therefore voted to put it into one of the
appropriation bills. It came into the House
some ten days after the battles of the Wilder
ness, at a moment when one could look out of
the Capitol and see acres of barracks termed
hospitals filled with wounded men for whose
comfort and relief anestheties were used a thou
sand times a day. Yet the subject was not

under consideration five minutes before the ap
propriation was dead.
But while our cheeks are crimsoned in con
templating this injustice, it is a comfort to know
that the most distinguished men of our country
are holding meetings and forming associations
to induce the people to do what the Government
was unwilling or unable to do. National testi
monials, established by the voluntary subscrip
tions of individuals, have been adopted by all
countries to mark the public sense of services to
the human family, particularly when such serv
ices have reflected honor and distinction upon
the country where they have been performed.
When we consider this discoverer, health im
paired, business destroyed, property gone, em
barrassed by annoying debts, "inaction" seems
" crime." »

THE POND HOUSE.

FORTY
years ago I was placed as junior

clerk in the house of Aycrigg and Co., who
will be well remembered as leading merchants
of the time. The first year of my service with
the house was marked by an incident, so strong
ly fastened on my memory, productive of such
great consequences to all concerned, and so

powerfully recurring to-night, that I shall use
my sleepless hours in putting upon paper what
comes up in my bram with the vividness of yes
terday.
My fellow -clerks were Jared Palmer and
Wilson Elliott. Two men more entirely dis
similar in style and habit it would be impossi
ble to find, and yet these two were the firmest
friends—more, I may say, like brothers than
otherwise. Palmer was the eldest. He was of
a quiet, undemonstrative manner ; more given
to musing absent-mindedness than any other

peculiarity — laughing seldom, and apparently
enjoyed a silent sociality with more relish than

scenes of merriment and pleasure. We spoke
of Palmer as of one who was destined for suc
cess as a merchant. He was careful, and at
tentive to duty; and was generally supposed to

save a large part from his salary of $500 per an
num—a salary which in those days was liberal
for a young man.
Elliott, on the contrary, was loose and lavish
in his expenditure. He was a gay, handsome
fellow, loved dress, and dressed well. His joy
ous disposition never led him into dissipation by

wine or by dissolute companions. When Elliott
overreached his income it was never from these
causes, but rather from extravagance in dress,

or an outlay that his means did not warrant, in

order to shine in female society. His salary
was the same ns Palmer's, and yet many times I
have known him, as the month was approaching
its completion, and pay-day yet some distance

away, to borrow of his more saving associate

such sums as were necessary to meet casual ex

penditures until he was again in funds. Wha(-
ever Elliott's shortcomings were in this respect,
he never failed to pay, and his duties in the
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counting-house were quite as rigorously per
formed as Palmer's, and certainly with more

rapidity and brilliancy.
A short time after my debut with Aycrigg
and Co. there was a rumor got about the estab

lishment that Mr. Bennett, our book-keeper,
wonld soon retire from that post to become a

member of the firm. This rumor was of little
consequence to any except Palmer and Elliott,
who had each been a number of years with the
firm, and looked forward to the truth of the ru

mor as something that would certainly lead to
the promotion of one of them. These rumors

after a time strengthened into certainty; and it
was well known that, in accordance with the

policy of the house, one of these two would be
called within a year to occupy the post to be va

cated by Mr. Bennett, with its salary of $1600
per annum. This had become a matter of fre
quent conversation between us, and I am en
tirely convinced that when it was first known as

a certainty there was not the slightest feeling
of jealousy between Jared Palmer and Wilson
Elliott for its possession. Each spoke openly
of his hope that he might be selected for the

vacancy, when it should occur, but each as can
didly admitted that, should the choice fall upon
the other, the unsuccessful one would rejoice in
his good fortune, with the entire confidence that
it only interfered with his onward progress in
the world for a short time, and that Messrs.

Aycrigg and Co. would see that neither suffered
by the good fortune of the other.
It was early in the spring-time —about the
time of first flowers, and birds, and of city peo
ple feeling a strong desire for a day's fishing, a
ride into the country, or some momentary free
dom from the tedious monotony of mechanical
life. We— that is

,

Palmer, Elliott, and my
self—took a single day from our desks for a
breath of fresh air. In those days there was no
dashing off a hundred miles before breakfast,
and back at night, by rail. We were obliged to
be content with a carriage and horses to carry
ns half a score of miles, where wo threw a line
for a few fish ; ate a quiet, wholesome dinner at
some wayside tavern ; and returned refreshed in
the evening from the excursion. I am not sure
but it was a better way than they have now of
making a toil of one's pleasure by going too
fur and too fast. We had run down to our
agreed-upon destination, stabled our horses, cat-
en some natural bread and milk, and, in accord
ance with our programme, were throwing our
lines rather successfully in a beautiful bit of
water called Cazneau's Pond, and pulling some
rather nice trout, considering we were only city
fishermen. It seems always to be my luck,
whenever upon a rural excursion, to meet with
some accident ; and upon this occasion I was
not behind my usual fortune. An enthusiastic
remark of Elliott's respecting a lady on the shore
caused me to turn suddenly in the boat, and see,
as I disappeared under the engulfing waters, a
quick vision of a beautiful girl, mounted on
horseback, motionless, within twenty yards of

where wo lay. and apparently watching our
fishing. As soon as my head came above wa
ter I was dragged by my laughing companions,
spitting and sputtering, into the boat, with the
continuation of my vision before me joining my
friends most heartily in their mirth at my drip
ping and dejected appearance. She rode for
ward to the edge of the pond, and pointing to a

pretty brown house standing a few rods distant,
invited us to walk up, where a fire would restore
me to my original state of comfort. I had no
fault to find with the invitation ; it was given
very cordially and very prettily ; but with a

memory of the laugh to which the wicked little
creature had yielded but a few moments before,

I was in favor of walking back a mile to the inn,
and there finding the necessary element she had
offered. In this I was overruled by my com
panions, each of whom seemed to look upon my
accident as a peculiarly fortunate thing, which
would allow them a chance for closer acquaint
ance with the fair equestrian.
The result was, that in a few minutes I was
consigned to the care of Terry, the old and
faithful negro man—one of that race we learn
ed to respect, but which have now passed away ;

and in lieu of a suit of dry clothes I was wrapped
in a profusion of warm, clean blankets, while
Terry attended to the rapid drying of my own.
From him I learned where I was, and all things
necessary to allay my curiosity. The house,
the hospitality of which I was tho recipient, was
the Pond House, once the residence of Stephen
Cazneau, who was deceased; his widow, with
her only daughter, Miss Florence Cazneau, ihe
lady by whose invitation I was being dried and
warmed, and their servants, were the only oc
cupants. I could hear occasionally from where

I sat the laugh of Miss Florence, and that of
Elliott; and then I listened, a little interested,
to the voice of Miss Florence singing to the ac
companiment of a harp ; and a few moments
after a little jealously to that of Elliott doing
the same to the guitar. It was very clear that
they were making the best of their time, and
that very pleasantly, while I was recovering the
results of my dive.
When, by the assistance of Terry, I was suf
ficiently renovated to make my appearance in
the parlor, I found that an acquaintance had
been awakened with more than ordinary quick
ness by tho accidental discovery, on the part of
Madame Cazneau, that the mother of Palmer
had been an old and very dear friend of her
own, in long past time. This had at once open
ed in the old lady's heart a claim on her con
sideration that no casual accident could have
accomplished; and when I made my appear
ance I had nothing left but to assent to the ar
rangements, which were, that instead of dining
at the inn, we were to dine with her and Miss
Florenco Terry, in the mean while, was to
bring over our horses ; and, when the time of
departure came, it could be taken from the Pond
House as well.
A very pleasant day we spent. Thero was
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something about Florence Cazneau that left me,
when the evening closed in, very much of the

opinion that the Pond House was about the most
desirable place on earth ; and when next day
Elliott confided to me, at a moment we were
alone, a series of the most heart-rending and
enthusiastic raptures on the same subject, de

claring that he should make full use of his in
vitation to Pond House, nnd win its fair occu

pant, I could not blame him, though a pang of
fear shot through my own breast lest he should.
I noticed from that day forth that Palmer
was still more given to his silent, moody way ;
that whenever Elliott, as was almost his hourly
custom, spoke of our day at the Pond House,
and of Florence Cazneau, his mouth would con
tract, and a hard grayness would set about his
face. He would speak of her but seldom, and
then only when we were alone together, avoid
ing studiedly any chance of conversation on the
subject with Elliott. I knew from all this that
Jared Palmer loved Florence Cazneau also, and
I pitied him when I thought of the rival with
whom he had to contend, and of the terrible
effect that a want of success would have on a
disposition like his. I had not long to wait
that I might see the result of this love on both.
As the weeks passed over, the two, who had but
a short time before been so friendly, became
cold and distant. From the lips of Palmer I
learned nothing. Whatever of success or fail
ure he met with in his wooing his lips were
closed as the grave, and no indication met my
eyes, only that hard, deathly look, whenever I
sought, through curiosity or other cause, to draw
from him any expression concerning Florence,
or of Elliott and his success.
Elliott was different. With him there was
nothing secretive. One day he was in a flurry
of hope. He had spent the previous evening
at the Pond House. He had been received
with coldness by Madame Cazneau ; she favor
ed Palmer ; but Florence had confessed her
love, and bade him hope in the coming time.
"All depends," he said, "now upon one
thing."
"And that," I asked, "is—?"
"How can you ask? You must know that
my success depends on my obtaining the vacan
cy when it occurs. Ah ! pray for my realiza
tion of it."
This startled me rather uupleasantly. I had
heard no expression on either side of late re
garding this point, though I ought to have been
sure that the same feeling could not remain
that once actuated them.
"And your success," I said, "depends on
your obtaining the situation ?"
"Certainly it does, with Florence's mother.
Palmer has her favor, and should he find favor
in the eyes of the firm, then I am lost. Flor
ence herself is penniless if she marries without
her mother's consent."
"Then if the houso should confer the posi
tion on Palmer you mean to relinquish Flor
ence ?" I asked.

"Never! But I can not bring the dear girl
from her present position of plenty down to fiva
hundred dollars a year, can If
"If she is willing."
" For my sake she will do all things. But I
can not consent. And yet we can not wait.
Should Palmer obtain the preferment he will
press his suit, and I must take Florence, to the
sacrifice of all her hopes from her mother, or
leave her subject to tho persecutions of Palmer."
The entrance of Palmer closed this conversa
tion ; and this day I noticed these two men, as
they took their seats on opposite sides of the .
great desk, raise for an instant their eyes to
each other. That look remained fixed on my
memory for years ; and nothing through all the
strange future could wear away the belief that
in that one glance was centred the most deadly
hate that man could bear against man, on the

part of Palmer. With Elliott it seemed more
the flush of fierce indignation than any settled
venom.
One morning, about a week after this, when
I came into the office Mr. Aycrigg called me to
his private room, and most unexpectedly an
nounced to me, for I had no hope to that end,
that I hud been promoted to the desk vacated
by Mr. Wilson Elliott, who had been placed in
that of Mr. Bennett, that day made a partner
in the firm of Aycrigg and Co. A flush of ex
ultation passed over me at this intelligence —ex
ultation as much brought forth at the success
of Elliott as at my own advancement. Ou ma-
turer thought a shade of pity for Palmer was
mingled with joy for the decision ; but when I
considered that both could not be tho fortunate
one I felt sincerely happy that it had fallen to
Elliott. When Elliott came down I saw him ap
proach his desk, where a note was lying, which
I knew communicated to him the fact of his ap
pointment. I saw him take up the letter and
look at the superscription, which in a moment,
I could see by his countenance, he recognized
as Mr. Aycrigg's writing. He was deathly pale
in an instant. He looked all around the office
wildly, more particularly at Palmer, who, bent
over the book in which he was writing, with
white lips, and cramped fingers on the pen,
seemed instinctively to know, without looking,
all that was passing. Elliott gathered nothing,
I am sure, from my countenance. . I did not
intend to interfere with tho intelligence, as it
would come to him through the letter he held
in his hand. I watched him read it with eyes
distended and lips wide apart, as though strug

gling for breath ; and then, when he had drank

in every word as though it were life, I stepped
toward him and grasped his hand. He stag
gered into my arms, and for a moment I thought
was about to faint. There was not a word spok

en, no sound, only the scratching of Palmer's
pen.

Tho moment that Elliott recovered his pres
ence of mind he stepped rapidly from where I
stood across the office, and before I divined his
purpose had Palmer's hand in his own. I say
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before I knew his purpose, though, had I known

it
, I would have offered no impediment, though

I am obliged to confess that the action sent
through me one of the most uupleasant pangs.

I had the memory of that look which only a

week before had so impressed me. Palmer

yielded his hand; and while Elliott's eyes were
filled with tears a strange fire shot from Palm

er's, a fire that seemed a show of pleasure, and

yet—"We are friends 1" Elliott said.
"Yes."
"Believe me, if there is any shadow over my
path at this moment it is my success at your
cost."
"You have not succeeded in any thing upon
which I set value," was Palmer's answer.
Was this so? I thought, and for an instant
my belief was staggered by the coolness of the
speaker. Elliott had the same thought passing
through his mind i he questioned :

"Florence?"
" Miss Cazneau is one whom it is honorable
to admire," Palmer answered. "I admire her ;
but I knew long since that I had awakened no
reciprocity in her. I had not to wait for my
failure to secure the situation to renounce all
hope of Miss Florence Caznean."

I was dumb. I was forced to believe, and
yet these phrases were too well worded to en

tirely deceive. That they did Elliott I was
sure. He held Palmer's hand still, grasping it

tighter as be spoke.
A month went over. To all ordinary observ
ers the old feeling between Elliott and Palmer
was restored. To myself, who wished most to
believe, there was something that hung like the
aword of Damocles suspended by a hair; but
what that something was, or how to detect or
avoid it

, I could not tell. Palmer showed no
sign of the old feeling. I detected nothing of
the old look. On the contrary, he smiled more
than ever before ; he talked more ; there was

certainly more anxiety on his part to act what

is commonly termed "the agreeable" than I

had previously noticed. I tried to argue with
myself against my instincts, and term them

prejudices. I tried to make myself believe that
Palmer had seen how false his course was, even

regarding it as a matter of policy to cherish an
imosity against one who bad not injured him

.and who sought to be his friend. All this I

plead in my own mind. But one single flash
of memory, carrying me back to that day when

I had watched the look upon Palmer's face,
blotted away all my argument and brought back
the shadow that would not be gone.
One morning I entered the office as usual.
Elliott was absent. I inquired from Palmer,
as I was opening my books carelessly, the cause
of his absence. At first I did not look as the
answer was given, but the strange huskiness of
his voice attracted my attention, and I looked
up. He was flushed and excited ; he was gen
erally pale under agitation. He pointed with
his finger to the inner office.

"There is some trouble inside," was his an
swer.
" Trouble ?" And singularly my mind went
immediately away from Elliott to Mr. Aycrigg,
and visions of bankruptcy fluttered through my
brain.
Palmer bent down over his books.
"Yes, trouble about some money— the safe

has been robbed."

' ' Robbed ! Of what amount ?"
"Twelve thousand dollars, they say. Elliott

is inside."
At this moment Mr. Bennett opened the door
of the inner office and called my name. As I

entered I noticed a stranger— a thick-set, red-
faced, gray-eyed man, who looked quickly over
me, and then drummed with his fingers on the

edge of his chair and whistled under his breath.
Mr. Bennett, as he motioned me to a chair,
said,
"I have sent for you that you might tell
Mr. Aycrigg as nearly as you remember the cir
cumstances attending the deposit of tho case of
money in the safe last night. You and Mr.
Elliott were both present. 1 believe ?"

I complied with his request.
"The safe has been very singularly robbed,"
he went on, in an explanatory way, "and we
thought, perhaps, some little incident would
strike your memory in connection with the clos

ing and locking of it last evening that might
have a bearing."

I said that I had revolved the same idea in
stantly in my mind, but I could remember no
thing different from tho ordinary way.
" You knew, then, of the robbery ?" Mr. Ben
nett said, looking at me.
"Yes. Mr. Palmer informed me this mo
ment."
" How much money did he say was taken?"
said the strange man, speaking very quick.
"Twelve thousand dollars," I answered.
A look passed between the stranger and Mr.
Bennett which I did not understand, and Elliott
and myself were dismissed. We went back to
our desks silently, and that day there were less
words spoken between us than usual, each per
haps revolving in his own mind tho affair of
the morning. In less than an hour the strange
man passed out of Mr. Aycrigg's office, stopping
at Palmer's desk as he went, and obtaining a

bit of blank paper, which he stood carefully fold
ing, and finally slipped in his pocket, all the
while, as I imagined, taking a survey of Palmer,
his desk, and all its belongings.
After this we heard more of the robbery.
The money was principally in notes of the
United States Bank, with some foreign gold.

It had been received late in the afternoon of
the day before, and counted by Mr. Bennett.
The only ones who carried keys to the safe were
himself and Elliott, the latter only since his
promotion. The safe had not been broken ;

expert locksmiths had examined it and pro
nounced the lock right ; and tho conclusion was
that it had been opened with a key. When
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this aunouncement was made my heart beat

faster. I would not allow myself to entertain
for a moment any feeling that pointed with sus

picion toward Elliott. I only trembled when I
thought how long it would take to scatter from
men's minds the dumb spectres that would sit
in watchfulness over him. All the police as
sistance of the city had been brought to bear
on the robbery, but nothing was evolved ; and
as day by day went by hope of recovering the
money was growing less, and the agitation caused

by the loss was beginning to wear away. There
was no theory, as far as we knew, that would
lead to any clew.
So completely had the discovery of the rob
bery absorbed all other things for a while that
Elliott and I had almost ceased to speak of
Florence and his approaching marriage. I
knew that its consummation had been post
poned for some months under the imperative
commands of Madame Cazneau, who had only
given reluctant consent upon the entrance of
Elliott to his new position, and the withdrawal
of Palmer from all claims. She would not
agree to the marriage of Florence until a year
had passed, that Elliott might be enabled from
his own pocket to place his wife in a home of
her own. Elliott wrestled hard with this de
cision, and once or twice he was on the point
of stating the case to Mr. Aycrigg and asking
from that gentleman an advance upon his sal

ary to overcome this difficulty. I persuaded
him from such a course, but still he chafed un
der the restraint and spoke freely, both before
Palmer and myself, of the poverty that delayed
his happiness, declaring, at some unguarded
moments, that he would sacrifice all hopes
from the mother by marrying Florence, and
leaving the home to come in its own good time.
One day, nearly two months after the rob

bery, I met Elliott upon the street. He had
asked for and obtained a week's leave of ab
sence, which time we supposed was to be spent
at the Pond House with the Cazncaus. I was,
therefore, rather surprised to see him, and still
more so when he came toward me with out
stretched hands and a face covered with smiles.
He had smiled so little of late that I could not
but notice—his usually happy manner having
changed into a fretful, querulous way. Now
he seemed once more to be the old fun-loving
Elliott.
" Yes I" he answered, in response to my ques
tion, "I am over my troubles. We are to be
married this day week."
"And Florence's mother ?" I asked.
"Oh! my boy, all difficulties are removed;
Taryent, you see, works wonders. We are to
have a house, a home, a larder, a cook, a kitch
en—every thing that is useful, to say nothing
of the ornamental." He was in wonderful
spirits; and as he turned and slipped his arm
through mine and walked with me, he talked all
the time. He had been at the Pond House,
and had only that morning returned to the city
that he might see every thing right. Every

thing was right, and he was the happiest man
in the world. I was to be his groomsman—
that was long ago understood—and we talked
of some necessary matters connected with the
coming ceremony. There was one thing I
wished very much to know, but as the informa
tion was not volunteered, I could not ask it. I
wanted to know how Elliott had surmounted the
difficulty, how he had obtained the money nec
essary to the end he had just announced. I left
awkward gaps in our conversation just at the
point when I felt that he would know I expect
ed this communication, but it had no effect. I
hinted, without any effect, and finally I came
more to the point by saying :
" I am glad, Elliott, that you have succeeded
in getting the necessary money. You did not
say that you had any hope whatever when I saw
you last."
" No ! I—you see—well, it was unexpected,
accidental I may say. But come, you must
dine with me and I will tell you."
I consented to dine with him on one condi
tion—I was on my way home. If he would go
there with me, that I might leave word where I
could be found through the evening, as I ex
pected a person to call upon me whom I wished
to see on business. If he came I wanted him
sent wherever we went. This was arranged,
and we proceeded to dinner at a neighboring
hotel. We had disposed of the dinner and were
sitting over our wine, but still there seemed a
disinclination on the part of Elliott to lead the
conversation to the point where my mind con
tinually wandered. I came at last boldly to it,

though speaking as though it had only accident
ally occurred in that direction. I said :" By-the-by you said you would tell me how
you became so fortunate as to reach your hopes
unexpectedly."
"Ah! yes," he answered, very quickly, "I
must tell yod ; but it is a secret, remember. It
must go no farther than yourself. Nobody
knows it
,

not even Florence. It was a very un
business-like thing, but very fortunate. I hope

it will not reach the ears of the firm. I bought
a lottery-ticket and it drew a prize of one thou
sand dollars."
There was something in the manner in which
Elliott said this that sent a sickening tremor
through me. He did not raise his eyes to mine ;

and I knew instantly that if he had spoken the.
truth, and I had never before doubted him, there
must be something more which he had not told.

I sat still, looking down into my glass. I was
afraid to lift my eyes lest I might catch his and
find there his falsehood, if it was one, or betray
my doubt if he had told the truth.
There came a tap to the door, and the head
of a waiter immediately following, announced
that a person wanted to see the gentlemen that
were dining in No. 17. It was for mo, I said ;

show him in. Instead of the one I had ex
pected to see, and for whom I had left word at
home, I was astounded to see the stranger that

I remembered from the morning of tho robbery,
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who was with Mr. Aycrigg at the time I entered
the office. Ho was close following the waiter,
and came into the room almost upon my words.

I sprang to my feet in astonishment. Elliott
did the same. The stranger paid no attention
to ns, but closed the door the waiter had swnng
wide to admit him, and then he turned the key.
"What is the meaning of this?" I faltered.
The courage had left me the moment I met his
face.

"Nothing to you, Sir," he said, "but to this
gentleman much. I have a warrant for you,
Mr. Elliott. I hope you will behave like a gen
tleman now, and not make any fuss."
"A warrant for me!" said Elliott, in a low,
astonished tone.
' ' Come, now, that's right ; you see the thing's
all out, and it won't do any good making any
row."
" What do you mean by 'all out?' Why in
the name of Hoaven don't you explain ?" I aaid,
in rather a loud tone.
•*Well, well ! keep quiet now, and I'll tell
you. Mr. Elliott knows all about it. The
amount of it is that the money Mr. Elliott has
been paying ont has been traced, and the thing's
all up. Mr. Elliott knows what I mean."
I was chilled until my teeth chattered as I

ft looked at Elliott ; but I saw nothing in his face
like guilt. I turned back to the man, and said,
chokingly, " Go on I"
"Well, if you must have it, the money that
Mr. Elliott has been paying out is part of the
stolen money — part of them $12,000. Now
you've got it all. I'm sorry, but it's so ; and
therefore, d'ye see, it's no use making any fuss.
I've earned what I'll get in the matter mighty
hard, for I've followed up this thing night and
day. And my advice is to this young man to
give up the rest of the money, and make the
best terms he can, or he's a goner."
I looked now at Elliott. He was pale—very
pale—but there was a proud sneer upon his face,
and he was perfectly self-possessed. He was
looking at me, but he spoke to the man.
"Do your duty, Sir, and arrest me. I am
guiltless of this charge, and can immediately
show it. I obtained the money honestly which
I have paid away, and have ample proof to that
effect."
I drew one long sobbing sigh, and the weight
that had fallen upon me as a million of tons was
raised. I believed what Elliott had spoken.
I did not aak any explanation then. I felt
sure that it would come. The man sat down
quietly and took wine by himself, while Elliott
discharged the bill and prepared to go. As a
matter of course I accompanied him to the mag
istrate. There we had the explanation that the
arrest was altogether accidental ; though the
warrant had been issued that afternoon, it was
not intended to serve it until the next day. The
officer expected to arrest Elliott at the Pond
House, and Mr. Aycrigg, not knowing the loca
tion, had sent him to me for information. The
man had called at my house, and there received j

the intelligence that Elliott was at that moment
dining with me at a certain hotel. In conse
quence of this unexpected arrest and the late
ness of the hour the examination was necessarily
postponed until the following day. This was
equally with Elliott's consent, and the next
morning accordingly was set, Elliott declaring
to me, as he did to the magistrate, that a few
minutes, when all were present, would explain
the matter. I obtained, as a favor, the privilege
of his remaining in the custody of the officer in
stead of being committed to confinement, and so
I left him. That night, as I sat looking into the
fire and wishing for tho morning, I thought over
every possibility that could lead to such an end
as the possession by Elliott of any portion of the
stolen money without compassing his guilt. I
pondered it over. I burned with the fever of
my brain, and still I was obliged to confess to
myself that in tho balance against Elliott I had
nothing to put but his word and his past. I had
known him only a little over a year, but my at
tachment was equal to brotherhood, and I could
only view the fact of his guilt being made ap
parent as n most deadly blow struck at myself.
I cherished a hopo against hope that the morn
ing would show him a true man, and that Flor
ence, that darling girl, whom I loved as a sister,
and came so very near loving as something more,
would never hear of this night's work.
And the morning came. I had not seen Mr.
Aycrigg since tho arrest. I could not; there
was no time until we met at the magistrate's
office. I looked anxiously in his face when he
entered, as though I could see there some por
tion of the coming story. All I could detect was
a quivering attempt at sternness, and a restless
desire to avoid looking at Elliott. Mr. Bennett
and Palmer were present, the last with the same
flush, so unusuul to him, that he wore on the
morning when he announced the robbery to me.
He had only known of Elliott's arrest, he told
me, an hour before, when Mr. Bennett had re
quested his attendance at the magistrate's. They
were taking evidence. Mr. Bennett testified to •

the amount of money and its denomination. The

only portion of it that coul«> be identified was a
hill of one thousand dollars upon a New Orleans
bank ; this being a new currency, it had been

particularly noticed, both by himself and Mr.
Aycrigg. After the robbery it was concluded to
say nothing about this note, as by that means
the robbery might possibly be detected. This
proved successful. The bankers of tho city hav
ing received through the police a description of
the note, it was stopped in the hands of one of
the largo dealers in furniture. This man being
called, testified that he received the note from
Mr. Elliott in payment for articles bought ; that
Mr. Elliott explained the possession by saying
that he had received the note by remittanco from
New Orleans, in payment of an old debt. I
looked at Elliott as the man said this, and tho
hope fled out of my heart. The calm self-pos
session that had upheld him through all, up to
this point, was wavering. He looked from Mr.
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Bennett to myself, and the blood mounted to his

face, until it became purple. There was nothing
further in evidence against him; nothing was
needed. 'Die magistrate was leaning over his
desk, writing upon a printed form. I knew it
was a commitment, and my very heart sank.
Had the prisoner any thing to say, the magis
trate asked.
Yes, he had only the simple truth to relate,
which he would now do, although he had not
told it before, for reasons which he would give.
He had told the furniture dealer what he had
testified to relative to his possession of the note.
He had also told Mr. Bennett, at the time of
asking for leave of absence for a week, that he
had received some money from a relative in set
tlement of future claims. He also confessed
that he had told me what was untrue when he
had ascribed the possession of the money to a
prize in the lottery. This, though he did not
justify himself in the deceit, was done at the
request of Mr. Palmer.
"Mr. Palmer!" said several voices in an in
stant.
Yes, Mr. Palmer, who had acted so nobly,
so generously with him. When Palmer knew
that he labored under difficulties that would
possibly drive him into a premature marriage
against the commands of Florence's mother he
had offered his aid. Mr. Palmer had not the
amount which Elliott wanted in cash. His
savings had been invested in various ways, but
ho offered to Elliott a draft which he held, as a
boon, leaving him to obtain the money for it

,

or use it in exchange, only taking his, Elliott's,
acknowledgment for the amount, one thousand
dollars, payable in twelve months.
At this juncture Elliott turned to Palmer as
though for support of his relation. Palmer
bowed his head, and said it was correct. Elli
ott went on. Mr. Palmer made a request— a

request which amounted in Elliott's heart to a
sacred thing, that he would keep secret the real
manner of his obtaining this aid, and ascribe it

to other sources if he was questioned. Palmer
again bowed in acknowledgment, and Elliott
proceeded. •

He had offered this draft to the person he was
then in treaty with for goods— it was refused,
nnd the transaction was broken off. He had
mentioned this to Palmer, who had given him
the address of two persons who could possibly
aid him. One of these, a broker, named Con-
nington, had bought the draft, giving him the
full sum named upon its face, though it had five
months to run before maturity, on condition of
his taking this New Orleans note, which was at
five per cent, discount. This was his entire
story, and would be found true on inquiry.
Oh, great Heavens ! how the light broke upon
me! It was all clear enough now ; and I stood
there and wondered why those who heard him
did not break forth in one voice of acquittal for
the innocent and condemnation for the guilty.

I wondered why the magistrate should wish to
go through any further action in the case, and

why he did not immediately order Elliott to be
set at liberty. All this ran swiftly through my
brain as I heard him order the officer to go in
search of this Coitnington and bring him there
— the case would wait his return.
It seemed hours to me instead of minutes
until the officer returned with Connington. He
was a tall, stately man in black, smooth-faced,
and wearing an unimpeachable white cravat.
He came m with confidence, looking around the
room with a bland smile, as though searching
for some familiar face. He was sworn. Did
he know the prisoner ? Yes. Would he relate
in what way that knowledge-tended ? Certain
ly! Mr. Elliott had called on him about a
week before, and deposited in his hands a draft
for which he wished to enter into negotiation.
He, Connington, had taken the draft, but had
been unable so far to find n purchaser. Elliott,
who had been sitting, sprang to his feet. His
face was ghastly. His hands were clenched.
The light had broken upon him. The magis
trate pushed up his glasses and looked at Con
nington.
"Do you mean to say," he asked, " that you
did not buy that draft of the prisoner ?"

"Certainly I did not ;" and the broker delib
erately drew forth a wallet from his pocket, un
did the strap, and laid the draft upon the mag- j

istrate's desk. The magistrate took up the draft
and examined it.
" Who does this draft belong to?" he asked
of Connington.
" To the prisoner, as fur as I know," was the
answer.
The magistrate held the bank-note up to the
view of Connington., and asked,
"Mr. Connington, have you ever seen this
note before?"
Tho broker took the note, looked at it for a

moment, and then handing it back, answered,
"No, Sir."
Elliott, who had remained standing, sprang
violently toward the broker, and, catching him

b
y the throat, screamed,

" Liar!"
In a moment the room was in confusion, and
Connington was dragged out of Elliott's hands,
tho magistrate was down again at his desk.
A paper was handed to the officer, and Elliott
was committed in full upon the charge.
When I went out from that room I felt that

I could spring upon those two, Palmer nnd Con
nington, and tear the truth out of their Jiearts.

I loathed to go back to the office where I should
be obliged to meet Palmer, perhaps to speak to

him, and yet I knew that any open accusation
of him would only ruin all chance of Elliott's
escape I must be secret and silent for his
sake. Florence must be made acquainted with

all, and who so fit to break the truth to her as

I ? She must not only know the case as stated
against Elliott, but she must know my thoory
of it. I went to the office, saw Mr. Aycrigg,
and obtained from him permission for a week's

holiday. I wanted that time, I said to myself,
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that I might think of some plan for Elliott's
aid. I then went to visit him in prison. We
exchanged our thoughts, and cheered each oth

er with hope ; and then I went away, bearing
his messages and his protestations to the Pond

House.
Florence Cazneau was a woman, every inch
of her. There was no screaming, no fainting,
no nonsense of any kind. She heard all my re
cital with a flashing eye and a bloodless lip,
and then like Demosthenes she declared in fa
vor of action. Ay ! but how ? She would see
this man Connington. To what purpose? I
asked. She did not know. At all events she
would sec him and conclude from theCmterview
what could be done. Woman-like, to form her

opinion from physiognomy, perhaps ? No ! To
gratify curiosity ? No ! Whatever was the mo
tive I was not to know it. I had my task as
signed. I must see this man Wood, the officer
who had tracked out the affair so far and ar
rested Elliott, and by s^me means make him
serve me in secretly tracking it further. The
next day Florence Cazneau and myself went to

gether to the city. She upon her errand, I upon
mine. I saw Wood, and from him I learned
that his business with Mr. Aycrigg was finished
and paid for. A strong emphasis he laid on
this last word. Twenty dollars in Mr. Wood's
hand loosened his tongue, and made all things
slide easier. He informed me after I had stated
to him all my surmises, all my suspicions, and
all my certainties and convictions, that the
watchfulness had first fallen upon Palmer, this
course having been awakened by the fact that
Mr. Palmer had, in communicating to me the
news of the robbery, stated the amount of mon
ey when it had not been told him at the time of
the first alarm. This was the only circumstance
of suspicion, and upon a question casually put
to him by Mr. Bennett, he asserted that he had
overheard it stated from the inner office.
Wood took the matter in hand with some

spirit, under a promise that if it was traced out
to Elliott's liberation one hundred dollars should
be his fee. That no circumstance should be
lost, I obtained the names of the parties to whom
Elliott had first offered the draft. As it was a
security of the very highest class, I wondered
that any one should refuse it when offered in
trade. I called first upon the furniture dealer.
In response to my question he showed himself
a man of few words. He opened his desk and
placed in my hands a note without signature or
date, cautioning him against receiving such a
draft, which would be offered him, as it would
lead to trouble, and he would eventually be the
loser. This note I obtained. The next person
I called on was the other broker to whom Palmer
had sent Elliott. He was more wary, and more
wordy, but upon partial explanation, a reference
to the house of Aycrigg and Co. in case, as he
expressed it

, of any future trouble, he showed
me a similar note to the first, and confessed that
but for that note he would have bought the draft
at a low rate of discount. He promised to pro

duce the note when wanted. So far so good.
We had here evidence to show that notwith
standing Palmer's ingenuity in giving the names
of two brokers, the intention was to drive him
to Connington finally. The name of the dealer
to whom Elliott first offered it was known to
him through Elliott's own admission. The ob
ject now was to identify the writing. It was
not Palmer's — that I knew. It was more of a

woman's hand. I did not think it Connington's,
but I believed the letters were written b

y some

one through his instigation. Florence was ap
pealed to. She had visited Connington, to whom
she was, of course, entirely unknown, under the

pretense of negotiating some Government securi
ties for an aunt residing at a distance. She had
seen his handwriting, and declared at a glance
that the letter was not his, but I watched the
sparkle of her eyes, and I knew that Florence
had struck something. It proved so.
This visit to Connington was without motive
beyond that of observation. How well she had
observed Florence showed by declaring that let
ter to have been written by a woman in Conning
ton's house, perhaps a housekeeper—something
more, at all events, than a servant. She flitted
in and out the room several times while Flor
ence was there, as though anxious to hear what
ever was said, and stopping occasionally to enter
into the conversation, at which Mr. Connington
would fidget uneasily, but made no remon

strance, as though afraid of the woman. By
her speech she was German, though speaking
good English. The note, on examination,
showed that it was written from dictation, or

copied by one who wrote the hand peculiar to
the Germans, one or two misspelled words sup
porting the hypothesis.
To all this Mr. Wood was called in. He
listened to every word with his head drawn to
one side, his left eye buried in his hat, and both
hands busily engaged in nursing his foot, which
was drawn well up for that purpose. When Mr.
Wood heard all that was said, he deliberately
folded up the letter, put it in his pocket, and
laconically jerking out, "That's my woman!"
Mr. Wood marched away. Three days after I

was at the Pond House. Florence and myself
were both depressed, but each trying to cheer
the other. During those three days nothing
new had transpired, and I had not been able to
find Wood any where. I could not arrive at
any other conclusion than that he had deserted
the cause, seeing little chance of winning the
hundred dollars. It was drawing toward even
ing when wo heard the sound of carriago-wheels,
and on stepping to the window I saw Mr. Wood
jump from a closed vehicle at the door. There
was something about the man's face that said
success. I almost ran into the hall to meet him.
Mr. Wood extended a finger patronizingly to
me, and with the other hand knocked his hat
slightly forward.
" My woman's there I" he said, pointing with
his thumb over his shoulder.
It took me a moment to gather the meaning.
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I then knew that he had this woman, the writer
of the anonymous notes, in the carriage outside.
I said to him, "Bring her in." Mr. Wood by
this time had forced his way to the back-room,
and stood beckoning me mysteriously. I went
to him. He drew me inside, and looking warily
round, shut and locked the door in the same
way he had done at the hotel on the night of
Elliott's arrest
"Now, gov'nor, honor bright, you know!
I've done the right thing by you, and I guess,
if you're a gentleman, you'll do the same by me."
He stopped here, and I assured him I would
certainly.
" Then, d'ye see, I'm going to get all this
money back, and get your friend out of the
scrape. But that won't benefit me much nnless
you act on the square. You see, the house of
fered a thousand dollars reward for the recovery
of this money."
"Which will bo entirely yours, besides my
hundred," I answered, knowing this was what
the man was coming to.
"That's enough said between gentlemen."
And Mr. Wood thrust both hands into his pock
ets and whistled very low. I opened the door,
and in a few moments Mr. Wood ushered in a
rather good-looking woman, with a sharp gray
eye, whom he introduced as Mrs. Reichart.
I shall not follow Mrs. Reichart in her reveal
mg, nor Mr. Wood in his rather egotistical ac
count of how he won the lady's confidence in
three days so completely as to succeed in bring
ing her by her own will to the Fond House.
He found entry to Mr. Connington's on pretense
of business, at a time when he knew the broker
was out : saw, of course, his fair housekeeper ;
won her ear by a sad detail of the loneliness of
his state of widowerhood ; called a second and a
third time—each time missing the broker, but
finding Mrs. Reichart ; each time winning farther
and farther upon her confidence ; until now, as
Mr. Wood blushingly informed me, they were
on their way to be married, having left the house
of Mr. Connington at two o'clock that day for
that purpose. Since that hour Mr. Wood had
been riding about the country with the fair
widow, convincing her that it would be better
to make a clean breast of it

,

and share the re
ward, than to join her master, in the county jail,
where he would certainly be before night. If
she lost the husband she expected on starting
from home, she would be a clear gainer of five
hundred dollars. On sober second thought the
widow thought so too ; and within a short time
after her delmt at Fond House a statement was
drawn up, and signed by her, which in after-
time she verified on oath. In this confession
she owned to being the writer of the two anony
mous letters, which were written from Conning
ton's dictation. That she had been a listener
at various interviews between her master and
Palmer, at which this matter was discussed.
That she had seen the bill paid to Elliott, in
the same manner, by overlooking them from a

closet communicating with an adjoining room.

That the balance of the stolen money, she be
lieved, was in Palmer's possession, but that
Connington knew where it was, as there had
been several quarrels regarding its division.
There was some little other information volun
teered b

y Mrs. Reichart, one item of which was
that Connington had promised for a long time to
make her Mrs. C, until she had, in the blind
ness of love, given into his keeping some three
thousand dollars, the savings of the late de
ceased Reichart, after which he refused to fulfill
his pledges. It was therefore a heart caught
on the rebound that Mr. Wood had fallen in
with, wooed, and won in three days.
As that detective gentleman elegantly ex
pressed it

, "the jig was up." Mrs. Reichart
was left at the Pond House in the care of Flor
ence and myself, making herself pretty com
fortable, and entertaining us with many piquant
aneedotes of the past villainies of Connington,
while Mr. Wood drove back to the city to
achieve the arrest of that individual and Palm
er. We expected to hear from him again
that night, as the Pond House was only on
hour's ride. It was getting late, nearly mid
night ; Mrs. Reichart had retired ; the fire was
burning low ; while on the rug, between Florence
and I, lay a hound that had been presented to
Madame Cazneau b

y Palmer. Florence had not
spoken for some minutes, and every thing was
very still. Suddenly the dog started to his feet,
raised his head, with the nose extended toward
the ceiling, and sent forth a half scream, half
bark, that sent a shudder through my veins.
Without ceasing the sound, the dog sprung to
the door and pawed violently. I opened it,

and as quickly he dnshed at the hall door lead
ing on to the piazza. I should not have opened
this, but that Terry, hearing the cry of the dog
from the back-room where he was sitting, con
sidering it a duty to remain up the last in the
house, and knowing that something more than
ordinary wa» in progress, came into the hall at
that moment. I threw open the door and the
dog rushed away over the lawn with a moaning
bark. I followed, with Terry close upon my
track. The hound came to a stand at the edge
of the pond, close by the spot where we had
fished upon that memorable day when we had
first seen Florence Cazneau. Something there
was floating out from shore, about a hundred
feet away, and propelled by the wind, for it was
blowing almost a hurricane that dull September
night. There was considerable delay in getting
tho boat; she lay the other sido of the pond.
In time we raised this floating object into the
boat. It was a man ; more than this we could
not tell for the darkness, but between us wo
brought him to the house.
Oh, my God ! when the light fell upon his
face it was Jared Palmer. Dead ! Drowned
upon tho very spot where he had first seen her,
to gain whom he had so sinned and suffered.
Within the hour Wood's carriage rolled up to
the door, and the officer, with a face signifying
his want of success, entered tho house. His
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story was soon told. He had arrested Con-
nington and had him safely. Palmer had by
some means escaped, having taken alarm, and

was supposed to have the money with him.

Elliott would be released the next day ; as soon
as the District Attorney could go through the

form of entering a nolle prosequi. I took the
officer by the arm and led him into the next

room, face to face with the man for whom he

held an unserved warrant. For a moment he
was startled, and then running his hands rapidly
over the dripping body, he whispered. "It's
here, all right I"
Yes, it was there, evory cent of tho stolen
money, less the bill of one thousand dollars.
There was more there, too, for Palmer had been
careful, very careful of money.
How it was that Palmer had, as the first step
in his flight, come to tho Pond House, will only
be explained at that time when all things arc
brought to light. There were many theories,
mine is too terrible to tell.
Elliott next day was released, and again took
his position at the desk of Aycrigg and Co., the
old gentleman, to say nothing of Mr. Bennett,
giving way to some eccentric but not less real
modes of showing their satisfaction.
Mr. Wood got the thousand dollars, which,
like a man of honor, he shared with the fair
widow, who to the day of her death remained
still a widow.
Connington did the State seven years service,
after which he disappeared to parts unknown.
And here am I, a bachelor, forty years after,
writing this history from a room in the Pond
House, where I am on one of my numerous
visits to my very dear old friends Mr. and Mrs.
Wilson Elliott, neeFlorence Cazneau. Strange,
is it not ?

MILFORT.

IT
is often remarked that America, owing to
its comparatively recent discovery and settle

ment, is wanting in the romance and poetry with
which the history of the Old World is filled. We
arc too modern, too fresh in our existence, to

present any thing but the common everyday
facts of life, forgetting that it is not the age but
the character of events that gives them their po
etry. It is true that a certain interest attaches
to scenes that occurred five or six thousand

years ago, in an entirely different state of soci
ety from what we ever witnessed ; but the ro
mance and poetry" of a people belong chiefly to
their early history, whether that history com
menced a hundred or a thousand years ago.
Then the individual is not merged in the mass ;
and hence we find those strange personal ad
ventures and hazardous experiments which de
velop so marvelously all that is heroic and dar
ing in man. Instead of being deficient in the
romance of history, America is peculiarly full
of it. The discovery of a new world and a new
race of men appealed to the imagination as it
never had been appealed to before, and made

the realization of those things which for ages
had been only dreams appear easy and natural.
America, from the St. Lawrence to the Rio
Grande, was written all over with jEneids and
Iliads long before the time of the Heroic Period
of the great war for the Union. True, many
of those have passed away with the wilderness
which witnessed their origin, progress, and end ;
yot a vast number are still preserved amidst the
legends and chronicles of the Old World— in
France, Engfand, Spain—especially in the latter.
The investigations hitherto made amidst these
musty records havo been to bring to light facts

bearing on our national history, and not on iso
lated expeditions or personal adventures. There
is a vast field here yet unexplored.
As an illustration of this I give the following
narrative, as written by himself,* of the adven
tures and career of Milfort, a Frenchman who
came to this country in 1795. He found his
way unaided and alone to the Creek Indians ;
became for twenty years their head chief, con
trolled their action during the war of tho Revo
lution ; conceived and carried out the plan of
tho cession of Louisiana to France ; was chief
actor in many of the wars on our Southern bor
ders, and came very near changing materially
tho current of our national history.
In 1775, impelled by a spirit of adventure, he
says, he went to Dunkirk, in France, for the
purpose of traveling in countries not generally
known, mdifferent as to what particular region
it might carry him. His first impulse was to
explore some of the northern countries of Eu
rope ; and finding a vessel loaded for Norway,
he embarked on board of her in January, and
eventually landed in Berg. In walking along
the wharves of this place he came across a ship
bound for the United States, and immediately
took passage in her, and the next April landed
in New London, Connecticut.
The cities and large towns of the New World
presented little attractions for him, and ho passed
rapidly through Norwich, Newport, Providence,
and Boston to New York. Thenco he turned
southward to Philadelphia and Baltimore, pass
ing through Virginia and theCarolinas to Savan
nah in Georgia. The whole country was alive
with the stir of arms. The battle of Bunker
Hill had set the nation in a blaze ; but that great
struggle, which was yet to draw his own nation
into it

,

and found a new empire, did not attract

a passing notice from him. Why the sights and
sounds usually so exciting to a soldier made no

impression on him he does not inform us— he

only hints that ho was seeking after something

• M£moirefi,ou Ctmpd,(Etlrapide sur mte Voifagt dant
la Jjouiaiane,tt man Sejour dans la nation Crceke. Paris,
1802. According to the Bionraphie ITmoerselU, tome
xvitl., 288, hi* real Dame was Le Clore, and he was born
tttoward the middle of the last century at Tirles-Moutiers,

a village near M£zicres. His early education wasdefective,
and we do not know the real cause of the adventurous life
which he embraced. He afterward pretended that, hav
ing had the mUfortune to kill a person employed in the
royal palace, he took refuge in the United States, whence
he passed to the Creek Indians."
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strange and new ; and so, leaving Savannah, he

proceeded up the river to the then little village
of Augusta, and after a short stop passed on to
Orangeburg, on the borders of South Carolina.
Still seeking a ruder state of society, he struck
west to Tougalon, where he met the first object
that seemed to awaken his dormant interest. He
found himself, to his astonishment, in the midst
of a French vineyard —just such a one as he had
a thousand times seen in his native land. On
seeking the owner of this " espe'eo dfe France" in
the heart of the American wilderness he passed
an old Chevalier of St. Louis, a Bordelais, who,
sick of the misfortunes and troubles of France,
had emigrated, first to the West Indies with his

family, and thence to this remote region, whero
he had commenced the cultivation of the grape
after the manner of his native province. This
little episode in his wanderings he dismisses with
the remark that the wine manufactured by the
Chevalier was very poor—equal only to the most
inferior found in Bordeaux.
He circulated along the frontier for some time,
attracted by the half savage life of the inhabit
ants, and at last came across a set of men en
tirely new to him, and known in that region as
l;
crackers," or "gougers." Noticing a great
many of them to be blind of one eye, he asked
the reason of it

,

when he was told that it resulted
from their peculiar mode of fighting. The men
were very much given to whisky-drinking, which
made them quarrelsome. Hence personal en
counters were of constant occurrence nmong
them. These were settled after an artistic fash
ion of their own—by "regular mills," as the
sporting gentry of the present day would term
them. A place and day being appointed for the
fight, a company assembled, and, forming a cir
cle, placed the fighters within the ring. These
men, he said, were armed with long finger-nails,
which had been allowed to grow uncut from in
fancy, and hardened by being colored from time
to time with fat, and exposed to a strong heat.
They thus became almost as tough as the claws
of a tiger. The only artificial weapon they used
was a long pointed piece of rough iron. Thus
equipped they presented themselves for the com
bat. The oldest man in tho crowd gave the sig
nal for the fight to begin, and acted as umpire.
At the sign agreed on the antagonists pitched
into each other, and using teeth, nails, and iron

spike, bit, clawed, and gouged with savage fe

rocity. When one was overthrown the other
jumped upon him and tore and gashed him till
he was disabled, and then with a dextrous
movement of his thumb forced the eye from its
socket. As soon as this was done the old man
gave the signal for the combat to cease, though
often not quick enough to prevent the other eye
from sharing the fate of its companion. The
victor then leaped upon a stump and proclaimed
his prowess in true backwoods extravagance, in
viting any of the spectators to come forward if

they wanted to try him, defied mankind in gen
eral, and beings from the other world to boot.
No one being found anxious to run the risk of

losing an eye, he was proclaimed victor. The
Frenchman remarks that, in consequence of this
singular method of settling affairs of honor, blind
men among the gougers was the rule, those whole
of both eyes the exception. They are a wicked,
lazy race, he says, doing little except to plant
some tobacco, which they carry to the maritime
towns and exchange for whisky. He was once
invited to dine with a company of these half
savage Americans, nnd seems to experience a

decided sensation in the novel entertainment.
There was certainly a wide margin between it

and a dinner at a Paris restaurant.
One would have thought that the lawless
character and brutal ferocity of the " gougers"
would have satisfied the Frenchman with the
beauties of savage life without his seeking more
revolting exhibitions of hnman depravity. But
having heard that somewhere farther in the
mysterious interior there was a race of savages
that first roasted their enemies and then ate
them, he determined to penetrate into their
country. He had heard such marvelous stories
of their manner of life and customs that he
wished to see them for himself. So having
learned that they lived somewhere in a westerly
direction, he took a servant and spare horse for
his luggage and provisions, and with no guide
but a compass boldly plunged into the Western
wilderness. But the second day the servant,
who was a Spaniard, became frightened at tho
solemn interminable forest, and begged piteous-

ly that he might be allowed to go back. The
chivalrous Frenchman consented, and saw him
and his horse disappear among the trees with
the most exalted composure, and then turned
to pursue his strange, solitary expedition alone.
At night he hitched his horses to the trees and
lay down on his blanket beside them.
Thus he kept on, day after day, until at length
he reached the Ogeechee River, which he was

compelled to swim. From the farther banks of
the stream stretched away a sandy plain cov
ered with pine-trees, presenting a still more
sombre and dreary aspect than the forest he had
hitherto traversed. The yielding soil being un-
carpeted with leaves gave back no sound to the

steady tramp of his steeds, while the low sigh
ing sound in the dark mass of evergreens over
head added still deeper mystery to the scene.
Tho adventure began to wear a black appear
ance, nnd the vast solitude pressed heavily on
his heart, yet he would not turn back. He had
started for the strange and unknown, and neither
visible nor invisible dangers should daunt him.
lie thus kept resolutely on for fifteen days,
now fording and now swimming streams—now
plunging into dark ravines, and now ascending
high ridges, yet ever finding the same monoto
nous untrodden forest around him. At the end
of that time he discovered that his provisions
were exhausted. He now began to be anxious,
for there seemed to be no end to the wood in
front, while he did not know how, without pro
visions, he should be able to retrace his steps
through the immense forest he had been more
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than a fortnight in traversing. He had no im
mediate fear of starvation, for he saw the woods
around him were filled with nnts and berries ;
still he could not bat feel that he had acted

rashly in starting on an expedition without any
known point in view, and without any knowl

edge whatever of the country through which he
was to pass. He felt, however, that he had

gone too far to retrace his steps, and that, as there
must be some limit to the wilderness, his safest
course was to go on. Besides, the hope of at
last coming upon something strange and new,
which impels all explorers forward, prompted
him to this course. He therefore plunged deep
er and deeper into the wilderness, subsisting
as he best could on the fruit which the forest
yielded him. Every morning he rose, hoping
soon to emerge in some opening, nnd every
night he lay down, wondering where this vast
solitude would end.
This one solitary Frenchman traversing the
American wilderness, not in search of an El Do
rado or fountain of life, but of a race of men
who roasted and ate travelers and enemies alike,

presents certainly a strange spectacle. He had
ample time for reflection,, and he must have
been as much of a philosopher as a dreamer to
have retained his composure and hopeful spirit
amidst such cirenmstances. His thoughts at
night, as he lay down beside his steeds in the
forest, and his anticipations by day as he strode

resolutely on through the endless colonnade of
trees, must havo been novel and peculiar, and
we regret that he did not intersperse them in his
narrative.
The forest was seamed with rivers that " list
ened to the sound of their own dashings," whose
origin and destination were alike a mystery.
From these he would emerge dripping and
weary, still steering toward the setting sun, till
at length he reached the banks of what he after
ward ascertained to be Flint River.
He had now been steadily piercing the wil
derness for a whole month, and for the last two
weeks without any thing to eat except such fruit
as he could gather on the way. Weary and

dispirited, he halted here for several hours to
rest. Then gathering a few berries and nuts,
he mounted his horse and, swimming the stream,
pushed on.

After going, as he judged, about a hundred
and twenty miles, he came upon a beautiful
fountain leaping and sparkling amidst the green
foliage. But even this joyous object, bursting
unexpectedly on Rim in the midst of the soli
tude, failed to waken a corresponding emotion.
His low diet had done what the wilderness could
not— conquered his indomitable spirits—and he
looked moodily on the frolicking waters. He
was sick— the miserable forage to which he had
been reduced had disordered his stomach, and
he felt that he must have something more nour
ishing to eat or he soon would be unable to
march at nil, and be compelled to lie down and
die in the forest. He cast about him on every
side for something to kill, but his two horses

made such a conspicuous object that every ani
mal fled as he approached, while he dared not
leave them to hunt lest he should bo unable to
find them again, to say nothing of the personal
danger he might encounter on foot and alone in
tho forest. Still he must chango his diet or
die. His situation was getting desperate ; and
after pondering on it a while, he resolved to kill
his spare horse and live on him till he should
recover his strength. Having come to this de
termination he unstrapped his luggage and threw
it away, and tying the animal to a tree, stepped
back a short distance, and cocking his gnn was
about to raise it nnd fire, when ho heard a slight
noise in the woods behind him. Turning quick
ly round to ascertain the cause, he saw to his
surprise a group of four Indians and a negro
gazing intently on him. Having been locked
up for more than a month in the wilderness,
this first sight of human beings so overjoyed
him that he never thought of danger, and in
stantly beckoned them with the most friendly
gestures to approach. But they, pointing to
his gun, refused to stir. He then threw it away,
when one of them, an old venerable-looking In
dian, and apparently the father of the others,
approached, and addressed him in the Indian
dialect. Milfort, of course, could not under
stand him, but in reply pronounced on a ven
ture the word " Franfaise." To his surprise
and joy he saw that it was not an unfamiliar
word to the savage, for he instantly advanced
with a smiling countenance and took his hand.
He had a French medal round his neck, which
Milfort afterward learned had been given to
him by the French governor, when Louisiana
was under tho dominion of Franco
Milfort did not know what the savages meant
to do with him ; but thinking there could scarce
ly be a worse fate than to be left to starve in the
wilderness, he asked no questions, but immedi

ately gave himself up to their direction. Tho
old man, after making a little speech, placed tho
horses and equipage in charge of the other In
dians, when they all started off in a western direc
tion. After going a little distance, the young
negro, at a given signal, parted from them like
an arrow from the bow, and bounding away with

astonishing fleetness disappeared in the forest.
The old Indian then by gestures inquired of
Milfort what he was about to do with his gun
when they came upon him. He in reply made
him understand that, being in a starving con

dition, he was about to kill his horse for food.
The Indian then pointed to the sun, and made
a short line on the earth, to give him to un
derstand that by the time the sun had gone
that distance they would be nt his homo. After
about an hour's march, but which to Milfort,
exhausted with hunger, seemed an age, they ar
rived at the Chattahochee River, on the other
side of which was a village of tho "Coctas."
He now know why tho negro had been sent on
in advance, for he was awaiting their arrival
with canoes which he had brought over from

j tho farther sido.
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Crossing the river, they proceeded to the house
of the old Indian, who, as they entered, made a

sign to Milfort to be seated, and presented him
with a pipe. Although smoking was not ex
actly the occupation the Frenchman thought
most suitable to a man in a starving condition,
he said nothing, but took the pipe with a gra
cious gesture, and soon found that it relieved
very much the gnawings of hunger. After he
had fmished, his savage host presented him with
a slice of water-melon, and took a piece him
self. Milfort devoured it voraciously and looked
up for more, but to his surprise no more was of
fered him. He could not understand why his
raving hunger was thus taunted, for he knew he
had made the Indian understand his starving
condition, and ho seemed to be friendly. He
had not much time, however, for reflection on
this singular conduct of his host, for in a few
moments he was startled by the loud nnd rapid
beat of a drum. The Indian, observing his sur
prise, informed him by signs that their council
was about to assemble, and offered to conduct
him to it. Milfort immediately rose to follow
him, for, unable to make himself understood, he

thought it best to humor every wish of his host,
though he could not but think that the savage
was singularly polite and friendly for one who
roasted and ate men.
This was in the month of May, 1776, for Mil
fort had been more than a month in crossing
the State of Georgia, so devious and full of ob
structions had been his way. He had arrived
among the powerful tribe of the Creeks, and at
the time of one of their annual councils. Into
this council Milfort's host now conducted him,
for though he was not himself a chief his age
gave him free admittance. Leading him for
ward to a chief seated in the centre on some
bear-skins, he presented him, saying that he
was a Frenchman whom ho had found lost in
the forest. The chief received him with great
dignity, and, making him a sign to be seated by
his side, took his hand in token of friendship.
Milfort addressed him a few words in French,
but seeing that he did not understand him ad
dressed him in broken English. To his amaze
ment he found that the chieftain spoke English
perfectly. This was the renowned M'Gillivray,
a man well known at that time both in this
country and in Europe.
The Creeks had been warm friends of the
French when they occupied Louisiana, and Mil
fort was most cordially received by the assem
bled chiefs. He did not remain long, however,
for his host soon advanced to conduct him away.
Leading him back to his cabin he gave him
about an ounce of bread, and the same amount
of roast meat, and a drink of water. These
mere morsels seemed to increase rather than
allay the pangs of hunger, and Milfort could
not reconcile this extreme parsimony with the
friendly bearing of the Indian. Toward sun
set the latter conducted him to a little room in
which his baggage had been previously deposit
ed, and pointing to some bear-skins made signs

for him to lie down and rest. He did so, and
being very tired as well as hungry, soon fell
asleep, and dreamed of luxurious banquets at
which he was allowed to eat without stint. In
the midst of his imaginary repast the old In
dian entered the room, and, waking him up,
asked how he had slept. He then poured out
for him a small cup of whisky, and made signs
for him to follow him. He did so, and enter
ing an adjoining room, saw to his great delight
a table spread with abundance to eat. When
his hunger was appeased his savage host made
him understand that he had kept him on short
allowance at first from fear that sudden reple
tion would injure him.
M'Gillivray soon came in to dine with him,
and they had a long conversation together, kept
up on Milfort's side in very imperfect English.
M'Gillivray, on the other hand, not only spoke
it perfectly, but informed Milfort, to his great
surprise, that he spoke scarcely any other lan

guage, having but a very limited knowledge of
the Indian tongue. The reason of this was, as
he afterward ascertained, that M'Gillivray 's fa
ther was a Scotchman, and had given him an
English education. His mother was the natu
ral daughter of a French officer who formerly
commanded at Fort Toulouse, near Alabama.
This officer had made a mistress of a squaw, the
beautiful daughter of a Creek chief, and M'Gilli-
vray's mother was the fruit of the connection.
His father had long been a trader among the
Creeks, and was much beloved by them. In
one of his visits to buy furs, peltries, etc., he
saw this half-Indian half-French girl, who had
inherited her mother's beauty, and fell in love
with her. More conscientious than the French
officer, he made her his wife, which added great

ly to his influence with the Creeks. They lived,

happily together, and a family of five children
grew up in their half-civilized home. There
were two sons and three daughters, but one aft

er another died, till only one son and daughter
remained. The former was sent to Charleston,
to be educated as an English youth ; and he

might well pass for one, for being Scotch on his
father's side, and only half-Indian on his mo

ther's, he was only slightly tinted with the

swarthy hue of the savage. After finishing his
education he visited the Creeks on behalf of the

English to negotiate a treaty with them. Rev
erenced for his father's sake, and claimed as

one of their own from being the son of a chief
tain's grand-daughter, he was received with the
warmest tokens of affection, 'and named their

Estechocko, or "friend." He was six feet high,
tall, spare, and erect, and afterward became

known as the Talleyrand of Alabama. The beau
tiful country of the Creeks, their uubounded af
fection for him, combined perhaps with a long
ing for a wild life, which had come with his In
dian blood, determined him to remain among
them.

During the conversation at the dinner-table
Milfort informed him that it was his intention
to remain some time in the Indian country.
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Milfort was delighted with the intelligence ; for
with an educated man for a companion, with

whom he could converse about the great world

without, he saw that he could combine the

charms of both savage and civilized life, and

gratify his educated as well as his natural tastes.
M'Gillivray invited him to go home with him
as soon as the council broke up, but Milfort, with
true French politeness, declined on the ground
that his kind host might feel hurt at his leaving
him so suddenly. M'Gillivray, however, was
determined not to part with his new-found com

panion, and before the council dispersed had ar

ranged it all with the old Indian in whose charge
he left the horses and baggage.
Milfort, bidding his Indian host an affection
ate adieu, promising to come and see him again
soon, mounted one of M'Gillivray's horses, and
the two rode away into the forest toward the
beautiful home of the latter on the banks of the
Coosa. For three days these two men, thus
strangely brought together in the heart of the

wilderness, journeyed on together, surrounded

by all the glories of the spring, the pleasant
hours passing swiftly by in pleasant converse re

specting the great world without ; and on the
fourth reached their place of 'destination. The
situation that M'Gillivray had chosen for his
home was picturesque in the extreme, and burst
on Milfort like an oasis in the desert. The
cabins of sixty slaves stood sprinkled over the

opening, which was skirted by the river, amidst
which rose conspicuously the more imposing
residence of M'Gillivray, their proprietor. Each
family had a cabin of its own surrounded by a
patch of cultivated ground, which gave to the
whole the appearance of a little village. This
quiet spot, surrounded by the green forest, and
smiling in the sun, seemed to Milfort more like
a dream than a reality, and he could not repress
an exclamation of delight. M'Gillivray took
him to his own house, and after a day or two

presented him with a separate cabin for his es

pecial use. In the mean time, determined to
retain him permanently among his tribe, he had

spoken enthusiastically of the simple, pleasant
manners of his people, told him of the reputa
tion the nation had already acquired, and un
folded the brilliant plans he had laid out for the
future. All this was strange and new to Mil
fort ; he had started on his adventurous expedi
tion in the expectation of finding a state of hu
man degradation more revolting than any he
had ever yet experienced, of seeing men who
roasted and ate their enemies, and behold he
had fallen on Arcadian simplicity, and found
himself in a nation of savages far more civilized
and refined than the wild frontiersmen of the
white settlements.
Before the charm and novelty of his new situ
ation had time to wear off he was informed by
M'Gillivray that a secret war expedition was
being fitted out by the Creeks. The chivalric
Frenchman, in order to show his gratitude for
the kindness he had received, immediately of
fered to accompany it as a volunteer. M'Gilli-
Vol. XXXI.—No. 184.— It

vray, though secretly delighted at the offer, de
clined it on the ground that he was too recent a
stranger to be allowed the honor of defending
their country ; but that at some future time the
chiefs would be glad to accept of his services.
Milfort, however, was determined not to be left
behind, and pressed his request so earnestly that
for fear of offending him it was finally granted.
The fact that he was a Frenchman was the chief
reason for thus deviating from their established
custom. It is a remarkable fact that the French
were always great favorites with the Indians on
this continent, while the English were as inva
riably hated.
Honored with the title of Creek warrior, Mil
fort joined the expedition, and it took up its line
of march through the forest.
These wild warriors in their war paint and
equipped for the foray was a novel sight to the
French soldier, and he could not but reflect on
his strange appearance and position among them.
He soon discovered that several of the subordi
nate chiefs, under the pretense of friendship,
were keeping close watch of him ; for not only
was he a stranger, but he had come among them
in too mysterious a manner to permit them to
feel perfectly at ease respecting him. As they
approached the neighborhood of the enemy he
was kept under still closer surveillance. A
council of war being called to decide on the
plan of attack he was invited to it

,

and his
opinion, he being a European soldier, was asked
as to the best course to be adopted. He politely
declined to give any whatever, saying that he
was entirely ignorant of their mode of warfare,
and also that of the enemy. But they, determ
ined to obtain his views, explained their usual
method of surprise b

y night, etc., and then in
sisted on his giving them the plan he would
adopt if left to hiaisclf. Being thus urged, he,
after obtaining full information of the locality,
circumstances, number, etc., of the enemy, pre
sented a plan, which, though it might be very
imperfectly comprehended by his savage com

panions, would have one merit at least— that of
being entirely new to the enemy. To his sur
prise it was adopted, and proved entirely suc
cessful. The enemy, thrown into utter confu
sion by the new mode of Indian warfare, were
completely routed. Milfort, however, had not
the faintest idea what an Indian battle was ;

and when, with their blood-curdling war-whoop
and unearthly yells and frantic gestures and
gleaming tomahawks, they leaped among their

foes, they looked more like painted demons than
men. He confesses that he was startled at the
strange apparition, and adds, with a naivete' that

is irresistible, " it required all the consciousness
that I was a Frenchman, and that I was sustain
ing the honor of France, to keep me from show
ing any alarm. The different colors with which
they painted their bodies rendered them moro
frightful objects than the painted devils that
figure in the ballet of an opera."
Several skirmishes and battles took place be
fore the campaign finished, in which he, by his
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akill and cool bravery, won the highest praise,
and fixed himself firmly in the confidence and
esteem of the nation. The chiefs were lavish
in their praises and demonstrations of grati
tude, which filled M'Gillivray with unbounded
delight, and he called him the saviour of his
country. Not long after, in conversing on the
affairs of the nation, he informed him that he
would soon have another opportunity of show
ing his courage and attachment to the tribes ;
for the Americans and Indians had made an
incursion into the Creek territory, and they
were about fitting out a formidable expedition
against them. This time Milfort had no diffi
culty in getting himself accepted as a volun
teer.

The campaign that followed was an import
ant one, and furnished him many opportunities
to distinguish himself. On one occasion, when
the Indians were about to close with their ene
mies, he saw that the position which a portion
of the warriors had taken would, if maintained,
end in certain defeat. He passed fearlessly
through the hostile fire, and placing himself at
their head swept round through the forest, and
falling unexpectedly on the enemy routed them
with great slaughter. The reckless exposure
of his life at the critical moment of the battle,
and the glorious victory which he had thus been
able to secure, completed the ascendency which
the former campaign had gone so for toward
giving him over the tribe.
On the return of the expedition the war-
chiefs, relieved entirely from their suspicions,
made a glowing report of his services to the
council of old men, and spoke in such extrava
gant terms of his personal bravery that he was
unanimously elected Little War-Chief. M 'Gill-
ivray was in eestasy, and publicly declared him
self his protector and friend. .
Milfort had now been two years a resident
of the nation, and to fix him still more firmly
among them M'Gillivray gave him his only sister
for a wife. Having thus obtained a distinguish
ed rank he was determined to prove himself

worthy of it. An opportunity, however, did not
occur till next year, when an important expedi
tion was undertaken by the young warriors. In
vested with the dignity of war-chief he accom
panied it as a leader. Sweeping rapidly for
ward on their war-path they at length came in
the neighborhood of the enemy. Here they
halted, and a council of war was called to de
cide on the plan of attack. Milfort, by right,
formed one of it

,

but took no part in the delib
erations till each had expressed his opinion.
He was then called on for his. He had adopt
ed a plan of his own, entirely different from

any that had been proposed. It was a novel
one to the chiefs, and one they could not fully
comprehend ; yet so entirely had Milfort won
their confidence that they unhesitatingly fell in
with it

,

but told him that he must take chief
command in carrying it out. He did so. He
had seen enough of their fighting to know ex

actly what they could do, and had also become

well acquainted with the tacties of the enemy.
The result was, ho so completely overthrew and
routed the enemy that a single battle ended
the war, and they returned in triumph to their
homes.
Peace being restored, Milfort made a tour
through the nation to ascertain more thorough

ly its exact condition, and its capabilities with
reference to future action. Clothed with the
authority of the chiefs of the council of old men,
and preceded by the fame of his exploits, he
was every where received with demonstrations
of love and reverence.
When the council assembled the next year
they determined to give him a new evidence of
their esteem and confidence. After discussing
the state and prospects of the nation a chief
arose and proposed, as wars were frequent and
troubles of various kinds surrounded them, that
they should elect a grand chief who shonld take
supreme control of their affairs, and be com
mander-in-chief of the army. The confidence
reposed in M'Gillivray's talents, as well as in
his integrity, made him the proper person to
receive this high position, and it was unani
mously offered him. But he being in feeble
health, besides of a mild and amiable disposi
tion, which made him so averse to battle that
he never accompanied any of the warlike expe
ditions, declined the proffered honor. He told
the chiefs, while thanking them for this proof
of their attachment, that his health would not
enable him to sustain the fatigues inseparable
to war, and if he should accept the place of
commander-in-chief he could not always lead
them to battle, and hence on the most import
ant occasion they might find themselves with
out a leader. At the same time he spoke of
Milfort's services, rehearsed his warlike deeds,
and reminding them of the confidence they had

already reposed in him, proposed they should
make him their Tastanegy, or Grand War-Chief.
The proposition was at once accepted, and Mil
fort, without a dissenting voice, was elected
Grand War-Chief of the Creek nation.
He was absent at the time on business of the
tribe, and M'Gillivray dispatched a swift runner
for him, with the request to hasten back and re
ceive the high honor that had been awarded
him. Milfort, though he felt deeply this touch
ing proof of the confidence of the Indians in him,
resolved, notwithstanding, not to accept the po
sition. Returning with all speed he sought an

interview with M'Gillivray, and after thanking
him warmly for this new evidence of his attach
ment, without informing him of his determina
tion went direct to the council. He thanked
them also for the honor they had done him, but

said they ought to choose a chief more experi
enced in their customs and more acquainted
with their wants than he was ; that ho was con

tent in having led their brave chiefs and war
riors to victory, and had much rather obey than
command.
The council deliberated on what he said, but
determined, notwithstanding his objections, to
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confirm his election. Milfort saw at once that
to persist in hiB refusal would give great offense,
and so he made another proposition. He re
minded them of the abilities of M'Gillivray, the
great service he had rendered the nation before
he came among them, and of his own friend
ship for him, which made him unwilling to ex
ercise authority over him, and then proposed
that they should make M'Gillivray head chief
of the nation in all its political matters, while
he, under him, would be head war-chief. This
compromise, by a division of the honor, satis
fied all parties, and so the delicate affair was
settled.
The ceremony of induction into office fol
lowed ; and, though imposing in some parts of

it
,

in others quite astounded the Frenchman.
The council assembled in state, when a part of
the chiefs slowly approached, and one of their
number, a venerable man, advanced and led
him to a litter covered with the richest bear
skins, and surrounded with a garland of ivy
leaves. Four powerful chiefs then stepped for
ward, and lifting it on their shoulders com
menced a slow and stately march around the
grand centre cabin. A crowd of young war
riors, each holding in his hand a staff adorned
with eagle plumes, preceded them, dancing and
gesticulating and rending the air with their wild
hurrahs. The whole was led by a master of cer
emonies, wbocarried a cocoa-nut shell on the end
of a stick containing some hard berries, by shak
ing which he kept time. Before, behind, on ev
ery «ide, marched the old chiefs, each carrying
his baton tipped with eagle plumes, painted in
different colors. Then came six priests, or
medicine men, with undressed deer -skins on
their shoulders for capes, and in their hands the
plant from which the war medicine was to be
made. As the cortege approached the grand
cabin it was met by another priest, accompanied
by two young warriors carrying calabashes filled
with water, in which the juice of the plant for
the war medicine was to be mixed. When
about twenty paces off the priest stopped, and
dipping his hand in the water sprinkled it

around, and chanted a hymn or invocation to
the God of War. As the chant ceased all the
chiefs advanced, six in a line, to meet him, and
dipping their hands in the same calabash made
the same gesture as they sprinkled the water.
Then the six priests came forward and com
pounded the mixture. This ceremony being
performed they entered the grand cabin, and the
six priests took their stations behind the litter on
which Milfort sat in state. Then the old man
stepped to his side, and with great ceremony
helped him to descend, and placed him upon a

buffalo robe prepared for his reception.
Thus far the ceremonies had been very im
posing, but now the dignity of the occasion
ceased , for the whole assembly sat down, and
for twenty-four hours devoted themselves with
ludicrous gravity to the drinking of the medicine
of war, as they called the tea that had been
brewed. Milfort, who had never before drank

'

the mixture, soon grew sick, and began to throw
up. The chiefs, accustomed to it

,

resisted its
nauseating effects much longer; but at length
they also succumbed, and a scene of vomiting
ensued that Milfort, sick as he was, contem
plated with the most unbounded astonishment.
It was an extraordinary finale to an inaugura
tion. It lasted all night, till the next morning
at suurise, when the whole stripped stark naked
and repaired to a round cabin where the priests
were awaiting them with kettles full of the boil
ing tea. Into these they threw red-hot stones,
uttering the while a low melancboly chant. In

a few minutes the cabin was full of steam, and
the inmates of course in a raging perspiration,
that trickled in streams down their bodies. Mil
fort, though tough for. a white man, could with

difficulty sustain the heat ; but he knew it would
be fatal to the reputation of a grand war-chief
to be the first to succumb, and bore it like a mar
tyr. This continued for half an hour, when a
part of the chiefs left the cabin. The priests
then surrounded Milfort, and together threw
themselves into a cold stream that ran past the
door. With his blood at boiling heat Milfort
looked aghast at this cold plunge ; but there was
no time for delay or remonstrance, and in he
went. That it did not kill him he attributed
entirely to the immense quantity of hot tea or
war medicine he had drank. Emerging from
the water they rested a little, and then returned
to the grand cabin, where a magnificent banquet
had been prepared. After this there was a grand
dance, which lasted three days. At the close
Milfort was conducted out of the cabin in the
same state in which he had entered it

,

and at
tended to his own. The oldest war-chief then
proclaimed that the ceremony was completed,
and he was now the first sentinel of the nation.
Milfort was now really at the head of the na
tion— its great war-chief, who was to lead all its
hostile expeditions. But he found his position
at the very outset a very embarrassing one, for
the Creeks were in alliance with the English,
and at war with the Americans ; yet with the
latter he knew the French armies were now co

operating. He felt no hesitation in fighting the
Americans, but he could not bring his mind to

fight his own countrymen. He therefore en
deavored to induce the Indians to preserve a
strict neutrality, giving many and plausible rea
sons for such a course. They were inclined to
take his advice, but said they had formed a treaty
with the English, and felt it would not do to
break openly with them. It was finally arranged
that a few warriors should join the English army
as representatives of the nation, but not a suffi
cient number to require him, as grand war-chief,
to accompany them.
On what an apparently slight event turned the
whole question whether the Creeks, the most

powerful and warlike of all the Southern tribes,
should make common cause with the others
against us ! Their conduct in this matter has
been attributed to the sagacity and forethought
of M'Gillivray, the Indian Talleyrand, as they
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styled him ; but now it leaks out that it was
solely because a Frenchman had been elected

their grand war-chief, and would not fight his

own countrymen. Neither political nor military
reasons had any thing to do with the compara
tively indifferent attitude of the Creeks during
the War of the Revolution, but regard for the na
tional feelings of their new war-chief. But for
this the war on our Southern frontier would have

nssumed a vastly more formidable character, and

we should have witnessed achievements such as
made the names of Pontiac and Tecumseh so

long the terror of the white settlers.
Though Milfort had compromised matters so
that the Creeks should occupy almost a nentral
attitude during the war, he was afraid that
events might occur which would draw the whole
nation into it ns allies of the English ; and he
determined to withdraw himself and the principal
warriors entirely from the scene of combat. He
had seen inscribed on shells, which they carefully
preserved, various figures, which he found on

inquiry to constitute the historical records of
the nation. On nsking for an interpretation of
their meaning, he ascertained that the Creeks
traced their origin to Mexico, from which they
emigrated after the overthrow of the Montezuma
to the Red River, beyond the Mississippi. They
described with great enthusiasm their homes on
the banks of this stream, and he proposed to
make a visit to them. This interest in their
past history pleased the Creeks, and they at
once fell in with his project. So assembling
two hundred young warriors, the elite of their
fighting force, he struck off into the Western
wilderness.
Reaching the Mississippi he left his war
riors in camp, and descended to New Orleans.
He had carefully noticed the capacity of the
country through which he passed, and when he
saw what a magnificent river flowed through

it
, furnishing a channel to internal commerce,

he was amazed that France <iad ever ceded
Louisiana to Spain. He staid some time at
New Orleans, obtaining statisties respecting the
amount of commerce that entered the river— the
extent of navigation, and the character and
magnitude of the territory its waters drained.
Then and there was born the project of getting
that vast country once more into the hands of
France — a project he never abandoned, but pur
sued steadily till it was accomplished. After
thoroughly informing himself on all points con
nected with the thriving colony, he prepared to

depart, making this note as the result of his in
vestigations : " If France permits the Americans
to get possession of this beautiful river, in fifty
years they will dictate laws to Europe." Thus,
many years before the commencement of the
present century, this Creek war-chief, with the
sigacity of a statesman, foresaw the important
part the great valley of the Mississippi was to

play in the history of the world. He returned
to his wild warriors absorbed in vast schemes for
the future aggrandizement of France.
The march to the Red River was resumed ;

but he determined on his return to explore this
wonderful valley, and ascertain from personal
inspection its capacities, and then, when the
present war was over, revisit France, and lay
before the Government the results of his in
vestigations, and the scheme that had already
assumed a definite shape in his own mind.
He reached the ancient home of the Creeks late
in autumn ; and as the weather was getting cold,
and there were Bo many broad rivers to swim in
the route they must traverse, he proposed that
they should stay there till spring. The true mo
tive, however, which governed him, was the wish
to keep away while the English were at war with
the French. They spent the winter in trapping
and hunting, and at the end of March broke up
their wigwams and started on their return. In
stead, however, of taking the route by which he
had come, Milfort chose a different one, carry
ing him farther north, so that he might see more
of the country. Hnving struck the Mississippi,
he ascended its banks to the Ohio, then followed
this latter stream till he approached the Ameri
can settlements from the east; and penetrated
even to the Niagara frontier. The farther he
explored the more he was convinced of the im
portance of his groat scheme of getting Louisiana
ceded back to France, so that she could control
the valley of the Mississippi. His warriors
spent the time in hunting and trapping while
he matured a plan which, if successful, would
aggrandize France, and make her mistress of
half the western continent.
He was absent on this extraordinary expedi
tion eighteen months, and returned with a vast
retinue of horses loaded with furs and skins.
He had not lost a man nor met with a serious
accident during the whole time. The Creeks,
who had wondered what had become of their
new war-chief, received him with unbounded
delight, and crowding around him, escorted him
—two thousand in number— in triumph to his
home, which he had named "Petite Paris."
He had a long and interesting interview with

M'Gillivray, and unfolded to him the grand
project which he determined, on the first favor
able opportunity, to present to the French Gov
ernment. With France master of the Missis
sippi Valley, and the Creek nation in close al
liance with it

,

M'Gillivray saw that his people
would be secure against the incursions of the
colonists, and soon rise to that position of power
which he ardently wished to see them occupy.
Nothing, however, could be done till the con
tinental war should close.
In the mean time, the Georgians having made
encroachments upon the Creeks, the latter clam
ored loudly for vengeance ; and Milfort assem
bled his warriors to make an incursion against
the settlers. But when he reached the frontiers
he abandoned his design, and filled with his

great scheme, determined to visit the two hostile
armies and see what the prospects were of a
termination of the war. He first visited the
British camp at Charleston, then passed on to
the French head-quarters at Yorktown, where
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the allied army had remained since the capitula
tion of Cornwallis. From thence he went to
Philadelphia, and being convinced that the war

would soon be over, returned to his warriors,

and abandoning the expedition into Georgia led

them back to their homes.

Not long after he conducted two successful

expeditions against General Bowles, who figured

so prominently for a while in the affairs of the
Seminoles.
In 1739 M'Gillivray went to Mobile to make
a treaty with the Spanish Governor of Louisiana

and M. Mirian the Intendant. Being appointed
commissioner-general for the King of Spain, he
wished Milfort to accept the office of sub-com
missioner-general ; but the latter declined;

though afterward, when Carondelet was made

Governor-general of Louisiana, he did accept the

position.
In the mean time an event occurred which
made him again summon his warriors to the
field of battle. Two old Creek chiefs being on
a visit to Georgia, the whites got them drunk,
and while in this state formed a treaty with
them by which a large tract of land was ceded
to Georgia. When the chiefs became sober they
refused to own the treaty, which so euraged the
Georgians that they seized them and threatened
to kill them. This infamous treaty was the
cause of much trouble afterward, not only be
tween the Creeks and Georgia, but also between
the former and the General Government.
Milfort, indignant at the foul outrage, did not
wait to make complaints to Washington, but

placing himself at the head of a large band of
warriors fell on the settlements with resistless

fury. The whites flew to arms, but were beaten
in almost every encounter ; and for a while ter
ror reigned upon the frontier. The daring and
success of the Indians astonished the Americans,
and they attributed the skill and energy with
which the avenging blow was delivered and
followed up to the great ability of M'Gillivray.
One of the papers of the day, speaking of the
war, said of M'Gillivray : " With what address
has he conducted this unhappy war against us !
If it were possible to gain his friendship, and
get him in our interests, it would be most de
sirable, for the other Indians would not then
dare to make war. Let us then strive to make
peace with him." M'Gillivray became at once
a very distinguished man ; his name was a ter
ror throughout the border settlements South ;
was often repeated in the halls of Congress and
Washington's cabinet, and became a familiar
word in the saloons of Europe ; and yet during
the whole war he was never once on the field of
battle.

History often makes heroes out of very sin
gular material ; but it rarely, as in this case,
manufactures one entirely out of the imagina
tion. While the country rung with tfie daring
plots of M'Gillivray, he was quietly sitting in his
own cabin on the Coosa, attending to his planta
tion. An unknown French soldier was winning
for him a reputation which to this day it is sup

posed he won for himself. The result was that
Washington sent commissioners to him, and

eventually gave him the rank of Brigadier-Gen
eral in the American service. It is nevertheless
true, strange as it may appear, that M'Gillivray
never once led the Creeks to battle ! Let the
future historian of Georgia make a note of this,
and he will be able to solve some things that
occurred in the Creek nation, subsequent to the
Revolution, which otherwise would remain a

mystery.
Milfort now saw clearly that the Creeks would
have to abandon their lands unless something
was speedily done. In the end he designed to
have their safety secured by an alliance with
France ; but he know that years must elapse
before this could be brought about, if accom
plished at all, and he resolved to form a grand

league with all the Southern Indians, and make
common war against the Americans. The border

ers, he saw, must be driven back at once, or their

rapid encroachments would inevitably force the
Indians to retire. In carrying out his plan he vis
ited tribe after tribe, as Tecumseh did afterward ;
and though he did not arouse them by his elo

quence, he showed so clearly that unless a com
mon alliance was made they would all be com
pelled to give up their lands and abandon their

homes, that he met with but little strong opposi
tion ; and before the year was out had formed

one of the most formidable Indian leagues that
was ever made on this continent. Rumors of this
at length reached the seat of government at New
York, and caused much anxiety to Washington.
The powerful Southern tribes, joined together
and led by such a bold and skillful leader as
the one who had recently spread terror through

Georgia, would wage a war that would cost
much blood and treasure to bring to a success
ful termination.
M'Gillivray being nominally the chief of the
nation, was supposed to be at the bottom of this
great and dangerous movement. In the mean
time the two officers which had been sent as
commissioners* to treat with him reached the
hostile tribe. Luckily for them Milfort, when
they arrived, was absent at Pensacola, occupied
in distributing the annual presents of the Span
iards to the Indians. M'Gillivray immediately
sent for him ; but the commissioners had evi

dently seen and heard enough in their inter
views with the chiefs to convince them that Mil
fort would oppose all their propositions ; and
hence they pressed M'Gillivray with all their
power to depart with them immediately for New
York, where he could talk over the affairs of the
nation with Washington. The more he sbowed
a disinclination to commit himself in any way
until Milfort's return, the more anxious they
were to hasten his departure. They had found
a different state of things from what they had

anticipated. M'Gillivray, instead of being the
great and warlike chief he had been represented
to be, was a man in feeble health and of a peace
ful disposition, and evidently entirely under the

influence of this Milfort, of whom they appar
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ently had never heard before. The strong and
resolute spirit which controlled the Creek na
tion, and gave such prestige to its arms, was
not, after all, the head political chief ; and more
than half of the difficulties they expected to en
counter would be surmounted at once if they
could get the latter where he could no longer
feel its influence. By what inducements and
promises they succeeded we are not informed,
but they did prevail on M'Gillivray to depart
suddenly with them before Milfort had time to
return.
Milfort, the moment he received M'Gillivray's
message, set out to meet him. He had seen
enough of M'Gillivray's yielding disposition to
make him fear the worst if he were left alone to
deal with the commissioners. He knew that
their object in coming was to obtain possession
of Creek lands, which would be only the begin
ning of the final absorption of their whole ter
ritory ; and he determined they should go back
with that object unaccomplished. But, to his
great disappointment and indignation, he found
when he reached home that M'Gillivray and
the commissioners had been gone three days.
It would be impossible to overtake him even if
it were wise to do so, and he moodily resigned
himself to fate, feeling that nothing but evil
could result from this ill-starred visit to the
head of the American Government. At one
time he resolved to assemble four thousand war
riors and march to the frontier to await his re
turn, but he finally abandoned the design, and
remained in his cabin.
In the mean time M'Gillivray proceeded with
the commissioners to New York, and became the
guest of Washington. One day he made a visit
to Wall Street, and crowds of curious gazers
gathered on the sidewalk as he passed. The
tall and slender white chieftain (for he could
hardly be called an Indian) bore no resemblance
whatever to the renowned and terrible warrior
they had pictured to themselves. On another
occasion he visited the Hall of Congress, and
was received with distinguished honor. Over
whelmed with attentions, flattered and caressed
by the most distinguished men of the nation, it
is not surprising that this savage chieftain, with
the blood and instincts of a white man in him,
should have yielded to the seductive influences
that surrounded him. Alone and unaccus
tomed to snch associations, he gradually lost
that feeling of independence which characterized
him in his forest home, and became a mere in
strument in the hands of those who coveted the
rich lands of his tribe. His pride was also flat
tered by the promise of a commission of Briga
dier-General in the American army—a rank that
a white man would have gone far to have ob
tained. Washington was probably wholly un
acquainted with the deception and wrong that
had been practiced on the Creeks, as he had
heard only the white man's story, and intent on
preventing an expensive and desolating war on
the southern frontier, and at the same time
wishing to satisfy the Georgia delegates, made a

treaty with him, by which the very lands which
the State had endeavored to obtain from the
drunken chiefs were ceded to the whites. As
compensation in part he received the rank, uni
form, and pay of Brigadier-General.
In the midst, however, of his newly acquired
honors, the thought of Milfort, who had ac
quired complete ascendency over him in all af
fairs of the nation, would trouble him, and he
looked forward to the meeting with him with no
little anxiety. To blunt the edge of his opposi
tion, and if possible secure his approval of the
treaty, he solicited, and actually obtained, the
same military rank for him with which he him
self had been honored. With the commission
for him in his pocket he set out on his return
home. On his arrival he sought an interview
with Milfort, and told him what he had done,
and at the same time presented him his com
mission as Brigadier-General, together with a
kind message from Washington. Milfort's worst
fears had been realized. But reproaches and
remonstrances would now avail nothing —the
deed was done, and the first downward step of
the nation irrevocably taken. He did not com
plain, but when he told M'Gillivray that he
would not accept the commission of Brigadier-
General, and bade him return it to Washington,
the humbled chieftain felt how utterly his course
was condemned, and that he alone must bear
the responsibility of it.
A council of the chiefs was called and the
treaty laid before them. They were amazed at
its conditions, and M'Gillivray saw, as he gazed
on the grave, stern countenances that surrounded
him, that he had fnllen forever in the confidence
of his people. No proposition, however, was
made to ratify the treaty ; it was plain that a
smothered fire was in their breasts that would

require but little provocation to make a consum
ing flame.
This not long after was furnished. An officer
arrived from the seat of Government with the

money due M'Gillivray as general, and a thou
sand dollars for Milfort. In passing through
the village of Okfoski, one of the bags contain
ing the money fell from the saddle of the mes
senger and burst open. The Indians who had
crowded around immediately asked who it was
for. The officer replied for M'Gillivray, their
chief. The news spread like wild-fire. Soured
by the conditions of the treaty, and indignant
that the head of the nation should sport the

epaulets of a general in the white man's service,
the discovery of this money removed the last
barrier to the open expression of their rage and
suspicions. It was to them proof positive of their
chiefiain's treachery, and they assembled and

tumultuously demanded his death. They would

unquestionably have killed him on the spot but

for the interference of Milfort, who promised to
investigate the matter, and see every thing made

right. In an interview with M'Gillivray he told
him he must immediately send back his com
mission to Washington as he had done, and ac

cept no stipend from the American Government.
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He did so, but this concession to the prejudices
of the Indians came too late. They would not
be appeased, and a second grand council was

called to deliberate on the matter. After a long
and stormy debate it was decided that M'Gilli-
vray should die. The man whom they had so
reverenced, in whose hands they had placed
with entire confidence the interests of the na
tion, had now fallen so low that nothing but his
blood could appease them.
Milfort, as much as he disapproved of M'Gill-
ivray's course, stood firmly by him in this ter
rible crisis , but he saw clearly that he could
not, with all his influence, stem the tide of op
position ; and so, to avert from his friend the
doom that awaited him, he secretly hurried him
off to Mobile. After remaining here some time
M'Gillivray went to Pensacola, where he died,
without seeing the treaty he had made with
Washington ratified by his chiefs Thus per
ished one whom writers have been pleased to
call the Talleyrand of Alabama. The people of
the United States and the Government labored
under a delusion as to his character while he
lived, and history has prolonged it since his
death. Milfort, the Frenchman, not M'Gilli
vray, the mixed breed, was the life and soul of
the Creek nation.
Washington, when he gave M'Gillivray his
commission of Brigadier-General, presented him
with a superb pair of epaulets which he had
received from the court of France through La
fayette. These the humbled chieftain gave to
Milfort, who after found use for them in a way
he little dreamed of then.
Washington, finding the treaty he had made
with M'Gillivray not ratified by the nation, sent
another commissioner, Souanne, to bring the
matter to a satisfactory adjustment. The agent
remained six months among the Creeks, trying
in every way to win over Milfort, to whom the
chiefs now looked for advice and counsel. But
the promises and flatteries that had proved so
potent with M'Gillivray were lost on the reso
lute Frenchman, and Souanne departed without
having accomplished his object. Out of his fail
ure grew the famous Yazoo and Sciota Land
Company, which was nothing less than a gigan
tic swindle on the Indians.
In the mean time the French Revolution
rolled on—the head of Louis XVI. fell on the
scaffold, and France became a republic under
the control of the Directory. Soon Bonaparte
was elected First Consul, and the war with
Spain commenced. The news of this important
event at length reached the quiet settlement of
Mobile. Milfort at once saw that the time for
carrying out his 'long -meditated project had
come. Retaining his French citizenship, his
first step was to send in his resignation as com
missioner of Spain to the Governor of Louisiana.
The reason he gave was, that the two countries
being at war he could no longer act as agent of
the latter. The Governor accepted it

,

compli
menting him at the same time on the fidelity
and ability with which he had executed his trust.

Having thus cut himself loose from the Span
ish authority, Milfort resolved to visit France
and lay before the Government his grand scheme
for reannexing Louisiana. First, he sat down
and placed his views and the statisties which he
had so carefully gathered in the form of a me
morial. He then laid his plan hefore the Creek
chiefs, saying, that when he had accomplished
his object he would return, and, with France as
their ally, bid defiance to the Americans.
Bidding them farewell, with much wise coun
sel as to the course they should pursue till his
return, he repaired to Mobile and bought a ship
in which he set sail for Philadelphia. On his
arrival there he sought an interview with citi
zen Fauchet, who then represented the French
republic at the scat of the Government of the
United States, and laid before him his plan in
detail. Fauchet fell in with it at once, and of
fered to give him a free passage to France.
This, however, Milfort declined, and finding a

vessel bound for Bordeaux about to sail, paid
his passage in her, and embarked for his native
country. Fauchet had given him a strong let
ter of recommendation to Cambaceres, one of
the consuls of the Committee of Public Safety,
which he presented at once on reaching Paris.
Cambaceres received him cordially, and gave
him a letter to the Secretary, who, though he

approved of his plan, told him nothing could be
done until negotiations for peace with Spain
should commence. The Government would then
make the cession of Louisiana one of the con
ditions of the treaty.
About six months after Charles Lacroix, the
Minister of Foreign Affairs, presented him to the

Directory. This body gave him a special au

dience, and listened with the liveliest interest to
the details of his project. They saw at once a

way was opened for France to recover the best

part of the possessions she had lost in America.
Milfort's report of his explorations of the Mis
sissippi and its tributaries—his account of the
growing commerce and vast capabilities and fu
ture wealth of the great valley of the West,
filled them with wonder, and opened in prospect

a new empire to the republic.
Thus was born and eventually carried out the
project of obtaining once more possession of
Louisiana. It has doubtless often occurred to
the reader of history why was it that France,
environed with perils as she was on the Conti
nent, turned her attention to America? Here

is the solution. While Europe was rocking
above the earthquake before which the Bourbon

dynasty had gone down, a solitary Frenchman in
the wilds of the South formed and matured that
plan which well-nigh changed the current of our
history. That Louisiana would ultimately have
been ours no one will deny ; but by what process
the result would have been reached it is impossi
ble to conjecture.
Having thus succeeded to the extent of his
most sanguine wishes, Milfort intimated to the
Government that he would like to return to the
Creek nation. The Directory replied that it
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was necessary he should remain in France until
his scheme should be consummated. But he
told them that all his property was among the

Indians, and that in France he had no means of
support. To obviate this difficulty they made
him Brigadier-General.
The wandering Frenchman searching for ad

venture in our Southern wilds had risen by his

energy to be head war-chief of the Creek nation,
and thence, by a strange metamorphosis, was
translated to Brigadier - General in the grand

army of France. Holding this high position, he
remained year after year waiting the progress
of events to bring about the accomplishment of
his scheme. At length it was announced that
Louisiana was once more in the possession of

France. A grand expedition was immediately
set on foot to take possession of it

,
and convey a

French colony of 25,000 men thither under com
mand of Marshal Victor. Milfort threw him
self with his accustomed energy into it

,

and soon,
to his great joy, he saw the fleet which was to
bring the consummation of his years of labor
spreading its sails for the Atlantic. His dream
of success, however, was dashed in the very mo
ment of its fulfillment. The fleet was blockaded
in the port of Ostend, and before it could be re
leased Louisiana was sold to the United States
for $15,000,000. This was in 1803.
Here ends Milfort's own account of his life
and adventures. The remainder is briefly told
in the Bioqraphie Universelle. He returned to
his native district, where he lived in tranquillity,

a single wife taking the place of his former har
em among the Creeks. Then came the inva
sion of France in 18U. The Allies, leaving the
strong places unassailed, threw themselves upon
the centre. The only way of opposing them was
by harassing their rear and cutting their lines
of communication. A levy of "corps-franes"
was raised, and Milfort was appointed their com
mander. But he harassed the peaceable peas
antry more than he did the enemy. After the
close of this short and unhappy campaign he
quitted Me'zieres, and took up his residence at
Vouzieres, where he did nothing during the sec
ond invasion beyond defending his own house,
which he had transformed into a kind of fortress.
Abandoning the lower floor, he masked the
staircase by a palisade of bushes, and concen
trated his arms upon the next floor. These,
consisting of three double-barreled guns, served
by Madame Milfort and a servant, were to cover
the. doorway, while the General himself defended
the palisade. A company of Hulans entered the
house one night, and, finding the lower floor de
serted, began to light a fire and make them
selves comfortable. One of them coming near
the palisade on the stairs, received a sabre stroke
from Milfort, and ran back to his comrades, who
laughed at hint. Another coming up met the
same fate, whereupon the whole company took
to flight, rushing pell-mell from the court-yard.
This was just what Milfort had been waiting
for. The three muskets sent their balls among
the fugitives in the narrow passage. But, not

withstanding his victory, Milfort thought it pru
dent next day to seek safety within the walls of
Me'zieres. He died there in 1817, leaving a
young son, without any fortune. His widow,
implicated in a charge of swindling, was sen
tenced to several years' imprisonment.
The career of Milfort reads more like a tale
of romance than actual history. Unknown as

it was to America, it had an important bearing
on her destiny. But for him, one of two things
would have occurred, and possibly both— a war
with Spain, or the occupation of the mouth of
the Mississippi by the English. When the news
of the purchase of Louisiana reached the United
States military preparations were already being
made for its conquest by us, in consequence of
the violation by Spain of her treaty stipulations.
A forcible seizure of it was inevitable, which
would have precipitated a war with Spain, whtch
in turn might have hastened the war with En
gland, that took place nine years afterward.
At that time New Orleans could not have made
the gallant and successful defense she did under
Jackson.
Again, the possession of Louisiana by France
rendered its ultimate conquest by England al
most certain if the former had endeavored to
hold it. Bonaparte saw this, and it was to pre
vent so great a catastrophe that he transferred

it so readily to the United States. With En
gland in possession of the mouth of the Missis
sippi, the war of 1812 would have taken a differ
ent course and had a different issue. Stretch
ing her arms across from New Orleans to Can
ada, she would have given the Western Indians
tenfold the assistance she did. Jackson's cam
paign against the Creeks would probably have
had a different termination, and Tecumseh's

grand confederation have been backed by a force
that the Western frontiers could not have resisted.
Mr. Benton, in 1830, in a speech in Congress
referring to this event, and the result if the
French fleet had reached Louisiana, said :

"Put it on either foot—Louisiana remains a French or
becomes a British possession. In the first contingency
we must have become the ally or the enemy of France.
The system of Bonaparte admitted of no neutrals; and
our alternatives would have beeu between falling into the
train of his Continental system, or maintaining a war
against him on our own soil. We can readily decide that
the latter would have been most honorable; but it is hard
to say which would have been most fatal to our prosperity,
and most disastrous to our republican institutions. In the
second contingency, and almost certain one, we should
have had England established on our western, as well as
on our northern frontier; and I may add our southern
also ; for Florida, as the proper oily of France, would have-
been a fair subject of British conquest In the war with
France and Spain, and a desirable one, after the ncqutsl-
tion of Louisiana, and as easily taken as wished for, the
vessel that brought home the news of the victory of Tra
falgar being sufficient to summon and reduce the places
of Mobile, Pensacola, St. Murk•, and St. Augustine. This
nation, thus established upon three sides of our territory,
the most powerful of maritime powers, jealous of our com
merce, panting for the dominion of the seas, unscrupulous
in the use of savage allies, and nine years afterward to be
engaged In a war with us I The results of such a position
would have been, the loss for ages and centuries of the
navigation of the Mississippi, the permanent occupation
of the Gulf of Mexico by the British fleet, the consequent
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control of the West Indies, and the ravage of our frontiers
by savages In British pay. The.se would have been the
permanent consequences, to say nothing of the fate of the
late war, commenced with our enemy encompassing us
on three sides with her land-forces, and covering the ocean
In front with her proud navy, victorious over the com
bined fleets of France and Spain, and swelled with the
ships of all nations. From these calamitous results the
acquisition of Louisiana delivered us."

Such mighty and fearful results did a French
adventurer among a tribe of Southern Indians
come within n hair's-breadth of securing. The
accidental blockade of the French fleet in a

Dutch port, and afterward the bold act of Jef
ferson, which he himself believed to be uncon
stitutional, alone prevented this. What proph
et could have seen any connection between that
solitary, half-starved wanderer in the wilds of
Alabama and such historical changes? Un
known as he is, Milfort played an important
role in our history, and came very near playing
a still more important one. It is only the sur
face of the broad stream of human events that
we commonly see ; the deep under-currents aro
seldom known.

ARMADALE.
BY WILKIE COLLINS, AUTHOR OF "NO NAME," "THE WOMAN IN WHITE," ETC.

BOOK THE THIRD.

CHAPTER XIH.
EXIT.

IT
rained all through the night; and when
the morning came it was raining still.

Contrary to his ordinary habit, Midwinter
was waiting in the breakfast-room when Allan
entered it. He looked worn and weary, but his
smile was gentler, and his manner more com

posed than usual. To Allan's surprise he ap
proached the subject of the previous night's con
versation of his own accord as soon as the serv
ant was out of the room.
" I am afraid you thought me very impatient
and very abrupt with you last night," he said.
" I will try to make amends for it this morning.
I will hear every thing you wish to say to me on
the subject of Miss Gwilt."
"I hardly like to worry you," said Allan.
"You look as if you had had a bad night's
rest."
"I have not slept well for some time past,"
replied Midwinter, quietly. "Something has
been wrong with me. But I believo I have
found out the way to put myself right again
without troubling the doctors. Later in the
morning I shall have something to say to you
about this. Let us get back first to what you
were talking of last night. You were speaking
of some difficulty —" He hesitated, and finished
the sentence in a tone so low that Allan failed
to hear him. "Perhaps it would be better,"
he went on, " if, instead of speaking to me, you
spoke to Mr. Brock?"
" I would rather speak to you," said Allan.
"But tell me first, was I right or wrong last
night in thinking you disapproved of my falling
in love with Miss Gwilt?"
Midwinter's lean nervous fingers began to
crumble the bread in his plate. His eyes looked
away from Allan for the first time.
" If you have any objection," persisted Allan,
"I should like to hear it."
Midwinter suddenly looked up again, his

cheeks turning ashy pale, and his glittering
black eyes fixed full on Allan's face.
"You love her," he said. "Does she love
you!"
"You won't think me vain?" returned Allan.
" I told you yesterday I had had private oppor
tunities with her—"

Midwinter's eyes dropped again to the crumbs
on his plate. "I understand," he interposed,
quickly. " You were wrong last night. I had
no objections to make."
"Don't you congratulate me?" asked Allan,

a little uneasily. "Such a beautiful woman!
such a clever woman !"
Midwinter held out his hand. "I owe you
more than mere congratulations," he said. " In
any thing which is for your happiness I owe you
help." He took Allan's hand, and wrung it

hard. "Can I help you?" ho asked, growing
paler and paler as he spoke.
"My dear fellow!" exclaimed Allan, "what

is the matter with you ? Your hand is as cold
as ice."
Midwinter smiled faintly. "I am always in
extremes," he said; "my hand was as hot as
fire the first time you took it at the old west
country inn. Come to that difficulty which you
have not come to yet. You are young, rich,
your own master—and she loves you. What
difficulty can there be ?"
Allan hesitated. " I hardly know how to put
it," ho replied. "As you said just now, I love
her, and she loves me—and yet there is a sort
of strangeness between us. One talks a good
deal about one's self, when one is in love—at
least I do. I've told her all about myself, and
my mother, and how I came in for this place,
and the rest of it. Well— though it doesn't
strike me when we are together— it comes across
mo now and then, when I'm away from her,
that she doesn't say much on her side. In fact,

I know no more about her than you do."
"Do you mean that you know nothing about
Miss Gwilt's family and friends ?"
"That's it

,

exactly."
" Have you never asked her about thom ?"
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"I said something of the sort the other day,"
returned Allan ; " and I'm afraid, as usual, I
said it in the wrong way. She looked—I can't
quite tell you how ; not exactly displeased, but
—oh, what things words are ! I'd give the
world, Midwinter, if I could only find the right
word when I want it, as well as you do."
" Did Miss Gwilt say any thing to you in the
way of a reply ?"
"That's just what I was coming to. She
said, 'I shall have a melancholy story to tell

you one of these days, Mr. Armadale, about my
self and my family ; but you look so happy, and
the circumstances are so distressing, that I have
hardly the heart to speak of it now.' Ah, she
can express herself —with the tears in her eyes,
my dear fellow, with the tears in her eyes ! Of
course I changed the sifbject directly. And now
the difficulty is how to get back to it, delicately,
without making her cry again. We must get
back to it

,

you know. Not on my account ; I

am quite content to marry her first, and hear
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of her family misfortunes, poor thing, nfterward.
But I know Mr. Brock. If I can't satisfy him
about her family when I write to tell him of this
(which of course I must do), he will be dead
against the whole thing. I'm my own master,
of course, and I can do as I like about it. But
dear old Brock was such a good friend to my
poor mother, and he has been such a good friend

to me—you see what I mean, don't you ?"
" Certainly, Allan ; Mr. Brock has been your
second father. Any disagreement between you
about such a serious matter as this would be the

saddest thing that could happen. You ought to
satisfy him that Miss Gwilt is (what I am sure
Miss Gwilt will prove to be) worthy, in every way
worthy—" His voice sank in spite of him, and
he left the sentence unfinished.
"Just my feeling in the matter!" Allan
struck in, glibly. " Now we can come to what
I particularly wanted to consult you about. If
this was your case,' Midwinter, you would be

able to say the right words to her—you would
put it delicately, even though you were putting
it quite in the dark. I can't do that. I am a
blundering sort of fellow; and I am horribly
afraid, if I can't get some hint at the truth to
help me at starting, of saying something to dis
tress her. Family misfortunes are such tender
subjects to touch on—especially with such a re
fined woman, such a tender-hearted woman, as
Miss Gwilt. There may have been some dread
ful death in the family — some relation who has
disgraced himself —some infernal cruelty which
has forced the poor thing out on the world as a

governess. Well, turning it over in my mind, it
struck mo that the major might be able to put
me on the right tack. It is quite possible that
he might have been informed of Miss Gwilt's
family circumstances before he engaged her—
isn't it?" W
" It is possible, Allan, certainly."
"Just my feeling again! My notion is to
speak to the major. If I could only get the
story from him first I should know so much bet
ter how to speak to Miss Gwilt about it after
ward. You advise me to try the major, don't
you ?"
There was a pause before Midwinter replied.
When he did answer it was a little reluctantly.
" I hardly know how to advise you, Allan,"
he said. " This is a very delicate matter."
"I believe you would try the major if you
were in my place," returned Allan, reverting to
his inveterately personal way of putting the
question.
"Perhaps I might," said Midwinter, more
and more unwillingly. "Bufif I did speak to
the major I should be very careful, in your
place, not to put myself in a false position—I
should be very careful to let no one suspect me
of the meanness of prying into a woman's secrets
behind her back."
Allan's face flushed. " Good Heavens, Mid
winter!" he exclaimed, "who could suspect me
of that ?"
" Nobody, Allan, who really knows you."

"The major knows me. The major is the
last man in the world to misunderstand me.
All I want him to do is to help me (if he can)
to speak about a delicate subject to Miss Gwilt,
without hurting her feelings. Can any thing be
simpler between two gentlemen ?"
Instead of replying, Midwinter, still speaking
as constrainedly as ever, asked a question on his
side. " Do you mean to tell Major Milroy," ho
said, "what your intentions really are toward
Miss Gwilt?"
Allan's manner altered. He hesitated, and
looked confused.
" I have been thinking of that," he replied ;
" and I mean to feel my way first, and then tell
him or not afterward, as matters turn out."
A proceeding so cautious as this was too strik
ingly inconsistent with Allan's character not to
surprise any one who knew him. Midwinter
showed his surprise plainly.
"You forget that foolish flirtation of mine
with Miss Milroy," Allan went on, more and
more confusedly. "The major may have no
ticed it

,

and may have thought I meant—well,
what I didn't mean. It might be rather awk
ward, mightn't it

,

to propose to his face for his
governess instead of his daughter ?"
He waited for a word of answer, but none
came. Midwinter opened his lips to speak, and
suddenly checked himself. Allan, uneasy at
his silence, doubly uneasy under certain recol
lections of the major's daughter which the con
versation had called up, rose from the table, and
shortened the interview a little impatiently.
"Come! come!" he said, "don't sit there
looking unutterable things—don't make mount
ains out of molehills. You have such an old,
old head, Midwinter, on those young shoulders
of yours ! Let's have done with all these pros
and cons Do you mean to tell me in plain
words that it won't do to speak to the major?"
"I can't take the responsibility, Allan, of
telling you that. To be plainer still, I can't
feel confident of the soundness of any advice I

may give you in— in our present position toward
each other. All I am sure of is, that I can not
possibly be wrong in entreating you to do two
things "
" What are they?"
"If you speak to Major Milroy. pray remem
ber the caution I have given you ! Pray think
of what you say before you say it!"
" I'll think—never fear ! What next ?"
" Before you take any serious step in this
matter write and tell Mr. Brock. Will you
promise me to do that?"
" With all my heart. Any thing more ?"
" Nothing more. I have said my last words."
Allan led the way to the door. "Come into
my room," he said, "and I'll give you a cigar.
The servants will bo in here directly to clear
away; and I want to go on talking about Miss
Gwilt."
" Don't wait for me," said Midwinter ; " I'll
follow you in a minute or two."
He remained seated until Allan had closed
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the door—then rose, and took from a corner of
the room, where it lay hidden behind one of the
curtains, a knapsack ready packed for traveling.
As he stood at the window thinking, with the
knapsack in his hand, a strangely old, care-worn
look stole over his face ; he seemed to lose the
last of his youth in an instant.

What the woman's quicker insight had dis
covered days since, the man's slower perception
had only realized in the past night. The pang
that had wrung him when he heard Allan's
avowal had set the truth self-revealed before
Midwinter for the first time. He had been con
scious of looking at Miss Gwilt with new eyes
and a new mind, on the next occasion when
they met after the memorable interview in Major
Milroy's garden ; he had been conscious of his
growing interest thenceforth in her society, and
his growing admiration of her beauty —but he
had never until now known the passion that
she had roused in him for what it really was.
Knowing it at last, feeling it consciously in full
possession of him, he had the courage which no
man with a happier experience of life would
have possessed — the courage to recall what
Allan had said to him, and to look resolutely at
the future through his own grateful remem
brances of the past.
Steadfastly, through the sleepless hours of the
night, he had contemplated the sacrifice of him
self to the dearest interest of his friend, as part
of the great debt of gratitude that he owed to
Allan. Steadfastly he had bent his mind to the
conviction that he must conquer the passion
which had taken possession of him for Allan's
sake ; and that the one way to conquer it was—
to go. No after-doubt as to the sacrifice had
troubled him when morning came ; and no aft
er-doubt troubled him now. The one question
that kept him hesitating was the question of
leaving Thorpe-Ambrose. Though Mr. Brock's
letter relieved him from all necessity of keeping
watch in Norfolk for a woman who was known
to be in Somersetshire; though the duties of
the steward's office were duties which might be
safely left in Mr. Bashwood's tried and trust
worthy hands—still, admitting these considera
tions, his mind was not easy at the thought of
leaving Allan at a time when a crisis was ap
proaching in Allan's life.
He slung the knapsack loosely over his shoul
der, and put the question to his conscience for
the last time. " Can you trust yourself to see
her, day by day, as you must see her—can you
trust yourself to hear him talk of her, hour by
hour, as you must hear him—if you stay in this
house?" Again the answer came, as it had
come all through the night. Again his heart
warned him, in the very interests of the friend
ship that he held sacred, to go while the time
was his own ; to go before the woman who had
possessed herself of his love had possessed her
self of his power of self-sacrifice and his sense
of gratitude as well.
He looked round the room mechanically be

fore he turned to leave it. Every remembrance
of the conversation that had just taken place
between Allan and himself pointed to the same
conclusion, and warned him, as his own con
science had warned him, to go. Had he hon
estly mentioned any one of the objections which
be or any man must have seen to Allan's attach
ment? Had he—as his knowledge of his friend's
facile character bound him to do—warned Allan
to distrust his own hasty impulses, and to test
himself by time and absence before he made sure
that the happiness of his whole life was bound
up in Miss Gwilt ? No. The bare doubt wheth
er, in speaking of these things, be could feel
that he was speaking disinterestedly, had closed
his lips, and would close his lips for the fu
ture, till the time for speaking had gone by.
Was the right man to restrain Allan the man
who would have given the world, if he had it,

to stand in Allan's place ? There was but one
plain course of action that an honest man and
a grateful man could follow in the position in
which he stood. Far removed from all chance
of seeing her, and from nil chance of hearing of
her—alone with his own faithful recollection of
what he owed to his friend—he might hope to
fight it down, as he had fought down the tears

in his childhood under his gipsy master's stick ;

as he had fought down the misery of his lonely
youth-time in the country bookseller's shop.
" I must go," he said, as he turned wearily from
the window, "before she comes to the house

again. I must go before another hour is over
my head."
With that resolution he left the room ; and,
in leaving it

,

took the irrevocable step from

Present to Future.

The rain was still falling. The sullen sky
all round the horizo#still lowered, watery and

dark, when Midwinter, equipped for traveling,

appeared in Allan's room.
"Good Heavens!" cried Allan, pointing to
the knapsack, "what does that mean?"
"Nothing very extraordinary," said Midwin
ter. "It only means—good-by."
"Good-by!" repeated Allan, starting to his
feet in astonishment.
Midwinter put him back gently into his chair,

and drew a seat near to it for himself.
"When you noticed that I looked ill this
morning," he said, " I told you that I had been
thinking of a way to recover my health, and
that I meant to speak to you about it later in
the day. That later time has come. I have
been out of sorts, as the phrase is

,

for some time

past. You have* remarked it yourself, Allan,
more than once; and, with your usual kind

ness, you have allowed it to excuse many things

in my conduct which would have been otherwise

uupardonable, even in your friendly eyes."

"My dear fellow," interposed Allan, "you
don't mean to say you are going out on a walk

ing tour in this pouring rain !"
" Never mind the rain," rejoined Midwinter.
"The rain and I are old friends. You know
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something, Allan, of the life I led before you
met with me. From the time when I was a
child I have been used to hardship and expo
sure. Night and day, sometimes for months to
gether, I never had my head under a roof. For
years and years the life of a wild animal —per
haps I ought to say, the life of a savage —was
the life I led, while you were at home and hap
py. I have the leaven of the vagabond— the
vagabond animal, or the vagabond man, I hard
ly know which— in me still. Does it distress
you to hear me talk of myself in this way ? I
won't distress you. I will only say that the
comfort and the luxury of our life here are, at
times, I think, a little too much for a man to
whom comforts and luxuries come as strange
things. I want nothing to put me right again
but more air and exercise; fewer good break
fasts and dinners, my dear friend, than I get
here. Let me go back to some of the hardships
which this comfortable house is expressly made
to shut out. Let me meet the wind and weath
er as I used to meet them when I was a boy ;
let me feel weary again for a little while, with
out a carriage near to pick me up ; and hungry
when the night falls, with miles of walking be
tween my supper and me. Give me a week or
two away, Allan—up northward, on foot, to the
Yorkshire moors—and I promise to return to
Thorpe-Ambrose better company for you and
for your friends. I shall be back before you
have time to miss me. Mr. Bashwood will take
care of the business in the office. It is only for
a fortnight, and it is for my own good : let me
go!"
" I don't like it," said Allan. "I don't like
your leaving me in this sudden manner. There's
something so strange and dreary about it. Why
not try riding, if you want more exercise ; all
the horses in the stables are at your disposal.
At all events, you can't possibly go to-day.
Look at the rain ?"
Midwinter looked toward the window, and
gently shook his head.
"I thought nothing of the rain," he said,
"when I was a mere child, getting my living
with the dancing dogs —why should I think any
thing of it now ? My getting wet, and your get
ting wet, Allan, are two very different things.
-When I was a fisherman's boy in the Hebrides
I hadn't a dry thread on me for weeks together."
"But you're not in the Hebrides now," per
sisted Allan ; " and I expect our friends from
the cottage to-morrow evening. You can't start
till after to-morrow. Miss Gwilt is going to
give us some more music, and you know you
like Miss Gwilt's playing."
Midwinter turned aside to buckle the straps
of his knapsack. " Give me another chance of
hearing Miss Gwilt when I come back," he said,
with his head down and his fingers busy at the

straps.
" You have one fault, my d«ar fellow, and it
grows on you," remonstrated Allan ; " when you
have once taken a thing into your head you're
the most obstinate man alive. There's no per- 1

suading you to listen to reason. If you will go,"
added Allan, suddenly rising as Midwinter took
up his hat and stick in silence, " I have half a
mind to go with you, and try a little roughing
it too!"
"Go with me!" repeated Midwinter, with a
momentary bitterness in his tone, "and leave
Miss Gwilt !"
Allan sat down again, and admitted the force
of the objection in significant silence. Without
a word more on his side, Midwinter held out
his hand to take leave. They were both deeply
moved, and each was anxious to hide his agita
tion from the other. Allan took the last refuge
which his friend's firmness left to him : he tried
to lighten the farewell moment by a joke.
"I'll tell you what," he said, '" I, begin to
doubt if you're quite cured yet of your belief
in the Dream. I suspect you're running away
from me, after all !"
Midwinter looked at him, uncertain whether
he was in jest or earnest. "What do you
mean ?" he asked.
"What did you tell me," retorted Allan,
" when you took me in here the other day and
made a clean breast of it? What did you say
about this room and the second vision of the
dream? By Jupiter!" he exclaimed, starting
to his feet once more, "now I look again, here
is the Second Vision ! There's the rain patter
ing against the window ; there's the lawn and
the garden outside ; here am I where I stood in
the Dream ; and there are you where the Shad
ow stood. The whole scene complete, out of
doors and in ; and I've discovered it this time!"
A moment's life stirred again in the dead re
mains of Midwinter's superstition. His color
changed ; and ho eagerly, almost fiercely, dis

puted Allan's conclusion.
"No!" he said, pointing to the little marble
figure on the bracket, " the scene is not com
plete ; you have forgotten something as usual.
The Dream is wrong this time, thank God! —

utterly wrong ! In the vision you saw, the stat
ue was lying in fragments on the floor ; and you
were stooping over them with a troubled and an
angry mind. There stands the statue safe and
sound ! and you haven't the vestige of an angry
feelmg in your mind, have you?" He seized
Allan impulsively by the hand. At the same
moment the consciousness came to him that he
was speaking and acting as earnestly as if he
still believed in the Dream. The color rushed
back over his face, and he turned away in con
fused silence.
"What did I tell yon ?" said Allan, laughing
a little uneasily. "That night on the Wreck
is hanging on your mind as heavily as ever."
"Nothmg hangs heavy on me,"retorted Mid
winter, with a sudden outhurst of impatience,
"but the knapsack on my back, and the time
I'm wasting here. I'll go out and see if it's
likely to clear up."
" You'll come back ?" interposed Allan.
Midwinter opened the French window, and
stepped out into the garden.
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" Yes," he said, answering with all his former
gentleness of manner, "I'll come back in a fort
night. Good-by, Allan; and good luck with
MissGwilt!"
He pushed the window to, and was away
across the garden before his friend could open it
again and follow him.
Allan rose, and took one step into the garden ;
then checked himself at the window, and returned
to his chair. He knew Midwinter well enough
to feel the total uselessness of attempting to fol
low him, or to call him back. He was gone,
and for two weeks to come there was no hope
of seeing him again. An hour or more passed,
the rain still fell, and the sky still threatened.
A heavier and heavier sense of loneliness and
despondency— the sense of all others which his
previous life had least fitted him to understand
and endure—possessed itself of Allan's mind.
In sheer horror of his own uninhabitably solitary
house he rang for his hat and umbrella, and re
solved to take refuge in the major's cottage.
" I might have gone a little way with him,"
thought Allan, his mind still running on Mid
winter as he put on his hat. " I should like to
have seen the dear old fellow fairly started on
his journey."
He took his umbrella. If he had noticed tbo
foce of the servant who gave it to him he might
possibly have asked some questions, and might
have heard some news to interest him in his

present frame of mind. As it was, he went out
without looking at the man, and without sus
pecting that his servants knew more of Midwin
ter's last moments at Thorpe-Ambrose than he
knew himself. Not ten minutes since the grocer
and the butcher had called in to receive payment
of their bills—and the grocer and the butcher
had seen how Midwinter started on his journey.
The grocer had met him first, not far from
the house, stopping on his way, in the pouring
rain, to speak to a little ragged imp of a boy, the
pest of the neighborhood. The boy's customary
impudence had broken out even more uurestrain

edly than usual at the sight of the gentleman's
knapsack. And what had the gentleman done
in return? He had stopped aud looked dis
tressed, and had put his two hands gently on the

boy's shoulders. The grocer's own eyes had seen
that ; and the grocer's own ears had heard him

say, "Poor little chap! I know how the wind
gnaws and the rain wets through a ragged jacket
better than most people who have got a good coat
on their backs." And with those words he had
put his hand in his pocket, and had rewarded
the boy's impudence with a present of a shilling.
" Wrong hereabouts," said the grocer, touching
his forehead. " That's my opinion of Mr. Ar
madale's friend !"
The butcher had seen him farther on in the
journey, at tho other end of the town. He had
stopped —again in the pouring rain—and this
time to look at nothing more remarkable than a
half-starved cur, shivering on a door-step. "I
had my eye on him," said the butcher; "and
what do you think he did? He crossed the

road over to my shop, and bought a bit of meat
fit for a Christian. Very well. He says good-
morning, and crosses back again ; and, on the
word of a man, down he goes on his knees on
the wet door-step, and out he takes his knife, and
cuts up the meat, and gives it to the dog. Meat,
I tell you agam, fit for a Christian ! I'm not a
hard man, ma'am," concluded the butcher, ad
dressing the cook, "but meat's meat; and it
will serve your master's friend right if he lives
to want it."
With those old unforgotten sympathies of the
old unforgotten time to keep him company on
his lonely road he had left the town behind him,
and had been lost to view in the misty rain.
The grocer and the butcher had seen the last of
him, and had judged a great nature as all great
natures art judged from the grocer and the
butcher point of view.

Tin: END OF THE THIRD BOOK.

BOOK THE FOURTH.

CHAPTER L
MRS. MILROY.

Two days after Midwinter's departure from
Thorpe-Ambrose Mrs. Milroy, having completed
her morning toilet, and having dismissed her
nurse, rang the bell again five minutes after
ward, and, on the woman's reappearance, asked
impatiently if the post had come in.
"Post?" echoed the nurse. "Haven't you
got your watch ? Don't you know that it's a
good half hour too soon to ask for your letters ?"
She spoke with the confident insolence of a serv
ant long accustomed to presume on her mis
tress's weakness, and her mistress's necessities.
Mrs. Milroy, on her side, appeared to be well
used to her nurse's manner ; she gave her orders
composedly, without noticing it.
"When the postman does come," she said,
"see him yourself. I am expecting a letter
which I ought to have had two days since. I
don't understand it. I'm beginning to suspect
the servants."
The nurse smiled contemptuously. "Who
will you suspect next?" she asked. "There!
don't put yourself out. I'll answer the gate-
bell this morning ; and we'll see if I can't bring
you a letter when the postman comes." Saying
those words, with the tone and manner of a wo
man who is quieting a fractious child, the nurse,
without waiting to be dismissed, left the room.
Mrs. Milroy turned slowly and wearily on her
bed when she was left by herself again, and let
the light from the window fall on her face.
It was the face of a woman who had once
been handsome, and who was still, so far as

years went, in the prime of her life. Long-con
tinued suffering of body, and long-continued ir
ritation of mind, had worn her away— in the
roughly-expressive popular phrase—to skin and
bone. The utter wreck of her beauty was made
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a wreck horrible to behold by her desperate ef
forts to conceal the sight of it from her own
eyes, from the eyes of her husband and her
child, from the eyes even of the doctor who at
tended her, and whose business it was to pene
trate to the truth. Her head, from which the
greater part of the hair had fallen off, would
have been less shocking to see than the hideous
ly youthful wig by which she tried to hide the
loss. No deterioration of her complexion, no
wrinkling of her skin could have been so dread
ful to look at ns the rouge that lay thick on her
checks, and the white enamel plastered on her
forehead. The delicate lace and the bright
trimming on her dressing-gown, the ribbons in
her cap, and the rings on her bony fingers, all
intended to draw the eye away from the change
that had passed over her, directed the eye to it
on the contrary; emphasized it; made it by
sheer force of contrast more hopeless and more
horrible than it really was. An illustrated book
of the fashions, in which women were repre
sented exhibiting their finery by means of the
free use of their limbs, lay on the bed, from
which she had not moved for years without
being lifted by her nurse. A hand-glass was
placed with the book, so that she could reach it
easily. She took up the glass after her attend
ant had left the room, and looked at her face
with an uublushing interest and attention
which she would have been ashamed of herself
at the age of eighteen.
"Older and older, and thinner and thinner!"
she said. "The major will soon be a free man ;
but I'll have that red-haired hussy out of the
house first!"
She dropped the looking-glass on the counter
pane, and clenched the hand that had held it.
Her eyes suddenly riveted themselves on a little
crayon portrait of her husband hanging on the
opposite wall ; they looked at the likeness with
the hard and cruel brightness of the eyes of a
bird of prey. " Red is your taste in your old
age, is it ?" she said to the portrait. " Red hair
and a scrofulous complexion and a padded fig
ure, a ballet-girl's walk, and a pickpocket's light
fingers. Miss Gwilt! Miss, with those eyes
and that walk !" She turned her head sudden
ly on the pillow, and burst into a harsh, jeering
laugh. "Miss I" she repeated over and over
again, with the venomously-pointed emphasis of
the most merciless of all human forms of con
tempt— the contempt of one woman for another.

The age we live in is an ago which finds no
human creature inexcusable. Is there an excuse
for Mrs. Milroy ? Let the story of her life an
swer the question.
She had married the major at an unusually
early age ; and, in marrying him, had taken a
man for her husband who was old enough to be
her father—a man who at that time had the
reputation, and not unjustly, of having made
the freest use of his social gifts and his advant
ages of personal appearance in the society of
women. Indifferently educated, and below her

husband in station, she had begun by accepting
his addresses under the influence of her own
flattered vanity, and had ended by feeling the
fascination which Major Milroy had exercised
over women infinitely her mental superiors in
his earlier life. He had been touched, on his
side, by her devotion, and had felt in his turn the
attraction of her beauty, her freshness, and her
youth. Up to the time when their little daugh
ter and only child had reached'the age of eight
years their married life had been an unusually
happy one. At that period the double misfor
tune fell on the household of the failure of tho
wife's health and the almost total loss of tho
husband's fortune; and from that moment the
domestic happiness of the married pair was vir

tually at an end.
Having reached the ago when men in gen
eral are readier, under the pressure of calamity,
to resign themselves than to resist, the major
had secured the little relies of his property, had
retired into the country, and had patiently taken
refuge in his mechanical pursuits. A woman
nearer to him in age, or a woman with a better
training and more patience of disposition than
his wife possessed, would have understood the
major's conduct, and have found consolation in
the major's submission. Mrs. Milroy found con
solation in nothing. Neither nature nor train
ing helped her to meet resignedly the cruel
calamity which had struck at her in the bloom
of womanhood and the prime of beauty. The
curse of incurable sickness blighted her at once
and for life.

Suffering can, and does, develop the latent
evil that there is in humanity as well as the
latent good. The good that was in Mrs. Mil-
roy's nature shrank up under that subtly-
deteriorating influence in which the evil grew
and flourished. Month by month, as she be
came the weaker woman physically, she be
came the worse woman morally. All that
was mean, cruel. and false in her, expanded in
steady proportion to the contraction of all that
had once been generous, gentle, and true. Old
suspicions of her husband's readiness to relapse
into the irregularities of his bachelor life, which
in her healthier days of mind and body she had
openly confessed to him—which she had always,
sooner or later, seen to be suspicions that he
had not deserved —came back, now that sick
ness had divorced her from him, in the form of
that baser conjugal distrust which keeps itself
cunningly secret; which gathers together its
inflammatory particles atom by atom into a
heap, and sets the slowly-burning frenzy of jeal
ousy alight in the mind. No proof of her hus
band's blameless and patient life that could now
be shown to Mrs. Milroy ; no appeal that could
be made to her respect for herself or for her
child growing up to womanhood, availed to dis
sipate the terrible delusion born of her hopeless
illness, and growing steadily with its growth.
Like all other madness it had its ebb and flow,
its time of spasmodic outhurst and its time of
deceitful repose —but, active or passive, it was
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always in her. It had injured innocent serv
ants, and insulted blameless strangers. It had
brought the first tears of shame and sorrow into

her daughter's eyes, and had set the deepest lines
that scored it in her husband's face. It had
made the secret misery of the little household
for years ; and it was now to pass beyond the
family limits, and to influence coming events at

Thorpe-Ambrose, in which the future interests
of Allan and Allan's friend were vitally con
cerned.

A moment's glance at the posture of domestic
affairs in the cottage, prior to the engagement
of the new governess, is necessary to the due

appreciation of the serious consequences that
followed Miss Gwilt's appearance on the scene.
On the marriage of tho governess who had
lived in his service for many years (a woman ofan
itgo and an appearance to set even Mrs. Milroy's
jealousy at defiance), the major had considered
the question of sending his daughter away from
home, far more seriously than his wife supposed.
On the one hand, he was conscious that scenes
took place in the house at which no young girl
should be present. On the other, he felt an m
vincible reluctance to apply the one efficient

remedy— the keeping his daughter away from
home in school-time and holiday-time alike.
The struggle thus raised in his mind once set
at rest, by the resolution to advertise for a new

governess, Major Milroy's natural tendency to
avoid trouble rather than to meet it

,

had de
clared itself in its customary manner. He had
closed his eyes again on his home anxieties as

quietly as usual, and had gone back, as he had
gone back on hundreds of previous occasions,
to the consoling society of his old friend the
clock.
It was far otherwise with the major's wife.
The chance which her husband had entirely
overlooked, that the new governess who was to
come might be a younger and a more attractive
woman than the old governess who had gone,
was the first chance that presented itself as pos
sible to Mrs. Milroy's mind. She had said no
thing. Secretly waiting, and secretly nursing
her inveterate distrust, she had encouraged her
husband and her daughter to leave her on the
occasion of the pienie, with the express purpose
of making an opportunity for seeing the new
governess alone. The governess had shown
herself; and the smouldering fire of Mrs. Mil
roy's jealousy had burst into flame in the mo
ment when she and the handsome stranger first
set eyes on each other.
The interview over, Mrs. Milroy's suspicions
fastened at once and immovably on her hus
band's mother. She was well aware that there
was no one else in London on whom the major
could depend to make the necessary inquiries;
she was well aware that Miss Gwilt had applied
for the situation, in the first mstance, as a stran
ger answering an advertisement published in a

newspaper. Yet knowing this, she had obsti
nately closed her eyes, with the blind frenzy of
the blindest of all the passions, to the facts

straight before her; and, looking back to the
last of many quarrels between them which had
ended in separating the elder lady and herself,
had seized on the conclusion that Miss Gwilt's
engagement was due to her mother-in-law's vin
dictive enjoyment of making mischief in her
household. The inference which the very serv
ants themselves, witnesses of the family scandal,
had correctly drawn— that the major's mother,
in securing the services of a well-recommended

governess for her son, had thought it no part
of her duty to consider that governess's looks in
the purely fanciful interests of the major's wife
—was an inference which it was simply impos
sible to convey into Mrs. Milroy's mind. The
resolution which her jealousy of her husband
would, in any case, have led her to take after

seeing Miss Gwilt, was a resolution doubly con
firmed by the conviction that now possessed her.
Miss Gwilt had barely closed the sick-room door
when the whispered words hissed out of Mrs.
Milroy's lips, " Before another week is over your
head, my lady, you go !"

From that moment, through the wakeful night
and the weary day, the one object of the bed
ridden woman's life was to procure the new gov
erness's dismissal from the house.
The assistance of the nurse, in the capacity
of spy, was secured —as Mrs. Milroy had been
accustomed to secure other extra services which
her attendant was not bound to render her—by

a present of a dress from the mistress's ward
robe. One after another, articles of wearing
apparel which were now useless to Mrs. Milroy,
had ministered in this way to feed the nurse's

greed — the insatiable greed of an ugly woman
for fine clothes. Bribed with the smartest dress
she had secured yet, the household spy took her
secret orders, and applied herself with a vile en

joyment of it to her secret work.
The davs passed, the work went on—but no
thing came of it. Mistress and servant had a
woman to deal with who was a match for both
of them. Repeated intrusions on the major,
when tho governess happened to be in the same
room with him, failed to discover the slightest
impropriety of word, look, or action, on either

side. Stealthy watching and listening nt the

governess's bedroom door, detected that she kept
a light in her room at late hours of the night,
and that she groaned and gronnd her teeth in

her sleep—and detected nothing more. Care
ful superintendence in

.

the daytime, proved that

she regularly posted her own letters, instead of
giving them to the servant; and that on certain

occasions when the occupation of her hours out

of lesson-time and walking-time was left at her

own disposal, she had been suddenly missed

from the garden, and then caught coming back

alone to it from the park. Once, and once only,
the nurse had found an opportunity of following
her out of the garden—had been detected im
mediately in the park—and had been asked with
the most exasperating politeness, if she wished
to join Miss Gwilt in a walk. Small circum
stances of this kind, which were sufficiently sua
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picious to the mind of a jealous woman, were
discovered in abundanco. But circumstances,
on which to found a valid ground of complaint
that might be laid before the major, proved to

be utterly wanting. Day followed day, and
Miss Gwilt remained persistently correct in her
conduct, and persistently irreproachable in her
relations toward her employer and her pupil.
Foiled in this direction, Mrs. Milroy tried
next to find an assailable place in the statement
which the governess's reference had mado on
the subject of the governess's character.

Obtaining from the major the minutely care
ful report which his mother had addressed to
him on this topie, Mrs. Milroy read and re-read

it
,

and failed to find the weak point of which
she was in search in any part of the letter. All
the customary questions on such occasions had
been asked, and all had been scrupulously and
plainly answered. The one sole opening for
an attack which it was possible to discover, was
an opening which showed itself, after more

practical matters had been all disposed of, in
the closing sentences of the letter.
"I was so struck" (the passage ran) "by the
grace and distinction of Miss Gwilt's manners
that I took an opportunity, when she was out
of the room, of asking how she first came to be
a governess. ' In the usual way,' I was told.

' A sad family misfortune, in which she behaved
nobly. She is a very sensitive person, and
shrinks from speaking of it among strangers—a
natural reluctance which I have always felt it

a matter of delicacy to respect.' Hearing this,
of course I felt the same delicacy on my side.
It was no part of my duty to intrude on the
poor thing's private sorrows ; my only business
was to do, what I have now done, to make sure
that I was engaging a capable. and respectable
governess to instruct my grandehild."
After careful consideration of these lines, Mrs.
Milroy having a strong desire to find the cir
cumstances suspicious, found them suspicious
accordingly. She determined to sift the mys
tery of Miss Gwilt's family misfortunes to the
bottom, on the chance of extracting from it

something useful to her purpose. There were
two ways of doing this. She might begin by
questioning the governess herself, or she might
begin by questioning the governess's reference.
Experience of Miss Gwilt's quickness of re
source in dealing with awkward questions at
their introductory interview decided her on tak
ing the latter course. "I'll get the particu
lars from the reference first," thought Mrs. Mil
roy, " and then question the creature herself,
and see if the two stories agree."
The letter of inquiry was short and scrupu
lously to the point. Mrs. Milroy began by in
forming her correspondent that the state of her
health necessitated leaving her daughter entire

ly under the governess's influence and control.
On that account she was more anxious than
most mothers to bo thoroughly informed in ev

ery respect about the person to whom she con
fided the entire charge of an only child ; and,
Vol.. XXXI.—No. 184.— K K

feeling this anxiety, she might perhaps be ex
cused for putting what might be thought, after
the excellent character Miss Gwilt had received,

a somewhat unnecessary question. With that
preface Mrs. Milroy came to the point, and re
quested to be informed of the circumstances
which had obliged Miss Gwilt to go out as a

governess.

The letter, expressed in these terms, was
posted the same day. On the morning when
the answer was due no answer appeared. The
next morning arrived, and still there was no re
ply. When the third morning came Mrs. Mil-
roy's impatience had broken loose from all re
straint. She had rung for the nurse in the
manner which has been already recorded, and
had ordered the woman to be in waiting to re
ceive the letters of the morning with her own
hands. In this position matters now stood ;

and in these domestic circumstances the new
series of events at Thorpe-Ambrose took their
rise.

Mrs. Milroy had just looked at her watch,
and had just put her hand once more to the bell-
pull, when the door opened and the nurse en
tered the room.
"Has the postman come ?" asked Mrs. Mil
roy.
The nurse laid a letter on the bed without
answering, and waited, with unconcealed curi

osity, to watch the effect which it produced on
her mistress.
Mrs. Milroy tore open the envelope the in
stant it was in her hand. A printed paper ap
peared (which she threw aside), surrounding a

letter (which she looked at) in her own hand
writing! She snatched up the printed paper.
It was the customary post-office circular, in
forming her that her letter had been duly pre
sented at the right address, and that the person
whom she had written to was not to bo found.
"Something wrong?" asked the nurse, de
tecting a change in her mistress's face.
The question passed unheeded. Mrs. Mil-
roy's writing-desk was on the table at the bed
side. She took from it the letter which the
major's mother had written to her son, and
turned to the page containing the name and
address of Miss Gwilt's reference, " Mrs. Man-
deville, 18 Kingsdown Crescent, Bayswater,"
she read eagerly to herself, and then looked at
the address on her own returned letter. No er
ror had been committed : the directions were

identically the same.
" Something wrong ?" reiterated the nurse,

advancing a step nearer to the bed.
" Thank God—yes !" criod Mrs. Milroy, with

a sudden outhurst of exultation. She tossed
the post-office circular to the nurse, and beat
her bony hands on the bed-clothes in an ec

stasy of anticipated triumph. "Miss Gwilt's
an impostor! Miss Gwilt's an impostor ! If I

die for it
,

Rachel, I'll be carried to the win
dow to see the police take her away !"
"It's one thing to say she's an impostor be
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hind her back, and another thing to prove it to
her face," remarked the nurse. She put her
hand as she spoko into her apron pocket, and,
with a significant look at her mistress, silently
produced a second letter.
"For me ?" asked Mrs. Milroy.
" No," said the nurse, "for Miss Gwilt."
The two women eyed each other, and under
stood each other without another word.
"Where is she?" said Mrs. Milroy.
The nurse pointed in the direction of the
park. "Out again for another walk before
breakfast—by herself."
Mrs. Milroy beckoned to the nurse to stoop
close over her. " Can you open it, Rachel ?"
she whispered.
Rachel nodded.
" Can you close it again so that nobody would
know?"
" Can you spare the scarf that matches your
pearl-gray dress ?" asked Rachel.

' ' Take it ! " said Mrs. Milroy, impatiently.
The nurse opened the wardrobe in silence,
took the scarf in silence, and left the room in
silence. In less than five minutes she came
back with the envelope of Miss Gwilt's letter
open in her hand.
" Thank you, ma'am, for the scarf," said Ra
chel, putting the opened letter composedly on
the counterpane of the bed.
Mrs. Milroy looked at the envelope. It had
been closed as usual by means of adhesive gum,
which had been made to give way by the appli
cation of steam. As Mrs. Milroy took out the
letter her hand trembled violently, and the white
enamel parted into cracks over the wrinkles on
her forehead. "My drops," she said. "I'm
dreadfully excited, Rachel. My drops!"
Rachel produced the drops, and then went to
the window to keep watch on the park. ' ' Don't
hurry," she said. ' ' No signs of her yet."
Mrs. Milroy still paused, keeping the all-im
portant morsel of paper folded in her hand. She
could have taken Miss Gwilt's life—but she hes
itated at reading Miss Gwilt's letter.
"Are you troubled with scruples?" asked the
nurso, with a sneer. "Consider it a duty you
owe to your daughter."
" You wretch !" snid Mrs. Milroy. With that
expression of opinion she opened the letter.
It was evidently written in great haste —was
undated—and was signed in initials only. Thus

it ran :

"Diana Street.
"My dear Ltdia,—The cab is waiting at
the door, and I have only a moment to tell you
that I am obliged to leave London, on business,
for three or four days, or a week at longest.
My letters will be forwarded if you write. I

got yours yesterday, and I agree with you that

it is very important to put him off the awkward
subject of yourself and your family as long as
you safely can. The better you know him the
better you will be able to make up the sort of
story that will do. Once told you will have to
stick to it—and, having to stick to it

,

beware of

making it complicated, and beware of making

it in a hurry. I will write again about this,
and give you my own ideas. In the mean time
don't risk meeting him too often in the park.

"Yours, M. O."

"Well?" asked the nurse, returning to the
bedside. " Have you done with it?"
"Meeting him in the park?" repeated Mrs.
Milroy, with her eyes still fastened on the let
ter. "Him! Rachel, where is the major?"
"In his own room."
" I don't believe it !"

"Have your own way. I want the letter
and the envelope."
"Can you close it again so that she won't
know ?"
"What I can open I can shut. Any thing
more?"
"Nothing more."
Mrs. Milroy was left alone again, to review
her plan of attack by the new light that had
now been thrown on Miss Gwilt.
The information that had been gained by
opening the governess's letter pointed plainly
to the conclusion that an adventuress had stolen
her way into the house by means of a false ref
erence. But having been obtained by an act
of treachery which it was impossible to acknowl
edge it was not information that could be used
either for warning the major or for exposing
Miss Gwilt. The one available weapon in Mrs.
Milroy's hands was the weapon furnished by her
own returned letter — and the one question to
decide was how to make the best and speediest
use of it.
The longer she turned the matter over in her
mind the more hasty and premature seemed tho
exultation which she had felt at the first sight
of the post-office circular. That a lady acting
as reference to a governess should have quitted
her residence without leaving any trace behind
her, and without even mentioning an address to
which her letters could be forwarded, was a cir
cumstance in itself sufficiently suspicious to be
mentioned to the major. But Mrs. Milroy, how
ever perverted her estimate of her husband might
be in some respects, knew enough of his charac
ter to be assured that, if she told him what had
happened, he would frankly appeal to the gov
erness herself for an explanation. Miss Gwilt's
quickness and cunning would, in that case, pro
duce some plausible answer on tho spot, which
the major's partiality would be only too ready
to accept ; and she would at the same time, no
doubt, place matters in train, by means of the

post, for the due arrival of all needful confirma
tion on the part of her accomplice in London.
To keep strict silence for the present, and to
institute (without the governess's knowledge)
such inquiries ns might be necessary to the dis

covery of undeniable evidence, was plainly the

only safe course to take with such a man as the

major and with such a woman as Miss Gwilt.
Helpless herself, to whom could Mrs. Milroy
commit the difficult and dangerous task of in
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vestigation ? The nurse, even if she was to be
trusted, could not be spared at a day's notice,
and could not be sent away without the risk of
exciting remark. Was there any other compe
tent and reliable person to employ, either at
Thorpe-Ambrose or in London ? Mrs. Milroy
turned from side to side of the bed, searching
every corner of her mind for the needful discov
ery, and searching in vain. "Oh, if I could
only lay my hand on some man I could trust !"
she thought, despairingly. "If I only knew
where to look for somebody to help me!"
As the idea passed through her mind the
sound of her daughter's voice startled her from
the other side of the door.
" May I come in ?" asked Neelie.
" What do you want?" returned Mrs. Milroy,
impatiently.
" I have brought up your breakfast, mamma."
"My breakfast?" repeated Mrs. Milroy, in
surprise. " Why doesn't Rachel bring it up as
usual?" She considered a moment, nnd then
called out sharply, " Come in !"

CHAPTER II.
THE MAN IS FOUND.

Neelie entered the room, carrying the tray
with the tea, the dry toast, and the pat of butter
which composed the invalid's invariable break
fast.
" What does this mean ?" asked Mrs. Milroy,
speaking and looking as she might have spoken
and looked if the wrong servant had come into
the room.
Neelie put the tray down on the bedside table.
" I thought I should like to bring you up your
breakfast, mamma, for once in a way," she re
plied, " and I asked Rachel to let me."
"Come here," said Mrs. Milroy, "and wish
me good-morning."
Neelie obeyed. As she stooped to kiss her
mother, Mrs. Milroy caught her by the arm and
turned her roughly to the light. There were

plain signs of disturbance and distress in her
daughter's face. A deadly thrill of terror ran
through Mrs. Milroy on the instant. She sus
pected that the opening of the letter had been
discovered by Miss Gwilt, and that the nurse
was keeping out of the way in consequence.
"Let me go, mamma," said Neelie, shrink
ing under her mother's grasp. " You hurt me."
"Tell me why you have brought up my
breakfast this morning," persisted Mrs. Milroy.
"I have told you, mamma."
" You have not ! You have made an excuse
— I see it in your face. Come ! what is it?"
Neelie's resolution gave way before her mo
ther's. She looked aside uneasily at the things
in the tray; "I have been vexed," she said,
with an effort; "and I didn't want to stop in
the breakfast-room. I wanted to come up here
and speak to you."
' ' Vexed ? Who has vexed you ? What has

happened? Has Miss Gwilt any thing to do
with it?"
Neelie looked round again at her mother in
sudden curiosity and alarm. "Mamma!" she
said, "you read my thoughts—I declare you
frighten me. It ions Miss Gwilt."
Before Mrs. Milroy could say a word more
on her side, the door opened and the nurse
looked in.
"Have you got what you want?" she asked

as composedly as usual. " Miss, there, insisted
on taking your tray up this morning. Has she
broken any thing?"
"Go to the window —I want to speak to Ra
chel," said Mrs. Milroy.
As soon as her daughter's back was turned
she beckoned eagerly to the nurse. "Any
thing wrong?" she asked, in a whisper. "Do
you think she suspects us?"
The nurse turned away with her hard, sneer
ing smile. " I told you it should be done," she
said, "and it has been done. She hasn't the
ghost of a suspicion. I waited in the room—
and I saw her take up the letter and open it."
Mrs. Milroy drew a deep breath of relief.
"Thank you," she said, loud enough for her
daughter to hear. " I want nothing more."
The nurse withdrew ; and Neelie came back
from the window. Mrs. Milroy took her by the
hand and looked at her more attentively and
more kindly than usual. Her daughter inter
ested her that morning — for her daughter had
something to say on the subject of Miss Gwilt.
"I used to think you promised to be pretty,
child," she said, cautiously resuming the inter
rupted conversation in the least direct way.
" But you don't seem to be keeping your prom
ise. You look out of health and out of spirits
—what is the matter with yon ?"
If there had been any sympathy between mo
ther and child Neelie might have owned the truth.
She might have said frankly, " I am looking ill,
because my life is miserable to me. I am fond
of Mr. Armadale, and Mr. Armadale was once
fond of me. We had one little disagreement,
only one, in which I was to blame. I wanted
to tell him so at the time, and I have wanted to
tell him so ever since—and Miss Gwilt stands
between us and prevents me. She has made us
like strangers ; she has altered him, and taken
him away from me. He doesn't look at me as
he did ; he doesn't speak to me as bo did ; he is
never alone with mo as he used to bo ; I can't
say the words to him that I long to say; and I
can't write to him, for it would look as if I
wanted to get him back. It is all over between
me and Mr. Armadale —and it is that woman's
fault. There is ill-blood between Miss Gwilt
and me the whole day long; and say what I
may, and do what I may, she always gets the
better of me, and always puts me in the wrong.
Every thing I saw at Thorpe-Ambrose pleased
me, every thing I did at Thorpe-Ambrose made
mo happy before she came. Nothing pleases
me, and nothing makes me happy now!" If
Neelie had ever been accustomed to ask her
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mother's advice and to trust herself to her mo

ther's love, she might have said such words as

these. As it was the tears came into ber eyes,
and she hung her head in silence.
"Come!" said Mrs. Milroy, beginning to lose
patience. "You have something to say to me
about Miss Gwilt. What is it ?"
Neelie forced back the tears and made an
effort to answer.
" She aggravates me beyond endurance, mam
ma ; I can't bear her ; I shall do something— "
Neelie stopped, and stamped her foot angrily on
the floor. "I shall throw something at her
head if we go on much longer like this! I
should have thrown something this morning if I
hadn't left the room. Oh, do speak to papa
about it ! do find out some reason for sending
her away! I'll go to school—I'll do any thing
in the world to get rid of Miss Gwilt!"
To get rid of Miss Gwilt ! At those words—
at that echo from her daughter's lips of the one
dominant desire kept secret in her own heart—
Mrs. Milroy slowly raised herself in the bed.
What did it mean ? Was the help she wanted
coming from the very last of all quarters in
which she could have thought of looking for it?
" Why do you want to get rid of Miss Gwilt,"

she asked. "What have you got to complain
of?"
"Nothing!" said Neelie. "That's the ag
gravation of it. Miss Gwilt won't let me have
any thing to complain of. She is perfectly de
testable ; she is driving me mad ; and she is
the pink of propriety all the time. I dare say
it's wrong, but, I don't care — I hate her !"
Mrs. Milroy's eyes questioned her daughter's
face as they had never questioned it yet. There
was something under the surface, evidently—
something which it might be of vital importance
to her own purpose to discover—which had not
risen into view. She went on probing her way
gently deeper and deeper into Neclie's mind,
with a warmer and warmer interest in Neelie's
secret.
" Pour me out a cup of tea," she said ; "and
don't excite yourself, my dear. Why do you
speak to me about this ? why don't you speak to

your father ?"
"I have tried to speak to papa," said Neelie.
" But it is no use ; he is too good to know what
a wretch she is. She is always on her best be
havior with him ; she is always contriving to be
useful to him. I can't make him understand
why I dislike Miss Gwilt—I can't make you un
derstand— I only understand it myself." She
tried to pour out the tea, and in trying upset the
cup. "I'll go down stairs again !" exclaimed
Neelie, with a burst of tears. "I'm not fit
for any thing—I can't even pour out a cup of
tea!"
Mrs. Milroy seized her hand and stopped her.
Trifling as it was, Neelie's reference to the rela
tions between the major and Miss Gwilt had
roused her mother's ready jealousy. The re
straints which Mrs. Milroy had laid on herself
thus far vanished in a moment—vanished, even

in the presence of a girl of sixteen, and that
girl her own child !
"Wait here !" she said, eagerly. "You have
come to the right place and the right person.
Go on abusing Miss Gwilt. I like to hear you
—I hate her too !"
"You, mamma!" exclaimed Neelie, looking
at her mother in astonishment.
For a moment Mrs. Milroy hesitated before
sho said more. Some last-left instinct of her
married life in its earlier career and happier
time pleaded hard with her to respect the youth
and the sex of her child. But jealousy respects
nothing ; in the heaven above and on the earth
beneath, nothing but itself. The slow fire of
self-torment burning night and day in the mis
erable woman's breast flashed its deadly light
into her eyes, as the next words dropped slowly
and venomously from her lips.
"If you had had eyes in your head you
would never have gone to your father," she
said. " Your father has reasons of his own for
hearing nothing that you can say, or that any
body can say, against Miss Gwilt."
Many girls at Neelie's age would have failed
to see the meaning hidden under those words.
It was the daughter's misfortune, in this instance,
to have had experience enough of the mother to
understand her. Neelie started back from the
bedside with her face in a glow. " Mamma !"

she said, " you are talking horribly 1 Papa is
the best and dearest and kindest—oh, I won't
hear it ! I won't hear it !"
Mrs. Milroy's fierce temper broke out in an
instant—broke out all the more violently from
her feeling herself, in spite of herself, to have
been in the wrong.
"You impudent little fool!" she retorted fu
riously, " do you think I want you to remind
me of what I owe to your father? Am I to
learn how to speak of your father, and how to
think of your father, and how to love aud honor
your father, from a forward little minx like
you ! I was finely disappointed, I can tell you,
when you were born— I wished for a boy, you
impudent hussy ! If you ever find a man who
is fool enough to marry you, ho will be a lucky
man if you only love him half as well, a quarter
as well, a hundred-thousandth part as well, as I
loved your father. Ah, you can cry when it's
too late; you can come creeping back to beg
your mother's pardon after you have insulted

her. You little dowdy, half-grown creature !
I was handsomer than ever you will be when I
married your father—I would have gone through
fire and water to serve your father ! If he had
asked me to cut off one of my arms, I would
have done it— I would have done it to please
him!" She turned suddenly with her face to
the wall— forgetting her daughter, forgetting her
husband, forgetting every thing but the torturing

remembrance of her lost beauty. " My arms !"
she repeated to herself, faintly. ' ' What arms
I had when I was young !" She snatched up the
sleeve of her dressing-gown furtively, with a shud

der. " Oh, look at it now ! look at it now!"
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Neelie fell on her knees at the bedside and

hid her face. In sheer despair of finding com
fort and help any where else she had cast herself

impulsively on her mother's mercy—and this was
how it had ended I " Oh, mamma, " she plead
ed, " yon know I didn't mean to offend yon ! I
couldn't help it when you spoke so of my father.
Oh do, do forgive me."
Mrs. Milroy turned again on her pillow, and
looked at her daughter vacantly. "Forgive
you?" she repeated, with her mind still in the
past, groping its way back darkly to the present.
" I beg your pardon, mamma—I beg your
pardon on my knees. I am so unhappy ; I
do so want a little kindness ! Won't you for
give me ?"
i 'Wait a little," rejoined Mrs. Milroy. i 'Ah,"
she said, after an interval, " now I know ! For
give you ? Yes—I'll forgive you on one condi
tion." She lifted Neelie's head, and looked her

searchingly in the face. "Tell my why you
hate Miss Gwilt! You've a reason of your
dWn for hating her, and you haven't confessed
it yet."
Neelie's head dropped again. The burning
color that she was hiding by hiding her face
showed itself on her neck. Her mother saw it

,

and gave her time.
" Tell me," reiterated Mrs. Milroy, more gen
tly, "why do you hate her?"
The answer came reluctantly, a word at a
time, in fragments.
"Because she is trying—"
" Trying what ?"
"Trying to make somebody who is much—"

"Much what?"
" Much too young for hejr—"

"Marry her?"
"Yes, mamma."
Breathlessly interested, Mrs. Milroy leaned
forward, and twined her hand caressingly in her
daughter's hair.
"Who is it, Neelie?" she asked, in a whis
per.
"You will never say I told you, mamma?"
"Never! Who is it?"
"Mr. Armadale."
Mrs. Milroy leaned back on her pillow in dead
silence. The plain betrayal of her daughter's
first love, by her daughter's own lips, which
would have absorbed the whole attention of other
mothers, failed to occupy her for a moment.
Her jealousy, distorting all things to fit its own
conclusions, was busied in distorting what she
had just heard. "A blind," she thought,
"which has deceived my girl. It doesn't de
ceive me. Is Miss Gwilt likely to succeed ?" she
asked aloud. "Does Mr. Armadale show any
sort of interest in her ?"
Neelie looked up at her mother for the first
time. The hardest part of the confession was
over now—she had revealed the truth about Miss
Gwilt, and she had openly mentioned Allan's
name.
" Ho shows the most unaccountable interest,"
she said. "It's impossible to understand it.

It's dowuright infatuation — I haven't patience to
talk about it!"
"How do you come to bo in Mr. Armadale's
secrets?" inquired Mrs. Milroy. "Has he in
formed you, of all the people in the world, of his
interest in Miss Gwilt?"
"Me!" exclaimed Neelie, indignantly. "It's
quite bad enough that he should have told papa."
At the reappearance of the major in the nar
rative Mrs. Milroy's interest in the conversation
rose to its climax. She raised herself again
from the pillow. " Get a chair," she said.
" Sit down, child, and tell me all about it. Ev
ery word, mind—every word !"
"I can only tell you, mamma, what papa
told me."
" When ?"
"Saturday. I went in with papa's lunch to
the work-shop, and he said, ' I have just had a
visit from Mr. Armadale ; arid I want to give
you a caution, while I think of it.' I didn't say
any thing, mamma— I only waited. Papa went
on, and told me that Mr. Armadale had been
speaking to him on the subject of Miss Gwilt,
and that he had been asking a question about
her which nobody in his position had a right to
ask. Papa said he had been obliged, good-hu-
moredly, to warn Mr. Armadale to be a little
more delicate, and a little more careful next
time. I didn't feel much interested, mamma—

it didn't matter to me what Mr. Armadale said
or did. Why should I care about it?"
"Never mind yourself," interposed Mrs. Mil
roy, sharply. "Go on with what your father
said. What was he doing when he was talking
about Miss Gwilt ? How did he look?"
"Much as usual, mamma. He was walking
up and down the work-shop ; and I took his arm
and walked up and down with him."
" I don't care what you were doing, " said Mrs.
Milroy, more and more irritably. " Did your
father tell you what Mr. Armadale's question
was—or did he not?"
"Yes, mamma. He said Mr. Armadale be
gan by mentioning that he was very much inter
ested in Miss Gwilt, and he then went on to ask
whether papa could tell him any thing about her

family misfortunes—"
" What! ! I" cried Mrs. Milroy. The word
burst from her almost in a scream, and the white
enamel on her face cracked in all directions.
"Mr. Armadale said thatf" sho went on, lean
ing out farther and farther over the side of the
bed.

Neelie started up, and tried to put her mother

back on the pillow.
"Mamma!" she. exclaimed, "are you in
pain ? are you ill ? You frighten me ! "

"Nothing, nothing, nothing," said Mrs,Mil
roy. Sho was too violently agitated to make

any other than the commonest excuse. " My
nerves are bad this morning —don't notice it.
I'll try the other side of the pillow. Go on ! go
on ! I'm listening, though I'm not looking at
you." She turned her face to the wall, and

clenched her trembling hands convulsively be
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neath the bed-clothes. " I've got her !" she
whispered to herself, under her breath. "I've
got her at last!"
"I'm afraid I've been talking too much,"
said Neelie ; "I'm afraid I've been stopping
here too long. Shall I go down stairs, mam
ma, and come back later in the day ?"
" Go on," repeated Mrs. Milroy, mechanical
ly. "What did your father say next? Any
thing more about Mr. Armadale?"
"Nothing more, except how papa answered
him," replied Neelie. "Papa repeated his own
words when he told me about it. He said, ' In
the absence of any confidence volunteered by
the lady herself, Mr. Armadale, all I know or
wish to know—and you must excuse me for say
ing, all any one else need know or wish to know
— is

,

that Miss Gwilt gave me a perfectly satis
factory reference before she entered my house.'
Severe, mamma, wasn't it? I don't pity him
in the least; he richly deserved it. The next
thing was papa's caution to me. He told me to
check Mr. Armadale's curiosity If he applied to
me next. As if he was likely to apply to me !

and as if I should listen to him if he did ! That's
all, mamma. You won't suppose, will yon, that

I have told you this because I want to hinder
Mr. Armadale from marrying Miss Gwilt? Let
him marry her if he pleases ; I don't care !" said
Neelie, in a voice that faltered a little, and with

a face which was hardly composed enough to be
in perfect harmony with a declaration of indif
ference. "All I want is to be relieved from
the misery of having Miss Gwilt for my govern
ess. I'd rather go to school. I should like to
go to school. My mind's quite changed about
nil that—only I haven't the heart to tell papa.

I don't know what's come to me ; I don't seem
to have heart enough for any thing now ; nnd
when papa takes me on his knee in the evening,
and says, ' Let's have a talk, Neelie,

' he makes
me cry. Would you mind breaking it to him,
mamma, that I've changed my mind, and I want
to go to school ?" The tears rose thickly in her
eyes, and she failed to see that her mother never
even turned on the pillow to look round at her.
"Yes, yes," said Mrs. Milroy, vacantly.
" You're a good girl ; you shall go to school."
The cruel brevity of the reply, and the tone
in which it was spoken, told Neelie plainly that
her mother's attention had been wandering far
away from her, and that it was useless and need
less to prolong the interview. She turned aside
quietly, without a word of remonstrance. It
was nothing new, in her experience, to find her
self shut out from her mother's sympathies. She
looked at her eyes' in the glass, and, pouring
out some cold water, bathed her face. "Miss
Gwilt sha'n't see I've been crying !" thought Nee
lie, as she went back to the bedside to take her
leave. " I've tired you out, mamma," she said,
gently. "Let me go now; and let me come
back a little later when you have had some rest."
"Yes," repeated her mother, as mechanical

ly as ever; "a little later, when I have had
some rest."

Neelie left the room. The minute after the
door had closed on her Mrs. Milroy rang the
bell for her nurse. In the face of the narrative
she had just heard, in the face of every reason
able estimate of probabilities, she held to her
own jealous conclusions as firmly as ever. " Mr.
Armadale may believe her, and my daughter
may believe her," thought the furious woman.
" But I know the major—and she can't deceive
me I"
The nurse came in. "Prop me up," said
Mrs. Milroy. " And give me my desk. I want
to write."

' ' You're excited," replied the nurse. " You're
not fit to write."
"Give me the desk," reiterated Mrs. Milroy.
"Any thing more!" asked Rachel, repeating
her invariable formula as she placed the desk
on the bed.
"Yes. Come back in half an hour. I shall
want you to take a letter to the great house."
Tho nurse's sardonic composure deserted her
for once. " Mercy on us !" she exclaimed, with
an accent of genuine surprise. "What next?
You don't mean to say you're going to write— ?"
"I am going to write to Mr. Armadale," in
terposed Mrs. Milroy ; " and you are going to
take the letter to him, and wait for an answer ;

and, mind this, not a living soul but our two
selves must know of it in the house. "

"Why are you writing to Mr. Armadale?"
asked Rachel. ' ' And why is nobody to know
of it but our two selves ?"
" Wait," rejoined Mrs. Milroy, " and you will
see."
The nurse's curiosity, being a woman's curi
osity, declined to wait.
" I'll help you, with my eyes open," she said.
"But I won't help you blindfold."
" Oh, if I only had the use of my limbs !"
groaned Mrs. Milroy. "You wretch, if I could
only do without you !"

"You have the use of your head," retorted
the impenetrable nurse. " And you ought to
know better than to trust ma by Halves, at this
time of day."
It was brutally put ; but it was true—doubly
true, after tho opening of Miss Gwilt's letter.
Mrs. Milroy gave way.
"What do you want to know?" she asked.
" Tell me—and leave me."
"I want to know what you are writing to Mr.
Armadale about."
"About Miss Gwilt"
" What has Mr. Armadale to do with you and
Miss Gwilt?"
Mrs. Milroy held up the letter which had been
returned to her by the authorities at tho post-
office.
"Stoop," she said. "Miss Gwilt may bo
listening at the door. I'll whisper."
The nurse stooped, with her eye on the door.
"You know that the postman went with this
letter to Kingsdown Crescent?" said Mrs. Mil
roy. "And you know that ho found Mrs. Man-
deville gone away, nobody could tell where?"
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"Well," whispered Rachel, "what next?"
"This next. When Mr. Armadale gets the
letter that I am going to write to him he will
follow the same road as the postman ; and we'll

see what happens when he knocks at Mrs. Man-
deville's door."
" How do you get him to the door?"
"I tell him to go to Miss Gwilt's reference."
" Is he sweet on Miss Gwilt?"
"Yes."
"Ah !" said the nurse; "I see!"

THE HELMSMAN.

THE
night is dark; the winds are loud;

The sky is sown with flying cloud;

Our good ship scuds before the gale,
All taut and trim with shortened sail.

Against her sides the black waves rock;

Her timbers quiver with the shock ;
The shrill foam flies across her bow,
Flung skyward from her sharpened prow.

Before us all is thick and dark,
Yet onward bounds our eager bark ;
With hoarse loud tumult shrieks the wind,
Like some mad demon close behind.

Beside the wheel the helmsman stands;

He grasps it with his sinewy hands;
And all the while his restless eye
Roams over ship and sea and sky.

His face is white ; his shadowy form
Is buttoned close against the storm ;
His tawny hair streams out behind ;
His beard is shaken with the wind.

Oh, seems he now a phantom there

Beside the wheel—a thing of air!
And seems this ship some ghostly bark,
That rushes blindly through the dark.

O hark! what means that sudden sound? —

O helmsman, whither are we bound?

Ho makes no sign ; he speaks no word ;
No answer from his lips is heard.

But straight before the hissing gale,
All trim and taut, with shortened sail,
Like some wild sea-bird in her flight,
Our gallant ship speeds through the night.

O helmsman, whither sail we now?

What fair land lies before our prow?
What welcome port have you in view?
What friendly harbor sail we to?

Ho answers not, but silent stands,
And grasps the wheel with both his hands ;
And onward, onward, through the dark,
Like some wild sea-bird speeds our bark.

STREET EDUCATION.

CHILDREN,
boys especially, take to the

streets as instinctively as ducks do to wa
ter; and it is very foolish to expect that cluck
ing frantically on the shore of the pool will
keep them out of it. A wise duck paddles off
with the young ones, and they have what boys
call a "general good time" together, which is
much the best. Hens can not do this—more is
the pity ; but if you are a human hen and have
a brood of human ducks, by wisdom and pa
tience and self-training you may even cause
webs to grow by which you will be enabled to
swim with your family, and be their protector
and companion rather than their tyrant and an

noyance.
"But my children learn more from the street
than they do from their books and school, I am
sorry to say," sighs some denizen of the city.
"I wish that I could get into the country to
bring them up."
"Do you intend that they shall continue to
reside in the country when they are men V
"Oh no, I suppose they will naturally desire
the more active life of a city, and a business
career of some sort ; but it is so much better to
grow up in the country."
It is a good deal the fashion to talk in that
way among a large class of sensible people. But
after reflection it certainly seems, as it were, bet
ter to let boys and girls get a little used to met
ropolitan ways and manners, being already born
in a city, than to run the awful risk of moral
acclimation when nearly grown up. I would
not feed a child upon poison that he may be
come inured to evil and insensible to injury
from it in time. But city influences are not all
bad any more than the country is all good.
Corydon and Phillis, Delia and Damon, are im
mortal in French china, but do they exist else
where ? You may find large-hearted, generous-
minded, right-thinking people in country as well
as in city, and in both you will find just the re
verse. Dissipation is as effectually taught in a

country grocery as in a city saloon. So if yon
take your children into the country, do not do
it in the belief that you are removing them from
the possibility of bad company or from the liabil
ity to temptation.
The summer, with its warm odors of piny for
ests and new-mown hay, its forest scents and
rippling music of many waters, comes and beck
ons one forth from the brick and mortar wilder
ness into God's temple. Go. Refuse not the
sweet invitation. Take the children and let
them loose if you can, and frolic with them.
Up hill and down dalo. Sailing boats, riding,
driving, and fishing, pienicking, sporting, teach
ing and learning about all manner of four-
footed beasts nnd cattle and creeping things;
of trees and flowers and climbing vines ; and all
sorts of free out-of-door lifo. Buy stout cloth
ing, good jack-knives, lots of string, calico
aprons, and broad brims, and bid them fleet the
time gayly—and provided you're neither starved
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on salt pork, nor surfeited into boils with cake

and pastry, and don't get limbs broken from un

ruly horses, nor eaten up by mosquitoes, nor
heated into crisp in garret bedrooms, nor, being
near a swamp, return homo to typhoid in Sep
tember, it will do you all good— it is the best
thing by all odds for New Yorkers, Bostonians,
Philadelphians, and tho like. But do not flat
ter yourselves that it is the best thing the year
round, or that human nature is very essentially
different in the country from Broadway or Chest
nut Street. Those who are in mischief already
want to get others in the same condition ; those,

who are not, arc wild to get in themselves. And
in both places it is especially incumbent npon
parents to see that these objects, as concerning
their children, are not fully accomplished.
Another reason why the country is accounted
a better place to rear a family is

,

that the pa
rents are more with their children. If this could
be insured in both places the danger would be
half over. It is the prevalent notion that the
children are an essentially different race from
the " grown-up," and must be got out of the
way somehow : that does a good deal of the
mischief.
You rightly forbid your children certain
amusements. But you should see that they
have proper amusements. Arrange their par
ties and go with them ; talk the thing over aft
erward ; see that they come home with you,
and the hungry craving is appeased ; and ma

turity finds them with a certain amount of in
nocent experience worth every thing in ena
bling them to withstand temptation.
Boys ond girls like to visit together, which is

all right and proper ; and if tho visiting is done

a good deal at home, and you invite nice girls
and boys to visit your own, knowing them to be
such, and being young folks with them your
selves to a certain extent, thus making your in
fluence that of a companion as well as a parent,
the chances are greatly against their making mes
alliances which will give you incurable heart
aches by-and-by.
"But I want my children kept out of the
street. They have no place to play except
there, and I can not bear to have them grow
up street children."
The streets arc not good places generally,
but a good deal depends on the neighborhood.
A well-paved, shaded, respectable street, under
certain restrictions, is not a bad play-ground ;

and one can sit at the parlor window, with book
or work, and watch the play, which is a better
use to put them to than to advertise Messrs.
Broca telle and Co.'s upholstery, or to darken and
close up your parlor into absolute murkiness ;

and it is really a pleasant change from the back
bedroom up stairs, which we Americans call
nursery or sitting-room. It gives the parlor,
too, an air of habitation, which is always pleas
ant. And then, too, in most large cities there
are many parks, or squares, or gardens, or shaded
walks of some kind, if one is not too busy or too
genteel to enjoy them, and would only think

that a little of the time wasted in embroider
ing Berlin knitting or gossip would be better
spent letting the children enjoy these blessed
privileges whenever they can do so. There's a
world of enjoyment in a calico dress and a well-
packed basket, to sixpence it out of town some
where with the children of a Saturday after
noon : vulgar, maybe, but delightful and profit
able too in thc long-run, and it might be en
joyed very much oftener than at present if a

little pains were taken.
But, speaking of streets, few people ever see
the real beauty of a street. To the masses the
street is a safe, easy, and expeditious mode of
transit from one location to another, often hot,
often bleak, usually dirty and crowded, and in
variably evil-smelling and suggestive of disease
and discomfort generally —a place to make mon
ey, to spend money, and to hurry through and
away from to a place somewhere else called
home.
But, seen by some eyes, a street is a beauti
ful sight. Its splendid hotels, with the loads
of luggage suggestive of travel and far coun
tries ; its cool corridors and aristocratic inmates

(sometimes) ; its gay shops, holding such a mar
velous wealth of dolls, toys, and pretty things ;

its fine carriages ; its fast horses; its lubor-honor-
ed carts bringing the luxuries of a world to your
doors ; its churches and its old trow ; its smooth
pavements, and occasional monument or fount
ain or park ; its crowds of people — richly-dressed
ladies, some fair and young, some old, sorrow
and pain stricken ones ; all busy, all intent on
some purpose, all interested ; septuagenarians,
looking as full of old stories as a fig is of seeds ;

returned soldiers, with brown faces, perhaps on
crutches; sailors from tho other side of the
world ; school-children, with flowing ringlets
and hungry faces, going home from school ; the
lame, the blind, the halt—all there. No won
der that children learn more from street than
school. And it is well just here to take n hint
from facts.
If one class of people can learn from a cer
tain condition of things, others can ; and if you
see so much to admire and instruct, what must
the soft and impressible mind of a child receive
from tho same influences? Clearly the streets
and all their, influences are educational, and,
being so, it is your privilego to use them to the
best advantage.
The war and tho times have been wonderfully
educational. Children drink in information as
the hungry sand drinks water, and it is your
privilege to sift and filter for them. Take them
to Faneuil Hall, to Independence Hall, to Fort
Washington. Let them see the picture-galler
ies, the museums, the ship-yards, and the great
winged messengers of commerce—the machine-
shops, the manufactories of all sorts. An
swer questions till your lungs and information
give out, but never your patience. A review-
to a child is a military event ; a parade or a
procession marks a page of history to them.
It is an incident to you, it is an event to them.
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Rides, journeys, and excursions are lessons in
geography and natural history, eagerly swal

lowed, faithfully digested, and permanently in
corporated in memory and brain, never to be

effaced.

The Fourth of July was once a nuisance, with
its explosive saltpetrey patriotism, its inflated,
spread-eagle orations which few could hear and

nobody cared for. It will not soon be thus
again. The country will teach, and the streets
will tell the children that the Union, for which
the grandsires fought, the people will now pro
tect and defend, and that nothing is meaner
than treason—except defending it.
What child that saw the regiments depart
will ever forget it? The gay musie, the rich
banners, the bright arms, and handsome faces
in the serried ranks, the uncomprehended sor
row in the women's faces, the pale lips of the
departing soldiers, the pealing bells, the can
non, the tearful adieus, so strangely bright, so

strangely sad. The streets taught wise and
manifold lessons in those days. The call to
arms sounded over the land like the whistle of
Roderick Dhu, and from each hill-side and val

ley, from behind bush, log, stone, or brake rose
the Man for the Place. The children will not
forget the dark days when the awful rout of
Bull Run smote the land—when "Lost! lost!-'
was.the cry, save in the faithful few who forgot
not that the cause was not lost if the day and
the battle were against us. Or when victory
after victory set the joy-bells clanging over the

country, like the old bell of Nuremberg, with its
" I am Roland ! I am Roland !
There ia victory in the land!''

and we knew that Richmond was ours. Then
neighbor met neighbor, speechless with joy, and
the crowd shouted, "Good news, good news!"
and the cities blossomed like tulip-beds with
flags. The flaring lights, the hurrying feet, the
musie, the involuntary chorus of the crowd, the
impromptu processions, and withal the orderly,
self-sustained character of all in the streets,
showing the steady balance which the American
sense of personal responsibility bestows upon a
people otherwise so impulsive and enthusiastic.
There were some who did not like to be in
the streets in such a crowd ; but those who did,
and who taught their children the lessons of
these days, will not regret it.
And on that awful day of woe when the mar
tyred President went up to heaven by the bloody
path, leaving his bright and stainless record for
a loving legacy to a bereaved people, the city
streets were grave schoolmasters then. They
told of the wonderful hold of the popular heart
which this strango man had won ; for he was
strange even to us, and impossible to any other
nation, in his wisdom and loving-kindness, his
solemn sadness and real dignity, which wore so
easily the mask of jocularity. It will be long
before, as a people, we grow into the wisdom of
our late beloved President, for ho has helped
make the proverbs of the nation. And the chil
dren saw all this, and their little faces grew sol

emn ; and they all wore their bits of crape with
the dignity of true sorrow. The solemn dra
peries, the sad faces, tho tears of sorrow, the si-
lencc which filled the land like a murky atmos
phere, will never bo forgotten by these tender
minds, which are wax to receive and marble to
retain. It will be tragic history to them here
after, most reverently remembered.
There is a little aneedote of Washington Ir
ving whose authenticity is perfectly reliable,
which shows the permanent bias which may be
given to a child's mind. Somebody asked Mr.
Irving if he had ever seen General George Wash
ington. "Yes," said he, "twice. Once was
on occasion of some review in the City of New
York, I do not know what. I had been taken
to sec the parade, and was lifted in the arms of
my Scotch nurse to see tho General, and was
told that the stately gentleman on horseback
was General George Washington, for whom I
had been named. And I knew, even then, it
was something to have seen General Washing
ton. Next day I was out walking again with
my nurse, when she suddenly caught sight of
the General entering a shop. Clutching my
hand tightly, she hurried into the shop and
caught him by the sleeve, crying,
"'General! General! here's a bairn that's
called after ye. Will ye no gie him a blessing?'" ' Called after me, is he ?' said the General,
in a pleased voice, and, laying his hand on my
head, said, in a most reverential manner, 'God
bless the little one forever!' and went out of
the shop. I never saw the General again,"
continued Mr. Irving, " and I am an old man
now; but I can sometimes, even now, feel the
gentle pressure of his hand on my head, and I
know his blessing abided with me, for I have
been blessed."
And the noble head bowed as if to receive
another benediction ; and those who heard the
simple story grew grave and reverential, for

they all felt that it was much to have received
the benediction of Washington. And who can
tell if it be not to this incident that we owe the
rare volumes of the great man's "Life" for
which wo are indebted to the pen of Washington
Irving ?
When we remember that the memories of the

aged retain the recollections of childhood and
youth with much more vividness than the occur
rences of their later years, it behooveth us to re
member that we are filling the treasure-houses
of memory of those who will one day find in
them their only store of reminiscences ; and to
us will be cither blame or praise given, accord
ing as we have been faithful to our trust or
negligent. The children will soon control so
ciety, will vote, fight, plead, debate, court, flirt,
love, marry, and go to Europe, go to Congress,
or into the spirit-world. It is for us to say if
they shall remember childhood as a dreary sea
son of unwelcome tasks, executed in loneliness,
and for which they were not praised, in which
they were not assisted, whose tedium was un
relieved by parental sympathy ; or if childhood
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shall be really, as the social dogma has it
, " the

happiest season of life." It is now to choose if they
shall be ignorant or learned in the days of train
ing— the days in which it is of the greatest im
portance to the country that its future rulers shall

be bred up from childhood in the household of a
pure political faith ; that a love of country shall
mean more than annual fire-crackers, and that
the patriotism of women is not to be despised ;

that the "President and those in authority" be
remembered in the prayers of the babes, and that
the nation's honor shall grow to be dear as their
own. And to this end let not the teachings of
the times and the streets be despised and set at
naught; but let those having authority suffer
the little children to learn their lessons from
pure lips which they love, rather than those
whom any wild chance may throw in their path.

MAEGAEET BRONSON.

I KNOW you are tired enough of tales of war,and that your own dark memories of the
sealed record of the nation's bloody baptism
need no fresh reminders. My story does not
concern a battle, but a woman ; and how can I

help it if she lived down there on the border,
so surrounded and hemmed in by conflict and
combatants, by scenes of peril and blood and
death, that they must necessarily interweave
themselves with the controlling events of her
life? I hardly know what you would have
thought of her if you had seen her standing
there alone on the lawn in the haze of that sul
try June evening. You would have stopped in
voluntarily, as before some striking picture. A
woman with a certain regal bearing in the droop
ing of her shoulders, in the position of her hands,
in the curve of her neck, in the very folds of her
lustreless black silk dress and the mantle ofwhite
crape that fell over it— a graceful woman certain

ly ; a well-poised head held a little loftily, per
haps ; a face somewhat pale contrasted with the
hair that was pushed back from it

,

and features
regular as a statue's. —A beautiful woman then?
That would depend partly on yourself, partly
on her mood. A particular curl in the bright
color of her lips, an arch of her eyebrow, a
sharp, decided tone about the whole contour of
her face, might at any time and always have re
pelled you. Or, if you had seen her smile as
she could smile if she chose, as she did not oft
en, you might wish Murillo could have painted
her. The slant suubeams were flecking the
grass and the trees above her, touching spots
of gold, too, upon her dark dress. You would
have noticed rather her independence of their
effect than that they added any thing by it; the
play of light and shade and color did not seem
necessary to her as to many women. You would
fancy that she might stand in the dimness of a

dungeon unchanged. In this circumstance—as
often through lesser avenues the soul finds voice
— lay the key to Miss Branson's nature.
People were rather dubious on the subject of

a young woman who carried pistols, had no de

sire to marry, and was not afraid of guerrillas.
It was outre", it evinced discontent with her
sphere; it was—itreallywas— "strong-minded."
Very likely. And you don't like the word?

I am sorry, for it seems to be appropriate, and

I am obliged to use it. It and she fitted well
into the life she had led. For a mother, she
had only the memory of a kiss on a dead face ;

for childhood and girlhood, a long, luxurious
dream with her own fancies, and the sole com
panionship of that uncompanionable, silent fa
ther, who, dying six months ago, left her as in
heritance enough of his own Northern tempera
ment to cool the heats of her Southern blood ; a

well-ordered plantation, and a crowd of model
slaves moulded after the most sacred pattern of
the " institution" —perhaps because their mas
ter was too much of a gentleman to be grossly
cruel—perhaps because he found occasion to
pacify within himself certain clamorous mem
ories of the faith of his fathers.
As to the slaves, Miss Bronson freed them
within a month after the old man gave her his
last kiss ; she would have done it the day after
his funeral, except out of respect for him. This
utterly illogical and inconsequent act was doubt
less the foundation of the objectionable epithet
aforesaid, which horrified rumor had attached
to her. As for the plantation, she carried its
business on by herself, with such of the negroes
who chose to remain with her as she could sup
port ; smiled when the neighbors were scandal
ized that Miss Bronson should reduce herself to
such disgraceful poverty ; chose neither rela
tive, friend, nor husband for company, but passed
her days in solitude and the gloom of the old
rooms which had such a foreign hush in them,
from missing the dead man's silence. She might
have been lonely, for she loved him ; or she
might not. No one knew but herself.
The haze had blotted out the golden flecks on
her dress and hair, and the twilight had fallen

heavily, while she stood there watching the
west. She began at last to pace back and forth
under the trees, in a peculiar, nervous way she

had, which was more like that of a man than of
a woman, yet not unwomanly nor ungraceful.
A footstep in the street, and a voice at the
gate calling her name, aroused her from her rev
erie. She turned her head slowly, and stopped
her walk.
" Mr. M'Ginlcy, I think ? It is rather dark."
" Yes, Miss Bronson."
She did not advance to meet him or invite
him to enter, but stood as she had stood, watch
ing the sunset, in that statue-like attitude which
could not be any thing but haughty, if she tried
to make it so. Yet I doubt if she knew it. The
young man hesitated an instant, then came in,
and up the graveled walk.
"Am I intruding?"
"Intruding? Oh no."
" I should be sorry if I were, because —"
" Arc you alone ?"
It was not Miss Bronson's custom to inter
rupt ; she was too well-bred ; he knew that.
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"Yes," he said.
" It is not safe, I suppose ?" she questioned,
busied with drawing the crape over her shoulders.
" Perhaps not ; that is a matter of very little
consequence, however."
The shade of bitterness in his tone could not
have escaped her, but she took no notice of it ;
she occupied herself in picking a blossom of the
scarlet trumpet-flower that trailed over the trees ;
then threw it away.
"Won't you sit down? You may bo tired
with your walk."
He thanked her, and refused with some re
serve, placing the garden-chair for her. She

preferred to stand.
"You do not wear the gray, I aee, when you
take your strolls," she said, glancing at the

eagles on his sleeve. They had been bright
once, but were dull with long service now.

"Hardly —not even in this hospitable town.
I prefer, under all circumstances, to carry the
face as well as the heart of loyalty. If I recol
lect rightly, I believe I have never been afraid
or ashamed of this uniform."
The rough private's dress formed a strong
contrast to the elegance of hers ; but it was
more than balanced by something in his deep-
set eyes, and a certain pressure of his thin lips ;
perhaps a word of Mrs. Brownina's —masterful—
would have expressed it. Some such thought
as this may have crossed her mind, for she
glanced from the uniform up into his weather-
stained face. Then she looked away. She may
have remembered just then the home he had
left, the friends he had estranged, the hardships
and perils he had borne and braved, for this
humble place among his country's workers.
Miss Bronson had many theories of her own
concerning sham patriotism, but she knew the
ring of the real coin when she heard it. It was
another evidence of the justice of that unfash
ionable epithet I have alluded to that she had
been loyal from the fall of Sumter, and that she
had had the courage to say so when occasion of
fered.
" On the contrary" —with some brightness in
her eyes— " you should be proud of it."
She was kind to think so, he said, and said it
wondering if there were a servant on her planta
tion to whom she might not have spoken the
same words as graciously.
"It has seen rough work in its day, Miss
Bronson, but we are rather still in camp just
now. Are you not very lonely some of these
summer evenings?"
The abruptness of the question, asked with
the look and tone with which he asked it

,

would
have embarrassed many women. To Miss Bron
son, question, tone, and look alike seemed to be
no more than any other idle chat. Except for
the chill in her voice, when she said, raising her
eyelids in her slow, haughty way :" Lonely ? Why should I be ?"
M'Ginley bit his lip.
"Are not my grounds looking well, Mr.
M'Ginley?" turning, with n polite, careless

smile, which on her face was a mere glitter.
"The guerrillas have let me alone so far, ex
cept that little patch of cotton down in the south
field, which was of small consequence."
"I wish they had not touched the south field,
Miss Bronson."
"Why that particularly? it could oasily be
spared.
"

"Because I have pleasant associations with
it."
She remembered too—he knew she did—the
days when they had played there as children, at
mimic house-keeping on the mimic plantation —
the long, long sunny days bright with pictures
of blossoms and birds and cloudless skies, and
the little dark-eyed girl who used to go out
among them with him, hand in hand. She
must remember. Yet if she did she gave no
sign. The incredulous arch of her eyebrow,
which was her only answer, seemed to sting the

young man. He turned quickly, some sudden
flush mounting to his forehead, stopped in his
slow walk down the path and faced her.
" Miss Bronson, look at me, if you please."
She complied, because she chose to ; she made

it very evident that was her only reason. His
face just then had a look Miss Bronmn was
little used to meeting, much less to enduring
quietly.
"You do remember."
She smiled.
" Playing with you in the south field ? Oh,
yes; I have a good memory."
"You do not remember it uupleasantly?"
"Mr. M'Ginley, it is somewhat chilly stand
ing still so long." He turned shurply away
from her and strode down to the gate. She
continued her walk as indifferently as if nothing
had happened to interrupt her.
" Are you going? Well, I wish you a pleas
ant evening and a safe walk."
Ho smiled bitterly.
"A man's life is the most worthless invest
ment he has, in these times. If the little divi
dends should stop before I see you again—"
He waited, apparently for some expression
of interest from her. But there was not a word
or a look. She stood perfectly still, with her

eyes on the darkening road.
" In that case I thought I should like to tell
you why I left camp to-night. Do you wish to
know?"
"Oh, I'll leave that to you ; if you choose to
tell me, you may."
Again that look which Miss Bronson was not
used to enduring. His eyes were on fire ; the
compression of his lips seemed absolute pain—

perhaps she did not see it.
" I do choose to tell yon. I came to see you ;

if I had seen you for a moment nnknown to
yourself, my object would have been gained. I

had not expected the honor of a conversation
with you. I am obliged to you for your conde
scension."
He waited, before ho bade her good-evening,
to watch her a moment ; with that look which
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on a man's face shows the crisis of some great
agony in the soul—a look which the accident
of his death might well stamp on Miss Bran
son's memory as long as she could remember

any thing. But she had not a word for him—
not one. She stood there in her elegant calm,
so near to him that she could hear his sharp,
hard breathing, as far from him as if oceans
rolled between them. He remembered after
ward that her silence was unusual even for her ;
also a certain strained repose in the folding of
her hands which caught his eye, but which, in
the passion of the moment, served only to work
into a wandering fancy of his, that he was try
ing to move a block of beautiful marble.
Miss Branson stood just where he had left
her, long after he had gone. Once she started,
with a quick motion, as if she would have called
him back ; then stopped herself, with a little
scorn in her smile.
She knew this man loved her— loved her even
to the peril of his life. Well, what then? You
would have wondered, if you had seen her break
sharply into her quick pacing on the graveled
walk again ; if you had watched her knotted
forehead and cold, set lips, you would have won
dered whether Robert M'Ginley, who saw in her
a very different woman from that solitary, self-
sufficient figure, was dreaming of a shadow, or
if ho understood Miss Branson belter than she
did herself. Back and forth, forth and back
she went on her nervous walk, some excitement
in her face serving only to give it a deeper chill.
Was M'Ginley a fool to want such a woman at
his fireside ? You, perhaps, would have said so,
if you had seen her then, and have turned away
as you would turn from an iceberg. Some one
very candidly told him the same thing upon one
occasion— a man who prided himself on his
translation of women's faces.
"Why, M'Ginley, you haven't but one eye

open. She's a beautiful woman, but she'd turn
a fellow's home into Pandemonium. It would
be a violation of nature for her to be a wife.
Slie must be the man, and she'd rule every thing
with a rod of iron. To yield one inch of her
own will would be torture to her."
"I do not think so," replied M'Ginley, with
a quiet smile. He might still have retained his
opinion, for he was not a man who formed or

rejected beliefs lightly ; but he would not have
smiled if he had seen her once that evening stop
there in the darkening shadows and clench her
delicate hands upon her breast with a passion
that fitted the half-frightened defiance in her
eyes. Defiance? Of whom? of what? Per
haps of herself.
Yon think I am telling yon of a woman who
belongs only in poetry and romance. I assure
you that I am not.
It was about an hour after M'Ginley had left
her that one of the servants came hurriedly to
the parlor window, near which she was sitting
alone in the dark.
"Miss Margaret!"
" Oh, is it you, Dan? You gave Prince the

extra quart of meal, as I told you, and sent my
message to the gardener?"
"Yes, Miss Margaret, de work's all done gone
out ob de way for de night. 'Tain't dot ar I
come fur. 'Pears like I knows someting you'd
oughter be telled on."

Something in the negro's face arrested her
attention.
" You may come in, Dan. What is it?"
"Nobody hedn't oughter to be hearin' ob it.
Miss Margaret. Dor's no tellin' what might
become ob we all ef dey did."
"You may close the window, Dan."
He closed it

,

and the door. He said then a
few words to her scarcely above a whisper.
She changed color — as much as she ever did.
" Are you sure ?"
" Yes, clar sure, Miss Margaret. I war hunt-
in' fur sassafras fur my ole woman—she's sot
her heart on't she's done got de kersumption,
an' der warn't nothin' for't but de sassafras —
an' dey come 'long atween de trees —two ob 'em
—an' I heerd every word, an' I neber breaf till
dey get by, an' dey don' see me. Ef dey'd see
me—laws! Miss Margaret, I wouldn't a

'

ben

here ter tell."
"What was tho time to be, Dan ?"
" Jes' ten 'clock, case I heerd 'em name it

over affer dey'd got trough."
Miss Bronson looked at her watch.
" You may lock up well, Dan, and the peo
ple can come into the kitchen if they are at all
frightened. There is

,

however, nothing, I think,
to fear. They will have work enough without
coming into the town. And, Dan, I do not
care to be disturbed this evening. I wish to
be alone. Tell Rose and Eliza, if any thing is

wanted, to wait till I call them."
" Yes, Miss Margaret."
She took off her crape mantle and began to
fold it up, while she listened to his retreating
footsteps ; she smoothed every crease and care

fully straightened the fringe. There was some

thing curious in the mechanical action ; perhaps
an intensity of excitement which a word or a
cry would have weakened.
Then she went to her own room, divested her
dress of some of its feminine encumbrances,
threw over her shoulders a dark, hooded cloak,
examined her revolver and loaded it. After
that she went hurriedly down stairs, out of tho

door, and into the street.
A great lurid moon glared through the mist
that night, and the clouds that the wind tossed

by it were stained with sullen red. M'Ginley
watched ita rise over tho hill where they were
encamped, with some odd fancy about its color
and the last long day when it should set for
ever. His face had paled within the last hour.
A certain hungry longing had crept into it—
that longing which can not bo mistaken, and

which is so pitiful to see, especially in a man,
and a man like Robert M'Ginley. I do not
mean that he would have sought or deliberately
chosen death ; ho was too thoroughly soldierly
in the warp and woof of his nature for that.
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Margaret BroDSon could never make a senti

mentalist, or that most cowardly of cowards—

a suicide—out of him. But simply that, stand
ing there apart from his comrades and their

cheerful camp-fire talk that night, with the
smothered passion of the reddened moonlight
above and around him, and the memory of that
one woman's face for his sole companionship,
he may have thought— Well, I fancy death
seemed a pleasant thing and fair to look upon.
It had become so familiar to him in the life he
led ; it so dogged his steps and hedged him in ;
it talked with him in his dreams, and woke with
him in the cool summer dawns; it basked in
the glare of the sunlight and lurked in the even

ing shadows; it and his troubled life hung for
ever beside him, balanced in the chance of a

singlo shot. Ho may have wondered, as he
stood there with his face turned toward the sul
len moon, and the group of pines below it

,

be

yond which her home was hidden — he may
have wondered a little —we all like to speculate
at times as to what the world will be when we
go out of it—whether the sight of his life-blood
would thaw one jot of Miss Branson's frozen
elegance. Probably its contrast to the daz
zling white of her own folded hands would not
be pleasant. Probably she would beg them to
care for him decently, and bury him out of her
sight. Possibly she would say the country was
making a terrible sacrifice of its young men—
then go and dress for dinner.
Looking down through the trees where the
shades of the valley hung and deepened, his

eye caught at last the outline of a dim form
threading its way through them. Its motion
was rapid, its path direct to the camp. As it

came out into the light in a little opening among
the oaks, he saw the flutter of a woman's dress.
Ho watched it curiously as it began the slow
ascent over fallen trees and stumps and tangled
underbrush. It was a dark, hooded figure,
somewhat tall and erect, with a certain fearless
disregard of the obstacles in the path, which
was more natural to a man than a woman, and

gave him for the instant a suspicion of disguise
and treachery. Just then, however, the light
struck full on a hand raised to push aside a

dead bough— a slender, jeweled hand, that had
an indescribable air of familiarity to him in the
strained repose of its fingers. He saw also with
distinctness her black dress whose trailing folds
had been shortened out of reach of briers and
rocks. She came up the slope under a shadow,
through a gleam of lurid mist, then out upon a
projecting rock beside him, where she stood
quite still. Her hood had fallen olf, her face
was full in the light of the camp-fire.
"Miss Bronson !"

"' I believe so."
" You here, and alone !"

"I here and alone, Mr. M'Ginley, owing to
the little circumstance that I have discovered a
plot to surprise your camp to-night, with a force

very conveniently outnumbering yours, every
man of them thoroughly educated blood-hounds.

I Their calculations, if I remember rightly, com
prised the butchery of two-thirds of you at the
very lowest estimate; they attack you on the
east side, at your weak point by the ravine.
As to time," she coolly took out her watch, " if

they had the virtuo of punctuality they would
have been here five minutes ago."
"You are sure of this?"
" Perfectly, one of my people heard the whole
thing discussed in the woods below you there.
You remember Dan, perhaps? he is of a some
what excitable temperament, but as to creating

a story of any magnitude, it would be alto
gether too much of a tax upon his intellect. I

think you may expect your visitors at any mo
ment."
All the soldier flashed into his face ; for the
moment he forgot her.
" Colonel 1 boys, whore's the Colonel?"
She watched him as he sprang away from
her. If he had seen her face he would have
known how much he had heightened her respect
for him because he did forget her on such an
errand.
It was only for a moment. He was back be
side her then ; his face was pale.
" Margaret, it is terrible, you have saved us,
but you— "
" I shall do very well. Why not ?"
"You don't know what a hell you have come
into—you!" he passed his hand over his fore
head; the great drops stood on it. "My God!

if I could get you safe at home—only get you
home !"

She smiled.
"I am not afraid. I should hardly have
undertaken this little expedition if I hail been
afraid." A sudden confusion prevented his re
ply— the sound of the Colonel's voice, quick
orders, and the men falling into line. Miss
Bronson tossed off her cloak and took her pistol
from her belt.
"What are you going to do?"
"Fight."
" Miss Bronson !"
She threw off his hand from hers.
"Why not? I will not hide here in the
bushes and die like a coward ; no, not even for
a look like that, Mr. M'Ginley. Yon know I

could not go back if I would. See, they are
calling yon."
The quick orders grew impatient ; the ranks
swept by them. M'Ginley fell into his place at
the end of the line. Miss Bronson stepped be'-'
side him. He said but one word after that,
" Margaret !"
Her fingers stirred a little on the pistol ; her
glittering smile played nil over her face. He
knew then that she would have despised him if

ho had argued the case by so much as another
syllable.
"They are coming," she said, with a bit of
triumph in her smile.
Her face was worth seeing, when the sergeant
discovered her, and quietly ordered her out of
the ranks.
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" If you can tell me any reason, Sir, why I
should not fight, I should like to know it."
"Agin orders, mum."
" But you are short of men."
"Beggin' your pardon, mum, I believe you
hain't a man."
"What does that matter? I have no more
fancy for looking on idle."
"Can't help it, mum, sorry to disappoint a
lady; but there's my orders. Wounded and
women-folks and young uns to the rear. So,

if you please mum, you'd better fall out."
Miss Bronson obeyed in silent disgust. A
woman's will versus military discipline. Cer
tainly it was a hard case.
A rustling of dead leaves in the ravine, a
tramping of many feet, a flash of bayonets on
the brow of the hill ; then a vision of dark, ex
ultant faces, a yell, a cheer, a thunder that woke
nil the echoes sleeping far down the valley ; and
the quiet camp became a battle-field.
The deserted fires flashing up broadly, dart
ing rifts of light in through the smoke and hor
ror, showed Miss Bronson standing under the
trees. She stood there for five minutes. Then
the fair-haired boy, fighting beside M'Ginley,
fell with a ball through his heart.
When M'Ginley turned his head he saw her
in the vacant place—the dead boy's musket in
her hand.
" I prefer to be here," she said.
Probably military discipline would have had

a word to say to its late defeated antagonist, if

it had not been altogether too busy just then in
the confusion of a charge. The picture, bright
in the fitful glare, was one' long to be remem
bered — the woman with her colorless, calm face
and eyes on fire, the shadow of a smile still lin
gering on her lips, her black hair fallen low on
her shoulders, and the fearless aim of the hand
so womanly, so dazzling, so foreign to its death

ly work.
She fought like a veteran. M'Ginley, so
near to her, knew how her teeth were set, and
could see her breast heave with her sharp, hard

breathing. Once she looked up into his face.
" I don't know much about it ; tell mo if I

am wrong."
The tone was a tone in which Margaret Bron
son was unused to speaking ; he heard every ca

dence of it above the roar of the musketry, and
in that hour when she seemed to have thrown
off her womanhood, he knew that she was near

er to him than ever in all her life before. After
that he guided her.
"Aim higher, Margaret."
"You load in too much of a hurry, Margaret ;

you gain nothing b
y it."

"Margaret, you are out of the ranks."
So between his own fierce work—and she
obeyed him as implicitly as a child. Through

out the whole he used instinctively the name b
y

which he had called her when they played to

gether in the old south field at home. She ac

cepted it as instinctively. I think she liked it.
Possibly it helped her ; as to that you could not

tell: she never quailed for an instant; her face
never lost its colorless calm, her eyes their fire,
nor her hand its fearless aim.
The camp-fires were dying low into their
ashes ; the moon's sullen glare from the tree-
tops showed through the billows of smoke a
breach in the enemy's ranks. The lines stag
gered and broke on the brow of the hill.
"We have them," said M'Ginley, with a grim
smile, and fell with the words on his lips.
The ranks closed again and swept on victori
ous down the slope far into the valley to finish
their work. But the beautiful woman's face
was not among them.
She knelt down on the ground where he had
fallen ; his blood stained her dress in pitiful
contrast to its silken richness.
" Can you tell me where it is ?"
She spoke quietly; if she had had all the
knowledge of the surgeons, and every means of
saving his life at her command instead of being
ignorant and alone in that desolated place, she
could not have spoken more quietly ; you could
not have seen that a nerve trembled.
"It is nothing—only in my arm, I think," he
said, feebly ; ' ' you can get home now, Marga
ret—go ; don't stop to think of me."
" I shall think of you. I intend to save you."
She looked about hei for a moment. At tbo
right a rebel lay dead in the bushes. A few
yards beyond another—dead or dying, for he
stirred a little. No other human being was in
sight. The distant camp-fires were out. The
moon hung angrily in the mist ; far down the

valley the noise of the conflict was growing
fainter; M Ginley's hot blood was still staining
her dress. Ilcr sense of utter helplessness was
written for an instant on her face ; but it was
turned away from him and he did not see it.

' ' You must stay here"—she spoke rapidly
and decidedly—"you must stay here a little
while. I shall help you into the bushes here
out of sight, if there arc stragglers round. I

will bring some one that can take care of yon.

I think I can stop the flowing of this blood be
fore I go."
He was too weak to remonstrate. She took
out her delicate laced handkerchief and tried to

smile.
"If I only had one of Eliza's cotton ones!
It is so much cobweb."
" Hold on, missis ! You mought as well not
spile that ere bit of nonsense, and save yerself
the trouble ef bloodyin' yer pretty hands. I've
got a little business to do up with that Yankeo
sweet-heart o

'

yourn."
She sprang up, with her hand on her revolv

er.

The dying rebel had risen to his feet ; there
were no signs of death upon him ; he had not
so much as a wound. That he was a man of
iron muscle, with brawny arms bared, and his
bayonet dripping with blood, she saw ; that his
face was the face of a fiend, she felt.
"What's the matter with yer ? Struck dumb ?

Purty good-looking gal ye are, any ways. Shall
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be sorry to skeer ye, bat I'm 'bliged to settle up
'counts with that 'ere chap; and you'd better

git out of the way, ef ye ain't partiklar 'bout
seein' it did."
She stepped out into the open path. M'Gin-
ley called her back ; but she made no answer.
"You shall not touch him : he is a wounded
man."
"Hoity toity, pretty mistress! We'll see
about that. He killed my boy in th' fight, he
did. Little chap was drafted in las' week. He's
lyin' back thar 'mong the tents. I'll have my
pay fur that. Didn't the little fellow lie an'
groan ? An' I'll see Aim lie an' groan, an' send
him whar he b'longs : yer mought jes' as well
make up yer mind to't firs' as las'. An' I
wouldn't screech of I was you, 'cause it won't
make no odds ter me."
He laughed, wiping his dripping bayonet on
his sleeve. I suppose most women would have
fallen on their knees at this crisis, have pleaded
and sobbed, wrung their hands, and made allu
sions t» his wife or his mother ; also to some
faint possibility termed his better nature. Mar
garet Bronson read the brutish instinct of re
venge in the man's face too thoroughly for that ;
she knew it would be but wasted time, and time
was precious.
She stepped up to him, with her fingers clasp
ed on her deathly weapon as steadily as they
had clasped it all that horrible night.
" Margaret !"
It was M'Ginley's anguished voice. She
heard it. The man, wiping his bayonet, look
ed into her white still face with dull wonder.
"What ye up to? I'm goin' to work now."
"You are not going to touch him."
"That 'ere's purty talk, mistress, when I
dropped dead o' purpose for the chance to run
him through—ve-ry purty talk !"
" Step back there ! If you come another step
you are a dead man."
" Should bo sorry to fight a gal ; have done

it
,

though, 'fore now ; an' gal or no gaT, I'll put
an eend to the chap. Here, you Yank! it's
time to bo a sayin' your prayers."
The bayonet gleamed within a yard of Mar
garet Branson's heart.
" Either you or I are dead before you stir,"
she said. The red light struck full on her face.
"Margaret! Margaret!"
She quivered a little ; but her eyes did not
move from the steel that flashed just then in a
mooubeam.
M'Ginley, trying to crawl to his feet, fell, re
peating her name over feebly. He could not
reach her. She heard him groan. She was
very pale, but she stood like a statue.
The man laughed ; as men will laugh upon a
volcano.
" Come, come, my pretty fire-brand ; I reck-
on we've had enough of this 'ere play."
The bayonet flashed ; the face darkened ; he
threw up his arms, and, with an oath that she
heard on still nights for years and years of her
life, fell backward down upon tho rocks.

The Doctor, coming out of the parlor where
they had laid M'Ginley on the couch, found Miss
Bronson washing her hands.

' ' You're not at it again ! You were doing
that very thing when I came out after the band
ages, Miss Bronson."
She laughed— nervously.
"I don't know. Was I? I had forgotten
it."
"You are too white ; let me feel your pulse.

I should like to know how you managed to get
him down here ?"
"I believe I came down after Dan and Cae
sar, didn't I ? Let me think ; yes—that was it.

I believe I am a little tired."
" A baby would give up the ghost with such

a pulse ; you must have stimulant. Do you
know that you can not stand?"
" Yes, I can ; nothing is the matter. I shall
do very well."
But she sat down weakly, and leaned her fore
head on her hand.
" You don't ask how my patient is

,

Miss Bron
son?"
"I supposed you wonld not wish to be an
noyed with questions in a dangerous case."
"It is not dangerous : it is a severe flesh
wound and slight fracture, but with suitable
care there's no danger about it. Ho is quiet
now—comfortable, he says. He wishes to see
you."
She rose slowly.
"Are you sure ?"
" Is it a very impossible supposition when
you have saved his life ? My dear Miss Bron
son, you are somewhat mazed by your night's
work, surely. I shall insist upon a glass of
brandy. "

' ' No, you are very good ; I would rather not.
If you are sure he wishes to see me I will go
in."
Sho went in—not as Miss Bronson had ever
entered her own parlor before ; her step was
faltering, perhaps timid.
"Margaret."
She came across the room at his call, and
stood beside him with her head bent, her hands
folded tightly into each other. The crimson
stains on her rich dress, her falling hair which
she had neglected or forgotten to arrange, and
the flutter of her drooping eyelids, were in sharp
contrast to her usual elegant repose. Yet I

think she was not the less beautiful. Per
haps to Robert M'Ginley she was not less im
perial.
"Margaret," he said, feebly, "I wanted to
see you."
She sank down on the floor so low that sho
could look up into his face, and he saw in her

eyes what he had never seen there before—
tears.

"Margaret! Why, Margaret!"
A sudden light shone in his pallid face ; per
haps it dazzled her ; she bent her head.
"Are you sure you wanted to see me ?"

' ' Margaret, look at me. "
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She looked at him.
"I thought" —she trembled in every nerve,
this woman who had gone into battle with a

smile—" I thought you would not want to see
me. I was afraid you would always think of
me up there in the blood and smoke, it seems
so terrible now it is over. I wonder if I shall
ever forget it ?''
" You seem to forget that you saved my life,"
huskily.
The words stnng her somehow.
" I do not want you to be grateful to mo."
She turned away her head —not haughtily,
but very humbly ; it drooped again so low that

her hair fell over her face.
" Margaret."
She stirred a little.
' ' Margaret, I have loved you a great while,
but I never loved you as I did to-night."
She looked up with a quick smile that broke

like sunlight all over her face—a tender, happy
smile like a child's. She looked up, and sim

ply spoke his name ; but Robert M'Ginley knew
then, and from that hour he never doubted, that

she had no wish on earth so dear as his happi
ness, no joy so sweet as his love.

HANNAH FANTHORN'S SWEET
HEART.

FIFTY
years ago, and yet I've but to shut my

eyes and there comes Willy over the hill,
as I used to see him coming when I sat waiting
for him at the farm-house window. Sometimes
on horseback, but oftener afoot, for the Hall was
not very far away. Nowadays you see the boys
and men all alike in black, or with (maybe) a
bit of gray or brown. It wasn't so then. Will
wore a blue coat with gilt buttons, and knee-

breeches, and silk stockings, and buckles in his
shoes, and a buff vest ; and on gala days claret-
color and white silk. Handsome in any one's
eyes and wonderfully so in mine ; for I was half
Quakeress half Methodist, and never had worn
any thing gay myself.
Tall 1 Surely he was tall. Never a Haslet
under six feet, and broader in the shoulders than
any of his age. Straight-featured and rosy,
and just twenty-five.
Will's father was rich Squire Haslet, and
they lived at the Hall, a grand house, we thought

it
,

for we were plain people. Father a Quaker,
mother a Methodist, arid he kept to the plain
dress and language all his life. In those days
there never was a Methodist who wore gay
colors or new fashions, and mother took to the

poke bonnets and grave dresses naturally.
So we were quiet enough, not a picture nor
an ornament in the house . Not a fiddle, though
brother Barzillai begged to have one. And at
dusk Saturday night work put away, and the
house clean and not so much as a mouthful
cooked the Sabbath through. Every thing cold ;

and mother put the key in her pocket and took
us girls one way to Methodist meeting, and fa
ther took the boys to Quaker meeting— for that

was the compact, and they never let religion
come between them.
It was all so different at the Squire's. The
curtains and carpets and Mrs. Haslet's caps all

aglow with color. And Sunday a feast-day,
with more work for the servants than any other ;

and guests down from the city, and the piano-
such a wonder to all—and the harp a-playing.
They went to church if they chose, and sat in
the Squire's high-backed pew with curtains.
Mother used to say— she was a bit prejudiced —

that what with the organ and altar cloths and
fonts and carvings and painted windows and

gay bonnets, the Episcopal church was for all
the world like a play-house. Sister Ellis used
to say to me, "For all that I'd like a pink bon
net myself, and to go where there was music in
the church."
Ellis hadn't a Quaker bone in her body nor
a Methodist drop in her blood. I always won
dered Will didn't come a-wooing her instead of
me.

I was a bit of a thing with blue eyes and a

skin like wax— not a drop of color in it
,

and
didn't there come an artist, who painted minia
tures, to our place one summer and tell me my
face was " classical," and nearer the "antique"
than any thing he ever saw. I was pleased with
the first, but the last worried me, for do what I

could, though it sounded like a compliment, I

could make no meaning of " antique" but old,
so I asked Willie, and said he,
" Come to my house and I'll show you."
So mother let me, and I went. There, in the
drawing-room, was a stand, and on it a woman
in marble— that is

,

the face and neck of a wo
man and down to the waist. A "bust," he
called it. Says Willie, " That's antique. It is

Psyehe, and more like you than any picture
could be."
"ATctferliko me," said I; and then I blushed
and turned away, for not a tucker nor scarf had
she—and I felt ashamed.
It was a splendid house ; too grand it seemed
to me to live in ; and ho took mo all over it

even to the hot-house, where summer flowers
grew in the winter time, and ho put some in

my hair.
"White," said he ; "you look best in white."
One night I heard father and mother talking

b
y the kitchen-fire.

Says mother, "It's wrong to stand in the
girl's way, though he's Episcopal. And think
of her being mistress of the Hall, and riding in
her coach."
"Thee thinks too much of the world, Eu
nice," says father.
"But remember, Elias," says mother, "it's

a chance that comes to few. And she'd be good
to Ellis if we died ; and the fear would be off"of

' our minds for the children. It's hard to be poor—

to pinch and save—nnd know a bad year for
crops or a spell of sickness would swallow all.
He loves her, and he'll be good to her ; and she
can go to our meeting and he to his."
"Thee'U have thy way at last," says father.
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" But I'd rather see her marry some young friend
with but one cow and two or three acres. I
misdoubt the ways of world's folk."
But his voice was mild, and I knew ho had
yielded. As for the Squire himself — a hand
some, burly, red-faced gentleman with a loud
voice—he rode over one morning to see father.
Mother went in to the sitting-room, and I was
to stay in the dairy ; but how could I, when I
knew my fate was in the balance ? I crept into
the entry and listened, stopping my mouth with

my white apron lest I should cry out. I heard
the Squire first.
"My boy has set his heart on your girl," he
said. " He might find a richer mate, but he
couldn't find a prettier or a better. If you'll
say 'Yes,' neighbor Fanthorn, I will and his
mother. Sabrina's to be married soon, and we
shall want a daughter at the Hall."
Father said not a word for a while. He fold
ed his hands and sat looking at the floor. At
last he said, "Have thy own way, Eunice;
she's a girl."
Oh, but it's sweet to have the first love
crowned by a parent's blessing. Well, well,
with joy comes sorrow. A month after that
day Willie's mother died. She dropped from
her chair at the dinner-table, and when the
servant had sped across the country and back
with the doctor she was dead. I wept as I
stood near the grave and saw Willie so sad,
dressed for the first time in his mourning, and
I had more reason to weep than I knew ; for
Sabrina Haslet was mistress at the Hall, and all
along in secret she had set her heart against her
brother's match with me.
As soon as she could she began to fill the
house with company—young ladies nearly all ;
handsome, fashionable, dressed in finery and
jewels; and Will must play the part of host
and make them welcome. He told me so.
"Though I'd rather be with my Quaker beau
ty by the river-side," he said. "But Sabrina
wants company to keep her spirits up."
I had a guess that she hoped to wean him
from me, but I never told him so. True love
needs no chain, I thought, and for a while he
was my own Willie all the same. But at last
there came to the Hall the handsomest lady of
all—Miss Dorcas Oakley. She staid a long,
long while ; and there was dancing in the even
ings and riding all day ; and she rode beauti
fully, and always with Willie. I thought to
myself, over and over again, "Does she know
it is my love she rides away with as though he
were hers?"
Then the jealousy began to grow in my heart,
and I was not the same girl at times. Yet all
the while he told me that it was fashion and
courtesy, and kept me quiet while ho was by.
He would have had me at the Hall often also,
but Sabrina sent no message. She was the
mistress of the house, and I would not go there
without her invitation. So I pined and grew
thin, and mother thought me ill. So I was,
hut of heart, not of body. And when she talk-
Vol. XXXI.— No. 184.—Ll

ed of my wedding-day my blood would boil,
and I'd say, between my clenched teeth,
"No—I'll marry no one who weds me be
cause he's bound to me, and not from love !"
One night I stood by the garden-palings and
looked at the stars, and as I stood there a wo
man in a hood came over the fields and stood
beside me. It was Miss Sabrina Haslet. I
started as if I had been shot ; and she took off
her hood, for it was warm, and looked hard at
me.
" What kind of a girl are you ?" said she.
"What kind of one are you ?" said I. " Not
a civil one, to speak that way."
Said she : " What I want to know is this—
Are you the person to hold my brother to a
foolish bond, or to let him free when he begins
to struggle. You caught him cleverly; and
though his heart has slipped through your fin
gers you may be mistress of the Hall yet, I sup
pose. Will you ?"
" With his heart gone from me !" I cried.
" Has he told you it is gone?"
"He'd die first," said Miss Sabrina. "His
honor would not let him break troth with you.
But to see how he loves Miss Dorcas Oakley,
and she is a match for him in rank and wealth
and beauty. People are talking of it and pity
ing him."
"They shall pity him no more," I said.
"What is the Hall to me ? It was my Willie's
love I cared for. Tell him he is free."
" You must tell him yourself," she said. "If
you care to see him happy open his cage ;" and
she tied on her hood and sped away.
That night there went a note to Willie :

"Master William Haslet, —I've thought a long, long
while that the bond between us was beet broke. I feel
sure of it now. It will be better that we should not meet
again; and in this I send you back your ring. May good
fortune and happiness attend you ! And with this wish I
sign nfyaelf Hannau Fant-hohn."

This I wrote with a heart torn and rent as
never flesh could be ; and it was sent ; and
though he came to the farm I would not see
him ; and all was over between us.
I waited only to hear that he was betrothed
to Miss Dorcas Oakley. Instead of that, I
heard, a week after, that he had left the coun

try. Where he had gone and why, no one
knew. When I felt sure that Miss Dorcas
Oakley could be nothing to him, or that at least

they were not to be married, my heart smote
me a little, and I wondered whether I should
not have put my pride down a bit, and have
heard him speak for himself.
Miss Sabrina Haslet did not marry. The
wedding was put off first by her mother's death,
and then by her father's, six months after ; and
then folk said there was a quarrel. But be it as
it may, he who was to have been her husband
married instead that same Miss Dorcas Oakley.
Other suitors came, no doubt, for Miss Sabri
na was handsome and rich ; but she liked none
of them, and lived on in the Hall quite alone
but for the servants. By-and-by she saw no
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company, and shut up half the house, and seemed
more lonely and wretched than many a poor wo
man. All her beauty left her too, and she grew
to be a sharp, sour spinster, always dressed in
black— she who had been both belle and beauty.
I lived on at home. Ellis married, and so
did Barzillai. The years did not seem to give
a gray hair to my mother, nor a wrinkle to my
father. They were too placid to grow old fast.
No one wondered I did not marry. They seemed
to think that having been so nearly mistress of
- the Hall, it was not likely I should be willing to
wed for less.
The Hall ! Bah ! It was Willie I loved,
and not his house or lands.
One winter night, Christmas time was nearly
come, and I sat by the fire dressing dolls nnd
tying up sugar-plums in paper horns with bits
of ribbon for my nieces' and nephews' stockings,
when there came a loud rapping at the door. I
opened it

,

and there stood an old man-servant
from the Hall.
" I'm sent by Miss Sabrina, Miss," said he.
" She is very ill, and desires you to come alone.
She has something particular to say to you."
"Sabrina Haslet send for me!" I thought,
and then my heart beat fast, and I fancied I

hardly knew what.
"Ill, did you say?" I asked.
" Very ill," said the man. "The doctors give
her over."

I went back to get a shawl and hood, and tell
my mother where I was going, and then came
out. The night was bleak, and snow was fall
ing and lay deep upon the ground, and there
stood a sleigh with buffalo robes in it ready for
me. I stepped in, and was whirled away to
ward the Hall. It was like a dream. I could
scarcely believe myself awake. It was still a
dream when we stopped at the Hall, and I only
realized that all was true when I stood in Miss
Sabrina's room, and saw her lying wan and pale
upon the pillow. Oh, what a change had come
over her !

"You've come, Hannah Fanthorn," she said ;

" thank you for that. I thought you'd refuse,
perhaps. It's a long while since we spoke to
gether.

"

"A long while," I replied.
"Yet you haven't changed much," said she.
" You look as you did when you stood by the
hedge in the moonlight, and said, 'What is the
Hall to me? 'Twas Willie's love I cared for.'

I remember the words, Hannah Fanthorn.
They've stung my soul often since. Do you
know I lied then ?"
"Lied I"
"Yes, lied. Willie's heart never belonged
to any one but you. He was true as Heaven.
It was I who wanted him to wed Dorcas Oakley.

I thought a poor girl like you beneath him. I

told him you loved that cousin who came to your
home so often ; and when your letter came he
believed it. I thought he would marry Dorcas
then. I never meant to drive him from home
and kin; but he went, and the last words he

said were, ' Sabrina, my heart is broken. ' And
all these years ho has wandered over the world

a lonely, sorrowing man ; and J, his sister, the
cause. And she—Dorcas—oh, you know my
lover jilted me for her; all the place knows
that."

I looked at the poor dying woman. I was
trying to forgive her, but I could not help speak
ing harshly.
" I am only a stranger," I said. " What I

have suffered is nothing to you. But had you
no mercy on your brother ? You have had time
to repent."
"Time!" she said. "Yes, Hannah Fan
thorn, it seems like eternity; but I have sought
for him in vain ; for years I thought him dead.
Yesterday I learned that he is alive, and not
many miles distant. Old before his time, they
say, but he lives. Look," she continued, draw
ing a packet from under her pillow, " in this I

have written the truth. It shall be sent to
morrow. It is directed plainly. If I die in the
night it can go all the same. Will and you may
meet again, and be happy when I am under the
turf."
Then she began to wail—" Don't leave me ;

don't leave me to die alone !"
I sat down b
y her.

" Do not fear," I said, " and try to think of
other things. Forget earth— look to heaven."

I never left her. Sitting by her side on tho
third night I saw a change come over her face,
and bent over her.
"Hannah Fanthorn," she whispered, "have
you forgiven me ?"
" As I pray God to forgive me," I answered.
Then fainter still she spoke :
" Be kind to Will. He loved you. Oh ! to
think that I should have lost my soul that you
might not be my sister—you who seem so like
one now !"
And with those words there came a look into
her eyes I never shall forget ; and in the Christ
mas dawn she lay on my arm dead.
On Sunday they buried her. The grave-yard
was full. Every one came to see Squire Has
let's daughter laid in the great vault. I stood
near it; but though the solemn words of the
preacher rang in my ear, and the coffin was be

fore my eyes, and I should have thought of no
thing else, my mind would wander away to the

past—and I saw Will as I used to see him, and
myself, as in a mirror, young and blithe, lean

ing on his arm. Then I found myself praying
for the dead woman, and murmuring, "God
forgive her, for she knew not what she did !

"

I came back to the present with a start and a
thrill. They -were closing the vault. And be
side the clergyman, speaking to him in a whis

per, stood a tall man, with a foreign look about

him and a heavy hat slouched over his eyes : a

man all in black, with hair dark as night, but
with here and there a silver thread. Why did
my heart beat so as I looked at him ? Surely

I had never seen that man before !

I turned away and went homeward. The
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path lay by the old Hall. I paused a moment
to look at it. Every window was shut. From
the broad front-door and from the necks of the

stone lions on the porch streamers of crape were

floating. Oh how often I had seen every win
dow ablaze with lights, and heard music and
dancing feet and laughter from within! And
now, in the winter twilight — for at five the day
was nearly done, and the clouds lowered heavy
with coming snows—now, how dark and cold it
was! And yonder in the grave-yard lay, in
their grim vault, master and mistress, and she
who had been the pride of their hearts, the toast
and beauty of the region—Sabrina Haslet. And
Willie —where was het
The gloom, the scene I had just witnessed,
the memories, were nil too much for me. I
bowed my head upon the cold stone of the
gateway and wept. "Gone, gone, gone!" I
cried, and the sobbing wind among the branches
overhead seemed to repeat the words, " Gone,
gone, gone!"
I had heard no step on the soft snow ; I had
seen no shadow. I never guessed any one was
near me until a hand came down upon my shoul
der—a hand large and strong, but trembling like
an aspen leaf.
I looked up. Beside me stood the tall, dark
man I had seen in the grave-yard. When I
turned he removed his hat, and I saw the face
of Willie Haslet. A face altered and aged,
bronzed and sad, but his, with love in it.
"Hannah," he said, "Hannah!"
And I, as though I spoke in a dream, mur
mured,
" He has come back again ! He has come
back again !"
"Yes, Hannah, back again," said the low,
sweet voice that had been in my memory so
many years. "Her letter brought me back.

She was my sister and is dead. Hannah, you
know all ?"
"All," I said.
Ho looked at me, I felt that though I dared
not look at him. We were silent for a moment.
Then he spoke,
" I have not crossed that threshold. It rests
with you whether I ever shall. I will not be
master of the Hall unless you will be my wife
and its mistress."
"The Hall, the Hall!" I cried. "Did the
Hall woo me? Did I love the Hall? Yon
speak of it first as all do. Oh, Will Haslet, if
you had been a poor fanner's son all might have
been so different ! I never thought of any thing
but your love."
"I forgot," he said, "'tis not young Will
.Haslet now. My hair gray, the time for woo
ing is past."
"And I am old also," I said. "This is not
Hannah Fanthorn, I sometimes think, but an
other woman with her name."
" There is no change in you," he said. " Oh,
Hannah, must I go?"
He opened his arms. I took one step for
ward, and my head was against his breast as
it had been ten years before, and I was his
again.
Thirty years ago, but I remember. How the
bells rang when we were wed, and how the peo
ple crowded to the church to see ! And who so
proud as mother? for her girl was the Squire's
lady and mistress of the Hall, where they sat by
the fire many a long day, and died in peace and

hope almost together nt last.

So may we die—Will and I ; for we love
each other still, though both our heads are white
as snow to-day. But amidst the changes that
have come in all these years we have never

changed to each other.

OUR MUTUAL FRIEND.
BY CHARLES DICKENS.

IN FOUR BOOKS.— BOOK THE FOURTH. A TURNING.

CHAPTER I.

SETTING TRAPS.

PL ASHWATER
Weir-Mill Lock looked tran

quil and pretty on an evening in the sum
mer time. A soft air stirred the leaves of the
fresh green trees, and passed like a smooth shad
ow over the river, and like a smoother shadow
over the yielding grass. The voice of the falling
water, like the voices of the sea and the wind,
were as an outer memory to a contemplative
listener ; but not particularly so to Mr. Rider-
hood, who sat on one of the blunt wooden levers
of his lock-gates, dozing. Wine must be got
into a butt by some agency before it can be drawn
out; and the wine of sentiment never having
been got into Mr. Riderhood by any agency,
nothing in nature tapped him.

As the Rogue sat, ever and again nodding
himself off his balance, his recovery was always
attended by an angry stare and growl, as if

,

in

the absence of any one else, he had aggressive
inclinations toward himself. In one of these
starts the cry of "Lock ho! Lock!" prevented
his relapse into a doze. Shaking himself as he

got up, like the surly brute he was, he gave his
growl a responsive twist at the end, and turned
his face down-stream to see who hailed.
It was an amateur sculler, well up to his work
though taking it easily, in so light a boat that
the Rogue remarked : " A little less on you, and
you'd a'most ha' been a Wagcrbut ;" then went
to work at his windlass handles and sluices, to
let the sculler in. As the latter stood in his

boat, holding on by the boat-hook to the wood

work at the lock side, waiting for the gates to
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open, Rogue Riderhood recognized his
" T'other

governor," Mr. Eugene Wrayburn; who was,
however, too indifferent or too much engaged to

recognize him.
The creaking lock-gates opened slowly, and the
light boat passed in as soon as there was room

enough, and the creaking lock-gates closed upon
it
,

and it floated low down in the dock between
the two sets of gates, until the water should rise
and the second gates should open and let it out.

When Riderhood had run to his second windlass
and turned it

,
and while he leaned against the

lever of that gate to help it to swing open pres
ently, he noticed, lying to rest under the green
hedge by the towing path astern of the Lock, a

Bargeman.
The water rose and rose as the sluice poured
in, dispersing the scum which had formed be
hind the lumbering gates, and sending the boat

up, so that the sculler gradually rose like an ap
parition against the light from the bargeman's

point of view. Riderhood observed that the
bargeman rose too, leaning on his arm, and
seemed to have his eyes fastened on the rising
figure.
But there was the toll to be taken, as the
gates were now complaining and opening. The
T'other governor tossed it ashore, twisted in a

piece of paper, and, as he did so, knew his man.

"Ay, ay? It's you, is it, honest friend?"
said Eugene, seating himself preparatory to re
suming his sculls. " You got the place, then ?"
" I got the place, and no thanks to you for it,

nor yet none to Lawyer Lightwood,'' gruffly an
swered Riderhood.
"We saved our recommendation, honest fel
low," said Eugene, "for the next candidate—
the one who will offer himself when you are
transported or hanged. Don't be long about it ;

will you be so good ?"
So imperturbable was the air with which he

gravely bent to his work that Riderhood re
mained staring at him, without having found a

retort, until he had rowed past a line of wooden
objects b

y the weir, which showed like huge tee
totums standing at rest in the water, and was al
most hidden b

y the drooping boughs on the left

bank, as he rowed away, keeping out of the op
posing current. It being then too late to retort
with any effect — if that could ever have been
done— the honest man confined himself to curs

ing and growling in a grim under-tone. Hav
ing then got his gates shut, he crossed back by
his plank lock-bridge to the towing-path side of
the river.
If, in so doing, he took another glance at the
bargeman, he did it by stealth. He cast him
self on the grass by the Lock side, in an indolent
way, with his back in that direction, and, having
gathered a few blades, fell to chewing them.
The dip of Eugene Wrayburn's sculls had be
come hardly audible in his ears when the barge
man passed him, putting the utmost width that
he could between them, and keeping under the

hedge. Then Riderhood sat up and took a long

look at his figure, and then cried : " Hi— i— i!

Lock ho! Lock! Plashwater Weir-Mill Lock !"

The bargeman stopped, and looked back.
"Plashwater Weir -Mill Lock, T'otherest
gov—er—nor—or—or—or!'' cried Mr. Rider
hood, with his hands to his mouth.
The bargeman turned back. Approaching
nearer and nearer, the bargeman became Brad

ley Headstone, in rough water-side second-hand
clothing.
"Wish I may die," said Riderhood, smiting
his right leg, and laughing, as he sat on the
grass, " if you ain't ha' been a imitating me,
T'otherest governor ! Never thought myself so
good-looking afore !"

Truly, Bradley Headstone had taken careful
note of the honest man's dress in the course of
that night-walk they had had together. He
must have committed it to memory, and slowly
got it by heart. It was exactly reproduced in
the dress he now wore. And whereas, in his
own schoolmaster clothes, he usually looked as
if they were the clothes of some other man, he
now looked, in the clothes of some other man or
men, as if they were his own.
" This your Lock ?" said Bradley, whose sur
prise had a genuine air ; " they told me, where

I last inquired, it was the third I should come to.
This is only the second."
"It's my belief, governor," returned Rider
hood, with a wink and shake of his head, "that
you've dropped one in your counting. It ain't
Locks as you've been giving your mind to. No,
no!"
As he expressively jerked his pointing finger
in the direction the boat had taken, a flush of

impatience mounted into Bradley's face, and he

looked anxiously up the river.
"It ain't Locks as you've been a reckoning
up," said Riderhood, when the schoolmaster's

eyes came back again. "No, no!"
"What other calculations do you suppose I
have been occupied with ? Mathematies ?"

"I never heerd it called that. It's a long
word for it. Hows'ever, p'raps you call it so,"
said Riderhood, stubbornly chewing his grass.

"It. What?"
" I'll say them, instead of it

, if you like," was
the coolly growled reply. " It's safer talk too."
"What do you mean that I should understand

b
y them?"

" Spites, affronts, offenses giv' and took, dead

ly nggrawations, such like,
" answered Riderhood.

Do what Bradley Headstone would, he could
not keep that former flush of impatience out of

his face, or so master his eyes as to prevent thoir

again looking anxiously up the river.
" Ha ha! Don't be afeerd, T'otherest," said
Riderhood. " The T'other's got to make way
agin the stream, and he takes it easy. You can
soon come up with him. But wot's the good of

saying that to you! You know how fur you
could have outwalked him betwixt any wheres

about where he lost the tide— say Richmond —

and this, if you had had a mind to it."
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" You think I have been following him ?" said
Bradley.
" I know yon have," said Riderhood.
"Well! I have, I have," Bradley admitted.
"But," with another anxious look up the river,
" he may land."
" Easy you ! He won't be lost if he does
land," said Riderhood. "He must leave his
boat behind him. He can't make a bundle or a

parcel on it
,

and carry it ashore with him under
his arm."
"He was speaking to you just now," said
Bradley, kneeling on one knee on the grass be

side the Lock-keeper. "What did he say?"
" Cheek," said Riderhood.
"What?"
" Cheek," repeated Riderhood, with an angry
oath ; " cheek is what he said. He can't say
nothing but cheek. I'd ha' liked to plump down
aboard of him, neck and crop, with a heavy jump,
and sunk him."
Bradley turned away his haggard face for a
few moments, and then said, tearing up a tuft
of grass :

" Damn him !"
"Hooroar!" cried Riderhood. "Does you
credit ! Hooroar ! I cry chorus to the T'oth-
erest."
"What turn," said Bradley, with an effort at
self-repression that forced him to wipe his face,
"did his insolence take to-day?"
" It took the turn," answered Riderhood, with
sullen ferocity, "of hoping as I was getting ready
to be hanged."
" Let him look to that," cried Bradley. " Let
him look to that ! It will be bad for him when
men he has injured, and at whom he has jeered,
arc thinking of getting hanged. Let him get
ready for his fate when that comes about.
There was more meaning in what he said than
he knew of, or he wouldn't have had brains
enough to say it. Let him look to it ; let him
look to it ! When men he has wronged, and on
whom he has bestowed his insolence, are getting

ready to be hanged, there is a death-bell ringing.
And not for them."
Riderhood, looking fixedly at him, gradual

ly arose from his recumbent posture while the
schoolmaster said these words with the utmost
concentration of rage and hatred. So, when
the words were all spoken, he too kneeled on
one knee on the grass, and the two men looked
at one another.
" Oh !" said Riderhood, very deliberately
spitting out the grass he had been chewing.
"Then, I make out, T'otherest, as he is a-going
to her?"
"He left London," answered Bradley, "yes
terday. I have hardly a doubt, this time, that
at last he is going to her."
*' You ain't sure, then ?"
"I am as sure here," said Bradley, with a

clutch at the breast of his coarse shirt, "as if it

was written there ;" with a blow or a stab at the
sky.

"Ah ! But judging from the looks on you,"
retorted Riderhood, completely-ridding himself
of his grass, and drawing his sleeve across his

mouth, "you've made ekally sure afore, and
have got disapinted. It has told upon you."
"Listen," said Bradley, in a low voice, bend
ing forward to lay his hand upon the Lock-keep
er's shoulder. " These are my holidays."
" Are they, by George !" muttered Riderhood,
with his eyes on the passion-wasted face. ' ' Your
working days must be stiff 'uns if these is your
holidays."
" And I have never left him," pursued Brad
ley, waving the interruption aside with an im

patient hand, "since they began. And I never
will leave him now till I have seen him with
her."
"And when you have seen him with her?"
said Riderhood.
"—I'll come back to you."
Riderhood stiffened the knee on which he had
been resting, got up, and looked gloomily at his
new friend. After a few moments they walked
side by side in the direction the boat had taken,
as if by tacit consent ; Bradley pressing forward,
and Riderhood holding back; Bradley getting
out his neat prim purse into bis hand (a present
made him by penny subscription among his

pupils) ; and Riderhood, unfolding his arms to
smear his coat-cuff across his mouth with a

thoughtful air.
"I have a pound for yon," said Bradley.
"You've two," said Riderhood.
Bradley held a sovereign between his fingers.

Slouching at his side with his eyes upon the

towing-path, Riderhood held his left hand open,
with a certain slight drawing action toward him
self. Bradley dipped in his purse for another
sovereign, and two chinked in Riderhood's hand,

.the drawing action of which, promptly strength
ening, drew them home to his pocket.
"Now, I must follow him," said Bradley
Headstone. "He takes this river-road — the
fool!— to confuse observation, or divert atten
tion, if not solely to baffle me. But he must
have the power of making himself invisible be
fore he can shake Me off."
Riderhood stopped. (t If you don't get disa
pinted agin, T'otherest, maybe you'll put up at
the Lock-house when you come back?"
"I will."
Riderhood nodded, and the figure of the barge
man went its way along the soft turf by the side
of the towing-path, keeping near the hedge and

moving quickly. They had turned a point from
which a long stretch of river was visible. A
stranger to the scene might have been certain
that here and there along the line of hedge a

figure stood, watching the bargeman, and wait

ing for him to come up. So he himself had
often believed at first, until his eyes became used
to the posts, bearing the dagger that slew Wat
Tyler, in the City of London shield.
Within Mr. Riderhood's knowledge all dag
gers were as one. Even to Bradley Headstone,
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who could have told to the letter without book
all about Wat Tyler, Lord Mayor Walworth, and
the King, that it is dutiful for youth to know,
there was but one subject living in the world
for every sharp destructive instrument that sum
mer evening. So, Riderhood looking after him
as he went, and he with his furtive hand laid

upon the dagger as he passed it
,

and his eyes
upon the boat, were much upon a par.
The boat went on, under the arching trees,
and over their tranquil shadows in the water.
The bargeman skulking on the opposite bank
of the stream, went on after it.

'

Sparkles of
light showed Riderhood when and where the
rower dipped his blades, until, even as he stood
idly watching, the sun went down and the land

scape was dyed red. And then the red had the
appearance of fading out of it and mounting up
to Heaven, as we say that blood, guiltily shed,
does.

Turning back toward his Lock (he had not
gone out of view of it), the Hogue pondered as
deeply as it was within the contracted power of
such a fellow to do. "Why did he copy my
clothes? He could have looked like what he
wanted to look like without that." This was
the subject-matter in his thoughts; in which,
too, there came lumbering up, by times, like any
half floating and half sinking rubbish in the riv
er, the question, Was it done by accident ? The
setting of a trap for finding out whether it was
accidentally done, soon superseded, as a practi
cal piece of cunning, the abstrnser inquiry why
otherwise it was done. And he devised a means.
Rogue Riderhood went into his Lock-house,
and brought forth, into the now sober gray light,
his chest of clothes. Sitting on the grass beside

it
,

he turned out, one by one, the articles it con
tained, until he came to a conspicuous bright
red neckerchief stained black here and there by
wear. It arrested his attention, and he sat paus
ing over it

,

until he took off the rusty colorless
wisp that he wore round his throat, and substi
tuted the red neckerchief, leaving the long ends
flowing. "Now," said the Rogue, "if arter he
sees me in this neckhankecher, I see him in a
sim'lar ncckhankecher, it won't be accident!"
Elated b

y his device, ho carried his chest in again
and went to supper.
"Lock ho! Lock!" It was a light night,
and a barge coming down summoned him out
of a long doze. In due course he had let the
barge through and was alone again, looking to
the closing of his gates, when Bradley Head
stone appeared before him, standing on the brink
of the Lock.
" Halloa !" said Riderhood. " Back a'ready,
T'otherest?"
" He has put up for the night, at an Angler's
Inn," was the fatigued and hoarse reply. "He
goes on, up the river, at six in the morning. I

have come back for a couple of hours' rest."
"You want 'em," said Riderhood, making
toward the schoolmaster by his plank bridge.
"I don't want them," returned Bradley, irri

tably, "because I would rather not have them,
but would much prefer to follow him all night.
However, if he won't lead I can't follow. I

have been waiting about, until I could discover,
for a certainty, at what time he starts; if I

couldn't have made sure of it
, I should have

staid there.—This would be a bad pit for a man
to bo flung into with his hands tied. These
slippery smooth walls would give him no chance.
And I suppose those gates would suck him
down?"'
"Suck him down, or swaller him up, he
wouldn't get out," said Riderhood. " Not even

if his hands warn't tied, he wouldn't. Shut him
in at both ends, and I'd give him a pint o' old
ale ever to come up to me standing here."

Bradley looked down with a ghastly relish.
"You run about the brink, and run across it, in
this uncertain light, on a few inches width of
rotten wood," said he. "I wonder you have
no thought of being drowned."
" I can't be I" said Riderhood.
"You can't be drowned?"
"No I" said Riderhood, shaking his head with
an air of thorough conviction, "it's well known.
I've been brought out o' drowning, and I can't
be drowned. I wouldn't have that there busted
B'lowbridger aware on it

,

or her people might
make it tell agin' the damages I mean to get.
But it's well known to water-side characters like
myself, that him as has been brought out o'

drowning, can never be drowned."

Bradley smiled sourly at the ignorance he
would have corrected in one of his pupils, and
continued to look down into the water, as if the
place had a gloomy fascination for him.
" You seem to like it," said Riderhood.
He took no notice, but stood looking down,
as if he had not heard the words. There was a

very dark expression on his face ; an expression
that the Rogue found it hard to understand. It
was fierce, and full of purpose ; but the purpose
might have been as much against himself as
against another. If he had stepped back for a

spring, taken a leap, and thrown himself in, it

would have been no surprising sequel to the

look. Perhaps his troubled soul, set upon some
violence, did hover for the moment between that
violence and another.
"Didn't you say," asked Riderhood, after
watching him for a while with a sidelong glance,
"as you had come back for a couple o' hours'
rest?" But even then he had to jog him with
his elbow before he answered.
"Eh? Yes."
"Hadn't you better come in and take your
couple o' hours' rest ?"
"Thank yon. Yes."
With the look of one just awakened he fol
lowed Riderhood into the Lock-house, where the
latter produced from a cupboard some cold salt-
beef and half a loaf, some gin in a bottle, and
some water in a jug. The last he brought in,
cool and dripping, from the river.
"There, T'otherest," said Riderhood, stoop
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iag over him to pat it on the table. "You'd
better take a bite and a sup afore you takes your
snooze." The draggling ends of the red neck
erchief caught the schoolmaster's eyes. Rider-

hood saw him look at it.

"Oh!" thought that worthy. "You're a-
taking notice, are you? Come! You shall
have a good squint at it then." With which
reflection he sat down on the other side of the
table, threw open his vest, and made a pretense
of retying the neckerchief with much delibera

tion.

Bradley ate and drank. As he sat at his
platter and mug Riderhood saw him, again and

yet again, steal a look at the neckerchief, as if
he were correcting his slow observation and

prompting his sluggish memory. " When you're
ready for your snooze," said that honest creat

ure, "chuck yourself on my bed in the corner,
T'otherest. It'll be broad day afore three. I'll
call you early."
"I shall require no calling," answered Brad
ley. And soon afterward, divesting himself
only of his shoes and coat, lay down.
Riderhood, leaning back in his wooden arm

chair, with his arms folded on his breast, looked

at him as he lay with his right hand clenched in
his sleep and his teeth set, until a film came
over his own sight and he slept too. He awoke
to find that it was daylight, and that his visitor
was already astir, and going out to the river-side
to cool his head : "Though I'm blest," muttered
Riderhood at the Lock-house door, looking after

him, " if I think there's water enough in all the
Thames to do that for you !" Within five min
utes he had taken his departure, and was pass
ing on into the calm distance as he had passed
yesterday. Riderhood knew when a fish leaped
by his starting and glancing round.
"Lock ho! Lock!" at intervals all day, and
" Lock ho ! Lock !" thrice in the ensuing night,
but no return of Bradley. The second day was

sultry and oppressive. In the afternoon a thun
der-storm came up, and had but newly broken

into a furious sweep of rain when he rushed in
at the door, like the storm itself.

"You've seen him with her!" exclaimed
Riderhood, starting up.
"I have."
"Where?"
" At his journey's end. His boat's hauled up
for three days. I heard him give the order.
Then I saw him wait for her' and meet her. I
saw them"—he stopped as though he were suffo
cating, and began again—" I saw them walking
side by side last night."
"What did you do?"
" Nothing."
"What are you going to do?"
He dropped into a chair and laughed. Im
mediately afterward a great spirt of blood burst
from his nose.
"How does that happen?" asked Riderhood.
" I don't know. I can't keep it back. It has
happened twice— three times— four times—I

don't know how many times— since last night.
I taste it, smell it, see it; it chokes me, and
then it breaks out like this."
He went into the pelting rain again with his
head bare, and, bending low over the river, and
scooping up the water with his two hands, wash
ed the blood away. All beyond his figure, as
Riderhood looked from the door, was a vast
dark curtain in solemn movement toward one
quarter of the heavens. He raised his head and
came back, wet from head to foot, but with the
lower part of his sleeves, where he had dipped
into the river, streaming water.
" Your face is like a ghost's," said Riderhood.
"Did you ever see a ghost?" was the sullen
retort.
"I mean to say you're quite wore out."
" That may well be. I have had no rest since

I left here. I don't remember that I have so
much as sat down since I left here."
" Lie down now, then," said Riderhood.
" I will, if you'll give me something to quench
my thirst first."
The bottle and jug were again produced, and
he mixed a weak draught, and another, and
drank both in quick succession. "You asked
me something," he said then.
" No, I didn't," replied Riderhood.
"I tell you," retorted Bradley, turning upon
him in a wild and desperate manner, "you
asked me something before I went out to wash
my face in the river."
"Oh! Then?" said Riderhood, backing a

little. "I asked you wot vou wos a-going to
do."
"How can a man in this state know?" he
answered, protesting with both his tremulous
hands, with an action so vigorously angry that
he shook the water from his sleeves upon the
floor as if he had wrung them. "How can I
plan any thing if I haven't sleep ?"
"Why, that's what I as good as said," re
turned the other. "Didn't I say lie down?"
"Well, perhaps you did."
"Well! Anyways I says it again. Sleep
where you slept last ; the sounder and longer

you can sleep, the better you'll know artcrward
what you're up to."
His pointing to the truckle-bed in the corner
seemed gradually to bring that poor couch to

Bradley's wandering remembrance. He slipped
off his worn, down-trodden shoes, and cast him

self heavily, all wet as he was, upon the bed.

Riderhood sat down in his wooden arm-chair,
and looked through the window at the lightning
and listened to the thunder. But his thoughts
were far from being absorbed b

y the thunder and
the lightning, for again and again and again he
looked very curiously at the exhausted man upon
the bed. The man had turned up the collar of the

rough coat he wore to shelter himself from the
storm, and had buttoned it about his neck. Un
conscious of that, and of most things, he had left
the coat so, both when he had laved his face in

the river and when he had cast himself upon
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the bed ; though it would have been much easier
to him if he had unloosened it.
The thunder rolled heavily, and the forked
lightning seemed to make jagged rents in every
part of the vast curtain without, as Riderhood
sat by the window glancing at the bed. Some
times he saw the man upon the bed by a red
light ; sometimes by a blue ; sometimes he

scarcely saw him in the darkness of the storm ;
sometimes he saw nothing of him in the blind
ing glare of palpitating white fire. Anon, the
rain would come ngain with a tremendous rush,
and the river would seem to rise to meet it

,

and

a blast of wind, bursting upon the door, would
flutter the hair and dress of the man, as if invis
ible messengers were come around the bed to
carry him away. From all these phases of the
storm Riderhood would turn, as if they were in
terruptions— rather striking interruptions, pos
sibly, but interruptions still—of his scrutiny of
the sleeper.

"He sleeps sound," he said within himself;
"yet he's that up to me and that noticing of me
that my getting out of my chair may wake him,
when a rattling peal won't, let alone my touch

ing of him."
He very cautiously rose to his feet. "T'oth-
erest," he said, in a low, calm voice, "are you

a lying easy ? There's a chill in the air, gov
ernor. Shall I put a coat over you ?"
No answer.
"That's about what it is a'ready, you see,"
muttered Riderhood, in a lower and a different

voice ; "a coat over yon, a coat over you !"
The sleeper moving an arm, he sat down again

in his chair, and feigned to watch the storm

from the window. It was a grand spectacle, but
not so grand as to keep his eyes, for half a min

ute together, from stealing a look at the man

upon the bed.
It was at the concealed throat of the sleeper
that Riderhood so often looked so curiously,
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until the sleep seemed to deepen into tho stupor
of the dead-tired in mind and body. Then Rider-

hood came from the window cautiously, and stood

by the bed.

"Poor man!" he murmured in a low tone,
with a crafty face, and a very watchful eye and

ready foot, lest he should start up ; " this here
coat of his must make him uneasy in his sleep.

Shall I loosen it for him, and make him more
comfortable ? Ah ! I think I ought to it, poor
man. I think I will."
He touched the first button with a very cau
tious hand and a step backward. But the sleep
er remaining in profound unconsciousness, he

touched the other buttons with a more assured

hand, and perhaps the more lightly on that ac

count. Softly and slowly he opened the coat and

drew it back.
The draggling ends of a bright-red neckerchief

were then disclosed, and he had even been at the

pains of dipping parts of it in some liquid, to

give it the appearance of having become stained
by wear. With a much-perplexed face Rider-
hood looked from it to the sleeper, and from the
sleeper to it

,

and finally crept back to his chair,
and there, with his hand to his chin, sat long in

a brown study, looking at both.

CHAPTER II.
THE GOLDEN DCSTMAN KISE8 A UTTLE.

Mr. and Mrs. Lammle had come to breakfast
with Mr. and Mrs. Boffin. They were not ab
solutely uninvited, but had pressed themselves
with so much urgency on the golden couple, that
evasion of the honor and pleasure of their com

pany would have been difficult, if desired.
They were in a charming state of mind, were
Mr. and Mrs. Lammle, and almost as fond of
Mr. and Mrs. Boffin as of one another.
"My dear Mrs. Boffin," said Mrs. Lammle,
" it imparts new life to me to see my Alfred in
confidential communication with Mr. Boffin.
The two were formed to become intimate. So
much simplicity combined with so much force
of character, such natural sagacity united to
such amiability and gentleness —these are the
distinguishing characteristies of both."
This being said aloud gave Mr. Lammle an
opportunity, as he came with Mr. Boffin from
the window to the breakfast-table, of taking up
his dear and honored wife.
" My Sophronia," said that gentleman, "your
too partial estimate of your poor husband's char
acter—"

"No! Not too partial, Alfred," urged the
lady, tenderly moved ; " never say that."
"My child, your favorable opinion, then, of
your husband—you don't object to that phrase,
darling ?"
"How can I, Alfred?"
"Your favorable opinion then, my Precious,
does less than justice to Mr. Boffin, and more
than justice to me."

"To the first charge, Alfred, I plead guilty.
But to the second, oh no, no!"
"Less than justice to Mr. Boffin, Sophronia,"
said Mr. Lammle, soaring into a tone of moral
grandeur, "because it represents Mr. Boffin as
on a lower level ; more than justice to me, So

phronia, because it represents me as on Mr. Bof
fin's higher level. Mr. Boffin bears and forbears
far more than I could."
" Far more than you could for yourself, Al
fred?"
" My love, that is not the question."

' ' Not the question, Lawyer ?" said Mrs. Lam
mle, archly.
"No, dear Sophronia. From my lower level

I regard Mr. Boffin as too generous, as possessed
of too much clemency, as being too good to per
sons who are unworthy of him and ungrateful to
him. To those noble qualities I can lay no
claim. On the contrary, they rouse my indig
nation when I see them in action."
"Alfred!"
" They rouse my indignation, my dear, against
the unworthy persons, and give me a combative
desire to stand between Mr. Boffin and all such
persons. Why? Because in my lower nature

I am more worldly and less delicate. Not being
so magnanimous as Mr. Boffin, I feel his inju
ries more than he does himself, and feel more

capable of opposing his injurers."
It struck Mrs. Lammle that it appeared rath
er difficult this morning to bring Mr. and Mrs.
Boffin into agreeable conversation. Here had
been several lures thrown out, and neither of
them had uttered a word. Here were she, Mrs.

Lammle, and her husband discoursing at once

affectingly and effectively, but discoursing alone.

Assuming that the dear old creatures were im

pressed by what they heard, still one would like
to be sure of it
,

the more so, as at least one of
the dear old creatures was somewhat pointedly
referred to. If the dear old creatures were too
bashful or too dull to assume their required
places in the discussion, why then it would seem
desirable that the dear old creatures should be

taken b
y their heads and shoulders and brought

into it.
"But is not my husband saying in effect,"
asked Mrs. Lammle, therefore, with an innocent

air, of Mr. and Mrs. Boffin, " that he becomes
unmindful of his own temporary misfortunes in

his admiration of another whom he is burning
to serve ? And is not that making an admission
that his nature is a generous one ? I am wretch
ed in argument, but surely this is so, dear Mr.
and Mrs. Boffin ?"
Still, neither Mr. nor Mrs. Boffin said a word.
He sat with his eyes on his plate, eating his muf

fins and ham, and she sat shyly looking at the

tea-pot. Mrs. Lammle's innocent appeal was

merely thrown into the air, to mingle with the
steam of the urn. Glancing toward Mr. and
Mrs. Boffin, she very slightly raised her eye
brows, as though inquiring of her husband :

" Do I notice any thing wrong here?"
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Mr. Lammle, who had found his chest effect
ive on a variety of occasions, manoeuvred his

capacious shirt-front into the largest demonstra
tion possible, and then smiling retorted on his
wife, thus:

"Sophronia, darling, Mr. and Mrs. Boffin
will remind you of the old adage, that self-praise
is no recommendation."
" Self-praise, Alfred ? Do you mean because
we are one and the same ?"
"No, my dear child. I mean that you can
not fail to remember, if you reflect for a single
moment, that what you are pleased to compli
ment me upon feeling in the case of Mr. Boffin
you have yourself confided to me as your own

feeling in the case of Mrs. Boffin."

("I shall be beaten by this Lawyer," Mrs.
Lammle gayly whispered to Mrs. Boffin. "I
nm afraid I must admit it, if he presses me, for
it's damagingly true.")
Several white dints began to come and go
about Mr. Lammle's nose, as he observed that
Mrs. Boffin merely looked up from the tea-pot
for a moment with an embarrassed smile, which
was no smile, and then looked down again.
"Do you admit the charge, Sophronia?" in
quired Alfred, in a rallying tone.
"Really, I think," said Mrs. Lammle, still
gayly, " I must throw myself on the protection
of the Court. Am I bound to answer that ques
tion, my Lord?" To Mr. Boffin.
" You needn't, if you don't like, ma'am," was
his answer. " It's not of the least consequence."
Both husband and wife glanced at him, very
doubtfully. His manner was grave, but not
coarse, and derived some dignity from a certain

repressed dislike of the tone of the conversation.
Again Mrs. Lammle raised her eyebrows for
instruction from her husband. He replied in a

slight nod. "Try 'em again."
"To protect myself against the suspicion of
covert self-laudation, my dear Mrs. Boffin," said
the airy Mrs. Lammle therefore, "I must tell
you how it was. "

"No. Pray don't," Mr. Boffin interposed.
Mrs. Lammle turned to him laughingly. "The
Court objects?"
" Ma'am," said Mr. Boffin, " the Court (if I

am the Court) does object. The Court objects
for two reasons. First, because the Court don't
think it fair. Secondly, because the dearoldlady,
Mrs. Court (if I am Mr.) gets distressed b

y it."
A very remarkable wavering between two
bearings — between her propitiatory bearing
there, and her defiant bearing at Mr. Twem-
low's—was observable on the part of Mrs. Lam
mle as she said: "What does the Court not
consider fair ?"
" Letting you go on," replied Mr. Boffin, nod
ding his head soothingly, as who should say,
We won't be harder on you than we can help ;

we'll make the best of it. " It's not above-
board and it's not fair. When the old lady is

uncomfortable, there's sure to be good reason for
it. I see she is uncomfortable, and I plainly

see this is the good reason wherefore. Have you
breakfasted, ma'am."
Mrs. Lammle, settling into her defiant man
ner, pushed her plate away, looked at her hus
band, and laughed ; but by no means gayly.
"Have you breakfasted, Sir?" inquired Mr.
Boffin.
" Thank yon," replied Alfred, showing all his
teeth. " If Mrs. Boffin will oblige me, I'll take
another cup of tea."
He spilled a little of it over the chest which
ought to have been so effective, and which had
done so little ; but on the whole drank it with
something of an air, though the coming and go
ing dints got almost as large, the while, as if

they had been made by pressure of the tea-spoon.
"A thousand thanks," he then observed. "I
have breakfasted."
"Now, which," said Mr. Boffin softly, taking
out a pocket-book, " which of you two is Cash
ier?"
" Sophronia, my dear," remarked her hus
band, as he leaned back in his chair, waving his
right hand toward her, while he hung his left
hand by the thumb in the arm-hole of his waist
coat : " it shall be your department."
"I would rather," said Mr. Boffin, "that it

was your husband's, ma'am, because —but never
mind, because. I would rather have to do with
him. However, what I have to say, I will say
with as little offense as possible ; if I can say it

without any, I shall be heartily glad. You two
have done me a service, a very great service, in

doing what you did (my old lady knows what it

was), and I have put into this envelope a bank
note for a hundred pound. I consider the serv
ice well worth a hundred pound, and I am well
pleased to pay the money. Would you do me
the favor to take it
,

and likewise to accept my
thanks?"
With a haughty action, and without looking
toward him, Mrs. Lammle held out her left
hand, and into it Mr. Boffin put the little pack
et. When she had conveyed it to her bosom,
Mr. Lammle had the appearance of feeling re
lieved, and breathing more freely, as not hav

ing been quite certain that the hundred pounds
were his until the note had been safely trans

ferred out of Mr. Boffin's keeping into his own
Sophronia's.
"It is not impossible," said Mr. Boffin, ad
dressing Alfred, " that you have had some gen
eral idea, Sir, of replacing ltokesmith, in course

of time ?"
"It is not," assented Alfred, with a glitter
ing smile and a great deal of nose, "not im
possible."
" And perhaps, ma'am," pursued Mr. Boffin,
addressing Sophronia, " you have been so kind
as to take up my old lady in your own mind,

and to do her the honor of turning the question
over whether you mightn't one of these days
have her in charge, like ? Whether you mightn't
be a sort of Miss Bella Wilfer to her, and some
thing more ?"
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"I should hope," returned Mrs. Lrtmmle,
with a scornful look and in a loud voice, "that
if I were any thing to your wife, Sir, I could
hardly fail to be something more than Miss Bel
la Wilfer, as you call her."
" What do you call her, ma'am ?" asked Mr.
Boffin.
Mrs. Lammle disdained to reply, and sat de

fiantly beating one foot on the ground.
" Again I think I may say, that's not impos
sible. Is it

, Sir?" asked Mr. Boffin, turning to
Alfred.
" It is not," said Alfred, smiling assent as be
fore, " not impossible. "

"Now,". said Mr. Boffin, gently, "it won't
do. I don't wish to say a single word that
might be afterward remembered as uupleasant ;

but it won't do."
" Sophronia, my love," her husband repeat
ed, in a bantering manner, "you hear ? It won't
do."
"No," said Mr. Boffin, with his voice still
dropped, " it really won't. You positively must
excuse us. If you'll go your way, we'll go ours,
and so I hope this affair ends to the satisfaction
of all parties."
Mrs. Lammle gave him the look of a decided

ly dissatisfied party demanding exemption from
the category ; but said nothing.
" The best thing we can make of the affair,"
said Mr. Boffin, " is a matter of business, and
as a matter of business it's brought to a conclu
sion. You have done me a great service, a very
great service, and I have paid for it. Is there
any objection to the price ?"
Mr. and Mrs. Lammle looked at one another
across the table, but neither could say that there
was. Mr. Lammle shrugged his shoulders, and
Mrs. Lammle sat rigid.
"Very good," said Mr. Boffin. "Wo hope
(my old lady and me) that you'll give us credit
for taking the plainest and honestest short-cut
that could be taken under the circumstances.
We have talked it over with a deal of care (my
old lady and me), and we have felt that at all
to lead you on, or even at all to let you go on
of your own selves, wouldn't be the right thing.
So I have openly given you to understand that—"
Mr. Boffin sought for a new turn of speech, but
could find none so expressive as his former one,
repeated in a confidential tone, "— that it won't
do. If I could have put the case more pleasant

ly I would ; but I hope I haven't put it very un
pleasantly; at all events I haven't meant to.
So," said Mr. Boffin, b

y way of peroration,
" wishing you well in the way you go, we now
conclude with the observation that perhaps you'll
go it."
Mr. Lammle rose with an impudent laugh on
his side of the 'table, and Mrs. Lammle rose with
a disdainful frown on hers. At this moment a

hasty foot was heard on the staircase, and Geor-
giana Podsnap broke into the room, unannounced
and in tears.
"Oh, my dear Sophronia!" cried Georgiana,

wringing her hands as she ran up to embrace
her, " to think that you and Alfred should be ru
ined ! Oh, my poor dear Sophronia, to think that

you should have had a Sale at your house after all
your kindness to me ! Oh, Mr. and Mrs. Boffin,
pray forgive me for this intrusion, but you don't
know how fond I was of Sophronia when Pa
wouldn't let me go there any more, or what \

have felt for Sophronia since I heard from Ma
of her having been brought low in the world !

You don't, you can't, you never can, think how

I have lain awake at night and cried for my
good Sophronia, my first and only friend !"

Mrs. Lammle's manner changed under the

poor silly girl's embraces, and she turned ex

tremely pale : directing one appealing look, first
to Mrs. Boffin, and then to Mr. Boffin. Both
understood her instantly, with a more delicate

subtlety than much better educated people, whose

perception came less directly from the heart,
could have brought to bear upon the case.
"I haven't a minute, "said poor little Georgi
ana, "to stay. I am out shopping early with
Ma, and I said I had a headache and got Ma to
leave me outside in the phacton, in Piccadilly,
and ran round to Sackville Street, and heard
that Sophronia was here, and then Ma came to
see, oh such a dreadful old stony woman from
the country in a turban in Portland Place, and

I said I wouldn't go up with Ma, but would drive
round and leave cards for the Boffins, which is

taking a liberty with the name ; but oh my
goodness I am distracted, and the phacton's at
the door, and what would Pa say if he knew
it!"
"Don't ye be timid, my dear," said Mrs.
Boffin. " You came in to see us."
"Oh no, I didn't," cried Gcorgiana. "It's
very impolite, I know, but I came to see my
poor Sophronia, my only friend. Oh ! how I
felt the separation, my dear Sophronia, before I
knew you were brought low in the world, and

how much more I feel it now!"
Thero were actually tears in tbo bold wo
man's eyes, as the soft-headed and soft-hearted

girl twined her arms about her neck.
" But I've come on business," said Gcorgiana,
sobbing and drying her face, and then searching

in a little reticule, " and if I don't dispatch it I

shall have come for nothing, and oh good gra
cious J what would Pa say if he knew of Sack-
ville Street, and what would Ma say if she was
kept waiting on tho door-steps of that dreadful
turban, and there never were such pawing horses

as ours unsettling my mind every moment more
and more when I want more mind than I have
got, by pawing up Mr. Boffin's street where they
have no business to be. Oh ! where is

,

where is

it ? Oh ! I can't find it !" All this time sob
bing and searching in the little reticule.
" What do you miss, my dear?" asked Mr. Bof
fin, stepping forward.

"Oh! it's little enough," replied Georgiana,
" because Ma always treats me as if I was in the
nursery (I am sure I wish I was!), but I hardly
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ever spend it and it has mounted up to fifteen
pounds, Sophronia, and I hope three five-pound
notes are better than nothing, though so little,
so little ! And now I have found that—oh, my
goodness ! there's the other gone next ! Oh no,
it isn't, here it is !"
With that, always sobbing and searching in
the reticule, Georgiana produced a necklace.
" Ma says chits and jewels have no business
together," pursued Georgiana, " and that's the
reason why I have no trinkets except this, but I
suppose my aunt Hawkinson was of a different

opinion, because she left me this, though I used
to think she might just as well have buried it

,

for it's always kept in jewelers' cotton. How
ever, here it is

, I am thankful to say, and of use
at last, and you'll sell it

,

dear Sophronia, and

buy things with it."
"Give it to me," said Mr. Boffin, gently tak
ing it. "I'll see that it's properly disposed
of."
" Oh ! are you such a friend of Sophronia's,
Mr. Boffin ?" cried Georgiana. "Oh, how good
of you ! Oh, my gracious ! there was something
else, and it's gone out of my head ! Oh no, it

isn't, I remember what it was. My grandmam
ma's property, that'll come to me when I am of
age, Mr. Boffin, will be all my own, and neither
Pa nor Ma nor any body else will have any con
trol over it

,

and what I wish to do is to make
some of it over somehow to Sophronia and Al
fred, by signing something somewhere that'll

prevail on somebody to advance them something.

I want them to have something handsome to
bring them up in the world again. Oh, my
goodness me ! Being such a friend of my dear
Sophronia's, you won't refuse me, will you ?"
"No, no," said Mr. Boffin, "it shall be seen
to."
"Oh, thank you, thank you !" cried Georgi
ana. "If my maid had a little note and half a
crown, I could run round to the pastryeook's to
sign something, or I could sign something in
the Square if somebody would come and cough
for me to let 'em in with the key, and would
bring a pen and ink with 'em and a bit of blot
ting-paper. Oh, my gracious ! I must tear my
self away, or Pa and Ma will both find out !

Dear, dear Sophronia, good, good-by!"
The credulous little creature again embraced
Mrs. Lammle most affectionately, and then held
out her hand to Mr. Lammle.
"Good-by, dear Mr. Lammle — I mean Al
fred. You won't think after to-day that I have
deserted you and Sophronia because you have
been brought low in the world, will you ? Oh
me ! oh me ! I have been crying my eyes out
of my head, and Ma will be sure to ask me
what's the matter. Oh, take mo down, some

body, please, please, please !"

Mr. Boffin took her down, and saw her driven
away, with her poor little red eyes and weak
chin peering over the great apron of the custard-
colored phacton, as if she had been ordered to
expiate some childish misdemeanor by going to

bed in the daylight, and were peeping over the
counterpane in a miserable Butter of repentance
and low spirits. Returning to the breakfast-
room, he found Mrs. Lammle still standing on
her side of the table, and Mr. Lammle on his.
" I'll take care," said Mr. Boffin, showing the
money and the necklace, " that these are soon
given back."
Mrs. Lammle had taken up her parasol from

a side-table, and stood sketching with it on the
pattern of the damask cloth, as she had sketched
on the pattern of Mr. Twemlow's papered wall.
"You will not undeceive her I hope, Mr.
Boffin ?" she said, turning her head toward him,
but not her eyes. .
"No," said Mr. Boffin.
"I mean, as to the worth and value of her
friend," Mrs. Lammle explained, in a measured
voice, and with an emphasis on her last word.
"No," he returned. "I may try to give a

hint at her home that she is in want of kind and
careful protection, but I shall say no more than
that to her parents, and I shall say nothing to
the young lady herself.

"

"Mr. and Mrs. Boffin," said Mrs. Lammle,
still sketching, and seeming to bestow great pains
upon it

, "there are not many people, I think,
who, under the circumstances, would have been
so considerate and sparing as you have been to
me just now. Do you care to be thanked ?"
"Thanks are always worth having," said Mrs.
Boffin, in her ready good-nature.
" Then thank you both."
"Sophronia," asked her husband, mockingly,
" are yon sentimental ?"
"Well, well, my good Sir," Mr. Boffin inter
posed, "it's a very good thing to think well of
another person, and it's a very good thing to be
thought well of by another person. Mrs. Lammle
will be none the worse for it
, if she is."
"Much obliged. But I asked Mrs. Lammle

if she was."
She stood sketching on the table-cloth, with
her face clouded and set, and was silent.
"Because," said Alfred, "I am disposed to
be s«ntimental myself, on your appropriation of
the jewels and the money, Mr. Boffin. As our
little Georgiana said, three five-pound notes are

better than nothing, and if you sell a necklace
you can buy things with the produce."

"If you sell it," was Mr. Boffin's comment,
as he put it in his pocket.
Alfred followed it with his looks, and also
greedily pursued the notes until they vanished

into Mr. Boffin's waistcoat pocket. Then he
directed a look, half exasperated and half jeer
ing, at his wife. She still stood sketching ; but,

as she sketched, there was a struggle within her,

which found expression in the depth of the few
last lines the parasol point indented into the

table-cloth, and then some tears fell from her

eyes.
" Why, confound the woman," exclaimed
Lammle, " she is sentimental !"

She walked to the window, flinching under
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his angry stare, looked oat for a moment, and

turned round quite coldly.
"You have had no former cause of complaint
on the sentimental score, Alfred, and you will

have none in future.- It is not worth your no
ticing. We go abroad soon, with the money we
have earned here ?"
"You know we do ; you know we must."
" There is no fear of my taking any sentiment
with me. I should soon be eased of it if I did.
But it will be all left behind. It is all left be
hind. Are you ready, Alfred ?"
"What the deuce have I been waiting for
but you, Sophronia?"
" Let us go then. I am sorry I have delayed
our dignified departure."
She passed out and he followed her. Mr.
and Mrs. Boffin had the curiosity softly to raise

a window and look after them as they went down

the long street. They walked arm in arm, show
ily enough, but without appearing to interchange
a syllable. It might have been fanciful to sup
pose that under their outer bearing there was
something of the shamed air of two cheats who
were linked together by concealed handeuffs ;
but, not so, to suppose that they were haggard

ly weary of one another, of themselves, and of
all this world. In turning the street corner they
might have turned out of this world, for any thing
Mr. and Mrs. Boffin ever saw of them to the con
trary ; for they set eyes on the Lammles never
more.

CHAPTER III.
THE GOLDEN DCSTMAN SINKS AGAIN.

The evening of that day being one of the
reading evenings at the Bower, Mr. Boffin kissed
Mrs. Boffin after a five o'clock dinner, and trot
ted out, nursing his big stick in both arms, so
that, as of old, it seemed to be whispering in
his ear. He carried so very attentive an ex
pression on his countenance that it appeared as
if the confidential discourse of the big stick re
quired to be followed closely. Mr. Boffin's face
was like the face of a thoughtful listener to an
intricate communication, and, in trotting along,
ho occasionally glanced at that companion with
the look of a man who was interposing the re
mark : " You don't mean it !"
Mr. Boffin and his stick went on alone togeth
er until they arrived at certain cross-ways where
they would be likely to fall in with any one com
ing, at about the same time, from Clerkenwell to
the Bower. Here they stopped, and Mr. Boffin
consulted his watch.
"It wants five minutes, good, to Venus's ap
pointment," said he. "I'm rather early."
But Venus was a punctual man, and, even as
Mr. Boffin replaced his watch in its pocket, was
to be descried coming toward him. He quick
ened his pace on seeing Mr. Boffin already at
the place of meeting, and was soon at his side.
" Thank'ee, Venus," said Mr. Boffin. " Thank-
'ee, thank'ee, thank'ee!"

It would not have been very evident why he
thanked the anatomist, but for his furnishing
the explanation in what he went on to say.
"All right, Venus, all right. Now that
you've been to see me, and have consented to

keep up the appearance before Wegg of re

maining in it for a time, I have got a sort of a
backer. All right, Venus. Thank'ee, Venus.
Thank'ee, thank'ee, thank'ee!"
Mr. Venns shook the proffered hand with a
modest air, and they pursued the direction of
the Bower.
"Do you think Wegg is likely to drop down
upon me to-night, Venus ?" inquired Mr. Boffin,
wistfully, as they went along.
"I think he is, Sir."
" Have you any particular reason for thinking
so, Venus ?"
"Well, Sir," returned that personage, "the
fact is

,

he has given me another look-in to make
sure of what he calls our stock-in-trade being

correct, and he has mentioned his intention that
he was not to be put off beginning with you the

very next time you should come. And this,"
hinted Mr. Venus, delicately, "being the very
next time, you know, Sir—"
— "Why, therefore you suppose he'll turn to
at the grindstone, eh, Wegg?" said Mr. Boffin.
" Just so, Sir."
Mr. Boffin took his nose in his hand, as if it

were already excoriated, and the sparks were

beginning to fly out of that feature. " He's a

terrible fellow, Venus; he's an awful fellow.

I don't know how ever I shall go through with
it. You must stand by me, Venus, like a good
man and true. You'll do all you can to stand
by me, Venus ; won't you?"
Mr. Venus replied with the assurance that he
would ; and Mr. Boffin, looking anxious and
dispirited, pursued the way in silence until they
rang at the Bower gate. The stumping approach
of Wegg was soon heard behind it
,

and as it

turned upon its hinges ho became visible with
his hand on the lock.
"Mr. Boffin, Sir?" he remarked. "You're
quite a stranger !"

" Yes. I've been otherwise occupied, Wegg."
" Have you indeed, Sir ?" returned the literary
gentleman, with a threatening sneer. " Hah !

I've been looking for you, Sir, rather what I

may call specially."
"You don't say so, Wegg?"
"Yes, I do say so, Sir. And if you hadn't
come round to me to-night, dash my wig if I

wouldn't have come round to you to-morrow.

Now! I tell you!"
"Nothing wrong, I hope, Wegg?"
"Oh no, Mr. Boffin," was the ironical an
swer. " Nothing wrong ! What should be
wrong in Boffinses Bower ! Step in, Sir.
M ' If you'll come to the Bower Pve shaded for yon,
Your bed sha'n't be rosea ail spangled with doo:
WUI you, will you, will you, will you come to the
Bower f

Oh, won't you, won't you, won't you, won't you como
to the Bower?' "
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An unholy glare of contradiction and offense
shone in the eyes of Mr. Wegg as he turned
the key on his patron, after ushering him into
the yard with this vocal quotation. Mr. Boffin's
air was crest-fallen and submissive. Whispered
Wegg to Venus, as they crossed the yard be
hind him: "Look at the worm and minion;
he's down in the mouth already." Whispered
Venus to Wegg: "That's because I've told
him. I've prepared the way for you."
Mr. Boffin, entering the usual chamber, laid
his stick upon the settle usually reserved for
him, thrust his hands into his pockets, and, with
his shoulders raised and his hat drooping back

upon them, looked disconsolately at Wegg.
"My friend and partner Mr. Venus gives me
to understand," remarked that man of might,
addressing him, "that you are aware of our
power over you Now, when you have took your
hat off, we'll go into that pint."
Mr. Boffin shook it off with one shake, so that
it dropped on the floor behind him, and remain
ed m his former attitude with his former rueful
look upon him.
"First of all, I'm a-going to call yon Boffin,
for short," said Wegg. "If you don't like it,

it's open to you to lump it."
" I don't mind it, Wegg," Mr. Boffin replied.
"That's lucky for you, Boffin. Now, do you
want to be read to ?"
"I don't particularly care about it to-night,
Wegg."
"Because if you did want to," pursued Mr.
Wegg, the brilliancy of whose point was dimmed

b
y his havmg been unexpectedly answered, " you

wouldn't be. I've been your slave long enough.
I'm not to be trampled underfoot by a dustman
any more. With the single exception of the
salary, I renounce the whole and total sitiwa-
tion."
"Since you say it is to be so, Wegg," returned
Mr. Boffin, with folded hands, " I suppose it

must be."
"I suppose it must be," Wegg retorted.
" Next (to clear the ground before coming to
business), you've placed in this yard a skulking,

a sneaking, and a sniffing menial."
" He hadn't a cold in his head when I sent
him here," said Mr. Boffin.
" Boffin !" retorted Wegg, "I warn you not
to attempt a joke with me !"

Here Mr. Venus interposed, and remarked
that he conceived Mr. Boffin to have taken the
description literally ; the rather, forasmuch as

he, Mr. Venus, had himself supposed the menial
to have contracted an affliction or a habit of the
nose, involving a serious drawback on the pleas
ures of social intercourse, until he had discov
ered that Mr. Wegg's description of him was to
be accepted as merely figurative.
"Any how, and every how," said Wegg, "he
has been planted here, and he is here. Now, I

won't have him here. So I call upon Boffin,
before I say another word, to fetch him in and
send him packing to the right-about."

The unsuspecting Sloppy was at that moment
airing his many buttons within view of the win
dow. Mr. Boffin, after a short interval of im
passive discomfiture, opened the window and
beckoned him to come in. "

"I call upon Boffin," said Wegg, with one
arm a-kimbo and his head on one side, like ft
bullying counsel pausing for an answer from a
witness, " to inform that menial that I am Mas-
tcr here P

In humble obedience, when the button-gleam
ing Sloppy entered Mr. Boffin said to him:
" Sloppy, my fine fellow, Mr. Wegg is Master
here. He doesn't want you, and you are to go
from here."
"For good !" Mr. Wegg severely stipulated.
"For good," said Mr. Boffin.
Sloppy stared, with both his eyes and all his
buttons, and his mouth wide open ; but was with
out loss of time escorted forth b

y Silas Wegg,

pushed out at the yard gate by the shoulders,
and locked ont.
"The atomspear," said Wegg, stnmp'mg back
into the room again, a little reddened by his late
exertion, "is now freer for the purposes of res
piration. Mr. Venus, Sir, take a chair. Bof
fin, you may sit down."
Mr. Boffin, still with his hands ruefully stuck
in his pockets, sat on the edge of the settle,
shrunk into a small compass, and eyed the potent
Silas with conciliatory looks.
"This gentleman," said Silas Wegg, pointing
out Venus, " this gentleman, Boffin, is more
milk and watery with you than I'll be. But ho
hasn't borne the Roman yoke as I have, nor yet
ho hasn't been required to pander to your de

praved appetite for miserly characters."
"I never meant, my dear Wegg—" Mr. Boffin
was beginning, when Silas stopped hinr.
" Hold your tongue, Boffin ! Answer when
you're called upon to answer. You'll find you've
got quite enough to do. Now, you're aware—

are you— that you're in possession of property to
which vou've no right at all ? Are you aware
of that?"
"Venus tells me so," said Mr. Boffin, glan
cing toward him for any support he could give.
"/tell you so," returned Silas. "Now, here's
my hat, Boffin, and here's my walking-stick.
Trifle with me, and instead of making a bargain
with you, I'll put on my hat and take up my
walking-stick, and go out and make a bargain
with the rightful owner. Now, what do you say?"
" I say," returned Mr. Boffin, leaning forward
in alarmed appeal, with his hands on his knees,

"that I am sure I don't want to trifle, Wegg.

I have said so to Venus."
"You certainly have, Sir," said Venus.
"You're too milk and watery with our friend,
you are indeed," remonstrated Silas, with a dis

approving shake of his wooden bead. "Then
at once you confess yourself desirous to come to

terms, do you, Boffin ? Before you nnswer,

keep this hat well in your mind, and also this
walking-stick."
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" I am willing, Wegg, to come to terms "
" Willing won't do, Boffin. I won't take will
ing. Are you desirous to come to terms ? Do
you ask to be allowed as a favor to come to
terms ?" Mr. Wegg again planted his arm, and
pot his head on one side.

"Yes."
"Yes what?" said.the inexorable Wegg: "I
won't take yes. I'll have it out of you in full,
Boffin."
"Dear me!" cried that unfortunate gentle
man. "I am so worrited ! I ask to be allowed
to come to terms, supposing your document is
all correct."
"Don't you be afraid of that," said Silas,
poking his head at him. " You shall be satisfied
by seeing it. Mr. Venus will show it you, and
I'll hold you the while. Then yon want to know
what the terms are. Is that about the sum and
substance of it ? Will you or won't you answer,
Boffin ?" For he had paused a moment.
"Dear me !" cried that unfortunate gentleman
agRin, "I am worrited to that degree that I'm
almost off my head. You hurry me so. Be so
good as name the terms, Wegg."
"Now, mark, Boffin," returned Silas : "Mark
'em well, because they're the lowest terms and
the only terms. You'll throw your Mound (the
little Mound as comes to you any way) into the
general estate, and then you'll divide the whole
property into three parts, and you'll keep one
and hand over the others."
Mr. Venns's mouth screwed itself up as Mr.
Boffin's face lengthened itself ; Mr. Venus not
having been prepared for such a rapacious de
mand, i

"Now, wait a bit, Boffin," Wegg proceeded," there 's.something more. You've been a squan
dering .this property— laying some of it out on
yourself. That won't do. You've bought a
house. You'll be charged for it.''
" I shall be ruined, Wegg!" Mr. Boffin faint
ly protested.
"Now, wait a bit, Boffin; there's something
more. You'll leave me in sole custody of these
Mounds till they're all laid low. If any walu-
ables should be found in 'em, I'll take care of
such waluables. You'll produce your contract
for the sale of the Mounds, that we may know
to a penny what they're worth, and you'll make
out likewise an exact list of all the other prop
erty. When the Mounds is cleared away to
the last shovelful, tho final diwision will come
off."
"Dreadful, dreadful, dreadful! I shall die
in a work-house !" cried the Golden Dustman,
with his hands to his head.
" Now, wait a bit, Boffin ; there's something
more. You've been unlawfully ferreting about
this yard. You've been seen in the act of ferret
ing about this yurd Two pair of eyes at the
present moment brought to bear upon you, have
seen yon dig up a Dutch bottle."
"It wns mine, Wegg," protested Mr. Boffin.
" I put it there myself."

" What was in it, Boffin ?" inquired Silas.
" Not gold, not silver, not bank-notes, not
jewels, nothing that you could turn into money,
Wegg; upon my soul !"
"Prepared, Mr. Venus," said Wegg, turning
to his partner with a knowing and superior air.
"for an ewasive answer on the part of our dusty
friend here, I have hit out a little iden which I

think will meet your views. We charge that
bottle against our dusty friend at a thousand

pound."
Mr. Boffin drew a deep groan.
"Now, wait a bit, Boffin; there's something
more. In your employment is an underhanded
sneak, named Rokesmith. It won't answer to
have him about while this business of ours is

about. He must be discharged."
" Rokesmith is already discharged," said Mr.
Boffin, speaking in a muffled voice, with his
hands before his face, as he rocked himself on
the settle.
" Already discharged, is he?" returned Wegg,
surprised. "Oh! Then, Boffin, I believe there's
nothing more nt present.''
The unlucky gentleman continuing to rock
himself to and fro, and to utter an occasional
moan, Mr. Venus besought him to bear up
against his reverses, and to take time to accus
tom himself to the thought of his new position.
But his taking time was exactly the thing of all
others that Silas Wegg could not be induced to
hear of. "Yes or no, and no half measures!"
was the motto which that obdurate person many
times repeated; shaking his fist at Mr. Boffin,
and pegging his motto into the floor with his
wooden leg, in a threatening and alarming man
ner.
At length Mr Boffin entreated to be allowed

a quarter of nn hour's grace, and a cooling walk
of that duration in tho yard. With some diffi
culty Mr. Wegg granted this great favor, but
only on condition that ho accompanted Mr.
Boffin in his walk, as not knowing what ha

might fraudulently unearth if he were left to
himself. A more absurd sight than Mr. Boffin
in his mental irritation trotting very nimbly, and

Mr. Wegg hopping after him with great exertion,
eager to watch the slightest turn of an eyelash,
lest it should indicate a spot rich with some se

cret, assuredly had never been seen in the shad

ow of tbo Mounds. Mr. Wegg was much dis
tressed when the quarter of an hour expired,
and came hopping in, a very bad second.

"I can't help myself!" cried Mr. Boffin,
flouncing on the settle in a forlorn manner,

with his hands deep in his pockets, as if his
pockets had sunk. "What's the good of my
pretending to stand out, when I can't help my
self? I must give in to the terms. But I

should like to see the document."
Wegg, who was all for clenching the nail he

had so strongly driven home, announced that

Boffin should see it without an hour's delay.
Taking him into custody for that purpose, or
overshadowing him as if he really were his Evil
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Genius in visible form, Sir. Wegg clapped Mr.
Boffin's hat upon the back of his head, and
walked him out by the arm, asserting a pro
prietorship over his soul and body that was at
once more grim and more ridiculous than any
thing in Mr. Venus's rare collection. That
light-haired gentleman followed close upon their
heels, at least backing up Mr. Boffin in a literal
sense, if he had not had recent opportunities of
doing so spiritually ; while Mr. Boffin, trotting
on as hard as he could trot, involved Silas Wegg
in frequent collisions with the publie, much as a
preoccupied blind man's dog may be seen to
involve his master.
Thus they reached Mr. Venus's establishment,
somewhat heated by the nature of their progress
thither. Mr. Wegg, especially, was in a flam
ing glow, and stood in the little shop, panting
and mopping his head with his pocket-handker
chief, speechless for several minutes.

Meanwhile Mr. Venus, who had left the du
eling frogs to fight it out in his absence by
candle-light for the public delectation, put the

shutters up. When all was snug, and the shop-
door fastened, he said to the perspiring Silas :
' ' I suppose, Mr. Wegg, we may now produce
the paper ?"
"Hold on a minute, Sir," replied that dis
creet character; " hold on a minute. Will you
obligingly shove that box—which you mentioned
on a former occasion as containing miscellanies
—toward me in the midst of the shop here ?"
Mr. Venus did as he was asked.
"Very good," said Silas, looking about;
"ve—ry good. Will you hand me that chair,
Sir, to put a-top of it?"
Venus handed him the chair.
"Now, Boffin," said Wegg, "mount up here
and take your seat, will you?"
Mr. Boffin, as if he were about to have his
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portrait painted, or to be electrified, or to be

made a Freemason, or to be placed at any other

solitary disadvantage, ascended the rostrum pre

pared for him.
"Now, Mr. Venus," said Silas, taking off his
coat, "when I catches our friend here round the
arms and body, and pins him tight to the back

of the chair, you may show him what he wants

to see. If you'll open it and hold it well up in
one hand, Sir, and a candle in the other, he can
read it charming."
Mr. Boffin seemed rather inclined to object to
these precautionary arrangements, but, being im

mediately embraced by Wegg, resigned himself.
Venus then produced the document, and Mr.
Boffin slowly spelt it out aloud : so very slowly
that Wegg, who was holding him in the chair
with the grip of a wrestler, became again exceed

ingly the worse for his exertions. " Say when
you've put it safe back, Mr. Venus," ho uttered
with difficulty, "for the strain of this is terri-
menjious."
At length the document was restored to its
place ; and Wegg, whose uncomfortable attitude
had been that of a very persevering man unsuc

cessfully attempting to stand upon his head, took
a scat to recover himself. Mr. Boffin, for his
part, made no attempt to come down, but re
mained aloft disconsolate.
" Well, Boffin," said Wegg, as soon as he was
in a condition to speak. "Now, you know."
" Yes, Wegg," said Mr. Boffin, meekly. " Now,
I know."
"You have no doubts about it, Boffin."
"No, Wegg. No, Wegg. None," was the
slow and sad reply.
"Then, take care, you," said Wegg, "that
you stick to your conditions. Mr. Venus, if on
this auspicious occasion you should happen to
have a drop of any thing not quite so mild as
tea in the 'ouse, I think I'd take the friendly
liberty of asking you for a specimen of it."
Mr. Venus, reminded of the duties of hospital
ity, produced some rum. In answer to the in
quiry, "Will you mix it, Mr. Wegg ?" that gen
tleman pleasantly rejoined, "I think not, Sir.
On so auspicious an occasion I prefer to take it

in the form of a Gum-Tickler."
Mr. Boffin, declining rum, being still elevated
on his pedestal, was in a convenient position to
be addressed. Wegg having eyed him with an
impudent air at leisure, addressed him, there
fore, while refreshing himself with his dram.
"Bof— finl"
"Yes, Wegg," he answered, coming out of a
fit of abstraction, with a sigh.
"I haven't mentioned one thing, because it's

a detail that comes of course. You must be fol
lowed up, you know. You must be kept under
inspection."
"I don't quite understand," said Mr. Boffin.
"Don't you?" sneered Wegg. "Where's
your wits, Boffin ? Till tho Mounds is down
and this business completed, you're accountable
for all the property, recollect. Consider your-
Vol. XXXI.—No. 184.— Mm

self accountable to me. Mr. Venus here being
too milk and. watery with you, I am the boy for
you."
'Tve been a-thinking," said Mr. Boffin, in a

tone of despondency, "that I must keep the
knowledge from my old lady."
" The knowledge of the diwision, d'ye mean ?"
inquired Wegg, helping himself to a third Gum-
Tickler— for he had already taken a second.
" Yes. If she was to die first of us two she
might then think all her life, poor thing, that I

had got the rest of the fortune still, and was sav
ing it."
" I suspect, Boffin," returned Wegg, shaking
his head sagaciously, and bestowing a wooden
wink upon him, "that you've found out some
account of some old chap, supposed to be a
Miser, who got himself the credit of having
much more money than ho had. However, /

don't mind."
"Don't you see, Wegg?" Mr. Boffin feelingly
represented to him: "don't you see? My old
lady has got so used to the property. It would
be such a hard surprise."
"I don't see it at all," blustered Wegg.
" You'll have as much as I shall. And who arc
you?"
"But then, again," Mr. Boffin gently repre
sented ; " my old lady has very upright princi
ples."
"Who's your old lady," returned Wegg, "to
set herself up for having uprightcr principles
than mine ?"
Mr. Boffin seemed a little less patient at this
point than at any other of the negotiations. But
he commanded himself, and said tamely enough :

"I think it must bo kept from my old lady,
Wegg."
"Well," said Wegg, contemptuously, though,
perhaps, perceiving some hint of danger other

wise, " keep it from your old lady. / ain't go
ing to tell her. I can have you under close in
spection without that. I'm as good a man as
you, and better. Ask me to dinner. Give me
tho ruB of your 'ouse. I was good enough for
you and your old lady once, when I helped you
out with your weal and hammers. Was there
no Miss Elizabeth, Master George, Aunt Jane,
and Uncle Parker, before you two ?"

"Gently, Mr. Wegg, gently," Venus urged.
"Milk and water-crily, you mean, Sir," he
returned, with some little thickness of speech, in

consequence of the Gum-Ticklers having tickled
it. " I've got him under inspection, and I'll
inspect him.
" 'Along the line the signal ran
England expects as this present man
Will keep Boffin to his duty.'

—Boffin, I'll see you home."
Mr. Boffin descended with an air of resigna
tion, and gave himself up, after taking friendly
leave of Mr. Venus. Once more Inspector and
Inspected went through the streets together, and
so arrived at Mr. Boffin's door.
But even there, when Mr. Boffin had given
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his keeper good-night, and had let himself in
with his key, and had softly closed the door,
even there and then, the all-powerful Silas must
needs claim another assertion of his newly-as
serted power.
" Bof—fin !" he called throngh the keyhole.
"Yes, Wegg," was the reply through the same
channel.
" Come out. Show yourself again. Let's
have another look at you !"
Mr. Boffin —ah, how fallen from the high
estate of his honest simplicity !— opened the
door and obeyed.
"Go in. You may get to bed now," said
Wegg, with a grin.
The door was hardly closed when he again
called through the keyhole :
"Bof— fin!"
" Yes, Wegg.'*
This time Silas made no reply, but labored
with a will at turning an imaginary grindstone
outside the keyhole, while Mr. Boffin stooped at
it within ; he then laughed silently, and stumped
home.

CHAPTER IV.
A RUNAWAY HATCU.

Cheruric Pa arose with as little noise as pos
sible from beside majestic Ma, one morning early,
having a holiday before him. Pa itad the lovely
woman bad a rather particular appointment to

keep.

Yet Pa and the lovely woman were not going
out together. Bella was up before four, but had
no bonnet on. She was waiting at the foot of
the stairs—was sitting on the bottom stair, in
fact— to receive Pa when he came down, but her
only object seemed to be to get Pa well out of
the house.
"Your breakfast is ready, Sir," whispered
Bella, after greeting him with a hug, "and all
you have to do is to eat it up and drink it up,
and escape. How do you feel, Pa ?" •
"To the best of my judgment, like a house
breaker new to the business, my dear, who can't
make himself quite comfortable till he is off the
premises."
Bella tucked her arm in his with a merry,
noiseless laugh, and they went down to the
kitchen on tip-toe ; she stopping on every sep
arate stair to put the tip of her forefinger on 1ier
rosy lips, and then lay it on his lips, according
to her favorite petting way of kissing Pa." How do you feel, my love?" asked R. W.,
as she gave him his breakfast.
"I feel as if the Fortune-teller was coming
true, dear Pa, and the fair little man was turn
ing out as was predicted."
"Hoi Only the fair little man?" said her
father.
Bella put another of those finger-seals upon
his lips, and then said, kneeling down by him as
he sat at table : "Now, look here, Sir. If you

keep well up to the mark this day, what do you
think you deserve? What did I promise you
should have, if you were good, upon a certain
occasion ?"
"Upon my word I don't remember, Precious.
Yes, I do, though. Wasn't it one of those
beau —tiful tresses?" with his caressing hand
upon her hair.
" Wasn't it, too !" returned Bella, pretending
to pout. "Upon my word I Do you know, Sir,
that the Fortune-teller would give five thousand
guineas (if it was quite convenient to him, which

it isn't) for the lovely piece I have cut off for
you? You can form no idea, Sir, of the number
of times he kissed quite a scrubby little piece—
in comparison—that I cut off for him. And
he wears it

,

too, round his neck, I can tell you !

Near his heart!" said Bella, nodding. "Ah!
very near his heart ! However, you have been a

good, good boy, and you are the best of all the
dearest boys that ever were this morning, and
here's the chain I have made of it, Pa, and you
must let Me put it round your neck with my own
loving hands."
As Pa bent his head she cried over him a lit
tle, and then said (after having stopped to dry
her eyes on his white waistcoat, the discovery
of which incongruous circumstance made her
laugh) : "Now, darling Pa, give me your hands
that I may fold them together, and do you say
after me :—My little Bella."
"My little Bella," repeated Pa.
"I am very fond of you."
" I am very fond of you, my darling," said Pa.
"You mustn't say any thing not dictated to
you, Sir. You daren't do it in your responses
at Church, and you mustn't do it in your re
sponses out of Church."
"I withdraw the darling," said Pa.
"That's a pious boy! Now again:—You
were always—"
" You were always," repeated Pa.
" A vexatious —"
"No you weren't," said Pa.
"A vexatious (do you hear, Sir?), a vexa
tious, capricious, thankless, troublesome Ani
mal ; but I hope you'll do better in the time to
come, and I bless you and forgive you I" Here
she quite forgot that it was Fa's turn to make
the responses, and clung to his neck. "Dear
Pa, if you knew how much I think this morning
of what you told me once, about the first time
of our seeing old Mr. Harmon, when I stamped
and screamed and beat you with my detestable

little bonnet ! I feel as if I had been stamping
and screaming and beating you with my hateful

little bonnet ever since I was born, darling !"

" Nonsense, my love. And as to your bon
nets, they have always been nice bonnets, for

they have always become you—or you have be
come them ; perhaps it was that—at every age.''" Did I hurt you much, poor little Pa ?" asked
Bella, laughing (notwithstanding her repent
ance), with fantastic pleasure in the picture,
" when I beat you with my bonnet?"
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" No, my child. Wouldn't have hurt a fly !"
"Ay, but I am afraid I shouldn't have beat
you at all unless I had meant to hurt you," said
Bella. " Did I pinch your legs, Pa ?"
" Not much, my dear ; but I think it's almost
time I—" 0" Oh, yes !" cried Bella. " If I go on chat
tering, you'll be taken alive. Fly, Pa, fly!"
So they went softly up the kitchen stairs on
tip-toe, and Bella with her light hand softly re
moved the fastenings of the house-door, and Pa,

^ having received a parting hug, made off. When
he had gone a little way he looked back. Upon
which Bella set another of those finger-senls
upon the air, and thrust out her little foot ex

pressive of the mark. Pa, in appropriate action,
expressed fidelity to the mark, and made off as
fast as he could go.
Bella walked thoughtfully in the garden for
an hour and more, and then, returning to the
bedroom where Lavvy the Irrepressible still
slumbered, put on a little bonnet of quiet, but
on the whole of sly appearance, which she had
yesterday made. "I am going for a walk,
Lavvy," she said, as she stooped down and
kissed her. The Irrepressible, with a bounce in
the bed, and a remark that it wasn't time to get
up yet, relapsed into unconsciousness, if she had
come out of it.
Behold Bella tripping along the streets, the
dearest girl afoot under the summer sun ! Be
hold Pa waiting for Bella behind a pump, at
least three miles from the parental roof-tree.
Behold Bella and Pa aboard an early steamboat
bound for Greenwich.
Were they expected at Greenwich? Proba
bly. At least, Mr. John Rokesmith was on the
pier looking out, about a couple of hours before
the coaly (but to him gold-dusty) little steam
boat got her steam up in London. Probably.
At least, Mr. John Rokesmith seemed perfectly
satisfied when he descried them on board. Prob
ably. At least, Bella no sooner stepped ashore
than she took Mr. John Rokesmith's arm, with
out evincing surprise, and the two walked away
together with an ethereal air of happiness which,
as it were, wafted up from the earth and drew
after them a gruff and glum old pensioner to see
it out. Two wooden legs had this gruff and
glum old pensioner, and,, a minute before Bella
stepped out of the boat, and drew that confiding
little arm of hers through Rokesmith's, he had
had no object in life but tobacco, and not enough
of that. Stranded was Gruff and Glum in a
harbor of everlasting mud, when all in an instant
Bella floated him, and away he went.
Say, cherubic parent taking the lead, in what
direction do we steer first ? With some such in
quiry in his thoughts, Gruff and Glum, stricken
by so sudden an interest that he perked his neck
and looked over the intervening people, as if he
were trying to stand on tip-toe with his two
wooden legs, took an observation of R. W.
There was no "first" in the case, Gruff and
Glum made out ; tho cherubic parent was bear

ing down and crowding on direct for Greenwich
church, to see his relations.
For Gruff and Glum, though most events
acted on him simply as tobacco-stoppers, press
ing down and condensing the quids within him,
might be imagined to trace a family resemblance
between the cherubs in the church architecture
and the cherub in the white waistcoat. Some
remembrance of old Valentines, wherein a cher
ub, less appropriately attired for a proverbially
uncertain climate, had been seen conducting
lovers to the altar, might have been fancied to
inflame the ardor of his timber toes. Be it as it
might, ho gave his moorings the slip, and fol
lowed in chase.
The cherub went before, all beaming smiles .
Bella and John Rokesmith followed ; Gruff and
Glum stuck to them like wax. For years the
wings of his mind had gone to look after the
legs of his body ; but Bella had brought them
back for him per steamer, and they were spread
again.
He was a slow sailer on a wind of happiness,
but ho took a cross-cut for the rendezvous, and

pegged away as if he were scoring furiously at
cribbage. When the shadow of tho church-
porch swallowed them up, victorious Gruff and
Glum likewise presented himself to be swallowed
up. And by this time the cherubic parent was
so fearful of surprise that, but for the two wooden
legs on which Gruff and Glum was reassuringly
mounted, his conscience might have introduced,
in the person of that pensioner, his own stately
lady disguised, arrived at Greenwich in a car
and griffins, like the spiteful Fairy at the chris
tenings of tho Princesses, to do something dread
ful to the marriage service. And truly he had
a momentary reason to be pale of face, and to
whisper to Bella, " You don't think that can be
your Ma; do you, my dear?" on account of a
mysterious rustling and a stealthy movement
somewhere in the remote neighborhood of the
organ, though it was gone directly, and was
heard no more. Albeit it was heard of after
ward, as will afterward be read in this veracious
register of marriage.
Who taketh ? I, John, and so do I, Bella.
Who giveth? I, R. W. Forasmuch, Gruff and
Glum, as John and Bella have consented to
gether in holy wedlock, you may (in short) con
sider it done, and withdraw your two wooden
legs from this temple. To the foregoing pur
port, the Minister speaking, as directed by the
Rubrie, to the People, selectly represented in
the present instance by G. and G. above men
tioned.
And now, the church-porch having swallowed
up Bella Wilfer for ever and ever, had it not in
its power to relinquish that young woman, but
slid into the happy sunlight, Mrs. John Roke
smith instead. And long on the bright steps
stood Gruff and Glum, looking after the pretty
bride, with a narcotic consciousness of having
dreamed a dream.
After which, Bella took out from her pocket a
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little letter, and rend it aloud to Pa and John ;
this being a true copy of the same :

"Deaeest Ma,—I hope you won't bo angry, but I am
most happily married to Mr. John Rokesmith, who loves
me bettvr than I can ever deserve, except by loving him
with all my heart. I thought it best not to mention it bo-
forehand, in case it should cause any little difference at
home. Please tell darling Pa. With love to Lawy,

u Ever dearest Mr,
" Your affectionate daughter,

" Bella
" (P.S.— Rokesmith)."

Then John Rokesmith put the queen's coun
tenance on the letter—when had Her Gracious
Majesty looked so benign as on that blessed

morning! —and then Bella popped it into the
post-office, and said, merrily, "Now, dearest Pa,
you are saf&i and will never be taken alive !

"

Pa was, at first, in the stirred depths of his
conscience, so far from sure of being safe yet,
that he made out majestic matrons lurking in
ambush among the harmless trees of Green
wich Park, and seemed to see a stately counte
nance tied up in a well-known pocket-handker
chief glooming down at him from a window of

the Observatory, where the Familiars of the As
tronomer Royal nightly outwatch the winking

stars. But the minutes passing on and no Mrs.
Wilfer in the flesh appearing, he became more
confident, and so repaired with good heart and

appetite to Mr. and Mrs. John Rokesmith's cot
tage on Blackheath, where breakfast was ready.
A modest little cottage but a bright and a
fresh, and on the snowy table-cloth the prettiest
of little breakfasts. In waiting, too, like an at
tendant summer breeze, a fluttering young dam

sel, all pink and ribbons, blushing as if she had
been married instead of Bella, and yet assert
ing the triumph of her sex over both John and
Pa in an exulting and exalted flurry : as who
should say, "This is what you must all come
to, gentlemen, when we choose to bring you to
book." This same young damsel was Bella's
serving-maid, and unto her did deliver a bunch
of keys, commanding treasures in the way of
dry-saltery, groceries, jams and pickles, the in

vestigation Of which made pastime after break

fast, when Bella declared that "Pa must taste
every thing, John dear, or it will never be
lucky,

'' and when Pa had all sorts of things
poked into his mouth, and didn't quite know
what to do with them when they were put there.
Then they, all three, out for a charming ride,
and for a charming stroll among heath in bloom,
and there behold the identical Gruff and Glum
with his wooden legs horizontally disposed be
fore him, apparently sitting meditating on the
vicissitudes of life! To whom said Bella, in
her light-hearted surprise : " Oh ! How do you
do again ? What a dear old pensioner yon are !"
To which Gruff and Glum responded that he see
her married this morning, my Beauty, and that
if it warn't a liberty he wished her ji and the
fairest of fair wind and weather ; further, in a
general way requesting to know what cheer?
and scrambling up on his two wooden legs to

salute, hat in hand, ship-shape, with the gal
lantry of a man-of-warsman and a heart of oak
It was a pleasant sight, in the midst of the
golden bloom, to see this salt old Gruff and
Glum waving his shovel hat at Bella, while his
thin white hair flowed rjase, as if she had once
more launched him into blue water again. "You
are a charming old pensioner," said Bella, "and
I am so happy that I wish I could make you
happy too." Answered Gruff and Glum, " Give
me leave to kiss your hand, my Lovely, and it's
done !" So it was done to the general content
ment; and if Gruff and Glum didn't in the
course of the afternoon splice the main brace, it
was not for want of the means of inflicting that
outrage on the feelings of the Infant Bands of
Hope.
But the marriage dinner was the crowning
success, for what had bride and bridegroom
plotted to do but to have and to hold that din
ner in the very room of the very hotel where Pa
and the lovely woman had once dined together!
Bella sat between Pa and John, and divided her
attentions pretty equally, but felt it necessary (in
the waiter's absence before dinner) to remind Pa
that sho was his lovely woman no longer.
"I am well aware of it, my dear," returned
the cherub, "and I resign yon willingly."
"Willingly, Sir? You ought to be broken
hearted."
" So I should be, my dear, if I thought that

I was going to lose you."
" But you know you are not ; don't you, poor
dear Pa ? You know that you have only made

a new relation who will bo as fond of yon and
as thankful to yon— for my sake and your own
sake both—as I am ; don't you, dear little Pa ?

Look here, Pa !" Bella put her finger on her
own lip, and then on Pa's, and thon on her own

lip again, and then on her husband's. "Now,
we are a partnership of three, dear Pa."
The appearance of dinner here cut Bella sbort
in one of her disappearances : the more effectu

ally, because it was put on under the auspices
of a solemn gentleman in black clothes and a

white cravat, who looked much more like a

clergyman than the clergyman, and seemed to

have mounted a great deal higher in the church :

not to say, scaled the steeple. This dignitary,
conferring in secrecy with John Bokesmith on
the subject of punch and wines, bent his head
ns though stooping to the Papistical practice of

receiving auricular confession. Likewise, on

John's offering n suggestion which didn't meet
his views, his face became overcast and reproach
ful, as enjoining penance.
What a dinner ! Specimens of all the fishes
that swim in the sea surely had swum their way
to it

,

and if samples of the fishes of divers col
ors that made a speech in the Arabian Nights
(quite a ministerial explanation in respect of

cloudiness), and then jumped out of the frying-
pan, were not to be recognized, it was only be
cause they had all become of one hue by being
cooked in batter among the white-bait. And
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the dishes being seasoned with Bliss—an article
which they arc sometimes out of, at Greenwich
—were of perfect flavor, and the golden drinks
had been bottled in the golden age and hoard
ing up their sparkles ever since.
The best of it was, that Bella and John and
the cherub had made a covenant that they would
not reveal to mortal eyes any appearance what
ever of being a wedding-party. Now, the su
pervising dignitary, the Archbishop of Green

wich, knew this as well as if he had performed
the nuptial ceremony. And the loftiness with
which his Grace entered into their confidence
without being invited, and insisted on a show
of keeping the waiters out of it

,

was the crown
ing glory of the entertainment.
There was an innocent young waiter of a slen
der form and with weakish legs, as yet unversed
in the wiles of waiterhood, and but too evidently
of a romantic temperament, and deeply (it were
not too much to add hopelessly) in love with some

young female not aware of his merit. This guile
less youth, descrying the position of affairs, which
even his innocence could not mistake, limited his
waiting to languishing admiringly against the
side-board when Bella didn't want any thing,
and swooping at her when she did. Him, his
Grace the Archbishop perpetually obstructed,
cutting him out with his elbow in the moment
of success, dispatching him in degrading quest
of melted butter, and, when by any chance he
got hold of any dish worth having, bereaving
him of it

,

and ordering him to stand back.

"Pray excuse him, madam," said the Arch
bishop, in a low stately voice; "he is a very
young man on liking, and wo don't like him."
This induced John Rokesmith to observe —by
way of making the thing more natural — " Bella,
my love, this is so much more successful than
any of our post anniversaries, that I think we
must keep our future anniversaries here."
Whercunto Bella replied, with probably the
least successful attempt at looking matronly that
ever was seen: "Indeed, I think so, John,
dear."
Here the Archbishop of Greenwich coughed a

stately cough to attract the attention of three of
his ministers present, and staring at them, seem
ed to say :

" I call upon you by your fealty to
believe this I"

With his own hands he afterward put on the
dessert, as remarking to the three guests, "The
period has now arrived at which we can dispense
with the assistance of those fellows who are not
in our confidence," and would have retired \(jth
complete dignity but for a daring action issuing
from the misguided brain of the young man on
liking. He finding, by ill-fortune, a piece of
orange flower somewhere in the lobbies, now ap
proached undetected with the same in a finger-
glass, and placed it on Bella's right hand. The
Archbishop instantly ejected and excommunica
ted him ; but tho thing was done.
"I trust, madam," said his Grace, returning
alone, " that you will have the kindness to over-

look it
,

in consideration of its being the act of a

very young man who is merely here on liking,
and who will never answer."
With that, he solemnly bowed and retired, and
they all burst into laughter, long and merry.
"Disguise is of no use," said Bella; "they all
find me out ; I think it must be, Pa and John
dear, because I look so happy !"
Her husband feeling it necessary at this point
to demand one of those mysterious disappear
ances on Bella's part, she dutifully obeyed ; say
ing in a softened voice from her place of con
cealment :

"You remember how we talked about the
ships that day, Pa ?"
"Yes, my dear."
" Isn't it strange, now, to think that there was
no John in all the ships, Pa?"
" Not at all, my dear."
"Oh, Pa! Not at all?"
"No, my dear. How can we tell what com
ing people are aboard the ships that may be sail
ing to us now from the unknown seas !"

Bella remaining invisible and silent, her fa
ther remained at his dessert and wine, until he
remembered it was time for him to get home to
Holloway. "Though I positively can not tear
myself away," he cherubically added, "— it

would be a sin—without drinking to many,
many happy returns of this most happy day."
"Heart ten thousand times!" cried John.
" I fill my glass and my precious wife's."
"Gentlemen," said the cherub, inaudibly ad
dressing, in his Anglo-Saxon tendency to throw
his feelings into the form of a speech, the boys
down below, who were bidding against each oth
er to put their heads in the mud for sixpence :

"Gentlemen—and Bella and John —you will
readily suppose that it is not my intention to
trouble you with many observations on the pres
ent occasion. You will also at once infer the
nature and even the terms of the toast I am
about to propose on the present occasion. Gen
tlemen—and Bella and John— the present occa
sion is an occasion fraught with feelings that I

can not trust myself to express. But gentlemen
—and Bella and John — for the part I have had
in it

,

for the confidence you have placed in me,
and for the affectionate good-nature and kind
ness with whieh you have determined not to find
me in the way, when I am well aware that I can
not be otherwise than in it more or less, I do
most heartily thank you. Gentlemen — and Bel
la and John —my love to you, and may we meet,
as on the present occasion, on many future oc
casions; that is to say. gentlemen—and Bella
and John —on many happy returns of the pres
ent happy occasion."
Having thus concluded his address, the amia
ble cherub embraced his daughter, and took his
flight to tho steamboat which was to convey him
to London, and was then lying at the floating
pier, doing its best to bump the same to bits.
But the happy couple were not going to part
with him in that way, and before he had been
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on board two minutes there they were, looking
down at him from the wharf above.
"Pa, dear!" cried Bella, beckoning him with
her parasol to approach the side, and bending

gracefully to whisper.
"Yes, my darling."
"Did I beat you much with that horrid little
bonnet, Pa?"
" Nothing to speak of, my dear."
"Did I pinch your legs, Pa?"
"Only nicely, my pet."
"You are sure you quite forgive me, Pa?
Please, Pa, please, forgive me quite !" Half
laughing at him and half crying to him, Bella
besought him in the prettiest manner; in a
manner so engaging and so playful and so nat
ural, that her cherubic parent made a coaxing
face as if she had never grown up, and said,
" What a silly little Mouse it is!"
" But you do forgive me that, and every thing
else ; don't you, Pa ?"
"Yes, my dearest."
"' And you don't feel solitary or neglected, go
ing away by yourself ; do you, Pa?"
"Lord bless you ! No, my Life !"
" Good-by, dearest Pa ! Good-by 1"
" Good-by, my darling ! Take her away, my
dear John. Take her home !"
So, she leaning on her husband's arm, they
turned homeward by a rosy path which the gra
cious sun struck out for them in its setting.
And O there arc days in this life worth life and
worth death. And O what a bright old song it
is, that O 'tis love, 'tis love, 'tis love, that makes
the world go round !

RECOLLECTIONS OF AN OLD FOGY.

IF any one moving among public men duringthe last four years has kept a private jour
nal, and recorded in it the gossip and aneedote
of the day, he has prepared a very delightful
book for the readers of the year l 900. If he pub
lishes it much earlier than that he will commit
a sad indiscretion ; but if he waits until then,
and if he has been a faithful journalizer and a
good listener, he will be gratefully remembered
by all lovers of gossip.
Such a person was Captain Gronow, the first
of whose volumes was described in this Maga
zine some time ago. The garrulous old fellow
has since then followed with a second volume—
on the principle, as he says, that one story sug
gests another ; and his first volume put him in
mind of enough to fill a second very pleasantly.
Captain Gronow tells an odd story of Lord
Wellington, which shows that the English
"Guards" liked to take good care of them
selves : During the action of the 10th of Decem
ber, 1813, commonly known as that of the May
or's House, in the neighborhood of Bnyonne, the
Grenadier Guards, under the command of Col
onel Tynling, occupied an unfinished redoubt
on the right of the high-road. The Duke of
Wellington happened to pass with Colonel Free-

mantle and Lord A. Hill, on his return to head
quarters, having satisfied himself that the fight
ing was merely a feint on the part of Soult. His
Grace on looking around saw, to his surprise, a
great many umbrellas, with which the officers
protected themselves from the rain that was then
falling. Arthur Hill came galloping up, saying,
"Lord Wellington does not approve of the use
of umbrellas during the enemy's firing, and will
not allow ' the gentlemen's sons' to make them
selves ridiculous in the eyes of the army." Col
onel Tynling, a few days afterward, received a
rebuke from Lord Wellington for suffering his
officers to carry umbrellas in the face of the
enemy; his Lordship observing, "The Guards
may in uniform, when on duty at St. James's,

carry them if they please ; but in the field it is
not only ridiculous but unmilitary."
While the Allies occupied Paris many dis
putes and duels occurred between English and
French officers, both very ready to take fire at

any thing which looked like an insult. In one
case a well-known bully entered the Cafe" Fran-
cais, and began insulting all the persons who
were seated at dinner ; he boasted of his cour
age, and declared his determination to kill a
certain M. de F . A gentleman present,
disgusted at such braggart insolence, quietly
walked up to this fire-eater and addressed him
thus : "As you are such a dangerous customer,
perhaps you will accommodate me by being
punctual at the entrance of theBois de Boulogne,
near the Porte Maillot, at mid-day to-morrow :
earlier I can not get there, but depend upon my
arriving in due time with swords and pistols."
The duelist began to demur, saying he did not
know what right a stranger had to take up the

quarrels of M. de F ; to which the gentle
man replied, "I have done so because I am
anxious to rid society of a dangerous fellow like
yourself, and would recommend you before you
go to bed to make your will. I will undertake
to order your coffin and pay your funeral ex

penses." He then gave the waiter a note of
1000 franes, with the injunction that Lis orders
should be executed before eleven the following

day. This had the desired effect of intimidat
ing the bully, who left Paris the following day,
and never moro was heard of or seen in public.
Of one Fayot the Captain relates that he
fought more duels than any man in France.

His aim with a pistol was certain ; but ho was
not cruel, and he usually wounded his adversary
either in the leg or arm. He was likewise a

good swordsman. General Fournier, another

noted duelist, Was afraid of Fayot, and only
once measured swords with him ; but the lat

ter had a hatred of Fournier for having killed
so many young men belonging to good families.
In his rencontre with Fayot the General was se
verely wounded in the hand, and ever after

Fayot hunted his antagonist from one end of
France to the other, determined to put an end

to the "assassin," as ho was called; but the rev
olution of 1830 came, and all was chaos. Fay-
ot's father was guillotined in the south of Franco
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in 1793. H|s mother, after the severe loss she
had sustained in the death of her husband, whom

she adored, brought up her son at Avignon, tell

ing him, as he grew up to be a man, to take

every opportunity of avenging the death of his
father.
Upon the restoration of the Bourbons Fayot
came to Paris, where, by his singular man

ner and dress, ho laid himself open to re

mark and ridicule. In the daytime he was
usually dressed in a green coat, white waistcoat

and neckeloth, leather pantaloons, and Hessian

boots, with his hat on one side. His evenings
were generally passed either at Tortoni's or

Silve's, the respective rendezvous of the Bona-
partists and Bourbons. In one or other of these
cafe's Fayot was sure to be found. Ho publicly
gave out that he was ready to measure swords

with any one who dared to insinuate any thing

against the royal family —a threat sure to bring
upon him serious rencontres ; but nothing in

timidated him. It was reported at the time,
and generally believed, that he had in the short

period of two years fought thirty duels, without

having been seriously wounded. Upon one oc

casion ho repaired to the Theatre Francois to
see " Germanicu's ;" party-spirit then ran high,
and any allusion complimentary to the fallen

Emperor was received by the Bonapartists with

applause. Fayot loudly hissed, and a great up
roar arose, whereupon he entered the breach by
proclaiming himself the champion of Legiti
macy. The consequence was that cards flew
about the pit. Fayot carefully picked them up
and placed them in his hat. After the play
had terminated he repaired to Tortoni's, where
ho wrote his address upon several pieces of pa
per, which he distributed all over the Boule
vards, stating that he was to be found every
morning, between the hours of eleven and twelve,
at the well in tho Bois de Boulogne, near Au-
teuil. Strange to say, after nil this row at the
theatre, only one antagonist was forthcoming.
On the second day, at the hour appointed, ft gen
tleman arrived with his seconds, who foundFayot
in his tilbury, ready for the fight. The name
of his antagonist was a Monsieur Harispe, the
son of the distinguished Basque General. Pis
tols were chosen, and at the first discharge
Fayot shot his adversary in the knee; then,
taking off his hat, he left the ground and pro
ceeded to Paris in his tilbury to breakfast at
Tortoni's, where a great many persons had con
gregated to know tho result of this terrible duel.
Those were singular times, and Captain Gro-
now owns that he does not look back upon them
without a shudder. " If you looked at a man
it was enough ; for, without having given the
slightest offense, cards were exchanged, and the
odds were that you stood a good chance of be
ing shot, or run through the body, or maimed
for life." It is a curious sign of the great change
which has come about in manners and morals
that the occupation of Richmond has not caused,
so far as is known, a single duel.
Sometimes the hero of one of these too-fre

quent single combats proved to be no hero at all,
but a miserable coward. Admiral de la Susse,
at a ball given by a lady in the Faubourg St.
Honorc", in a turn of the waltz, accidentally,
and without the slightest intention of insulting
any one, came into violent contact with a looker-
on, who, in a German accent, exclaimed aloud,
"
Quand on est si maiadroit, on ne doit pas val-
zer." Cards were exchanged, nnd on tho follow
ing morning the parties met in the Bois de Bou
logne. La Susse's adversary won the toss, and
took his aim with great coolness, but luckily
without effect. La Susse then fired, when the
German fell. The seconds hastened to render
every assistance in their power ; but instead of
finding the German mortally wounded, as they
expected, they only found a bullet indented
against a well-padded cuirass. La Susse, after
looking attentively with his glass in his eye at
what wns passing, desired his antagonist to rise,
as he would have another shot at him ; upon
which the cuirassed hero rose, and received a
well-merited and well-applied kick, without mak
ing the slightest resistance, and then walked off
the ground as if he had accomplished some won
derful achievement. This extraordinary duel
took place in 1816.
There is a story related of Thackeray, that
in Paris once, being caught in tho act of doing
up a guinea to be sent to a poor person, he de
clared it to be medicine for a "disease of the
chest." It seems that a certain Parson Am
brose had some time before discovered this dis

ease, and pointed out a similar remedy. Meet

ing Sir Charles Stewart, he said,
"Well, Sir Charles, I am in n bad state."
" What is the matter with you ?"
"I have a complaint in the chest, your Ex
cellency."
"What Doctor have you consulted?"
"Lafitte," replied the parson.
"I never heard of him except as n banker
Well, what has he done for you?"
"Nothing."
Sir Charles, now discovering the meaning of
the "cItesl complaint," said, in his good-natured
way, " Come to the embassy to-morrow morn
ing, and I will see what can be done to cure
your complaint" The parson accordingly went,
and found the embassador at breakfast with the
Duke of Wellington. After talking over olden
times, when the Duke was merely Captain Wel-
lesley, and lived on intimate terms with tho par
son In Dublin, his Grace kindly presented Am
brose with a hundred guineas, to take him back
to England for change of air; which, he trust
ed, would contribute to the restoration of his
health.
There is a story of Voltaire which might have
some application in these days, when govern
ment contractors display their ill-gotten wealth.
Before the French Revolution the largest for
tunes in France were possessed by the farmers
of the revenue, or fermiers-giniraux. Their
profits were enormous, and their probity was

very doubtful. It is related that one ovening
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at Ferney, when the company were telling sto
ries of robbers, they asked their host, Voltaire,
for one on the same subject. The great man,
taking up his flat candlestick, when abont to re
tire, began, "There was once upon a time a
fermier-general— I have forgotten the rest."
Here is a comical picture of a great London
dandy, Lord C , who excited the astonish
ment of the Parisians half a century ago. He
came, after the manner of dandies to this day,
last and late to dinner ; which he could do, be
cause he was just then all the fashion in Lon
don and Paris. He was short of stature, and
rather inclined to be obese, even at five-and-

twenty ; he wore a coat very much thrown open,
a variety of splendid jewels adorning a transpar
ent cambric shirt elaborately embroidered, and
an exceedingly short, rose-colored waistcoat,
just covering his ample chest, and cutting his
somewhat square-built torso exactly in two.
Add to this, very long, straight, straw-colored
hair, which he had the habit of throwing con
tinually back, or, by a rapid gesture, bringing
forward to fall over his wild but very expressive
eyes.

How the street -boys of New York would
stare at such a figure now ! Captain Gronow,
by-the-way, remarks somewhat mischievously
upon the marvelous adaptability of women,
apropos of the present rage for golden colored—
or red—hair. " In former days, " he says, " we
old fellows may remember that the French type |
of womankind was une petite femme mignonne et
brune. In the whole of society, thirty or forty
years ago, one could scarcely have numbered
more than half a dozen tall women. They were
looked upon as anomalies, and saluted not un-
frequently with such very uncomplimentary ap
pellations as ' chamcaux gens dame*,' 'asperyes,'
etc., etc. Now that it is the fashion to be tall
and commanding, one sees dozens of gigantic
women every day that one goes out, with heels
inside as well as outside their boots ; perhaps
even stilts under those long, sweeping petticoats.
I know not how the change has been effected,
but there it is. Frenchwomen used to have
dark hair ; blondes were not generally admired,
and tried by every possible means to darken
their hair, but now, since the Empress has
made fair hair a la mode, all the women must
be blondes, and what with gold powder and
light wigs they do succeed. As to complex
ions, a dark one is now unknown ; roses and
lilies abound on every cheek : even some yonng
men of fashion have not disdained the use of
cosmeties, but have come out from the hands
of the coiffeur romantically pale or delicately
tinted."
Ho asserts that it is not because the Empress
Eugenia is the wife of Napoleon III. that she
sets the fashion, even to those who do not go to
court, and who turn up their noses at her entou
rage. She is considerably older, and certainly
not handsomer, than was the Duchesse de Ne
mours when she left Franco to die in exile ; but
"she has the chic that the Orleans princesses did

not possess ; and the quietest dowager, before she
ventures to adopt a coiffure, as well as the gay
est lady of the demi-monde, will cast a look to
see what the Empress wears." Strange to say,
the supreme good taste and elegance which
reign in her Majesty's toilettes were by no means
conspicuous in her younger days ; for, as Made
moiselle Montijo, she was voted beautiful and
charming, but very ill-dressed.
Here is another dandy, Captain T , who,
coming to Paris after the great war, lived in
two hotels, on the same principle, perhaps, on
which English sailors, just paid off, used to strut
about with two watches. His carriages and
horses were English, and considered the most
perfect things of the day. But the most remark
able feature of his eccentricities was the cap
tain's dress : he wore trowsers capacious enough
for a Turk ; his coat, which he always designed
himself, was remarkable for its wide, bagged
sleeves, and an ingenious mode of making the
collar a sort of receptacle for a voluminous quan
tity of shirt-frill ; indeed, the shirt-collar ap
peared to descend from his ears all the way
down his back, so that you might suppose he
was looking out of a black chimney-pot. Nature
had bestowed upon him handsome features, and
a profusion of hair, which he had curled and ar
ranged in such an eccentric style that the snaky
locks appeared to be always desiring to escape
from his head, and were only detained on his
cranium by a tight-fitting little hat, suitable for
a boy about fourteen. He wore a pair of golden
spurs, with rowels of the circumference of a
small dessert-plate. Thns he strutted about the
streets of Paris, inviting the smiles of those who
knew him, and the positive laughter of strangers
to whom he was unknown. When Mike Fitz
gerald met him for the first time, after the end
of the war, he said, " Well, T , I am happy
to find you have won your spurs : made of doub
loons, I suppose."
In those days beards were completely un
known, and the rare mustaches were only worn

by officers of the Household Brigade or Hussar

regiments. Stiff white neckeloths, blue coats
and brass buttons, rather short-waisted white
waistcoats, and tremendously embroidered shirt-
fronts with gorgeous studs of great value, were
considered the right thing. A late popular Col
onel in the Guards used to give Storr and Mor
timer, the great London jewelers, $125 a year
to furnish him with a new set of studs every
Saturday night during the London season.
These dandies did not care much for " the dear
people," and made no pretenses. When some of
Sheridan's constituents demanded that he should

vote in their interest, and not in his own, he de

clined, saying, "Gentlemen, Iboughtyou, audi
assure you that I shall sell you whenever it suits
my convenience." Lord Allen, another of that
set, was driving out with Sir RobertPeel when the
latter was Chief Secretary for Ireland. They had
the misfortune to drive over an old woman, who

was generally stationed on the bridge. A large
mob gathered round the carriage, and, as Peel
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and the Tory Government were very uupopular,
the mob began to grow abusive, and cast very
threatening and ominous looks at the occupants
of the barouche ; when Allen, with a coolness
and self-possession worthy of Brummel, rose up,

displaying an acre of white waistcoat, and called
out, "Now, posthoy, go on, and don't drive
over any more old women." The mob, awe
struck by "King" Allen's majestic deportment,
retired.

Many of these young bloods delighted in tak

ing the coachman's place on the public stages.
Some heirs of largo landed proprietors mounted
the box, handled the ribbons, and bowled along
the high-road; they touched their hats to their

passengers, and some among them did not dis
dain even the tip of a shilling or half-crown,
with which it was the custom to remunerate the
coachman. Prominent members of the cele
brated Four-in-hand Club were seen, either
driving the coach or sitting check by jowl with
the coachman, talking about horses and matters
relating to "life upon the road." Onfc of these,
Mr. Akers, was so determined to be looked upon
as a regular coachman, that he had his front
teeth filed, that a division between them might
enable him to expel his spittle in the true fash
ion of some of the most knowing stage-coach
drivers.
We close our article with the following story
of the celebrated Madame Catalani. Her house

in London was the rendezvous of many of the
French (migris ; and as she was very rich and

very generous, she frequently assisted those who
were in the greatest distress. At the head of her
profession, with the finest voice in the world,
and the admired of all admirers, no whisper had
ever been heard against her fair fame, and she
lived in the utmost harmony with her husband,
M. do Vnlabreque. She was an admirable wo
man in every relation of life, and as truly pious
as she was kind and charitable. " An excellent
friend of mine, Mr. Fitzwilliam, well known in
Paris, informed me that as he was seated in

the stage-box at the opera one night, when Ma
dame Catalani was about to appear in one of her
greatest parts, he observed her in the coulisse,
before she had to come on, in an attitude of de

votion, and evidently in earnest prayer, for tho

space of two or three minutes. When she had
finished, she made the sign of the cross, and
went on the stage, where, it is needless to say,
she was received with uubounded applause. My
friend, on calling upon the great singer next

day, told her what he had observed ; when she
informed him, with a charming simplicity, that
she never went upon the stage without first pray
ing to God that He would grant her the favor to
be enabled to sing well, and to meet with suc
cess ; nor did she ever fail, on retiring to rest,
to return thanks to Him for that and all the
other mercies vouchsafed to her."

ftlmttjjh) Xtrnrii nf Current €writs.
UNITED STATES-

OTJR
Record closes on the 7th of August. The

topies' of general interest during the month
are the various steps toward reconstruction of the
Governments of the seceding States ; the attitude
of prominent men in the South ; the condition of
the freedmen ; the rapid diminution of the military
and naval forces of the United States i and the
financial position of the country.
Judge William Marvin was appointed July 16,
as Provisional Governor of Florida, with the same
duties and powers as the other Provisional Govern
ors appointed by the President, as noted in our
Record for July. There are now Governors, regu
lar or provisional, for all the seceding States.
Mr. Johnson, Provisional Governor of Georgia,
has ordered an election to be held on the 4th of
October for delegates to a State convention to as
semble on the 2oth of that month. In an address
delivered at Savaonah on the 1st of July, Governor
Johuson set forth tho condition of the State, and in
effect that of the other seceding States. The peo
ple of tho Confederate States, he said, find them
selves overpowered by superior numbers and re
sources ; they are now without a Government,
Legislature, or Judges, deprived of civil govern
ment, yet held by the military authority of the
United States, not as Territories or Provinces, but
as revolted States. The President of the United
States was doing all in his power to restore civil
government to the Southern States, but his efforts
would be futile without the aid of the Southern

people. The oath of amnesty was so framed as to
distinguish between the friends and foes of tho
United States. Every one, in order to be a voter,
must take the oath. We are to consider whether
we will continue in our present condition or return
to the Union. If we return, we must take the
oath, which was prescribed not for the purpose of
annoyance or humiliation, but as a means of dis
tinguishing between the friends and the foes of the
Union. When a person, not excepted by the Presi
dent's proclamation, took the oath he became again
a citizen, and acquired all the benefits of loyalty;
his property was free from confiscation, his person

exempt from arrest, and be could go to the polls
and cast his ballot. The exceptions made in the
proclamation were not intended for the purpose of
inflicting penalties upon all the individuals of the
excepted classes. "Nine -tenths of these," the
Governor was confident, "would be pardoned ; the
clemency of the Government is wide-sweeping, and
awaits tho return of nearly all with open arms."
Mr. Johuson then proceeded to explain the duties
which devolved upon him as Provisional Governor.
It was not his province to make laws or to admin
ister them, but simply to convene a convention of
the people ; when that should have been done, and
tho machinery of government put in motion, tho
functions of his office would have been discharged.
He was cloar in the expression of his views on the
subject of slavery. The prescribed oath included
the support of the proclamations declaring freedom
to tho slaves in the revolted States. Probably
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100,000 slaves had been enlisted in the armies of
the United States; many others had abandoned
their former owners, and wore now within the con
trol of the United States. It was idle to suppose
that these people would ever be returned to their
former condition of servitude. Moreover a resolu
tion, proposed as an amendment to the*Constitu-
tion, had passed Congress, declaring that slavery
or involuntary servitude, except as a punishment
for crime, should not exist in the United States ;
this needed only to be ratified by three-fourths of
the States in Legislature or Convention to become
part and parcel of the Constitution. It had been
adopted by twenty-five States, and the votes of
only two more were required, which would doubt
less be secured. It therefore made no difference
how Georgia should act, for without her ratification
the provision would become the fundamental law
of the land. Again, nnder the war power, the Pres
ident, as Commander-in-Chief of the armies, had
the right to capture and hold the slaves, either as
persons or as property ; and now, in virtue of the
emancipation proclamation, they were emancipated.
The Provisional Governor could have wished that
the change had not been thus violently and sudden
ly made ; but, he adds, " Slavery, in any event, is
gone, and gone forever, and I have no tears to ehed
or lamentations to make over its departure." Mr.
Johuson passed on to urge the possibility of South
and North coming together again in friendship
within the Union. " I have lately been," he said,
" among the people of the North, and saw no mani
festation of unkind sentiments. The only adverse
feeling I saw manifested was in regard to the treat
ment of the Federal prisoners at Andersonville ;
and mankind will join, and 4»c will join them in
denouncing that as the most atrocious of cruelties ;
but no such stigma should rest on the Southern peo
ple, for though they were on the outside, they were
yet prisoners as much as those who were within."
The summation of Mr. Johnson's speech was : " All
your leaders are willing to give up their passions
and prejudices, and go back to the Union under
which we prospered, and in which we had no se
rious calamity, until we were tempted to forsake
it. That same Government which gave us se
curity, comfort at home, and respect abroad, will
still continue to afford us protection and prosperi
ty."—Of similar general purport is the farewell ad
dress of Mr. Brown, the rebel Ex-Governor of
Georgia. Ho advises the people of the State to
submit gracefully to the emancipation of their
slaves, to take the oath of allegiance and qualify
themselves for voters, to cheerfully join in the
maintenance of the National Government, to acqui
esce in the measures taken for the restoration of
civil government in their Commonwealth, and to
give the administration of President Johuson a cor
dial support.
Mr. Sharkey, Provisional Governor of Mississip
pi, has appointed the 7th of August as the day for
the election of delegates, and the 17th as the time
for the meeting of the State Convention. In his
proclamation he says, *' The negroes are now free—
free by the fortunes of war, free by proclamation,
free by common consent, free practically as well as
theoretically ; and it is too late to raise questions as
to the means by which they became so." Governor
Sharkey has reappointed many of the local officers
who held their posts during the rebellion —requir
ing, however, all of them to take the oath of alle
giance as prescribed by the President.

Mr. Parsons, Provisional Governor of Alabama,
appoints August 31 as the day for the election of
delegates to the Convention, which is to meet on
the 10th of September. He has reappointed nearly
all of the former incumbents of local offices wh«
were willing to take the oath of allegiance and U
give bonds for the performance of their duties. Ho
comments in his address upon the ruin and suffering
which the war has occasioned, but tells the people
of Alabama that they still possess all their former
political and civil rights, with the exception of that
of holding slaves. Slavery, he says, is irrecovera
bly gone, and it is the part of wisdom to make the
best of the new order of things. He estimates that
Alabama sent to the field 122,000 men, of whom
70,000 are dead or disabled. The estimate of the
number of men put into the field is probably exag
gerated, as by the census of I860 there were in the
State a little less than 130,000 white males between
the ages of fifteen and fifty, the only ages from
whom soldiers conld by any possibility have been
drawn; and it can hardly be supposed that more
than nine out of ten were actually in the field. The
estimate of the dead and disabled is probably an
approximation to the truth. According to it more
than half of the population who were of military
age in 1860, or who have since become so, are either
dead or disabled. This estimate represents inade
quately the absolute loss of the South in men, for
very few under eighteen or over forty entered the
ranks. The number between these ages was prob
ably about 100,000; so that seven-tenths of those
who in 1860 were the living able white population
of Alabama are now either dead or disabled. That
State is a fair representative of the entire South.
And as Alabama contained almost one-tenth of the
white population of the eleven seceding States, their
entire loss in white males, dead or disabled, is fully
700,000. Adding to these the deaths and disabling
of females, old men, and children, which may be
traced direclly to the rebellion, the loss of the South
can not be less than a million —almost one-fifth of
the entire white population.
Mr. W. W. Boyce, formerly Member of Congress
from South Carolina, made a speech at Wionsboro,
in which he said that he was confident the great
majority of the people of that State desired the es
tablishment of State authority in entire harmony
with the Government of the United States. Slav

ery, he considered, was gone, and the best thing to
be done was to recognize that fact, and to accept

it in perfect good faith, with all its logical conse

quences.
Mr. Perry, Provisional Governor of South Caro
lina, made a speech at Greenville, on the 3d of Jury,
two days after his appointment, but before he had
been informed of that fact A hundred and fifty
thousand of the best and bravest men of the South,
he said, have fallen on the field of battle. But the
Confederacy has fallen. " We have neither law nor
order. There is no protection of life, liberty, or

property. Every where there is demoralization,
rapine, and murder. Hunger and starvation are

upon us. Such are the bitter fruits of secession."
After stating that he had from the first foreboded
such a result, he proceeded to show that the South

had no real ground for secession. Mr. Lincoln was
elected in conformity with the Constitution, and had
he l)een Bo disposed he could not have violated the

rights of the South. For eight years there was not
an act of the Federal Government of which the
Sohth could complain. To leave the Union for the
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sake of preserving slavery was a fatal mistake.
The Union was the sole safety and protection of
the institution. The South had indeed been out
numbered, but, he added, "The great cause of our
failure was that the heart of the Southern people
never was in this revolution. There was not a State
except South Carolina in which there was a major
ity in favor of secession. And even in South Car
olina there were many districts in which one half of
the voters did not go to the polls." The people, he
said, not the President, were responsible for the
failure of the Confederacy. " They were unwilling
to make the sacrifices necessary for its success.
Many who were most prominent in the movement
never did any thing for it after the war commenced.
Instead of seeking their proper position in front of
the battle, they sought

' bomb-proofs' for themselves
and their sons. There were others who got into
'soft places' and 'official positions,' where they
could speculate and make fortunes on Government
funds. Toward the latter part of the war it seemed
that every one was trying to keep out of the army,
and was willing to pay any thing and make any
sacrifice to do so. At no time during the last three
years of the war was there more than one-third
of the army ready to march into battle." In the
course of his speech Mr. Perry made the singular
avowal that " while there was no one in the United
States who more deeply regretted the secession of
the Southern States than I did at the beginning of
the revolution, there is not one now in the Southern
States who feels more bitterly the humiliation and
degradation of going back into the Union than I
do. Still I know that we shall be more prosperous
and happy in the Union than out of it." The pros
pects of the South were, he thought, nut so gloomy
as many believed. " I have," he said, " no doubt
that in ten years the South will be happy and pros
perous again, and we shall find that the loss of slav
ery will be no loss at all to our real comfort and
satisfaction. The planter and farmer will find that
his net profits are greater with hired labor than with
slave labor. Every landholder can rent his farm or
plantation for one-third of the gross products ; this
is more than he now makes net after subsisting his
slaves." He gives the following picture of th;

economical working of the system of slavery in his
own State : " Very few farmers in this section of
country make any thing except by the increase of
his slaves. These are divided out among his chil
dren at his death, and they pursue the same course

of toiling and struggling through life to raise ne
groes for their children. The lands are worn out,
and the country remains unimproved. If a planter
or farmer is enabled to save any thing after sup
porting his establishment, it is invested in the pur
chase of more slaves. Hence increased weallh adds
nothing to the enjoyment of life or to the improve
ment of the country'." In conclusion he exhorted
his hearers to " become loyal citizens and respect
the national authorities of the Republic. Abandon
once and forever all notions of secession, nullifica
tion, and disunion. Determine to live, and teach
your children to live, as true American citizens.
The Republic is destined to go on increasing in na
tional power and greatness for centuries to come.
As soon as the ferment of the revolution subsides
wo shall be restored to all our civil rights, and be
as free and republican as we ever were. There is
no reason why there should be any sectional jeal
ousy or ill-feeling between the North and the South.
Their interests ore dependent, and not rival inter

ests ; and now that slavery is abolished, there will
be no bone of contention between the two sections."
The meeting at which this not altogether consistent
speech was made was held for the purpose of peti
tioning the President to appoint a Provisional Gov
ernor and to restore the civil authorities. Having
received the appointment of Provisional Governor
Mr. Perry on the 20th of July issued a proclama
tion directing all former civil officers, excepting
those under prosecution for treason, to resume their
functions upon taking the oath of allegiance. An
election for delegates to a State Convention is to be
held on the first Monday in September, according
to the laws of the State in force before the seces
sion ; the Convention to meet on the 13th of Sep
tember. All the laws of the State which were in
force previous to the secession, which are not incon
sistent with the proclamation, to be in force. The
former owners of freedmen must not turn off the
children and aged to perish, and the freed men and
women are exhorted to make just and fair contracts
for remaining with their former owners.
It can not be denied that the political situation
presents many grave difficulties. From various
parts of the South there are reports that, on the one
hand, the former masters are unwilling to make
equitable engagements with the freedmen ; and, on
the other, that these are abandoning their former
homes, and flocking to the towns and cities, expect
ing to live without work. These reports bear evi
dent marks of exaggeration ; but still there is
abundant evidence that there will be no little diffi
culty in the practical working of the new order of
things.
The first election in the States now under Pro
visional Governors took place in Richmond, on the
25th of July, by order of Governor Pierpont. The
election was for municipal officers. The election
was set aside by General Turner, the military com
mander of the district, on the ground that voters
were excluded by reason of having lost their resi
dence by their absence as soldiers of the United
States, while no such exception was taken against
soldiers absent in the rebel army ; that the candi
dates elected had been, with a single exception,
conspicuous in inaugurating nnd sustaining the re
bellion ; and the issue had been distinctly made at
the election between men who had aided the war
against the Union, and those wbo had defended the
flag of the country.
Major-General O. 0. Howard, Commissioner of
the Bureau of Refugees, Freedmen, and Abandoned
Lands, on the 12th of July issued a circular of gen
eral instruction to his subordinate officers through
out the South. The State Commissioners are to
appoint district agents to assist them in the protec
tion of the freedmen, the adjustment of rates of
wng^s to be paid them by the planters, the estab
lishment and management of schools for the educa
tion of the colored people, and to mako arrange
ments for supplying their medical needs.
The army of the United States which, five months
ago, numbered a million strong has already been
reduced to about 100,000, of whom more than half
are in Sheridan's Division, near the Mexican front
ier. The whole army is divided into five divisions •

1. The A tUmtic, General Meade, head-quarters Phil
adelphia. 2. The Slissmipin, General Sheiman, St.
Louis. 8. The Gut/, General Sheridan, New Or
leans. 4. The Teauessee, General Thomas, Nash

ville. 5. The Pacific, General Halleck, San Fran
cisco. The Divisions are subdivided mto eighteen
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Departments, each under a Major-General. Their
order, names, commanders, and head-quarters are

as follows :

1. Department of the East, Booker, New York
2. Middle Department, Hancock, Baltimore.
3. Department of Washington, Augur, Washington.
4. Department of the Ohio, Ord, Detroit.
5. Department of the Tennessee, Stoneman, Knoxville.
6. Department of Kentucky, Palmer, Louisville.
7. Department of the Missouri, J*ope, Fort Leaven
worth.

8. Department of Virginia, Terry, Richmond.
9. Department of North Carolina, Svhoncld, Raleigh.
10. Department of South Carolina, Gillmore, Hilton
Head.

11. Department of Georgia, SUdman, Augusta.
12. Department of Florida, Fo*ttr, Tallahassee.
13. Department of Mississippi, Slwum, Vicksburg.
14. Department of Alabama, Wood, Mobile.
15. Department of Louisiana and Texas, Canbij, New
Orleans.

16. Department of Arkansas, Reynold*, Little Rock.
17. Department of Columbia, Wright, Fort Vaucouver.
18. Department of California, M'DoiceU, San Francisco.

No fmancial statement was put forth by the Sec
retary of the Treasury on the last of June. This
omission was supposed by many to indicate a large
increase of the public debt. These apprehensions
are mainly dissipated by the official statement on
the 31st of July. According to this the, total debt
on that day was $2,757,253,275 — an increase in two
months of $122,000,000; and this increase is appa
rent rather than real, for a large amount due in
May was not audited. The details of this debt are
as follows .

Debt bearing interest Amount Inimet.
In coin $1,108,66'J,641SO $04,521,8375J
Debt bearing interest
in lawf.il money. . . 1,289,156,51505 74,740,03078
Debt on which Interest
has cense.1 1,527,12009
Debt bearing no inter
est 357,906,96892

Total $2,757,253,27586 $139,262,40828

The general result of tho trial of the Washington
conspirators was announced in our last Record.
The details are as follows. We now give the names
as they appear in the sentence of the court, most
of them have been written in different ways: David
E. Herrold, George A. Atzeroth. Lewis Payne,
Mary E. Suratt, wore all found guilty of the charges
against them noted in our Record for July, and of
the main specifications under those charges. These
persons were all hung on the 7th of July.—Michael
O'Laughlin was found guilty of being engaged in
the conspiracy, but not guilty of the design to mur
der General Grant. Samuel A. Mudd, guilty of
complicity in the conspiracy, and of harboring
Booth and Herrold after the assassination. Sam
uel Arnold, guilty of complicity in the assassina
tion. These three were sentenced to imprisonment

at hard labor for life. Edward Spangler of having
aided Booth in making his escape, sentenced to im

prisonment at hard labor for six years. The Peni
tentiary at Albany. New York, was originally des
ignated as the place of confinement, but this was
subsequently changed for Fort Jefferson, on the
Tortugas. Mrs. Suratt protested her innocence of
the crime of which she was convicted. Payne,
Herrold, and Atzeroth acknowledged themselves
guilty, in whole or in part. Mudd acknowledged
that he knew Booth when he came to his house
after the murder, having previously been acquaint
ed with him. O'Laughlin and Arnold confessed
that they had been engaged with Booth in a plot to
capture, but not to murder the President. Spangler

declared that he knew nothing of Booth's intention
before it was executed, but owned that he bad aided
his escape.—During the trial of the conspirators 364
witnesses were examined —201 for the prosecution,
163 for the defense. The testimony filled 4300
pages, the arguments 700 pages of manuscript,
"legal cap" size. The depositions and reports
taken before the trial employed five short-hand
writers a fortnight, and required two clerks six
weeks to brief and file away.

SOUTHERN AMERICA.
From Mexico the intelligence is so contradictory
as to be wholly unworthy of credit. One report
was that the authorities of Matamoras had been or
dered to provide for 35,000 French troops, looking
toward hostilities with the United States. Other
rumors say that the Emperor Maximilian is prepar
ing to return to Europe. Others still, which seem
to be far more reliable, indicate that the Imperial
Government is steadily securing the ascendency in
almost every part of the country.
From Ilnyti later and more reliable accounts indi
cate that the revolt against President GefTrard is by
no means suppressed, and that the probabilities are
in favor of its success. It now appears to be a con
test between the blacks, under Francois Jean Jo
seph, and the mulattoes, represented by Geffrard.

But all representations from this country must for
the present be regarded with suspicion.
The Confederate ram Stonewall has been formally
given up to the United States by the Spanish au
thorities of Cuba. A sum of $16,000, which had
been advanced to the commander for the purpose of

paying his crew, has been refunded by the United
States to the Cuban Government.

EUROPE.
Tho British Parliament was dissolved on the 6th
of July, and a new election ordered to take place
about a fortnight later. The result has been de
cidedly favorable to the present "Whig" or "Lib
eral" ministry, led by Lord Palmerston, Earl Rus
sell, and Mr. Gladstone, against tho "Tory" or
"Conservative" party, of which the Earl of Derby
and Mr. Disraeli are leaders. Mr. Gladstone, the
Chancellor of the Exchequer, was defeated of re
election for Oxford, but was elected from South
Lancashire. The "Liberals" have gained 57 seats
and lost 33—a net gain of 24. Of the 658 mem
bers chosen 367 are claimed as Liberals, and 291 as
Conservatives. —The work ofWing the new Atlan
tic Telegraphic Cable has been fairly commenced.
The laying of the heavy shore end of 25 miles at
Valentia Hay, in Ireland, was completed on the 22d
of July, and this having been spliced to the deep-
sea cable on the 23d, the Gnat Eastern commenced
the work of " paying out" on the 24th. On the 27th
she had payed out 300 miles. At this rate it would
take about twenty days to reach the American ter
minus at Heart's Content Bay ; but it was supposed
that at sho lightened by parting with the cable and
the consumption of coal her rate would increase.
Before this Magazine reaches the reader the success
or failure of the enterprise will have been estab
lished.

The Confederate cruiser Shenandoah has been at
work among our whalers in tho Western Arctic
Ocean. We have tidings of the destruction of ei^ht
whalers, and fears are entertained tor our whole
whaling fleet in those waters, numbering about 60
vessels. The Shenanduah appears to have coaled
last at Melbourne in Australia, and was manned
mainly by British sailors.
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example of hearty, unaffected enjoyment is
a great public benefit to us Americans. If

the English take their pleasure sadly, we take ours

fiercely. We have a genius for display and ex

pense, but none for amusement. The young Amer
ican despises pleasure at two cents an hour. He
measures it

,

as he measures every thing else, by its
cost.' Consequently he gets the cost and little else.
Our religious teaching, too, is a little responsible.
Pleasure was not a pleasant nor a profitable thing
to the Puritan. It was the mask of Satan. It was

a gloze and a snare. A smiling saint was as in
conceivable to the Reverend Doctor Mather as an
innocent witch. The Puritan theory of life being
that of a vale of tears, the " professors" were re
solved that the fact should justify the theory ; and
they practically sneered at the idea of happiness
our being's end and aim as energetically as the
modern illustration of inflexible Puritanism, Thom
as Carlyle.
Certainly the church against which the human
mind was finally forced to protest was as catho
lic in its idea of a truly devout spirit as that of
Geneva or Scotland.

' In its view a smile was not

a sin, nor gayety necessarily godless. Its holy
days were holidays. Its feasts were truly named.
And as the traveler of to-day loiters along the roads
of Southern Europe upon a pleasant Sunday and
watches the enjoyment of the population, which
unites religious service with innocent amusement,
he can fully relish the point of the sarcasm which
represents a Frenchman entering London on a gray
day when all the houses and shops arc closed and
the smug people in sombre clothes walk solemnly
by and stare at him as a reprobate, and there is no
caf6, no garden, no promenade to cheer him, until
apprehending the melancholy truth, he gasps in
consternation, " C'est Soondag !"— It is Sunday !

The Germans are the most enjoying people in the
world, and they teach the rest of mankind by ex
ample. If we do not learn, it is not from want of
teaching. You may descend into any lager-becr
cellar in the city, or take the car to some country
garden, and you are sure to find these professors
engaged in full practice. A benoh, a bare table, a

piece of bread, a lump of cheese (smelling to heav
en), and a glass of lager— these are all the materi
als, and the pleasure really seems to be out of all
proportion. The roisterers dwell upon it

,

prolong

it
,

gloat over it. They laugh, they chat— how vol
ubly !— they sing, they sigh with satisfaction. The
lesson is richly worth a dollar to any American
spectator. For, ascend from the cheese and beer-
reeking cellar and go into Delmonico's at noon.
What a crowd ! what a rush ! what wonderful cakes
and mysterious comfits ! and what pale, thin, fierce,
anxious people bolting the pastry and washing it

down with whisky, with claret, with fine Rhenish !

There is plenty of German spoken, but the speakers
are Americanized. This is not a scene characteris
tic of the slow-going, steadily plodding, much-en
joying father-land. At best it is mongrel.
We must not generalize too severely. But Ger
many remains in tho traveler's memory as the land
of universal enjoyment upon the smallest capital.
Speaking nationally, there seems to be more honest
pleasure in a generous glass of sound lager than in

a dozen bottles of old London Particular or a hill
side of California hock. The cheapuess of pleasure,
also, is a lesson worth learning. An excellent au

thor and sagacious man, Mr. Burton, has published

a little book called " How to Observe." He will be
an excellent man, also, and worthy of honorable
remembrance, who shall publish an equally valua
ble book called " How to Enjoy."
But, meanwhile, before it appears, the lesson has
been practically offered to the city of New York by
the Congress of German glee clubs and musical so
cieties which assembled here at the close of July.

It remained in session for a week, marching in so
norous processions through the streets, uniting in
magnificent vocal concerts at the Academy and in
various halls, which were truly musical tourna
ments, in which various clubs contended for prizes,
the chief of which were won by two Philadelphia
societies and a Buffalo club. The Congress also re
paired to Jones's Wood for a monster musical pic
nie, where the prizes were awarded, games were
played, dances were danced, lager-beer was drunk,
and tbo horn was sounded. Yet although some
thirty thousand people were present, there was no
disturbance. The nimble pickpockets were of course
there, but they were quietly removed by tho lynx-
eyed police, and a storm descended and put out the

fire-works, but could not extinguish tho geniality of
the musical crew.

The singers came from New England, and Penn
sylvania, and Maryland, and Virginia, and New
York, and their harmony prefigures that which
will presently prevail among the lately discordant
people of those States. This harmony culminated
in the great concert at the Academy, which over
flowed with sincere lovers and listeners. The or
chestra was a hundred, and the chorus a thousand

strong. The two covered the stage. And the audi
ence was worthy the performers and the perform
ance. The music was of the more modern masters,
including Mendelssohn, whose Walpurgis-night was
nobly rendered and nobly heard. The late musical
week in Boston was devoted to the greater instru
mental works of the chief German masters. That
in New York was filled with tbo music of the less
famous but not less popular song-writers and minor
composers. Both were most memorable and uuique
festivals. Both will be of the greatest benefit to
musical education in this country. Both are due to
the generous German genius, to which we are a

l

ready so much indebted for our musical cultivation,
and wbose representatives are to be found every
where in the country, missionaries of national re
finement.

Ix this beautiful summer the College festivals
have been more interesting than usual. The re
action from tho peculiar tension of the war has in
fused special vigor into every other pursuit, and a
more earnest satisfaction into every assembly and
association. The Commencement season happily
coincides with that of the general vacation, so that
the alumni may return and sit at the feet of their
alma mater, and count the thickening laurels upon
her brow, and clasp the hands of brethren, without
the remorseful feeling that it is a pleasure bought
by truancy.
College brotherhood is a unique tie, and the class,
like the whole body of alumni, is a family. It has
its united interests, joys, and sorrows. It gives a

silver cup to the first-born child. It watches with
prido the careers of its distinguished members ; and
classes, like families, acquire a certain traditional
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reputation in the college, eminent, sometimes —

sometimes unfortunate. In the memory of many
practical men college life is the sentimental vein.
They are romantic when they recall it. " College
days" are still a spell to conjure with among those
who seem to have been long disenchanted. Nor is
there any plcasanter sight than, sitting in some
wall-pew during the exercises of the Commence
ment season, to watch the rows of black-coated
men, from the eager graduate of last year up to the
gray and bald and frosty children of tens and scores
of years before. They are parents, most of them,
and it can not fail to make them gentler, more con
siderate, more sympathetie, to bathe annually in
th« full current of young emotion ; to renew their
youth in the spectacle of what they were, and the
feeling of what they felt, when the Commencement
was their Commencement, and they ascended the
carpeted steps and received the sacred roll from the
President, capped and gowned.
See him there, placidly sitting in a corner and
leaning his tranquil face upon the ivory head of his
cane. The few white hairs glisten as they arc lift
ed by the summer wind that breathes cool through
the shaded church from blinded window across to
window. It is the venerable pastor of some remote
parish among the hills, to whom this day is the chief
festival of the year. Among those hills his calm
life glides away. His virtues decorate bis daily walk
as the violets and anemones, the rhodora and the
sweet-brier blossom in the pastures and on the edges
of woods about the village, sweetening the air,
brightening the fields, but unnoticed and unknown.
True to his college traditions, he is still a man of
books. No society is so fine and dear as that of his
library ; and the good man sighs to see his stripling
son bent upon another course, and planning to es
cape the path that leads to college. How placidly
the old man sits there, watching with musing heart
and moistened eye the youths who graduate to-day !
How little they, how little most of those who sit
around him, remember what he will never forget,
that one day of his life he was a hero, renowned,
admired —and that day his Commencement. Was
it of him whose performance has fulfilled no prom
ise, whose life trickles away in a country meadow,
reflecting the sky and clouds, instead of flowing a
mighty river bearing ships and traffic to the sea—
was it of him the poet sang :
"Thou calm, chaste scholar 1 I can are thee now,
The firat young laurels on thy pallid brow.
O'er thy slight figure, lightly floating down
In graceful folds, the Academic gown ;
On thy curved Hp the classic lines that taught
How pure themind that sculptured them with thought T"

Why not of him as of a thousand others who thought
to guide the horses of the sun through the empyrean,
and are forever plowing in a potato-field? It is
only the sharpuess of the contrast that makes the
picture sad. It is only the blunt confronting of
youth poised on its freshest pinions and launching
into flight, with age whose wings are folded and
who will fly no more. Patient, contented, helping
man and beloved of God, the old man lives his life.
It was not what he dreamed it would be when he
stood upon that platform —but it may bo nobler.
He thought then of what he would do ; he sees now
what God has done. There is no doubt longer. It
is of him the same poet wrote :

"The mossy marbles rest
On the lips that he has pressed
In their bloom; *

And the nnmes he loved to hear
Have been carved for many a year

On the tomb."

There has not been a Commencement this year
at which you might not have seen the old pastor.
There will never be one at which you may not see
him in the pew.
At Harvard there was a special Commemorative
Service for the children of the University who have
served in the war, and a permanent memorial will
be erected, probably in the form of a college hall
for the aoniversary exercises, to be adorned with
statues, busts, tablets, and other commemorative
sculptures of her illustrious sons. At Yale and
Williams there were similar services. Amherst,
also, and Dartmouth arc taking steps to secure the
same result. Let us hope also that in all colleges
a professorship of political history and philosophy
may be established, that the true principles of the
Government, for which so many college-bred heroes
have fought and fallen, may be clearly understood.
If it be worth while to teach American youth the
structure of the Greek and Roman governments, it
can not be superfluous to instruct them in the sys
tem of which they are parts, and for which they
will presently be responsible.

It was not upon Rochefoucault's general princi
ple that the misfortunes of our friends are always a
little pleasing to us that the Easy Chair beheld with
satisfaction tho burning of Barnum's Museum, but
because it has long had the most disagreeable repu
tation as a dangerous building, likely at any mo
ment to tumble down and bury every visitor in its
ruins; or, indeed, to do exactly what it has done,
burn like tinder, although happily without consum
ing hundreds of human beings.
Tho rapidity with which the fierce flames envel
oped the whole building was startling to any one who
remembered the narrow staircases and passages by
which alone a crowd, had it been there, could have
been saved. Indeed it is plain that if Kennedy had
succeeded in his plan of setting fire to the Museum
at night, when it was full of women and children,
the catastrophe would have been frightful. Fortu
nately at noon there was no performance, and the
visitors were fow, and the few persons in tho build
ing escaped.
Our rural friends especially will mourn with us
the destruction of the Museum. It was their most
familiar and popular resort in the city. Mr. Bar-
num had such a happy knack of unctuous descrip
tion that his hand-bills scattered in the cars that
thundered into town from the east and north and
south had all the temptation of special invitations ;
and it was not easy to believe that tho chief oppor
tunities of the city bad been improved if Barnum's
bad not been visited.

De moriuis nil nisi—vmtm. Let us confess, as
we stand at the corner of Ann Street and moralize
over the blackened beams and the piles of ashes
and bricks, that it was always a disappointment
That, indeed, is not necessarily a discredit. Niag
ara and St. Peter's are both disappointing. It is
tho imagination that dupes us. Niagara must be
an ocean pouring out of the sky. We hurry breath
less to the brink and behold —a river pouring over
a rocky ledge. St. Peter's must be so vast that
the high altar shall be lost in the blue mists of dis
tance, like a mountain-peak seen from long leagues
away. We approach the door; we raise, with Iwat-
ing hearts, the leathern curtain; and lo!— a large
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church. Was it otherwise with the Museum ? The
city child or the country cousin had heard of it

,

had

read of it
,

had conned the glowing bills, had paid
the fee that seemed so ridiculously small upon en
tering, so considerable upon coming out, and as
cending with eager feet the slightly winding stairs,
beheld —a cookey stand and some glass cases.
This was always depressing. The practical con
sequence of the first impression was that if there
were a tank with a Iking alligator, the reactionary
imagination was sure to consider him either a stuff
ed specimen or a knotty log of wood. Then the
wax-work — the "figgers" —let us speak of them
dispassionately, but was the room not very dark?
and were not the " figgers" very dim? Could we
reasonably suppose—allowing us to be ten years
old—that the image called General Grant resem
bled the doughty Lieutenant-General ? And surely
the group of Calabrian brigands was sadly confused.
The stuffed animal department —was that quite sat
isfactory ? Did it not seem merely the passage to
the moral theatre — a kind of " entry," as we say in
the country? The Easy Chair knows that he and
the great multitude of boys always congregated at
the end of the room where cakes and soda-water
were sold. On the next floor the Happy Family
was more encouraging ; and when a kangaroo was

placed in the corner there was really some justifi
cation of the eager expectation with which we all
came.

But, to tell the truth, these were not the special
charms of Barnum's. These were things that any
Museum might have had. Wax " figgers" and two-
headed calves are the mere commouplaces of such
institutions. The aquaria and the whales and seals
and living animals, these were real delights; and
the monsters, the Albinos, the fat women, the giants,
the dwarfs, these all gave interest a dash of awe
which was quite curdling and agreeable. The grav
ity and half fear with which we children watched
Commodore Nutt as he swaggered over the floor
like an imp out of the fairy tales, was impressive
and amusing. And if we were elderly ladies from
the country, how we did adjust our spectacles and
bless our souls as we surveyed the little Miss War
ren, whom Tom Thumb married !

AB for the " moral" drama, we could never un
derstand how huckleberry-pie became sponge-cake
because you called it so. Still it was interesting
to know that what was improper a few blocks farther
along in Chatham Row was very proper at the cor
ner of Ann Street ; and it was peculiarly agreeable
to those of us who came from the country to be sure
of our company, and to know that all sorts of
naughty people were not admitted. However, he

is a poor traveler who can come to the city without
learning any thing ; and if we learned that some
people who were not naughty people had extraor
dinary manners, it was an increase of useful knowl
edge which we could not regret.
What a shabby old hole it was, to be sure? It
seems almost cruel to say so when so many of the
worthy and industrious persons employed in it may
be sorely pinched by the sudden calamity of its
destruction. But they are already getting hold
elsewhere. The dramatic company is acting, and
Mr. Barnum will presently open a show at the
Chinese Building in Broadway. He says that after
the fire he consulted his friends as to his wisest
course. Ho told them he had a competent fortune
and could easily retire from active business.
Among his friends was Horace Greeley.

" What shall I do?" asked Barnum.
"If I were you," replied Greeley, "I would go
fishing. I've been trying for thirty years to go
fishing, and have never been able to do it." Bar
num will follow that advice. Ho will go fishing.
But he will take in men and women instead of scup
and flounders.

The great public schools of England are roman
tic objects to our imaginations. We are in the
habit of viewing them through the tender light of
Gray's ode upon a distant prospect of Eton. AVe
think of them as ancestral halls of learning, vener
able in themselves and hallowed by tradition. The
ancient vines that tapestry their gray walls, the
spacious quadrangles, the studious silence of the
buildings broken by the merry shouts of the play
ground, the indefinable charm of literary associa
tion, of which Gray's ode and Thackeray's descrip
tion of the Charter House, in the " Neweomes," are
such exquisite illustrations—all these things actual
and imaginative combine to invest the great schools
of England with a profound interest, and to recall,
when we think of them, the poet's words :

'<I tike a monk, I like a cowl,

I like a prophet of the soul :

And on my heart monastic aisles
Fall like sweet strains or pensive smiles."

And all this interest is confirmed and justified
by the impression, which is quite universal among
Americans, that the youth who study at those schools
emerge from their reverend shades amply accom
plished scholars.

It is a disagreeable awaking from an tgreeable
dream to learn that we are mistaken. There are
hints in Tom Brown's school-days, and in Thacke
ray also, which suggest a suspicion that all at those
schools is not quite as the imagination paints, and
the common opinion accepts. But how little they
really achieve, how barren of adequate results,
how amusingly antiquated in theory and practice
they are, few Americans can understand until they
read either the original report of the Parliament
ary Commission upon Eton and eight of the great
schools of England, or the digest of that report con
tained in a lively pamphlet by Mr. W. P. Atkin
son,* whose profession as a teacher, and whose wide
and various acquaintance with all the literature of
his profession, peculiarly fit him for the task of com
menting upon the Report, which he does with great
point and felicity.
This commission was appointed in 1861. It con
sisted of six competent gentlemen, who held a hun
dred and twenty-seven meetings, examined very
fully a hundred and thirty witnesses, personally vis
ited all the schools, instituted the most searching
inquiries in every department of the scholastic man
agement, the history, revenues, and details of man
agement, and reported in 1864, in four folio vol
umes, containing two thousand pages in double col
umns of fine print. Here certainly is copious mate
rial for an inquiry into the actual value of these
schools.

Mr. Atkinson begins by asking what ought to be
the education of three thousand of the sons of the
higher classes of England in her old and richly-en
dowed institutions, and in reply supposes what it is.
The youth will find in them, of course, noble libra
ries and the most admirable apparatus ; he will be
taught to understand the physical phenomena and
the natural history of his country : the future citi-

• Sever and Francis, Cambridge, Mass.
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zen of a great industrial nation, possibly heir to a
vast landed estate, and probably a legislator for all
these interests, he will bo instructed in all depart
ments of scienco which bear upon these subjects,
and will help him to govern and guide them. As
one of the governing class of a commercial island,
he will be well grounded in history and polities, in
political economy, and in physical and political ge
ography. As an Englishman he will be taught to
speak and write his noble native tongue with accu
racy and ease, and to become familiar with the
great authors who have illustrated and euriched it.
Living near the Continent, ho will acquire some of
the neighboring languages, and will naturally be
accomplished in music or drawing, or at least have
some acquaintance with their history and achieve
ments.

This is not an unfair statement of what may
justly bo expected in a liberal course of education
for a young English gentleman at an enormously
endowed English school. After a careful study of
the long report of the Commission Mr. Atkinson
gives us the astounding conclusion, which he justi
fies by details of testimony from the various teach
ers in the schools, that " in the great schools of En
gland, in the middle of the nineteenth century, the
whole of modern physical scienco. .. .the whole
study of the outward world is

, I do not say, pursued
imperfectly: it is not pursued at all : it is absolutely
ignored as an essential part of education ; and a

head master of twenty-seven years' standing can be
found who says he thinks as a training of the mind

it is worthless — it gives no power !"

"Whfc do the schools teach?" the reader asks
in amazement. Latin, Greek, and, subordinate to
these, mathematies. Of the thirty-five masters at
Eton twenty-four are classical, and eight are mathe
matical; while three teach all the modern lan
guages, physical science, natural history, English
language and literature, and drawing and music:
and this is the proportion in all except Rugby, which

is more civilized. Mr. Atkinson does not quarrel
with classical study. He is a scholar, and he knows
its value. But for that reason he values it justly.
It is " the preposterous abuse of classical study and
the absurd neglect of science" which seems to him so
appalling. The end of education, as he says, being

a true and symmetrical mental development, the
means must be more various and powerful than the
grammar of two dead languages.
But at least, it will be urged, what they do teach
they teach thoroughly. Let the Dean of Christ
Church College, Oxford, which receives, with Uni
versity College, the majority of Eton boys, answer.
"Some fifty or sixty young men matriculate at
Christ Church in the course of each year. Of these
perhaps ten will read for honors in classies. Such
men would be able to construe with tolerable cor
rectness a new passage from any Greek and Latin
author, translate a piece of easy English prose into
tolerable Latin, and answer correctly simple gram
matical and etymological questions in Latin and
Greek. The other forty orfifty would not." These
last can scarcely construe properly the authors they
profess to have read. They are examined in the
first four books of the -Sneid, and the same of the
Iliad. They are not examined at matriculation in
ancient or modern history or geography. They
are tested in arithmetie, but not in algebra.
Thero is probably hardly a boy who has been
examined this summer for admission to any of our
colleges who is not better fitted than the great ma

jority of those who come np every year from the
great English schools to enter the Universities.
Of study at the University Mr. Atkinson does not
treat at length. But it is interesting to compare
Gibbon's account of Oxford a century ago with the
two papers upon the same University by Professor
Goldwin Smith lately published in this Magazine.
Mr. Atkinson says, trenchantly : "Oxford and Cam
bridge are little more than cockpits on a larger scale
and for older combatants to engage in contests of
the same kind as those at the schools." And he
then naturally asks, "Whence come the real schol
ars" of England ?

This question he answers by saying that the re
ally fins scholars in England are fewer than we
suppose; and that the English aristocracy, as a
body, ore not well educated. The best scholars in
that country he believes to be self-educated or pri
vately trained. The ignorance of many of those
supposed to bo of the scholarly class and the nar
rowness of University training he illustrates by the
gross ignorance of statesmen like Lord Derby and
Mr. Gladstone in regard to our war.
Meanwhile England herself is moving toward
reform. The old institutions are so intensely aris
tocratic that new schools for the "middle class"
are already established, w here the experiment of a
modern education is tried, and with success. Such
are Marlborough, Wellington, and Cheltenham col
leges, and the City of London school. ' Mr. Atkin
son's idea of a true reform is that it must found a
course of liberal education represented by a more
thorough study than at present of the Latin lan
guage and literature as the foundation of a study
of language and general grammar, and of a knowl
edge of the kindred modern tongues, but in which
the study of Greek shall be wholly superseded by

a real study of the mother tongue and their lan
guages; and in which the study of physical science
shall bo begun with the earliest development of the
observing faculties. Not the least interesting part
of his pamphlet is the testimony of eminent scien
tific men in England, such as Sir Charles Lvell,
Professor Faraday, Professor Owen, Dr. Hooker,
and Sir J. F. W. Herschel to the insufficiency of
the present system.
From these fragmentary hints the great interest
and value of Mr. Atkinson's little work may be
conjectured. It is notable, also, as an illustration
of the present tendency of the American mind to

emancipate itself wholly from its old superstitions
in regard to England ; an emancipation which will

inevitably result in a more intelligent and cordial
friendship.

In one of his caustic tirades against snobbery
Thackeray stops and says : " Well, I have no doubt

I should be very glad to bo seen walking down Pall
Mall with a duke on each arm." He confesses that

it is almost impossible for an Englishman to rid
himself of this mean subservience to rank, titles,
accident. Whoever goes to England is confounded
by it. Men of the best sense yield to it. The spirit
of caste is hardly less marked in India than in En

gland. A nobleman, by reason of Ii is titlo merely,
and without the least regard to his intrinsic nobil
ity, carries a charm which stupefies common sense.
A toad with a jewel in his head would be a very
valuable and interesting phenomenon ; but to treat

all toads as if they had jewels would be the prac
tice of dull barbarians only.

It is astonishing that a people which, like the
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English, takes peculiar pride in its manliness and
common sense should be the victims of so crude a
superstition as nobleman-worship, and should tol
erate from any of their fellow-subjects such insolence
as the conduct of Lords constantly discloses. We
Americans, in common with Englishmen, have a
profound reverence for money, and an undue defer

ence for rich men. But there isjthis to be said in
justification of our weakness, that with us great
fortunes are usually the sign of special ability, of
extraordinary shrewdness, or of some positive tal
ent; while hereditary titles and wealth refer to
graves and dead men and extinct sagacity only.
Nor do we permit rich men to encroach upon com
mon rights. Wealth is jealously watched by us.
It secures no special privilege as rank does in En
gland. Its inability to intrench itself in long de
scents tends constantly to its humiliation. There
is no man in this country, not the President of the
United States, who would write, or wish to write,
to a railroad company such a letter as an English
man, known as the Earl of Winchelsea and Notting
ham, lately wrote to the Chairman or President of
the Southwestern Railway.
The Earl had been smoking in a railroad-car, and
was properly complained of by the station-master
and duly summoned before a magistrate. He did
not appear, but wrote this ludicrous letter to the
President :

"Sia,—Idemand the instantdismissnl of the station-mas-
ter, named Atter, at jour Vauxhall Station, who has had
the effrontery to apply for a summons (involving a breach
of privilege) against me at the Wandsworth Bench, for
what he has the impudence to term smoking contrary to
your by-law. I beg you to observe that the pieceof Impu
dence involves a breach of the privileges of the House of
Lords, and that you, the Chairman of the Company, shall
bs held responsible for it.

"WlNOUKLSBA AND NOTONOUAM."

This is exquisite. It transcends Punch, The
railway company makes regulations for the comfort
and safety of passengers. It is made the duty of
its officers to complain in case of a breach of the
regulation. One of these rules forbids smoking.
A passenger smokes in defianco of the order and
the officer complains. Tho ridiculous passenger
flies into a passion, calls the lawful and necessary
conduct of the officer "effrontery;" and being
caught, flagrante delicto, in the very act of smoking,
against the rule, denounces the "impudence" of the
officer for calling smoking "smoking," and a breach
of the rule, " contrary to your by-law." The re
doubtable gentleman adds that calling smoking
smoking, and a by-law a by-law, involves a breach
of the privileges of the House of Lords, and serves
notice upon the President that he shall be held re
sponsible for a breach of privilege committed by
somebody else.

If it bo one of the privileges of the House of
Lords that a peer may smoke in railroad-cars, it
must be equally his privilege to smoke in a church
or wherever else he pleases, and to make himself
generally a nuisance. John Bull finds many things
in our society at which he feels called upon to sneer
or shout. Does it ever occur to him that ho is often
the most ridiculous object in Christendom ?

It is pleasant to observe that the Fourth of July
was very generally observed by Americans in Eu
rope. The day has acquired a new significance,
and it was especially proper that its meaning should
be refreshed in the memory both of our foreign
Vol. XXXI.—No. 184.— N n

friends and foes. In London the dinner was attend
ed by some of our best English friends, and Pro
fessors Cairnes and Goldwin Smith made excellent
speeches. A letter was read from John Bright, and
one from Mr. Minister Adams, wbom a family afiiic-
tion detained at home. In Berlin there was an
agreeable assembly, and in Paris a beautiful fete
was given by Mr. Minister Bigelow at the Pre-Cut-
alan, a garden in tbo Bois de Boulogne.
The gate was adorned with the American and
French Mags blended, and the Stars and Stripes
floated from a flag-staff in the centre of the lawn.
There was a tent for dancing and dinner ; a band
of musie, and a pretty cafe. There was also a lit
tle theatre where a conjuror delighted the children
while the older guests danced in the tent or prom
enaded. At two o'clock the distinguished com
pany arrived—among them were the three chief
ministers of the Emperor and the diplomatic corps.
At three, as the clergymen wbo were to perform
some religious exercises had not arrived— and in
deed, as tho letter from which we derive our in
formation slyly says, they did not appear until din
ner-time — Mr. Bigelow weleomed the guests in a
pleasant little speech. At six he handed in to a
cold dinner the wife of the Minister of tho Colonies
and Marine ; and after dinner, although speeches
had not been designed, the true Fourth of July af
flatus filled some patriotic souls, and they gave voice
to the generous enthusiasm of the day.
It does not appear that the slightest allusion was
made to Mexico or the Moaroe doctrine. Indeed,
it is not improbable that upon those heads the Em
peror is of opinion that the least said the better.
The prospects of the Latin race upon the American
continent are at present rather cloudy. M. Velas
quez, the Minister of Maximilian, gave a banquet
at Rome and invited the Pope's Ministers. There
upon Cardinal Antonclli improvised an entertain
ment for the same day, and all the official person
ages attended. The Minister was naturally offend
ed by so gross an insult, and will doubtless be with
drawn. Meanwhile the Pope's Minister, or Nuncio,
in Mexico has been instructed to leave, on the
ground that he can not remain and see the Church
insulted. Having thus forfeited the countenance
of the Church party, and being opposed by the Ju
arez or Liberal party, the representative of the Latin
race has little left to depend upon but the bayonets
of Franco.
This was naturally not a subject for American
Fourth of July speeches' in a pretty Paris garden,
with the Emperor's Minister of Foreign Affairs
drinking your good health in tho most sparkling
Champagne, and tho United States Minister hand
ing out the wife of the Emperor's Minister for the
Colonies —which do not quite yet include Mexico.
But we may all be glad that the host of the United
States in the pleasant Pri-Calalan was a gentleman
so sagacious and accomplished, and so truly an
American by the profoundest conviction, as John
Bigelow. In his hands the honor of the country
will neither bo imperiled by foolish bravado nor by
undignified servility. He will not interpret the
Moaroe doctrine as a declaration of our right to do
just what we choose, while if danger menaces this
country from any quarter whatever we need have
no fear that he will not promptly and manfully de
mand the utmost respect for our rights.
It is not the least of our good fortunes that upon
this memorable Fourth of July the United States
were represented in Europe by Mr. Adams in En
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gland, Mr. Bigelow in France, Mr. Marsh in Italy,
and Mr. Motley in Austria, besides their honorable
and honest associates in the other countries. A na
tion will inevitably be judged by foreigners by the
character of its official representatives. Fifteen

3'ears ago His Excellency Mr. Hannegan, Minister
of the United States to Prussia, harangued the pop
ulace of Berlin in his shirt, mad-drunk. His Ex
cellency Mr. Wright, present Minister of the United
States at the same court, drinks no wine. There is
just that difference between the hectoring insolence
of the spirit that directed the United States Govern
ment then and its lofty moderation and fidelity to
republican orinciple now.

ifMtar's Sramrr.
l/~\LT) CAT" ADAMS lives in Texas. He is

so called from a circumstance which oc
curred once when he was out fishing for "cat-fish,"
or, as you call them, " bull-heads." He caught a
beautiful black bass— they call them trout—and
being very angry, he threw it back into the water,
saying, " When I fish for trout I fish for trout, and
when I fish for cat I fish for cat !" But this is not
my story. Old Cat had a neighbor who was very
deaf, and who always sat in the long hot days on
the porch of his house, which was some little dis
tance from the street. One morning old Cat came
along on horseback —every body rides on horseback
there—and halting in front of his neighbor's house
he commenced moving his lips as if he were telling
something to his deaf neighbor, who was sitting as
usual on the porch. "What is it ?" says his neigh
bor. Cat again began working his lips rapidly, as
if he were telling an important piece of news, but
not a sound did he utter. "I can't hear!" said his
neighbor, curling up his hand back of his car, as
deaf people do. " Louder !" Old Cat took both his
hands and doubled them up in front of his mouth,
in the shape of a speaking-trumpet, and again com
menced working his lips and getting red in the face
with the exertion. " I can't hear !" says his neigh
bor, and getting up from his seat, commenced mak
ing his way toward the gate, where he could hear
better; but Cat, pretending to be very indignant,
put spurs to his horse and rode away, leaving his
poor neighbor bewailing his fato at being deaf, and
at having lost so much news.

Good old Mrs. Call was quite hard of hearing,
being somewhat advanced in years. Her daughter
Lydia was a bonnie lass, who loved a good time and
knew well how to get it up. Lydia had arranged
a junket, and the young men and maids were all on
hand. In the midst of the fun in popped old Dea
con L . to sec bow the widow fared. This was
a wet blanket upon the merriment : and the Dea
con he hung on, till Lydia was out of all patience.
She kept wishing and wishing he would go, but
still he Silt chatting with the widow on things above
and things below ; but by-and-by he gets up to de
part.
" Oh, Deacon, Deacon !" said Mother Call ;
" don't think of going before tea. Oh, do stop to
tea, won't you?"
The Deacon, so strangely urged, replied : "Well,
I rather think I will, as the folks will not expect
me home before dark."
" What did he say, Liddy ?" said the widow.
Lydia had a ready answer: "He says he will

not to-day, as the folks expect him home before
dark. Why how deaf yon do grow, mother !"
"Oh, well, come some other day, Deacon. Now
do, won't you ?" said Mother Call, as she bowed the
Deacon out.

"Smart gal that," said the Deacon, as he trudged
along home. "She'll find her way through the
world, 111warrant."

is your July issue I see an aneedote in reference
to the conversation held between the marine and
tho English officer. The incident referred to was
of actual occurrence, as was also the following, in
which the same irrepressible Martin also figured,
while on a short leave of absence from the Niagara,
while she was waiting for the cable.
Martin, having got tired of London, bethought
himself of taking an airing into the country; and
being, as usual, quite Democratic in his views, took
a seat in a first-class carriage. Subsequently, be
fore the train started, other parties entered, some
of whom were the cream of Snobocracy, and seeing
a common soldier in their presence, and at his ease,
became quite indignant. After a timo they con
cluded to inform the conductor and have him eject
ed. Accordingly the aforesaid personage came
pompously in, and, addressing Martin, said," My man, do you know you are in the wrong
car?"
"Is not that a first-class ticket?" said M., pro
ducing the article.
" Yes, but ibis car is for gentlemen."
"Well, don't you call me a gentleman?"
" Pooh ! who made you a gentleman ?"
" General Washington !" was the cool reply ; and
Martin laid himself back preparatory to a comfort
able ride.

It was reported on board the ship that some of
the attaches of the American embassy were in the
same car, and were eo well pleased with the denoue
ment that Martin was feasted and feted to his heart's
content for a week.

A SoTIAv-scnooi, scholar at Akron, on being
requested, with other members of his class, to re
peat from the Bible a verse of his own selection,
promptly gave the following : "If any one attempts
to haul down the American flag, shoot him on the
spot!"

Dcri>*g the early part of 1863, while the Union
forces were before Charleston, South Carolina, a
Union officer had a domestic parrot. The bird was
kept near the trenches, and had learned from the
negroes on the island to say, " 0 Lord ! O Lord !"
One day a stray shot wounded the poor bird, and it
fluttered over to the enemy's works, crying, "O
Lord ! 0 Lord ! 0 Lord !" and breathed out its life
with these earnest words.

We have a friend who is a somewhat noted prac
tical joker, residing in a country residence near the
ocean. Some time since he had a visit from Pro
fessor , of poetic memory. The Professor is a

keen trout fisherman, and seeing a largo pond at
some distance from R 's residence, inquired :
" Can you fish for trout In that pond ?"
" Oh yes," said E ,

" as well as not."
" Possible !—where's your rod?"
" I have none. I'm no fisherman. But if you
want to try, we'll go over to S and get tackle,

and you may try your hand at it to-morrow."
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It was thereupon agreed to do so, and the day
was passed by the worthy Professor in preparations
for angling.
The next morning early R drove him over
to the pond, and be whipped it all around, to wind
ward and leeward, and finally waded it up to his
waist, and threw his flies most skillfully, but never
raised a I'm. At length, as the sun grew intolera
bly hot, he turned to R- , wbo lay under a tree
solacing himself with a book and cigar, and ex
claimed,
" I don't believe there is a trout in your pond !"
"I don't know that there is," replied R—— , im-
perturbably.
" Why, you told me there was."
"Oh no," said R , very leisurely turning and
lighting another cigar ; " you asked me if you could
fish for trout here, and I said you could as well as
not. I've seen folks do it often, but I never knew
of one being caught here."
The result might bo anticipated. R walked
home, and the Professor drove the horses ; nor did
R—— venture within reach of the Professor's rod
until after dinner.

" An ! here you are, my good fellow ; how d'ye
do ? Upon my honor it does my heart good to see
you once more ! How's your family nnd the old
woman ? we haven't seen her for a long time—when
is she coming down to see my wifo?"
" I am quite well, I thank you ; but indeed, Sir,
you have the advantage."
"Advantage! my good fellow—what advant
age?"
" Why really, Sir, I do not know you?"
"Know me! well, I don't know you: where in
the deuce is the advantage?" i

Ridino in a street car in New Orleans soon after
the surrender of Lee's army, but before that import
ant intelligence bad been made public here, my
attention was attracted by tho entrance of a news
boy with an armful of the evening edition of the
Times. While evolving the picayuno necessary for
a purchase, I asked, with that impatience of delay
peculiar to the time, " What's the news?"
A vacant expression swept over his face, and aft
er a vain effort at recollection, he called to a con
frere who maintained a precarious foothold in the
doorway —a prominent feature in all car locomotion
in the Crescent City— " Bill, what was it that man
down at the newspaper-office told us to call?"
" Surrender of Lee's army— the war inadvertent
ly closed!" was the reply; and turning, with an
air of relief, ho announced, with nil the animation of
revivified memory, " The war is virtuously closed !"
Of course, upon referring to tho column for fur
ther information, I read tho news heading — " The
war virtually closed."

A corrBspojident of the Cincinnati Gazette,
writing reminiscences of Sherman's campaign in
North Carolina, is responsible for tho following:
General Sherman complained that the Govern
ment had never distinctly explained to him what
policy it desired to have pursued. " I asked Mr.
Lincoln explicitly, when I went to City Point,
whether bo wanted me to capture Jeff Davis or let
him escape, and in reply ho told mo a story.
That " story" may now have a historical value,
and I give it therefore as General Sherman said Mr.
Lincoln told it—only premising that it was a favor

ite story with Mr. Lincoln, which he told many
times, and in illustration of many points of public
policy :
"I'll tell you, General," Mr. Lincoln was said to
have begun, " I'll tell you what I think about tak
ing Jeff Davis. Out in Sangamon County there
was an old temperance lecturer who was very strict
in the doctrine and practice of total abstinence. One
day, after a long ride in the hot sun, he stopped at
the house of a friend, who proposed making him a
lemonade. As the mild beverage was being mix
ed, the friend insinuatingly asked if be wouldn't
like the least drop of something stronger, to brace
up his nerves after tho exhausting heat and exer
cise. ' No,' replied the lecturer, ' I couldn't think
of it ; I'm opposed to it on principle ; but,' he add
ed, with a longing glance at the black bottle that
stood conveniently at hand, 'if you could manage
to put in a drop unbetiunnut to me, I guess it
wouldn't hurt me much!' Now, General," Mr.
Lincoln is said to havo concluded, " I'm bound to
oppose the escape of Jeff Davis ; but if you could
manage to let him slip out unbeknownst like, I
guess it wouldn't hurt me much !"
" And that," exclaimed General Sherman, '• is
all I could get out of tho Government as to what
its policy was concerning tbo rebel loaders till Stan
ton assailed mo for Davis's escape !"

I 8EXD yon a petition that was recently presented
to the " Honorable Mayor and Common Council of
the City of Lockport." I might remark that this
city has only been incorporated about four months,
and that eur estimable citizens have not learned
tho ways of cities :
" To the Honorable Magor and Common Council of the
City of Lockport :
"The petition of sundry inhabitants of that part of the
City of Lockport lying west of Transit Street in said City,
humbly showeth : That tho attention of your petitioners
has been called to an ordinance lately passed by your
Honorable body, dividing tho territory of said city, and
setting apart that portion of the city lying west of Transit
Street as a public pasture for mileh cows within the streets
thereof. Your petitioners, In view of the fact that no
member of your Honorable body resides within the boun
dary of said city, so sct apart, west of Transit Street, have
been led to think that all tho bearings of said ordinance
upon the subject of the pasturage of mileh cows upon the
public streets havo not been fully considered by your Hon
orable body. The number of mileh cows belonging to
members of your Honorable body and others, living east
of said Transit Street is believed to be very large, and we
regard the pasturage afforded by the streets lying west of
Transit Street to bo entirely inadequate to the support of
tho entire cow population, and that Cave Street, Vine
Street, and other streets east of Transit, furnish as good
pasturage as Niagara, Ontario, and other streets west
thereof. Wo therefore humbly ask that the said ordi
nance bo so amended that mileh cows belonging west of
Transit Street may have the same privilege to graze upon
the streets cast thereof that those belonging within the
territory where your Honorable body all reside have upon
tho streets where your petitioners reside. Or In case this
can not be done, then that all mileh cows belonging east
of Transit Street be prohibited from grazing upon the
streets west thereof
" We Keep, E. Shepan), g. Caverno, D. K Dole, G. W.
Gould, Chas. Strong, John Lee, G. W. Boughton, U.
Gardner, Wm. P. Warren, B. H. Fletcher, I. B.
Luce, Jas. Wallace.
"DatBd Locxroar, Juntl 1885."

A rather amusing and unusual clerical mistake
occurred in Aberdeen one Sunday forenoon. It so
J happened that the ministers of the Established and
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Free St. Clement's churches, Footdee, were both
enjoying boliday out of town. Arrangements had
consequently been made with two young preachers
to supply the respective pulpits ; and accordingly,
in fulfillment of promise, Substitute No. 1 arrived
at the Free Church vestry in good time to dispatch
the preliminary adornments, get the manuscript
into exact position, etc. By the time these little
needfuls were accomplished, Substitute No. 2 came
on the ground, when, of course, some conversation
took place as to the minister of the church having
bespoken two aids. However, guileless of wrong
and in the best humor, taking it for granted that
the double supply was a bit of forgetfulness or mal-
arrangement on the part of their friend, the parson
proper, Substitute No. 1 ascended the pulpit, while
No. 2 went and took his seat among the worshipers.
The psalm being duly given out, the singing com
menced—every thing proceeding decently and in
order. Meantime the tbought flashed across the
mind of a shrewd elder, who had seen tho two
comers arrive, that possibly one of them might be
intended for tho old Zion, whose clergyman, he
happened to know, was from home. Forthwith the
Free beadle was dispatched to make inquiry as to
how the land lay over the way, and happening to
meet his Established brother of the pass, he learned
in hot haste that with him all was barrenness —no
help or aid having at ten minutes past eleven, the
hour of beginning the service, put in an appear
ance. The mischance was clear as light. Back
hurried the Free Church beadle, who hastily in
formed the occupant of the pulpit that he was in
the wrong box, who thereupon, with all necessary
speed, quitted tho place while the singing was still
going on. While all this was transacting, the con
gregation of the Established Church were, it may
be imagined, in a somewhat anxious condition as to
what had become of tho gentleman who was to con
duct their services, it being now about twenty min
utes past eleven. At the close of tho two kirks,
however, all was made clear, but whether the ex
cellence of the respective sermons (both, doubtless,
good), or tbo perplexing incidents of the day, formed
the chief topic of commentary, may be left to be
inferred.

There lives at Macksburgh, on Duck Creek,
twenty miles northwest of Marietta, Ohio, a man
named Thomas Murphy, who made an "oil lease"
to some New York parties, which was also execut
ed by his wife. It was sent back to him with di
rections to go before a justice of the peace with his
wife and acknowledge it. Now Murphy is a jus
tice himself. In a few days the lease came back
with the following acknowledgment :
State of Ohio, > On this 26th day of July,

Washington County,/ 1805, before me came Thom
as Murphy and Emma his wife, to me known, and ac
knowledged that they did executo the above lease. And
tho said Emma, on a private examination by me made,
scparnU and apart from her husband, further acknowl-
edged that she executed the same freely and without any
fear of her husband. Thomas Miapnr,

Justice of the Peace.

Lord ErsBine, when somewhat young at the
bar, was engaged in the following case: An old
gentleman had died at a village inn, and a will was
produced, by which all his property was left to an
attorney not in the most distant way related to the
testator. The widow of the gentleman in question
was left in a state of destitution with a largo fami

ly. In vain did she solicit the attorney to assist
her in providing for herself and family. The mat
ter soon became the subject of general conversation,
and means were provided to enable the widow to
contest the validity of the will, on the ground of
the testator's incapacity to make a bequest at the
time. Erskino was retained for the widow, and
successfully advocated his client's cause. In the
course of the trial the defendant brought forward,
as evidence to show that the testator was in a fit
state of mind to make and execute the will in ques
tion, witnesses who swore they had seen the testa
tor playing at cards. "Gentlemen of tho jury,"
said Erskinc, "it certainly appears that the old
gentleman had been plaged with ; how far this is a
test of bis sanity will be for you to determine. Yes,
he played at cards—probably he might play a king,
or a queen, or an ace : but, gentlemen of the jury,
before you leave the box, I think that I shall be
able to point out the party wbo played the knavB
in this business."

The following letter was received by the teacher
of one of the public schools in Philadelphia from an
aggrieved parent :

Phil" June 8" 1S65
Sir, Madam or Miss— I beg leave of the permission to
express that the several seditions probably unknown to
your opposition should now Pend at a barr of your Koren-
sic adjudication, as by a certain misdemeanor yesterday
my son Jacob was beaten in the eide— greatly Infuriating
his internal organs. If therefore if he be wrong Spare not
correction to whom it should be applied (Via) of prevent
ing such future Seditious scintilations to Evaporate, while
taciturnity may with greater ease preside You would
abo oblige me at the leisure periods of nlay to keep the
said Jacob within your school to the strict attention to the
end that his mind might with greater easebeapprehensive
to his book And oblige

Yours truly
Jo>sox P. WiLua,

Osf. of the daily papers says that Joseph Aspin-
all, for the last eleven years " starter" for the Brook
lyn City Railroad, died lately of dysentery. As an
instance of his attention to business, and to show
that his mind was ever occupied by thoughts of his
duty, the following incident is related : He visited a
church, not long since, in the neighborhood of Myr
tle Avenue, and during the preaching fell asleep.
When the sermon was about concluded he awoke,
and imagining himself on duty at the Fulton Fern*,
he excluimed uloud, "What's the matter with that
Myrtle Avenue car? arc you going to stay there
all day?" The effect on the audience cm be better
imagined than described.

LamB once convulsed a company with an anec
dote of Coleridge, which, without doubt, he hatched
in his hoax-loving brain. " 1was," he said, "going
from my house at Enfield to the East India House
one morning when I met Coleridge on his way to
pay me a visit. He was brimful of some new idea,
and, in spite of my assuring him that time was pre
cious, he drew me within the gato of an unoccupied
garden by the road-side, and there, sheltered from

observation by a hedge of evergreens, he took me
by the button of my coat, and, closing his eyes,
commenced an eloquent discourse, waving his right
hand gently as the musical words flowed in an un
broken stream from his lips. 1 listened entranced;
but the striking clock recalled me to a sense of
duty. I saw it was of no use to attempt to break
away ; so, taking advantage of his absorption in
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his subject, and, with my penknife, quietlv sever
ing my button from my coat, I decamped. Five
hours afterward, in passing the same garden on my
way home, I heard Coleridge's voice ; and on look
ing in, there he wHs with closed eyes, the button
in his fingers, and the right hand gracefully wav
ing, just as when I left him. He had never missed
me."

From Elmira a correspondent sends a few inci
dents characteristic of the Thirty - seventh New
York Volunteers, or Irish Rifles :
Upon first taking the field the regiment was
armed with smooth-bore muskets. One of the men,
while cleaning his gun, remarked:
"An' is it Irish Rifles wo are? Sure there is no
rifle to this at all : a smooth-bore it is."
To which a comrade replied :
"Rape still, ye gossoon ; an' isn't a smooth-bore
an Irish rifle?"

During the march from Fortress Moaroe to York-
town the baggage-trains were delayed, and in con

sequence the regiment was sbort of rations for a
couple of days. At that period of the war the the
ory that the rebels could be starved out was in
vogue. One of the men commented on it by shout
ing, at the top of his voice, " Back-bone of the re-
billion broken — the ribils nearly starved out ! Be
gorra, it's mesclf that's had but one cracker in for
ty-eight hours — thraa cheeri for the Union !"

At the battle of Williamsburg one of the men
received a scalp-wound directly on top of the head,
which would'have been instantly fatal had it passed
a quarter of an inch lower. The blow knocked down
and partially stunned him. Upon recovering he
cried out, " Who is it that is thirstin' for military
glory? Not I, bo gorra! Here's fur the raar!"
and, suiting the action to the word, started for the
hospital.

Another wounded man saw in hospital a rebel
soldier of his own race with whom ho had once been
acquainted in New York. "Ye bloody villain,"
said ho to him, "it's meself that will bate ye fur
jinin' the ribils!" and thereupon commenced to
belabor him, and a fight ensued which was quelled
by the surgeon.

At the battle of Fair Oaks the regiment, led in
person by the lamented Kearney, made a gallant
and successful charge against a vastly superior force
of rebels. In relating the affair to a comrade who
was not present at the fight, one of the soldiers re
marked, " Ye ought to have seen the divel Rcarney
wid his sword in his one hand and the reins stuffed
into his mouth, swearin' and chaarin' ivery sicond."
The question was asked how ho could cheer with
reins in his mouth. "Ye spalpeen, ye! what do
rc know about war? Didn't he spit 'em out ivery
time ho swore at the ribils, and lapped 'cm in again
ivery time he tould us to give it to the bloody say-
sich."

One or two of the soldiers having been punished
by the colonel for laxity of vigilance when on guard
led to an amusing occurrence shortly afterward.
The colonel was returning to camp one cold, stormy
night. Tho sentinel promptly challenged him, and
demanded the countersign. It happened that the
colonel had forgotten the countersign. He was or-

dered to halt ; whereupon he commenced to expos
tulate with the sentry, telling him that he was the
colonel, etc. The sentinel replied, " I don't know
ye at all at all : halt where ye are ;" meanwhile
presenting bayonet at his breast. After remaining
out in the cold for about half an hour the officer of
the guard directed the sentry to allow tbo colonel
to pass in. No further complaint of neglect of duty
while on guard was again presented.

During the winter of '6I and '62, when all was
"quiet on the Potomae," good fare, comfortable
quarters, and little to do, made the men quite cheer
ful and contented. After pay-day one of them gave
the toast, " If this be war, may there niver be pace !"
Another toast given was : " Here's to tho hope that
the Thirty-siventh may become the tirror of the
world and the admeration of the faymale six!''

During one of the first performances of tbo
"Trovatore" in Prague a funny event occurred.
Leonora had poisoned herself, and Maurico had
been condemned by his unnatural brother the Count,
who had given the customary order to his satellites,
" Conduct him to death." The order, bowever, was
misunderstood by tho faithful but uureasoning su
pers, who, allowing the Troubadour to go off unac
companied to execution, turned and began dragging
at the prostrate Leonora. That embarrassed prima
donna, dreadfully confounded, at length burst out,
in pure Viennese, with uAbcr fas.'/'s mi docli Hegen,
unci ziei1t's mi nit .t" (.4 nglice,

" Do leave me alone,
and don't haul at me!") To which request an irre
pressible super loudly replied, "No, miss, we've
got to arrest you." Tho audience burst into laugh
ter, and the curtain fell.

The last joke at the expense of the French Soci
ety for tho Protection of Animals is to tho follow
ing effect : A countryman, armed with an immense
club, presents himself before the president of the
society and claims the first prize. He is asked to
describe the act of humanity on which he founds
his claim.
" I saved the life of a wolf," replies the country
man. " I might easily havo killed him with this
bludgeon;" and he swings his weapon in the air,
to tho intense discomfort of tho. president.
" But where was this wolf?" inquires the latter.
" What had he done to you ?"
" Ho had just devoured my wife," is the reply.
The president reflects an instant, and then says,
"My friend, I am of opinion that you have been
sufficiently rewarded."

A frienti in Memphis writes : It is very grati
fying to observe how entirely the "war spirit,"
that animated and controlled the minds of all class
es of men two or throe years since in this region,
has died out, and given place to more of fraternal
feeling among those so recently enemies than the
most sanguine could have anticipated. This is no
less true among soldiers than citizens ; and before
the late '* order" was issued prohibiting returned
"Confeds" from wearing their uniforms it was no
uncommon thing to see groups of men clad in the
gray and blue jackets sociably mingling together
and enjoying themselves.
A few days since two soldiers, one a " Fed" and
the other a "Confed," evidently bent on having a
"gay and festive" time, entered one of the princi
pal saloons in this place and called for drinks ; bat
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the keeper reminded the
"
boy in blue" that a mili

tary order prohibited him from selling liquor to
Federal soldiers. After a little consultation, howev
er, the pair again approached the counter, and the
"Confed" took a drink, while the "Fed" consoled
himself with a cigar. They then retired from the
room, and availed themselves of the first conven
ient place to exchange jackets, when they returned

to the saloon, and the " Fed" (now having a gray
jacket on) called for a drink, which was not denied
him; and the "Confed" took a cigar, after which
little " strategy" they went on their way as cozily
as if they had not been trying to cut each other's
throats these four years.

An Irishman with his family, landing at Phila
delphia, was assisted on shore by a negro, who
spoke to Patrick in Irish. The latter, taking the
black fellow for one of his own countrymen, asked
him how long he had been in America. "About
four months," was the reply. The chop-fallen Irish
man turned to his wife and exclaimed, " But four
months in the country and almost as black as jet !"

At a crowded lecture the other evening a young
lady, standing at the door of the church, was ad
dressed by an honest Irishman: "Indade, Miss, I
should be glad to give you a sate, but the empty
ones are all full."

The singular things told in your July number
of the Rev. Dr. West, regarding his absence of
mind, remind me of a near relative of mine ; and
as, according to the popular proverb, we should
" never spoil a joke for relationship," I will relate
an anecdote of him.
My grandfather was returning homo one evening
from the hny-field, driving his oxen before a load
of hay. He had tied an old mare, which be had
been using, to the cart behind ; but, happening to
think of one of her favorite tricks of pulling, he un
tied her again, and mounting, rode alongside, still
driving the oxen. He fell into a deep reverie, as
was his wont, in which balky mares and all other
vexations sublunary matters were banished from
bis mind. But this serene state was suddenly bro
ken up by his happening to think, when near homo,
that he had, when starting from the hay-field, tied
that uuruly beast to the cart behind. Entirely for
getting the precaution he had afterward taken, he
whirled about only to discover that she was missing
from the place ; and, supposing that she had pulled
loose, he rode back at full gallop in search of the
stray vixen. In the course of half a mile he met
one of bis neighbors, a stuttering fellow, to whom he
called out to know if he bad seen any thing of her.
Before the man had half surmounted his t-t-t's (per
haps from a comical expression in his face) the
whole truth flashed into my grandfather's mind,
and he turned back at full speed, without waiting
for a reply to his inquiry, only exclaiming, "Let
her go: I'll not look her up." But it was too late
for him to save himself, and his neighbors in the
old Connecticut village never suffered the story to
be forgotten as long as he lived there.

Mason and Clark occupied the same office, and
neither ever let slip an opportunity for getting a
practical joke upon the other. Mason was a most
worthy citizen, all but a fearful habit of procrastina
tion. He was elected school-committeeman of the
district, and employed one of those smart, voluble j

schoolmams, who can talk a jnan blind, and have
energy enough to command an army, if need be, to
teach the summer school. She taught to the sat
isfaction of every body, and at the close of the term
came to Mason for payment. He ' ' was very sorry ;
he intended to have the money ready for her, but it
had slipped his mind ; he would see the treasurer at
once, and if she would call the next Thursday ske
could have it." Thursday came, and with it the
schoolmam. Mason started: "I declare —youH
have to pardon me, but I have been so busy that I
haven't thought of that money since you were here
before. Can you call next Monday ?" She could,
and would. Monday came, and it was the same
scene, with an invitation to comc again on Wednes
day, and there should be no further need of coming.
The lady assented, but took occasion to say, in very
decided tones, that she had already called three
times, and should come but once more. It was
just enough to show that there was fire in her, and
to give Mason a warning. Mason—who loved a
quiet life—saw this, and no doubt really meant to
have the money ready, for her decided manner

startled him a little, and he was fidgety all the
afternoon. But alas ! Wednesday came, and the
money was yet uuprocured. Mason was sitting at
his desk, when, looking up, he saw Miss Jones
coming toward the office. "Good gracious!" hi
exclaimed, jumping up, "there's that schoolmam
again ! Here, Clark, tell her I've gone out, you
don't know where !" and Mason sprang into a shal
low closet that was used as a wood-box, and closed
the door. Miss Jones came in aud inquired for
Mason. " You'll find him in the next room," said
Clark, pointing to the closet-door. To it she went,
and opened wide —when there, raised some three
feet by the wood upon which he stood, and bracing
with his hands upon the wall above the door he
stood staring her full in the face, looking as if pil
loried for sheep-stealing. The scene that followed
may be imagined. Mason listened in silence, and

when the lady had finished her remarks, meekly
said that he would bring her the money. After she
went out he sat for a long time, his head bowed
upon his hands, as if in the deepest thought. Fi
nally, he rose, drew a long breath, and slowly
shaking his head, solemaly said, "Clark, I think
I'll have to kill you ; it will never do to have this
get out, and I sec no way but to kill you." Clark
made him an offer: Mason was every day to bring
him a large, nice apple, and ho would say nothing
about it. Mason assented, and for many weeks a

large apple was every morning laid upon Clark's
desk; but ono morning it was forgotten, and the
story came out.

Doctor Dvf.r, of Chicago, having all his life
been a thorough-going abolitionist, was appointed
by President Lincoln ono of the Commissioners to
adjudicate upon the cases of vessels captured upon
the African coast while engaged in the slave-trade.
In the summer of 1863 the Doctor took passage
from Liverpool to Liberia. Upon the ship were

passengers from almost every country in Europe ;
one of these, an Englishman, was boastful, as En

glishmen are sometimes. After expatiating at
some length to our Commissioner and his fellow-

voyagers upon the glories of the insular kingdom,
he wound up by saying, with a grand flourish, that
"the English were the only people upon whose
dominions the sun never set." "That," said the
Doctor, liko old Rodger, closing one cyo so as to
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take sure aim, " is, I auppose, because they are the
only people that can't be trusted in the dark !"

A Boyxton correspondent writes :

Rev. Colonel Granville Moody, of Ohio, better
known as the "Fighting Parson," preached a ser
mon on a Quarterly Meeting occasion, in July,
1865, in the New Foundry Methodist Church, Wash
ington, District of Columbia. At these meetings

it is the custom to take up a collection for the sup
port of the presiding older and for other purposes.
On this occasion, after Colonel Moody had closed
an earnest, eloquent discourse, he said :

"The stewards will now please pass around the
baskets, and collect two hundred dollars!"
This novel appeal for money put the audience in
the best of humor, and they paid the amount.

A friend of ours has a little son, three years of
age, very brave, and remarkably considerato for one
of his years, as will be proved by the following cir
cumstance : One day a cow ran at him uncercmoni-

, ously; the child naturally betook himself to his
heels. His elder brother meeting him as he was
rushing into the house inquired the cause of his
somewhat hasty movements. The heroic child re
plied "that he wasn't afraid at all, but he thought
he might scare the cow if he staid !"

Every place has its eccentric characters. When
these remarkable personages were distributed S

was not forgotten. Uncle Edward "still lives,"
and as ho is continually " putting his foot into it,"
wo are continually having something new to laugh
at. If his blunders upon the third rehearsal prove
more blundering, like the "Washoe Papers" they
are all founded onfact.
In this section wood - surveyors are appointed,
whose business it is to measure the wood which is

brought to market for sale. One day it happened
they were all out of town ; Ned at this time was
anxious to have the load which was on his wagon
measured ; he ran from one place to another vainly
endeavoring to find the right man. At last, becom-
in*,r perfectly disgusted with the whole race, ho de
clared he was going to the Selectmen to have more
surveyors appointed, so as to have "some of them
at home when they are all gone away!"
Again, speaking of the worthlessness of boys
when together, says he,

" You take one boy alone,
and another boy with him, and he'll do more work
than two boys togethor !"

A "coal-mine" writer says :

In the show window of one of our book stores, on
the Fourth, was displayed a very pretty device, con
sisting of a wax figure representing the Goddess of
Liberty, draped with the American flag, etc. Over
the head of the figure was the inscription, "Victo
ry !" A group of Emerald islanders (in which, by-
the-way, our town, like all mining towns, abounds)
stood looking in the window, when suddenly one of
them, perhaps more of a "scholar" than the rest,
commenced spelling out the inscription. Said he :

" V-i-e, vie, t^o, to, ry, Victory ; what do they want
wid the Quane av Ingland in there, along wid the
Shtarsan' Shtripes, I wonthcr?"

Tiros tho second call of the President for 300,000
more, several regiments from different States were
raised for the cavalry arm of the service, and, be
fore taking the field, were rendezvoused at Camp

Stoneman, District of Columbia, for the purpose of
getting mounted. But at the time Grant pushed
Lee out of Mine Run the exigency of the service
required several of these regiments to tako the field
as infantry. Among them was tho Second New
York Mounted Rifles. Among the lucky ones to
get mounted was the Third New Jersey Cavalry,
who wore very gay uniform cloaks lined with yel
low, and the Hussar cap, and were called in the
division butterflies by the boys ; and expressions like
this might often be heard on the march: "There
goes a butterfly ; ketch him and put him in a can
teen!"
One day the Second New York Mounted Rifles
were halted and at rest to allow a battery to pass.
The boys were very tired, and nothing was said
until one of the Third New Jersey (an orderly) came
riding through alone, when Johany H , of Com
pany C

,
a boy that never could keep still, looked up,

and in a quiet way saluted the Third New Jersey
with, "How are you, butterfly?" Third New Jer
sey turned partly around in his saddle, with a smile,
and saluted with, "How are you, caterpillar?"
Johnny H never said butterfly again until his
own regiment was mounted.

I had not been long in New Orleans when I was
one evening invited by a mutual friend to call on a

young lady belonging to one of the best families.
On my way to her residence I was prepared by my
friend to meet a paragon of female loveliness and
culture. I was pleased with the visit, and her real
loveliness of manner and sparkling vivacity enabled
me to submit patiently and pleasantly to a homily
on the resources of the South, not only as regards
the products of her soil but of her intellect, and her
independence of the North in that respect. Of course
the little beauty was fashionably "secesb," and
spoke of the greatness of the South with all of a

woman's ardor. After a time the young lady
changed her conversation to tho subject of musie,
and, seating herself at the piano, played and sung
exquisitely some snatches from Italian opera.
Then she sung a ballad or two. Finally, turning
to me, she said :

" Have you any favorite song yon would like mc
to sing ?"
" Yes," I replied, and named a song.
She replied that sho had never heard of it, and
wished to know who wrote it
" William Cullen Bryant, of New York, tho great
American poet—of course you have heard of him ?':
" Oh yes, " sho replied ; " I have heard his min
strels sing !"
How would the venerable, gray-bearded Thana-
topsis smile to be taken for the manager of Dae
Bryant's minstrels !

Colonel Pangeloss (a foreigner), who occupie;

a desk in one of the departments of tho metropolis,
lately returned from a visit to Maryland, where he
had been stationed while in the army. His friend.
Miss Florence, asking for the last items of news
from that region, was answered by the following
odoriferous compound: "Tho peoples down there
don't like Mistere Lincoln ; Mistere Lincoln is in
very bad smell in Maryland !'

'

The Colonel — like all amiable people, when
roused— is rather dangerous to those who encounter
him; and makes threats of "trashing and smash
ing" in a manner to alarm quiet, unoffending mor
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tals. One day, at his office, desiring to pass into
a brother-clerk's room, he found the entrance ob

structed by a gentleman sitting in the doorway,
whom he politely requested to move. The gentle
man neither looked at him nor replied. The Col
onel made his request again, in a more decided man

ner, with the same result. Our Colonel's patience
being exhausted, be mado a more touching appeal
by upsetting the contumacious offender upon the

floor. The occupants of the room rushing to the
soenc of action explained to him that his victim was
a deaf mute, upon which the euraged Colonel ex
claimed, in an injured tone,

" Veil then, vy didn't he
teUmeto?"

A letter came a short time since to the Drawer,
indorsed on the outside as follows :
" Soldier's LrrTaa—ehove It ahead,
Plenty of hard tack, but no soft bread,
Six months' pay due, and nary a red."

A few years since the Legislature of Michigan
passed what was termed the "Four-Gallon Act,"
which prohibited the sale of ale or malt liquors in
less quantities than four gallons. Governor VVisner
—who, in the lato rebellion, as Colonel of the Twen

ty-second Michigan Infantry, gave up his life for his
country—signed the bill, and it became law. The
day after it took effect the Governor, being in a
saloon —a place he very seldom visited—called upon
some friends to take a glass of ale with him. The
ale was drank, and the Governor threw down on
tlie counter a quarter eagle gold-piece in payment.
The bar-tender put the money in the drawer, and
went directly about other matters. The Governor
called his attention to the fact that he had not given

him back his change, when the bar-tender remark
ed, " Governor, the piece you gave me just paid for
four gallons of ale, and you can have the rest of the
four gallons wiien you choose to call for it. You,
Governor, signed the law that compels us to sell the
liquid so, and should not complain if its practical
workings do not suit you."
Governor Wisncr's friends here brought in the
laugh, and he good-humorndly joined with them.
Whether on account of this experience, or for other
reasons, the "Four-Gallon Law" was afterward re
pealed.

One of our lovers in Vermont writes :
Many years ago, when Dover, New Hampshire,
and the adjacent county were first settled, there
lived in the town of Somersworth, in that State,
one Colonel Higgins, a notorious old toper, who
was in the habit of visiting a tavern near where
the village of Great Falls now stands, and partak
ing rather freely of toddy, and returning by way
of Dover, where he always wound up with getting
jolly drank, and going home in that plight, much
to the annoyance of his good wife. One fine morn
ing he started on his usual rounds, and his wife en
treated him rather harder than usual to see if his
resolution would not let him get by that tavern
once. So the old Colonel made his usual visit to
Great Falls, and did not visit the tavern ; then went
to Dover, as usual, and when he approached the
tavern he put spurs to his horse and dashed by,
much to the astonishment of the landlord and the
by-standers. He did not go but a few rods, howev-
3r, before he w heeled short around and exclaimed,
" Well done, Resolution ! You have done nobly to
let me get by that tavern once, and now I will go

back and treat you." He went back to the tavern
and treated his " Resolution" till he was drunk as
usual, and went home to boast of the strength of
his resolution to his good wife.

The old Colonel owned a flock of hens, which he
was very careful to keep shut up during planting
season, and his wife would let them out occasional
ly to enjoy themselves in the garden. The Colonel
seeing them in the garden one day, supposed of
course they belonged to his neighbor, and, greatly
euraged at the destruction of his property, he seized
his old musket and blazed away at them, and sent
a lad with the dead chickens to his neighbor's house,
with a message couched in language rather more
forcible than polite. The next day the operation
was repeated, and so on for several days ; and the
Colonel was greatly astonished at his neighbor's
silence and good-nature, as he never sent back any
more than very polite thanks for the "gift," as he
expressed it. Well, it so happened that the Colo
nel went to look after his hens one day, and found
but very few in the pen. After looking and won
dering for a while the reason for his neighbor's good
nature dawned upon him, and he was heard to ex

claim, " I have been killing my own hens, and that
old rascal has eaten them all!" The old fellow
never heard the last of those hens, and was never
known to shoot another.

•

Here is a marriage certificate just given in Mis
souri :
u States of mo an Conntey of Clinton I the on of theJ P of laferat tonshlp I did mare jorg w Sales an Sueen
grizle on the 2S day of june II. Bass. J P

" a » 1863."

A Westers pettifogger once broke forth in the
following indignant strain : " Sir, we're enough for
ye, the hull ef ye. Mo and my client can't never
be intimated nor tyrannized over ; mark that. And,
Sir, just so sure as this Court decides against us,
we'll file a writ of progandcr, Sir, and we— " Here
he was interrupted by the opposition counsel, who
wanted to know what he meant by n writ of pro-
gander. "Mean? why, Sir, a writ of progander
is a—a—a—it's a—wa'al, I don't just remember
the exact word, but it's just what'll knock thunder
out of your one-horse court, any how."

A London letter-writer says that a cheap book
seller in London has put out the following sign :

FOR SALE UERE:
Mill on Pollticnl Economy.
Ditto on the Fiona.

Professor, W , of University, is some
thing of a wag, and the boys seldom get the start
of him in the way of practical jokes. One day, go
ing into recitation-room, Freshman class present, he
found a sheep sitting tied in a chair. His sole re
mark, addressed politely to the sheep, "How arc
you, Freshman?" rnthcr turned the joke on the

boys. Similarly, when, at another time, opening
his desk, a goose flew out, "Aha, gentlemen! an
other class-mate, I see !"

Said a very high functionary to his scape-grace
son : " Look at me ! Here am I, at the top of the
tree ; and what is my reward ? Why, when I die.
my son is the greatest rascal in England!" To
this made answer young hopeful : " Yes, dad, when
you die ; but not till then, you sec !"
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precious metals in the barren recesses of the
mountains has led to the building of cities, the
opening of new and important branches of trade,
and the settlement and cultivation of rich arable
valleys, hitherto occupied by roving bands of In
dians. In regular progression one beneficial re
sult has followed another, till nearly the whole
of that vast region divided in part by the Rocky
Mountains and stretching west to the Pacific
Ocean, bordered on the north by the British
Possessions and on the south by Mexico, has
been redeemed from the sway of the nomadic
tribes and rendered available to the uses of
civilized man. Already a population approach
ing a million of hardy, enterprising, and intelli
gent freemen is spread over the States of Cali
fornia, Oregon, and Nevada, and the Territories
of Washington, Idaho, Montana, Utah, Colo
rado, New Mexico, and Arizona. All the in
dustrial pursuits are represented, from the high
est branches of science to the most primitive
grades of muscular labor.
Throughout this vast range of country de
posits of tho precious metals have been found
in veins of such richness and magnitude as to
challenge credulity; and there is scarcely a
mineral adapted to purposes of human industry
which does not exist within its limits. In con
templating the present condition and probable
destiny of this great interoceanic world one is
apt to be dazzled by the splendor of the consid
erations involved, and lose sight of tho wonder
ful system of coincidences by which the designs
of Providence are carried into effect. The dis
covery of gold and silver in California and the
adjacent Territories would have been of little
avail but for another discovery within our terri
torial limits of a mineral indispensable in the
operations of mining. None of the precious
metals can be separated from the baser products
of the earth in which they are found imbedded
without the uscof quicksilver —anurticle approxi
mating in value more nearly to bullion than any
other mineral, and possessing peculiar affinities
for which there is no substitute. It is the only
known substance which unites readily with gold,
silver, tin, lead, zine, bismuth, and other metals,
nnd gathers them into the form of an amalgam.
Prior to tho discovery of the New Almaden
mines the principal cinnabar lodes of which we
have any knowledge were those of ' ' Guanca
Veltca" in Pern, " Idria" in Austria, and "Al
maden" in Spain. The earliest mention made
of quicksilver was by Aristotle and Theophrastus,
who called it fluid silver. In the time of Pliny
the mines of Almaden yielded annually 700,000
;xnmds of cinnabar. The supply from these
sources is limited, and would be wholly inade
quate to the demands of our new mineral re
gions, even if other considerations were not in
volved. But the use of a product derived from
sources over which we have no control, and so
essential to our mining interests, would bo liable
to serious difficulty in cases of national misun
derstanding. It is a well-known fact in the
history of financial affairs, that, before the open

ing of the California quicksilver mines, the pro
prietors and lessees of the old Almaden mine
controlled the bullion of the world. The mo
nopoly of quicksilver confers extraordinary pow
ers. In foreign hands it would be a serious
drawback, if not an insuperable barrier, to the
development of our mineral regions, and might,
in the event of war, prove disastrous beyond all
other causes to the finances of our country.
The discovery of vast and inexhaustible de
posits of cinnabar within our own borders al
most simultaneously with the rush of emigra
tion to our gold placers and subsequent dis
coveries of silver, must be regarded as peculiar
ly fortunate. It relieves us of all apprehensions
I for the future, and enables ns to wield a eon-

I trolling influence upon the price of quicksilver
in the markets of the world.
The subject is one of such unusual importance,
comprehending as it does the very basis of our
financial prosperity, that I am induced to be
lieve the results of my observations during a re
cent visit to New Almaden will not be uninter
esting to the readers of this Magazine. In
formation bearing so directly upon the supply
of the precious metals from our new Territories
seems peculiarly appropriate at this time. I
examined our great quicksilver mines very thor

oughly, and obtained some reliable data in refer
ence to their history and present condition. It
is no reflection upon the author of the interest

ing article on New Almaden which appeared in
the June number of Harper for 1863, to say that
great changes have taken place both there and

throughout our mineral possessions on the Pa
cific coast since 1857, the date of his visit.
The famous quicksilver mines of New Alma
den are situated in Santa Clara County, Cali
fornia, twelve miles from the Pueblo of San
Jose and about sixty miles south from San
Francisco. Tho rancho upon which the princi
pal mine was discovered comprehends the valley
of Capitancillos. This valley runs nearly north
and south, and lies among the mountains of the

Coast Range. According to tradition the tribes

who resided in it in early days were governed
by two chiefs of diminutive stature but great
muscular strength, upon whom the Spaniards
conferred the affectionate sokriquet of "Capi
tancillos," or the "Little Captains," and hence
the name of the valley.
The revolution of Mexico opened to the rest
less spirits of the mother country a new field for
enterprise and adventure. Many persons of

distinguished intellectual attainments and great
force of character found their way to Upper
California as colonists ; and their descendants
are now prominent among the proudest families
of tho native population. By the ruder inhab
itants they were called the gente de razon—peo
ple of reason or intelligence —which is still the
distinctive appellation of the superior orders.
These early colonists found in the valley of

Capitancillos a cave to which the Indians were
in the habit of resorting for a vermilion-colored
earth with which to adorn their bodies. This
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mercurial pigment produced an irritation of the

skin. The simple minded aborigines supposed
it must be an invention of El Pulli, the Evil
Spirit, to punish them for some offense, and

they made annual offerings to him in the hope
of procuring his forgiveness. Finding him in
exorable after the lapse of sufficient time for

any ordinary spirit to relent, they washed the

paint from their bodies and trusted to other
means for snlvation.
These tribes have passed away. The Capitan-
cillos and their followers are no longer known
save in the traditions of the country. The pro.

gress of civilization has nearly swept them from
the memory of man.
Up to the year 1824 the vermilion cave was
not known as a mine. In that year a French
gentleman named Antoine Surrol, who resided
in the vicinity, conceived the idea of working
the ore. Supposing it to contain gold or silver,
he sent to the town of San Luis Obispo, some
three hundred miles down the coast, for a flask
of quicksilver with which to prosecute the work,
ilis experiment, of course, was a failure, and
nothing more was heard or thought of the cave
until 1845.
Early in that year the Mexican nation, under
the Presidency of Paredes, found itself in immi
nent danger of a war with the United States. A
native of Switzerland, John A. Sutter, who had
served in the armies of Napoleon, had emigrated
to California, and established near the banks of

the Sacramento a rancho, or farm. In order to

ward off the nttacks of hostile Indians he had
erected a strong defensive work, then and now
known as " Sutter's Fort."
Sutter having hospitably received many of
the adventurous Americans who crossed the
plains at that period, became enamored of their
discourse, which breathed the spirit of liberty :
and, possibly fired by the story of Tell and
Gessler, inclined to make the fort a rendezvous
for such of his new friends as chose to surround
him. The Mexican Government was prompt in
adopting measures to resist the threatened incur
sions of the Americans. Don Andres Castillero,
a cavalry officer of the Mexican army, was dis
patched to California with instructions to nego
tiate with Sutter for the purchase of his fort. It
was deemed of great importance to possess this
strong-hold ; and Castillero was empowered to
pay for it

, if necessary, as much as a hundred
thousand dollars. Sutter, with an unselfish de
votion to our interests which has never been
properly appreciated, rejected the offer.
Castillero, during his sojourn, visited the val
ley of the " Capitancillos," where he was re
ceived with the hospitality due to his official po
sition. The vermilion cave was shown to him
as one of the curiosities of the country. Being

a person of some culture he discovered, as he
thought, something more interesting than de
mons in this mysterious place, and consulted on
the subject with a priest named Real, a man of
great shrewdness and learning, who resided at the
Mission of Santa Clara. They together resolved
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to make certain experiments in order to test the
nature and character of the rock found in the
cave. By means of a gun-barrel and a tub of
water they smelted and condensed a small quan
tity, from which they obtained several globules
of quicksilver. Castillero made an informal de
nouncement of his discovery before the Alcalde
of Sun Jose, and soon after returned to Mexico
to give an account of his mission, taking with
him specimens of the ore. The land upon which
the discovery was made was claimed by an old
ranchero named Berryessa, under a grant for

military services. Castillero having exhibited
his specimens in the City of Mexico, and made
such representations as to induce the Govern
ment to grant him facilities for the development
of the mine, was about to return to California,
when certain of the Anglo-Mexican capitalists
procured from him a cession of his claim, and
in 1848 proceeded to work the mine, and take
such steps as they deemed necessary to perfect
their title. A strict compliance with the Ordi
nances of 1783, established by the King of Spain
and still in force, was required under the Mex
ican law. It was necessary to the validity of a
ilenouncement that a careful survey should be
made, the course and inclination of the vein
accurately defined, and a detailed registration
made before the proper authorities. That these
requirements were not complied with by Castil
lero appears from the decision of the case by the
Supreme Court.
Upper California was ceded to the United
States by the treaty of Guadaloupe-Hidalgo, on
the 2d of February, 1848. Our Government
hound itself to protect the private property of all
Mexicans in the territory acquired. The Mex
ican Government had made many grants of land
for the purpose of colonization, and it became
necessary to provide for the separation of the

public from the private lands. Congress, in
18.",1, created a Board of Land Commissioners to
pass upon the claims presented under the terms
of the treaty. The title-papers to the New Al-
maden mine, derived from Andres Castillero,
were recognized as genuine by two members of

the Commission, and the title pronounced valid;
the third Commissioner, assuming the genuine
ness of the papers, pronounced them invalid as
a title. The case was carried to the United
States District Court, where it was found in
I8",8 by Mr. Stanton, the present Secretary of
War, who, under instructions from the Attor
ney-General, took proceedings to prevent the
further working of the mine by the parties in
possession. It was charged by the Government
that the papers upon which the Castillero title
was based had been fabricated after the cession
of California, and consequently that the title
was void. A writ of injunction was granted by
the Court, restraining the parties in possession
from the further working of the mine. The
claimants then secured the professional aid of
Keverdy Johuson and J. P. Benjamin, and the
testimony and papers in the cause became ex
panded into several volumes. The arguments

occupied weeks, and comprehended every refer
ence, illustration, and authority that bore the
remotest relation to the subject. Perhaps since
the beginning of the Government no cause has
been presented for adjudication in the courts in
volving greater interests, or graver or more com
plicated questions, embracing as they did the
learning of the French jurisconsults, the princi
ples of the laws of nations, the history of all
mining countries, ancient and modern ; the doc
trines of the Common Law of England as to the
rights of miners and the tenure of the soil, and
the language, literature, and laws of Spain and
Mexico. The list of witnesses included the
names of nearly all the prominent men who held
office in Mexico at and about the dates of the
titlerpapers in question ; and it is said a steam
ship was chartered to convey them from Mexico
to San Francisco. Day after day the court
room was thronged with the beauty, wealth, and
fashion of San Francisco. For the first time in
the history of its judicial proceedings places were
assigned to the gentler sex. The forensic dis
cussion was worthy the cause and the scene.
The fame of the speakers, the novelty of the
questions, the magnitude of the prize at stake,
rendered the occasion one of surpassing interest.
The Castillero title was based upon a claim
to threo thousand varas of ground in every di
rection from the centre of the mine, in virtue of
his denouncement ; also to a two-league grant
of land from the Mexican Government. Two
grants of land had been made in 1842 by Gov
ernor Alvarado, of California —one to a person
named Justillarios, and the other to Jose Reyes
Berryessa ; and the mines were claimed by ad
verse parties under these grants, both of which
had been confirmed by the Land Commission.
Their boundaries, however, were in dispute, and
this was the gist of nearly all the litigation.
The Justillarios title was acquired by a man
named Fossat, and that part of the " Capitan-
cillos" became known as the Fossat Ranch. The
Berryessa grant was acquired by the holders of
the Castillero title, and was known as the San
Vincente Ranch. There were various interme
diate conveyances and complications, of no in
terest to the general reader.
After much deliberation the United States
District Court decided in favor of Castillero's
three-thousand-vara grant, but rejected his two-

league grant. From this decision the Govern
ment took an appeal to the Supreme Court of

the United States, before which tribunal it was

argued in 1863. The Fossat and Berryessa
grants had been confirmed, but their boundaries
were still in controversy. Government claimed

as public domain the range of hills in which the
quicksilver mines are located. The Supreme
Court decided against the validity of the Castil
lero title. The efforts of the Government coun
sel were then principally directed to a determina

tion of the boundaries which would exclude the
mines from the Fossat and Berryessa grants,
and place them upon public land. An exciting
contest ensued ; and it was not until April,
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1864, that the case was brought to a close by a
decision in favor of the claimants under the
Fossat grant, allowing them three thousand three
hundred and sixty acres of land, inclusive of the
mines. By compromise and purchase the pres
ent Quicksilver Mining Company, which holds
its title under the Fossat grant, has acquired
the title to the Bcrryessa grant, embracing 4438

acres'; so that its possessions now cover some
twelve square miles of land, including all the
mines and mining property heretofore in litiga
tion. It has been estimated that more than a
third of this extensive domain is traversed by
rich veins of cinnabar. The New Almaden
mine, which yielded under its former ownership
24,000,000 pounds of quicksilver, is but a single

development of this vast mineral deposit. Ex
clusive of the time it was closed by injunction,
the total value of the products derived from this
mine, and from the Euriqucta and other branches
of the same great cinnabar deposit, during the
past twelve years, amounts to about fifteen mill
ions of dollars in gold. The permanent improve
ments on the property of the Company consist of
405 buildings, comprising dwelling-houses, work
shops, and stores, erected at a cost of $100,000;
six furnaces at the hacienda, costing about
$100,000; and a railway from the mines to the
furnaces, which, when in complete working or
der, will probably cost about $20,000. In the
empldy of the Company, and directly or indi
rectly dependent upon it

,

there is at this time a

total population of 1948, about five-eighths of
whom are Mexicans or native Californians. The
remainder consist of. Americans, Cornish min

ers, Italians, Chilenos, French, Germans, Irish,
and various other races, representing altogether
twenty-eight nationalities. To preserve har
mony amidst so many incongruous elements
requires no ordinary tact, firmness, and sound
ness of judgment. With occasional exceptions,
however, when aroused by some injurious or
exciting influence, they form as peaceable, or

derly, and harmless a community as any exist
ing within the limits of California.
In the spring of 1863 Mr. Sam. F. Butter-
worth, then President of the Company, was
commissioned by the Directors to visit Califor
nia and take charge of the mines. Various dif
ficulties and vexed questions still existed as to
boundaries; and the long course of litigation,
and repeated changes of administration in the
working of the mines, had resulted in a loose

system of operations which required the judi
cious exercise of a controlling power. Mr. But-
terworth had taken a prominent part in the pro
ceedings which had resulted in favor of the
Company, and was not only thoroughly familiar
with the details of the controversy, but possessed
peculiar qualifications for the discharge of the
duties with which he was intrusted. It needed
a man of great firmness of character, clear and
comprehensive intellect, and long experience in
financial matters, combined with agreeable man
ners and a popular reputation, to .bring order
out of the chaos which existed at New Alma
den. Such a selection was that made by the

Company, and the result has proved highly sat

isfactory to all parties interested. Mr. Butter-
worth, having made all the preliminary arrange
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ments for the permanent working of the mines,
visited Arizona during the winter of M863-'4,*
and returned to New York in February. So
well pleased were the Directors with the result

of his labors that they offered him the most
liberal inducements to return to California. He

had held the Presidency since the organization
of the Company, but resigned it on grounds of
local expediency, accepted the more responsible
aud onerous position of general agent and fac

tor, and returned to California in July, 1864,
under an engagement for five years. As such
agent and factor he was empowered to make all

purchases for the operation of the mines, to re
ceive and dispose of their products, to have full
control over all the employes, and to make all

necessary provision for the development and
extension of the business. Since he assumed
entire control a marked and beneficial change
has taken place at the mines. Industry, order,
and respect for the constituted authorities pre
vail. Every man knows his place and performs
his duty. The most complicated branches of
the business have been systematized ; and the
whole of this vast concern, in all its ramifica
tions, works with the regularity of a machine.
As a consequence, the products of the mine
have enhanced to a degree uuparalleled in the

history of quicksilver mining. No such results
have ever before been produced cither here or in

any other country. The average annual pro
duct for eleven years, from July, 1850, to Au
gust, 1863—deducting a period of two years be
tween November, 1858, and Januury, 1861, dur
ing which the mines were closed by injunction —
was about 28,000 flasks, + or a little over 2333
flasks per month. The average monthly pro
duct for ten months, from September, 1863, to
June, 1864, was 2774 flasks; and for six months,
from July to December, 1864, 4118 flasks,
• See Harpei** Magazine for February, 1865.
T A flask contains about T6 pounds, value 05 cents a
pound.

showing nn increase of nearly double under the

present management. In a corresponding ratio
the foreign and domestic trade in quicksilver
has augmented. The exports to foreign coun
tries now average over 3000 flasks per month,
viz., to China, 4250; Mexico, 1000; Callao,

500; and Valparaiso, 300. In California and
Nevada about 1000 flasks a month are con

sumed, of which this Company furnishes 600 ;
the Guadaloupe and New Idria companies fur
nish about 250 flasks, and 150 flasks are derived
from miscellaneous sources. For a few months
past the New Almaden mines have averaged
4500 flasks, of which the surplus—over the for
eign shipments and domestic consumption, as

above stated— is exported to London and the
continent of Europe. It may seem strange that
the export of this article to China should be so

large, compared with the consumption in Cali
fornia and Nevada ; but the explanation is sim

ple enough. Quicksilver is extensively used in

China for mechanical purposes, and also for the

preparation of the vermilion coloring which con
tributes so much to the bloom of ladies' cheeks

all over the world, especially In the highly-civil
ized parts of it. In California and Nevada the
modern improvements in the art of mining result
in a great saving of material. Much of the quick
silver used performs its functions many times

over. The demand, nevertheless. is rapidly in
creasing, with the development of our new min

eral districts.
From San Jose to the Hacienda, a distanco
of twelve miles, the country is nearly level, and
the road is fringed with luxuriant groves of oak,
cotton-wood, sycamore, and willow. A more
delightful drive is not to be found in California.
Two lines of stages make a daily trip each way ;
so that passengers from San Francisco are ena
bled to reach the mines within four or five hours.
Private conveyances are always to be had, espe

cially if the visitor be so fortunate as to enjoy
the acquaintance of the general agent and fac

tor, whose kindness and hospitality are pro
verbial.
Entering the shady groves of the Arroya de
los Alamilos, the road winds along the declivi
ties of the cafion for a distance of a mile and a

half, w"hen a little to the left is seen the capa
cious mansion now known as the Hacienda, or

head-quarters, its massive walls and broad ve
randas embosomed in shrubbery. The eye de
lights to rest upon such a scene of rural com
fort, which presents not only the rarest natural
beauties but the highest evidences of cultivated
taste. Flowers of rich and variegated hues bloom
in the gardens, graveled walks traverse the or
chards and graperies, and wind through the

umbrageous groves that fringe the Alamilos.
The music of rippling waters chimes pleasanth
with the singing of birds and the happy voices
of children. An air of luxury and refinement
pervades the premises. All the offices and ap
pointments are in excellent taste, combining

simplicity and rural effect with convenience and

elegance. One is reminded of the sumptuous
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and old-fashioned homes in the South—now, I the door ) spirited horses, saddled for the ladies
alas ! desolated by civil war. Here all is peace j and their attendants, prance impatiently at their
and prosperity. Carriages are drawn up before | posts ; easy-chairs scattered along the veranda

IEBiDESOB OP TUB GENERAL AGENT.
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are occupied by such of the guests as prefer the
fragrant Havana and the last newspaper to the

excitement of an excursion up the mountains.

Happy is he who can spare a few days from his

business in the city and partake of the social
amenities that prevail at the Hacienda ; for here
is luxury without pretense, elegance without re-
straint,and hospitality without affectation, where
all may enjoy that rarest privilege—perfect lib
erty to be happy in their own way.
Some of the most delightful days I have ever
spent in California have been in this charming
retreat, where, for the time, the busy cares of
the world were forgotten and the day-dreams
of youth revived. A stroll through the gar
dens in the early morning, when the sun's rays
glittered through the foliage, and the flowers

gave forth their most delicate odors ; a bath in
the sparkling waters of the Alamilos; a view
from the grass-covered slopes of the east hill,
and a pleasant saunter back by the island and
the Chinese Pagoda, were among the enjoy
ments that ushered in the day. Then came
breakfast and cigars and the last evening's pa
per from San Francisco ; and then, by special
appointment, the ambulance, with its spirited
horses ; and the glorious drive up the mount
ains, over a road scarcely surpassed for scenic
effects by the winding turupikes of Switzerland.
On every side are the most cheering evidences
of progress and prosperity. Neat cottages, oc
cupied by the workmen and their families, adorn
the coziest nooks by the road-side as the visitor

approaches the mines; wagons, heavily laden
with ores, pass down to the Reduction Works ;
and the sounds of hammer and nnvil and whis
tling steam-engines, and the dull reverberation
of the subterranean blasts, give evidence of the

prevailing interests
t hat bind the commu
nity together.
Standing in bold re
lief near the entrance
of the first plateau is
the Company's store-
bouse, recently erected

by order of the Gener
al Agent for the ac
commodation and pro
tection of the miners.
The privileges hereto
fore granted to inde
pendent traders had
resulted in such gross
abuses that a with
drawal of their li
censes became abso

lutely essential to the
welfare of the commu

nity. It was impos
sible to hold them to
such a rigid account

ability as would pre
vent extortion and
fraud. The miners
were constantly cheat

ed of their earnings ; and still more injurious
consequences followed from the demoralizing
habits that prevailed at these places of resort.
Mr. Butterworth calmly "considered the posi
tion ;" made up his mind that something must
be done ; and at one fell swoop exterminated
the enemy. It was a bold stroke, calculated to
arouse the most violent hostility even on the
part of the miners themselves, who are extreme

ly sensitive on the subject of independence ; but
it was good for them, and it was effectual.
Their right to be swindled and made drunk
on the Company's possessions has been cur
tailed, but their independence has not been in

any degree sacrificed. At the public store
house they can purchase at the San Francisco
market prices, with the addition of freight, the
best quality of goods ; or they can purchase
wherever else they please beyond the Com
pany's lines, and have their goods transported
to their cottages free of charge. Since the es
tablishment of the system the utmost satisfac
tion prevails.
Passing on for a distance of half a mile we
come to the Town on the Hill, containing a mix
ed population of seventeen or eighteen hundred.
Here is a little world in itself, presenting inter
esting material for the student of human nn-
tu e—nearly two thousand souls, living within
a circuit of a few miles, representing twenty-
eight nationalities, yet orderly and industrious
and with as few bickerings or jealousies as com

monly exist in a community of the same num
ber bound together by all the ties of consan

guinity. Each preserves its national character
isties. The Americans are bold and enterpris
ing, wasteful and prodigal, restless and some
what disposed to quarrel ; but fortunately there
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arc not many of them. The Cornish miners
are a steady, industrious race ; illiterate, though

naturally intelligent ; frugal in their habits, and
reliable when their avarice is not too strongly
tempted. Physically they are strong and heavy
—good for endurance. They work hard and
save their money. Many of them are well off.
The Italians, Chilenos, French, and Irish de
velop respectively their characteristic traits of

passion and impulse, recklessness and lack of
common sense. The Germans have common
sense enough, and are industrious, but are de
ficient in boldness and enterprise. They make
good machinists, surveyors, draftsmen, etc., but
are not the best practical miners. The Sonora-
nians and native Californians are generally ex

pert miners. As prospectors they are unsur
passed. They possess great natural sagacity ;
know every indication by instinct ; are willing
to run any amount of risk, and seem imbued
by an adventurous spirit which fits them pecul
iarly for the business of mining. Irregularity
is their besetting fault. They can do any kind
of work which affords variety and requires little
me#iod. Under a rigid supervision they are
accounted among the most useful men in the
employ of the Company.
Most of the labor is paid for by contract.
The ores are excavated and assorted by con
tract; and it is only in exceptional cases that
regnlar wages arc paid. Steady, industrious
men usually average from two to three dollars
a day.
On pay-day the Town on the Hill presents a
lively and picturesque scene. The Spaniards

are flush, and, like sailors, spend their money
on the fair sex with a prodigal hand. Scfior-
itas from San Jose know where their charms
can be appreciated, and stage-loads of them ar
rive in season to partake of the festivities. The
late Superintendent undertook to place an em
bargo upon this branch of commerce, but did
not succeed. Enterprising females would come
in spite of rules and regulations. Drinking
and gambling might to some extent be arrest
ed, but there was no stopping the love of man
for woman. The Superintendent was Quixot
ic ; the Senoritas laughed in their sleeves at
him ; and the grand institution of baile and fan
dango flourished as usual.
All the miners meet harmoniously on this
joyous day. The storehouses are crowded.
Women and children fill the highways and by
ways. New dresses, tinware, crockery, and tin
sel of all kinds flash in the suubeams, and the

petty cares of life arc forgotten in the general
rejoicing.
This is the grand harvest-time for sharpers
and speculators. Few of the native population
have a dollar left by night; but they have a
good time while their money lasts, which is all
they require to make them work for more.
Under the restrictions introduced by the pres
ent Chief Manager the morals of this interest
ing community have of late undergone a most
beneficent change.
Few places on the Pacific Coast possess great
er attractions of scenery and climate than the
neighborhood of New Almaden. Protected by
an elevated range of mountains from the chill-
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ing winds of the ocean, it lies embosomed among out from every prominent point, reveal in end-
the rolling hills that slope into the broad and less variety the wonders and beauties of the out-
beautiful valley of Santa Clara. Glimpses er world. Standing on an eminence near the
through the rngged gorges, and vistas opening principal mines, seventeen hundred feet above

side or tux mxs. fkar
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the level of the sea and twelve hundred above
the Reduction Works, the euraptured visitor be

holds, lying outspread beyond the foot-hills, the

magnificent valjeys that encircle the bay of San.

Francisco. Bright flashing waters, through
which busy commerce plows her way, shimmer

in the distance ; and the eye never tires of the
rich carpeting of green and yellow, variegated
with dark strips of woodland, blooming orchards,
and masses of wild-flowers, by which the valleys
are covered. Fifteen years ago scarcely a hab
itation was to be seen within this vast range of
arable land. It slumbered in its primitive beau
ty, undisturbed by the early settlers, who were
content to enjoy, without labor, the good things
that Providencc gave them. Innumerable herds
of cattle roamed in their native freedom over
its teeming pastures. The deer and the ante
lope found little cause to fear the presence of
man ; and every thicket and ravine formed a
secure hiding-place for wild animals of a more
formidable kind, whose instincts led them to

prey upon the fattened herds of the ranchero.
The change since 184!), when I first visited this
region, is almost incredible. Farms and or
chards and vineyards, with their fences and pal
ings and gleaming white cottages, now give the
interest of human life and progress to the scene;
and the mind is filled with visions of happy
homes, graced by all the refinements of civiliza
tion ; peace and plenty in the present, and no
limit to the prosperity that may be enjoyed by
generations to come. Out in the broad stretch
of valley that sweeps around the head of the
bay lies the Pueblo of San Jose, its colleges and
churches and numerous public edifices glimmer
ing through the foliage of surrounding groves ;
and still farther on, bounded in the rear by a

range of rugged
mountains, may be
seen the Mission of
San Jose, with its
flourishing orchards ;
and dotting the valley
of the same name,
at intervals along the

bay, the pleasant vil
lages of Centreville,
Alvarado, San Lan-
dro, and most of that
splendid tract of coun

try stretching to the
north far beyond the
Encenal of Alameda,
but gradually vanish
ing in the dim haze
of the distance. On
the western side of the

bay, which is scarcely
inferior in picturesque
beauty, the mountains

slope into the valley
of Santa Clara ; and
the grand old mission
of that name, with its
extensive college and

gardens, its surrounding villas and groves of na
tive oak, looms up over the general mass of bloom
and verdure like some fine old patriarch of civ

ilization, preaching peace and happiness to the
world around him. Through this verdant region
runs the iron artery that connects San Francisco
with San Jose ; and four times a day may be seen,
flying on its way after the steaming locomotive,
the long train of cars that bears to and fro its
burden of human freight. The shady groves
of Meulo Park, the villages of Redwood City,
San Mattco, and other places of popular resort,
are passed in its course. On a clear day the

prominent points of San Francisco are visible,
with a portion of the shipping that lies at an
chor in the harbor. To the right lies Goat Isl
and, and beyond, toward the Golden Gate, the

fortifications and island of Aleatraz. Mountain
after mountain rolls off in the warm haze that

covers the valleys of Napa and Sonoma. Sure
ly the indulgent reader will pardon one who
loves California, not wisely, perhaps, but too
well, for boldly asserting that the world can not
afford many other scenes of such surpassing
beauty. Whether in Continental Europe, Ice
land, Palestine, or South America, I have rare
ly, in all my travels, enjoyed so fine a view;
and never any thing to surpass this in variety
of outline, richness of coloring, and exquisite
softness of the atmospheric tints. No wonder
we who dwell in such a favored land are proud
of our country. Yet there are people, of vitiat
ed taste, who land upon our shores, direct from
New York, nnd dare to violate the general sen
timent by expressing disappointment! They
see nothing but grim deserts in our mountains,
no beauty in our valleys, no merit in our bay.
Such men would complain of the bracing zeph
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yrs of San Francisco, and speak disparagingly
of the sanded pavements of Oakland !
The people of California, as they settle down
mto permanent homes nnd accumulate the
means of enjoyment, begin to devote more at
tention to recreation than they did in former
years. A visit to the mines of New Almaden
is now one of the most popular excursions of
the day. The facilities for making the trip,
the beauty of the scenery, salubrity of the cli
mate, and interest attached to the mines, ren
der it an agreeable
and beneficial way of
passing a few days.
Wedding parties find
it peculiarly attract

ive— for the reason, I
suppose, that the bri
dal couple are dis

posed to enjoy what
romance there may be
in the last stages of
love's fitful fever. I
have seen youug peo
ple in this condition
stand upon the mount
ain-tops of Almaden-
and discourse Byron,
Moore, and Mr. M. F.
Tupper to each other
till I knew the disease
had overturned the
throne of reason, nnd
that the next thing
would be a series of
labial caresses which
no man ought to wit
ness with open eyes.

Among the various
mines and tunnels sit
uated within the limits
of the mineral range
now owned by the

Quicksilver Company
are the following:
The A 1maden mine,
from which the largest
amount of ore has been
obtained, is situated
near the summit of
a bill, and is distant
about a mile and a
half from the Reduc
tion Works. In this
occurs the great Ar-
dilla "labor" — the
largest deposit of cin
nabar ore ever found
in California, and

robably the largest
in the world. Owing
to the difficulty of
blasting the hard rock

at a great depth from
the surface, explora
tions have been re

cently made which have resulted in the discov

ery of large bodies of ore in the soft ground on

the slopes of the hill. A new and extensive
tunnel now taps some of the rickest veins ever
found in this mine, and its products have large'
ly increased.
The Cora-Blanca, a thousand yards easterly
from the Almaden, has recently been discover
ed and prospected, and the results are highly
encouraging.
The Road Tunnel and the San Juan are

FaASCISCO VELASQUEZCUAHUEa.
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producing extremely rich ores; and
the Buena Vista, which is 2820 feet
in length, has been extensively
worked with very fine results. The
San Francisco, another tunnel, ha*
developed immense quantities of
ore; and the Velasquez is regarded
as one of the most promising in the
Company's possessions. I saw my.
self, in a single "labor" of the Ve
lasquez, masses of pure cinnabar
that would weigh several tons each.
One of them was valued at not less
than eight thousand dollars. The
tunnel so named opens by side-
drifts into various adjacent cham
bers, and is 2890 feet in length.
The America, or Bull Run, com
menced in 186H, has developed im
mense cinnabar deposits, which
alone would constitute a vast and
inexhaustible mine. In this the
vein is regular and well-defined,
the ores rich, and the general in
dications most promising; but the
great abundance of rich metal in
other mines easier of access has
caused the America to bo but little
worked.
In addition to these there are in
the Arroya do los Capitancillos,
which runs northwesterly from the elevated
point upon which the America is situated, a
series of valuable mines worked by the old
company, comprising many rich veins, among
which may be named the Providencia, the En-
riqueta, the San Antonio, and La Purissima.
Furnaces and reduction works were established
many years ago near the centre of these mines ;
but owing to the development of new leads in
closer proximity to the principal hacienda, they
have not been used to any extent during the past
few years ; and the mines are now only partially
worked with a view of keeping them in good
condition. The Enriqueta alone has produced
about a million three hundred thousand pounds
of quicksilver, and is considered one of the most
valuable mines on the great cinnabar range.
It will thus be seen that there is no proba
bility, and scarcely a possibility of any deficiency
of ores. The policy seems to be, as in other
kinds of mining, to work only where the ores
can be most conveniently and abundantly ob
tained, proximity to the reduction works beiug
an important consideration.
To the unlearned visitor nothing can be more
bewildering than the apparent irregularity of
these vast cinnabar deposits. Far down in the
bowels of the earth he sees around him an end
less complication of shafts, tunnels, drifts, and
gloomy caverns, ramifying through the depths
of the subterranean world without any appear-
ance of system or method. His intelligent cice
rone may tell him that here the vein appears ;
there it is worked out; in this "hilo" an im
mense amount of rich ore was found ; in that

PILLARS OF UERCCLES.

" labor" the vein was unusually productive.
Now he is on the " fourth level," and presently
on the " sixth f now he travels north, and soon,
without any apparent change, finds himself going
east, west, or south —all of which he professes
to understand with great clearness, but which
must sooner or later deprive him of all confi*
dence in his own powers of perception. Care
ful observation, however, will show him in due
time that there is a w6nderful system in this
apparent irregularity. The principal vein runs
in a northwesterly and southeasterly direction,
and has a length, already tested, of about five
miles. It varies from fifteen to two hundred
yards in width, and is subdivided into innumera
ble smaller veins, embracing within its outer
boundaries trap, serpentine, lime, quartz, and
other rocks. The deposits of cinnabar are found
in these veins and chambers, running parallel
with or across the principal vein ; their direction
being generally north and south, but varying
under surrounding circumstances. By carefully
observing the character and pitch of the walls,

the dips, spurs, and angles of the smaller veins
which ramify from the larger, and following out
the minute indications furnished by each indi
vidual "hilo" cr metal-bearing deposit, the in
telligent miner is enabled to continuo his ex
plorations with an almost absolute certainty of
success. Professor Don Antonio del Castillo,
of the Mexican College of Mines, in a learned
essay which was submitted to the courts, says
that in following a vein, if it varies more than
45° from the general direction, there is reason
to believe it is an offshoot, which will probably
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lose itself. It also happens, according to the
same authority, that a vein is separated into
two or more parts by intervening rock (horse),
and that the branches, although they take a
different course, will unite again at a distance
from the point of separation, or may so ramify
or change as to disappear altogether. In nar
row veins these divergencies occur more fre

quently than in wide. 'Those which correspond
to like formations run generally in parallels,
and where there are groups of parallels they are

denominated "systems." The richest chambers
are found at the points of intersection. Ac
cording to the accepted theory the general di

rection of veins is caused by magnetic currents
in the interior of the globe, which form a grain
or system of layers running from south to north.

Oblique and diagonal splits and fissures result

from elongation ; that is to say, from the elas

ticity of some of the earth's strata and rigidity
of others. Dislocation occurs at frequent inter
vals, where veins are wrenched apart, and sink

- ILAU.IMi TUa PUaftACfctS.
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or become distorted from their original direc

tion : and hence the sudden disappearance of
mineral-bearing lodes where continuity might
be expected. Experienced practical miners are
too apt to rely upon their own sagacity and dis

card altogether the teachings of science, when
a more thorough and comprehensive understand

mg of the earth's formation would save them a
large amount of labor. Within certain limits
their practical experience is of the utmost value,
but it is short-sighted and often at fault.
The process of reduction is extremely simple.
In assorting the ore it is divided into three
classes, called Gruesso, Granza, and Ticrras.
The first consists of the purest quality of cin
nabar, carefully selected ; the second is inter
mixed with foreign substances, and the third is
the inferior class usually found in the refuse
earth and loose stratum of rock abounding in
the vein. After undergoing a process of wash
ing, the residue is made into adobes or large
bricks, which are dried in the sun ; and these
are built up in the furnaces, with spaces between
them to permit the passage of a draught. With
in the adobe stack, thus constructed, the better
qualities of ore arc carefully arranged so as to
receive the greatest possible amount of heat
from the fires. When the whole charge is fully
prepared the fires are lighted, and in duo time
the whole mass becomes heated to a white heat.
The quicksilver is evaporated from the ore in
the form of a mercurial vapor, which is con
ducted directly into a series of large condensers
huilt of brick and thoroughly cemented. Par
tition walls divide the interior of the principal

structure into numerous chambers, through
which the vapor passes, leaving upon the sur
face of the walls the quicksilver with which it is
charged. Recent experiments made under the
direction of Mr. Butterworth show that a con
siderable loss results from the escape of the more
volatile particles of mercury. The walls, in the
course ,of a few hours, become so heated as to
affect in a degree the condensing power of the
air ; and the draught necessary for the furnaces is
so strong as to carry the highly-volatilized metal

entirely through the condensers and out of the

escape-pipe. To remedy this, a series of shelves
in each chamber, covered on the upper surface
with charcoal, is now in process of construction.
This, without materially affecting the draught,
will greatly increase the superficial area, over
which the fumes must pass before their final
exit from the condensers. It is estimated that
there has been a loss of two or threo per cent,
from this cause alone upon every charge which
has hitherto passed through the furnaces. A
glance at the statisties of production will show
that this would amount to a very large sum in
the course of a year. The probability is a great
saving will be effected in the future.
As the quicksilver is deposited or precipitated
from the vapors it finds its way into a scries of
small grooves in the bottom of the condensers.
These grooves are slightly inclined, and conduct
it into pipes, through which itmakes its exit into
the large iron pots placed outside for the purpose
of receiving it. When the furnaces are in full
operation a continuous stream about the thick
ness of an ordinary quill may bo seen pouring

aLDiCING OLD FCaNACS BUDts.
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into the receiving pots, affording a practical il
lustration of the mineral wealth of this region.
As a rule the quicksilver is deposited in the re
ceiver in a pure state, and is ready to be trans
ferred to the flasks. Sometimes, however, it is
covered by a film which requires to bo removed.
An interesting experiment, showing its buoyant
properties, may bo made by dipping the hand in
the liquid mass. The sensation is peenliar and
difficult to explain. Some force is required to
sink tho hand to the depth of the wrist ; and
there is a singular feeling that it is pushed up
and repelled by some heavy yet impalpable ele
ment ; for though one is conscious of a sur
rounding pressure, nothing can be held in the

grasp. By gathering up in a handkerchief a
few ounces, and squeezing it through the web,
a slight idea may be formed of its penetrative
qualities. But the most striking illustration on
that point has been derived from the practical
working of the condensers. A few years ago
some boys belonging to the employes discovered
near the base of the. walls some globules of

quicksilver. The young American spirit im
pelled them to make further explorations, and

they soon found by rooting up the ground that

the deposit increased in richness as they got un

der the foundation of the condenser. It was not
long before they were enabled to offer to the

Superintendent several pounds of quicksilver,
for which he paid them a fair price as a reward
for their enterprise. Pleased with their success,

they continued to work their newly-discovered
mine till they began to bring in the quicksilver
in such quantities as to open the eyes of the

Superintendent. He made an examination of
the mine and found that the entire stratum of
earth for several feet in thickness, under the
condensers, was permeated with the pure metal.
Further investigation led to the discovery that
this deposit, which yielded many thousand dol

lars, had permeated through four feet of solid
brick-work, plastered and cemented ! Of course
immediate means were taken to prevent further
wastage. A layer of sheet-iron was placed be
tween the bricks so as to arrest the errant quick
silver and drain it into the regular channels.
Tho present Reduction Works consist of six
furnaces ; five of them possessing a capacity to
receive from 70,000 to 80,000 pounds of metal
each at a charge. The sixth is a new furnace
erected in 1864 on the most approved princi
ples, and is capable of reducing from 150,000
to 200,000 pounds of ore at a charge. The
number of charges worked through tho furnaces
per month varies somewhat according to the
weather, but under ordinary circumstances is
from £uur to six.
In the immediate vicinity of the Reduction
Works, during the smelting and sublimation of
the ores, a noxious odor is perceptible, which
has a very pernicious effect upon the nervous
system. The workmen who are compelled to
stand in close proximity to the furnaces and
condensers arc frequently salivated, and are
liable to palsy, vertigo, and other disorders of
the brain ; thongh, of late years, under the im

proved method of reducing the ores, the health
of the operatives is much better than it was in
former times. Persons of delicate, nervous or
ganization are peculiarly subject to be injurious
ly affected by the fumes of the mercury. In
stances have occurred of ladies, who, in casually
passing, became salivated ; but the main exit
for the vapors having been removed far up. the
hill, there is now but little danger of bad effects
under ordinary circumstances. It is a mistaken
idea that the herbage in the vicinity of the Re
duction Works is destroyed. Nothing of the
kind is perceptible. The vapors soon become

dissipated and lose their noxious qualities in the

open air.
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YEARS
ago I wrote an account of the Isle

of the Puritans, which was published in
this Magazine for March, 18.57. In this paper
I collected some local traditions, and copied
certain letters of Sumraerfield, all referring to
that mysterious domain. Little did I then sup
pose that I should ever visit the island in my
own proper person ; but it was ordained that
this should be done, and that it should happen
in the following manner :
After manifold experiences in the war, some
of which have been told, and others of which
remain to be narrated, I met on a June day, in
this year of grace 1865, at the club on the Fifth
Avenue, my old friends Augustus De Cockayne
and Punch Punner, both showing few traces of
wear, and still among the brightest ornaments
of New York society. They had got at the old
Number of the Magazine containing my account
of the Island of the Puritans, and were reading
it with the romantic enthusiasm characteristic
of young gentlemen who belong to clubs.
"Good Heavens!" exclaimed De Cockayne
several times, with great enthusiasm, " what a
place for n pienic ! How I would like to flirt a
little with those demure Puritanesses!"
De Cockayne, I am sorry to observe, does
not believe in female modesty, even in the other
world.
Punch had burst into repeated paroxysms of
laughter during the reading of the narrative.
Vol. XXXI.— No. 185.—Pp

"On my conscience," said ho, laying two fin
gers theatrically on a rather doubtful diamond

breastpin, "wouldn't I like to get a word in
with one of those solemn elders ! I'd see if he
couldn't understand a joke."
' 'Why, Punch, the old chap would convert
you," said I. "He'd have you up on some
ghostly anxious seat before you could remem
ber the last conundrum in the Yankee iVb-
ftbnx."
"I dare say," replied Puncff. "I'm of a
serious tendency at bottom. I was brought up
on the milk of the Assembly's Catechism, you
know."
"Not really?" asked De Cockayne.
" Fact," persisted Punch. " I always go to
the Episcopal Church in New York, because it's
more select than the dissenting Ebenezers.
But pa and ma, in the country, are Old School
Presbyterians ; and I was educated in a tearful
respect for those venerable old cocks of Puri
tans."
"Let's take my yacht," said De Cockayne,
" and go around there, and run the island
down if they won't let us ashore."
Punch coincided with the happy proposition,
averring that a second baptism would do the
devout islanders no sort of harm. Various oth
er plans were discussed for reaching the mys
terious Isohi Felice ; but from all of them my
friends returned with increasing confidence and
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clamor to the idea of the yacht. After finish
ing a couple of bottles of Champagne we finally
decided, with three cheers, that we would make

our expedition in the Fairy.
In forty-eight hours the energetic De Cock
ayne had manned his beautiful schooner, fur

nished her with a copious supply of meats and
drinks, and set her flying before a southwester

up the East River. We ran down a sailboat ;
drowned a couple of boys, as I verily believe;
took the bowsprit clean off from a blockhead of a
lumber sloop ; fired our two-pounder at a par

ty of ladies and gentlemen who were pie-nie-ing
near Hellgate ; but got away without inflicting
any other damage or fright upon the great com
mercial metropolis. We averaged twelve knots
an hour during the whole run, and reached Na-
hant in fine spirits for the first grand ball of the
season. I need not say that De Cockayne made
his usual half dozen conquests, and that Punch
got on board at three o'clock next morning in
clothes drenched with "rum-sours" and sea-
water.
At five precisely, amidst the hazy aureole of
a June suurise at sea, we were speeding with a
gentle rush and ripple right out over the slowly-
pulsating ocean. As we approached the imag
ined place of the Isle of Mystery, I began to feel
a tremulous awe stealing over me, as if already
within the spell of some spectral circle— a start
led awe, as if I heard the hail of the solemn
dead ringing from a near invisible shore, as if
even they had climbed the bulwarks and stood
upon the deck, a ghostly band, such as once
toiled by the side of the Ancient Mariner. I
experienced a sudden compunction, almost a
terror, at having dared to enter this supernatural
domain with men so worldly and carnal as my
two companions.
As a consequence of these feelings, I was
really annoyed by the appearance of Do Cock
ayne on deck, and felt like flying from him as
a fastidious saint would from Mephistopheles.
He had on his blue jacket, blue browsers, blue-
and-white linen shirt—wonderful fits, all of
them —making iim look as oceanic as a Shang-
hae rooster.
"Look out for land there on the weather
bow !" he roared to one of the men forward. I
saw the steersman—an old, dried, and salted
Cape Codder—stick his yellow face into his
neckerchief, and chuckle as if he would split his
leathery sides.
"Where away?" shouted Punch, running up
the companion, and staring all round the hori
zon with very dim eyes. "Oh! is that it?" he
added, pointing astern.
" No ; that's Nahant," replied De Cockayne.
"Don't see the island yet. Hang it! look
about, won't ye, and make yourself useful?"" Get mo the speaking-trumpet, Captain, and
I'll take a squiut through it," said Punch,
yawning.
We watched for an hour uselessly, and then
went below to breakfast. When we came on
deck again the Fairy was twenty miles out at

sea, making a bee line for the north of Norway.
We tacked, and stood in shore for an hour and
a half over waters as bare of any island as a pan
of skimmed milk. De Cockayne and I kept
our glasses in motion, and Punch emitted oc
casional howls through the speaking-trumpet,
inviting all the Puritans in Davy Joues's locker
to step up to the bar and liquor.
" I mean the bar off the Merrimae," said this
second-hand punster. " All the rivers keep up
bars, you know."
When the Fairy had almost driven her nose
into the Ipswich beaches, we tacked anew and
shot once more into the wide solitude of ocean.
The schooner flew like a hawk, running away
from fishing smacks, and causing lumbermen to
hoot with envy. But still no island ; we plowed
the sea for thirty miles around Nahant, but no

island ; we ate dinner and went ardently on

deck again, but no island ; tea-time came and
a sunset of wizard pomp, but no island ; we
wore out the ghostly hours of an early moon
light, but alas ! no island.
"Captain," said Punch, coming up with a
carpet-bag under his arm, "if you think we've
got there, I'll go ashore."
"Hang it!" replied De Cockayne; "why
don't you keep a look-out, and try to see the

place ?"
"Don't feel any responsibility, Captain," de
clared Punch. " I'm only a passenger !"
"Blast it! let's go in," said De Cockayne,
turning to me.
I agreed ; and the sharp beak of the Fairy pres
ently pointed once more toward Nahant. It
was eleven o'clock when we found ourselves, with
a select New York party, in the great parlor of
the Nahant House. Vast was the excitement,
and many were the ironical jokes while we re
lated our expedition and our ill success. Some,
however, treated the subject with proper serious
ness ; for there were refined men and women

there, capable of feeling the beautiful solemnity
of such a mystery; there were the intellectual

eyes of Peppergrass, Counter Jumper, Major
Slick, the Reverend Whist Pussyite, and Miss
Schottische, author of the " Narrow House."
This circle of mysties was presently enlarged by
the entrance of Professor Glace and Mrs. Glace,
of Boston. I need hardly say that the Professor
is a Unitarian, very near to transcendentalism,
and that he is attached to one of our most dis
tinguished universities. Mrs. Glace, as Gauche
whispered to me, is a very poetical lady, and a
leader of fashion in the more religious circles
of the modern Athens. It was at the mansiou
of the Glaces, most people must recollect, that

those mysterious mutterings occurred which per
plexed all our scholars and physicists eight years
ago.
" My dear Professor," said Punch, in his
usual familiar way, "couldn't you give us a
little spirituous aid in this affair ? What do you
say to a supernatural steam ferry-boat plying
to the island ?"
The Professor, who is a calm, pale, absent
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minded gentleman, seemed little pleased with

my friend's witticisms, and favored him with a
look of well-bred reproof.
" You have been engaged in a most fascinat
ing labor,'' said he, turning to me and speak
ing in a slow, sweet, measured tone, that seemed

like the utterance of a spirit.
There was an awed, an utter silence ; so

long a vibration had his voice and look wrought
in every heart.
" I think a sitting might aid us to our object,"
he resumed in the same solemn music of into
nation.
Really the man's low voice had the power of
a requiem ; we were as hushed as those who
stand by the open mouth of a grave.
"My dear, can you commune with our lost
darling ?" he said, after a minute's pause.
Without answering Mrs. Glace placed her
hands on the table, and raised her delicate head
in a posture of passionate longing. Even Punch
was subdued ; and no one spoke or moved for
some moments. At last she started up sud
denly, exclaiming: "I nm on the deck of the
Fairi/. The island ! the island ! I see it through
the mists of suurise."
She reeled, and would have fallen had not the
Professor caught her and laid her on a sofa.
" We may venture upon going," he said ; "but
wo must go in the earliest morning."
We dispersed. Our story fan before us.
Every one was anxious to see the famous island ;
iind by early four o'clock at least thirty people
stood on the hospitable deck of the Fairy. All
our company of the parlor scene was there. Mrs.
Glace stood by the helmsman, in an attitude of
inspiration, extending her hands toward the
ocean as if impressing the winds and waves into
our service. The enthusiastic Peppergrass had
brought along his wife and four sleepy little Pep-
pergrasses. Mr. and Mrs. Milyun came with a
basket of old white port, thereby securing the
affectionate attentions of Punch Punncr. I be
held the Tanners, the Schumakers, the Toph-
ets, old Ilinnom and his sons, that severely or
thodox preacher Doctor Armageddon, and final
ly a modest young minister from the country
named Heury Howard.
Mainsail, foresail, jibs, and gaff-topsails, as
cended spectrally through the grayness of dawn ;
and with a motion as slow, calm, and spiritual
as the tones of Professor Glace, the Fairy drew
away from its anchorage. Mighty indeed was
the potency of the spirits which now befriend
ed us at the command of that pale, delicate
woman who stood by the helm. The water
lay still, uurippled, reflecting the faint sky and
the withdrawing stars like a mirror. A feather
would not have shivered on deck, so deprived
was the air around us of all motion. The wind
filled the upper sails only, drawing far above
our heads with a steady, silent power, seem
ing to us as if Bpirits held the points of the masts
and fanned the highest canvas with soundless
pinions. An hour we glided slowly thus ; and
then the sun orbed himself gloriously on the

seaward horizon. At that instant Mrs. Glace
pointed with her slender finger to an island of
preternatural beauty which rose on our southern
bow. It seemed to have sprung suddenly out
of the bosom of the sea, as a bubble struggles
up to sit on the surface of a fountain.
"Land, ho!" shouted Punch, in a state of
violent excitement. "A pilot for the flying
Dutchman ! Three cheers for the Puritans !
Hurrah, Mrs. Milyun! If there isn't any port
here, we'll go in to that old white port."
Professor Glace quelled him with a look, and
no one cheered. As the schooner came to, down
went her boats, and we commenced disembark
ing in an uproar of hurry. Punch took Mrs.
Milyun on one arm, and the precious basket of
old white port on the other. I charged myself
with the welfare and the slender wrist of the
spiritual Miss Schottische. The moment Punch
set foot on shore he commenced polking with
his two burdens, in spite of the crimson indig
nation of old Milyun, and the calm, stern eyes
of Professor Glace.
No inhabitants appeared on the island ; its
verdure undulated before us in deserted serenity ;
but in the limpid distance we saw gabled dwell
ings and slender spires. We moved on in a
sort of procession, over rolling meadows and
through lanes fringed with roses, toward the un
earthly village. Miss Schottische made a gar
land of some of the choicest flowers, declaring,
with a look of sweet devotion, that now, if never
after, she would deck her brow with the blooms
of Paradise. We halted at the entrance of a
neatly kept square, faced by gabled and-pinnacled
houses of the old Tudor style, so fantastie, and
yet so dignified with antiquity, that Punch broke
the holy silence with a roar of laughter, and
De Cockayne swore in his elegant astonishment.
"Lord, what a queer old place !" said Punch.
"Nobody up. Come along Mrs. Milyun. I'm
going to have a peep through those funny old
windows."
He dragged the giggling lady through a gate,
and, making his way over some flower-beds to
a window, looked in through the small lozenge-
shaped panes.
" Family prayers!" he presently called to us
in a stentorian whisper ; " I'll be hanged if they
ain't reading a Bible!"
"Not really! "exclaimed the wonder-struck
De Cockayne.
"Fact," said Punch. "There they go, on
their knees."
We all paused, dubious, but inclined on the
whole to await the close of the devotions with
in. I saw Heury Howard with his arms folded
and his head bowed, as if he were joining in the
very soul of those unheard supplications. Miss
Schottische whispered to me that she had never
been more moved at Grace Church. Mrs. Glace
rolled her fine eyes, and murmered some very
sweet original poetry about her sainted darling.
" Holy men !" said Doctor Armageddon,
spreading out his great hands, broad enough
to cover Canaan. " Very eminent Christians.
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High standard of piety, I have no doubt. I
shall ask them to give me some hints on the
Prophecies."
After wo had stood whispering watching, and
wondering for ten or fifteen minutes, Punch and
Mrs. Milyun made a precipitate rush into the
street, declaring that the old fellows had finished
their prayers. On every side now came forth
staid men, mostly with bearded faces, dressed
in broad-brimmed hats, doublets of grave-col
ored silk or cloth, breeches fastened at the knees

by knots of ribbon, blue or scarlet hose, pon
derous shoes, or boots spreading at the top into

mighty circumference. There were quiet little
children too, and women with placid visages
and serious habiliments. Two- or three elderly
men, one of them vestured in black, presently
approached and saluted us with solemn courte

sy. 1 noticed, however, in some alarm, that
their clear, steady eyes glanced along our faces
with an expression which seemed to say that

they read each of our characters by the power
of a sure supernatural instinct. On the coun
tenance of Heury Howard they dwelt with an
unutterable gentleness ; but from each other of
our company they turned away in grave and
sad condemnation.
" My dear Sir, good-morning!" said Doctor
Armageddon, stepping briskly forward and shnk
ing both handsof the personage in black. "If
I mistake not I have the pleasure of addressing
a brother in the ministry. I am Doctor Arma
geddon, pastor of the church of the Pilgrim
Mothers in Boston. I suppose you have hardly
heard of my commentary on the lost book of
Gad the Seer?"

"Yon must almost be a pastor of the dead,
then," said the venerable islander, without no

ticing the Doctor's pretensions as a commenta
tor. "I fear that true Pilgrim Mothers have
now all but perished out of our once saintly
New England."
" By no means. Let me reassure you. I
think the standard of maternal piety was never
higher than in my flock at present," said the
mortified Armageddon.
The eldermade no reply, but the two ghostly
gentlemen behind him whispered audibly :
" Liar! hypocrite!"
The Doctor must have overheard them, for
he slunk away to one side in an extremely rosy
confusion.
"Come, dear friend, come with us, and we
will show thee something of thy future glory,"
said the elder, advancing and taking the arm
of our friend Howard. The young minister
walked away with him, instantly, calmly, with

a joyful earnestness of aspect, as if he were en
tering the gates of the Holy City. They dis
appeared down a breezy avenue of elms, and
seemed to enter the splendor of the sun, which
at that moment rose like a mighty archway of
fire opposite the farthest opening of the verdant
nave.
" Upon my honor, I wish I had brought let

ters of introduction from my dead grandmoth
er," said Punch, as the two other Puritans turn
ed gravely away from us.
"D—n it, old fellows! is that what you call
hospitality ?" called old Hinnom, in sudden rage.
" Can't you invite ns at least to sit down on your
grass ?"
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* The two Puritans turned back, and, taking
the fiery old broker one by each urm, began to

walk him up the avenue. His sons interfered.
Punch threw off his coat, much to the confusion
of Miss Schottische Counter Jumper shouted,
" Number six to the rescue I" and we were ap
parently on the verge of a tremendous riot, when

every lady seized her man and burst into tears
on his shoulder. A score of Puritans also came
running toward us, armed with ponderous swords
or canes ; and there was evidently nothing left
us but to submit and let old Hinnom take his
luck. In much astonishment, mortification, and
alarm, therefore, at the unexpectedly bad look
of affairs, we followed on until we had reached
the upper end of the square. Behind the elms

there a stone prison faced us with its sullen im

penetrability ; while in front of it stood a robust

whipping-post, and a pillory of more than com
fortable dimensions.
Two or three richly-dressed men of singularly
noble mien presently arrived, and an extempore
court was held at once on the case of our re
spectable fellow-adventurer; a person, by-the-
way, who has more than once done the alder-
manic duties and honors of his native city. As
the instinct of blasphemy is strong in the Hin
nom blood, the old broker swore repeatedly dur
ing the proceedings, and convicted himself with
the greatest facility imaginable. In less time
than it would take with us to read an indict

ment, he was tried, found guilty, sentenced,

stripped of his boots and stockings, and pad
locked by the feet between those ignominious
bars. Hinnom's sons proving naturally rather
boisterous during this ceremony, they were clap

perclawed offhand, con
demned for contempt
of court, and installed
hard and fast on either
side of their father.—

Finally, all their faces
were plastered with rot
ten eggs by five or six
serious boys, who let
those disagreeable mis
siles fly with a provok
ing gravity and deco
rum, as if they were
performing the most
Christian duty possible.
The principal judge
then stepped in front of
the dolorous triumvi

rate, and addressed us.
I could not help being
struck by his magnifi
cent carriage, his ^tern
courtesy of gaze, and
the compressed power
visible in his counte
nance, as contrasted
with the elegant feeble
ness of our sprigs from
Fifth Avenue. Even
Professor Glace wilted,

and the icy calmness melted in frightened per
spiration from his brow, when those solemn eyes
paused for a moment upon him. I knew by
instinct that it was Sir Harry Vane, as I stood
before him in the humility of conscious unwor-
thiness.
"Men of earth," he said, ''remain here if
ye will, and as long as ye will ; but be careful
how ye offend the Majesty of Heaven or the de
corum of humanity. Every door is open to your
feet ; all our love is o|ien to your hearts ; only
behave like men in the presence of their Maker ;
Otherwise a light punishment shall befall ye,
significant of the one that lasteth eternally."
He bowed with kingly politeness, and point
ing us To his own dwelling, retired.
A small, withered Puritan, who looked as if
he might be a sexton, now stepped up and in
formed us that it was Thursday, their lectn re-

day, and that the meeting-house would crave
our presence in the afternoon.
"Oh, we'll go!" cried Punch. "Never you
fear, old cock. We'll be on hand as devout as
lamplighters !"
"No, no! let's go out of this dreadful place
directly," whispered Mrs. Milvun, who for the
last half hour had been in an interesting agony
of terror, clinging with all her might to Punch
Punner.
" Oh do, dear Mr. Cockayne," urged Miss
Schottische. " Take us on board the yacht as
quick as possible."
"No, no!" I interfered. "We can't leave
the Hinnoms."
"Fact really," repeated De Cockayne in per
plexity. " We can't leave the Hinnoms among
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these blood-thirsty old Christians. They're in
till sundown. Nothing to be done but get some
things up and have a pienic here on the green.

Catch me inside of their houses ! Just like
'em to saw a fellow's ears off with the bread-

knife!"
In great distress of mind we bivouacked down
in a huddle, on ourplaids and blanket shawls, be
neath the shadow of the prison elms ; for we wish
ed to be as near as possible to those desolate Hin
noms, so as to afford them all permissible aid and
comfort in their conspicuous humiliation. De
Cockayne and half a dozen others of our young
est people hurried down to the schooner, reap
pearing in half an hour with baskets enough to
feed the famished five thousand. One of these
baskets I knew to be of Silkry Mousseux ; and
I was curious to see whether the by-passing
Puritans would recognize the article. They
did not apparently but walked right by it with
an ignorant inattention which drew a contempt
uous, whistle from Punch Punner. We had
scarcely seated ourselves around our provender,
when the three Hinnoms burst out in a doleful

roar for Champagne. That kind-hearted Mil-
yun grasped a bottle, and was about to rush to
ward them, when Doctor Armageddon seized his
arm.
" My dear Sir, you had better let me carry
it," said he. " I am in the gospel ministry, and
I trust that these people will respect my sacred
office."
Away he went, holding the bottle in both
hands, and actually succeeded in getting the
nose of it within an inch of the puckered mouth
of old Hinnom. At that tantalizing instant a
stout squat fellow, in scarlet doublet and breech
es, leaped out from behind the pillory, and com

pletely smashed the precious vessel with his
cane. The Doctor dropped the empty butt of

AN APPLICATION.

it
,

and rushed shrieking toward us, dreadfully
punished in the rear by the hobuailed shoes of
the party in red breeches. The latter then
proceeded to inform us, in horrible obsolete En
glish, that he was constable, and would permit
no interference with the rascally varlets in the
pillory.

Accordingly, we went to breakfast without
attempting any farther charity to the Hinnoms,
who looked on from their slight elevation with
occasional moans of hungry and thirsty distress.
The little Peppergrasses, quite unconscious of
the fearful novelty of their situation, pecked
heartily at the cold chicken. Mr. Milyun, al

most equally innocent and inapprcciative, aRi
made a very good meal. De Cockayne was in
a state of silent astonishment, and seemed to
have no clear idea upon any thing, except that
Champagne was a refuge from sorrow. Miss
Schottische drank considerably, to say the least.
without any of her usual remarks about the calm
repose of the grave. Major Slick and Counter
Jumper had a private quarrel over their sand
wiches, each accusing the other of having
brought him into the scrape. Professor Glace
called on Mrs. Glace to commune with their
lost darling ; but neither Mrs. Glace nor the
lost darling made any response that was intel
ligible. Punch imbibed furiously, and was ev
idently determined on getting drank, notwith
standing the near terrors of the whipping-post.
He became elevated ; he laughed exultingly ;

he drank the healths of the captive Hinnoms.
"Doctor," he giggled, "that fellow in red
breeches took you to be a very common tater."
"Oh," moaned Armageddon, rubbing his

sore back, " this is not at all what I was led to
expect. I confess that I have been miserably
undeceived. I once had the greatest respect
for these famous historical personages."
"I say, Doctor," continued the scandalous
Punch, " what you got behind there was what
you ministers call an application, eh? Red
Breeches went as far as tenthly, if I counted
right. You looked as doleful as the old mar
tyrs in church window-panes. You tcere in
pains, though, I say, old (hie) Armageddon.
Hallo, old Hinnom ! what's your opinion on
stocks this morning? You are a broker; why
don't you broke out of that ? I say, Jumper,
what's become of all the Champagne ? Arma
geddon here has had all the real pain."
"Gone to its own place—all empty," replied
Jumper, holding up a bottle and shaking his
head with dry humor.
" Pass the brandy, then," replied Punch, un
dismayed. " Don't give it up so, my Christian
friends. Wo are in the Land of Spirits, you
know. Where's the aqua vita, De Cockayne ?"
"Brandy? — there isn't any — didn't bring
anv," responded Augustus, dolorously.
"The devil!" exclaimed Punch. "Well,
never nrlnd. I'm bound to have some. So,
here goes for the St. Nicholas over there."
And ho set off, rather unsteadily, across the
square, in the direction of a building, which,
from its enormous sign-board, with the figure
of a fiery chariot upon it

,

appeared to be an inn.
He was gone nearly an hour, I should think ;

and when he returned, his head was as clean of
hair as a water-melon.
"Good Heavens, Punch!" exclaimed De
Cockayne, "I didn't know you wore a wig."
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PCNCi1 rUNNER'8 aETCEN,

" I don't, it appears ; nor any thing else," re
plied our unfortunate wit, passing his hand over
his polished caput.
"Mercy on us, Mr. Punner! what has be
come of your hair ?" shrieked Mrs. Milyun.
" Why, you see, my dear," said Punch, who
was still a pood deal intoxicated, " I undertook
to kick up a little row because they kept no bran
dy; and the barber-us old dumfudpeons had me
up instanter before Sir Harry Weathercock,
there, and shaved me. Told me they'd put me
in the pillory, too, if I tried it on again."
"What an ungentlemanly outrage!" sobbed
Mrs. Milyun.
"Served him right!" muttered old Milyun,
recollecting, doubtless, how impertinently drunk
Punch had often been in his palatial saloons.
"Dear Professor Glace, can't you save us?"
implored Mrs. Milyun, embracing her own love
ly ringlets, with an adoring despair. "You
brought us here. I demand your protection."
"My dear," said that perplexed gentleman,
to his wife, " can you not commune with our
lost darling?"
Mrs. Glace only gurgled in her throat, and
pointed frantically in the direction of the pillo
ry. I looked that way, and saw the red-brecched
constable seize the eldest of those unlucky little
Peppergrasses, in the act of offering a bite of
bread-and-butter to one of the Hinnoms, Junior.
The next instant the child was reversed on the
constabulary knee, and his piercing screams
told the whole village of his agonies. ,Mrs.
Peppergrass made nn immediate effort—and
fainted on the spot, with her characteristic en
ergy. Mr. Peppergrass shook his paternal fist
madly at the sky, while the other little Pepper-
grasses joined shrilly in the wailing chorus of
their afflicted brother.
As soon as the spanked innocent had returned
to us, with his tearful cheeks and touching sob,
the Reverend Whist Pussyite arose, his usually
pale forehead flushed with old port and youthful
heroism.

A PCTTEUGEA88Pt'NTaUEn.
•

"Brethren," said he, in a voice which was
both thick and sweet, as if stirred in with an un
usual quantity of sugur, "ought not the utter
ance of the Church to be heard here?''
"Oh, do, Mr. Pussyite! Repeat some of

the Collects. Let us have that sweet Burial
Service," exclaimed several ladies at once.
"I humbly object to the Burial Service,"
said I. "It would be cold comfort to the Hin
noms."
"Give 'em something stronger, Whist," put
in Punner. "Go at 'em with the Commina-
tion Service. Curse their old razors and pillo
ries!"
"I think, my friends," said Mr. Pussyite,
with a reproving wink At Punch, "that I had
best repeat the Prayer for Peace and Deliver

ance from our Enemies."
Amidst the hopeful and admiring murmurs of

our ladies, he advanced to the pillory and took

a stand, facing us, between the impounded feet

of the Hinnoms. Red Breeches came up to
him threateningly ; but, at the first words of
that beautiful petition, he halted, then took off

his hat, and finally bowed his head, in the pro-
foundest reverence. Mr. Pussyite recited, in
his usual fluent and graceful manner, until he
reached the passage, " We yield thee praise and
thanksgiving for our deliverance ;" when he
came to a sudden stop, as if aware of its inap-
propriateness to us, who as yet were far from

being delivered. Feeling hastily in his pockets

to sec if he had a Prayer Book about him, he
drew out something, which, to our utter dismay,

proved to be a pack of cards. He tried to con
ceal them by folding his hands devoutly ; but

the lynx-eyed official was too wary for him, and

made a spring at the worldly playthings.
" Cut, Whist ! Don't stop to shuffle," roared
Punch ; and Whist tried to cut, but was tripped
up and collared before he could run a yard.
The constable carried off both cards and cler
gyman to the prison, doubtless to await the

convenience of that terrible Sir Harry Vane.
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We now resolved to get away from this
abominable pillory, which exposed us to so

many mishaps. Apologizing as well as we
could to the Hinnoms, some of us shouldered
Mrs. Peppergrass, and we all set off down the
avenue.
"I say, let's try on the religious tack," ob
served Major Slick, pointing to the antique
visaged meeting-house. "That's the soft spot
"of these old fellers. I go for squattin' right at
the door of the tabernacle and talkin' religion
full chissel. Nothin' like it for bntterin' the
right side of your bread with church-members."
The plan seemed such a cunning one, that,
in spite of its contemptible hypocrisy, We all fell
into it

,

and seated ourselves with solemn faces
on the broad steps of the Puritanic sanctuary.
"There," snuffled the Major, turning up his

eyes.
" I reckon I look kinder hopefully pious.

See if tho rest on ye can't come it somehow."
Doctor Armageddon and Miss Schottische cer

tainly did "come it." In the whole course of
my life I never saw two more miserably sanc
timonious visages. None of the inhabitants
noticed us, however; and it was evidently
necessary to do something more than keep up

a devotional countenance. At the suggestion
of the Major we ventured a hymn, but broke
down in " Greenland's Icy Mountains," in con
sequence of Punch and De Cockayne trying to
sing it to the tune of "Pop goes the Weasel."
De Cockayne, in fact, had drunk a great deal,
and began to get noisy as the wine gradually
mounted into his slow but capacious brain.
After a while I missed him. Then I heard a
feminine squull floating out of a neighboring
garden, followed by the well known cackling
laughter of our Fifth A/enue Don Juan. Look
ing round, I saw De Cockayne taking some
very uupardonable liberties with the lips and
cheeks of a saintly-faced damsel of the island.
At the girl's repeated calls for help, three
sturdy fellows in great boots bounced out of a

house and thundered down the garden upon the
offender. De Cockayne leaped the fence like

a deer, got into the grave-yard with the Puri
tans close at his heels, dodged from headstone
to headstone, led them three turns around the
tabernacle, and, finally, put out at an astonish
ing pace into the square. Here we had tho chase
in full view, and watched all its turnings and
windings with the most tremulous interest.
From every house issued stern men in doublets,
breeches, and ponderous shoe-leather, following
hard on the haunches of the fugitive, heading
him off at every double, and making terrific
snatches at his person and raiment. First his
dandy cane went, then his hat, then one skirt
of his Shanghae frock, then the other, then vari
ous rags and tatters, until Broadway would not
have recognized the wonder of her tailorhood.
" Go it
,

Augustus !" shouted Punch, with
heart-felt sympathy. "Red Breeches is gaining
on ye !"

Alas ! in another instant the red-legged con
stable was victorious, leaping upon the delicate

dandy and dragging him down with as furious

a strength as if he were throttling one of Ru
pert's brawny cavaliers. They trotted him off
by the collar to the whipping-post ; and Miss
Schottische turned away her face as she saw that
they were stripping him. Presently we heard
his feeble roars for mercy, and beheld him writh
ing under the heavy whip of that indefatigable
monster in scarlet indispensables. In fifteen
minutes more ho was sitting in state on the

right hand of the Hinnoms, his face shining
with the filthy splendor of rotten eggs.
"Oh dear! oh dear! What an outrage upon
a gentlemun !" sobbed Mrs. Milyun.
"Served him right!" growled her husband.
" He's got his deserts at last for his shabby con
duct to some of our New York girls."
" What a place for eggs !" observed Punch,
piteously. "Why don't they save 'em for egg-
nog ?"
We remained for perhaps half an hour longer
in a silence of wretched expectation. Then the

shriveled sexton made his appearance, saluted
us by a grave bow without speaking, and flung

open the meeting-house doors. Before the

antique functionary could fairly get hold of the
bell-rope, Major Slick made a rush on tip-toe
for one of the front pews, closely followed by
that terrified old fox, Armageddon, who abso

lutely seemed to sneak in with his tail between
his legs. One after another we imitated their

example, thinking, for once at least, that piety
was the best policy. Never were long fuce^
bent lower, and never did. people stare more

vehemently into Hymn Books and Bibles. At
the clamor of the terrible bell a stern crowd
poured into the edifice, filling its square pews
and long wall-slips with an imposing array of
grave, restrained, unearthly faces. I will not
attempt to give a sketch of those awful services ;

those solemn yet passionate prayers ; those

hymns rising in grand supernatural harmony;
that discourse bright with holy love, yet keen

with fierce denunciation of sin. In the deepest
humility, in the extremest self-condemnation,

I bent before those venerable beings, the saints
of history, the heroes of temporal and spiritual
conflict, the statesmen who on earth sought to
administer the laws of Heaven.

I was partially startled out of these sublime
impressions by the odor of a cigar floating in

through the open window. Glancing out with
out turning my head, I perceived that that in
cautious Jumper had slipped out of church to
draw the breath of a regalia, under cover of
some>currant bushes. Red Breeches was steal
ing upon him ; in an instant he had him by the

throat, choking the cigar out of his mouth ;

there was a short scuffle, and then I saw them
disappear in the direction of the pillory.
The sermon had lasted a couple of hours or
so, and seemed to be reaching its most interest
ing point, when I was again alarmed by ob
serving that Punch and Doctor Armageddon
had fallen asleep. The Doctor's capacious head
had sunk upon his breast, and he was mutter
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ing in his nap, as if pronouncing that closing
benediction which we had all so long desired.

Punch sat directly in front of me, his shaved
cranium fallen back, and his small mustaches

just visible above the rim of its polished cir
cumference. If he had had any hair, I could
have pulled it

,

and so saved him from the cas-

tigation which was approaching. A man came
forward from the door, bearing in his hand a

stout, short stick, with a knob at one end, and a

fox-tail fastened to the other. From my knowl
edge of Puritan antiquities, I knew that he was
the tithing-man ; and I leaned back in breath
less expectation of witnessing summary and
fearful justice. One knock dispersed the dense
slumbers of the Doctor ; and then the club de
scended with thrilling effect on the unfortunate
sconce of Mr. Punner. Gliding on, the official
swept the fox-tail over the face of Mrs. Milyun,
who was also gently snoring. The hairy ex
tremity descended into her open mouth ; and
with a gasp and a gurgle, Mrs. Milyun awoke
to burst into tears. The little Peppergrasses
were then knocked on the head successively, to
bring them to a sense of their situation ; and
as the two youngest ones broke into an angry
squall, they were taken out of doors, and pol
ished off with sprouts of currant bushes.
Major Slick was the next victim of the terri
ble tithing man, who caught him slyly squirting
tobacco-juice into his own hat, in the vain hope
of escaping detection. Out went the Major,
notwithstanding his woefully solemn phiz ; and

I saw him presently, through the window, in
the grasp of that remorseless Red Breeches ;

his lamentable voice, as I thought, reaching
me, a few minutes later, from the locality of
the whipping-post.

MAJOR sUCE DKTEOTED.

After three hours and a half, as near as might
be, the sermon ended, and the final hymn was
given out. The heat in the building was by
this time so oppressive that Mrs. Milyun and
Miss Schottische took the liberty of loosening
their scarfs from their necks. By some unlucky

oversight both of these ladies had omitted to
change their evening dresses before starting, so
that they now exposed no small portion of their
shoulders, and so forth, to the view of the con
gregation. The result was dreadful. The eyes
of the Puritans flashed with anger and con
tempt ; and I saw instantly that they had con
ceived the worst idea of these most respectable
ladies. The tithing man advanced to seize Mrs.
Milyun, while a particularly grim brother in the
church laid hands on Miss Schottische. Mr.
Milyun would not let go of his wife, and I felt
bound to defend the authoress of the "Narrow.
Narrow House." The result was, that we were
all four bundled out, and led off to prison to
gether. A mighty door of oak and iron closed
upon us, and we were left to our woeful antici
pations.
" This is a pretty place to bring your wife
to !" shrieked Mrs. Milyun at her husband.
"I didn't bring you here," he replied, im
pertinently ; " it was that fellow with the fox
tail."
"Well, what did you come to this hateful
island for ?" insisted the outraged woman.
" You ought to have known it wasn't a fit place
for a lady."
"All your own doings, my dear; especially
this last scrape," returned old Milyun, coolly ;

' ' I have often requested you not to wear low-
neck dresses."
Mrs. Milyun finished the conversation by a

scream, and Mr. Milyun by a growl. Then we
became silent, for there was a sound of feet in
the passage, and of a key in the lock. The
door opened, and Doctor Armageddon was
thrust in by the nape of the neck ; having, it

seems, been imprudent enough to commence a
doctrinal disquisition, in which he immediately
convicted himself of some rascally modern het
erodoxy. Sir Harry Vane followed him, then
two other grand fellows, then the jailer, and
then our enemy in the red breeches. I looked
at the stern tranquillity of the Governor's visage,
so like a remorseless destiny, and cried out, in
the famous words of Cromwell, "Oh, Sir Harry
Vane ! The Lord deliver me from Sir Harry
Vane ! "

" Friend," he replied, " the Lord deliver thee
from thyself and the vile company thou keep-
est."

I endeavored to plead the cause of the ladies,
and affirm their unblemished character. But it

was useless. They were tried and found guilty
of shameful indecorum, with a facile rapidity
that Judge Jeffries would have had difficulty in
imagining. Doctor Armageddon was convicted,

to his speechless mortification, of foul heresy ;

and Mr. Milyun and I were adjudged culpable of
indecent disturbances during divino service.

Out we went to the pillory, and there we found
the rest of our company, alongside of whom
we were immediately made fast, with our feet

nearly as high as our heads, somewhat after a

modern fashion of American after-dinner re

pose. In the crowd before us, I observed the
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little Peppcrgrasses sniveling again, and rub

bing the seats of their tight trowsers ; from
which I inferred that they had just received
some further miserable castigation.
While the Puritan yonnkers were egging us
with their usual accuracy of aim, the sun de
scended through magnificent cloudy glories to
the horizon. Glancing down the avenue at
this spectacle, I was surprised to see our friend
Howard and the venerable elder oace more,
emerging, to all appearance, from the very cen
tre of the excellent brightness. As they came
slowly up the street toward us the extreme

verge of the grand orb vanished from earth,
and I heard the Governor ordain our release.
But before the first of our ignominious ankles
was withdrawn from its confinement, and while
the stainless stockings and Parisian bootees of
our ladies were still sticking through the bars,
Heury Howard halted before us with an expres
sion in his mild, gentlemanly face so singular
that I shall never forget it. Though purified,
sublimed, almost unearthly, it still recognized ns
and our condition ; not with any pitiful shock,
however, nor with any indignation at our re
morseless oppressors, but with a tranquil coinci
dence in our sentence, and a complete acknowl
edgment of our guilt.
When we were freed, Sir Harry Vane ad
dressed us with one brief sentence : " Go, and
let this day be a warning unto ye for all tho
days of your life, lest a worse thing come upon
ye."
" I kinder reckon it will be, and no mistake,"
muttered Major Slick, as we hurried away toward
our landing-place. " Catch me on this cussed
island agin !"
"Well, Peppergrass, this is worse than living
in the country," observed Punch.
"Fact, really—confounded sight worso," re
sponded De Cockayne, who has a horrid idea
of the country.
Old Hinnom and his sons limped along with
out a word, being completely worn-out by their
long fasting and other hardships.
"Oh, Mrs. Milyun ! we have but just escaped
with our lives," sobbed Miss Schottische, now

quite overcome, and unable to recollect any of
her soothing passages on death in the "Narrow,
Narrow House."

"Wretches!" sniffled Mrs. Milyun, through
her brief nose. "Mr. Punner, I hope you
won't catch cold. Do wrap my scarf around
your head."
"Well, it's my opinion they served us all
about half right," said that honest, magnani
mous old Milyun.
"My dear," sighed Professor Glace, "that
was a narrow escape we had of being hanged as
witches to-day. Our lost darling had liked to
have ruined us."
"Oh dear! yes; what a pity you ever lost
him !" groaned Doctor Armageddon.
"I wish I could git a hold of one of them
little blue-skins," snarled Major Slick, ferocious
ly, as we came out upon the sea-shore. " I'd
rotten egg him!"
But the Major saw those detestable scarlet
inexpressibles dogging us at a little distance,
and thought it prudent to skip into a boat among
the foremost.
'
"My dear friends," said Heury Howard at
last, "I can not help being surprised at you.
How is it possible that you have all fallen un
der tho condemnation of these pure and right-
judging beings ! I have beheld this day things
that make time seem but an eddy of eternity,
with no shadow of separation between. I have
been admitted to-day into the mysteries of
sainted souls ; of men who once showed how it
was possible to be in this world and yet not of
it ; men of whom tho world was not worthy.
Our language has no other term which could so
justly name them as the word Puritans."
"Puritans bo darned!" thundered the Ma
jor. "I'm glad the confounded hard-headed
old critters have died out. This generation an'
that couldn't git along together nohow. I don't
like to take my religion so stiff as they mixed it."
" I consider Puritanism a regular shave," ob
served the hairless Punch.
"Fact is," continued the Major, philosophic
ally, "men of one century hain't no kind of
business in another century. I see some good
in death that I never saw before."
Agreeing unanimously in this conclusion, we
returned with great satisfaction to the comfort
able temporalities of Nahant, thanking Heaven
that we were well rid of the forefathers of whom
we were not worthy !

WHITE WINGS.

At my foot the ocean surges,
With its never-ceasing roar;
Singing war-songs, chanting dirges,
Evermore —ah, evermore!
All the sea is wild commotion—
All its breakers white as shrouds :
While afar across tho ocean
Spreads the shadow of the clouds.
But I know the sun is beaming,'
Far beyond that shadow dark—

I can see his radiance gleaming
In some distant white-wing'd bark.

Thus the ocean of to-morrow
Breaks upon life's rocky shore
With its turmoil —with its sorrow-
Evermore—ab, evermore !
But beyond in farthest distance,
Far beyond all earthly things,
We can see tho new existence
In tho gleam of angel wings.
Angel wings of tho departed,
Bright with rays of fairer skies,
Are reveal'd to the true-hearted,
Through the spirit's purer eyes.
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SHERMAN'S GREAT MARCH.'
" TF Sherman had been cut off in Georgia or
JL Carolina," said an ex-Confederate officer
the other day, " he would have been set down
as the greatest military charlatan on record."
"
Quite possibly," was our reply ;

" and so if
the doctrine of the wise pundits of Salamanca
had turned out to be true, that ' should a ship
from Europe succeed in reaching India, she could
never get back again, because the rotundity of
the globe would present a kind of mountain up
which it would be impossible for her to sail with
* The. Story of the Great March. From the Diary of a
Staff Officer. By Brevet Major GeoBge Ward Nichols,
Aid-de-Camp to General Sherman. With Map and 111u~-
tmtions. Harper aud Brothers.

the most favorable wind,' then Columbus would
have been justly set down as the most foolish
visionary on record. Somehow it happened that
Columbus did not slip irrecoverably down the
round side of the globe, but got safely back to
Spain, and 'a Castillo y a Leon Nuevo Mnndu
dio Colon.' So, too, Sherman was not lost in
the Georgia woods or Carolina swamps. Col am
bus was not a visionary or Sherman a charlatan
simply because each proposed a feasible object,
and employed the best means to accomplish it."
We do not propose in this paper to describe
the Great March in its military aspects. Sher
man himself has done this in his reports. They
are as clear as those in which Caesar tells how
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he waged his Gallic wars, and almost as pictur
esque as the immortal pages in which Xenophon
describes the march of the famous Ten Thou
sand. We propose to present—mainly in the
words of Major Nichols —some scenes and inci
dents in the march of Sherman. Passing over
the marches and battles which won Atlanta, in
September, 1804, and the subsequent operations
which sent Hood on his wild expedition toward
Nashville, whence he was hurled back so disas
trously by Thomas ; passing over the heroic de
fense of Allatoona Pass, where Corse, with only
fifteen hundred men, fought from early dawn
until noon a force of no less than six thousand
of the enemy, and drove them from the field,
leaving their dead and wounded behind ; we

look, with Major Nichols, at the commanding
general : " What prophetic intuitions filled the
mind of General Sherman as he paced the piazza
of that house in Atlanta, utterly abstracted in
thought, his head cast a little to one side, one
hand buried in his side pocket, the other fitfully
snapping the ashes from his cigar, arc known

only to himself ; but certain it is that one bright
morning we were awakened with orders to move.
Hood had already crossed the Chattahoochee,

and was forty-eight hours in advance. His ob
jective point was then a mooted question, nor

has the military problem yet been fully answered :
perhaps he did not know it himself. There can
be little doubt, however, that the leading pur

pose of Hood's march was to draw Sherman
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away from Atlanta by a bold movement in our

rear, threatening not only our line of communi
cations but our base of supplies. He thought
that he could retort upon Sherman his own tac

ties, nnd force him, for want of supplies, to give

up the bravely-won victories of the summer's
campaign, and force us back upon Chattanooga.
"The battle at Allatoona was the decisive
point of the campaign in pursuit of Hood. The
same night, Corse, though severely wounded
and suffering, went to Rome with bis remaining

troops. After the failure of the rash assault
the rebel general passed by Rome, and threat

ened, but did not attack, Resaca— for Sherman
was now close in his track. Hood effected a

temporary lodgment at Dulton. Then, collect
ing his hungry, barefooted men, and gathering
what little plunder he could find, he fled over
the mountains and down the valley at the rate
of twenty-five miles a day to Gaylesville, and
thence to Gadsden, where he rejoined his trains,
to make his fatal march toward Nashville.
" Sherman waited some time at Gaylesville,
until fully assured of the direction taken by his
late antagonist. He then detached the Fourth
Corps, and subsequently the Twenty-third, with
orders to join General Thomas, who received
full instructions as to the course he was to adopt.
Sherman at once made preparations to abandon
all the posts south of Dalton. Frqm Gayles
ville and Rome he issued his orders concerning
the new movement. The sick and wounded,
Mion-combatants, the machinery, extra baggage,
tents, wagons, artillery, ammunition stores, ev

ery person and every tiiing not needed in the
future campaigns, were sent back to Chattanoo
ga. The army was stripped for fighting and
marching.
"Let us for a moment look at General Sher
man as he appeared at Gaylesville, seated upon
a camp-stool in front of his tent, with a map of
the United States spread upon his knees. Gen
eral Easton and Colonel Beckwith, his chief

quarter-master and commissary, are standing
near. By his side are Generals Howard nnd
Slocum, the future commanders of the right
and left wings. General Sherman's finger runs

swiftly down the map until it reaches Atlanta ;
then, with unerring accuracy, it follows the
general direction to be taken by the right and
left wings, until a halt is made at Milledgeville.
' From here,' the general says, ' we have several
alternatives ; I am sure we can go to Savannah,
or open communication with the sea somewhere
in that direction.' After studying the map a
while, tracing upon the tangled maze of streams
and towns a line from Savannah north and east,
at Columbia, South Carolina, General Sherman
looks up at General Howard with the remark,
' Howard, I believe we can go there without any
serious difficulty. If we can cross the Salka-
hatchie we can capture Columbia. From Co
lumbia'—passing his finger quickly over livers,
swamps, and cities to Goldsborough, North Car
olina— ' that point is a few days' march through
a rich country. When we reach that important

railroad junction —when I once plant this army
at Goldsborough —Lee must leave Virginia, or
he will be defeated beyond hope of recovery.
We can make this march, for General Grant
assures me that Lee can not get away from
Richmond without his knowledge, nor without
serious loss to his army.'
"To those who gazed upon the map, and
measured the great distance to be traversed,
from this quiet village away up in the mount
ains of Northern Alabama down to the sea, and
thence hundreds of miles through a strange and
impassable country away to the north again,
and over wide rivers and treacherous bogs, the
whole scheme, in the hands of any man but he
who conceived it

,

seems weird, fatal, impossi
ble. But it was at that moment in process of
execution. The army was at once set in mo
tion ; the numerous threads spreading over a

wide field of operations were gathered up. Out
of confusion came exquisito order. Detach
ments guarding various depots were sent to their
commands, outposts were withdrawn, the caval
ry were concentrated in one division under the
lead of a gallant soldier. Compact, confident,
and cheerful, this well-appointed host, guided
by that master mind, moved grandly on to the
fulfillment of its high mission. Those who
have written of this campaign always date its
commencement from Atlanta. Inasmuch as
we trod upon hitherto unconquered soil when
we went out from Atlanta, this statement is

true ; but the march really began at Rome and
Kingston."
It is from this point that Major Nichols be
gins his diary. He writes :

"November 13.—Yesterday the last train of
cars whirled rapidly past the troops moving
south, speeding over bridges and into the woods
as if they feared they might be left helpless in
the deserted land. At Cartersville the last com
munications with the North were severed with
the telegraph wire. It bore the message to
General Thomas, 'All is well.' And so we
have cut adrift from our base of operations,
from our line of communications, launching out
into uncertainty at the best, on a journey whose

projected end only the general in command
knows. Its real fate and destination he does
not know, since that rests with the goodness of

God and the brave hearts and strong limbs of
our soldiers. The history of war bears no sim
ilar example, except that of Corte'z burning his
ships. It is a bold, hazardous undertaking.
There is no backward step possible here. Thir

ty days' rations and a new base : that time and
those supplies will be exhausted in the most
rapid march ere we can arrive at the nearest
sea-coast; arrived there, what then? I never
heard that manna grew on the sand-beaches or
in the marshes, though we are sure that we can
obtain forage on .our way ; and I have reason
to know that General Sherman is in the highest
degree sanguine and cheerful—sure even of suc
cess. As for the soldiers, they do not stop to
ask questions. Sherman says "Come," and
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that is the entire vocabulary to them. A most
cheerful feature of the situation is the fact that
the men are healthful and jolly as men can be ;
hoping for the best, willing to dare the worst.
" Behind us we leave a track of smoke and
flame. Half of Marietta was burned up—not
by orders, however; for the command is that
proper details shall be made to destroy all prop
erty which can ever be of use to the rebel ar
mies. Stragglers will get into these places, and
dwelling-houses are leveled to the ground. In
nearly all cases these are the deserted habita
tions formerly owned by rebels who are now
refugees."
Atlanta was a doomed city. It was a great
military strong-hold. As such it was held by
the enemy ; as such it was captured and treated

by Sherman. Transportation was given to all
who wished to go North ; those who wished to

go South were sent to the Confederate lines. It
was a hard necessity. Sherman was far from
his base of supplies, and his lines of communi
cation were liable to constant interruption. He

could not, if he would, undertake to feed the
families of thoso who were in arms against his

Government, and unless he fed them they mus:

starve. So he must send them away.
When the army commenced its southward

march Atlanta was given to the flames. Un
der date of November 15, Major Nichols writes :
" A grand and awful spectacle is presented
to the beholder in this beautiful city, now in
flames. By order, the chief engineer has de
stroyed by powder and fire all the store-houses.
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depot buildings, and machine-shops. The heav
en is one expanse of lurid fire ; the air is filled
with flying, burning cinders; buildings cover
ing two hundred acres are in ruins or in flames ;
every instant there is the sharp detonation or
the smothered booming sound of exploding
shells and powder concealed in the buildings,
and then tho sparks and flame shoot away up
into the black and red roof, scattering cinders
far and wide. These are the machine-shops
where have been forged and cast the rebel cannon,
shot and shell that have carried death to many
a brave defender of our nation's honor. These
warehouses have been the receptacle of muni
tions of war, stored to be used for our destruc
tion. The city, which, next to Richmond, has
furnished more material for prosecuting the war
than any other in the South, exists no more as
a means for injury to be used by the enemies
of the Union."
The command of a great army is the highest
achievement of the human mind. It is made
up of a hundred thousand men, each feeble in
himself as a slender fibre of cotton which a
breath will waft away; these countless fibres
twisted and combined into companies, regi
ments, and brigades, are like the strong ca
ble by which the mightiest vessel outrides the
storm. Yet an army is not, like a cable, a
dead thing. It is instinct with life as a whole
and in each individual member. For one thing
every man of the hundred thousand must be fed.
This is no trifling matter even when in camp ;
on the march it is something wonderful. Twen

ty-four hours without supplies would reduce the
best army to a helpless mass of disorganized
humanity. Food for the men, forage for the
animals must not only be provided, but must
be at the precise spot where wanted. A great
battle is a great thing; but a great march is a
greater. Napoleon, the great master of war,
had a score of Marshals any one of whom could
fight and win a pitched battle where he had
one who could lead an army on the march. An
army on the march is something like a great

serpent, whose slow and resistless progress is the
most striking exemplar of absolute force. When

unopposed it stretches its vast length for mile
upon mile, yet always alert and watchful. When
danger threatens, it recoils upon itself. The
trains, its vital point, are enveloped, fold upon
fold, in its gigantic coils. Out of these are
darted its head, with the cavalry its keen eyes,
and the artillery its fearful fangs, ready for of
fense and defense. The great beast, shrunk to
a quarter of its former dimensions, is ready for
attack or defense. The danger past or over
come, the great python unfolds its massy coils,
and again stretches out its huge length for pro
gress. All of these mighty operations must be
under the control of one supreme mind— the
brain which governs every movement.
Sherman's force, when it had fairly cut loose
from Atlanta, was "divided into two armies,
called the Right and Left Wings, each of which
had a separate army commander—General How

ard, of the right wing, and General Slocum, of

J
the left. Each of these armies is composed of
i two corps, which are subdivided into divisions
and brigades, with their proper commanding of
ficers. In addition to these, there is a cavalry
: corps, under the command of General Kilpatrick,

j who takes his orders directly from General Sher
man. This corps is tho curtain behind whose
gleaming folds our chief, marching with one or
another column as circumstances dictate, gives
his orders.
" In the long marches, when the army has
covered a vast extent of country, this organiza
tion proves to bo of the highest practical use.
Each column marches within supporting dis
tance of the others. Yet exceptional instances
have occurred where one wing may be forced to
act in a measure independent of the others, as
when the communication is cut off by a stream
difficult to cross, or by a mountainous district
which can be but slowly traversed. At such
times there is a complete organization united in
one command, ready to act as the emergency
may require. But, as before said, these in
stances are exceptional. The conditions of our
success are attended with such weighty respons
ibilities and dangerous risks, that this great
moving mass of men and material is never fair

ly out of hand. The General commanding is
sues his orders, directed toward or including
certain objective points, to reach which requires
several days' marching. It is the office of the
subordinate commanders to put in motion that

apparently unwieldy, but really manageable, or

derly mass of humanity, wherein every man has
his place, and duties which must be performed ;
and by this beautiful and practical system an

army of sixty or seventy thousand men is shift
ed from place to place with a safety and celerity
almost magical."
The excellently designed map of Major Nich
ols shows by distinct colors the lino of march
of every corps of this army. Let us glance at
its main features : From Rome, in the extreme
northwestern corner of Georgia, close by the bor
der of Alabama, draw a straight line southeast
ward. After three hundred miles it will touch
Savannah. Then draw another line north one
hundred and fifty miles, and it will strike Co
lumbia, the capital of South Carolina. Thence
draw another line northeastward two hundred
miles, and it will touch Goldsborough, in North
Carolina ; from thence another line, drawn
northwestward a hundred miles, will touch Ra
leigh and Chapel Hill, where the march really
closed. In all there was a march of seven hun
dred and fifty miles in a straight line—but some
thing more than a thousand measured along the
roads actually traveled. A straight line drawn
from Rome, the beginning of the march, a little
north of east to Raleigh, its close, would meas
ure about four hmfdred miles. For the thou
sand miles of the march the columns swept an
average breadth of fifty miles. It is curious to
trace upon the map the complex lines which de
note the routes of the different corps, and to dis
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cover the order that overrules the apparent dis
order. Thus, the black, blue, yellow, and red
lines, which denote the various infantry corps,
keep almost the same relative positions. But
the green line, which indicates the cavalry, shifts
from side to side, and from sides to centre.
From Atlanta to Macon it is on the extreme
right. Then, by a sharp turn, it crosses the
other lines and takes place on the left to Millen,
whence to Savannah it appears in the centre.
From Savannah, half-way through South Caro
lina, it is in the centre ; thence to Faycttevillo
it is on the left ; then to Goldsborough, in the
centre, but with a sharp dash to the right ;
thence again on the left to Raleigh, until at
Chapel Hill it forms the front. The explana
tion of these complicated movements is really
simple. The cavalry is the eye of the army,
always open to the side where the enemy is

supposed to be. If he is on the left, it is on the
left ; if he is on the right, it is there ; if he is
on both sides, it is in the centre, ready to meet
him on cither hand.
Let us now catch some glimpses of a single
army corps on the march :
' ' The order of march is issued by the army
commanders the preceding night, from them to
the corps commanders, and then passed along
until every soldier, teamster, and camp-follower
knows that an early start is to be made. At
three o'clock the watch-fires are burning dimly,
and, but for the occasional neighing of horses,
all is so silent that it is difficult to imagine that
twenty thousand men are within a radius of a
few miles. The ripple of the brook can be dis
tinctly heard as it breaks over the pebbles, or
winds petulantly about the gnarled roots. The
wind sweeping gently through the tall pines over
head only serves to lull to deeper repose the slum
bering soldier, who in his tent is dreaming of his
far-off Northern home.
" But in an instant all is changed. From
some commanding elevation the clear-toned
bugle sounds out the reveille, and another and
another responds, until the startled echoes dou
ble and treble the clarion calls. Intermingled
with this comes the beating of drums, often rat
tling and jarring on unwilling ears. In a few
moments the peaceful quiet is replaced by noise
and tumult, arising from hill and dale, from
field and forest. Camp-fires, hitherto extinct
or smouldering in dull gray ashes, awaken to
new life and brilliancy, and send forth their
sparks high into the morning air. Although
no gleam of suurise blushes in the cast, the
harmless flames on every side light up the
scene, so that there is no disorder or confusion.
"The aesthetic aspects of this sudden change
do not, however, occupy much of the soldier's
time. Ho is more practically engaged in get
ting his breakfast ready. The potatoes are fry
ing nicely in the well-larded pan ; the chicken
is roasting delicately on the red-hot coals, and
grateful fumes from steaming coffee-pots de
light the nostrils. The animals are not less
busy. An ample supply of corn and huge piles

of fodder are greedily devoured by these faithful
friends of the boys in blue, and any neglect is
quickly made known by the pawing of neighing
horses and the fearful braying of the mules.
Amidst all 13 the busy clatter of tongues and
tools—a Babel of sound; forming a contrast to
the quiet of the previous hour as marked as that
between peace and war. Then the animals are
hitched into the traces, and the droves of cattle
relieved from the night's confinement in the
corral. Knapsacks are strapped, men seize
their trusty weapons, and as again the bugles
sound the note of command, the soldiers fall into
line and file out upon the road.
" There is a halt in the column. The officer
in charge of the pioneer corps, which follows the
advance-guard, has discovered an ugly place in
the road, which must be ' corduroyed at once,
before the wagons can pass. The pioneers
quickly tear down the fence near by and bridge
over the treacherous place, perhaps at the rate
of a quarter of a mile in fifteen minutes. If
rails are not near, pine saplings and split logs
supply their place. Meanwhile the bugles have
sounded, and the column has halted. The sol
diers, during the temporary halt, drop out of line
on the road-side, lying upon their backs, sup
ported by their still unstrapped knapsacks. If
the halt is a long one, the different regiments
march by file right, one behind the other, into
the fields, stacking their muskets, and taking
their rest at ease, released from their knapsack.
"A great many of the mounted officers ride
through the fields, on either side of the line of
march, so as not to interfere with the troops.
General Sherman always takes to the fields,
dashing through thickets or plunging into the

swamps, and, when forced to take the road,
never breaks into a regiment or brigade, but
waits until it passes, and then falls in. He
says that they, and not he, have the right to the
road.
"But the sun has long since passed the ze
nith, the droves of cattle which have been driven
through the swamps and fields are lowing and

wandering in search of a corral, the soldiers are
beginning to lag a little, the teamsters are obliged
to apply the whip oftener, ten or fifteen miles
have been traversed, and the designated halt

ing-place for the night is near. The column
must now be got into camp. Officers ride on
in advance to select the ground for each brigade,
giving the preference to slopes in the vicinity
of wood and water. Soon the troops file out
into the woods and fields, the leading division

pitching tents first, those in the rear marching
on yet farther, ready to take their turn in the
advance the next day.
"As soon as the arms are stacked, the boys
attack the fences and rail-piles, and with in

credible swiftness their little shelter-tents spring

up all over the ground. The fires are kindled
with equal celority, and the luxurious repast

prepared, while ' good digestion waits on appe
tite, and health on both.' After this is heard
the music of dancing or singing, the pleasant
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buzz of conversation, and the measured sound j
tif reading. The wagons arc meanwhile parked
and the animals fed. By-and-by the tattoo
rings out on the night air. Its familiar sound
is understood. ' Go to rest, go to rest,' it says,
as plainly as organs of human speech.
"Shortly after follows the peremptory com
mand of 'Taps.' 'Out lights, out lights, out
lights !' The soldier gradually disappears from
the camp-fire. Rolled snugly in his blanket,
the soldier dreams again of home, or revisits in
imagination the battle-fields he has trod. The
animals, with dull instinct, lie down to rest.
The fires go out. The army is asleep. But
around the slumbering host the picket-guards
keep quiet watch."
It is curious to note the dumb pets which the
Vor.. XXXI.—No. IS.-..— Qo.

soldiers gather and keep around them. One
company will have a cat, another a donkey, an
other a kid, another a dog. But a fighting-cock
is the pet and pride. They ride upon cannon
or mules, or are affectionately borne in the arms
of their protectors. Breed is of little account,
so that the animal is game. If he will not fight
he is sure to be eaten. A victor gets a pet-name.
He is "Bill Sherman" or "Johnny Logan,''
while his worsted opponent is dubbed "Jeff
Davis" or " Pete Beauregard."
Among the duties of the army was that of
destroying the railroads. "The method of de
struction is simple, but very effective. Two in
genious instruments have been made for thin

purpose. One of them is a clasp, which locks
under the rail. It has a ring in the top. in'o
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aILL ttaXaHAN" AND " PETR MAUaEGAED."

which is inserted a long lever, and the rail is
thus ripped from the sleepers. The sleepers are
then piled in a heap and set on fire, the rails
roasting in the flames until they bend by their
own weight. When sufficiently heated, each
rail is taken off by wrenches fitting closely over
the ends, and by turning in opposite directions,
it is so twisted that even a rolling-machine
could not bring it buck into shape."
As the army pressed on in its march through
Georgia not a few odd characters wero encoun
tered. As a representative let us introduce one
whom Major Nichols designates simply as W. —
a fat fellow, who tried hard to be jolly under dif
ficult circumstances :
" 'They say you are retreating,' he said, 'but
it is the strangest sort of retreat I ever saw.
Why, dog bite them, the newspapers have been
lying in this way all along. They allers are
whipping the Federal armies, and they allers fall
back after the battle is over. It was that ar'
idee that first opened my eyes. Our army was
always whipping the Feds, and we allers fell
back. I allers told 'em it was a d—d humbug,
and now by I know it

,

for here you are
right on old W.'s place ; hogs, potatoes, corn,
and fences all gone. I don't find any fault. I

expected it all. Jeff Davis and the rest,' he
continued, ' talk about splitting the Union.
Why, if South Carolina had gone out by her
self, she would have been split in four pieces b

y

this time. Splitting the Union ! Why, the I

State of Georgia is being split right through
from end to end. It is these rich fellows who
are making this war, and keeping their precious
bodies out of harm's way. There's Johu Frank
lin went through here the other day, running
away from your army. I could have played
dominoes on his coat-tails. There's my poor
brother sick with small-pox at Macon, working
for eleven dollars a month, and hasn't got a cent
of the d— d stuff for a year. 'Lcven dollars a
month and eleven thousand bullets a minute.

I don't believe in it, Sir!'"
" As rumors of the approach of the urmy
reached the frightened inhabitants, frantic ef

forts were made to conceal not only their valu
able personal effects, plate, jewelry, and other
rich goods, but also articles of food, such as
hams, sugar, flour, etc. A large part of these
supplies were carried to the neighboring swamps;
but the favorite method of concealment was the
burial of the treasures in the pathways and gar
dens adjoining the dwelling-houses. Sometimes,
also, the grave-yards were selected as the best
place of security from the ' Vandal hands of the
invaders.' Unfortunately for these people, the
negroes betrayed them, and in the early part of
the march the soldiers learned the secret. With
untiring zeal the soldiers hunted for concealed
treasures. Wherever the army halted, almost
every inch of ground in the vicinity of the dwell
ings was poked by ramrods, pierced with sabres,
or upturned with spades. The universal dig
ging was good for the garden land, but its re
sults were distressing to the rebel owners of ex
humed property, who saw it rapidly and irre

trievably 'confiscated.' If they 'struck a vein'

a spade was instantly put in requisition, and the
coveted wealth was speedily unearthed. No
thing escaped the observation of these sharp-
witted soldiers. A woman standing upon the
porch of a house, apparently watching their pro
ceedings, instantly became an object of sus
picion, and she was watched until some move
ment betrayed a place of concealment. The
fresh earth recently thrown up, a bed of flowers
just set out, the slightest indication of a change
in appearance or position, all attracted the gaze
of these military agriculturists. It was all fai1-
spoil of war, and the search made one of the ex
citements of the march."
In a little more than three weeks the army
had accomplished the three hundred miles from
Rome, and were close upon Savannah. It had
taken M'Clellan as long to traverse the thirty
miles between Williamsburg and the Chicka-
hominy, without having seen the face of an en

emy. Fort M'Allister, the key to Savannah,
was captured by Hazen, how gallantly we must
leave Nichols to tell, on the 13th of December,
just a month lacking two days after the Great
March began.
For a full month after the capture of Savan
nah there was no apparent movement of the
Union force. But Richmond was all the while
in Sherman's eye as the real point to which his
march was to tend. To reach this he must
traverse a part of Georgia, the whole of South
and North Carolina, and a part of Virgiuia.
On the 15th of January the troops were in mo
tion for the new field of operations. The en
terprise looked hazardous enough. "The march
through Georgia," said the fearful Unionists and
the confident Confederates, "was safe enough;
but this is a march into the jaws of destruction.
Sherman is going straight to Lee, who can throw
his columns right across the track ; Hardee has
30,000 men in front, and the approaches to
Charleston are impracticable." But the army
pressed on, straight northward, in separate col
umns as before — the Fourteenth Corps, under
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Slocum, on the left; the Seventeenth, under
Howard, on the fight ; the Fifteenth and the
Twentieth being in the eentre, where also was
Kilpatrick's cavalry, ready to dash to either
fiank. By the 30th Georgia had been left be
hind, and the invasion of South Carolina was
fairly begun. It can not be denied that the
army looked with special aversion upon this
State. Major Nichols writes :
"Houses are burning, and South Carolina has
commenced to pay an installment, long overdue,
on her debt to justice and humanity. With the
help of God, we will have principal and interest
before we leave her borders. There is a terri
ble gladness in the realization of so many hopes
and wishes. This cowardly traitor State, secure
from harm, as she thought, in her central posi

tion, with hellish haste dragged her Southern
sisters into the caldron of secession. Little did
she dream that the hated flag would again wave
over her soil ; but this bright morning a thou
sand Union banners are floatmg in the breeze,
and the ground trembles beneath the tramp of
thousands of brave Northmen, who know their
mission, and will perform it to the end."
And again, after passing the low swampy
region :
" The land improves as we advance into the
interior. The region through winch we are now

traveling is rich in forage and supphes, and the

army is once more reveling in the luxurious ex

periences of the Georgia campaign—turkeys,
geese, ducks, chickens, nicely-cured hams, po
tatoes, honey, and abundance of other luxuries.
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tor the soldiers, and plenty of corn and fodder
for the animals. The soil does not seem to be
very prolific in Barnwell County, as it has a
largo proportion of sand, yet the planters, judg
ing from their houses and the outhuildings,
seem to have been wealthy. Nearly all these
places are deserted, although here and there we
find women and children, whom it is difficult to
liersuade they are not at once to be murdered.
Wide-spreading columns of smoke continue to
rise wherever our army goes. Building material
is likely to be in great demand in this State for
some time to come.
"It is grievous to see a beautiful woman,
highly cultured and refined, standing in the
gateway of her dismantled home, perhaps with
iin infant in her arms, while she calls upon some

passing officers to protect her home from farther
pillage ; for the advance-guard, who have just
been skirmishing with the enemy or some strag
glers, have entered and helped themselves to
what they needed or desired. No violence is
done to the inmates, but household furniture is
pushed about somewhat. The men of the house
have all run away, as did Cain after killing his
brother. Perhaps it is the best protection for
their property to leave women at home, for the
soldiers always respect a woman, even if they do
sometimes enter a house. These people have
one cry in common, now that they feel the bit
terness of war. They pray God that it may
cease upon any terms."
Here is a sketch of veteran soldiers on the
march :
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''Our command is in splendid health. March
ing and the open air have brought out all the in
valids. Day before yesterday we sent back a
train with all the wounded, so they will be well
cared for, and will not encumber us in our on
ward march. This is more than well. To be
inflective for marching or fighting an army must
l»e stripped of superfluities and encumbrances,
ind thus the old soldier reduces himself to a few
-imple necessities. He travels light. You may
distinguish him from his fellows in the column
by his small, well-pucked knapsack and blanket
tightly rolled ; his well-ordered musket and ac
coutrements ; his fine springy step, his determ
ined nonchalance. This man has learned the
best philosophy of soldiering by practical expe

rience. This daily experience of marching,
scouting, foraging, skirmishing, drilling, ma

noeuvring, and fighting, joined to other natural

qualifications, makes the American the best sol

dier in the world. I affirm this with some
knowledge, for I have seen the English, French.
Austrian, and Italian soldiers. I do not believe
there is an army in the world, outside the United

States, that could make such a march as we arc

making now. Road and bridge building, which
we have learned to perfection, would stop them
the first day out.
"It is impossible to pass the columns of the
army without observing theexcellent condition of
the animals. The abundant forage found upon
the plantations, and the sbort marches which
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we make, have put the horses, mules, and beef
rattle in the best possible condition. Each day,
as the army moves forward, large additions arc
made to the droves of cattle. Our conscription
is remorseless. Every species of four-footed
beast that South Carolina planters cherished
among their live-stock is swept in by our flank
ing foragers, and the music of the animal crea
tion mingles with the sound of the footfall of the
army."
But all soldiers are not veterans. In, or
rather ahont, Sherman •s army were a class of
men known as "Bummers." How the term
originated nobody seems to know. We hope
the editor of the next edition of the Slang Dic
tionary will investigate the matter. A Bummer,

according to Major Nichols, is a raider on his

own account—a man who has left his place in
the ranks, and has set out on a foraging expedi
tion without special orders. Sometimes he is

absent for only a few days, at other times he dis

appears for weeks together. An officer who had
to pass from column to column would not nnfre-

quently light upon a camp of Bummers, bear
ing all the appearaneo of a regular foraging
party, and almost always having proof of abund

ant success. If asked to what command they
belong, one will reply, with an impudent laugh.
"We don't answer for any body in particular —
'bout every corps in the army." There is one

I distinguishing mark of a Bummer: he is never

on foot. Now and then he is mounted on a
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splendid horse, whieh he has somehow " raised;"
more frequently he bestrides a broken-down nag ;
oftener still a mule. "Sometimes," writes
Nichols, "we see the 'Bummer' approaching
the camp from a piece of woods with a wagon
which he has overloaded with good things. The
scene is frequently exhilarating. The i Bum
mer,' coming in on horseback, holding the bri
dle in his teeth, clasps under one arm a basket
of fresh eggs, and under the other a pailful of
delicious honey, while a brace of fat sheep, hams,
chickens, or geese lie across the saddle in front
and rear, and the carcass of a hog, firmly tied
to the mule's tail, is dragged along the road.
The 'Bummer' himself is probably clothed in
an irregular sack-coat of linen, with a ridiculous

ly unmilitary hat perched on one side of his
head, and, as he approaches, his face beams
with smiles of recognition, tempered by a half-

suppressed apprehension lest his bounteous sup
plies should not be accepted as a peace-offering
for his delinquencies."
"Aside from the freedom from control w^iich
gives bad mon opportunities to commit wanton
deeds of violence, these wanderers from the
ranks are often of great benefit to the army.
Better flankers can not be found. Spreading
out from the marching column, they are the
first to scent danger, and the last to leave the
field, unless actually forced back. They under
stand the art of squad-fighting to perfection.
Parties of them, without officers, will join to
gether to resist an onset of rebel cavalry, or to
make an attack upon the enemy, and they are
almost always the victors in a skirmish."
A Bummer, sharply reprimanded by an offi
cer, made this reply : " See hyar, eap'n ; we
ain't so bad after all. We keep ahead of the
skirmish line allers. We let's 'em know when
an enemy's a-comin' ; and then we ain't allers

away from the regiment. We turns over all we
don't want ourselves, and wo can lick five times
as many rebs as we are, any day." The Bum
mers are the nearest modern representatives of
the motley crowd whom Walter the Penniless,
in the first Crusade, led from Burgundy through
Hungary and Bulgaria to the Holy Land.
On the 17th of February, Columbia, the cap
ital of South Carolina, was occupied, not with
out some fighting. Major Nichols, under that
date writes :
" It is with a feeling of proud exultation that
I write the date of Columbia. We have con
quered and occupy the capital of the haughty
State that instigated and forced forward the
treason which has brought on this desolating
war. The city which was to have been the
capital of the Confederacy if Lee and the rebel
bosts had been driven from Richmond is now
overrun by Northern soldiers. The beautiful
capitol building bears the marks of Yankee shot
and shell, and the old flag which the rebels in
sulted at Sumter now floats freely in the air
from the house-tops of the central city of South
Carolina. On our march hither we had the

cbo/cc of Augusta or Columbia ; and whilo many

j a brave man turned his indignant eyes toward

j Sumter and the sea, yet our General knew that

j this Holy of Holies to the Southern mind was
of infinitely more importance than cither of

I the other two cities, and he feels certain thr.t
Charleston is ours in any event. General Sher
man also knew that, while he might capture

j Augusta, he could not be certain of reaching Co
lumbia afterward, while with Columbia gained,
Augusta was almost as easily won as in the
commencement of the campaign."
Sherman and Howard, with their staffs, were
the first to enter the city. On every side were
evidences of disorder. Bales of cotton were
scattered here and there ; furniture and mer
chandise were cast pell-mell in every direction.
In the main street Sherman was met by some
of our prisoners who had escaped in the confu
sion, nnd had been secreted by the negroes. The
material belonging to the Confederate Treasury
Department had been brought here, as to a place
of perfect security. Much of this had been re
moved, but much remained behind. The ar
senal was found stocked with arms and muni
tions, the work-shops full of machinery for the
manufacture of arms, the storehouses crowded
with supplies. The capitol when finished would
have been the finest public building in theUniied
States. This was ordered to be spared ; but
other public buildings and property were de

stroyed. In the evening the disastrous confla
gration began which laid the city in ruins. The
cause of this is still enveloped in doubt. Nich
ols believes that the main fire originated in

sparks flying from the hundreds of bales of cot
ton which the Confederates had placed along
the streets, and fired when they left. Other
fires, he thinks, are to be ascribed to the desire
for revenge from some two hundred of our pris
oners who had escaped from the cars as they
were being conveyed from this city to Charlotte,
who sought this means of retaliation for their
sufferings in the miserable prison -pen close
by. But, he adds: "Whatever may have been
the cause of the disaster, the direful result is

deprecated by General Sherman most emphat
ically ; for however heinous the crimes of this
people against our common country, we do not
war against women and children and helpless
persons." In the morning the fires were all
subdued, and the houseless people were provided
with shelter in the residences deserted by their
former refugee owners. " So far as it went, the
fire made clean work ; but there were fewer

dwelling-houses destroyed than was at first sup
posed ; as the devastation was confined chiefly
to the business parts of the city."
On the 21st the aony was again fairly on its
march toward Goldsborough. Among the sig
nificant features of the journey were the bands
of refugees seeking to make their escape north
ward under protection of the army. For a while
it was impossible to comply with their requests
on account of the lack of transportation. But
in time many of the wagons of the train were
empty ; vehicles and animals were captured
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from the enemy; and besides, many of the refu
gees were able to furnish their own transporta
tion. A refugee train was organized and placed
under guard of escaped prisoners. Of this train
Major Nichols writes:
"The refugees are getting along famously.
Ladies who have been always accustomed to the
refinements of life seem to enjoy the journey as
much as if it were a pienic. In truth, it is bet
ter than that ; for, while they are not exposed
to the dangers of war, they participate in its
excitements. The column has a singularly
outrr. appearance. First there will be a huge
family coach containing ladies, with their per
sonal baggage crowded about them ; then an
army wagon loaded with men, women, and chil

dren, comfortably seated upon such articles of
household furniture as they are allowed to car

ry. Following this, will be a country cart filled
with negro women— for the negroes come along
also—and hosts of the little curly, bullet-beaded
youngsters gaze curiously upon the strange sights
which meet their eyes."
The weather was for a while delightful ; the
roads dry ; the wind from the east came laden
with the perfumes of pino and cedar; and the

army pressed on as happy and contented as men

had a right to be who had plodded on so many

dreary days through heavy mud and pitiless rain.
On the 8th of March the boundary between South
and North Carolina was crossed. On the pre
vious evening Major Nichols wrote in his diary :
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"To-night we went into camp in a magnifi
cent grove of pines. The roots of the trees are
buried in the spindles and burs which have fall
en undisturbed for centuries. The wind sings,
or rather murmurs— for that is the sound—
through the lofty tree-tops, while the air is fill
ed with delicious fragrance. This evening the
sun went down behind glowing bars of silver
and purple, although now and then its bright
rays would stream out, throwing long shadows
across this great cathedral floor, transforming
tree and hough into columns and arches of glit
tering gold. As I write the camp-fires dance
and flare upward ; away out in the dark forest
strange, uncouth forms peer out from the shad
ows ; while a distant band of musie, mellowed

by the distance, rounds in soothing cadences the

restful tattoo. Ah! this is not the blood, the
carnage, or the suffering of war; it is its de
lightful romance."
Three days after ho has occasion to paint a

different picture :
"About five o'clock in the afternoon there
descended from the heavens a deluge of rain.
' Deluge' is the only expressive word to use ;

for so large a quantity of rain fell in so short n

space of time that by nightfall the surface of

the country was one entire sheet of water. It
was my fortune to be separated from my can

vas home some fifteen miles, and, with a party
of couriers, attempted to cross the country.

I The way led through pine forests, where roads,
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if dependence can be placed in the State maps,
existed several rears ago. The rain fell in tor
rents, blinding riders and horses, and drenching
every one to the skin. Waterproofs were not
proof against this flood-water, which seemed to
have a power and penetration peculiarly its own.
The roacl soon became less marked ; a mile far
ther it degenerated into a single path; and, final

ly
,
it disappeared from sight altogether Inves

tigations to the right and left and hefore ns gave
no clew to the lost track. Halting nnder the
tall pines we held a council of war. It was but
an hour before nightfall, and, supposing we had
come thus far in the right direction, there were
yet ten miles between ns and our destination.
Consulting my pocket-compass we ascertained

that the general direction was correct; yet we
hesitated to push blindly through an enemy's
country so far in advance of the army, and with
so wide a space between the columns, but the
darkening sky and sullen thunder warned ns to
push on in some direction. If there had been

a plantation near, or any indication of human
existence, we could speedily have settled the

difficulty ; but for miles around nothing was

visible but the solemn woods and sandy plains.
So again we applied the spur, and splashed
through the wet grass, keeping to the south as

before."
Again :

"Afarch 11.—The snn shone out again this
morning bright and cheerful, making glad the
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hearts of all of us, and of none more than the
soldiers and teamsters who have been laboring

night and day through these wretched swamps.
What a noble army we have here ! Every day
produces fresh and striking illustrations of the

men's cheerful acceptance of all the discour
aging circumstances of the situation. For in
stance : a wagon, painfully toiling along the

road, suddenly careens ; the wheels are sub

merged in a quicksand ; every effort of the
mules or horses to 'pull out' only buries the
unfortunate vehicle deeper in the mire, and

very soon the animals have dug for themselves
a pit, ont of which many are never extricated
alive. The driver sees at once that it is useless
to whip and swear; so he dismounts. -Then
the train guard, who have been resting upon
their muskets watching the proceedings, quiet
ly stack their weapons and at once plunge into
the mud. A dozen of them are at work with
shoulders at the wheels and body of the wagon,
and finally they lift it out of the hole upon
firmer ground. One or two wagons ' stuck' in
this way show at once that the road must be

corduroyed. Then, with many a jest and an

untiring flow of good-humor, the men wade
into the neighboring swamp, cut down and split
the trees, and soon bridge over these impassa
ble places. A few rods farther on the head of
column arrives at n creek, which in ordinary
seasons is ten feet wide, and has a few inches
of water running over a hard sandy bottom.
Now the water is four or six feet in depth, and

spreads out to a width of sixty feet, encroach
ing upon the softer earth. A bridge must be
built. Into the water dash our men without
hesitation, for they know the work must be done
at once. Waist-deep, throat-deep, not a dry
spot about them. 'No matter for that,' they
say ;
' we shall bo in camp by-and-by, and then,

before our roaring fires, we will rehearse the in
cidents of the day.' Thus these good, brave
soldiers endure every hardship, shrink at no ex

posure of life or limb ; not «nly without grum
bling, but with a good-humor and merriment
which no hardship dampens and no risk dis

courages. Old officers of the army, who have
served in Florida and Mexico, continually re
mark this peculiar feature of Sherman's army.
It does not belong to any particular corps or
regiment, but all the soldiers share it alike, and
at all times."
On the 13th Sherman was near Fnyetteville,
seventy-five miles north of Wilmington, and in
full communication with Terry and Schofield.
Rumors were flying thick and fast. One report
said that Johnston, whom Davis had reluctant
ly placed in command, would certainly make a
stand at Goldsbojpugh, fifty miles away ; an
other said that Lee was evacuating Richmond
in order to throw his forces into North Caro
lina ; another told that a large Confederate force
—whence gathered was not stated —was closing
in upon Sherman's rear. "These stories," says
Nichols, "which float about among the citizens,
give the army subjects for jest ; the fact being

that we know all that is necessary for us to
know of the rebel movements. Beyond that we
bother ourselves but little." However, John
ston was not an enemy to be despised. If a
fair chance had been given him we imagine
that his name, instead of that of Lee, would
have stood foremost on the list of Confederate
commanders. But Davis had an old grudge
against him, dating as far back as Bull Run.
He set him to work only when somebody else's
mistakes were to be remedied, and always got
rid of him as soon as he could. The action at
Averysboro, fought March lfl, shows that it was
well to be ready for Johnston. Subsequent
skirmishes and the battle at Bentonville, won

by Slocum on the 21st, confirmed this. This
was really the only battle fought during the
Great March.
On the 22d the army entered Goldsborongh.
There it rested for three weeks. In the interim
Sherman made a flying visit to Grant at City
Point, where the plan for future operations was
decided upon. Then followed, in the early days
of April, Grant's great blows at Lee. April
13th —Sherman having again taken up his march
three days before— came tidings of the surren
der of Lee. Next day Raleigh, the capital of
North Carolina, was occupied. Then, on the loth,

came a letter from Johnston, asking whether
there were not means for preventing further
shedding of blood. On the I6th an interview
between the two Generals was arranged to take
place on the following day. " Of this Major
Nichols writes :
" The day of this conference —Monday, April
17—will be memorable in the history of the w.nr.
The fratricidal struggle of four long and wearv
years virtually ended on the day when two great
men came together in the heart of the State of
North Carolina, intent, with true nobility of
soul and in the highest interests of humanity,
upon putting a stop to the needless sacrifice of
life. This conference was not held after days
of bloody battle, when the heavens had been
rent with the roar of artillery, the scream of
shell, and the rattle and crash of musketry, bm
under better auspices than these. As General
Sherman rode past his picket line upon that
sunny spring morning the ear was not pained
by the moans and cries of mangled men, but
the fresh breeze came laden with the fragrance
of the pines, of apple blossoms, of lilaes, roses,
and violets. The eye rested upon a thousand
forms of bennty ; for the rains and warm sun
had quickened into life countless buds and flow
ering plants, until the hill-sides, and glens and
bushes were brilliant in their robes of delicate
green. Here and there in the forest, the deep-
toned evergreen of some sturdy old pine or ce
dar was displayed in dark relief against the
fresher verdure ; but the prevailing tone of earth
and sky was pregnant with the loving promise
of spring. The scene was symbolic of the new
era of peace then just beginning to dawn upon
the nation. The two Generals met upon tin
road, warmly greeting each other with extend
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ed hands. On the brow of a hill a few yards
farther on there was a small farm-house, to
which they repaired for consnltation, while the
general officers and staffs who accompanied
their respective chiefs fell, after a few moments,
into amicable conversation."
Johnston is vastly changed from the pleasant-
looking man with thin dark hair, side whisk
ers, mustache, and goatee, shown in the pic
tures taken four years ago. He now wears "a
full beard and mustache of silvery whiteness,
partly concealing a genial and generous mouth,
that must have become habituated to a kindly
smile. His eyes, dark-brown in color, varied in
expression — now intense and sparkling, and
then soft with tenderness or twinkling with hu
mor. The nose was Roman, and the forehead

full and prominent. The general cast of thetfeat-
ures gave an expression of goodness and manli

ness, mingling a fine nature with the decision

and energy of the capable soldier." A person
able, attractive man, and one whom — if we
could forget the cause for which he fought, and

the obligations which he violated in espousing
that cause —we must respect and honor. "As
a soldier," writes Major Nichols, "he has been
open and manly ; and now a£ this crisis in the

fate of the cause ho espoused, while his own

army may not be said to be in extitmt, he cour
ageously steps forward, and proposes to end the

unnatural struggle by honorable capitulation of
all forces in arms against the United States
Government."
This meeting was informal, but preliminaries
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were agreed upon. A formal meeting was agreed
upon for next day. Major Nichols thus de
scribes this interview :

"On the 18th, with a proper degree of cere
mony, the two Generals again met. Precisely
at the hour of noon, Sherman and Johnston,

with their staffs, rode to the top of the eminence
opposite to the little farm-house already referred

to, and the brilliantly-costumed crowd of staff

officers, in full uniform, paused for a moment,
as their chiefs rode forward into the open space,

lifting their hats courteously, and then, grasp

ing each other by the hand, Sherman and John
ston dismounted and passed into the house. In
a few moments one of the rebel officers dashed

off down the road in the direction of the escort
which had accompanied General Johnston, and

in a short time a tall gentleman rode up, and,

hurrying through the crowd of officers, quickly
entered the house where the two Generals were

in conference. Almost every person present

recognized in the new-comer John C. Breckin
ridge, the Confederate Secretary of War."
At this meeting the terms of the capitulation
were arranged which virtually brought the Great

March to an end. It had accomplished all, and
more than all, that had been proposed by Sher
man. We do not here propose to touch upon
the difficulties which grew out of the terms there
agreed upon. The country has now fairly made
up its mind upon that matter, and the decision
which has been reached will not be reversed.
We have attempted in this paper only to re
produce some of the prominent characteristies
of the Great March. To have even attempted
to present its military character, or to speak fit

tingly of the officers and men who made up the

army which accomplished it would have com
pelled us to have quoted half of the volume in
which Major Nichols has told "The Story of
the Great March." It was our purpose to have
introduced a few of the many sketches which
the writer has given of the character and con
duct of those — once slaves, now freedmen—
whose destiny and that of the " poor whites" of
the South is likely to be the great social prob
lem of the present and next generation. But
we have overpassed the space allotted to us,
and can only recommend the complete " Story
of the Great March" to the careful considera
tion of all those with whom our opinion may
have weight.

ONE OF MY SCHOLARS. *

I AM the old schoolmaster that has taught thedistrict -school in the little stone school-
house under the elms in Gray Street, in our
village, for now twenty years. I am sitting in
the school-room, at my table, engaged upon this
production of the pen. The village has grown
a little, but not much, in these twenty years.

|
There have been some great changes during this
time even with us. The railroad has come, and
the telegraph has been put up, and we are near
er to the city by a whole day than we were be

fore these improvements were made. My little
school-room, however, is almost unaltered. I
suppose school-houses such as mine are quite an
uncommon thing to see in villages nowadays—
even villages so small as Dale Manor is—but 1
think I should not like to have it improved.
We have done very well here for these twenty
years, and I hope the old schoolmaster will not
be disturbed nor his nest broken for a little lon
ger. I am nigh seventy now, and it is not to
be supposed that I shall occupy the space within
these four walls much longer. After I am laid
in my quiet grave it will be time enough for the
trustees to tear the old stone-house down, and
erect a brick one with green blinds and a patent
iron chimney. But now all is as of yore, and I
love every crack in the worn floor and every
knot-hole in the old wooden shutters ; so that I
am afraid it would break my heart if my school-
house were to be destroyed. Plato loved not
his olivo groves so well as I love the old school-
house under the elms.
There stands the old. black-board on its two

sturdy legs, just as it has always stood. How
many successive growths of urchins have scratch
ed their unhappy hea,ds before that old black
board ! It has groaned with many a tedious
sum in rule of three, and it has laughed with
many a grotesque image done by some incipient
Rembrandt at recess. There was George Tren-
holm ; I always shall remember how he used to
make my sides ache with suppressed laughter
over his caricatures. George is now a great
artist, and makes pictures for Harper's Wedcly,
for which he receives substantial remuneration,
I am informed. There, too, are the same old
brown wooden benches, and they bear testimony
enough to the bent for sculpture possessed by a
great number of my youthful geniuses, from
whom no Praxiteles or Phidias has yet appear
ed, to my knowledge ; though Silas Fosdick —

who, as you know, invented a reaping-machine
—used to be one of the worst whittlers in school.
I glance out the window, and behold the plain
board fence against whose smooth-rubbed sides

many a well-aimed marble has been jerked by
young fingers. And the yard with its fringe of
scant grass against the fence, and the rest of its

space worn smooth as a ball-room floor by the
tread of little bare feet. Here and there you
can see a well-rounded hole, done on a wet day
by some barefoot urchin's heel, moulding a re

ceptacle for the marble in knuckle-down. Be
hind the door, in the entry, on a stool not too
high for the little boys nor too low for the big

ones, you may see the veteran water-pail, with
its rusty tin dish, into which many a thirsty
youngster has thrust his warm, red face, drink
ing slowly and breathing audibly in the cup, and
rolling his eyes around on the impatient waiters
for their turn. In the entry, too, is the row of
nails where the boys and girls hang their head
gear, and the row of shelves where they keep
their dinner-baskets. And here, in the middle
of the school-room, is the rusty old stove, around
which the red-fingered children cluster in win
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ter, and which always stands undisturbed all
summer long, for the boys to sharpen their slate-
pencils on, and for me to empty the dust-pan
into when I sweep out in the morning. And
here am I, the master, as unchanged as all the
rest—with my careful, old-fashioned ways, my
well-kept slippers, and my smooth ruler ; which
latter instrument is

, in my hands, merely the
emblem of authority — the sceptre, so to speak —
and not the instrument of torture which, I re
gret to say, it is in the hands of some school
masters. Twenty years have I taught school
in this house, and during that long period I

have never lifted my hand to inflict a blow upon

a child that God made ; no, never once. I

can punish the worst -dispositioned child that
breathes, and never once stoop to adopt the
modes of torture that brutalize, lower self-re
spect, and injure more than they improve.
Schoolmaster Baldwin never struck a child, and

you can not perhaps conceive what pleasure
there is in the remembrance, as I look about
here on the well-thumbed books, and broken
slates, and bits of muggy sponge —all eloquent
as trivial things are—till my old eyes grow dim
with memories of the bojs that have been to
school to me.
Mrs. Curtis's boy, when he was one of my
scholars, had that seat in the corner where the
girls' row meets the boys' row. Johnny had
that place for the whole six years that he went
to school to me. He was a right down good
boy. Yes, he was a thoroughly good boy ; and
as I muse upon his sad fate I do not wonder at
the reverence and love in which all Dale Manor
now holds his memory. It is his story which I

am now about to relate.
Johnny Curtis lived with his mother in Gray
Street, near the old Beech Woods, which shad
owed the southern edge of the town. His fa
ther was a drunkard. He spent all his life in
hanging about grog-shops, where he earned, or
was treated to, enough whisky to keep him al

ways just so boozy—sleepy enough to enjoy his
pig-life behind the stove, and wakeful enough
to saw a bit of wood, or bring a pail of water,
or "come up and drink." He seldom came
home, even to his meals, and when he did he
would slink into a corner and say nothing. He
□ever brought a cent of money into the house.
Johnny was more of a man by far than he was
—more of a father to Bessie and Ellen, the two
little girls his sisters. It is a natural thought
enough that such a father was not likely to make

a very good son out of Johnny ; but I have oft
en observed that drunkards who are utterly shift
less seldom have drunken sons ; the good mo
ther counteracts all the evil example of the fa
ther. And when a drunkard's son does follow
in his father's tracks, there you may generally
-*eeproved the mother's woeful lack. Mrs. Cur-
lis was a God-loving woman— industrious, mod
est, low-voiced, smooth-tempered. She support
ed her little ones by her needle. But after he
was ten Johnny never was an expense to his
mother. He earned a good deal of money in

various ways. He had a habit of gathering to
gether bits of old iron, copper, and brass which
other people threw away, or gave him, or sold
him for a trifle; and every few months he would
gather his hoard together and drag it to the
store in his go-cart for a grand clearing-out sale.
The money went right into mother's pocket al
ways. In the winter he would smoke the neigh
bors' pork-hams in a little smoke-house that he
built himself. This brought in many a clean
sixpence. Then, in the summer-time, he used
to drive up cows for different families in the vil
lage, from the Beech Woods pasture. He had
as many as ten under his care sometimes, and
he got sixpence a week from each person whose
cow he drove, and a shilling from Dr. Bell, who
lives over the river. As early as four o'clock of

a Juno morning, when I have been taking my
customary walk, I have seen Johnny Curtis let
ting down the burs of the Beech Woods pasture,
to let his cows out, to be driven up to milk at
their different owners' houses, and hack again
to pasture before Johnny got his breakfast.
How the little fellow managed to get the cows
together from all parts of that great pasture, a
portion of which was covered with a deep wood,
might have been a mystery to the unsophisti
cated. But the cows were always either at the
bars or within hail. The ground under that
solitary old acorn-tree near the bars was as bare
as my school-yard, where the cows had lain,
chewing their cuds and waiting for Johnny ^

and when they were not there he would mount
into tho tree and cry, "Bos! Come, bos! Come,
bos !" and the cows would trot up to him with
full udders swinging.
So Johnny was a great help to his poor, worse
than widowed mother. At the some time his
school was not neglected. Ho was as regular
in attendance as the master himself. Johnny
was not a boy to shine much, and in composition
and declamation he was very backward. He
was best at mathematies. He was smaller even
than his age would warrant, and generally wore
a quiet, half-dreamy air that did not promise
very great things for his future. One would
have thought, who did not know Johnny, that
he had no energy at all ; but his deeds told
another story. His mother knew better, I can
assure you.

I was sorry, in view of all Johnny's good
qualities, that he had the reputation of being a

coward among his fellows. He was so meek
that it was next to an impossibility to put an
affront upon him. To tell the truth, however,
he was too well liked b

y his comrades to be put
to that test often. I do not remember having
known of but one instance of the sort. There

was a black-eyed, long-haired, foreign boy who

came to Dale Manor to live one summer when
Johnny was about twelve years old. I don't
know really of what country he was ; his name
was Mark Lowenstein — a German name, but I

think he had more Italian than German blood
in him. His father kept a livery stable at the
hotel, and sent his boy to my school. He of
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fronted Johnny very saucily one day —called him
a vile name, and dared him to fight. Johnny
just turned his back and walked away, and

Mark Lowenstein followed him. and struck him
an ugly blow in the face with the back of his
hard hand. I had seen the whole transaction,
and I took Mark into custody. I do believe
Johnny felt worse about that than he did at be
ing struck. I shall never forget the scene pre
sented by those two boys as they stood before

me then ; for, later events in which they have

been actors have made them more than heroes

of romance. Johnny, with his soft blue eyes
and sturdy little figure, wiping the blood from
his face with his red silk handkerchief ; Mark
with his sullen black eye, and tall, lithe form,

waiting his sentence.
" I am as much to blame as he is, Mr. Bald
win," said Johnny. You should have seen the
astonished gaze young Lowenstein shot from
his black eyes at this !

"You to blame!" said I ; "What did you do,
John ?"
" I turned my back on him, Sir. He had a

good right not to like it."
Mark Lowenstein put his fists into his eyes
and began to cry at that. I understood his
feelings. I never chill repentance in a boy
with icy justice ; I put Mark's hand in Johnny's
and sent them off together. A minute after I

looked out a window and saw Mark in a corner
of the fence emptying his pockets of their total
contents into Johuny's. Johnny blushed and
said, "I don't want 'em, Mark;" but Mark in
sisted doggedly, and so knife, marbles, peg-top,
whistle, and potato pop-gun all went into John
ny Curtis's possession. After that such fast
friends as those boys were ! And I never had

a better-behaved boy in my school than Mark
Lowenstein became.
Mary Ostrander occupied that scat next to
Johnny's, where the girls' row and the boys'
row meet. She was a laughing little brown-

eyed beauty, as full of fun as an elf out of
school, but in school Johnny's perfect match in
good behavior. The worst thing I ever knew
Mary to do was to give Johnny Curtis a hand
ful of beech-nuts one day in school-hours, which
Johnny receiving tremblingly — for he knew he
ought not to do so, but how could he refuse her?
—spilled partly on the floor. It was inevitable,
for the sake of discipline, that the offense should
be punished. Mary was the tempter, and on
Iter should have fallen the punishment, but I

saw in that boy's eyes that I should break his
heart if I touched Mary. Hence, Johnny stood
for half an hour perched on my chair with a
handful of beech-nuts in each outstretched palm.
He was only ten years old then. That was
fourteen years ago, and before Mark Lowen-
stein's coming.
This is enough of that period. You are some
what acquainted with my hero b

y this time. (I

don't use the term hero in a story-telling sense ;

this is history ; I mean x hero.)
Ten years passed away and Johnny was a

man. In those ten years what life lies wrapped!
The love-life of Johnny Curtis and Mary Ostran
der is all there, and I know well how beautiful

it was. I had watched those children as if they
were my own ; I am a childless widower. Many

a long Saturday afternoon had that happy pair
seen, in their favorite haunt, the old Beech
Woods, during those ten years, gathering yel
low mandrakes and brown beech-nuts ; swing
ing in the big swing ; kicking through the deep
nutumn leaves that filled the hollows , talking
and looking love, and feeling it. Oh, those old
woods ! How many merry pienic parties I have
seen there— bevies of white -aproned girls —
warm-faced, hilarious boys, prone to " show off"
— the leafy avenues ringing with their shoots
and laughter! Mary Ostrander was a recog
nized romp till at least her eighteenth birth
day ; your grand city society, which I am told

is very well-behaved, would have been quite hor
rified to see Mary " carry on ;" she bubbled with
joyousness as naturally and as healthfully as a

living spring of pure, pure water. And when
she was tired nothing would rest her like going
over where Johnny was, looking on in his quiet
manner, heartily pleased, and putting her hand
in his for a moment, with a great sigh of con
tent.

They were early betrothed. Johnny was n
small man—about five feet only—but plump lit
tle Mary's curly head came just so high as his

manly breast when they stood together. If my
hero were a mare novel hero he should be taller,

young ladies, for your pleasure, and strikingly
handsome ; but Johnny never grew tall, though
handsome he always was, with that best beauty
which is the glow in the face of a pure, true soul.
In these ten years there also had been deaths.
Mr. Curtis, the drunkard, had screamed and
danced his life out in a fit of delirium tremens
one day, leaving Johnny no more fatherless than
he had always been. This death was not a mat
ter of importance to any one left behind in the
world. Mrs. Curtis shed some natural tears.
But the small-pox, which raged so badly in 1856,
made a dreadful mark. It took, among others,
Mrs. Curtis's two little girls, and it left its shot-
marks on the mother's face also. It took Mr.
James Ostrander, and left Mary without a fa
ther.
In 1861 came the war, and made the greatest
change of all. Dale Manor raised a whole com
pany, and a hundred young men was a great
number to be taken from our village at once,

you may be sure ; though some of the number
were farmers' boys, and not exactly taken out
of the village. It seemed as if the whole pop
ulation of Dale Manor was at the railroad depot
on the morning when our soldier-boys depart
ed. There was much talking in groups. About
every soldier was the centre of one such. Hid
den loves came out in that hour. No maiden,
no matter how coy, could hide her true feel
ings from her lover at such a parting. Tears,
and smiles struggling against tears, were every
where.
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Mark Lowenstem, I remember, was in a very
moody frame of mind, arising, as I have since
learned, from the fact that Sarah Buswell, the

hotel-keeper's daughter, had refused to promise
to marry him when he offered her his hand the

night before, to be " seized and possessed" when
he should return from the war. Mark looked
as if he had not a friend on earth. By-and-bv
I saw Sarah go up to him and shake hands with
him. Mark was very cool, and brushed his long
black hair behind his ears so proudly that Sarah

bc^an to cry. Mark looked on in astonishment,
and then bent over and whispered a word in the
little body's ear, and the little body nodded her
head with much energy, so that a bright light
chased away Mark's shadows, and after that till
the minute of parting he was another man.
Lieutenant Johnny Curtis was in high spir
its. His face shone with light, and he chatted
as gayly with Mary and his mother and a circle
of others as if he were merely going out for a
holiday. What has come over the boy? thought
some , ho was usually so quiet. They remem
bered the scene afterward, when his fate was
known, almost with awe.
Too soon for the groups of talkers the engine
camo dragging its long train from behind Swal
low Hill, gay with flags, and with more compa
nies of soldiers leaning out the windows, clus
tering on the platforms, standing upon the very
tops of the care. They poured out like a swarm
of gay-colored bees as soon as the train stopped,
shaking hands and laughing and exchanging
salutations with their Dale Manor acquaint
ances —for these soldiers were from Rich Har
bor, and Charlotte, and Bowenvillo, and all the
places in our immediate vicinity. Ten minutes
later and the train was off. My old head almost
whirled in the unwonted bustle and confusion.
I just saw Johnny Curtis strain his mother to
his heart, imprint a kiss on Mary's ripe lips
and another on Mrs. Ostrander's check; and
then he was waving his cap to us from the rear

platform of the last car as the traiu glided away,
with the band playing the " Star-spangled Ban
ner," leaving me nursing my right hand with

my left, for it was aching to the elbow with the
shaking it had undergone. There were more
than a score of my former scholars in that com

pany, and Johnny was but one of them. The
strongest grip my hand got was from Mark Low-
enstein, whose face was one glow of joy ; and he
certainly must have pumped some of it into my
heart, for I think that hour was the proudest and
happiest in my whole life, with all its sadness.
I don't suppose city people can realize at all
what a gap was made in our village by the hun
dred men that train bore away to the war, not
one of them to return till the war was over,
iis it proved. The crowd of women, children,
and elderly men strayed away homeward with

strange, half-sad faces, where that warm light

flowed too, which faded out only slowly, slowly
in the coming days, as enthusiasm settled into
routine and common duty and the heroism of
waiting.

The events of the past four years have been
like a dream to some. As for me, my old eves
have followed this war along through one rep
resentative—Johnny Curtis. He has typified
all things to-me. All those great battles before
Richmond are to me Johnny Curtis's daily life.
He was in them all, and I saw all his letters
home. Winter and summer Mary Ostrander
brought them to me. Here, in my school-room.
I sat when she brought mo the news of his first
battle, and how for his bravery Colonel Wood
took him by the hand with thanks. How proud
Mary was with that! I remember I drew a
map of the " situation" on the blackboard, and
Mary was full of buoyant enthusiasm over it.
and made me promise not to rub it out till she
could bring his mother to see it. I remember,
too, the summer morning when I was walking
in the Beech Woods pasture, and a little boy—
not Johnny now— came to let down the old bars
for the cows to come out; and the emerald
sward was every where flecked with daisies and
butter-cups, and the still air was made stiller

by the hollow rattle of an occasional cow-bell.
I heard a cheery voice cry, "Mr. Baldwin !"
and looking up saw Mary tripping toward me
with a white letter fluttering high in her hand.
That was the letter that told how Johnny fared
at Antietam, and how he washed off the blood
and dust afterward, and had not a scratch ; and

Mary laughed a little bubbling laugh that came
from deep down in her heart. Just such an
other morning it was when came the picture
of Gettysburg. From early dawn till late in
the afternoon, through the furious conflict, we
saw Johnny struggling with Lee's blood-drunk
rebels; and we saw him when he took iuto his

lap the head of poor Captain Berry, who fell on

that field.
At last the change came.
In that dreadful battle of the Wilderness
Johnny was taken prisoner, with about a dozen
others of the Dale Manor company. Soon after

we heard from him through an exchanged pris
oner from Richmond, who brought us a letter

from Mark Luwenstein.
"Why should Mark write instead of John
ny?"
In this question read the emotions of our
hearts, which found expression in no other

words than these, but could not have been

painted in volumes.
The prisoners had been taken to the Libby
prison in Richmond. Out of the thirteen Dale

Manor men every one save Johnny fell sick and
was placed in the hospital. (When the prison

ers first arrived there they were stripped of the

most of their clothing, and any valuables they
had. Johnny possessed a cornelian ring that
once was Mary's, and this he secreted in his

mouth while being stripped, and afterward

buried it in the ground secretly, pointing out
the spot to Mark Lowenstein only.) Mark aft

erward became convalescent, and found that

Johnny had disappeared—no one knew whith
er. And this was what he wrote to Mrs. Cur
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tis. Whether her boy was dead or alive he

could not tell the mother. This was all.
As the weeks dragged slowly by now, and no
tidings ever came of Johnny's fate, the bloom
began to fade quite out of Mary's cheek, and in
poor widow Curtis' 8 eyes there dwelt a light so
sad it made' my old heart ache to observe her.
In vain I tried to say some poor comforting
words. I could not speak of the boy as dead ;
but if living, we knew too well the horrors of
Southern prisons to be cheered even by that

hope. There is nothing so calculated to wear
the life out of a loving heart as the bore knowl

edge that the dear one is swallowed up in a

great black gulf of oblivion, almost more fright
ful than death itself, yet leaving room for a

weary ray of hope. It may bo usually a matter
for thankfulness when there is room for hope ;
but when the hope is based on such pitiably
feeble tenure, and goes on, week after week,
with no new life, no breath of intelligence even,
good or bad, no faintest tidings—only long, ago
nizing suspense —ah, my friends, there is nothing
that so saps the life-blood —nothing 1
So the autumn crept slowly away. The dead
leaves lay thick in the Beech Woods hollows.
So the winter came, and the snow covered the

ground and the trees tossed their bare limbs

against the sky. Spring melted the snows

away, and the May sun shone, and the par
tridge drummed in the woods, and the meadow
lark sang in the pasture, and the orioles and
swallows were every where, brightening the
branches of many a tree with color and life.
Then we heard from Johnny.
Dead at Andersonville !
One who was with Johnny there, and who
left him dead there in April when he came
away, brought to Mrs. Curtis a brown rebel
newspaper whose broad margin was scrawled
with bloody words. This Mary brought to me
in the Beech Woods pasture, and I sat me down
under the gaunt acorn-tree by the bars and read
the words with streaming eyes. I have since
copied them from the paper in the order in
which I judge them to have been written.
They follow :

u Darling mother. Darling brown-eyed Mary. Words
I write in my own blood, there being no ink here, but
blood in plenty. I am shot in IS places. I tried to get
out of the pen laat night I wish I had waited, fur the boys
are going home now. My heart U filled with joy, for the
war is over. Too late for Johnny. Dear Mary, don't cry
for me. How much I love you I He called me a damned
*nake when he dragged me back Into the penlast night.
You will be told how we have suffered. You would shud
der to see Johnny. I am as black as a negro with pitch-
piue smoke, and my lips are swollen and sore and one of
my cheeks most ate away. It is scurvy. I couldn't help
it. Oh, how I wanted to get away where there was water
and fresh air! Libby Prison was pretty bad, but not so
bad as this one. How I wish I could see you once more!
The boyswill be marching home now. There will be great
times at the Manor, I suppose. Dear, dear mother and
Mary, don't cry about me. It has been pretty tough, but
someof us must die. I wish it had been in battle, that's
all. Written In my blood. How is schoolmaster Hald-
win ? I hope Mark Lowenstein got off all right. Is your
mother pretty well, Mary 1 Darling girl, we shall roam
no more in the old Beech Woods. There'll be some back
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pay for you, mother. Ask Captain Snow about it. Oood-
by forever. Oh, dear mother, dear Mary, if 1 had one
touch of your clean hands ! You could not kiss poor John
ny. I should die much happier if I could beclean. Qood-
by, good-by, good-by !"

With these words ringing in my ears like the
mournful reverberations of some solemn bell, I
sat on the great round stone under the tree, and
looked about me through the veil of tears that

dimmed my eyes. The grass was as bright as
of old. The butter-cups and daisies, the clover-
tops, tho raspberry bushes in the corners of the
old zigzag rail-fence, the fragrant-breathed cows

chewing the cud by the bars—all these were
just as they had been years ago, when Mrs.
Curtis's boy nsed to come to drive the cows

home down the long shaded road in whose deep
soft dust his naked feet paddled contentedly
Then my eyes fell upon the petite form of Mary
Ostrander, as she leaned her bare head against
the trunk of the old acorn, and gazed with her
sad brown eyes away off into the long southward

distance, while her chestnut curls blew over her
fair shoulders and drooped upon the muslin-hid

bosom, where long sighs struggled to lift the load
that bore down upon her tender heart. I ap
proached her and took her hand. I never can
forget the yearning, the anguish that looked out

at me from her soul's windows as she turned her

face to me. It thrilled me almost with wonder,
for I had never realized in Mary the truth —
with which as a principle I was familiar — that
feeling has its deepest depths in joyous natures,

and when once tho iron enters the soul it plunges
to these remotest depths. Hard iron will float
on molten iron ; but the dagger dropped in the

bright bubbling spring cleaves straight to the

bottom.
There were no tears in Mary's eyes !

My brother William died in an insane asylum
many years ago, and I have made insanity a
study. I knew Mary's danger at once. Her
doom was certain, unless tears could be brought

to her eyes. But in vain I essayed to wake the
sealed fountain. She would lay her head weari

ly on Mrs. Curtis's lap ; she would come to me

and take my hand in both hers, and rest her

check upon it ; and ever and anon those shud

dering sighs, panting from the furnace of agony

within, told how fearfully the poor girl suffered.
She neglected no duty. She mingled with her

friends quite as of old, and often she smiled—

but such a touching smile ! It was more mov
ing than tears.
In Juno our soldiers came home. They had
been expected for several days, and great prepa
rations had been going on among the women for

their reception. A table was erected in the old
Beech Woods, and there the wives, mothers,

sisters, and sweet-hearts of the returning soldiers

were gathered to greet them with a bounteous

feast of homely but hearty fare. I do not pur
pose a description of the happy scene, when the
soldiers marched in through the bars, in careless

order, with tattered flag flying, and the band

playing a merry air As they neared the woods,
the boys broke from the ranks in confusion und
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rushed forward pell-mell. There were embrae-

ings and tears of joy. Mary Ostrander looked
on the scene but for one moment ; then she

turned to the table and busied herself in arrang

ing what was already in perfect order. The sol
diers gathered about the board, and dough-nuts
and cheese vanished before them, as did cal

drons of steaming coffee, the soldier's own bev
erage. What happiness there was in their hon
est brown faces !
I watched Mary with feverish anxiety in that
hour. There was that in her face to-day that

bade me hope. Once I fancied I saw her lip
quiver; it was when a wagon drove into the
wood, from which there crept down the ghastly,
emaciated form of Mark Lowenstcin — the only
survivor of the band of prisoners that had enter
ed Libby Prison after the battle of the Wilder
ness. Mark looked about him with an inquiring
glance ; he was searching for Sarah Buswell,
who was at his side that moment, and embraced
the wreck of her lover with a passion of tears,
but dried them bravely an instant after to min
ister to Mark's comfort.
I went up to him, after he was placed in the
big arm-chair that had been prepared for him,
and took his hand.
"Here's the old schoolmaster," said Mark,
with a faint smile. "Johnny's dead, I hear.
Where's Mary Ostrander?"
She was at the table.
"Bring her." t
Mary obeyed the summons, and Mark took
her hand in his.
"You're wonderfully changed, Mary," said
Mark. " I never should have known you. You
miss Johnny, I know. Here ; he gave me this
ring for you."
He drew the ring from one of his emaciated
fingers and placed it on Mary's, who shut her
hand to keep it there, and then looked steadily
at it for an instant. The fountain opened.
From beneath the tight-shut lids of her beauti
ful eyes two great tears stole, and rolled slowly
down her cheek. She was saved.
This ends the story of that one of my schol
ars. Mark Liiwenstein is recovering, and it is
believed he will soon be well.
Mrs. Ostrander is dead ; and you may see
Mrs. Curtis and her adopted daughter Mary
now any evening in their common home. Two
lonely, lonely women ; but every heart in Dale
Manor is tender to them, and holds them kin.

IN THE STEERAGE. ^

HAD
you stood with me on the deck of the
Liverpool, New York, and Philadelphia

Company's steamer City of New York, as she
lay at anchor in the Mersey, you would have
thought that " chaos had come again." And
yet it was nothing but Nature busy carrying out
one of her great social laws. Like a skillful
husbandman she was preparing to transfer a

portion of the plants belonging to the "genus
. homo" from a too tl.iekly to a too thinly plant

ed soil. But what dire confusion attends the
process !

The deck of the steamer is strewn with freight
and baggage of every imaginable description.
Emigrants laden with trunks, bedding, cooking
utensils, etc., are stumbling confusedly about,
now over boxes, now over exasperated sailors,
to the intense disgust of these latter. Men are
cursing, women taking frantic leave of their
friends, children crying, agents and officials
with throats of brass shouting and endeavoring
in vain to drivo the emigrants below as they
come on board from the tug, while loud above
all is heard the /deafening noise of the steam as
the engines are preparing for their long toil.
Being desirous of escaping the turmoil I
mount a pile of boxes, and take my seat beside
a nautical-looking individual who, from his emi

nence, is calmly watching the confusion below.

Immediately opposite us stands the Government
Medical Commissioner criticising the physique
of the future American citizens as they step on
board and file before him ; for you must know
that Uncle Sam permits none that are lame or

halt or blind on his territory ; that is, unless they
can give satisfactory proof that they will not on
landing be thrown on his hands for their support.
I had heard something about this before, and must
confess had formed a somewhat exaggerated idea
of the severity of the medical examination it
would be necessary for me to pass. Visions of
my appearance in a remarkably primitive cos
tume before a stern medical oracle, seated in a

private room, had flitted across my brain. I
had anticipated all the abominable parapherna
lia of medical apparatus for testing the quality
of this mortal clay. Nor did I consider my
anticipations wholly incorrect when from the-

tug I caught sight of the professional -look
ing commissioner awaiting our arrival on the

steamer. *I was still apprehensive lest he should
detect in my slight figure the latent symptoms
of consumption, yellow- fever, broken legs, or
legs susceptible under slight contingencies of be

ing broken, and the like. However, I and three
hundred others ran the gauntlet of those profes
sional eyes with great facility ; and I am much
mistaken if while doing so I did not hear their
owner mutter the words, "Chancellor of the
Exchequer" to a friend at his side, which leads

me to suspect that the worthy commissioner

was thinking more of the fortheoming "Budg
et" than of Uncle Sam's Emigrants' Sanitary
Law.
But I have been digressing. Any lingering
ideas of rigid examination which after this
might have remained are now speedily dispelled
as I sit beside my nautical companion watching
tho second batch of emigrants being "exam
ined." Why, bless that benevolent medical
commissioner! Saint Bartholomew's Hospital,

with nil its inmates, might pass bodily before

him without ever striking him that Uncle Sam

might possibly object to its landing. "Candi
date for New York matrimonial market!" ex
claims the nautical individual at my side, as an
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old Irishwoman of seventy or eighty, with rags
streaming to the wind, hobbles past the com

missioner. " Embryo filibuster," he continues,
pointing to a villainous-looking youth of some

eight summers, who follows. " Desirable recruit
for light cavalry," amidst a roar of laughter, as

Daniel Lambert's likeness rolls heavily past.
' ' Latest acquisition to Barnum's," he finally ex

claims, upon catching sight of the last emi
grant, or rather an enormous mass of hair, be

neath which was supposed to be the last emi

grant.
All now being on board the' commissioner
and the emigration agents take their leave,
and shortly afterward the anchor is raised, the

engines begin to clank, and the shores of En
gland to recede from view.
But I am forgetting my berth. My ticket
states "Berth No. 25, Steerage," and I think I had
better hurry down and secure it before it is ap
propriated by some one else. I no sooner find
myself below than it becomes evident that, dis
orderly as had been the scene on deck, it is here
confusion worse confounded. Some two or three
hundred individuals crowded together in dim
passages are clamorously inquiring in various
tongues for their berths. The energetic stew
ard, however, appears to be equal to the task,
though in performing it he swears like a trooper,
and by no means confines himself to words;
when, as frequently happens, an unfortunate
GermAi or Frenchman obstinately persists in
addressing him in what he calls their "d—d
gibberish."
"Now, then," exclaims the steward, seizing
the nearest individual by the collar, "What's
your number?"
" Oui, oui, Monsieur!" replies the person ad
dressed, who happens to be a Frenchman, and
consequently shrugs his shoulders and attempts
in spite of the crowd to make a bow.
" Your ticket!" roars the unceremonious An
glo-Saxon, seizing it at the same time from the
bewildered Frenchman's handi^

" Number nine
ty-five ;" and before the words are well out of
his mouth the steward has administered to the
Frenchman a not very gentle incentive, which
onuses the latter to disappear somewhat sudden
ly through a neighboring aperture.
" Mein Gott !" exclaims a German, who next
presents his ticket, and "Dunder und Blitzern,"
.he continues; in atone of violent indignation as,
with a similar incentive, he too disappears after
the Frenchman.
By such vigorous treatment the indefatigable
steward at length succeeds in distributing those
of his charge who have been unable to find their
own berths.
Follow me now into the compartment in which
I have discovered "Berth No. 25." The only
standing room in it is a space two yards long by
one broad, and to right and left of this rise three
tiers of bunks. Imagine the drawer frame of a
chemist's shop destitute of its drawers, and you
will be able to form a pretty good idea of these
same bunks. There are twenty of them in the

compartment, and into each one the future oc
cupant is busy putting what bedding he has pro
vided himself with, as the company provides
nothing excepting space and victuals.
I have not time now to take much notice of
my fellow -travelers. Poverty makes strange
bedfellows, and I judge by the various tongues
I hear around me that seven or eight at least
of the States of Europe are represented in this
little cabin. When I get over the sickness
which I feel instinctively is before me, I shall
make it my business to study these various spec
imens of the human race. In the mean time
I, too, must make up as comfortable a bed as
circumstances will permit. I had just finished
doing this, and was about to turn in for the
night, when I heard a voice which appeared to
come from the bottom of the sea, inquire in
French for No. 26.
" Here is No. 26," I replied, pointing to the
bunk immediately above mine, and at the same
time turning round to see who was going to be

my near neighbor. Horror! it is the "desira
ble recruit for light cavalry"—Daniel Lambert's
similitude. Can it be that this three hundred
pounder is to occupy the berth above me. I
glance nervously at the boards which are to

support the weight of this French Brobdingna-
gian, and the most gloomy forebodings take pos
session of my mind. Visions of my shattered
and bruised corpse being found some morning
beneath the fat Frenchman, and of its being
consigned to the lonely depths of the Atlantic
present themselves vividly to my imagination,
and I groan in anguish of spirit. Something
must be done. It will never do for me to sleep
for about fifteen nights with this ponderous mass
of humanity hanging, or rather lying in terrorem
over me. I represent to the Shadow the danger
to which I should be subject, and he at once
comprehends the situation and good-naturedly
consents to change bunks. Considerably re

lieved, I transferred my bed-clothes to the upper
bunk and retired for the night, leaving the Shad
ow to solve as best he could the difficult problem
as to how he was to get his giant bulk into the
narrow quarters allotted to him.
The following morning we arrived at Queens-
town, in Ireland, where we stopped to take in
the Irish passengers. Here the scene of the
preceding day was re-enacted with such addi
tional confusion as might be expected from the

taking on board of some six hundred of the
"foinest pisintry in the world."
Can it be that the Emerald Isle is going bod
ily to America! For the last three or four
hours the emigrants have been coming on board,
and still they come. Nor do they come empty-
handed ; they are bringing with them whatever
riches in the shape of household furniture, etc.,

they possess ; at least as much as they will be
allowed space for. They leave little but their
cabin walls behind. While watching them one
is forcibly reminded of the exodus of the chil
dren of Israel from Egypt. Not a hoof do these
children of Ireland leave behind if thoy can help
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it. It may be fancy, but I am almost sure I
hear a grant from some of those Irishmen's big
boxes.
As fast as the new arrivals come on board
they are sent below, and, thanks to the wise

discrimination of the ship's officers, they go to
their own place. And now the last emigrant —

perhaps the last of the O'Flahertys — is about to
step on board. He is a "foine bhoy" of some
twenty summers, with profuse but matted locks
which might have been auburn but for their too

fiery tinge. As he comes slowly forward to be
borne forever from his native isle, his eyes glisten
and his hand clutches nervously at a huge bot
tle of the "crathur" which is to solace the weary
passage.

" Good-by to ye, ould Ireland! and
may the divil take ye," exclaims he, as with an
unsteady foot he turns round to take a last view
of the old home.
' ' Come, hurry up here I" thunders the boat
swain, whose temper has suffered by his having
had to stand in the cold during the last two
hours seeing the emigrants on board, and as he

speaks he seizes the last of the O'Flahertys by
the collar and drags him somewhat roughly on
the steamer. Now, whether it was that O'F.
recognized in this treatment the last act of Sax
on tyranny, or that the dignity of the squatter
sovereign had already fallen uporrhim and been
outraged, I knew not—certain it is, that his in
dignation knows no bounds ; his eyes aro on
fire ; he turns upon the boatswain with a tor
rent of execrations, and with his bottle of
whisky alms a stroke at his adversary. As
upon a more heroic occasion, " great deeds had
now been done," and the sturdy boatswain had
come to grief, were it not that he very coolly
seizes the unfortunate Irishman by the nape of
the neck and sends him flying down the dark
descent where have disappeared his companions.
Faith, Hope, Charity, and Love wonld willingly
believe that the regions into which he and his

whisky bottle descended contained bona fide steer

age berths, but that the said dark descent looked
so very like the entrance to the Shades.
Once more the ship is on her way, and ere

many hours elapse the British Isles disappear
from view. There are upward of a thousand
souls on board, each with his or her own hopes
and fears, each the hero or the heroine of a Jife
romance. Could these lives pass, panorama
like, before our eyes what a marvelous picture
should we behold ! Some of them wonld, no
doubt, bo commouplace enough ; but many of
them would strange " tales unfold," while in all
we should see the play of wild passions and ten
der emotions— the mysterious working of human
nature in its higher and lower conditions.
A motley cargo is this of a thousand souls !
They are, as I have said, of the " genus homo,"
but of what numerous variety ! They have
scarce any thing in common, for there is all the
difference among them that different climates,
customs, and religions can produce; yet, strange
to say, before very many years havo elapsed a
generation will spring from this human medley

in which no radical differences will be seen.
Those composing it will speak the same lan
guage, will have the same general cast of coun
tenance, the same national sympathies and prej
udices, and, to a great extent, the same religion ;
indeed, the very names their ancestors bore will
be altered so as to suit English speaking lips ;
in a word, it will be a generation of Americans.
That young lady who is reclining luxuriously in
the first-class cabin— the daughter of the Hon.
Ruphus Phinn—who is returning from her Eu
ropean tour, is a perfect type of American fe
male beauty ; and yet she is only removed by
two or three generations from an ancestor—an
Irish emigrant—who crossed the Atlantic as ig
norant and ragged as any now on board. Were
any one to tell you this, Miss Phinn, you would
turn away in disgust, or give it an indignant
denial. You would be ready to trace an un
broken lineal descent from " one Hezekiah
Phynne, who crossed the Atlantic ocean in the
Mayfiower and landed on Plymouth Rock, Anno
Domini 1620. Ah, Miss Phinn! you are not
the first who has thus attempted to ignore
the poor ancestor to whom you owe your for
tune. There is heroism and poetry connected
with the Pilgrim Fathers, but you think neither
the one nor the other can be associated with the
poor Irish emigrant. Methinks if those same
Pilgrim Fathers could rise from their graves
they would be rather astonished to find how
numerous are their descendants, and^rould
puzzle themselves in vain to account for it by
the natural laws of increase. No, no, Miss
Phinn. If a certain parish register, which is
now mouldering in the old church of Ballyma-
honcy, could be made legible, it would tell how
that one Patrick O'Finncrty, bricklayer's labor
er, married Bridget O'Connor ; and then follow
ing up the chain of events, it would be found
that O'Finnerty went to America and there be
came rich and begat Finnerty, who begat Fin-
ner, who begat Finn, who finally metamorphosed
the name into J^iinn, and thus threw off the
last vestige of the " ould cojmthry."
The name Shaunegan, whose owner is stand
ing there against the smoke-stack enjoying a
short black pipe, will undergo a similar clipping
process : Shaunegan is going to Pennsylvania,
where he will "strike He," and acquire a for
tune. After a time, by reason of the burden
of riches on its back, the family will gradually
lighten the onerous Irish name of its superfluous
letters until, finally, it will assume the truly
Saxon form of Shaw.
But, alas! while I have been indulging in
these reflections the evil that I greatly feared
has come upon me. The huge steamer rolls
and pitches like a cock-boat on this rough ocean,

and causes me to feci all the horrors of sea
sickness. Adieu, sea and sky ! I must hasten
down to my bunk, where I know that for three
or four days I shall be a close prisoner.
I shall not attempt to describe that period.
Let not those days be numbered in the years
of my life. I only know that, as I lay helpless
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in my bunk against the ribs of the vessel, I oft
en wished that the pitiless waves which roared

within a few inches of my head would burst

through the iron plates and swallow me up.
However, upon the fourth day the sickness is

passed. I rise, wash, eat bread, and am my
self again.
It is yet early morning, and the other occu
pants of the berth are still in their bunks, at
least partly so, for the bunks being somewhat
short the owners have to hang their legs out
side. As the atmosphere of the cabin is rather
close I now seek the deck for fresh air. Heav
ens, what a spectacle greets my eyes! The
sun, more brilliant than ever I had seen it be
fore, like some glorious being instinct with fire,
seems to be rising from the ocean, causing the
waves to sparkle like liquid silver. Nothing
but sea and sky far as the eye can reach.
Having enjoyed the scene for some time I
return to the cabin, where I find the steward
and his assistants busy distributing the morn

ing rations, which consist of hot rolls, butter,
and coffee ; indeed, the whole of the rations—I
say it to the credit of the Company —are good
and abundant. The only thing one craves is a
little more variety, and this some of the emi

grants have anticipated by bringing with them

sundry delicacies in the shape of cheese, boiled
ham, pickles, preserves, etc. Let the fortunate
possessors of these look to them well and be
ware of exposing them to the general gaze, for
as sure as they do they will be numbered among
the things that were. I have a confused idea
about there being a law of political economy
according to which the supply of an article is
regulated by the demand there is for it. It
strikes me, however, that were Adam Smith or
John Stuart Mill in this steerage cabin they
would see an exception to that law, though they
would, perhaps, argue very learnedly that some
of the conditions were wanting. Be this as it
may, I can assure my readers that, while thero
was quite a brisk demand for fancy bread-stuffs,

pork-pies, etc., the supply was ridiculously inad

equate. However, I suppose the regular laws
of trade are set aside in the steerage. " Appro
priation" seems to usurp their place.
It is positively surprising what skill these em
igrants display in converting tuum into moan.
Each regards the other's victuals as common
property. A ravenous Dutchman having ob
served one of his companions with a red her
ring on his plate every morning at breakfast
was seized with an unconquerable desire to
share in the delicacy. Being on the watch to
discover the source of these herrings, he saw
their owner early one morning stealthily take a
package from under his mattress, and having
satisfied himself that he was unobserved, care
fully take from it one of the coveted fish. From
that moment their destiny was sealed. That
same night the Dutchman skillfully abstracted
the package from beneath his sleeping compan
ion, and the first intimation its owner had of
his loss was when, upon waking rather later

than usual in the morning, his nostrils were
greeted with a strong odor of red herring per
vading the cabin. Starting up he saw, with
grief and dismay, his nineteen companions cool
ly devouring his treasures. To the Dutchman's
credit be it said, he did not forget to reserve
one for his luckless friend. Pickles, sugar, sand
wiches, etc., shared a similar fate whenever their
incautious possessors left them exposed. Such
acts, of course, beget caution, and barter after a
time has to take the place of appropriation. In
this I become quite an adept, and can tell to a
nicety how many red herrings a jar of pickles
will bring, or what quantity of cheese is repre
sented in a Bologna sausage.
The occupants of our cabin are two Yankee
sailors returning from China, three Englishmen,
four Irishmen, fonr Frenchmen, one of whom
is an ex-chasseur d'Afrique on his way to the
gold diggings, and the other three bound with
their "patron," in the first-class cabin, for the
Far West. Besides these there are two Ger
mans, a Polish priest on his way to Mexico, a
Spaniard, two Swedes, and a Dutchman. They
all seem to be good specimens of their various
nationalities, as well in their physique as in
their habits— the French Brobdingnag beneath
me being, of course, excepted. He might have
answered for an Englishman.
The Yankees are chewing and talking polities.
The Englishmen are walking backward and for
ward in the corridor. The Frenchmen are play
ing cards and chattering gayly the while. The
Germans are lying in bed smoking. Of course
the Spaniard is sleeping; while the Swede is

reading the history of Charles the Twelfth, and
the Dutchman cleaning his tin plates.
Suddenly the Frenchmen become more earn
est in their tones. The "patron," from the
first-class cabin, and the chasseur d'Afrique
especially are becoming quite excited. Some
difference of opinion has arisen respecting the
game. The chasseur asserts vehemently that
he has won the stakes—a half-franc piece —
while the "patron" protests he has not. The
chasseur appeals to the other Frenchmen, and
demands from them a fair verdict. These lat
ter evidently think the chasseur has fairly won
the stakes ; but then the other is their " patron,"
and they consequently decline to express an

opinion. This rouses the chasseur's indigna
tion. From assertions he rises to invectives,
from invectives to denunciations, and from de
nunciations to threats, till at last a perfect storm
of eloquent indignation bursts from his troubled
breast.

"You will pay me here, or you will pay me
in New York!" he exclaims from time to time,
with a significant gesture which seems to fore
bode pistols for two and coffee for one; and
then at intervals, with a curl of inexpressible
contempt on his lips, he grinds between his

teeth, " Sacre nom de Dieu! pour me miserable
piece de cinq sous .'"
During all this time the Dutchman, having
ceased cleaning his tins, has been looking upon
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the exciting scene in comic wonderment. He
is confounded at such an energetic display of
language as that which gushes in torrents from
the lips of the chasseur. The Irishmen do not
understand a word of the dispute, but they know
instinctively that there is a row on the carpet,
and they move uneasily about while their hands
grasp nervously at imaginary shillalahs as though
they were eager for the fray. The Englishmen
and Americans also know that the Frenchmen
arc quarreling about something, but can not con
ceive it possible for men to talk so long with
out coming to blows. They do not understand
French nature, and are consequently somewhat
amazed, not to say disgusted, when before many
minutes have elapsed they sec the storm blown
over as suddenly as it rose, and the late antago
nists bowing and smiling a Vaimable.
"A thousand pardons, Monsieur!" exclaims
the chasseur; " I am in despair at having been
so rude to Monsieur."
" My dear friend," replies the " patron," " you
do yourself wrong, and I shall never forgive my
self, my excellent—"
" Let us forget, let us forget, embrassons !"
And embrace they do to the intense surprise
of the Dutchman, and finally the patron sends
for half-a-dozen bottles of biire anglaise, and so
the dispute terminates.
Not so happily is the difficulty of one of the
Irishmen arranged. Since the day of sailing
he has managed to sustain his spirits by the aid
of a big bottle of whisky ; but he has been too
generous in distributing it to his friends, of whom
he counts nineteen in the cabin. The conse
quence is

,

that the whisky has at length become
exhausted, and Pat's natural and factitious spir
its vanish at one and the same time. The
American can talk, chew, and read, the English
man can walk about, the Frenchman can piny
cards, the Spaniard can sleep ; but the unfor
tunate Irishman —what is he to do ? Now that
his whisky is done he has nothing to fall back
upon. He would willingly extemporize a small
Donnybrook and have a free fight, but no one
seems inclined that way, not even his country
men. No one will tread on the tails of his coat.
He becomes quite gloomy and low-spirited, and

is just about to take to his bed, when, in sheer
desperation, he makes a vigorous onslaught on
the taller of the two Yankees. Tbo too pugna
cious Irishman is

,

however, soon overpowered
by tbo object of his attack, and after being near

ly
,

throttled in the encounter is delivered into
the hands of the Philistines— the steward and
his boys—who very unceremoniously drag Pat
from the scene of his exploits. Where they
take him to I can not say ; suffice it that we
saw no more of him till the following day, when
he reappeared in tho cabin a wiser and a sadder
man.
We have now been twelve days at sea, and
the time begins to hang heavy on our hands,
and we arc looking impatiently for land. The
time drags along. The chief events of the
day arc breakfast, dinner, and supper—events

which the Frenchmen, at least, do not forget
to celebrate. The Shadow beneath me ap
pears to have the appetite of an elephant. He
rarely leaves his bunk, his too solid flesh ren
dering it difficult for him to do so. There he
lies, firmly wedged in his bunk. No sooner,
however, does the steward make his appear
ance than from the bunk in question issues

a hoarse cry of " De la soupe ! Encore de la
sovpe!"
" I'm blest if you wouldn't eat Napoleon Bo
naparte!" exclaims the steward, ns he replen
ishes the Shadow's bowl for the fourth or fifth
time.
"Oui, oui, Monsieur," replies the other; "merci
bien."

I shall not weary the reader by enlarging upon
the remaining portion of the passage . suffice it

that our impatient watching for land was at
length rewarded. On the thirteenth day the
shores of the New World, shadowy and indis
tinct at first, but gradually assuming form and

shape, met our view. Never shall I forget the
emotions I experienced when gazing for the
first time upon the land where was being enact
ed the mightiest drama of modern times. A
few hours afterward, unknowing and unknown,

I stepped upon the shore and mingled with the
crowd.

OOLIE.
I

A QUIET summer in tbo country! Howcharming it will be for an idle bachelor
like myself, with no care to engross him, no

taste for the usual round of watering-place and

mountain and sea-shore, thoroughly tired of

flirtation and fashion, yet sadly in need of rest !

I can imagine nothing more delightful than to
spend the hot months at Greyrock with my ten

ants. My agent writes me that the fences are
out of repair, and a new bridge is sadly needed

over Cress- kill, and that will give me quite
amusement enough to superintend in an idle,
dreamy way.
Thinking thus, I packed my trunk, arranged
with my landlady, visited my lawyer, and bid

good-by to the city for the summer, and by boat.

car, and stage found myself one June after
noon on the little porch of the modest but ram

bling house that was mine b
y inheritance. Tbo

honey-suckle grew thickly over the porch, shak

ing its sweet-scented pennons close by my cheek,

the locust blossoms were swinging their censers

high up under the trees ; the grasshoppers and

crickets were noisy in the grass. Away off to

ward the west a gleam of Cress-kill shone clear,

while to the north rose the great rock .that gave

the farm its name. I had time to notice all
this before the door was opened b

y my new ten

ant, John Austin.
He was a spare, elderly man, with clear blue

eyes and a scanty crop of brown hair, curling

and thickly sprinkled with gray. His clothes

were poor but very clean, and his linen was as
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white as snow. He had a look of settled sad
ness about the firm month, and the lines in his

forehead were deep and many.
All this I saw as I sat talking with him in the
little parlor, after we had groped our way in
and he had succeeded in opening one of the
wooden shutters in spite of a rebellious rose
bush that stoutly maintained its right to reign
undisturbed, revenging itself by flinging in a

shower of drifting petals on the clean striped
carpet.
" You have no family, I believe, Mr. Al
lan ?" I said, by way of conversation.
" Yes, Sir, I have one little girl—and—I had
a son."
He stopped, and going to the high nnd nar
row mantle-piece, took down a faded daguerreo
type of a little boy, with very smooth hair and
conscious face. " That has his look, Sir ; but
he was grown up when we lost him." He took
the little battered case in his hard hands, and
fumbling with the fastening, he replaced it on
the shelf, and turned his head away.
I found I had touched a painful subject, so
hastened to make inquiry in regard to accom
modations for the time of my sojourn.
"We are very plain folks, Sir, and don't
know much about cooking for city people, and

maybe you wouldn't bo suited. My wife isn't
always able to be about." Here he stopped, and
the troubled look came down on his face ; " but
I'll ask Oolie, Sir." Stepping to the door he
called, "Oolie! Oolie!"
There was no answer, so he stepped through
the hall, and at the back-door repeated the call,
leaving me to marvel greatly whether the own
er of the strange name were a fossil or some un
known form of humanity. Apparently he, she,
or it

,

answered, and a colloquy ensued, of which

I only heard Mr. Austin's steady tones.
Presently he returned, and, standing with one
hand on his side and the other resting on the
chair, he said, " Oolie thinks we can manage it,

Sir, if the large north room would do for you.
It has a pretty look-out, you know, toward the
Rock and the Kill. Oolie and I will try our
best to make you comfortable."
So it was settled that I should be their lodger
for a season. Asking me to remain there a few
moments he shut me up in the old parlor, and I

heard footsteps flying about overhead. I looked
at the quaint chairs set regularly about the
room, the square-angled sofa, the hi^h mantle-
piece, and its array of solemn trifles—silver
candlesticks and china vases —glanced at the
books on the table, and was puzzled to find a

volume of Mrs. Browning's and Motley's Dutch
Republic in company with the Lady's Wreath
for 1838, the Documentary History of New
York, at least three volumes of that trifling
work, and that cheerful poem Young's Night
Thoughts. There was a bit of ruffle in a little
work-basket, and a tiny thimble, which I sup
posed might belong to "the little girl." Ihoped
to find this same child a very agreeable com

panion. So I did.

Now that I am fairly installed in my new
home I intend to write a journal. I tried that
once, and at the end of the month I found that,
instead of writing my thoughts, I had only kept
an account of the weather. Then I went to the
other extreme and wrote myself into the belief
that I had some deep trouble— I didn't know
exactly what—and that I was dying of heart-
disease. Now I am just going to write what
ever I see or hear or do or feel.

. I have a charming old chintz chair in the
corner by the window, where I can look straight
into a robin's nest and catch glimpses now and
then of the distant hills. By the window at
the back of the room is my writing and study
table, for I intend to study German in earnest.
This window looks out on the stretch of meadow
back of the house, the lane, the granary, and
close by the back-door, where shining puns and
turned-up pails are ranged for drying. I haven't
found out who Oolie is yet. Some Dutch maid
of all work, I suppose.

June 10.

I was wondering what I should put in my
journal, after I had indulged in a long reverie
by the apple-tree window, and concluded to
write about the interesting bird family I bad
adopted, and sat down by the window for that
purpose. And then I saw her, and I didn't care
to write about the birds. Two days had passed
very nicely. Mrs. Austin was a pale, wan-faced
woman, with great eyes and a quantity .of black
hair, hardly tinged with gray, coiled at the back
of a well-shaped head. A strange-looking wo
man, wild yet touchingly sad. She spoke very
little, and then in a hurried, nervous way, while
her hand shook the cup which she handed me
until it rattled. She had a glancing, fearful
look, and seemed ill at ease. Nervous, I sup
pose, as that is the solution of all puzzling mat
ters in regard to women.
"I haven't seen your little girl yet," I re
marked, at breakfast-time.
" No, Sir ; she was quite busy this morning."
"Ah, does she go to school?"
"Oh no, Sir. She went last year to the
boarding-school, but she is to stay home this
summer. Education is very expensive."
And he sighed as he run from the table. I

came to my room and indulged in that long two-
hours' reverie I mentioned, ere I adjourned to
the window overlooking the yard at the back
of the house. Under the cherry-trees was an
ironing-table, a basket with clothes, and a char
coal-furnace for heating the irons. Leaning
back against the tree stood a young girl about
sixteen fanning her heated face with her sun-
bonnct. She was slender, and wore a clean but
faded calico that yet looked comely fitted to such

a rounded shape. Her hair was thrown back
from her face and held b

y a net over its rebel
lious waves. Her lips and cheeks were crim
son, and the low brow was just wrinkled by a
contraction of pain or annoyance that deepened
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as Mrs. Austin's voice called shrilly and in ex
cited tones,
"Oolie, Oolie!"
"Yes, mother."
And the little hand dashed off a tear as she
answered the summons. Then I heard queru
lous complaining and entreaty until the girl
came out again and resumed her work.

This, then, was "Oolie" — this beautiful girl
so poorly clad, so overtasked, was the little
daughter John Austin had spoken of. It was
clear now ; they had no servant, and this poor
child was struggling with hard work, with pov
erty, and, worse than all, with pride. She bent
over her task, and as she took up a hot iron in
her slender hand and held it near her cheek to
test its warmth, a great tear rolled hissing over it.

Presently John Austin came toiling up the
lane, and it was beautiful to see the look of ten
derness steal over her face as she looked at his

weary gait and bowed head. I did not hear
what she said to him, but he looked proud and
happy, and was just turning away when Oolie
called, softly,
"Father!"
I judged she asked for something to buy a new
dress as she pointed to the miserable one she
wore, saying, "Only a plain calico, father;"
and pushed her hair back with a timid gesture.
The old, tattered pocket-book that John Austin
took out I shall never forget, nor the small store
from which he took a bill, putting it in the girl's
hand, saying all the while,
" YeS, yes, little girl, you mnst have a new
frock—you have waited a long while for it ; a
good girl, my little Oolie. I wish father could
hire help and dress you like a lady. Poor Oolie !"

And he laid his hand a moment on her head.
Neither noticed that there fell a slip of printed
paper from the pocket-book just where they had
been standing.
Unwilling that they should know that I had
heard their conversation, yet fearful that the
paper might be of consequence, I was yet unde
cided whether to call their attention to it or no,
when Mrs. Austin came out with a pan in her
hand, and turning toward the row of currant
bushes at the top of the garden, passed the spot
where the paper lay. She stooped to pick it up,
and then rose such a wild scream as I had never
heard before. Oolie rushed to her side and tried
to soothe her with gentle words and caresses,
but she walked swiftly past her into the house,
clenching the paper in her hand. And now
while I write I hear the faint sounds of her
voice muttering and incoherent, can even hear
a word or two of entreaty and of denial in
Oolie's clear sweet tones.
"You are cruel, Oolie, when you can give

me peace and rest. You don't know what sor
row is."
"Oh, mother dear, I can not, I must not, for
your dear sake I must not ;" and then the tones
are too low to distinguish any thing further un
til I hear Oolie say, " This once, mother ; I'll go
to-morrow." And after that the house is still ;

I hear John Austin's heavy step go to and fro
on the gravel-walk for two long hours, and then
the girl's light step is falling there too.
What is the sorrow of this household ? What
shadow is in the depth of Oolie's great solemn,
beautiful eyes ? What trouble bows this strong
man so ? Will I ever know ?

June 1L
I have been to the village to-day to make ar
rangements with the lumber merchant for tim
ber and hands to lay the bridge. Farmer Aus
tin has a sober old horse and a box-wagon which
are at my service. Breakfast passed without
any allusion to the scene of the last evening,
but Mrs. Austin was absent. Oolie was very,
very pale, and John Austin ate but sparely of
the breakfast before him. After breakfast he
asked me if I would object to allowing Oolie to
ride to town with me, as it was rather warm to
walk to and fro.
Of course I was glad to have the girl's com
pany, and we jogged on as though we had been
friends all our life. She was very shy and very
much afraid of me, and sat with her head half
turned away, so I could not help seeing the
pretty outline from the low fair forehead and
sweeping lashes to the dimpled chin, nor fail to
note how the brown gold of her hair shone
through the meshes of her net. I don't think
she looked at me three times in all the three-
mile journey, but she told me of her school and
her studies ; what books she liked ; where the
great ferns grew wildest on Greyrock, and the

fringed gentian in the meadow lot. And then
she said she could drive, and I left the rein in
the little hands for a long mile.
It was a pleasant journey, but I don't quite
know why she should be talking so earnestly to
that tall druggist clerk when I stopped for her
in the village. Her face was flushed, and she
was speaking low but rapidly as I came up.
She only said good-by to him as we came away ;
but I glanced over my shoulder to see him lean
ing his head on his hand looking after her with
a strangely pitying gaze. "

She looked up at me and said, "I am ready,
Sir," and so we passed out. I had expected to
find her with the new dress purchased which she
had asked for, but saw no bundle, nor did she
seem to think of any. Mrs. Austin stood in
the doorway at our return, with a large shawl

wrapped about her as though she had been wait

ing a long time. I heard her whisper eagerly,
" Did you sec him ?" and I heard Oolie answer,
with an accent ofutter weariness, "Yes, mother,"
and then pass in the house.
And so the tea-hour passed and the stars
came out and all the house was still, leaving
me seated at the window full of pity for this
young girl so shy and yet so frank, with this
strange burden of sorrow and care that makes

her old and grave, i almost wonder if she can
be gay, or sing little songs, or laugh merrily as

other girls do. She is very beautiful too; a.

genuine wild flower in this spot.
I who have seen so much of the world, am so
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much older and wiser in its ways, must try to
help and cheer this little giri, and perhaps can
do her good. I hope I should do the same if
she were ugly and passe*; I don't know.
Pshaw ! she is only a child, and I intend to
treat her in a kind, fatherly way, and so win
her confidence. Her fine mind should not be
allowed to run riot or to rust out. I'll—

June SO.
I feel somewhat happier than I did two weeks
ago, for I have carried out my plan ; and, un
like men in general, I do dearly love to have
my own way. I made a lame pretense of being
rery anxious to aid the daughter of an old col
ored servant once in our family —a widow with
one child. Then I made another pretense of
being very anxious to have my washing done in
the house, and by this woman. So after some
little difficulty I was allowed to engage black
Nancy ostensibly as my servant, to receive wages
from me, but in reality to do the work of the
household. How happy I felt when I saw those
strong tawny arras lifting the heavy burdens that
Oolio shall bear no more if I can help it! Not
that I feel any special interest in her, except for
her youth so clouded by circumstances
I am going to give her German lessons — in
deed have made a good commencement. Light
labor with such a pupil. I called her Miss Oolie
at first, but she gravely told me her name was
Olive — that an aunt of her father's from England
gave her the title. She pronounced her words

strangely, and seeing my big eyes, " When I
was a baby," she said, "I looked like a little
owlet, and brother Launt thought it was very
funny to call me 'owlet,' and so it came to
'Oolie,' and now every one knows my name,
Launt always called me so."
My scholar was sitting on the porch when she
told me this, flushing up crimson all the while.
"And your brother, Miss Oolie — have you
lost him?"
A shadow came over her face, and she did not
answer at first, then spoke a little huskily.
"Yes, we lost him," and hurried to ask a
question in the lesson then in progress.
I am trying to make this girl's lifo a little
brighter, to chase away whatever of gloom there
is in her lot. Sometimes I think I have suc
ceeded, but again I find myself quite baffled.
She makes no complaint and gives no confi
dence, but now and then a grateful word lets
me know that she sees my wish and object. I
fancy her mother must be a source of great sor
row in some way to me unknown. I have never
learned any thing of the incident of the paper
which seemed to hold such sorrowful tidings for
Mrs. Austin; but I fancy that it might have
been a notice of her son's death, and this act
ing on a morbid nature probably produced the
result I had seen.

III.
A now element has entered into our house
hold in the person of little Jake—Nancy's child,
about four years old, with hair that is almost
wool yet fails in respect of kinkiness and color.

Sadly neglected he has been, and wofully igno
rant of even the simple lore of four-year-old
childhood.
"Jake," said I, as we walked under the ap
ple-trees last Sunday — "Jake, do you know
what you are made for?"
"Yes, Sir," was the prompt answer as he
switched off a clover-head with a stick, " made
fur to work."
It took me some time to recover my gravity,
and then I thought I would try and recall some
Sunday-school rhymes for his benefit.
"Jake, now I want to teach a verse called
Happy Land."
" Oh, massa, I know dat."
"You do? Well, let's hear it, then."
So he struck an attitude and commenced in a
very high key, "Hail Colurfby, happy land,''
and looked at me for approval. I bent my
head to hide a smile, and Jake added, triumph
antly, "I know 'nuther one, shall I say it?"
and without waiting for my answer, went on.
"My kingdom fur a hoss—my kingdom fur a
hoss."
Jake had finished his list of acquirements,
and trotted off, saying, " Dat's all I know ;"

leaving me sadly puzzled to dispose of this new
responsibility that had come to me unsought.
Of course I must try and teach him something
of all he ought to know, so ho and I are great
friends : I have promised him to raise a great
kite to-morrow. Oolie has been helping me
build one to-day, and promises to see the rais
ing just after wo finish our German lesson. The
child has very pretty hands. So here I am as
busy as I was in town. A bridge to build, fences
to be laid, a little contraband to civilize, and a

fair young girl as pupil in German. I shall
have no lack of employment.
Oolie has a fine voice and sings in the village
church every Sunday. The druggist's clerk
whom I saw in town is tho basso of the choir,
and seems to feel it incumbent upon him to ac
company the girl honje. Ho is rather good-
looking; but I think I*had better go to the
choir meetings myself to bring her home, as
she might take a fancy to this Mr. Lee, and she

is quite too young to be thinking of these things
—quito too young. Not that I am so very old
cither, twenty-six — that would not sound old in
speaking of any one else. I suppose that it

seems very old to Oolie. I can not but feel tho
novelty of the sensation of having a grateful
heart express itself in spite of pride. When I

sent a strong man to take John Austin's place
that hot day in the field, making him believe
that I wanted him to look over some plans and
drawings with me, it was very beautiful to see
the great eyes flash their gratitude. But then,
when I spoke a single word in reference to Mr.
Lee, she drew herself up so proudly, and grew
solemn and distant till I thought of the little
owlet resemblance myself.

July 10.
A whole fortnight has passed without a rec
ord, at least on paper. Let me see what was
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the last entry in this ledger of joys and sorrows.
Oh, I remember—we were to raise the kite—
Jake and Oolic and I.
The kite-raising was put off. It happened in
this wise : In pursuance of my fatherly plan I
went to the choir meeting with Oolie, though it

pained me somewhat to fancy that she did not
care for my society. When the singing was
over Mr. Lee, a boy of only twenty summers,
stepped up to her side and offered his escort
homeward, being ignorant probably that I came
in that capacity. She stepped a pace aside with
him and interchanged whispers, and I distinctly
heard her say, "For mother's sake, Arthur."
She came close to me, and walked gravely beside
me a while. I did not offer her my arm, and
was in a savage mood. So we walked a while

in silence, *
"Miss Oolie" —I had made up my mind to
lecture my pupil— "Miss Oolie, permit me to
ask you if Mr. Lee's addresses arc sanctioned
by your parents ?"
The girl stopped a moment in mute astonish
ment, and walked swiftly on without an answer.
I repeated the question, and attempted to draw
her hand within my arm.
"Mr. Owen" —and the eyes flashed in the
moonlight like gems—"permit me to ask you
what right yon have to ask the question? For
your great kindness to me and mine I am most
truly grateful ; but you forget yourself when you
speak as now."
She spoke not another word, but drawing her
little figure up, walked straight up the little
gravel-walk, past the shadow of the porch, where
I intended to apologize, on and up to her room
out of sight.
When we met the next day she was studi
ously polite, but made an excuse to avoid her
lesson. I felt guilty and miserable, trying in
various ways to atone for my misconduct. I
gathered the most charming bouquet I could
find and left beside her hat in the hall, and she
left it to wither there.

^
bought confectionery,

and was obliged to girt: it to Jake.
Jake and I are great friends, and between
that and the bridge building I manage to amuse
myself ; but I can not disguise from myself that
I wns sorely troubled by the little owlet's cool
disdain. I know that she is only a pretty
country girl, whose frown should be no terror to
me. I know that I am no love-sick boy, to
break my heart about it ; but I know better still
that I had no right to speak as I did. If this
Arthur Lee loves her, and she cares for him,
why, it is no business of mine. I am only a—a
friend, who cares for her very very much as the
fairest and purest flower that ever bloomed. I
would fain apologize, but she gives me no
chance. I wonder if sho will come out to help
ns with the kite to-morrow. Jako is to ask her.
She would bo suro to say no to me.

Awruxt 6.

We flew that kite. It seems a long while
ago, though, sinco then. Shall I ever forget it?
The cool, fresh breath of the morning that ris

ing swept over the tree-tops like an autumn
wind, nnd drove the flying clouds above, while
their shadows flitted over grain-field and meadow
below. Shall I forget the tangled string that
neither Jake nor I could untie, and which Oolie's
little hands released so deftly? Nor how she
drew those hands away when I tried to detain
her to speak one word of remorseful acknowl
edgment, and so left Jake and I alone to wan
der off up the great rock which on this side rose
steadily, but shelved straight down, rough and
jagged, on the other, xiver the deepest run of
wayward Cress-kill ? How the kite caught the
wind, and, sailing out nnd up, pulled tightly on
the string, while Jake was in an eestasy of de
light over its gambols, and even I felt all a boy's
enthusiasm over the successful flight? Oolie
was nowhere in sight. Up went the kite higher
and higher, and, following its motions, I stepped
back nearer and nearer the fringe of bushes at
the summit of Greyrock, while Jake's shout of
triumph rent the air.
Then I remember nothing more until I be
came conscious of a dull pain in my left arm,
and half opening my eyes found myself beneath
the ledge of rocks from whence I had undoubt
edly fallen. Ah ! but I bore the pain bravely,
and gave no word of returning life ; for I saw
my little owlet, with her face buried in her hands,
not far away. I shut my teeth to prevent a
groan or quickened breath, for I henrd her foot
step come nearer. Then she tried to raise me
up, but the broad shoulders belonging to six feet
of humanity were quite too much for her ; so she
folded the shawl she wore and laid it under my
head. Still I didn't move. It was worth some
suffering to have those hands passing lightly over
my hair, or laid tenderly enough now on mine.
Five minutes more, and I did not move. Then
there came down the softest little kiss on my forcT
head that ever blessed a dreaming man in lore.
When I say that I kept my eyes shut after
that I announce a feat of heroism uuparalleled.
I heard her retreating footstep, and her clear
voice calling over the hifl. " Quick ! quicker,
father ! He does not open his eyes at all. Send
Susan for Dr. Mills." I thought I might as
well indulge in a groan or two now, for the pain
was very great, and I was suffering acutely, as
I supposed, with a dislocated shoulder. Mr.
Austin and one of the farm-hands, summoned
by Jake's report, assisted me home to the house,
where I did not wait long for Dr. Mills's skill
ful care. A man of about my own age, with
Saxon hair and eye and deep-toned voice, I
found Dr. Mills at once a skillful practitioner
and an agreeable companion. Ho wns about to
leave soon after for a year's service in the hos
pitals, both for the benefit of himself and suf

fering men.
And this is why no entry stands upon my
journal until to-day. I only see Oolie nt rare
intervals, nnd she is as cool as ever. Sho does
not know— the littlo owlet—that I hold the mem
ory of that fluttering kiss. But why can 1 not lure
her to my side again? Mrs. Austin seems more
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melancholy and retired than ever, but is most

undoubtedly anxious that I should care for Oolie,
and perhaps this acting on her sensitive nature

makes an involuntary revolt. I hear a troubled
remonstrance now and then, and afterward my

darling child is pale and sorrowful for days.
If I dared I would ask her to try to like an old
bachelor ever so little, and give him the right to

take the little owlet to a cozy nest of his own

planning.
But all the while I have been lying here she
has come and gone unheeded, and more than

once I havo heard the heavy tones of Arthur.
Lee's voice us he said good-night by the gate.
I mnst not write more, for I am feverish, and
Dr. Mills forbids excitement.

August 19.

Am I dreaming, or is it truly so? It seems
like a dream that, away off by Cress-kill, on the

very spot where I fell not long ago, I found my
pupil, with pale face and eyes dim with tears —

that, kneeling by her side, I asked for the right
to woo and win, and, nurebuked, held Oolie to

my heart. It is even so, and the great solemn
eyes just glancing up to mine have spoken our

betrothal. Pray God I may make her happy.
August SO.

Strnnge, dear, bewildering Oolie ! Can I ever
understand you, with your saddened moods and

troubled brow ? I fear—nay, sometimes I really
think — that her mother has urged her to accept
my nddresses, knowing that I would be what
the world calls a good match. I know that
Oolie is happiest and brightest when her old
father looks so well pleased to see us together.
But still I cling to the memory of. that kiss, so
lightly and tenderly bestowed. I am sure I
know her too well to think that, even for their
sakes, she would give her hand without her
heart.
To-night she pleaded a headache, and left
me to seek my room and tell my patient journal
all my thoughts. And so, with a shaded schol
ar's lamp throwing its circle of light around my
pen and page, while the rest of the room is flood
ed with moonlight, I dream and write altern
ately.
But what is that figure doing there by the
garden gate? A man stands waiting just with
in the shadow. But see! a girl's light figure
moves out from the side doorway and joins him.
A strange calmness comes over me, although I
see in the clear moonlight that it is Oolie. They
walk off down the old garden path, and I can
not turn my eyes or cars away if I would. Now
she speaks brokenly, and I even hear her say,
"It is a living death," and they pass on. I do
not hear Arthur Lee's words, deep and full-
toned as they are. I only hear those sweet,
false lips, that—
They are parting. " 'Tis the very lost time."
I hear it distinctly in those musical accents that
have come to be so dear. And this then is the
end of the bright midsummer dream. False
and fair, she is lost to me forever.
A few written words to release her from the

weary vow that makes this "living death" to
her; a straightforward letter to John Austin
explaining as well as I may the unfortunate po
sition in which I find myself ; a few business
arrangements ; a check sufficient to cover all
expenses connected with my stay and forward
ing my effects ; a hasty tossing of garments into
my trunks, and with the midnight moon low
toward the west I bid adieu to Greyrock forever.
"Oolie, dear, false angel, good-by !"

IV.

"Dr. Mills, by all that is skillful ! I thought
I knew that Saxon head as I saw it by the dim
light of the swinging lamp last night."
"Ay, ay, Dr. Mills at your service," and a
hearty grasp of the hand told how unforgotten
had been the incident of two years since when
a broken arm was righted by his skill. To
night we meet again on board the transport that

brings our poor boys home from Andersonville.
I need say no more than that to tell of the long
lines ofwan and haggard faces, of the gleaming,
hungry eyes, the shrunken limbs, and broken

spirits.
Small skill had I except such help as strong
hands and a willing heart could give ; but such
as it was this had been my work for the past
eighteen months. It was good for me to be
busy, and so put out of mind the troubled past.
I had left all business matters with my lawyer,
and had heard nothing whatever from Greyrock
since that shining August night when I walked
to the station, and was miles away before the
dawning. I suppose she is Mrs. Lee by this
time. Ah, well !
" Guy Owen ! here, if you please. Hold this
man still until I can prepare the broth properly.
He is raving with fever, and will kill himself if
he is left alone." So I came at Dr. Mills's bid
ding, and clasped the poor thin arms in my
grasp, speaking steadily all the while to the
wretched creature I held. The soup was gulped
down at a swallow, and it was hard to deny him
more, but Dr. Mills was imperative. At lost,
muttering, he dropped to sleep, and an hour
after I walked with the Doctor on the narrow
space upon the upper deck. He stopped mid
way, and knocking the ashes off his cigar, said
he,
" That fellow's face is familiar to me in spite
of his fearful emaciation. I have seen it some
where—strange—strange;" and we resumed our
walk.
All at once he grasped my arm— " Guy
Owen, as sure as you are a living man that is
Launt Austin !"
"Launt Austin? Why, I thought he was
dead !
" said I, breathlessly.
"No; he ran away and enlisted, and that
made all the trouble. I suppose you know"—
he continued, hesitatingly —"you know about
Mrs Austin ?"
" No, I know nothing, except that they were

a most incomprehensible family altogether,"
said I, somewhat bitterly.
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" Oh, the sorrows that we doctors can not
help knowing, which are safe from all the world
besides ! The bitter struggle of that poor Oolie's
life has been enough to bow a strong man down.
I wonder how it is now with her, poor child!"
"Tell me, for I am Bewildered. What do
you mean ?" I spoke, at last." Mean ? Why, I mean that four years ago
Launt Austin ran away, and was never heard
of until his name was published in a list of
bounty -jumpers, which some one was rough
enough to send to his father, and which, no
doubt, was false. It almost broke his heart,
but he did not tell his wife. She was bad enough
without that; but she found it out somehow,
and now she is hopelessly given up to the hab
it."
"What habit?"
"Why, opium. She commenced by quiet
ing her nerves, broken down by Launt's deser
tion. Many and many a time have I seen that
poor girl on her knees begging her mother to
give it up, when she had periled her life by an
extra dose. And then the wretched woman
would promise, and try to keep her word until
the demon power grew strong again, and by
threats of self-destruction, or appeals to Oolie's
tenderness, she would wring from her a prom
ise to give her rest and peace in the old farm."
"You could surely see how sad the child

was, and what a hopeless look had gathered on
John Austin's face ?" he went on.
" Can this be so?" And I rubbed my fore
head, to make sure that I was sane and wide
awake.
" Ay, Guy Owen ; were your eyes tight shut
that you could not see it? Arthur Lee"—I
shivered a little at the name—"Arthur Lee has
told me pitiful stories enough of the girl's slen
der store of pocket-money going through his
hands in exchange for the dreadful drug ; of her
waiting for him on the way, when, worn out, she
had yielded to her mother's prayers once more ;
and her bitter tears, always saying to him, 'Don't
let father know.' And so this poor child has
passed these weary years since Launt took him
self off. I heard all this through Arthur. I
suppose you know he will be my brother one of
these days. Sister Mary has been engaged to
him ever since she left school."
I could not speak. The air seemed to grow
bright around me. The transport and its weary
freight; the rocking, ceaseless waves; the crouch
ing forms about mo passed away ; and I was
again by the side of Cress-kill with a wounded
arm, and Oolic—dear, sorrowful, lost Oolie—was
by my side.
"What's the matter, Guy?" said the steady
voice of my friend. "Your cigar is out, and
your blanket is streaming out like a flag. Have
you turned clean daft ?"
"I believe I have. Tell me, if you can, what
I must do. See if yon can prescribe for a man
who has been a stupid fool."
" Common disorder, my friend ; very com
mon. Don't often prescribe for it

,

but I'll try."

V.

It was a bright June day when a carriage
might have been seen on the old Grey rock turn
pike, traveling slowly ; for, propped up with pil
lows and shawls, was all that was left of Launt
Austin. A pitiful smile gathered on his face as
we came in sight of the great rock that could
be seen for miles away. I sat beside him al
most as trembling as himself, for memories came
crowding thick and fast.
Dr. Mills had traveled on horseback, and now
galloped on ahead to break the tidings to the un
conscious family. Launt worked his thin fin
gers together nervously, and looked wistfully at
me as he said, "Do you think they will be glad
to see mo ? I'm 'most afraid—I've made such
lots of trouble."
Dr. Mills must have traveled fast, for see,
here are troops of villagers, and here are stout
farmers with hard hands outstretched, and husky
voices that try to say, "How dy'do?" and fail
because of the pity that has sent a great lump
in their throats which no gulping will remove.
And the old flag that has done service for many

a Fourth of July is brought from somewhere,
and is borne ahead by the constable, who claimed
and kept that right. From the cottages women's
faces shine pitying and earnest on the pale boy
who had conie homo again. Fast the wood and
over the bridge, and so around the road, comea
the cavalcade. Past the garden and the lilac-
bush. The double gate was thrown wide open,
and beside it stood the old man, his white head
bent down, his lips moving, yet with no sound.

Plenty of hands lifted the weak man from his
carriage, and he staggered on with help, but

stopped on* moment by the old man's side, look
ing wistfully with his hollow eyes.
John Austin lifted his clear eyes to the sky, and
his lips were white while his hands lay a mo
ment on the lad's head: "Bless thee, my son.
The Lord bless thee and keep thee !" As they

neared the house where his mother waited
Launt turned about: "Fall back, boys. No
body but father," and so leaning on the old
man's arm, faint and weak enough he yet up
held him- on his father's shoulder until within
the doorway the lookers-on saw a tall and pallid
woman take him to her breast, while one thin
hand of the soldier rested on a head of golden
brown beside him.
" Three cheers for Launt Austin !" and three
times three rung through the air, while Susan

swung her turban, shouting " Glory, Hallelujah !"

and Jake contributed whoops and yells of differ
ent kinds. Then the school-house bell was rung,
and Launt, sitting with his mother's hand in his,

and those dear eyes of Oolie looking so lovingly
on him, stirred a little from his pillows, and with

his smile so ghastly still, he said, " I guess the
folks are glad to see me. You see, mother,

if I live"—and here he held up the transparent
hand to the light— "if Hive, I mean to be a bet
ter son to you and father. I thonght about you

I tell you, and I thonght about meetin', and the
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Bible, and how Oolie and I used to say our
prayers together. Yes, I thought about all these
things, but I was so awful hungry most of the
time that I couldn't think."
What tow went up from his mother's heart I
know not, but I can guess. Whatever it was
remained uubroken for the short life left her.

Launt rallied a while, but help had come too late,
and one Octobor day we laid him in the little
church-yard. Before the snow of December
fell his mother lay at rest beside him. And
then in the glad New- Year I took my little owlet
to my heart.
The clouds had passed and left the shining
sky. I make my home at Greyrock now ; but
would you believe that Oolie still denies that she
kissed me when I lay helpless ? She says she
wouldn't take advantage of any one. Dr. Mills
is going on his old round of duty, and Arthur
Lee is married to his sister Mary. John Austin
grows bent and old. Already the snow is on the
mountain lighted from beyond, but the peace
that passeth understanding abides upon him for
evermore.

SEEING NAPLES.
" QEE Naples and die" had like to have been
O transformed, on the occasion of our first
entrance of the city, from a gratefully compli
mentary proverb into an awful prophecy of our

own demise. No sooner had we (consisting of
three divines and the dragon) emerged from the

evening train from Rome, and shown. our un
fortunate heads outside the station, than we were
set upon by innumerable ruffians of the baser
sort, in the garb of coachmen, each aspiring to
the privilege of doing the honors of the city by
being first to fleece us. However, having been
fore-armed against this sea of troubles, we sprang
into the first vetturo which presented itself, and
were whirled away, leaving the waves thereof

roaring cajoleries at us, and abuse at each other,
alternately. But our sorrows were only begun.
After a seemingly interminable ride we were
set down in the court-yard of an uupretending
inn, among whose guests we expected to find
the fellow-countryman to whose guardianship
we were consigned. Fortunately we encoun
tered our consignee upon the third landing, and
having delivered our vouchers, were hurried by
him into a place of safety, whither he speedily
followed us, after having dismissed the coach
man with the payment of the regular tariff.
This summary proceeding somewhat amazed
us, particularly as our unsophisticated hearts
had been touched by the pathetic pleadings of
the driver, who had followed us closely, inquir
ing in unintelligible Neapolitan, but unmistak
able pantomime, " How can a poor man live ?"
This appeal was rendered all the more effective
by the fact that our ascent had been accompa
nied by a sympathetic crowd of idlers from the

street, who had chosen to set us down prema
turely as villains and oppressors.
However, tho ponderous door with its iron

bars separated us effectually from our pitiful
petitioner and his backers, while we listened
with bated breath and bristling hair to a tirade
upon the Neapolitan character, the truthfulness
of which (the tirade, and not the character) not

only the gathering tumult outside, but every
subsequent hour of our stay, confirmed. Sud
denly there was a hush in the corridor, and a
gentle knock at our door, which being opened
by one of the newly-arrived, a moving spectacle
was presented in the person of our pertinacious
driver, posed in a heart-subduing attitude, and
ejaculating, " a bvono mono for the love of Heav
en and of my famishing babes !"
This was too much for the tender-hearted
bachelor to resist ; but as he was drawing ont
his purse in response our guardian, whose pro
longed residence in Naples, superadded to a dis
tinguished career before the New York bar, had
rendered invulnerable against pathos, especially
of a monetary type, again interposed, dismiss
ing the appellant with his blessing, and resum
ing his oration with severer eloquence and point
ed application to the transgressor, who received
the lesson with meekness, abashed, but only
half-repentant. But our instruction was at
once violently ended and enforced by a fearful
commotion in the corridor, followed by an ap
palling jar, reminding us that we were abiding
under the shadow of Vesuvius. Our protector
went forth to reconnoitre, shutting us in lest
our newly-fledged hardness of heart should give
way and betray us into folly.
It was explained, on his return, that our beg
gar had waxed so stormy that the wrath of the
entire household had been kindled. The coach
man howled, the servants jeered, the landlord
swore. Finally, the burly cook had discharged
his electric indignation from the tip of his aveng
ing foot, and sent our coachman down an entire
flight of stone stairs. Upon this the wailing of
the sufferer and of his diminishing friends, to
gether with the violent objurgation of the house
hold, had produced such an uproar that, con
trasting it with the homelike quiet of our Roman
life, it seemed as if we were come into the abode
of lost spirits.
However, after an interval there came a per
emptory knock at our door, which being opened
revealed a grand tableau vivant, representing
embodied scorn and insulted dignity— the new
role which our coachman assumed after his fall.
Throwing down upon the tabic before us the fare
he had received from our consignee, and draw
ing the stately folds of his toga-like cloak about
him, he strode from the room, leaving us tyros
overwhelmed with shame for our shabbiness.
But our guardian sneered at his melodraman-
ties, and laughed our self-reproach to scorn,
prophesying that we should see him return
speedily in still another character; which he
did, after allowing our sensibilities a few mo
ments to work. A single glance at our circle,
as we sat in cowed silence around our instructor,
convinced the actor that his last trick had failed ;
and, assuming a meek expression, he inquired
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if by any chance he had left in the Signori's care 1
a portion of money belonging to him !
From this initial experience, until we were
fairly ensconced in the return train for Rome,

our waking hours were passed in warfare which
knew no truce.
We seized the first sunshine aft«r our arrival
for an excursion to Pompeii. Taking a bounti
ful lunch in a haversack which had climbed the

steeps of the Tyrol, and subsequently plunged
into the depths of the Chickahominy, doing good
service in both, we set forth for the railway sta
tion, signaling the first double carriage which

appeared in sight. No sooner were we comfort
ably settled, with our eatables, drinkables, extra

wrappings, guide-hooks, and field-glasses care

fully arranged, than our driver, gathering up his
reins, remarked, with an insufferable smile, " Tre
franchi!" Being under the eye of our legal
friend, and remembering that we had the great

principle of resistance to imposition to maintain,
we incontinently tumbled out of the carriage
with all our traps, greatly to the astonishment
and chagrin of the driver, who cried beseech
ingly after us, "Two franes, then! let us be
agreed." Although this was only double the

regular tariff, yet we were true to our instruc

tions, declining all his overtures, and, taking
;mssession of two single carriages, we were able
to reach our goal with our principles intact, and
the expenditure of only five cents each for a
ride of two miles.
Still another pleasing phase of Neapolitan life j
met us as we emerged from our hotel on the
morning of this excursion to Pompeii. The

porter and his family ostensibly made their abode
in a little house in the wall which separated the

court-yard from the street ; but inasmuch as said
house comprised only one room, and as this,
again, corresponded in width precisely to the
thickness of the' wall, the whole domestic econ

omy of his household was patent to every passer
by. Toilet, culinary, laundry, disciplinary, and
other operations which popular prejudice ordi

narily confines to the interior of one's domicile,
were displayed upon the flag-stones of the inn-
yard to the admiration of all beholders ; and, as
every sojourner among the Neapolitans will tes
tify, this is by no means a peculiar case, but
" 'tis their nature to."
However, on the occasion in question, on
reaching the door of theliotel, we found the ori
gin of the alarming outcries which had been as
saulting our cars for some moments.
The porter was scated in the midst of the
court-yard, engaged in clipping the elf-locks of
his young heir, whose rage (unassuaged by the
oranges which were his father's peace-offering)
expended itself in shrieks and energetic kicks,
his head, meantime, being safely held between
his father's knees, and his hands occupied in
clutching the fruit. The mother supervised the
operation, knitting-work in hand, and the older
sister sniffed enviously at the oranges, and sym
pathetically at her brother.

Suddenly the father administered a smart box

of the ear in response to a specially violent kick
from the young hero, whereupon the mother(who
therefore could have been no Neapolitan) pounced
upon the father with a resonant blow upon his
head, which the daughter resented by a similar
attack upon her mother ; and, as the fight waxed
hot, and promised to become general, we fled
into the street for safety. When we returned
at night peace reigned. The young hero, shorn
but unsubdued, was engaged in experimental
devices for extricting the tail of the afflicted
house-dog, the mollified father looking on ap
provingly nt the exhibition of the precocious de
velopment of this distinctively Neapolitan trait ;
while the sister, aged seven, was with premature
sagacity manufacturing a caudle for her mother,
who had just brought into the world a new sin
ner or sufferer, according to the sex, which has
escaped my memory.
Mr. Murray " evolves from the depths of his
moral consciousness" (whence the German con
jured the camel) the fact that the inhabitants
of Naples are very fond of their domestic ani
mals. Whereas observation convinces the trav
eler that nowhere else can be found such suffer
ing among domestic animals (including wives
and children), inflicted with such infernal in
genuity of torture. My most brilliant memo
ries of this indescribably beautiful bay arc
smeared by the horrid blot of brute misery.
An hour's ride by rail carried us to the sta
tion at Pompeii, and a three minutes' walk from
thence to the entrance of the ruined city.
During this brief walk our hardening sensi
bilities were assailed by multiform exhibitions
of poverty and physical imperfection, together
with various aspirants for the privilege of carry
ing our knapsacks and superfluous shawls, sell

ing us wines, guiding us to Vesuvius or Pom

peii. A brace of pretty, black-eyed boys ran
along by our side, extemporizing a species of
rataplan upon their fat chins with their chubby
brown fists, which they whirled rapidly round
and round each other, and against their chat

tering teeth, after the manner of that pleas
ing entertainment to which babies are con

demned— ' ' Forehead-harder, brow-bender, eye-
peeper, nose-dropper, mouth-eater, chin-chop

per, chin-chopper, chin-chopper !" An old man
and woman also dogged us, thrumming a guitar
and wailing forth an ear-piercing and heart

rending ditty.
At the guide-house we paid the regulation
fee of two franes, and entered by the revolving
wheel which forms the gate, leaving all these

woes and entertainments behind us, and pick
ing up a cicerone, who led us whithersoever he

would whensoever he could.
No one can pass a fortnight in Italy, the
land of storied ruins, without appreciating the

necessity for the catechetical instruction relative
to keeping one's hands from picking and steal

ing. Beginning with an innocent admiration
of the magnificent mosaies of the Boryhcse or

Pitti Palazzo, and going on speedily to a cov
etous survey of your neighbor's table and paper
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weights (which she has collected, bit by bit,
from historic sites), you finally end in a whole
sale destruction of glove-tips, boot-heels, and
the eighth commandment at every pillar, wall,

and pavement you visit.

In consequence of this depraved appetite we
regardod the otherwise laudable cleanliness and

order of Pompeii with disappointment, and even
a sense of personal injury. Not a displaced
mosaic to ba seen ; not a stray bit of marble, or
fragment of bronze. Temple after temple, house

after house, street after street we entered, to de

part as guiltless in act as before. Moreover,

our guide was gifted after the manner of Ar
guses and school-ma'ams, so that in his vicinity
it was impossible for any of our quartette to in
dulge his sinful proclivities. However, no shep
herd had ever such perversely wayward sheep,
and no guide such fractious followers. There
was not one of us all who had not the misfor
tune to be repeatedly lost, and to be sought out
and brought back to the regular route by the

anxiously-perspiring official.
The topography of Pompeii, its architecture,
and even the minutest details of its domestic
life, are made too familiar by guide-books, nov

els, cork models, and photographs to encourage
further description ; but it is with indescribable
emotion that one looks down with his own eyes
into this old sepulehre from whose door the
stone has now been rolled away. It shadows
forth dimly the awful scene upon which the
Angel of the Resurrection will gaze when his
task is ended.
Our guide was a character. I refer not to
his deplorable probity, but to his masterly com
mand of the English language. When French
was suggested to him as a medium of communi
cation with our party, he replied, with a benev
olent smile, "But I speaks do Ingles" —and
verily he spoke it.
Having unearthed his errant' flock in their
various retreats, and gathered them around
him, he would strike an attitude before the
Basilica, the Temple of Isis, the house of the
Tragic Poet, or whatever edifice lay next in his
course, and would invariably challenge atten
tion by the ejaculation, "Look o' yere! Yis,
Sir!" and then develop his powers of descrip
tion.
Among ordinary dwellings his favorite for
mula was, " Look o' yere ! Yis, Sir ! Treevat
house—bedroomsallround !" He was also hap
py in the discovery of what ho called "pish-
fonds," in several court-yards; but this seemed
suspiciously like the practical joke of some An
glican, who had found him when his knowledge
of the language was in its formative state, and
introduced this little variation.
After an agonizing attempt on his part to
make us comprehend, and a responsive agony
on ours, we at last understood that it was
against the rules (or possibly against his own

inclinations) to have the immaculate purity of
the city disturbed by the crumbs of profane
lunches, and that the amphitheatre, perhaps an

eighth of a mile distant, would be a favorable
place for the performance of that duty.
Accordingly we made our way across the
fields to this lovely spot, and having completed
a circuit of its ruins, including a close inspec
tion of what our cicerone was pleased to call,
respectfully, " de bedrooms of do leons," wo
seated ourselves on one of the benches where
Pliny, Cicero, and Sallust may have sat before
us, and then we alternately lunched and medi
tated.
Here were we, pilgrims from a land which is
of yesterday, seated in a theatre whose form is

perfectly preserved, which proved eighteen cen
turies ago the miraculous preservation of thou
sands of the inhabitants of the doomed city,
when, having flocked forth to the cruel sports of
the arena, they found their homeward way, ter
ribly barricaded by the fires of the treacherous
mountain, which was now looking down so

peacefully upon the desolation it had wrought.
We tried to rebuild the crumbling walls ; to
spread again the vast awning of white Apulian
wool, striped with crimson ; to people the audi
torium with crowds of lordly men and graceful
women, whose senses should be charmed by the
cooling, fragrant mist dispensed by invisible

conduits, tempering, if possible, the burning
cruelty with which they surveyed the deadly
combats of the arena. But above us, instead,
hnng only God's pure sky ; around us was the

quiet beauty of an Italian landscape; within
was a little group of pilgrims whose ancestors,
when these walls were building, bowed in sav

age devotion to Odin ; beyond us lay the City
of the Dend, uncovered to view, with the very
wheel-marks of 1800 years ago traced indelibly
upon its streets, and with the innermost thoughts
of its inhabitants frescoed in still brilliant colors
upon its walls ; while still beyond and above was
Vesuvius with fiery remorse devouring its heart.
The day was incomparably beautiful, and it
was easy to realize how fascinating this amphi
theatre must have been to the sensuons Romans,
with its gorgeous shows in the open air, with the
glorious sweep of hills around, and of sunlit sky
above.

On returning to the city we came upon the
new excavations, where a motley crowd of work

men, with their women and children, were bask

ing in the sun and eating their dinner. Many
of the women were improving the opportunity in
explorations in their children's heads and gar
ments, which seemed richer in discoveries than
their earth-diggings. This group was rather
picturesque than agreeable.
I seized an idle pick and flourished it wildly,
pleasing myself with the conceit that I was aid
ing in the disentombment of this ancient Queen.
But if one wishes to see vividly portrayed the
story of the dire fate which overwhelmed this
mad city, with all the horror of its surprise, and
the despair of its overthrow, he must look for it
in the little ante-room, where are the skeleton

figures found only two years since and then laid
in dreary state. One slight form, lying prone,
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with the head bowed upon the clenched hands,
as the horror of the great darkness came upon
him and fixed itself in eternal lithograph, tells
the talo more eloquently than tongue or pen of
living man could do.
Our last call was at Diomede's house, the ex
travagant dimensions of which contrast boldly
with the dainty proportions of his neighbors'
abodes; suggesting the alternatives of showy
extravagance set forth in the modern parable
of her who went up to Tiffany's to buy dia
monds of the first water, and being eyed envi
ously and superciliously by a woman of the
Pharisees, who said to herself ' ' Shoddy !

" lift
ed up her voice boldly and answered, "Nay,
verily, Petroleum !"
In our zeal to make our own way back to the
station we lost it

,

but were fonnd with surpris
ing quickness by the blind musicians, the little
chin-choppers, together with various disinterest
ed parties, who were confident we should never
again have so favorable a time for ascending
Vesuvius (it was five o'clock of a January night),
tasting Lachryma Christi, or ofbuying Pompeiian
lamps and other antiquities (?). When we final

ly reached the station, our train was swollen to
an appalling degree, and was made up of as
motley material as was that of young David of
Adullam ; " every one that was in distress, and
every one that was in debt, and every one that was
discontented ;" but the steam-monster scattered
them speedily and bore us away to a place of
safety.
On our return to our hotel in Naples it was
somewhat adverse to our previous ideas of com
fort to have our fire for the evening brought in
on a salver ! However, when we were gathered
about the table, with the brasicr of coals be
neath it

,

discussing with each other, and with
our four several journals the marvelous enjoy
ments of the day, there was quite an atmosphere
of home comfort about that apartment in the
sombre Naples sun. Indeed, during our stay,
that same gloomy, damp, stormy albugo was
transformed into a cozy American household.
Through a happy coincidence there were gath
ered together there eight Americans, one in
Christian faith and in loyalty to our country.
There was also with us a German artist, whose
intelligent sympathy in our national struggle,
as well as his irresistible good-nature, forbade
us to regard as an interloper. Our outspoken
nationality drove away more than one English
man, and reduced a garrulous Scotchman to the

necessity of immuring himself in his own bed
room, where he wreaked his spite upon a wheezy
accordion.
As we walked the streets of the filthy city
(stirred to the depths of its vileness rather than
cleansed by the sullen rains which fell perti
naciously during our visit), and saw on every
side the tokens of sin and suffering—diseased and
mutilated adults, abused and neglected children,
overworked and flayed-alive animals, our hearts
sank within us, and we were ready to cry, "Can
these dry, these rotten bones live ?" But return

ing at night to our cheery dinner-table, and
hearing the utterance from ministers and lay
men of a brave hope in God and a redeemed
humanity, we were ready again to thank God,
and take courage that the regeneration of Italy
might not be altogether an enthusiast's dream.
Another ground of hope I have for the pos
sible purification of Naples under the new regime
will, I fear, be regarded by many persons as
offensively trivial, but any one who visited Na
ples years ago will be able to appreciate its sig
nificance. I refer to the umbrella man of the
National Museum 1 Of course one has not seen
Pompeii until he has spent hours and days in
this museum, where its treasures are gathered,
from the exquisitely graceful Narcissus in bronze
down to the very bread-loaves and freshly-laid
eggs which furnished the breakfast-tables of that
doomed city on the day of its destruction. All
these spoils, together with innumerable paint
ings, statues, and articles of virtu from the wide
world are actually opened to the visitor's view
without money or price ! And much more than
this : not only did the workmen who came at
our summons to open the door of the gallery
(then undergoing repairs) which contains the
Farnese Bull and the Hercules re-stolen from
the Roman thief, Caracal la, say, "It is not per
mitted," in response to our little offering ; not
only this, but the official guardian of our um
brellas actually shook his head regretfully but

decidedly at the proffered fee ! It is something
awful to think of the mental struggle which this
supernatural resistance must have cost a Neapol
itan.
There are few beggars remaining in Naples
compared with the hordes with which books of
travel threatened us. The lazaroni, as a class,
exist no longer; but although the tourist may
sigh for the picturesque groups who formerly
dreamed away life upon that beautiful shore,
yet the philanthropist finds in their disappear
ance an evidence of social progress.
Emancipated from priestcraft, the people are
learning self-respect. Already, to beg they are
ashamed. Even the Pompeiian " chin-chop
pers" proffered an equivalent for our sous. But
whoever pays a Neapolitan more than one-half
his demand for any individual article, from an

orange up to a reef of pink coral, cheats himself,
and astonishes the native of whom he makes the
purchase. The only exceptions to this disagree
able rule arc found at the Bible Depository, and
in the sale of photographs in the National Mu
seum, where the price is fixed by law.
As has been before intimated this guerrilla
warfare harassed every moment of our stay in
Naples. Our tongues still twirl the sharp
"Che!" and our shoulders lift in the charac
teristic shrug, which they then acquired, and

which is one's only weapon of warfare and de
fense.
The expression of Neapolitan shoulders is

unique. In the convent of San Martino, above
the city, is a picture representing Peter's denial
of his Lord, wherein the shrug of the Galilean's
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shoulder is eloquently Neapolitan, saying as it
does unmistakably, " Che lo sa!"
But there is a sunny, or better, a heavenly
side to humanity in Naples. Bibles and Prot
estant books are openly sold in the streets, as
well as scathing caricatures (which the most il
literate can read) setting forth the abominations
and follies of priestcraft, which in their point
and impression "are as goads and as nails fast
ened by the masters of assemblies."
Art is already using the liberty which Italy
has bought with a great price in depicting the
crimes of the old absolutism.
The most attractive pictures in the recent ex
hibition by Neapolitan artists of to-day were
two or three inquisitorial scenes, and another
representing Galileo arraigned for blasphemy.
"But it does move!"
We were so fortunate as to make our way to
the Scotch Presbyterian service on the Sunday
which we spent in Naples. It is held, thank
God ! openly, and with free consent of the Gov
ernment ; and not like our Protestant services
in Rome, under the sheltering wings of our
strong eagle within the walls, or under the
rose without. The service is held in an upper
chamber, a bright, attractive apartment looking
out upon the beautiful bay; and as we wor
shiped with the large congregation gathered that
day we grew more hopeful than before for the
luxurious, idle, cruel community in which this
pure leaven of a free Gospel is working.
I doubt if mine were the only eyes which re
sponded tearfully when the good minister in
charge included in his earnest prayer a fervent
petition for " that great country beyond the sea,
so highly favored of God; so instrumental in
the work of the world's evangelization, but now
rent by the wicked rebellion." And as he be
sought that the right might prevail, and good
government be restored, we recognized the grate
ful notes of a' trumpet which gave no uncertain
sonnd.
To a homesick American it was good to join
in such prayers, led by a stranger of Swiss birth
and Scotch education, and responded to by
Christians from various lands.
When the minister had "wailed a portion
with judicious care" from David's Psalms, the
entire congregation sung it to a simple air with
out accompaniment. The quaint old song re
called a somewhat comical incident of the domi
nie's experience. Having arranged an exchange
of pulpits with a Scotch Presbyterian clergyman,
early on the Sunday morning the dominie was
waited upon solemnly by the conscientious pre
centor, armed with a true copy of the Psalms,
from which he begged him to select the. portions
he intended to give out for singing, and read
them over carefully to himself, "For," he add
ed, apologetically, " they are summat pecooliar,
and ye must modulate your voice as yo read
'em !"
But I can fully appreciate the loving tenacity
with which a mun of that ilk clings to this very
Vol. XXXI.—No. 185.— Ss

version with all its " pecooliar" phraseology and
unmodulatable rhythm. To him it is

—" Familiar aa hia mother's face,
And grand as la the countenance of heaven with htaro."

Grand indeed it is in its divine simplicity and
exact conformity to the very letter of God's
psalmody.
Rev. Mr. Buscarlet, of the Scotch Presbyte
rian Church in Naples, is doing yeoman's serv
ice in the mighty service of regenerating Italy.
Our party had the pleasure of visiting with him
the schools under his care. Turning into a by
street, and ascending several flights of stairs,
they came out upon a house-top ; this they cross
ed, and one or two others besides ; then enter
ing a door they descended a few steps, and came
into a pleasant apartment. Here was gathered
a busy group of perhaps fifteen little boys, who
were under the supervision of a monitor some
what older than themselves. A second room
contained fifty boys between the ages of ten and
fifteen, pursuing various studies, including that
of (he Biblo. Still a third room was set apart
for the instruction of young men in book-keep
ing and other preparatory studies for a business
life. These were under the tutelage of two
converted Romish priests.
The boys had committed to memory nearly
all the Gospel of St. Luke, and, as M. Buscar
let remarked, " whatever the priests may do
hereafter, they can not extract that Gospel from

my boys' hearts." But it is a mighty task to
uplift a people so long enslaved by superstition.
The Neapolitan boys are singularly bright and

sharp of apprehension, but deficient in perse
verance. As they grow from under the firm
control of the teacher, up to an age when they
ought to be competent to pursue their studies
without coercion, they sometimes disappoint the

hope of their former instructors, and sink back
into the national dolce farnientc. But a "great
patience" is directing and watching over the
experiment, and there is reason to hope that ere
long this "Paradise lost" will bo "regained"
for our Lord. So at least thought our party, as

they climbed still another stairway, after their
examination of the schools was ended, and came
out into a garden from which the whole beauti
ful panorama of city and bay was visible. Here

they discovered that in their labyrinthine ascent
to the school-rooms through and over houses

they had been gradually climbing one of the
hills which surround Naples, up whose slope
houses are built to the very summit ; the lower
domiciles being thus subject to the inconven
ience of serving as the only passage-way to the
upper.
As they came down from these heights, their
hands laden with luscious oranges and lemons
plucked in the hanging-gardens, and their hearts
full of what they had heard and seen, their
tongues were eloquent upon tho theme of New
Italy and the glorious promise these children
gave that they would one day go forth in stal
wart Christian manhood for her salvation.
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JEFFERSON DAVIS.
[Tho following article ia written by General TnovAS
Jordan, chief of staff to General Beauregard from June,
1861,to May, 1S64,and subsequently on Beauregard's staff
at the closeof the war. Without indorsing all the opin
ions of the writer, we present it as giving the views of one
who, from his position, had the most ample means of form,

ing a correct judgment as to the character and abilities of

the Chief of the late Confederacy.—Ed. IIarper'B Maqa.
nan,]

ALL
that can throw light upon the hitherto
hidden causes of events, uncover some

what the ruling motives, or give a correct meas

ure of the character, capacities, and purposes
of Confederate leaders, will of course be eagerly
sought after by the historian who shall fitly
write the story of our time. Moreover, any
thing tending to these ends must have present
interest, especially that which may aid in form

ing a just conception of the chief personage to
whom the Southern people intrusted the conduct
of their ill-fated movement. Believing that I
have possession of historical matter that may
serve these purposes— that will indeed explain,
in some measure, much that otherwise may ap
pear inexplicable in the course of events, I am
induced at this early day to venture upon a
sketch of Jefferson Davis, at the risk of saying
much that, just now, may not be acceptable to
many—much that may wear the seeming of
personal feelings.
Jefferson Davis received a military educa
tion. He was graduated at West Point in 1828,
and, entering the army, served as a subaltern
in the First Regiment of Infantry until March,
1833, when, on the formation of the First Regi
ment ofDragoons, he was transferred to it

,

and
became Adjutant. In 1835 he resigned his com
mission, became a planter, and subsequently a

politician in Mississippi, making his first ap
pearance on the stage of Federal polities in 1845,
as a member of the House of Representatives.
At the outhreak of the war with Mexico, May,
1846, Mr. Davis promptly resigned his seat in
Congress, went to Mississippi, and raised a reg
iment of volunteer riflemen, which, under his
command, won signal distinction at Monterey
and Buena Vista. In 1847 he was tendered by
President Polk the grade of Brigadier-General
ofVolunteers, which he declined.* He then re
entered political life as a Senator in Congress,
in which high post he remained until his State
withdrew from the Union in 1861, except dur
ing the period he was called to the Cabinet of
Mr. Pierce, as Secretary of War—that is

,

from
March 4

,

1853, to March 3
, 1857.

As Senator Mr. Davis unquestionably ac
quired a commanding influence, and was re

garded with marked respect. His speeches,
always carefully prepared, breathed an air of
conviction, and were gracefully and effectively
spoken. He signalized himself particularly as

* l>oclioedbecause,ashe asserted,the Federal Executive
had no lawful right to confer the commission tendered,
which could rightly be bestowed only by the Guvernor of
ail

the watchful, effective friend of the Military
Academy and of the Coast Surrey, doing much
to avert injurious legislation, as well as to add
materially to the value of these two public es
tablishments, which have rendered such con

spicuous services to the United States in the
course of the war just ended. As Secretary of
War the influence of Mr. Davis was overruling
in all matters connected in any way with his
Department, and his strong will was constantly
felt in the councils of a Cabinet of which Mr.
Marcy was the Premier.
It was Mr. Davis who sent to the Crimea a
commission of three officers—one of whom was
General M'Clcllan, then a Captain of Cavalry,
and another the present chief of the United
States Military Engineer Corps— to study and
report upon the state of the science of war and
the condition of European armies. By the efforts
of Mr. Davis likewise, four regiments were added
to the regular army, two of which were cavalry,
particularly valuable to the United States in the

last four years. On the whole, it may be said
that his administration of the War Office was
received by the army and the people as able and

successful, though indeed there were some who

found in it strong traces of passion—decided
traits of character, which gave cause for grave
apprehension that he was unsuited for the place
of Chief Magistrate of the new Confederation to a
degree that must imperil success even with much

larger resources than the Southern States could

command.
One example of these perilons qualities may
be seen in the course of Mr. Davis relative to
staff organization. The United States staff sys
tem then as now was substantially that of tho

French army. It had worked with notable ef
ficiency during the Mexican war, while the

French staff had just gone through the Russian

war with confessed superiority over that of the

British army. But Jefferson Davis had en
countered in the American staff officers perma

nently attached who proved personally objec

tionable, and, on the other hand, officers of the
line whom he wished to provide with staff po

sitions not within his disposal. Only a radical

change of organization would enable him to

gratify his wishes. With these motives to ani
mate and color his views, ignoring American

and yet more recent European experience, w ith

specious arguments and dogmatic assertion, he

sought to induce Congress to throw aside the

permanent staff organization for one of details

on staff duty, such as existed in the British serv
ice and had given such signal dissatisfaction

there, showing that for the gratification of per
sonal aims, prejudices, or a spirit of nepotism he

was capable of subverting the organization of
a vital branch of the army, which was approved

by the experience of tho military world.

It is tho habit both here and abroad to speak
of Mr. Davis as the very incarnation of the ideas,
aims, and inspirations which led the Southern

people into tho course of disunion. On all sides
we see ascribed to him the prominence— if not tho
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crime—of the arch-plotter who deeply contrived
and resolutely inaugurated the revolution. So

prevalent is this notion that we fully appreciate
how difficult it will be to sketch him as one of
the leaders of the Confederate States, in his true
proportions, upon the historical canvas. Never
theless the facts revoaled by n mere glance at
his political antecedents during the eight years
preceding secession mark him not as the cham

pion of revolution, not as a fanatical sectional
chief by any means, but as one who, keenly
alive to the value of great national establish
ments, sought to foster them ; as one, too, whose
ambition evidently looked up to a larger sphere
than that which should embrace a section rather
than the whole Union. This was conspicuously
the inspiration of his speech delivered in Maine,
when there in pursuit of health, during the ad
ministration of Buchanan. Hence, too, after
the election of Mr. Lincoln, and certain occur
rences in South Carolina clearly portended her
ultimate course, on the arrival of Mr. Davis in
Washington in December, I860, he was taken
to Mr: Buchanan, and gave assurances that he
would counsel moderation on the part of his sec
tion, and the exhaustion of all measures for ac
commodation, at least until after the 4th of
March, 1861.
It will be seen, too, that his course in open
Senate accorded with this agreement. His set
oration of the 21at January, 1861, was a well-
digested, careful statement of the alleged causes
or grievances which had driven the slave-labor
States into the path which they considered they
must surely take in the event of the triumph of
aggressive sectionalism by the election of Mr.
Lincoln ; nevertheless it was conceived in a tem
perate spirit. Several of the Senators of his
section had already spoken. Mr. Pugh, of Ohio,
also had previously addressed the Senate in
somewhat similar terms, with a lofty and fervid
eloquence that no one who heard him can forget.
The fact is

,

the people of the cotton States
had gone far ahead of those of their leaders who
had been so long their representatives at Wash
ington as to be possessed with strong personal
attachments for the life and associations there
of national politicians, which they abdicated
with extreme reluctance. The constituency of
these gentlemen, ahead of their representatives,
had been brought with remarkable unanimity to
look upon a dissolution of the Union as their
only means of relief from a state of political in
equality, which they believed was fraught with
the political, social, and industrial subordina
tion of the Southern to the Northern States.
Mr. Davis, with higher, better-founded hopes
for Federal preferment than any other South
ern statesman, naturally was more reluctant to
enter upon a movement that made that pre
ferment impossible. His course, both as Sec
retary of War and Senator, we affirm, must ac
quit him of any tendency to extreme sectional
sentiments, which made compromise under the
Union impossible—disunion inevitable.
So little, in fact, did the Provisional Congress

regard him in the light of the peculiar leader or
exponent of the movement, that he was elected
Provisional President of the new Confederacy
by a bare majority, not because of any recog
nized political leadership, but on account of his
military education, experience, and reputation,
and for his acquaintance with military admin
istration, for which it was supposed he had spe
cial aptitudes ; qualities and training which were
thought to be especially desirable at that junc
ture in their Chief Executive.
Unable, however, to comprehend the propor
tions of the struggle impending, or to realize
that dowuright war for coercing the seceded
States back into the Federal Union would be
the result, Mr. Davis from the outset failed to
avail himself of the resources of the cotton States
to provide arms and munitions of war in the
least degree adequate to the exigency. A just
measure of his ideas of the state of affairs and
of possible contingencies is to be found in the
first orders sent to Europe for arms, which were
for but ten thousand Enfield rifles. Ten thou
sand rifles with which to meet the shock of arms
with a Power of such energies and resources as
were wielded by his adversary ! One in his

place, of mere civil experience, might be par
tially excused for snch a mistaken policy ; but
an educated soldier, with views enlarged by con
nection with the functions of Senator and War
Minister, surely must be held to the severest

accountability for such a fatal misconception of
the situation.* At that time the Southern peo
ple were anxious that their Government should
take their cotton and tobacco. There was a

very large amount of foreign exchange also in
possession of the banks, which I know was of
fered at favorable rates. There would have
been little difficulty in exporting the cotton and

tobacco, and quite as little in importing arms
and supplies into Southern ports nt that early
stage of the blockade, as was shown by the ease
with which the commercial operations of John
Frazer and Co. (including their large voluntary
importation of small-arms, artillery, and pow

der) were carried on, not to speak of the large
commercial marine successfully engaged in run
ning the blockade in 1863 and 1864.
The Provisional Congress made their legisla
tion square implicitly with the wishes and views
of Mr. Davis touching military matters, found
reflected here and there in his Reports as Fed
eral Secretary of War or otherwise. Hence if

provisions were not made by that body for an

army organization and state of military prepa
ration commensurate with the emergency, and
such as a wise experienced statesman of mili
tary education and knowledge would devise, Mr.
Davis is rightly responsible. Yet that legisla
tion gives no traces of a proper conception of
the measures which were really called for in a
conflict with such an adversary as the Southern
people had profoundly affronted and defied.

• Mr. Toombs, then Secretary of State, claims that it

iras first proposed to send for 8000rifles, and that only at
his earnest suggestion the number was increased to 1 0,000.
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Mr. Davis had been at West Point, and sub
sequently served for several years in the dra

goons at a frontier post with a subaltern offi

cer to whom it happened he became attached.
About the time the former resigned his commis

sion to turn planter in Mississippi, the latter was

disabled by an accident, quit his border post
likewise, went to his home, studied medicine,
and turned parish doctor. Mr. Davis became
in time a politician, Lieutenant Northrop a Cath
olic convert, but so eccentric and full of mental
crotchets as to be generally regarded in Charles
ton as of unsound intellect, and unfit for the
management of his own small affairs. Hehadnot
served long enough in the army, nor been thrown
m connection with considerable operations, to ac

quire familiarity with military administration ;
neither had his retired habits of life, his cast of

thought, or avocations in Charleston, brought
him in relation with men engaged in large com
mercial affairs, or turned his mind to the study of
such subjects, and in that way attained to that
breadth of view and knowledge of general busi
ness details and of men which may make up for
the want of professional bureau experience after
a separation of twenty-five years from army life.
This man, with whom Mr. Davis had no per
sonal association since they were cavalry lieu
tenants together on the Indian frontier, he did
not hesitate to make his chief of subsistence,
nor scruple to intrust with the organization and
administration of a bureau upon which the very
existence of the Confederate armies must de

pend, and for the labors of which it is apparent
the soundest practical order of intellect was es
sential. One member of Mr. Davis's Cabinet*
at least knew the local repute of Dr. Northrop ;
and we assert that had the inquiry been made
in Charleston, his pre-eminent unfitness would
have been universally certified. As might be
anticipated, his administration at once took all
the characteristies of that unhealthy brain.
Mr. Davis . supported him, however, in every
vagary, permitted him to override all opposi
tion, and ignored the views and wishes of every
army commander when, as was of daily occur
rence, they chanced to differ from those of Col
onel Northrop. Indeed, the crazy courses in
which this man was suffered to indulge, to the
mortal injury of every Confederate army, are
incredible.
But we have not the space for their relation,
which would fill a volume. One example must
serve to illustrate the surprising character of an
administration which made success impossible.
All reinforcements, ammunition, ordnance, and
the greater part of the quarter-masters' supplies
were necessarily transported to the Confederate
forces assembled at Manassas Junction by the
Alexandria and Orange Railroad, which, of
course, was thus tasked to the utmost tension
of its resources. But another railroad, branch
ing from it at Manassas, communicated with the
most fertile region of Virginia, the famous She
nandoah Valley, which teemed with subsistence
* Mr. Memmingor, Secretary of the Treasury.

that was also abundant in the adjoining coun
ties of Fauquier and Loudon. Not required for
the transportation of troops or ordnance supplies,
that road was therefore available for the almost
exclusive use of the Subsistence Department;
and substantial supplies, we repeat, lay conven
ient to it

,

sufficient for all the forces the Con
federates could possibly muster in that quarter.
Nothing, indeed, could be more favorable for
the Confederates than the arrangement of these
two divergent roads. But all this was lost sight of

b
y Colonel Northrop, who by some influence was

led to determine that subsistence officers with
General Beauregard should not draw their flour
or meat either from the rich garners and stores
of London, Fauquier, or the- valley counties.
Forbidding his subordinates, imperatively and

angrily, from purchasing supplies within easy
reach and with ample means of otherwise idle
transportation nt hand, leaving them to fall into
the hands of the enemy, he set other subordin
ates to gathering subsistence in the rear of the

army, which he was obliged to send over the

already overburdened Alexandria and Orange
Railroad, for which he had to pay much more
than such supplies could have been bought for
in theValley or in Loudon.* The consequences
were that there was never in depot such a supply
of subsistence as General Beauregard needed,
and there was not one day's rations for the army
at the time of the battle of Manassas (or Bull
Run, as it is usually styled), nor more than
forty-eight hours' supplies for weeks afterward
of the material part of the ration. General
Beauregard having urged the provision of a fort

night's supply for some twenty or twenty-five
thousand men, Northrop fell into a passion,
wTote to the General a letter of surpassing in
solence, and at the same time relieved the staff

officer from duty who, under General Beaure

gard's orders, had attempted to remove the evil.
Mr. Davis, blind to the consequences, obdurately
sustained this extraordinary conduct.
An army left habitually without supplies for
more than twenty-four hours, and the wishes
and views of whose commander in so vital a

matter as its subsistence are offensively thwart

ed, it is needless to say, can have little mobili
ty. Its commander can not have the power to
handle it at will. This was signally the case
with the Confederate army on the 21st of July,
1861. Want of subsistence rooted it fast to its
ddpot, through which Colonel Northrop issued

a daily dole sent up once in twenty-four hours

by the Alexandria and Orange Railroad. Not
was this state of affairs bettered as late as 1 7th

August, when General Johnston, in a note to.

General Beauregard, wrote : " It is impossible,
as the affairs of the Commissariat are vow man*
aged, to think of any other mihtary course than a
strictly defensive bate."

Why such a man as Northrop was dragged
forth from his seclusion, his favorite church po-

* Indeed, flour bought by speculators iu the Valley and

Loudon was carried to Richmond, sold to the Subsistence
Bureau, and transported back to Manassas.
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lemies and squabbles and monomaniac habi
tudes, to be thrust into duties profoundly inter
mixed with the very existence of his govern
ment, must ever remain one of the inexplicable
mysteries of human history. Rendered arro
gant beyond bearing, at length he used lan

guage one day which his doting patron could
not brook, and a quarrel resulted, it is under
stood. It was only then—about February, 1865
—that this veritable tenacious " Old Man of the
Sea" for the South was shajten off and his suc
cessor appointed ; but too late for any radical
benefit, for, in no small degree from commissa
riat follies, the Confederate cause was already
in the throes of death.
If Mr. Davis did not fill the position of Quar
ter-Master-General with a special favorite, but
permitted its duties to bo devolved upon- the
senior officer of the United States Quarter-
Master's Department, who had entered his serv
ice, he is none the less responsible for the ad
ministration of that branch of his staff. We
say this because wo know that he constantly
interfered with and decided matters that ab
sorbed time which might have been better oc
cupied. Ono instance of this kind will serve to
show both his habitual course and his respons
ibility for what was ineffective in any Depart
ment under him. General Beauregard, early
in June, 1861, in view of the similarity of the
flags of the United States and the Confederate
States, and of the uniforms also of their troops
at that time, had proposed to distinguish his
men by a scarf to be worn in battle, which
he asked should be supplied without delay by
the Quarter-Master's Department. But even
this small matter Mr. Davis could not suffer
his General to decide. Accepting the idea, he
directed that not the proposed scarf, but an
altogether different contrivance, should be pro
vided. Therefore —if occupied with such petty
details— the historian must hold him accounta
ble when his main army is found uuprovided,
as it was, with the means of wheel transporta
tion .needful for the ordinary operations of the
camp—not to speak of an offensive campaign.
On assuming command at Manassas, early in
June, 1861, General Beauregard at once gave
his attention to this material element of mili
tary operations. He made urgent, repeated
requisitions for what he anxiously regarded as
essential for the safe mobility of his force. The
question was one which, as far as practicable,
it was his province to determine. If possible,
his requisitions should have been filled. Mr.
Davis knew all about them, as well as of the
badge matter. He had been besought to order
compliance. The Quartcr-Master-General ei

ther did not realize the scale of impending op
erations, and had little conception of the re
sources of the State of Virginia, or in bis com
munications concerning this matter and his ac
tions was but the echo and organ of the Exec
utive, to whom the responsibility must attach
in either case. If competent to be the chief
of a great revolution, he would have compre

hended that the requisitions of his General were
both in accordance with exigent military needs
and not in excess of the available supply of the
country.
We know that General Johnston dwells upon
other reasons for not pursuing M'Dowell than
the want either of subsistence or transportation
for munitions of war ; but, be it obsened, this '
was in connection with any direct movement
upon the line of retreat of that General's routed
forces. Had it been practicable for the Con
federates to take the offensive at once after the
battle of Manassas, assuredly Johnston's main
army would not have lost time by following
M'Dowell, but would have been thrown across
the Potomac near Leesburg, and marched rap
idly to the rear of Washington. This was ren
dered impracticable by the want not only of
subsistence, but of means of transportation.
It is in this connection that Mr. Davis may be
rightly blamed for the failure of his army to
pursue and reap the legitimate fruits of a. really
wondrous victory, and not because he opposed
at the time a proposed forward movement, as
has been ignorantly alleged by partisans of the
two Generals. As is known, he was at Manas
sas the evening of the 21st July, 1861. Until a
late hour that night he was engaged with Gen
erals Johnston and Beauregard, at the quar
ters of the latter, in discussing the momentous
achievements of the day, the extent of which
was not as yet recognized at all by him or his
Generals. Much gratified with known results,
his beajring was eminently proper. He certainly
expressed no opposition to any forward move
ment : nor at the time displayed a disposition
to interpose his opinions or authority touching
operations and plans of campaign.
Looking back, however, we see a marvelous
array of proof that Mr. Davis lacked the very
qualities the supposed possession of which had
elevated him to the head of the Confederate
Government — those of the military organizer
and statesman acquainted with the higher ranges
of war administration.
Without showing by his measures of prepara
tion, by recommendations to Congress, or in any
way whatsoever, that he believed the war would be
prolonged beyond a year, but the contrary in
deed; yet before leaving Montgomery for Rich
mond he had declined to receive a large num
ber of men tendered for twelve months,* for the
reason that they were not offered for the war or
three years. If he had anticipated a long war,
few and short indeed were his steps for the con
tingency. But the fact is

,

his course and the
utterances' of his Cabinet indicate that he looked

j for an early pacification, cither through that

] recognition by France and England "in ninety

I days" which Mr. Benjamin was ever confident

ly looking for and predicting, or from other
causes ; therefore it is hard to understand why
he should have inflexibly proscribed these euroll
ments for less time than three vears or the war

»_* Wo are assured quits 100,000of theee men were ten
dered.
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at so early a day. By that course he greatly di
minished the effective force that might have met

M'Dowell —risked, we may say, that battle, and
weakened Johnston and Beauregard especially
in cavalry—one of the reasons given by General
Johnston for not having been able to pursue his

adversary and discover the actual extent of the
' disaster inflicted.
Will it be credited, moreover, that as late as
the middle of August, 1861, there was no engi
neer or other officer on the staff of General J.
E. Johnston competent to plan an ordinary rail
road bridge.* In fact all the staff departments
of that army were organized on the same inex
cusably inadequate scale.
It was not until the middle of September,
1861, two months after the battle of Manassas,
that a single Major or Divisional General was
appointed for that army, and then but two—

Generals Van Dorn and G. W. Smith— though
six of the grade had been earnestly asked for by
General Johnston, including G. W. Smith, whom
he specially desired to place in command of
his own corps (old Army of the Shenandoah),
so that he might be enabled to give exclusive
attention to the chief command. Smith was
indeed made a Major- General ; but as if Mr.
Davis could not possibly coincide or sympathize
with the views of his Generals, Van Dorn was at
the same time sent to report, with a senior com
mission. An element of discord was introduced
into the army by this act, which, whether casual
or not, we must regard as another illustration
of the proneness of Mr. Davis to lose sight of—
in fact how little he was wont to consider—pub
lic interests when they conflicted in any way
with his personal will, fancies, or schemes.
Some weeks later several other Major-Generals
were commissioned, though not to the number

requested.

Meantime Mr. Davis had visited bead-quar
ters. A discussion had likewise grown up be
tween him and his Generals relative to the or

ganization of their army. He had taken it into
his head to direct that the troops of a State
should all be brigaded together, and command
ed by Brigadiers from such State. With some
exceptions, thought to be specially for the good
of the service, this had been already done. But
it chanced that one of these very exceptions was
in the way of the promotion of a brother-in-law
to the command of a brigade, and could not be
tolerated. At the same time the division of the
army into two corps was objected to. Long
communications were written on this subject by
Mr. Davis and his Secretary of War that w ill
amaze the military reader who, we* are sure,
will be at a loss to understand with what pos
sible end, other than an " apple of discord," this
discussion was cast between Mr. Davis and his
Generals.
"The President disapproves the division of
the army into two corps," wrote the Chief of the

• Note of General Johnston to General Beauregard— In
which he observes also : u It seems to roe that we might
employ half a dozen engineer officers to advantage."

Bureau of War to General Beauregard October
18, 1861. And on the 20th of October Mr. Davis
himself characterized the division as irregular,
and in conflict with law as well as " the plainest
principles of military organization."* Inter
mixed was also the question of the position of
General Beauregard, who, as " second in com
mand," Mr. Davis thought should not have " spe
cial charge of any subdivision" — that is, corps—
of that army ; "because in the absence of General
Johnston" Beauregard's " succession to the com
mand of the whole would not disturb the rela
tions of the officer and troops," nor " involve
any changes of position on the line occupied."
Moreover his acquaintance with the whole body
of the army, and the absence of any identifica
tion with a part of them, would better qualify
"him for the succession."
Mr. Benjamin, thrown forward to reinforce
these curious notions of his chief, with " nice
sharp quillets of the law," does it with charac
teristic assumption of superior knowledge even
of the details of military organization, while at
tributing ignorance to the generals of the laws
germain to the subject. "I beg to say, in all
kindness," writes the lawyer,t "that it is not
your position which is false,t but your idea of
organization of the army as established by the
acts of Congress, and I feel confident you can
not have studied the legislation of Congress rel
ative to the army.§ I have entered into these
details because, in a conversation with the Pres
ident since his return from your head-quarters,
he has informed me that he found the same
views as to the organization of the army which
you seem to entertain very generally prevalent. "

These details are as follows: "You are sec
ond in command of the whole Army of the Po
tomae, and not first in command of half of the
army. The position is very simple, if yon will
take the pains to read the sixth section of ' the
Act to provide for the Public Defense,' approved
6th March, 1861. You will see that the Pres
ident has no authority to divide an army into
two corps (Tarmie, but only into brigades and
divisions. Now your rank being superior to that
of a commander of a brigade or a division, and
there being no other component part of an army
into which the army can be legally divided, you
necessarily command the whole army ; but hav

ing present with you an officer of equal grade
but older commission, who'also commands the
whole army, you become second in command."
This construction of the law was too far-fetched
to be adhered to after it had served the imme
diate end in view at the time. Comments are

unnecessary.
What functions Mr. Davis and his subtlcl] sce-

* Letter to General Beauregard,
t Letter to General Beauregard, October IT, 1801.
t That is, if connected with the troops without a com
mand.
5 Which, after all said, save in a few minor particulars,
was but a re-enactment of the laws of the United States.
I " How oft the eight of means to do ill deeds makes ill
deeds done," are true words put by Shakspeare into the
mouth of King John. This has been amply illustrated in
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retary designed to be performed by the ' ' second

in command" we really can not understand,

unless indeed those of the '
' spare wheel" which

hangs to the rear of an artillery caisson. But he
evidently fancied that what he desired was usu

al in European armies, and yet we apprehend it
were difficult to cite an instance.* Indeed Mr.
Davis himself appears to have forgotten these

fancies in 1864, as he permitted General Beau
regard to hold a special command, under Gen

eral Lee, in the lines at Petersburg, when next
in rank to the latter—a command, too, much
inferior in size to that objected to in 1861, and
actually inferior to those held by the Lieutenant-
Generals of the same army.
When Mr. Davis was on a visit at the head
quarters of the army, General Johnston sub
mitted a plan, supported by Generals Beaure
gard and G. W. Smith, for an offensive campaign.
These Generals urged the immediate concen
tration in that quarter of the greater part of the
forces dispersed along the sea-coast at Pensa-
cola, Savannah, Norfolk, Yorktown, and Fred
ericksburg, for example ; with which, added to
the troops already in hand, a campaign across
the Potomac should be initiated, before General
M'Clellan had completed the organization of his
grand army. This, they believed, might be
done without risk to the positions weakened by
the measure—though, in fact, the principles of
the art of war prescribed that places of such rel
ative military unimportance should be.sacrificed
or hazarded for the sake of the vital advantage
anticipated. A very considerable army of the
best personnel could have been thus assembled—
larger, be it observed, than either of those which
subsequently General Lee was able to lead across
the border under much less favorable military
conditions. Their President could not be in
duced to sanction the measure, or to give up his
own settled policy of dispersion, his waste of
defensive resources in the attempted defense of
every threatened position. He proposed, how
ever, an operation instead, which may be fairly
taken as a measure of his calible in war affairs.
General Sickles was posted at the time with an
isolated force —about one weak division —on the
Maryland shore, opposite to Evansport, on the
Virginia shore of the Potomae, occupied by the
Confederates. This force Mr. Davis proposed
to capture by a coup de main. A glance at the
map will show that the attacking party (with
the scantiest possible means of ferriage in small

boats) must cross the Potomac —there over a
mile wide, navigable, and fall of steam ships of
war of the class of the Pawnee. Were a sur
prise effected, it would be nevertheless impossi
ble for the Confederates to get away with im
punity, much less to carry off the fruits of vie-

the relations between Mr. Davis and the pliant Benjamin,
always u liable to be used."
* In Continental European armies the officer next in
rank to the commander.in-chief is often unattached to any
special command—in which event he is chief of staff, spe
cially selected on that account, as was Count Gneisenau,
under Bliicher.

tory. From close proximity to Washington
the alarm must be immediate ; Federal war
ships would take positions above and below
Evansport, so as to command and render re-
passage of the river impracticable, it being im
possible, from the features of the country, for
the Confederates to occupy two points on the
river with batteries within which the movement
might be securely made. These views, forcibly
presented by his Generals, he could not combat,
and the project fell still-born. He then return
ed to Richmond, thenceforward to look with
marked disfavor upon all the wishes and views
of both Johnston and Beauregard affecting the
army thoy commanded, even declining to confer
the grade of Brigadier-General on their respect
ive chiefs of staff, which had been asked not
only as due to these officers for their services
and professional experience, but as calculated to
enhance their usefulness in their delicate and
most responsible posts.
These are examples taken at random. Al
ready they crowd the space allotted, and we
must hereafter relate matters wider apart in or
der of time.
The Provisional Congress having met in Rich
mond, and the war spirit of the North having
been excited to a pitch that made it evident
all their immense resources would be lavished
for the prosecution pf the war at the call of the
Federal President and General, we find still Jef
ferson Davis comparatively dumb—making no
recommendations to Congress which indicate
the least appreciation of the impending scale of
attack, the least conception of measures requi
site to meet and foil it. Such, for example, as
a conscription law. Unadvised on this point,
Congress indulged in the dream that a great
war could be prolonged by voluntary contribu
tions of brawn and muscle—volunteers—exclu
sively ! Mr. Davis had at that time the influ
ence to have corrected this fatal delusion, but he
shared it equally with Congress ; and here again
fell infmitely short of the height of his position.
Affairs meantime grew troublous in the West.
Crittenden had been routed, and by the end of
January, 1862, there were portents of the loss
of the Mississippi River. General Beauregard,
at the instance of Congressmen, was now de
tached to take command at Columbus, Ken
tucky, with the implied promise that he should
be supported by the requisite general officers to
enable him to organize his new command into
brigades and divisions. Certain Colonels were
named for promotion ; but he was assured
through his Adjutant - General, by Mr. Ben
jamin, that there was no need of this, as he
would find his new command "admirably or
ganized." This was not the fact, for the or
ganization it had was altogether irregular and
insufficient for the field ! Corrected as far as
practicable just before the battle of Shiloh, for
the want of proper Brigadiers their duties had
to be trusted to senior Colonels of brigades
who were utterly without experience, as well as
in some cases by no means the best of their
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grade present. General Beauregard had taken

the responsibility of carrying with him a capable
engineer on his staff, whom he was able, there

fore, to employ at once upon works which made

the obstinate defense of Island No. 10, Madrid
Bend, and Fort Pillow. But other engineer
officers promised were not available until ufter
the battle of Shiloh, and consequently it had
been impossible to acquire accurate information

of the terrain in the vicinity of that battle-field —

a circumstance of much greater disadvantage to

the Confederate General than may be apparent
to the general reader. Those applied for were

lino officers, and might as well have been ap

pointed in the first week of February as ulti

mately in April and May ; but Mr. Benjamin,
when urged to act at once and give the orders

by telegraph, replied that he could not do so

without first obtaining the permission of the

President.
That is

,

not even a captain of engineers could

be appointed, though reported to be capable and

absolutely needed by an army commander, until

the head of the Government had consented. The
fact is

, affairs of this sort engrossed his time, his

thoughts, and left little for matters that legiti

mately belonged to his high functions.
Finding his command virtually unorganized
Beauregard, by telegraph, applied again for the

officers he had specified in .February. The re
ply was that, belonging (as Colonels) to John
ston's army, they could not be spared, and offi

cers attached to his own forces must be rec

ommended for promotion instead. Time was
pressing, and certain officers were now desig
nated by Beauregard on tha recommendation

of Generals Polk and Bragg. The answer then
was that bo must wait until he could nominate
officers as deserving and capable, from his own

knowledge. One or two promotions were made,
however, but when recommendations were again
made the reply came : Recommend such officers

as have won promotion in battle. Under all
the circumstances this was dowuright trifling ;

and the want of these officers was one of the
chief reasons why the battle of Shiloh was not
brought to a decisive close by noonday on the

6th of April, 1862, which must have made the
arrival of Buell too late to be of the least use in
rescuing General Grant's army.
General Beauregard, for some time in bad

health, thought it best for the service to take
advantage of the lull in operations incident to
tie position of his army at Tupelo after the
successful evacuation of Corinth, and by a short

respite from duty seek to recuperate. He there
fore retired to Bladon Springs, some twelve
hours distant by railroad, turning over the com
mand to General Bragg, with instructions look

ing to the preparation of the army for the field
at once on his return, which ho anticipated
would be in three weeks. But no sooner had
Mr. Davis heard of this step than he telegraphed
Genaral Bragg to assume permanent command.
General Beauregard was thus laid on the shelf,
not to be reinstated, as Mr. Davis passionately

declared, though the whole world should urge
him to the measure.*
What General Bragg achieved in the cam
paign which he soon undertook has passed into
history ; what General Beauregard, in his place,
might have accomplished may only be inferred
from the plan of campaign which he submitted
at the time to General Cooper, a copy of which
has been published. The military reader, it is

believed, will approve that plan, and will find it

difficult to understand why General Buell was
not obliged to accept battle at Munfordsville,
Kentucky, and why it was that Brngg's and
Kirby Smith's forces operated on separate lines
in that campaign.
Passing now to the campaign of 1863, so
filled with heavy disasters to Confederate arms,
we witness on all sides evidences of the hand
that was surely guiding the Southern cause to
utter ruin.
The extent of the defeat inflicted by General
Lee at Chanccllorsville in May, 1863, is ad
mitted ; but it may not be generally known that
Longstreet's corps was absent from that field,
having been detached under instructions or at
least a pressure from Richmond, duo to that
evil genius of the Confederates, Northrop, though
General Lee believed an attack imminent.
During the fortnight following that brilliant
Confederate success never did affairs look so

propitious for the Confederates. The Federal
army, stunned and much disorganized, lay be
hind the Rappahannock. Bragg confronted
Rosecrans at Duck River with a force strong
enough to hold him at bay. One corpsf would
have enabled him to take the offensive under
conditions so unfavorable to Rosecrans as almost
to insure decisive defeat; defeat with the Cum
berland River behind his back to embarrass re
treat, and with no supporting force availoble,
while without such a stock of subsistence as would
have enabled him to decline battle behind im

pregnable intrenebments.J General Lee might
have commanded ; the transfer of the corps could
have been made in ten days at most, for two

lines of railroad as far as Chattanooga, were

then open to the Confederates ; the time was

far more favorable indeed than when, after the
defeat at Gettysburg, Longstreet was actually
sent. Such an operation was in strict accord
ance with the cardinal principles of the art of
war. The Confederates occupied the interior

* Notes of interview of Congressional Committee with

Mr. Davia to request restoration of General Beauregard ttf

hia command.

t Two corps conld have been spared without risk lone;
enongh for the operation. When Longstreet was finally
detached, and took part in the battle of Chickamauga with

such effect, Meade's armv had acquired prestige at Get
tysburg, and was much stronger than Hooker could have
been on the heels of the signal defeat at Chancellorsville.

t This is shown by evidence of General Rosecrans him
self before the Congressional Committee on Conduct of the

War. When Longstreet ultimately was sent to reinforco
Bragg, in September, Rosecrans was stronger than iu May,
and Bragg waaweaker. General llalleck's letters to Uasc-

crans about this time alto counrro my views aa to the

proper strategy for the Confederates.
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lines, nnd should have seized a patent opportu

nity to concentrate their masses in superior force

upon this army, which the blunders of their ad

versary had isolated and exposed.*
Had this been done the corollary was equally
apparent, and equally important too for the Con
federates. General Grant had just entered upon
his campaign against Vicksburg. The Confed
erates held Port Hudson, so that neither supplies
nor reinforcements could reach him from the
south. Wcro Rosecrans defeated, one Confed
erate corps at least would then have been dis

posable for a juncture with Johnston : a detach
ment from it taking Fort Pillow at the same
time, and thus cutting off reinforcements and
subsistence from the north as the possession of
Port Hudson did from the southern quarter.
This the military reader will readily perceive,
as also that Johnston would then have been
superior in force to General Grant, who, for lack
of subsistence, must- soon have been obliged to

fight under all possible disadvantages, with near

ly certain disaster.
Deaf as an adder were the Richmond authori
ties to all the promises of the situation. Their
fiat went forth ; the Gettysburg campaign was

inaugurated —that is
,

the old policy wns con
tinued of keeping the Confederate forces divided
and operating on widely divergent lines. Gen
eral Lee is too great a soldier not to have read
aright at that time the clear lessons of his art,
not to have seen at a glance what was to be
gained by the blow at Rosecrans with a crush
ing force, and what the continued dispersion of
forces in war inevitably involved. We have
never heard the Gettysburg campaign defended
except as a commissariat device, and this gives
the clew to the inspiration that prompted it— the
Confederate Commissary-General.
From it "woes unnumbered" followed for the
Confederate arms. The campaign itself ended
in disaster and the loss of over thirty thousand
men at Gettysburg, where also was buried much
of the prestige which had hitherto wondrously
strengthened the dauntless "Army of North
Virginia." Bragg was forced first out of Mid
dle Tennessee, and then from Chattanooga.
East Tennessee was lost in turn. Vicksburg
and Port Hudson, with their large garrisons,
succumbed to the indomitable Grant. The
Mississippi River passed into Federal posses
sion, and communication with the trans-Mis
sissippi portion of the Confederacy was cut off.
In brief: a long train of almost mortal disas
ters was only interrupted by a transient success
at Chickamauga, the value of which was soon
"shook in air" by Jefferson Davis, who, visit
ing the field, detached Longstreet to be baffled
before Knoxville ; whilo Rosecrans, strongly re
inforced, beat Bragg decisively. From the ef
fects of such immense losses of men, and from
the natural deep depression consequent, the Con
federate people really never recovered ; for it

* We have not space to dwell upon the consequence>!of
a defeat of Roaccrans In respect to Tennessee and Ken
tucky.

had become apparent that their President, un
moved by experience, was inflexible in his ad
herence to his favorites, to his passionate preju
dices, and in his policy.
In relation to the defense of Charleston, also,
we might show that had the Richmond ideas
been carried out the city would have fallen on
the 10th July, 1803, but our space will not per
mit.
Congress at length, despite Executive fancies,
was brought to pass a somewhat comprehensive
act for the organization of a staff kindred to that
of European armies. Mr. Davis disapproved
it. At the next session it was re-enacted, with

a clause, however, giving him the power to carry

it out at his discretion. Under these circum
stances he signed the law, but absolutely with
held its execution until the 1st day of April,

1 865, when General Cooper was directed to put

it in force— that is
,

the day before General Lee's
lines at Petersburg were broken, and the end
was plainly at hand. Actuated by the narrow
est views concerning both the rank and number
of staff-officers who should be employed with
his armies from the outset of the war, time
and the wishes of his generals but served to fix
him ineradicably in his notions, the nature and

scope of which may be better understood by the
foreign soldier when assured that Confederate
generals 'of the highest rank, including General
Lee, were allowed only two aids-de-camp, and
these but of the grade of lieutenants. Napole
on, en campagne, placed at the head of his staff

a Berthier or a Soult, Marshals of the Empire,
who had commanded armies. Bliicher had the
assistance in such places of a Scharnhorst and
a Gncisenau, officers of profound skill and mil
itary experience, next in rank to theii chief.
Officers of similar rank and character have also
filled staff positions in recent European wars.
The chief Adjutant-General on the staff of Gen
eral Lee was a young officer of the grade of a
lieutenant - colonel ; doubtless judicious, apt,
clover, zealous, but who was a bank officer at the
outhreak of the war, with no knowledge of mil
itary routine and administration. His two as
sistants—majors—were of the same description,
as were also the small staff of inspectors. Gen
eral Johnston was placed in the same situation.
And all this was the result of Mr. Davis's pe
culiar inflexible notions.
More than in any other service did the Con
federate armies need high rank for their staff-
officers, for the patent reason that, lacking
enough officers of professional training, the at
traction of high rank became necessary to induce
civilians of the highest ability, ripest culture,
and large knowledge ofmen and affairs, to accept
and retain staff appointments with Confederate
generals—men who could most readily make up
for the want of soldierly culture. If Napoleon
found advantage in a numerous staff of high
rank, headed by Soult when Berthier was lost
to him, assuredly General Leo must have been

materially benefited by a larger staff than was

granted him, with some officer upon it of high'
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rank and military experience. If M. Thiers
feels warranted in ascribing the loss of Water
loo in part to Marshal Souk's inexperience as a
staff-officer,* we may believe that General Lee
and other Confederate generals must have suf
fered serious detriment from the extraordinary
abuormal staff organization imposed by Jeffer
son Davis, and specially prescribed by orders in
the face of law, in April, 1864, just as General
Grant began his campaign. Surely even the
general reader in this must see one cause for
the defeat of Confederate armies—a cause that
must have tended to clog the efforts of the high
est genius, and made success impossible, de
nied, as Confederate generals were, the aid of
staff-officers of the character employed by their
adversary, and such as have been available to all
successful commanders, since Frederick down to
the recent war in Italy, on both sides.
About the middle of May, 1864, General
Beauregard reached Drury's Bluff below Rich
mond, and had an interview with General Bragg,
at the time exercising a species of general com
mand. This officer appeared to apprehend that
General Lee, yielding to the pressure of superior
numbers, must before long give way and lose
Richmond. Beauregard replied that he did not
regard the situation as so unfavorable if the
right remedy were promptly applied. He then
pointed out the isolated position of Butler, south
of the James, as affording an opportunity for
his destruction with a superior force, and that
such a force might be assembled if General Lee
would furnish 10,000 men. Falling upon But
ler under such circumstances General Beaure
gard thought his capture was inevitable, and
with him must fall the de"p6t at Bermuda Hun-
reds. This effected, at a concerted moment
he would throw his whole force upon General
Grant's flank while General Lee made an at
tack in front. All circumstances favored the
plan, and General Bragg expressed his approba
tion. Mr. Davis, informed of it

,

came at once
to see General Beauregard, who explained all its
details and earnestly urged the attempt. Mr.
Davis seemed much impressed, but objected that

it would involve the retrograde of General Lee
from his position at Spottsylvania Court House,
which "could not be thought of." "Yes," re
joined the General, " what of that when it will
enable him in two or three days at most to gain

a great victory ?" That is
,

when like the Titan
he would touch the earth to spring up refreshed
and all the stronger. iThis line of argument
was fruitless. Nothing that affected General
Loe's army, howsoever temporarily, conld be
entertained. Beauregard had said that he might
beat Butler without the force he desired, though

it would be, like so many other Confederate suc
cesses, without material profit. This ability to
gain the color of victory caught Mr. Davis's at
tention and the attempt must be made. It was
made. Butler was driven from his position the
next day ; but, just as Beauregard predicted, no
* And yet Soult had been Chief of Staff in Spain ; also
in 1794, under Lefebre, at battle of Fleunu.

substantial results followed the success. In the
end, too, as might have been anticipated, unless
some such decided success as that sought over
Butler had been gained and enabled the concen
tration of the scattered Confederate forces, Gen
eral Lee was forced step by step to follow the
march of his opponent.
The removal of Johnston from his command
and the substitution of Hood, who was expect
ed by Mr. Davis to strike at least "one manly
blow" for the defense of Atlanta, few will now
venture to deny was a sad mistake for the Con
federates. That was indeed ' ' the feather that
broke the camel's back." When Sherman be
gan his march from Atlanta the inevitable issua
was pointed out unless a force was collected
strong enough to vanquish him after he had
penetrated deeply into the interior, whore de
feat would entail not merely a foiled but a de

stroyed army. If permitted to traverse the land
unchecked the consequences were mortal. Bold,

prompt measures alone could avert dire calam

ity. Great sacrifices had now become inevita
ble; the "heroic treatment" could alone servo
the "sick man" now. Especially after the fall
of Savannah was this urged upon those in pow
er, who as little comprehended the crisis as the

antidote. Even when General Beauregard di

rected the evacuation of Charleston, and urged

a similar course with respect to Wilmington, so
as to provide a force with which to fall upon
Sherman, Mr. Davis wrote such a dispatch to
General Hardee, commanding in Charleston, as
led bjm to suspend the evacuation, and obliged
Beauregard to assume command and to direct

imperatively the measure to be completed. Of
course Wilmington, of no use since the fall of
Fort Fisher, was held to the last ; and with no
force afield to check his course Sherman march
ed like Fate through the heart of the country.
In the conduct of civil affairs the same traits
have characterized the regime of Jefferson Davis
which we have sought to show governed his mil

itary administration, and with the some baleful
results for the cause placed in his keeping. We
shall not have space, however, to spread the proof
upon the record, except so far as this may be done

by the relation of two occurrences.
When Mr. Toombs quit the Cabinet to be
come a Brigadier-General, Mr. Hunter of Vir
ginia took his place, which he soon left, for rea

sons best known to himself, to take the seat of

Senator in Congress, only secured after a warm

contest. There was a Virginia statesman pre
eminently fitted to succeed Mr. Hunter in the
Cabinet. We mean W. C. Rives, whom all
recognized as a man of great breadth and accu
racy of culture, enlarged views of statesmanship,
and who, having served as a diplomatist with

high credit, was regarded as of a grade superior
to those generally employed in that capacity by
the United States. His connection with the
Cabinet must have given weight to the cause

abroad. But Mr. Davis could not stifle that char
acteristic distrust and intolerance of superiormen
of independent minds, which have made him,
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by his course as President of the Confederate

States, at once a patricide and a moral suicide.

It was enough that Mr. Rives was brought to his
notice as one whom the people would like to see
among his advisers. That looked like dicta
tion— like an interference with his prerogative.
Mr. Judah P. Benjamin was transferred to the
State Department; General Randolph — as it
happened, a gentleman of real administrative
ability as well as of too much independence to
remain a Cabinet officer merely in name—was
made Secretary of War, though at the time lit
tle known for capacity beyond the place of his
residence.
A little later Mr. Davis also appointed as his
Attorney-General — the law adviser of his Gov
ernment—a gentleman doubtless of much civil
worth, but who at the time was a lieutenant-
colonel under General Bragg, in arrest under
charges for an act of recent insubordination of
such flagrant character as to make General
Gladden place him for a time in close arrest in
his tent in charge of an armed sentinel.
Mr. Davis must be judged at the bar of his
tory by the aggregate results of his administra
tion. He must be measured by what was done
or left undone— successes and reverses —cither
directly by himself or through tho instruments
of his will, the men on whom he relied for the
performance of the highest services of the State.
Brought to this rightful test, what statesman of
whom history tells ns will be found more defi
cient than Jefferson Davis ?
Had he been equal to his position he would
have known how to develop, combine, wield the
splendid resources of his land in such a manner
as to produce the largest possible results. With
his long experience and acquaintance with the
public men of the United States he should have
known the best men to call around him, and
should have known, too, the best course for baf
fling the statesmen opposed to him. Foregoing
his predilections as well as his antipathies — like
Napoleon as in the case of Moreau and Talley
rand—he should have been wise enough to at
tach to his Government and secure the services
of men of talent, even though perchance not well
affected personally toward them. A genuine
leader of men would have done so—would have
stifled personal passions, which alone, it would
appear, have influenced Mr. Davis since an early
day. Swayed by these, and amorous to an in
credible degree of the office-giving powers of his
place, and the exercise of which absorbed by far
the larger part of his waking hours, he was blind
alike to those insuperable as to those favoring
circumstances or favorable occasions which the
statesman will be quick to recognize.
As a natural consequence of the predominant
qualities of the man, there immediately grew up
in tho South a party of " President's Friends,"
from whose ranks, as far as possible, were drawn,
the occupants of all civil places. Men for the
most part malleable to his will, who, looking up
to him as the source of the highest wisdom in
both civil and military affairs, upheld his views

and wishes as tho only safe rule and law for the
times. Thus in a little while almost every per
son of ability, nearly every one of spirit, was
driven from the councils of the South and the
direction of affairs, leaving the Government to a
large degree in the hands of those from whom
efficient administration was not to be expected—
selected as they were for instruments thought to
be best adapted to his purpose : that of absorb
ing in himself all the substantial functions of
the State.
As obstinate as James II. or George IH.,
whom he greatly resembled in many traits of
character, as in the management of public busi
ness—with the same tendency to employ medi
ocrity and the same dislike for independent abil
ity—Jefferson Davis for four years illustrated,
like his monarchical prototypes, that no two
natures are so widely opposite and unlike as the
willful and the wise. Imperious, yet without
genuine vigor of character, pride and weakness
were strangely blended in his actions. It was
said of George III. that he even scorned victory
whose laurels had been culled by Chatham. Mr.
Davis looked with a moody brow and a skep
tical lip when cither Johnston or Beauregard
tendered the trophies of successful war. Napo
leon, once urged by an undistinguished general
to confer upon him the marshal's baton, exclaim
ed: "It is not I who make a marshal—it is
victories!" What Napoleon would not attempt
Mr. Davis did without hesitation, making ma
jor and lieutenant generals who previously had
not been in battle, and if possibly capable, had
never had opportunities to show capacity for
high command ; some of whom too, we may
add, whose promotion has not been justified by
subsequent events.
The longer he held power the narrower grew
his conceptions, the more imperious his will,
until to differ from or cross the orbit of his fan
cies, or even to run counter to the plans and
wishes of his favorites, became a personal af
front. No man in as high and critical a posi
tion ever less understood the value of wise, in
dependent ministers, or was ever less able to
give up a minor personal object for the sake of
a major advantage. He and his ministerial
clerks, always as sanguine as Napier describes
the British Cabinet to have boen in 1810, like
that Cabinet were always "anticipating success
in a preposterous manner" —always displaying
little practical industry, and quite as little judg
ment in preparing for contingencies. In no in
stance ijid he and his favorites comprehend at
their value the golden opportunities that more
than once were vouchsafed them, and by seiz

ing which with a resolute hand they might have
neutralized the superior resources of the United
States. With a leader like William of Orange
in his stead this had surely been accomplished.
We have heard much, from Mr. Davis and his
friends in the last months of the struggle, con
cerning the frightful extent of desertions from
Confederate armies. Unquestionably this evil
was very great ; indeed, so numerous bad deser
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tions become that, added to the natural tendency
of all but regular troops to quit their colors in
times of serious reverses, some of the Confeder
ate corps, like a circle in the water, were almost
"
dispersed to naught." But here too the handi
work of Jefferson Davis may be made apparent.
The broadeast, inevitable interposition of his pre
rogative of pardon by the second year of the war
had made it plain to the men of the army that
there was the fullest immunity for desertion.
A merciless, inexorable personal adversary we
know Mr. Davis ever was, and never less so
than during the time of the giant struggle of his
section for independence. How then may we
account for this almost invariable mercy granted
to those whose acts made success impossible ?
Gibbon, summing up the character of Con
stantino, uses language which we find singularly
applicable to our subject— in whom there has
been manifestly the same " timid policy of di
viding whatever is united, of reducing whatever
is eminent, of dreading every active power, and
of expecting that the most feeble will provo the
most obedient." In fine, his course may be
likened to that of the captain of a ship of war
in action with a greatly superior adversary,
who, while nailing his flag to the mast-head and

shouting stout words of defiance to his foe and
of supreme confidence to his crew, nevertheless
from the outset of the battle has been secretly
scuttling his vessel and all his boats besides.

[Since the foregoing paper was in type I have renfl an
able article, in the July number of the Quarterly Review^
on "The Close of the War,'' which presents Mr. Davis in
a highly favorable light as a wine statesman, to whom was
mainly due auch successesas the Confederates achieved.
This writer urges as the "obvious" and "the principal
cause" of the failure of the Southern people to win inde
pendence, "the great superiority of the North in num
bers and resources." In other words, that necessarily
23,485,722souls overcame 7,660,325. This proposition, in
the face of history, I dispute. The disparity in numbers
and resources waa formidable truly, but not so great, after
all, as that with which Frederick the Great had to con
tend during the u Seven Years' War," when handling his
resources in accordance with the true principles of the art
of war—not squandering them habitually by division, as-
did the Confederate President—he foiled and defeated the
combinations of Austria, Russia, Sweden, and France, de
spite their u numbers and resources," and raised up u a
new power to rank among the first-rate monarchies of
Europe."— T. J.l

MY BURGLAR.
"

THE
story of my burglar is as follows : if in

deed you can call a man a burglar who
meets you at mid-day, sitting on the grass, in
stead of choosing the far more appropriate and
classical midnight hour, illumined by the fitful
rays of a dark-lantern and the gleam of a pol
ished blade. Such as he was, however, he was
the only burglar I ever met, although I have
been nightly on the watch for him ever since I
can remember.
I must begin by describing what delightful
little pienies our particular "set" used to in
dulge in a few years ago. Model pienies ; none
of your crowded omnibuses, with a brass band

on the top, and fifty incongruous people unable
to escape from each other for a long, long weary
day ; spoiling all the silent beauty of woods
and rocks ; flinging their lemon peel and empty
bottles down the silver waterfalls, and generally
fulfilling the spirit of the old hymn-lines :

"Where every prospect pleases
And only man is vile."

Ours were little impromptu affairs : a boat-load
of friends sailing down to the Cove or Light
house, or some other favorite spot, or a drive in
our several carriages to Mount Carmel or Win-
tergreen Falls ; with no greater preparation than
could be crowded into the hour during which
the party would be proposed, arranged, and
started.
It was on a bright June morning five years
ago that such a boat-load of friends assembled
at the water-side, matronized as usual by sweet

bright little Mrs. Gilbert and her dear old doc

tor, whose united presence insured the complete
success of any of our little festivities. There
was the usual set, Amy and Adelaide, Professor
Tucker and his sister, a clergyman, a lawyer,
an officer, my rattle-brained cousin Charley of
the senior class, and last but not least to each
other were Frank and myself. As usual, Mrs.
Gilbert's immense hamper was lifted out of the

carriage with much ceremony and deposited on
the wharf, putting to shame the little baskets
which Amy and I carried, filled with any thing
we could find at the moment in the larder.
Mrs. Gilbert's larder was always in pienic order,

and we grew to depend a good deal upon that

well-known hamper, and to think our duty done
if we carried forks, spoons, and cups enough to
aid in dispatching its liberal contents. Frank's
great dog, of course, accompanied him, for our
pienies would not have been at all complete with

out good old Nero. But unfortunately this day,
as we sat on a pile of boards waiting for the
sails to be hoisted and the cushions to be placed,

Amy's red shawl, which she always carried for

the picturesque, was flung not into the boat but

into the water; and, of course, dear old Nero,
being a Newfoundland, could not for an instant

refrain from jumping to its rescue, so that both

were in quite too dripping a condition to be

thought of as companions in so limited a space.
"No, no, Nero!" cried Frank, as the dog sidled
up to mo for a comfortable shake over my white

dress, "you're in no state for a boat ride with
ladies, so you may lie down and take care of
this till we como back;" and he flung the drip
ping shawl up on the wharf, where it lay in a

gorgeous scarlet heap, and beside it lay down its
obedient guardian ; and as we pushed off we

knew that thus they would lie, and so we would

find them when we sailed home under the setting
sun.
How beautiful was the sea that day! how
cool the breeze which swept us dancingly along,

and how the Fairy dipped and skimmed with
her great white wings spread and her colors fly
ing! Frank took his scat by me, yielding his
post of responsibility and honor ns master of the
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boat to Captain Heavytop, whose nautical knowl-

egde formed the theme of much of his conversa
tion, and whose uniform and whiskers were at
least highly ornamental by way of figure-head,
as I thought Amy seemed to appreciate. Five
years ago uniforms were by no means the drug
in the market which they have since become,
and a girl who had "a soul ahove buttons" was
strong-minded indeed.
But I must not dwell on every incident of
that bright sail, as I sat by my lover's side, with
our thoughts known only to each other, and our
vows—two days old—known as yet to none on
earth but my dear old father. We sailed along
into the boundless future, bright to our eyes as
the sea before us, our hearts dancing like the
little waves around the prow, and thinking—

"Thus shall we sail, hand in hand, heart by
heart, through life!" —knowing not nor dream
ing of the sound of battle, the separation, the

agonized hearts, the sick bed, and the honor
able wound which should at last restore the
maimed hero to his home, to bear through life
the remembrance and the proof that he has

fought and bled for his country ! The sea told
ns none of these things as it splashed and bab
bled around our boat. The wind whispered
them not, as it came freighted with the songs
of birds and the scent of clover meadows. Bless
ed wind and kind sea! We were happy that
day, without a shadow of care or dread upon
our spirits !
Our favorite sea-side spot was a grove about
half a mile beyond South End, where the rocks
piled up at the water's edge were washed twice a

day by the tide, which lapsed away, leaving be
hind in the crevices little natural aquaria full of
shrimps and anemones, green sea-lettuce, and

pretty little fish and snails. Every such dis
covery was a treasure to Gertrude Tucker and
Adelaide Wade, who were now speedily at work
with their tin pails with perforated covers upon
their arms, dipping up all sorts of tiny mon
strosities, uttering little shrieks as they tried to
seize the swift slimy creatures in their white'

fingers, and gallantly aided by the Professor and
the clergyman, each armed with a minute fish
net. Dear to each maiden's heart was the tank
in the bow-window at home, and bitter and ill-
concealed the rivalry between them. They paid
each other daily visits. " How very thick and
dark the water looked in your aquarium yester
day, dear Adelaide !" I heard Miss Tucker say
ing, in a sympathizing tone. " You should
clean the rocks and filter the water, I think. In
fact, I would advise a complete change of water.
I tried it myself a short time since, and mine is
as clear as crystal." "Thank you, dear!" says
Adelaide, lovingly; "but / go upon purely
scientific principles, and make my aquarium
entirely self-supporting —the animal and vege
table life just balancing each other. " And Mrs.
Gilbert and I laughed softly, as we went up the
rocks arm in arm to seek the friendly shelter of
the grove.
An hour later even our indefatigable mer

maids were tired with their work and contented
with their spoil, and returned to our midst,
looking cool and comfortable, with their round
hats wreathed with sea-weed, while their de
voted cavaliers toiled by their side, laden with
shawls and fish-pails, nets, and bundles of shells,
and with a generally moist and dispirited look,
which excited my compassion, as contrasted
with the cool loungers under the trees. Amy
sat a little apart, with "Buttons," as Charley
persisted in calling the resplendent captain ;
and I noticed that he had furtively drawn from
his pocket a blue-and-gold Tennyson, and was
reading to her his favorite extracts. It is al
ways these " logy" Heavytops who take you by
surprise by betraying their hidden poetry of
mood, and go about with those dreadful little
books, ready on every occasion to produce them
with as much suddenness, and as little weleome,
as they would a pocket-pistol. So thought not
fair little Amy, however ; and as I heard the
lines,

" She looked so lovely at she swayed
The reina with dainty floger-tipV'

rolled out in a deep, suppressed bass voice, and
remembered that I had met the happy pair can
tering side by side through Laurel Lane only
the day before, I felt that the case was a fore
gone conclusion.
"Take away thoso slimy reptiles!" cried
Charley, shrinking before the pail which the
panting Professor had deposited upon the grass.
"Restore the horrid monsters to their native
element ! See, I am going for a swim, and I
will so far sacrifice my feelings as to bear the
dreadful burden to the water's edge, and restore
the wretched creatures to their beloved waves !

"

"Really I am much obliged to you, Mr.
Grant!" replied Adelaide. "Hands off that
pail, if you please !"
. "I quite approve of one part of Charley's
proposal," said the good old Doctor, funning
himself with his hat; "this heat is dreadful,
and a swim would be delicious. What say you,
gentlemen—shall we leave the ladies to pre
pare the table, and shall we go down to Inlet
Cove to cool ourselves off a little ?" The prop
osition was unanimously acceded to, with a sigh
of regret for Nero, whose duty on such occa
sions was to keep watch on shore over the clothes
of the bathers. Of course in so retired a spot
there was little danger, as all agreed, of any
stragglers who might meddle with their prop

erty. "Still," said Dr. Gilbert, "I think I
shall leave my watch behind. Here, my dear,"

turning to mo, "you're the only woman I know
who ever sits still for ten minutes, so I confide
it to your care," and ho threw into my lap his

ponderous old repeater, with its massive chain.
" After such a recommendation," said Frank,
" I can not do better than follow the Doctor's
example," and he laid his watch in my hands.
"Permit me also," said the Captain, handing
over the contents of his fob; 'and, laughingly,
each gentleman in his turn bestowed upon me,
as I sot on the grass, his watch and purse, Char
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ley, particularly and solemnly, confiding his

pocket-book to my care, as if I did not know
how light a charge it was. A moment after the
Fairy reared her white wings, and courtesied
coquettishly round the Point of Rocks, bound
for Inlet Cove.
"And now to business," cried Mrs. Gilbert,
briskly. " One thing is evident—Helen is a
fixture ; she can't stir with all that plunder in
her lap, so I propose that we should bring her
leaves, and let her make herself useful by weav

ing the wreaths for the table." So they brought
me oak-boughs, and bunches of grass, and wild
roses ; and then laid the cloth, and prepared to

arrange the contents of the hamper.
The hamper! Where was it? High and
low, far and near, they searched—on the rocks
and among the bushes —but no trace of its com
fortable rotundity appeared.
"The boat," suggested Miss Tucker; but

Mrs. Gilbert had herself seen that the boat was
thoroughly emptied. No, it must have been left
behind ; and as we recalled the scarlet heap be
side which Nero laid him down, we felt, with fail
ing hearts, that under that shawl and beside the
dog reposed the hamper, " lost to sight, to mem
ory dear ;" but that a day of starvation at South
End would be ill repaid by the sight of its well-
known plethoric beauty on our return.
With shame and contrition Amy and I opened
our baskets. Plenty of forks, spoons, and gob
lets, gleaming with silver and aristocratic with

crests ; but a dozen hard-boiled eggs and a pa

per of macaroons made a poor preparation for
a sea-side meal ! What was to be done ?
"Those dreadful men," sighed poor Mrs. Gil
bert, " will come back as hungry us wolves !
The only thing we can do is to see what can be
bought at the boarding-honse nt South End.
Helen, hand me over the Doctor's purse ; and

you come with me, Amy. And I think if Ade
laide and Gertrude will climb that fence and go
across the fields they will find a farm-house
about half a mile off, where they can get some
thing — potatoes to roast, if nothing better."
Luckily the oven we had built of stones months
before was still standing; so we plucked up
courage, and they went off, two and two, leav

ing me sitting, as before, weaving garlands, with

my lap full of watches ! And now, I think my
reader will agree that the appropriate moment
for my Burglar to appear is drawing nigh !
There is much individuality in a watch's face.

I never had so good an opportunity for studying
the matter as when I was thus left alone twin
ing wreaths, and gazing down at my golden
lapful. There was the Doctor's plump, over

grown, old-fashioned repeater, just such ns Mr.
Pickwick might have carried, with its faded
greenish face, and its tinkling bell when you
pressed the spring ; and beside it lay in strong
contrast the Captain's exquisite and lady-like
little article, twenty-five minutes slower than
the Doctor's watch, which was the model for
the whole town, and almost shamed in punctu
ality the sun itself. A little painted picture of

shepherdesses and Cupids was on the back of
this toy, and altogether I thought it a fit offer
ing for'Amy, and a highly desirable thing that
the worthy Captain should soon take to himself
a wife to cure him of a little redundant fop
pishness, which does not seem to thrive under
the matrimonial yoke.
The Professor's and the lawyer's watches
were like themselves —entirely proper, entirely
uuremarkable. Sensible nnd plain and useful,
and so much alike that they only could reclaim
each his property, I could not distinguish be
tween them. The clerical watch was perfect in
its way—exactly the right size, with a hunting
case, a very quiet guard, and every thing se

verely en rigle. Then came poor Charley's sil
ver watch, which he blushingly deposited among
the folds of my dress ; and I mentally resolved
that if

,

before his next birthday, his parents had
not awakened to the fact that their boy had
grown into a man, I would make my dear fa
ther choose him one fit to graduate in.
Then, of course, I studied Frank's pretty old-
fashioned watch. It had been his mother's, and
he valued it greatly. It had a quaint-looking
wreath around its face of different golds, green
ish, white, and deep yellow ; and it had a mag
ical coiled edge, which made it look thick at
one point and slender at another, just as the
light fell upon it. I knew Frank loved every
thing his mother had worn, and I laid it tenderly
down upon the softest folds of my dress, and
took off my glove for the first time that morning
to look again at the betrothal ring which he had

yesterday slipped upon my finger. It was a
sky-blue forget-me-not, of enamel, with a great
diamond dew-drop in the centre. It gleamed
in the shnde, and shot out lustrous rays as a

stray sunbeam fell upon it ; and I sat entranced,
feeling all the hopes and promises bound around

my life of which that circlet was an emblem :
and heard no more the plash of the waves, or
the sound of the breeze, but glided off into a

sweet golden day-dream of youth and love. I

heard no sound of oars, nor saw any shadow
upon the rocks, until in the silence of my soul

a footstep struck sharp upon my ear, and, look

ing up, I saw at the entrance of the grove an
evil face and a ponderous form ; a little boat
drawn up upon the beach, and myself alone
with a new terror. Quick as thought I dropped
the leaves and grasses with which I had been
playing upon my lap, and looked as resolute as

I knew how to, hoping against hope that the in
truder on my peace might prove more innocent
than he looked, perhaps even pass by without
remark.
Not he ! The villainous countenance was
close beside me, nnd a harsh voice remarked :

" Mornin', ma'am ; I thought yon seemed to be
alone." "Yes, for a moment," I replied, "but

I have a large party of friends nt hand ;" and I

tried to steady my voice and nerves, and conceal

my fright. "Yes'm, I saw them; at least the
gen'lemen of the party. They was down yon
der a mile or so, nnd are having a fine swim
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about this time, no doubt. And I thought as
how they had probably left the ladies all alone,
so I'd better come and see if I could be df any
use ; though I didn't think I'd have such luck
as to find only one pooty girl to talk to !" And
the horrible face grinned sardonically upon me.
I tried to speak as haughtily as I could. " You
had better pass on, Sir ; I've no wish to talk to
you, and if you annoy me by staying hero I shall
be obliged to call for assistance." It was of
course too much in the "John, bring the gun"
style to impose upon so practiced a hand. He
had probably watched our movements for hours,
and knew his ground well. " You may call, my
dear," he replied, "and holler and screetch, and
I'll promise to set still and let any body take me
as comes ! You know as well as I do that there's
nobody within ear-shot or gun-shot ; and the
best thing you can do is to keep a civil tongue
in your head, and I sha'n't offer no rudeness."
So saying, he turned him to the table, mutter

ing that he was empty enough by this time, and

looking as disconsolately as we did at the slen
der feast prepared. Quick work did he make
with the provisions, crushing the egg-shells and
crunching the macaroons. "Pretty food," he
remarked, "for a man who was up o' nights!
I'll trouble you for your watch, Miss." "I
haven't it with me," I replied, firmly. He
glanced at my waist. " Your purse, then." " I
haven't that either," I replied, and turned out
my pocket to verify my words. He took the
handkerchief, scarf, and gloves which it con
tained, contemptuously but promptly transferred
them to his own pocket, and then looked around.
The silver was of course the first thing that met
his eye, though nearly concealed by a shawl
which had been thrown over it. " That's more
like," he said, with great satisfaction, and pro
ceeded to pocket the forks and spoons, and to
tie up my father's superb old goblets in a vil
lainous-looking bandanna. "There's a pretty
lump," said he; "you'll never see these again,
my dear ; they'll be melted down before you are
two hours older— that's our way. "

Just then I saw the shadow of a distant sail,
and felt that my perils were lighter. He did
not see it

,

but looked down upon me till I fear
ed he would see the gleam of gold through the
leafy screen in my lap, and hear the tick-tick
which came so clearly to my ears, almost drown
ing the thick beating of my heart. He touched
my hair. " Only gilt, I see," he grumbled, and
put back the comb which held up my curls.
"I wonder you ladies ain't ashamed to wear
them bogus things. How's a man to know
what's worth taking? Perhaps this is brass
too ;" and he made a snatch at my brooch. 1

shuddered at his touch and shrank away. "No,

it is not brass," I said. " Wait a moment and

I will give it to you." And I unclasped my
pretty pin and yielded it to his dirty, horny fin
gers. And the shadow crept noiselessly nearer,
and my heart bounded with relief.
The ruffian seized the pails, and finding how
unworthy their contents were of his attention

kicked them contemptuously over, and the un
happy creatures lay flapping and gasping upon
the grass I glanced again at the sea, but the
sail had disappeared. Had the party gone off
on some new whim? Had the sea swallowed
them up? Were they landing at some new
point ? Or did my hopes deceive me, and was
not that the Fairy, with her friendly freight,
after all? Perhaps only some fishermen. I

felt sure I had seen one standing figure; or
perhaps some more dreadful tramps to trouble
me. And as I sat and looked and listened,
with a* fainting heart, I fancied I heard a very
faint, scraping sound, as of a keel upon the
sand. The man turned and looked, and said,
" Well, I must be off." Then suddenly descry
ing through my clasped fingers the gleam of

my precious ring, he cried, "Hollo! here is a
find ! Now, my girl, you just take that off as
genteelly as you did that 'ere breast-pin, or else
I'll help you." I sat in despair. I could not
give up my ring. How could I forget it ! How
easily I might have saved it! I entreated; I

wept. I told him I would send any sum of
money ho would name to any direction he might
give, and promised upon my honor that no in

quiry should be made. " Only do not take my
ring." Ho grinned broadly. "I'm not such

a greenhorn as ye take me for, ma'am. I'll not
put you to any trouble but just to open your
fmgers and give me that shiner, or I'll have to
take it myself."

I clasped my hands in despair. Ho seized
them with a violent grasp, clutched the ring,
and would have torn it off in another instant,
but was suddenly laid prostrate by a violent
blow from behind, and Frank Lee fell upon him
nnd held him down. " Quick, Helen ! " he cried ;

" call Charley ; he's just behind." I sprang to
my feet, with a cry on my lips, and the six
watches and purses clattered to the ground, and
were seen at last by the burglar, who gave such
a violent start and jerk at the sight that he al
most wrested himself from Frank's grasp, and

my stalwart cousin was not a second too soon.

They held him down and bound him tight.
The other gentlemen, who were quickly on the
scene of action, brought the boat's rope and tied

it around his arms and legs. They emptied his

pockets of his ill-gotten gains, and Frank's in
dignation rose higher than ever when he found

my poor little scarf and handkerchief defiled

b
y such a hiding-place. They lifted the great,

prostrate, helpless hulk between them, and bore
him down in a procession to his own small,
leaky, dirty boat, which they tied to the Fairy,
and left him rocking there, to bo towed home
behind us to safe custody and a prison.
What a chatter and a clatter there was just
afterward when our little ladies returned, with

their baskets laden with potatoes, eggs, apples,
and loaves of rye bread ! How each one stole
on tip-toe to the point of observation to peep at
the helpless foe! And what a heroine I was
that day as I recapitulated my adventures, and
was glad to lean back and shut my eyes and
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rest at last while the Doctor explained how, as

they were drawing within sight of land, Frank
had taken the spy-glass from the locker and

brought the whole scene to their view. How
they had seen my white dress first; and then to
their surprise no other figure except one large one,

which, as they drew a little nearer, proved to be

a man, and well knowing no man had a right

there, and suspecting some annoyanco at the

least, they had steered directly for the beach ;
and Frank had leaped from the boat before it
touched the shore and sped up the hill closely
followed by Charley Grant. How thankful I
was, and how tired after my long strain of fear!
- I longed to cry or to go to sleep, I hardly knew
which ; and was grateful, indeed, to dear Dr.
, Gilbert for taking me off to a shady placcoway
i from all the bustle, and letting me rest there
undisturbed.
Of the pienic and its feast I have little more
to tell. Perhaps the coarser fare so hard-worked
for was better to the hungry ones than more ac
customed dainties would have been. Perhaps
potatoes and eggs are never so uurivaled in
flavor as when roasted in the ashes of a little
camp oven. I am inclined to judge so, but
was hardly competent to form an opinion on
that occasion. From time to time, as the
grand cooking business approached its climax,
one or another of the unemployed would steal
down as volnnteer-scout to overlook the prison
er, and the last report was that he was asleep
with his hat shoved over his eyes.
But when we finally gathered together our
little band, and packed our baskets again, and
mourned over the untimely end of shrimps and
sticklebacks, and went our way down to the
beach with a shuddering thought of that leaky
little boat with its disagreeable occupant, who
were to follow in our homeward track—behold !
no boat was there. Boat and boatman alike
had disappeared, the rope was cut—prize was
- gone—whither? The horizon told no tales,
nor in our homeward sail did we see any thing
resembling our escaped prisoner and his craft.
He had stolen a march upon us, that was all we
knew. How or where we shall never know, I
suppose ; for from that day and from that hour
I have never seen my burglar !
We found on our return, as we felt sure we
should, the black dog and the red shawl, and
underneath the Gilbert hamper, untouched—

although the faithful old fellow by its side had

guarded it from fifty loungers —had resisted in
numerable temptations in the shape of sticks

thrown into the water, etc., and the constant

temptation of his own dinncrless instincts, ren
dered keener than ever by the chronic scent of

chicken-pie under his very nose ! There's a dog
for yon.
Well, as I said, I never again saw my bur
glar, nor am I at all anxious for that honor.
But three days afterward as I was walking alone
up Chapel Street toward dusk, quickening my

steps as the shadows deepened, I approached
two men, who shuffled before me with lounging
steps, 'and I heard one of them say, "I tell you
she was a bang-up, smart gal ! All the while
she sat still with all six of them in her lap, and
he never misdoubted it!" I hurried on, de
termined to pass them and get a good look at
their faces, when they turned suddenly into a
cross-street and disappeared in the darkness of
an oyster-cellar. I am sure it was not my burg
lar, but it must have been his pal.

ON THE SHORE.
How calm he lies and still !
Tbo sea, who slew him, laid him there,
Along the shingle bleak and bare,
With wild caresses, in despair
For having wrought her will :

With deep remorseful moan
In every wave that smites the strand,
Like theirs who rear a frantic hand
To heaven the while aghast they stand
At what themselves have done.

'Twas but an hour ago,

The crested billows in their pride
His stripling energies defied,
And choked the anguished gasp that cried
For rescue from his foe.

Too late repentant now,

Sad Ocean bids each sullen wave

Mutter its requiem o'er the brave,

And with unheeded sobbings lave

Cold cheek and pallid brow.

None but the hoarse sea-wave

Tells how amid the breakers tost,

By fate's resistless current crost,
His own bright life he gaged and lost

In vain a friend to save :

None but the wave is there

To lay him tenderly to rest,
With folded palms across his breast,
And kisses passionately prest
To lips crewhile so fair.

Is there no beauty now ?
A sleeping child is fair to see,
Cradled upon its mother's kneo,

In rosy dreams of infancy,
With smooth uuruffled brow.

So lies he calm and still.

Unearthly strains across the bay

Stream o'er him with tho sun's last ray,

And whispered greetings far away
The cloudless azure thrill.
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Tiit: TEMPTING MOMENT.— [aEE SEPTEMaEB m'HBEa, PAGE 490.l

ARMADALE.
BY WILKIE COLLINS, AUTHOR OF "NO NAME," "THE WOMAN IN WHITE," ETC.

CHAPTER III.
THE BltINK OF DISCOVERT.

THE
morning of the interview between Mrs.

Milroy and her daughter at the cottage was
a morning of serious reflection for the squire at
the great house.
Vol. XXXI.— No. 185.—Ti

Even Allan's easy-tempered nature had not
been proof against the disturbing influence exer

cised on it by the events of the last three days.
Midwinter's abrupt departure had vexed him;
and Major Milroy'a reception of his inquiries re
lating to Miss Gwilt weighed uupleasantly on
his mind. Since his visit to the cottage he had
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felt impatient and ill at ease, for the first time
in his life, with every body who came near him.
Impatient with Pedgift Junior, who had called
on the previous evening to announce his de

parture for London on business the next day,
and to place his services at the disposal of his

client ; ill at ease with Miss Gwilt, at a secret
meeting with her in the park that morning ; and
ill at ease in his own company, as he now sat
moodily smoking in the solitude of his room.

"I can't live this sort of life much longer,"
thought Allan. "If nobody will help me to
put the awkward question to Miss Gwilt, I must
stumble on some way of putting it for myself."
What way ? The answer to that question
was as hard to find as ever. Allan tried to stim
ulate his sluggish invention by walking up and

down the room, and was disturbed by the ap

pearance of the footman at the first turn.

"Now then! what is it?" he asked, impa
tiently.
"A letter, Sir; and the person waits for an
answer."
Allan looked at the address. It was in a
strange handwriting. He opened the letter;
and a little note inclosed in it dropped to the

ground. The note was directed, still in the 1
strange handwriting, to "Mrs. Mandeville, 18
Kingsdown Crescent, Bayswater. Favored by
Mr. Armadale." More and more surprised, Al
lan turned for information to the signature at

the end of the letter. It was "Anne Milroy."
" Anne Milroy ?" he repeated. " It must be
the major's wife. What can she possibly want
with me?"
By way of discovering what she wanted, Allan
did at last what he might more wisely have done

at first. He sat down to read the letter.

"The Cottaoe, Mondag.
" Private.
"Dear Sir,—The name at the end of these
lines will, I fear, recall to you a very rude re
turn made on my part, some time since, for an

act of neighborly kindness on yours. I can
only say in excuse that I am a great sufferer,
and that if I was ill-tempered enough, in a mo
ment of irritation under severe pain, to send
back your present of fruit, I have regretted do
ing so ever since. Attribute this letter, if you
please, to my desire to make you some atone

ment, and to my wish to be of service to our

good friend and landlord if I possibly can.
" I have been informed of the question which
you addressed to my husband the day before yes

terday on the subject of Miss Gwilt. From all
I have heard of you, I am quite sure that your
anxiety to know more of this charming person
than you know now is an anxiety proceeding
from the most honorable motives. Believing
this, I feci a woman's interest— incurable invalid
as I am—in assisting you. If you are desirous
of becoming acquainted with Miss Gwilt's fami

ly circumstances without directly appealing to
Miss Gwilt herself, it rests with you to make the
discovery—and I will tell you how.
"It so happens that some few days since I

wrote privately to Miss Gwilt's reference on this

very subject. I had long observed that my gov-
trness was singularly reluctant to speak of her

family and her friends ; and without attributing
her silence to other than perfectly proper mo
tives, I felt it my duty to my daughter to make
some inquiry on the subject. The answer that
I have received is satisfactory as far as it goes.
My correspondent informs me that Miss Gwilt's
story is a very sad one, and that her own con
duct throughout has been praiseworthy in the
extreme. The circumstances (of a domestic na
ture, as I gather) are all plainly stated in a
collection of letters now in the possession of
Miss Gwilt's reference. This lady is perfectly
willing to let me see the letters—but not pos
sessing copies of them, and being personally re
sponsible for their security, she is reluctant, if it
can be avoided, to trust them to the post ; and
she begs me to wait until she or I can find
some reliable person who can be employed to
transmit the packet from her hands to mine.
" Under these circumstances it has struck

me that you might possibly, with your interest
in the matter, be not unwilling to take charge
of the papers. If I am wrong in this idea, and
if you are not disposed, after what I have told
you, to go to tho trouble and expense of a jour
ney to London, yon have only to burn my letter
and inclosure, and to think no more about it.
If you decide on becoming my envoy, I gladly
provide you with the necessary introduction to
Mrs. Mandeville. You have only, on present
ing it

,

to receive the letters in a sealed packet,
to send them here on your return to Thorpe-
Ambrose, and to wait an early communication
from me acquainting you with the result.
" In conclusion, I have only to add that I see
no impropriety in your taking (if you feel so in
clined) the course that I propose to you. Miss
Gwilt's manner of receiving such allusions as I
have made to her family circumstances has ren
dered it uupleasant for me (and would render it

quite impossible for you) to seek information in
the first instance from herself. I am certainly
justified in applying to her reference ; and you
are certainly not to blame for being the medium
of safely transmitting a sealed commnnication
from one lady to another. If I find in that
communication family secrets which can not
honorably be mentioned to any third person, I

shall of course be obliged to keep you waiting
until I have first appealed to Miss Gwilt. If I

find nothing recorded but what is to her honor,
nnd what is sure to raise her still higher in your
estimation, I am undeniably doing her a service
by taking you into my confidence. This is how

I look at the matter—but pray don't allow me
to influence you.
"In any case I have one condition to make,
which I am sure you will understand to be in
dispensable. The most innocent actions are
liable, in this wicked world, to the worst possi
ble interpretation. I must therefore request
that you will consider this communication as
strictly private. I write to you in a confidence
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which is on no account (until circumstances
may, in my opinion, justify the revelation of it)
to extend beyond our two selves.
"Believe me, dear Sir, truly yours,

"Anne Milrot."

In this tempting form the unscrupulous in
genuity of the major's wife had set the trap.
Without a moment's hesitation Allan followed
his impulses as usual, and walked straight into
it—writing his answer and pursuing his own
reflections simultaneously, in a highly charac
teristic state of mental confusion.
"By Jupiter, this is kind of Mrs. Milroy!"
(" My dear madam.") "Just the thing I want
ed, at the time when I needed it most!" ("I
don't know how to express my sense of your
kindness, except by saying that I will go to
London and fetch the letters with the greatest
pleasure.") "She shall have a basket of fruit
regularly every day, nil through the season."
(" I will go at once, dear madam, and be back
to-morrow.") "Ah, nothing like the women
for helping one when one is in love ! This is
just what my poor mother would have done in
Mrs. Milroy's place." ("On my word of hon
or as a gentleman, I will take the utmost care
of the letters, and keep the thing strictly pri
vate, as you request.") "I would have given
five hundred pounds to any body who would
have put me up to the right way to speak to
Miss Gwilt, and here is this blessed woman does
it for nothing." ("Believe me, my dear mad
am, gratefully yours, Allan Armadale.")
Having sent his reply out to Mrs. Milroy's
messenger, Allan paused in a momentary per
plexity. He had an appointment with Miss
Gwilt in the park for the. next morning. It was
absolutely necessary to let her know that he
would be unable to keep it ; she had forbidden
him to write, and he had no chance that day of
seeing her alone. In this difficulty he determ
ined to let the necessary intimation reach her

through the medium of a message to the major,
announcing his departure for London on busi

ness, and asking if he could be of service to any
member of the family. Having thus removed
the only obstacle to his departure, Allan con
sulted the time-table, and found, to his disap
pointment, that there was a good hour to spare
before it would be necessary to drive to the rail
way-station. In his existing frame of mind he
would infinitely have preferred starting for Lon
don in a violent hurry.
When the time came at last, Allan, on pass
ing the steward's office, drummed at the door,
and called through it

,

to Mr. Bashwood, "I'm
going to town—back to-morrow." There was
no answer from within ; and the servant inter
posing, informed his master that Mr. Bashwood,
having no business to attend to that day, had
locked up the office, and had left some hours
since.
On reaching the station the first person whom
Allan encountered was Pedgift Junior, going
to London on the legal business which he had

mentioned on the previous evening at the great
house. The necessary explanations exchanged,

it was decided that the two should travel in the
same carriage. Allan was glad to have a com
panion ; and Pedgift, enchanted as usual to
make himself useful to his client, bustled away
to get the tickets and see to the luggage. Saun
tering to and fro on the platform until his faith
ful follower returned, Allan came suddenly upon
no less a person than Mr. Bashwood himself —
standing back in a corner with the guard of the
train, and putting a letter (accompanied, to nil
appearance, b

y a fee) privately into the man's
hand.

"Hullo!" cried Allan, in his hearty way." Something important there, Mr. Bashwood —
eh ?"
If Mr. Bashwood had been caught in the act
of committing murder ho could hardly have
shown greater alarm than ho now testified at
Allan's sudden discovery of him. Snatching
off his dingy old hat, he bowed bareheaded, in

a palsy of nervous trembling from head to foot.
"No, Sir—no, Sir; only a little letter, a little
letter, a little letter," said the deputy-steward,
taking refuge in reiteration, and bowing himself
swiftly backward out of his employer's sight.
Allan turned carelessly on his heel. " I wish

I could take to that fellow," he thought—"but

I can't ; he's such a sneak !s What the deuce
was there to tremble about ? Does he think I

want to pry into his secrets?"
Mr. Bashwood's secret on this occasion con
cerned Allan more nearly than Allnn supposed.
The letter which he had just placed in charge
of the guard was nothing less than a word of
warning addressed to Mrs. Oldershaw, and writ
ten by Miss Gwilt.
"If you can hurry your business" (wrote the
major's governess) " do so, and come back to
London immediately. Things are going wrong
here, and Miss Milroy is at the bottom of the
mischief. This morning she insisted on taking
up her mother's breakfast, always on other oc
casions taken up by the nurse. They had a long
confabulation in private ; and half an hour later

I saw the nurse slip out with a letter, and take
the path that leads to the great house. The
sending of the letter has been followed by young
Armadale's sudden departure for London — in
the face of an uppointment which he had with
me for to-morrow morning. This looks serious.
The girl is evidently bold enough to make a
fight of it for the position of Mrs. Armadale of
Thorpe-Ambrose, and she has found out some
way of getting her mother to help her. Don't
suppose I am in the least nervous or discour
aged ; and don't do any thing till you hear from
me again. Only get back to London, for I

may have serious need of your assistance in the
course of the next day or two.
" I send this letter to town (to save a post;
by the mid-day train, in charge of the guard.
As you insist on knowing every step I take at
Thorpe-Ambrose, I may as well tell you that
my messenger (for I can't go to the station my
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self) is that curious old creature whom I men
tioned to you in my first letter. Ever since
that time he has been perpetually hanging
about here for a look at me. I am not sure
whether I frighten him or fascinate him—per
haps I do both together. All you need care to
know is

,

that I can trust him with my trifling
errands, and possibly, as time goes on, with

something more. L. G."

Meanwhile the train had started from the

Thorpe-Ambrose station, and the squire and
his traveling companion were on their way to
London.
Some men, finding themselves in Allan's
company under present circumstances, might
have felt curious to know the nature of his busi
ness in the metropolis. Young Pedgift's un
erring instinct as a man of the world penetrated
the secret without the slightest difficulty. " The
old story," thought this wary old head, wagging
privately on its lusty young shoulders. "There's

a woman in the case, as usual. Any other busi
ness would have been turned over to me." Per
fectly satisfied with this conclusion, Mr. Ped-
gift the younger proceeded, with an eye to his
professional interest, to make himself as agreea
ble to his client as usual. He seized on the
whole administrative business of the journey to
London as he had seized on the whole admin
istrative business of the pienic at the Broads.
On reaching the terminus, Allan was ready to
go to any hotel that might be recommended.
His invaluable solicitor straightway drove him
to a hotel at which the Pedgift family had been
accustomed to put up for three generations.
"You don't object to vegetables, Sir?" said
the cheerful Pedgift, as the cab stopped at a

hotel in Covent Garden Market. " Very good,
you may leave the rest to my grandfather, my
father, and me. I don't know which of the
three is most beloved and respected in this
house. How-d'ye-do, William (our head-wait
er, Mr. Armadale). Is your wife's rheumatism
better, and does the little boy get on nicely at
school? Your master's out, is he? Never
mind, you'll do. This, William, is Mr. Arma
dale of Thorpe-Ambrose. I have prevailed on
Mr. Armadale to try our house. Have you got
the bedroom I wrote for? Very good. Let
Mr. Armadale have it instead of me (my grand
father's favorite bedroom, Sir; number five, on
the second-floor) ; pray take i

t— I can sleep any
where. Will you have the mattress on the top
of the feather-bed ? You hear, William ? Tell
Matilda, the mattress on the top of the feather
bed. How is Matilda? Has she got the tooth
ache as usual? The head-chambermaid, Mr.
Armadale, and a most extraordinary woman;
she will not part with a hollow tooth in her
lower jaw. My grandfather says, ' have it out'
—my father says, ' have it out'— I say, ' have it

out,' and Matilda turns a deaf ear to all three
of us. Yes, William, yes ; if Mr. Armadale
approves, this sitting-room will do. About
dinner, Sir? You would prefer getting your

business over first and coming back to dinner?
Shall we say, in that case, half past seven ?

William, half past seven. Not the least need
to order any thing, Mr. Armadale. The head-
waiter has only to give my compliments to the
cook and the best dinner in London will be sent
up, punctual to the minute, as a necessary con

sequence. Say Mr. Pedgift, junior, if you
please, William—otherwise, Sir, we might get
my grandfather's dinner or my father's dinner,
and they might turn out a little too heavy and
old-fashioned in their way of feeding for you
and me. As- to the wine, William. At din
ner, mi1 Champagne, and the sherry that my
father thinks nasty. After dinner, the claret
with the blue seal — the wine my innocent
grandfather said wasn't worth sixpence a bottle.
Ha ! ha ! poor old boy ! You will send up the
evening papers and the play-bills, just as usual,
and—that will do, I think, William, for the
present. An invaluable servant, Mr. Arma-
dale; they're all invaluable servants in this
house. We may not be fashionable here, Sir,
but by the Lord Harry we are snug! A cab?
you would like a cab? Don't stir ! I've rung
the bell twice—that means Cab wanted in a
hurry. Might I ask, Mr. Armadale, which
way your business takes you ? Toward Bays-
water? Would you mind dropping me in the
Park? It's a habit of mine when I'm in Lon
don to air myself among the aristocracy. Yours
truly, Sir, has an eye for a fine woman and a
fine horse ; and when he's in Hyde Park he's
quite in his native element." Thus the all-ac
complished Pedgift ran on ; and by these little
arts did he recommend himself to the good
opinion of his client.
When the dinner-hour united the traveling
companions again in their sitting-room at the
hotel, a far less acute observer than young Ped
gift must have noticed the marked change that

appeared in Allan's manner. He looked vexed
and puzzled, and sat drumming with his fingers
on the dining-table without uttering a word.
"I'm afraid something has happened to an
noy you, Sir, since we parted company in the
Park?" said Pedgift Junior. "Excuse the
question— I only ask it in case I can be of any
use."
" Something that I never expected has hap
pened," returned Allan; "I don't know what
to make of it. I should like to have your opin
ion," he added, after a little hesitation ; " that

is to say, if you will excuse my not entering
into any particulars?"
"Certainly!" assented young Pedgift.
" Sketch it in outline, Sir. The merest hint
will do ; I wasn't born yesterday. (Oh, these
women!" thought the youthful philosopher, in

parenthesis.)
"Well," began Allan, "you know what I

said when we got to this hotel ; I said I had a
place to go to in Bayswater" (Pedgift mentally
checked off the first point—Case in the suburbs,
Bayswater) ; "and a person —that is to say—no
—as I said before, a person to inquire after."
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(Pedgift checked off the next point : Person in
the case. She-person, or he-person ? She-per
son unquestionably!) "Well, I went to the
house, and when I asked for her—I mean the
person— she—that is to say, the person —oh,
confound it!" cried Allan, "I shall drive my
self mad, and you too, if I try to tell my story
in this roundabout way. Here it is in two
words. I went to number eighteen1 Kingsdown
Crescent, to see a lady named Mandeville; and
when I asked for her, the servant said Mrs.
Mandeville had gone away, without telling any
body where, and without even leaving an ad
dress at which letters could be" sent to her.
There ! it's out at last, and what do you think
of it now ?"
" Tell me first, Sir," said the wary Pedgift,
" what inquiries you made when you found this
lady had vanished ?"
"Inquiries?" repeated Allan, "I was utterly
staggered ; I didn't say any thing. What in
quiries ought I to have made?"
Pedgift Junior cleared his throat, and crossed
his legs in a strictly professional manner.
" I have no wish, Mr. Armadale," he began,
" to inquire into your business with Mrs. Man
deville—"
"No,'" interposed Allan, bluntly, "I hope
you won't inquire into that. My business with
Mrs. Mandeville must remain a secret."
"But," pursued Pedgift, laying down the
law with the forefinger of one hand on the out
stretched palm of the other, "I may, perhaps,
be nllowed to ask generally, whether your busi
ness with Mrs. Mandeville is of a nature to in
terest you in tracing her from Kingsdown Cres
cent to her present residence ?"
"Certainly!" said Allan. "I have a very
particular reason for wishing to see her."
"In that case, Sir," returned Pedgift Junior,
" there were two obvious questions which you
ought to have asked, to begin with—namely, on
what date Mrs. Mandeville left, and how she
left. Having discovered this, you should have
ascertained next under what domestic circum
stances she went away—whether there was a
misunderstanding with any body ; say a diffi

culty about money-matters. Also, whether she
went away alone, or with somebody else. Also,
whether the house was her own, or whether she

only lodged in it. Also, in the latter event— "

"Stop! stop! you're making my head swim,"
cried Allan. "I don't understand all these ins
and outs—I'm not used to this sort of thing."
" I've been used to it myself from my child
hood upward, Sir," remarked Pedgift. "And
if I can be of any assistance, say the word."
"You're very kind," returned Allan. "If
yon could only help me to find Mrs. Mandeville ;
and if yon wouldn't mind leaving the thing after
ward entirely in my hands— ?"
"I'll leave it in your hands, Sir, with all the
pleasure in life," said Pedgift Junior. ("And
I'll lay five to one," he added, mentally, "when
the time comes, you'll leave it in mine !")

" We'll
go to Bayswater together, Mr. Armadale, to

morrow morning. In the mean time here's the
soup. The case now before the court is—Pleas
ure versus Business. I don't know what you
say, Sir ; I say, without a moment's hesitation,
Verdict for the plaintiff. Let us gather our
rose-buds while we may. Excuse my high spir
its, Mr. Armadale. Though buried in the coun
try, I was made for a London life ; the very air
of the metropolis intoxicates me." With that
avowal the irresistible Pedgift placed a chair for
his patron, and issued hie orders cheerfully to
his viceroy, the head-waiter. "Iced punch,
William, after the soup. I answer for tho
punch, Mr. Armadale — it's made after a receipt
of my great uncle's. He kept a tavern, and
founded the fortunes of the family. I don't
mind telling you the Pedgifts have had a pub
lican among them ; there's no false pride about
me. ' Worth makes the man (as Pope says),
and want of it tho fellow; the rest is all but
lcatherand prunella.' I cultivate poetry as well
as musie, Sir, in my leisure hours ; in fact, I'm
more or less on familiar terms with the whole
of the nine Muses. Aha ! here's the punch !
The memory of my great uncle, the publican,
Mr. Armadale —drunk in solemn silence!"
Allan tried hard to emulate his companion's
gayety and good-humor, but with very indiffer
ent success. His visit to Kingsdown Crescent
recurred ominously again and again to his mem

ory, all through the dinner, and all through the
public amusements to which he and his legal
adviser repaired at a later hour of the evening.
When Pedgift Junior put out his candle that
night he shook his wary head, and regretfully
apostrophized "the women" for the second
time.
By ten o'clock the next morning the indefat
igable Pedgift was on the scene of action. To
Allan's great relief he proposed making the
necessary inquiries at Kingsdown Crescent in
his own person, while his patron waited near at

hand in the cab which had brought them from
the hotel. After a delay of little more than fivo
minutes, he reappeared, in full possession of all

attainable particulars. His first proceeding was
to request Allan to step out of the cub and to
pay the driver. Next, he politely offered his

arm, and led the way round the corner of the

crescent, across a square, and into a by-street,
which was rendered exceptionally lively by tho

presence of the local cab-stand. Here he

stopped, and asked jocosely, whether Mr. Arma
dale saw his way now, or whether it would be

necessary to test his patience by making an ex

planation.
"See my way?'' repeated Allan, in bewil
derment. " I see nothing but a cab-stand."
Pedgift Junior smiled compassionately, and
entered on his explanation. It was a lodging-
house at Kingsdown Crescent, he begged to

state, to begin with. He had insisted on see

ing the landlady. A very nice person, with all
the remains of having been a fine girl about

fifty years ago ; quite in Pedgift's style— if ho
had only been alive at the beginning of the pres
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ent century— quite in Pedgift's style. But per
haps Mr. Armadale would prefer bearing about
Mrs. Mandeville ? Unfortunately there was no
thing to tell. There had been no quarreling,
and not a farthing left uupaid : the lodger had
gone, and there wasn't an explanatory circum
stance to lay hold of any where. It was either
Mrs. Mandeville's way to vanish, or there was
something under the rose, quite undiscoverable
so far. Pedgift had got the date on which she
left, and the time of.day at which she left, and
the means by which she left. The means might
help to trace her. She had gono away in a cab,
which the servant had fetched from the nearest
stand. The stand was now before their eyes ;
and the waterman was the first person to apply
to—going to the waterman for information be
ing clearly (if Mr. Armadale would excuse the
joke) going to the fountain-head. Treating the
subject in this airy manner, and telling Allan
that he would be back in a moment, Pedgift
Junior sauntered down the street and beckoned
the waterman confidentially into the nearest
public house.
In a little while the two reappeared ; the wa
terman taking Pedgift in succession to the first,
third, fourth, and sixth of the cabmen whose
vehicles were on the stand. The longest con
ference was held with the sixth man ; and it
ended in the sudden approach of the sixth cab
to the part of the street where Allan was wait
ing.
" Get in, Sir," said Pedgift, opening the door,
" I've found the man. He remembers the lady ;
and, though he has forgotten the name of the
street, ho believes he can find the place he drove
her to when he once gets back into the neigh
borhood. I am charmed to inform yon, Mr.
Armadale, that we are in luck's way so far. I
asked the waterman to show me the regular men
on the stand—and it turns out that one of the
regular men drove Mrs. Mandeville. The wa
terman vouches for him ; he's quite an anomaly—
a respectable cabman ; drives his own horse,
and has never been in any trouble. These are
the sort of men, Sir, who sustain one's belief in
human nature. I've had a look at our friend,
and I agree with the waterman—I think we can
depend on him."
The investigation required some exercise of
patience at the outset. It was not till the cab
had traversed the distance between Bayswatcr
and Pimlico that the driver began to slacken his
pace and look about him. After once or twice
retracing its course, the vehicle entered a quiet
by-street, ending in a dead wall with a door in
it ; and stopped at the last house on the left-
hand side, the house next to the wall.
"Here it is

,

gentlemen," said the man, open
ing the cab-door.
Allan and Allan's adviser both got out and
both looked at the house with the same feeling of
instinctive distrust. Buildings have their phys
iognomy—especially buildings in great cities—
and the face of this house was essentially furtive
in its expression. The front windows were all

shut, and the front blinds were all drawn down.
It looked no larger than the other houses in the
street, seen in front ; but it ran back deceitful
ly, and gained its greater accommodation by
means of its greater depth. It affected to be a
shop on the ground-floor ; but it exhibited ab
solutely nothing in the space that intervened
between the window and an inner row of red
curtains which hid the interior entirely from
view. At one side was the shop-door, having
more red curtains behind the glazed part of it

,

and bearing a brass plate on the wooden part of

it
,

inscribed with the name of "Oldershaw."
On the other side was the private door, with

a bell marked Professional ; and another brass
plate indicating a medical occupant on this side
of the house, for the name on it was " Doctor
Downward." If ever brick and mortar spoke
yet, the brick and mortar here said plainly, " We
have got our secrets inside, and we mean to
keep them."
" This can't be the place, " said Allan ; " there
must be some mistake."
"You know best, Sir," remarked Pedgift
Junior, with his sardonic gravity. " You know
Mrs. Mandeville's habits."
"I!" exclaimed Allan. " Yon may be sur
prised to hear it

,

but Mrs. Mandeville is a total
stranger to me."
" I'm not in the least surprised to hear it,

Sir; the landlady at Kingsdown Crescent in
formed mo that Mrs. Mandeville was an old
woman. Suppose we inquire?" added the im
penetrable Pedgift, looking at the red curtains
in the shop-window with a strong suspicion that
Mrs. Mandeville's grand-daughter might possi
bly be behind them.
They tried the shop-door first. It was lock
ed. They rang. A lean and yellow young wo
man, with a tattered French novel in her hand,
opened it.
"Good-morning, miss!" said Pedgift. "Is
Mrs. Mandeville at home ?"
The yellow young woman stared at him in
astonishment. " No person of that name is

known here," she answered, sharply, in a for
eign accent.
"Perhaps they know her at the private
door?" suggested Pedgift Junior.
"Perhaps they do?" said the yellow young
woman, and shut the door in his face.
" Rather a quick-tempered young person that,
Sir," said Pedgift. " I congratulate Mrs. Man
deville on not being acquainted with her." He
led the way as he spoke to Doctor Downward's
side of the premises, and rang the bell.
The door was opened this time by a man in a

shabby livery. He too stared when Mrs. Man
deville's name was mentioned ; and he too knew
of no such person in the house. .

"Very odd," said Pedgift, appealing to Al
lan.
"What is odd?" asked a softly-stepping,
softly-speaking gentleman in black, suddenly
appearing on the threshold of the parlor-door.
Pedgift Junior politely explained the circum
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stances, and begged to know whether he had the

pleasure of speaking to Doctor Downward.
The doctor bowed.

' If the expression may be
pardoned, he was one of those carefully-con
structed physicians in whom the public—espe
cially the female public— implicitly trust. He
had the necessary bald head, the necessary dou
ble eyeglass, the necessary black clothes, nnd
the necessary blandness of manner, all com
plete. His voice was soothing, his ways were
deliberate, his smile was confidential. What
particular branch of his profession Doctor Down
ward followed was not indicated on his door-

plate ; but he had utterly mistaken his vocation
if he was not a ladies' medical man.
"Are you quite sure there is no mistake
about the name ?" asked the doctor, with a

strong underlying anxiety in his manner. "I
have known very serious inconvenience to arise
sometimes from mistakes about names. No?
There is really no mistake ? In that case, gen
tlemen, I can only repeat what my servant has
already told you. Don't apologize, pray. Good-
morning." The doctor withdrew as noiselessly
as he had appeared ; the man in the shabby
livery silently opened the door ; and Allan and
his companion found themselves in the street
again.
"Mr. Armadale," saidPedgift, "I don't know
how you feel— I feel puzzled."
" That's awkward," returned Allan ; " I was
just going to ask you what we ought to do
next."
"I don't like the look of the place, the look
of the shopwoman, or the look of the doctor,"

pursued the other. "And yet I can't say I
think they are deceiving us—I can't say I think
they really do know Mrs. Mandeville's name."
The impressions of Pedgift Junior seldom
misled him ; and they had not misled him in
this case. The caution which had dictated Mrs.
Oldershaw's privato removal from Bayswater
was the caution which frequently overreaches
itself. It had warned her to trust nobody at
Pimlico with the secret of the name she had as
sumed as Miss Gwilt's reference ; but it had en
tirely failed to prepare her for the emergency
that had really happened. In a word, Mrs.
Oldershaw had provided for every thing except
for the one unimaginable contingency of an aft
er-inquiry into the character of Miss Gwilt.
" We must do something," said Allan ; "it

seems useless to stop here."
Nobody had ever yet caught Pedgift Junior
at the end of his resources ; and Allan failed to
catch him at the end of them now. " I quite
agree with you, Sir," he said; "we must do
something. We'll cross-examine the cabman."
The cabman proved to be immovable.
Charged with mistaking the place, he pointed
to the empty shop-window. "I don't know
what you may have seen, gentleman," he re
marked; "but there's the only shop-window I
ever saw with nothing at all inside it. That
fixed the place in my mind at the time, and I
know it again when I see it." Charged with

mistaking the person, or the day, or the house
at which he had taken the person up, the cab
man proved to be still unassailable. The serv
ant who fetched him was marked as a girl well
known on the stand. The day was marked as
the unluckiest working day he had had since
the first of the year ; and the lady was marked
as having had her money ready at the right mo
ment (which not one elderly lady in a hundred
usually had), and having paid him his fare on de
mand, without disputing it (which not one elder
ly lady in a hundred usually did).

" Take my
number, gentlemen," concluded the cabman,
' ' and pay me for my time ; and what I've said
to you I'll swear to any where."
Pedgift made a note in his pocket-book of the
man's number. Having added to it the name
of the street, and the names on the two brass
plates, he quietly opened the cab-door. "We
are quite in the dark, thus far," he said. " Sup
pose we grope our way back to the hotel ?"
He spoke and looked more seriously than
nsual. The mere fact of "Mrs. Mandeville's"
having changed her lodging without telling any
one where she was going, and without leaving
any address at which letters could be forwarded
to her—which the jealous malignity of Mrs. Mil-
roy had interpreted as being undeniably suspi
cious in itself — had produced no great impression
on the more impartial judgment of Allan's so
licitor. People frequently left their lodgings in
a private manner, with perfectly producible rea
sons for doing so. But the appearance of the
place to which the cabman persisted in declar
ing that he had driven ' ' Mrs. Mandeville" set
the character and proceedings of that mysteri
ous lady before Pedgift Junior in a new light.
His personal interest in the inquiry suddenly
strengthened, and he began to feel a curiosity to
know the real nature of Allan's business which
he had not felt yet.
"Our next move, Mr. Armadale, is not a very
easy move to see," he said, as they drove back
to the hotel. " Do you think you could put me
in possession of any further particulars ?"
Allan hesitated ; and Pedgift Junior saw that
he had advanced a little too far. "I mustn't
force it," he thought ; "I must give it time, and
let it come of its own accord. In the absence
of any other information, Sir," he resumed,
" what do you say to my making some inquiry
about that queer shop, and about those two
names on the door-plate ? My business in Lon
don, when I leave you, is of a professional na
ture ; and I am going into the right quarter for
getting information, if it is to be got.''
"There can't be any harm, I suppose, in
making inquiries," replied Allan.
He, too, spoke more seriously than nsual ;

he, too, was beginning to feel an all-mastering
curiosity to know more. Some vague connec
tion, not to be distinctly realized or traced out,

began to establish itself in his mind between the

difficulty of approaching Miss Gwilt's family cir
cumstances and the difficulty of approaching
Miss Gwilt's reference. "I'll get down and
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walk, and leave you to go on to your business,"
he said. "I want to consider a little about
this ; and a walk and a cigar will help me."
" My business will be done, Sir, between one
and two," said Pedgift, when the cab had been

stopped, and Allan had got out. " Shall we
meet again at two o'clock at the hotel ?"
Allan nodded, and the cab drove off.

CHAPTER IV.
ALLAN AT BAT.

Two o'clock came ; and Pedgift Junior, pune-
tnal to his time, came with it. His vivacity of
the morning had all sparkled out ; he greeted
Allan with his customary politeness, but with
out his customary smile ; and when the head-
waiter came in for orders his dismissal was in

stantly pronounced in words never yet heard to
issue from the lips of Pedgift in that hotel :
" Nothing at present."
" You seem to be in low spirits," said Allan.
" Can't we get our information? Can nobody
tell you any thing about the house in Pimli-
co?"
" Three different people have told me about

it
, Mr. Armadale ; and they have all three said

the same thing."
Allan eagerly drew his chair nearer to the
place occupied by his traveling companion. His
reflections m the interval since they had last
seen each other had not tended to compose him.
That strange connection, so easy to feel, so hard
to trace, between the difficulty of approaching
Miss Gwilt's family circumstances and the dif
ficulty of approaching Miss Gwilt's reference,
which had already established itself in his
thoughts, had by this time stealthily taken a

firmer and firmer hold on his mind. Doubts
troubled him which he could neither under
stand nor express'. Curiosity filled him, whieh
he half-longed and half-dreaded to satisfy.
" I am afraid I must trouble you with a ques
tion or two, Sir, before I can come to the point,"
said Pedgift Junior. "I don't want to force
myself mto your confidence ; I only want to see
my way in what looks to me like a very awk
ward business. Do you mind telling me wheth
er others besides yourself are interested in this
inquiry of ours?"
"Other people are interested in it," replied
Allan. "There's no objection to telling you
that."
"Is there any other person who is the object
of the inquiry besides Mrs. Mandeville herself?"
pursued Pedgift, winding his way a little deeper
into the secret.
"Yes; there is another person," said Allan,
answering rather unwillingly.

' ' Is the person a young woman, Mr. Arma
dale?"
Allan started. " How do you come to guess
that ?" he began —then checked himself when

it was too late. "Don't ask me any more

questions," he resumed. " I'm a bad hand at
defending myself against a sharp fellow like
you ; and I'm bound in honor toward other peo
ple to keep the particulars of this business to

myself."
Pedgift Junior had apparently heard enough
for his purpose. He drew his chair, in his turn,

nearer to Allan. He was evidently anxious
and embarrassed —but his professional manner
began to show itself again from sheer force of
habit.
" I've done with my questions, Sir," he said ;

"and I have something to say now on my side.
In my father's absence perhaps you may be
kindly disposed to consider me as your legal ad

viser. If you will take my advice you will not
stir another step in this inquiry."
" What do you mean ?" interposed Allan.
" It is just possible, Mr. Armadale, that the
cabman, positive as he is, may have been mis

taken. I strongly recommend you to take it for
granted that he is mistaken—and to drop it

there."
The caution was kindly intended ; but it

came too late. Allan did what ninety-nine men
out of a hundred in his position would have
done—he declined to take his lawyer's advice.
" Very well, Sir," said Pedgift Junior; "If
you will have it

,

you must have it."
He leaned forward close to Allan's ear, and
whispered what he had heard of the house in
Pimlico, and of the people who occupied it.
"Don't blame me, Mr. Armadale," he add
ed, when the irrevocable words had been spoken.
" I tried to spare you."
Allan suffered the shock, as all great shocks
are suffered, in silence. His first impulse would
have driven him headlong for refuge to that very
view of the cabman's assertion which had just
been recommended to him, but for one dam
ning circumstance which placed itself inexorably
in his way. Miss Gwilt's marked reluctance to
approach the story of her past life rose irrepress-
ibly on his memory, in indirect but horrible con
firmation of the evidence which connected Miss
Gwilt's reference with the house in Pimlico.
One conclusion, and one only— the conclusion
which any man must have drawn, hearing what
ho had just heard, and knowing no more than
he knew— forced itself into his mind. A mis
erable, fallen woman, who had abandoned her
self in her extremity to the help of wretches
skilled in criminal concealment—who had stol
en her way back to decent society and a reputa
ble employment by means of a false character
—and whose position now imposed on her the
dreadful necessity of perpetual secrecy and per
petual deceit in relation to her past life—such
was the aspect in which the beautiful govern
ess at Thorpe-Ambrose now stood revealed to
Allan's eyes !

Falsely revealed or truly revealed ? Had she
stolen her way back to decent society and a rep
utable employment by means of a false charac
ter? She had. Did her position impose on
her the dreadful necessity of perpetual secrecy
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and perpetual deceit in relation to her past life ?
It did. Was she some such pitiable victim to
the treachery of a man unknown as Allan had
supposed? She was no such pitiable victim. The
conclusion which Allan had drawn— the con
clusion literally forced into his mind by the facts
before him—was, nevertheless, the conclusion
of all others that was farthest even from touch
ing on the truth. The true story of Miss
Gwilt's connection with the house in Pimlico
and the people who inhabited it—a house right
ly described as filled with wicked secrets, and
people rightly represented as perpetually in dan

ger of feeling the grasp of the law—was a story
which coming events were yet to disclose ; a

story infinitely less revolting, and yet infinitely
more terrible, than Allan or Allan's companion
had either of them supposed.
"I tried to spare you, Mr. Armadale," re
peated Pedgift. " I was anxious, if I could
possibly avoid it

,

not to distress you."
Allan looked up and made an effort to con
trol himself. " You have distressed me dread
fully," he said. "You have quite crushed me
down. But it is not your fault. I ought to
feel you have done me a service; and what I

ought to do I will do, when I am my own man
again. There is one thing," Allan added, aft
er a moment's painful consideration, "which
ought to be understood between us at once.
Tbo advice you offered me just now was very
kindly meant, and it was the best advice that
could be given. I will take it gratefully. We
will never talk of this again, if you please ; and

I beg and entreat you will never speak about

it to any other person. Will you promise me
that?"
Pedgift gavo tho promise with very evident
sincerity, but without bis professional confidence
of manner. Tho distress in Allan's face seem
ed to daunt him. After a moment of very un
characteristic hesitation he considerately quitted
the room.
Left by himself, Allan rang for writing ma
terials, and took out of his pocket-book the fatal
letter of introduction to "Mrs. Mandeville"
which he had received from the major's wife.
A man accustomed to consider consequences
and to prepare himself for action by previous
thought would, in Allan's present circumstances,
have felt some difficulty as to the course which

it might now bo least embarrassing and least
dangerous to pursue. Accustomed to let his
impulses direct him on all other occasions, Al
lan acted on impulse in the serious emergency
that now confronted him. Though his attach
ment to Miss Gwilt was nothing like the deeply-
rooted feeling which he had himself honestly
believed it to be, sbo had taken no common
place in his admiration, and she filled him with
no common grief when he thought of her now.
His one dominant desire at that critical moment
in his life was a man's merciful desire to protect
from exposure and ruin the unhappy woman
who had lost her place in his estimation, with
out losing her claim to the forbearance that

could spare and to the compassion that could
shield her. "I can't go back to Thorpe-Am
brose ; I can't trust myself to speak to her or
to see her again. But I can keep her misera
ble secret —and I will!" With that thought in
his heart Allan set himself to perform the first
and foremost duty which now claimed him— the
duty of communicating with Mrs. Milroy. If
he had possessed a higher mental capacity and

a clearer mental view he might have found the
letter no easy one to write. As it was, he cal
culated no consequences and felt no difficulty.
His instinct warned him to withdraw at onco
from the position in which he now stood toward
the major's wife, and he wrote what his instinct
counseled him to write under those circum
stances as rapidly as the pen conld travel over
the paper :

"Derm's Hotel, Covent Garden, Twsday.
"Dear Madam, —Pray excuse my not re
turning to Thorpe-Ambrose to-day, as I said I

would. Unforeseen circumstances oblige me to
stop in London. I am sorry to say I have not
succeeded in seeing Mrs. Mandeville, for which
reason I can not perform your errand ; and I

beg, therefore, with many apologies, to return
the letter of introduction. I hope you will al
low mo to conclude by saying that I am very
much obliged to you for your kimlness, and
that I will not venture to trespass on it any fur
ther.
"I remain, dear madam, yours truly,

"Allan Ajimadale."

In those artless words, still entirely unsuspi
cious of the character of the woman he had to
deal with, Allan put the weapon she wanted
into Mrs. Milroy's hands.
The letter and its inclosure once sealed up
and addressed, he was free to think of himself
and his future. As he sat idly drawing lines
with his pen on the blotting-paper the tears
came into his eyes for the first time— tears in
which the woman who had deceived him had
no share. His heart had gone back to his dead
mother. "If she had been alive," he thought,
" I might have trusted her, and she would have
comforted me." It was useless to dwell on it ;

he dashed away the tears, and turned his
thoughts, with the heart -sick resignation that
we all know, to living and present things.
He wrote a lino to Mr. Bashwood, briefly in
forming the deputy steward that his absence from
Thorpe-Ambrose was likely to bo prolonged for
some little time, and that any farther instruc
tions which might be necessary, under those cir
cumstances, would reach him through Mr. Ped
gift the elder. This done, and the letters sent
to the post, his thoughts were forced back once
more on himself. Again the blank future wait
ed before him to be filled up; and again his
heart shrank from it to the refuge of the past.
This time other images than the image of his
mother filled his mind. The one all-absorbing
interest of his earlier days stirred living and
eager in him again. He thought of the sea;
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ho thought of his yacht lying idle in the fish
ing harbor at his west-country home. The old
longing got possession of him to hear the wash
of the waves ; to see the filling of the sails ; to
feel the vessel that his own hands had helped
to build bounding under him once more. He
rose in his impetuous way to call for the time
table, and to start for Somersetshire by the first
train, when the dread of the questions which
Mr. Brock might ask, the suspicion of the change
which Mr. Brock might see in him, drew him
back to his chair. "I'll write," he thought,
" to have the yacht rigged and refitted, and I'll
wait to go to Somersetshire myself till Midwin
ter can go with me." He sighed as his mem
ory reverted to his absent friend. Never had
he felt the void made in his life by Midwinter's

departure so painfully as he felt it now, in the
dreariest of all social solitudes— the solitude of
a stranger in Loudon, left by himself at a hotel.
Before long Pedgift Junior looked in, with
an apology for his intrusion. Allan felt too
lonely and too friendless not to welcome his
companion's reappearance gratefully. "I'm
not going back to Thorpe- Ambrose, " he said ;
"I'm going to stay a little while in London. I
hope you will be able to stay with me ?" To do
him justice, Pedgift was touched by the solitary
position in which the owner of the great Thorpe-
Ambrose estate now appeared before him. He
had never, in his relations with Allan, so en
tirely forgotten his business interests as he for
got them now.
"You are quite right, Sir, to stop here —Lon
don's the place to divert your mind," said Ped
gift, cheerfully. " All business is more or less
elastic in its nature, Mr. Armadale ; I'll spin
my business out, and keep you company with
the greatest pleasure. We are both of us on
the right side of thirty, Sir— let's enjoy our
selves. What do you say to dining early, and
going to the play, and trying the Great Exhibi
tion in Hyde Park to-morrow morning after
breakfast ? If we only live like fighting-cocks,
and go in perpetually for public amusements,
we shall arrive in no time at the mens sana in
corpore sano of the ancients. Don't be alarmed
at the quotation, Sir. I dabble a little in Latin
after business hours, and enlarge my sympathies
by occasional perusal of the Pagan writers, as
sisted by a crib. William, dinner at five ; and,
as it's particularly important to-day, I'll see the
cook myself."
The evening passed —the next day passed —

Thursday morning came, and brought with it a
letter for Allan. The direction was in Mrs.
Milroy's handwriting ; and the form of address
adopted in the letter warned Allan the moment
he opened it that something had gone wrong.

u Tur Cottage, Thorpz-Amsrose,
" Private. *' Wednesday.
" Sie,—I have just received your mysterious
letter. It has more than surprised, it has really
alarmed me. After having made the friendli
est advances to you on my side, I find myself
suddenly shut out from your confidence in the

most unintelligible, and, I must add, the most
discourteous manner. It is quite impossible
that I can allow the matter to rest where you
have left it. The only conclusion I can draw
from your letter is, that my confidence must
have been abused in some way, and that you
know a great deal more than you are willing to
tell me. Speaking in the interest of my daugh
ter's welfare, I request that you will inform me
what the circumstances are which have pre
vented your seeing Mrs. Mandeville, and which
have led to the withdrawal of the assistance that

you unconditionally promised me in your letter
of Monday last.
' ' In my state of health I can not involve my
self in a lengthened correspondence. I must
endeavor to anticipate any objections you may
make, and I must say all that I have to say in
my present letter. In the event (which I am
most unwilling to consider possible) of your de
clining to accede to the request that I have just
addressed to you, I beg to say that I shall con
sider it my duty to my daughter to have this
very uupleasant matter cleared up. If I don't
hear from you to my full satisfaction by return
of post, I shall be obliged to tell my husband
that circumstances have happened which justify
us in immediately testing the respectability of
Miss Gwilt's reference. And when he asks me
for my authority, I will refer him to you.

"Your obedient servant,
" Anne Milrot."

In those terms the major's wife threw off the
mask and left her victim to survey at his leisure
the trap in which she had caught him. Allan's
belief in Mrs. Milroy's good faith had been so
implicitly sincere that her letter simply bewil
dered him. He saw vaguely that he had been
deceived in some way, and that Mrs. Milroy's
neighborly interest in him was not what it had
looked on the surface; and he saw no more.
The threat of appealing to the major—on which,
with a woman's ignorance of the natures of men,
Mrs. Milroy had relied for producing its effect
—was the only part of the letter to which Allan
reverted with any satisfaction : it relieved in
stead of alarming him. " If there is to be ■
quarrel," he thought, "it will be a comfort, at
any rate, to have it out with a man."
Firm in his resolution to shield the unhappy
woman whose secret he wrongly believed him
self to have surprised, Allan sat down to write
his apologies to the major's wife. After setting
up three polite declarations in close marching
order he retired from the field. " He was ex
tremely sorry to have offended Mrs. Milroy.
He was innocent of all intention to offend Mrs.
Milroy. And he begged to remain Mrs. Mil
roy's truly." Never had Allan's habitual brev
ity as a letter-writer done him better service than
it did him now. With a little more skillmlness
in the use of his pen he might have given his

enemy even a stronger hold on him than the
hold she had got already.
The interval-day passed, and with the next
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morning's post Mrs. Milroy's threat came real
ized in the shape of a letter from her husband.

The major wrote less formally than his wife had
written, but his questions were mercilessly to
the point.

uTqe Cottage, Tnorpe-Ahrrose,
" Private. " Friday, July 11, 1861.

"Dear Sir, —When you did me the favor of
calling here a few days since, you asked a ques
tion relating to my governess, Miss Gwilt, which
I thought rather a strange one at the time, and
which caused, as you may remember, a mo

mentary embarrassment between us.
" This morning the subject of Miss Gwilt has
been brought to my notice again in a manner
which has caused me the utmost astonishment.
In plain words, Mrs. Milroy has informed me
that Miss Gwilt has exposed herself to the sus
picion of having deceived us by a false reference.
On my expressing the surprise which such an
extraordinary statement caused me, and request
ing that it might be instantly substantiated, I
was still further astonished by being told to ap
ply for all particulars to no less a person than
Mr. Armadale. I have vainly requested some
further explanation from Mrs. Milroy ; she per
sists in maintaining silence, and in referring me
to yourself." Under these extraordinary circumstances I
am compelled, in justice to all parties, to ask
you certain questions, which I will endeavor to
put as plainly as possible, and which I am quite
ready to believe (from my previous experience
of you) that you will answer frankly on your
side.

"I beg to inquire, in the first place, whether
you admit or deny Mrs. Milroy's assertion that
you have made yourself acquainted with partic
ulars relating either to Miss Gwilt or to Miss
Gwilt's reference of which I am entirely igno
rant? In the second place, if you admit the
truth of Mrs. Milroy's statement, I request to
know how you became acquainted with those
particulars ? Thirdly, and lastly, I beg to ask
you what the particulars are ?
"If any special justification for putting these
questions be needed —which, purely as a matter
of courtesy toward yourself, I am willing to ad
mit—I beg to remind you that the most precious
charge in my house, the charge of my daughter,
is confided to Miss Gwilt ; and that Mrs. Mil
roy's statement places you, to all appearance,
in the position of being competent to tell me
whether that charge is properly bestowed or not.
" I have only to add that, as nothing has thus
far occurred to justify me in entertaining the
slightest suspicion either of my governess or her
reference, I shall wait before I make any appeal
to Miss Gwilt until I have received your answer
—which I shall expect by return of post.
"Believe mo, dear Sir, faithfully yours,

" David Milrot."

This transparently straightforward letter at
once dissipated the confusion which had thus far

existed in Allan's mind : he saw the snare in

which he had been caught as he had not seen
it yet. Mrs. Milroy had clearly placed him be
tween two alternatives—the alternative of put
ting himself in the wrong, by declining to an
swer her husband's questions; or the alterna
tive of meanly sheltering his responsibility be
hind the responsibility of a woman, by acknowl
edging to the major's own face that the major's
wife had deceived him. In this difficulty Allan
acted, as usual, without hesitation. His pledge
to Mrs. Milroy to consider their correspondence
private still bound him, disgracefully as she had
abused it. And his resolution was as immova
ble as ever to let no earthly consideration tempt
him into betraying Miss Gwilt. "I may have
behaved like a fool," he thought, "but I won't
break my word ; and I won't be the means of
turning that miserable woman adrift in the world
again."
He wrote to the major as artlessly and briefly
as he had written to the major's wife. He de
clared his unwillingness to cause a friend and
neighbor any disappointment, if he could possi-

'

bly help it. On this occasion he had no other
choice. The questions the major asked him
were questions which ho could not consent to
answer. He was not very clever at explaining
himself, and he hoped he might be excused for
putting it in that way, and saying no more.
Monday's post brought with it Major Milroy's
rejoinder, and closed the correspondence :

" The Cottage, Tnonrs-AijnaOSE,
" Sunday.

" Sir,—Your refusal to answer my questions,
unaccompanied as it is by even the shadow of
an excuse for such a proceeding, can be inter
preted but in one way. Besides being an im
plied acknowledgment of the correctness of Mrs.
Milroy's statement, it is also an implied reflec
tion on my governess's character. As an act
of justice toward a lady w ho lives under the
protection of my roof, and who has given me no
reason whatever to distrust her, I shall now show
our correspondence to Miss Gwilt ; and I shall
repeat to her the conversation which I had with
Mrs. Milroy on this subject, in Mrs. Milroy's
presence.
" One word more respecting the future rela
tions between us, and I have done. My ideas
on certain subjects are, I dare say, the ideas of
an old-fashioned man. In my time we bad a
code of honor by which we regulated our actions.
According to that code, if a man made private
inquiries into a lady's affairs, without being
either her husband, her father, or her brother,
he subjected himself to the responsibility of jus
tifying his conduct in the estimation of others ;
and, if he evaded that responsibility, he abdi
cated the position of a gentleman. It is quite
possible that this antiquated way of thinking
exists no longer ; but it is too late for me, at my
time of life, to adopt more modern views. I
am scrupulously anxious, seeing that we live in
a country and a time in which the only court of
honor is a police-court, to express myself with
the utmost moderation of language upon this the
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last occasion that I shall have to communicate
with you. Allow me, therefore, merely to re
mark that our ideas of the conduct which is be

coming in a gentleman differ seriously ; and

permit me on this account to request that you
will consider yourself for the future as a stranger
to my family and to myself.

"Your obedient servant,
" David Milbot."

The Monday morning on which his client re
ceived the major's letter was the blackest Mon

day that had yet been marked in Pedgift's cal

endar. When Allan's first angry sense of the
tone of contempt in which his friend and neigh
bor pronounced sentence upon him had sub

sided, it left him sunk in a state of depression
from which no efforts made by his traveling

companion could rouse bim for the rest of the

day. Reverting naturally, now that his sen
tence of banishment had been pronounced, to

his early intercourse with the cottage, his mem

ory went back to Neelie, more regretfully and
more penitently than it had gone back to her

yet.
" If she had shut the door on me instead

of her father," was the bitter reflection with
which Allan now reviewed the past, "I shouldn't
have had a word to say against it ; I should have
felt it served me right."
The next day brought another letter—a wel
come letter this time— from Mr. Brock. Allan
had written to Somersetshire on the subject of

refitting the yacht some days since. The letter
had found the rector engaged, as he innocently

supposed, in protecting his old pupil against the
woman whom he had watched in London, and
whom he now believed to have followed him
back to his own home. Acting under the direc
tions sent to her, Mrs. Oldershaw's house-maid
had completed the mystification of Mr. Brock.
She had tranquilized all further anxiety on the
rector's part by giving him a written undertak

ing (in the character of Miss Gwilt), engaging
never to approach Mr. Armadale, either person
ally or by letter ! Firmly persuaded that he
had won the victory at last, poor Mr. Brock an
swered Allan's note in the highest spirits, ex
pressing some natural surprise at his leaving
Thorpe-Ambrose, but readily promising that the

yacht should be refitted, and offering the hospi
tality of the rectory in the heartiest manner.
This letter did wonders in raising Allan's spir
its. It gave him a new interest to look to, en
tirely disassociated from his past life in Norfolk.
He began to count the days that were still to
pass before the return of his absent friend. It
was then Tuesday. If Midwinter came back
from his walking trip, as he had engaged to
come back, in a fortnight, Saturday would find
him at Thorpe-Ambrose. A note sent to meet
the traveler might bring him to London the
same night ; and, if all went well, before anoth
er week was over they might be afloat together
in the yacht.
The next day passed, to Allan's relief, with
out bringing any letters. The spirits of Ped-

gift rose sympathetically with the spirits of his
client. Toward dinner-time he reverted to the
mens sana in corpore sano of the ancients, and
issued his orders to the head-waiter more royally
than ever.

Thursday came, and brought the fatal post
man with more news from Norfolk. A letter-
writer now stepped on the scene who had not

appeared there yet ; and the total overthrow of
all Allan's plans for a visit to Somersetshire was
accomplished on the spot.
Pedgift Junior happened that morning to be
first at the breakfast-table. When Allan came
in he relapsed into his professional manner, aud
offered a letter to his patron with a bow per
formed in dreary silence.
"For me?" inquired Allan, shrinking in
stinctively from a new correspondent
"For you, Sir, from my father," replied Fed
gift, " inclosed in one to myself. Perhaps you
will allow me to suggest, by way of preparing
you for— for something a little uupleasant—that
we shall want a particularly good dinner to-day ;
and (if they're not performing any modern Ger
man music to-night) I think we should do well
to finish the evening melodiously at the Opera.''
"Something wrong at Thorpe -Ambrose?''
asked Allan.
" Yes, Mr. Armadale ; something wrong at
Thorpe- Ambrose."
Allan sat down resignedly and opened the
letter.

u Higu Struct, TllOEI'E-AMBBg6E,
"July I7, 1851.

" Private and confidential
" Dear Sm,—I can not reconcile it with my

sense of duty to your interests to leave you any
longer in ignorance of reports current in this
town and its neighborhood, which, I regret to
say, are reports affecting yourself.
" The first intimation of any thing uupleasant
reached mo on Monday last. It was widely ru
mored in the town that something had gone
wrong at Major Milroy's with the new governess,
and that Mr. Armadale was mixed up in it. I
paid no heed to this, believing it to be one of
the many trumpery pieces of scandal perpetual
ly set goins here ; and as necessary as the air
they breathe to the comfort of the inhabitants
of this highly respectable place.
"Tuesday, however, put the matter in a new
light. The most interesting particulars were cir
culated on the highest authority. On Wednes

day the gentry in the neighborhood took the
matter up, and universally sanctioned the view

adopted by the town. To-day the public feel

ing has reached its climax, and I find myself
under the necessity of making you acquainted
with what has happened.
"To begin at the beginning. It is asserted
that a correspondence took place last week be

tween Major Milroy and yourself, in which yon
cast a very serious suspicion on Miss Gwilt's re

spectability, without defining your accusation,

and without (on being applied to) producing
your proofs. Upon this the major appears to
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have felt it his duty (while assuring his gov

erness of his own firm belief in her respectabili
ty) to inform her of what had happened, in

order that she might have no future reason to

complain of his having had any concealments

from her in a matter affecting her character.
Very magnanimous on the major's part ; but
you will see directly that Miss Gwilt was more
magnanimous still. After expressing her thanks
in a most becoming manner, she requested per
mission to withdraw herself from Major Milroy's
service.
" Various reports are in circulation as to the
governess's reason for taking this step.
"The authorized version (as sanctioned by
the resident gentry) represents Miss Gwilt to
have said that she could not condescend— in
justice to herself and in justice to her highly

respectable reference— to defend her reputation
against undefined imputations cast on it by a
comparative stranger. At the same time it was
impossible for her to pursue such a course of
conduct as this unless she possessed a freedom
of action which was quite incompatible with her
continuing to occupy the dependent position of

n governess. For that reason she felt it incum
bent on her to leave her situation. But while
doing this she was equally determined not to

lead to any misinterpretation of her motives by
leaving the neighborhood. No matter at what
inconvenience to herself, she would remain long
enough at Thorpe-Ambrose to await any more

definitely-expressed imputations that might be

made on her character, and to repel them pub
licly the instant they assumed a tangible form.
" Such is the position which this high-minded
lady has taken up, with an excellent effect on
the public mind in these parts. It is clearly
her interest, for some reason, to leave her situ
ation without leaving the neighborhood. On

Monday last she established herself in a cheap
lodging on the outskirts of the town. And on
the same day she probably wrote to her refer

ence, for yesterday there came a letter from that

lady to Major Milroy, full of virtuous indigna
tion, and courting the fullest inquiry. The let

ter has been shown publicly, and has immensely
strengthened Miss Gwilt's position. She is now
considered to be quite a heroine. The Thorpe-
Ambrose Mercury has got a leading article about
her, comparing her to Joan of Arc. It is con
sidered probable that she will be referred to in
the sermon next Sunday. We reckon five
strong-minded single ladies in this neighbor
hood, and all five have called on her. A test
imonial was suggested ; but it has been given
up at Miss Gwilt's own request, and a general
movement is now on foot to get her employment
as a teacher of music. Lastly, I have had the
honor of a visit from the lady herself, in her

capacity of martyr, to tell me, in the sweetest
manner, that she doesn't blame Mr. Armadale ;
and that she considers him to be an innocent
instrument in the hands of other and more de
signing people. I was carefully on my guard
with her : for I don't altogether believe in Miss

Gwilt, and I have my lawyer's suspicions of the
motive that is at the bottom of her present pro
ceedings.
"I have written thus far, my dear Sir, with
little hesitation or embarrassment. But there
is unfortunately a serious side to this business
as well as a ridiculous side ; and I must unwill
ingly come to it before I close my letter.
" It is, I think, quite impossible that you can
permit yourself to be spoken of as you are spoken
of now without stirring personally in the matter.
You have unluckily made many enemies here,
and foremost among them is my colleague, Mr.
Darch. He has been showing every where a
somewhat rashly-expressed letter you wrote to
him on the subject of letting the cottage to
Major Milroy instead of to himself, and it has
helped to exasperate the feeling against you.
It is roundly stated, in so many words, that you
have been prying into Miss Gwilt's family affairs
with the most dishonorable motives ; that you
have tried, for a profligate purpose of your own,
to damage her reputation, and to deprive her of
the protection of Major Milroy's roof ; and that,
after having been asked to substantiate by proof
the suspicions that you have cast on the reputa
tion of a defenseless woman, you have main
tained a silence which condemns you in the es
timation of all honorable men.
"I hope it is quite unnecessary for me to say
that I don't attach the smallest particle of credit
to these infamous reports. But they are too
widely spread and too widely believed to be
treated with contempt. I strongly urge you to
return at once to this place, and to take the nec

essary measures for defending your character,
in concert with me, as your legal adviser. I
have formed, since my interview with Miss

Gwilt, a very strong opinion of my own on the

subject of that lady, which it is not necessary to
commit to paper. Suffice it to say here, that I
shall have a means to propose to you for silenc

ing the slanderous tongues of your neighbors,
on the success of which I stake my professional
reputation, if you will only back me by your
presence and authority.
"It may, perhaps, help to show you the ne
cessity there is for your return, if I mention one
other assertion respecting yourself which is in
every body's mouth. Your absence is

, I blush
to tell you, attributed to the meanest of all mo

tives. It is said that you are remaining in
London because you are afraid to show your
face at Thorpe-Ambrose.
" Believe me, dear Sir, your faithful servant,

"A. Bedgift, Sen'."

Allan was of an age to feel the sting contained
in the last sentence of his lawyer's letter. He
started to his feet in a paroxysm of indignation,
which revealed his character to Pedgift Junior
in an entirely new light.
" Where's the time-table ?" cried Allan. " I

must go back to Thorpe-Ambrose by the next

train ! If it doesn't start directly I'll have a
special engine. I must and will go back in
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stantly, and I don't care two straws for the ex
pense!"
" Suppose we telegraph to my father, Sir?"
suggested the judicious Pedgift. "It's the
quickest way of expressing your feelings, and
the cheapest."
" So it is," said Allan. " Thank you for re
minding me of it. Telegraph to them ! Tell
your father to give every man in Thorpe-Am
brose the lie direct, in my name. Put it in
capital letters, Pedgift—put it in capital let
ters !"
Pedgift smiled and shook his head. If he
was acquainted with no other variety of human
nature, he thoroughly knew the variety that ex
ists in country towns.
"It won't have the least effect on them, Mr.
Armadale," he remarked, quietly. "They'll
only go on lying harder than ever. If you want
to upset the whole town, one line will do it.
With five shillings' worth of human labor and
electric fluid, Sir (I dabble a little in science
after business hours), we'll explode a bombshell
in Thorpe-Ambrose !" He produced the bomb
shell on a slip of paper as he spoke : "A. Ped
gift, Junioj;, to A. Pedgift, Senior.—Spread it
all over the place that Mr. Armadale is coming
down by the next train."
i ' More words, " suggested Allan, looking over
his shoulder. " Make it stronger."
"Leave my father to make it stronger, Sir,"
returned the judicious Pedgift. " My father is
on the spot, and his command of language is
something quite extraordinary." He rang the
bell, and dispatched the telegram.
Now that something had been done Allan
subsided gradually into a state of composure.
He looked back again at Mr. Pedgift's letter,
and then handed it to Mr. Pedgift's son.
"Can you guess your father's plan for setting
me right in the neighborhood?" he asked.
Pedgift the younger shook his wise head.

"His plan appears to be connected in some
way, Sir, with his opinion of Miss Gwilt."
"I wonder what he thinks of her?" said Allan.
"I shouldn't be surprised, Mr. Armadale,"
returned Pedgift Junior, " if his opinion stag
gers you a little when you come to hear it. My
father has had a large legal experience of the
shady side of the sex, and he learned his pro
fession at the Old Bailey."
Allan made no further inquiries. He seemed
to shrink from pursuing the subject, after hav
ing started it himself. " Let's be doing some
thing to kill the time," he said. "Let's pack
up and pay the bill."
They packed up and paid the bill. The hour
came, and the train left for Norfolk at last.
While the travelers were on their way back a
somewhat longer telegraphic message than Al
lan's was flashing its way past them along the
wires in the reverse direction—from Thorpe-
Ambrose to London. The message was in ci
pher, and, the signs being interpreted, it ran
thus:
"From Lydia Gwilt to Maria Oldershaw —
Good news ! He is coming back. I mean to
have an interview with him. Every thing looks
well. Now I have left the cottage I have no
women's prying eyes to dread, and I can come
and go as I please. Mr. Midwinter is luckily
out of the way. I don't despair of becoming
Mrs. Armadale yet. Whatever happens, depend
on my keeping away from London until I am
certain of not taking any spies after me to your
place. I am in no hurry to leave Thorpe- Am
brose. I mean to be even with Miss Milroy
first."

Shortly after that message was received in
London Allan was back again in his own house.
It was evening—Pedgift Junior had just left
him, and Pedgift Senior was expected to call
on business in half an hour's time.

THE RAISING OF THE FRIGATES.
A Y, lift them up from out their watery grave,
Tho brave old warriors of the untamed sea,

And let them float once more upon the wave

To bear aloft the banner of the Free!

Let it ware proudly from the tapering mast,

That harbinger of hope to younger lands,

Unclouded by the battle's echoing blast,

Secure against the reach of traitor hands.

Lift them again, and make their ribs of oak
Strong to resist the angry raging tides

As when from out their porta the cannon spoke,

And tho black monster gored their serried sides.

I hear again the battle's deafening noise;
The rebel Captain, arrogant and vain,

Cry, a Strike your flag!" I hear our gallant boya
Cheer in reply; and Morris speaks again!

Crash go the timbers! Reeling with the shock,

Tiie gallant frigate settles in her grave,
As one that strikes upon a treacherous rock,

And o'er her deck rises and fulls the wave!

Long shall the tale be told of that fierce fight

In Hampton Roads, where our brave squadron lay:
God grant that never more the warm sun's light

May shine upon so sad and dark a dayl

For Right has triumphed : back Into the gloom

Shrinks Treason branded with the mark of shame;

And dark Oppression in her place gives room

To costly Freedom with her glorious name I

Ay, lift them up from out their watery grave,
The brave old veterans of the untamed sea,

And let them float once more upon its wave

To bear aloft the banner of the Free I
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FIGHTING JOE HOOKER.

THE
name and fame of General Joe Hooker

are, or ought to be, dear to every American,
for he is eminently a national man. Born in
Massachusetts he has resided in every section
of the country, and is cosmopolitan in habits and
ideas. Nature never made him for one section
of the land. He has fought over every part of
the land, from Maryland to Mexico, from the
Potomac to beyond the Rio Grande, and has
come, a private citizen from the most westerly
military district of California, to command as
Brigadier-General of the regular army the most
easterly department of the reunited country.
Every Californian, if not every American, is
proud of Joe Hooker, for he is a representative
man of that peculiar raco of pioneers drawn
from every State of the Union and nationality
of the globe.

Hooker is naturally a fighting man, a bellig
erent by nature, as much as Philip Sheridan,
and he insists on forcing every dispute to the
arbitrement of arms. Actual blows satisfy him
best, and from the very nature of his mental
organization "war to the knife" is an admitted
motto with him. A curious accident gave Hook
er the title of " Fighting Joe;" but few of the
multitude who read of him under that appella
tion, and none of those who, in the heat of polit
ical and partisan discussion, endeavored to ridi
cule both person and expression, suspected how

accurately the title described the character of
the man.
A man born with his disposition would natu
rally seek the army. Hooker entered West
Point and studied his way through with a zeal
and industry which must have placed him higher
than twenty-eight in a class of fifty graduates
had he not, like Sheridan, suffered for his bellig
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crency in the estimation of the staid and steady
professors of that institute. He, however, got
through the course creditably in 1837, and man

aged, being still young, and the belligerency of
his nature not fully developed, to exist in the
quiet position of Adjutant ofWest Point. After
ward he also managed to endure the monotony
of the Adjutant-General's department for five

years, until the war with Mexico broke out,
when he sought adventure, promotion, and fame
in the active service. The Mexican war was
the great opportunity of many young lives, the
practical schooling of nearly all who distin
guished themselves during the late war for the
Union. To Hooker, young, ambitious, and bel-
ligerent, the opportunity was highly weleomed.
The declaration of war was hailed by him with
an intense joy that would have horrified his
Puritan fathers if they could have been cogni
zant of it.
Hooker's career in Mexico was not remem
bered when the rebellion began or he would have
earlier stood high in the confidence of the Gov
ernment, for it was among the most brilliant of
the many successes attained by the many very
able young men engaged in that war. To have
risen under the old and very faulty organization
of the army, in a short war, in which there were
few casualties, from a Lieutenant to be brevetted
Lieutenant-Colonel of the regular army was no
small achievement. Hooker was successively
brevetted Captain, Major, and Lieutenant-Col
onel, "for gallant and meritorious conduct" in
the several conflicts at Monterey, in, the affair
at the National Bridge, and in the assault of
Chapultepec. He was detailed, if I remember
rightly, early in the campaign as Adjutant-Gen
eral on the staff of General Gideon Pillow, and
though Gabriel Rains and Ripley were associ
ated with him on duty it was generally under
stood and felt that the young chief of staff fur
nished all the brains and most of the energy and
industry to be found at the head-quarters of the
division. Pillow, Rains, and Ripley became
somewhat notorious during the late rebellion as
officers of the rebel army. During the war with
Mexico sectional feeling ran high on the subject
of supporting the Administration in the prose
cution of an offensive war, and very often young
Hooker was compelled to hear tirades uttered
by these Southern officers against his native
State which gave a lukewarm support to the
army, but he never allowed them to pass uure-

proved or nuresented. A less positive character
than Hooker might have been influenced in his

State allegiance by such surroundings in a camp
composed almost exclusively of Southern sol
diers and at a head-quarters where prevailed the
most intensely bitter sectionalism which then
disgraced the army. The discussions which
grew out of the objections which the young
chief of staff took to the peculiar views of the
embryo rebels only served to confirm him in his
adherence to and love of the Government ; and
none of the old army officers entered into the
war for the Union with more alacrity or with a

clearer conception of the desperate purposes and
characters of the traitors than did Joe Hooker.
The peace which ensued in 1847 found Hooker
with the natural belligerency of his quick tem
per fully developed, his ambition fired, and his
restless activity of mind and body increased.
He had no disposition to return to the monotony
of the Adjutant-General's office, or to the quiet
of garrison duty, that even a captain of artil

lery, which he had become, would have to en
dure. The unadventurous career which a pro
fessional life in a settled country among civil
ized people promised was also without charms
to his restless mind. He remained in the army
only as long as the prospect of service in Mexico
and on the Pacific coast had any promise of
active service ; but soon finding that the peace
which followed the Mexican war was likely to be
profound and undisturbed, he resigned his com
mission, and plunged into the excitement of pio
neer life in the newly-discovered gold regions of
California. He purchased a ranche across the
bay from the City of San Francisco, and for a
short time became interested in the to him novel
duties of a farmer. It is natural to suppose
that this monotonous existence soon became

painfully dull to a person of Hooker's restless

disposition. The ranche was neglected for other
objects affording more excitement and adven

ture; but by the year 1860 this existence had
lost many of its charms, and Hooker again found
the "horrors of peace" upon him. Peace, it
must be known, has its horrors for some men,

just as the calm has its terrors for the seamen.
The consequence was that Hooker fell into some
of the bad habits which follow idleness. He was
a "fish out of water," with nothing of an agree
able character to do, and he restlessly ran into
spme excesses, which his California friends al

lude to as the process of "going to the dogs."
His business-character suffered, but not his so
cial standing. His ranche was neglected and
went to ruin. His health became somewhat
impaired, when, fortunately for him, the rebel
lion broke out. He hastened to Washington to
offer his services to the President. •

He succeeded after much difficulty in obtain
ing a commission, and gladly launched again
into active service. He became a changed man.
He had abandoned his bad habits with the case
and readiness of a man of resolute and determ

ined mind, and now, engaged in that profession
which had every charm for him, he began in

earnest the prosecution of the true aim of his

life. He believed in fate and destiny ; believed
that strong minds and brave hearts control their

own fortunes ; and with firm confidence in him

self announced to his friends who congratulated
him on his appointment that one day he would

be at the head of the army, of which he was

then only a brigade commander.
If Hooker's military career be examined criti
cally it will be found that his success as a leader
has been due to the impetuosity, boldness, and

energy with which he fights. His presence on
a battle-field may be said to bo caleulated to
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supply all deficiencies in the discipline of the
troops. His •presence and demeanor inspired
his troops with the qualities of courage and dar

ing which distinguished himself, and restored
morale to broken columns with the same success
as that which ever marked the presence of Philip
Sheridan. As commander of the Army of the
Potomac General Hooker never met with brill
iant success. He assumed command at a time
when the bitter jealousies which disgraced that

army most impaired its energies and retarded
its action. He had little of the love or admira
tion, and consequently little of the genuine sup
port, of his subordinate commanders ; while he

was, by reason of his promotion, further re
moved from immediate direction of his troops,
and the inspiration of his presence was lost on
those who had learned to believe in him.
No one will attempt to deny that Hooker held
such a control over his men, and that his pres
ence among his troops in battle had much to do
with their effectiveness. His was what has been
called "a powerful presence." He was des
tined for a leader, not a director of troops, and
hence his greatest success has been as the leader
of fractional corps of great armies. His battles,
on the Peninsula ; his vigorous pursuit of the
rebels from Yorktown; his conduct throughout
the "battle-week on the Chickahominy ;" and
his engagement at Malvern Hill, were the deeds
which are familiarly known throughout the

country. His success as the commander of a
corps in the West will eventually become not
less familiar to the public; and his achieve
ments at Lookout Mountain, Rosacea, and be
fore Atlanta will be the basis for the establish
ment of his true character as a military man.
The " battle above the clouds," as tho assault
of Lookout Mountain has been called, was an
episode of the operations of Chattanooga, as
conducted by Grant; but it was planned in all
its details and executed in all its completeness
by Hooker. Tho original intention of Grant
was to attack Lookout with a force only suffi

ciently large to keep busy tho rebel force occu
pying it while tho main attack was made else
where. Tbo destruction of a pontoon bridge
which connected Hooker's camp with that of
Sherman and Thomas forced Grant to leave
Hooker a much larger force than he had at first
intended ; and he then gave Hooker permission
to assault the mountain with all his force. This
order was received about noon on the 25th of
November, but before nightfall he had planned
and had executed an attack which was as brill
iant as daring. Two months' observation of the
mountain from his camp in the valley had given
him a full knowledge of all its outlines, its
roads, etc., and it is easy to believe that the
plan which Hooker decided upon had had for
some time a place in his mind. It was as unique
in conception ns it proved successful in execu
tion. A small force under Osterhaus was or
dered to make a feint upon the enemy's rifle-
pits at the point (or "nose," as Rosecrans calls

it
) of the mountain, while with Geary and Ire-
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land and Crafts and Whitaker he moved up tin
valley until in rear of the enemy's position, as
cended the side of the range until the head of
his column reached the palisades which crown
the mountain, and, forming his line of battle at

right angles with the palisades, marched for
ward, taking the rebel works in flank and rear,

and secured about thirteen hundred prisoners.
The enemy fled around the"nose" of the mount
ain, closely pursued to a position on the oppo
site side, where Hooker again attacked. After
ono or two desperate efforts the rebel works
were carried, but it was at such a late hour
(midnight) that it was impossible to dislodge
them from a position controlling a mountain-

road, by which they evacuated during the night.
The mountain thus assaulted is fourteen hun
dred feet above the Tennessee River, and was
held by a force of at least six thousand, strongl y

fortified. He must be a regular mountaineer
who can unopposed make the ascent of tin
mountain without halting several times to rest ;

and the story of the assault seems incredible to
one standing on the summit, whore the rebels
were posted, and looking at the rough ascent
over which Hooker charged. Only a general in
whom the disposition to fight was largely devel

oped could have conceived such a project, and

only troops inspired by tho presence of one
whom they knew to be a brave and daring
leader could have executed the ambitious plan.
The well-known effect of Sheridan's presence
at Cedar Creek was not more remarkable in re
storing the morale of his army than was that of

Hooker at Peach-Tree Creek, Georgia, in re

trieving the disaster which was there threatened.
The Army of the Cumberland was surprised at
that point on 20th July while on the march, and
being vigorously attacked was in great danger
of being routed. It was a well-known fact that
the presence of Hooker every where along the
line of the threatened and almost defeated army
kept the men in line, at the work, and finalh
saved the day. Were it within the purpose of
this sketch to do so, no better illustration of tin'
fighting General could be given than a detailed

account of this battle, in which Hooker was tin-

central—only figure. The country is as mucli
indebted to him personally for the victory as to

Sheridan for Cedar Creek, Rousseau for Perry -

ville, or Thomas for Chickamauga.
Hooker is " his own worst enemy"—not in n

common and vulgar acceptance of that term, now
universally applied to those who indulge their

appetite at the expense of the brain. His weak
ness is not of the vulgar order, but has been the
disease of great minds immemorial. His gront
crime against weak humanity lies in the fitrl
that he was born a critic. Iago was not mon-
positively .critical than Hooker, though ho is ii"t

necessarily "nothing if not critical." He en n

not resist the temptation to criticise ; and beiiig
unable to appreciate that questionable code of

morality in which policy dictates that the truth

is not always to be spoken, he has made him

self life-long enemies. He can attribute \vi;h
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perfect justice every failure of his life to that
one "weakness of the noble mind." It accel
erated his retirement from the service in 1853.
It originated the difficulties which nearly pre
vented his re-entry into the service in 1861.
It retarded his promotion : lay at the root of nil
his difficulties as commander of the Army of the
Potomae, made enemies of his subordinates, and
defeated his every plan, and at last forced him
to resign command of the army. It nearly de
feated his every effort to regain a command.

It cost him many difficulties in the event, and
finally forced him to retire from active com
mand under Sherman just as the war was being
wound up with the grand crescendo movement
of Grant.
The candor of Hooker's criticisms make themt
highly palatable. One naturally admires the de
cision which marks them ; and though his rea
sonings may not be correct, nor his deductions
just, we must enjoy the perfect independence
with which they are uttered.
His criticism on the battle of Bull Run first
brought him to the consideration of Mr. Lin
coln, who read characters at a glance. His
famous criticism on M'Clellan, on which he did,
not hesitate (he never hesitates either to censure
or to fight) to nttribute the failure of the penin
sula Campaign to " the want of generalship on
the part of our commander," gavo him more

publicity than his battles. The late President
used to remark that he had never had occasion
to change the favorable opinion which he form
ed of Hooker on hearing his criticism on the
battle of Bull Run. The criticism on M'Clel
lan indicates the churacter of the critic as that
of a quick, resolute, decided man, ready to take
all responsibilities. The character has been
fully established by Hooker since he uttered
that remarkably free criticism.
His retirement from the army was accelerated,
and his subsequent return to the service was re
tarded, as has been stated, by this habit of freely
criticising the operations of the army. The
history of his troubles is as follows: Immedi
ately after the close of the war with Mexico
Hooker was called upon to testify before a
Court of Investigation, which had the settle
ment of the difficulties between Pillow and
Worth growing ont of the assault on Chapul-
tepec. In the course of his examination he
very freely criticised some of the movements of
General Scott ; and with that confidence in his
own judgment, which is a marked characteristic
of Hooker, and which, strange to say, betrays
nothing egotistical about it

,

told how he should
have accomplished the same ends at less loss by
other movements. Scott, with good reason, was j

mortally offended ; and when Hooker's resigna
tion reached his hands in the rontinc channel
of business, it was not delayed for lack of ap
proval, but was forwarded with a recommenda
tion that it bo accepted. When he wished at
the beginning of the rebellion to return to the
army the same officer stood in the way ; and
being supreme in authority, ander the Presi

dent, he permitted Hooker to beg for admission
for some months, keeping him dancing unnvail-
ingly at the doors of the war-office.
Hooker lingered for several months, only leav
ing the city to witness the Bull Run battle ;

but at last wearied out and seeing no hope of
attaining his ends he determined to return to
California. Before leaving, however, he called
upon the President, whom he had never met, to
pay his parting respects, and was introduced as
"Captain Hooker." The President received
him in his usual kind style, but was about to
dismiss him, as time required that he should
dismiss many, with a few civil phrases, when ho
was surprised by Hooker's determined tones into
JUtening to his history.
"Mr. President," he began, "my friend
makes a mistake. I am not ' Captain Hook
er,' but was once Lieutenant-Colonel Hooker
of the regular army. I was lately a farmer in
California, but since the rebellion broke out I

have been here trying to get into the service, but
find I am not wanted. I am about to return
home, but before going I was anxious to pay my
respects to you, and to express my wishes for
your personal welfare and success in quelling
this rebellion. And I want to say one word
more," he added, abruptly: "I was at Bull
Run the other day, Mr. President, and it is no
vanity in me to sny I am a damned sight better
general than you had on that field."
The President, who was Hooker's firmest
friend afterward, used to take great pleasure in
telling the circumstance, and the effect of the

speech upon him. The boast was made in the
tone not of a braggart but of a firm, confident
man who looked him straight in the eye, and,
when the President said afterward, appeared at
that moment as if fully competent to make good
his words. He was satisfied that he would at
least try, and, impressed with his resolute air,
he rose from his chair and requested him to de
fer his return to California. Hooker remained,
and among the numerous changes which fol
lowed the battle of Bull Bun was the trans
formation of "Mr. Hooker" into "Brigadier-
General Hooker."
Hooker sometimes indulged in sharp criti
cisms even in his official reports. During the
battle in Lookout Valley Hooker sent a portion
of his left wing, under Shurtz, to the assistance
of Geary ; but General Shurtz became mixed as
to his topography, and did not reach the battle
field until too late. He reported, in extenua
tion of his failure, that he had found a wide

swamp in his path, and had been compelled to

go around it. Hooker, in his official report,
after stating General Shurtz's excuse, adds very
quietly that he had thoroughly examined the

country between General Shurtz's camp and the

battle-field, and that it was evident that the Gen
eral had been mistaken as to the existence of
the swamp.
When Burnsido was in command of theArmy
of the Potomac he executed an order, which was

afterward suppressed by the President, dismiss
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ing several officers of his army from the service
for various reasons. Among the number was
General Hooker, dismissed, as might naturally
be supposed, for having criticised the action of
his commanding General at Fredericksburg.
The order, which was known as " General Or
der No. 8," was not carried into effect, and only
saw the light through the treachery of a clerk
in the Adjutant-General's offico of the army.
On the contrary, Burnsidc soon after resigned
and Hooker assumed command of his army.
Hooker left the Army of the Cumberland in
consequence ofhaving freely criticised Sherman's
movements on the advance on Atlanta. The
failure of Sherman to promptly follow up his
success in seizing Snake Creek Gap, and to re
trieve the blunder of M'Pherson on retiring
before Resacca in May, 1864, was particularly
provoking not only to Hooker but to every other
commander who saw Joe Johnston clip through
Sherman's fingers in consequence of that delay,
and Hooker very freely alluded to it as a blun
der. The natural consequence of this, and sub.
sequent instances of candid criticism on Hook
er's part, was the creation of some considerable
prejudice against him in Sherman's mind, and,
when he found an opportunity, he took occa-'
sion to resent it. When M'Pherson was killed
Hooker was left the senior Major- General in
command of a corps in Sherman's army, and he
naturally expected to be placed in command,
the more so as the President so desired. But
Sherman appointed General O. O. Howard to
the command, subject of course to the approval
of the Commander-in-Chief. Mr. Lincoln tel
egraphed Sherman requesting him to appoint
General Hooker, and in Sherman's reiteration
of his desire to have General Howard appoint
ed, the President urged Hooker's appointment
in stronger terms. General Sherman replied
that "his resignation was at the service of the
President," and made it a condition of Hooker's
appointment that he should be allowed to re
sign. The consequence was tlAt Howard was
appointed and Hooker was relieved at his own
request, and sent by the President to command
the Department of the Northwest. He retained
this command until July last, when he was or
dered to relieve General Dix, and assumed com
mand of the Department of the East on July 15,
1865.

Like most nervous men Hooker is untiringly
energetic. He goes at every thing, as he does
at the enemy, with a dash. He talks at you
with vigor, piles argument on argument in rap
id succession —which requires no less vigorous
thought to follow and answer—couples facts with
invectives, and winds up with a grand charge
of resistless eloquence which has much the same
effect as the grand charge of a reserve force in
battle. He works with the same rapidity — the
same nervous, resistless energy, and does not
know what fatigue is. He has energy equal to
Sherman, and in his organization and habits is
like Sherman. Hooker is the very imperson
ation of manly grace, dignity, delicacy—a thor

ough-bred gentleman. Hooker has energy equal
to Grant ; but he has not Grant's patiencej stoi
cism, or imperturbability. He is not content,
like Grant, to wait for results. His strength lies
in his momentum ; Grant's in his weight. It
was perhaps because Hooker so nearly resembles
him, and because Howard had such opposite
characteristies, that Sherman preferred the lat
ter as commander of the Army of the Tennes
see. Howard and Hooker have certain quali
ties in common, but yet are as different in or
ganization as Sherman and Howard. Howard

is
,

like Hooker, a finished gentleman. No one
meeting him can fail to notice that both arc
equally graceful, equally handsome, equally dig
nified, considerate, manly, and courteous. But
Howard, unlike Hooker, is exceedingly me
thodical, is always calm, self-possessed, and of

a
'

lymphatic rather than bilious temperament.
Hooker is ever sanguine, Howard a quick work
er; but it is not to be supposed that Hooker
flags in his hasty labor. His energy never gives
out, and he is as persistent as Thomas, more so
than Sherman, and vies with Grant in this re
spect.

It is not to be supposed from what has been
said about Hooker's disposition to criticise that
he is of a vindictive nature. His disgust is not
irrevocable. He is always ready to forgive a
blunder when retrieved by a success. He is

particularly constant in his friendships. There
are several instances of his friendship for men,
which are remembered without being remarka
ble except for their constancy, and as illustrating
the kindness of his heart. He was particularly
devoted years ago to a friend whom he made in
Mexico under rather singular circumstances.
During the battle of Churubusco he was sent by
Pillow with an ovder to one of the brigade com
manders. Being compelled to cross a ditched
field—very common in Mexico —he went on foot,
with only his sabre at his side. While crossing
the field he was suddenly attacked, not by Mex
ican Lancers, but by a Mexican bull, who dashed

unexpectedly at him. He immediately turned
and gave battle in the true matador style, thrust
ing with his sabre whenever an opportunity offer
ed, and springing out of the way with all the activ
ity of a bull-fighting Spaniard. He was fast get
ting weary of the sport, however, when he saw a

private of the Mounted Rifles and called on him
to shoot the beast. The soldier quickly obeyed
orders, crossed the ditch and shot the bull, much
to the relief of Hooker. The soldier immedi

ately afterward disappeared, and Hooker found

it impossible to discover him, though search was
made through camp for the preserver of his life.
He did not give up the search, however, and at
last discovered the man four years after in Wash
ington. He was in want. Hooker having some
influence obtained him a position in one of the
departments at Washington, where he still re
mains a firm friend of Joe Hooker, and boast
ing of enjoying the friendship of tho "com
mander of the best army on the planet."
The title of "Fighting Joe" is very offensive
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to General Hooker ; but we have chosen to use it
as the heading for this article because it accu
rately as well as briefly describes the character
of the man. It was given him by an accident,
but it was a happy one ; and when history comes
to sum up the characteristies of our heroes, she
will apply it as indicative of Hooker's character.
The cirenmstances under which it was given are
as follows : The agent of the New York Asso
ciated Press is often compelled, during exciting
times, to furnish his telegraphic accounts by
piecemeals, in order to enable the papers to lay
the facts before the public as fast as possible ;
and hence, in order to number the pages cor
rectly, he has to originate what are called " run
ning heads," each being repeated with every
page. It was common, for instance, during
the trial of the conspirators at Washington, to
number the pages : " Assassins, 1 ;" " Assas
sins, 2," etc. ; and during the removal of the
President's body to Springfield the running head
line was: "the Funeral, 1 ;" " the Funeral, 2,"
etc. When the account of the battle of Mal
vern Hill was being received by the Associated
Press, there was such great excitement in the
city that it even extended to the telegraph oper
ators and copyists, who were generally proof
against such fevers of excitement. In the midst
of the sensation which that battle created, one
of the copyists, in his admiration of the gal
lantry and daring of General Hooker as detailed
in the report, improvised a " running head,"
"Fighting Joe Hooker," which was repeated
page after page. Two or three of the papers
adopted it as the head-line for the printed ac
counts, and heralded the battle under that name.
The name "stuck," and has been fixed on Hook
er irretrievably. Instead of accepting the title as
a decree of fate, Hooker can not bear to hear it.
—" It always sounds to me," he once said, when
allusion had been made to it

, "as if it meant

' Fighting Fool.' It has really done me much
injury in making the public believe I am a fu
rious, headstrong fool, bent on making furious
dashes at the enemy. I never havo fought with
out good purpose and with fair chances of suc
cess. When I have decided to fight, I have done
so with all the vigor and strength I could com->
mand."
A very general idea prevails that General
Hooker is a hard drinker, very often indulging
to very great excess. As far ns the writer's
rather close observation goes, this is a mistake.
It had its origin with that pestiferous class of
humorists who devote their energies to the re
newal of old jokes for the sake ofmodern appli
cation. Many of the false impressions which
were afloat regarding Mr. Lincoln found their
origin in the habit which the Joe Millers of the

age had of crediting their stories, both witty
and vulgar, to Mr. Lincoln instead of to the
Irish usher as formerly. It is from these same
fellows that Hooker has suffered, and three-
fourths of those who declare him to be a drunk
ard have no better foundation for the assertion
than a story told as coming from Mr. Lincoln,
and commending Hooker to avoid Bourbon Coun
ty in his passage through Kentucky. A very
excellent article of sherry forms the chief con
tents of his wine chest, and supplies his camp-
table. His style of living in camp was elegant,
more from the attention of the staff officers who
messed with him than from his own desire,
taste, or exertions. He was always indifferent
to personal comfort, though very particular as
to personal appearance.
His complexion may have been the origin of
the stories about his drunkenness, but overy one
familiar with him knows that his roseate hue
was natural to him. His complexion was red
and white most beautifully blended, until he
looks as rosy as the most healthy woman alive.
His skin never tans nor bleaches, but peals i.tl
from exposure, leaving the same rosy complexion
always visible. The Spanish women in the city
of Mexico with whom he was a great favorite,
described his complexion by an adjective, a mon
grel Spanish word now forgotten, but which

signified, "the only man as beautiful as a wo
man." El Capitan Ilermoso, " the Handsome
Captain," was a phrase as common with the
Mexican ladies of the'Mexican capital as Gen
eral Hooker is now with the American ladies of
New York, or "Fighting Joe" .with the Ameri
can public generally. El Buenmozo was an
other phraso among them ; while more intimate
admirers called him El Guero, "the Light-
Haired." The light-brown hair is now much
tinged with gray, and El Buenmozo — the come

ly youth— is now, despite the ravages of time
and the attractions of the Spanish and other
dames, a finelv preserved old bachelor. The

tall, erect, muscular figure of El Capitan Her-
moso has not, nowever, been bent or weakened

by age. His physical endurance is just as great
as when he marched through Mexico. He

springs as nimbly into the saddle at the sound
of battle as he did twenty years ago, and the
full, clear eye of the commander of the Depart
ment of the East is just as bright to-day as it

was when ho was simply Captain and Chief of
Staff to General Pillow. The great changes of
the past twenty years have affected not his feat
ures but his fortunes. He has risen grade b

y

grade, by personal gallantry, to the rank of

Brigadier-General in the regular army of the
United States, and is already enjoying the com

mand of a Mnjoi-Goncral.
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OUR MUTUAL FRIEND.
BY CHARLES DICKENS.

IN FOUR BOOKS.— BOOK THE FOURTH. A TURNING.

CHAPTER V.

CONCERNING TUE MENDICANT'S BRIDE.

THE
impressive gloom with which Mrs. Wil-

fer received her husband on his return from

the wedding knocked so hard at the door of the

cherubic conscience, and likewise so impaired

the firmness of the cherubic legs, that the cul

prit's tottering condition of mind and body might

have aroused suspicion in less occupied persons
than the grimly heroic lady, Miss Lavinia, and

that esteemed friend of the family, Mr. George
Sampson. But the attention of all three being
fully possessed by the main fact of the marriage,

they had happily none to bestow on the guilty

conspirator ; to which fortunate circumstance he

owed the escape for which he was in nowise in
debted to himself.
"You do not, R. W.," said Mrs. Wilfer from
her stately corner, "inquire for your daughter,
Bella." ,
"To be sure, my dear," ho returned, with a
must flagrant assumption of unconsciousness, "I
did omit it. How—or perhaps I should rather
say where— is Bella ?"
"Not here," Mrs. Wjjfer proclaimed, with
folded arms.
The cherub faintly muttered something to the

abortive effect of "Oh, indeed, my dear!"
"Not here," repeated Mrs. Wilfer, in a stern
sonorous voice. " In a word, R. W., you havo j
no daughter Bella."
"No daughter Bella, my dear?"
" No. Your daughter Bella" said Mrs. Wil-
far, with the lofty air of never having had the
least copartnership in that young lady : of whom

she now made reproachful mention as an article

of luxury which her husband had set up entirely '

on his own account, and in direct opposition to

her advice: "—your daughter Bella has be
stowed herself upon a Mendicant."
" Good gracious, my dear !"
" Show your father his daughter Bella's let
ter, Lavinia," said Mrs. Wilfer, in her monoto
nous Act of Parliament tone, and waving her
hand. " I think your father will admit it to bo
documentary proof of what I tell him. I believe
your father is acquainted with his daughter Bel
la's writing. But I do not know. He may tell
you he is not. Nothing will surprise me."
"Posted at Greenwich, and dated this morn
ing," said the Irrepressible, flouncing at her fa
ther in handing him the evidence. " Hopes Ma
won't be angry, but is happily married to Mr.
John Rokesmith, and didn't mention it before
hand to avoid words, and please tell darling you,
and love to me, and I should like to know what
you'd have said if any other unmarried member
of the family had done it!"

He read the letter, and faintly exclaimed,
"Dear me!"
"You may well say Dear me !" rejoined Mrs.
Wilfer, in a deep tone. Upon which encourage
ment he said it again, though scarcely with the
success ho had expected ; for the scornful lady
then remarked, with extreme bitterness: "You
said that before."
" It's very surprising. But I suppose, my
dear," hinted the cherub, as he folded the letter
after a disconcerting silence, "that we must
make the best of it? Would you object to my
pointing out, my dear, that Mr. John Rokesmith
is not (so far as I am acquainted with him),
strictly speaking, a Mendicant ?"
"Indeed?" returned Mrs. Wilfer, with an
awful air of politeness. "Truly so? I was not
aware that Mr. John Rokesmith was a gentleman
of landed property. But I am much relieved to
hear it."
"I doubt if you have heard it, my dear," the
cherub submitted with hesitation.
"Thank you," said Mrs. Wilfer. "I make
false statements, it appears? So be it. If my
daughter flies in my face, surely my husband

may. The one thing is not more unnatural than
the other. There seems a fitness in the arrange
ment. By all means !" Assuming, with a
shiver of resignation, a deadly cheerfulness.
But here the Irrepressible skirmished into the
conflict, dragging the reluctant form of Mr.
Sampson after her.
"Ma," interposed the young lady, "I must
say I think it would be much better if you would
keep to the point, and not hold forth about peo

ple's flying into people's faces, which is nothing
more nor less than impossible nonsense."
" How !" exclaimed Mrs. Wilfer, knitting her
dark brows.
"Just im-possible nonsense, Ma," returned
Lavvy, "and George Sampson knows it is

,

as

well as I do."
Mrs. Wilfer suddenly becoming petrified, fixed
her indignant eyes upon the wretched George :

who, divided between the support due from him
to his love, and the support due from him to his
love's mamma, supported nobodv, not even him
self.

"The true point is," pursued Lavinia, "that
Bella has behaved in a most unsisterly way to
me, and might have severely compromised me
with George and with George's family, by mak
ing off and getting married in this very low and
disreputable manner—with some pew-opener or
other, I suppose, for abridemaid —when she ought
to have confided in me, and ought to have said,

' If, Lavvy, you consider it due to your engage
ment with George that you should countenance
the occasion b

y being prssent, then, Lavvy, I
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beg you to be present, keeping my secret from
Ma and Pa.' As of course I should have done."
"As of course you would have done? In-
grate 1" exclaimed Mrs. Wilfer. " Viper !"
"I say! You know, ma'am. Upon my honor
you mustn't," Mr. Sampson remonstrated, shak
ing his head seriously. "With the highest re
spect for you, ma'am, upon my life yon mustn't.
No, really, you know. When a man with the
feelings of a gentleman finds himself engaged to
a young lady, and it comes (even on the part of
a member of the family) to vipers, you know !—
I would merely put it to your own good feeling,
you know," said Mr. Sampson, in rather lame
conclusion.
Mrs. Wilfer's baleful stare at the young gen
tleman in acknowledgment of his obliging inter
ference was of such a nature that Miss Lavinia
burst into tears, and caught him round the neck
for his protection.
" My own unnatural mother," screamed the
yonng lady, "wants to annihilate George! But
you sha'n't be annihilated, George. I'll die
first!"
Mr. Sampson, in the arms of his mistress, still
struggled to shako his head at Mrs. Wilfer, and
to remark: "With every sentiment of respect
for you, you know, ma'am—vipers really doesn't
do you credit."
" You shall not bo annihilated, George !" cried
Miss Lavinia. " Ma shall destroy me. first, and
then she'll be contented. Oh, oh, oh! Have
I lured George from his happy home to expose
him to this! George, dear, be free! Leave
me, ever dearest George, to Ma and fii my fate.
Give my love to your aunt, George dear, and im
plore her not to curse the viper that has crossed
your path and blighted your existence. Oh, oh,
thl" The young lady who, hysterically speak
ing, was only just come of age, and had never
gone off yet, here fell into a highly creditable
crisis, which, regarded as a first performance,
was very successful ; Mr. Sampson, bending over
the body meanwhile, in a state of distraction
which induced him to nddress Mrs. Wilfer in
the inconsistent expressions: "Demon — with
the highest respect for you—behold your work !"
The cherub stood helplessly rubbing his chin
and looking on, but on the whole was inclined
to welcome this diversion as one in which, by
reason of the absorbent properties of hysteries,
the previous question would become absorbed.
And so, indeed, it proved, for the Irrepressible
gradually coming to herself, and asking with
wild emotion, "George dear, are you safe?"
and further, " George love, what has happened ?

Where is Ma?" Mr. Sampson, with words of
comfort, raised her prostrate form, and handed
her to Mrs. Wilfer as if the young lady were
something in the nature of refreshments. Mrs.
Wilfer with dignity partaking of the refresh
ments, b

y kissing her once on the brow (as if
accepting an oyster), Miss Lavvy, tottering, re
turned to the protection of Mr. Sampson; to
whom she said, "George dear, I am afraid I

have been foolish ; but I am still a little weak
and giddy; don't let go my hand, George!"
And whom she afterward greatly agitated at in
tervals, by giving utterance, when least expect
ed, to a sound between a sob and a bottle of
soda-water, that seemed to rend the bosom of
her frock.

Among the most remarkable effects of this
crisis may be mentioned its having, when peace
was restored, an inexplicable moral influence of
an elevating kind, on Miss Lavinia, Mrs. Wilfer,
and Mr. George Sampson, from which R. W.
was altogether excluded, as an outsider and non-
sympathizer. Miss Lavinia assumed a modest
air of having distinguished herself,- Mrs. Wilfer,
a serene air of forgiveness and resignation ; Mr.
Sampson, an air of having been improved and
chastened. The influence pervaded the spirit in
which they returned to the previous question.
"George dear," said Lavvy, with a melan
choly smile, "after what has passed, I am sure
Ma will tell Pa that he may tell Bella we shall
all be glad to see her and her husband."

Mr. Sampson said he was sure of it too ; mur
muring how eminently he respected Mrs. Wilfer,
and ever must, and ever would. Never more

eminently, he added, than after what had passed.
" Far be it from me," said Mrs. Wilfer, mak
ing deep proclamation from her corner,

" to run
counter to the feelings of a child of mine, and
of a Youth," Mr. Sampson hardly seemed to like
that word, "who is Jhe object of her maiden
preference. I may feel—nay, know— that I have
been deluded and deceived. I may feel—nay,
know—that I have been set aside and passed
over. I may feel—nay, know— that after having
so far overcome my repugnance toward Mr. and
Mrs. Boffin as to receive them under this roof,

and to consent to your daughter Bella's," here

turning to her husband, " residing under theirs,

it were well if your daughter Bella," again turn
ing to her husband, " had profited in a worldly
point of view by a connection so distasteful, so
disreputable. I may feel—nay, know— that in
uniting herself to Mr. Rokesmith she has united
herself to one who is

,

in spite of shallow sophist
ry, a Mendicant. And I may feel well assured
that your daughter Bella," again turning to her
husband, "does not exalt her family b

y becom

ing a Mendicant's bride. But I suppress what

I feel, and say nothing of it."
Mr. Sampson murmured that this was the sort
of thing you might expect from one who had

ever in her own family been an example and

never un outrage. And ever more so (Mr. Samp
son added, with some degree of obscurity), and
never more so, than in nnd through what had

passed. Ho must take the liberty of adding,
that what was true of the mother was true of
the youngest daughter, and that he could never

forget the touching feelings that the conduct of

both had awakened within him. In conclusion,

he did hope that there wasn't a man with a

beating heart who wns capable of something

; that remained undescribed, in consequence of
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Miss Lavinia's stopping him as he reeled in his

speech.

"Therefore, R. W.," said Mrs. Witter, resum
ing her discourse nnd turning to her lord again,
" let your daughter Bella come when she will,
and she will be received. So," after a short
pause, and an air of having taken medicine in

it
, "so will her husband."

"And I beg, Pa," said Lavinia, "that you
will not tell Bella what I have undergone. It
can do no good, and it might cause her to re
proach herself."
"My dearest girl," urged Mr. Sampson, "she
ought to know it."
" No, George," said Lavinia, in a tone of res
olute self-denial. "No, dearest George, let it

be buried in oblivion."
Mr. Sampson considered that "too noble."
"Nothing is too noble, dearest George," re
turned Lavinia. "And Pa, I hope you will be
careful not to refer before Bella, if you can help

it
,

to my engagement to George. It might seem
like reminding her of her having cast herself

away. And I hope, Pa, that you will think it
equally right to avoid mentioning George's ris
ing prospects, when Bella is present. It might
seem like taunting her with her own poor for

tunes. Let me ever remember that I am her
younger sister, and ever spare her painful con

trasts, which could not but wound her sharply."
Mr. Sampson expressed his belief that such
was the demeanor of Angels. Miss Lavvy re
plied with solemnity, "No, dearest George, I

am but too well aware that I am merely hu
man."
Mrs. Wilfer, for her part, still further im
proved the occasion by sitting with her eyes
fastened on her husband, like two great black
notes of interrogation, severely inquiring, Are
you looking into your breast? Do you deserve
your blessings ? Can you lay your hand upon
your heart and say that you aro worthy of so
hysterical a daughter 1 I do not ask you if you
are worthy of such a wife—put Mo out of the
question—but are you sufficiently conscious of,
nnd thankful for, the pervading moral grandeur
of the family spectacle on which yon arc gazing?
These inquiries proved very harassing toR. W.,
who, besides being a little disturbed by wine,
was in perpetual terror of committing himself
by the utterance of stray words that would be
tray his guilty foreknowledge. However, the
scene being over, and—all things considered—
well over, he sought refuge in a doze; which
gave his lady immense offense.
"Can you think of your daughter Bella, and
sleep?" she disdainfully inquired.
To which he mildly answered, "Yes, I think

I can, my dear."
"Then," said Mrs. Wilfer, with solemn in
dignation, "I would recommend yon, if you
have a human feeling, to retire to bed."
" Thank you, my dear," he replied ; " I think

it is the best place for me." And with these un
sympathetic words very gladly withdrew.

Within a few weeks afterward the Mendi
cant's bride (arm in arm with the Mendicant)
came to tea, in fulfillment of an engagement
made through her father. And the way in
which the Mendicant's bride dashed at the un
assailable position so considerately to be held
by Miss Lavvy, and scattered the whole of the
works in all directions in a moment, was tri
umphant.
" Dearest Ma," cried Bella, running into the
room with a radiant face, "how do you do,
dearest Ma ?" And then embraced her, joyous
ly. " And Lavvy darling, bow do you do, and
how's George Sampson, and how is he getting
on, and when are you going to be married, and
how rich are yon going to grow ? You must tell
me all about it

,

Lavvy dear, immediately. John,
love, kiss Ma and Lavvy, and then we shall all
be at home and comfortable."
Mrs. Wilfer stared, but was helpless. Miss
Lavinia stared, but was helpless. Apparently
with no compunction, nnd assuredly with no
ceremony, Bella tossed her bonnet away, and
sat down to make the tea.

' ' Dearest Ma and Lavvy, you both take sugar,
I know. And Pa (you good little Pa), you don't

take milk. John does. I didn't before I was
married ; but I do now, because John does.
John dear, did you kiss Ma and Lavvy? Oh,
you did ! Quite correct, John dear ; but I

didn't see you do it
,

so I asked. Cut some
bread and butter, Joha; that's a love. Ma
likes it doubled. And now you must tell me,
dearest Ma and Lavvy, upon your words and
honors ! Didn't you for a moment—just a mo
ment— think I was a dreadful little wretch when

I wrote to say I had run away ?"
Before Mrs. Wilfer could wave her gloves,
the Mendicant's bride in her merriest affection
ate manner went on again.
"I think it must have made you rather cross,
dear Ma and Lavvy, and I know I deserved that
you should bo very cross. But you see I had
been such a heedless, heartless creature, and had
led you so to expect that I should marry for
money, and so to make sure that I was incapa
ble of marrying for love, that I thought you
couldn't believe me. Because, you see, you
didn't know how much of Good, Good, Good, I

had learned from John. Well! So I was sly
about it

,

and ashamed of what you supposed me
to be, and fearful that we couldn't understand
one another and might come to words, which we
should all be sorry for afterward, and so I said
to Johu that if he liked to take mo without any
fnss he might. And as he did like, I let him.
And we were married at Greenwich church in
the presence of nobody—except an unknown in
dividual who dropped in," hero her eyes sparkled
more brightly, "and half a pensioner. And
now, isn't it nice, dearest Ma and Lavvy, to
know that no words have been said which any
of us can be sorry for, and that we are all the
best of friends at the pleasantest of teas !"

Having got up and kissed them again, she
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slipped back to her chair (after a loop on the
road to squeeze her husband round the neck)
and again went on.
"And now you will naturally want to know,
ilearest Ma and Lavvy, how wo live, and what
we have got to live upon. Well ! And so we
live on Blackheath, in the charm— ingest of
riolls' houses, de— lightfully furnished, and we
have a clever little servant who is de—cidedly
pretty, and wo are economical and orderly, and
do every thing by clock-work, and we have a hun
dred and fifty pounds a year, and we have all
we want, and more. And lastly, if you would
like to know in confidence, as perhaps you may,
what is my opinion of my husband, my opinion

i.
s—that I almost love him !"

" And if you would likoto know in confidence,
as perhaps you may," said her husband, smiling,
aa he stood b

y her side, without her having de-.
tected his approach, "my opinion of my wife,
my opinion is—" But Bella started up, and
put her hand upon his lips.
"Stop, Sir! No, John, dear! Seriously!
Please not yet a while ! I want to be something
so much worthier than the doll in tho doll's
house."
"My darling, are you not?"
"Not half, not a quarter, so much worthier
.is I hope you may some day find me ! Try mo
through some reverse, John— try me through
some trial— and tell them after that, what you
think of me."
"I will, my Life," said John. "I promise
it."
"That's my dear John. And you won't speak

a word now ; will you ?"
"And I won't," said John, with a very ex
pressive look of admiration around him, "speak
a word now !"

She laid her laughing check upon his breast to
thank him, and said, looking at the rest of them

sideways out ofher bright eyes: "I'll gofurther,
Pa and Ma and Lawy. John don't suspect it

—he has no idea of it—but I quite love him !"
Even Mrs. Wilfer relaxed under tbo influence
of her married daughter, and seemed in a ma

jestic manner to imply remotely that if R. W.
had been a more deserving object, she too might
have condescended to come down from her ped
estal for his beguilement. Miss Lavinia, on the
other hand, had strong doubts of the policy of
the course of treatment, and whether it might
not spoil Mr. Snmpson, if experimented on in
the case of that young gentleman. R. W. him
self was for his part convinced that he was father
of one of the most charming of girls, and that
Rokesmith was. the most favored of men ; which

opinion, if propounded to him, Rokesmith would
probably not have contested.
The newly-married pair left early so that they
might walk at leisure to their starting-place from
London for Greenwich. At first they were very
cheerful and talked much; but after a while
Bella fancied that her husband was turning
somewhat thoughtful. So she asked him :

"John dear, what's the matter?"
"Matter, my love?"
"Won't you tell me," said Bella, looking up
into his face, "what you are thinking of?"
"There's not much in the thought, my soul.

I was thinking whether you wouldn't like me to
berich?"
"You rich, John?" repeated Bella, shrinking
a little.
"I mean, really rich. Say as rich as Mr.
Boffin. Yon would like that?"
" I should be almost afraid to try, John dear,
Was he much the better for his wealth ? Was I

much the better for the little part I once had in
it?"
"But all people arc not the worse for riches,
my own."
"Most people?" Bella musingly suggested
with raised eyebrows.
"Nor even most people, it may be hoped.
If you were rich, for instance, you would have

a great power of doing good to others."
"Yes, Sir, for instance," Bella playfully re
joined; "but should I exercise the power, for
instance ? And again, Sir, for instance ; should

I, at the same time, have a great power of doing
harm to myself?"
Laughing and pressing her arm, bo retorted :

"But still, again for instance ; would you exer
cise that power ?"
" I don't know," said Bella, thoughtfully shak
ing her head. "I hope not. I think not. But
it's so easy to hope not and think not, without
the riches."

"Why don't you say, my darling— instead of
that phrase—being poor?" he asked, looking
earnestly at her.
"Why don't I say, being poor? Because I

am not poor. Dear John, it's not possible that
you suppose I think we are poor ?"
" I do, my love."
"Oh, John!"
" Understand me, sweet-heart. I know that I

am rich beyond all wealth in having you ; but I

think of you and think for you. In such a

dress as you are wearing now yeu first charmed

me, and in no dress could you ever look, to my
thinking, more graceful or more beautiful. But
you have admired many finer dresses this very

day ; and is it not natural that I wish I could
give them to you?"
"It's very nico that you should wish it

,

John.
It brings these tears of grateful pleasure into my
eyes to hear you say so with such tenderness.

But I don't want them."
"Again," he pursued, "we are now walking
through the muddy streets. I love those pretty
feet so dearly that I feel as if I could not bear
the dirt to soil the sole of your shoe. Is it not
natural that I wish you could ride in a car
riage?" *

"It's very nice," said Bella, glancing down
ward at the feet in question, " to know that you
admire them so much, John dear, and since yon
do, I am sorry that these shoes are a full size
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too large. But I don't want a carriage, believe
me."
"' You would like one if you could have one,
Uella?"
" I shouldn't like it for its own sake half so
well as such a wish for it. Dear John, your
wishes are as real to me as the wishes in the

Fairy story that were all fulfilled as soon as
spoken. Wish me every thing that you can wish
for the woman you dearly love, and I have as
good as got it

, John. I have better than got it,

John !"
They were not the less happy for such talk,

and home was not the less home for coming after
it. Bella was fast developing a perfect genius
for home. All the loves and graces seemed (her
husband thought) to have taken domestic service
with her, and to help her to make home engag
ing.
Her married life glided happily on. She was
alone all day, for, after an early breakfast, her

husband repaired every morning to the City,
and did not return until their late dinner hour.

He was "in a China house," he explained to
Bella > which she found quite satisfactory with
out pursuing the China house into minuter de-

tailscthan a. wholesale vision of tea, rice, odd-
smelling silks, carved boxes, and tight-eyed peo

ple in more than double-soled shoes, with their

pigtails pulling their heads of hair off, painted
on transparent porcelain. She always walked

with her husband to the railroad, and was al

ways there again to meet him ; her old coquet
tish ways a little sobered down (but not much),
and her dress as daintily managed as if she man
aged nothing else. But John gone to business
and Bella returned home, the dress would be
laid aside, trim little wrappers and aprons would
be substituted, and Bella, putting back her hair
with both hands, as if she were making the most
business-like arrangements for going dramatic

ally distracted, would enter on the household

affairs of the day. Such weighing and mixing
and chopping and grating, such dusting and

washing and polishing, such snipping and weed

ing and troweling %nd other small gardening,
such making and mending and folding and air

ing, such diverse arrangements, and above all

such severe study! For Mrs. J. K., who had
never been wont to do too much at home as
Miss B. W., was under the constant necessity
of referring for advice and support to a sage
volume entitled The Complete British Family
Housewife, which she would sit consulting, with
her elbows on the table and her temples on her
hands, like some perplexed enchantress poring
over the Black Art. This, principally because
the Complete British Housewife, however sound

a Briton at heart, was by no means an expert
Briton at expressing herself with clearness in
the British tongue, and sometimes might have
issued her directions to equal purpose in the

Kamskatchan language. In any crisis of this
nature Bella would suddenly exclaim aloud,

"Oh you ridiculous old thing, what do you

mean by that? You must have been drinking!"
And having made this marginal note, would
try the Housewife again, with all her dimples
screwed into an expression otprofound research.
There was likewise a coolness on the part of
the British Housewife, which Mrs. John Roke-
smith found highly exasperating. She would

say, "Take a salamander," as if a general should
command a private to catch a Tartar. Or she
would casually issue the order, " Throw in a

handful—" of something entirely unattainable.
In these, the Housewife's most glaring moments
of uureason, Bella would shut her up and knock
her on the table, apostrophizing her with the

compliment, " 0 you are a stupid old Donkey !

Where am I to get it, do you think?"
Another branch of study claimed the atten
tion of Mrs. John Rokesmith for a regular pe
riod every day. This was the mastering of the
newspaper, so that she might be close up with
John on general topies when John came home.
In her desire to be in all things his companion
.she would have set herself with equal zeal to
master Algebra, or Euclid, if he had divided
his soul between her and cither. Wonderful
was the way in which she would store up the
City Intelligence, and beamingly shed it upon

' John in the course of the evening ; incidentally
mentioning the commodities that were looking

up in the markets, and how much gold had been
taken to the Bank, and trying to look wise and
serious over it until she would laugh at herself
most charmingly and would say, kissing him:
"It all comes of my love, John dear."
For a City man John certainly did appear to
care as little as might be for the looking up or

looking down of things, as well as for the gold
that got taken to the Bank. But he cared, be
yond all expression, for his wife, as a most pre
cious and sweet commodity that was always
looking up, and that never was worth less than
all the gold in the world. And she, being in
spired b

y her affection, and having a quick wit
and a fine ready instinct, made amazing pro

gress in her domestic efficiency, though, as an

endearing creature, she made no progress at all.
This was her husband's verdict, and he justified

it by telling her that she had begun her married

life as the most endearing creature that could

possibly be.
"And you have such a cheerful spirit!" he
said, fondly. " You are like a bright light in
the house."
"Am I truly, John?"
" Are you truly ? Yes, indeed. Only much
more, and much better."
"Do you know, John dear," said/Bella, tak
ing him b

y n button of his coat, "that I some
times, at odd moments — don't laugh, John,
please.''

Nothing should induce John to do it
, when

she asked him not to do it.
"—That I sometimes think, John, I feel a

little serious."
" Are you too much alone, my darling?"
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" O dear, no, John ! The time is so short
that I have not a moment too much in the
week."
" Why serious,.,my life, then ? When seri
ous?"
"When I laugh, I think," said Bella, laugh
ing as she laid her head upon his shoulder.
"You wouldn't believe, Sir, that I feel serious
now? But I do." And she laughed again, and
something glistened in l<pr eyes.
"Would you like to be rich, pet?" he asked
her, coaxingly.
" Rich, John ! How can you ask such goose's
questions?"
" Do you regret any thing, my love?"
"Regret any thing? No!" Bella confidently
answered. But then, suddenly changing, she
said, between laughing and glistening: "Oh
yes, I do though. I regret Mrs. Boffin."
"I, too, regret that separation very much.
But perhaps it is only temporary. Perhaps
things may so full out as that you may some
times see her again— as that we may sometimes
see her again." Bella might be very anxious
on the subject, but she Scarcely seemed so at the
moment. With an absent air, she was investi
gating that button on her husband's coat, when
Pa came in to spend the evening.
Pa had his special chair and his special cor
ner reserved for him on all occasions, and —

without disparagement of his domestic joys—
was far happier there than any where. It was
always pleasantly droll to see Pa and Bella to
gether; but on this present evening her hus
band thought her more than usually fantastic
with him.
"You are n very good little boy," said Bella,
"to come unexpectedly, as soon as you could
get out of school. And how have they used
you at school to-day, you dear?"
"Well, my pet," replied the cherub, smiling
and rubbing his hands as she sat him down in
his chair, " I attend two schools. There's the
Mincing Lane establishment, and there's your
mother's Academy. Which might you mean,
my dear?"
"Both," said Bella.
" Both, eh ? Why, to say the truth, both have
taken a little out of me to-day, my dear, but that
was to be expected. There's no royal road to
learning ; and what is life but learning !"
"And what do you do with yourself when
you have got your learning by heart, you silly
child?"
"Why then, my dear," said the cherub, after
a little consideration, "I suppose I die."
"You art a very bad boy," retorted Bella, "to
talk about dismal things and be out of spirits."
" My Bella," rejoined her father, " I am not
out of spirits. I am as gay as a lark." Which
his face confirmed.
"Then if you aro sure and certain it's not
you, I suppose, it must be I," said Bella ; "so I
won't do so any more. John dear, we must give
this little fellow his supper, you know."

" Of course we must, my darling."
"He has been grubbing and grubbing at
school," said Bella, looking at her father's hand
and lightly slapping it

, "till he's not fit to be
seen. O what a grubby child !"

"Indeed, my dear," said her father, "I was
going to ask to be allowed to wash my hands,

only you find me out so soon."
"Come here, Sir!" cried Bella, taking him
by the front of his coat, "come here and be
washed directly. You are not to be trusted to
do it for yourself. Come here, Sir!"
The cherub, to his genial amusement, was ac
cordingly conducted to a little washing-room,
where Bella soaped his face and rubbed his face,
and soaped his hands and rubbed his hands, and

splashed him and rinsed him and toweled him,
until he was as red as beet-root, even to his very
ears : " Now you must be brushed and combed,
Sir,
" said Bella, busily. ' ' Hold the light, John .

Shut your eyes, Sir, and let me take hold of
your chin. Be good directly, and do as yon
are told !"
Her father being more than willing to obey,
she dressed his hair in her most elaborate man

ner, brushing it out straight, parting it,' winding

it over her fingers, sticking it up on end; and

constantly falling back on John to get a good
look at the effect of it. Who always received
her on his disengaged arm, and detained her,

while the patient cherub stood waiting to be

finished.
"There!" said Bella, when she had at last
completed the final touches. "Now, you are
something like a genteel boy ! Put your jacket
on, and come and have your supper."
The cherub investing himself with his coat
was led back to his corner—where, but for hav
ing no egotism in his pleasant nature, he would

have answered well enough for that radiant

though self-sufficient boy, Jack Horner—Bella
with her own hands luid a cloth for him, and

brought him his supper on a tray. " Stop a mo
ment, "said she, "we must keep his little clothes
clean ;" and tied a napkin under his chin, in a

very methodical manner. •

While he took his supper Bella sat by him,
sometimes admonishing him to hold his fork b

y

the handle, like a polite child, and at other times

carving for him, or pouring out his drink. Fan
tastic as it all was, and accustomed as she ever
had been to make a plaything of her good father,

ever delighted that she should put him to that

account, still there was an occasional something

on Bella's part that was new. It could not be
said that she was less playful, whimsical, or nat

ural than she always had been ; but it seemed,

her husband thought, as if there were some rather
graver reason than he had supposed for what

she had so lately said, and as if
,

thronghqnt all

this, there were glimpses of an underlying seri
ousness.

It was a circumstance in support of this view
of the case, that when she had liphted her father's

pipe, and mixed him his glass of grog, she sat
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down on a stool between her father and her hus

band, leaning her arm upon the latter, and was

very quiet. So quiet that, when her father rose
to take his leave, she looked round with a start,
as if she had forgotten his being there.
" You go a little way with Pa, John ?"
" Yes, my dear. Do you ?"
"I have not written to Lizzie Hexam since I
wrote and told her that I really had a lover—a
whole one. I have often thought I would like
• to tell her how right she was when she pretended
to read in the live coals that I would go through
fire and water for him. I am in the humor to
tell her so to-night, John, and I'll stay at home
and do it."
"You are tired."
"Not at all tired, John dear, but in the hu
mor to write to Lizzie. Good-night, dear Ea.
Good-night, you dear, good, gentle Pa !"
Left to herself, she sat down to write, and
wrote Lizzie a long letter. She had but com
pleted it and read it over, when her husband
came back. "You are just in time, Sir," said
Bella ; " I am going to give you your first cur
tain lecture. It shall be a parlor-curtain lecture.
You shall take this chair of mine when I have
folded my letter, and I will take the stool (though
you ought to take it

, I can tell you, Sir, if it's
the stool of repentance), and you'll soon find

yourself taken to task soundly."
Her letter folded, sealed, and directed, and
her pen wiped, and her middle finger wiped, and
her desk locked up and put away, and these
transactions performed with an air of severe bus
iness sedateness, which the Complete British
Housewife might have assumed, and certainly
would not have rounded off and !i-oken down
in with a musical laugh, as Bella dU : she placed
her husband in his chair, and placed herself upon
her stool.
"Now, Sir! To begin at the beginning.
What is your name?"
A question more decidedly rushing at the se
cret he was keeping from her could not have
astounded him. But he kept his countenance
and his secret, and•answered, "John Rokesmith,
my dear."
" Good boy ! Who gave you that name ?"
With a returning suspicion that something
might have betrayed him to her, he answered,
interrogatively, "My godfathers and my god
mothers, dear love ?"
"Pretty good!" said Bella. "Not goodest
good, because you hesitate about it. However,
as you know your Catechism fairly, so far, I'll
let you off the rest. Now, I am going to exam
ine you out of my own head. John dear, why
did you go back, this evening, to the question you
once asked me before—would I like to be rich ?"
Again", his secret ! He looked down at her as
she looked up at him, with her hands folded on
his knee, and it was as nearly told as ever secret
was.

Having no reply ready, he could do no better
than embrace her.

"In short, dear John," said Bella, "this is

the topic of my lecture : I want nothing on earth,
and I want you to believe it."
" If that's all, the lecture may be considered
over, for I do."
"It's not all, John dear," Bella hesitated.
" It's only Firstly. There's a dreadful Second
ly, and a dreadful Thirdly to come —as I used to
say to myself in sermon-time when I was a very
small-sized sinner at church."
"Let them come, my dearest."
"Are you sure, John dear; are you ab
solutely certain in your innermost heart of
hearts^— ?"
"Which is not in my keeping," he rejoined.
"No, John, but the key is.—Are you abso
lutely certain that down at the bottom of that
heart of hearts, which you have given to me as I

have given mine to you, there is no remembrance
that I was once very mercenary ?"
"Why, if there were no remembrance in mo
of the time you speak of," he softly asked her
with his lips to hers, "could I love yon quite as
well as I do; could I have in the Calendar of
my lifo the brightest of its days ; could I, when
ever I look at your dear face, or hear your dear
voice, see and hear my noble champion ? It
can never have been that which made you seri

ous, darling?"
" No, John, it wasn't that, and still less was

it Mrs. Boffin, though I love her. Wait a mo
ment and I'll go on with the lecture. Give me

a moment, because I like to cry for joy. It's so
delicious, John dear, to cry for joy."
She did so on his neck, and, still clinging
there, laughed a little when she said, "I think

I am ready now for Thirdly, John."
"/ am ready for Thirdly," said John, " what
ever it is."
"I believe, John," pursued Bella, "that you
believe that I believe—"
"My dear child," cried her husband gayly,
"what a quantity of believing!"
" Isn't there ?" said Bella, with another laugh.
" I never knew such a quantity ! It's like verbs
in an exercise. But I can't get on with less be
lieving. I'll try again. I believe, dear John,
that you believe that I believe that we have as
much money as we require, and that we want
for nothing."
" It is strictly true, Bella."
" But if our money should by any means be
rendered not so much—if we had to stint our
selves a little in purchases that we can af
ford to make now — would you still have the
same confidence in my being quite contented,
John?"

' ' Precisely the same confidence, my soul."
"Thank you, John dear, thousands upon
thousands i>{ times. And I may take it for
granted, no doubt," with a little faltering, "that
you would be quite as contented yourself, John ?

But, yes, I know I may. For, knowing that I

shonld be so, how surely I may know that you
would be so ; you who are so much stronger, and
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firmer, and more reasonable and more generous,
than I am."
" Hush I" said her husband, " I must not hear
that. You are all wrong there, though other
wise as right as can be. And now I am brought
to a little piece of news, my dearest, that I might
have told you earlier in the evening. I have
strong reason for confidently believing that we
shall never he in the receipt of a smaller income
than our present income."
She might have shown herself more interested
in the intelligence ; but she had returned to the

investigation of the coat-button that had engaged
her attention a few hours before, and scarcely
sjemed to heed what he said.
"And now we have got to the bottom of it at
last," cried her husband, rallying her, " and this
is the thing that made you serious?''
"No, dear," said Bella, twisting the button
and shaking her head, "it wasn't this."
" Why then, Lord bless this little wife of
mine, there's a fourthly !" exclaimed John.
" This worried me a little, and so did Second
ly,'" said Bella, occupied with the button, "but
it was quite another sort of seriousness—a much
deeper and quieter sort of seriousness—that I
spoke of, John dear."
As he bent his face to hers, she raised hers to
meet it

,

and laid her little right hand on his

eyes and kept it there.
"Do you remember, John, on the day we
were married, Pa's speaking of the ships that
might be sailing toward us from the unknown
seas ?"

"Perfectly, my darling!"
"I think among them there is a ship
upon the ocean bringing to you and me
a little baby, John."

CHAPTER VI.
ACKY FOB UELF.

The Paper Mill had stopped work for the
night, and the paths and roads in its neighbor
hood were sprinkled with clusters of people going
home from their day's labor in it. There were

men, women, and children in the groups, and

there was no want of lively color to flutter in

the gentle evening wind. The mingling of
various voices and the sound of laughter made
a cheerful impression upon the ear, analogous
to that of the fluttering colors upon the eye.
Into the sheet of water reflecting the flushed sky
in the fore-ground of the living picture, a knot
of urchins were casting stones, and watching the

expansion of the rippling circles. So, in the
rosy evening, one might watch the over-widen
ing beauty of the landscape —beyond^the newly-
released workers wending home— beyond the
silver river—beyond the deep green fields of
corn, so prospering, that the loiterers in their
narrow threads of pathway seemed to float im

mersed breast-high—beyond the hedge-rows and

the clumps of trees—beyond the wind-mills on
the ridge—away to where the sky appeared to
meet the earth, as if there were no immensity
of space between mankind and Heaven.
It was a Saturday evening, and at snch a time
tho village dogs, always much more interested
in the doings of humanity than in the affairs of
their own species, were particularly active. At
the general shop, at the butcher's and at the

public house, they evinced nn inquiring spirit
never to be satiated. Their especial interest in •

the public house would seem to imply some la
tent rakishness in the canine character ; for lit
tle was eaten there, and they, having no taste
for beer or tobacco (Mrs. Hubbard's dog is said
to have smoked, but proof is wanting), could

only have been attracted by sympathy with loose
convivial habits. Moreover, a most wretched

fiddle played within ; a fiddle so unutterably
vile, that one lean long-bodied cur, with a better
car than the rest, found himself under compul
sion at intervals to go round the corner and

howl. Yet even he returned to the public
house on each occasion with the tenacity of a

confirmed drunkard.
Fearful to relate, there was even a sort of lit
tle Fair in the village. Some despairing ginger
bread that had been vainly trying to dispose of
itself all over the country, and had cast a quan

tity of dust upon its head in its mortification,
again appealed to the public from an infirm

booth. So did a heap of nuts, long, long exiled

from Barcelona, and yet speaking English so in

differently as to call fourteen of themselves a

pint. A Peep-show which had originally start
ed with the Battle of Waterloo, and had since

made it every other battle of later date by alter
ing the Duke of Wellington's nose, tempted the
student of illustrated history. A Fat Lady, per
haps in part sustained upon postponed pork, her

professional associate being n Learned Pig, dis
played her life-size picture in a low dress as she

appeared when presented at Court, several yards
round. All this was vicious spectacle as any
poor idea of amusement on the part of the rough
er hewers of wood and drawers of water in this
land of England ever is and shall be. They
must not vary the rheumatism with amusement.

They may vary it with fever and ague, or with
ns many rheumatic variations as they have

joints ; but positively not with entertainment

after their own manner.
The various sounds arising from this scene of
depravity, and floating away into the still even

ing air, made the evening, at any point which

they just reached fitfully, mellowed by the dis

tance, more still by contrast. Such was the

stillness of the evening to Eugene Wrnyburn, ns
he walked b

y the river with his hands behind him.

He walked slowly, and with the measured step

and preoccupied air of one who was waiting.
He walked between the two points, an osier-bed

at this end and some floating lilies nt that, and

at each point stopped and looked expectantly in

one direction.
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"It is very quiet," said he.
It was very quiet. Some sheep were grazing
an the grass by the river-side, and it seemed to
him that he had never before heard the crisp
tearing sound with which they cropped it. He

stopped idly, and looked at them.

"You are stupid enough, I supposed But if
you are clever enough to get through life toler

ably to your satisfaction, you have got the better

of me, Man as I am, and Mntton as yon are !"
A rustle in a field beyond the hedge attracted
his attention. "What's here to do?" he asked
himself, leisurely going toward the gate and look

ing over. " No jealous paper-miller ? No pleas
ures of the chase in this part of the country?
Mostly fishing hereabouts !"
The field had been newly mown, and there
were yet the marks of the scythe on the yellow-
green ground, and the track of wheels where the

hay had been carried. Following the tracks
with his eyes, the view closed with the new hay-
rick in a corner.
Now, if he had gone on to the hayrick, and
gone round it? But, say that the event was to
be, as the event fell out, and how idle are such

suppositions ! Besides, if he had gone ; what is
there of warning in a Bargeman lying on his
face?
"A bird flying to tho hedge," was all he
thought about it ; and came back, and resumed
his walk.
"If I had not a reliance on her being truth
ful," said Eugene, after taking some half dozen
turns, "I should begin to think she had given
me the slip for the second time. But she prom
ised, and she is a girl of her word."
Turning again at the water-lilies, he saw her
coming, and advanced to meet her.

"I was saying to myself, Lizzie, that you
were sure to come, though you were late."
"I had to linger through the village as if I
had no object before me, and I had to speak to
several people in passing along, Mr. Wray-
burn."
"Are the lads of the village— and the ladies
— such scandal-mongers?" he asked, as he took
her hand and drew it through his arm.

She submitted to walk slowly on, with down

cast eyes. He put her hand to his lips, and she
quietly drew it away.
"Will you walk beside me, Mr. Wrayburn,
and not touch me?" For his arm was already
stealing round her waist.
She stopped again, and gave him an earnest,

supplicating look. "Well, Lizzie, well!" said
he, in an easy way though ill at case with him
self, " don't be unhappy, don't be reproachful."
"I can not help being unhappy, but I do not
mean to be reproachful. Mr. Wrayburn, I im
plore you to go away from this neighborhood,

to-morrow morning."
"Lizzie, Lizzie, Lizzie!" ho remonstrated.
" As well be reproachful as wholly uureasonable.
I can't go awav."
"Why not?'"

"Faith!" said Eugene, in his airily candid
manner. " Because you won't let me. Mind !
I don't mean to bo reproachful either. I don't
complain that you design to keep me here. But
you do it

,

you do it."
" Will you walk beside me, and not touch
me," for his arm was coming about her again;
" while I speak to you very seriously, Mr. Wray
burn?"
"I will do any thing within the limits of pos
sibility, for you, Lizzie," he answered with pleas
ant gayety as he folded his arms. " See here !

Napoleon Bonaparte at St. Helena."
"When you spoke to mo as I came from the
Mill the night before last," said Lizzie, fixing
her eyes upon him with the look of supplication
which troubled his better nature, "you told me
that you were much surprised to see me, and
that you were on a solitary fishing excursion.
Was it true ?"
"It was not," replied Eugene, composedly,
"in tho least true. I came here because I hud
information that I should find you here."
" Can you imagine why I left London, Mr.
Wrayburn ?"
"I am afraid, Lizzie," ho openly answered,
" that you left London to get rid of me. It is

not flattering to my self-love, but I am afraid
you did."
"I did."
" How could you be so cruel ?"
"O Mr. Wrayburn," she answered, suddenly
breaking into tears, "is the cruelty on my side!

O Mr. Wrayburn, Mr. Wrayburn, is there no
cruelty in your being here to-night !"

"In the name of all that's good—and that i-°

not conjuring you in my own name, for Heaven
knows I am not good"—said Eugene, don't be
distressed ! "

"What else can I be, when I know tbo dis
tance and the difference between us? What
else can I be, when to tell mo why you came
hero is to put me to shame !" said Lizzie, cov
ering her face.
He looked at her with a real sentiment of re
morseful tenderness and pity. It was not strong
enough to impel him to sacrifiee himself and

spare her, but it was a strong emotion.
" Lizzie ! I never thought before that there
was a woman in tho world who could affect mo
so much by saying so little. But don't be hard
in your construction of me. You don't know
what my state of mind toward you is. Yon
don't know how you haunt me and bewilder me.

You don't know how the cursed carelessness that

is over-officious in helping mo at every other

turning of my life, won't help me here. You
have struck it dead, I think, and I sometimes al
most wish you had struck me dead along with it."
She had not been prepared for^such passion

ate expressions, aud they awakened some nat

ural sparks of feminine pride and joy in her
breast. To consider, wrong as he was, that ho
could care so much for her, and that she had

the power to move him so !
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" It grieves you to see me distressed, Mr.
Wrayburn ; it grieves me to see you distressed.
I don't reproach you. Indeed I don't reproach
yon. You have not felt this as I feel it, being
so different from me, and beginning from an

other point of view. You have not thought. But
I entreat you to think now, think now !"

"What am I to think of?" asked Eugene,
bitterly.
"Think of me."

' ' Tell me how not to think of you, Lizzie, and
you'll change me altogether."
" I don't mean in that way. Think of me, as
belonging to another station, and quite cut off
from you in honor. Remember that I have no
protector near me, unless I have one in your
noble heart. Respect my good name. If you
feel -toward me, in one particular, as you might

if I was a lady, give me the full claims of a lady
upon your generous behavior. I am removed
from you and your family by being a working
girl. How true a gentleman to be as consid
erate of me as if I was removed by being a
Queen !

"

He would have been base indeed to have stood
untouched b

y her appeal. His face expressed
contrition and indecision as he asked :

"Have I injured you so much, Lizzie?"
"No, no. You may set me quite right. I

don't speak of the past, Mr. Wrayburn, but of
the present and the future. Are we not here
now, because through two days you have fol
lowed me so closely where there are so many

eyes to see you, that I consented to this appoint
ment as an escape ?"
"Again, not very flattering to my self-love,"
said Eugene,- moodily ; " but yes. Yes. Yes."
"Then I beseech you, Mr. Wrayburn, I beg
and pray yon, leave this neighborhood. If you
do not, consider to what you will drive me."
He did consider within himself for a moment
or two, and then retorted, "Drive you? To
what shall I drive you, Lizzie ?"
"You will drive me nway. I live here peace
fully and respected, and 1 am well employed
here. You will force me to quit this place as I

quitted London, and— b
y following me again —

will force me to quit the next place in which I

may find refuge, as I quitted this."
" Are you so determined, Lizzie—forgive the
word I am going to use, for its literal truth— to
fly from a lover ?"
"I am so determined," she answered reso
lutely, though trembling, "to fly from such a

lover. There was a poor woman died here but a

little while ago, scores of years older than I

am, whom I found by chance, lying on tho wet
earth. You may have heard some account of
her?"
" I think I have," ho answered, " if her name
was Higden."
" Her name was Higden . Though she was so
weak and old, she kept true to one purpose to

tho very last. Even at the very last, she made

me promise that her purpose should be kept to,

after she was dead, so settled was her determin
ation. What she did, I can do. Mr. Wray
burn, if I believed—but I do not believe—that
you could be so cruel to mo as to drive me from
place to place to wear me out, you should drive
me to death and not do it."
He looked full at her handsome face, and in
his own handsome face there was a light of blend
ed admiration, anger, and reproach, which she
—who loved him so in secret —whose heart had
long been so full, and he the cause of its over
flowing—drooped before. She tried hard to re
tain her firmness, but he saw it melting away
under his eyes. In the moment of its dissolu
tion, and of his first full knowledge of his influ
ence upon her, she dropped, and he caught her
on his arm.
"Lizzie! Rest so a moment. Answer what

I ask you. If I had not been what you call re
moved from you and cut off from you, would

you have made this appeal to me to leave you ?"
"I don't know, I don't know. Don't ask me,
Mr. Wrayburn. Let me go back."
"I swear to you, Lizzie, you shall go direct
ly. I swear to you, you shall go alone. I'll not
accompany you, I'll not follow you, if you will
reply."
"How can I, Mr. Wrayburn? How can I

tell you what I should have done if you had not
been what you are ?"
" If I had not been what you make me out to
be," he struck in, skillfully changing the form
of words, "would you still have hated me?"
" O Mr. Wrayburn," she replied appealingly,
and weeping, " you know me better than to think

I do !"

" If I had not been what you make me out to
be, Lizzie, would you still have been indifferent
to me?"
" 0 Mr. Wrayburn," she answered as before,
"you know me better than that too!"
There was something in the attitude of her
whole figure as he supported it
,

and she hung

her head, which besought him to be merciful

and not force her to disclose her heart. He was
not merciful with her, and he made her do it.

"If I know you better than quite to believe
(unfortunate dog that I am !) that you hate me,
or even that you are wholly indifferent to me,
Lizzie, let me know so much more from your
self before we separate. Let me know how you
would have dealt with me if you had regarded
me as being what you would have considered
on equal terms with you."
"It is impossible, Mr. Wrayburn. How can

I think of you as being on equal terms with me ?

If my mind could put you on equal terms with
me, you could not be yourself. How could I

remember, then, the night when I first saw you,
and when I went out of the room because you
looked at me so attentively ? Or, the night that

passed into the morning when you broke to me

that my father was dead ? Or, the nights when

you used to come to see me at my next home?
Or, your having known how uninstructed I was.
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and having caused me to be taught better? Or,

my having so looked up to you and wondered at

you, and at first thought you so good to be at

all mindful of me?"

"Only 'at first' thought me so good, Lizzie?
What did you think me after 'at first?' So
bad?"
" I don't say that. I don't mean that. But
after the first wonder and pleasure of being no

ticed by one so different from any one who had
ever spoken to me, I began to feel that it might
have been better if I had never seen you."
"Why?"
" Because you were so different," she answered
in a lower voice. "Because it was so endless,
so hopeless. Spare me!"
" Did yon think for me at all, Lizzie ?" he
asked, as if he were a little stung.
"Not much, Mr. Wrayburn. Not much un
til to-night."
"Will you tell me wtiy ?"
"I never supposed until to-night that you
needed to bo thought for. But if you do need
to be ; if you do truly feel at heart that you have
indeed been toward me what you have called

yourself to-night, and that there is nothing for

us in this life but separation ; then Heaven help
you, and Heaven bless you !"
The purity with which in these words she ex

pressed something of her own love and her own

suffering, made a deep impression on him for

the passing time. He held her, almost as if she
were sanctified to him by death, and kissed her,

once, almost as he might have kissed the dead.
"I promised that I would not accompany you,
nor follow you. Shall I keep you in view ? You
have been agitated, and it's growing dark."
"I am used to be out alone at this hour, and
I entreat you not to do so."
"I promise. I can bring myself to promise
nothing more to-night, Lizzie, except that I will
try what I can do."
' ' There is but one means, Mr. Wrayburn, of
sparing yourself and of sparing me, every way.
Leave this neighborhood to-morrow morning."
"I will try."
As he spoke the words in a grave voice, she
put her hand in his, removed it

,

and went away
by the river-side.
"Now, could Mortimer believe this?" mur
mured Eugene, still remaining, after a while,
where she had left him. "Can I even believe

it myself?"
He referred to the circumstance that there
were tears upon his hand, as he stood covering
his eyes. "A mosf ridiculous position this to
be found out in!" was his next thought. And
his next struck its root in a little rising resent
ment against tha cause of the tears.
"Yet I have gained a wonderful power over
her, too, let her be as much in earnest as she
will!"
The reflection brought back the yielding of
her face and form as she had drooped under
his gaze. Contemplating the reproduction, he

seemed to see, for the second time, in the ap
peal and in the confession of weakness, a little
fear.
"And she loves me. And so earnest a char
acter must be very earnest in that passion. She
can not choose for herself to be strong in this

fancy, wavering in that, and weak in the other.
She must go through with her nature, as I must
go through with mine. If mine exacts its pains
and penalties all round, so must hers, I sup
pose."
Pursuing the inquiry into his own nature, he
thought, "Now, if I married her. If, outfacing
the absurdity of the situation in correspondence
with M. R, F., I astonished M. R. F. to the ut
most extent of his respected powers, by inform
ing him that I had married her, how would M.
R F. reason with the legal mind ? ' You wouldn't
marry for some money and some station, because

you were frightfully likely to become bored. Are
you less frightfully likely to become bored, mar

rying for no money and no station ? Are you
sure of yourself?' Legal mind, in spite of fo
rensic protestations, must secretly admit, 'Good
reasoning on the part of M R. F. Nat sure of
myself.'

"

In the very act of calling this tone of levity to
his aid he felt it to be profligate and worthless,
and asserted her against it.

"And yet," said Eugene, "I should like to
see the fellow (Mortimer excepted) wbo would
undertake to tell me that this was not a real
sentiment on my part, won out of me b

y her

beauty and her worth, in spito of myself, and
that I would not be true to her. I should par
ticularly like to spe the fellow to-night who would
tell me so, or who would tell me any thing that
could be construed to her disadvantage; for I

am wearily out of sorts with one Wrayburn who
cuts a sorry figure* and 1 would far rather be
out of sorts with somebody else. ' Eugene, Eu
gene, Eugene, this is a bad business.' Ah ! So
go the Mortimer Lightwood bells, aud they sound

melancholy to-night."
Strolling on, he thought of something else to
take himself to task for. ' ' Where is the analo

gy, Brute Beast," he said impatiently, " between

a woman whom your father coolly finds out for

you and a woman whom you have found out for

yourself, and have ever drifted after with more
and more of constancy since you first set eyes
upon her? Ass I Can you reason no better
than that?"
But again he subsided into a reminiscence of
his first full knowledge of his power just now,
and of her disclosure of her heart. To try no
more to go away, and to try her again, was the
reckless conclusion it turned uppermost. And
yet again, "Eugene, Eugene, Eugene, this is a

bad business!" And, "I wish I could stop the
Lightwood peal, for it sounds like a knell."
Looking above, ho found that the young moon
was up, and that the stars were beginning to
shine in the sky from which the tones of red and

yellow were flickering out, in favor of the calm
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blue of a summer night. Ho was still by the
river-side. Turning suddenly, he met a man so
close upon him that Eugene, surprised, stepped
back to avoid a collision. The man carried
something over his shoulder which might have

been a broken oar, or spar, or bar, and took no

notice of him, but passed on.
"Halloa, friend!" said Eugene, calling after
him, "are you blind?"
The man made no reply, but went his way.
Eugene Wrayburn went the opposite way, with

his hands behind him and his purpose in his

thoughts. He passed the sheep, and passed the

gate, and came within hearing of the village
sounds, and came to the bridge. The mn where
he staid, like the village and the Mill, was not
across the river, but on that side of the stream
on which he walked. However, knowing the

rushy bank and the back-water on the other
side to be a retired place, and feeling out of hu

mor for noise or company, he crossed the bridge
and sauntered on : looking up at the stars as

they seemed one by one to be kindled in the

sky, and looking down at the river as the same
stars seemed to be kindled deep in the water.
A landing-place overshadowed by a willow, and
a pleasure-boat lying moored there among some

stakes, caught his eye as he passed along. The
spot was in such dark shadow that he paused to

make out what was there, and then passed on

agam.
The rippling of the river seemed to cause n
correspondent stir in his uneasy reflections. He
would have laid them asleep if he could, but
they were in movement, like the stream, and all

tending one way with a strong current. As the
ripple under the moon broke unexpectedly now
and then, and palely flashed in a new shape and
with a new sound, so part of his thoughts start
ed, uubidden, from the rest, and revealed their
wickedness. "Out of the question to marry
her," said Eugene, "and out of the question to
leave her. The crisis !"
He had sauntered far enough. Before turn
ing to retrace his steps he stopped upon the
margin to look down at the reflected night. In
an instant, with a dreadful crash, the reflected

night turned crooked, flames shot jaggedly across
the air, and the moon and stars came bursting
from the sky.
Was he struck by lightning? With some in
coherent, half-formed thought to that effect, he

turned under the blows that were blinding him
and mashing his life, and closed with a murder

er, whom he caught by a red neckerchief —un

less the raining down of his own blood gave it
that hue.
Eugene was light, nctive, and expert ; but his

arms were broken, or he was paralyzed, and

could do no more than hang on to the man, with

his head swung back, so that h« could see no

thing but the heaving sky. After dragging at
the assailant, he fell on the bank with him, and

then there was another great crash, and then a

splash, and all was done.

Lizzie Hexam, too, had avoided the noise, and
the Saturday movement of people in the strag
gling street, and chose to walk alone by the wa
ter until her tears should be dry, and she could
so compose herself as to escape remark upon her
looking ill or unhappy on going home. Tbt-
peaceful serenity of the hour and place, having
no reproaches or evil intentions within her breast
to contend against, sank healingly into its depth'.
She had meditated and taken comfort. She.
too, was turning homeward when she heard a
strange sound.
It startled her, for it was like a sonnd of
blows. She stood still and listened. It sick
ened her, for blows fell heavily and cruelly on
the quiet of the night. As she listened, unde
cided, all was silent. As she yet listened, she
heard a faint groan and a fall into the river.
Her old bold life and habit instantly inspired
her. Without vain waste of breath in cryin;:
for help where there were none to hear, she ran
toward the spot from which the sounds bad
come. It lay between her and the bridge, but
it was more removed from her than she had
thought ; the night being so very quiet, and
sound traveling far with the help of water.
At length she reached a part of the green
bank much and newly trodden, where there lay
some broken splintered pieces of wood and some
torn fragments of clothes. Stooping, she saw
that the grass was bloody. Following the drop*
and smears, she saw that the watery margin of

the bank was bloody. Following the current
with her eyes, she saw a bloody face turned u;
toward the moon and drifting away.
Now merciful Heaven be thanked for that old

time, and grant, O Blessed Lord, that through

thy wonderful workings it may turn to good at

last ! To whomsoever the drifting face belongs,
be it man's or woman's, help my humMe hands.
Lord God, to raise it from death and restore ii
to some one to whom it must be dear !
It was thought, fervently thought, but not f»r
a moment did the prayer check her. She was

away before it welled up in her mind, away,
swift and true, yet steady above all— for without
steadiness it could never be done — to the land
ing-place under the willow-tree, where she also

had seen the boat lying moored among the

stakes.

A sure touch of her old practiced hand, a sure
step of her old practiced foot, a sure light bal
ance of her body, and she was in the boat. A
quick glance of her practiced eye showed he r,

even through the deep dark shadow, the gcnlls

in a rack against the red-brick garden-wall.
Another moment and she had cast off (taking

the line with her), and the boat had shot out

into the moonlight, and she was rowing down

the stream as never other woman rowed on En -

glish water.

Intently over her shoulder, without slackening

speed, she looked ahead for the driving face.

She passed the scene of the struggle—yonder it
was, on her left, well over the boat's stern—she



passed on her right the end of the village street,
a hilly street that almost dipped into the river;
its sounds were growing faint again, and she
slackened ; looking as the boat drove every
where, every where for the floating face.
She merely kept the boat before the stream
now, and rested on her oars, knowing well that
if the face were not soon visible it had gone
down, and she would overshoot it. An un
trained sight would never have seen by the moon
light what she saw at the length of a few strokes
astern. She saw the drowning figure riso to the
Vol XXXI.— No 18.ri.—Xi

surface, slightly struggle, and as if by instinct
turn over on its back to float. Just so had she
first dimly seen the face which she now dimly
saw again.
Firm of look and firm of purpose, she intent

ly watched its coming on, until it was very near ;

then, with a touch, unshipped her sculls, and

crept aft in the boat, between kneeling and
crouching. Once, she let the body evade her,

not being sure of her grasp. Twice, and she
had seized it by its bloody hair.
It was insensible, if not virtually dend ; it was
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mutilated, and streaked the water all about it
with dark red streaks. As it could not help it
self, it was impossible for her to get it on board.
She bent over the stern to secure it with the
line, and then the river and its shores rang to
the terrible cry she uttered.

But, as if possessed by supernatural spirit and
strength, she lashed it safe, resumed her seat,
and rowed in, desperately, for the nearest shal
low water where she might run the boat aground.

Desperately, but not wildly, for she knew that
if she lost distinctness of intention all was lost
and gone.
She ran the boat ashore, went into the water,
released him from the line, and by main strength
lifted him in her arms and laid him in the bot
tom of the boat. He had fearful wounds upon
him, and she bound them up with her dress torn
into strips. Else, supposing him to be still alive,
she foresaw that he must bleed to death before
he could be landed at his inn, which was the
nearest place for succor.
This done very rapidly, she kissed his disfig
ured forehead, looked up in anguish to the stars,
and blessed him and forgave him, "if she had
any thing to forgive." It was only in that in
stant that she thought of herself, and then she

thought of herself only for him.
Now, merciful Heaven be thanked for that
old time, enabling me, without a wasted mo
ment, to have got the boat afloat again, and to
row back against the stream ! And grant, O
Blessed Lord God, that through poor me he may
he raised from death, and preserved to some one
else to whom he may be dear one day, though
never dearer than to me !
She rowed hard —rowed desperately, but never

wildly —and seldom removed her eyes from him
in the bottom of the boat. She had so laid him

there, as that she might sec his disfigured face ;
it was so much disfigured that his mother might
have covered it

,

but it was above and beyond
disfigurement in her eyes.
The boat touched the edge of the patch of inn
lawn, sloping gently to the water. There were
lights in the windows, but there chanced to be
no one out of doors. She made the boat fast,
and again by main strength took him up, and
never laid him down until she laid him down in
the house.

Surgeons were sent for, and she sat support
ing his head. She had oftentimes heard in days
that were gone how doctors would lift the hand
of an insensible wounded person, and would
drop it if the person were dead. She waited
for the awful moment when the doctors might
lift this hand, all broken and bruised, and let it

fall.
The first of the surgeons came, and asked,
before proceeding to his examination, "Who
brought him in?"
"I brought him in, Sir," answered Lizzie, at
whom all present looked.
"You, my dear? You could not lift, far less
carry, this weight."

"I think I could not, at another time, Sir;
but I am sure I did."
The surgeon looked at her with great atten
tion, and with some compassion. Having with

a grave face touched the wounds upon the head,
and the broken arms, he took the hand.

O ! would he let it drop ?

He appeared irresolute. He did not retain

it
,

but laid it gently down, took a candle, looked

j more closely at the injuries on the head, and at

the pupils of the eyes. That done, he replaced
the candle and took the hand again. Another

surgeon then coming in, the two exchanged a

whisper, and the second took the hand. Nei
ther did he let it fall at once, but kept it for a

while and laid it gently down.

"Attend to the poor girl," said the first sur
geon then. "She is quite unconscious. She
sees nothing and hears nothing. All the better
for her! Don't rouse her, if you can help it;
only move her. Poor girl, poor girl ! She must
be amazingly strong of heart, but it is much to
be feared that she has set her heart upon the

dead. Be gentle with her."

CHAPTER VII.

BETTER TO BE ABEL THAN CAIN.

Dav was breaking at Plashwater Weir Mill
Lock. Stars were yet visible, but there was dull

light in the east that was not the light of night.

The moon had gone down, and a mist crept
along the banks of the river, seen through which

the trees were the ghosts of trees, and the water

was the ghost of water. This earth looked spec
tral, and so did the pale stars : while the cold
eastern glare, expressionless as to heat or color,

with the eye of the firmament quenched, might
have been likened to the stare of the dead.
Perhaps it was so likened by the lonely Barge
man, standing on the brink of the lock. For
certain, Bradley Headstone looked that way,
when a chill air came up, and when it passed
on murmuring, as if it whispered something that
made the phantom trees and water tremble—or
threaten— for fancy might have made it either.
He turned away, and tried the Lock-house
door. It was fastened on the inside.
"Is he afraid of me?" be muttered, knock
ing.

Rogue Riderhood was soon roused, and soon

undrew the bolt and let him in.

"Why, T'otherest, I thought you had been
and got lost ! Two nights away ! I a'most be
lieved as you'd giv' me the slip, and I had as
good as half a mind for to advertise you in the
newspapers to come for'ard."

Bradley's face turned so dark on this hint that

Riderhood deemed it expedient to soften it into

a compliment.
"But not you, governor, not you," he went
on, stolidly shaking his head. "For what did

I say to myself arter having amused myself with
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that there stretch of a comic idea, as a sort of a

playful game? Why, I says to myself, 'He's a
man o' honor.' That's what I says to myself.
' He's a man o' double honor.' "

Very remarkably, Riderhood put no question
to him. He had looked at him on opening the
door, and he now looked at him again (stealthily
this time), and the result of his looking was, that
he asked him no question.
"You'll be for another forty on 'em, governor,
as I judges, afore you turns your mind to break
fast,'' said Riderhood, when his visitor sat down,
resting his chin on his hand, with his eyes on the
ground. And very remarkably again : Rider
hood feigned to set the scanty furniture in or
der, while he spoke, to have a show of reason for
not looking at him.
"Yes. I had better sleep, I think," said
Bradley, withont changing his position.
" I myself should recommend it, governor,"
assented Riderhood. "Might you be anyways
dry?"
"Yes. I should like a drink," said Bradley;
but without appearing to attend much.
Mr. Riderhood got out his bottle, and fetched
his jugful of water, and administered a pota
tion. Then he shook the coverlet of his bed and
spread it smooth, and Bradley stretched himself

upon it in the clothes he wore. Mr. Riderhood
poetically remarking that ho would pick the
bones of his night's rest, in his wooden chair, sat
in the window as before ; but, as before, watched
the sleeper narrowly until he was very sound

asleep. Then he rose and looked at him close,
in the bright daylight, on every side, with great
minuteness. He went out to his Lock to sum
up what he had seen.
" One of his sleeves is tore right away below
the elber, and the t'other's had a good rip at the
shoulder. He's been hung on to, pretty tight,
for his shirt's all tore out of the neck gathers.
He's been in the grass, and he's been in the wa
ter. And he's spotted, and 1 know with what,
and with whose. Hooroar I"

Bradley slept long. Early in the afternoon a
barge came down. Other barges had passed
through, both ways, before it; but the Lock-
keeper hailed only this particular barge for
news, as if he had made a time calculation with
some nicety. The men on board told him a
piece of news, and there was a lingering on
their part to enlarge upon it.
Twelve hours had intervened since Bradley's
lying down, when he got up. " Not that I swal-
ler it," said Riderhood, squinting at his Lock,
when he saw Bradley coming out of the house,
"as you've been a sleeping all the time, old
boy!" .
Bradley came to him, sitting on his wooden
lever, and asked what o'clock it was? Rider
hood told him it was between two and three.
" When are you relieved ?" asked Bradley.

' ' Day arter to-jnorrow, governor. "

" Not sooner?"
" Not a inch sooner, governor."

On both sides importance seemed attached to
this question of relief. Riderhood quite petted
his reply ; saying a second time, and prolonging
a negative roll of his head, " n— n—not a inch
sooner, governor."
"Did I tell you I was going on to-night?"
asked Bradley.
"No, governor," returned Riderhood, in a

cheerful, affable, and conversational manner,
" you did not tell me so. But most like you
meant to it and forgot to it. How, otherways,
could a doubt have come into your head about

it
,

governor?"
"As the sun goes down I intend to go on,"
said Bradley.
"So much the more necessairy is a Peck,"
returned Riderhood. "Come in and have it

,

T'otherest."
The formality of spreading a tablecloth not
being observed in Mr. Riderhood's establishment,
the serving of the "peck" was the affair of a

moment ; it merely consisting in the handing
down of a capacious baking dish with three-
fourths of an immense meat pic in it

,

and the

production of two pocket-knives, an earthenware
mug, and a large brown bottle of beer.
Both ate and drank, but Riderhood much the
more abundantly. In lieu of plates, that honest
man cut two triangular pieces from the thick
crust of the pie, and laid them, inside upper
most, upon the table : the one before himself,
and the other before his guest. Upon these
platters he placed two goodly portions of the
contents of the pie, thus imparting the unusual
interest to the entertainment that each partaker

scooped out the inside of his plate, and consumed

it with his other fare, besides having the sport
of pursuing the clots of congealed gravy over the

plain of the table, and successfully taking them
into his mouth at last from the blade of his
knife, in case of their not first sliding off it.
Bradley Headstone was so remarkably awk
ward at these exercises that the Rogue observed
it.
"Look out, T'otherest!" ho cried, "you'll
cut your hand I"

But the caution came too late, for Bradley
gashed it at the instant. And, what was more
unlucky, in asking Riderhood to tie it up, and

in standing close to him for the purpose, he

shook his hand under the smart of the wound,
and shook blood over Riderhood's dress.

When dinner was done, and when what re

mained of the platters, and what remained of

the congealed gravy had been put back into

what remained of the pie, which served as an

economical investment for all miscellaneous sav

ings, Riderhood filled the mug with beer and

took a long drink. And now he did look at
Bradley, and with an evil eye.
"T'otherest!" he said, hoarsely, as he bent
across the table to touch his arm. "The news
has gone down the river afore you."
"What news?"
"Who do you think," said Riderhood, with
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a hitch of his head, as if he disdainfully jerked
the feint away, " picked up the body 1 Guess."
"I am not good at guessing any thing."
" She did. Hooroar ! You had him there
agin. She did."
The convulsive twitching of Bradley Head
stone's face, and the sudden hot humor that

broke out upon it
,

showed how grimly the intel

ligence touched him. But he said not a single
word, good or bad. He only smiled in a lower
ing manner, and got up and stood leaning at. the

window, looking through it. Riderhood follow

ed him with his eyes. Riderhood cast down his

eyes on his own besprinkled clothes. Riderhood

began to have an air of being better at a guess
than Bradley owned to being.
" I have been so long in want of rest," said
the schoolmaster, " that with your leave 111 lie
down again."
"And weleome, T'otherest!" was the hospita
ble answer of his host. He had laid himself
down without waiting for it

,

and he remained

upon the bed until the sun was low. When he
arose and came out to resume his journey he
found his host waiting for him on the grass b

y

the towing-path outside the door.
"Whenever it may be necessary that you and

I should have any further communication to
gether," said Bradley, "Iwill come back. Good
night !"

"Well, since no better can be," said Rider
hood, turning on his heel, "Good-night!" But
he turned again as the other set forth, and added
under his breath, looking after him with a leer :

" You wouldn't be let to go like that if my Re
lief warn't as good as come. I'll catch you up
in a mile."
In a word, his real time of relief being that
evening at sunset, his mate came lounging in
within a quarter of an hour. Not staying to fill
up the utmost margin of his time, but borrowing
an hour or so, to be repaid again when he should
relievo his reliever, Riderhood straightway fol
lowed on the track of Bradley Headstone.
He was a better follower than Bradley. It

had been the calling of his life to slink and skulk
and dog and waylay, and he knew his calling
well. He effected such a forced march on leav
ing the Lock House that he was close up with
him—that is to say, as close up with him as he
deemed it convenient to be—before another Lock
was passed. His man looked back pretty often
as he went, but got no hint of him. He knew
how to take advantage of the ground, and where
to put the hedge between them, and where the
wall, and when to duck, and when to drop, and
had a thousand arts beyond the doomed Brad
ley's slow conception.
But all his arts were brought to a stand-still,
like himself, when Bradley, turning into a green
lane or riding b
y the river-side—a solitary spot
run wild in nettles, briers, and brambles, and
encumbered with the scathed trunks of a whole
hedgerow of felled trees, on the outskirts of a

little wood—began stepping on these trunks and

dropping down among them and stepping on
them again, apparently as n school-boy might
have done, but assuredly with no school-boy pur
pose, or want of purpose.
" What are you up to ?" muttered Riderhood,
down in the ditch, and holding the hedge a lit
tle open with both hands. And soon his actions
made a most extraordinary reply. " By George
and the Draggin !" cried Riderhood, " if he ain't
a-going to bathe !"

He had passed back, on and among the trunks
of trees again, and had passed on to the water
side and had begun undressing on the grass.
For a moment it had a suspicious look of suicide,
arranged to counterfeit accident. " But you
wouldn't have fetched a bundle under your arm,
from among that timber, if such was your
game !" said Riderhood. Nevertheless it was a
relief to him when the bather after a plunge and
a few strokes came out. " For I shouldn't," he
said in a feeling manner, " have liked to lose
you till I had made more money out of you
neither."
Prone in another ditch (he had changed his
ditch as his man had changed bis position), and

holding apart so small a patch of the hedge that
the sharpest eyes could not have detected him,
Rogne Riderhood watched the bather dressing.
And now gradually came the wonder that he
stood up, completely clothed, another man, and
not the Bargeman.
" Aha !" said Riderhood. " Much as yon was
dressed that night. I see. You're a taking me
with you, now. You're deep. But I knows a

deeper."
When the bather had finished dressing he
kneeled on the gross, doing something with his
hands, and again stood up with his bundle un

der his arm. Looking all around him with great
attention, ho then went to the river's edge, and

flung it in as far, and yet as lightly as he could.

It was not until he was so decidedly upon his
way again as to bo beyond a bend of the river,
and for the time out of view, that Riderhood
scrambled from the ditch.
"Now," was his debate with himself, "shall

I foller you on, or shall I let you loose for this
once, and go a fishing?" The debate continu

ing, he followed, as a precautionary measure in

any case, and got him again in sight. " If I

was to let you loose this once," said Riderhood
then, still following, "I could make you come
to me agin, or I could find you out in one way
or another. If I wasn't to go a fishing others
might. I'll let you loose this once and go a
fishing !" With that, he suddenly dropped the
pursuit and turned.
The miserable man whom he had released for
the time, but not for long, went on toward Lon
don. Bradley was suspicious of every sound he
heard, and of every face he saw, but was under
a spell which very commonly falls upon the shed-
der of blood, and had no suspicion of the real
danger that lurked in his life, and would have

it yet. Riderhood was much in his thoughts—
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had never been out of his thoughts since the
night-adventure of their first meeting ; but Ri-
dsrhood occupied a very different place there from
the place of pursuer; and Bradley had been at
the pains of devising so many means of fitting
that place to him, and of wedging him into it

,

that his mind could not compass the possibility
of his occupying any other. And this is another
spell against which the shedder of blood forever
strives in vain. There are fifty doors by which

discovery may enter. With infinite pains and
cunning he double locks and bars forty-nine of
them, and can not see the fiftieth standing wide

open.

Now, too, was he cursed with a state of mind
more wearing and more wearisome than remorse.
Ho had no remorse ; but the evil-doer who can
hold that avenger at bay can not escape the slow
er torture of incessantly doing the evil deed again
and doing it more efficiently. In the defensive
declarations and pretended confessions of mur
derers, the pursuing shadow of this torture may
be traced through every lie they tell. If I had
done it as alleged, is it conceivable that I would
have made this and this mistake ? If I had done

it as alleged, should I have left that unguarded
place which that false and wicked witness against
me so infamously deposed to ? The state of that
wretch who continually finds the weak spots in
his own crime, and strives to strengthen them
when it is unchangeable, is a state that aggra
vates the offense by doing the deed a thousand
times instead of once ; but it is a state, too, that
tauntingly visits tho offense upon a sullen uure
pentant nature with its heaviest punishment ev
ery time.

Bradley toiled on, chained heavily to the idea
of his hatred and his vengeance, and thinking
how he might have satiated both in many better
ways than the way he had taken. The instru
ment might have been better, the spot and the
hour might have been better chosen. To batter
a man down from behind in the dark, on the
brink of a river, was well enough, but he ought
to have been instantly disabled, whereas he had
turned and seized his assailant ; and so, to end

it before chance-help came, and to be rid of him,
he had been hurriedly thrown backward into the
river before the life was fully beaten out of him.
Now if it could be done again, it must not be so
done. Supposing his head had been held down
under water for a while. Supposing the first
blow had been truer. Supposing he had been
shot. Supposing ho had been strangled. Sup
pose this way, that way, the other way. Sup
pose any thing but getting unchained from the
one idea, for that was inexorably impossible.
The school reopened next day. The scholars
saw little or no change in their master's face, for

it always wore its slowly laboring expression.
But as he heard his classes he was always do
ing tho deed and doing it better. As he paused
with his piece of chalk at the blackboard before
writing on it he was thmking of the spot, and
whether the water was not deeper and the fall

straighter, a little higher up, or a little lower
down. He had half a mind to draw a line or
two upon the board, and show himself what he
meant. He was doing it again and improving
on the manner, at prayers, in his mental arith
metie, all through his questioning, all through
the day.

Charley Hexam was a master now, in another
school, under another head. It was evening,
and Bradley was walking in his garden, observed
from behind a blind by gentle little Miss Peech-
cr, who contemplated offering him a loan of her
smelling-salts for headache, when Mary Anne,
in faithful attendance, held up her arm.
"Yes, Mary Anne?"
" Young Mr. Hexam, if you please, ma'am,
coming to sec Mr. Headstone."
"Very good, Mary Anne."
Again Mary Anne held up her arm.
"You may speak, Mary Anne?"
"Mr. Headstone has beckoned young Mr.
Hexam into his house, ma'am, and he has gone
in himself without waiting for young Mr. Hex
am to come up, and now he has gone in too,
ma'am, and has shut the door."
"With all my heart, Mary Anne."
And Mary Anne's telegraphic arm worked.
" What more, Mary Anne ?"
"They must find it rather dull and dark, Miss
Peecher, for the parlor blind's down, and neither
of them pulls it up."
"There is no accounting," said good Miss
Peecher, with a little sad sigh which she re

pressed by laying her hand on her neat method

ical bodice, "there is no accounting for tastes,
Mary Anne."
Charley, entering the dark room, stopped short
when he saw his old friend in its yellow shade.
"Come in, Hexam, come in."
Charley advanced to take the hand that was

held out to him ; but stopped again, short of it.

The heavy, bloodshot eyes of the schoolmaster,
rising to his face with an effort, met his look of

scrutiny."
" Mr. Headstone, what's the matter?"
"Matter? Where?"
"Mr. Headstone, have you heard the news?
This news about the fellow, Mr. Eugene Wray-
burn ? That he is killed ?"
" He is dead, then !" exclaimed Bradley.
Young Hexam standing looking at him, he

moistened his lips with his tongue, looked about

the room, glanced at his former pupil, and looked

down. " I heard of the outrage," said Bradley,
trying to constrain his working mouth,

" but 1

had not heard the end of it."
"Where were you," said the boy, advancing

a step as he lowered his voice, "when it was
done? Stop! I don't ask that. Don't tell me.
If you force your confidence upon me, Mr. Head
stone, I'll give up every word of it. Mind!
Take notice. I'll give up it

,

and I'll give up
you. I will !"
The wretched creature seemed to suffer acute

ly under this renunciation. A desolate air of
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utter and complete loneliness fell upon him, like
a visible shade.
" It's for me to speak, not you," said the boy.
" If you do, you'll do it at your peril. I am go
ing to put your selfishness before you, Mr. Head
stone—your passionate, violent, and ungovern
able selfishness — to show you why I can, and
why I will, have nothing more to do with you."
He looked at yonng Hexam as if he were
waiting for a scholar to go on with a lesson that
he knew by heart and was deadly tired of. But
he had said his last word to him.
" If you had any part—I don't say what— in
this attack," pursued the boy ; " or if you know
any thing about it—I don't say how much —or
if you know who did it— I go no closer—you did
an injury to me that's never to be forgiven.
You know that I took you with me to his cham
bers in the Temple when I told him my opin
ion of him, and made myself responsible for my
opinion of you. You know that I took you with
me when I was watching him with a view to
recovering my sister and bringing her to her
senses ; you know that I have allowed myself to
be mixed up with yon, all through this business,
in favoring your desire to marry my sister. And
how do you know that, pursuing the ends of
your own violent temper, you have not laid me

open to suspicion ? Is that your gratitude to

me, Mr. Headstone ?"
Bradley sat looking steadily before him at the
vacant air. As often as young Hexam stopped
he turned his eyes toward him, as if he were
waiting for him to go on with the lesson, and
get it done. As often as the boy resumed
Bradley resumed his fixed face.
"Iam going to be plain with you, Mr. Head
stone," said young Hexam, shaking his head in
a half-threatening manner, "because this is no
time for affecting not to know things that I do
know—except certain things at which it might
not be very safe for you to hint again. What I
mean is this : if you were a good master, I was
a good pupil. I have done you plenty of credit,
and in improving my own reputation I have im
proved yours quite as much. Very well then.
Starting on equal terms, I want to put before
you how yon have shown your gratitude to mo
for doing all I could to further your wishes with
reference to my sister. Yon have compromised
ma by being seen about with me, endeavoring to
counteract this Mr. Eugene Wrayburn. That's
the first thing you have done. If my character,
and my now dropping you, help me out of that,
Mr. Headstone, the deliverance is to be attribu
ted to me and not to you. No thanks to you
for it !"
The boy stopping again, he moved his eyes
again.
"I am going on, Mr. Headstone, don't yon
he afraid. I am going on to the end, and I
have told you beforehand what the end is.
Now, you know my story. You are as well
aware as I am, that I have had many disad
vantages to leave behind me in life. You have

heard me mention my father, and you are suffi
ciently acquainted with the fact that the home
from which I, as I may say, escaped, might
have been a more creditable one than it was.
My father died, and then it might have been
supposed that my way to respectability was

pretty clear. No. For then my sister be
gins.''
He spoke as confidently, and with as entire
an absence of any tell-tale color in his cheek,
as if there were no softening old time behind
him. Not wonderful, for there was none in his
hollow empty heart. What is there but self,
for selfishness to see behind it?
" When I speak of my sister I devoutly wish
that you had never seen her, Mr. Headstone.
However, you did see her, and that's useless
now. I confided in you about her. I explained
her character to you, and how she interposed
some ridiculous fanciful notions in the way of
our being as respectable as I tried for. You fell
in love with her, and I favored you with all my
might. She could not be induced to favor you,
and so we came into collision with this Mr. En-
gene Wrayburn. Now, what have you done ?

Why, you have justified my sister in being firm
ly set against you from first to last, and you
have put me in the wrong again ! And why
have you done it? Because, Mr Headstone,
you are in all your passions so selfish, and so
concentrated upon yourself, that yon have not
bestowed one proper thought on me."
The cool conviction with which the boy took
up and held his position could have been derived
from no other vice in human nature.
"It is," he went on, actually with tears, "an
extraordinary circumstance attendant on my
life, that every effort I make toward perfect re
spectability, is impeded by somebody else through
no fault of mine ! Not content with doing what
I have put before you, you will drag my name
into notoriety through dragging my sister's —
which yon are pretty sure to do, if my suspicions
have any foundation at all—and the worse yon
prove to be, the harder it will be for me to de
tach myself from being associated with you in
people's minds."
When he had dried his eyes and heaved a sob
over his injuries, he began moving toward the
door.
"However, I have made up my mind that I
will become respectable in the scale of society,
and that I will not be dragged down by others.
I have done with my sister as well as with yon.
Since she cares so little for me as to care no

thing for undermining my respectability, she

shall go her way and I will go mine. My pros
pects are very good, and I mean to follow them
alone. Mr. Headstone, I don't say what you
have got upon your conscience, for I don't
know. Whatever lies upon it

, I hope you will
sec the justice of keeping wide and clear of me,
and will find a consolation in completely exon
erating all but yourself. I hopo, before many
years are out, to succeed the master in my pres
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cnt school. and the mistress being a single wo
man, though some years older than I am, I
might even marry her. If it is any comfort to
you to know what plans I may work out by
keeping myself strictly respectable in the scale
of society, these are the plans at present occur
ring to me. In conclusion, if you feel a sense
of having injured me, and a desire to make some
small reparation, I hope you will thmk how re
spectable you might have been yourself, and
will contemplate your blighted existence."
Was It strange that the wretched man should
take this henvily to heart? Perhaps he had
taken the boy to heart, first, through some long
laborious years : perhaps through the same years
he had found his drudgery lightened by commu

nication with a brighter and more apprehensive

spirit than his own , perhaps a family resem
blance of face and voice between the boy and his
sister, smote him hard in the gloom of his fallen
state. For whichsoever reason, or for all, he
drooped his devoted head when the boy was

gone, and shrank together on the floor, and
groveled there, with the palms of his hands

tight-clasping his hot temples, in unutterable

misery, and uurelieved by a single tear.

Rogue RIderhood had been busy with the
river that day. He had fished with assiduity on
the previous evening, but the light was short,
and he had fished unsuccessfully. He had
fished again that day with better luck, and had
carried his fish home to Plashwater Weir Mill
Lock-house in a bundle.
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A BATTLE RELIC.

It bangs upon tho wall,
Broken and torn, the. drum he took away ;

How many a thought of him does it recall

When yet a child at play !

Ah little did I dream
In those bright days of what would be the end;

Backward in time my thoughts flow like a stream
Where separate currents blend.

I seem to see him now,
With mimic hat and sword, a captain bold,

Heading his little squad, and round his brow
Fair childhood's locks of gold.

His voice I seem to hear,

I see him wave the sword in his right hand,
As from his lips rings out. distinct and clear,

The sharp word of command.

Then coines that first sad day,
The saddest which hud dawned upon my life.
When from their homes our soldiers went away,

To mingle hl the strife.

How proud my brave hoy seemed!

How flushed his cheek was, and how firm his tread!

How with an added light his blue eye beamed!
How high he held his head !

His letters, word for word,
I learned by heart ; so like him seemed each thought ;
Then followed silence, and at length wo heard

A battle had been fought.

And last the sad news came—

I tried to think it best if so God w illed—
And through hot tears I read my brave boy's name

Among the li.-t of killed.

They brought it home, his drum,
When back they came amid a shout of joy.
And even now at times some one will come

To talk about my boy.

They say with his last breath
He blessed the cause for which his life was given.
And died, upon the field, a soldier's death ;

I trust he lives in Heaven.

Yet sometimes when the wind

Blows cool along the quiet village street,
I seem to hear across the half-closed blind

The tread of marching feet.

I look to see him come,
Marching so proudly with the band ahead,

And only when I gaze upon his drum
I feel that he is dead.

GIVE THEM WORK!

Thev come from blood-washed fields of strife,
Where hung the battle's angry cloud,

And rolled from out the cannon's throat

The battle anthem long and loud;

From fields where rained the hissing lead,

And leaped the scorching flames of hell ;

Where many a noble deed was wrought,

And many a hero fought and fell.

They come from many a toilsome march

O'er rugged roads and untrod ways,
That echoed to the tramp of feet

From morn to night through weary days.

They come from crowded camps, where shone

The white tents in the noontide glare,
Where with the golden morning pealed

The shrill reveille on the air.

They come from loathsome prison pens,
Where Famino held her ghastly reign,

And fated Pestilence stalked at noon

With tottering step and face of pain.

They come, now that the shock is o'er
Which shook the Nation's pillared dome,

Some with deep wounds of battle scarred.
And ask for bread and work at home !

How boldly they went forth to meet

Armed Treason in the bloody fight!
How boldly went they forth to dio
In battle for the cause of Right !

They triumphed, and once more returned.

With empty, waiting bands they stand,
And ask for work that they may live

Who battled to redeem the land

Is there no work for them to do,
Now that the blasts of War are stilled,

Now that the reign of Peace is come ?

Are all the posts of duty filled ?

Is there no work for these brave men'

Who grappled Treason in its might.

And set their feet upon its neck,

And crushed it in defense of Right ?

No work for them ! Must they in vain

Ask work now that the strife is done,

Now that the glorious cause is saved,

Now that the victory is won?

Oh, people of tho valiant North,

Make answer to their earnest call,

Bid them come in, the field is broad,

There's room, there's food, there's work for all !
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OUR
Record closes on the 5th of September.

Public thought has turned mainly upon the
different questions involved in the re-construction
of the Union. The only event of considerable im
portance is the action of the Mississippi Convention,
which met on the 17th of August. It passed an
ordinance declaring tho ordinance of secession null
and void ; prohibited slavery or involuntary servi
tude, except for crime ; made it the duty of the next
Legislature to provide by law for the protection of
the person and property of the freedmen of the
State, and to guard them and the State against any
evil that may arise from their sudden emancipation ;
and appointed the first Monday in October for the
election of State officers and members of Congress.
They also adopted a memorial urging the President
to remove the colored troops from the State. The
members, acting apparently in their individual ca
pacity, not as a Convention, united in a petition to
tho President for the pardon of Jefferson Davis and
Governor Clark. The Constitutional amendment
providing that "Neither slavery nor involuntary
servitude, otherwise than for the punishment of
crime whereof tho party shall have been convicted,
shall hereafter exist in the State," was adopted by
the decisive vote of 8G to 11. Mississippi, next
after South Carolina, is the State containing the
largest proportion of slaves. These arc tho only
States in which the slaves outnumber the whites.
In South Carolina there were, in ISfiO, 402,000 slaves
and 291,000 whites —a little more than four to three;
in Mississippi, 436,000 slaves and 3511,000whites —
a little less than four to three. In absolute num
ber of slaves Mississippi stood third : Virginia ex
ceeding it by 54,000, and Georgia by 26,000. Tho
interests of Mississippi were more deeply involved
in the slave system than those of any other State.
If emancipation can be effected here, it can be ef
fected more easily in every other State. Some por
tions of the action of Governor Sharkey have been
disapproved by the military authorities and Gov
ernment. He ordered a State militia to be organ
ized in every county ; this was forbidden by Gen
eral Slocum. The Governor also complained that
the military authorities refused to obey writs of
habea-t corptu issued by local judges. To this the
Secretary of War replied that the grant of a Pro
visional Government did not affect the proper juris
diction of the military courts, and that this jurisdic
tion was still called for in cases of wrongs done to
soldiers, whether white or colored, and in cases of
wrong done to colored citizens, and where the local
authorities were unable or unwilling to do justice,
either from defective machinery, or because some
State law declared colored persons incompetent as
witnesses. Mississippi was to a considerable ex
tent still under military law, and the suspension of
tho writ of h ibcas corpus had not been revoked.
To a similar remonstrance the Secretary of State
replied that the State was still under martial law,
and the military authority was supreme.
The efforts to adjust the relations between the
two great classes of Southern society — the white
and tho colored population —meet with innumera
ble obstacles. On the one hand, it is alleged that
the freedmen are indisposed to labor, and throng to
the towns and military posts, expecting to be sup
ported in idleness by the Government. On the
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other hand, it is complained that the former masters

are unwilling to recognize the altered state of
things, and are determined that the Freedmen shall
be actuallv slaves as much as of old. Instances,
almost without number, are put forward sustaining
each of these propositions ; but the general di ill of
information evinces that both whites and blacks
arc endeavoring, in the mass, to accommodate them

selves to the new state of things. It is especially
notable that the soldiers and officers who did most

to uphold the Confederacy are foremost to recom
mend prompt and cheerful acquiescence in the re
sults of the issues which were decided on the field of
battle. Thus General Joseph E. Johaston, who
will, when the whole history of the war comes to be
fairly studied and written, prove to have been the
ablest Confederate commander, writes, the date be
ing August 17: "We of the South referred the
question at issue between us and the United States
to the arbitrament of the sword. The decision has
been made, and it is against us. We must acquiesce
in that decision, accept it as final, and recognize the
fact that Virginia is again one of the United States.
Our duties and our interests coincide. We shall
consult the one and perform the other by doing all
we can to promote the welfare of our neighbors and
to restore prosperity to the country. We should at
once commence the duties of peaceful citizens by
entering upon some useful pursuit, qualifying our
selves to vote, if possible ; and at the polls our votes
should l)o cast for Conservative men —men who un
derstand and will maintain the interests of Virginia
as ono of the United States. This is tho course
which I have recommended to all those; with whom
I have conversed on the subject, and that which I
have adopted for myself as far as practicable."
General Wade Hampton, who vas among the
last of the Confederate commanders who surrender
ed, has published a letter in reply to inquiries ad
dressed to him by persons who proposed to emi
grate, He dissuades his correspondents from any
general emigration: advises them to remain at
home and devote their energies to the restoration
of law and order, the re-establishment of agriculture
and commerce, the promotion of education, and the
rebuilding of the dwellings and cities which have
been laid in ashes. To accomplish these objects he
urges that "all who can do so should take the oath
of allegiance to the United States Government, so
that they may participate in the restoration of civil
government to our State. A distinguished citizen
of our State," he says, "an honest man, and a true
patriot, has been appointed Governor. He will
soon call a Convention of the people which will be
charged with the most vital interests of our State."
He urges that the delegates elected to this Conven
tion should be men " who have laid their all upon the
altar of their country." He himself should pursue
the course which he recommends to others, "de
voting himself earnestly, if permitted to do so, to the
discharge of these obligations, public and private;"
but in the mean time he should obtain all the inform
ation desirable in the establishment of a colon}- in
case they were obliged to leave the country.
Tho policy of the Government is clearly express
ed. It will, as far as possible, protect them from
outrage or injury; but will not maintain them in
idleness. The rations given tu whites and blacks
will bo withdrawn as rapidly as possible
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Applications for pardon by persons belonging to
the excepted classes are very numerous, but as yet
only a very few have been granted. It is officially
announced that counsel and brokers iu the case of
those applying for pardon will retard instead of
advancing their object. —Governor Perry, of South
Carolina, writes to William Porcher Miles, formerly
a member of the Federal Congress, and subsequent
ly of the Confederate Congress: " If you take the
oath of amnesty and apply for a pardon, it is to be
assumed, after approval by me, that it is granted,
and you are entitled to vote or serve in the Conven
tion, although your pardon may not have been re
turned or received by you."—Governor Payne, of
Alabama, aonounces the manner in which those who
are entitled to pardon under the President's procla
mation must proceed. They must take the oath
before some competent authority, and then, in order
to qualify themselves for voting, must repeat the
oath, and have it registered before some county
magistrate. "No one is eligible to a seat in the
Convention who is not a loyal citizen of the United
States," and as those who, like Mr. Miles, are ex
cluded from the general amnesty are not citizens
of the United States, they can not be voters or mem
bers of the Convention.
Some of the ecclesiastical bodies at the South
have assumed positions of apparent hostility to the
return of good feeling. Thus, Bishops Andrew,
Paine, and Pierce, of the Methodist Church South,
in a pastoral, while urging their people " to adjust
themselves, as citizens of the United States, prompt
ly, cheerfully, and in good faith, to all their duties
and responsibilities, whatever may have been the

opinions, positions, or prejudices of any of them
concerning the political changes which have oc
curred in the Government," bitterly oppose the re
union of the two bodies of the Church. They de
clare that "a large proportion of the Northern
Methodists have become incurably radical. They
teach for doctrine the commandments ofmen. They
preach another Gospel. They have incorporated
social dogmas and political tests into their church
creeds. Without such a change as we see no im
mediate prospect of in their tone, temper, and prac
tice, we can anticipate no good result from even

entertaining the subject of reunion with them."—
Mr. WUtner, Episcopal Bishop of Alabama, in a
Pastoral Address, says, "The lapse of the Confed
erate Government requires of necessity the omission
ef the prayers for the President of the Confederate
States, and all in civil authority ; but the immedi
ate substitution of another form of prayer does not
follow of the same necessity." To pray for " all in
authority," he says, "is a duty;" but the mode of
it must be determined by ecclesiastical authority.
"The Church in this country has established a
form of prayer for the President and all in civil
authority. The language of that prayer was se
lected with careful reference to the subject of the
prayer — ' all civil authority ;' and she desires for
that authority prosperity and long continuance.
No one can be expected to desire a long continu
ance of military rule. Therefore the prayer is
altogether inappropriate and inapplicable to the
present condition of things, when no civil au
thority exists in the exercise of its functions
My conclusion is
,

therefore, and my direction,
which I hereby give, that when civil authority
shall be restored in the State of Alabama, the
clergy shall use the form entitled ' A Prayer for
the President of the United States and all in Civil

I Authority,' as it stands in the Book of Common

J Prayer." The Bishop, however, says that
" it is

the duty of every citizen to render faithful alle
giance to the Government under which he lives.

I

and as an oath of fidelity to the Government is only

I

the formal and solemn acknowledgment of an aU

I

ready existing obligation, if therefore the oath of
allegiance should be lawfully required of all citi
zens, there is no good reason why it should not
be taken, provided that all things be done 'in
justice, judgment, and truth.' All false swearing

is an abomination." Civil union, the Bishop says,

j does not necessarily involve ecclesiastical unity.
Whether the Church in tho South shall reunite
with that in the North is a question for future ec
clesiastical determination. —At the recent Conven
tion of the Episcopal Church in the diocese of Geor
gia it was resolved that the diocese would resume
its coanection with the Protestant Episcopal Church
in the United States, whenever the BMiop shall
consider such course consistent with the good faith,
which this diocese owes to the bishops in the late
Confederate States. Another resolution provides
that deputies shall be elected to the General Council
of the Church in the Southern States, w ith the under
standing that, if in the judgment of the Bishop, any
contingency shall arise to render necessary a repre
sentation in the General Convention of the United
States, the same deputies shall attend that body. —
The Presbytery of Lexington, Virginia, adopted, at

a meeting on the 10th of August, a report, declar
ing that " The General Assembly in the United
States required all its members to submit to their
ecclesiastical interpretation of the doctrine of State
Rights and Slavery. This changed a religious
body into a pulitical meeting, necessitated the with
drawal of tho Southern part of the Presbyterian
Church, and the continued political character of
that professedly ecclesiastical body prevents a re
union."
Heury Wirz, late commander of the Confederate
military prison at Andersonville, Georgia, is on trial
before a Military Court, of which General Lew
Wallace is President. Wirz, who is a Swiss by
birth, resided for many years in Louisiana, and en
tered the Confederate army. Having been disabled
for service in the field, he was placed in command

of the prison at Andersonville in April, I81II. The
indictment consists of two charges. By the first
Wirz was charged with conspiring with Robert E.
Lee, James A. Seddon, then Confederate Secretary
of War, John H. Winder, Lucius D. Northrop, Rich
ard B. Winder, Joseph White, W. S. Winder, and
others, to injure the health and destroy the lives of
Union prisoners in violation of the laws and customs
of war. The specification under this charge is long
and elaborate. The principal points are—confining
the prisoners in small and unhealthy quarters ; neg
lecting to provide proper shelter; depriving them
of their own clothing and blankets ; refusing to
furnish food sufficient in quantity and quality to
sustain life, and to provide fuel for cooking and
warming; compelling them to subsist upon filthy
and unwholesome water ; permitting the bodi s of
the dead to remain uuburied, thus poisoning the at
mosphere ; refusing medicines and medical attend

ance ; inflicting cruel and unusual punishments;
setting up a tkdead line," always indistinct and oft
en imaginary, and causing prisoners who crossed
or even touched it to be shot ; employing blood
hounds to hunt down prisoners who had escaped;

and using poisonous matter for the purpose of vac
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cination. This charge was subsequently modified
by omitting the names of Lee and Seddon. —The
second charge is lor " Murder, in violation of the
laws and customs of war." Under this charge are
thirteen distinct specifications, all relating to mur
ders and outrages committed by himself or by his
express order. Wirz protests his innocence of these
charges. He denies that he ever personally mis
used a prisoner; and affirms that for the rest he
acted under the orders of his military superiors, and
should therefore not be held responsible. He also
affirms that he was included in the surrender by
General Johuston, and so should not be held to an
swer for what he had done^l
According to the officialreport of the Secretary
of the Treasury, the public debt, on the 31st of Au
gust, was as follows :

Debt bearing Interest Ammtnt. Inttrttt.
in coin $l,10S,31O,191 SO $64,50U,5a0S3
Debt bearing interest
in lawful money. . . 1,274,478,10316 73,531,03774
Debt on which interest
has oeneeu 1,503,02009
Debt bearing no inter
est S73.3r9,26fl3S

Total, Aug. 31 $'2,757.08',571 43 $1SS,O31,0-'O24
Total, July 31 2,757,253,27588 13U,262,4C82S

Heury B. Jenkins, the paying teller of the Phoe
nix Bank, is a man past middle age ; had been
many years connected with the bank in various ca
pacities; was supposed to live within his income;
and was not known to have engaged in specula
tions. But someihing more than $300,000 in his
keeping was missing. He was arrested, and it
came out that he had engaged in stock specula
tions, and being unsuccessful, had from time to time

appropriated the bank funds to cover his losses. He
was, moreover, a frequenter of "concert saloons"
and other disreputable haunts, squandering large

sums upon loose women. One of these, named
Genevieve Lyons, with sundry aliases, he had es
tablished in apartments as his mistress, making her
considerable presents in money. This woman had
a paramour named Brower, ones a butther, but de
scribing himself as a " merchant," who also received
large sums of money from Jenkins, who asserted
that it was extorted from him as " black mail," un
der threat of exposing him. Brower, however, as
serted that the money was lent to him by Jenkins
out of friendship, they having met at places of pub
lic resort, and contracted a close intimacy. An
other person implicated was James H. Earle, who
acted as the agent of Jenkins in his speculations.
He was awested, and shortly after committed sui
cide in prison.
The firm of " Morris Ketchum, Son, and Com
pany" was one of the wealthiest private banking-
houses of New York. The "Son" was Edward B.
Ketchum, a young man of about five-and-twenty,
who was esteemed one of the shrewdest financiers
on 'Change. About the first of August Mr. Swan,
one of the junior members of the firm, discovered
that securities to the amount of nearly a million
dollars had been abstracted from the firm. He
communicated his discovery to Belknap, another
partner. Various circumstances enabled them to
tiisten the abstraction upon Edward Ketchum, who
acknowledged the fact, but said that the securities
were still under his control, and that he could re
cover them in a short time. He promised to do
this, and to abandon the speculations upon his own

account in which he had been engaged. The mat
ter was not revealed to the senior member of the

firm.. A few days passed, and the missing securi
ties not being replaced, Swan and Belknap wrote
to young Ketchum, on the 4th of August, to the
effect that unless the deficiency was made good by '

the loth they should expose him. Two days after
the expiration of this term it was announced that
Edward Ketchum had disappeared on the previous
day ; that the firm of which he was a member had
suspended payment ; and that forged

' ' gold checks"

to a large amount Were in the hands of banks and
brokers which could bo traced to him. These " gold
checks" are a contrivance instituted by prominent
money-dealers to conduct their business without
making an actual transfer of gold bought and sold.
The Bank of New York was s;Iected as the place
in which the gold was to be deposited. The bank
agreed to receive the gold, keep it

,

count it, and
pay it out as demanded, upon certain conditions.
Each dealer, upon the payment of $1000, received

a check-book filled with a certain number of blank
checks for $5000 each. These, when filled out with
the signature of the drawer, the registrar, the tell
er, and of the indorser, pass in the market as equiv
alent to the corresponding amounts in gold. Ed
ward Ketchum purchased one of these books of
checks, filled them out with the forged signatures
of established firms, and deposited them as security
for loans which he required to carry on his opera
tions. The book contained 500 blank checks, rep
resenting $2,500,000. How many of these had
been actually negotiated is unknown. The Dis
trict Attorney, in making his charge, estimates
the number at 300, representing an amount of
$1,500,000. Ketchum remained undiscovered for

nearly a fortnight; then ho was found at lodgings
in New York, which ho had all the time occupied
under the assumed name of C. R. Lowry, of Cin
cinnati. He had with* him about $60,000. The
abstracted securities belonged partly to the firm of
Ketchum and Companu, and partly to others. The
former, amounting to $1,300,000, were replaced,

and the remaining assets of the house were declared
to be $3,093,000, and its liabilities $3,985,000, leav
ing a deficit of nearly $900,000. The total amount
of abstractions was stated by the senior partner to
be "not less than $2,800,000." It was probably
quite $3,500,000. In addition to this were the forged
gold checks, amounting possibly to $1,500,000, the
loss of which must fall upon the banks and brokers
who held them : a probable total of $5,000,000.
Within the eight months from January to Sep
tember 130 " accidents" have occurred to trains on
the different railroads in the United States, by which
about 300 persons have been killed outright, and
about 1200 wounded. Every one of these was the

j result of gross carelessness. There i
s a general de

mand that the guilty persons shall be held to crim
inal prosecution. In a few cases coroner's juries
have approximated to their duties in this respect.
Thus, on the 15th of August, on the Housatouic
Railroad, 13 were killed and 20 wounded by a loco
motive, which was making a trial trip, running into

a train. The coroner's jury found a verdict censur
ing Charles Hunt, the President, Heury L. Plumb,
the Superintendent, as well as the engineer and con

ductor of the locomotive. —On the Long Island Rail
road, August 29, 5 persons were killed and 18 wound
ed by collision between two trains, one or both of
which was recklessly running out of time. The
jury differed as to the culpability attached to the
conductors of the two trains —some charging it upon
both, some upon oue, and some upon the other ; but
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ten of the jurors united to "censure Oliver Char-
lick, the President of the railroad, for the careless
and irregular manner in which the trains are run,
and consider that he is indirectly responsible for the
catastrophe." —On the Oil Creek Railroad, August
24, 7 were killed and 8 wounded by a collision be
tween two trains. The jury found the conductor
and engineer of one of the trains guilty of culpable
negligence, the president and directors of the road
guilty of culpablo negligence, imd requested the
coroner to issue his warrant for the apprehension
and trial not only of the conductor and engineer,
but also of the president and directors of the road.
The attempt to lay the Atlantic Telegraph Cable
has been unsuccessful. The heavy shore end, 26
miles long, was laid on the 22d July. On the next
day, the splice with the ocean cable on board the
Great Eastern made, and at a quarter past 7 in the
evening the work of paying out began. The fol
lowing is a condensed journal of each subsequent
day's operations up to the time when the cablo part
ed :—Second Dag, July 24. At 3.15 a.m., when 84
miles had been payed out, it was discovered that
some "fault" existed in the cable, which interfered
with its insulation. The whole day was taken up
in endeavors to discover the nature and location of
the "fault," and in picking up the cable, which was
a work of great difficulty. The final conclusion was
that it was not more than ten or eleven miles from
the Great Eastern. —Third Day, July 25. At 8 a.m.,
when a little more than ten miles had been picked
up, the "fault" came on board. A crooked bit of
wire, about the size of a straw, two inches long, had
Somehow got into the coils of the cable, and been
forced through the coating till it came in contact
with the conducting wires, tapping the electric cur
rent. The ten miles of cable which bad been hauled
in, being strained was cut out, and the work of pay
ing out recommenced a little before 3 p.m. A mile
and a half had hardly gone«vi r when communica
tions from the shore grew fainter, and at length
ceased. Preparations were made to "pick up"
again, but in the mean while the signals recom
menced, and the work was resumed. The cause of
this temporary interruption has never been ascer
tained. At 4.15 p.m. paying out was resumed. —
FourOi Day, July2G. By 8 a.m. the steamer was 150
miles from Valentin, having payed out 161£ miles
of t able, at the rate of about six miles an hour. In
the course of tho day deep water, 2000 fathoms, was
reached.— Fifth Day, July 27. At 8.30 A.M. 302
miles from the shore had been run ; every thing
went on successfully during the day. —Sixth Day,
July 28. At noon 476 miles had been made, 531J
miles of cable having been payed out; every thing
going on well.—Seventh Day, July 29. All went
well until noon, when 634 miles in all had been
run, leaving 1020 to be made. An hour after all
signals suddenly ceased. Electricians reported not
merely a " fault," but "dead earth ;" that is

,

a total

loss of insulation. It was ascertained that the
trouble lay in some part of the cable which had
been payed out, and was not far from the ship.
This was picked up, the defective portion cut out,

a splice made, and the work of paying out was to bo
commenced at dawn. — Eighth Dity, July 30.—At
8.10, after some accidents, the cable was fairly run
ning out again, the insulation tests being excellent.
By noon 650 miles had been run ; 745 miles of cable
payed out. Every thing went well during the aft
ernoon and night.—Ninth Day, July 31. All went
well. At noon 753 miles had been run, 903 miles
of cable payed out. Tho signals passed through

the cable grew stronger and stronger, showing (hat
the insulation was increased by the pressure of
submersion in deep water. An examination of the
defective part of the cable which bad been cut oat
showed that the "fault" was of the same nature as
that of the 24th ; a piece of wire had been driven
through the covering into the centre of the cable. —
Ttntli Day, August 1

. At noon 946 miles bad been
run; 1081 miles of cable payed out ; there remained
717 miles to be accomplished. The soundings va
ried from 1975 to 2250 fathoms. — Eleventh Day, A c-
gust 2

. At 5.35 A.M. it was discovered that there
was another "fault." The tests indicated that it

was not far from the ship. The work of picking
up was resumed. The cable is payed out ft om the
stern, while the machinery for picking up is at the
bows. To transfer the cable from one end of the
ship to the other required some hours. At 10 a.m.
the work of picking up commenced. An hour and
three quarters was spent in taking up a mile. Then
several accidents occurred to the machinery, and
the work was suspended. The steamer having
been stopped could not be kept steady, but veered
around with the shifting wind ; the cable chafed
against the projecting rims of the hawse-holes, and
finally broke, the end flying overboard, and in a

few minutes was lost in the ocean. This took place
at 35 minutes past noon, in latitude 51° 25 , longi
tude 30° 6', 1062 miles from Valentia and 6()7 from
Heart's Content, the American terminus; 1312miles
of cable bad been payed out. A little more than
five-eighths of the distance had been accomplished.
About one-half of the entire length of the cable was
overhoard. Still it was hoped that it might he re
covered, although the depth of water was 2500 fath
oms, almost three miles. The Great Eastern steamed
back a dozen miles and threw over a grapuel, at
tached to n wire rope, capable of supportinga strain
of ten tons ; and the vessel steamed back and forth
across the line in which the cable must lie. At

4 A.M. next day, August 3
, it was evident that the

grapuel had caught the cable, and the rope was
hauled in. The strain of course increased with
every foot of cable that was raised. In six hours
1150 fathoms had hcen brought on board, when
the rope parted, and cable and grapuel and rope
sank again to the bottom. But the experiment
showed that it was possible to fish up the cattle from
the bottom of the ocean. During the next four
days the weather was unfavorable, and nothing
was accomplished. Just before noon of the 7th
another grapuel was flung over, and after dragging
until 6 p.m. the cable was again caught, and at 8

the hauling-in was begun. At 7.50 next morning
1000 fathoms had been brought in when the rope
broke. The 9th and 10th were spent in unavailing

attempts to grapple the cable. In the afternoon
of the 11th it was again caught by the grapnel,
which was now attached to a rope composed of 1GO0
fathoms of wire, the remainder of hemp. In three
hours, when 760 fathoms had been hauled in, the rope
broke, leaving 1750 fathoms overboard. The Great
Eastern having no more rope on board for grap
pling then returned to England. The managers of
the Cable Company appear to consider that this

experiment demonstrates the practicability of the

enterprise. They expect to fish up tho line. If
they succeed in doing this, and find it uninjured,
the work will be threc-fifths accomplished. Bnt
the necessary repairs to the Great Eastern, and the
construction of proper grappling machinery, can not
be performed in timo to renew tho attempt the

present season.



€IMb fast) Cjjatr.
THE

Peace Shmmer will be traditional for its
freshuess and beauty* An old man, who

remembers seventy consecutive summers, says it
was the most radiant season he ever knew. August
was as rich and vernal as June. The fields that last
year in July were parched and dead, met Septem-
her with ruddy greenness, and the coolness of
autumn was breathing over the land before it
showed that the hot prime of summer was reached.
Yet we are told that wo shall fmd in the orchards
this month the penalty we are to pay for the soft

and lovely summer. If we will have a tender bloom
upon the August hills and fields, we must not ex
pect that October apples will have rosy cheeks.
There were painful rumors from the apple-trees all
summer which we shall hope may not be verified.
From Western New York and from the New En
gland hills came the some story. It was to bo a
poor apple year. It was like hearing that there
was to be no ambrosia at Jove's table.
The reason offered for the thin crop, or for the
virtual failure, was ingenious. The early and con
stant rains in May, which set immovably the love
ly green upon the landscape, fell pitilessly and
ceaselessly upon the blossoming orchards, and

washed the pollen away. So the loss was double.

We lost the wonderful odor that makes the warm
May days smell like a foretaste of all the mingled
flowers of summer, and we are— if haply the pollen
theory be not exploded by the result — to lose the
noblest fruit of the country.
Strawlrerries, raspberries, cherries, mulberries,

peaches, plums, pears, high and low blackberries,
thimbleberries, blueberries, and huckleberries (if
the gentle reader prefers to call them or to spell
them whortleberries, let him do so), and grapes —
even grapes, the most poetic of fruits—might all
better he spared than the honest, sound, ruddy ap
ple. Yes—might altogether bo spared rather than
the apple. They are the delight of an hour— the
evanescent decoration of a week, or a fortnight, or
of a month. They play exquisitely into each oth
er's hands, and wreathe the summer with continu
ous variety and delicate gust. But the apple is a
permanent pleasure. It is for all the year. It
circles the months. You may eat russets up to the
day when the new apples appear. The apple is
immortal ! As it is the most ancient, so it is the
most royal of fruits. The apple never dies.
The sturdy fruit, delicious in flavor and of an in
finite adaptability, is curiously characteristic of the
Yankee, who surrounds his farm with its stiff and
unshapely trees, and generally leaves them to
wrestle with the weather as they choose ; but, de
spite his neglect, expects that they will pour rosy
plenty into his basket in the soft Indian Summer
days. Is his seeming neglect only the confidence
of experience after all ? If it be so, how can he
look into his orchard without blushing? What a
pathetic sermon is each of those uncomfortable
trees! No wonder he hangs his head as he passes by,
and scolds his teams, and screams to them that he

may not hear the still small voice of the apple-tree !
'" Hullo !" it whispers to him, as the wind rustles
through the leaves, "you area pretty hard-looking
customer, as I am. We are lrath planted on this
poor hill-side, and we must both grow and bear as
we best can. Yon are fairty honest, they say, if
yon are as rough and angular as I am. Yet the

town makes good roads for you, and educates your
children, and helps you help yourself. Good for

you and the town. Left to yourself alone you
might moss over with ignorance and dullness, and
slide back into barbarism. Luckily for you, you
Yankee, you have sense enough to get scraped and
to keep so. You get your roots dug around. You
have the caterpillars taken off you—even if you do
sometimes cherish a maggot in your brain or catch
a bee in your bonnet. Why don't you do to others
as you would be done to? Why should I be moss-
bound ? Why should you leave me to choke with
caterpillars, and long in vain to have the band of
earth loosened around my feet? Why not wash
me once in a while, and dry me with a scraper ? I
should be all the better for it and aO would you.
Don't scream so noisily to those oxen, but hear
what I say, and do what I ask."
It is the most generous and unselfish of the fruits,
considering how valuable it is. The huckleberry
and the blackberry are honest souls too. The firm,
hard, black huckleberry, very different from the
blueberry, which is a pretty, soft, bastard branch
of the family, is as modest and generous in its
sphere, perhaps, as the apple. But its time is
short; and although the homeliest of berries, it is
as capricious as a beauty. The trailing arbutus,
the earliest and one of the loveliest of wild flowers,
has the same mingling of humility and caprice.
It runs under the old moist leaves of last year— the
most mouldy and old-fashioned society ; but it takes
dainty little airs, and will not show its face upon
aristocratic and high-bred uplands, even when they
are in the immediate neighborhood. So the huckle
berry bestows itself profusely upon the most barren
pastures; but when you go to find it a few fields
off, and apparently upon the same kind of soil, tho-
whim has seized it, and it will not bo found.
But the noble apple is not whimsical. All through
the latitudes where it can live at all it gives itself
impartially and profusely. And every where it is

a symbol. In the apple latitudes men are of a min
gled temperate flavor, neither too sharp nor too
sweet. They are of firm consistency, and sound to
the core. They are a wholesome, hearty, sturdy,
and trusty race. In the grape latitudes, the wine
countries, they have rare and exquisite qualities;
but the first gush is the best, and they are not sweet
to the very seed and in the seed. In the banana
and pomegranate latitudes there is little spirit, no
flavor, and an insipid mushy consistency. Grapes
shrivel into raisins, which may bo packed in boxes
like slaves in a slave-ship. But apples, even in a

barrel, preserve their individuality and elbow-room,
and touch but at few points ; and they nobly en
dure. If you choose to slice and dry them— it is

not their natural end—but even then they will re
turn you good for evil in pies that might persuade
any pagan to be a Christian. Not doughy, clam
my, fatty pies, which are a device of Satan, but
those triumphs which have no bottom crust, and in
which the spoon sinks and sinks — Selah !

For pies proper no condemnation can be severe
enough. It is one of the alarming signs that we
are getting to be a pie-eating nation. (Getting to
be ?) Pies are the staple food at all the taverns in
the land. The rural kitchen is full of pies. The
railroad stations are piled with pies. The eating-
booths in Fulton Market are lined with pies. It is

/
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the popular form of taking dyspepsia and ruining
the health. The smart Sala, who hired himself to
the London Telegraph to ridicule this country, spark
led when he wrote of pies ; and the worst of his wit
was that it was true. It is a prostitution of any
fruit, an injury, a crime, to bury it in a pie. But
against the venerable and august apple it is a pe
culiar infamy.
Thus nothing is Bo improper as a pie proper.
But there are preparations called pie which are
truly delightful ; and chief among them that which
slices the apple without making a mush of it

,

and
after it slices it, spices it, and then bakes it under

a firm, light, thoroughly-browned, and dry crust.
Or is there any human food which transcends a
pumpkin or Talman sweeting, carefully baked, and
eaten with cream and new milk? In other days
the O'ft de ParU upon the IJoulerard des Italiens
had a toothsome carle, or bill of fare. The choicest
dishes exquisitely cooked were there. But a cer
tain traveler searched it in vain, and with a sigh,
for a plump sweeting apple perfectly baked and sub
merged in cream. If a Yankee from New England
hills had invited Abd-el-Kader, the late guest of
Paris, to dine with him in that city, and could have
set before him what every Yankee housewife sets
before her husband's "hands," the pleased Algerine
would have confessed a triumph of the cuisine be
yond the reach of his impassioned imagination.
We called the apple venerable and august. What
else has descended to us from the garden of Eden
but that and sin? Had there been any other fruit
there in the blooming youth and glory of all fruits
which could have persuaded Adam, the primal and
perfect man, surely it would have been chosen.
Why was not the luscious peach preferred, or the
orange, or the Arabian date ? For the joy of tast
ing an apple Adam made us all tasto sin. For an
apple he gave the world.
And in that other heaven of the Greeks it was
an apple that sowed discord, from the immortal
jealousy of divinities that longed to possess it.
Or what garden of the poets, what fabled fruit
age, so alluring and fair as the orchard of the Hes-
perides ?

If the apples have truly failed, then, how can wo
delight in the splendid summer? Or did Nature
feel that no bribe less gorgeous held even the hope
of reconciling us to the grievous, however tempo
rary, misfortune ?

Let the sluggards go to the ant. But the rest
of us will learn of the apple. Of the most ancient
and honorable ancestry, how humble it is ! Under
what a plain homespun coat it hides its perennial
sweetness and exhaustless virtue ! Take diamonds
and gold if you will, 0 Mother Nature, but spare
us the kindly apple !

In the preface to one of Preseott's histories the
author tells the story of his partial blindness, which
has always invested him and his works with a

touching interest. That so serious a misfortune
not only failed to disincline him to the necessary
work of life, but did not deter him from prolonged
and profound historical research, was a triumph of
character which awakens admiration quite as much
as the skill with which the results of the study were
wrought out. But the scholarly impulse is irresist
ible, and the literary instinct surmounts appalling
obsta cleft.
Thus, in "France and England in North Ameri
ca, a Scries of Historical Narratives" (Littlo, Brown,

and Co., Boston), Mr. Francis Parkman, whose "Con
spiracy of Pontine" and " Prairie and Rocky Mount
ain Life" had already revealed the tendency of bis
interests and studies, has just published a volume
of the gravest and most romantic historical value,
accomplished under difficulties which no one but a

student whose heart was wholly in a work for w hich
he is specially competent could have conquered. It
has long been known that he was engaged upon the
work, and there was natural surprise at the delay-

in its appearance. "This slowness," now says the
author in his preface, "was unavoidable. Huring
the past eighteen years the state of his health has
exacted throughout an extremo caution in regard
to mental application, reducing it at best within
narrow and precarious limits, and often precluding
it. Indeed, for two periods, each of several years,
any attempt at bookish occupation would have been
merely suicidal. A condition of sight arising from
kindred sources has also retarded the work, since it

has never permitted reading or writing continuously
for more than five minutes, and often has not per
mitted them at nil. A previous work— ' The Con
spiracy of Pontiac'—was written iu similar circum
stances."

A work executed under such circumstances of
disabling disease and invincible resolution should
be worthy the devotion both in subject and treat
ment ; and it is tho praise of this entirely delight
ful book that it is so. The story of the European
settlement of this continent is the history of a con
flict between tho two spirits that then shook Eu
rope, and which, under various forms, dispute the
dominion of the world to this hour ; the spirit of
Feudalism and Freedom ; of privilege and the
people ; of authority and independence ; of the
Church and Heresy; of absolutism and Liberty.
After various fortunes each of these tendencies ob
tained a hold upon the continent. The Puritans
settled New England, the Roman Catholies New
France. To paint the picture of the progress and
fate of these two influences, of the growth of New
England and of New France, and of the final tall
of the latter as a formidable force in our civiliza
tion, is an enterprise so fascinating to the historical
scholar that the surprise is not that Mr. Parkman
has devoted himself to it, but that it had not been
already elaborately accomplished.
The present volume, which is called "The Pio
neers of France in the New World," is one of a
series, yet is an entirely complete narration. It
contains two distinct stories, that of the Huguenot

attempts to plant themselves upon the southern
coast, and that of Samuel Champlain and his asso
ciates to establish France in Canada.
From old manuscripts and obscure and long-for
gotten memoirs, from the voyages of Hakluyt and

journals and dispatches buried in Spanish archives
and French libraries, the historian has drawn the
fine and airy threads which he has woven into this
rich and luminous tapestry. There is no more ro
mantic reading than those prolix and stotcly and
terrible narratives ; but their mass is hopeless, and

they arc inaccessible except to patience and study.

Yet all their fine romantic flavor is preserved in Mr.
Parkmnn's work. With delicate skill he has sep
arated the gold dust from the nibbish. The talc of

Early Spanish adventure, of Ponce de Leon, of De

Soto; of tho French Huguenot voyagers, of Jean
Kibaut and Laudonnierc ; the withering hand of
the Inquisition stretched out over the sea in Me-

nendez, ihe massacres at Port Royal, and the wild
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revenge of De Gourgues ; the whole blooming and
bloody story of Florida, the land of flowers and of
cruel men, is told with surpassing interest and skill.
The vague traditions and the few shadowy, familiar
facts of that portion of our history are set forth in a
fully digested, copious, and picturesque narrative
which has a continuous charm. Henceforth this
volume is an essential chapter in our historv.
The second part is devoted to Samuel de Cham-
plain, the Father of New France. A brief but suf
ficient sketch of early French adventure in North
America, of the legends and superstitions which
huna; over the western sea and the shore beyond,
of Verrazzano's voyage, of Jacques Cartier's and
Roberval's, and La Roche's, brings us to Champlain j
and the Jesuits. It is a curious contrast which is
developed in these pages between the Spanish |
Catholic Menendez and the French Catbolic Cham-
plain. The former is the type of the bloody bigot
who makes the name of his church hateful to every
humane mind ; the latter of that earnest, faithful
persistence which has often made the same church
the pioneer of civilization. " Of the pioneers of the
North American forests," says our author, whose
sympathy and memory of his own wanderings in
the wilds follow with enthusiasm and intelligence
the explorations of the heroic Frenchman, "his
name stands foremost on the list. It was he wbo
struck the deepest and boldest strokes into the heart
of their pristine barbarism. At Chautilly, at Fun.
tainebleau, at Paris, in the cabinets of Princes and
of Royalty itself, mingling with the proud vanities
of the Court; then lost from sight in the depths of
Canada, the companion of savages, sharer of their
toils, privations, and battles, more hardy, patient,
and bold than they—such, for successive years,
were the alternations of this man's life."
It is no wonder that so true a woodman as Heary
Thorcau was attracted by the story of Champlain.
In his " Cape Cod" the sturdy Protestant pays
homage to the equally sturdy Catholie, who gladly
relinquished the glitter of European courts for the
sombre solitudes of the primeval American forest.
The characteristic scenery of that forest was never
more picturesquely and graphically painted than by
Mr. Parkman. His descriptions are those of arpoct.
Thus Champlain is following the Ottawa, and we
select a passage which is not exceptional but is a
fair illustration of the author's felicity.
"Day by day brought a renewal of their toils.
Hsur by hour they moved prosperously up the long
winding of the solitarv stream ; then, in quick suc
cession, rapid followed rapid, till the bed of the Ot
tawa seemed a slope of foam. Now, like a wall
bristling at the top with woody islets, the Falls of
the Chats faced them with the sheer plunge of their
sixteen cataracts. Now they glided beneath over
hanging clitVs, where, seeing but unseen, the crouch
ed wild-cat eyed themfrom the thicket; now through
the maze of water-girded rocks which the white
cedar and the spruce clasped with serpent-like roots,
or among islands where old hemlocks, dead at the

top, darkened the water with deep green shadow.
Here, too, the rock maple reared i!s verdant masses,
the beech its glistening leaves and clean, smooth j
stem, and behind, stiff and solemn, rose the balsam
fir. Here in the tortuous channels the musk-rat
swam and plunged, and the splashing wild duck
dived beneath the alders, or among the red and

motted roots of thirsty water-willows. Aloft, the
white pine towered ' proudly eminent' above a sea
of verdure. Old fir-trees, hoary- and grim, shaggy

with pendent mosses, leaned above the stream, and
beneath, dead and submerged, some fallen oak
thrust from the current its bare, bleached limbs,
like the skeleton of a drowned giant. In the weedy
cove stood the moose, neck-deep in wnter to escape
the flies, wading shoreward, with glistening sides
as the canoes drew near, shaking his broad antlers
and writhing his hideous nostril as with clumsy trot
ho vanished in the woods.
" In these ancient wilds, to whose ever verdant
antiquity the pyramids are young and Nineveh a
mushroom of yesterday ; where the sage wanderer
of the Odyssey, could he have urged his pilgrimage
so far, would have surveyed the same grand and
stern monotony, the same dark sweep of melan
choly woods ; and where, as of yore, the bear and
the wolf still lurk in the thicket, and the lynx glares
from the leafy bough ; here, while New England
was a solitude, and the settlers of Virginia scarcely
dared venture inland beyond the sound of cannon-
shot, Champlain was planting on shores and islands
the emblems of his faith."
We must not linger longer praising this delight
ful volume, which has a strange charm for the gen
eral reader and a true and permanent interest for
the historical student. Sir. Parkman's seclusion
and suffering have borne worthy fruit. His patient
tenacity is not less, in another way, than that of
the heroes he celebrates; and when, like them, he
embarks upon a new voyage we shall follow his for
tune with the same interest and gratitude.

That the Atlantic Cable would fail was undoubt
edly the general expectation. It would be hard to
say why it was so. It would certainly be untrue
to say that there was any desire that it should fail,
although there is no question that the feeling of
this country toward England has profoundlychanged
since the former attempt to lay the cable in 1858.
The occasion of the present failure was probably
the least suspected of all that had been suggested.
That a mere carelessness of detail, a chafing that
was easily avoidable, should have parted the line
and brought the undertaking to an end, was not
anticipated. It was thought that a storm might
baffle the effort, that the strain might be too severe,
that the depth of submersion might injure the insu
lation, but these more serious accidents did not
trouble the enterprise. The line seems to have
been cut by a confusion of the paying-out gear. It
parted, slipped over the side, and was gone.
The news caused no excitement. It was received
with an "I thought so" expression. Every thing
promised fairly. But whether there be a just pub
lic instinct of the myriad perils that threaten the
effort or a profound indifference to its success, the

undoubted fact is that nobody seemed to care. There
is a story floating in the newspapers that an English
firm
|kvhich

had failed a few years since to secure
the contract for a European line had tampered with
it before it was laid, and that the same firm had un
successfully applied to furnish the wire to the At
lantic company. The inference was plain. But
the insinuation is one not to be heeded upon no
other authority than an irresponsible newspaper re
port.
But the report shows how readily mischief may
be done. A sharp piece of wire thrust hero and
there through the casing destroys the current. And
this may easily lie achieved without betrayal. This
was the kind of injury alleged to have been done to
the Baltic lino ; and it is true that the insulation of
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the Atlantic Cubic was found to be checked by such
an insertion.

It seems very clear that we have all very little
conception of the consequences of the successful lay
ing of a cable in the Atlantic ocean. They will
undoubtedly be as astonishing as those of building
a railroad between two places formerly connected
by coaches. Distance breeds ignorance. From
ignorance springs misunderstanding, trouble, war.
Whatever, therefore, tends to destroy distance in
creases mutual knowledge and promotes peace. If
the earlier statesmen of this country, wbo thought
the Union most wisely confined to a few States,
could have foreseen the telegraph and steam travel,
could have known that the good genius Science was
about to enable us to converse and fly across the
continent, they would have seen that w ith entirely
unprecedented means of communication an entire
ly uuprecedented extent of the Union became prac
ticable. It is not extent which is embarrassing
but distance. When by means of science the citi
zens at the mouth of the Columbia on the Pacific
can communicate with the capital more readily
than those at the mouth of the Mississippi did
fifty or thirty years ago, the bond of Union is as
close.

It was the practical distance maintained by the
sagacious jealousy of Southern leaders which sep
arated the minds of the mass of the Southern popu
lation from the Northern, and, fostering ignorance,
cherished jealousy and hate. Had actual inter
course been as free as the means of communication
were, the war would have been avoided. If foul
gases can be dissipated and absorbed the processes
of nature proceed» peacefully. If they are forcibly
confined, they will rend the globe with convulsions.
Free communication equalizes the conditions. Is it
too dear a dream that, as State lines fall before it
in this country, national lines will gradually yield
to it all over the world?
It is clear that if the seclusion of our republic
upon this continent enables it without baneful in
terference to pursue its development, it is no less a
disadvantage to civilization becauso its actual op
eration is concealed by distance from those who are

most interested in its success. If the masses of the
people of the slave States had not been separated by
imposed ignorance from the rest of the country, they
would have rebeled against slavery ; and if the peo
ple of Europe were not made ignorant by hopeless
distance from us, they would much more rapidly re
organize their Governments upon liberty.
An ocean telegraph would be a first step toward
closer union, and consequently greater knowledge,
between Europe and America. It would be an al-
lianco not dangerously entangling, but persuasive
of p;'ace and good-will. And now the chosen time
has come, for now America has thrown off her
chains and stands erect, aiming at her truo goal.
The aspiration of the poet is fulfilling itself :

M Be just at home ; then reach beyond
Your charter o'er the sea,

And make the great Atlantic pond
A ferry of the free.

And henceforth there shall be no chnin
Save underneath the sea;

The wires shall murmur through the main
Sweet songs of liberty."

The radiant Peace Summer will be painfully
memorable for a peculiar excitement of the public
mind. The wanton carelessness of railroad and

steamboat managers, the astounding frauds of Ed
ward Ketchum, and the furious extravagance of
foolish people at the watering-places, have given it
an unhandsome eminence.

The Ketchum fraud is. the most startling event
of the kind in our annals. A young man of twenty-
five, of an apparently sweet and gentle disposition,
well-educated, rich, happily married, of pleasing
manners, and of unsuspected honesty, disappears
simultaneously with the discovery that he has de
frauded other persons of more than four millions of
dollars. The mild and mannerly banker is found
to have been a consummate deceiver. The honora
ble gentleman turns out to be a liar. He is found
n fortnight after the discovery of his crime, loiter
ing hardly concealed in the very heart of the city
that hums with amazement at his guilt. All that
time he has walked with seeming carelessness in
the public streets. He rides unconcerned in the
Central Park. When ho is arrested he says that
it is " all right," and follows the officers to the po
lice magistrate. In prison he calmly receives his
friends, and quietly talks with them, saying that at
one time he owned property worth six millions of
dollars. But his composure gives way when he
meets his father, who had wholly trusted him, and
whom ho has ruined.
So far as appears, Ketchum's crimes were made
practicable by the loose way in which business is
done in Wall Street, and they were facilitated by a
certain vague feeling that stock speculations are a
game which absolves the player from the ordinary
moral restraints ; thatWall Street is a kind of gam
bling hell where all baggage is at the risk of the
owner, and every gambler may thank himself if
his fingers arc burned. But no theories of business
gambling can cover forgery, and Kctclmms oper
ations were prosecuted by forged checks. Thero

seems to be no room for doubt of the facts. By a
proper rule of human intercourse every man is to
be held innocent until he is legally proved to be
guilty. But there are criminals necessarily con
victed without a trial, or in spite of iU Booth is
known to be guilty although he was never ar
raigned. Heury Wirz is convicted whether the
Commission acquits him or not. And there can be
no doubt of the crimes of Edward B. Ketchum.
Can there be any less doubt of that of railroad
and steamboat managers who suffer the most fright
ful massacres to take place from the want of rules
which the most ordinary care should dictate ? If
a superintendent should allow the locomotive of an

express passenger train to be driven by a man who
had never seen a locomotive, could he be held

guiltless of the slaughter that might follow ? If
the rules did not make it impossible for two trains
or locomotives to be upon the same spot under any

circumstances whatever at the same time, could
the makers of the rules be absolved of a negligence
which is criminal. If the conductor or the engi
neer disobey rules which provide against every
chance of caleulable peril, then of course they are

guilty, and should be punished in exactly the same

way as a man who fired a gun at random from a

window. Neither of them mean to kill any body ;
but if any body be killed they are plainly guilty of
homicide.

In the case of the shocking collision upon the
Housatonic Road, where a locomotive upon a trial

trip ran into and through a returning train, the in

vestigation resulted in a verdict of criminal care
lessness against the superintendent, conductor, engi
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neer, and master-mechanic. As we write no fur
ther legal steps have been taken. But if the of
fenders are not indicted and tried, the authorities of
Connecticut decide that human life may be-wantonly
sacrificed in the State, and nobody be held to answer.
But passengers must reflect upon a certain kind
of responsibility which they too frequently assume.
There is always great impatience of delays upon a
railroad. Some are hastening to make a connec
tion for further travel. Some to fulfill various en
gagement". This man has a note to pay. That
man is to meet an agent. This one is hurrying to
a sick child or wife. That one is impatient for his
dinner. And so a fever of haste and utter impa
tience of interruption possesses the whole company.
" What a slow coach !" cries one. " Let's get out
and walk!" sneers another. "This line makes
money by saving wood," says a third. The con
ductor is assailed on every hand by questions and
gibes. Ho too baa his private impatience. He
wishes to avoid the bother and further detention
of delay. He does not wish to lose the right of the
road. He dislikes to forfeit the good opinion of the
passengers and to be accounted an unpunctual offi
cer. He may be a weakly good-humored man,
willing to run for luck, averse "to borrowing trou
ble," and inclined to "guess that all will como out
right."
But every traveler ought to know that when
there is the least derangement of time upon a rail
road there is constant danger from all .these causes.
It should be the first thought of every one to con
firm the conductor in the Strictest fidelity to the
rules, and to help him in taking every extraordi
nary measure of precaution. If an axle heats, if
a wheel breaks, if the running gear be disturbed,
and the train delayed, every passenger should'sec
that signals are sent out and messages dispatched.
Every State should appoint supervisors of railroad
bridges as well as inspectors of locomotives, and
pay them enough to have their work done and not
shirked, For experience has proved that railroad
companies can not be trusted to provide necessary
guarantees for the safety of travelers, and the action
of the State is merely the people protecting them
selves.
If tho public were less pusillanimous railroad
companies and their agents would be more respect
ful and cautious. Passengers submit to be crowded
beyond reason, to stand up, to be addressed by con
ductors and other officers in the most surly tone,
and they smile at it all as if it were a necessary
part of the discipline of life. We may learn a les
son from John Bull upon this subject. John does not
pay his fare to be jammed in an uncomfortable rail
way carriage, and to be accosted by the attendants j
of the train as if he were a vagrant of bad charac
ter. He thunders in tho Times if he does not get
his money's worth. The consequence is a whole
some sensitiveness to public censure upon the part
of the managers, and infinitely greater security and
courtesy upon the road. A few weeks since, when
the verdict in the Housatonic case had been just i
rendered, and while the inquiry into the explosion
of tho Arrom steamer was still pending, while the
public mind was aghast with the horrible catastro- ,
phe upon the Tennessee and Alabama Road and with
the incessant smashes and collisions elsewhere, a
train upon the Long Island Railroad left Hunter's
Point fifteen minutes behind time, and a succeeding
station furty minutes late, and dashed on at full
speed, trusting to luck to reach the next point with-

j out meeting a train then due.
" Unluckily" it could

not be done. There was a terrible collision, and four

j passengers were murdered outright and a score or
more injured.
Murdered, we say; not, indeed, with malicious
intent, but with a recklessness which was simply
murderous as its consequences were. Now if a
conductor who can deliberately commit such an of
fense is not ignominiously and memorably punish-

j cd, or if the public mind can not perceive the peril
of condoning such crimes, we must be content to
pay the penalty of our contempt of human life un
til some company of passengers, stung by the cruel
carelessness which has slain and maimed their com
rades, take summary vengeance upon those whom'
they may, and perhaps wrongfully, consider guilty.

j If the laws fail to arrest the frightful slaughter
Iwhich has marked tbis summer, every body of
travelers will constitute themselves a Committee
of Public Safety.

The striking letter of Mr. W. P. Atkinson upon
the Great Schools of England, of which we spoke
last month, has excited a great deal of interest
among teachers and scholars. It is a "swamp
angel" in the attack which is now opened upon the

traditions of education. For there is unquestion
ably a very effective reaction now racing against
the supreme importance of the study of the Creek
and Latin classies. It is found that the exclusive
devotion of the great schools and universities in
England to the Latin and Greek results merely in
a severe training in philology which, however
important both in itself and for intellectual dis
cipline, is by no means the chief and essential point
of a proper modern education.
The conditions of lib in America may make a
certain conservative spirit in the methods of study
more necessary than in England. Tho tendency
with us may be, as is claimed by some wise schol
ars, inevitably toward diffusion and superficiality,
and require therefore to be counteracted by the
careful and steady discipline of the study of Ihe
ancient languages. But those very same condi
tions peculiarly demand a catholicity of education
which is lost in too strict a following of the monk
ish curriculum.
The remedy is perhaps in the direction of a more
generous choice. It is not that the classies shall
be proscribed, but that science, in the broadest
sense, and the modern languages and literature,
shall be admitted ad eundem. If the system of de
grees, which has become almost wholly obsolete
and unmeaning, must be retained, let them repre
sent a certain quality rather than direction of study.
If there must be collateral courses, a classie, a sci
entifie, and a modern language course, let tho de
grees be of exactly equal honor and represent an
equal attainment. For instance, let the degrees of
Bachelor of Arts and Bachelor of Sciences represent
an equally honorable scholarship, the character of
which shall be indicated by the degree. And the
honor, it must be observed, is very much within
the power of the college. If Harvard and Yale
and Union and tho University of Michigan honor
ably .distinguish the student who has studied Greek
from one who has not, whatever the extent and
quality of the latter's scholarship may be in other
studies, those colleges do all they can, and it is very
much, to inculcate the notion that there is an in

trinsic superiority in classical study. But if the
college by its degree says simply: "My son A is
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as well versed in German. French, Spanish, and
Italian as my son B is in Greek or my son C in
mathematies," it would be a mother as sagacious
as it is cherishing. Still better if the degree should
say, simply: "These sons of mine are equal, al
though in different ways."
We see by tho Catalogue of Union College, at
Schenectady, in New York, that a very important
and decided step has been taken in this direction.
There are now two Baccalaureate courses of study
established there, the Classical and the Scientific.
In the latter the modern languages replaco the an
cient, and the amount of mathematical and English
studies is increased. The Catalogue says that the
Scientific course has just been remodeled, and is
now a four years* course, intended to be fully equal
in amount of study and in disciplinary value to the
Classical course, with which it now runs pari p'tsstt.
The degrees are the same as for the Classical course.
The details show how comprehensive and excellent
the Scientific Curriculum is

,

while Professor Wells,
of the Modern Languages, is an enthusiastic and

accomplished linguist.
This is doubtless the beginning of very serious
changes in collegiate traditions. It does not show
that the technical "classies" are to be shelved for
easier and less valuable studies, but it proves that
the word education is hereafter to be more liberally
and truly interpreted.

cfbitnr's Srnmrr.
CITY contributor wishes to enter the Drawer,
and sends the four following:
All parts of the country furnish contributions for
the Drawer, yet I have failed to see any thing from
Broadway, New York. Now Broadway is an " in
stitution," and entitled to a place.
When the street was covered with ice last winter,
as I was riding down in the stage it stopped to let

a passenger out, and one wheel rested in a hole or

sunken place in tho pavement. The driver made
several efforts to start his team, hut tho horses slip
ping each time, failed to start the stage. In this
dilemma, looking round, the driver called out to he
of another stage, "Huh me! huh me!" whereupon
the other driver, reining in to that side, brought
the hub of his stage in contact with the other, and
the momentum given by the concussion enabled the
first-named, by starting his horses at the proper
time, to easily move along. Whereupon a fellow-
passenger remarked.

" How many troubles would
he easily overcome if men, down along the slippery
journey of life, would " hub" each other along!

Again: A few years ago, in Congress, a side
question was raised as to the degree of talent neces
sary for a Congressman, when a member from a

district in Missouri, having the floor, said, " As to
other sections I can not say, but I'm of opinion that

it takes more talent to navigato across Broadway,
New York, of a fine day, when the omnibuses are
running, than it does to represent my district in
Congress!"

Not long since a California Justice had a place in
the Drawer. We beg leave now to go one step
higher. In an early day, when the sovereigns were
too much engaged with "ounce" and "two ounce
diggings" to look much after the affairs of Govern
ment, one Judge B was elected to the otfice of

County Judge of one of the Northern counties. Now

it so happened that the Judge's orthography had
been somewhat neglected, and when signing his
official jurat, followed it with " Kallvforny." A

member of tho bar on one occasion called the Judge's
attention to the supposed error, but the Judge in
sisted that he was right, remarking, as proof, that
" if Kal-ly-for-ny did not spell California, he would
like to know what it did spell."

ThB Judge was of that mould that if he said a

horso was "sixteen fttt high" he would stick to it.
Once having ruled on a question of law in favor of
one side, the opposite attorney hegged for time—
sent for a copy of the Supreme Court Reports of the
State, and produced a decision in a similar case de
ciding the same point right the other way. There
was no way of getting over the analogies in the two
cases; so the Judge, taking the " hit in his teeth,"
stood by his first decision, on the grounds, as he
expressed it

, that "if the Supreme Court was a
mind to make a fool of itself, that was no reason
that his court should!"

An Oregonian sends to the Drawer a little anec
dote of Governor Gibbs:
The Legislature of Oregon during its last session
passed an act compelling barter-sbops to close busi
ness at 10 o'clock a.m. on Sundays. This has given
rise to many practical jokes ; among the best is this :

A few Sundays since the Governor of the State
stepped into a barber-shop about 9.50 a.m., and
placed himself in the cliair to be shaved, at the same
time giving the l>oyhis boots to polish. The bar
ber lathered his Excellency's face, and the boy in
dustriously brushed on the boots. About the time
one half of the Exccutive beard was shorn, and one
boot satisfactorily polished the clock struck ten.
The brush dropped from the boy's hand, and the
barlier began hastily to place his instruments on the
shelf. The Governor desired him to proceed. "Can't
do it, Mr. Gibbs; "the Sunday law is in force,"
was the reply. Anil, in spite of his protestations,
the Governor was obliged to leave with one side of
his face unshaved and one boot covered with dust.

It is an ancient conundrum, "Why is Queen
Elizabeth more remarkable than the Falls of Niag
ara?— Because they are a wonder, but she was a
Tuior." But here is an improvement on it: A

Norfolk farmer built himself a homestead, and in
stead of one "half door" in the middle, set a door
in each wing. Being asked why ho called his house
" Elizabethan, " he. replied, " Because, you see, it is

a Tu-dor (two-door) cottage."

The following is a fragment of a very edifying
discussion which took place at the monthly meeting
of tho Birkenhead Commissioners. Mr. Brattan
mentioned spades in connection with implements.
Mn. Chandler. " Instruments, not implements,
Sir."
Mr. Brattan. " A spade is an implement."
The Chairman. " A spade is a spade."
Mr. Aspinall. "No ; a spade is an implement."
Tun Chairman. " An implement is a thing on
wheels drawn by horses."

Mr. Aspinalu "Oh no; that would be a ma
chine."

Our friend George S. Hastings, Governor Fen.
ton's worthy Private Secretary, is not invulnerable
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to a good "goak," even were it told of himself,
hence wc infer the following anecdote will be as
well appreciated by his friends as by himself:
Stopping at a New York hotel, he registers as
follows: '" Geo. S. Hastings—San Francisco." A
friend, interrogating him upon the point of his resi
dence, thought it queer that he was not aware of
the fact. To which the worthy Secretary replied :
" Have I not always been from San Francisco?"

An Englishman traveling in the south of Ireland
overtook a peasant traveling the same way.
'"Who lives in that house on the hill, Pat ?" said
the traveler.

"One Mr. Cassidy, Sir," replied Pat; "but he's
dead—rest his sowl !"
': How long has he been dead ?" asked the gen
tleman.
"Well, your Honor, if ho lived till next month
he'd be dead just twelve months."
"Of what did he die?"
"Troth, Sir, ho died of a Tuesday."

eyes, exclaimed, with a child's simplicity and ex
pression, " Never mind, Ally ; when you die and
do to heaven you 11dit it."

The Pericre Brothers, bankers in Paris, are
Jews. A member of a largo stock company fell
into a dispute with one of the brothers, who was
likely to get the advantage of him in a large oper
ation. Vexed at hit own failure and Periere's suc
cess, the man cried out .
-i Do you mean to eat me up ?"
:' My religion," blandly replied the Jewish bank
er, "forbids my eating you."

Augustus Doolitti.e had been " in a store"
aboat three months when his employer asked him
what part of the business be liked best. To which
the elegant youth replied : " Shuttin' up, Sir."

As an example of the singular sensitiveness of
the Southern citizens in reference to the negro, and
Iheir whimsical dread of a negro insurrection, I
have the honor to report to you, as Chief of the
Bureau of Fun, the following authenticated inci
dent:
The other day Dr. 51 , of Newborn, got a
large invoice of Roberts's California Balsam, and, as
a means of attracting public attention to his wares,
pasted up on every corner a mysterious-looking
plav-ard, having a red triangle on a black ground,
with thc letters K. C. B. at the three corners re
spectively.
Early the next morning the Doctor was dismay
ed to hear that the whole civil force of the town,
City Marshal. Mayor, Commissioners, and all, were
tearing down his advertisement. On demanding
an explanation he was told by the City Fathers
that his innocent hand-bills had been understood

by them to be the secret orders of some wide-spread
negro organization ; and that the letters R. C. B.
hud been interpreted, " Rise, Colored Brethren."
The Mayor of Newborn will never hear the last
of his Balsam.

Thet have smart children in Medford. A lady
friend of ours in that place, being in Boston with
her two youngest children, Ally and Nelly, bought
Ally a small balloon, to amuse and keep him quiet.
While passing through the hurrying, busy crowd
on Washington Street a rude boy severed the string
by which it was held, and away floated the liuht
little bubble over the house-tops. Nelly looked
around, and perceiving the tears starting in Ally's

A GEonciAN writes from Thomasville : I saw a
sign in this vicinity a few days since, and thought
you might give it a place in your Drawer -

old cain seadr cuairB
Ke-uodemt.

This comes from the '' Hub:"
Since the decease of the late distinguished Bishop
Chase, of Illinois, whose weight was some three
hundred pounds or more, the weightiest man in the
House of Bishops of the Protestant Episcopalthurch
in the United States is the Bishop of the diocese of
. Not long since this prelate was on a visit to

his friends in Boston and its vicinity, and one morn
ing, just as he was entering a railroad car, a wag
exclaimed to a fellow-passenger, " There's a big in
come !" The Bishop enjoyed the joke and pun,
and let himself down into the first seat that he
found wholly vacant.

Everv one connected with the United States
Academy h1 1(161will remember tho long drg

sermons of the chaplain, and how many were tho
ways the poor "middies" resorted to to escape the
punishment of hearing them. *Among the number
was one particularly "full of the Old Nick," who
one day conceived the idea of giving the Doctor an
extra allowance of sail. The Doctor always had a
tumbler on his desk filled with water, and during^
his sermon would frequently wet his lips with the
cooling draught. On the Sunday of which I speak
he had the word " Eureka, Eureka, Eureka," thrice
repeated, and then the meaning of it in English —
"I have found it"—repeated three times. Middy
Van V had put a quantity of salt in the Doc
tor's tumbler: and just before using the word
" Eureka" the Doctor took a good swallow of the
water. It is useless to say that there was not a
sober countenance in the room at the wry faces tho
chaplain made.

Out in the pleasant little village of Plattcville I
chanced to be spending a few weeks with a friend,
Major R , one of the oldest settlers, and some
thing of a politician ; but unfortunately the Major
" crooks his elbow" a little too often. On one of
his sprees he chanced to be found by some ladies
lying in a ditch, drunk. *'Why. Major." said one,
" is that you ? What are you doing down there ?"
The Major jumped up as quickly as possible, and
with the air of a Judge said, " Oh nothing, ladies ;
only pondering on the affairs of the nation !"

" Old Cooper" is a Dutchman, and like many
another man, of whatever nationality, has a wife
that is " some." One day the " old man" got into
some trouble with a neighbor, which resulted in a
fight. The neighbor was getting the better of the
"old man," which Cooper's wife was not slow to
sec. The "old man" was resisting his enemy to
the best of his ability, when his wife broke out with,
" Lie still, Cooper! lie still! If he kill you I sue
him for damages '" It only remains to be said that"
Cooper" did lie still, and was not killed.

Ay army correspondent writes :
Ben is a good-looking soldier boy, susceptible to
the charms of the "softer sex," and ever ready to
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render them due reverence. After he had been in
the service eighteen months he received leave of
absence on account of " wounds received in action,'•
and on his way home of course fell in love with the
first good-loohing girl he saw. 'Twas at a way
station on the Nashville road that a pretty native
maid, accompanied by her mother, entered the cars

and took a seat opposite our hero, whose admiring
glances testified that he was again tho victim of the
terrible little archer. He had a cigar in his pocket,
a luxury to which he had Ireen for some time unac
customed, and the enjoyment of which he was now
denying himself out of respect to the ladies. Soon,
however, the old lady took out a black stone pipe,
and proceeded deliberately to fill it with native
twist; upon which lien seeing an opportunity to
enjoy his smoke, and perhaps strike acquaintance
with the " beautiful unknown," addressed her in his
blandest manner with,
" Madam, would my smoking discommode you?"
u No, Sir," said she, sweetly ; " / chaw myself!"
Ben's dream was broken.

We have a little four-year-old boy, who occa
sionally gets off some original things. The follow
ing is one ; He went to a pond near by, and there
for the first time in his life saw a large polliwog; it
excited him very much, and he came running to
the house, saying, tOh, pa! I saw an awful thing
in the water just now!" " What was it?" said his
father. ' I don't know," said he; ''it was all
head but its tail!"

tor the soslety, words used ln swearing &c. any word
used in ewering if the so-dety ngreas tht it Is swertug he
that use it will be liable to the flue.

One of our friends in Illinois writes to the Drawer
that at their Sunday-school, a few Sabbaths ago, a
teacher asked his infant-class " Wbo was the first
man?" This was almost a stunner; but one little
fellow, after thinking a moment, cried out lustily,
' Lincoln!" while another, not to be outdone, ex
claimed, "I was just going to say that !"

An old farmer, now dead, who bore the cognomen
of " OldTom Fowler," was quite a fun-loving, jolly
fellow in his day While working on a bridge, to
bridge a deep slough, he was accosted by a gentle
man in a two-horso carriage with the question,
' Is there good bottom to the slough?" "Yes,"
replied Tom ; and the traveler'drove in, stuck, and
had to be pulled out—horses, carriage, and self.
After succeeding in getting out, traveler wanted to
know of Tom why he lied to him. telling him there
was ''good bottom?" Says Tom, ' There is good
bottom, but it's a great deal further down than you
went!"

A VBBv useful Society, laudable in its design, in
a nourishing city in Illinois, has been started. Tho
Prospectus is printed for signatures, and a copy sent
to us. The Drawer never uses tobacco nor profano
language, and has no " small vices" of any sort, and
would gladly join this "Sosicty" if its members
would improve its spelling somewhat. The Drawer
believes in spells, though it does not use tobacco by
spells, nor swear by spells ; but such spells as these
of the Western Prospectus gave the Drawer a spell
of chills and fever when it came :

UNION SOSIETy.
Against profane language and the use of tobaco.
We the under sigencd do anlomney swear that we will
live up to that till futher orders from the soslety. If
thoes laws are broke by umwe will pay tho sum of 5 cedts
for each time we brake the laws which is to go for books

We have heard a great deal of the "moral
drama," but little of the "moral circus" or the
"moral show;" but Mr. Dan Rice, the greatest
of traveling showmen, in his last visit to our town,
gave us a specimen of the ways and means by which
a "dumb baste" can be mado to teach the young
American the best principles of morals. Perhaps
you do not know that Dan Rice is a very worthy
and respectable citizen of the county, which he has
represented in the legislature ; and as be traveU
with the aniWls only three or four months in the
year he spends the most of his time in the discharge
of the duties that devolve on ordinary mortals.
When the great show was here Dan brought out
a trained mule, and offered to allow any boy to ride
him around the ring, promising him a dollar if he
rode without being thrown off. "And now," said
the great and good Dan, "this ere mule is a most
extraordinary and intelligent animal: he knows
more than that ass did wbo spoke right out in meet
ing the angel. You see, if a good boy. who never
tells lies, never swears, but always loves to go to
Sunday-school and mind his mother, gets on his

back, he will carry him alHhe way around just as
nice as can be. But let a wicked boy, one of your
lying, swearing, good-for-nothing little rips, get on,
and ho will pitch him into the middle of next week
before he gets half-way round tbo ring. Now, boys,
who will ride?"
A meek-eyed, well-dressed lad stepped forward,
and Dan and he first exchanged a few words :
" Do you love to go to Sunday-school?"— '' Yes."
" Do you ever swear?"—" No."
"Never tell lies?"— "No, Sir." said the boy.
very modestly, and mounting, rode round in tri
umph. Then forth stepped a barefooted tatterde
malion, wbo was put through the same category,
but refused to answer. He could ride as well as
swear, and wasu t afraid to mount. Off dashed
the mule ; then suddenly came to a dead stop, and

pitched the urchin over his head, amidst the plaud
its of the gathered thousands, who saw in this ex
hibition the wonderful sagacity of the animal, and
the awful danger of lying, swearing, and not going
to Sunday-school.

One of the many and excellent clergymen who
enjoy and contribute to the Drawer sends the two
following. Though we receive more " good things"
from the clergy than any other profession, we are,
like Oliver Twist, greatly in want of more.
Rev. Thomas Whittemore, D.D., lately extens
ively known through the country as publisher of
the Trumpet, a prominent Universalist journal, was
a wit, as well as a theologian of no little celebrity.
Me loved to give and take a good joke as well as
he loved a good dinner, which is saying a great deal
for him. IJesides his almost Herculean labors as
preacher, publisher, and editor, his great business
talent made him President of the Fitchlmrg Rail-
road Company. But whatever else he did or was,
his belief in universal salvation, while living and
when dying, was strong and prominent.
Well, soon after he was made President of the
railroad aforesaid, in order to post himself in all
particulars for a thorough discharge of his duty, he
concluded to walk the length of the road— about
forty miles — incog, that, while unknown to the
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workmen on the road, ho might personally judge
of their faithfulness. At length, meeting an em-
ploy6 upon the road from

" sweet Erin, the jewel
of the piiy," who was very roughly handling some
boards sent for transportation, much to their inju
ry, the President accosted him mildly, 'saying,
"Sly good friend, are you not handling those
boards too roughly ?"
"Bedad," responded Pat, "an' if I be, what's
all that to the like of yeez?"
" Oh, no matter what it is to me," replied the
President, "you should do your work carefully."
"Oh, begone, ye botheration!" said Pat, "and
lave me to do me own wurruk."
But "No," insisted the President, "you must
do your work properly. "

"Divil a bit do I caro for ye!" returned Pat,
growing irate at the persistence of the stranger.
"You go to h—11!"
"Oh no," said the Doctor; "that is the very
last place I should think of going to."
"Troth," said Pat, "an' it 'll be the very last
place ye will go to, intirely."

In the lifetime of the noted counselor, B. F. Hal-
lett, Dr. Whittcmore wus on the stand as a witness
in an important case. The Doctor's testimony not
helping at all the case which Hallctt was pleading, j
he took occasion to say, rather frequently, as he had
been wont to do to other witnesses of less probity, j
"Now, Mr. Whittemore, I want vou to remember
that you are testifying under oath." This reminder
was rather stinging to the Doctor's sense of right;
but he submitted with as good gr^oc as possible till
the testimony was closed; when Mr. Hallctt ob
served, rather testily, "Well, Mr. Whittemore, you
have contrived to manage your case pretty well."
Mr. Whittemore found his turn now, and, with a
peculiar twinkle of his eye, replied, "Thank you,
Mr. Hallett; perhaps I might retirn the compli
ment if I were not testifying under oalh.''

AttF.rtnr/RY, tho celebrated Bishop of Rochester,
who flourished in the time of Queen Anne, happen
ed to remark in the House of Lords, while speaking
on a certain bill then under discussion, that be had
prophesied during the previous winter that the bill
would again bo brought forward, and he was now

very sorry to find that ho had been a true prophet.
Lord Couingsbury, who spoke after the Bishop, in
his usual abusive style, desired the House to take
notice that one of the right reverend prelates had
set himself forth as a prophet; but for his part he
was at a loss what prophet to liken him to, nnless
it be the prophet Balaam, who was reproved by his
own ass. Bishop Atterbury, in reply, calmly ex
posed tho rude attack, concluding as follows:
" Since tho noble lord has discovered in our man
ners such a similitude, I am content to be compared
to the prophet Balaam , but, my lords, I am at a
loss to make out the other parts of the parallel : I
am sure that I have not been reproved by any body
but his lordship."

While in Philadelphia, attending the recent Na
tional Convention of Young Men's Christian Asso
ciations, I went one afternoon, in company with a
friend, to visit the beautiful cemetery at Laurel
Hill. As we were admiring the fine group of stat
uary at the entrance by Thom, representing Sir
Waller Scott conversing with Old Mortality while
engaged in his labor of love, deciphering the moss-

covered tombstones, three returned soldiers came

up. One, who had seen it before, began to explain
it to the others, who were strangers, when one of
them asked who that was sitting on the grave-stone.
" That is Scott," was his reply. " Seott ! let's sec :
he was a soldier, wasn't he?" was the response, in
dicating that Walter and Winlield S. were some
what mixed in his mind.

His refreshing verdancy, however, was more
than matched that same afternoon, when another

party of delegates, from up the river,, stood at the
same spot enjoying tho scene which the artist's
chisel has so finely reproduced. Seeing that they
were evidently from a distance, a stranger stepped
up and began to explain it to them. Our friends
soon discovering that bis knowledge was not equal
to his assurance, began to draw him out. S—— ,
who is not deficient in that line, innocently asked
him who that old man lying on the tombstone was.
" Oh, that is Old Mortality."
" Well, what is he doing?"
"Why, he is going round the country carving
tombstones."
" What is that book he has got there ?"
" Oh, that is his order-book, in which he has the
inscriptions written that he is to cut on the stones.
Ho keeps it open there so as not to make any mis
takes."
With difficulty controlling his risibles, S so

berly continued his investigations:
" Well, who is that man sitting on that grave
stone?" *

Here the voluntary cicerone was at fault, and
could only reply,
" I don't just remember."
"
Perhaps it was Daniel Webster?" suggested

S .
" No, it wasn't Webster."
"Well, was it Lincoln?"
"No, it wasn't Lincoln ; but I guess it was one
of them Revolutionary fellers."

Recently, on a Sabbath morning, Mrs. C ,
of Chattanooga, Teonessee, was engaged, as was
usual with her, reading the Scriptures to her little
children. She had chosen the first chapter of Gen
esis on this occasion, and was reading the account
of the creation. The children were listening quite
attentively ; and when she read that God made the
fish of the sea, her little son interrupted her by say
ing, "Mother, did God make tho whales too?"
She replied by saying,

" Yes, my son, God made
the whales also." "Then," rejoined little Benny,
" I should like to have been there to seo Him let it
slip ; I know it made a big splash !"

The Rev. Dr. , chaplain in the army, sends
this admirable incident to the Drawer :
At the battle of Belmont, Missouri, in 1861, our
forces made a dash into the Belmont camp, directly
under the guns ofColumbus, and took it. This was
General Grant's first battle, and a harder one I have
never seen, though many on a much larger scale.

My hospital was nearly a mile in the rear, and suf
fered only from a heavy shelling. Tho first wounded
man that came back I shall never forget. He did
not belong to my regiment, but to an Illinois regi
ment farther back. Ho was not over twenty-one,
I think. Ho bad received a ball through the large
muscle of the right arm, just above the elbow ; an
other through the right shoulder; and another in

*
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the right side—a very ugly wound, making a bullet-
hole behind and before. Evidently to show his
wounds he had taken off his shirt, and thus exposed
all the upper part of his body. Besides his own
musket he bad three of the best that he could pick
up on tho field— secesh, as he declared. These four
muskets he carried on his left shoulder. About ten
feet before him was a rebel prisoner whom he was
leisurely driving home, directing and cursing accord
ing to his tastes ; and in his right hand he held u
turnip, which I should think weighed about three
pounds. This he had compelled the prisoner to pro
cure for him at a field, or turnip-patch, on his way
up, and he was munching it with just as much relish
as he could have done the day before. Altogether
his fully-displayed wounds, with the long streaks of
blood running down his naked body—his four mus
kets on one shoulder —his passive prisoner, whom
he was cursing and telling which way to go, and
where not to go— his turnip, and his laconic and
devil-may-care answers to my boys as they in
quired how the battle was progressing, made one
of the most ludicrous incidents that I recollect ever
to have seen in the war.

The Rev. Mr. E had been for several weeks
the guest of Dr. C , of Franklin, Tennessee, and
had, of course, daily implored the blessing of Divine
grace before each meal, lengthening them out gen
erally to the extent of a short prayer. One even-
in;.', when there was additional company at the tea-
table, the weather being very cold, the grace was
unusually short ; when Charlie, a briglit little boy
of five summers, and the son of the Doctor, prompt
ly spoke up at the conclusion of the service, and
said, "It's too cold to say it all to-night, ain't it,

Mr. E ?" In the explosion that followed no
one joined more heartily than the worthy divine.

den was brought forward as a clencher, and Darius
was asked if he didn't believe Daniel was cast into
the den of lions and escaped unharmed? ''Of
course I do," was the reply, in a peculiar squeaking
and drawling voice. " Well, if that wasn't a mir
acle, why dhln't the lions devour him ?'' " Why.
don't you know," says Darius, "why the linns
wouldn't touch Daniel? — Daniel was a beamstcr,
and they knew enough to keep a good distance from
him!"

In the little village of Cadiz, Cattaraugus Coun
ty, New York, it was always the custom on Sun
days, between the forenoon and afternoon services,
after the usual gossip and ginger-bread had been

disposed of, and while the children were engaged
in their Sabbath-school exerAsos, for the older
members of the church and congregation to gather
together in Bible-class, and discuss the sayings and
doings of the prophets and wise men of Old Testa
ment times. On one of these occasions the subj ct
under discussion was, "The Jews, their Observ
ances, Sacrifices," etc., and the question was asked
by the pastor, " Why were these rites and ceremo
nies imposed on the Jens?" Brother Knapp, a
worthy old deacon, one of the pillars of the church,
and, as will be seen, of an inquiring turn of mind,
was the first to answer. " He thought it would be
well enough for to inquire wether the Jews raiidly
considered it an imposition?'' The effect upon the
pastor, a young man who had a keen sense of the
ludicrous, may be better imagined than described.

The two following come from Lynn, Massachu
setts :

Many years ago there lived in this city an old
fellow whose "family antecedents" were none of
the best— it didn't run in the family to be respect
able ; but he finally went West, and after an absence
of some years returned in tho shape of a Metho
dist preacher. A meeting was called in one of the
big kitchens of those days, and Brother L 's old
neighbors gathered together to hear him preach
—among them Sam I , a rough customer, wbo
hadn't the strongest faith in the returned broth
er's reformation. The preacher had proceeded a

little way in his exhortation when he happened to
say,
" I am a miserable sinner." "That's true!"

was responded by Sam, "and your father was a
miserable one before you !" Tho excellent memory
of one of the bearers had spoiled the effects of the
meeting.

We havo among us a noted wag whose firet name

is Darius. He will be all things to all men, and
nothing to nobody, for the sake of an argument, or,
as they call it in these parts, a "trot." I could
tell you a hundred stories of him, but one will suf
fice. Darius lately held a protracted argument
with a neighbor of his who is a morocco dresser—
ora " bcamster" —doing that part of the work which

is most offensive to the olfactories. The talk was
on the miracles ; and our hero maintained, as each
miracle was brought forward, that it could be easily
explained to any one who understood the laws of
nature. At length the case of Daniel in the lions'

Oun little Johnny, who has only just passed his
fourth mile-stone, sometimes picks up a strange
word from the boys on the street, which he no sooner
does than ho takes the first opportunity to repeat it

in the house. I was sitting by the window one
evening reading ; his mother and himself were in
the next room. I fancied I heard something like
swearing, and listened, thinking it must be a mis
take — but no; outacame a whole volley of oaths,
any one of Vihich would almost choke an Algerinc
pirate. Then I heard his mother exclaim, " Why,
Johnny! where on earth did you learn to swear
so?" I stepped softly to the door in time to see
hira look up and say, " Well, ma, I am going to
enlist. and I will have to learn, so that I can swear
in!"

A friend writes us the following: She is a

teacher in Vermont, and has a little negro l»oy just
brought from Secessia for one of her pupils. He
does not believe in moral suasion, and can not un
derstand why he does not have the rod applied as a

remedy for all his sins against the school laws. One

day the teacher was talking to him about heaven
and the bright, beautiful angels ; when, after list
ening a moment, he broke out solemnly, "Wouldn't
you like to keep scboeil there ?" A bright fellow
that, wbo does not need whipping.

Doctor E. Coleman, wbo recently died in North
east Ohio, was a surgeon in the war of 1812, and
was stationed at Furt Meigs. Being in need of

medical stores, he start:d for Cleveland to procure
them. On his way he stopped for the night at the

tavern of one Reed, on Black River, a noted place
of resort at the time. In the morning the bill was
presented, with an extra charge for whisky. " Whi~
ky ! whisky !" remarked the Doctor,

" why, I have
had no whisky." "Well, you might have had,"
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replied Reed, " as it set on the table, and you could
have helped yourself if you wished^' The Doctor
paid the charge. On his return he put up at the
same house, and on entering he noticed the de*

canter on the table, placed his saddle-bags by it
,

and helped himself liberally to its contents. After
paying the usual charges the next morning, he in
formed the landlord that he had a lull of £5 against
him for medicine. "Medicine! medicine!" an
swered Reed, "why, I have had no medicine."
"Well, you might have had," replied the Doctor;
ii it was on the table, and you could have helped
yourself if you wished it-"

A orntlemax in this city, who gives us his
name and residence, writes to the Drawer:
While strolling through a small cemetery in the
township of Ryegate, Vermont, 1 found the follow
ing quaint inscription upon a tombstone. Wheth
er the poetry was composed by the recumbent I

know not:
In memory of . He died in July, in the
eightieth year of the American Km. lie was an active,
honest, and successful merchant, and a firm Democratic
representative in tho Legislature of Vermout. He died
aa he lived— happy.

Then follows the stanza:

I lived on earth ; I died on earth;
In earth I am interred -
Ail that have life are sure of death:
The rat may be inferred.

The two following come from South Glaston
bury, Connecticut :

In the old times when the patriarchal institution
existed in the land of Coonecticut there dwelt here
two ancient Africans, who, in their old age, were
pensioners of the family of a certain Captain Brooks,

a West India trader. They had been brought from
Guinea, but a long residence hero had civilized and
Christianized them to a degree that made them ex
tremely useful and respected members of the com
munity. ''Old Shorcy" was, at the time I speak
of, full eighty years of age, and " VFlet," his wife,
not much less.
One day a neighbor, happening to visit their
humble dwelling at the time of the noonday meal,
paused at the door and heard the old man invoking

a blessing on the meal, both parties standing, as
was the custom in " the early times." The thanks
giving ran as follows:
"Sometimes de Lord send us good vittley ; some
times de Lord send us poor vittley . we tank de
I-ord when he send us any vittley. Sit down, Bi-
ley; eat you' dinner."
This truly thankful spirit was always displayed
by "Old Shorey," in prosperity or adversity.

Occasionally his feelings broke out in exceed
ingly grotesque displays, as, for instance, on the
occasion of the return of his patron, Captain Brooks,
from one of his voyages, under circumstances which
made it a particularly joyful occasion to his family." Vi'lnt," returning one evening from her daily
labors, was amazed to see their abode lighted up
with unwonted brilliance, and her astonishment be
came dismay to find, on entering, all the candlea
thoy possessed, three in number, blazing, or more
probably sputtering, in the windows, and Old Sho
rcy fiddling and dancing.
" Why, Shorey/' she exclaimed, " what is come
to you ?"

" Massa Brooky come home !" was the exultant
reply. "Massa Brooky got home, Biley, and l'so
gwine to hab a numilatitai!"

A reautiful specimen of conjugal affection was
shown in a recent telegraphic correspondence. Mr.
F. R was a prominent and leading public man
in the western part of the State. He fell into ill
health, and finally lost his reason, and was taken
to the lunatic asylum. Declining still, he was by-
and-by so evidently dying that a dispatch was sent
to his wife, saying,

" If she wished to see him alive,
to come immediately." To which she replied by
telegraph, "If he gets any worse, let me know."
They sent her husband home dead in a day or two.

Thr following is worth reading only as a speci
men of the humor that our Far Western friends en
joy. It is a description of a marriage in the west
ern part of the State of Wiscon*in, taken verbatim
from a letter written by Squire W , a newly-
appointed justice of the peace. He says:

Having been appointed to the desirable "poslsh" of

J enticeof the Pence, I was accosted a few days after by a
sleek-looking young mun, and in silveiy tones requested
to proceed to a neighboring hotel, aa ho wished to enter
into the holy bond* ot matrimony. Here was a "squelch
er." I had never done any thing of the kind; had no
books, nor forma; and though having been married my
self, yet having labored under great perturbation of miud
upon that occasion, I did not recollect much about the
ceremony. I however determined to do things up strong,
and in a legal manner ; so I proceededto the hotel, bearing
in my arms one copy Keviied Statutes, one ditto WebHer's
Unabridged Dictionary, one copy large size Bible, a small
copy of the creed and articles of faith of the Congregational
Church, one copy of Pope's E-wny on Man, and a sectional
map of that part of the State where the victim lived.
Having placed a t*ble in the middle of the room, I In
trumpet tones called the case. With that the young mun
and woman, with great alacrity, stepped up before me.
Having sworn them upon the Bible, as I supposed (which
afterward proved to have been the Dictionary), to answer
well and truly all the questions I was about to ask, I pro
ceeded. 1 told the young man that, being an entire stran
ger, I should have to a*k him to give bail for the costs.
Having heard this so frequently in Court, I thought it

indispensable. He answered, if I meant the fee for per
forming the ceremony, he would deposit it then and there.
As 1 did not know exactly what I did mean, I magnani
mously waived that portion of the service. I then told
him it would be necessary to give bail to keep the peace.
This he said he was willing to do as soon as he arrived
home, and I then waived that point also.
Having established to my satisfaction that they wanted
to get married, and that they were old enough to enter
into that blessed state, I proceeded to tie the knot. I

asked him if ho was willing to take that woman to be his
wife. He snid he was. I told him I did not requite haste
in the answer ; that ho might reflect a few minutes if he
wished. I told him she looked like a fine girl, and I had
no doubt she was; but if the sequel proved that he had
been taken in, I did not want to be held responsible. I

said he must love, h-.nor, and obey her as long as ahe
lived. He must not be "snappy" around the hou-c, nor
spit tobacco-juice upon the floor; all of which he promised
faithfully to heed.
" Xow," said I, " Georgiana" (her name was Georgiana),
"you hear what Humphrey says. Do you accept of the
invitation to become his wife? Will yon he lenient to
ward his faults and cherish his virtues? Will you never
be guilty of throwing furniture at his head for slight of
fenses ? And will you get threemeals a day without grum-
biing?" She said she would. I asked them if they be
lieved in the commandment", and they said they did.
Having read the creed and articles of faith aforesaid, I

exclalmt-d, "Humphrey, bike her; she is yours. I can
not withhold my consent. Georgiana, when Bafe In the
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arms of your Humphrey, yon can defy the scoffs and jeers
of the world.*' I then read a little from the Essay on
Man, and recommended the purchase of a little work on
marital duties written by the venerable Jeremy Diddler,
an old English clergyman. As a Jtnale to tho scene 1 de
livered the following exordium: "Go in peace; sin no
more." The generous Humphrey having placed a fifty
cent check in my unwilling palm, I bid the happy pair a
fond adieu.

The Drawer has so many readers in the navy
that the following is offered for their special enter
tainment :
Wbo in the navy during tho past nine years has
not heard of Ensign "Slamm?" Tbough more
thoughtful as years pass on, still the merry twinkle
of his handsome eye, and the kind, hfeart-felt wel
come to a friend is still there. I can not forget his
quiet laugh, and the eagerness with which he shook
mv hand a moment hefore the word " Charge" was
given, which hurled under the bloody walls of Fort
Fisher seventeen hundred " Yankee blue-jackets."
But to the point.
One summer's eve the good ship }- lay quiet
ly at ancbor off the city of Q , waiting for a
balance of crew and other fixings before plunging
into "the tide of war." The ward-room mess were
busy smoking their evening

,:
brier-woods," when

our Senior Engineer (a very patriotic and funny
man) broke silence" Why so pensive, Slamm ?"
" Pensive ! who m thunder wouldn't be pensive
in this miserable, crazy world ?" growled the En
sign.
A roar of laughter followed, for Slamm had not
spoken for a long while.
" You want a little stirring up, youngster," con
tinued the Chief ; "you've got the ' blue-devil tacks
aboard.' I must get to windward of you; they tell
me you are seldom beat."
" Fire away !" was the answer.
At near midnight, when "all hands'* were fast
asleep, dreaming of the dear ones who would soon
be lonesome, a loud, sharp knocking was heard at
the Ensign's state-room door.
"By the great horn-spoon who's that?" growled
Slamm within.
"Mr. Slamm, all hands have been called to
'night-quarters.' .All the officers have reported
their respective divisions ready for action with the
exception of yourself, and the Captain is much sur
prised, and desires to know the cause of your tardi
ness."

Slamm (who is always on hand) jumped into his
slippers — on pants, jacket, and cap — seized his
sword and rushed on deck bawling out, "No. 1,
No. 2, No. 3!" etc., etc. No one answering the
stations, our Ensign rubbed his eyes, and to his as
tonishment, in lieu of finding one hundred and sixty
brawny sailors already at tho guns, found the deck
entirely deserted, with tho exception of tho officer
on watch and the " Chief," who stood in a dark cor
ner with his handkerchief half-way down his throat.
"Oh! you have sold me, have you?" and down
dashed the Ensign to finish his " sleep in."
The breakfast-table was merry over the "sell,"
and young Slamm took it all with such good-hu
mor that I was confident the Chief would suffer for
it. I stated before that the Chii'f was patriotic,
and being at times fond of his toddy, he celebrated
all anniversaries by forgetting himself uud bow

many " healths" he had drank. Some weeks had
passed, and we were startled with glorious news
" from the front ;" and as we were on the point of
sailing, the Chief proposed a run asbore. Three
of us started — the Ensign, the Chief, and myself.
The Chief, after landing, bef;ged to be excused,
saying he had business of importance, and would
meet us at a stated place in two hours and a half
exactly. The Ensign and myself started for the
hotel and .took our last shore-dinner. Dinner over
we started for a stroll. Turning a corner who should
we see but Mr. Chief: Ho was making "short
tacks" down the street, wind "dead ahead," his
"spirit-room" well stowed, and though the craft
rolled heavily nothing gave way. In fact, the
Chief was not himself.
At this moment young Slamm turned abont,
saying,

' I don't wish to meet the Chief, he will
detain me. and 1 must go off and keep my evening
watch."
The Ensign disappeared, and 1 took the storm-
tossed Chief to a place of safety and left him.
The following morning " all hands" were present
at table. The Chief looked as if he was ashamed
of himself, and said nothing. Slamm was as quiet.
and apparently busy counting the stitch.es in the
end of the napkin he held.
Suddenly the sky-light above us was taken off,
and the hatchway filled and the ward-room dark
ened by the appearance of an enormous "bass-
drum." Presently a small boy appeared, holding
a card in one band and a bill in the other.
" Is this gentleman here, Sir?"
I took the card, and on it was written with a
drunken scrawl ;

**1st Asst. Engineer, .
" V. !?.N.

" U. S. N. Str. "

The bill was against the Chief for—

"One Bans-Drum $11 00
" Iteed. payment, B £ Co.,

" Auctioneers."

Such another roar of laughter was never heard.
"Why, I never bought the thing!" roared
the Chief.
"Yes, Sir, you did," said the hoy. "And you
told Mr. B , the auctioneer, to have it sent early
this morning, as you expected to sail."
" Let mo see the card " howled the Chief.
The scrawl was too much for him. He scratched
his head ; tried to recall circumstances :
" When did I buy this drum, boy ?"
"Last evening, Sir, about six o'clock."
"Thunder!" roared tho Chief. His hand went
to his pocket, the eleven dollars paid, the bill was
torn in a thousand pieces, a violent ki k at the
drum, and the Chief da^ed into his state-room,
making the breakfast-table jump with the concus
sion of the door.
Young Slamm went on deck with the boy, where
the eleven dollars exchanged hands. The boy got
his promised dollar.

After a few days had passed, when sides bad be
come numb with continual pain, the affair leaked
out. The Chief took Slamm's hand, saying,
" I give in ; call it square."
"Not by a long shot," said Slamm. "You're
beat !"
" Well, Slamm, I give in ; I'm dead beat !"
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caverns of the earth ; up to the crater, into the
ice-region, eighteen thousand feet above the
ocean level, where the sky loses its pure azure
and deepens into a blue-black, and the lungs
are tasked almost to bursting in the rarefied at

mosphere—well, to come down into a steady
square trot with the ribbons well in hand—an
ascent of Popocatepetl, a thing easily imagined
but by no means as easily accomplished, after a

diligence and horseback ride of nearly sixty
miles under a torrid sun, for the greater part
through jungles and rocky passes and over ser
rated mountain ranges.
The summit is undoubtedly the loftiest point
in North America — tabular statisties in the Ge
ographies to the contrary notwithstanding — re
finements in science which have attempted to
snatch the crown from the hoary old god of the
Toltees and place it on the brow of that oth
er storm-monarch of the Russians, Mount St.
Elias. Much might be said about the relative
claims of these dizzy peaks for the honors of
altitude ; but at present it is only the purpose of
the writer to describe for "Harper" an ascent
to the crater lately accomplished by a party of
three* and their guides, leaving the savans to
discuss the correctness of certain trigonomet rical
observations which have deposed or reinstated
the King of the Mexican Andes as best suited
their own figures and calculations. Whatever

may be the exact height— and we shall present
ly consider that subject—certain it is that who
ever gains the summit may well congratulate
himself that he has no farther cloud-climbing
to accomplish.
. Our preparations were made in the city of
Mexico, and were simple enough. Sharpened
hob-nails in the soles of the heavy shoes for
scrambling up the ice ; thick blankets and
wrappers ; spurs for persuading reluctant mules
or horses toward the base of the mountain ;
goggles with green glasses and rims of thin
wire for protecting the eyes from the glare of
the sun ; woolen mufflers for the face and
neck ; pistols, pocket-compass, barometer, spy
glass, note-books, tin canteens for water, a
flask of brandy each, and warm gloves and
stockings. Por several dnys wo had been gaz
ing off to the eastward, where the dome of the
volcano loomed white and cold among the
clouds, like some giant sentinel keeping guard
over the continent; and more than once we
half yielded to the warnings of friends, the
Arnoux's, Corwin, Otterbourg, and others,
whose traditionary legends of the difficulties
and sufferings incident to the trip have been
indorsed by the few who are known to have
succeeded ; but we had heard and read that the
peak had several times been reached within the
last half century, and we determined to pro
ceed.

The cathedral clock was striking six as the
diligence for Ameca lumbered through the

" K. J. M^uno of Cuinberlnnd Valley, Pennsylvania,
Autuine Kit flur of Strasbourg, Trance, and the writer
hereof, William V. Well*.

streets and out of the garita of San
A word about that clock. Having
against all rules of horology the ve
cent has acquired certain erratic habits, i
as striking at discretion or not at all, as the
whim suits. Malicious people say that a Mexi
can is stationed in the works with a club ami
watch, who shifts the hands and slams the hours
with tolerable accuracy, save when he descends
in quest of tortillas or pulque. At such time-
the machine goes it blind, so to speak, much to
the consternation of victims who have set their
time-pieces by it

,

and are not in the secret.
But as Mexico is one of those places when
time is not money, the panic is only temporary.
So we started, and leaving the slumbering capi
tal behind us, were soon rattling along the
Camino Real behind eight horses, toward the
reddening dawn, which gradually illumined tb«
picturesque amphitheatre of the Valley of Mexi
co, tinting the towers and steeples of the cifi.
with a crimson flush, and bringing out all the
glories of the tropical morning.
The road from Mexico to Chalco, which i*

on the route to the volcano, leads past the once
celebrated Lake of Tezeuco where the Azte,
city of that name was located, once larger thai:
Mexico itself, but of which only a few melan
choly ruins remain. Lakes Xochimilco and
Chalco,, to the southward, containing yet a few
of the celebrated chinampas, or floating gardens-
are navigated by the same style of canoes anu
propelled by the same dusky race as whei:
Corte'z wrested these strange lands from their
Indian rulers. At Chalco we found lineal de
scendants of the tribes overpowered by the
Spaniards, and still preserving the distinctive
manners and language of their ancestors. An
ancient canal connects the town with Mexico,
a distance of some twenty miles, and here arc
" shipped" a large part of the fruit, vegetable*,
grain, fire-wood, and general supplies for the
capital. A multitude of these industrious peo
ple were crowding around the embarcadero, and
the place resounded with the bustle of a lucra
tive inland trade. Patient, toilsome, and con

tented to be the drawers of water and hewer-
of wood for Mexico, they ask for nothing bet
ter than their customary tortillas and frijole*.
with now and then a frantic " drunk" on pulque
to celebrate some Saint's day or other festive
occasion.
Front Chalco the country gradually rises to

the custard toward the foot-hills of Popocate
petl ("Smoking Mountain" in the Aztec lan
guage), and Iztaccihuatl ("White Woman"),
both piercing the clouds, and holding aloft per

petual winter on their grim summits. At four
o'clock, after a jolting ride over a country which
might have been called mountainous but for

the superior ranges always visible beyond, wc

reached the upland puebla of Ameca, situated
about 8000 feet above the sea. The place,
which is inhabited mainly by Indians, number

ing some four thousand, has been long famous
as the haunt of robbers, who have made this
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their point of supplies, occasionally dashing into
the Plaza and helping themselves to whatever
the wretched stores offered in the way of plun
der. Believing us to be Frenchmen the peo
ple put themselves to no trouble to find horses
or mules for the trip, until one of the party ac
cidentally announced that we were Americans,
and then half a dozen frousy-headed, barefooted
aboriginals started off to bring them. It seemed
that " Americanos del Norte," though formerly
the invaders of the country, were decidedly
preferable to the red-breeched French, who

spend no money, never mingle with the na

tives, and assumo all the airs without display
ing the liberality of conquerors.
While awaiting the animals wc were accosted
on the Plaza by two of Maximilian's military
officers, whose bearing denoted the gentleman
—a specimen of the genus homo never to be dis
guised under any circumstances. Our inter
view resulted in their offering us horses, and as
the country thereabouts was infested with bands
of thieves, the addition of five well-mounted sol
diers to accompany us to Tlamacas and escort us
back to Ameca on our descent from the mount
ain, we considered a special providence. The /
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Colonel assured us it would be impossible to ride
through such an intricate and broken country
by night, which decided us to sleep at Ameca
and start by moonlight early next morning.
This detention, however, was not uuprofitable.
We found two Indians who had made the as
cent of the voleano, and who offered for a mod

erate price to serve as guides. Popocatepetl,
in fact, is the one feature— the lion of Ameca ;
for it not only yields sulphur and ice, two mark
etable commodities in Mexico, but the fame of
the mountain which advertises itself to all this
part of the country by its colossal proportions,
attaches also to the town, whose corporate lim
its extend quite up to the snow region. From
the lower edge of the frozen belt, on the west
ern side, the Indians from time immemorial
have cut out blocks of ice, which, enveloped in
dried grass, and packed on the backs of donk
eys, are brought to the level country, and thence
sent to the capital by the Chaleo Canal.
The most imposing view of tho two mount
ains is had from the Valley of Ameca. Being
only twenty-five miles distant in a direct line,
the towering Popocatepetl seems to spring al
most from the town itself, which is prettily
adorned with shade trees and traversed by riv
ulets fresh from tho snowy deposits above.
Along the margins of these streams innumera
ble flowers grow the year around without culti
vation. The houses, however, are the usual
Spanish American adobe, and about equally
divided as to possessory right between pigs,
fieas, Indians, and snarling curs. This ele
vated plateau is bounded on tho western side
by a hill known as Sacra Monte, whence the
famous Ameca Valley sunset is viewed to the
best advantage. Popocatepetl from this point
bears by compass E.S.E., and Iztaccihuatl
N.N.E. The intervening ranges arc covered
with cedar, oak, juniper, ash, and willow, all
in full leaf, and presenting from the valley a
variety of shades, from the tender leaves of the
underbrush to the deepest gloom of the ever
green woods. A solemn stillness reigned over
the whole scene, only disturbed at intervals by
the sighing of the winds through the forest or
the roar of some far off waterfall. Above and
beyond this amphitheatre of wood and dale the
whole eastern side of the sky appeared as a
vast escarpment of snow and ice, reflecting
faint iridescent colors in the rays of the set
ting sun. Rising thousands of feet above the
lesser ranges, the sides of the mountain, when
examined with telescope, revealed fissures in
the declivities and huge gorges, down whose

steeps plunging cataracts were tearing theirway,
carrying snow, ice, and rocks. The peak was
at times curtained in clouds, but it was evi
dent a great wind was at work there, for occa
sionally these would be whirled aside, display
ing again the white summit in bold relief against
the sky. Below the snow line we could make
out with the glass lofty rocks— some upright,
like foundry stacks, and others inclining as if
ready to topple over among the pines in the I

lower valleys. Dots on the snow proved to be
enormous masses of lava protruding above the
frozen level, while below, bald precipices, 3000

feet high, cracked in the form of obelisks and
pinnacles, seemed to stand out as grotesque
pillars wrought by the Titans from the wreck
of matter, in mythological architecture, to sup
port the aspiring dome of snow that surmounted
them. To many in Mexico this scene is fa
miliar, and several local daubers have attempt
ed to transfer it to canvas. SchoefFt, a Hun
garian artist, at the last accounts was preparing
for a journey thither from Mexico, and will un
doubtedly execute a fine painting. An Amer
ican naturally wishes that our own Church migh:
add "Popocatepetl" to his "Niagara" and
' ' Heart of the Andes. " But as the sun declined
the scene became still more wonderful. Then
the heights were illumined as if by supernatural
light. Streaks of gold, crimson, and pale blue
opened along the slanting ice-fields, painting
them with wreaths of parti-colored flame, hang
ing and swaying among the feathery clouds
that swept past the mountain peak. That peak
seemed to be soaring into mid-heaven — into the
very desolation of loneliness nndacold, where the
silence is only broken by the hurtling of hail
the sough of the wind among the frozen gul
lies, or the solemn thunder booming along the

snowy crags. These fires lingered last upon
the apex of Popocatepetl, when, as if by magie,
the scene vanished like a dissolving view and
gave place to the spectral voleano— ice-crowned
and shrouded in dull vaporous clouds. Very
soon the valley was wrapped in gloom, and the
extinguishing of the lights showed that the lit
tle world of Ameca had followed the example
of nature and sunk to rest. As we were to
make an eurly start we rolled ourselves iu

blankets and coats on the floor of the cabilde
and slept whh that soundness which health and
exercise generally insure, however rough the
couch or primitive the apartment.
Prompt to the minute, at two in the morn
ing, a knock at the door announced that our

escort were awaiting us, and after a hasty prep
aration by the light of a tallow-candle, we found
the little troop of five soldiers, a corporal, and
two Indian guides all mounted and ready in
the patio. The moon, in its second quarter,
was high in the heavens, and enabled us to dis

cern the grave faces of our companions, with
carbines slung across their backs, and rigged
in the dress of the Mexican national cavalry.
The air was so keen that we were glad enough
to get some hot coffee that had been prepared
for us, and then, lighting our puros, we pulled
on gloves and mufflers, gave the word and trot

ted out of the silent village — the guides ahead,
and the cavalry bringing up the rear, and se:
out toward the voleano, which we could barely
distinguish by the feeble moonlight.
For many leagues around the base of Popo
catepetl evidences of ancient eruptions form
the feature of the country. The cultivated

i hmds along the road we were following seemed
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to be a mixture of loam, ashes, and scoria,

producing, however, even at this altitude, good
crops of the cereals. The village of Ameca
is built upon volcanic rock, and the walls of
its church and houses are of the same igneous
material. The whole lower region, at least
the part we traversed, is volcanic in charac

ter. In fact, the streets of the towns, in all
directions for a great distance, are paved with
stones thrown out by the crater; and in the
garden walls at Chalco we saw masses of melted
rock half a ton in weight, almost realizing those
descriptions of battles in which the gods hurled
the mountains at each other. Even in the city
of Mexico, the great Aztec calendar, forming a

part of the wall of the cathedral, is of this rock ;
but that may have been brought from any of
the nearer volcanoes. At the foot of the east
ern slope of Popocatepetl, where Humboldt de
termined its elevation, he found a mysterious
kind of lava-field, consisting, he says, of " black
partially upraised lava -blocks 'of a fearfully
wild appearance, and only sparingly coated
here and there with lichens, contrasting with

the yellowish-white coat of pumice-stone which

covers every thing for a long distance round."
On the northern and western slopes we found

deserts of sand and ashes, though broken lava,
as above described, was also scattered far and

wide.
Our course was through a vernal lane, ex
tending for some two leagues along a gradually
rising valley, with barley-fields on either hand,
and a thick growth of poplar and willow serv
ing as dividing fences, while the hedges of
cactus and maguey, and the matted, thorny
vegetation peculiar to these llanos formed an

impenetrable protection for the crops. Ap
proaching the foot-hills of the sierras, we passed
the last evidences of civUization — the hacienda
of Tomacoco, where are a few stone buildings
and some ruins which were once a church. In
less than an hour we had left the plain, and

were urging our horses up the craggy hills that

lie below the mountain ranges beyond. We
were now in the pine region pjoper, which here
forms in open forests— the trees averaging about
two and a half feet in diameter, and perhaps
eighty feet in height. The ground was cov
ered with the cones and leaves, and the air had

the peculiar aroma of the pine woods of Califor
nia, Orejron, and New England. A keen breeze
from the heights made us wrap ourselves closer
in blankets and coats, and sometimes we dis
mounted and ran through the moonlit forest for
exercise. Ice-cold streams, indicating their
snowy origin, brawled along the path or tum
bled in cascades among the roots, where sheets
of thin ice could be seen on either bank. Some
times we came to openings where the tufts of
thin grass were silvered with frost.
At length morning began to purple the east
ern sky, and the clouds that had collected
around the higher peaks slowly dispersing, wo
found ourselves heading directly for the vol
cano. To the left was Iztaccihuatl. From

this position one realizes the appropriateness
of the Aztec appellation — "The White Wo
man." The broken surface of its crest, which
is nearly 16,000 feet above the sea, extends
for several miles in snowy undulations, and
forms, with startling accuracy, the outlines of a
recumbent female figure under a shroud, with
the knees raised and the head thrown back.
Even the rigid features in the repose of death
are perfectly delineated, as one would imagine
the profile of a corpse staring heavenward, and
covered with a winding-sheet. This appear
ance is presented with sufficient distinctness
from the Valley of Mexico ; but the life-like,
or rather death-like, fidelity of the apparition
is best observed from the table-lands between
Tlamacas and Ameca. Iztaccihuatl (or Iztae-

tepetl, as it was called in the more remote ages
of Indian civilization, before the time of the

Toltees) was once the centre of aboriginal ad
oration. Sahegun, the earliest of the Spanish
writers, who commenced gathering the materi
als for his history of ancient America shortly
after the conquest, states that all the nations
of Mexico repaired, at stated seasons, to Iztac
cihuatl to worship the God of the Mountains,
and seemed to hold the "White Woman" in
even greater reverence than her towering mate
of Popocatepetl. The fatal zeal of the monks
doomed to destruction every relic ofAztec idol
atry that came within their reach, so that by
the end of the sixteenth century comparative
ly little had survived their insensate rage ; but
a few zealous antiquarians were found even in

that age of flame and sword, who labored to
stay the general devastation, and to save some
vestiges of that strange and isolated civilization
so suddenly unveiled by Cortdz, and so swiftly
to disappear before the fanaticism of the cross.
The unhappy Aztees saw the annihilation not

only of their nationality and race, but even the
gradual extinction of their literature, arts, and
refinement. Some of the learned Indians sought
to preserve at least the outlines of their history
and sciences in neatly written maguey manu

scripts, while others hid away in caverns pre
cious sculptured tablets and curious picture-
writing, with the same object in view. With
in a few months an immense "pantheon," or
tomb, has been discovered in the side of Iz
taccihuatl among the tangled forests that skirt

its western base. Its exact size or shape has
yet to be ascertained, for it has been penetrated
only a few hundred yards ; but at that distance,

the extentbeyond —reaching into gloomy, vault
ed caverns, resounding with solemn far-sound

ing echoes — seems almost illimitable. Multi
tudes of skeletons, placed upright against the
walls, stretch in grizzly ranks into the unex

plored inner darkness, and a variety of gro
tesque, hideous idolst beasts, birds, nonde
scripts, and household pottery fill the niches
and cover the ground. The discovery was ac
cidental, and may be the forerunner of others
yet more interesting.
All interest was now centred in the crown
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lZTACOlill^ATL—TUE WUITE WOMAN.

ing glory of the Andes, whose spurs we were
slowly scaling by winding paths amidst the si
lence of the primeval wilderness. Whichever
way this zigzag climbing turned our faces, there
stood the majestic Popocatepetl —a painting in
the sky—gleaming like a vast helmet of ice, and
from this point of view assuming a cold, blue
steel color, indescribably forbidding and dreary
in its aspect. As we approached the term

ination of our ride— to
where we mnst part with

the^escort— laughter and
loud talking ceased: for
each was inwardly cogi
tating over the nature of
the task before ns. Oar
respect forthevoleano in
creased ns we surveyed
the scorious slopes and
burnished snow - fields
overtopping the sur
rounding clouds.
At this point we had
the best view of the vol
cano proper — that is

,

from the true base where

it rises a distinct cone
from among the offshoot-
ing ranges. At a great

| distance the lower body
of the mass is indis
tinguishable from the

adjacent mountains, npon whose capitals the
great cupola is raised ; but the majestic pro
portions, always best estimated from afar, are
lost upon a nearer approach, for the same
reason that nn ant crawling up the side of
a castle can form but little idea of the mass
he is trying to surmount. From this plateau
the openings in the woods gave an uninter
rupted view. If we were disappointed at not
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being able to witness the suurise from the sum

mit, as we had promised ourselves in Mexico,
we now enjoyed a surprise of equal beauty in
the opalescent changes shooting along the ice-
region ; for, as the sun ascended, the heights
were ablaze with light before the gloom had
fairly left the deep glens and recesses of the
lower country. Below the snow line we could
distinguish with the glass the regular gradation
of foliage, from tho stunted pines down to the
larger growths in the valleys, and thence to
the climate where oaks, juniper, poplars, yel
low cedars, and willows present a nobler form
of vegetation. We were now at an elevation
of about 13,000 feet above the sea, and, to com
mence our task, must first descend to the plain
of Tlamacas, about 1000 feet below. Through
all this pine region, which for several hours we
had patiently threaded, we saw no evidence of
animal life—not even birds. At Chalco we had

been warned against packs of wolves and lions

(the latter probably the cougar or panther),
hut we met with no traces of either wild or
domestic animals. Sheep and calves, howev
er, are continually destroyed in the haciendas
around the volcano's base by wolves, whose
gaunt forms arc sometimes seen sncakingamong
the matted jungles. At certain seasons the
guides told us it was necessary to keep fires
burning all night at the sheep corrals to scare
these prowlers away. Horses and mules teth
ered in lonely places are attacked by troops of
wolves; and in the morning the owner find'
only the riata, and a neatly-polished anatom\
of what the day before was a prancing steed.
As we advanced the pines gradually dwarfed
into the puniest forms of trees with ugly
gnarled branches and rough bark, and a va

riety of small underbrush, of which we cut a
few specimens for examination, but lost them
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while returning. Twice we passed wooden
crosses, erected to commemorate the bloody exit
of wayfarers whose little treasure had brought
them to their last grief. These mountain con
fines are still the resort of bands of ladrones,
who, a few days before our arrival at Ameea,
had attacked the hacienda of Rctana, and car

ried off one Miguel Zavala into the wilds of
IztaccihuatI, whence he was made to write to
his friends for a ransom of $2000, or be shot
in default of the required money. But a rare
exhibition of energy was made in this instance.
A body of his friends at Ameca, headed by
Francisco Noriega, followed and attacked the
bandits, and rescued the grateful Zavala. Oft
en the thieves tie the hands of their captives
together, hang them by the wrists to a tree,
believing that a knowledge of these rigorous

practices among their friends will hasten the
ransom. Hearing of this and other adven
tures, we were not sorry to have the company
of our well-armed escort, although we mus
tered, in the shape of revolvers, no less than
thirty shots of our own.
About seven o'clock we reached the hacien
da of Tlamacas, said hacienda consisting of
two deserted huts. A heap of ashes within a
circle of stones in one of these abodes showed
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that cooking had once been done there. The
valley is about four miles long, and in reality
is a rounded gully lying between the bases of
Popocatepetl and Iztaceihuatl. Not only this
valley, but all the irregular ranges of hills
which, but for the vicinity of the monsters ris
ing on either hand, could be called mountains,
are formed of porous lava, sand, and pumice-
stone, in which the shriveled pines eke out a

scanty existence. This starved and shrunken
foliage, with its withered moss drooping from
the limbs, has a singularly weird aspect, as if
each tree were the sprite of a crazy harridan
with disheveled locks and arms wildly beating
the air. It is quite in keeping with the dreary
look of the surroundings. The extreme pov
erty of the soil, if such it can be called, would
seem to offer them no nourishment ; and the
hopeless deserts extending up to the frozen
belt can afford nothing like alluvial washings
from the mountain. But these trees, which
are of the yellow and pitch pine species, not
only grow in the valley, but clothe all the less
er ranges crossing it to their very tops. Those
that have been blown down show a depth of
root penetrating not more than three feet into
the dry bed of ashes, but extending two or
three yards laterally, with a flat surface of
twisted fibres at the uptorn butts, as if ac
customed to receive moisture from the atmos
phere. All of these hills or ridges were orig
inally rifts of shifting substances, and in time
have become forested. Masses of basaltic rock
covered the surface of the plain, resembling the
slag or vitrified refuse matter of an iron found
ry. Gloomy silence and the wildest types of
desolation held sway in this valley of death.
Under the rocks were banks of snow begrimed
with dust and ashes, which the guides explained
by telling us that all the year around furious
hail and snow storms whirl among these black
ened solitudes—ice-tempests that swoop down
without warning, and of such violence that this
whole region is quickly blanched with hail and
snow— the scene illumined with vivid lightning-
flashes and an orchestral accompaniment of rat
tling thunder among the crags. The rude de
scriptions by our Indians were quite satisfactory,
and made us thankful for our present fine weath
er. After we had dismounted the leader of
our little cavalcade told us that his Colonel had
directed him to remain in the valley with the
horses until our return from the mountain, and
to present us, with his compliments, a diminu
tive bottle of brandy each, with which to drink
the health of their Majesties at the crater.
Little dreaming of how distasteful the idea of
food or drink would be to us, we pocketed the
gifts with due acknowledgments, and did trav
elers' justice to the excellent breakfast which
formed a part of our baggage.
All being prepared the whole troop again
mounted, and set out at half past seven o'clock,
resolved to save our legs the uttermost step that

the horses could carry us. In ten minutes we
were fairly in the sand and ashes. The ascent

as yet was very gradual, and led along the brink
of a profound barranca or ravine cut by the tor
rents from the melting snows. Its bed, which
looked like an enormous chemical laboratory,
was formed of what seemed to be ferruginous
rock, and the sides of closely-packed coarse
dust of lava, with masses of vitreous feldspar
protruding. These snnd-steeps indicate that
the wastes of sand are of great depth ; for the
rocks at the bottom of the barranca were evi
dently underlaid by the same volcanic material.
At what seemed to be the best crossing-place
we descended, and reached the opposite side
from among the yellow, red, and black frag
ments that lie heaped up in this wild gorge for

more than half a league. The officer stated
that the horses, in order to return to Ameca
that night, must rest during the day ; and pro
posed to go back with his men and animals to
Tlamacas and await our descent. The horses
were, indeed, exhausted with their efforts in
the deep sands, and one had entirely given out ;
so bidding adieu to our military friends, and
preceded by our guides, we commenced a
measured, monotonous tramp along the north
side of the inclined plane, and our faces turned
resolutely toward the lofty object of our ambi
tion. What at a distance had appeared as a
perfectly smooth surface now proved to be
thrown up into sandy billows, wave after wave,
like the ground-swell of the ocean after a gale.
In the trough of the sea, to carry out the nau
tical simile, we were shut for the time bcin;;
from any extensive view. This, however, did
not continue after the ascent became steeper.
Masses of pumice-stone were strewn about,
which may have weighed tons, and coated with

rough moss. The whole expanse scintillated
strangely in the sunlight ; and the effect was

heightened by the varying shades —some places
assuming a grayish hue, and others extending
in belts of bronze or dark brown, but black
generally predominating. This trachyte sand,
when closely examined, is found to contain fino
horublende crystals with an endless variety of
angular forms. In a handful would appear
minute fragments of porphyrytic rock nnd feld
spar, ranging through all the shades of red.
black, white, gray, blue, and green, but the

creamy yellow of the pumice and some other
porous substances was the most common. The
progress was necessarily slow, for half the dis
tance gained in a step was lost in the yielding
sand, which, sliding like fine shot from under
the feet, rendered our pointed staff's useless.
And now we began to realize the fatigue of
volcano-climbing. One after another we sank
down to catch breath, and already began to es
timate how far we had come from the base.
In this way, in about an hour and a half after
our departure from Tlamacas, we reached
"La Cruz"— the guides being a hundred yard<
in advance. This cross, which is of wood,
stands on a pinnncled rock, forming a little isl
and in this sea of sand and a sort of resting-
place. Beyond a rapid pulse, the effect of
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over-exertion, no one had thus far felt any
great inconvenience. A residence of several
months in the city of Mexico, which is 7548
feet above the ocean, had accustomed us to the
rarefied atmosphere of that height ; so that our
present elevation had a less sensible effect than
had we reached it directly from the coast. Still
we found ourselves drawing long breaths, and
making more than ordinary efforts to inflate
the lungs. Far below us we could see the
rancho, and with the glass observe the soldiers
leading the horses across an open space in the
valley.
Here were the last traces of vegetation.
Lichens, tufts of dried grass, and shriveled
ferns had long since been passed ; and now, in
the rough fissures of this rock, were patches of
hard, brown moss, which we could only detach
with the blades of our knives. The "Alpine
flora, " which by a universal law seem to be
long to stated elevations or temperature the
world over, are unknown here, owing to the
lack of the slightest means to sustain life.
Currents of cold air swept down the mountain
steeps, reducing the temperature to 60° ; yet
the glare of the sun was such as to burn our
wrists, faces, and necks nearly to blistering.
While resting here for a few minutes we no
ticed particularly the muscular build of our two
guides. Straight and well formed, lithe in
their movements, lean as race-hounds, and
with a pectoral development that swelled al
most into a semicircle at the chest, these nat
ural athletes were the superiors of any of us in
endurance ; but yet we observed that at every
signal to stop they were quite as ready as we
to throw themselves down for a breathing-spell.
Off to the right of the direction we were fol
lowing were bending lines of black rock—prob
ably obsidian. In the indentations formed by
their angular ridges were snow-drifts which
the sun had not reached, showing that earlier
in the winter the frozen region had extended
much below its present lino, or that snow had
lately fallen.
That line was weary hours of travel above
us, and delay might lead to our passing the
night on the mountain. "Excelsior" was the
word, and again we started. Still the same
unsightly desert, with colored pebbles rolling
down the steeps, and the interminable sand
gliding treacherously from under our feet.
Now the clouds came rolling in from the west
ward ; and for the first time we witnessed the
curious spectacle of a reversed rain or hail
storm, with thunder and lightning below us,
while above the mountain's peak shone in the
full blaze of the sun. To our right, but still
considerably above us, stood the Pico del Fraile
— a beetling porphyrytic rock shooting out of
the mountain's side, and presenting from some
points the appearance of a Gothic spire. Its
pinnacle is dark red, as though containing iron.
As the clouds opened we caught a glimpse of
the Valley of Ameca, with the town and Sacra
Monte faintly defined, where, the night before,

we had stood and looked up at the bleak soli
tudes we were now climbing. Baron Gros and
Von Gerolt, who made the ascent together in
the spring of 1833, seem to have taken a route
more to the southward, for they speak of reach
ing the Pico del Fraile, which they were at
first unable to surmount, and were obliged to
return. They describe the toil of ascending
the sand-slopes as " the most agonizing they
ever underwent;" and they "suffered the most
excruciating agony in their eyes and faces from
the reflection of the sun from the brilliant
snow." It was only after we reached a much
greater altitude that Ave experienced these in
conveniences. Our ascent avoided the Pico
del Fraile, and formed a curving line to the
peak, giving us the advantage of a more direct
line up the snow, but lengthened the fatiguing
struggle through the steeps of ashes. The
weariness consequent upon an increasing rare-
fication of air and the strain upon unaccus
tomed muscles at length obliged us to adopt
a more systematic method. We advanced in
each other's tracks ten steps at a time, which

were counted by the leader. At the last step
all sank down to recover breath, and the next
effort commenced at the given word. Such
was the exhaustion that neither of us felt equal
to the last few steps, and dropped instantly at
the tenth.
For some time before gaining the snow line
we had looked up at the impending ice-fields,
whose apparent glassiness made us remember
with satisfaction the spikes in the soles of our
shoes ; but upon reaching the lower rim of the
bplt, which was at a quarter past eleven, we
found the surface deeply furrowed with gullies
of hard, frozen snow, lying in windrows from
two to three feet high, with here and there
transverse ridges extending down several hun

dred feet to a point, as if sharpened by the at
trition of incrusted masses sliding from above.
These windrows crossing our course, we were
obliged to pass over them step by step, which
seemed at length worse than the sand-climbing.
It was now a continual striding across slippery
ice-troughs, which it required a cautious step
to pass ; while the muscular exertion of bend
ing forward to reach the next succeeding ridge

brought a constant strain on the spinal column,

and gave to the uninitiated some idea of the
beauties of lumbago. The expanded atmos
phere we were inhaling began to be painfully

apparent. Each complained of a sensation like
asphyxia, with aching eyes and smarting of the
skin. One of the party, as the pressure of the
air diminished, was taken with nausea, and an

other with severe throbbing pains in the tem
ples. Such symptoms, however, did not sur

prise us, although the reality was different from

what we had expected. In ten minutes we had
stopped to rest half a dozen times. Through
the green goggles the snow assumed a ghastly
hue, as if our aerial world were in an eclipse.
At eleven a.m. we were 16,000 feet above
the sea, with a temperature of 46° Fahrenheit,
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Experiencing a severe palpitation, the pulse of
one of the party heat at 109 per minute; and
a temporarv removal of the goggles revealed
three bloodless faces, as wan and shrimken as
though life had departed forever. Each ral
lied the other 'on his cadaverous looks; but it
was a sickly sort of pleasantry, uttered in hol
low tones, as though a joke were a dreary de
lusion, and not to be tolerated.
The veil of clouds, which in their lower strata
had been muttering thunder for half an hour, at

length drifted away from the eastward, giving
us a superb view of the Valley of Puebla ; and
to the northward Iztaccihuatl stretched its
white length nearly a thousand feet below us.
The recumbent " White Woman" had lost all
semblance of her shape as seen from the Val
ley of Mexico, and was now a mere tumble of
snow-heaps. What had been her feet was a
shapeless cliff ; her head was metamorphosed
into a slanting field of ice, and the rest of the
body seemed to be the eastern part of an an
cient crater, ofwhich the missing rim had plain
ly been rent off in some mighty explosion, leav
ing half the circumference as a memento of its
former glory. It is not improbable that Iztac
cihuatl was once nearly, if not quite, as high
as Popocatepetl ; but all appearance of a con
ical form has been destroved.
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We had yet to ascend a lofty expanse of
snow. To accomplish that the work must be
resolutely attacked and persistently followed.
The guides pointed up to the location of the
crater, which was indicated by a slight depres
sion in the summit. Judging by our jaded
condition, we had grave doubts of being able
to achieve the ascent ; but we resolved to per
severe until warned by some alarming symp
toms to desist. At the outset one is buoyed
up with a feeling of ambition, and that tonic of
exhilaration always attending new and strange

scenery combining the elements of sublimity
and grandeur ; but the affair at last sobers down
into a pathless, monotonous journey onward

and upward, into a realm seated in the burning

zone, but glittering with Arctic frost. Up
ward, with slow and faltering steps, and, at in
tervals, with half-whispered words of encour
agement ; now falling in the icy furrows or sink
ing exhausted, and angrily protesting against
our mutual folly. To the right was a chasm,
apparently three hundred yards wide and of
unknown depth. The opening was at a lower
level than where we stood, admitting of a par
tial view of its shape and dimensions. This
our guides called "La Barranca del Muerte,"
because some years ago one of their compan
ions had been lost in the yawning gulf. All of
us were too much fatigued, even had we dared,
to approach it. The surface of the snow sloped
rapidly toward the mouth, from which peaks
of rocks and ice arose on the opposite side.
The Indians believe that it sinks into the heart
of the volcano, but no ono has ventured near
its slippery edge to ascertain. As our altitude
increased all the symptoms appeared that a

medical friend in Mexico had predicted— in
cluding muscular trembling, bleeding at the

nose and mouth, a dull aching in the region
of the heart, and deathly nausea, like that of
sea-sickness. Even the dusky faces of our

guidos, long accustomed to mountain life, be
came emaciated and ashy. One of them found,
crawling and fluttering on the snow, a pretty
insect, which he called the "mosco de nieve,"
or snow-fly. It has short, slight antennas and
legs, and a scarcely perceptible head, wings of
extreme delicacy, like those of small butter
flies, with blue and green shades on a ground
work of bronze, and six minute spots of white
on each. The body, which is about as large
as that of a honey-bee, radiates green and crim
son tints when held to the light. So much of

an unscientific description may enable some

entomologist to recognize what must be a very
rare, and is certainly a very beautiful insect.
It is known in Mexico, and to produce it is
considered satisfactory evidence of having been
among the snows of Popocatepetl, where alone
it is found. Whence it comes or how it sub
sists in these inhospitable solitudes none can

tell. The specimen before me was jammed to
death and out of all shape on the way back to
Mexico, but still preserves its glossy colors.

With utter fatigue came at last a morose

petulance and carelessness as to how any oth
er but one's self might be faring. Each pre
served a selfish, dogged silence, save the hoarse
noise caused by labored efforts to inhale enough
air to supply the lungs with oxygen. This rar
efied atmosphere, however, has no visible effect
upon the flight of the more powerful class of
birds ; for in the direction of Puebla, and ap
parently some hundreds of yards above our
present level, we saw what seemed to be two
vultures sailing majestically among the clouds ;
and our guides had sometimes observed from
the crater birds soaring at such a height above
them that their forms could scarcely be distin
guished in the sky. These facts may serve as
a contradiction of the statement that birds cast
into the air at an altitude of four miles will
fall, helplessly fluttering, until they reach an
atmospheric consistency in which their wings
meet with the required resistance.
Our adventure had reduced itself into a sci
ence of climbing — a heedful saving of each
physical resource for breathing, seeing, and
grasping—every movement being made delib
erately, so that not a foot of distance might be
lost or the least muscular power exerted in
vain. The whole ascent from the lower line
of the snow is a conflict between desperate res
olution to continued effort and sinking despair
at the increasing difficulties. Ears, hands; and
feet tingled with the cold, and the skin of the
face felt as though penetrated by infmitessimal
needles. Pains in the head, lungs, and sides
grew intense. Despite the goggles our sight
got dim and confused. One of the party be
came terror-stricken, repented of his temerity,
and hastily commenced descending. The oth
ers, however, prevailed on him to continue,
and the guides pointed up to a spot above us,
where thin vapors were sweeping across the
summit close down to the crater. The dis
tance did not seem great, and again we crawled
along, but stopping to catch breath every few
steps. Another, who was taken with intoler
able pain in the lungs, now peremptorily de
clared against further movement, but rallied
when an Indian, pulling off his sash, drew it
tightly twice around the chest of the sufferer,
and thus, by distending the lungs, allowed in
creased space for breathing ; at least so it was
afterward said in Mexico ; but the Indian could
offer no explanation of his treatment, save that
it was "muy bueno," as, in fact, it proved.
Those final fifty or eighty yards ! The space
seemed like that intervening between the shore
and an exhausted swimmer, idly beating the
waves in his last agony. At length—we scarce
ly know how—the topmost ridge is scaled, and
the half- fainting climber, with bloodshotten
eyes, palpitating heart, and gasping for breath,
weak, trembling, and dizzy, sinks down upon
the edge of the crater, and realizes that he has
reached an elevation close upon three miles
and a half above the sea. And there is also
an irrepressible sense of sadness, born, per
haps, as much of physical prostration as of the
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frightful wildness and strango silence of the
place. It is a desert above the clouds, piercing
the blue ether of heaven, where no trace of
living thing exists save the bewildered beings
who have invaded its frozen solitude.
It was now a few minutes past two o'clock.
We had been six and a half hours in making
the ascent from Tlamacas. Fatigue and nau

sea rendered the idea of food loathsome ; and
for the same reason we could only so far com

ply with our promise to Colonel Canedo as to

merely taste his brandy to the health of their
Majesties. Our course up from the valley of
Tlamacas had been at first eastwardly, and

thence by a curving line to tho southward, so
that we gained the crater on the northeast
side— Iztaccihuatl bearing north-northwest, and
the faintly -penciled forest around Tlamacas

being nearly in a line between the two mount
ains. Von GcrSlt and Baron Gros ascended
on the southern slope, having passed through
Ozumba, an Indian village to the southward
of the volcano. They selected what must have
been the most difficult approach, as it involved
the scaling of crags not encountered on the
opposite side. The perilous ascent made in
the winter of 1857 by a commission consisting
of four savans, of whom Sonntag, the Swedish
traveler, was one, is graphically described by
Laveiriere, the historian of the expedition.
They left Tlamacas at half past six in the
morning, and reached the summit at half past
one. M. Sonntag was attacked with frothing
at the mouth, and all suffered intensely. At
that time the water in the great barranca was
frozen, and before entering the region of snow
they crossed a zone of "glaciers," which had
no existence in March of the present year, the
snow with us terminating abruptly in the lava
and sand.
On reaching the crater the scene is the more
astonishing from the fact that it opens almost
unexpectedly to the view. The vast gulf, with
all its ghastly, savage features of misshapen
crags and murky vapors, is before you tho mo

ment the edge is attained. It would be diffi
cult to exaggerate in describing a spectacle
where every thing has been rent, shattered,
overthrown, and hurled into " confusion worse
confounded" by mighty agencies inconceivable
in their power, except by the chaos which ev
ery where presents itself —a nightmare of hid
eous, indescribable ruin. The lip, which is
lowest on tho northeastern side, is a jagged
surface some twenty yards in width, sloping
rapidly toward the centre, covered with scori-
ous sand, and strewn with masses of feldspar,
porphyry, and pumice, and roofed at inter
vals with sheets of frozen snow, more or less
tinted by tho drifting sands or the sulphurous
clouds issuing from below. Shattered frag
ments of melted substances lay piled up in the
wildest ruin, stretching away on either hand
to the southward and westward, where the rim
becomes compact, standing in perpendicular
strata of gray and black basaltic and other vol

canic rock, and bending into a semicircular
form. The opening is about two-thirds of a
mile in diameter in the widest part ; but these
dimensions gradually lessen until, at a depth
of some two hundred feet, nearly the whole
circumference can be taken in at a glance.
We picked our way among heaped-up, broken
lava, and under great leaning rocks, whose
edges seemed to present the profiles of sol
emn watchers bending toward the crater and
guarding the smouldering fires below, among
shattered fragments, all scared and blistered
with intense heat, down to a ledge where we
found an old windlass— "el malacate"—placed
there by the Indians in former times for the
purpose of gathering sulphur. The rickety
machine, of rough, unhewn wood, appeared
ready to tumble into the crater, and tho rope,
though originally stout enough, had rotted by
long exposure to the weather until no blanket
ed dare-devil would now be willing to tax its
powers of endurance. Gazing into this infer
nal abyss, and estimating the chances of pe
cuniary gain in such an occupation, Edgar's
description of the samphire gatherer's "dread
ful trade" came forcibly to mind ; oidy from
Dover's chalky cliffs the fall would be on to the
sea-beach ; while the hapless Don Fulano who
might drop from the malacate would inevita
bly plunge into a sulphur bath not recommend
ed by the faculty. We did not visit or see the
"Cucva del Muerte," described by Laveiriere.
The crater may be said to commence at this
malacate, whence the horrid walls plunge ap
parently a thousand feet. At the lowest depths
we saw rolling clouds, the lighter of which
arose to a level with where we stood. These
vapors, encountering the cold air, are precipi
tated in the form of sulphur upon the walls.
This process, which has never ceased for cen.
turies, has undoubtedly deposited a solid crust
of sulphur of great thickness, and perhaps has
decreased the size of the lower crater. Some
of the half-melted specimens which we after
ward broke open contained sulphur to the cen
tre, showing that the two had sometimes been
fused by fervent heat. A continual noise,
like the slow working of Cyclopean enginery,
or, more aptly, the deep breathing of Stygian
monsters, came up at regular intervals, varied
now and then by a smothered gurgling and

hissing, which seemed to part the vapors, re
vealing prodigious masses of detached red,
black, and gray rocks blotched with layers of
sulphur. At no time was the air uupleasantly
warm, nor did we observe any luminous ap
pearance, or any other evidence of fire, than
the ascending clouds, which were continually
falling back when condensed by contact with
the frosty atmosphere above.
Portions of the inner circumference were
cracked across the regular strata into grotesque
figures. With the glass we could see, on the
calcined walls opposite, fissures where the heat
had forced open the cliffs. Here and there,

along the sides, for a distance of three or four
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hundred feet down, were banks of discolored
snow, which must have fallen recently to have
withstood the warmth of the crater. At the
uttermost depths are pools, or reservoirs, be
lieved by the Indians to be liquid sulphur —an
appearance which the sunlight gives them at

mid-day. Hence may have arisen the idea of
molten gold which the Spanish conquerors im

agined the crater to contain. It is not improb
able that one of Corte'z's soldiers ascended the
mountain and brought away sulphur, of which
to make powder, as is stated in one of the great
captain's letters to Charles V. The sulphur
ous clouds proceed from a number of openings,
of which we counted nine— seven large and
two small—among the irregular piles of lava-
blocks and other debris far below. The Indians
call these the " respiradores, " or breathing-
holes. They emit columns of hot water and
steam, with a gurgling noise already described.
Occasionally this monotonous process is varied
by the falling of loose rocks into the profound
depths ; and, as experiments, we rolled down
the largest rocks we could move, and listened
to their plunging descent. Horizontal jets of
sulphurous steam occasionally shot out from
the inner walls and at unexpected places. Sul
phur collecting has been abandoned by the In
dians since one of their number was suffocated
in this way while hanging from the "mala-
cate. "

These are the only noticeable phenomena of
the crater; and this ceaseless respiration, and
the seething of the caldrons hidden in the re
cesses of the mountain sutlers no change, ex
cept when, very rarely, an ominous muttering
is heard, or at intervals of years the voleano
awakens with a drowsy shudder that startles
the adjacent villages into at least transient
activity —as it did during the earthquake in
the fall of 1864, when half the towns on the At
lantic slope of the Mexican Andes were jolted
to their centres. Then the mountain groaned
aloud — so say the Amecans — and rocks, dis
located from around the crater, rolled down to
the sand-belt with the noise of thunder.
In remote ages all these Mexican cones were
in full blast, and Popocatepetl probably bel
lowed the loudest of all. He is sedate enough
now, but time was when his explosions rever
berated from sea to sea, and his lurid flames
illumined all this part of the continent. This
may have been the epoch of that general con
vulsion when the aboriginal cities of Yucatan
and Guatemala were overthrown and their in
habitants destroyed ; when the domes ofOrizaba
and Iztaccihuatl were split from summit to base,
and half their craters hurled in fragments over
the country; when the subterranean fires, seek
mg vent, burst up through the earth's crust, as in
after-ages did Jorallo ; and when, as the geolo
gists say has been the case, the Antilles, which
once formed across the Mexican Gulf, were
rent asunder, and the Gulf stream changed its
course, modifying the climate of Europe and
North America. Then Cubu became an island,

and the Gulf of Mexico, which had been a great
plateau—perhaps as populous as Yucatan is
known to have been—sunk beneath the ocean.
Whatever tragedy was enacted, and whenever
it happened, Popocatepetl was in for his full
share of rant, and undoubtedly took the part
of heavy villain.
Surrounded hy the evidences of terrific de
struction, such as characterize the approaches
to the voleano, the mind is lost in contempla
ting the fearful agencies which have elevated
this vast stack, serving in after-ages as a safety-
valve for half a continent. Science may be all
right, or all wrong. Speculations upon cause
and effect bewilder the thoughts, and end in
leaving the inquirer as much in the dark as
ever. One learned oracle establishes premises
and draws conclusions which some other pun
dit, with high forehead and gold spectacles,
overthrows in a ponderous tome. Theology
and geology clash in hot debate as to whether
the six days in Genesis mean days or ages.
Divinity and natural laws get by the ears, and
libraries teem with dissertations and wranglings
over periods of upheaval and subsidence, and
mysteries of nature which will probably remain
forever a scaled book. We can only recognize
an Original Designer, and devoutly believe that
out of chaos the Creator evolved order and
beauty. These destructive forces may have
been in action millions of years ago—before
what the spectacled magnates term their glacial
period— the era of cold and wreck and waste,
of submerged lands and icy seas. But when that .
was, what chronologist shall dare to assert?
Scnor Ramerez, an eminent Mexican scholar,
has in his library ancient manuscripts, written
on paper made of the maguey plant, which
speak of eruptions of the "Smoking Mount-
am" hundreds of years before the discovery of
America; and the Abbd Brasseur de Bour-
bourg, the celebrated Yucatan explorer, now
in Mexico, at the head of a French scientific
commission, has equally interesting records to
the same effect. At the time of the Spanish
conquest a slight eruption occurred ; and even
now clouds of smoke and ashes are said to%*
sometimes rise above the crater. It is clear
that the monster yet lives and breathes ; and
as no contract has been signed restricting future
eccentricities, the citizens of Mexico are liable
to find him a dangerous neighbor. An erup
tion, such as has occurred sometime in the
world's history, would not only devastate the
country with lava, but the melting of the pro
digious accumulations of snow would inundate
all the lowlands.
But the crater of a voleano is not the coziest
place for sifting geological facts, or the solu
tion of nature's problems. Spent with the
day's exertions, we remained only long enough
to impress the scene on the memory and take
a rough sketch, when we clambered again to
the lip and gazed upon the amazing landscape
opening to the cast and north. It had been
proposed to pass the night at the summit and
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witness the suurise, which must be one of the
grandest sights in nature ; but with our in
creasing debility, the expansion of the blood,
difficulty of respiration, and some strange symp
toms of the heart suffered by two of our num
ber, it was deemed imprudent to remain ; be
sides, we had no means of shelter, and the
mercury was even now several degrees below
the freezing-point. To the eastward the clouds
had entirely disappeared, leaving a crystal at

mosphere in the direction of Vera Cruz. From
where we stood, shivering with cold and beat
ing our gloved hands to preserve the circula

tion, the vast cone sloped with fearful distinct
ness thousands upon thousands of feet, until
its base mingled with the irregular ijanges
trending toward the tierra caliento. Away
over boundless space lay the painted Mexican
landscape, extending into distant States, and
imperceptibly subsiding through the temperate
regions of the pine and the cereals into hori
zons of perpetual summer—down to the land
of the orange and palm, birds of burning plum
age, and the flowering wonders of the tropies.
The great central llanos, the lesser Andes with
their turreted crests sharply defined, the illim
itable forested districts, and the heated jungles
of the lower country, were all spread out in one
immense panorama, gradually losing itself in
the distance—an undulating ocean of verdure
glowing like cloth of gold in the suubeams.
Toward the valley of Mexico the prospect was
obscured by cumulus clouds, among which we
tried to distinguish the lofty volcano ofTohica,
but unsuccessfully; but this was more than
atoned for by the snowy crags of Iztaccihuatl,
two thousand feet below us, and the still more
splendid spectacle of Orizaba, a gleaming spire
ef burnished steel in the eastern sky.
The view from the crater of Popocatepetl
can never be adequately described. Language
fails to convey any conception of its extent
and sublimity, or its effect upon even an unim-
pressible nature. No other peak on the globe
higher than this has been trodden by the foot
of man, although in acveral instances a greater
altitude has been attained on other mountains
without gaining the summit. An account ex
ists of two adventurers having climbed to the
top of Chimborazo in 1856 ; but Humboldt,
who quotes the story from a California news
paper, is careful not to indorse it. No person
can reach the crater of Popocatepetl with any
but the most solemn emotions, for he stands
above the Western world, from Atlantic to Pa
cific clear to the Arctic Circle. One feels not
the slightest disposition to shout or laugh. If
the expedition were conceived in a spirit of
frolie, all such ideas will have vanished on
gaining the snow region, and at the crater the
most garrulous talker will become reflective
and taciturn. The elevation is more than 2000
feet greater than the inaccessible peak ofMont
Blane, and the stunning confabulation between
Alps and Jura, so grandly described in Childe
Harold, if conducted within hearing of the great

American volcano, would take place about 5000
feet below its apex. Four such hills as ' ' Aw
ful Ben Nevis" (the pride of the British Isles,
and tiresome boast of cockney tourists), would
not reach the peak of Popocatepetl by manr
hundred feet if piled one on top of another.
There probably does not exist in nature a more
favorable spot for an extensive view, owing not
only to the altitude which a tropical climate
enables the adventurer to reach, but to the
general absence of that haziness so often ob
scuring the prospect from extreme elevations,
particularly in high latitudes.
Several eminent travelers have reached the
crater of Popocatepetl. Besides Sonntag, Von
Gerolt, and Baron Gros, already mentioned,
Glennie made the ascent in 1827. Humboldt
did not accomplish it

,

but made trigonometrical
measurements of its height in the Valley of
Tetimba in 1804, estimating it at 17,728 feet.
Glennie found it 17,884 feet; but his calculations
having been corrected by Burckhardt, whose
scientific attainments Humboldt highly praises
in Cosmos, the original figures were made to
give 18,017 feet. Science, however, has been

steadily increasing the altitude of the volcano.
Repeated trials, made under the most favorable
circumstances, and with instrument* superior
to those used half a century ago, have added
several hundred feet to the summit. Within a

few years French savans have taken careful
observations from the level country at the base,
which yield a height of 18,362 feet above the
sea ; and two sets of measurements are said to
have produced several hundred feet more than

even those figures. In the present ascent wc
were quite unable to use instruments with any
accuracy, owing to cold and fatigue.
The country around Popocatepetl is rife with
stories of wild adventure, murders, hair-breadth

escapes, and aboriginal legends running back
into the remote ages of American civilization.
When the cities of Yucatan were in their glory,

a people lived here preceding the Toltees by
centuries, and whose monuments ore yet the
wonder ofmodern explorers. With these races,
Popocatepetl, as well as Iztaccihuatl, was a

great deity who was worshiped with awful so
lemnities. The Abbe Brasseur de Bourbourg
devoted an entire evening to this subject after

my return from the volcano, proving that the

original civilization of America flourished long
prior to that of Egypt, whose arts and sciences
came from the West. "Mexico," continued
the learned Abbe, "thousands of years ago,
was the scat of refinement and culture, until
some universal catastrophe of nature convulsed
the continent and overwhelmed whole nations.''

When London and Paris shall have passed away
the wanderer among their shattered temples
will see no relies of architecture comparable
with those now found in the splendid ruins ol

Yucatan, especially those of Uxmal ; spd, fur
ther—the seeker after new and graceful archi
tectural designs must visit Yucatan to study
the lost art of ancient America. These condi
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LOOEING FBOM POPOCATEPETL.

tions existed equally in the uplands of Mex-
co ; and the healthy country for many leagues
around Popocatepetl was densely peopled, as
is shown by the altars and idol-caves still ex
isting on the southern and eastern slopes in the
primeval forest, and the aboriginal cemeteries in
the same vicinity where the remains of the once
powerful Chichimaca nation are still thrown out

by the shifting sands. Many of their idols, in

geniously carved in stone, I saw in Ameca at
the house of the venerable Don Francisco Cres-
po. He and others had repeatedly carried for
salo in Mexico mule loads of copal, in which
bodies had been embalmed. Remains of altars,
elaborately wrought in voleanic rock, have been
found buried among the broken lava-blocks.
To this day the worship of the mountain is
observed among the aborigines, still boasting
their descent from the "tlatoam" or King Aca-
mapitzin. Toward the close of the year they
make their sad pilgrimage, Druid-like, into the
woods east of the voleano ; and in these caves
of worship the wanderer mav yet hear their
lamentations and see the walls piously hung
Vol. XXXI.—No. 186.— 3 A

with garlands. The Mexican Indian races,
with their strange customs, gigantic monu
ments, and mysterious origin, have ever been
subjects of curious interest to Maximilian and
Carlotta. The amelioration of their condition,
and the adaptation of their peculiar industry
and ingenuity to the useful'arts, has been a mat
ter of no little study with the Emperor, who
has repeatedly given audience to political depu
tations of their representative men. An emi
nent scholar himself, he invests the Indian races
and their history with a scientific importance ;
while the scarcely less accomplished Empress
has become known among even the most dis
tant tribes for the intelligent interest she has
taken in the welfare of these ruder portions of
her subjects. At the time of the conquest the
population of the mountain districts around
Popocatepetl had been concentrated into four
teen towns under a king subordinate to Monte
zuma. Their original religion, customs, and
superstitions did not change, but continued
through three centuries of Vice-Royalty ; and
when the sun of Spanish empire went down
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they were the same distinct, primitive peo
ple.
Avalanches, both of snow and sand, arc
among the dangers of the volcano. Within a
few years several Indians have been over
whelmed by the sliding of snow upon the
smooth lava dome. The percolation of water
during the warm months detaches the mass,
which the unsuspecting native has only to
tread upon to set in motion. In an instant he
is flying down the declivity with frightful speed,
and at last, launched into mid-air with the
wreck of his ice-chariot, descends like an aero
lite into the sands below and is crushed to
death. Equally dangerous is the shifting of
the steep fields of sand and ashes which may
be started by the tread of a single person.
Several hundred yards square are seen to
move without any apparent cause, increasing
in momentum, nnd gliding noiselessly, un
less arrested by some slight wave or un
dulation. These sand -slides occur without
warning, and sometimes attain a velocity suf
ficient to bury any party happening to be in
their track. Storms of hail, often attended
with terrific thunder and lightning, are com
mon in the summer months. At such times
the electricity darts in fiery fluid along the me
tallic sands, lighting up the declivities with
fearful effect. Some years ago three Indians
were descending the frozen snow, when one oi
them chose to follow a depression or furrow,
at one side, which seemed to oiler an easier
route. Suddenly he shot out of sight. The
others made toward the place to iearn the fate
of their companion, when the crust commenced
sinking, and they had scarcely time to scram
ble away before several rods of the surface had
fallen into a gloomy, unfathomable abyss. The
missing man was never again seen. A curious
phenomenon, often occurring in the dry sea

son, are columns of dust and ashes, which seem
to rise from the extensive sand-fields at the
base of the volcano, and appear to be connect
ed with the lower strata of clouds. From the
snow line we counted several of these — some
incomplete, and two perfectly formed. The
nearest, which bended down from the clouds,
was shaped like the inverted trunk of an ele

phant. It moved rapidly, swaying from side
to side, and seemed to draw up sand and sco
ria in its path. They apparently originate in
whirlwinds caused by counter currents of air

among the mountain fastnesses, and increase
in height and size by a process similar to that

by which water-spouts are formed on the ocean.
We were shown at Ameca the grave of an
amorous victim of woman's caprice, and the
fair one herself, still in mourning for her lost
lover. Thus runs the narrative :
Mariano and Josefa were betrothed, and the
next Sunday was to see them happily united.
Frijoles were prepared, fiddlers and guitarists
engaged, fandangoes practiced, and the mount
ain village was in as great a ferment as was
that in which "La Sonnambula" dreamed and

walked. Three days before the nuptials were
to have been celebrated, a party, including our
couple, rode to the base of the volcano, and
stopped to rest at a beetling precipice, where
an ascent was deemed impossible. Josefa
playfully announced her intention to discard
her suitor if he did not place her bouquet on
a certain lofty crag within a given time. No
sooner said than away sprang the young In
dian, and in the course of three hours reached
the place indicated, where he stood a moment,
a mere speck on the summit, and then disap
peared. He returned no more ; and after two
days of anxious suspense, during which Josefa
was effectually cured of coquetry, a number of
their friends ventured up to seek the missing
bridegroom. On the giant crag he had been
commanded to crown, bolt upright sat Mariano,

bouquet in hand, and staring off into the air
with fixed and glassy eyes. He had died of
rupture of the lungs.
We commenced the descent a few minutes
before three in the afternoon, having passed
nearly an hour at the crater. This is not only
of itself intensely fatiguing, but the exertion
must be made when the muscles are yet quiv
ering after consecutive hours of climbing. The
staves, which hitherto had done us but slight
service, now came into use. Springing across

the slippery ridges, sometimes sprawling at full

length, or oftener assuming decidedly emphat
ic if not classical positions, with heels up and
arms extended, we reached the lower belt of

snow in less than a quarter of the time we had
taken to climb the steep ascent. Here we

rested a few minutes before launching into the

sand-fields, and then, being in ignorance of
their shifting propensities, we started into the

yielding mass intent only up*bn reaching terra
firma. At times the rapidity of the descent
was alarming. To avoid pitching end over
end we locked arms, and throwing the body
back allowed the natural momentum to bear us
onward at a quick run, but keeping pace in reg
ular strides, sinking at each step nearly to the
knees, and stopping every five minutes to catch

breath. The specimens of volcanic sulphur, po
rous lava, and many-colored stones with which

we had stuffed every pocket rather accelerated
our speed. Our two Indians followed in the
same order, and it was only when our mad
race brought up at La Cruz that they told us
of the sliding sands. But we were now past
the steepest places and beyond danger. After
several such spells we made out with the glass
our little cavalry escort winding like a caravan
of mice along the brink of the lower barranca,
evidently coming to meet us. Wo soon gained
the level plains of scoria, and in half an hour
more were mounted and trotting through the
moss-clad pines to Tlamacas, where we arrived
at half past five, pale, haggard, coated with
dirt, and trembling with sheer exhaustion. The
soldiers had watched us early in the day crawl
ing up the volcano till our forms were lost in the
distance. Off to the right we heard the roar
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ing of water at the mouth of an immense bar
ranca leading up to a cleft in the side of the
mountain ; and wo found that what had been
frozen solid in the morning when we left was
now a formidable torrent, created by the melt
ing of the snows, dashing over rocks and preci
pices with a voice that echoed far and wide.
During the night it would freeze again; and
this alternation of melting and congealing goes
on forever. We looked up toward the crater,
but it was hidden in threatening clouds that
were hurrying toward the peak as a storm-ren
dezvous; and already, muttered thunder and
faint glimmerings of lightning told of the com
ing snow and hail tempest. It seemed as if we
had fairly stolen a march on old King Popo

catepetl — caught him asleep, scaled his ice-
throne at an ndvantage, and that ho was now
arousing himself to an indignant consciousness
of the fact. We staid not to witness his regal
wrath, but drank some hot coffee which rur
good genius Colonel Cafiedo had directed his
men to have ready for us ; and then, as the
shadows of night began to deepen in the val
ley, our cavalcade started again for Amoca.
At midnight, drenched with the rain and hail
which had overtaken us among the mountains,
we clattered into the silent village despondent
and weary, thoroughly satisfied with our twen
ty-two hours' adventure, and fully resolved
never to advise a friend to attempt the ascent
of Popocatepetl.

THE MONKS OF BASLE.
I tore this weed from the rank, dark soil
Where It grew iu the early time,
I trimmed it clow, and set it agaiu
In a border of modern rhyme.

LONG
years ago, when the Devil was loose. The song had power on the grim old monks

And faith was sorely tried, In the light of the rosy skies,
Three monks of Basle went out to walk And as they listened the years rolled back,
In the quiet even-tide. And tears came into their eyes.

A breeze as pure as the breath of heaven
Blew fresh through the cloister-shades,
A sky as glad as the smile of heaven
Blushed roso o'er the cloister glades.

But scorning the lures of summer and sense,
The monks passed on in their walk,
Their eyes were abased, their senses' slept,
Their souls were in their talk.

In the tongh grim talk of the monkish days
They hammered and slashed about—

Dry husks of logic—old scraps of creed—

And the cold, gray dreams of doubt—

And whether "Just," or "Justified,"
Was the Church's mystic Head —
And whether tho Bread was changed to God,
Or God became the Bread.

But of human hearts outside their walls
They never paused to dream,
And they never thought of the love of God
That smiled in the twilight gleam.

As these three monks went bickering on
By tho foot of a spreading tree,
Out from its heart of verdurous gloom
A song burst wild and free;

A wordless carol of life and love,
Of nature free and wild ;
And the three monks paused in the evening shade,
Looked up at each other and smiled.

And tender and wild the bird sang on
And cooed and whistled and trilled,
And the wasteful wealth of life and love
From his happy heart was spilled.

The years rolled back, nnd they were young,
With the hearts -and hopes of men,
They plucked the daisies and kissed the girls
Of dear dead summers again.

But the eldest monk soon broke the spell :
" 'Tis shame and sin," quoth he,
"To be turned from talk of holy things
By a bird's cry from a tree.

"Perchance the enemy of souls
Hath come to tempt us so :
Let us try by the power of the awful Word
If it bo he or no."

To heaven the three monks raised their hands.
"Wo charge thee, speak!" they said,
"By His dread name who shall one day come
To judge the quick and the dead—

"Whoartthou, speak!" The bird laughedloud:
"I am the Devil," he said.
The monks on their faces fell ; the bird
Away through the twilight sped.

A horror fell on those holy men
(The faithful legends say),
And one by one from the face of earth
They pined and vanished away.

So goes the tale of the monkish books ;
The moral, who runs may read :—

"He has no ear for Nature's voice
Whose soul is the slave of creed.

"Not all in vain with beauty and love
Has God the world adorned;
And he who Nature scorns and mocks,
By Nature is mocked and scorned."
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THE WALKER

MY preparations
for the

Walker River expedition
were on a scale of more than
usual grandeur. On this oc
casion I was resolved to travel
in a dignified style, according
with the gravity and import
ance of the undertaking. Cer
tain coal and iron mines, re

cently discovered in that re
gion, had aroused in me that
spirit of speculation which had
received so disastrous a check
in Washoe. I was resolved,
since gold and silver ignored
my friendly advances, to try
what sympathetic virtue there
might be in coal and iron.
Scouts were sent out all over
the town of Aurora to secure
the best wheeled vehicle the
community could afford ; pref
erence to be given to a thorough-braced ambu
lance of Concord manufacture. If that was be
yond the resources of enterprise an ordinary fur
niture wagon might be made available, or at the
worst a butcher's job-cart.
It so happened that a heavy drain had been
made upon the livery-stables by the recent exo
dus of citizens to the Montgomery district.
Wagons of all sorts were in great demand for
the transportation of goods, wares, and honest
miners to the argentiferous paradise ; and the
long-continued drought, high price of forage, and
constant demand for animals had nearly ex
hausted the whole horse -creation. Skeleton
emigrant horses, scrUg-tailed mustangs, galled
mules and burros, were in requisition at prices
that inspired in the owners sentiments of pro
found affection for their property.
My scout-in-chief, one Timothy Mason, was
a man of unlimited genius in his way. Though
small in stature he carried a large nose, which
enabled him to scent out horses with unerring
instinct. He penetrated the wigwams of the
Aurorians ; dodged into the back-yards and by
ways ; smelled every spot where there was a

suspicion of hay, grain, or horse-flesh ; and in
due course of time announced the glad tidings
that he had succeeded in securing a conveyance
worthy of President Lincoln "or any other
man."
It was a wagon which had crossed the plains
during the summer, and could therefore be rec
ommended as thoroughly dried and not likely to
fall to pieces by the action of the sun's rays.
The bed was somewhat shattered ; the springs
broken here and there ; a few spokes out of the
wheels ; the hubs cracked, and the tires gone in
at occasional intervals ; but it was a remarka
bly tou^h wagon nevertheless, capable of being
stretched or contracted at pleasure without ma

terially injuring its appearance or powers of
locomotion. I rather liked Timothy's descrip-

RIVER COUNTRY.
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tion of the wagon. There was something pleas
ant in the idea of traveling in such a wagon a*
that.
" You are sure it won't break down, Timo
thy ?" said I, somewhat dubiously.
"Well, 'tain't likely a wagon that's just come
all the way from Iowa with a family of women
and children in it 'll be taken with a breakin'
down between this and Walker."
Thus was every doubt removed. Horses

w£re the chief trouble. Timothy had secured
a coup le of* very fine bloods, rather mortifying in

appearance, but of wonderful endurance, since
they had lived throughout the entire drought of
summer on nothing but snge-brush and alkali
and were not yet dead. If I had any pride
about the matter of appearance he would bor
row a pair of shears and clip their wool a little
before we started.

"On the contrary, Timothy," said I, "it
would be a dowuright sin to disfigure such noble
animals as you have described. I am addicted
to the picturesque in nature. I like starved,
galled, and woolly-skinned horses. What they
lack in flesh and symmetry they will doubtless
make up in spirit and variety of outline. So
fetch along your nags, Timothy —and don't for

get the wagon !"
When, in due time, my remarkable equipage
appeared in the main street of Aurora ready
for a start, I was not surprised that the entire
population, without distinction of age or sex,
crowded out from every door to enjoy the spec
tacle. Timothy sat perched upon the remains of
the front seat with undisguised triumph beam

ing from every feature. Sooth to say, I enjoyed
the sight myself as much as any body. It was
a source of infinite satisfaction to me to be able
to travel in such distinguished style, after having

roughed it on horseback over in the Mono coun

try. Above you have both wagon and horses—

nothing extenuate nor aught set down in malice.
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In addition to Timothy I had secured the
services of one Dr. Fanning as guide, caterer,
and purveyor-general to the expedition. An
overflowing, generous, genial soul was the Doc

tor ; an experienced mountaineer, who had

roughed it all over the gold regions of Idaho ;
a man of intelligence, and withal as unsophis
ticated as a child. I liked him from the be
ginning. Whatever he did he did with all his
heart and soul. He purveyed and catered with
out regard to reason, expense, or the everlasting
fitness of things. When the wagon was ready
to receive its cargo, I found my friend Fanning
up to his neck in business at one of the princi
pal grocery stores. He was diving into pickles,
wallowing in clams and sardines, luxuriating in

jellies, reveling in spiced sauces, and rejoicing
in various bottles, jugs, and demijohns of bran
dy and whisky of the most famous brands.
When I sflrveyed his list of purchases I was
glad my English friends, whose outfit in Iceland
I had attempted to describe a few years ago,
were not present. Here was a pretty catalogue
of comforts and conveniences for a week's jour
ney! Boxes of cigars, pipes, bags of tobacco,
preserved meats, jellies, desiccated vegetables,
brandy, wine, vinegar, and crockery without lim
it. I was about to ask the Doctor how many
years he expected me to be absent, and what
he meant by this reflection on my powers of
endurance in a rough country, when I perceived,
from certain undulations in his motion and an

extravagantly benevolent expression in his feat
ures, that it would be no use. The fact is

,

his
arduous labors as caterer had proved a little too
much for his equilibrium. He had tasted too

many strong mixtures, and his mind was be
coming a little bewildered by the multitude of
his responsibilities. So that when the wagon
was freighted to its utmost capacity, the driver
on his seat cracking his whip, and the horses fast
asleep, the Doctor had taken a new kink, and
was off about town in search of an additional
brick to put in his hat. "Never mind," quoth
Timothy, the whipster, "he will overtake us on
the road. He is only taking a parting smile at
the snakes. Wake up, Abe 1 Git along, Ulys-
sus!"
Up the hill of Aurora we toiled and tugged,
till, by the united efforts of Timothy, myself,
and the two horses, we reached the summit ;

from which we enjoyed a parting view of the
town while wo stopped to regain our breath.
A little below to the right, in a pleasant green
flat, stands the quartz-mill of the famous pio
neer, speculator, miner, and prospector, once
chief owner in the Comstock ledge, John D.
Winters. The mill was busily at work crush
ing quartz, and presented a very lively and pic
turesque scene.

A splendid turupike has been made within the
last two years from Aurora to the valley stretch
ing along the base of the Sierras. Stunted pine
grows on the sides of the mountains, which are
otherwise exceedingly barren. A mile or two
from the summit the road passes somo curious j

lime formations, and several lime-kilns have
been established close by. The rugged cliffs on
each side of the canon are diversified by a re
markable variety of colors, indicating mineral
deposits of various kinds.
About a mile beyond the end of the cafion
we reached the Five-mile House, a pleasant ru
ral station, conveniently situated as a watering-
place for man and beast. Here, in a desert
flat, the effects of irrigation have been made
apparent. It is difficult to conceive that a blade
of grass could be made to grow in so barren a

spot ; yet, by the introduction of a small stream
from the neighboring hills, the enterprising pro
prietor has succeeded in making quite a thrifty
little farm. His vegetable garden is really a cu
riosity. Cabbages, beets, potatoes, and greens
of various sorts flourish with a luxuriance that
would do credit to California. I had seen be
fore, in the neighborhood of Aurora, and men
tion it now as one of the anomalies of this
strange country, some very remarkable exam

ples of the natural fertility of this sage-desert
soil. All it requires is irrigation to make it

as productive as the best soil in any country.
The climate seems, highly favorable to vegetable
products ; and the time is approaching when
Nevada will prove not only a rich mineral coun
try, but be noted for its agricultural resources.
At a point called the Elbow, four miles be
yond this station, we reached another oasis in
the desert, where we concluded to camp for the
night. A good and substantial frame-house,
with stables, corrals, and various out-buildings,
has been erected here for the accommodation
of travelers; and the scene, upon our arrival,
was lively and characteristic. Freight trains
were drawn up in front of the tavern, the teams
tied to the wagon-poles, with piles of hay before
them which they were devouring with great rel
ish ; groups of dust-covered teamsters sitting
around the glowing camp-fires; an emigrant
family a little to one side, weary and way-worn,
but cheered by the prospect of soon reaching the
end of their journey ; a stage just arrived from
Wellington's, with a noisy delegation of politi
cians from Carson ; some half a dozen stray
miners on broken-down horses, from unknown

parts, and bound to unknown districts ; while
here and there dust-covered pedestrians, whose
stock in trade consisted of a pick, shovel, pan,
and blanket, were scattered about on the ground,
taking their ease after their dreary walk across
the deserts.
While my trusty man Friday was engaged in
unhitching the horses I selected a pleasant little
grassy slope near some running water, fringed
by willows, as a suitable place for our tent.
The next thing was to gather up somo dried
willow-wood and make a big fire, which pres
ently blazed and crackled with a cheerful glow,
illuminating our camp in the most picturesque
and satisfactory manner. At this altitudo the
evenings are always cool, notwithstanding the

heat of the day ; and a good fire after sunset is

one of the chief comforts of life. Wo struck
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our tent without delay, and then went to work
and cooked such a supper of oysters, potatoes,
coffee, and other luxuries as would have made
old Nestor smile. I was sorry for the Doctor.
At every pause in the feast 'we sighed for his
genial presence. It was evident he had lost his
way—or his equilibrium, which amounted to the
same thing. He did not make his appearance
during the night, nor had we the satisfaction
of seeing his familiar countenance in the morn
ing. What could have happened ?
Bright and earlv we struck our tent, hitched
up our team, packed our wagon, and set forth
on our journey across a broad desert valley
stretching to the eastward. It was eight miles
of a dreary drag through sand and gravel to the
first pass in a range of mountains which sepa
rates this district from the Walker River Coun
try. Our poor animals, jaded and starved, had
a very hard time of it. I walked most of the
way rather than impose my weight upon them.
Timothy laughed at my scruples of conscience,
and assured me the horses were not near dead
yot ; that they could travel across the plains on
sage-bush. Going asleep and giving out was
only a way they had.
After a long and heavy pull we ascended the
dividing range, and had a fine view of the sur
rounding country. To the right stands, in tow
ering grandeur, a peak of the Sierras appropri
ately named Mount Grant, after our distin
guished Licutenant-General. Passing over the
divide we entered a cafion through which the
road winds for a distance of five miles. The
sides are rocky, barren, and evidently of volean
ic formation. Very little timber is to be seen,
-*ave here and there a gnarled and stunted pine.
If ever there was a mineral country rendered
attractive by a pervading spirit of desolation
this was one. Every rock and tree, every ledge
and fissure, looked the impersonation of strife
between heaven and earth. The rich and va
ried colors of the mineral strata that cropped
out in scams and ledges gave the whole coun

try a strangely variegated aspect, and filled the
mind with vague notions of undiscovered treas
ure beneath the earth's surface. Yet wild and
rugged as it is

,

Nature seems to have formed
this country with some regard for the conven
ience of man. In the midst of withering bar
renness that sternly forbids his approach, natu
ral roads open out through the mountains, in
many places so well defined and so perfectly
graded as to resemble the best turupikes.
Slowly descending the canon— for our load
was heavy and our wagon not the strongest—
we entered upon the dried bed of a stream,
which formed our road during the principal part
of the way through. The towering walls of rock
on each side converge till they form a winding
pass, almost like an irregular street of some old
city in the interior of Germany. There were
breaks here and there, where we had to plunge
over precipices that sorely tried the shattered
frame-work of our wagon. At one place we
had to take out the horses and lower our pre
cious vehicle down a rocky pitch about ten feet
deep by means of ropes. It broke away from
us when half-way down, and never stopped run
ning till it came in contact with a point of rocks
about fifty feet below, where it wound up in a

crash of matter that caused us the most pro
found concern for our absent friend, the Doc
tor. Demijohns were smashed ; brandy, whisky,
match-boxes, and powder poured together in
fearful conglomerate ; salt and sugar, paper and
ink, boiled shirts and molasses, pickles and pre
serves—all mixed up in the general amalgama
tion. I had secured a sketch of Mount Grant
under the cushion of the seat. Cushion, seat,
and all were pitched overboard. When I dragged
forth my sketch from the wreck I was struck
with its changed appearance. A bottle of whis
ky, a can of oysters, some lucifer matches, and
the contents of a loose powder-flask had been
mixed over it. Timothy was knocked speech
less at the immensity of the disaster. He had
the most profound respect for my genius as an
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artist, and evidently regarded the whole expe
dition as ruined.
" Never mind, Timothy, my boy," said I, as
suming a cheerfulness which I did not feel—
" never mind. This accident is doubtless Prov
idential. So far from ruining my sketch, I think
it increases the spirit. Don't you see the in
domitable Grant is now blazing away at Rich
mond ? Look at the clouds of smoke ! Here's
Richmond — this crushed box of lucifers; and
here's Jeff Davis—a smashed oyster !"
I don't know whether he felt the force of the
remark, but my trusty whipster brightened up
after this, and went to work cheerily to get
the horses hitched to the wagon. No material
damage was done, after all—only a few small
stores sacrificed to the great cause of human

progress. By tho same skillful system of navi
gation we at length reached the turning-off
point, where we left the canon, and ascended
a hill to the right, from the summit of which
we had a grand view of Walker's Valley and the
Bullion Range of mountains to the south.
Four miles below we reached the first cross
ing of Walker River. Contrasted with the bar
ren slopes of the surrounding mountains the ver
dure of the bottom lands was peculiarly refresh
ing. Even at this dry season — the dryest known
for many years —the river contained an abund
ance of water, pure, fresh, and sparkling, from
the snowy heights of the Sierra Nevadas. It
was a rare treat, in these hot and desert regions,
to stand by the water's edge and see the gener
ous flood dash over the rocks and flow in eddy
ing currents over the clear gravelly bottom— so
rare to me, indeed, that I quickly divested my
self of my dust-covered habiliments and took a
plunge in the deepest pool I could find. Talk
of your Russian baths —your baths of Constanti
nople and Damascus ! What could equal the
luxury of a plunge in this mountain stream after
a day's journey through scorching sands and
crackling sage-brush and canons that held the
air like a bake-oven ! This was luxury beyond
description, bought by sweat and toil, such lux

ury as the indolent lounger in the Orient never
dreamed of. And there were houris too ; and
they came and sat upon the bank and enjoyed
my sportive motions in the water ; copper-col
ored, flat-nosed, thick-lipped houris, of the Pi-
XTte race, with red blankets over their bodies and
fat babies in their arms. My man Timothy,
without regard for the illusions of romance, or
the tender influences of beauty, remarked that
they were Pi-Ute squaws, on a "hogadie expe
dition" — " hogadie" signifying muck-a-muck, or
food. There was but one way of making my
escape from the water to that part of the bank
upon which I had left my clothes.
" Give them hogadie, Timothy, and tell them
to leave."
He gave them crackers and meat, and mo
tioned to them to be off ; but they only laughed
and sat down on the bank again. It was soci
able, to say the least.
"
They don't care, Sir," said Timothy, with

an encouraging smile i
" you needn't be afraid

to come out!"
"I know they don't care, Timothy; but what
would Mrs. Grundy say? Deuce take it

,

why
don't they go ?"
While Timothy was casting about him for a

suitable answer to this question, it occurred to
me that I heard strange voices in the distance.
" What's that—who's coming ?" I asked, with
some anxiety.
Timothy looked up the road on the opposite
side of the river. " Oh, that's only an emigrant
family," said he, quietly, "two or three men
and some women and children. Guess they're
bound for California."

It mattered very little to me where they were
bound. They had to cross the river where I

was blockaded ; and a painful consciousness took

possession of me that there could not be a more
uubecoming spectacle for an emigrant family
than that of a middle-aged gentleman, with a

bald spot on his head, disporting himself in the
water before a bevy of Pi-Ute squaws.
"Timothy, my boy," said I, in extreme con
sternation, " can't you run up the road and en
gage the enemy while I make an effort to get
my clothes on or hide in the bushes?"
"Oh, Sir," answered my trusty whipster,
with a surprised look, as if he had not previous

ly suspected me of any unusual depravity, ' ' if

you wish to be left alone here of course I'll
go."
Before I could guess his meaning he had
driven the horses across the river, and the last

I saw of him, as he disappeared on the other
side, he was shaking his head in a sorrowful
manner— having evidently lost all confidence in
human virtue. To rush out, grasp up my scat
tered clothing, and retreat into a thicket of

thorny bushes, was the frantic achievement of
a moment. Of course the bevy of Pi-Utes
laughed. It was natural enough they should
enjoy so novel a scene — a white man hopping,
in a nude state, over rocks and thorns, as if for
his life, with a bundle of rags under his arm. I

never knew a female in my life who didn't laugh
at the discomfiture of man in this its most aggra
vated form.
As soon as possible I emerged from the bushes,
somewhat excoriated but not altogether disheart
ened, and proceeded on foot after my wagon and
driver. I found Timothy engaged in a pleas
ant conversation with some ladies who had just
crossed the plains. They were on their way to
California. It was refreshing to meet with such
enterprising females ; and I was nothing loth to
join in the conversation. The male members
of the party occupied themselves in hunting up
some of their laggard stock.
It was getting late, however, and we were
forced to push on in order to reach Lawson's
ranch by night.
A few farms had been started on the bottom
lands, and we passed some very .cozy little farm
houses and thrifty gardens. The river is fringed
with willow, sycamore, and a species of cotton
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EMIGRANT FAMILY.

wood, resembling balm ofGilead. We followed
its course about seven miles through a scries of
narrow valleys, on the left side, till we reached
a gorge in the mountains through which it

passes. At this point there is a good ford, over
which we crossed. Lawson's Ranch commences
here. A drive of half a mile took us to the
house ; a frame shanty pleasantly situated near
the road. Mr. Lawson was at home, and kind
ly offered us the accommodations of his place.
He has an excellent farm, well cultivated, and
a garden abounding in luxuries. Corn, beets,
melons, potatoes, and many other kinds of vege
tables seem admirably adapted to the soil and
climate.
Lawson's Ranch maybe considered the begin
ning of the main East Walker River Valley.
The bottom gradually widens. On the right
lies a sloping plain, barren in appearance but
abounding in some of the finest lands east of the
Sierras. A survey of this country has recently
been made by Major E. A. Sherman, under the
auspices of a company of Aurorians, with a
view of opening it up for settlement It is in
contemplation to make a canal or acequia from
Lawson's Ford for the purpose of irrigating the
extensive tract of land now lying waste between
the foot-hills and the river bottom. There can
be no doubt that the project is feasible, and would

repay the expense. The descent of the river is
sufficient to give a fall of water at every point.
At least a hundred thousand acres of the finest
valley land could thus be redeemed. A similar
system of irrigation has been successfully prac
ticed by the early Spaniards in Sonora and Ari
zona: and there are now in the vicinity of Salt
Lake and other parts of Utah many hundred
thousand acres of sage-desert brought under
successful cultivation by the introduction of wa
ter. People living on the eastern slope of the
Sierras are beginning to understand that water
is all they require to make the most uupromis
ing parts of the country highly productive.

The general appearance of the Walker River
Valley is barren. Very little timber is to be
seen, except on the distant spurs of the Sierras.
The everlasting sage-bush is the staple product
of the country. A farmer from the Western
States, accustomed to luxuriant pastures and
endless forests, would turh away in horror from
such a desolate scene; and his first impulse
would be to set down any man who snggested
the idea of cultivating it as a fit subject for a
lunatic asylum. Still more absurd would he
regard the assertion, often made by the old set
tlers in Nevada and firmly believed, that this

very land, apparently so barren, is more pro
ductive than the best land in the Western States.
It is a well-established fact that no such yield
can be obtained in any of the Atlantic States.
This is partly attributable to the difference of
climate, and partly to the natural fertility of the
soil in Nevada. Owing to the mineral discov
eries in this Territory, and the absorption of capi
tal and labor in the development of the mines,
agriculture has been almost entirely neglected.
Yet nothing has paid so certainly and so well —
not even the best mines and mills.
The opening out of so large a tract of arable
land to settlement and cultivation, in a country
where agricultural products are in such demand,
would be a most profitable and beneficial enter

prise. A ready market for all the cereals and
for vegetables of every kind may be found in the
adjacent mining districts. At present all the
fruits and most of the grain used in Nevada are
imported from California at a heavy expense for

transportation. The few farmers in Carson
Valley have made handsome fortunes. Barley
raised any where on the Eastern slope has an

advantage of three to five cents a pound over
the imported article ; in other words, the cost
of freight may be added to whatever can be pro
duced in this region. Hay seldom rates at less
than $40 a ton— often at $6O and $100; and
this of a very poor and coarse quality. Few.
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if any, flour-mills have yet been established in
the country, owing to the scarcity or high price
of wheat. In short, it may be emphatically
stated that no part of the world offers greater
inducements to farmers; and the quantity of

land subject to irrigation is so small, compared
with the population and area of territory, that
there will always be a remunerative market for
agricultural products.
Other considerations claim attention in look

ing to the future of Nevada. The high price of
labor in the mines, arising chiefly from the great

expense of living, is a serious drawback to the

prosperity of the country. The best mines are
exhausted in paying expenses. Capitalists can
not understand why it is that, with such enor
mous gross yields, the net results are so small.
Fraud and mismanagement are of course pro
lific causes ; but under the most favorable cir
cumstances the mines can never be profitable
where labor is so high. To remedy this the ex
pense of living must be reduced. Agriculture
must be encouraged. The heavy percentage
now paid to teamsters for hauling provisions
across the Sierras must be saved, or so applied
as to develop the resources of the country.
Indirectly other advantages must follow the

encouragement of agriculture. Schools and

colleges will be established ; an improved con
dition of society willtake the place of that law
less state of things which always exists in a new

country where the male population largely pre
dominates ; and employment will be furnished
to that surplus of adventurers who now live
upon the industry of others.
Continuing our journey down the valley from
Lawson's, after a good night's rest, we encoun
tered during the day several large bands of
American horses, which had been recruiting
for some time past on the luxuriant pastures of
the river-bottom after their dreary journey across
the plains. This was the first good grazing coun
try on the route after passing Salt Lake and

Ruby Valley. Here the way-worn emigrants
and their jaded teams found rest and plenty,
and here we found them, from time to time, in
the full enjoyment of the abundance that sur
rounded them. Wagons were drawn up by the
river banks in pleasant groves of willow; the
lowing cattle gathered on the green pastures
near by ; the camp-fires sending up cheerful
clouds of smoke, and the merry voices of chil
dren making a sweet accord with the lively
strains of flute and violin. At one point, where
the grass was luxuriant and the willow abund
ant, we came upon an encampment consisting
of some ten or a dozen families. About twenty
wagons were drawn up in lines, and several tents
were scattered along the banks of the river in
cozy little nooks, some of them decorated with
flags. It was evidently a Union camp, which I
regret to say was not the case in every instance
that came under our observation. I was at
tracted by the merry strains of music and shouts
of laughter that greeted our arrival ; and soon

perceived that the young men and women were

enjoying a dance on the green flat in front of
the wagons. A group of older members of the
party were sitting on a bank, looking on with a

pleased yet a thoughtful interest. Their dan
cing days had passed, and they were drawing
toward their journey's end. There were among
them some elderly ladies, who seemed to derive
a sober sort of comfort from their pipes, which

they smoked in the good old-fashioned style of
the backwoods. To these, as the responsible
members of the party, I addressed myself— haz
arding the conjecture that they were just across
the plains.
"Yes — been here nigh onto four weeks,"
said one of the ladies, puffing off a suppressed
cloud of smoke from her pipe. " Our men has
mostly gone across to Californy to see what's
the chances for fodder. Folks tells us it's pow
erful dry over there."
"I'm sorry to say it's rather dry just now,
ma'am ; but California is a fine country when it
rains."
" Wa'al, I don't know what to think," replied

the talkative lady. "Some folks told us we'd
better stop at Reese, and folks tell us here we'd
better stop at Walker, and then again folks say
Californy's the best country. I don't know.
It ought to be a good country, for it takes a
dreadful long time to get to it

,

and costs a pile
of money."

I respectfully inquired if the families had en
joyed good health on the journey across the

plains.
"Wa'al, only tolerable. Me and my man
has been ailin' considerable. Betsy Jane, she
had a spell of ager , Lovysee, she was took with
a spindle-fever till her legs warn't no thicker
than your thumb; Zeke, he fell out of the

wagon and like to a busted his head ; and the

baby, he's troubled with a diary. Some of the
families is wuss an' we are ; and some again
get along pretty peert considerin'. I tell you,
stranger, 'tain't no easy trip across these sage-
deserts. What with Injuns an' alkali an' dust
an' one thing or 'nother, it's a powerful hard
road to travel."

I consoled the old lady b
y telling her what a

glorious country California was, and how much
better the climate was than that of Missouri.
Besides, it was a strong Union State, and gave
every body a fair chance to live in peace and
pjenty.
" Stranger," said the old lady, brightening
up, "what's the news about the war ?"
" Good news, ma'am — good news. The
Union army triumphant every where. The re
bellion caving in. There won't be a fly-speck
for the rebels to hang a hope on in six months."

' ' Hooray ! durn 'em ! This camp is all
Union. We started pretty well mixed, but
split on the way. Secesh took one road—we
took t'other. Pop, he's Union to the hub.
Folks told us before we came to a little town
t'other side of Austin we'd better look out.
Every body was secesh there. Our wagon
was two days ahead of the rest. We was all
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alone. Pop he stuck out his flag, an' sez he,
' I'll stake my chances on that !' Just outside
of town a fancy-looking fellow rides up an' sez

he, 'Cap, take a fool's advice an' haul down
your dish-rag. We don't tolerate your breed
here. This is a secesh camp.' Pop, he fires
up and says, ' Stranger, if you're spilin' for a
diflikilty you kin hev it. The first man that
lays a Jiand on that flag I'll drop him sure!'
Chiv he looked black, but Pop had his turkey-
buster well in hand ; and Chiv changed his base
and fell back on the town. Pop cracked his
black snake, and we all rid in with flyin' colors.
The gals jined in a chorus, and all of us, big
an' little, peeked out of the wagon and giv 'em,
as we rid along the main street, 'Rally round
the flag, boys, rally round the flag!' which
stirred 'em up considerable."
" Did they molest you ?" I asked, with- much
interest.
' ' You bet they didn't. They looked mighty
hard at Pop as he sot with his rifle in one hand
an' his black-snake in t'other ; but something in
his eye didn't please them. 'Let him rip!'
said they, and we ripped. We gave them a
partin' stare as we left the town, ' Hurrah for
Abe Linkeln !' Oh, you bet the country's all
safe sa far as we're concerned."
I thought it was, and having expressed my
satisfaction, gave Timothy the wink to drive on.
We stopped for the night at a comfortable
farm-house belonging to a Mr. Shimmens, an
emigrant, who on crossing the plains last year
was so much pleased with the Walker River
Valley that he determined to locate a claim and
try what he could do at farming and stock-rais
ing in this isolated part of the world. Nothing
can be more characteristic of American enter
prise and the progressive spirit of the age than
the daring hardihood with which families from
the Western States settle themselves down amidst
the wilds of Nevada, surrounded by sage-deserts
and Indians. Often they go to work plowing
the land and putting in crops before they have
so much as a shanty to cover their heads, or
even the slightest assurance that the climate is
suitable for farming purposes. The risk of the
undertaking seems to give it a charm, and they
go ahead with an easy confidence that would
astonish the people living in older and more
settled countries. It is no uncommon thing to
see men in this part of the world turning up the
virgin soil and whistling cheerily at their work,
while their wives and children are dwelling in
all the luxury of unlimited freedom under a
bunch of willows or a brush-wood wigwam. A
few cows, a sack or two of beans, a small sup
ply of flour and groceries, and such other rem
nants of their original outfit as may be left con
stitute the bulk of their worldly possessions;
yet they are hopeful and happy. It is seldom
they fail to make a good living. I have met
families just from the Western States with no
better outfit, who in the course of a year or two
were as comfortably situated as any reasonable
people could desire ; having good houses, thrifty

farms, plenty of stock, and all the accessories of
civilized homes. It was thus -we found Mr.
Shimmens. His dwelling is pleasantly situated
at the base of Lookout Mountain, with a broad
alluvial valley in front, beautifully watered by the
river and its numerous "sloos" and branches;
and although this was only his second year he
has now a fine farm, well fenced, and a garden
abounding in vegetables of the best quality. His
pastures yield excellent hay, and afford an un
limited range for his cattle. It was altogether
a pleasant scene— this homestead in the wilder
ness; and I shall not readily forget the kind
ness and cordiality with which I was greeted br
this worthy family. For here again, to my sur
prise and gratification, I found that Harper's
Magazine had preceded me, and paved the way
to a very pleasant acquaintance. At the hos
pitable board of Mr. Shimmens I enjoyed many
a luxurious meal ; and the evenings were ren
dered delightful by the reminiscences of our
host, whose adventurous career across the plains
would furnish material for a romance. Nor
were we without the refinements of music and
song. A melodeon, slightly cracked and some
what wheezy after its long journey, was one of
the institutions of the house. The daughter of
our host, a young lady of sweet sixteen, favored
us with several popular airs, such as "Lucy
Long," "Old Dan Tucker," the "Arkansas
Traveler, "etc., and a number of patriotic songs
of more recent origin.
One of the notable features of the country is
the Gold Hill Range, situated about two miles
from Shimmens's Ranch. Some very promising
auriferous veins were discovered here in 1862.
and there was, as usual, a great rush to the
Walker River country. Claims were staked off
for a circuit of ten miles, and companies were

organized without regard to reason, facts, or pos
sibilities. Several hundred veins were opened:
most of them yielding a fair show of gold and
silver. Assays were made rating at $50 to $100
to the ton. A worthy Professor of my acquaint
ance living in Oakland was attracted thither by
the noise of the discovery. It was his ambition
to make a fortune, and devote the remainder of
his days to the study of Plato and Aristotle.
He knew nothing about quartz-mines or quartz-
mills; but he was a classical scholar and a gen
tleman of varied scientific attainments. Of what
avail was all this knowledge if he could not
build a quartz-mill 1 He was poor, but he had
friends and credit. Like a brave man he went
to work, and by dint of algebraic equations,
trigonometry, geometry, and an occasional refer
ence to Plato and Aristotle, he built a quartz-
mill. On the banks of Walker River the wreck
of that mill stands to this day. I saw it myself,
and made a sketch of it from the Granite Bluff.
I refer to that mill as a solemn warning to
Professors. There was no trouble about getting
the ores. Wagon-loads came pouring down
from the Gold Hill Range. The Professor was
in eestasies. His mill-wheels flew around with
a tremendous clatter ; his battery battered up
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the quartz nt an amazing rate ; his amalgama
ting pans made the finest of suds! all went
ahead smashingly—only the machinery was new
and required grease. The Professor greased it
—greased the water-wheel, the battery, the amal
gamating pans, every thing that was worried

by friction. Then the machinery worked to a
charm ; then the Professor gazed admiringly
through his spectacles at the result of his skill,
and was pleased to think that he would soon be
able to retire into the quiet shades of his Aca
demical groves. Well, the Professor is a kind
friend and a good neighbor. I must deal gently I in the Gold Hill Range, which I visited with
with him. When the great day came to de- |Mr. Shimmens and some of his neighbors, I am

in a neighboring hill. Hero a

happy coterie of hardy adven
turers lay blockaded nearly all

the winter. Sometimes the

Professor read his beloved Pla
to, or philosophized to his fel

lows like Diogenes in his tub ;
sometimes he looked out upon
the dreary expanse of water,
and saw with sorrow his mill
and his hopes of the Academ
ical groves vanish day by day.
Spring came at last ; the coun

try dried up ; the Professor cast
a long lingering look at the

wreck of his mill, girded up his

loins, and with a heavy sigh
wended his way homeward, se

rious but not subdued. He is
still an enthusiastic believer in
that mill and theWalker River
country. All he wants now to

make it a grand success is capital. And, in
deed, to do strict justice to his discernment,

nobody questions the richness of the lodes in the

Gold Hill Range, though many doubt whether
they can be successfully worked by mills built

on the Professor's plan.
In the mean time attention was attracted else
where by new discoveries, and before any thing

could be done in this district it was abandoned.
It fell by default rather than from any want of
confidence in its resources.

Upon a somewhat cursory view of the lodes

termine the result of all this working— to test
the wonderful advantages of education and in
tellect over vulgar prejudice in matters of this

inclined to believe there is good ore in them.

Some of the specimens I saw taken out present
very fair indications. The lodes are not wide,

kind — the wheels were stopped, the pans were , but they are numerous, and easy of access either
cleaned up, and the result was — I would be sor
ry to hazard a conjecture where it was. People
said it was in the tailings. Back of the mill
was a sluice which was found to be rich in gold.
At all events the gold was nowhere else. Some
hinted that grease and quartz have no amalgam
ating affinities, that the grease carried the pre
cious metals with it ; but this I consider a
thoughtless fling at the Professor. The trouble
was in the machinery. A few thousand dollars
would remedy it. But thousands of dollars
were getting scarce.
Then came the disastrous flood of '62. It
swept down the valley from the gulehes and
canons of the Sierra Nevadas, carrying with it
haystacks, cabins, and even farms. I knew a
man whose entire farm was swept clean off—

toil, house, barns, haystacks, fences and all.
There was nothing left of it but a desert sand-
bottom. The honest miners were nearlv starved

from the surface or by means of tunnels. Cu
rious chimney-like formations of quartz crop
out all over the Gold Hill Range. 1'lag-staffs
had been erected in the most prominent of these

by Major Sherman, who had recently made a
survey of the district.
I had erected my tent on a pleasant little flat
by the river-side, within a few hundred yards of
Shimmens's house. Here, with my man Tim
othy, I kept a sort of bachelor's hall, entertain
ing all visitors in the most hospitable style. On
the second morning after our arrival I was re
joiced to see the familiar face of my friend Fan

ning peering through the willow bushes. He
had walked all the way from Aurora. It was a
source of gennino happiness to me to find him
well and sprightly after his heavy siege in Auro
ra. Not a word was said on the subject. The
Doctor shook hands as kindly and cordially as
if we had never deserted him. He had lost all

out. The roads to Aurora and Carson were cut ' the bricks out of his hat, and was now clear of
off by impassable torrents and lagoons. There
was no such thing as travel, except on the rug
ged ridges of the mountains. The Professor
was forced to abandon his mill and seek refuge
in a hole which he and his friends burrowed

head and steady of hand.
Among the wonders still to be seen was the
Iron Mountain —a discovery recently made by
the Doctor, upon which, in common with my
self and others, he founded his most sanguine
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hopes of future wealth. I
was to have a share in it.

[ was to be the owner of

feet—none of your flimsy
gold and silver feet, but

rough, hard, honest feet
of iron. Henceforth I
would spurn the groveling
world with the iron heel of

despotism ; I would rule
my fellow-beings with an

iron rod ; I would enjoy
the best books of travel

and romance till seduced
to repose by the iron

tongue of midnight.

On a bright, glowing
morning —amorning such
as the unhappy dwellers in

the Atlantic States rarely
see; when the sun rises
from his couch of gold,
and fills the universe
around him with a flood
of glowing light; on such
a morning I arose from
myblankets by the willow-
sbjuled banks of the Walk-
er, and listened to the mu
sic of cooing doves and
rippling waters, till my
»soul was touched with in

spiration. I called aloud
to my trusty followers—
' ' Ho, merry men ofWalk
er! Up, my brave fel
lows, and shake off the
feathers of sleep ! Arouse
thee, Timothy, my boy,
and strike the culinary
fires ! Get thee up, Fan

ning, my beauty, and let
us prepare for triumph !
Rejoice, and ho! for this

very day we visit the Iron
Mountain —that wonder-
ftd work of Nature, where
in lies your wealth and
mine, and that of our chil
dren's grandehildren!"
"You bet!" said the
Doctor, slowly unwinding himself from his
blankets, and gazing at me with an affection
ate smile. "Bet your life on that lay-out!"
And I "betted" internally —not my life, but an
old horse down in Oakland, which I was anx
ious to dispose of at some approximation to cost.
Happy is ha who can breakfast with relish by
the rays of the rising sun ; whose only bitters
are sound sleep and fresh air ; whose sense of
the beautiful in nature has not been blunted by
the vexations of business or the frivolities of life
in crowded communities ! By the banks of the
Walker, to the sweet harmony of running wa
ters and singing birds, wo enjoyed our morning
repast. When all was ready the Doctor and I

set forth in line spirits on our expedition to the

Iron Mountain.
I was sorry to be obliged to leave Timothy in
camp. Some Pi-Ute Indians had been prowl
ing about since our arrival, and, although harm

less and inoffensive otherwise, it was evident

they were not scrupulous about the means of

satisfying their appetites. We gave them food

and tobacco, which of course attached them to

ns by the strongest ties of friendship. It would

I not do to leave them alone in camp, and tbM

Timothy had to stand as a rear-guard over our

precious "hogadie."
Fanning knew the country well. He had

spent two years in exploring it
,

and was familiar
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with every rock and gulch. To his guidance I
committed myself, confident that he would never
lose his way so long as we had nothing but water
as a beverage.
Crossing the river a little below our encamp

ment, we made a bee line for the Iron Mount
ain, which is clearly visible from Shimmens's
Ranch ; standing out like a huge cone, isolated
from the adjacent mountains, and easily recog
nized by its reddish color.
The first part of our journey lay across Walk
er's Valley. At this point the arable lands
embrace a width of about two miles, gently
sloping from the river to the foot-hills. To all
appearance the earth is utterly barren. No sign
of vegetation, save the everlasting sage-bush,
greets the eye ; yet upon a close inspection the
soil is found to be composed of a rich alluvial
deposit, which only requires irrigation to make
it highly productive. Dry as the season now is

,

the sage-bushes are green, indicating the prox
imity of water. This is the valley claimed and
surveyed by the Walker River Company.
We soon reached the first of a scries of foot
hills, or rather a rolling plain, which extends
all the way to the Bullion range of mountains,
distant about ten miles from the river. Follow
ing a deep winding arroya for several miles, we
ascended upon a ridge where we struck an Indian
trail. The whole surrounding country was fear
fully wild and barren— nothing but gravelly des

serts and rugged mountains ahead, and deep
gorges in the desolate plain around us. I no
ticed along the trail projecting carboniferous
strata indicating coal, and unmistakable evi
dences of the proximity of iron. The earth in
many places was covered with rust. Boulders
of ferrugiferous stone cropped out at intervals ;

and at one point of our journey we traveled
nearly a mile over broken beds of iron, resem
bling pot-metal. It was light and porous, but
strongly metallie, and jingled under our horses'
hoofs like the waste fragments of cast-iron lying
about a foundry yard.
Seven miles from the river we reached the
foot of the Iron Mountain — a rough, barren,
conical peak, rising about five hundred feet
above the level of the surrounding hills. Deep
gorges and ravines render the approach some
what difficult ; but Fanning knew the way, and
we encountered no serious obstacle. Rusty
boulders and broken masses of iron grew more
and more abundant, till we merged into a com
plete labyrinth of iron ledges. Evidences of
floods and drifts and volcanic fires lay around
us in chaotic desolation. A few hundred yards
back of the main cone we came upon a black
ledge, cropping out of the earth to the height
of several feet, in sharp points, presenting a

smooth, polished surface that glistened in the
sun like glass.
Now I beg the reader to understand that lam
prejudiced in favor of this magnificent enter
prise. I am a thousand feet, more or less, in
this mine, but will endeavor to tell as much
truth as can be expected under the circum

stances. When I saw the pure iron thus crop
out of the earth and stare me in the face I re
turned thanks to Providence that the Apaches
had spared my life in Arizona; that I had sur
vived all the disasters of travel in that region to
see this blessed day. For here surely was a

substantial reward for all my sufferings ; here
was iron enough to make any reasonable man
jingle along merrily through the remainder of
life's journey.

I dismounted ; fastened my horse to a solid
boulder ; took a pick, and went to work vigor

ously to dislodge a mass of the ore. Aided by
the energy and muscle of my friend Fanning,

it was not long before I had a specimen that
would astonish the iron-men of Pennsylvania.
There was no room for doubt. It was the pur
est kind of magnetic iron. I crushed a portion
of it with my hammer, and found that it ad
hered to the face of the hammer in flakes like
feathers. A shingle nail which I had in my
pocket furnished the next test. The mass of

ore bore the weight of the nail without diffi

culty. I believe this is considered a very valu
able quality of iron, but requires to be mixed

with inferior ores before it can be made available
for use.
The vein is about four feet thick where it

crops out. From its dip on each side I shonld
judge it must rapidly increase as it descends.

I traced it over the surface of the earth for a

mile or more, and do not know how much far

ther it) may run. At the top of the mountain it

assumes a broken form, appearing over an area

of several hundred feet. The probability is the

chief deposit lies in the depths of the main cone.
As yet no excavations have been made.
We gathered up as many specimens as we
could pack on our horses, and, having concluded
our inspection, ascended the peak of the Iron
Mountain for the purpose of enjoying the view,
than which nothing can be finer. Mount But

ler lies to the east ; Mount Grant to the west.
To the south stretches a rugged range of sierras,
dotted with pine-trees; and to the north the

rich alluvial bottom of Walker River. A fine
spring of water is seen about two miles distant,
in the Gold Canon range ; rich outcroppings
of gold and silver quartz ledges mark the face

of the hills; but this part of the country has
been but little explored. The day must come
when it will be thickly settled by an industrious
community of miners.
Should the iron and coal veins of Walker
River prove valuable, no estimate can be formed

of their importance to the industrial interests of
Nevada. The cost of freight across the mount
ains is now a serious drawback. Machinery
must be transported at enormous expense. The
price of labor is high, owing to the cost of pro
visions, and it is clear to my mind that mining
will never be profitable in Nevada until it can
be carried on with greater economy. At pres
ent "' it costs a mine to work a mine." The
products of the best mines are consumed in ex

penses.
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(
HOW TO REDEEM WOMAN'S 1

IN
this Magazine for November, 1864, it was
shown that woman's distinctive profession in

cludes three departments—the training of the
mind in childhood, the nursing of infants and
of the sick, and all the handicrafts and manage
ment of the family state. With perhaps the ex
ception of the school training of children, it was
claimed that the profession of woman is socially
disgraced, so that no woman of culture and re
finement, in the wealthy classes, would resort to
cooking, chamber-work, or nursing infants and
the sick for a livelihood, scarcely any more
than their brothers would resort to burglary or
piracy.
It was shown also that women are not trained
for their profession as men are for theirs ; that
there is no provision made for it in public or
private schools ; and thatr every school, as well
as other social influence, tends at once to dis
grace woman's profession and to destroy her
health.
Woman, as well as man, was made to work ;
and her Maker has adapted her body to its ap
propriate labor. The tending of children and
doing house-work exercise those very muscles
which are most important to womanhood ; while
neglecting to exercise the arms and trunk causes
dangerous debility in most delicate organs.
Our early mothers worked and trained their
daughters to work, and thus became healthy,
energetic, and cheerful. But in these days,
young girls, in the wealthy classes, do not use
the muscles of their body and arms in domestic
labor or in any other way. Instead of this, study
anil reading stimulate the brain and nerves to
debility by excess, while the muscles grow weak
for want of exercise. Thus the whole constitu
tion is weakened.
In consequence of this there is a universal

'ROFESSION FROM DISHONOR.
lamentation over the decay of the female con
stitution and the ruined health of both women
and girls. At the same time vast numbers are
without honorable compensating employment,
so that in the wealthy circles unmarried women
suffer from aimless vacuity, and in the poorer
classes from uurequited toil and consequent
degradation and vice.
It is believed that the remedy for all these
evils is not in leading women into the pro
fessions and business of men, by which many

philanthropists arc now aiming to remedy their

sofferings, but to train woman properly for her

own proper business, and then to secure to her

the honor and profit which men gain in their

professions.
A young man finds endowed institutions all
over the land, offering a home and a good sal

ary for life for teaching only one or two branch
es to only one class for one or two hours a day.
Is there any reason why his highly-educated sis
ter should not have similar opportunities if she
does not marry or is a widow ?
The public and private high schools have filled

the country with women of high culture. The

unequal distribution of the sexes and a dread

ful war must enforce a> single life on many

thousands. Many are widows with families;

many others would gladly rear the orphan chil

dren of relatives and friends or of our slaugh

tered heroes. Why should not such have as

good advantages to do so as if they were
men ?

Each department of woman's profession is a

science and art as much as law, medicine, or

divinity. They arc equal also in importance.
Why should they not be equally honored by a

liberal course of training and competent emolu

ment ?
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When men seek to elevate their own profes
sion they endow professorships so as to secure
men of the highest culture to study and teach it
as a science and art.
At one time the farmer's profession was with
out skill, honor, or liberal reward. To raise it
to an honored art and science, endowments have
been given to sustain men of culture and learn
ing to lecture, practice, and teach ; and now
this business is taking rank as an honorable and
remunerative profession.
Let woman's profession be thus honored and
its disgrace would speedily be ended. Let en
dowed institutions be provided to sustain women
of high culture to study, practice, and tench all
the branches included in woman's profession

property. Let each of our large cities and
towns have at least one institution so endowed,
and then there would be created a liberal pro-

fission for highly-cultivated women suited to
their nature, and meeting the wants of those
who are unmarried or widowed ; such a profes
sion as their brothers and fathers now enjoy
as college professors in educating men.
Woman's business being thus honored and
taught in the higher institutions the lower
schools would follow, and thus women of the
poorer classes also would be properly trained
for their proper business. And when thus
trained they would find abundant and compen
sating employment ; for the universal complaint
of all who try to find employment for poor wo
men is

,

that they are not trained to do any kind
of woman's work properly, and that this is the
fatal difficulty.*
There is as much need for training women for
the distinctive duties of the family as there is of
training boys for their different trades. A
housekeeper or a cook, who has been taught
to economize in using and preserving family
stores and fuel, can supply a table at half the
expense incurred by an untrained, inexperi
enced hand.
A properly trained nurse for young children
would relieve a mother of half her care as to the
health and training of her children ; while an
ignorant, unfaithful one rather adds to her re
sponsibilities.
A well-educated, gentle, and faithful nurse
for the sick is a treasure in any community as
rare as it is valuable.
A woman of education and refinement who
can cut and fit dresses, make bonnets, make
and mend all household stuffs economically, and
at the same time help in cooking, and in keep
ing chambers and parlors in tasteful order, is a
treasure that wealth rarely can command at any
price.
Women of good sense and culture, if highly

* A lndy at the head of one of the largest mantua-mak-
ing establishments in New York, employing over one hun
dred iinrl fifty women and girls, informed the writer that
her greatest difficulty is in finding women taught to work
properly . and that, in her finishing-room, of twenty-five
of her best bands not more than four could be trusted to
complete and send off a dresa without her standing by to
oversee.

qualified for such domestic duties, could soon
command prices equal to artists in musie, danc
ing, and drawing, and an equal social position.
To secure all this, there needs only system
atic plans and efforts such as American women
arc fully competent to organize and carry into
successful operation. Institutions should be es
tablished where women will be trained to be
scientifie, healthful, and economical cooks ; to
be intelligent, loving, and careful nurses of
young children ; to be skillful seamstresses and
mantua-makers, and yet prepared so to aid in
the active family work as not to injure their
health by exclusive sedentary employments.
So, too, there should be institutions to edu
cate women not only as physicians for their own
sex, but to be skillful and tender nurses of the
sick. And when all these important offices of
women are filled, and our school-rooms well
supplied, there will be few women remaining to
urge into the professions of men.
This project will, of course, be met with the
inquiry, How can this kind of training be car
ried on in schools? Is it not the part that be
longs to mothers in the family, and not to the
school ?
To this it is replied that mothers have not
been trained themselves, and so can not teach

properly. Moreover, with poor servants, feeble
health, and multiplied cares, they can not do it.
If a house is built for servants, and servants
employed, it is as much as a woman can do to
superintend all the complicated duties of wife,
mother, and housekeeper, without attempting
to teach what she herself never was properly
taught to do. Moreover, when there are serv
ants enough to do the work, the daughters of a

family can not bo made to take their places.
How can the parents turn off the servants and
put the daughters in their places ? Every mo
ther who superintends a family of children and
servants in the present style of living in the more
wealthy classes, will say it is impossible for her
to train her daughters properly in all branches
of woman's business.
But whatever our/lit to be can be done, and
American women, if they undertake, can dis
cover the best way.

Queen Victoria set up schools for young wo
men to be trained not only to read and write,
but to perform all the work of woman in a thor
ough and proper manner. Her nobility follow
ed her example, and with success.
American women can do the same, and in a

way adapted to our democratic system, as the

Queen's is adapted to the aristocratic. In an
aristocracy it is assumed that one class is to
work for the benefit and enjoyment of an upper
class. In a democracy it is assumed that every
class is to work for their own welfare and en

joyment. In an aristocracy work is dishonor
ed, in a democracy it is honored. In an aris
tocracy it is assumed as a distinctive mark of
rank not to work, but to live to be waited on
and worked for by a subordinate class. In a

democracy it is assumed that both rich and poor
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are to work; and that to live a life of idle pleas
ure is disgraceful.
When, therefore, the attempt is made to in
troduce industrial training into our schools, we
are simply aiming to carry out practically the
true democratic principle.
But there is a still higher aim. It will be
found that the democratic principle is no other
than the grand law of Christianity, which requires
work and self-sacrificefor the public good, to which
all private interests are to be subordinate.
Children are to be trained to live not for
themselves but for others ; not to be waited on
and taken care of, but to wait on and take care
of others ; to wotk for the good of others as the
first thing, and amusement and self-enjoyment
as necessary but subordinate to the highest pub
lic good. The family is the first commonwealth-
where this training is to be carried on, and only
as a preparation for a more enlarged sphere of
action.
Jesus Christ came to set the example of self-
sacrificing labor for the good of our race ; and

family training and school training aro demo
cratic and Christian only when the great prin
ciple of living for others more than for self \s fully
recognized and carried out.
It is clear that great changes are to be made
in all the customs and habits of our nation, es

pecially among the wealthy, before the true
democratic and Christian principle will triumph
over the aristocratic and unchristian.
One of these changes will be in the style of
bouse building.
When houses are built on Christian principles
women of wealth and culture will work them
selves, and train their children to work; instead
of having ignorant foreigners to ruin their food
in a filthy kitchen, and ruin their children in
the nursery.
When houses are built to honor woman's pro
fession, and to secure the beauty, order, and
comfort of a perfected house, the kitchen, as it
usually exists, will be banished. Instead of the
dark and comfortless room for family work, there
will be one provided with sunlight and pure air,
and well supplied with utensils and comforts
in tasteful and convenient forms. So woman's
dress will be not only neat and convenient but
tasteful, as much so in the working-room as in
the parlor.
Woman's work will be honorable and taste
ful and agreeable when cultivated women un
dertake to make it so.
And when women of refinement and culture
build houses on the Christian and democratic

plan, work themselves, and train their children
to work, they will never suffer for want of do
mestic helpers. Instead of coarse and vulgar
servants, who live in the cellar and sleep in the
garret, they will have refined and sympathizing
friends to train their children, nurse their sick,
and share in all their comforts, joys, and sor
rows.
American women have abundant power to
remedy all the wrongs and miseries of their sex,

by simply educating them properly for their proper
business.

Many wealthy ladies would as readily endow
institutions for their own sex as for men, were
they aware of what might thus be accomplished.
Few know what woman has done to aid men in
elevating their professions. To gain authentic
information on this point, the writer wrote to
the Treasurers of only six colleges and profes
sional schools, and gained these facts :

Miss Plummer, to Cambridge University, to en
dow one professorship, gave $25,000

Mary Towuseud, for the panie £5,000
Sarah Jackson, ditto 10;000
Other ladies, in sums over $1000, to the same,
over 30,000

To Andover Professional School of Theology la
dies have given over v 65,008
And of this $30,000 by one lady.

In Illinois, Mrs. Garretson has given to one Pro
fessional School 300,000

In Albany, Mrs. Dudley has given for a Scientific
Institution for men 105,000

To Boloit College, Wisconsin, property has been
given by one lady valued at 30.000

Thus half a million has been given by women
to these six Colleges and Professional Schools,
and all in the present century. The reports of
similar institutions for men all over the nation
would show similar liberal benefactions of wo
men to endow institutions for the other sex,
while for their own no such records appear.
Where is there a single endowment from a wo
man to secure a salary to a woman teaching her
own proper profession ?
But a time will come when women will give
as liberally to elevate the true profession of
women as the ministers of bome, as they have to
elevate the professions of men.
The remainder of this article will give draw
ings and descriptions to illustrate one house
constructed on democratic and Christian prin
ciples. It is designed for persons in easy cir
cumstances, who begin housekeeping with the
true Christian idea of training a young family
to work as well as to practice all the other social
and domestic virtues.

.Every family, as the general rule, includes
the parents as the educators, and the children
to be trained to Christian life. To these are
added aged parents or infirm and homeless rela
tives. These 'are preserved in life after their
active usefulness ceases, and often when they
would gladly depart, for the special benefit of
the young, as the only mode in which, in early
life, they can be trained to self-sacrificing benev

olence, to reverence for the aged, and to tender

sympathy for the sick and unfortunate. In
stead of regarding such members of a family as
a burden and annoyance, the wise and Chris
tian parents will welcome them as suffering help
ers aiding to develop the highest Christian vir

tues in their children.
This house is planned for a family of ten or
twelve, which may be regarded as the average
number in healthy families.
The site is a dry spot with a cellar well
drained, in an open space, where the health
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PLAN OF FIRST FLOOR.

giving sun falls on every part, and the house so ' clo.'C packing of conveniences.

the like. Small windows open
on one side to the conservato
ry, and on the other to the ve
randa. A close staircase, and
under it a large closet for over
garments.
When the house has bath
rooms and water-closets in the
second story there is no need of
back stairs. But if they are de
sired, a narrow flight can de
scend from the broad stair to
the back entry "by giving up the
recess and the closet of the Fam
ily Room.
The East Room, called the

Family Room, is for the family
eating and sitting room. A
working room should always
have the pleasant morning sun.
It is 18 feet square, and opens
with sliding-doors to the cooking-
-stove A, cooking closet B, with
the cooking-form. In the draw
ing of the cooking- closet, given
below, is an illustration of the

placed that the rooms in common use shall have
the sun all day.
A form nearest a square best secures sun
light, perfect ventilation, and economical ar
rangement. Every projection increases expense
and diminishes the chances of sunlight, proper
warming, and ventilation.
The close packing of conveniences, so as to save
time and steps, and contrivances to avoid the
multiplication of rooms to be furnished, cleaned,
and kept in order, is indispensable to economy
of time, labor, and expense. In many large
kitchens, with various closets, half the time of a
cook is employed in walking to collect her uten
sils and materials, which all might be placed
together.
The plan given above is rather a hint to bo
farther wrought out than a completed effort.
The house is fifty by
thirty on the outside (ex
cluding the projections of
the back and front entrance).
It faces south, giving to the
two large rooms the sun all
day.
The entrance hall is fin
ished with oiled chestnut
and black walnut mould
ings, being handsomer,
cheaper, and easier to keep
in order than painted wood.
All the inner doors of the
hall finished with Gothic
arches to correspond with
the outside door. Niches
for busts and flowers, each
side of the front-door, with
small closets under the
niches for over-shoes and
Vol. XXXI.— No. 186.— 3 B

In front of the window is the cooking-form.
The door, F, admits a barrel of flour, and a lid on
the top, G, is to raise when using flour. In the
barrel a scoop and sieve. On the left of this is
the mouldiug-board C, where bread is made, and
other articles for baking prepared on a board
which may be turned on one side for cooking,
and the other side for other uses. Next to the
flour closet are large drawers, the under ones

running on rollers, in which are stored the In
dian and Graham flour, the rye, tapioca, rice,

etc., and two kinds of sugar used in cooking.
On front and at the side are shelves, on which
are stored every utensil and every article used
in cooking.
Still farther to the left hand of the flour
closet is the form, x, for preparing meats and veg
etables, on the top a board turned on one side to

OOOEINOFORM.
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cat meat and vegetables, and the other side for

other uses. On shelves in front are stored all
the utensils and articles used in cooking meats
and vegetables, and in preparing them for the
table. In this cooking closet, by an economic
arrangement, is stored all the family stores and

supplies, and all the utensils for cooking and
taking care of food. The shelves should reach
to the ceiling, and the highest have small closets
to hold articles not often wanted.
In the dish closet, 1), is the sink, near both to
the stove and the eating-room. Over it

,

and
each side, are stored all the dishes. Thus two
or three steps bring the dishes to the table, and
from it to the sink and shelves. The sink to be
of marble, with plated cocks to furnish hot and
cold water. Nice small mops for washing dishes
hung over the sink, and a convenient contriv
ance for drying towels over the stove.
The stove is placed between the dish and
cooking closet, inclosed by partitions to the
wall, with rising or sliding doors. A sliding
closet, D W, to raise wood and coal from the
cellar. Thus the stove can be entirely open in
cold weather, and in the warm .season closed
tight with a contrivance to carry off the hot air
and the smells of cooking into a ventilating
flue.* In warm weather the stove is used for
baking by moving the sliding-door, to bo imme

diately closed after using the oven. These slid

ing partitions or doors, hung like windows, are
made of wood, and lined with tin next the stove.
By this arrangement when the folding-doors of
the Family Room are open there is a large and
airy room for work-hours, and every article
and utensil close at hand. When work is over
and the folding-doors closed the room is a cheer
ful sitting-room for the family. It is furnished
with a cheerful green carpet, and the appended
work -closets are covered with a light green
oil-cloth to match the carpet. On one side is

a closet, for china, glass, and silver, with a

small sink for washing them. In two corners
are niches for busts and flowers, with small
closets under them for working conveniences.
A fire-place and mantle ornaments tempt the
family gathering around the social hearth. The
room opens to the piazza by sliding-doors. Glass
roof and partitions in winter can turn this into

a green-house, warmed by a register. On one
side is a recess for a piano. This and the ad
jacent room to have deadened walls, so that the
mother, if weary or ill, can find perfect quiet in
the Homo Room below or the- Library above.
The wearisome practicing of children on a piano
will be thus escaped.
The stationarjv^dining-table has appendages
and convenience^ under it

,

as do the ottomans
with lids, which serve to store newspapers and

* In these drawings there are no arrangements to secure
perfect ventilation, besides the open 8re-places in every
room, except the two small chambers. The securing per
fectly pure air in all rooms in a house.,at all seasons, is
the most difficult problem of the family state. A separate
article will be devoted to this object hereafter, in which
drawings to illustrate this method of escaping the heat
and smells of cooking will appear.

other matters. By such arrangements many
steps are saved and order promoted. The
covers of the sofa, ottomans, and table, and the

wall-paper should match in color and design
with the carpet, as also tho window -shades.
Such arrangements as these save the labor and

expense of separate kitchen and dining-room,
and also the expense of wasteful domesties. In
snch a house parents could train their children
to be their happy associates in both work and
play.
The West Room is specially for parents and

children, and is named the Home Room. On
the north is a bed recess concealed by folding-
doors or curtains. On one side is the parents'
dressing-room, with drawers on one side to the

ceiling, and a clothes-press. The other side is

the children's room, with drawers and clothes-

press, close to the bath and water-closet and

back outside door, so that children can run out
and in without using other parts of the house.
On one side of the back-door is a closet for
garden tools and shoes, and on the other side

a wash-bowl and towel, with a towel closet at
hand, near both to this and to the bath-room.

The Home Room opens to a south conserva
tory and small fountain. Here parents can
train their children to love and rear flowers, not

for themselves alone, but for those who are less
favored. Every child can not only give flow
ers to friends, but save seeds to give to some

poor children, and teach them bow to adorn their
own homes with such blossoms of love and
beauty. A sofa recess is in this room, and two
niches in the opposite corners with work-closcts
under, while the centre-table and ottomans are

provided with hidden places for storing conven
iences. The bed recess and dressing-rooms are
so provided with drawers and closets, reaching
to the wall, that every article needed by parents
and children may be stored close at hand. Win
dows in each division, and openings over parti
tions, secure ventilation.
At night, the parents and two little ones have
a large and airy bedroom. In the day, these
doors being closed, the same room is a nursery
or a parlor at pleasure.
The carpet, wall-paper, covers of furniture,
and window-shades, all are in harmony —blue
and buff, or white and green, or gray and pink,
as the taste may lead.
The drawing on the top of page 715 gives the
second-floor, with its dormer-windows and baleo

nies, the roof being so contrived that a current of
air passes between the walls of tho chambers and
the roof, preventing excessive heat in summer.
There are five good sized bedrooms, each with

a closet. The largest can be finished with an
arched ceiling, and furnished as a drawing-
room and library, where parents and guests can
retire from the work and children below. A
method of deadening the walls also is provided,
so that the noise of one room will not pass to
the others.
A ventilating flue may be made, with a cur
rent of warm air from the stove in summer, and
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I-LAN OF SECONDFLOOR.

the furnace and stove in winter, and connected
with every room, securing perfect ventilation,
without care and in spite of false notions, in all
seasons, and by day and night. Fire-places in
every room but two give these sources of comfort
and health.
There is only one stair-case, with a broad
stair and two landings; to which, by giving up
a closet below, may be added a narrow stair
from the broad stair to the back-door, under the
narrow stairway to the garret. There are two
bath-rooms and a water-closet, with easy access
from the chambers. In the country water can be
gathered on the roof, or raised by a forcing-pump
to a reservoir in the garret, for the use of the
water-closet.
The annexed drawing
gives the cellar, with its
white plastered walls and
hard water-cement floor.
The south front portion is
fitted up with tubs for a

laundry and drying -room,
having windows admit
ting sun and air. Should
it be wanted for a kitchen,
the cellar should be ex
tended under the veran
da, arches being used to

support the wall of the
room above. The win
dows of thick glass placed
in the floor of the veran
da would admit sunlight,
and if made to rise would
also admit air. The out
side door to this room
also could be made of

glass to admit light.
The north part receives
the wood and coal, and

a sliding closet, D W,

close to the stove, filled

once a day, and easily raised

(like a dumb-waiter), sup
plies fuel with little labor.
A room is parted off for
vegetables that should be
shut out from the light and

warmth of the furnace, a
safe being close to the cellar
stairs, and a form raised

close by these stairs to hold

articles to be kept in a cellar,

which save steps and waste.
All the inner wood-work
to bo combinations of chest

nut, walnut, white wood,
black walnut, or pine—oiled
or varnished.
The engraving which

heads this article gives a

perspective view of the house
and grounds, with trees, etc.
The trees are in a thick
clump, to make a dense

shade near the house, but not so as to shut out
the sun from all parts of the roof.
A house on this plan will accommodate a
family of ten, and afford also a guest-chamber,
and it offers all the conveniences and comforts
and most of the elegances of houses that cost four
times the amount and require three or four serv

ants.
If a new-married pair commence housekeep
ing in it

,

the young wife, aided by a girl of ten
or twelve, could easily perform all the labor ex

cept the washing and ironing, which could be

done by hired labor in the basement. The first
months of housekeeping could be spent in per

fecting herself and her assistant, whom she

could train to do all kinds of family work, and

PLAN OF CELLAR.
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also to be her intelligent and sympathizing help
er when children come.
While it should be the aim to render woman's
profession so honorable that persons of the high
est position and culture will seek it

,

as men seek

their most honored professions, there must still
bo the class of servants, to carry out a style of
living and expenditure both lawful and useful,
where large fortunes abound. For this class
the aim should be to secure their thorough
preparation and to increase their advantages.
Should both aims be achieved, then a woman
who prefers a style of living demanding servants,
will be so trained herself as not to be dependent
on hirelings at the sacrifice of self-respect. On
the other hand, a woman who chooses another

style of living, so as to work herself and train
her children to work, can do so without fear of
losing any social advantages. Or, in case more
helpers are needed, she can secure highly culti
vated and refined friends to share all her family
enjoyments, instead of depending on a class in
ferior in cultivation and less qualified to form
the habits and tastes of her children.
But it is not the married alone who are priv
ileged to become ministers in the home church of
Jesus Christ. A woman without children, and
with means of her own, could provide such a
house as this, and take one child and a well-
qualified governess to aid in training it.. Then,
after success inspires confidence, a second child
might be adopted till the extent of her means
and benevolence is reached.
There are multitudes of benevolent women,
whose cultivated energies are now spent in a

round of selfish indulgence, who would wake up
to a new life if they thus met woman's highest
calling as Heaven-appointed ministers of Christ,
to train his neglected little ones for that king
dom of self-denying labor and love of which he

is the model and head.
Thousands and-thousands of orphans are now
deprived of a father's home and support. Thou
sands of women, widowed in the dearest hopes of
this life, are seeking for consolation in the only
true avenues.

A great emergency in our nation has occur
red, in which thousands of women are forever
cut off from any homes of their own by marriage.
Of these many are women of wealth and influ
ence among Protestants, who in hospitals and
battle-fields have been learning the highest les
sons of self-sacrificing benevolence. Such will
not return home to be idle, but will press toward
those avenues that offer the most aid and sym
pathy ; and if it is not provided by Protestants
they will seek it in the Catholic fold.
Catholic convents provide their inmates with

a comfortable home and opportunities of be
nevolence toward neglected children, the sick,
and the poor. But they are burdened with a

round of observances and rules involving the
sacrifice of reason and conscience, and of per
sonal independence. For complete submission
to the Superior is the first duty. Moreover,

this is not the family state designed by God,

with its simple and natural duties, where two.
united in love, or sometimes the widowed one
alone, has an independent home and a small
flock all under her own control, with none but
God and her own conscience to rule.
There have been various attempts made to
form communities on various modifications of the
Fourierite plan, which brings individuals of all
ages, tastes, and habits into one family, with no
parents or superior or bishop to control. Such
are, and ever must be, failures.
So the boarding-school system, which takes
children from parental love and close watch o

f

the family state, giving them to strangers amidst
new and multiplied temptations, this is

,

and

ever must be, a failure.
The true Protestant system, yet to be devel
oped and tried by women of wealth and benev
olence, is the one here suggested ; based not on

the conventual, nor on the Fourierite, nor on
the boarding-school systems, but on the Heaven-
devised plan of the family state.
One aim of this article is to attract the no-
tics of conscientious persons commencing the
family state with means sufficient for a much
more expensive establishment.

Many such really believe themselves the fol

lowers of Christ who have seldom practiced that

economy which denies self to increase the ad

vantages of the poor, especially in deciding on
the style of living they adopt. Most wealthr
persons provide houses, equipage, servants, and

expenditures that demand most of their income,
while the waste in their kitchens alone would,
by careful economy, such as we see in France,

feed another whole family.
When houses are built on Christian and dem

ocratic principles, and young girls in every con
dition of life are trained to a wise economy,

thousands of young men, who can not afford to

marry young ladies trained in the common
boarding-school fashion, will find the chief im

pediment removed; and thus healthful and

happy homes will multiply with our increasing
wealth and culture.

FRANKLIN'S TAN.

I AM now at liberty to tell a story I haveached to tell for years.
My mother prepared me for college, and at

sixteen I was ready for Yale. Our arrange
ments were all completed, and my father had

satisfied himself that they were the best that

could be made, when he received a letter from n

friend, who took that means of announcing his

failure in business. The failure involved my

father in ruin—he had signed paper for Frank

lin to an amount that was startling to think of.

In giving and in using confidence they had acted
like two crazy men.
Ruin is a little word to write, but a great load

to walk under. It is not a pleasant recollec
tion, still I wonld not lose my remembrance o

f

what passed under our roof the night on which

that letter was received.
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I can see my father as he sat there in the li
brary of the old-fashioned stone-house we had
taken for the summer. The letter was ad
dressed to him at Tappan, and had been wait

ing for him all day, while he was hard at work
in his city office. It was written by Mr. Frank
lin himself. It said that he had made a great
experiment in business, and had failed, and that
ho was a bankrupt. He made no effort to gloss
over or abate the fact, but stated it in so many
round words. There it was—he was ruined. He
didn't intend to stay ruined, however. He was

going to begin again—he hoped never to rest un
til he had recovered what was lost ; and, principal
and interest, the debt of honor owing to his dear
friend Hageman should be paid. My father, he
said, was almost his only creditor ; and though
it distracted him to think of the injury he might
have inflicted upon him, still he should live by
his determination to right all this mischief and
evil.
His side of the business seemed brave and
honorable enough. As to our side, if friendship
failed to serve us a great turn now, it would fail
of a glorious opportunity.
My mother was the first to say, when my fa
ther had been surprised into letting us know the
contents of the letter, "Jacob will do all he prom
ises." And that was a heroic speech for her to
make, for Franklin was my father's friend, not
hers. I mean by that he was hers only by adop
tion, though he might naturally enough have
been hers by election also. There was sufficient
confidence and sympathy between them for that.
I can see yet the look my father gave her when
he said, "Yes, Harriet; that is true. He will
do all ho promises if he only lives."
"He will live," said my mother. She had
that way of speaking. She had the clearest,
most decided convictions of any person I ever
met. She held by Providence, and believed
in Destiny. I used to consider her promises,
which certainly were not intended for oracular
utterances, as words of authority, to be received
with simple faith—action, of course, to be in ac
cordance. She had the power of seeing through
things as we see stars through the auroral cloud.
Later in the evening I perceived my parents
were looking at me in a way that made me get
up and leave the room. I went out of that he
roic atmosphere like a coward ; for I saw, well
enough, that their chief thought in their trouble
concerned me. I said to myself, when I walked
out into the garden, " I never will go to Yale.
I will learn business, and stand by father. After
I graduated I should have to get a profession—
if I were older I could pay my way—but who
would hire me as a tutor ? Four or five years
from now I might hope to support myself, if I
should go to college—not before. No, no."
But those "angels in the house" decreed
otherwise. I was obliged to yield. I yielded
for three months. Then I went back home.
When I got there I found why I had returned.
There was no hiding the fact that they were in
a hot furnace of afflictions. I said to them, " I

wish to live, but I shall die if I go back. God
has said the days of the man who honors his fa
ther and mother shall be long in the land. I do
not deserve to be a martyr, nor to make martyrs
of you."
I carried that point And so I am not
learned. School-boys in these days would find
it easy enough to trip me up ; but God knew
what was best, and He made us all see it. He
has given me a full cup, pressed down, and run
ning over. I have missed brilliant success,
barely possible perhaps, but nearly probable to

every youth that lives ; and, comparing my own

quiet fortunes with some more splendid and hon
orable in the world's view, I am quietly con
tent.
But this is not the story I have desired to tell
for years.
I had been in business with my father for
some time, and we had found a great deal of
up-hill work to do— little, indeed, besides ; were
living, in fact, as you might say, from hand to
mouth, but with a near prospect of a better state
of things—we always kept that prospect in view
—when, one day, we were astonished by a letter
from Jacob Franklin, inclosing a check for the
amount of his debt, together with the interest,
which also dated from the time of his failure !
Never was money so unlooked-for; never
could it have been more welcome. We re
ceived it as from God. Adversity had not
greatly harmed us ; what would prosperity do ?
I say adversity had not greatly harmed us,
and by that I mean it had not soured my fa
ther's heart, though his hair had grown gray
and his countenance very grave in the stern
fight he had kept up with poverty for ten long
years. It had not daunted my mother's faith ;
but it had been able to write some lines on her
face which told of solemn struggles and of hard-
won victories.
I never gave them any peace till the ocean
rolled between us, after Franklin's letter came.
Rest and change of scene and of life would
make them young again, the doctor told them
and me. So it was accomplished, and that ex

perience was to all of us the nearest exemplifi
cation of miracle we shall ever be likely to know.
After they had sailed, that same week, I pack
ed my portmanteau and set out on a pilgrimage.
I had all along regarded Jacob Franklin as some
thing less than honorable, if any thing less than
base. Now I wanted to express to him grati
tude for more than the restitution he had made
—for justifying the faith my father had always
preserved in him.
I was never more surprised in my life than
by my drive through the crooked street of Lit
tle Carrington. Franklin's reputation and his
letter had led me to suppose that his works
would justify and repay the visit of a stranger,
and as such I presented myself at the gate of
his factory-yard. But such an odd jumble of
sheds and mean wooden buildings as were con
gregated within the stakes and fences which in
closed his works! I was so surprised at the
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broken-down appearance of the place that I
asked the first man I met on the grounds if
there was any mistake ; hadn't the lad who un
dertook to be my guide misunderstood me? I
wanted to see Mr. Jacob Franklin and his tan
nery.
The person I addressed was a little, dark-
faced, Spanish-looking fellow. He answered,
with a smile, that I could see the works ; but
as to Mr. Franklin, he was not at home, and
wouldn't be for a month yet. But if I had any
business, he was Joshua Crowe. It took half
an hour for him and me to understand each
other. But in that time the work of years had
been accomplished, and we were intimate.
After he had shown me about the works and
the town—a mere dependency—he had his team
brought round, and we drove among the mount
ains.
I had said, "The works are not exactly such
as I expected to see." He had answered, "Be
cause there was one thing Jacob would attend
to before he made any repairs, except such as
were absolutely necessary to carrying on opera
tions. We are going to begin at the new build
ings this fall; the machinery is all ordered.
Next year there will be a tannery in the coun
try which will do all the business worth the do
ing. FranBlin and Crowe's."
"But what was it that made him put off
building so long?" I asked, perfectly aware of
the answer I'd have.
"The debt owing your father," said Crowe.
And I blushed.
Our talk all the way was less of scenery than
you might suppose it would be, seeing I was
for the first time in my life among the mount
ains. But I doubt whether either of us failed
to see the glorious beauty of those folding hills,
or the glow of great fields of golden rod and
purple aster, under a heaven of the deepest blue.
There were secret things and facts, which science
knew and was revealing, more fascinating than
this visible beauty of nature.
David, the king, knew a great deal, and was
fully alive to all he knew—perhaps no man in
this day of living men much more alive. But
when I think of this great American continent,
such a vast mine of treasure, a land full of rich
es, I wish that he had known of it and the glory
God has given it. What would he have thought
of our gold mines and silver mines, our mount
ains of ore, our lakes, seas, and rivers of oil,
our unfathomed beds of coal? "OLord!" he
said, " the earth is full of Thy riches ; so is the
great wide sea." But I wish that he and Solo
mon could have emigrated to America out of

poor little Judea. Forgive me, oh world ! We
are to-day looking to the end of our great strug
gle ; we are looking to the future of this nation,
and the heart of the country is almost breaking
with gladness. Yea, it behooves us to say little
of the glory of man, but all things, all things,
indeed, of the greatness, of the riches, of the
glory of God.
" This reminds me of the day that happened,"

said Joshua, taking off his old straw-hat and
wiping his forehead, over which a continuous
stream of perspiration was flowing. "I came
near going off bodily that time."
We had climbed to the top of South Mount
ain and sat there, looking down on a scene the
like of which you will not discover if you go
from one end of the world to the other, in all
probability. I supposed he referred to some
slip somewhere ; for I had just drawn him up
by the shoulders throngh a break in the rocks, I
believe they call it the "Lemon Squeezer," and
the expedients to which there was need of re
sorting in his behalf might remind that man of
much experiment of no doubt many an extreme
and perilous experience. But looking at him
for further explanation, I saw him with his left
hand extended looking at it. He held it up be
fore me.
"When I lost those fingers," said he, "it was

a miracle I didnt lose my whole body. Frozen,
you see. But if any of us had known any thing
I shouldn't have lost the fingers."
.
" Be so good as to tell me what there is in
this August heat to remind a man of freezing,"
said I.
" It's a long yarn," he answered.
" If I get tired I can count the farms in the
valley. Are those the Berkshire hills over
there, eighty miles away?"
" Berkshire hills," said he, with dreamy affirm
ation. Then he roused up :" I'll tell you. We
were in the very thick of the heaviest business
that was done in this part of the country, when
a man came to Carrington who was an old col
lege friend of Jacob's. He 'had known him
there as the most brilliant student of the class
or the college. He was, in fact, a glittering fel
low. We showed him aver the works, and he
got very much interested in the business. Well,
he was a plausible fellow, he was. Had a way
of telling a thing that wasn't within a gun-shot
of truth as if it were gospel, and he had a theory
that set Jacob wild. Lord a' mercy ! He had
a theory about every thing. And so he had to
fit one for tanning, though you know he didn't
know any more than a babe about the business
when he set foot in Carrington —but then he
was a philosopher.
" Now, young fellow, you needn't think be
cause I'm a hard-working practical man, and
speak that way about science and philosophy,
that I despise them. I think, as sure as time
rolls on, the world will all be in the hands of
science, and philosophy will have the great
throne among temporals. Imean scientific phi
losophy. I'm not afraid of that, or of God being
dethroned by his glorious ministers and servants
—no danger ! What I'm powerfully afraid of
is your dabbler and theorist, who isn't afraid,
who's positive before he thinks his way clear

through a thing, and has proved his right to
theory by successful practice.
"Well, as I said, he looked into our affairs,
asked a good many questions, and began to say
what a wonderful good thing it would be if a
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method could only be hit upon, as of course
there might be, when a man would save time,
and the interest on his money, and secure be
sides incredible profits by shortening the process
by which hides were prepared and the tanning
effected. French, English, and Russian meth

ods, now in operation, were well enough for
those slow old countries, but science in our time
had labor by the right band, and, let labor only
consent to bo led by it

,

we should see a revolu

tion in every department of production in the
world. He told the truth, of course, but he told
it like a fool. I thought then, however, that he
told it more like knave than fool. For I hadn't
any confidence in him, Sir ; his way of talking
took me just across the grain. Ho was one of
those dare-devils who I suppose can't appreciate
the fact that science don't do things at a venture
and hap-hazard. If you don't absolutely know
that your way of doing a thing is the best in the
world, for goodness' sake speak modestly when

you're with practical men who may take you at

your word.
" There was nothing for it but Jacob would
put some of this fellow's projects into practical
operation. It was perfectly clear to see. All
the way through the tanning we had in hand he
was getting more and more impatient, and by
the time we had the hides out of the vats, and
hung up, and vats emptied, and ready to begin
again, and were getting our hides through the

sweating process — that was a great discovery I

we were about the first to use it
,

so you see we
weren't likely to be behindhand taking sugges
tions, and I believe in that sweating process yet
—but you don't care any thing about that. "

"I do," said I. "Tell me." You may smile
when you think it was only about getting the
hair off of hides he was talking, but every trade
and business has its poets and enthusiasts, and
you must bo a wooden affair if you can hear one
of these men go over the details of their occupa
tion without for the moment catching something
of their spirit, or at least feeling in some degree
the force of their magnetic influence 1

" I had to go down to Chester one day. The
day this one reminds me of. When I was near

ly through the Clove such a blinding snow-storm
came down on me I had to stop my horse, great
as the hurry was, and look at it. Besides, it

was probably only a squall, and would blow
over. But after a few minutes it became evi
dent that there wasn't any squall about it— it

wasn't going to blow along. I might sit there

if I chose, but before three hours I'd be buried
up and done for. So I whipped along and got
out of the Clove and up on the ridge-road, and

I can tell yon, bad as it was up there, it was
hotter to have the open country about me than
those great tremendous and straight walls of
rock shutting me up. They look very fine to
you such a day as this, with all those pretty
trimmings hung about, vines, ferns, and what
not, but take the -walls without any of the fes
tooning, and you have something awful.
" We ran a race with the storm for about an

hour after we had got up on to the road. I

was in a terrible strait to get home. How
could a man know what mischief would be
brewing there between those young fellows shut
up together (with me at a safe distance) smok
ing before a comfortable fire, and talking about
tannin, and acids, and alkalies in general !

" Before I got along near Troop's, though—
Troop keeps a tavern now, he didn't then ; he
lived on the road and about half-way to Car-

rington (I forget that you don't know the re
gion as well as I do)— I saw it would be as
much as my life was worth to attempt getting
through that night. By the time I got to his
house I thought I was about done for— frozen
almost solid—but then he couldn't keep me,"
" Couldn't keep you !" I exclaimed. " Why
didn't you take possession, and done with it ?"
"Why, there was poor Ned, worse off, if any
thing, than I was, and what could I do ? I

couldn't take him into the house with me, and
the stable was crowded. No, there was really
nothing to be done but to drive on to Nott's.

, Live through it
, if we could—die, ifwo couldn't.

When a man makes up his mind to a course
like that most likely he'll live to see it carried
out!
"Nott was a man who would have taken
Ned under his roof, too, before he would have
let me go one step further such a night as that
was. Well, Sir, I stood up thoso three miles.
Afraid to sit down. I swung my arms, and
stamped my feet, and did my best to keep alive,
and I can tell you it wasn't any fun, for after
all I wasn't thinking so much of myself as I

was of Mr. Franklin. I was young then, and
had the old tannery hanging like a millstone
round my neck, for you see I had been with
Jacob's father when things were managed dif
ferent, before we got to be so scientifie, and I
felt like flying, as I may have said before. It
sets me into "a perspiration always when I think
of those days. But by the time I came to Nott's

I wasn't thinking much of any thing except my
self, for I was as stiff as a poker, and covered
with frost—ears frozen, hands like ice, and feet
too, for that matter. But this hand had the
worst of it. So the fingers had to come off.
But I'm getting ahead.
"Nott's house was pretty full, and he'd been
working like a nig—beast himself, getting trav
elers comfortable who'd come in and taken pos
session in the way folks will when they get des
perate. He went out and groomed Ned him
self, and worked over him for an hour to keep
him from freezing. But after I was once under
shelter I found out what women mean by being
nervous. Bless your stars, you're not a wo
man ! I began to worry—and was there any
thing in creation I didn't worry about ? There
was the new grinding machine—wouldn't some
of the hands get hold of that, possessed of an
itching to see how it would work ? Then I got
to thinking about Blake Tafft, and of what a

time Jacob and I had about the sweating busi
ness ; and it wasn't a consolation I could bring
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to bear on the shape affairs seemed to be taking
that the old experiment we ventured upon with

fear and trembling had turned out such a suc

cess. I knew that whenever I said any thing
about Tafft it was in Jacob's mind that I was
against the sweating. And now, when I was
for sweating, I made a stand against the new
tannin mixture! He had got a notion that I
was an old slow coach, always hanging fire,
cautious and safe in ways not creditable to a

man. And now, shut up by this snow-storm,
away off in the woods—Jacob and Tafft specu
lating by a great 'wood-fire, talking half the
night, no doubt, and dabbling with chemicals—

it was enough to make a man get up and blow
his brains out.
" I broke the road next morning for folks go
ing my way. I was out before suurise. The
storm was over, and the sky, with its sun-dogs
that clear it

,

looked perfectly awful : every breath

a man drew in that air seemed like the sharp
cut of a razor. When I got home the first man

I met was one George Peters, to whom I had
been in the habit of giving orders every day of
my life—he didn't know me !

" I was shut up in the house nearly a week
after I got back ; but I felt easy—easy — from
the moment Ned stepped out on the Carrington

pike. I shouldn't be haunted any longer by the
ghost of my old master ; I should know what
his son was about, with all his itching for ex
periment, and his confidence in Tafft.

"Perhaps you think it's a comfortable thing
to feel like a spy about premises where you've
lieen in the habit of going round free and easy,
giving confidence and taking it—dealings all
fair, square, and open !

"Jacob didn't like it any better than I did
that matters had got into that shape between us.
Still it wasn't an easy thing for us to come to a

good understanding. Some men might have
acted like wards shaking off their tutors. He
might have said he was going to do as he liked,
and I might have answered, ' Of course, for all

I care. Ruin yourself as soon as you choose —
it's no fault of mine.' But that wasn't the kind
of talk for men who had been together as we

had, through thick and thin, of fortune and mis
fortune. I never shall forget how he looked
when ho came into my room the afternoon I

got back. He had heard about my state and
condition through Peters.

' ' He came up to the chair where I sat, feel
ing more dead as to body and alive as to mind
than ever before or since, perhaps, and stood
looking at me in perfect surprise a moment be
fore he spoke.
" ' Joshua, what a time you have had!' said
he. Then I saw tears in his eyes. 'I never
expected you back in such a storm. I believe
you would have pushed through if you had
thought you wouldn't live a minute after— kick
ing up such a bobbery about nothing ! But you
got the books?'
"They were volumes of chemistry which I

had been talking about for a month or more.

Part of my errand down was to get them ; for I

was determined he himself should know some
thing about chemistry, as applied to arts, before
he went one step further. ' Open the bundle,'

I said ; and he did, but only glanced at the title
of the work, then he dropped the wrap into a

corner, laid the books on the shelf, and sat
down by the fire. ' If you lost so much as a

joint of a finger I'd never forgive myself, ' he said.
"If I hadn't always felt toward him as I

knew a woman must toward a son, I should
have felt my heart open when he looked at my
hand. He didn't say any thing after that, but
got up and walked to the window; and you
don't know Jacob, if you did you would under
stand how he swung out of the room the next
minute, and in less than five came back with
Tafft. He wouldn't argue with me about con
sulting him. His own faith in him was suffi
cient to warrant this action. Like it or not I

must submit, it was for my poor body's sake!
"Tafft looked at my hand, and his face had

a different expression from any I had ever seen
it wear before. We'll see about it," said he.

He didn't say any thing more at that time.
But the next day when he came in again to see
how his treatment was working —of course he
prescribed—he saw there was no help for the
fingers. They had to come off in the course of
a few days.
"It seemed to me during those few days, when

I was recovering from the effects of my expo
sure, as if perhaps, and probably, I had been
brought down to the humiliation that I might
be compelled to render justice in a direction
where I had withheld it. I went out of my
room not feeling toward Tafft as I did when I

went in. Was that justice? No, it was weak
ness. I let my convictions fritter themselves
away when I should have held faster than ever
to them. You get to be a judge once, and then,
when you're set on the bench, grant a general
jail delivery —you'll do a wise thing, and the
world will be likely to thank you for it.

' ' Tafft was my surgeon. Think of that ! It

was a nice place to be put in, for I couldn't help
liking the fellow when I began to know him.
He didn't mean to be a deceiver. He was hon
est enough in his fool-hardiness and temerity.
And where was the use of arguing? There
was nothing for it but that the experiment must
be made.
"I saw that when I opened my eyes, after
keeping them close shut as long as I dared to
do. It had got to be made, too, on a large
scale. Jacob was all enthusiasm. His courage
had revived and grown monstrous from the mo
ment when he saw my hand in Tafft's with the

fingers off at the joints.
" When it came to the point that I must
know it and give an opinion, I said : ' You're
going into the business whether or no—that's
clear enough to see. It makes no difference
what I think. But you knojv, and you needn't
talk about my countenancing the business, for I

can't. I'll have no band in it.'
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"I was about among the works the same as
ever after the new process was set in operation.
I didn't ask any thing about it. It was their
own secret; and I suppose Jacob did rejoice
about as much over the prospect of my approach
ing discomfiture as over any other thing that
ever happened to him. And I can tell you it
was an easier thing to fall in with him, and be
lieve with him, than it was not to do it

,

for he

has spirits that ride over the dismal swamps of

this world like an eagle, and there isn't a tree

tall enough growing in the lowlands for him to
perch on, nor a branch strong enough. When
he had decided on a step he took it

,

and there
wasn't any looking back. I began to pray for
him, I felt so desperate. Prayed that his ex
periment might not ruin him. But I am not
the kind of man Providence works miracles for."
" But," said I, "you prayed him clear of ruin,

I should think. You don't consider him any
thing but a success in these days, do you ?"
Crowe looked at me a moment, his face bright
ening and brightening, until it was perfectly il
luminated.
"I was only thinking," said he, "that I
lacked faith, not being able to change determ
ined chemical effects."
"Well," said I, "Mr. Crowe, bow did you
come out of it?" — for he sat there poking with
the handle of his riding-whip at a pebble which
was imbedded with countless pebbles of its kind,

I suppose ages on ages ago. He looked up at
the question.
" I reckoned I could tell it by this time as I

would any other yarn," said he. " Tafft had
gone off to town. He got a letter the day after
we got the vats filled. But he said he should
come right back before it would be time to look
into the ooze, and he went off. Well, he didn't
come back. He wrote that he couldn't say
when he would come, somebody was very ill,
dying, he thought. Well, of course we knew
as much as he did about getting hides out of
ooze ; and one day, when the time had expired
they had reckoned it would take, Jacob came to
me. ' Crowe,' said he, trying to speak as if ho
didn't feel a grain of concern, 'I'm going to
have those vats of ours looked into this morn
ing.'

' ' ' What, ' said I, ' without Tafft ?'

" 'Yes, for there's no knowing when he will
be able to get here. It isn't safe to wait. I

don't care about his being here as long as you
are. I can do without him, Crowe, but not
without you.' Those were his very words." ' Oh,' I said ; and was nigh to saying on the
top of that, 'you've got to care though, if you
expect to get those hides out.' But how could

I say such a thing as that to him ? It would
have been a great deal easier to shoulder the
whole blame and responsibility if any thing
wrong came of the great experiment.
"Well, Sir, I put myself to it. I uncov
ered those vats—one after another I uncovered
them. I began at the beginning. He and I

were there alone. It wasn't to get out the

whole batch exactly. We didn't know quite
what it was to do. But we meant to survey
the ground, I suppose, and see how things were
going to work. I took the long hook and went
at it ; and I don't know whether it would have
racked me more to have poked through a pond
with it where I expected to touch every minute
on the corpse of the thing I liked best. Lord

a
'

mercy !— they'd used the pumps to good pur
pose, the boys had ! The hides were as well
soaked and swelled as over I saw. But Frank
lin swore right out when I brought up one hide
after another, and let that nasty, whitish drip
run off— yes, Sir! there they were —all alike,
half-tanned, or rather no tanning about it—and
rotten ! Lord a' mercy ! rotten as punk—yes,
Sir ! the whole heap of 'em.
"Actual fact, Sir," he continued ; "there'd
been a devilish work of neutralizing kept up, and
so there was the lot on our hands not worth one
red cent."
" He had made his experiment though," said I.

"Yes, yes," Crowe answered, "and I don't
know but 'twas just as well for him to be put
through such a course to see how he would
stand it. He had ruined himself, to be sure,
but then he had learned a lesson. He looked
at me with his eyes opened to their widest, with

a droll expression that was always in them when
he found himself worsted, and about to disarm
criticism by frank and full confession.

' ' 'What has poor science got to do then ?'

said he. 'Must men poke along in the slow
way forever as their grandfathers did before
them ? Their grandfathers found out the best
way for them. But there has been an advance—
must have been. These times nbhor dullness
and ignorance more than any other times ever
did since the world began.'
" ' Don't slander science, ' said I, all my wrath
breaking out into undisguised rage; for the
thought of that imposition in the name of a
scientific man flashed across me. 'When sci
ence has a suggestion to make I'll act on it as
quick as another man. I've learned something
here this day ; and any body but a fool or an
ignorant man might have predicted precisely
what has happened. It's the acid that did it.'
"But when I had relieved myself by saying
that, I had to go further, for Franklin's sake.
Never was a fellow so cut up as he was for a

while till he could rally. ' You ought to make
experiments, of course,' I said. 'I'm going to
make some myself. I've got two hundred dol
lars in the bank this moment, and I'm going
into the hide-tanning business and shall con
duct it scientifically.'
"We both laughed. That was our safety-
valve. Jacob had got rid of his property and
was as free as I was to begin life again—and
we both had the courage. Besides, he had a

sense of honor which this pressure of debt was
likely to quicken and not blunt.

' ' Wo were alone together many an hour of
that day. Sweet counsel we took! You needn't
smile. I don't remember that I ever felt par
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ticularly like a giant before that time ; but for
then I did feel like one ; and equal—-felt so— it
amounts to about the same thing in a well man
— to do any work required of me.
" I got Powers in after Franklin gave his con
sent and showed him the hides. He looked the
blankest creature, and perfectly scared. He
whispered to me' as we were going along the

edge of the vats, poking among the hides, and
investigating here and there, as if the fact were
not a settled one, and settled, too, on scientific

principles, so that they could not be gainsayed,
' Why, Mr. Crowe, we're ruined.'
" ' Hides, may be, but we're not. We've got
something inside our hides, I hope, that's proof
against this deuced acid. What do you really
think about those hides ?' I said.
" 'Think ! why they ain't worth as much as
good brown paper,

' said he. There it was !
" 'I thought so!' said I. 'You did!' said he,
as if he had supposed I was in favor of the ex
periment. Well, I had kept my thoughts about
it pretty well to myself.
" 'Never mind,' I said— 'never mind, Pow
ers; we'll get the vats emptied, and hang up
the hides, and see what can be done. It's clear
there's no use of leaving them in here. They've
swallowed all they need of that high mix.'
" So Powers and I alone got up the hides.
He was as shy as I was about having 'em fished
out and talked over by the men. We worked
like a couple of cowards, and got rid of any help
by that means, to be sure ; but as if such a thing
were to be kept to ourselves by gaining a little
or a good deal of time !
"Franklin came in and stood and looked at
us while we were at work. Pretty soon he
caught up a hook, and I thought he was going
to plunge with us .into the thick of work. But
after he had stood there just about a minute he
dropped the hook again and walked away. I
felt for him when he did that as I never felt
for any other fellow in this world. I supposed
he couldn't stand it to help us in that work,
and that was the reason why he went off ; but,
Sir, in about five minutes I heard the tramp of
a dozen men, and I looked up. Franklin had
got the men together and was marching 'em in.
'Twas a brave act !
" ' Here, Crowe,' said he, ' come out of that :
just quit that business. Go in, my men. We'll
get through as quick as possible and begin again.'
"I laid down my hook. He took my arm,
and we walked off together.
" ' It's nothing but ignorance,' said he. 'We'll
learn a little more, Crowe, before we go on in
that direction.'
" We did learn considerable more. For ten
years we kept on doing business in a small
enough way, I can tell you ; on the old plan
too. But three years ago we hit on another
method — scientific this time, Sir — and it has
placed us at the head of our business, / think,
throughout the world. Pretty soon we shall do
as much work in a year as the best French com
pany will do in ten."

"That's only saying, in other words, that
you're a scientific American," said I.
Whereupon thoughts and visions uprose with
in me to the exclusion of this question, which
has sometimes since, in idle moods, returned
upon me, never getting an answer, " What be
came of Tafift?"
For who associates in his thought those two
words, Science and America, and does not see
uprising from the heart of Time a national des
tiny so absolutely glorious as to bring him, if a
patriot worthy of the name, humbly to his knees,
convinced that he has seen in vision the Great
Day of " the coming of the Lord ?"

ANNA MARIA ROSS.

MORE
than eighteen months have passed

away since the public journals of New
York and Philadelphia chronicled the death of
Anna Maria Ross, one of the most earnest and
self-sacrificing of that "noble army" of cham
pions in the cause of humanity, who, in every
age, have devoted time, talents, even life itself,
to deeds of charity and works of mercy. By
constant effort for the good of others, in early
youth, and in the yet more entire consecration
of maturer life, she was eminently fitted for the
important service to which her last, best years
were uureservedly given. It is in connection
with this work, which has called forth so much

patriotic energy and activity from the women
of our land, that her loss is most deeply felt.
To many of those who went out from our midst
at their country's call the tidings of her sudden
death must have come with the poignancy of
a personal grief. To hundreds in the distant
West and among the granite hills of New En
gland must it have brought the tearful remem
brance of patient watchings, and tender offices,
and gentle ministerings.
Anna Maria Ross was born in Philadelphia,
March 25, 1813. Her father, William Ross,
was a native of the County of Derry, Ireland.
He emigrated to the United States about the
year 1788, and in 1794 married Mary Root, of
Chester County, Pennsylvania. The marriage
was solemnized at the Swedes' Church, now
known as Gloria Dei. The business of Will
iam Ross was that of an accountant. It would
seem that the spirit of noble patriotism, which
was so marked a characteristic in the subject
of this sketch, was hers by rightful inheritance.
Her maternal relatives were largely identified
with the war of American Independence. Her
mother's uncle, Jacob Root, held a captain's
commission in the Continental army, and it is
related of her great grandmother that she served

voluntarily as a moulder in an establishment
where bullets were manufactured to be used in

the cause of freedom.
It is unnecessary to linger upon the early
years of Miss Ross. The wonderful powers
which she developed in mature womanhood pos
sess a greater interest for those who knew her

chiefly in connection with the labors which gave
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her so just a claim to the title of " The Soldier's
Friend. " Endowed by nature with great vigor
of mind and uncommon activity and energy, of
striking and commanding personal appearance
and pleasing address, she was remarkably suc
cessful in the prosecution of those works of
charity and benevolence which made her life a
blessing to mankind. Well known to the pub
lie-spirited and humane of her native city, her
claims to attention were fully recognized, and
her appeals in behalf of the needy and suffering
were never allowed to pass unheeded.
" I have little hope of success," she said once
to her companion, in going upon an errand of
mercy; "yet we may get one hundred dollars.
The lady we are about to visit is not liberal,
though wealthy. Let ns pray that her heart
may be opened to us. Many of my most earn
est prayers have been made while hurrying along
the street on such errands as this." The lady
gave her three hundred dollars.
On one occasion she was at the house of a
friend, when a family was incidentally men
tioned as being in great poverty and affliction.
The father had been attacked, with what is
known as " black small-pox," and was quite des
titute of the comforts and attentions which his
situation required, some of the members of his
own family having left the house from fear of
the infection. The quick sympathies of Miss
Ross readily responded to this tale of want and
neglect. "While God gives me health and
strength," she earnestly exclaimed, "no man
shall thus suffer !" With no more delay than
was required to place in a basket articles of ne
cessity and comfort she hastened to the misera
ble dwelling ; nor did she leave the poor suffer
er until he was beyond the reach of human aid
forever. And her thoughtful care ceased not
even here. From her own friends she sought
and obtained the means of giving him a respect
able burial.
The lady to whom the writer is indebted for
the above incident, relates that on the day when
all that was mortal of Anna Maria Ross was
consigned to its kindred dust, as she was enter

ing a street car, the conductor remarked, "I
suppose you have been to see the last of Miss
Ross." Upon her replying in the affirmative,
he added, while tears flowed down his cheeks,
"I did not know her, but she watched over my
wife for four weeks when she had a terrible sick
ness. She was almost an entire stranger to her
when she came and offered her assistance."
It is not strango that the warm heart which
could resist no appeal of suffering humanity was
stirred to its inmost depths at the breaking out
of the rebellion in behalf of those upon whom
the calamities of war fell most heavily. The
association which was formed soon after the
commencement of hostilities for the purpose of
supplying food to the numerous regiments which
passed through the city of Philadelphia desired
to meet the additional need of medicine and
rest for those whom sickness or exhaustion ren
dered unfit to proceed. A room generously of

fered byWilliam M. Cooper, Esq., containing at
first only five beds, was comfortably fitted up,
and from this small beginning grew the Cooper
Shop Hospital (so named from the character of
the building itself), which has since so widely ex
tended the field of its operations, and which has
been supported solely by voluntary contributions
from the patriotic and charitable. "Miss Ross
was appointed " Lady Principal" of this institu
tion, and five months after its opening issued a
stirring appeal which found a ready response
among those to whom it was addressed. The
closing words breathe all the earnestness of her
loyal spirit.
" The defenders of our bleeding yet glorious
Union implore your help. The cause of hu
manity begs you for assistance, and the sol
dier sick and a stranger among us asks you
to give, and he knows that to ask will be to
receive."
From the hour that Miss Ross assumed the
responsibilities of the position above-mentioned
she devoted all her energies to the interests of
those under her charge with a zeal and efficiency
which have seldom been surpassed. Night and
day she was at her post. With wonderful pow
ers of endurance she watched while others slept,
dressing with her own hands the most loathsome
wounds, and winning the love and admiration
of all with whom she was associated.
Her quick sympathies were largely drawn upon
by successive partings with those for whom she
so ceaselessly labored. It was her wish that the
last evening at the hospital should, when prac
ticable, be spent with her, and many whose eyes
may rest upon these pages will bear witness to
the moving appeal and urgent entreaty which
marked these closing hours, and made them the
starting-point of a new existence of higher mo
tives and loftier aims. Very many could join
in the noble testimony of an officer in a Massa
chusetts regiment who, after th» unwilling fare
well had been spoken, returned to grasp the
hand of this faithful friend and say : "Miss Ross,
I came here careless, indifferent, and heedless,
but I go away determined, with God's help, to
be a better man. You have done it all." Who
can wonder that tears of grateful joy were her

only reply? Who can doubt her richness of
reward ?
Ever ready to take advantage of an opportu
nity for serving her Divine Master, it seemed as
if she dared not permit even the smallest occa
sion to pass unimproved. She was fearless in
the cause she loved.
"I should never have got my discharge if it
had not been for you," said a grateful soldier,
who had left the hospital for his own home, and
who, with returning health, had come to ex
press his thanks to his kind nurse. " Oh no I"
was the reply ; "it was the Lord's will that you
should be restored to your family. I was only
the instrument."
" Is A all ready to go to-night?" asked

one of his companions, as a noble-looking fel
low crossed the outer ward, and approached
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Miss Ross. "Yes, A is ready," sbo an
swered. " Ready inwardly as well as outward
ly. That is the true preparation."
It was within the walls of the Cooper Shop
Hospital that the writer of this sketch first met
Miss Ross. The benevolence expressed in her
glowing countenance, and the words of hearty
weleome with which she greeted a humble co
adjutor in her loving labors, will never be for
gotten. It was impossible not to be impressed
at once by the tender earnestness with which
she engaged in her self-imposed duties, and her
active interest in every thing which concerned
the well-being of those committed to her charge.
When they were about to leave her watchful
care forever a sister's thoughtfulness was exhib
ited in her preparations for their comfort and
convenience. The wardrobe of the departing
soldier was carefully inspected, and every thing
needful was supplied. It was her custom also
to furnish to each one who left a sum of money," that he might have something of his own" to
meet any unexpected necessity by the way.
And if the donation-box at the entrance of the
hospital chanced to be empty, her own purse
made good the deficiency. The writer well re
members the anxious countenance with which
she was met one morning by Miss Ross, when
about taking her place for the day's duty. " I
am so sorry !" was her exclamation. " When
C left for Virginia last night I forgot, in
the confusion, to give him money; and I am
afraid thut he has nothing of his own, for he had
not received his pay. I thought of it after I
was in bed, and it disturbed my sleep."
The tenderness of Miss Ross's nature was
never more touchingly exhibited than in the
case of Lieutenant B , of Saratoga, New
York. He was brought to the hospital by his
father for a few days' rest before proceeding to
his home. Mortally wounded, he failed so rap
idly that he could not be removed. During two
days and nights of agonizing suffering Miss Ross
scarcely left his side, and while she bathed his
burning brow and moistened his parched lips
she mingled with these tender offices words of
Christian hope and consolation. " Call me
Anna," she said, "and tell me all which your
heart prompts you to say." And as life ebbed
away he poured into her sympathizing ear the
confidences which his mother, alas! could not
receive. With (earful eyes and sorrowing heart
this new-found friend watched by him to the
last— then closed the heavy eyes, and smoothed
the raven locks, and sent the quiet form, lovely
even in death, to her who waited its arrival in
bitter anguish.
To those who best knew the subject of this
sketch, it seems a hopeless task to enumerate
the instances of unselfish devotion to the good
of others with which that noble life was filled.
It was the same tale again and again repeated.
Alike the pain, the anxiety, the care ; alike the
support, the encouragement, the consolation.
No marvel was it that the sinking soldier, far i
from home and friends, mistook the gentle min

istry for that which marks earth's strongest tie
of love, and dying, whispered, "Mother."
Perhaps no characteristic of Miss Ross was
more strongly marked than her perseverance.
She had much to contend with in the discharge
of her duties as Lady Principal of the hospital,
but she would not be discouraged.
On the occasion of one of her visits to the
office of a Government official, for the purpose
of presenting a petition in behalf of an inmate
of the hospital, she was told " that she could
not be waited upon on account of the press of
business which demanded immediate attention."
"General ," she laughingly replied, "yon
know me well enough to believe that I will re
main for any length of time that is necessary,
and I shall not leave until yon have granted my
request." She kept her word, and after wait
ing for several hours had the satisfaction of ob
taining the desired furlough.
A young man belonging tc a Pennsylvania
regiment was lying dangerously ill at Newport
News. His only sister came to Miss Ross and
implored her aid in securing her brother's dis
charge. She afc once offered to go to his relief,
and having obtained the necessary papers start
ed upon her mission, accompanied by a friend
who was ready to assist to the utmost in this
humane undertaking. The result was success
ful, and poor W was soon restored to his
afflicted sister. This journey gave Miss Ross
the opportunity of visiting several hospitals in
Baltimore and Washington, and so desirous was
she to speak a word of encouragement or conso.
lation to each sufferer that she could with diffi

culty tear herself away. " I will not go," she
said to her friend, who urged the necessity of
their immediate departure. "But you mast
go," was the reply. "W is ready, /shall
go by the four o'clock boat, and you will go with
me." This she related with great animation,
and added, "If it had not been for Captain
H , I do not know that I should ever have
come home."
The case of D , a member of a New
Hampshire regiment, is one of singular interest.
He was left at the hospital when on his way to
the scat of war, and suffered for many months
from the consequences of the exposure incident
to camp life. Miss Ross watched over him with

sisterly tenderness, and when he was pronounced

by the surgeon unfit for active service retained
him as steward of the institution. After the
terrible battle of Gettysburg, when the wards

were filled to overflowing, and hundreds of suf
ferers lay stretched on mattresses upon the floor,

the broken constitution of D yielded to the
excessive fatigue resulting from his arduous

labors, and he was again prostrated by illness.

As soon as it could be done with safety he was
removed to the house of Mrs. B , whose in

terest in the feeble invalid was only second to

that of his faithful nurse. For a time he seemed
to rally ; but the death of a beloved child, and
intense longing to behold his distant home, so

wore upon his drooping spirits that he sank into
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almost hopeless depression. With her accus
tomed energy Miss Ross directed all her efforts
toward restoring him to his family. After the
preliminary steps had been taken she applied to
the captain of a Boston steamer, but he refused
to receive a sick passenger on account of the
want of suitable accommodations. The case
was urgent. He must go or die. "There is
no room," repeated the Captain.
"Give him a place upon the floor," was the
rejoinder, "and I will furnish every thing need
ful." " But a sick man can not have proper at
tendance under such circumstances," persisted
the Captain. "I will go with him if neces
sary," she replied, "and will take the entire
charge of his comfort." "Miss Ross, I am
sorry to refuse you, but I can not comply with
your request. This answer must be final."
What was to be done? The unsuccessful
pleader covered her face with her hands for a
few moments ; then raising her head said, slow

ly and sadly, " Captain , I have had many
letters from the friends of New England soldiers,
thanking me with overflowing hearts for restor
ing to them the dearly loved husband, son, or
brother while yet alive. From D.'s wife I shall
receive no such message. This is his only
chance of life. He can not bear the journey by
land. He must go by water or die. He will
die here —far from friends and home." This
appeal could not be resisted. " I will take him,
Miss Ross, " was the answer ; " but it must be only
upon the condition that yon will promise not to
ask such a favor of me again whatever the case
may be." "Never!" was the quick reply,
"never will I bind myself by such a promise
while an Eastern soldier needs a friend or a

passage to his home ! You are the first man to
whom I should apply." " Then let him come
without a promise. You have conquered ; I will
do for him all that can be done."
Could such friendship fail to win the hearts
of those to whom this inestimable woman gave
the cheerful service of her life's best days ? "Do
you want to see Florence Nightingale?" said one,
who had not yet left the nursing care which
brought him back to life and hope, to a com
panion whom he met. "If you do, just come
to our hospital and see Miss Ross."
This was the only reward she craved—a word
of thoughtful gratitude from those she sought to
serve ; and in this was lost all remembrance of
days of toil and nights of weariness. So from
week to week and from month to month the
self-consecration grew more complete— the self-
forgetfulness more perfect. But the life spent
in the service of others was drawing near its
end. The busy hands were soon to be folded,
the heavy eyelids forever closed, the weary feet
were hastening to their rest.
The spring of 1863 found Miss Ross still oc
cupied in the discharge of her ceaseless round
of duties at the hospital, and at the same time
engaged in promoting the interests of a large
fair for the purpose of aiding in the establish
ment of a permanent Home for discharged sol

diers who were incapacitated for active labor.
She canvassed the city of Philadelphia, and also
traveled in different parts of Pennsylvania and
New Jersey in order to obtain assistance in this
important undertaking. "Is it not wrong," a
friend once asked, " that you should do so much,
while so many are doing nothing t" "Oh, there
are hundreds who would gladly work as I do,"
was her reply, "but they have not my powers
of endurance." Upon these powers she drew
too largely, and her remarkable strength and
vigor of constitution were yielding to the press
ure.
The fair in which she was so actively inter
ested took place in June, and a large sum was
added to the fund previously obtained for the
benefit of the "Soldiers' Home." The work
now progressed rapidly, and the personal aid
and influence of Miss Ross were exerted to for
ward it in every possible way. Yet while deep
ly absorbed iu the promotion of this object, which
was very near to her heart, she found time to
brighten, with characteristic tenderness and de
votion, the last hours of the Rev. Dr. Clay, the
aged and revered minister of the ancient church,
in which the marriage of her parents had taken
place so many years before. With his own
family she watched beside his bed, and with
them received his parting blessing.
The waning year found the noble undertak
ing, the object of so many prayers and the goal
of such ardent desire, near a prosperous com
pletion. A suitable building had been obtained,
and many busy days were occupied in the de
lightful task of furnishing it. At the close of a
clay spent in this manner, the friend who had
been Miss Ross's companion proposed that the

remaining purchases should be deferred to an
other time, urging, in addition to her extreme
fatigue, that many of the stores were closed.
" Come to South Street with me," she replied.
"They keep open there until twelve o'clock, and
we may find exactly what we want.

" The long
walk was taken, and when the desired articles
were secured she yielded to her friend's en
treaties, and at a late hour sought her home.
As she pursued her solitary way came there no
foreshadowing of what was to be ? no whisper
of the hastening summons ? no token of the
quick release ? Wearily were the steps ascend
ed, which echoed for the last time the familiar
tread. Slowly the door closed through which
she should pass on nngelic mission nevermore.
Was there no warning?
"I am tired," she said, "and so cold that I
feel as if I never could be warm again." It was
an unusual complaint for her to whom fatigue
had seemed almost unknown before. But it
was very natural that exhaustion should follow
a day of such excessive labor, and she would
soon be refreshed. So thought those who loved

her, unconscious of the threatening danger.
The heavy chill retained its grasp, the resistless
torpor of paralysis crept slowly on, and then
complete insensibility. In this utter helpless
ness, which baffled every effort of human skill,
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night wore away and morning dawned. Still
there was no change, and days had passed before
the veil was lifted.
" Can this be death ?" asked the weary pil
grim, whose feet even then had reached the
brink of the dark river. " I did not think my
work was done, but God has willed it otherwise
—His will be done." A few words of fond fare
well were calmly spoken, those most near and
dear were folded in her outstretched arms, and
consciousness had fled forever.
Those who watched beside the prostrate form
saw there no struggle. Only the gentle breath
ing came more slowly, the sinking pulse grew
fainter, and all was still. The shadowy vale
was safely passed, and light had dawned once
more. Silently had the Death Angel brought
the calm loveliness of perfect rest to her

•'Whose life so sweetly ceased to be,
It lapsed in immortality."

On the twenty-second day of December, 1868,
the day which witnessed the completion of the
crowning work of her life—at the very time
when the sharers of her labors were assembled
for the dedication of the " Soldiers' Home,"
this faithful guardian of the interests of the
poor and suffering closed forever her gentle
ministry. The sorrowing multitude who par
ticipated in the solemnities of her burial bore
witness to the reverential affection with which
she was regarded by all who knew her. One
of the daily journals of her native city contains
the following paragraph :
" The vast assemblage of weeping friends who
gathered to pay their last tribute of affection gave
evidence that this was more than an ordinary
bereavement. So great was the assemblage that
it was almost impossible to gain access to the
apartment where, arrayed in the habiliments of
the tomb, reposed the earthly remains of one

who, from childhood, had devoted herself to al
leviating and ministering unto the necessities of
the widow, the orphan, and the friendless. In
her best days she devoted her Christian benevo
lence and philanthropy to the care of our sick
and wounded heroes returning maimed and dis
tressed from hard-fought battle-fields and lonely
camps." A personal friend writes: "I think
there is scarcely a case where a person holding
no public position was so universally known and
beloved."
The last lingering look was taken, and the
mournful train moved slowly on, bearing the

precious remains to Monument Cemetery. Na
ture itself, in the barren desolation of advancing
winter, seemed in perfect harmony with the sol
emn scene, as if she too joined in sad lament
that so much worth and loveliness should pass
away.
Beneath the shadow of a stately cedar, whose
branches are melodious with the earliest songs
of birds, rests what was mortal of Anna Maria
Ross. Roses, planted by loving hands, unfold
their clustering blossoms, and fall in fragrant
showers above the grassy turf. The sacred spot
is marked by a monument— the gift of those who

hold in sweet remembrance her who sleeps be
neath. The base is of blue marble. The tomb
is of pure white marble, surmounted by a tablet
which bears an alto-relievo, representing a fe
male figure ministering to a soldier, who lies
upon a couch. Beneath is the inscription :

Erected Bv her Friends,
In Memory of
ANNA M. ROSS,

Dud Decemder 22, 1563.
Her piety was fruitful of good works. The friendless
child, the fugitive slave, and the victim of intemperance
were ever objects of her tenderest solicitude.
When civil war disclosed its horrors she dedicated her life
to the sick and wounded soldiers of her country, and
died a martyr to Humanity and Patriotism.

So closes the brief and imperfect record of a
beautiful life ; but the light of its lovely exam
ple yet remains. And the work so lovingly be
gun, and faithfully carried on, by the noble-
hearted subject of this sketch, is still unfinished.
"Dead and yet speaking" by the consecration
of lofty talents to the highest uses—"speaking"
by the broad sympathy which embraced all who
needed help or consolation — "speaking" by
countless acts of service to her fellow-men, which
will be fully known only in the " great day when
the secrets of all hearts shall be revealed"—she
bids ns follow wherever is heard the cry of suf
fering humanity, or the wail of the " children
of sorrow." Amidst the doubts and discourage
ments of our country's darkest hours she labored

patiently and courageously, in faith and hope.
Shall our hearts fail, and our hands droop, wbo
see the heavy storm-clouds lifted, and hear once

more, in sweet accord, the silver notes of Peace ?

THE CHIMNEYS.

FACING
the western sky, Ruth Bowen caught

the sight of two chimneys in the sunset
glow, on the edge of the wooded horizon, which

belonged to a house whose inhnbitants had long

been hateful to her. Ezra Clark lived there,
and his mother, the "Widow Nabby." She

had rejected Ezra twice, and had included his

mother in the rejection. Why she should stop
and ponder over those chimneys, with that basis

of remembrance, seems inconsistent ;
'
but she

stood as one taking a fond leave — like the sol
dier upon the hill. At that moment Ezra was
eating his supper of bread and milk, thickly
dashed with huckleberries, and avowing there

was nothing equal to them in their season ; but

his mother, who was watching him, pretended
to make moan over the necessity she was un

der of going into the swamp to pick more for
him.
' ' Rheumatic fever and colic would not keep

you from picking every darned one, mother,"

Ezra said.
"Now, Ezry, you know you lie; why, I
haven't dried one yet."
" Folks are crazy in huckleberry time ; they
are ferocious to get into the woods and swamps,

where a cat-bird wonld be ashamed to squall.''
" What do you think of them Florida swamps.
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Tory party, owning, substantially, the House
of Lords, and wielding a large minority in the
Commons, wits at least able to keep the Gov
ernment perpetually on the defensive, and to

prevent any real movement. Lord Palmerston,
who seems to have a political as well as a phys
ical gouty leg, sensitive to all changes of the
atmosphere, probably fearing the " Conserva
tive reaction" which the Tories confidently pre
dicted, and knowing certainly that a storm would
follow the dissolution of Parliament, shrank
from it until so Into in the season that Mr.
I'unch wiped his forehead and said, "Pam, if
you don't dissolve I shall !" The evil day could
not, however, bo put off forever, and the Par
liament reached at length its constitutional term
ofexistence. The real predominance of Liberal
ism in the country might be at once seen in the
swarms of Liberal candidates, which indeed con
stituted the danger of that party. Wherever
there was a contestable seat, there was a pre
liminary contest among possible (Liberal) can
didates as to who should stand for it

,

too often
ending in the seat itself being endangered by
internal dissension, whereas the Tories gener
ally managed to have their forces united upon
one man, or two if the borough or county offered
any chances of success. This is indeed the usual
Tory tacties, and that it is so is due to the fact
that the educated young men who aspire to po
litical life and influence in England aro rarely
Tories. It is probable that every superior and
cultivated man in England desires to have a

seat in Parliament ; the Laureate himself is re
ported to havo declared that he would regard
that as the most tempting earthly honor that
could be made to him. When lately the candi
datures were arranged it was found that the
struggle was to be unusually interesting, apart
from the great questions involved, by reason of
the large numbers of young and independent
thinkers and radicals who had entered the lists.
The addresses to the various constituencies which
were put forth did not break the truce of the

'

Parliament ; the reticence and the spirit of post
ponement which had marked the dealings with
vital questions in Westminster Hall were re
produced in the long columns of generalities
and platitudes which appeared in the Times.
The Whigs took their stand on the general pros
perity of the country and the financial successes
of Mr. Gladstone. The Tories deplored the
spirit of innovation characterizing the Govern
ment, but declared that they would not oppose
any "judicious and well-considered measure of
reform." The infra-gangway supporters of the
Government believed that "the time had now
come when, in the words of the Chancellor of
the Exchequer, every Englishman not incapaci
tated by some consideration of personal unfit
ness or of political danger should be admitted to

a share of political power." The enterprising
reader who journeyed over these deserts of com
monplace was indeed rewarded now and then
with an oasis of wit and individuality, but as a

general thing the candidates did not venture

beyond the trenches of party. There was good
reason for this A salient or novel point will
at once be seized upon b

y an antagonist, and
made the basis of misrepresentation which he
knows can not be fully met before the yelling
crowd on the hustings. No shrewd enndidate
will encumber himself with any thing that re
quires explanation, for explanation is precisely
the one impossible thing during elections. Lord
Palmerston was so averse to saying any thing
material in his address to Tiverton, that after
announcing himself a candidate he filled out the
paper by reminding his constituents that under
the prosperous administration of which he had
been the head no fewer than two new princes
had been born in the Roynl Household. But
presently the wars of the canvassers began in
good earnest, and the fortresses of platitude be
came smoking ruins. The candidate must stand
under hurtling volleys of questions ; and woe to
him if he have not on a coat of mail—wrought
of iron or of brass—from which each one will
rebound in the shape of a sufficient answer.
The elections just closed have shown that the
England of to-day includes every age of human
ity, from the savage worshiping his fetich, or
tomahawking his foe, up to the idealist, as Chim-
borazo stretches from tropic to arctie, and is

traced with the growths of every latitude between
them. It is idle to speak of England as doing
this or that: which England? There is one

represented by the constituents which demanded
of their candidate, 1

. Whether he believed in
the Book of Genesis ; and, 2. When he last par
took of the communion. There is another
which defends John Stuart Mill's finest relig
ious and social radicalism, and elects him there
on. And between these what worlds roll on
side by side, in these little'islands, each with its
own interests ! It would require volumes to
give the proofs furnished by the recent elections
that England is an epitome of the Eastern hem

isphere, and of ages past and present, dark and
luminous ; but there was one contest which may
be regarded as supplying a fair epitome of En
gland ; and of that I propose to give some ac
count, chiefly from personal observation, be

fore passing to any considerations concerning
the political significance of the elections gen

erally.
The nomination of John Stuart Mill for West
minster is the most practical reply which this

English generation has given to Burke's famous

declaration that the age of chivalry is past. The
City of Westminster is nearly all of the west
portion of London, has a population about one-

third in number to that of New York City, and
sends two members to the House of Commons—

the same numler, it may be remarked, in pass
ing, as are sent by dozens of places which have
not a fiftieth of its population. In this ancient
city is represented every degree of wealth and
of poverty. One may start from that region of
hovels and filth from which the towers of the
new Houses of Parliament and of Westminster
Abbey rise and pass by Whitehall, with its offi
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ces of the Privy Council, the Treasury, and the
Board of Trade, then along Pall Mall with the
opera and the clubs ; past Marlborough House,
and superb mansions of St. James , by the resi
dences of Palmerston, and the Marquis of West
minster (England's wealthiest nobleman), and
the magnificent shows of Piccadilly ; under those
windows which, to the day of the Iron Duke's
death, bore the bullet-proof shutters which had
defended them from a mob, retained as his wit
ness to the ingratitude of the populace, and then
pause at St. James or Buckingham Palace, to
reflect that without going out of the limits of
Westminster he had seen the glory and the
shame of England. Who should represent such
a city? Plainly one of our set, said the pal
aces ; and so the first man who announced him
self as a candidate was one who might naturally
be considered a representative, in a sense, of
Westminster. One needed only to glance at
the Hon. Mr. Grosvenor to know what that sense
was. A young man of twenty-fire, with a heavy
sensual face, and an eye that seemed as if it
were parboiled; a complexion in which pink-
white had already been overlaid by a muddy red,
he stood up to declare to the electors of the an
cient city his opinions — the most emphatic of
which was that "England should kick Brother
Jonathan into the middle of next week. " Young
Grosvenor stood up and said this as a liberal,
but a liberal who was the son of the Marquis
who owned more of Westminster City than any
other man, and consequently felt as if its twenty-
five thousand electors were in the bottom of his
pnpa's pocket. But young Grosvenor was mis
taken. The electors growled at his words about
America in a way which would have made him
turn pale had his complexion admitted of it

,

and
he was at once thrown* overboard. It was rather

a bold thing for the liberals—who were led by
James Beal and Dr. Lankester — to beard even
this cub of aristocracy on the American ques
tion, especially as Richmond was then still defi
ant, and Lee supposed strong. But if that was
chivalrous, what was it to fix upon a candidate
who had not only taken up vigorously the North
ern side of the American struggle, but had ad
vocated in quotable black and white every po
litical and religious heresy of whose existence
the constituency was likely to have ever heard ?

To lift up among the hereditary grandeurs of
Grosvenor Square the standard of anti-primo
geniture! To object to the phrase "manbood
suffrage" as too narrow! These were watch
words to make the dry bones in the graves of
Westminster, nnd out of them, rattle, as rattle
they did from the time of the nomination to the
quietus given them three months later at the
polls. •

When Mr. Mill was spoken to on the subject
of the Westminster candidature, he said that he
did not aspire to the place, but that, if elected,
he would serve. The truth was, Mr. Mill was
deeply moved by the motives which urged on
the young men who sought and obtained his
nomination. They were men who had been

inspired by the study of his works to crave a

nobler life for England. They were ready to
inaugurate an effort for the New England, and
trust that even its failure —were it destined to
fail, as then seemed probable — would be a truer
success than any mere party triumph. Mr.
Mill scarcely anticipated other success than this,
and he at once told them of the difficulties : he
could not expend money in the canvass, nor elec
tioneer, nor, if elected, could he study their
local interests. They were not disheartened at
this, but determined to raise the money neces
sary for the legitimate expenses of an election
by subscription, and to nominate their candi
date. It soon became evident that they were to
have a severe struggle. Young Grosvenor, it

now appeared, had no idea of being set aside
by the Millites, and he now came forward to do
whatever money could do to secure the seat
for himself. He had apologized for his lan
guage about America, and stood on the liberal
platform. Then there came forward a certain
W. H. Smith as the Tory candidate. Of all
opponents Smith was the most formidable. He
had entered upon the great newspaper business
which his father had bequeathed him, and en

larged it until he held a monopoly of all the
contracts and arrangements for supplying the

railway stations throughout the kingdom with

papers and magazines. Smith is the newspaper
man, as Reuter is the telegraph man, of En
gland. Nay, he must be stronger than Reuter ;

for the Times, which did, in one single case,
manage to break through the monopoly of Reu
ter, struggled vainly against that of Smith. It

is well understood that if Smith were so to de
termine he could ruin many newspapers, and
even seriously injure the Times, by retarding its

delivery at important stations, or rendering it
irregular. Nor was he a man who might be
supposed above making the most of his power:
and consequently there was not a single journal
in London which did not put on gloves when

dealing with the Tory opponent of Mr. Mill.
But as this Magazine is not dependent upon Mr.
Smith for its circulation, I may here say that
he was the personification of Oily Gammon,
and also an exasperated case of novveau riche.

Once, indeed, he put down his name at the Re

form Club with such flourishes that he was
blackballed as soon as he was discovered to be

the newspaper man ; whereas had he come

without disguise his election would have been

secure. A plausible speaker, an olive-complex-
ioned and hard-faced man, with a stereotyped
smile, the possessor of an interminable purse, it

was evident that Mr. Smith would bring ont all
the Tory strength of Westminster. The low
est estimato of his expenditure in the canvass

which I have heard is $50,000, and the highest
$100,000.
Let me here say a word about these expenses,
which so puzzle Americans who have watched
the course of English elections. The average
cost of the 658 elections may be safely put at a

thousand pounds. This $3,290,000 comes out
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of the pockets of the candidates.* It must be
borne in mind that the candidate, who will pay
money to any extent almost rather than be de
feated, has no salary whatever for his services
in Parliament, though he gives from four o'clock
p.m. to midnight four days of the week, and
from twelve to six on Wednesdays —and this,
generally, from February 5 to August 5 of each

year. It may be judged that a poor man would
find it easier to go through the eye of a needle
than to enter Parliament. And yet so ardent
is the desire to attain this honor, that the race
is much more exciting than it is in a struggle
for a seat in our Congress, where the members
are paid. Before the Commonwealth members
of Parliament were paid for their services—
borough members two, and county members
four shillings per diem, sums which Froudo es
timates to have been equal to a pound and two

pounds at the present day. The expenses of
candidates are divisible into necessary, legiti
mate, and illegitimate ; and one of the legiti
mate expenses is to retain a lawyer to advise
with the committee of the candidate, and take
care that they do not transgress the provisions
of the Corrupt Practices Act. The necessary
expenses are the payments for the erection of
the plank platform for the hustings, or the place
where the nominations are made before the peo
ple. In any contested election this is a mere
form, for a poll is always demanded by the can
didate or candidates against whom the show of
hands has gone. Then there is the expense of
building several polling-booths. The polling-
clerks have, strangely enough, to be paid by the
candidates. The legitimate expenses are those
made for bringing the candidate before the peo
ple, which involves the employment of public
halls, placards, newspaper advertisements, and
circulars. Legitimate also, perhaps, and legal
certainly, are the large sums paid for convey
ances used by the candidate's committee in vis
iting electors and soliciting their votes, and the
employment of large numbers of the same to
bring voters to the polls on election-day (which
will bo rather formidable items when the suffrage
is extended). But when we come to the pay
ments made to publicans—what we should call
rum-sellera in America — for keeping placards
in their windows and for imaginary committee-
rooms in their grog-shops, we draw near to the
shadowy and movable line which divides the
legitimate from the illegitimate. The time
was when bribery and the sale of votes was so
common in England, that a gentleman of my
acquaintance says that he remembers to have
seen notices put by tradesmen into their win
dows : "Not voted yet!" Much has certainly
been gained in decorum since then ; but it is
less than doubtful whether the large sums con
stantly paid the publicans for simply showing
posters do not relate to much more questionable
services. There is little reason to doubt that
candidates often employ roughs to bo present nt
' The total cost of an election ia Great Britain U rough
ly estimated at £3,000,000.

the hustings and give them the show of hands.
On leaving the hustings, when the show of
hands had been declared to be for Smith and
Grosvenor, I myself heard one man s:iy to an
other, " We first tried to get men, but we had
to pay two bob apiece for men ; and so he told
us to get boys for one bob."* The treat to beer
is considered somewhat venial, I fear, among
candidates, though very distinctly illegal. Dur
ing Tom Hughes's canvass in Lambeth one of his
advocates, speaking of the pure principles upon
which they had conducted the contest, exclaim
ed, "Why, Mr. Hughes has not even treated
an elector to a glass of beer !" Upon which the
soul of a beery brother in the crowd poured it
self into the exclamation — "Brute!" And
doubtless he was not alone in his disgust at such
ethical severity.
It is easy to see how all these sources of ex
penditure (leaving entirely out of the case any
estimate of those small boroughs where every
vote is purchased by pounds) mount up during a
canvass lasting from two to three months. It
certainly seems as if there should be an "Act
for the relief of Candidates," though it is said
that a large majority of the governing class has
determined that it shall always be beyond the
power of any poor man to run for Parliament.
Mr. Smith and Captain Grosvenor depended
in their canvass, the one upon the power of
money, the other upon that of money jilus fam
ily alone. At least none ever heard of any
claim for either of them based upon grounds of
intellectual superiority or services to the coun
try ; while there was scarcely a public house or
an old wall in London that did not admonish
the public to "vote for Grosvenor" or to "plump
for Smith :" these mottoes superseding for the
time the undying problem of the personality of
"Griffiths," and even depriving the world of
the valuable knowledge that " the Standard is
the largest daily in the world." Mr. Mill, on the
contrary, declared in his letter to his commit
tee (March 7): "It is neither suitable to my
circumstances nor consistent with my principles
to spend money for my election. Without con
demning those who do, when it is not expended
in corruption, I am deeply convinced that there
can be no Parliamentary reform worthy of the
name so long as a seat in Parliament is only
attainable by rich men, or by those who have
rich men at their back." The general skepti
cism as to the ability of Mill and his friends to
succeed in such a contest was well expressed
by the Times. "It would be indeed," it said,
"creditable to the electors of Westminster to
chooso n man of Mr. Mill's mental powers and
faculty of lucid explanation, even though they
might not agree with all his opinions ; but i;

may unfortunately prove that not even in classic
Westminster, with its traditions of Fox and Hob-
house and Burdett, and many another worthy, is
a utilitarian philosopher able to stand against
those practical utilitarians who know that the
greatest happiness of the greatest number in a

* '1he EnglUh Artfit for shilling.
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borough nt election time is promoted by putting
a round sum into the hands of an active agent."
Nevertheless, there is no reason to believe that

any of Mill's friends swerved from the spirit of
their candidate's position. It was, indeed, with
much regret that the Committee regarded it as
expedient to adviso the liberal electors to " split"*
iheir votes between Mill and Grosvenor; but
uupalatable to the friends of Mill as Grosvenor
and his lavish expenditures were, the liberal

platform upon which ho stood rendered his elec
tion far preferable to that of the Tory.
The Committee of Mill soon received enough
subscriptions for the legitimate expenses of the
election. They put out a modest placard which
ran as follows :

Mill and Purity of Election*.
Mill, tho People's Candidate.
Mill and Extension of the Franchise.
Mill and Civil and Religious Liberty.
Mill and Social Progress.
Mill and Financial Reform.
Mill and Free Trade.

The Philosopher's entrance upon the canvass
with this simple banner might well recall the
boy who came with his mantle to King Arthur's
Court— that mantle which refused to cover any
bat tho virtuous, and which made such sad rev
elations among the knights and ladies who tried
it on. It was shown that after all the vaunted
spread of education and the labors of the penny
press there was a vast number of well-to-do
tradesmen that had never heard the name of
England's chief political economist. This igno-
ranco was so great that tho story may bo re
garded as true in spirit if not in letter that a
bookseller put a card in his window aunoun
cing:

FOR SALE UERE.

Mill on Political Economy.
Ditto on the Floss.

But this ignorance extended upward as far as
it did downward. There were large numbers
of editors and ecclesiasties, presumably belong
ing to the higher and to the educated classes, who
roared out their sudden discoveries of Mr. Mill's
religious heresies, with the manifest impression
that they were entirely unknown. When, aft
er their uncongenial researches into the great
thinker's volumes—volumes of whose existence
they had been plainly ignorant hefore, and in
which every reader of them knew there were far
more heretical things than they fished out—they
found that they produced no panic among his
followers, they kindled fire and fagot for him
throughout Westminster. It was hard to be
lieve that as much religious malignity still ex
isted in England as Mr. Mill's innocent mantle

" It may be necessary to explain the terms u split" and
u plump" in America, where fortunately tho facts repre
sented by them do not exist In England every voter has
as many votes(If he choosesto vote for various candidates)
as his borough or county sends members. Thus, in the
city of London proper, which has four members lu Parlia
ment, every elector has four votes. When a man votes
lor a single candidate he is said to " plump," and when he
ilistributes his vote he is said to "split" it. When he
"plumps" ho has only one vote-

revealed. Mill's friends did not try to cover up
tho candidate's views; but, on the contrary, a
cheap "People's Edttionv of his works was ai
once printed, and had so enormous a circulation
that, even if Mr. Mill had not been returned to
the House of Commons, the campaign would
have secured the important victory of thoroughly
introducing to the English people the works of
their broadest and truest master. Mr. Mill,
convinced that constituencies should solicit their
candidates and not they the constituencies, had
gone off after his nomination to pursnc his stud
ies in the quiet French town of Avignon, where
he has passed a large part of each year since it
has held the grave of the noble wife to whom
one of his finest works is inscribed. But mean
while he was in London the centre of a three-
months' theological war, the bitterest I have ever
witnessed. The Evangelicals of the Record and
the Morning Advertiser screamed like elderly fish
wives at the audacity of putting up for Parlia
ment a man who did not believe in eternal tor
ments; but when, following the Bishop of St.
Davids, Dean Stanley, Charles Kingsley, and
Mr. Maurice came forward to indorse as the
"ethical sublime" the sentiments quoted for ex
ecration, they simply shrieked Anathema Marn-
natha against tho whole concern. While this
was occurring in the high up-stairs ecclesiastical
drama a corresponding controversy was going
on nt the street-corners. Never shall I forget
tho dismay of a poor street-preacher who had
been talking himself hoarse with warning a
crowd of the wrath to come, when some one
started forth and said : " See 'ere, pars'n, Jon-
stoto Mill says as how that ere's oil bosh !"'
" Hear, hear!" cried several voices. " MilPs a
more learnt man 'an any here," said an accom
plice of the first speaker, ' ' and he says he won't
wusship no sech a God as 'll dam folks, and bam
'em 'tarnnlly

" "Hear, hear I" cries the crowd
again. " Well," stammered out the parson,
"hain't wo told that Hantichrist must come?
Tho Prince hov the power hov—" "'Old hon
thero, boss!" cries another, "do you know that
Bishop Thuhvnll and the Dean hov Whestmin-
ster says that wut Mill says is true Christen
doctorin'? Do yon mean to set yourself up
'ginst them?" The poor preacher was hope
lessly floored, and instead of a benediction ho

closed by shouting above the jeering crowd, "Ef
there be any survant hov the Lord Jesus here
who hez ha vote in Westminster I hope he'll
remember thet Hantichrist his habrod seeking
whom e may devour, hand cast is vote hon the
Lord's side !"
But now as the battle waxed warmer a new
influence, it was whispered, was beginning to

make itself felt in the struggle, even that of
u Those sweetest logicians in bliss

Who argue tho point witii a soul-spealt'mg eye,
And convince us at once with a kis-."

Equally effective with those of whom Tom
Moore sang, though employing less demonstra
tive figures, were the brilliant ladies who es-
i pouscd the cause of Mill, as the beautiful
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Duchess of Devonshire, Georgina, once did for

Charles James Fox in the same borough. I do
not mean that they fell into that very ordinary
kind of female electioneering which here and
elsewhere leads a candidate's wife or daughters
to patronize certain shopkeepers whose polities
nre measurable by the yard-stick or the pint-cup ;
but that honorable and cultivated ladies were
kindled with an enthusiasm by the hope of hav
ing in Parliament a man whose election was en
dangered, next to his religious views, chiefly by
his convictions in favor of reforming the laws
which relate to the rights of women, and of ex
tending the suffrage to them. When Mr. Mill
reaffirmed, at the opening of the contest, his
faith in universal suffrage, as distinguished from
manhood suffrage, some papers said that the

question raised was not one that would be prac
tical for some centuries ; others that Mill had
at least better wait until the women themselves
desired enfranchisement. Such wiseacres may
find some new light in the ardor with which
some at least of the Iadies of England entered
into the spirit of the great Westminster canvass.
Mr. Punch had good reason for his cartoon of
the gentleman in the croquet-lawn surrounded
by a bevy of bewitching electioneerers, who asks
whether there is not an act of Parliament to pro
tect him from that kind of intimidation.
It was about a week before the day of the
election that Mr. Mill returned from Avignon to
England, where his presence was considered

necessary. His prospects were considered doubt
ful by some, by others gloomy, though the elo
quent young man, Mr. James Beal, who had
originally proposed him, declared that his elec
tion was certain. " The stake is too great," he
said, "for Mill to be defeated." I was fortu
nate enough to have a soat. on the platform on
the occasion of Mr. Mill's first appearance before
a public meeting. The great hall of St. James
was crowded at an early hour by people eager
and curious to see and hear the man whose name
had been for some months more prominently be-
furo the public —Smith's posters to the contrary
notwithstanding — than that of any other En
glishman. Constitutionally reserved and mod
est, Mr. Mill had been content to stand in the
quiet shadow behind the thoughts which had
gone forth from Blackheath or Avignon to edu
cate his countrymen. Or the evening of this
first public meeting the Committee were, after
the usual fashion, ready in their room behind
the platform. Mr. Mill's friend, Professor
Cairnes, was placed at the onter door to watch
for him and show him to the Committee-room.
Meanwhile a delicate, blue-eyed stranger entered
the house with the stream of people, and, slowly
edging his way to the platform, took his seat
upon it. The people thought that it was some
adventurous individual unable to find a seat be
low, but not one in the building knew that it
was John Stuart Mill, on whoso innocent mind
the vision of a candidate entering with a proces
sion of "distinguished gentlemen," and bowing
hat in hand to applauding fellow-citizens, had

not gleamed. Mr. Beal, however, discovered
him, sitting there all alone on the platform, anil
whisked him off through a back-door. At lengi h
the procession entered, and the ovation took

place. There was something in the first glance
which passed between the simple, unworldly
scholar and the English crowd which electrified
them, and caused an effusion of genuine emotion
to his face and eye.
While the chairman —a good hearty English
man, with the voice of an enlightened Stentor
—was making his speech, denouncing the kind
of opposition with which they had been met in
no measured phrases, I had the opportunity of
studying the personnel of the man who had been
one of my teachers for many years. Mr. Mill
is a man of nearly sixty years of age, though he
looks younger. He is about six feet in height,
of slender make, but of good proportions, erect
and elastic in his movement. He has the red
dish color of the sanguine temperament, the def
inite chin which physiognomists connect with
an active mind, and a nose which in Boston
would be called Emersonian. But, speaking in
all soberness, his forehead is the best I ever
saw. If it were not for the clear blue eyes
which light it up, the brow might be called Web-
sterian. (Webster's brow was a great dark cloud
whose gloom was intensified by flashes from
those white eyes which one loved not to look

upon.) Broad and high, with an undulating,
surface, and a bump on one side, which Nature
would seem to have extemporized to hold a sur
plus of brain, the forehead was merged into a
noble dome of ahead whose fine outline was dis
closed by the baldness. When he arose there
was a breathless eagerness to hear. He spoke
without gesture, except that of the eyes and the
inclination of the head forward when he was
especially earnest in making any point. He
has also a nervous way of shutting and opening
his eyes as if to clear his mental vision. His
speech was smooth and unhesitating, though he

spoke without notes, and the right word was al

ways in the right place—in which respect he
excelled the mojority of English, and especially
of parliamentary, speakers, who are continually
stopping to cross out and change what they have
said, as if they were always thinking of the re
porters rather than of their hearers. Those
who sat in the lower part of the hall may have
had some difficulty in hearing all that he said :
but to us who sat on the platform the voice was

singularly musical and the enunciation impress
ive. Indeed there was a surprise at Mr. Mill's
power as a public speaker as general as it was
pleasant ; and it was at once recognized that he
would prove in every respect a master of that
kind of eloquence which is adapted to the House
of Commons. It was, too, a strange audience
that surrounded Mr. Mill. Other political meet
ings here are generally composed of a motley
crowd of noisy roughs, but on this occasion
there were large numbers of men of letters and
of science, and, what was still more peculiar,
several hundreds of ladies.
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The speech itself could scarcely have been
surpassed for its purpose. It was a clear state
ment of important principles, sparkling with
fine aphorisms, and replete with humor. I can
only give here a few of its characteristic pas
sages. Alluding to his own course in the can
vass he said : " I might have made out a long
list of political questions on which I have the
high satisfaction of believing that I agree with
you all. I might have passed gently over nil
subjects of possible difference, and observed a

discreet silence about any opinion that might

possibly have startled any body What com
pelled me to say any thing about women's votes
or the representation of minorities ? Is it like
ly that any one would have questioned me upon
these points ? Not one of you probably would ;
but you asked what- my opinions on Reform
were, and I did not think it consistent with plain-
dealing to keep back any of them. I dare say
I lowered myself prodigiously in the eyes of
those who think that the cleverest thing in a
candidate is to dissemble, to finesse, and to com
mit himself to nothing if he can possibly help
it. 'How injudicious!' said one; 'How im
practical !' said another ; ' How can he possibly
expect to be elected on such a programme!'
thought even sincere friends. In answer to all
that I beg them to consider— 1st, that perhaps,
if I had the choice, I would rather be honest
than be elected ; and 2d, that perhaps the elec-

. tors of Westminster may think that the man
who deals honestly with them before he is elect
ed is the more likely to deal honestly by them
after he is elected." There is another passage
in the address for which I must find room here—
that which draws a distinction between Liberal
ism and Toryism —that is likely to become classic
in English polities. "A Liberal," he said, "is
one who looks forward for his principles of Gov
ernment ; a Tory looks backward. A Tory is
of opinion that the real model of Government
lies somewhere behind us in the region of the
past, from which we are departing further and
further. Toryism means the subjection and de

pendence of the great mass of the community, in

temporal matters, upon the hereditary possessors
of wealth, and in spiritual matters upon the
Church ; and therefore it is opposed to every
thing which could lead us further away from
this model. When beaten, the Tory may ac
cept defeat by a necessity of the nge, but he
still hankers after the past, and still thinks that

good government means the restoration in some

shape or other of the feudal principle, and con
tinues to oppose all further progress in a new
direction. The Liberal thinks that we have not
yet arrived at the perfect model of Government
— that it lies before us and not behind us—that
we are too far from it to be able to sec it dis
tinctly except in outline, but that we can see

very clearly in what direction it lies—not in the
direction of some new form of dependence, but
in the emancipation of the dependent classes —

more freedom, more equality, and more respons

ibility of each person to himself." Simple and

grand as these words are, they must lose much
to one who did not feel the cumulative electric
charge which came with them from the fiery
calmness, the quiet enthusiasm of the orator,
and which was presently returned upon him
from the overfilled audience in prolonged cries
of "Hear," "Good," "Bravo," "That's it,"
the separate expressions gathering at last into
round upon round of applause.
When Mr. Mill had concluded his address it
was announced that he would answer any ques
tions as to his opinions which persons in the au
dience might put to him. It really seemed as
if no voice could have the courage to follow that
eloquent one which had just ceased, and truly
it would have required a very high question to
be in keeping with the impression left upon us.
Nevertheless, a man rose to put a question, and
his gravity of manner caused a general hush in
the room. The question put by the man was
in these words, which were given m a stentorian
voice :

"/ wish to ask Mr. Mill what is his opinion as
to the question of marriage with a deceased wife's
sister f"
Never was there a more precipitous descent
from the sublime to the ridiculous. After the
first roaring surge of laughter had swept over
the crowd some thought that the man had been
sent there by the enemy to turn the meeting
into a farce. But no ; there ho stood, solemn
and imperturbable, awaiting the answer to his

question. This added to the grotesqueness of
the whole affair, and it seemed for a while that
the crowd would never be able to recover its

gravity. Mr. Mill, who saw at once that he
was dealing with a man's hobby, answered, when

quiet was restored, in a manner which did much
credit to his heart. He rather shielded the man
from the laughter of the crowd by the respect
ful tone with which he said : " Without having
considered all the outs and ins of the question
proposed, yet on the principle that liberty should
be allowed except where reason to the contrary
can be shown, and ns I know of none against
marriage with a deceased wife's sister, I should
be in favor of freedom in that respect."
Another elector asked: "What is Mr. Mill's
opinion of the Irish Church?"
Mn. Mill. "I would do away with it, root
and branch."
Thuid Elector. " Is Mr. Mill in favor of the
Permissive Bill (i. e., the Maine Liquor Law)?"
Mr. Mill. "I sympathize warmly with the
temperance reformers. I believe drunkenness
to be the bane of the working-classes, and one
of the greatest obstacles to their political ad

vancement. But I can not violate a principle,
and do not think it right, because some person*
abuse a benefit, that others should be deprived
of it. I rely on moral means, and chiefly on
education, to improve the habits of the working-

people."
" But," persisted the questioner, "would you
sell a man liquor when he was half drunk?"
This question was so drolly put—bringing up
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the image of the refined scholar on the platform
selling liquor across a counter to a half-drunken
man— that the audience again was convulsed
with laughter, and Mr. Mill's bonhomie was again
apparent shielding the embarrassed question
er. " The question," he said, "relates to mat
ters of police regulation , and I will say that
I think that public houses should be subjected
to more especial inspection than they now are."
In answer to other questions Mr. Mill said that
he was in favor of the infliction of capital pun
ishment in extreme cases—as where murder was
aggravated by brutality —and that he was in fa
vor of opening the British Museum on Sundays.
He would regard, he said, the man who should
pass a part of his Sunday in the British Museum
as performing a truly Christian act.
When the questions were over speeches were
made by various gentlemen, and the meeting
was about to close, when up rose—angels and
ministers of grace !—a woman. Here, then,
was a prcfiguration of England's .l/i7/-ennium ;
a well-dressed and good-looking young English
woman rising to speak in a public political meet
ing ! She arose in the body of the hall, and
was received with a singular mixture of cries.
Some cried, " Order;" others, " Sit down ," oth
er some, "Hear her;" while near me one old
man rubbed his eyes, and, having made sure
that it was a bona file woman, expressed the
emotions of a British paterfamilias in the words,
"Good God!" But the lady stood quite firm
ly, and had no idea of being suppressed. The
crowd saw determination in her eye. She laid
aside her bonnet, as the Quakeress does when
she is about to preach, and stood calmly until
the audience, whoso good-humor was enhanced
by her saying, " I'm not an elector, you know,"
became quiet. In a clear and musical voice
this "sweet logician" began : "In several of
the speeches to which we have listened there
have been mysterious hints of some views of
Mr. Mill which this audience is supposed not
to agree with. There is a secret, and where
there is a secret it is generally a woman who
tells it. Now all these dark hints mean simply
Mr. Mill's belief that women should have the
right to vote. One of the speakers has brought
the candidate for Westminster before us as a
magnificent luminary ; but on this sun there
are, it seems, spots. But what if it should turn
out that thoso apparent spots were really its
brightest parts! At least it may be said that
there is something now in having a candidate
ngainst whom the only charge is that of an ex
cess of virtue. Mr. Mill knows, what all should
know, that the free and enlightened manhood
of England is to come of the free and enlight
ened motherhood of England." Every one of
these well-put sentences was received with warm
applause; and if the lady had only then sat
down it would have been in triumph. But she
was, I fear, slightly intoxicated by her success ;
for she was evidently going on with a set speech,
of which neither the mood of the audience nor
the lateness of the hour admitted. She had

fortunately the instinct to perceive the impa
tience of the audience, and sat down, leaving
with some of us a regret that she had just failed
of giving the meeting its fittest climax.
The account which I have given of this first
meeting must suffice, although there were equal
ly interesting and successful ones held night
ofter night up to the day of the election. One
of these was a meeting of workingmen, and was
presided over by Thomas Hughes, who, in an
admirable opening address, gave an account of
how many years ago he (Hughes), in company
with Kingsley, Maurice, Lord Do Grey, and
some other young men who were called " Chris
tian Socialists," weut to Mr. Mill to get him to
use his influence in having some of the legal
disabilities of co-operation among workingmen
removed, and how through Mr. Mill's argu
ments before the Homo Department they were
removed. At this meeting a man, who had
evidently been sent there by Smith's Commit
tee, arose and asked if Mr. Mill had not said in
one of his works that " the workingmen of En
gland were habitual liars." "No, no; of course
he didn't," sounded on all sides. Mill arose
and said, calmly, "Certainly I did, and you
know it to be true. Lying is the resort of
weakness. And it is because I believe that by
being made stronger the workingmen of En
gland will be made better and truer that I claim
for them a share in this Government." No sen
timent which he uttered in that meeting was re
ceived with heartier applause than this. Cries
of " You're right I" resounded through the room.
When another question was asked a working-
man said to the questioner with some scorn,
" What's the use of asking that ? Turn to page
40 of 'Mill's People's Edition,' and you'll find
all about that." The last meeting at which Mr
Mill met the electors was held at St. Martin's
Hall, where the ladies were in full force again
There had been much excitement during the

day, which was that of the nomination, and the
candidates were every where collecting their
forces for the struggle at the polls on the mor
row. As this meeting progressed it seemed
that a plan had been formed for its disturbance.
This was defeated by a young gentleman not un
known in America —the Hon. Lyulph Stanley—

whose slight body was so reinforced by his en
thusiasm for Mr. Mill that he took the ring
leader, just as he was beginning the disturb
ance, in his arms, and, carrying him over some
fifteen yards of the platform, kicked him down
the stairway behind the organ. It was all done
so quietly that Mr. Mill did not have to pause
in his responses. At this meeting the questions
were handed up in writing. When the meeting
was over I obtained all the questions that were
sent, up from the crowd, only about half of
which were read or answered — the meeting hav
ing voted that the questions should cease and
the speeches begin. But I give the questions—
answered and unanswered—here, as some reve
lation of the thoughts and interests of a large
English electoral body
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What is Mr. Mill's opinion of the Permissive
Bill?
Is Mr. Mill in favor of Tenant Right for the
Irish people, who are at present ground under
the operation of a merciless Land-code ?
Is Mr. Mill in favor of the abolition of the
tolls on bridges across the Thames?
Is Mr. Mill in favor of universal suffrage ?
Will Mr. Mill support through thick and thin
the inspection of convents?
Would Mr. Mill endeavor to get a better ad
ministration of the officers of the army, and jus
tice and fair trial for officers and men ?
Will Mr. Mill support a graduated Income
Tax?
What is Mr. Mill's opinion on the Duration
of Parliament?
Does Mr. Mill consider the Rate -paying
clauses of the Reform Bill a just law—will he
propose their abolition if he gets into Parlia
ment? Many of my neighbors are prevented
from voting this year by not having paid their
taxes soon enough. Taxes can always be re
covered.

What are Mr. Mill's views of the Game Laws ?
Can you recommend any system of Personal
Representation by which those electors, who will
not accept the favorites of a local majority, may
combine to support other candidates like your
self, appealing to the intelligence and conscience
of the whole country ?
Would you do any thing to mitigate, if not
avert, the evil arising from the extensive demo
lition of the dwellings of the working-classes of
this metropolis?
Would Mr. Mill support the Affirmation Bill
for relieving persons whose religious opinions
leads them to doubt the efficacy and justice of
an oath ?
Would the Hon. candidate be in favor of a
motion against the maintenance of the Irish
Church Establishment?
If the upper classes be liars, and the lower
classes habitual liars, will it be a lie to-morrow
if they say you arc a man fit to represent them ?
Does Mr. Mill consider that a gigantic gov
ernment-assisted emigration would at present
tend to a permanent improvement of the work
ing-classes?
Do you intend to try to get the Crystal Palace
and other places of public amusement opened on
the Sunday, and as far as you can to render the

day like a civil rather than a religious holiday ?
Arc yon in favor of the separation of Church
and State?

My reader will no doubt know that Mr. Mill's
reply to such questions would be always on the
side of freedom and humanity, and so I need
not give them. But with reference to the ques
tion which I have placed last in the list he made
some peculiar and suggestive remarks. Though
in favor of the separation of Church from State
as an abstract principle, he should very much

question whether the present were a good time
to apply that principle. At the present time
the State is the more liberal and powerful of the

two, and is liberalizing the church and protect
ing Colenso and others in their freedom of in
quiry; and while he would favor an immediate
abolition of church rates he was not sure bat
complete separation might throw the grea t in
stitutions of learning wholly into the hands of
such bigots as those who were at that moment
driving Mr. Gladstone away from Oxford.
The Hustings "view" is presumably the elec
tion. The people are collected in front of a
sheltered platform, where the candidates take
their stand like so many prisoners awaiting sen
tence. Each in turn is nominated by some ad
herent, who makes a speech in favor of his can
didate ; this nomination is seconded by adherent
No. 2, who makes speech No. 2 ; and the candi
date then makes a speech. This form having
been gone through with each of the candidates,
the people present are called upon to indicate
by a show of hands which of these candidates
they prefer. The officer then declares the name
or names of those in whose favor the show of
hands has gone, and (unless a poll is demanded)
announces that they are duly elected to sit in
Her Majesty's Parliament. The defeated can- •

didate or candidates, however, always demand
a poll, which is set for the following day. This
form of the " view, "which in all contested elec
tions is a mere form, may be regarded as point
ing to an embryonic period of the English Gov
ernment, when a popular assemblage thus in

formally gathered were the actual electors. Only
gradually was this crowd filtered through ten-

pound rentals and the like. It now reappears
at every election as preliminary to the poll, just
as the crab is a trilobite before it is a crab.
The manhood-suffrage reformers may therefore
well claim that they are only seeking to restore
a very ancient English institution.* At present
the hustings is chiefly valuable to us who are

apprehensive that our votes will not be well re
ceived at the polls, and wish to preserve a proud '

memory that our hats, our hands, and our heels
have all voted for Mill, or some other favorite
candidate.
The Westminster hustings was held at Covent
Garden. By the kindness of one of the Com
mittee I got a place on the platform command
ing a fine view of the back of Captain Grosvenor's
head. Surrendering, however, to the persua
sions of many elbows, I moved on until I was
lodged in a corner from which I could see all
three candidates, and the vast heaving mass of

roughs below. I could not but think of Walt
• There is no trace of any property qualification twins
required in voters for county members prior to the statute

of Heury VI., In the year 1429, whicil limited' tho right
of voting for Knights of the Shire to persons having free

hold land of the clear minimi value of 40 shilling'. The

preamble of this Act indicates how extensive the franchise

had previously been, for it states that elections of Knights

for shires had of late been made by very great, outrageous,

and excessive numbers of people, for the most part ot small

substance and no value, and gr,eaon to recite that riots

are thereby iikoly to :iriso (not that they had arisen). It

is worthy of remark that the election-riot has arisen since

the populace has been deprived of the more legitimate
method of expressing its feelings at the polls.
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Whitman, poet of roughs, as I looked upon
them : from this point he mjght have written

many poems of " the bodies of men and of wo
men who engirth me and I engirth them ;" of
the " shnpes of turbulent manly cities;" and,
above all, the "barbaric yawp sounded over the
roofs of the world.'' The great market-house
seemed flooded and floated by the people; and
their one object there seemed to be to prevent

any word uttered by nny person on the hustings,
about any thing whatsoever, from being heard.
Tbo arrangements for yelling wore perfect,
when one rank had to take time to recover its
voice the duty was intrusted to another, and
thus there was no cessation of the din for any
instant. The returning qfficcr, the nominators,
the seconders, all spoke in a ludicrous dumb
show. The candidates filled up my idea of how
the Christians of old must have looked when
thrown to wild beasts. When any candidate
began to speak there were reinforcements of
noise which one could not have suspected in any
limited number of human lungs ; and though I
will not undertake to say that the crowd was not
heard in the moon, I do affirm that, though
within two or three yards of every speaker on
the hustings, I did not hear one single word ut
tered by either of them. While gazing on the
roaring multitude a friend turned to me and
said, gravely, "These scenes get more orderly
every year." "You don't mean to say"—I
gasped. "Why, Sir," he replied, "this is a
gentle zephyr compared with what it used to
be. Formerly tho candidates had each their

array of drummers and fifers, whose business it
was to drum and squeak at all times except
when their employers were speaking. The laws
now forbid that, aUd forbid also the use of ban
ners and devices, which used to be signals for
perpetual fisticuffs." A week had not passed
before I found by reading the Times that the tu
mult at Covent Garden was indeed a " zephyr,"
compared with the storms which raged at other
hustings throughout the kingdom. How it
should be that only three or four men lost their
lives by election riots I can not understand. At
Belfast, Castle-Blayncy, and other places in Ire
land there seems to have been nothing different
from civil war. At a half dozen places in En
gland the polling booths were utterly destroyed,
and elected members had to fly the boroughs
which had just voted them into Parliament. I
remember that when the last Presidential elec
tion was about to occur in the United States the
English newspapers predicted that there would
be bloody rows from one end of the Union to the
other. These predictions seemed to mo very
silly ; but the surprise of the same papers, and
of the English people generally, when such riots
did not occur, was so unfeigned that it was plain
that their anticipations had been genuine. I
•now understand why people should look forward
to such scenes at our elections, occurring in time
of war and the highest party excitement, who
were accustomed to such scenes as attend many
elections hero in times of peace. To give

graphic accounts of these bloody scenes is a part
of the reportorial business of the press, and it is
done with artistic finish. Here are one or two
sentences from the reports . " Well - dressed,
well-looking girls, one a perfect Amazon, bared
their arms, wound their shawls tightly around
them, and rushed into the melei." "That wo
man there with black chenille net and lilac mus
lin gown is a perfect maniac. Sec that fine-

shouldered, handsome fellow, his shirt torn open,
and his broad, heaving chest red 'with the strain
of muscular excitement ; ho :s a prisoner ; they
are dragging him toward the door ; they tear at
him and clutch him by the throat, ns if to strangle
and stifle in his throat the cheers for O'Beirne."
" There is a girl of sixteen, her features distort
ed, and her whole frame quivering with frenzied
agitation—now she beats the wooden planks, and
bites every thing within her reach !

"

But let it not be supposed that the English
hustings presents a mere monotony of riot, or
that the alternative is a mere continuous charac
terless din like that of Covent Garden. Through
the occasional riot and the normal noise crop
«ut various local customs and associations quite
worthy of study. In some places the parties
represent themselves by certain colors ; generally,
I believe, blue for the Tories, and yellow for the
Liberals. The humor at the hustings is to cover
the candidate with yellow or blue powder ac

cording to his principles; which certainly was
better than the throwing of rotten eggs, which

was carried to such an extent in one or two

places that the candidates had to address the

people from behind umbrella fortresses ; or than

at Carlisle, where "bags of soot, flour, blue and
yellow powder, pieces of alabaster, lumps of coal,

leather, crackers, etc., flew about in every di
rection." At Leicester there seemed to be much
more good sense in the scenes, the crowd criti
cised its candidates by various pantomimes.
Now it was a man lifted up and another making
a show of lashing him which indicated that
some member had voted for flogging in the

army and navy. Then the lashing of a hand
cuffed man reminded the Tory of his advocacy
of the Southern cause. The Tories in turn ex
hibited a great wooden screw to typify the press
ure used by Liberals. At another borough a
number of boys were sent to the front with their

jackets turned inside out to symbolize a candi
date's having changed his principles. "Why
did you turn your coat like mine ?" shouted one
of the boys. "Because I was once a fool like
you," replied the candidate, who thus succeeded
in turning the laugh on his opponents
It is a nipping and an eager air that blows
about the hustings, and few candidates stand it
so well as he who made the reply to the boys
with their turned coats. Even at quiet Tiver
ton, which has for so many years returned Lord
Palmorston without opposition, when some speak
er said, "Lord Pnlmerston must one day give
up the control of the reins," a voice added,
"Yes, and of the drag too !" At Hertfordshire
Mr. Surtces, the Conservative candidate, had
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every point of his speech taken out of his lips by
some individual in the crowd. When he de
clared that Mr. Gladstone " had not devoted
one shilling to the benefit of the agriculturist,"
this terrible auditor asked, " Don't farmers pay
income tax then ?" Mr. Surtees ignored the
questioner, and declared that the policy of Con
servatives was non-intervention ; but he was

met with the cry, "Is helping the South non
intervention?" "When," continued Surtees,
" the Conservatives were in power in 1852 and
1858 what did they do ?" "Jolly little good!"
shouted the man in the crowd, drowning at

once the candidate's voice and intended cata
logue of Tory services in a roar of laughter.
Mr. Morsman, who struggled with Mr. Ponson-
by for Stroud, was more self-possessed and more

successful when he was confronted v/:h an effigy
of himself, a head surmounted by a white hat,

such as Mr. Horsman generally wears, and
painted one half with the Tory and the other
with the Whig color. "That hat," said the
right honorable gentleman, "is like my own;
but under it is a block of wood without any
brains and with a shut mouth— that I interpret
to mean Mr. Ponsonby's head." Among the
young men who entirely wilted under the keen
winds of the hustings wns Lord Uffington, eldest
son of the Earl of Craven, and Captain in the
Guards, whose speech in Berkshire the reporters
were cruel enough to tnke down verbatim. It
runs thus :

Gentlemen, I am In favor of the Government that have
governed tho country for the last six yeans and 1 am of
. pinion -I am of opinion —should be upheld. [Here he
stopped and looked steadily into his hat, and it being ob
served he was endeavoring to read something, a voice cried
out, "You have got more In your hat than you have in
your head, gnv'nor!"l The Conservatives have been op
posed for six years to every thing which has been for the
public good. Tiic foreign policy [a voice, u Ketch it out of
your hat," followed by roars of laughterl. Here it is [the
honorable candidate, taking a piece of paper out of his hat,

held it up, which was followed by roars of laughterl. It's
all very fine; if you think it's an easy thing, you just
come up and try [roars of laughterl. At all events, they
maintained peace, but if they bad had it their own way,
this inestimable bteaslng would have been sacrificed, and
—and— [avoice, "Oh! dohelp the pooryoung man, pray,"
roars of laughterl —at all events they maintained peace.
As to America, they evidently wanted to fight with the
Southern States. [A voice, *"Who's your hatter T'J Who's
yours f [Loud laughter.l On these grounds, gentlemen,
I shnll support the present Parliament [roara of laughterl.
1 hope you will do the same [renewed laughter). Lord
Uffington had during these remarks been prompted by the
ICight Hon. E. Rouverio and Mr. Barrett, and Iils own
party put their hands up to their faces, and seemed very
uncomfortable. After someminutes had passedthe honor-
able candidate said : I don't care [laughterl ; I don't want
to speak [shouts of laughter, and a voice : "Give us a song,
then, governor;" "Send hira back to school, Barrett;"
" Let us have a fellow that's got some little brains"l. If
yon had had three Conservative members, where would
have been the treaty with France? [loud laughterl —one
of the best things out—ever so long, for the last, I should
sny, hundred years [this sentencewas brought out in such
a hesitating manner, a word at a time, that lt%,roduced
roara of laughteri^-which not only preserved peace with
the two nations, but developed, developed [the noble can
didate here turned round to those behind him and In
quired, " What l* it?" which inquiry produced convulsions
of laughter]. Well, gentlemen, I am not a speaker, but I
Intend to vote straight [cht era and loud laughterl.

I went early on tho day of election to visit
the polls, which are kept open from 8 a.m. to 4
p.m. At Charing Cross I found a long booth
of plank, covered with electioneering placards,
chiefly those whereby Mr. Smith invited the
electors of Westminster to plump for him. One
placard significantly reminded them that Mill
had admitted that he could not attend to the
local business of Westminster. Another was a
mysterious one which bore at the top a cut rep
resenting three cards— a knave between two
aces—with this sentence beneath : " Why did
Captain Grosvenor bolt from Old Hearts afu-r
three days' successful canvassing? An Inde
pendent Elector. Guards Club." Some one had
written m pencil under this: "A cowardly in
sinuation." This doubtless referred to some
alleged trickery at cards on the part of the Cap
tain. It is said indeed that when on the hust
ings some one threw a pack of cards at him.
In front of the booth there was a crowd kept at
bay by policemen,

'
who "chaffed" every one

they saw. They were especially pitiless toward
a buxom young woman who happened to pass
by in a cab marked "plump for Smith." On
the front of the booth was placed a printed state
ment of the state of the poll, which was evident
ly going against Smith. A few of Smiths
"runners" stood gloomily around, and I asked
one of them what he thought of Smith's chances.
He thought them "thin," and asked me for
whom I had voted. I told him that I was a
stranger and had no vote ; but that I came from
a country where Mr. Mill was much read and
admired, and that for the credit of England I
hoped he would be returned. "Why, Sir,"
ejaculated the man, "John Stuart Mill is cer
tainly crazy!" "Horrible!" I cried, "when
did it happen ?" " I mean that his opinions arc
insane." "Which?" "Why now, he says
that next to drunkenness the worst thing for a

poor man is to have a large family of children."
" Well, does not that show his sense ? You
needn't go further than Seven Dials, or watch
the children there more than an hour to find
out that." "But, Sir, he thinks that a woman
ought to take part in the Government !" " Are
you in favor of taking the Government away
from the Queen because she's a woman ?" My
man came fluttering to the ground. He proved
himself a "runner" by running off. I then
made my way to Covent Garden, where I found
as large a crowd as had on the day before at

tended the nomination. It employed itself
cheering or hissing every man who came up to

deposit his vote, and fighting a little in the in

tervals. Passing along tho market I found an
old fruit-seller trying to persuade a man who

had a vote that he ought not to vote for Mill
" It's a shame to return such a man," he said
" May I ask why ?" I chimed in. "Why, Mr.
Mill says that no workingman ought to hare
more than eight-pence a day" "Would you
like to have five pounds?" snid I. "Yes, I
would," replied the rustie, with hearty sincerity.
"Well, if you'll show me where Mr. Mill says
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a workingman ought only to have eight-pence
a day I'll give you five pounds." " Well," said
the man, somewhat stupefied at the idea, " when
I find it, I'll save it for you." I had the satis
faction of seeing the voter go and do what he
had evidently preserved his purpose of doing—

vote for Mill.
The scene as the hand of the market-clock
verged upon four beggars description. The
Smithites were rushing in every direction and
hringing in their recruits ; but it was now; a

forlorn hope. The crowd saw that the Tory
was defeated, and many of them who had shout
ed yesterday and this morning for Smith were

vanishing from one spot and reappearing in an
other as enthusiastic Mill-and-Grosvenorites.
In fact at half past three few Smithites could bo
found; at 8.55 none; and when at four Smith
himself appeared on the hustings any tkjng but
plump he was jeered by his own employes. It
was the old, old story :

uThe farmer when he heard the same,
What answer did he give ?

'The dog thaTa lame la much to blame,
He is not fit to live."'

As the great clock struck four there was a ter
rible rush ; a smashing of crinoline ; a shriek
ing of women ; a series of arrests by policemen ;

a snatching at the printed statements of the re
sult; and the great Westminster Election is

over. I went off with the prize of one of the
statements, and to the music of those chimes
which once spoke so plainly to Dick Whitting-
ton read a nobler future for England in these
figures : "Mill, 4539 ; Grosvenor, 4544 ;

Smith, 3832."
The most stirring scenes of that day, how
ever, occurred in that great borough of London
(larger than Westminster even), just across the
Thames, called Lambeth, where Thomas Hughes
with 200 uupaid canvassers —all workingmen —
for his body-guard had fought gallantly, and
came out at the head of the poll with 4960 votes.

It was in Lambeth that Hughes had worked
with the Workingmen's Trades' Unions, and
nothing could exceed the loyalty and even de
votion with which they now gathered around
him. He was tho champion of the working-
men as distinctively as Mill was that of the wo
men. When at four o'clock his triumph was
announced, Hughes appeared with his handsome
wife and lovely children in an open carriage,
which was speedily surrounded and accompa
nied by thousands of men and women with pae
ans as loud and enthusiastic as ever attended
the triumphal chariot of a Roman conqueror.
All must shake his hand, and that of his wife
and children. Arrived at the hustings he spoke

a few manly words of thanks which, eloquent as
they were, moved the crowd less than his beam
ing handsome face. Then the uupopular mem
ber, Mr. Doulton, spoke for one minute ; but
how could he speak longer, considering that a

polo crowned with bread and vigorous onions
was held up close to his nose b

y way of reproach
for some remark that he was rumored to have

made to the effect that fifteen shillings a week
was enough to support a workingman's family
in plenty of tho vegetable now abundantly of
fered him. Then the defeated Alderman Law
rence spoke as well as he could just under a big
key which symbolized his participation in the
great lock-outs. Better received was Mr. Haig,
the Tory candidate, who confessed that he had
passed many hours in his committee-room, his
solitude uubroken by electors, and whose hand
bills had been seen chiefly as posted on various
parts of a donkey, which was driven about by a

monkey. I doubt if the success of any man at
the English polls ever filled more hearts with

joy than that of Tom Hughes. This was very
apparent at the celebration of the event which
took place at the Workingmen's College on the
evening of August 2. Besides the workingmen
who crowded tho room on that occasion there
were present Mr. Maurice (who occupied the
chair), Mr. Layard, Mr. Ruskin, Professor
Cairnes, Louis Blane, and others representing
all classes, and each speaker regarded the re
turn of Hughes as an important victory in the
great battle of English liberty; nay— as Louis
Blanc finely said— as a victory for humanity, in
which foreigners had reason to rejoice as well
as Englishmen.

I have already mentioned the "Conservative
reaction" which the Tories had so long declared
to be going on in the country, and of which the
Whigs showed their fear by imitating the Tory
administrations as much as possible. But now,
day after day, came in tho tidings that not the
liberals only, but the radicals were winning the

day. Now Young England rejoiced that Pro
fessor Faweett had conquered at Brighton, un
der the very shadow of old King George's pavil
ion ; and then Young Italy, Young Poland,
Young America —all devotees of Progress, who
know the welcome of Aubrey House—rejoiced
that Peter Taylor had won on the hard-fought
field of Leicester, by force of his own truth and
eloquence, against those who joined hands to
unseat the "pantheist in religion and idealist
in polities." But when it was plain that tho
liberal victory was complete throughout the
kingdom, all eyes were drawn to one ancient,
almost phantasmal battle-field, where the Past
had gathered up all her forces to clutch and
tear one proud laurel at least from the brow of
the Present. When Mr. Henley had been pro
claimed at Oxfordshire an elected knight of the
shire, much amusement was caused b

y the difii

culty with which the belt with the old sword
was buckled around him. Mr. Henley is by
no means a Falstaff, but he had to apologize for
having outgrown the belt, which had been used
perhaps some centuries. What happened in
Oxfordshire might have suggested a symbol for
OxfoW, where the Sir Launcclot of English
polities was found to have outgrown the old
bands of bigotry which still wished to bind upon
him that sword which is as sharp for Professor
Jowett to-day as it was for Cranmer, Ridley,
and Latimer, whose monument stands under
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the windows of that Professor's study in Baliol
College. Very far indeed was William Ewart
Gladstone from being a robust, eupeptic states
man: by ma:iy a narrow vote on ecclesiastical
questions had he pained his truest friends, that
he might conciliate the University which he

represented ; yet, do what ho could, Nature
would approximate the noble outlines she had
marked for him. Mr. Gladstone, born and
reared under Tory auspices, and with many
shreds of Toryism about him yet, has for many
years been slowly traveling forward. He clasped
the hand of the Past with a warm grasp, but he
had steadily set himself to go to the larger En
gland. Fondly, passionately did he desire to
take Oxford along ; and no doubt, had the real
heart of the University been felt, it would have
gone with him ; but, unfortunately for Oxford,
her every liv ing graduate has the mortgage of a
vote upon her, and the true academic heart was
smothered by those who know and represent the
Oxford of from twenty to sixty years ago, and
have never been quickened by the flood of
thought which has swept away the old land
marks. The Tories paw their chance for an
Encyclical against all the tendencies of the age.
It was unwittingly put into their hands by Mr.
Dodson's bill, which enabled persons at a dis
tance to vote by "voting papers." Mr. Ga-
thorne Hardy—a country squire, a sincere and
active Tory, not without some vigor of mind,
but a sorry picture to put beside Gladstone —
was put forward to unseat the leading states
man of England. Of course none feared that
Gladstone would be left out of Parliament —he
had already the unusual honor of standing be
fore another borough—but it produced much
pain with all enlightened men to see narrow
churchmen and ignorant parsons spawning their
voting-papers from every little village and rec
tory upon the Old University. But Oxford can
not keep her cake and cat it too ; she can not
rest upon the old red sandstone and reach to the
nobler miocene forms. The true knight of to
day is too large for the belt of Alfred's day.
The jokes of the young Oxonians who this year
gathered around the hustings when the High
Bailitf read, the election writ, in Latin, meant
something; so did the smile of the voter when
he had to give in his name as "Johannes" or
" Gulielmns," when the great issues before En
gland (and not ancient Rome) were in his
'thoughts. Five days the polling went on, and
at last this too-faithful servant was dismissed
(though he polled 500 more votes than ever be

fore), through the same door by which Sir Rob
ert Peel had been expelled when he gave the
first sign of sympathy with the millions groan
ing under the corn-laws. Mr. Gladstone was
expelled entirely by religious bigotry. The
Broad Church was for him ; the High Ohurch
was for him. It was that great, impenetrable,
characterless mass between right and left, and
which has been well called the Hard Church,
that managed to rule at Oxford. Indeed, one
of the watch-words at Oxford of this Hardy party

was "the dethronement of intellect." One
squire is known to have said, unctuously, as he
left the poll, "I thank God that I have always
voted against that d—d intellect, and I aln-avs
shall !"
When the not unexpected defeat of Glad
stone was announced, and the nation had given
a suitable number of groans for Oxford and
Hardy, the whole country showed a conscious
ness of relief. With a singular unanimity the
liberals agreed that if Oxford had lost a great
representative, England had gained a leader.
As poor Carl the dwarf, under the gash of Sir
Gawaine's sword, had the evil spell broken and
arose to the noble height of Sir Carleton, so did
Gladstone stand before his new constituency of
South Lancashire higher by a head and shoul
ders than before. The very crowds perceived
this transformation, and expressed their sense
of the fitness of things at the shop-windows,
where Mr. Gladstone was represented as a school
boy dismissed by an ancient, sharp -featured
school-ma'am with — "Yon forward boy, you I"
and taken by the hand by Britannia: or as Peg
asus just released from an ox-cart. Mr. Glad
stone —though deeply wounded by his defeat,
and disposed to defend Oxford —acknowledged
himself " unmuzzled ;" and, by a scries of more
outspoken speeches than he had ever made be
fore, justified the anticipations of the Liberals,
and suddenly checked the paeans of the Tories.
It may be now easily predicted that the Liberals
will build their highest battle-monument — as
the Americans have that of Bunker Hill— on
the spot of their apparent defeat ; for there was
slain the last fear of the liberal Premier of the
future plodding on in old Oxonian ruts.
The new Parliament has what may bo cslled
a working majority of about sixty for the Gov
ernment. Mr. Disraeli thinks that this will be
reduced by setting aside corrupt elections. More
credit is perhaps to be given to his declaratioq

that the Tories who have been returned ure
more out-and-out men, and that the Conserva
tive pnrty in the next House will wield a greater
influence with their more compact minority than

they did with a larger but less trust-worthy num

ber. But Mr. Disraeli is likely to find that the
causes which demoralized his ranks in the last

Parliament will act upon them in the next more
strongly. It is always the few who are really
made strong in the ratio of the increase of op
position. The Tory party has but little hope
of ruling England directly : its plan is always
to reduce the game, if possible, to a perpetaal
check, with the hope that occasionally (as in

1858) the Government— normally Whig— may
by some enormous blunder enable it to snatch a

stale-mate. And, moreover, though it is true
that there is a hard set of Tories in the new-
Parliament, it is also true that they will find
much more than an offset in the powerful army

of Radicals who have been returned. The party
"below the gangway" will be far stronger than
it has ever been within this generation ; and it
is almost certain that the centre of balance in
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the House, which every Ministry instinctively
seeks, will naturally fall a good degree to the
left of any position which a Government has yet
occupied. On that bench, whence Cobden has

departed, leaving behind only three or four real
Radicals—as Bright, Forstcr, Stansfeld, and
Taylor —will now sit Mill, Hughes, Faweett,
Trevelyan, and Pim. But not one drop of new
blood has been transfused into the Tory party.
We may then at least predict that the franchise
will bo extended to a six-pound, possibly to a
five-pound rental, which will make a hole big
enough to help all England through after a lit
tle. It is a most hopeful sign that the tendency
should so plainly be to wear away the colorless
middle - party, the "rest-and-be-thankfuls."
There will be a far sharper line between Con
servatism and Progress than ever before in the
next Commons; all will have to go somewhere ;
and when that is done the conflict, of which the
issue is not doubtful, can not be far off.
There is one regard in which the new Parlia
ment is especially interesting to Americans. It
is certain that the attitudes of parties upon the
late American war entered prominently into the
elections, and it is equally true that the friends
of the North were generally returned, and that
the ranks of the " Southern sympathizers" were
thinned. While the American cause has not
lost .a single prominent champion, it has gained
many—as Mill, Hughes, Fnwcett, Cowan, Pot
ter, and Pim—who have been from the first its
distinguished supporters. On the other hand,
among the fallen Confederates are now to be
numbered Lindsay, Hennessy, Cox, Fitzgerald,
Lawrence, Heygate, and others who might bo
named—one who must be especially named,
Walter, owner of the London Times.
The number of literary men in the ne\v Par
liament is greater than in any preceding one.
In addition to Earls Russell and Grey, Lords
Derby, Stanhope, Dufferin, Houghton (11.
Monrkton Milnes), Brougham, Dr. Thirlwall,
the Bishops of London and of York, and the
Duke of Argyll of the Peers, and E. Bulwer
Lytton, Disraeli, Kinglake, Sir R. Palmer, Mr.
Gladstone, and one or two of less distinction in
the world of letters, who were in the last Par
liament, there will be John Stuart Mill, Thomas
Hughes, Mr. Faweett (Professor of Political
Economy at Cambridge, and author of a fine
work on Logic), Mr. Trevelyan (the

" Compe
tition Wallah"), Lawrence Oliphant (author of
various books of travel), Mr. Forsyth (author
of the best "Life of Cicero"), Mr. Torrens (au
thor of "The Industrial History of Free Na
tions," the candidate, by-the-way, who was re
turned by the largest majority received by any
in the late elections), Sir G. Bowyer, Mr. Gose-
pen, Viscount Milton (whose valuable work on
Western America and the Indians has just been

published), and others known in more limited
circles for literary ability. This introduction of
scholars and men of genius into the Legislature
is the best feature of the electoral rule of En
gland ; and it is one which we may hope will
Vol. XXXI.—No. 186'.— 3D

appear in the United States when the organic
law permits a district to select its Member of
Congress from any portion of the Union, and
not exclusively from within its own limits.
On the whole, the recent elections need only
to be studied well to convince us that neither
Ledru Rollin nor Emerson have quite reported
the whole fact in intimating that England has
reached her solstice or is in decadence. One En
gland has indeed just shriveled like a snake-
skin, and will presently be sloughed oft*, just as
one Union has been cast by the living form of
America ; but it now seems to me, who once
shared the hopeless theory about England, that
although the movement is still slow and earth-
bound there is in her the germ of a noble trans
formation.

THE SILENT.

MUSIC,
in all ages of the world, ftas been a

favorite theme with the poet. The songs
of the morning stars, the music of the spheres
and of growing things—of these he has written.
But much of this is imaginary —music addressed
to the soul rather than the ear— for all do not
hear with the poet's sensitive organs.

'' The poet in a golJen clime was born.
With golden stars above."

And of that sonnd which is real much be
comes insignificant when relatively considered.
The greatest agencies are noiseless ; the grand
est results are wrought in silence.
The position might be maintained by ingen
ious argument that on the morning of the cre
ation the great Master-Workman spoke no word
as He called the universe into being ; that in
obedience to a thought, amidst universal silence,
the myriad worlds rolled into space as noise

lessly as soap-bubbles float on the wind. But
it is not necessary to embark upon this sea of
speculation to demonstrate that the domain of
Silence is great.
Astronomers have calculated that of the
worlds of our system some are so far removed
from earth that light, traveling at the rate of
two hundred thousand miles per second, would
consume three millions of years in traversing
the distance. Admitting the theory of sound
as generally received, and granting to each
world an atmosphere a thousand times the ex
tent of ours, there yet remains a stretch of space
almost infinite where no sound is ever heard.
" Silence ! the great empire of silence ! that
alone is great ; all else is small."
But we design to narrow our views, and con
sider the silent as it exists around us— the silent
of which we are cognizant. You stand beneath
the smiles of a spring morning. You remem
ber that two days since the earth was naked,
and cold, and brown ; now a carpet of the pur
est emerald is stretched over hill and valley.
But did you hear the hum of the wheel as the
warp and woof of this perfect carpet were being
spun ? Was the sound of the busy loom in
which it was woven borne to your oar during
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the stillness of some winter's night? Heard
you any thing of the ceaseless flying shuttle?
Did the murmur of the weavers' voices ever
reach you ?
Where yesterday the bare branches of the
wood lifted themselves clear and cold, checker
ing the chilly clouds, you see green leaves un
folding, as though on fleecy canvas some great
picture is growing beneath an artist's pencil.
In a single day a hundred million "leafy ban
ners" have been floated upon the wind What
ear heard the footsteps of those who unfurled
the vernal pennons ? Whence came and whith
er have flown the noiseless workers ?

Myriads of flowers, blue-eyed and snowy-bo
somed, are opening around you. Go to that
unfolding bud ; stoop down ; place your ear
close ; listen : do you hear it breaking its win
ter casing? Do you hear the life-blood throb
bing through its subtle veins ? Does your ear
catch its perfumed breathings ?
Six thousand times has that emerald carpet
been spread ; six thousand times have the woods
waked into life and beauty ; six thousand times
have bursting corollas sweetened the air ; but in
what history is it recorded that the seal of si
lence which God set upon these works was ever
broken ? When were these things done noisily ?
Have you ever stood on the banks of the Mis
sissippi and looked away across the vast ocean
of trees until their tops melted into the blue dis
tance ? Then, mind out-traveling the eye, have
you not been lost in the thought of the millions
of trees which must have stood on the earth
since God said, " Let the earth bring forth the
fruit-tree yielding fruit after his kind?" And
now think of it

, if you have not before, in si

lence the forests are formed.
"His dew drops mutely on the hills." It
comes to the earth as a physician, bearing heal
ing to the seared hearts of flowers. It visits
the roots of the scorched plant, creeps up its
veins, and lo! the crisped leaves expand in
smiles, and put on a fresher green. Even the

king of the forests, lifting his royal head to the
stars, is stronger and more beautiful for the min
istry of the silent dew, reminding us that every
nature, however high, is indebted to trifles.
The frost is a silent worker. He visits the
window of the invalid, and her wakeful eye ob
serves the frescoing by the moonlight growing,
but her sensitive ear catches no sound of the
workman's coming or going. The murderer at
his victim's grave, whose guilty ear wrests from
the night air its faintest sound, hears not the
sprite as he weaves a net-work of pearls over
the freshly-turned sod. He steals some night
into a fair garden, and the flowers droop be
neath his Judas kiss ; he touches the green
leaves, and they die ; he breathes upon the
brook, and its laughter is hushed ; he looks
upon the rivers and lakes, and the tide of com
merce is staid ; he waves his wand over the
fields and orchards, and gaunt famine stalks
through the land.
All that is grand in nature is achieved in si

lence ; nil her great forces work silently On?
of the most wonderful among these is chemical
affinity. This brings together and unites the
component parts of every animal, mineral, and
plant. By this agency the coal-beds are formed.
What powerful action was necessary for this is
seen from the following estimate: "Were the
present consumption of the world quadruple.:!,
and the enormous amount of four hundred mill
ion tons of coal used annually, the amount of
this material in our own country would snpply
the demand for ten thousand years."
The silent suubeam, the source, perhaps, of
all the forces of nature, visits the earth, and she

is transfigured— clothed with beauty as a gar
ment. It paints the woods and meadows ; it

gives to the fields their gold, and to the orchards
their crimson and yellow. It causes the flow
of the brook which turns the mill, and of the
ocean which beats the cliffs. It steals among
the particles of air quietly dreaming on the
plain, and the sleeping atoms awake ; they
move lazily among themselves, murmuring sul
lenly. Then their movements quicken ; they
play among leaves and flowers, and caress the
fevered check. Then their voices swell ; they
move wildly :

u They t iko the cataract's sound ;

They take the whirlpool's fury and 1U mifrht :

The mountain shudders as they sweep the gron3 T;
The valley woods lie prone beneath their flight
Tbe clouds before them shoot like eagles past ;

The homes of men are rocking in the blast;
They lift the roofs like autumn leaves, and cast
Skyward the whirling fragments out of sight."

Through the influence of the suubeam the
wonderful trade-wind is born, which, in a per
petual circle, sweeps from tropic to pole and
from pole to tropie, softening the severities of
these two regions. Nor is this all. It bears on
its broad wings the oxygen evolved— likewise
through the influence of the suubeams—from
the orange orchards and magnolia groves, from
the citron and banyan and palm of the tropics,
exchanging it in the temperate and polar regions
for poisonous carbonic acid, the nutriment of

plants; thus furnishing man with food for his

lungs prepared by fragrant-mouthed flowers a

thousand miles removed.
In what a glory does the golden sunlight, fall
ing upon church and turret and tower, eurobe
them ! And yet it is a philosophical fact that
the sunbeam rests on nothing without producing
on its surface a chemical and molecular change.
The granite mountain, the strong Rock of Gib
raltar, the pyramids of Egypt, the white shafts
which point out the homes of the dead, arc all

wasted by the suubeams, and would soon crum
ble beneath their silent? irresistible influence
but for the beautiful arrangement for their rep
aration under the darkness of night. During
its silent hours the molecular changes, like Pe

nelope's knitting, are all undone, and the de

struction of the day silently and mysteriously
repaired.
The suubeams resolve themselves into artists,
outstripping all others in celerity and accuracy
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of delmeation Yet these artists are silent.
They offer no suggestions as to attitude or ex
pression ; they hold no pleasant chat with their
sitters that they may catch the light of thought
npon the face. With steps as noiseless as an
angel's footfall on empty space they come and

go from their studio.
The suubeams furnish man with all his avail
able mechanical force. They lift the waters
from the oceans and lakes, and return them to

the earth in springs, in brooks, and rivers which
drive the busy wheels of manufactories. The
coal which energizes the appliances of steam-
locomotion owes its power to the suubeams. In
the remote ages, when tho atmosphere was reek

ing with carbonic acid, tho suubeams, as the
plants absorbed the gas, "gave them tho power
to store up the carbon in their tissues.'' That
carbon is our coal. We have shown that the
suubeams make the winds which propel ships
across the ocean. The thought has occurred to
few, perhaps, outside of the scientific world, that
the suubeams, causing, according to received

theory, the magnetic currents which circulate
around the earth parallel to the magnetic equa
tor, form tho force which keeps the needle, the
mariner's guide, true to the pole. Even all ani
mal force, sustained as it is by vegetable food,
may be traced to the suubeam.
There is a messenger, rivaling the light in
fleetness, which in silence runs his course. Over
uubroken prairies and through forests where
broods the silence of the grave his flying steps
awaken no sound. No force can wrest his mes
sage from him, no bribe tempt to its betrayal.
Ho passes the solitary traveler on the highway,
the lonely laborer in the field, but loiters not to

gossip of the message he bears. By train after
train of crowded cars he dashes without a word
of greeting. Through village and crowded

city, bearmg the tidings of an empire's fate, he

speeds, but in silence. No sigh escapes tho
lightnmg post-boy though charged with a mes

sage of woe, no glad song, though joy bo the
burden
Whan the microscope came into man's pos
session it was as though a second Columbus had

appeared, announcing the existence of a new
world. And not of one merely. It reveals in
a single drop of water a globe peopled, accord

ing to Ehrenberg, with fire hundred millions of
living creatures different from any thing which
man has seen before. It shows every bit of clay
and stone, every leaf and flower, a world crowd
ed with its busy multitudes. Is it not an inter
esting thought that all around you, on every
object, m it were, which meets the eye, are
millions of creatures, living, moving, and work
ing in silence. From this silent but mighty
world Paley, and Ray, and other theologians
have drawn some of their finest arguments for
the Christian religion.
And this brings us to consider tho works of
this silent animal world. Not to mention the
silk-worm, which in silence spins its beautiful

fabrie, by which .£200,000 is said to be annual- j

ly circulated, the most wonderful geographical
changes on our globe have been wrought in si
lence by little creatures, the largest of which
are scarcely perceptible to the naked eye. Wc
refer, of course, to the poiypai-itr. There is

,

according to Mr. Mantcll, in the Indian Ocean,
to the northeast of the coast of Malabar, a chain
of coral reefs and islets four hundred and eighty
geographical miles in length ; on the east coast
of New Holland an uubroken reef three hundred
and fifty miles long ; between that and New
Guinea a coral formation extends upward of
seven hundred miles ; and the Disappointment
Islands and Duff's Group are connected by six
hundred miles of coral reefs, over which the na
tives can travel from one island to another.
Thus, in the language of Dr. M'Culloch, " tho
labors of a worm, which man can barely see.
form mountains like the Apennines, and regions
to which Britain is as nothing. The invisible,
insensibla toil of an ephemeral point, conspiring
with others in one great design, working unseen,
unheard, converts the liquid water into solid
rock, the deep ocean into dry land, and extends
the dominion of man, who sees it not and knows

it not, over regions which even his ships had

scarcely traversed. Thus is the great Pacific
Ocean destined at some future day to be a
world."
The beauty of this little animal's work was
well expressed by Ehreuberg as ho exclaimed,
on beholding the coral reefs of the Red Sea,
" Where is the paradise of flowers that can rival
in variety and beauty these living wonders of
the ocean ? "

Volumes might bo written on the silent in na

ture. No one can study nature without feeling
that in this domain God achieves his great ends
in silence. But other departments await us.
Man's burial-places have never been more

beautifully described than as the " cities of tho
silent." All over the sad earth, side b
y side
with the thronged marts of men, rise the white
shafts and columns of these peaceful cities, from
which there is no emigration, and whose vast

population is momently increasing. From their
crowded subterranean streets there rises no
sound of wheels, no tramp of busy feet. From
their myriad houses there como no sounds of
social gatherings, no morning prayer or evening
hymn. Children are there, but no laugh or cry
of gladness ; parents are there, but they tell the
children no pleasant stories, offer no word of
counsel or warning. Husbands and wives are

there, but no syllable of endearment; enemies

are there, but no bickerings ; preachers and peo

ple, but no sermons ; musicians, but no music ;

paupers, but no alms-asking. "Silence, deep
as that before tho worlds were," reigns through
the populous streets.
We have seen how in nature the domain of
silence is over all that is great ; how all grand
results arc wrought out in quiet. But there arc
other departments in whfch this is more appar
ent. Any single faculty of a single mind, lo
cated we know not where, existing we know not
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how, working silently, mysteriously, ceaselessly,
is more wonderful than any tlnng we have con

templated. Consider the Imagination, for in
stance. Having its seat in silence, noiselessly
and in an instant of time it spreads out ocean
and sea, and sprinkles them with green islands
and white sails. It paints sky and landscape ;
it rears cities and lays them in ruins ; it peo
ples the earth, water, and air with beautiful cre
ations. It transforms this everyday world into
a fairy-land of beauty. Yet this is but one of a
dozen faculties, as wonderful, of a single mind

among the countless millions that have existed

sinco the creation of Adam. Oh ! those silent
but busy work-shops! Who shall number or
measure their products? These are seen in ev
ery thing which distinguishes the abode of man

from the wilderness. They have caused " the
Uesert to blossom as the rose." From them
have issued cities, homes, and libraries. In
them science has been made and art created.
These silent workers— the intellects of men—

have built the nations with their laws. In
brief, they have made civilization.
We have thought a hundred times, and each
time with fresh wonder, of the silent growth of a
thought or a principle. A thought, dim. scarce
ly denned, born one knows not how, coming one
knows not whence, finds a lodging in some mind.
Fed silently and mysteriously, it grows. Like
the seed planted under the stone fence, the tree
from which lays in ruins the strength which had
sheltered its tenderness, it slowly but surely
overturns the walls of prejudice and ignorance,
and grows to a mighty power which revolution
izes the world. Christianity, a little seed plant
ed in the hearts of a few ignorant fishermen, has
gone on noiselessly taking in life, putting forth
bud and leaf, sending down its roots, outstretch
ing its mighty boughs, spreading abroad its giant
branches, until it overshadows the land.
Liberty, in some heart conceived perhaps
from the carol of a bird, as its free wing cut
the ether, or from the laugh of the storm, how
has the beautiful child in silence grown and
strengthened, until to-day "she looketh forth
as the morning, fair as the moon, clear as the

sun, and terrible as an army with banners."
Consider the growth of character-. At the
birth of the infant there is somewhere in the
tender, palpitating form the germ of a character,
which, as years pass, silently swells and grows,
strengthening, solidifying, sending out root and
branch, until it stands a matured tree. Or, to
change the figure, there is in your nature, which
stands as the type of all others, the corner-stone
of character laid by the hand of God. We read
of a house in which neither hammer, nor axe,
nor any tool of iron was heard while it was in
building. So in the building of your character
no sound is heard. In silence the work goes
on. The materials are gathered from every
quarter— from science and art, from nature and
philosophy, from heaven and earth, from God
and man. No human being comes within your
circle without contributing something to the

growing edifice. You hear no sound, your
eyes open upon no scene, you read no sentence,
you neglect no intuition, you obey no law of
right, you resist no temptation— indeed you can
not act, or speak, or think without adding a
stone to the rising structure. Silently the work
goes on, until the building stands forth beauti
ful and fair as Solomon's Temple, or a misera
ble failure. Consider the millions of such build
ings which since Adam have been reared.
What are the piles of brick and mortar. raised
with noise and tumult, one stone of which shall
not be left upon another, to these edifices, reared
in silence, enduring throughout eternity?
We can not dismiss the subject of the Silent
without one other thought. There is a silent
preacher, more eloquent than all the eloquent
men that ever lived, more patient and tender
than all the tender mothers since Eve. He
visits the poor slave in his cabin, the Hottentot
in his tent ; goes to the poor and degraded, the
sorrowing, every where cheering, comforting,
uplifting, as no earthly preacher can. No heart
has ever throbbed which he has not visited.
The world should know the name of this silent
preacher. Hear it

,

O children of men ! write

it upon your hearts, engrave it upon the palms
of your hands : The Holy Ghost, the Comforter,

is his name. Verily God worketh in silence.
Especially in his dealings with the hearts of
men is the Lord not in the wind, or the earth
quake, or the fire, but in the still small voice.

THE WIFE'S THANK-OFFERING.
TT was but a very trifle— the mere beat of a

A child's drum upon the highway —but it came
near being of very serious consequences. Dr.
Austin Raimond, a physician in middle life,
and of high standing alike in his profession and
in his social position, was returning from a med

ical consultation in the country, to which he

had been called, and driving quietly homeward

to the city, his thoughts engrossed by the peculi
arities of the case which had just been submit
ted to his medical acumen, he had become so

involved in the consideration of the subject as
to entirely forget that the horse he was driving
was a young and spirited animal, which he had

recently purchased in place of the old, steady,
and well - trained servant that had been his

trusted companion through many years of pro
fessional visiting, and upon whose discretion he

had confidently relied.
A loud, sudden, and most unexpected tattoo
upon a toy-drum, given gratis by a very juvenile

drummer, startled both the horse and his driver.

The former reared for a moment upon his hind-

feet, then springing forward, shied suddenly
across the road, and, turning, struck the wheel

of the carriage against the stone-wall with such

violence as to tear off the wheel and upset the

vehiclo, sending the astonished M.D. flying
through the air with a velocity as undesirable
as it was unusual to him ; and his first distinct
consciousness was a confused finding of himself
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all in a heap upon a pile of loose stones upon the

edge of the wayside.
Never for a moment indulging in the hope that

he was not "kilt entirely," as the Irish patois
expresses it

,

and gathering himself up with ex

ceeding care and caution, as if he fully expect
ed to find some of the pieces missing, the wor
thy man was fairly amazed to find himself

really unhurt, though somewhat unsettled b
y

his hasty flight; and, adjusting his glasses and
replacing his fugitive hat, ho took a good self-

congratulatory shake, and finding that all his
limbs worked as well as before, he next pro
ceeded to look afuir his horse and buggy.
To his farther satisfaction he found the horse
too was unhurt. Some men who chanced to be

passing at the moment had secured him ; and,
the first error over, he certainly behaved uncom

monly well, looking round at his master with a

trembling and deprecatory intelligence which
seemed to say that he was sorry he was so fool

ishly nervous, and would not do so again—but
he really couldn't stand that boy with the drum

any way !

The carriage and harness had, however, sus
tained considerable injury ; but as there was a
blacksmith's shop close at hand, Dr. Raimond
proceeded thither, and had the pleasure to learn
that one hour and a half would repair the dam
ages. As this time, tbough not long for the
needed work, would inevitably prove tedious to
the detained gentleman if spent pacing up and
down in the heated air of the smithy, the master
of the shop asked him to walk into the house
and rest, where it was cooler, and where, in fact,
he would be less in his way.
This offer the Doctor gladly accepted, and was
shown immediately into a neat littlesitting-room,
and introduced to the mother of his conductor,
a tall, thin, gaunt, raw-boned looking old wo
man, who, dressed in a shabby black alpaca, and
close but soiled white muslin cap, was sitting by
the window in a tall rocking-chair, rocking and

knitting with slow but persistent industry.
As the blacksmith, having performed his duty
as master of ceremonies, immediately withdrew
to give his personal attention to the needed re

pairs, the old woman seemed to feel it was in
cumbent upon her to entertain the gentleman
thus thrown upon her good offices ; and stop
ping her rocking for a moment, and holding the
immeasurably long stocking she was engaged
upon suspended in mid-air with one hand, while
with the other she pulled out yard after yard of
coarse blue yarn from the ball hidden in the

depths of her pocket, she coolly surveyed him
over the top of her glasses, and then commenced
her labors of love with the somewhat hackneyed
inquiry of,
" Good deal of sickness about now, Doc
tor?"
"No," the Doctor replied; ho thought not
more, if indeed so much, as usual at that time
of the year. There was usually a greater amount
of illness in that month than in the two or three

preceding ones, especially among children. To

which she replied, "Do tell! I want to know'"
and recommenced her rocking and knitting
After a few moments' silence she again

stopped, and scratching up her hair with her
knitting-needle, as if trying to stir up the dor
mant ideas, renewed the attack :

'

" Don't you think there has been a sight of
sudding deaths this year, Doctor —say now ?"
" I do not think I was aware of it," said the
Doctor. " There have been none in the circle
in which I visit, and I do not remember to have
heard of many."
" You don't?" she answered. " Well ! that's
good now ; but I suppose you've been a doe-
t'rin' a good while now, and it's likely you've got
to be pretty considerable knowledgable by this
time, ain't yer? Do you live anywheres round?"
"No," the Doctor told her; he was only
passing through the town.
"And where do you come from then?"
The Doctor named the country town he had
just left.
" Law ! did you ? Why, do you live up
there ? Why ! I want to know !"
"Oh no," said the unwilling catechumen.
" I said I came from there ; I live in Boston "
"Boston, do you ? Well, now, that's sort of
curious ; why, that was where I orig-gi-nated.''
"Ah, indeed!"
"Yes. Well, that was where I was born.

|

Yes, and it was my place of residence when I

was a gal ; indeed I lived there till I was mar
ried, but I haven't been there since—no, not for
these forty years and more, far's I know. "
"Really!" said the Doctor. "And how

does that happen ? I should think, if it was
your native place, you would like to visit it now
and then."
"Well! like it? yes, so I should: and I do
keep a meaning to go; but lor, there! I tell
our folks Hain't no use in life ; there never comes

a time for me to go nowheres; there's allers
something to keep me at home ; if it ain't this
it's that, and if it ain't that it's t'other. But
there ! I mean to go, I do really mean to go,

if I break right off, and I s'pose I'll have to if I

go at all. I want to—why ! I suppose there's
been a sight of repairs there since I come away,
ain't there ?"
The Doctor said yes ; in the last forty years
there had been a great many alterations, and
he thought probably some improvements in the

place.
" Like as not— shouldn't wonder. Why, do
you know I heer'd tell they had tore down the
old bake-house just at the corner of our street?
Only think of that now !"
"I dare say; a great number of old build
ings have been removed in that time. In what
part of the city did you live?"
" 'Twant no city, I guess, when I lived there ;

laws, no ! nor for years afterward ; but, you see,

I lived in Ruggles's Lane ; I s'pose you know
where that is well enough."
" No, I do not think I do ; I do not remem

ber the name."
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"Well, like as not they've been and changed
the name on't by this time ; I shouldn't wonder
if they had. But I lived with old Mr. Smith,
of Ruggles's Lane ; you knew him, Doctor,
didn't you? Lors! no; I don't suppose you did
nuther ; you couldn't have, come to think on't,
for the Smiths they were all dead or gone afore
ever you cum to yer senses. But I guess you've
heard tell of him often enough, hain't you ?—old
Mr. Smith, of Ruggles's Lane—why, he was a
man much know'd."
"No, I think not; I do not remember ever
hearing of him. Who was he ?"
" Why, he was Mr. Smith, of Ruggles's Lane ;
I told you so."
"Yes, I know ; but what was he?"
"Well, he was Miss Smith's husband, and a
great, rich man. Why, ho owned the house
they lived in (and it was a real nice one, too),
and the one round the corner (that warn't quite
so good), and he kept a horse and shay, and he
was one of the s'lectmen ! Why, Doctor! you
must have heard of him often and often, time
and agin, only maybe you disremember it."
" But what was his profession ? Can you tell

rue that ?"
" Oh laws ! he wa'n't a professor— at least not
as ever I heard tell of. Ho was a Baptist, I
guess, but I can't say punctually ; and a good
enough sort of a man he was ; but he wa'n't a

professor, nor nothing like that—oh my good
ness gracious, no !"
" Well, then, what did he do f"
"Do? Why, he didn't do much of any
thing amiss as I know of ; he did use to smoke
a good deal, and sometimes he did use to take

something spiritual like when he went to bod n-
nights in cold weather, but not very often, and
not very strong; and I declare I don'no as it
hurt him any, Doctor. Do you s'pose it did,
now?"
"Oh no ; all right, I dare say ; but what was
his calling f Can you tell me that?"
"His calling? Oh yes; that was John E.
Smith — John E.—and his wife, Miss Smith, she
used allers to laugh and call him Johnny Smith,
don't you see ?—John E.—Johnny— just for the
joke, you know ; and it used to make him as
mad as a hop. Wani't it good ?"
Very, indeed—a capital jest. But I meant
what business did he do?"
"Oh laws! Well, why did not you say so
before ? I didn't sense your meaning. Well,
he kept a provision store, and we allers had the

very best of every thing in the house ; he would
have it. Miss Smith she used to tell him he
was a terrible epicack, and I don'no but that
he was. That was how I cum to stay there so
long— nobody else couldn't make the coffee to
suit him, and he was awful pellicular about his
veal cutlets. Miss Smith she used to laugh and

say to me,
' Salome, if you should ever get mar-

ried, and go away and leave me, I guess I
should have to bo disvorced, for nobody else in
the world couldn't suit him ; and I'm sure I do
not know how you do, he is so tedious and

pernickity about his vittles;'—and so he was,
sure enough. But still, for all that, he was a
real good man, too, and I liked him, and I couk
suit him ; and so I used to laugh and tell her
I guessed there warn't no danger of me getting
married. "

"And what became of him after you did leave
them ?"
"Oh, I didn't— I didn't leave him; I staid

by till he died, poor man! He died sud1iin£.
Well, there, I don't justly know how it is, Doc
tor, but I've allers minded this one thing—
there's some folks dies kind of sudding, and
there's other folks kind of hangs on longer than
you'd expect 'um to. Now there was my hus
band, Mr. Blaney, he hung on nigh npon two
years, up and down, up and down, nigh npon
two years; but Mr. Smith (as I was saying) he
died real sudding —he died of the cholera, ther
said."
" Indeed ! and how long was he ill ?"
"Well, after his death Miss Smith she said

he had had the monitorial symptoms for two
days; but I'm sure I never knew nothing of it
if he had. I'm sure I thought he ate his din
ner with the very greatest veracity that day.
But jest as I was cleaning my knives Miss Smith
she run out, all wild and sort of flabbergasted
like, and said he had got the cholera, and that
ho had collapsed ; and so I went right away
after the doctors. The last w ords he ever said
in this world—he looked up nt me as I was
wringing out the hot flannels for him, and he
says to me, 'Salome,' he says, 'too much onion
in that stuffing' (you see, we'd had potted l ig-
cons for dinner that day; laws! I remember it
jest as well as can be). The doctors they all
thought he was out, but I knew better; he
knowed what he was saying well enough, poor
man ! And then he died."
"And what became of the widow?"
"You mean Miss Smith, don't you? Oh
well, I think she would have held up in n most
uncommon Christian manner if she had been
left well-to-do in the world ; but you see, she
was left poor, and of course that sort of dis-
quentled her, and aggravated her feelings."
"But I thought you said he was a man of
property, did you not?"
" Well, so I did, and so he thought, and so
every body used to think ; but didn't you ever

mind, Doctor, that somo folks die and leave
more than folks expected 'um to, nnd other

folks die and they don't leave so much? Well,
then, sometimes I think—and then agin I de
clare I don't know!"
"Had Mr. and Mrs. Smith any children?"
"No, not when he died; I guess they never
had but one, and she died young. Miss Smith
had her picture, and she set a sight by it ; she

showed it to me more than once, and she said
it was her dear little Sairy-Mary who had gone
to glory. And I'm sure I can't say but what
she had, but she did not look like it a mite (not
in her picture), for she had a terrible humor and

was cross-eyed. But then, you see, the picture
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was taken before she got there, and that might
make a difference far's I know."
" And have yon never heard from Mrs Smith
since you left her?"
" Yes, indeed ! Oh laws, yes ! ever so many
times I know first she went into a community,
and then she went into a consumption, and then
she went into the hospital. I went over to see
her there once, but it wasn't no sort of satisfac
tion to me ; for you see she had become a medi
ator by that time."
' 'A what t She had become a what T"
"Well, a mediator; you know, Doctor, a
spiritual mediator they call 'um. One of them

spirit folks who rap up dead people, and turn
tables, and all that. She seemed to be happy
enough, poor creature ; she said sbo often heard
from Mr Smith, and had letters and messages
from him. I said I hoped he was well, and she
said, Yes, he was quite well, she thanked me.
And then I asked her how he looked, and she
said she hadn't never seen him yet ; she supposed
she was not enveloped far enough for that yet.
And then I asked if she ever see her little Sairy-
Mary? But she said, No, she hadn't actually
seen her yet, for she was not enveloped far enough
for that nuther; but that she often heard her
round, sort of flopping her wings like, and she
did hope soon to get a sight of her. Dop'ou be
lieve in them spiritual folks, Doctor? Some folks
does, and more don't. My son's wife and Man-
dany they go in for it

,

and they do tell some

mighty queer things to be sure John he don•t
believe in it

,

not a mite. Well there, some
times I think, and then agin I don't know."
As the old woman reached for the second time
this very logical, and to her evidently satisfac
tory, "conclusion of the whole matter," and
while the wearied Doctor was mentally wonder
ing if human dullness and tedionsness could
reach a height nearer the sublime, a sweet, timid
female voice just outside of the open door be
hind them, said softly, " Grandmother, are you
here?"
"Well, Helun, child,'' said the person thus
addressed, and without turning round, "and
what do you want this time of day, hey?"
Instinctively the Doctor turned his eyes in
the direction of the new-comer, and having done
so he as instinctively kept them there; for the
object upon which they rested was not one to
turn away from with indifference.
The speaker, who stood outside of the low
door, leaning lightly in, supporting herself by
one hand upon tho side of the vine-hung door
way, which framed her like a p'icturo, was a

young girl of sixteen or possibly eighteen years
nf age.
In figure she was tall and slightly made ;

slight even to fragility, yet it was evidently not
the fragility of disease or weakness, but seemed
rather an ethereal lightness, as if the spiritual
element in her composition had outstripped the
growth of the physical or material nature. But j

it was the face of the girl which fixed the atten-
lion of the good Doctor, for he felt ho had never

before beheld a human face so winning and love

ly. Her features were all regular and good,
her complexion of marble fairness, yet with a

freshness about its coloring which seemed to

give assurance that though perhaps habitually
pale when at rest, an aroused feeling, a passing
thought, a quickened movement, a mere heart
throb of accelerated motion even, would flush
the sweet young face and make it like the face
of the young Aurora. And this sweet face, at
tractive as it was in color and outline, was fitly
framed in soft, loose, gleaming curls, which fell
in rich abundance over her ivory neck and shoul
ders in the unstudied but graceful order which
we always observe in pictures or casts of the
gentle Evangelist, the beloved John. But yet
beautiful ns it was the observer felt that the fair
face upon which his gaze was riveted owed its

greatest charm to its expression, which seemed
to denote a strangely mysterious blending of the
child and the woman. It had all the trusting
love, the appealing tenderness, the innocent
sweetness of childhood ; but blending with it,

and overshadowing it
,

and giving to it a loftier
character, was the intelligent purity of maturer
thought. And over all was the look of holy
earnestness and calm contemplation which rests

upon the faces of the pictured cherubim.
But even in the hnsty survey he took the good
Doctor noticed, with his habitual and perhaps
professional observation, one marked peculiari

ty ; he could not catch the glance of her eyes, for

she never raised them—even when she turned
her face toward the old woman whom she ad

dressed she never raised the deeply fringed and

snowy lids but kept her downcast eyes upon the

ground.
"Well, Helun," said the old woman, impa
tiently, "why under the sun don't yer come in
and tell what you've come for? What in the
world are yer 'fraid of? Nobody ain't a going
to cat you, I guess. Come in, can't yer, and
not stand simpering there ?"
In quiet answer to this comforting assurance
and very courteous invitation the young girl
glided into the room, and was crossing it slow

ly in the direction of the old woman's chair;
but before she reached it she stopped abruptly
in the middle of the floor, suddenly raised her
hand, and lifted her head as if intently listen
ing ; and then, while the rich blood rushed tu-
multuously in a vivid blush over her brow, cheek,
bosom, and even hands, she said, trembling vio

lently,
"Grandmother, you are not alone!"
" Well, who said as I was ?" said the old wo
man, bruskly and derisively. " I didn't, did I ?

But do come along child, and don't be such a

fool ! The gentleman won't want to run away
with you, I'll be bound. Come ttlong, can't ye ?

Tho poor creetcr's as blind as a bat!" she
added, in explanation to her gnest, while poor
Helen, hurt and abashed at having herself and
her sad infirmity thus coarsely thrust upon the
notice of an entire stranger, shrunk timidly into
shelter behind the chair of the old woman.
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'•Blind! and at her age! Is it possible?"
said the pitying observer. "Oh, my poor girl,
that is hard indeed 1"
There was very little in the words thus utter
ed, but their tone of genuine, earnest, heart-felt
sympathy went straight homo to the heart of the
poor girl, to whom sympathy was rarely offered.
"Who is it, grandmother?" she said, whis-
peringly, from behind the chair where she had

vainly endeavored to hide herself from observa
tion. '•Who is it, grandmother? Oh, please
tell me— do!"
"Come out of that, can't yer?" said the
grandmother, angrily ; and reaching out her
hand behind her she clutched vaguely at the
skirts of the girl's dress, endeavoring to drag
her forward. "What in the world are ye
skeered of? Ar'n't yer ashamed of yourself,
you great goose, you ! I declare you're too old
and too big to act so like a nat'ral fool. I only
wish Harr'ot or Mandany was here ; they'd know
how to behave ; they wouldn't act so like fools,

I guess."
"Grandmother! who is it? please tell me
who it is?" pleaded the sweet voice.
"I am a gentleman from Boston, my dear,"
said the Doctor, kindly. "I have met with a

little accident upon the road, and am waiting
until my carriage is repaired ; and as it was
very warm in the smithy I came in here to sit ;

but if my being here annoys you in any way I

will go out at once."
"Oh, no, no. Sir!" said the girl, eagerly;
"it does not— I do not wish it; please do not
go, I beg of you."
"There, now, Helun, you great goose, I told
you so. What's the use of you being so scarey
always? I told yer the Doctor wouldn't eat
yer, didn't I?"
" The Doctor f" said Helen, eagerly. " Is the
gentleman a doctor, and from Boston t Oh,
grandmother, my dream ! my dream ! Don't

you remember? Is he indeed a doctor, and
from Boston ? Oh ! please tell me that."
" Is this young. girl your grandehild ?" asked
the Doctor, turning to the elder woman, for he
was struck with the wide disparity between the
two— the one being a very clod, "of the earth,
earthy" —the other looking as if she had just
walked out of the gates of Paradise.
" Law, sakes ! no, indeed !" said Mrs. Bla-
ney. " She isn't not the least mite akin to me
in the world ; she is my son John's wife's first
husband's child. I never knew her parents from
Adam. I never see either of 'um—not to my
knowledge— father or mother. Laws no ; she's
no relation in life to me or any of my folks."
The Doctor nodded, secretly pleased to find

it was so.
" Grandmother," again pleaded the young
girl, with trembling earnestness, "won't you
tell mc ? Is the gentleman a Boston doctor ?"
"Yes, my child," said the Doctor, answer
ing the question the old woman teasingly had
«vaded ; I am a doctor, and I am from Boston;
can I do any thing for you ?"

"Yes, Sir; oh yes; y^u can indeed,' said
the girl, whose whole manner seemed suddenly,
under some strong and overmastering influence
of feeling, to change from childish timidity to
womanly self-possession ; and leaving her retreat
behind the chair of the old woman, who gazed
upon her thus transformed in stupid wonder,
she glided forward, guided b

y a quick sense of
hearing, and the unerring instinct which a fa
therly Providence so often bestows upon persons
thus afflicted, and stood in quiet dignity before
the Doctor.
" May I take your hand ?" she said.
The Doctor put his broad firm hand into her
little outstretched pink palm ; she held it for a
moment with quivering lip and flushing check ;

then she said, half timidly, half assured, " May

I read your face ?—my fingers are my eyes, you
know."
The Doctor silently raised her right hand and
laid it upon his own brow. With light, rapid
manipulations the slender finger-tips perused
the kind, honest face before her; and then a
bright, beautiful smile flashed like sunlight over
her own.
"I am satisfied," she said. "I liked lh«
voice ; I liked the hand . I like the face. I am
sure you arc true. I may trust you. I want
your aid ; will you give it to me?"
"Yes, my child,'' said the good Doctor, fair

ly taken captive by her confiding innocence.
" What can I do for you ?"
" I want you to examine my eyes, and give
me your opinion of them. But first I should
like to tell you my little history ; may I ?"
" Certainly, my child, you shall, but not
here," said the Doctor, glancing round at the
watchful old woman, and naturally inferring the

girl would speak more freely out of her pres
ence. " Come with me, my dear. I see a nice
bench out there under the apple-trees yonder.
Suppose we go there, and I can examine your
eyes better than in the house;" and drawing
her hand within his arm he was leading her
from the room, when the old woman exclaimed,
"Well, Helun! I declare if you don't beat
all ! Ten minutes ago yer was scared to death ;

and now yer jest as bold as the dickens. What
yer up to now, I should like to know ?"
" No mischief at all," said Doctor Raimond,
quietly. " I am going to- take her out into the
light and examine her eyes, and ask her all

about them ;" and carefully guiding her, he led
her to the seat he had indicated. "And now,"
he said, when he had seated her and himself,
" tell mo all that is in your mind to say to me,
my poor child."
"It is not a long story," said Helen. "In
the first place, I am, as you have just been told,
in no way related to the family I live with ; in
deed, I am not related to any body, I think,"
she said, sadly. "These people keep mo out
of charity, I suppose ; at least they say they do."
Her ljp quivered ; she paused a moment, recov
ered herself, and went on : " They are very good
to keep me at all, I suppose ; for I am a great
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burden to them—I must be—and I can make
them no returns.
"My own father was a physician and a gen
tleman," she said, making an emphasis on the
word "gentleman" by a slight pressure of her
fingers upon the hand which still held hers.
"My mother died when I was very young; I
am not quite sure if I really remember, or only
imagine her. And soon after her death I had
some childish illness, and it settled in my eyes
(it might have been for want of a mother's ten
der care— I don't know about that), but I lost
my sight. My father always said he was con
fident the sight was not destroyed, and ho had

hopes it might be restored ; but I was then a
delicate, feeble child, very timid, and very much j
indulged ; and I so dreaded any talk, even, of
an operation on my eyes that he put off from

day to day consulting other advice, in pity to

my weakness, and hoping, I suppose, that as I
grew older and stronger I should see and yield
to the necessity. Alas ! mistaken and self-
willed child, and too indulgent father ! the op
portunity I then lost has never come within my
reach again.
"When I was about eight years old my fa
ther married again ; a young woman, I think,
wholly unsuited to him ; but he did not live to
find it out. He died suddenly within a year aft
er this second marriage, and of course I was
left in her care. After his death my step-mo
ther very soon married tho son of the woman I
call Grandmother ; he is a lawyer, and lives near.
Thus, while I have those whom I call Father
and Mother, I have in reality neither ; I am
nothing to them ; they have children of their
own, and I have no real claim upon them ; I
am a dependent upon them for the clothes I
wear and the bread I eat. I am a burden to
them ; and oh ! my dependence, which I am
daily made to feel, is a still heavier burden to
me. I have dreamed repeatedly of late that a
Boston doctor came here, examined my eyes,
and said they could be cured. That is nothing,
I know ; but still—but still—" She hesitated.
"No!" said her companion, smiling, "I
don't think much of dreams myself, and you
mustn't."
"No, no! of course you do not," said poor
Helen, blushing painfully; "and I know my
self that it is all folly. I ought not to have tak
en up your time with such nonsense ; but you
will forgive me, won't you? Oh !* I know you
would if you could know how wholly lonely,
dark, and sad I am. I have no one to care for
me, or talk to me, and of course my thoughts
dwell too much upon my own affliction. I try
to be patient, and submissive to the will of God
—submissive I must bo ; but I try to be cheer
fully and patiently submissive. I know if it is
God's will it must bo best for me ; but it is hard
to do nothing — to be nothing !"
In her strong excitement of feeling she had
unconsciously risen, and now stood before the
Doctor in her graceful earnestness —her sweet
face uplifted, and eloquent with her deep emo

tion ; her small white hands crossed lightly upon
her bosom, and her slight figure swaying and
bending as if a breath might waft her upward to
the celestial city, from which she seemed an in
nocent exile. The Doctor gazed silently at
the fair young creature before him, pity and
admiration mingling in the gaze ; and at last,

half-musingly, he quoted the beautiful words of
Milton,
"They also servo who only stand and wait."'

"Yes," said the girl, her quick apprehension
catching the force of the sentiment at once.
"Yes; that is beautiful! and it may bo so— I
trust it is ; for to wait is all I have ever been
able to be ; but if I could see—think ! only think
for one moment what sight would be to me
—poor, dependent, helpless." She clasped her
hands fervently. " Oh, if you could help me.
if you could restore my sight ! Yet, understand
me fully— I have not a dollar in the wide world,
nor a friend but tho Almighty God to be my
security ; but if you can cure me, if you can en
able me to see, so that I can work for my own
living, I will solemnly promise to give you my
services in any capacity, however humble, until
I have fully paid you— I mean as far as money
can do it

,
for I should still be your debtor for

life."
" That all sounds very well, my child !" said
the Doctor, "and I have not the least doubt
you mean it ; and I am entirely satisfied with
the security you offer. But, my dear little girl !

you have forgotten one thing entirely : if you
are a physician's daughter, do you not know
that you have a claim upon my time and skill
without any payment whatever? Do you not
know that we never charge for our attendance

upon the family of a professional brother ? I

would gladly aid you if you were not a physi
cian's daughter ; but, as it is, you have an hered
itary right to my services. So you see that part
of the business is all settled up beforehand.
But now, let me ask," he said, kindly, "how
comes it that you have the courage now which
you were so wanting in before? can you tell mo
how that is?"
"Alas! yes," said the blind girl, meekly;
" it is easily explained — the case is very differ
ent ; then I was a little, happy child—blind, to
be sure, but all the more petted, indulged, and
cared for—so constantly amused and caressed
that my affliction was light to me, and I shrunk
from the pain ; now I am a lonely, helpless,
dependent woman, and I have learned to bear
suffering. I think," she said, speaking sadly
and slowly, " I can not suffer more under the
operation than I experience every day of my
life. I think the knife can not wound deeper
or more keenly than words have done. But it

is wrong in me to say this," she said, checking
herself ; " for they have at least kept me from the
alms-house, as they say, and clothed me, and
that is much. And then, too, I shall have hope
to sustain me, you know. Oh ! I will try to be
firm, and give you as little trouble as I can."
" You say they have kept you from the alms
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house and clothed you,
" said the Doctor, dryly,

as he noticed her shabby dress. ' ' Did then
your father leave no property at all ?"
" I do not know. I was but about eight when
he died—when my stepmother married again
she came here to live, and I know nothing of
his affairs. I have never dared to ask any ques
tions, and my blindness has rendered me help-
loss to communicate with any of his old friends.
But they are so continually telling me how
much they have done for me that I suppose he
did not leave any property."
'"Humph 1" said the Doctor, "that does mot
prove it

,

to my mind : the matter must be looked
into one of these days ; but no matter now—we
have other things to attend to first. And now,
my dear, if you please, let me see these trouble
some eyes of yours?"
A careful examination of the injured organs,
and a close questioning of their owner, served
to convince the Doctor that there was, as the
girl's father had believed, great hopes of a cure.
He was, however, too old a practitioner, and too
guarded a man to hold out a certainty of hope
to the trembling and sensitive being beforo him.
He contented himself with telling her that the
needed operation would be a very trifling affair,
and that he had hopes of its ultimate success.
"And now," he said, rising, "I see they are
leading out my horse, so I conclude my car
riage is repaired and I must go ; I shall make
arrangements to take you into town and have

you under my own care ; but remember, if I do
my ixvrt, you must do yours."
"And that is— ?" faltered Helen.
"To keep yourself very quiet, or I can not do
you the good I wish and hope to do. Some
time in the course of a week I will come out
and see you again and complete our arrange
ments ; but remember now," he said, .pressing
her hand, "no excitement, no dreaming, you
understand ; tears and nervous excitement will
put us all back, remember that." And hush
ing her earnest gratitude, he was leading her
back to the house when a tall, showily-dressed
girl, with a mass of red hair inclosed in an elab
orate net of blue and steel beads, large hoops,
and trailing but soiled skirts, came daintily
mincing down the little garden path.
'"Well, Helen," she said, "and so here you

are. What in the world have you been about I

should like to know? Mother says she sent
you into gran'mother's most an hour ago to get
some eggs and she's beat out waiting for you !

You are a good hand to go of an errand when a

body's in a hurry, certain !"

"Oh, Mandanyl" said poor Helen, "I am
so sorry! but I forgot all about the eggs. I

hope mother has not waited for them, has she ?"
"You had better go homo and ask her," said
Mandany, spitefully. "You can tell her, you
know, that you was talking to a gentleman and
forgot all about it."
" Of course you will, my dear," said the Doc
tor, gravely. "And Miss Mandany, I'll thank
you to give my compliments to your mother, and

j

tell her I shall do myself the pleasure to call
and see her next week." And bowing' courte
ously to the bewildered Mandany, he left the
blind girl at the door from which he had led
her, regained, his gig, and turned his horse's
steps homeward.
As he had no one to converse with daring
his ride, it is not to be wondered at that fce
made no remarks upon his new acquaintance:
but that he did a considerable amount of think
ing might possibly be guessed from the signifi
cant fact that he whistled the first part of
"Yankee Doodle" all the way back to town
and never remembered to turn the tune, which,

if his horse was as fastidious in regard to vocal
as to instrumental musie, must hare been, to say
the least, rather wearisome. The result of all
this thought he never revealed, unless it could
be inferred from a remark he made to himself as
he drove up to his own door. "By George I

I shouldn't wonder if she did! Most women
wouldn't, to be sure; but then Kitty she's a
nonesuch. Well, we shall see."
As he entered his own comfortable and even
luxurious home his wife, a pleasant-looking little
woman, richly and becomingly dressed, who, seat
ed beneath the light of the gas, was trifling with
some gay-looking embroidery, rose affectionate

ly to receive him.
"You are late to-night, Austin," she said,
giving him her hand; "has any thing hap
pened?"
"Of course there has, my dear; something
or other is always happening ; is there not, Kit

ty ?' he said, laughingly. "If nothing had hap
pened, I suppose I should never have got home
at all, should I?"
"I should think something had happened to
your glasses, Austin," said the observant wife:
" why ! what in the world has bent them so ?"
"Bent them?'' said the Doctor. "Bent
them ? I did not know they were bent," he said,
taking them off and regarding them ruefully.

' 'Why, so they are, I declare ; they are all out

j of shape— I did not know it ; it must have been
when they struck against the stones."
"A stone?" said the bewildered little woman.

' 'What do you mean ? how came a stone to strike
against your glasses? I don't understand."
"I did not say it did, my dear," calmly re
plied her husband; "in fact it did not. The
mountain did not come to Mohammed, but, as

usual, Mohammed went to the mountain. My
glasses were the aggressors in this case clearly ;

the stones did not rise up against us."

"Austin, what are you talking of? what do
you mean ? how did your glasses strike the

stones —did they drop oil ? I never knew them
to."
"Drop off! no, my dear; tho fact is I was
getting out of my gig—well, we'll say in a hur
ry."
"There, now!" snid Mrs. Raimond. "And
what did you do that for? You will always be
in such a hurry ! I wish you'd remember you
are fifty years old, every day of it."
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" Oh don't, Kitty, my dear. How dreadful !
somebody might hear you."
" I don't care if they do ; yon are old enough
to know better. What made you get out so
quick ? what were you in such a hurry for ?"
"Couldn't help it

,

my dear; case was im

perative— gig was going over; had to hurry."
"Going over! What made it go over, I'd
like to know?"
"Wheel came on"."
" Your wheel ? And what took it off?"
" Struck the stone-wall, my dear."
" And how did that happen ?" said the wife,
with forced calmness. " How came your wheel
to strike the stone-wall? Can't you drive bet
ter than that?"
" No, my dear ; not when my horse bolts and
runs away with me."
" Austin !" said the really terrified wife, burst
ing into tears, "do you mean to tell me that
new horse ran away with you, upset, and threw
you out ?"
" No, I did not mean to tell you ; but it was
exactly so, my dear Kitty. Pshaw ! don't cry
about it now— it's too late. Threw me out, and
bent up my glasses —wasn't it dreadful ?"
" Austin, how can you ? Do be serious—

do tell me the whole story, from the begin
ning."
"I will, my dear, with all my heart ; but re
member that it was not my fault that you chose
to begin at the wrong end, and work your way
backward from effect to causes. I only an
swered your questions, as an obedient husband
should do."
" Well, then, tell me now."
" Oh yes, bless you ; yes, indeed, every thing.
Well, let me see. Small boy beat a drum —
horse did not like music—shied, and wheeled
round—wheel took the stone-wall—stone-wall
gave tit-for-tat, and took off wheel—gig upset,
and your husband, the excellent and well-known
Austin P. Raimond, M.D., etc., etc., came flying
out through the air, like a venerable and slightly
gray cherub, or a bald eagle, made a somersault
upon the ground, and bent his gold spectacles—
and that was the worst of it. I did not break
my neck or my back, my arms or legs, my nose
or my teeth ; but I bent my glasses ! And
now, my dear, will you order tea, or do you in
tend to appoint a fast, in view of this our great
personal calamity ?"
"I should liko to appoint a thank-offering,"
said the lady, rising to ring the bell, " only I

am afraid nobody but me would value such a

harum-scarum sort of person."
As they sat at their liberally-spread board the
Doctor, refreshed by his cup of fragrant tea, en
tered upon the subject of his new patient, giving
his wife a full account of all relating to Helen,
except the girl's marvelous beauty. This he did
no't enlarge upon, thinking it better to leave that
to speak for itself.
Mrs. Kitty listened, and inquired with due in
terest, and then sank into meditative silence.
After the meal was over, and they had returned

to the fire, she came behind her husband's thair
and laid her hand upon his shoulder.
" Austin, I have something to say to you. I

said just now I should like to make a thank-of
fering for your escape. I think I see the very
way to do it. You must have this poor girl un
der your care while her eyes are attended to.
You could send her into the hospital, I know ;

but from your account she is not a fit person to
send there, and she is evidently as much out of
place where she is. You know I have long
wanted to have a young lady companion. I

can not have either of your nieces or my own ;

they aro too well off at home, and can not be
had. Let ns adopt this poor deserted child,
bring her here at once, and let me be as a mo
ther to her."
" But Kitty, my darling, consider— this poor
girl is blind and helpless."
" The more in need of our good offices. Be
sides, you hope to cure her; but whether you
do or not, let us give her the home and pro
tection she so much needs. Will you consent
to this, and then she ns well as I will give thanks
for the life God was pleased to spare this day?"
"My dear Kitty," said the Doctor, "you are

one of a thousand! Pshaw !" he said, pulling
off his glasses and polishing them, "I do be
lieve these glasses got scratched as well as bent.

Kitty, my dear, I believo you was made of the
best of materials without regard to expense !

I have only one little suggestion, or amend
ment, to make : you must not bind yourself to
what may make you uncomfortable. The girl
may have faults or peculiarities of temper which

may make her an uncomfortable inmate, and I

will not have you suhjected to any such annoy
ance. You shall go out with me and see her,
and if you are as favorably impressed as I was,
wo wiH bring her hero for the time required for
her eyes. This will give you an opportunity
to judge of her ; for if there is any vulgarity or
ill-temper in a person, sickness is sure to bring

it out. If she stands this test, and you like her,
we will then arrange to keep her. Say, does
this suit you ?"
This did suit ; and a few days afterward the
Doctor and Mrs. Raimond drove out into the

country town. They were joyfully weleomed
by Helen, and very coldly met by the rest of
the family, who manifested a singular and sus

picious unwillingness to have her leave them;
but the Doctor was firm, and Helen was hurried

up stairs to collect her small change of garments.
"Why, Austin, she is an angel!" whispered

the enthusiastic Mrs. Kitty; "you did not say
half enough about her—not half!"
"Wait, my dear," said the Doctor, "wait
until you have proved her, and see if she is."
A slight and very successful operation gave
back to the deeply grateful Helen the inestima
ble blessing of sight ; but even before the cure
was completed the mind of Mrs. Raimond was
made up.
" I can not part with her," she said in con
fidence to her husband. "She is an angel in
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mind and temper as well as in person. Her I
temper is perfect— she is really a godsend to I
me ; no daughter could be to me more than she

is already, and no mother could love her better
than I do. There is only one trouble- you
know I took her as a thank-offering for your
safety —but it won't do ; I must look out two
thank-offerings now—one, that the life of my
precious husband was spared ; the other, that
this sweet daughter has been given me."

POZZUOLI AND VESUVIUS.

AMONG
the bugaboos of my childhood was,

I regret to say, the Shepherd of Salisbury
Plain. His serene image was never conjured
from the vasty deep of tractarian literature for

my special admonition and imitation without

inciting me to more frantic rebellion. Of course
this naughtiness has been utterly put away with
other "childish things;" nevertheless I confess
to a firm conviction that this admirable Shep

herd could not have been in Naples last January,
with only ten days at his command, in which, if
ever, he must see Hcrculaneum, Pompeii, Ptes-
tum, Capri, Sorrento, Ischia, Pozzuoli, Baiir,
etc., without uttering a mild protest against the
simultaneous outpouring of the early and latter
rain, in a daily unintermittent drizzle.
Morning after morning we found ourselves
driven to the Museum as the only refuge from
internal ennui and the universal deluge. Now,
although this Museum is excessively rich in its
treasures of Art, yet four or five days of intense
enjoyment within its walls satiated us, and we

began to pine for the free air and a vision of the
beauties of Nature which have rendered the en
virons of Naples so famous. Pictures and stat
ues lost their charm as day after day the clouds
gathered deeper darkness, and all below deeper
dampness. Hungry for Prestum, it was heart
rending to receive instead only the stones of
Herculaneum. Tho Venus Callipyge, the Fauns,
and the Cupids, become tiresome, Agrippina a
solemn old prig, and tho everlasting Balbus
girls, with their rampant, couchant, and sedent
male relatives, unspeakably odious.
Moreover, our home-comforts were abridged
by the mauvais temps without, which detained
the Scotchman, before-mentioned, within, where
ho found our presence, with all its pronounced
loyalty and republicanism, preferable to the sol
itude of his own room, and the grand piano of
the salon to his own dolorous accordeon. It was
refreshing to see the generous hospitality with
which he did tho honors of this public apart
ment ; beaming on us graciously as he inter
posed his Don Quixote figure, with extended
coat-tails, between us and the very necessary
fire which other franes than his had kindled,
and pouring forth copious streams of instructive
and entertaining conversation, or rather mono
logue. Still more exhilarating was it when,
ceasing to bo a screen, he seated himself at the
piano, and continued his discourse with a stam
mering accompaniment thereon.

" Were you at San Carlo last evening ? (nra
tuvi). No ? Ah, you should hear La Favoritr.
It's me favorite opera (Ana tion'). Five times
I've heard it within ten days (Jam turn). Per
haps I can give you an idea of it." This be
nevolent proposition reminded mo of a yoati
in whose hearing a friend mentioned the opera
of Norma, and was amazed by the remark frtsa
him in reply : " Norma ? Norma ? Let me se;
— I don't remember Norma : hum it !" So ocr
self-appointed host proceeded to "hum" La Fa-
vorita upon the reluctant piano : laboriously
picking out note by note with long intervals of
anxious search between, and saying, "No! I
am wrong," or "Yes! that's it," in self-rebuke
or gratulation according to the result. " Ah .'
it is a sweet air that ! Words of me own are
set to it. You'll find them among me published
poems. Do you believe in the Evil-Eye, Msd-
am ?" (Possibly the young womnn addressed
had added this to her credo during the last fin
minutes, during which she had become painful
ly aware that the mad poet, satiated with hi*
own sweet notes, had discontinued them, acl
was peering at her through his gaunt fingers).
"I wear a charm against it; there it is"—ex
hibiting a jagged fragment of coral. Re

markable physiognomical resemblance between
you two ! Did you ever meet with a theory ia
regard to the exact resemblance of native ani
mals to the native population of a given conn-
try? I should think not ! It is all me own.™
Somebody murmurs a suggestion relative to
the preponderance of donkeys in Naples, bet
doubts whether these are altogether native ; to
all of which our tormentor deigns no reply, bnt
dilates instead upon the folly of becoming a
nun, ending in a declaration of his profounJ
approval of Hindoo Philosophy, and driving us
all from the room.
After three or four sessions like this we were
ready to catch at the dimmest promise of en
durable weather, and seized a half-day, during
which only a half-dozen showers fell, for an ex
cursion to Pozzuoli —dearer to us under its sa
cred name of Puteoli.
Before a carriage could be secured there was
of necessity the usual prelude of extortionate
demand, indignant protest, with every imagina
ble variation of pantomime, during which the
non-combatants retired to the shelter of the
arcade in the Chiaja. A sudden flurry of thun
der and hail brought us motley society. Our
interest specially centred in a " harp of solemn
sound" played by a picturesque old man ; in a
venerable little rat of a dog, decrepit and blast,
led by an immense Dowager whose whole soul
seemed absorbed in its welfare ; but chiefly in a

highly cultivated monkey, who danced solemn

ly to the clatter of his own castanets ; performed

marvelous acrobatic feats with a hoop and rope ;

manufactured imaginary butter in a real patent
churn ; concocted mysterious doses with noisy
mortar and pestle; loaded und discharged a
wicked little toy-mnsket ; concluding his reper
toire by passing around the crowd his own ab
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surd little hat for contributions, and departing
on his master's shoulder, leaving me, to whom
a monkey is unspeakably -fascinating, disconso
late. But consolation reappeared speedily in a
rchicle adapted to our excursion, and wo set
forth in gay spirits. The play of the sunshine,
as it coquetted with the sullen clouds and the
passionate sea, produced charming effects in the

skies above and the waters beneath. The Med
iterranean was in its angriest mood, running
hither and thither, chafing, foaming, pursuing
us through all our course with wild complaint.
Even the spiteful little showers, which fell fre
quently, could not damp the ardor of our enjoy
ment of this glorious sea-view, with its beautiful
line of coast and its matchless islands. Capri
and Ischia were isles of light in the midst of
surging darkness, while on the landward side
towered volcanic hills picturesque in their bar
renness.
Cicero's ' ' Pusilla Koma" has apparently dried
up and blown away like the historic beldam of
our nursery rhymes, and there remains only
a straggling, sombre, filthy village. St. Paul
himself could not have received a more cordial
reception than that tendered to us upon our en
trance of that very city which, after the " south
wind" had blown the illustrious guest to its
shores, had power to detain him '" seven days"
upon his journey Komeward. Its chief fascina
tion to-day lies in the faint aroma lingering still
of that holy week of communion ; but, alas ! the
amplest Christian charity would be unable to

recognize " brethren there" after 1800 years of
abuse and declension.
Selecting from the overwhelming crowd of
friendly Puteolians the least vociferous as guide,
we made our way to the Temple of Serapis.
This wonderful ruin has fought its way bravely
not only against the great " Unconditional Sur
render" who has held it in close siege for many
centuries, but also against the elements in fierce

league. Three Corinthian columns still stand
erect in royal disdain, but Time and his confed
erates —most of all the insatiate sea—have inso
lently chronicled in the very substance of these
pillars their successes, scrawling the sad record
in rude hieroglyphs over half their stately height.
Although the great usurper long ago retreated,
and " went to his own place," yet he left behind
petty parasites, who still cling spitefully to the
brave old columns. Twenty feet above the ped-
astal even the marks of their evil hands may still
be seen; and indeed manyof them yet remain
entire, embedded in the stone. The descend
ants of these boring bivalves still abound in the
Mediterranean, but have learned peaceful do

mesticity from tho result of their elders' suicidal
ambition. It was marvelous indeed to stand
looking down upon the sea, so far below us, and
up those lofty columns, and reflect that these
had once been submerged in the raging waters
below, and again in the sixteenth century been
lifted far above their present altitude, from which
their foundation has been for three hundred years
slowly sinking.

Contenting ourselves with bearing away only
the frieze (more or less of it) as a souvenir of
this most interesting old Egyptian temple, wo
turned our attention for a moment to the min
eral springs near its site. But the unmedicated
waters which at this juncture fell so abundantly
upon us from above sufficed us, as far as that
element was concerned ; and we turned away,
with an indifference that disgusted him, from the
youth who had rushed gallantly in to the cav
ernous dark of the famous acqua delt Antro, and
emerged with a dripping handful of the pain
fully familiar liquid for our inspection.
When the skies again smiled treacherously
we emerged from the carriage, our ark of refuge,
and recommenced our search for ruins. From
the site of that temple in which tho Triumvir
Octavius offered sacrifice before he went forth to
the battle of Actium we had a glorious view of
sea and land. The sea has here retained its
conquest made centuries ago, and only fragments
of the ancient ruins are discernible above the
surface of the water.
Our next visit was to the amphitheatre, which
is larger, and quite as well preserved, as that of

Pompeii. Opera and theatre habitue's will be
interested to know that the noli me tangere priv
ileges of private boxes and reserved seats date
from this spot, where an outraged senator, whoso
toga was profanely plucked by the eager popu
lace, appealed to Csesar not in vain, who ar
ranged a code of laws in regard to tho sittings.
Here also that immortal fool Nero was wont
to slake his savage fury in fratricidal combat
with bulls and tigers. "De bedrooms of de
Icons," already referred to in a previous article
upon Pompeii, are as perfect in their massive
masoury as they could have been one thousand

years ago. From these dens it was that the fu
rious beasts rushed forth into the arena where
knelt San Gennaro and his fellow-Christians,
whose saintly mien transformed the savage kings
of the forest into fawning slaves, so that the

martyrdom was postponed to another time, and
transferred to a different place. It was at Solfa-
tara that the saint finally shed his blood, a por
tion of which, piously preserved in a vial, mirae- ^

ulously liquefies twice every year before a super
stitious multitude.
On our way up to the cathedral we passed
over a portion of the ancient pavement, which
we scrutinized in vain for some trace of the he
roic feet of him who "so went toward Rome."
But it was comforting to find that, in memory
of St. Paul, the main entrance of the cathedral
is still in the rear, on the spot where tradition
says in ascending from the sea ho paused at the

gateway of the temple of Augustus. Portions
of this temple still remain, incorporated into the
foundation and ornamentation of tho cathedral.
There are even six Corinthian pillars from the
Pagan temple embedded in tho walls of the
more modern Christian church. We made our
way, through great tribulation, down the precip
itous cliffs to the shore ; and this we did rather

because St. Paul must have landed at that very
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spot, than from admiration of the Emperor Ca
ligula, whose famous bridge once spanned the

bay.
Our friends who visited this spot on the next
day were so fortunate as to encounter a brace
of Englishmen in search of lions. After a pro
longed stare at the massive mole, which stretches
far out into the sea, they were retreating up the
hill with a very puzzled and disgusted air, obvi
ously not understanding for what they had come.

Seeing their need, one of the Americans oblig
ingly explained to the last of the flying Britons
that this breakwater had been regarded as the

bridge of Caligula, and added some further in
formation with reference to its biblical associa-

Arctic excursion, we sallied out into the court
yard. The porter of our hotel speedily brought
a carriage in which we arranged ourselves, our
guide-books, our field-glasses, and our luncheon
comfortably. No sooner was this done than the
driver coolly demanded twenty-five franes. Wc
summon the padrone of the hotel. He appeals
to the Jehu, who is inflexible. We descend in a
body and in minute particular. The padrone
and driver fall into an animated discussion,
conducted mainly by their shoulder-blades, eye
brows, and wrist-joints. Finally the padrone
boxes the driver's ears sportively, and orders
us peremptorily into the' carriage again, with
the remark that on our return we are to disburse

tions. Upon this a gleam of comprehension! to him, and he will attend to the driver's de-
appeared in our cousin's countenance, and he
shouted after his more agile companion :
"John ! John ! come back and see the bridge
it tells about in the Bible—when there was a
war !" His friend reluctantly returned, mutter
ing as he came, "I don't remember any thing
about a bridge in the Bible."
Whereupon the first speaker remarked, se
verely, "Well, you ought to search the Scrip
tures, and then you would know about such
things!"
Gathering a little sea-weed from the tangled
masses which the restless waves tossed to us as
wo passed, we returned to our carriage. Our
way lay up the steep ascent through filth and
squalor. Innumerable beggars assailed us. One
ancient beldam, so old that it seemed almost
as if she might have felt the shadow of Paul
passing by ten centuries ago, lay on her bed in
a little cell and challenged attention with the
aid of a pole ten feet in length. This ingenious
angling was the cheerfulest thing visible in all
Pozzuoli.

Before entering upon a recital of our experi-
ences in ascending Vesuvius, I feel impelled to
state that my preference would be to treat this
subject with silent contempt. If the aloe in
blossom proved a disillnsionator (as set forth
previously), what shall be said of a mountain,
which, having set itself up to bo a volcano of the
most virulent species, and having burned, and
howled, and growled, and raged to that extent in
one's fancy that it was supposed to be in a state
of chronic eruption, to say nothing of having
pictured itself in the geography of one's school
days as a perennial fountain of burning lava
(fittingly illuminated by the entire contents of
the paint-box of one's big brother), what shall
be said of such a cold-blooded impostor of a
mountain, I ask, which, after all this pyrotechnic
pomp and circumstance, should present itself to
one's actual vision wrapped in a thick surtout
of snow a fortnight old?
However, to avoid the cavils of unsophisti
cated stayers at home, a traveler mast allow no
personal prejudice against any individual lion to
prevent him from bearding it in its den. Ac
cordingly providing ourselves with a substantial
lunch, and wilh sufficient wrappings for an

mands in our behalf.
Wearied with perpetual bickering, we resign
ourselves to this double certainty of imposition,
and drive on. Our course lay through the dens
est filth and wickedness of Naples. Misery,
lying, wrangling, cheating, surged in horrid
waves out to meet the pure blue Mediterranean,
along whose shore we drove. But there was no
mingling — the purity of the ocean was unsullied,
and the filthy populace were filthy still. If we
turned away our eyes from afflicted and afflict
ing humanity it was only to see brute-suffering
in some aggravated form. The draught-horses,
in addition to the heavily-laden wagons, bore

upon their galled necks a ponderous structure
of wood, leather, iron, and brass, of no conjeet-
urable use unless it might be the mortification
of equine flesh. Not unfrequently we passed
great loads drawn by cows and horses unequally
yoked together, and pulling sullenly away from
each other as they were goaded on both by the

vanity and cruelty of their drivers. Every few
rods wo encountered a "great Birnam Wood"
coming against us, which, on closer inspection,

proved to have for its motive power the spindle
legs of some miserable little donkey. Often the
" impressed forest" consisted of Brobdignagian
cabbages instead of fagots ; but in either case

scarcely an inch of the animating power was to

be seen, only an occasional glimpse of the tip

of a dejected tail, or a cracked and mangled

hoof.
An occasional scene of low comedy relieved
our eyes and hearts. One of these may perhaps

prove suggestive to moral-reformers at home.

The Neapolitans have developed an ingenious
device for the governance of such fractions
young women as disobey St. Paul's maxim in
regard to being "keepers at home." These

recusants arc consigned to the charge of mature

porkers, who lend their several damsels about

whithersoever they will by means of a stout rope
running from the porcine wnist to the feminine

wrist. As we were passing a species of vegeta
ble drying-yard, with its long lines hung with

newly-manufactured maccheroni, a little farce

was enacted for our entertainment. One of these

novel chaperons became inexplicably affected

by an uubecoming friskiness of spirit. With a
caper, a whisk, and a most defiant quirk of the
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tail, this renegade Mentor plunged wildly into
the midst of the hardening maccheroni, utterly
mindless of the damsel tied to his apron string
as he dragged her helpless after him. The scene
which ensued baffles description. The entire
neighborhood marshaled to the fray, and were

divided perhaps equally into sympathizers with
the joy of the pig and the dismay of the macche
roni makers. The air was filled with the exult
ant squeals of the hero, the shouts of the spec
tators, the crackling and dust of the^shattered
staff of Neapolitan life, and the blows and
curses of its manufacturer and his assistants.
The issue we could not wait to see, but to our
final vision the pig bade fair to clear the field,
although the flying foe were eagerly solacing
themselves with fragments of the national dainty.
The view which unfurled before us as we
neared Resina was glorious, with Vesuvius as
its central figure, its snows all ablaze in the
sunlight. But all our senses were speedily en
grossed by objects nearer at hand.

Driving through the filthy village street in
search of the Gonzolino commended by Murray,
we had at last given to us the sign of a certain
other "Gonzolino, son of the late Vincent Gonzo
lino." Of course our first thought was, that, with
the fall of him so beatified by Murray, you and I
and Vesuvius fell down ; but encouraging our
selves in the faith that the son of one so distin

guished must excel ordinary humanity we re

quested his presence. He came, wrapped in
awful dignity, combined of his own perfections
and his father's immortality.
In reply to deferential inquiry he calmly de
manded ten franes for his august self, five franes
each for the horses, including one for himself.
Having been forewarned that this horse for the
guide was entirely unnecessary, the man's prop
er place being at the bridle of the most timor
ous mortal of the party, to which role I bold
ly aspired, we protested in our choicest com
posite of Italian, French, English, and German.
In response this heir of paternal glory produced
a ponderous folio of MS. recommendation — the
grateful outpouring.of the master-minds of Brit
ish nobility and the lights of lesser lands, bow

ing to Murray.
Inasmuch as the bearing of these indorse
ments of the sainted "Vincent" upon the qual
ifications of his Jew son were not obvious to
our obtuse American minds wo drove on to the
office of Master of Guides, with an ever-widen

ing wake of beggars, saddle-horses, barking dogs,
and counseling men. Number One, accompa
nied by the one of our two Methodist clergymen
who had hitherto exhibited the most sharpuess
in Neapolitan encounters, entered the office to

bargain for the horses and guide, leaving the
other and myself in the carriage, which was in

stantly overwhelmed by floods of mendicity and

audacity.

My sensations at the apparition of a side-

saddled horse upon the return of our spies can
never bo described. My only experience in

equestrian exercise heretofore had been on this

wise: Four years before, during a memorable
ascent of Killington Peak, I had been induced
to scale the heights of a mighty horse, falsely
so called, being rather of the camel species.
Being perched on his fifth vertebra, my fears
were assuaged by the fact that he was to bo
led upward by the good genius of our company
(may his parochial blessings never be less than
his deserts !)

—was to be, I say ; but this good
genius had a chum in the divinity-school against
whoso native or acquired goodness I allege no
thing but the following: To him were com*
mitted in trust the ten umbrellas of the camp
ing-party. Jnst as I was setting forth on my
novel venture this umbrella-man became sud
denly possessed by the spirit of oratory, and in
a declamatory burst bayoneted my innocent
mammoth with the ten several points of his
burden. The consequences were a galvanized
steed, a howling maiden, a compassionate knight,
a flying leap, and a registered oath against a
second mounting —Vesuvius being then invisi
ble.

Therefore it was that the advent of the Re
sina side-saddle brought upon me fainting of
heart. 1 wailed forth an entreaty to be left be
hind to cultivate the acquaintance of the fas
cinating townspeople around me. I affirmed
stoutly the converse of a proposition submitted
to Fanny Forrester, the author-missionary, while
a teacher of composition in Utica, by an inspired
pupil : " How weak and irresolute is man when
compared with the beauties of nature!" (En
passant, let me say that the truth of this bold
sentiment was argued by a gallant youth to
whom I repeated it, on the ground that, by
"beauties of nature," the originator intended
to indicate woman.) I suggested further to tho
young ministers tho obvious need of missionary
work among the vociferous heathen around us,
and proposed to engage in it. Failing in my
metaphysies and morals I fell back upon phys
ical inability for the ascent, and was met by the
benevolent proposition of the three divines to
renounce the excursion and return to Naples.
Of course this miracle of compassion caused mo
to forget my oath and resign myself to the mer
cy of the waiting charger.
Satisfactory arrangements having been made
with a guide who was not of the sacred tribe of
Gonzolino, and therefore consented to walk all
the way, leading my steed, in consideration of
tho sum of five franes, we set forth ; tho order
of my going seeming like the signature of my
own death-warrant. I sat erect upon the. awe-
inspiring saddle, determined, if I must ride to
destruction, to do it as much after the style
of superb Di Vernons in picture-books ns my
feeble powers would permit. However, I shut
my eyes tightly, and clutched the saddle-horns
by way of precaution ; and fearing that the fric
tion of my foot in the stirrup might not be per
fectly agreeable to the horse, I sought to propi
tiate him by carrying tho offending member at
a sharp right angle some inches removed from
his body.
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As we led the way up through a gate, cutting
off all hope, the guide loosed my bridle a mo
ment in order to remove his coat, when I ruf
fled his Italian calm by a shriek of tenor. Re
covering himself and my bridle, ho remarked,
reassuringly, "Kodange; no dange" — English
speaking being one of the perquisites accruing
from our five franes.
As we climbed upward between stonerwalIs
and through a little crystallization of buts around
the inevitable church, the road was good, and I
dared lengthen my breathing by an inch or so,
but presently the ascent steepened and narrowed,
and I heard the gentlemen behind, who were
offensively at ease upon horseback, beginning to
speak of fine views behind and below them.
This fairly sickened me. I tightened my eye
lids, stiffened my body, clutched the saddle-
horns more desperately, and would not have
glanced behind me to see the Garden of Eden.
Indeed, so apprehensive was I of the least shift
ing of position, that although I saw the extra
shawls and scarfs which had been intrusted to

my care slipping from my lap, yet I suffered
them to fall under the horse's feet rather than
relax in the least my grasp of the pommel and
bridle.
But at last I heard behind me what smote my
heart as a thrice-repeated groan of anguish. My
sympathy overcome my terror, and, turning my
head, I discovered that our most invalided divine
was urging on his reluctant steed by means of
what he regarded an excellent imitation of the
Neapolitan "Eh! eh! eh!" by which horses
and donkeys arc yanked (I beg pardon) through
their miserable existence, the tenderest inter
course with their master which they ever know.
To a solitary traveler this monosyllabic charm
is no mere show-accomplishment. An acquaint
ance of ours who for years had been unable to

speak aloud, occupied for many months a villa
at the foot of Vesuvius. After he became voice
less he was once making the ascent, as sole guide
to a party of lady-friends. By way of precau
tion be sent them before him up the narrow

path, and in their zeal, which he was unable to
curb with his voice, they unconsciously left him
far behind. His donkey, of course, seized this
moment of isolation to wax obstreperous, and
insist on a return to Resina. Bridle and spur
proved worse than useless. The magic "Eh!
eh! eh!" was painfully familiar to the rider, but
his larynx refused the mingled snarl and grunt
by which alone the syllable can be potently
ejected. Nothing remained for this unfortunate
but an ignominious submission to his donkey's
whim for descent until bis good angel (i

. the

rider's) sent an Italian tourist to intercept his
forced retreat, who, at his whispered entreaty,
speedily "Eh'd" the perverse animal back to his
duty and party.
But our difficulties increased. The rocks
grew bolder, the horses plunged on, and all my
compassion became self-centred. The faithful
guide encouraged me over every pitch, "Kb
danrjc! good horse!" with no variation except a

little burst of self-praise, on one occasion, " Kb
dange! good horse! good man!"

My horse inclined to balk and had to be
slightly whipped, whereupon I utterly expired.
Being revivified by the combined apostleship of
our party, I was riding desperately on, when
Number One, who had pushed forward, called
out encouragingly, "Come on, little tramp!"
to which conjugal plaudit I responded modestly,
"No, I am not a trump at all, but the guide
is." To our surprise this second-hand compli
ment roused the hitherto imperturbable Italian
to a red heat, and shaking his head and fists
violently, he protested, "*No ! not any trump—
good man I" But after a laborious polyglot ex-

, planation that it is good to be a trump, peace
was restored.
Then we came to a great expanse of lava.
Leaving on the left hand a broad stream of it
wandering toward the sea, our path lay up a
narrow line lightly creasing the lava from the
eruption of 1858. Those who refrain from Ve
suvius because they feel unequal to its entire as
cent are ignorant, as I had been, of the wonders
to be seen even below the Hermitage. Wrest-

; ling Cyclopean figures, saurians in rude sport,

j interlaced serpents, cordage as regularly woven
and twisted as the manufactures of the deftest
rope-walker, acres upon acres of lava congealed
into numberless and indescribable forms.

My constrained equestrianism became intol
erable, so I dismounted and completed on foot
the ascent to the Hermitage. Whirling around
in my joy at regained liberty, I rejoiced in the
superbest view possible of the Buy of Naples,
Capri, Ischia, etc. But toil was not yet over.
The gentlemen continued in the bridle-path
leading my riderless horse.
"Take off coat! "said the guide, at the same
time tugging at my water-proof cloak by way of

j explanation. Having relieved me of this em-

I

barrassment, he proceeded to push, pull, throw,

j roll, trundle, pitch and toss me up the jagged

j declivity until my survival of these processes
almost convinced me that I was the gntta

I percha doll which he obvioijsly considered me.

I At intervals he mercifully allowed me to recover
breath and survey the weird scene around me.

j Horrid griffins and supernatural snakes hissed
out hot vapor and mephitic gases at our ap

proach. The path burned beneath our feet, and
when at the guide's instigation I boldly thrust
my gloved hand into a yawning fissure, the shriv

eling of the kid as the hand was snatched away
told that fiery billows rolled below— not so far
below as to insure safety. This consoled me
for the snowy crater ; no flake dare venture near
the fiery heart of the monster in spite of his
hoary head.
At last we reached the Hermitage, which is

perched on a green knoll— a happy island in a

sea of desolation. Far above us towered the
cone of Vesuvius, shrouded in threatening clouds ;

so, reluctantly, we renounced our cherished pur-

;xise to sec the head, front, and interior of this

offending monster, and devoted ourselves to the
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magnificent view which rewarded all my toil
and fears in the ascent.
When eyes and souls were weary with ad
miring, we turned to our haversacks for relief
till not a crumb remained to tell the story of our
padrone's bounteous provision. Then warned
by the advance pickets of the storm, which was
stealthily creeping down upon us from the cone,
wo began a rapid descent. This I accomplished
almost entirely on foot. Having imitated the
faith of the pious old woman who "trusted
I'rovidence till the breechin' broke," I was con
tent to return to native locomotion.
In the midst of the, lava-fields we met three
lone women with their guide. Lone but not
lorn, for they pressed fearlessly on in spite of
the ominous clouds and our warnings, declaring
they should not return until they had thrust
their heads into the very mouth of the crater.
It is unnecessary to add that they were the
countrywomen of the author of "Excelsior."
Reaching Resina safely, and discharging our

guide with an extra fee on account of his faith
fulness, we were whirled back to our hotel in

Naples at fearful speed, our driver having drunk
himself into an uncontrollable Jehu during our
absence.
The influence of climate upon the disposition,
as well as the complexion, being a matter of such

interest, I must be suffered to note a remarkable
instance. On arriving at our hotel we found
the padrone, who had assumed the responsibil
ity of disposing of our driver, absent. Number
One, and the more Boanergian of our pair of
friends, relying upon this arrangement, had left
the other and myself to drive the distance of two
or three blocks alone while they transacted
some business. It therefore devolved upon the
gentle invalid, whose refinement and quiet court

esy were our delight, to hold at bay this ravenous
Neapolitan coachman, and dismiss him, satisfied,
to his kennel. But mark the result of climate.
The temperate mimosa was transformed into a
tropical prickly pear.
"Twenty franes!" cried Jehu, with an inso
lent crack of the whip.
"We never pay foresliere prices," was the un
expected rebuff, accompanied by such a shrug
as only the hot-house pressure of Naples atmos

phere could have forced from shoulders not at all
to that manner born.
The animated discussion which followed was,
as before set down, principally expressed by
quivering shoulder-blades, flashing fingers, and
vehement head-shakings, wherein, to my admi

rstion, the young minister seemed the most
adroit. As coachee's ill-luck would have it

,

he

let slip the suggestion that Pompeii and Pozzu-
oli were also situated within driving distance,
and that he himself was the only reliable guide
thither. The newly-fledged Machiavel saw and
seized at once the advantage, and uttered the
curt interrogative, "Quanto?" In his eager
ness to secure the two birds in the bush the guile-
forsaken extortioner blundered into his own

trap, and replied that all should be according
Vol. XXXI.—No. 186.— 3 E

to the dictates of his Excellency's own good
heart. The consequence was the dismissal of
Jehu, complacently jingling a fee of only twelve
franes for the day that was past, with the vague
impression that the innocent stranger was his to
have and to fleece for indefinite days to come.
But when he sought his prey on the morrow the
lamb had fled to cleanse away all Neapolitan
taint in the waters of the Jordan.
It was with hearty regret that we separated
from these clergymen, whose Southern birth and
rebel kinship made their unflinching loyalty
doubly significant ; and in whom imperturbable
good-nature, sunny unselfishness, and Christian
culture combined to produce the rare virtue of a

comfortable traveling companion. But although
our souls hungered for the milk and honey of
Canaan, our hearts cried out resistlessly for the
little crib under the elm-shadows far away ;

therefore we said God-speed to our pilgrim
friends, and gladly turned our faces Westward,
confident that when we should come where the
young child lay, the living Christ would be as
near to us as to them who were privileged to
lodge in holy Bethlehem.

OUR CONSECRATIONS.

FROM
out each yesterday of life

All have some precious store to keep :

Some little store of golden worth,

Some treasure rescued from the deep

Of those gone hours, ere yet the waves

Of time have closed their quiet graves.

Thrice dark of all dark days that one

Which leaves no brightness from its hours,
No nightingale to sing at eve,
No after fragrance from its flowers,
No holy dew distilled from Heaven,

To consecrate it fresh at even.

Bless'd art thou, heart that yearnest (though

The tears that dim thine eyes be vain)
To call back something from thy past,
Some yesterday to life again.

The gladdest summer of our years
We consecrate by autumn tears.

Each consecrates some precious part,

Some secret store of hidden worth :

We garner each our harvest sheaves,

Our golden memories of earth,

Against the winter time of need;

That we may after come and feed.

And when the yesterdays of life

Shall all be numbered, still I deem
Each one shnll have his store to keep,

His fadeless relic of earth's dream:

Some shadows softened by God's light,

Some star that made his journey bright.
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RECOLLECTIONS OF

BELONGING
to the class of " fighting gen

erals," of which Hooker and Sheridan are
brilliant graduates, are Major-Generals John A.
Logan, of Illinois, and Lovell H. Rousseau, of
Kentucky. Each of these four men is consti
tuted mentally, and endowed bodily by nature,
to bo a leader of men. Hooker and Sheridan
have been confirmed generals by education.
Rousseau and Logan owe every thing to nature,
and are generals intuitively. The first two have
been educated at West Point into being good di
rectors of armed battalions ; but it goes "against
the grain" with either to confine himself solely

GENERAL ROUSSEAU.
to the direction of a battle, and hence they are
often seen in battle obeying the dictates of na
ture and leading charges which they should di
rect. Rousseau and Logan never enjoyed the
advantages of West Point, and, as nature is un
checked in them by education, he who hunts
for them on the battle-field must look along the
front line, and not with the reserves. Neither
Logan nor Rousseau would be content—it can
not really be said that they are competent— to
direct a battle on a grand scale ; it wonld sim
ply be an impossible task on the part of either,
for they are neither educated nor constituted nat
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u rally to be commanders, in the technical sense of
the term. They are neither strategists nor even
tacticians. Both are bold, daring, enthusiastic
in spirit ; one has a commanding presence, and
the other an inspiring eye, and the natural and
most effective position of each is at the head of
forlorn hopes, or leading desperate charges to
successful issues.
The same contrast in person between "Fight
ing Joo Hooker," tall, towering, and always
graceful, and "Little Phil Sheridan," short,
quick, and rough, can be traced between Rous
seau, a huge, magnificent, ponderous, and hand
some figure, and " Black Jack Logan," a some
what short but graceful figure, in whose fore
head is set the finest pair of eyes ever possessed
by a man. The personnel of the four warriors
differs very much. Hooker and Rousseau are
very different types of the tall and elegant " hu
man form divine," and Logan and Sheridan il
lustrate the graceful and the graceless in little
men ; but the great hearts of each beat alike,
nnd on the battle-field the daring and boldness
of each are equally conspicuous and effective.
Of all these heroes, however, Rousseau is

most naturally a leader. His whole career,
civil and military, illustrates him as such ; and
only in a country of the extent of ours, with
such varied and complex interests existing with
in each other, could any man attain the success
with which he has been rewarded, without at
the same time gaining such fame as would have
made his name as familiar in every home as
household words, and invested him with a na
tional reputation. It is a fact illustrative of
the vast extent of the late war, and of the ex
istence of the various sectional interests which
were second to the great, absorbing feeling of
devotion to the whole Union, that there are
thousands of people in the East who do not know
aught of the geographical position of Western
battle-fields, or the history and military career
of the more distinguished officers of the West
ern armies. The case is also reversed, and such
distinguished men as Meade, Hancock, and
Sickles, and hundreds less renowned, are hard

ly known at the West. The people of the East,
naturally absorbed in the interests which are
nearest and dearest to them, are intimately ac
quainted with the history and achievements of
the chosen leaders of their sons and brothers of
the Potomac armies, but know little in detail
of the leaders of the Western armies. To the
people of the East Rosecrans is a myth of whom
they remember only that he met disaster at
Chickamauga ; and of Thomas they know little
more than that he was the hero of that same de
feat. They know little of M'Pherson, M'Cler-
nand, Dodge, Blair, Oglesby, Osterhaus, and
others, save that they "were with Grant" at
Vicksburg and elsewhere. Indeed the whole
army of the West enjoys in the East a mythical
existence, and Logan and Rousseau live in our
memories as undefinedly, though as firmly, as

many of the characters of romance. Nine out
of every ten who are asked to tell who and what

they are will be puzzled for a reply, and will
state much that is pure romance, and nothing il
lustrative of their characters. And yet no two
men have been more prominent or more popu
lar in the armies with which they were connect
ed than these two rising men of the West.
General Rousseau, of whom it is proposed to
speak in this paper, is not a strategist nor a
tactician according to the rules of West Point,
in whose sciences he is uneducated save by the

practical experience of the past four years of
war. He makes no pretensions to a knowledge
of engineering or strategy or grand tacties, is
not even versed in the details of logisties ; but
of all those who have won reputation as hard,
pertinacious, and dashing fighters none more de
serve their fame than he. His battles have been
brilliant if short ; desperate and bloody "contests,
in which more has resulted from courage and
the enthusiasm imparted to the men than from

strategy and tacties. If examination is made
into Rousseau's career it will be found that he
has ever been in the frontline of battle, not only
at Buena Vista, in our miniature contest with
Mexico, at Shiloh, Perryville, and Stone River,
but in every aspect and under all circumstances
of his career, always ahead and leading his

people in polities as in war. A self-educated
and self-made man, of strong intellectual and

reasoning powers, quick to resolve and prompt
to act, he appears at all times in that noble at
titude of one who has led instead of following
public sentiment. In youth he was left the
junior member of an orphaned family of which
his habit of decision made him the head and
chief dependence. Emigrating in early man
hood to Indiana, he made himself by his talents
the leader of a party which had never attained
success before his advent, and never won it after
his retirement. Returning to Kentucky in 1845)
he was one of the very few of her sons who were

prepared to second or adopt the views then agi
tated by Heury Clay in regard to emancipating
the slaves. In 1856, when " Know Nothingism"
had swallowed up his old party—theWhig—and
held temporarily a great majority in his city,
county, and State, Rousseau became the leader
of the small minority which rejected the false
doctrines of the "American" party. His bitter
denunciation of its principles, and his persistent
opposition to its encroachments on individual

rights, nearly cost him his life at the hands of a
mob who attacked him while defending a Ger
man in the act of depositing his vote. He was
shot through the abdomen and confined for two
months to his bed, but had the satisfaction to
know, when well again, that the party he had

fought almost single-handed had no longer an
organized existence.
In 1861 his bold opposition to Kentucky neu
trality brought Rousseau prominently before the
country. The rebels under the leadership of
Simon Bolivar Buckner, then at the head of the
militia of the State, had failed in every effort to
engage Kentucky in actual secession, but had
succeeded in committing its authorities and
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citizens to what was called "a strict neutrali
ty." John J. Crittenden, James Guthrie, Les
lie Coombs, Judge Bramlette, and other promi
nent Unionists, stood hand in hand with Buck-
ner, Powell, Breckiuridge, and Magoffin in sup
port of this lxisition, ridiculous and visionary as
it now appears to have been. Many of these
"neutrals" still claim that neutrality was the
proper policy for Kentucky at the time, but as

nearly every one of them afterward became con
firmed rebels, their opinion on the subject is not

very valuable. A large majority of the Union
ists of the State were committed to the policy
also; so that when Lovell Rousseau denounced
neutrality as a mask of the secessionists on the
one hand, and a disgraceful subterfuge of the
Unionists on the other, he found few who agreed
with him, and less who seconded him in his
avowed purpose of abolishing neutrality and

placing the State, at all times, in her proper
position as a member of the Union amidst the
disasters of war as well as in the prosperity of
peace. The public were not prepared to fol
low him, and he was forced to accept neutrality,
as a compromise between Union and Seces
sion, between right and wrong, but doing so
under public protest in the Senate of the
State, and declaring on every occasion which
offered that it was a debasing position which
he intended to abandon as soon as he could
induce the State to follow him. He found no
support in this honorable war upon neutrality
until the secessionists went a step further, and

proposed, after hostilities had begun at Fort
Sumter, to make the neutrality of Kentucky an
" armed neutrality," urging that the State troops
be armed to resist encroachments from either
rebel or Union troops. Against this scheme,
which proposed the appropriation of three mill
ions of dollars to arm the "Kentucky State
Guard," Rousseau at once began a crusade as
earnest as it was untiring. He saw in it actual
aid to the rebellion. He denounced the State
Guard and its leaders as secessionists and trai
tors, stormed at them in Senate halls and on the

stump, Smd not only defeated the bill but suc
ceeded in dividing the State Guard into two
rival organizations known as the " Home
Guards" (Unionists) and

" State Guardsmen"

(rebels). He called it at the time
" separating

the sheep from the goats." It was a most for
tunate achievement ; for it not only saved thou
sands of young men belonging to the State
Guard from being unwittingly drawn into the
rehel army, but precipitated the designs of the
rebels and hastened the defection which was in
evitable. This was accomplished under personal
difficulties, opposition, and dangers which only
made the labor more delightful to a person of
Rousseau's temperament. He delights in oppo
sition ; is in his element only when in the minor

ity and strongly opposed ; and his belligerent
disposition led him to gladly accept not only the
numerous stump and street discussions and dis

putes, but even street quarrels and fights with
the secessionists. The rebel sympathizers sel

dom dared attack him openly, his bold front, at
all times maintained, making them prefer to
exercise their strategy and trickery against him
rather than come to open warfare.
No sooner had the work of dividing the State
Guard been accomplished than Roussenu hast
ened to Washington to obtain permission from
the President to raise troops in the State for the
United States service. While on the way to
Washington he had an interview with General
M'Clellan, then commanding the Western De
partment at Cincinnati, and found him opposed
to his scheme. M'Clellan sent his aid. Colonel
Key, to Washington to represent Ronssenu's
scheme as rash and ill-advised. At the same
time others were sent to Washington by the
"mild mannered" Unionists to urge the Pres
ident not to grant Rousseau permission to raise
troops, arguing that it would at once precipi
tate the invasion of the State by the rebels.
Rousseau consequently found great difficulty in
obtaining the required authority, but went at
the question boldly. He represented to the
President what he had done in the way of de
feating the schemes of the rebels to arm them
selves at the expense of Kentucky, and in di
viding the State militia into two classes. He
had inspired the loyal Home Guards with an
esprit du corps, which would save the greater

part of them from any connection with the se

cessionists; but he represented also that there
were thousands of young men in the State who
had not decided to follow either the rebel or
loyal banner, and that knowing this, the rebels
wore recruiting in every part of the State.
Thousands of the young and thoughtless would

be, and hundreds were being, drawn into the
rebel army by this means, and he argued that
the Government ought to recruit in this neutral
State as an encouragement to the young men to

join the loyal army.
The authority was eventually obtained, and

Rousseau returned to Kentucky authorized to

raise twenty companies of Union soldiers. Ev
ery paper in the State ridiculed the project
and laughed at the projector. The Unionists,
such as Garrett Davis, Governor Bramlette,

General Boyle, Leslie Coombs, James Guth

rie, did even worse than this. They did all
they could toward nullifying the scheme and
rendering it abortive by insisting that the re

cruits gathered should be encamped outside of

the State ; and so strong was their influence

at Washington, that an order was sent to Rous

seau to encamp the squadron, which he had soon

enlisted, on the Indiana side of the river oppo
site to Louisville. Greatly humiliated and an

gered, but not disheartened, Rousseau obeyed,
cursing the weak-kneed Unionists for their cow

ardice and their interference. He went heartily
to work, however, and his squadron soon in

creased to two regiments, which were sworn in,

uniformed, and armed.
At last growing weary of delays, no prospect
of active work in Kentucky presenting itself,

having his brigade filled up, and anxious for
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work in which ho might win promotion and
reputation, Rousseau asked to be sent to Mis
souri, and his request was granted. The order
had no sooner reached him than he determined
to invade Kentucky soil at least once, and at all
hazards, and so announced his intention of pa
rading his corps through the streets of Louisville.
A delegation of rebel and Union citizens waited
on him and begged him to forbear his intention,
representing that the indignant citizens would
rise up in their anger and attack his soldiers.
"By Heaven!" exclaimed Rousseau, "the

damned scoundrels shall have enough of it then
before I am done with thom."
The march of the brigade through the city
was undisturbed, and it returned to camp with
out having received any more deadly volley than
a few curses from the neutrals and secessionists.
One of the effects of the parade, and the an
nouncement of the intention to send Rousseau
to Missouri, was the presentation of an appeal to
the President, signed by the principal of the
'" Weak-knees," as the " Neutrality Unionists"
were contemptuously called by the " Coercion-
ists," protesting against the removal of Rousseau
from the vicinity of the city. A copy of this
protest was shown by a friend to Colonel Rous
seau. When he read it he grew furiously en
raged, cursing the protesting individuals as a
set of marplots who had opposed him at every
turn ; and he immediately took steps to break

up camp and be on the march to Missouri be
fore the countermanding order could come. He
was stopped in the midst of his preparations,
however, and ordered by President Lincoln to
remain in camp at " Camp Joe Holt." It was a
fortunate order for the fair " City of the Falls."
A few nights after the rebel General Buckner
advanced with a large force on the city, and
Rousseau, the rejected, with the " Home Guards,"
which he had preserved from the defection which
seized the State Guard, were tho only defend
ers of the city to be found. On the night of
September 16, 1861, Rousseau crossed the Ohio
River, and marched through the uproarious
streets of the excited and endangered city to
meet the invader. With this little band he pen
etrated forty miles into the interior of the State,
hourly expecting to meet tho enemy, and in

tending to fight him whenever and wherever he
did meet him. Ho made the passage of Roll
ing Fork River and occupied the heights of
Muldraugh's Hills, where Buckner was report
ed to be, but found the rebel had retired.
On the occasion of the passage of this stream
an incident occurred which is illustrative of the
view which we have taken of the character of
Rousseau as a natural-born leader. When giv
ing the command to cross the river, which was
then flood-high — it was a bitterly cold morn
ing besides —Rousseau rose in his saddle and
crying out to his men, "Follow me, boys! I
expect no soldier to undergo any hardship that
I will not share !" he sprang from his horse, en
tered the ford, and waded to the other shore.
His men followed, with cheers and bravos, and

the brigade followed, soon disappearing on the
wood-lined road which leads to the summit of
Muldraugh's Hills.
His late contest with slavery—his race for
Congress at Louisville was nothing more nor
less than a crusade against the remnant of slav

ery left by the war in Kentucky, probably as a
punishment for her attempted crime of neu
trality—was another brilliant triumph won by
the exercise of the same decisive action which
has always characterized him. The convention
which nominated him was in political parlance
merely a " pocket convention," and its nominee
found, on leaving the military field to examine
the political course, that he had really no party
to back him. He had to build up a party, and
without hesitation he decided that it should be
an avowedly abolition party in principle and
purpose. He began by announcing that he fa
vored tho adoption by the State of Kentucky of
the Constitutional amendment abolishing slav

ery, and denounced slavery as unjust, unwise,
and impolitic —aeurse and blight on the State.
When he first made the speech in which he de
clared this the people wildly stared at him, and
when he had done they pronounced him insane.
They were so completely blinded by their preju
dices that they could or would not see the truth
of his arguments, and at last he resorted to ridi
cule with better effect.
" I wish to say again," he said on one occa
sion, "that slavery, thank God! is dead. Its
own friends have destroyed it. They placed it
at the foundation of Jeff Davis's government
and invited, nay, forced us to assail it. They
forced the whole liberal world to make war upon

it
,

and presented to us the alternative to destroy
slavery or see our Government perish. Our duty
was a plain one, to kill slavery and rebellion with

it
,

and let the Government live. Both of these
things arc accomplished facts, and in the whole
Christian world there remain but three slave
States— Cuba, Brazil, and Kentucky /"
This climax, so ridiculous to every Kentuck-
ian with any State pride in his soul, was hailed
wherever heard with shouts of laughter; and
Rousseau once remarked that it was a curious
fact that the laughter generally began with the
returned rebel soldiers, who possess less pro-slav
ery prejudices than the rebels who staid at home.
Rousseau generally followed up this effective
ridicule with what he called his "special ar
gument against slavery." "We in Kentucky,"
he would say, "are in the habit of arguing the
slavery question more from the economical than
the moral stand-point;" and he would then go
on to show how the institution had curtailed
the prosperity of Kentucky and of the South.
"But," he would add, "I wish to add a littlo
argument of my own. I want to tell you why
slavery will not pay. It is because we have a

God in heaven, who has arranged the affairs of
men in such a way that wrong and injustice
won't pay, and don't pay. Has not the South
lost more in the destruction of houses, and
fences, and railroad", and crops, and other
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property, and expenditures for munitions of
war, etc., in the last four years of a rebellion,
carried on for the benefit of slavery, than it

wrung out of the sweat of the slave in the forty
years preceding? Add to this the half a mill
ion of her brave sons, who died or were crippled
in battle and in camp, half the entire arms-bear
ing population of the rebel States, and tell mo
if slavery was a paying institution to them?
And do you think it can be restored now and
not lead to a bloodier and fiercer war? And
why is this ? Simply because God in his wis
dom has arranged the world so, that in the long-
run a system of wrong will not and can not pay."
After four-weeks active canvassing of the dis
trict Rousseau was returned to Congress by a

heavy majority, although the opposition pro-
slavery party employed a former United States
officer to make the race in order to split the
Union or amendment vote. The scheme failed.
Rousseau's personal popularity, and his positive,
determined, and patriotic stand carried him suc
cessfully through, and he was shortly after nomin
ated for the Senate, which position he will doubt
less attain. In these crusades against neutrality
and slavery Rousseau has established a charac
ter for firmness and persistence which have made
him a most popular leader and the first man of
his State ; and he is already accepted as the true
successor in principles, purposes, and patriotism
of that late great leader in Kentucky, Heury
Clay.
His military career has had much to do with
Rousseau's popularity at home and in the army.
His principal achievements were at Shiloh, Pcr-
ryville, and Stone River, the defense of Fortress
Rosecrans, and in the admirably conducted and
highly successful raid into Alabama. At Shiloh
his post was subordinate, and he will not occupy
the fore-ground of the pictures which history will
paint of that field; but at Perryville the glory
is all his own, while no story of Stone River
can be truthfully written that does not give him
much of the credit for that very desperate ' ' rough
and tumble" fight, where, holding the reserve
line,' he sent word to Rosecrans that, "though
tho right wing was gone," he " would not budge
a step—not a damned inch, Sir."
During the engagement at Perryville ho dis
played great courage, and inspired his men with
the same spirit. Ho laid no claim to tactical
ability, and did not endeavor to manoeuvre his
troops, but by his presence with them kept them
well together, and retained his organization dur
ing the whole day, although withstanding with
a single division the repeated attacks of Cheat
ham's, Buckner's, and Anderson's divisions of

Bragg's army, under the latter's personal direc
tion. Perhaps like a reckless general, but cer
tainly like a brave man, he was always with the
front line, and as he rode among the men en
couraging them, they hailed him with enthusi
astic cheers. Seeing preparations making on
tho part of the rebels to repeat an attack on
Harris's brigade, by which they had just been
repulsed, Rousseau dashed up to the command

ing officer of the Second Ohio, Major Anson
M'Cook, who was on foot fighting his regiment,
and was warning him of the approaching attack
when the men of tho regiment with shouts and
hurrahs gathered around him, hugging his legs
and grasping his hands, throwing their caps in
the air, and swearing to die with him. It was
one of the most singular scenes ever witnessed
on a battle-field, and was subsequently alluded
to by rebel officers who had witnessed it, and
who stated to our prisoners taken during the
day that they frequently saw and recognized
Rousseau riding up and down the line during
the battle.
Rousseau's great popularity with the troops
may be said to have dated from this day ; and
it grew still greater after the battle of Stone
River, where, though commanding the reserves,
he was among the first engaged. The lore of
the men became so intense that it broke out on
every occasion. On the march, in camp, on
parade, their admiration grew demonstrative,
and cheers greeted him wherever he went.
During the winter of 1862-'63, while the troops
were in camp at Murfrcesborough, great num
bers of rabbits were frequently frightened from
their burrows, when an entire regiment would
start in pursuit with noisy yells. The demon
strations of admiration for Rousseau and these
noisy pursuits of the rabbits became so frequent
that it was a common remark, whenever the
cheering of the soldiers was heard, that they
were either after " Rousseau or a rabbit." His
popularity among the Union people of Kentucky
had a rather pleasing illustration in October,
1862, when on the march to Perryville. At
Maxville the mountaineers from the district
gathered around his quarters in great numbers,
and almost every family of tho many which vis
ited the General had with it an infant named
after him, either "Lovell" or "Rousseau."
When the first infant was presented, instead of
blessing it in the usual patriarchal style, the
General picked out one from among a number
of silver half-dollars he had and gave it to the
child's mother. Several of the other infont
Rousseaus received other half-dollars, until the
General began to suspect that the infants would
be produced as long as the money lasted, and so
he announced a suspension of specie payment.
The children, however, continued to make their
appearance until it became apparent that the
name was never likely to die out among the
mountaineers. Rousseau used to tell with great
glee how two blind and deaf brothers presented
themselves at his quarters, and said that they
"had walked five miles to see Rousseau and
hear him talk." Tho demonstrations of the
poor mountaineers of Chaplin Hills, as the re
gion was called, greatly affected the General,
and as a singular mode of expressing his grat
ification, he always insisted on calling the battle
of Perryville, which he fought next day in the
vicinity of Maxville, "tho battle of Chaplin
Hills."
His predisposition to excitability under fire
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did not detract from Rousseau's administrative

power. He was as clearly administrative in
danger as the more phlegmatic Thomas or

Grant, but in aMifferent way. Rousseau made
very little if any use of his aids. If he had an
order to give ho galloped across the field and

gave it himself. If he had an advance to order
it was done by leading the troops in person.
During the battle of Perryville General M'Cook
sent Rousseau, who was on the extreme left of
his line, information that his right was being
turned and was falling back. Rousseau galloped
to the endangered part of the line and rallied
the troops in retreat, beating and cursing them
into line, and actually breaking his sword over
the head of one demoralized individual, who
was thus brought to a stand. He was once,
and only once, known to betray any considera
ble nervousness under fire. It was during a
brief engagement fought at Chehaw Station,
when on his famous Alabama raid. He had
sent forward Colonel Thomas Harrison, of the
Eighth Indiana Cavalry (bettor known as the
Thirty-ninth Mounted Infantry), to destroy a
part of the railroad in his rear— the expedition
then being on its return, having performed its
principal purpose. Colonel Harrison unexpect
edly became briskly engaged with the rebel forces
under General James H. Clanton. Rousseau was
some distance in the rear of the fight, and the
extent of the engagement was only known to
him by the amount of the firing and the number
of wounded men brought to the rear. One of
his aids—Captain Elkin —observed Rousseau's
nervousness gradually increasing, as evinced by
his twirling his long black mustache, and re
peating aloud, but evidently communing with
himself, " I shouldn't have got into this affair.
I'm very much afraid this isn't judicious." El
kin penetrated through the swamps to Harrison's
front, and returned with the information that
the enemy were being driven, and that the re
sult was not at all doubtful. " There's no rea
son," he said, "to be uneasy about Harrison,
General."
"Uneasy about Harrison!" exclaimed the
General. "Tom Harrison can whip all the
militia in Alabama. But what shall I do with
my poor wounded boys? We are a thousand
miles from home, and no way to carry them
comfortably."
He had to leave his wounded, but he took
rather odd but effective means to have them
well cared for. Having succeeded in captur
ing a company of Montgomery Cadets, the
members of which were all young men of less
than seventeen years of age, he had them drawn
up near his quarters, and released them uncon
ditionally, with this suggestion :

"Boys," he said, "go homo and tell your
parents that Rousseau does not war on women
and children ; and, mark you, do you see that

they don't make war on wounded prisoners."
The Cadets were modest enough to be glad
to be considered and laughed at as boys on con
dition of their release, and on returning homo

showed their gratitude to Rousseau by taking as
good care of his wounded as they were permit
ted to do.
Although one of the most aristocratic of men
in person, manners, and taste. Rousseau is proud
of being self-made and self-educated, and, like
Andrew Johnson, refers with pride to what his
enemies call his "plebeian extraction." The
secessionists of Louisville, in 1861, called him
a "wharf-rat" —a rather indefinite term of con
tempt given him because he had always been
the champion of the poor who lived about the
city wharves, and whose rights he often defend
ed in court without promise or hope of pay.
Though he made little money by such prac
tice, it served to introduce him to the bar, and
subsequently he won great reputation by some
of these coses. As a criminal lawyer Rousseau
has had no rival in his district since 1855 ; and
the present Attorney- General of the United
States, James Speed, Esq., acknowledges him
self indebted to him for several of his very worst
defeats in criminal trials. It is understood that
the legal talents of Rousseau will be called into
action by the General Government in a most
important case which will soon come up for ju
dicial decision.
During the same period alluded to— 1861—
the southern rebel papers always alluded to him
and his Union recruits as " Rousseau and hB
ragamuffins." Rousseau's parents were very
poor. His father tilled a small, mountainous,
uuproductive farm in Lincoln County, and taught
school. On his death the family, which was

very large, depended on the labprs of the sons,
Richard and Lovell, for the necessities of life.
These two tilled the farm during the day, and
studied law or worked for the neighboring farm
ers at night. This latter employment embraced
the chopping of wood and shelling of corn for
such farmers as owned no negroes. It was a
species of labor generally performed by the slaves
of the richer planters for the poorer farmers, and
was a custom lately prevalent all over the South.
Young Rousseau was thus often thrown nmong
the negroes as a co-laborer, and his observance
of the great regularity and energy with which
the slaves worked during these hours when the
reward for their labor was their own, made him
an admirer of Heury Clay as an emancipator in
1849, and of Salmon P. Chase as an abolitionist
in 1864. He has long been convinced that it
would be better alike for state, slave, and slave
owners if the measures of the Abolitionists had
long since prevailed in Kentucky, though he is
not now prepared to adopt or second the uni
versal suffrage views of Mr. Chase, flo looks
on universal suffrage as at present a somewhat
visionary scheme. In 1863, when the army of
General Buell was being taught by his successor,
Rosecrans, the changed tacties of the Adminis
tration in regard to freeing and arming the
slaves, Rousseau, unwittingly perhaps, furnish
ed the army with its new creed of advanced
faith. One day at dinner ho remarked in the
presence of the writer, who was then a "chiol"
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in the army " taking notes," that " No law. hu
man or divine, justified slavery ; that the negro
was entitled to his freedom if ho could win it—
'Who would be free themselves must strike the
blow ;' and that all that could be asked of the
United States army was that it should not stand
in the negro's way." He now appears to think
that the negro, having won his freedom, must
educate himself to the proper standard to rightly
appreciate the privilege of suffrage.
The very close intimacy existing between
Sherman and Rousseau is a fine illustration of
the rule that opposite natures are often kindred
spirits. Two natures in greater contrast can
hardly be conceived. Rousseau has none of
Sherman's nervousness of thought or action,
while Sherman has nothing of the excitability
of Rousseau under fire. Rousseau is a most

conspicuous — perhaps the most conspicuous offi
cer in the United States army, while Sherman
is among the most commouplace in appearance.
Yet their friendship, which began early in the
war, is hardly less remarkable than that exist
ing between Grant and Sherman, and is much
more demonstrative, because Rousseau and Sher
man are of affectionate and demonstrative dis
positions, while Grant is rather cold and formal.
Rousseau is fully six feet two, perhaps three
inches high, and otherwise Herculean in build
and strength. When mounted—he always rides
great, ponderous, and invariably blooded horses
—he displays to great advantage, and no more
graceful and impressive figure can be conceived
than Rousseau mounted. He was born a pentle-
man, and his elegant manners are as natural as his
bravery and high sense of honor are intuitive.

ARMADALE.
BY WILKIE COLLINS, AUTHOR OF "NO NAME," "THE WOMAN IN WHITE," ETC.

BOOK THE FOURTH.

CHAPTER V.
* pedoipt's remedy.

AFTER
waiting to hold a preliminary con

sultation with his son, Mr. Pedgift the
elder set forth alone for his interview with Allan
at the great house.
Allowing for the difference in their ages, the
son was, in this instance, so accurately the re

flection of the father, that an acquaintance with
either of the two Pedgifts was almost equivalent
to an acquaintance with both. Add some little
height and size to the figure of Pedgift Junior :
give some additional breadth and boldness to his

humor, and some additional solidity and com

posure to his confidence in himself — and the
presence and character of Pedgift Senior stood
for all general purposes revealed before yon.
The lawyer's conveyance to Thorpe-Ambrose
was his own smart gig, drawn by his famous

fast-trotting mare. It was his habit to drive
himself ; and it was one among the trifling ex

ternal peculiarities in which he and his son dif
fered a little, to affect something of a sporting
character in his dress. The drab trowsers of
Pedgift the elder fitted close to his legs; his

boots in dry weather and wet alike were equal

ly thick in the sole ; his coat-pockets overlapped
his hips, and his favorite summer cravat was of

light spStted muslin, tied in the neatest and
smallest of bows. He used tobacco like his
son, but in a different form. While the youn
ger man smoked, the elder took snuff copiously ;

and it was noticed among his intimates that he
always held his "pinch" in a state of suspense
between his box and his nose when he was go
ing to clench a good bargain or to say a good

thing. The art of diplomacy enters largely into
the practice of all successful men in the lower

branch of the law. Mr. Pedgift's form of dip
lomatic practice had been the same throughout
his life, on every occasion when he found his
arts of persuasion required at an interview with
another man. He invariably kept his strongest
argument, or his boldest proposal, to the last,
and invariably remembered it at the door (after
previously taking his leave), as if it was a pure
ly accidental consideration which had that in
stant occurred to him. Jocular friends, ac
quainted by previous experience with this form
of proceeding, had given it the name of "Ped
gift's postscript." There were few people in
Thorpe - Ambrose who did not know what it
meant, when the lawyer suddenly checked his
exit at the opened door; came back softly to
his chair, with his pinch of snuff suspended be
tween his box and his nose; said, " By-the-by
there's a point occurs to me;" and settled the
question off-hand after having given it up in
despair not a minute before.
This was the man whom the march of events
at Thorpe-Ambrose had now thrust capriciously
into a foremost place. This was the one friend
at hand to whom Allan in his social isolation
could turn for counsel in the hour of need.

" Good-evening, Mr. Armadale. Many thanks
for your prompt attention to my very disagreea
ble letter," said Pedgift Senior, opening the
conversation cheerfully the moment he entered
his client's house. "I hope you understand,
Sir, that I had really no choice under the cir
cumstances but to write as I did ?"
"I have very few friends, Mr. Pedgift," re
turned Allan, simply. "And I am sure you
are one of the few."
" Much obliged, Mr. Armadale. I have al
ways tried to deserve your good opinion, and I
mean, itil can, to deserve it now. You found
yourself comfortable I hope, Sir, at the hotel in
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London ? We call it Our hotel. Some rare
old wine in the cellar, which I should have in
troduced to your notice if I had had the honor
of being with you. My son unfortunately knows
nothing about wine."
Allan felt his false position in the neighbor
hood far too acutely to be capable of talking
of any thing but the mnin business of the even

ing. His lawyer's politely roundabout method
of approaching the painful subject to be discussed
between them rather irritated than composed
him. He came at once to the point in his own

bluntly straightforward way.

"The hotel was very comfortable, Mr. Ped-
gift, and your son was very kind to me. But
we are not in London now ; and I want to talk
to you about how I am to meet the lies that are
being told of me in this place. Only point mo
out any one man," cried Allan, with a rising
voice and a mounting color—"any one man
who says I am afraid to show my face in the
neighborhood, and I'll horsewhip him publicly
before another day is over his head!"
Pedgift Senior helped himself to a pinch of
snuff, and held it calmly in suspense midway
between his box and his nose.
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" Yon can horsewhip a man, Sir ; but you
can't horsewhip a neighborhood," said the law

yer, in his politely epigrammatic manner. "We
will fight our battle, if yon please, without bor
rowing onr weapons of the coachman yet a while,
at any rate."
"But how are we to begin?" asked Allan,
impatiently. "How am I to contradict the in
famous things they say of me ?"
" There are two ways of stepping out of your
present awkward position, Sir — a short way
and a long way," replied Pedgift Senior. " The
short way (which is always the best) has oc
curred to me since I have heard of your pro
ceedings in London from my son. I under
stand that you permitted him, after you re
ceived my letter, to take me into your confi
dence. I have drawn various conclusions from
what he has told me, which I may find it nec
essary to trouble you with presently. In the
mean time I should be glad to know under what
circumstances you went to London to make these
unfortunate inquiries about Miss Gwilt ? Was
it your own notion to pay that visit to Mrs.
Mandeville ? or were you acting under the in
fluence of some other person ?"
Allan hesitated. " I can't honestly tell yon
it was my own notion, " he replied—and said no
more.
"I thought as much!" remarked Pedgift
Senior, in high triumph. "The short way out
of our present difficulty, Mr. Armadale, lies
straight through that other person, under whose
influence you acted. That other person must
be presented forthwith to public notice, and
must stand in that other person's proper place.
The name, if you please, Sir, to begin with—
we ll come to the circumstances directly."
"I am sorry to say, Mr. Pedgift, that we
must try the longest way, if you have no objec
tion," replied Allan, quietly. "The short way
happens to be a way I can't take on this occa
sion."
The men who rise in the law are the men
who decline to take No for an answer. Mr.
Pedgift the elder had risen in the law ; and Mr.
Pedgift the elder now declined to take No for
an answer. But all pertinacity —even profes
sional pertinacity included —sooner or later finds
its limits ; and the lawyer, doubly fortified as
he was by long experience and copious pinches
of snuff, found his limits at the very outset of
the interview. It was impossible that Allan
could respect the confidence which Mrs. Mil-
roy had treacherously affected to place in him.
But he had an honest man's regard for his own
pledged word—the regard which looks straight
forward at the fact, and which never glances
sidelong at the circumstances —and the utmost
persistency of Pedgift Senior failed to move him
iv hair's-brcadth from the position which he had
taken up. " No" is the strongest word in the
English language, in the mouth of any man who
has the courage to repeat it often enough—and
Allan had the courage to repeat it often enough
on this occasion.

" Very good, Sir," said the lawyer, accepting
his defeat without the slightest loss of temper.
"The choice rests with you, and you have
chosen. We will go the long way. It starts
(allow me to inform you) from my office ; and
it leads (as I strongly snspect) through a very
miry road to—Miss Gwilt."
Allan looked at his legal adviser in speech
less astonishment.
"If you won't expose the person who is re
sponsible, in the first instance, Sir, for the in
quiries to which you unfortunately lent your
self," proceeded Mr. Pedgift the elder, " the only
other alternative, in your present position, is to
justify the inquiries themselves."
"And how is that to be done?" inquired Al
lan.
"By proving to the whole neighborhood, Mr.
Armadale, what I firmly believe to bo the truth
— that the pet object of the public protection is
an adventuress of the worst class ; an undenia
bly worthless and dangerous woman. In plain
er English still, Sir, by employing time enough
and money enough to discover the truth about
Miss Gwilt."

Before Allan could say a word in answer
there was an interruption at the door. After
the usual preliminary knock one of the servants
came in.
"I told you I was not to be interrupted,"
said Allan, irritably. "Good Heavens! am I
never to have done with them? Another let
ter?"
"Yes, Sir," said the man, holding it out.
"And," he added, speaking words of evil omen
in his master's cars, "the person waits for an
answer."
Allan looked at the address of the letter with
a natural expectation of encountering the hand

writing of the major's wife. The anticipation
was not realized. His correspondent was plain
ly a lady, but the lady was not Mrs. Milroy. ,
" Who can it be ?" he said, looking mechan
ically at Pedgift Senior as he opened the envel

ope.

Pedgift Senior gently tapped his snuff-box,

and said, without a moment's hesitation, "Miss
Gwilt."
Allan opened the letter. The first two words
in it were the echo of the two words the lawyer
had just pronounced. It was Miss Gwilt !
Once more Allan looked at his legal adviser
in speechless astonishment.
"I have known a good many of them in my
time, Sir," explained Pedgift Senior, with a
modesty equally rare and becoming in a man
of his age. "Not as handsome as Miss Gwilt,
I admit. But quite as bad, I dare say. Read
your letter, Mr. Armadale —read your letter."
Allan read these lines :
"Miss Gwilt presents her compliments to
Mr. Armadalo, and begs to know if it will be
convenient to him to favor her with an inter
view either this evening or to-morrow morning.

Miss Gwilt offers no apology for making her
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present request. She believes Mr. Armadale
will grant it as an act of justice toward a friend
less woman whom he has been innocently the
means of injuring, and who is earnestly desirous
to set herself right in his estimation."
Allan handed the letter to his lawyer in si
lent perplexity and distress.
The face of Mr. Pedgift the elder expressed
but one feeling when he had read the letter in
his turn and had handed it back—a feeling of
profound admiration. "What a lawyer she
would have made," he exclaimed, fervently, " if
she had only been a man !"
' ' I can't treat this as lightly as yon do, Mr.
Pedgift," said Allan. " It's dreadfully distress
ing to me. I was so fond of her," he added, in
a lower tone—"I was so fond of her once."
Mr. Pedgift Senior suddenly became serious
on his side.
"Do you mean to say, Sir, that yon actually
contemplate seeing Miss Gwilt ?" he asked, with
an expression of genuine dismay." I can't treat her cruelly," returned Allan.
" I have been the means of injuring her—with
out intending it

,

God knows ! I can't treat her
cruelly after that!"
"Mr. Armadale," said the lawyer, "you did
me the honor a little while since to say that you
considered me your friend. May I presume on
that position to ask you a question or two before

you go straight to your own ruin t"
"Any questions you like," said Allan, look
ing back at the letter— the only letter he had
ever received from Miss Gwilt.
"You have had one trap set for you already,
Sir, and you have fallen into it. Do you want
to fall into another?"
"You know the answer to that question, Mr.
Pedgift, as well as I do."
" I'll try again, Mr. Armadale; we lawyers
are not easily discouraged. Do you think that
any statement Miss Gwilt might make to you,

if yon do see her, would be a statement to be
relied on, after what you and my son discovered
in London ?"
"She might explain what we discovered in
London," suggested Allan, still looking at the
writing, and thinking of the hand that had
traced it.

"Might explain it? My dear Sir, she is

quite certain to explain it ! I will do her jus
tice : I believe she would make out a case
without a single flaw in it from beginning to
end."
That last answer forced Allan's attention
awny from the letter. The lawyer's pitiless
common sense showed him no mercy.
" If you see that woman again, Sir," pro
ceeded Pedgift Senior, "you will commit the
rashest act of folly I ever heard of in all my
experience. She can have but one object in

coming here— to practice on your weakness for
her. Nobody can say into what false step she

may not lead you, if yon once give her the op
portunity. You admit yourself that yon have
been fond of her—your attentions to her have

been the subject of general remark — if you
haven't actually offered her the chance of be
coming Mrs. Armadale, you have done the
next thing to it — and knowing all this, you
propose to see her and to let her work on you
with her devilish beauty and her devilish clev
erness, in the character of your interesting vic
tim ! You, who are ono of the best matches in
England! Yon, who are the natural prey of
all the hungry single women in the community !

I never heard the like of it ; I never, in all my
professional experience, heard the like of it!
If you must positively put yourself in a dan
gerous position, Mr. Armadale," concluded Ped
gift the elder, with tho everlasting pinch of
snuff held in suspense between his box and his
nose, " there's a wild-beast show coming to our
town next week. Let in the tigreis, Sir—don't
let in Miss Gwilt!"
For the third time Allan looked at his law
yer. And for the third time his lawyer looked
back at him quite unabashed.
" You seem to have a very had opinion of
Miss Gwilt," said Allan.
" The worst possible opinion, Mr. Armadale,"
retorted Pedgift Senior, coolly. " Wo will re
turn to that when we have sent tho lady's mes
senger about his business. Will you take my
advice? Will you decline to see her?"
"I would willingly decline— it would be so
dreadfully distressing to both of us," said Al
lan. " I would willingly decline, if I only knew
how."
"Bless my soul, Mr. Armadale, it's easy
enough! Don't commit yourself in writing.
Send out to the messenger and say there's no
answer."
The short course thus suggested was a course
which Allan positively declined to take. " It's
treating her brutally," ho said; "I can't and
won't do it."
Once more the pertinacity of Pedgift the elder
found its limits, and once more that wise man
yielded gracefully to a compromise. On re
ceiving his client's promise not to see Miss
Gwilt he consented to Allan's committing him
self in writing —under his lawyer's dictation.
Tho letter thus produced was modeled on Al
lan's own style; it began and ended in one
sentence. "Mr. Armadale presents his com
pliments to Miss Gwilt, and regrets that he can
not have the pleasure of seeing her at Thorpe-
Ambrose." Allan had pleaded hard for a sec
ond sentence, explaining that he only declined
Miss Gwilt's request from a conviction that an
interview would be needlessly distressing on
both sides. But his legal adviser firmly reject
ed the proposed addition to the letter. "When
yon say No to a woman, Sir," remarked Ped
gift Senior, " always say it in one word. If
you give her your reasons she invariably be
lieves that you mean Yes."
Producing that little gem of wisdom from tho
rich mine of his professional experience, Mr.
Pedgift the elder sent out the answer to Miss
Gwilt's messenger, and recommended the serv
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ant to "see the fellow, whoever he was, well'
clear of the house."

" Now, Sir," said the lawyer, " we will come
hack, if you like, to my opinion of Miss Gwilt.
It doesn't at all agree with yours, I'm afraid
You think her an object of pity—quite natural
at your age. I think her an object for the in
side of a prison—quite natural at mine. You
shall hear the grounds on which I have formed
my opinion directly. Let me show you that I
am in earnest by putting the opinion itself, in

the first place, to a practical test. Do you think
Miss Gwilt is likely to persist in paying you a
visit, Mr. Armadale, after the answer you have
just sent to her?"
"
Quite impossible !" cried Allan, warmly." Miss Gwil» is a lady ; after the letter I have

sent to her she will never come near me again."
"There we join issue, Sir," cried Pedgift
Senior. "I say she will snap her fmgers at
your letter (which was one of the reasons why I
objected to your writing it). I say, she is in
all probability waiting her messenger's return,
in or near your grounds at this moment. I say
she will try to force her way in here before
four-and-twenty hours more are over your head.
Egad, Sir !" cried Mr. Pedgift, looking at his
watch, "it's only seven o'clock now. She's
bold enough and clever enough to catch you un
awares this very evening. Permit me to ring
for the servant—permit me to request that you
will give him orders immediately to say you are
not at home. You needn't hesitate, Mr. Arma
dale ! If you're right about Miss Gwilt, it's a
mere formality. If I'm right, it's a wise pre-
cantion. Back your opinion, Sir," said Mr.
Pedgift, ringing the bell, " I'll back mine!"
Allan was sufficiently nettled when the bell
rang to feel ready to give the order. But when
the servant came in past remembrances got the
better of him, and the words stuck in his throat.
" You give the order," he said to Mr. Pedgift
— and walked away abruptly to the window.
" You're a good fellow !" thought the old law
yer, looking after him, and penetrating his mo
tive on the instant. "The claws of that she-
devil sha'n't scratch you if I can help it."
The servant waited inexorably for his orders.
" If Miss Gwilt calls here, either this even
ing or at any other time," said Pedgift Senior,

"Mr. Armadale is not at home. Wait! If
she asks when Mr. Armadale will be back, you
don't know. Wait ! If she proposes coming
in and sitting down, you have a general or
der that nobody is to come in and sit down, un
less they have a previous appointment with Mr.
Armadale. Come !" cried old Pedgift, rubbing
his hands cheerfully when the servant had left
the room, " I've stopped her out now, at any
rate ! The orders are all given, Mr. Armadale.
We may go on with our conversation."
Allan came back from the window. "The
conversation is not a very pleasant one," he
said. "No offense to yon, but I wish it was
over."

" We will get it over as soon as possible, Sir,"
said Pedgift Senior, still persisting as only law
yers and women can persist, in forcing his way
little by little nearer and nearer to his own ob
ject. "Let us go back, if you please, to the
practical suggestion which I offered to you when
the servant came in with Miss Gwilt's note.
There is

, I repeat, only one way left for you,
Mr. Armadale, out of your present awkward po
sition. You must pursue your inquiries about
this woman to an end—on the chance (which I

consider next to a certainty) that the end will
justify you in the estimation of the neighbor
hood."
" I wish to God I had never made any in
quiries at all !" said Allan. "Nothing will in
duce me, Mr. Pedgift, to make any more."
"Why?" asked the lawyer.
" Can you ask me why, " retorted Allan, hot
ly, "after your son has told you what we found
out in London? Even if I had less cause to be
— to be sorry for Miss Gwilt than I have ; even

if it was some other woman, do yon think I

would inquire any further into the secret of a

poor betrayed creature—much less expose it to
the neighborhood? I should think myself as
great a scoundrel as the man who has cast her
out helpless on the world if I did any thing of
the kind. I wonder you can ask me the ques
tion— upon my soul, I wonder you can ask ma
the question !"

"Give me your hand, Mr. Armadale!" cried
Pedgift Senior, warmly ; "I honor you for be
ing so angry with me. The neighborhood may

say what it pleases; you're a gentleman, Sir,
in the best sense of the word. Now," pursued
the lawyer, dropping Allan's hand, and lapsing
back instantly from sentiment to business, "just
hear what I have got to say in my own defense.
Suppose Miss Gwilt's real position happens to
be nothing like what you are generously de

termined to believe it to he?"
" We have no reason to suppose that," said
Allan, resolutely.
" Such is your opinion, Sir," persisted Pedgift.
" Mine, founded on what is publicly known of
Miss Gwilt's proceedings here, and on what I

have seen of Miss Gwilt herself, is, that she is

as far as I am from being the sentimental vic
tim you are inclined to make her out. Gently,
Mr. Armadale ! remember that I have put my
opinion to a practical test, and wait to con
demn it off-hand until events have justified you.
Let me put my points, Sir—make allowances
for mo as a lawyer—and let me put my points.
you and my son arc young men ; and I don't
deny that the circumstances, on the surface, ap

pear to justify the interpretation which, as young
men, you have placed on them. I am an old
man — I know that circumstances are not al

ways to be taken as they appear on the surface
—-and I possess the great advantage, in the pres
ent case, of having had years of professional ex

perience among some of the wickedest women
who ever walked this earth."
Allan opened his lips to protest, and checked
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himself, in despair of producing the slightest ef

fect. Pedgift Senior bowed in polite acknowl

edgment of his client's self-restraint, and took
instant advantage of it to go on.
"All Miss Gwilt's proceedings," he resumed,
"since your unfortunate correspondence with
the major, show me that she is an old hand at
deceit. The moment she is threatened with

exposure—exposure of some kind, there can be
no doubt, after what you discovered in London
— she turns your honorable silence to the best
possible account, and leaves the major's service
in the character of a martyr. Once out of the
house, what does she do next ? She boldly stops
in the neighborhood, and serves three excellent

purposes by doing so. In the first place, she
shows every body that she is not afraid of fac

ing another attack on her reputation. In the
second place, she is close at hand to twist you
round her little finger, and to become Mrs.
Armadale in spite of circumstances, if you (and
I) allow her the opportunity. In the third
place, if you (and I) are wise enough to distrust
her, she is equally wise on her side, and doesn't
give us the first great chance of following her to
London, and associating her with her accom

plices. Is this the conduct of an unhappy wo
man who has lost her character in a moment
of weakness, and who has been driven unwill
ingly into a deception to get it back again?"
"You put it cleverly," said Allan, answering
with marked reluctance ; " I can't deny that you
put it cleverly."
"Your own common sense, Mr. Armadale,
is beginning to toll you that Iput it justly," said
Pedgift Senior. "I don't presume to say yet
what this woman's connection may be with those

people at Piralico. All I assert is
,

that it is

not the connection you suppose. Having stated
the facts so far, I have only to add my own per
sonal impression of Miss Gwilt. I won't shock
you, if I can help it—I'll try if I can't put it

cleverly again. She came to my office (as I told
you in my letter), no doubt to make friends with

your lawyer, if she could—she came to tell me,
in the most forgiving and Christian manner, that
she didn't blame jor."
" Do you ever believe in any body, Mr. Ped
gift ?" interposed Allan.
" Sometimes, Mr. Armadale," returned Ped
gift the elder, as unabashed as ever. "I be
lieve as often as a lawyer can. To proceed, Sir.
When I was in the criminal branch of practice

it fell to my lot to take instructions for the de
fense of women committed for trial from the
women's own lips. Whatever other difference
there might be among them, I got, in time, to
notice, among those who were particularly wicked
and unquestionably guilty, one point in which
they all resembled each other. Tall and short,
old and young, handsome and ugly, they all had

a secret self-possession that nothing could shake.
On the surface they were as different as possible.
Some of them were in a state of indignation ;

N some of them were drowned in tears ; some of
them were full of pious confidence ; and some

of them were resolved to commit suicide before
the night was out. But only put your finger
suddenly on the weak point in the story told by
any one of them, and there was an end of her
rage, or her tears, or her piety, or her despair—
and out came the genuine woman, in full pos
session of all her resources, with a neat little lie
that exactly suited the circumstances of the case.
Miss Gwilt was in tears, Sir—becoming tears
that didn't make her nose red—and I put my
finger suddenly on the weak point in ha- story.
Down dropped her pathetic pocket-handkerchief
from her beautiful blue eyes, and out came the
genuine woman with the neat little lie that ex

actly suited the circumstances ! I felt twenty
years younger, Mr. Armadale, on the spot. I

declare I thought I was in Newgate again, with
my note-book in my hand, taking my instruc
tions for the defense!"
"The next thing, you'll say, Mr. Pedgift,"
cried Allan, angrily, "is that Miss Gwilt has
been in prison !"

Pedgift Senior calmly rapped his snuff-box,
and had his answer ready at a moment's notice.
"She may have richly deserved to see the
inside of a prison, Mr. Armadale ; but, in the
ago we live in, that is one excellent reason for
her never having been near any place of the
kind. A prison, in the present tender state of
public feeling, for a charming woman like Miss
Gwilt! My dear Sir, if she had attempted to
murder you or me, and if an inhuman judge and
jury had decided on sending her to a prison,

I the first object of modern society would be to

I prevent her going into it ; and, if that couldn't

j be done, the next object would be to let her out
again as soon as possible. Read your newspa
per, Mr. Armadale, and you'll find we live in
piping times for the black sheep of the commu
nity — if they are only black enough. I insist
on asserting, Sir, that we have got one of tho
blackest of tho lot to deal with in this case. I
insist on asserting that you have had the rare
luck, in these unfortunate inquiries, to pitch on
a woman who happens to bo a fit object for in
quiry, in the interests of the public protection.
Differ with me as strongly as you please—but
don't make up your mind finally about Miss
Gwilt until events have put those two opposite
opinions of ours to the test that I have proposed.
A fairer test there can't be. I agree with yon,
that no lady worthy of the name could attempt
to force her way in here after receiving your
letter. But I deny that Miss Gwilt is worthy
of the name ; and I say she will try to force her
way in here in spite of yon."
"And I say she won't!'' retorted Allan, firm-

Pedgift Senior leaned back in his chair and
smiled. There was a momentary silence—and
in that silence the door-bell rang.
The lawyer and the client both looked ex
pectantly in the direction of the hall.
"No!" cried Allan, more angrily than ever.
"Yes!" said Pedgift Senior, contradicting
him with the utmost politeness.
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They waited the event. The opening of the
house-door was audible, but the room was too
far from it for the sound- of voices to reach the
ear as well. After a long interval of expecta
tion the closing of the door was heard at last.
Allan rose impetuously and rang the bell. Mr.
Pedgift the elder sat sublimely calm, and en

joyed, with a gentle zest, the largest pinch of
snuff he had taken yet.
" Any body for me ?" asked Allan, when the
servant came in.
The man looked at Pedgift Senior with an
expression of unutterable reverence, and an
swered — "Miss Gwilt."
" I don't want to crow over you, Sir," said
Mr. Pedgift the elder, when the servant had
withdrawn. "But what do you think of Miss
Gwilt now ?"
Allan shook his head in silent discourage
ment and distress.
" Time is of some importance, Mr. Armadale.
After what has just happened do you still ob
ject to taking the course I have had the honor
of suggesting to you ?"
" I can't, Mr. Pedgift," said Allan. " I can't

be the means of disgracing her in the neighbor
hood. I would rather be disgraced myself— as
I am."
" Lot me put it in another way, Sir. Excuse
my persisting. You have been very kind to me
and my family ; nnd'I have a personal interest,
as well as a professional interest in yon. If
you can't prevail on yourself to show this wo
man's character in its true light, will you take
common precautions to prevent her doing any
more harm? Will you consent to having her
privately watched, as long as she remains in
this neighborhood?"
For the second time Allan shook his head.
"Is that your final resolution, Sir?"
"It is, Mr. Pedgift ; but I am much obliged
to you for your advice, all the same."
Pedgift Senior rose in a state of gentle resig
nation, and took up his hat. "Good-evening,
Sir," he said, and made sorrowfully for the door.
Allan rose on his side, innocently supposing
that the interview was at an end. Persons bet
ter acquainted with the diplomatic habits of
his legal adviser would have recommended
him to keep his seat. The time was ripe for
"Pedgift's postscript," and the lawyer's in
dicative snuff-box was at that moment in one
of his hands as he opened the door with the
other.
"Good-evening," said Allan.
Pedgift Senior opened the door—stopped —

considered—closed the door again—came back
mysteriously with his pinch of snuff in suspense
between his box and his nose —and repeating
his invariable formula, "By-the-by, there's a
point occurs to me," quietly resumed possession
of his empty chair.
Allan, wondering, took the seat, in his turn,
which he had just left. Lawyer and client
looked at each other once more, and the inex
haustible interview began again.

CHAPTER VI.
pedgift's postscript.

" I mentioned that a point had occurred to
me, Sir," remarked Pedgift Senior.
"Yon did," said Allan.
" Would yon like to hear what it is, Mr.
Armadale ?"
" If yon please," said Allan.
"With all my heart, Sir ! This is the point.

I attach considerable importance — if nothing
else can be done— to having Miss Gwilt private

ly looked after, as long as she stops at Thorpe-
Ambrose. It struck me just now at the door,
Mr. Armadale, that what you are not willing to
do for your own security yon might be willing
to do for the security of another person."
"What other person?" inquired Allan.
"A young lady who is a near neighbor of
yours, Sir. Shall I mention the name, in con
fidence? Miss Milroy."
Allan started, and changed color.
"Miss Milroy!" he repeated. "Can she be
concerned in this miserable business? I hope
not, Mr. Pedgift; I sincerely hope not."
" I paid a visit, in your interests, Sir, at the

cottage, this morning," proceeded Pedgift Senior.
" You shall hear what happened there, and judge
for yourself. Major Milroy has been expressing
his opinion of you pretty freely ; and I thought

it highly desirable to give him a caution. It's
always the way with those quiet addle-headed
men—when they do once wake up, there's no
reasoning with their obstinacy, and no quieting
their violence. Well, Sir, this morning I went
to the cottage. The major and Miss Neelie
were both in the parlor —miss not looking so
pretty as usual ; pale, I thought, pale, and worn,
and anxious. Up jumps the addle-headed ma
jor (I wouldn't give that, Mr. Armadale, for the
brains of a man who can occupy himself for half
his lifetime in making a clock!)—up jumps the
addle-headed major, in the loftiest manner, and
actually tries to look me down. Ha! ha! the
idea of any body looking me down at my time
of life. I behaved like a Christian ; I nodded
kindly to old What's-o'clock. ' Fine morning,
major,' says I. 'Have you any business with
me?' says he. 'Just a word,' says I. Miss
Neelie, like the sensible girl she is, gets up to
leave the room ; and what does her ridiculous
father do? He stops her. 'You needn't go,
my dear ; I have nothing to say to Mr. Pedgift, '

says this old military idiot, and turns my way,
and tries to look me down again. 'You are
Mr. Armadale's lawyer,' says he ; 'if yon come
on any business relating to Mr. Armadale, 1 re
fer you to my solicitor.' (His solicitor is Darch ;

and Darch has had enough of me in business. I

can tell you !)

' My errand here, major, does
certainly relate to Jlr. Armadale,' says I ; 'but

it doesn't concern your lawyer—at any rate, just
yet. I wish to caution you to suspend your
opinion of my client, or, if you won't do that.
to be careful how you express it in public. I

warn you that our turn is to come, and that you
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are not at the end yet of this scandal about Miss

Gwilt.' It struck me as likely that he would
lose his temper when he found himself tackled
in that way, and he amply fulfilled my expecta
tions. He was quite violent in his language—

the poor weak creature—actually violent with
vie! I behaved like a Christian again; I
nodded kindly, and wished him good-morning.
When I looked round to wish Miss Neelie good-
morning too, she was gone. You seem restless,
Mr. Armadale," remarked Pedgift Senior, as
Allan, feeling the sting of old recollections, sud
denly started out of his chair, and began pacing
up and down the room. " I won't try your pa
tience much longer, Sir; I am coming to the
point."
" I beg your pardon, Mr. Pedgift," said Allan,
returning to his seat, and trying to look com

posedly at the lawyer through the intervening

image of Neelie which the lawyer had called

up.
"Well, Sir, I left the cottage," resumed Ped
gift Senior. "Just as I turned the corner from
the garden into the park, who should I stumble
on but Miss Neelie herself, evidently on the
look-out for me ? ' I want to speak to you for
one moment, Mr. Pedgift!' says she. 'Does
Mr. Armadale think me mixed up in this mat
ter?' She was violently agitated— tears in her
eyes, Sir, of the sort which my legal experience
has not accustomed me to see. I quite forgot
myself; I actually gave her my arm, and led
her away gently among the trees. (A nice posi
tion to find me in, if any of the scandal-mongers
of the town had happened to be walking in that
direction !)

' My dear Miss Milroy,' says I,
' why should Mr. Armadale think you mixed up
in it?"'
"You ought to have told her at once that I
thought nothing of the kind !" exclaimed Al
lan, indignantly. "Why did you leave her a
moment in doubt about it ?"
"Because I am a lawyer, Mr. Armadale,"

r rejoined Pedgift Senior, dryly. " Even in mo
ments of sentiment, under convenient trees, with
a pretty girl on my arm, I can't entirely divest
myself of my professional caution. Don't look
distressed, Sir, pray ! I set things right in due
course of time. Before I left Miss Milroy I told
her, in the plainest terms, no such idea had ever
entered your head."
"Did she seem relieved?" asked Allan.
" She was able to dispense with the use of my
arm, Sir," replied old Mr. Pedgift, as dryly as
ever, "and to pledge me to inviolable secrecy on
the subject of our interview. She was particu
larly desirous that you should hear nothing about
it. If you are at all anxious on your side to
know why I am now betraying her confidence, I
beg to inform you that her confidence related to
no less a person than the lady who favored you
with a call just now—Miss Gwilt."
Allan, who had been once more restlessly pac
ing the room, stopped, and returned to his chair.
" Is this serious?" he asked.
"Most serious, Sir," returned Pedgift Senior.

"I am betraying Miss Neelie's secret in Miss
Neelie's own interest. Let us go back to that
cautious question I put to her. She found some
little difficulty in answering it— for the reply in
volved her in a narrative of the parting interview
between her governess and herself. This is the
substance of it. The two were alone when Miss
Gwilt took leave of her pupil; and the words
she used (as reported to me by Miss Neelie)
were these. She said, 'Your mother has de
clined to allow me to take leave of her. Do you
decline too?' Miss Neelie's answer was a re

markably sensible one for a girl of her age.
'We have not been good friends, ' she said, ' and
I believe we are equally glad to part with each
other. But I have no wish to decline taking
leave of you.' Saying that, she held out her
hand. Miss Gwilt stood looking at her stead
ily, without taking it

,

and addressed her in these
words : ' You are not Mrs. Armadale yet.' Gen
tly, Sir! Keep your temper. It's not at all
wonderful that a woman conscious of having her
own mercenary designs on you, should attribute
similar designs to a young lady who happens to
be your near neighbor. Let me go on. Miss
Neelie, by her own confession (and quite natu

rally, I think), was excessively indignant. She
owns to having answered, 'You shameless creat
ure, how dare you say that to me !' Miss Gwilt's

rejoinder was rather a remarkable one— the an
ger on her side appears to have been of the cool,
still, venomous kind. 'Nobody ever yet in
jured me, Miss Milroy,' she said, 'without soon
er or later bitterly repenting it. You will bit
terly repent it.' She stood looking at her pupil
for a moment in dead silence, and then left the
room. Miss Neelie appears to have felt the im
putation fastened on her in connection with

you far more sensitively than she felt the threat.
She had previously known, as every body had
known in the house, that some unacknowledged
proceedings of yours in London had led to Miss
Gwilt's voluntary withdrawal from her situation.
And she now inferred, from the language ad
dressed to her, that she was actually believed by
Miss Gwilt to have set those proceedings on foot
to advance herself, and to injure her governess,
in your estimation. Gently, Sir, gently ! I

haven't quite done yet. As soon as Miss Neelie
had recovered herself she went up stairs to speak
to Mrs. Milroy. Miss Gwilt's abominable im
putation had taken her by surprise; and she
went to her mother first for enlightenment and
advice. She got neither the one nor the other.
Mrs. Milroy declared she was too ill to enter on
the subject, and she has remained too ill to enter
on it ever since. Miss Neelie applied next to
her father. The major stopped her the mo
ment your name passed her lips : he declared
he would never hear you mentioned again by any
member of his family. She has been left in the
dark from that time to this—not knowing how
she might have been misrepresented by Miss
Gwilt, or what falsehoods you might have been
led to believe of her. At my age and in my
profession I don't profess to have any extraor
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dinary softness of heart. But I do think, Mr.
Armadale, that Miss Neelie's position deserves
our sympathy."
"I'll do any thing to help her !" cried Allan,
impulsively. "You don't know, Mr. Pedgift,
what reason I have —" He checked himself,
and confusedly repeated his first words. "I'll
do anything," he reiterated, earnestly— "any
thing in the world to help her!"
"Do you really mean that, Mr. Armadale?
Excuse my asking—but you can very materially
help Miss Ncelie if you choose."
"How?" asked Allan. "Onlytell me how."
"By giving me your authority. Sir, to pro
tect her from Miss Gwilt."
Having fired that shot point-blank at his cli
ent, the wise lawyer waited a little to let it take
its effect before he said any more.
Allan's fuce clouded, and he shifted uneasily
from side to side of his chair.
" Your son is hard enough to deal with, Mr.
Pedgift," he said. "And you are harder than
your son."
"Thank you, Sir," rejoined the ready Ped
gift, " in my son's name and my own for a hand
some compliment to the firm. If you really wish
to be of assistance to Miss Neelie," he went on
more seriously, "I have shown yon the way.
You can do nothing to quiet her anxiety which
I have not done already. As soon as I had as
sured her that no misconception of her conduct
existed in your mind, she went away satisfied.
Her governess's parting threat doesn't seem to
have dwelt on her memory. I can tell you, Mr.
Armadale, it dwells on mine ! You know my
opinion of Miss Gwilt; and you know what Miss
Gwilt herself has done this very evening to justi
fy that opinion even in your eyes. May I ask,
after all that has passed, whether you think she
is the sort of woman who can be trusted to con
fine herself to empty threats?"
The question was a formidable one to an
swer. Forced steadily back from the position
which he had occupied at the outset of the in
terview by the irresistible pressure of plain
facts, Allan began for the first time to show
symptoms of yielding on the subject of Miss
Gwilt. " Is there no other way of protecting
Miss Milroy but the way you have mentioned?"
he asked, uneasily.
" Do you think the major would listen to
you, Sir, if you spoke to him?" asked Pedgift
Senior, sarcastically ; " I'm rather afraid he
wouldn't honor me with his attention. Or per
haps you would prefer alarming Miss Neelie by
telling her in plain words that we both think
her in danger? Or, suppose you send me to
Miss Gwilt, with instructions to inform her that
she has done her pupil a cruel inlustice? Wo
men are so proverbially ready to listen to rea
son ; and they are so universally disposed to
alter their opinions of each other on application
—especially when one woman thinks that an
other woman has destroyed her prospect of mak
ing a good marriage. Don't mind me, Mr.
Armadale —I'm only a lawyer, and I can sit

water-proof under another shower of Miss
Gwilt's tears !"
"Damn it

,

Mr. Pedgift, tell me in plain
words what you want to do!" cried Allan, los
ing his temper at last.
"In plain words, Mr. Armadale, I want to
keep Miss Gwilt's proceedings privately under
view, as long as she stops in this neighborhood.

I answer for finding a person who will look
after her delicately and discreetly. And I

agree to discontinue even this harmless superin
tendence of her actions, if there isn't good rea
son shown for continuing it

,

to your entire
satisfaction, in a week's time. I make that
moderate proposal, Sir, in what I sincerely be
lieve to be Miss Milroy's interest, and I wait
your answer, Yes or No."
" Can't I have time to consider?" asked Al
lan, driven to the last helpless expedient of
taking refuge in delay.
" Certainly, Mr. Armadale. But don't for
get, while you are considering, that Miss Mil
roy is in the habit of walking out alone in your
park, innocent of all apprehension of dnnger—
and that Miss Gwilt is perfectly free to take any
advantage of that circumstance that Miss Gwilt
pleases."
"Do ns you like !" exclaimed Allan in de
spair. " And, for God's sake, don't torment me
any longer!"
Popular prejudice may deny it—but the pro
fession of the law is a practically Christian pro
fession in one respect at least. Of all the large
collection of ready answers lying in wait for
mankind on a lawyer's lips, none is kept in bet- .

ter working order than " the soft answer which
turneth nway wrath." Pedgift Senior rose with
the alacrity of youth in his legs, and the wise
moderation of age on his tongue. "Many
thanks, Sir," he said, "for the attention you
have bestowed on mo I congratulate you on
your decision, and I wish you good-evening."
This time his indicative snufl-box was not in
his hand when ho opened the door, and he act

ually disappeared without coming back for a

second postscript.
Allan's head sank on his breast when he was
left alone "If it was only the end of the
week !" he thought, longingly. " If I only had
Midwinter back again!"
As that aspiration escaped the client's lips
the lawyer got gayly into his gig. " Hie away,
old girl !" cried Pedgift Senior, patting the fast-
trotting mare with the end of his whip. " I

never keep a lady waiting —and I've got busi
ness to-night with one of your own sex!"

CHAPTER Vn.
THE MAltTl'HDOM OF MISS GWILT.

The outskirts of the little town of Thorpe-
Ambrose, on the side nearest to " the great
house," have earned some local celebrity as ex
hibiting the prettiest suburb of the kind to be
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found in East Norfolk. Hero the villas and
gardens are for the most part built and laid out
in excellent taste ; the trees are in the prime of
their growth ; and the heathy common beyond
the houses rises and falls in picturesque anil
delightful variety of broken ground. The rank,
fashion, and beauty of the town make this place
their evening promenade ; and when a stranger
goes out for a drive, if he leaves it to the coach
man, the coachman starts by way of the com
mon as a matter of course.
On the opposite side, that is to say, on the
side farthest from "the great house," the sub
urbs (in the year eighteen hundred and fifty-
one) were universally regarded as a sore sub

ject by all persons zealous for the reputation of
the town.
Here Nature was uninviting; man was poor,
and social progress, as exhibited under the form
of building, halted miserably. The streets
dwindled feebly as they receded from the cen
tre of the town into smaller and smaller houses,
nnd died away on the barren open ground into
an atrophy of skeleton cottages. Builders here
abouts appeared to have universally abandoned
their work in the first stage of its creation.
Landholders set up poles on lost patches of
ground ; and, plaintively advertising that they
were to let for building, raised sickly little crops
meanwhile, in despair of finding a purchaser to
deal with them. All the waste paper of the
town seemed to float congenially to this neg
lected spot ; and all the fretful children came
and cried here, in charge of all the slatternly
nurses who disgraced the place. If there was
any intention in Thorpe-Ambrose of sending a
worn-out horse to the knackers, that horse was
sure to be found waiting his doom in a field on
this side of the town. No growth flourished
in these desert regions but the arid growth of
rubbish ; and no human creatures rejoiced but
the creatures of the night—the vermin here and
there in the beds, and the cats every where on
the tiles.
The sun had set, and the summer twilight
was darkening. The fretful children were cry
ing in their cradles ; the horse destined for the
knacker dozed forlorn in the field of his impris
onment; the cats waited stealthily in corners
for the coming night. But one living figure
appeared in the lonely suburb—the figure of Mr.
Bashwood. But one faint sound disturbed the
dreadful silence— the sound of Mr. Bashwood's
softly-stepping feet.
Moving slowly past the heaps of bricks rising
at intervals along the road ; coasting carefully
round the old iron and the broken tiles scat
tered here and there in his path, Mr. Bashwood
advanced from the direction of the country to
ward one of the unfinished streets of the suburb.
His personal appearance had been apparently
made the object of some special attention. His
false teeth were brilliantly white ; his wig was
carefully brushed ; his mourning garments, re
newed throughout, gleamed with the hideons
and slimy gloss of cheap black cloth. He
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moved with a nervous jauntiness, and looked
about him with a vacant smile. Having reach
ed the first of the skeleton cottages, his watery
eyes settled steadily for the first time on the
view of the street before him. The next in
stant he started ; his breath quickened ; he
leaned trembling and flushing against the un
finished wall at his side. «iY lady, still at some
distance, was advancing toward him down the
length of the street. "She's coming!" he
whispered, with a strange mixture of rapture
nnd fear, of alternating color and paleness,
showing itself in his haggard face. "I wish I
was the ground she treads on ! I wish I was
the glove she's got on her hand!" He burst
eestatically into those extravagant words, with
a concentrated intensity of delight in uttering
them that actually shook his feeble figure from
head to foot.

Smoothly and gracefully the lady glided near
er and nearer, until she revealed to Mr. Bash-
wood's eyes what Mr. Bashwood's instincts had
recognized in the first instance— the face of
Miss Gwilt.
She was dressed with an exquisitely express
ive economy of outlay. The plainest straw
bonnet procurable, trimmed sparingly with the
cheapest white ribbon, was on her head. Mod
est and tasteful poverty expressed itself in the
speckles* cleanliness and the modestly-propor
tioned skirts of her light "print" gown, and in
the scanty little mantilla of cheap black silk
which she wore over it

,

edged with a simple
frilling of the same material. The lustre of
her terrible red hair showed itself unshrinkingly
in a plaited coronet above her forehead, and es

caped in one vagrant love-lock, perfectly curled,
that dropped over her left shoulder. Her gloves,
fitting her like a second skin, were of the sober
brown hue which is slowest to show signs of use.
One hand lifted her dress daintily above the
impurities of the road ; the other held a little

nosegay of the commonest garden flowers.

Noiselessly and smoothly she came on, with a

gentle and regulor undulation of the print gown ;

with the love-lock softly lifted from moment to
moment in the evening breeze ; with her head a
little drooped, and her eyes on the ground— in
walk, and look, nnd manner, in every casual
movement that escaped her, expressing that
subtle mixture of the voluptuous and the mod
est which, of the many attractive extremes that
meet in women, is in a man's eyes the most ir

resistible of all.
"Mr. Bashwood!" she exclaimed, in loud,
clear tones, indicative of the utmost astonish
ment, " what a surprise to find you here ! I

thought none but the wretched inhabitants ever
ventured near this side of the town. Hush !"

she added quickly, in a whisper.— " You heard
right when you heard that Mr. Armadale was
going to have me followed and watched. There's
a man behind one of the houses. We must talk
out loud of indifferent things, and look as if we
had met by accident. Ask me what I am do
ing. Out loud ! Directly I You shall never
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see me again if you don't instantly leave off
trembling and do what I tell you !"
She spoke with a merciless tyranny of eye
and voice— with a merciless use of her power
over the feeble creature whom she addressed.
Mr. Bashwood obeyed her in tones that qua
vered with agitation, and with eyes that devour
ed her beauty in a strange fascination of terror
and delight.
" I am trying to earn a little money by teach
ing musie," she said, in the voice intended to
reach the spy's cars. "If you are able to rec
ommend me nny pupils, Mr. Bashwood, your
good word will oblige me. Have you been in
the grounds to-day ?" she went on, dropping
her voice again to a whisper. " Has Mr. Arma
dale been near the cottage ? Has Miss Milroy
been out of the garden ? No ? Arc you sure ?
Look out for them to-morrow, and next day,
and next day. They are certain to meet and
make it up again, and I must and will know of
it. Hush ! Ask me my terms for teaching
music. What are you frightened about ? It's
me the man's after—not you. Louder than
when you asked me what I was doing just now;
louder, or I won't trust you any more ; I'll go
to somebody else !"
Once more Mr. Bashwood obeyed. "Don't
be angry with me," he murmured faintly, when
he had spoken the necessary words. "My
heart beats so—you'll kill me!"
"You poor old dear!" she whispered back,
with a sudden change in her manner—with an
easy, satirical tenderness. " What business
have you with a heart at your age ? Be here
to-morrow at the same time, and tell me what
you have seen in the grounds. My terms are
only five shillings a lesson," she went on, in her
louder tone; "I'm sure that's not much, Mr.
Bashwood — I give such long lessons, and I get
all my pupils' music half price." She suddenly
dropped her voice again, and looked him bright
ly into instant subjection. " Don't let Mr. Ar
madale out of your sight to-morrow ! If that
girl manages to speak to him, and if I don't
hear of it

, I'll frighten you to death. If I do
hear of it I'll kiss you ! Hush ! Wish me
good-night, and go on to the town, and leave
me to go the other way. I don't want you—
I'm not afraid of the man behind the houses ; I

can deal with him by myself. Say good-night,
and I'll let you shake hands. Say it louder,
and I'll give you one of my flowers, if you'll
promise not to fall in love with it." She raised
her voice again. "Good-night, Mr. Bashwood!
Don't forget my terms. Five shillings a lesson,
and the lessons last an hour at a time, and I

get all my pupils' music half price, which is an
immense advantage, isn't it?" She slipped a
flower into his hand— frowned him into obe
dience, and smiled to reward him for obeying,
nt the same moment— lifted her dress again
ibove the impurities of the road—and went on
lier way with a dainty and indolent deliberation,
iis a cat goes on her way when she has exhaust
ed the enjoyment of frightening a mouso.

Left alone, Mr. Bashwood turned to the low
cottage wall near which he had been standing,
and, resting himself on it wearily, looked at the
flower in his hand. His past existence had dis
ciplined him to bear disaster and insult as few
happier men could have borne them, but it had
not prepared him to feel the master-passion of
humanity, for the first time, at the dreary end
of his life, in the hopeless decay of a manhood
that had withered under The double blight of
conjugal disappointment and parental sorrow.
"Oh, if I was only young again!" murmured
the poor wretch, resting his arms on the wall,
and touching the flower with his dry, fevered
lips, in a stealthy rapture of tenderness. " She
might have liked me when I was twenty !" He
suddenly started back into an erect position,
and stared about him in vacant bewilderment
and terror. "She told me to go home," he
said, with a startled look. " Why am I stop
ping here?" He turned, and hurried on to the
town—in such dread of her anger, if she looked
round and saw him, that he never so much as
ventured on a backward glance at the road by
which she had retired, and never detected the

spy dogging her footsteps, under cover of the

empty houses and the brick-heaps by the road
side.

Smoothly and gracefully, carefully preserving
the speckless integrity of her dress, never hast
ening her pace, and never looking aside to the

right hand or the left, Miss Gwilt pursued her
way toward the open country. The suburb
an road branched off at its end in two direc
tions. On the left, the path wound through a

ragged little coppice, to the grazing grounds of
a neighboring farm. On the right, it led across

a hillock of waste land to the high-road. Stop
ping a moment to consider, but not showing
the spy that she suspected him, by glancing be
hind her, while there was a hiding-place within
his reach, Miss Gwilt took the path across the
hillock. "I'll catch him there," she said to
herself, looking up quietly at the long straight
line of the empty high-road. Once on the
ground that she had chosen for her purpose she
met the difficulties of the position with perfect
tact and self-possession. After walking some
thirty yards along the road she let her nosegay
drop—half turned round, in stooping to pick it

up—saw the man stopping at the same moment
behind her— and instantly went on again, quick
ening her pace, little b

y little, until she was

walking at the top of her speed. The spy fell
into the snare laid for him. Seeing the night
coming, and fearing that he might lose sight
of her in the darkness, he rapidly lessened the
distance between them. Miss Gwilt went on
faster and faster, till she plainly heard his foot
steps behind her—then stopped — turned—and
met the man face to face the next moment.
" My compliments to Mr. Armadale," she
said, " and tell him I've caught you watching
me."
"I'm not watching you, miss," retorted the
spy, thrown off his guard by the daring plain
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ness of the language in which she had spoken
to him.
Miss Gwilt's eyes measured him contemptu
ously frum head to foot. He was a weakly,
undersized man. She was tho taller and (quite

possibly) the stronger of the two.
"Take your hat off, you blackguard, when
you spenk to a lady," she said, and tossed his
bat in an instant across a ditch by which they
were standing into a pool on the other side.
This time the spy was on his guard. He
knew as well as Miss Gwilt knew the use which
might be made of the precious minutes if he
turned his back on her and crossed the ditch
to recover his hat. " It's well for you you're a
woman," he said, standing scowling at her bare
headed in the fast-darkening light.
Miss Gwilt glanced sidelong down the onward
vista of the road, and saw, through tho gather
ing obscurity, the solitary figure of a man rapid
ly advancing toward her. Some women would
have noticed the approach of a stranger at that
hour and in that lonely place with a certain

anxiety. Miss Gwilt was too confident in her
own powers of persuasion not to count on the
man's assistance beforehand, whoever he might
be, because he was a man. She looked back at
the spy with redoubled confidence in herself,
and measured him contemptuously from head
to foot for the second time.
"I wonder whether I'm strong enough to
throw you after your hat?" she said. "I'll
take a turn and consider it."
She sauntered on a few steps toward the fig
ure advancing along the road. The spy fol
lowed her close. "Try it," he said, brutally.
"You're a fine woman—you're welcome to put
your arms round me if you like." As the words
escaped him he too saw the stranger for the
first time. He drew back a step and waited.
Miss Gwilt, on her side, advanced a stop and
wailed too.
The stranger came on, with tho lithe light
step of a practiced walker, swinging n stick in
his hand, and carrying a knapsack on his shoul
ders. A few paces nearer and his face became
visible. He was a dark man ; his black hail-
was powdered with dnst, and his black eyes
were looking steadfastly forward along the road
before him.
Miss Gwilt advanced with the first signs of
agitation she had shown yet. " Is it possible ?"
she said, softly. " Can it really be you !"
It was Midwinter, on his way back to Thorpe-
Ambrose, after his fortnight among the York
shire moors.
Ho stopped and looked at her, in breathless
surprise. The image of the woman had been
in his thoughts at the moment when the wo
man herself spoke to him. "Miss Gwilt!"
he exclaimed, and mechanically held out his
hand.
She took it

,

and pressed it gently. " I should
have been glad to see you at any time," she said.
" You don't know how glad I am to see yon now.
May I trouble you to speak to that man ? He

has been following me, and annoying me, all
the way from the town."
Midwinter stepped past her, without uttering

a word. Faint as tho light was, tho spy saw
what was coming in his face, and turning in

stantly, leaped the ditch by the road-side. Be
fore Midwinter could follow Miss Gwilt's hand
was on his shoulder.
"No," she said. "You don't know who his
employer is."
Midwinter stopped, and looked at her.
" Strange things havo happened since you left
us," she went on. " I have been forced to give
up my situation, and I am followed and watched
by a paid spy. Don't ask who forced me out
of my situation, and who pays the spy—at least
not just yet. I can't make up my mind to tell
you till I am a little more composed. Let the
wretch go. Do you mind seeing me safe back
to my lodging? It's in your way home. May

I—may I ask for tho support of your arm ?

My little stock of courage is quite exhausted."
She took his arm and clung close to it. The
woman who had tyrannized over Mr. Bashwood
was gone, and the woman who had tossed the

spy's hat into the pool was gone A timid,
shrinking, interesting creature filled the fair skin,
and trembled on the symmetrical limbs of Miss
Gwilt. She put her handkerchief to her eyes.
"They say necessity has no law," she mur
mured, faintly. "I am treating you like an
old friend. God knows I want one !"

They went on toward tho town. She recov
ered herself with a touching fortitude — she put
her handkerchief back in her pocket, and per
sisted in turning tho conversation on Midwin
ter's walking tour. "It is bad enough to bo a

burden on you," she said, gently pressing on
his arm as she spoke. i ' I mustn't distress you
as well. Tell me where you have been, and
what you have seen. Interest me in your jour
ney ; help me to escape from myself."
They reached the modest little lodging, in tho
miserable little suburb. Miss Gwilt sighed, and
removed her glove before she took Midwinter's
hand. "I have taken refuge here," she said,
simply. " It is clean and quiet— I am too poor
to want or expect more. We must say good-
by, I suppose, unless—" she hesitated modestly,
and satisfied herself by a quick look round that
they were unobserved— " unless you would like
to come in and rest a little ? I feel so grate
fully toward you, Mr. Midwinter ! Is there any
harm, do you think, in my offering you a cup
of tea?"
Tho magnetic influence of her touch was
thrilling through him while she spoke. Change
and absence, to which he had trusted to weaken
her hold on him, had treacherously strengthened

it instead. A man exceptionally sensitive, a
man exceptionally pure in his past life, he stood
hand in hand in the tempting secrecy of the
night, with the first woman who had exercised
over him the all-absorbing influence of her sex.
At his age and in his position who could have
left her? The man (with a man's tempera
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ment) doesn't live who could have left her.
Midwinter went in.
A stupid, sleepy lad opened the honse-door.
Even he, being a male creature, brightened un
der the influence of Miss Gwilt. "The urn,
John," she said, kindly, "and another cup and
saucer. I'll borrow your candle to light my
candles up stairs—and then I won't trouble you
any more to-night." John was wakeful and
active in an instant. "No trouble, miss," he
said, with awkward civility. Miss Gwilt took
his candle with a smile "How good people
are to me !" she whispered, innocently, to Mid
winter, as she led the way up stairs to the little
drawing-room on the first-floor.
She lit the candles, and, turning quickly on
her guest, stopped him at the first attempt he
made to remove the knapsack from his shoul
ders. "No," she said, gently. "In the good
old times there were occasions when the ladies
unarmed their knights. I claim the privilege
of unarming my knight." Her dextrous fin
gers intercepted his at the straps and buckles ;
and she had the dusty knapsack off before he
could protest against her touching it.

They sat down at the one little table in the
room. It was very poorly furnished —but there
was something of the dainty neatness of the wo
man who inhabited it in the arrangement of the
few poor ornaments on the chimney-piece, in the
one or two prettily-bound volumes on the chif
fonier, in the flowers on the table, and the mod
est little work-basket in the window. " Women
are not all coquettes," she said, as she took off
her bonnet and mantilla, and laid them care
fully on a chair. "I won't go into my room,
and look in my glass, and make myself smart :

you shall take me just as I am." Her hands
moved about amongthe tea-things with a smooth,
noiseless activity. Her magnificent hair flashed
crimson in the candle-light, as she turned her
head hither and thither, searching, with an easy
grace, for the things she wanted in the tray.
Exercise had heightened the brilliancy of her
complexion, and had quickened the rapid altern
ations of expression in her eyes—the delicious
languor that stolo over them when slie was list
ening or thinking, the bright intelligence that
flashed from them softly when she spoke. In
the lightest word she said, in the least thing
she did, there was something that gently solicit
ed the heart of the man who sat with her. Per
fectly modest in her manner, possessed to per
fection of the graceful restraints and refinements
of a lady, she had all the allurements that feast
the eye, all the siren-invitations that seduce the
sense—a subtle suggestiveness in her silence,
and a sexual sorcery in her smile.
"Should I be wrong," she asked, suddenly
suspending the conversation which she had thus
far persistently restricted to the subject of Mid
winter's walking tour, "if I guessed that you
have something on your mind—something which
neither my tea nor my talk can charm away 1
Are men as curious as women ? Is the some
thing—Me ?"

Midwinter struggled against the fascination
of looking at her and listening to her. " I am
very anxious to hear what has happened since I
have been away," he said. "But I am still
more anxious, Miss Gwilt, not to distress von
by speaking of a painful subject."
She looked at him gratefully. "It is for
your sake that I have avoided the painful sub
ject," she said, toying with her spoon among the
dregs in her empty cup. " But you will bear
about it from others if you don't hear about it
from me ; and you ought to know why you found
me in that strange situation, and why you see
me here. Pray remember one thing to begin
with. I don't blame your friend Mr. Armadale
—I blame the people whose instrument he is. "
Midwinter started. " Is it possible," he be
gan, " that Allan can be in any way answera
ble— ?" He stopped, and looked at Miss Gwilt
in silent astonishment.
She gently laid her hand on his. "Don't be
angry with me for only telling the truth," she
said. "Your friend is answerable for every
thing that has happened to me— innocently an
swerable, Mr. Midwinter, I firmly believe. We
are both victims. He is the victim of his posi
tion as the richest single man in the neighbor
hood ; and / am the victim of Miss Milroy's de
termination to marry him."
"Miss Milroy?" repeated Midwinter, more
and more nstonished. "Why? Allan himself
told me—" He stopped again.
" He told you that I was the object of his ad
miration ? Poor fellow/ he admires every body
—his head is almost as empty as this, " said Miss
Gwilt, smiling indicatively into the hollow of her
cup. She dropped the spoon, sighed, and be
came serious again. "I am guilty of the van
ity of having let him admire me," she went on,
penitently, "without the excuse of being able,
on my side, to reciprocate even the passing in-
terest that he felt in me. I don't undervalue
his many admirable qualities, or the excellent
position ho can offer to his wife. But a woman's
heart is not to be commanded—no, Mr. Mid
winter, not even by the fortunate master of
Thorpe-Ambrose who commands every thing
else."
She looked him full in the face as she uttered
that magnanimous sentiment. His eyes dropped
before hers, and his dark color deepened. He
had felt his heart leap in him at the declaration
of her indifference to Allan. For the first time
since they had known each other his interests
now stood self-revealed before him as openly ad
verse to the interests of his friend.
" I have been guilty of the vanity of letting
Mr. Armadale admire me, and I have suffered
for it," resumed Miss Gwilt. "If there had been
any confidence between my pupil and me, 1

might have easily satisfied her that she might
become Mrs. Armadale — if she could—without
having any rivalry to fear on my part. But
Miss Milroy disliked and distrusted me from the
first. She took her own jealous view, n6 doubt,

of Mr. Armadale's thoughtless attentions to me.
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It was her interest to destroy the position, such
as it was, that I held in his estimation ; and it
is quite likely her mother assisted her. Mrs.
Milroy had her motive also (which I am really
ashamed to mention) for wishing to drive me
out of the house. Any how, the conspiracy has
succeeded. I have been forced (with Mr. Arma
dale's help) to leave the major's service. Don't
be angry, Mr. Midwinter ! don't form a hasty
opinion ! I dare say Miss Milroy has some good
qualities, though I have not found them out;
and I assure you again and again that I don't
blame Mr. Armadale —I only blame the people
whose instrument he is."
" How is he their instrument ? How can he

be the instrument of any enemy of yours?"
asked Midwinter. 'Tray excuse my anxiety,
Miss Gwilt—Allan's good name is as dear to me
as my own!"
Miss Gwilt's eyes turned full on him again,
and Miss Gwilt's heart abandoned itself inno

cently to an outhurst of enthusiasm. " How I
admire your earnestness!" she said. "Howl
like your anxiety for your friend ! Oh, if wo
men could only form such friendships ! Oh, you
happy, happy men !" Her voice faltered, and
her convenient tea-cup absorbed her for the third
time. " I would give all the little beauty I pos
sess," she said, " if I could only find such a friend
as Mr. Armadale has found in you. I never
shall, Mr. Midwinter, I never shall. Let us go
back to what we were talking about. I can only
tell you how your friend is concerned in my mis
fortunes, by telling you something first about

myself. I am like many other governesses ; I
am the victim of sad domestic circumstances.
It may be weak of me, but I have a horror of
alluding to them among strangers. My silence
about my family and my friends exposes me
to misinterpretation in my dependent position.
Docs it do me any harm, Mr. Midwinter, in
your estimation ?"
"God forbid!" said Midwinter, fervently.
"There is no man hving, " he went on, thinking
of his own family story, " who has better reason
to understand and respect your silence than I
have."
Miss Gwilt seized his hand impulsively.
"Oh," sho said, "I knew it, the first moment

I saw you ! I knew that you, too, had suffered,
that you too had sorrows which you kept sacred !

Strange, strange sympathy ! I believe in mes
merism—do you?" She suddenly recollected
herself and shuddered. " Oh, what have I done ?

what must you think of me?" she exclaimed, as
he yielded to the magnetic fascination of her
touch, and forgetting every thing but the hand
that lay warm in his own, bent over it and kissed
it. "Spare me!" she said, faintly, astshc felt
the burning touch of his lips. " I am so friend
less, I am so completely at your mercy !"
He turned away from her, and hid his face in
his hands—he was trembling, and sbo saw it.
She looked at him, while his face was hidden
from her — sho looked at him with a furtive in
terest and surprise. " How that man loves me !"

she thought. " I wonder whether there was a

time once when I might have loved him f"
The silence between them remained unbroken
for some minutes. He had felt her appeal to
his consideration as sbo had never expected or
intended him to feel it— he shrank from look
ing at her or from speaking to her again.
" Shall I go on with my story?" she asked.
"Shall we forget and forgive on both sides?"
A woman's inveterate indulgence for every ex
pression of a man's admiration which keeps
within the limits of a personal respect curved
her lips gently into a charming smile. She
looked down meditatively at her dress, and
brushed a crumb off her lap with a little flut
tering sigh. "I was telling you," she went on,
" of my reluctance to speak to strangers of my
sad family story. It was in that way, as I after
ward found out, that I laid myself open to Miss
Milroy's malice and Miss Milroy's suspicion.
Private inquiries about me were addressed to the
lady who was my reference—at Miss Milroy's
suggestion, in the first instance, I have no doubt.

I am sorry to say this is not the worst of it. By
some underhand means of which I am quite ig

norant, Mr. Armadale's simplicity was imposed
on—and when application was made secretly
to my reference in London, it was made, Mr.
Midwinter, through your friend."
Midwinter suddenly rose from his chair and
looked at her. The fascination that she exer
cised over him, powerful as it was, became a
suspended influence now that the plain disclos
ure came plainly at last from her lips. He look
ed at her, and sat down again like a man be
wildered, without uttering a word.
"Remember how weak he is," pleaded Miss
Gwilt, gently, "and make allowances for him
as I do. The trifling accident of his failing to
find my reference at the address given him seems,

I can't imagine why, to have excited Mr. Arma
dale's suspicion. At any rate he remained in
London. What he did there it is impossible for
me to say. I was quite in the dark ; I knew no
thing ; I distrusted nobody ; I was as happy in
my little round of duties as I could be with a
pupil whose affections I had failed to win—
when, one morning, to my indescribable aston
ishment, Major Milroy showed me a.correspond-
ence between Mr. Armadale and himself. He
spoke to me in his wife's presence. Poor creat
ure, I make no complaint of her—such affliction
ns she suffers excuses every thing. I wish I

could give you some idea of the letters between

Major Milroy and Mr. Armadale —but my head

is only a woman's head, and I was so confused
and distressed at the time ! All I can tell yon

is
,

that Mr. Armadale chose to preserve silence
about his proceedings in London under circum
stances which made that silence a reflection on
my character. The major was most kind ; his
confidence in me remained unshaken—but could
his confidence protect mo against his wife's prej
udice and his daughter's ill-will? Oh the hard
ness of women to each other! Oh the humili
ation if men only knew some of us as we really
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are ! What could I do ? I couldn't defend my
self against mere imputations ; and I couldn't
remain in my situation after a slur had been
cast on me. My pride (Heaven help me, I was
brought up like a gentlewoman, and I have sens
ibilities that ure not blunted even yet !)—my
pride got the better of me, and I left my phice.
Don't let it distress you, Mr. Midwinter! There's
a bright side to the picture. The ladies in the
neighborhood have overwhelmed me with kind
ness ; I have the prospect of getting pupils to
teach ; I am spared the mortification of going
back to be a burden on my friends. The only
complaint I have to make is, I think, a just one.
Mr. Armadale has been back at Thorpe-Am
brose for some days. I have entreated him, by
letter, to grant me an interview ; to tell me what
dreadful suspicions he has of me, and to let me
set myself right in his estimation. Would you
believe it? he has declined to see me—under
the influence of others; not of his own free-will,
lam sure! Cruel, isn't it? But ho has even
used mo more cruelly still— he persists in sus
pecting me— it is he who is having me watched
Oh, Mr. Midwinter, don't hate me for telling
you what you must know! The man you found
persecuting me and frightening me to-night was
only earning his money, after all, as Mr. Arma
dale's spy."
Once more Midwinter started to his feet ; and
this time the thoughts that were in him found
their way into words.
"I can't believe it, I won't believe it!" he
exclaimed, indignantly. " If the man told you
that the man lied. I beg your pardon, Miss
Gwilt ; I beg your pardon from the bottom of
my heart. Don't, pray don't think I doubt you;

I only say there is some dreadful mistake. I am
not sura that I understand as I ought nil that
you have told me. But this last infamous mean
ness of which you think Allan guilty, I do un
derstand. I swear to you he is incapable of

it ! Some scoundrel has been taking advantage
of him ; some scoundrel has been using his
name. I'll prove it to you if you will only give
me time. Let me go and clear it up at once.

I can't rest ; I can't bear to think of it ; I

can't even enjoy the pleasure of being here.
Oh," he burst out, desperately, " I'm suro you
feel for me after what you have said— I feci so
for yon .'"
He stopped in confusion. Miss Gwilt's eyes
were looking at him again ; and Miss Gwilt's
hand had found its way once more into his
own.
"You are the most generous of living men,"

she said, softly; ''I will believe what you tell
me to believe. Go," she added, in a whisper,
suddenly releasing his hand and turning away
from him. "For both our sakes, go!"
His heart beat fast ; he looked at her as she
dropped into a chair and put her handkerchief
to her eyes. For one moment he hesitated — the
next he snatched up bis knapsack from the floor,
and left her precipitately without a backward
look or a parting word.

She rose when the door closed on him. A
change came over her the instant she was alone.
The color faded out of her cheeks; the boautr
died out of her eyes ; her face hardened horri
bly with a silent despair. " It's even baser work
than I bargained for," she said, "to deceive him."
After pacing to and fro in the room for some
minutes, she stopped wearily before the plass
over the fire-place. "You strange creature
she murmured, leaning her elbows on the inar,-
tle-picce, and languidly addressing the reflection
of herself in the glass. "Have you got an;
conscience left? And has that man roused it?"
The reflection of her face changed slowly-.
The color returned to her cheeks, the delicious
languor began to suffuse her eyes again. Her

| lips parted gently, and her quickening breath
began to dim the surface of the glass. She

I

drew back from it
,

after a moment's absorption
in her own thoughts, with a start of terror.
"What nm I doing?" she asked herself in a
sudden panic of astonishment. "Am I mad
enough to be thinking of him in that way ?"
She burst into a mocking laugh, and opened
her desk on the table recklessly with a bang.
"It's high time I had some talk Vilh mother
Jezebel," she said, and sat down to write to
Mrs. Oldershaw.
"I have met with Mr. Midwinter," she be
gan, "under very lucky circumstances; and I

have made the most of my opportunity. He
has just left me for his friend Armadale; and
one of two good things will happen to-morrow.
If they don't quarrel, the doors of Thorpe-Am
brose will be open to mo again at Mr. Midwin
ter's intercession. If they do quarrel, I shall
be the unhappy cause of it

,

and I shall find my
way in for myself, on the purely Christian er

rand of reconciling them."
She hesitated at ihe next sentence, wrote the

first few words of it
,

scratched them out again,
and petulantly tore the letter into fragments,
and threw the pen to the other end of the room.

Turning quickly on her chair, she looked at the
seat which Midwmter had occupied ; her foot
restlessly tapping the floor, and her handker

chief thrust like a gag between her clenched

teeth. " Young as you are," she thought, with
her mind reviving the image of him in the
empty chair— " there has been something out of
the common in your life—and I must and will
know it!"
The house clock struck the hour and roused
her. She sighed, and walking back to the

glass, wearily loosened tho fastenings of her
dress ; wearily removed the studs from the

chemisette beneath it
,

and put them on th«

chimney-piece. She looked indolently at the

reflected beauties of her neck and bosom, a*
she uuplaited her hair and threw it back in ,

one great mass over her shoulders. " Fancy,"
she thought, " if he saw me now !" She turned
back to the table, and sighed again as she ex-

.tinguished one of the candles and took the other

in her hand. "Midwinter?" she said, ns she

passed through the folding-doors of tho room to
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her bedehamber. ' ' I don't believe in his name,
to begin with !"

The night had advanced by more than an
hour before Midwinter was back again nt the
great house.
Twice, well as the homeward way was known

to him, he had strayed out of the right road.
The events of the evening—the interview with
Miss Gvvilt herself, after his fortnight's solitary
thinking of her ; the extraordinary change that
had taken place in her position since he had
seen her last; and the startling assertion of
Allan's connection with it—had all conspired
to throw his mind into a state of ungovernable
confusion. The darkness of the cloudy night
adJed to his bewilderment. Even the familiar
gates of Thorpe-Ambrose seemed stronge to
him. When he tried to think of it

,

it was
a mystery to him how he had reached the

place.
The front of the house was dark and closed
for the night. Midwinter went round to the
back. The sound of men's voices, as he ad
vanced, caught his car. They were soon dis
tinguishable as the voices of the first and second
footman, and the subject of conversation be
tween them was their master.
" I'll bet yon an even half-crown he's driven
out of the neighborhood before another week is

over his head," said the first footman.
"Done?" said the second. "He isn't as

easy driven as you think."
"Isn't he ?" retorted the other. "He'll be

mobbed if he stops here I I tell you again, he's
not satisfied with the mess he's got into already.

I know it for certain he's having the governess
watched."
At those words Midwinter mechanically
checked himself before he turned the corner of
the house. His first doubt of the result of his
meditated appeal to Allan ran through him like
a sudden chill. The influence exercised b

y the
voice of public scandal is a force which acts in

opposition to the ordinary law of mechanies.
It is strongest, not by concentration, but by dis
tribution. To the primary sound we may shut
our ears; but the reverberation of it in echoes

is irresistible. On his way back Midwinter's
one desire had been to find Allan up and to
speak to him immediately. His one hope now
was to gain time to contend with the new doubts
and to silence the new misgivings —his one pres
ent anxiety was to hear that Allan had gone to
bed. He turned the corner of the house and
presented himself before the men smoking their

pipes in the back garden. As soon as their as
tonishment allowed them to speak they offered
to rouse their master. Allan had given his
friend up for that night and had gone to bed
about half an hour since.
"It was my master's particular order, Sir,"
said the head footman, "that he was to bo told
of it if you came back."
"It is my particular request," returned Mid
winter, "that you won't disturb him."
The men looked at each other wonderingly,
as he took his candle and left them.

GOING AND

rjTUIE
pleasant summer months, alas! have fled,

And mellow Autumn, with her fruits, is here,

Wearing the hectic flush upon her cheeks

Which marks the slow decadence of the year ;

And through the leaves the sad winds softly moan

For the sweet summer which, alas I has flown.

No more I hear the cheery mowers sing
Down in the meadow whore the grass grew tall,

No more I hear their scythe-blades blithely ring ;

A tender purple mist hangs over all,

Veiling the valley and each wooded steep

Where nods the golden reed as if in sleep.

The restless bluebird through the wood flits by,

She utters scarce a note through all the day;

The blackbird's liquid voice has turned to dry—

Alas! alas! they soon will pass awayl

And these bright tints which mark the closing year

lire many days will wither and grow sere.

Here gazing on them, where I sit apart,
These leaves of gold, these berries of rich red,

I seem to see the ghost of War go by,
Leaving tho traces of his bleeding trend

[a thase lone paths which skirt tho solemn wood

Where oft I wander wrapt in silent mood.

COMING.

And through the shadowy vista of the Past

Vanish his blood-stained robes, and roll away

The echoes of the battle's deafening blast;

And like the coming of the dawn of day,

Walks Peace within her vineyard, smiling Peace,

Tarent of plenty and of largo increase.

Too well I know these Autumn days must past,
Like the dead Summer which has gone before;

These painted glories all must fade, alas !

Like hopes which perish and are known no more;

And down these walks the whirling leaf will go

On chilly winds that through December blow.

Already now on yondor mountaiu height

Sounds Winter's clarion wailing through the trees.

Calling his hosts from out the frozen North,

Where toppling Icebergs sail the polar soas;

And streaming far across the lonely night

Shine the Aurora's quivering beams of light.

But though the Winter comes with sleet and snow,

And wailing wiuds that howl with voices drear,

Upon the hearth the ruddy flames shall glow,

And seated there with friends whom we hold dear,

Unmindful of the bitter, searching blast

We will not mourn tho seasons that are past.
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OUR MUTUAL FRIEND.
BY CHARLES DICKENS.

IN FOUR BOOKS.— BOOK THE FOURTH. A TURNING.

CHAPTER VIII.
A FEw GRAINS OF PEPPER.

THE
dolls' dress-maker went no more to the

business-premises of Pubsey and Co. in St.

Mary Axe, after chance had disclosed to her (as
she supposed) the flinty and hypocritical charac

ter of Mr. Riah. She often moralized over her

work on the tricks and the manners of that ven

erable cheat, but made her little purchases else

where, and lived a secluded life. After much
consultation with herself, she decided not to put

Lizzie Hexam on her guard against the old man,
arguing that the disappointment of finding him

out would come upon hor quite soon enough.
Therefore, in her communication with her friend

by letter, she was silent on this theme, and prin

cipally dilated on the backslidings of her bad

child, who every day grew worse and worse.
" You wicked old boy," Miss Wren would say
to him, with a menacing forefinger, "you'll
force me to run away from you, after all, you
will ; nnd then you'll shake to bits, and there'll
be nobody to pick up the pieces !"
At this foreshadowing of a desolate decease
the wicked old boy would whine and whimper,
and would sit shaking himself into the lowest of
low spirits, until such time as he could shake
himself out of the house and shake another

threepennyworth into himself. But dead drunk
or dead sober (he had come to such a pass that
he was least alive in the latter state), it was al

ways on the conscience of the paralytic scare
crow that he had betrayed his sharp parent for

sixty threepennyworths of rum, which were all
gone, and that her sharpuess would infallibly
detect his having done it

,

sooner or later. All
things considered therefore, and addition made
of the state of his body to the state of his mind,
the bed on which Mr. Dolls reposed was a bed
of roses from which the flowers and leaves had

entirely faded, leaving him to lio upon the thorns
and stalks.
On a certain day Miss Wren was alone at her
work, with the house-door set open for coolness,
and was trolling in a small sweet voice a mourn
ful little song which might have been the song
of the doll she was dressing, bemoaning the
brittleness and meltability of wax, when whom
should she descry standing on the pavement,
looking in nt her, but Mr. Fledgeby.
" I thought it was you ?" said Fledgeby, com
ing up the two steps.
"Did you?" Miss Wren retorted. "And I

thought it was you, young man. Quite a coin
cidence. You're not mistaken, and I'm not
mistaken. How clever we arc !"

" Well, and how are you ?" said Fledgeby.
"I am pretty much as usual, Sir," replied

Miss Wren. "A very unfortunate parent, mar
ried out of my life and senses by a very bud
child."
Fledgeby's small eyes opened so wide that they
might have passed for ordinary-sized eyes, as lse
stared about him for the very young person w bom
he supposed to be in question.
"But you're not a parent," said Miss Wren,
"and consequently it's of no use talking to yon
upon a family subject.—To what am I to attrib
ute the honor and favor?"
"To a wish to improve your acquaintance,"
Mr. Fledgeby replied.
Miss Wren, stopping to bite her thread, looked
at him very knowingly.
" We never meet now," said Fledgeby; "do
we?"
"No," said Miss Wren, chopping off the
word.
"So I had a mind," pursued Fledgeby. "to
come nnd have a talk with you about our dodg
ing friend, the child of Israel."
" So he gave you my address ; did he ?" asked
Miss Wren. •
" I got it out of him," said Fledgeby, with a
stammer.
"You seem to see a good deal of him," re
marked Miss Wren, with shrewd distrust. "A
good deal of him ypu seem to see, considering."
"Yes, I do, " said Fledgeby. "Considering."
"Haven't you," inquired the dress-maker,
bending over the doll on which her art was be

ing exercised, "done interceding with him yet?"
"No," said Fledgeby, shaking his head.
"La! Been interceding with him all this
time, and sticking to him still?" said Miss
Wren, busy with her work.
" Sticking to him is the word," said Fledgeby.
Miss Wren pursued her occupation with a

concentrated air, and asked, after an interval of

silent industry:
" Are you in the army ?"
" Not exactly," said Fledgeby, rather flattered
by the question.
"Navy?" asked Miss Wren.

' ' N— no, " said Fledgeby. He qualified these
two negatives as if he were not absolutely in

either service, but was almost in both.
" What are you then ?" demanded Miss Wren.
"I am a gentleman, I am," said Fledgeby.
"Oh!" assented Jenny, screwing up her
mouth with an appearance of conviction. "Yes,
to be sure ! That accounts for your having so
much time to give to interceding. But only to
think how kind and friendly a gentleman you
must be !"
Mr. Fledgeby found that he was skating round

a board marked Dangerous, nnd had better cat *

out a fresh track. " Let's get back to the dodg-
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crest of the dodgers,'' said he. "What's he up
to in the case of your friend the handsome gal?
He must have some object. What's his object ?"
" Can not undertake to say, Sir, I am sure I"
returned Miss Wren, composedly.
"He won't acknowledge where she's gone,"
said Fledgeby ; " and I have a fancy that I
should like to have another look at her. Now

I know he knows where she is gone."
" Can not undertake to say, Sir, I am sure !"
Miss Wren again rejoined.
"And you know where she is gone," hazard
ed Fledgeby.
"Can not undertake to say, Sir, really," re
plied Miss Wren.
The quaint little chin met Mr. Fledgeby's gaze
with such a baffling hitch that that agreeable
gentleman was for some time at a loss how to

resume his fascinating part in the dialogue. At
length he said :
"Miss Jenny! —That's your name, if I don't
mistake ?"

"Probably you don't mistake, Sir," was Miss
Wren's cool answer ; " because you had it on the
best authority. Mine, you know."
"Miss Jenny! Instead of coming up and
being dead, let's come out and look alive. It'll
pay better, I assure you," said Fledgeby, be-
stowing an inveigling twinkle or two upon the

dress-maker. "You'll find it pay better."
"Perhaps," said Miss Jenny, holding out her
doll at arm's-length, and critically contemplat
ing the effect of her art with her scissors on her

lips and her head thrown back, as if her interest
lay there, and not in the conversation; "per
haps you'll explain your meaning, young man,
which is Greek to me.—You must have another
touch of blue in your trimming, my dear." Hav
ing addressed the last remark to her fair client,
Miss Wren proceeded to snip at some blue frag
ments that lay before her among fragments of
all colors, and to thread a needle from a skein
of blue silk.
"Look here," said Fledgeby. — "Are you at
tending?"
"I am attending, Sir," replied Miss Wren,
without the slightest appearance of so doing.
"Another touch of blue in your trimming, my
dear."
"Well, look here," said Fledgeby, rather dis
couraged by the circumstances under which he
found himself pursuing the conversation. "If
you're attending— "

("Light blue, my sweet young lady," remark
ed Miss Wren, in a sprightly tone, "being best
suited to your fair complexion and your flaxen

curls.")" I say, if you're attending," proceeded Fledge
by,
" it'll pay better in this way. It'll lead in a

roundabout manner to your buying damage and
waste of Pubsey and Co. at a nominal price, or
even getting it for nothing."
" Aha!" thought the dress-maker. " But you
are not so roundabout, Little Eyes, that I don't
notice your answering for Pubsey and Co. after

all ! Little Eyes, Little Eyes, you're too cun
ning by half."
"And I take it for granted," pursued Fledge
by,
" that to get the most of your material for

nothing would be well worth your while, Miss

Jenny ?"
"You may take it for granted," returned the
dress-maker with many knowing nods, "that it's
always well worth my while to make money."
"Now,'* said Fledgeby, approvingly, "you're
answering to a sensible purpose. Now, you're
coming out and looking aliv»! So I m ike so
free, Miss Jenny, as to offer the remark, that
you and Judah were too thick together to last.
You can't come to be intimate with such n deep
file as Judah without beginning to see a little
way into him, you know," said Fledgeby, with

a wink.
" I must own," returned the dress-maker, with
her eyes upon her work, "that we are not good
friends at present."
"I know you're not good friends at present,"
said Fledgeby.

'" I know all about it. I should
like to pay off Judah by not letting him have
his own deep way in every thing. In most
things he'll get it by hook or by crook, but—

hang it all! —don't let him have his own deep
way in every thing. That's too much." Mr.
Fledgeby said this with some display of indig
nant warmth, as if he was counsel in the cause
for Virtue.
" How can I prevent his having his own way ?"
began the dress-maker.

"Deep way, I called it," said Fledgeby.
" —His own deep way, in any thing ?"
"I'll tell you," said Fledgeby. "I like to
hear you ask it

,

because it's looking alive. It's
what I should expect to find in one of your saga
cious understanding. Now, candidly."
" Eh ?" cried Miss Jenny.
"I said, now candidly," Mr. Fledgeby ex
plained, a little put out.

"Oh-h!"
" I should be glad to countermine him re
specting the handsome gnl, your friend. He
means something there. You may depend upon

it
,

Judah means something there. He has a
motive, and of course his motive is a dark mo

tive. Now, w hatever his motive is
,

it's neces

sary to his motive"—Mr. Fledgeby's constructive
powers were not equal to the avoidance of somo

tautology here —"that it should be kept from
me what he has done with her. So I put it to
you, who know: What has he done with her?

I ask no more. And is that asking much, when
you understand that it will pay ?"
Miss Jenny Wren, who had cast her eyes upon
the bench again after her last interruption, sat
looking at it

,

needle in hand but not working,
for some moments. She then briskly resumed
her work, nnd said, with a sidelong glance of her

eyes and chin at Mr. Fledgeby,
" Where d'yo live?"
"Albany, Piccadilly," replied Fledgeby.
"When are you at home?"
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" When you like."
"Breakfast-time?" said Jenny, in herabrupt-
est and shortest manner.
" No better time in the day," said Fledgeby.
" I'll look in upon you to-morrow, young man.
Those two ladies," pointing to dolls, "have an
upjiointment in Bond Street at ten precisely.
When I've dropped 'em there I'll drive round to
you." With a weird little laugh Miss Jenny
pointed to her crutch-stick as her equipage.
"This is looking alive indeed!" cried Fledge-
by, rising. •
"Mark you! I promise you nothing," said
the dolls' dress-maker, dabbing two dabs at him
with her needle, as if she put out both his eyes.
"No, no. / understand," returned Fledge-
by. "The damage and waste question shall be
settled fust. It shall be made to pay ; don't
you be afraid. Good-day, Miss Jenny."
"Good-day, young man."
Mr. Fledgeby's prepossessing form withdrew
itself; and the little dress-maker, clipping and

snipping nnd stitching, and stitching and snip
ping and clipping, fell to work at a great rate;
musing and muttering all the time.

"Misty, misty, misty. Can't make it out.
Little Eyes and the wolf in a conspiracy? Or
Little Eyes and the wolf against one another?
Can't make it out. My poor Lizzie, have they
both designs against you, either way? Can't
make it out. Is Little Eyes Pubscy, and the
wolf Co? Can't make it out. Pubsey true to
Co, and Co to Pubsey? Pubsey false to Co, and
Co to Pubsey ? Can't make it out. What said

Little Eyes? 'Now. candidly?' Ah! How
ever the cat jumps, Ae's a liar. That's all I can
make out at present ; but you may go to bed in

the Albany, Piccadilly, with thai for your pillow,
young man !" Thereupon the little dress-maker

again dabbed out his eyes separately, and mak

ing a loop in the air of her thread and deftly
catching it into a knot with her needle, seemed
to bowstring him into the bargain.

For the terrors undergone by Mr. Dolls that
evening when his little parent sat profoundly
meditating over her work, and when he imag

med himself found out, ns often as she changed

her attitude, or turned her eyes toward him,
there is no adequate name. Moreover it was

her habit to shake her head at that wretched old

boy whenever she caught his eye as he shivered

and shook. What arc popularly called "the
trembles" being in full force upon him that even-

in',', and likewise what are popularly called " the
horrors," he had a very bad time of it; which
was not made better by his being so remorseful

as frequently to moan "Sixty thrcepenn'orths."
This imperfect sentence not being at all intelli
gible as a confession, but sounding like a Gar
gantuan order for a dram, brought him into new
difficulties by occasioning his parent to pounce
at him in a more than usually snappish manner,
nnd to overwhelm him with bitter reproaches.
What was a bad time for Mr. Dulls could not
fail to be a bad time for the dolls' dress-maker.

However, she was on the alert next morning,
and drove to Bond Street, and set down the two
ladies punctually, and then directed her equipage
to conduct her to the Albany. Arrived at the
doorway of the house in which Mr. Fledgeby's
chambers were, she found a lady standing there
in a traveling dress, holding in her hand—of all
things in the world—a gentleman's hnt.
" You want some one ?" said the lady in a
stern manner.
" I am going up stairs to Mr. Fledgeby's."
" You can not do that at this moment. There
is a gentleman with him. I am waiting for the
gentleman. His business with Mr. Fledgeby
will very soon be transacted, and then you can

go up. Until the gentleman comes down, you
must wait here."
While speaking, and afterward, the lady kept
watchfully between her and the staircase, as if
prepared to oppose her going up by force. The

lady being of a stature to stop her with a hand,
and looking mightily determined, the dress
maker stood still.
"Well? Why do you listen?" asked the
lady.
"I am not listening," said the dress-maker.
"What do you hear?" asked the lady, alter
ing her phrase.
l'Is it a kind of a spluttering somewhere?"
said the dress-maker, with an inquiring look.
"Mr. Fledgeby in his shower-bath, perhaps,"
remarked the lady, smiling.
" And somebody's beating a carpet, I think ?"
"Mr. Fledgeby's carpet, I dare say," replied
the smiling lady.
Miss Wren had a reasonably good eye for

smiles, being well accustomed to them on the

part of her young friends, though their smiles
mostly ran smaller than in nature. But she
had never seen so singular a smile as that upon
this lady's face. It twitched her nostrils open
in a remarkable manner, nnd contracted her lips
and eyebrows. It was a smile of enjoyment too,
though of such a fierce kind that Miss Wren
thought she would rather not enjoy herself than

do it in that way.
' ' Well !" said the lady, watching her. " What
now ?"
"I hope there's nothing the matter!" said the
dress-maker.
"Where?" inquired the lady.
"I don't know where," said Miss Wren, star
ing about her. "But I never heard such odd
noises. Don't you think I had better call some
body ?"
"I think yon had better not," returned the
lady with a significant frown, and drawing

closer.
On this hint the dress-maker relinquished the

idea, and stood looking at the lady as hard as

the lady looked at her. Meanwhile the dress

maker listened with amazement to the odd noises

which still continued, and the lady listened too,

but with a coolness in which there was no trace

of amazement.
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Soon afterward came a slamming and bang
ing of doors ; and then came runnmg down stairs
a gentleman with whiskers, and out of breath,
who seemed to be red-hot.
"Is your business done, Alfred?" inquired
the lady
"Very thoroughly done," replied the gentle
man, as he took his hut from her.
"You can go up to Mr. Fledgeby as soon as
yon like," said the lady, moving haughtily away.
"Oh! And you can take these three pieces
of stick with you," added the gentleman politely,
"and say, if you please, that they como from
Mr. Alfred Lammle, with his compliments on
leaving England. Mr. Alfred Lammle. Be so
good as not to forget the name."
The three pieces of stick were three broken
and frayed fragments of a stout lithe cane. Miss
Jenny taking them wonderingly, and the gentle
man repeating with a grin, " Mr. Alfred Lammle,
if you'll he so good. Compliments, on leaving
England," the lady and gentleman walked away
quite deliberately, and Miss Jenny and her
crutch-stick went up stairs. "Lammle, Lam
mle, Lammle?" Miss Jenny repeated as she
panted from stair to stair, "where have I heard
that name ? Lammle, Lammle ? I know !
Saint Mary Axe !"
With a gleam of new intelligence in her sharp
face the dolls' dress-maker pulled at Fledgeby's
bell. No one answered ; but from withm the
chambars there proceeded a continuous splutter
ing sound of a highly singular and unintelligible
nature.
" Good gracious ! Is Little Eyes choking ?"
cried Miss Jenny.
Pulling at the bell again ami getting no re
ply, she pushed the outer door, and found it
standing ajar. No one being visible on her
opening it wider, and the spluttering continu
ing, sho took the liberty of opening an inner
door, and then beheld the extraordinary spec
tacle of Mr. Fledgeby in a shirt, a pair of Turk
ish trowsers, and a Turkish cap, rolling over and
over on his own carpet, and spluttering wonder
fully.
" Oh Lord I" gasped Mr. Fledgeby. " Oh my
eye! Stop thief! I am strangling. Fire! Oh I
my eye ! A glass of water. Give mo a glass of
water. Shut the door. Murder ! Oh Lord !" j
And then rolled and spluttered more than ever, j
Hurrying into another room, Miss Jenny got

I
a glass of water, and brought it for Fledgeby's j
relief: who, gasping, spluttering, and rattling
in his throat botweenwhiles, drank some water,
and laid his head faintly on her arm.
" Oh my eye !" cried Fledgeby, struggling
anew. "It's salt and snuff. It's up my nose,
and down my throat, and in my windpipe.
Ugh! Off! 6w! Ow! Ah— h—h—h !" And
here, crowing fearfully, with his eyes starting
out of his head, appeared to be contending with

every mortal disease incidental to poultry.
" And Oh my eye, I'm so sore !" cried Fledge
by, starting over on his back, in a spasmodic

way that caused the dress-maker to retreat to
the wall. "Oh I smart so! ^o put something
to my back and arms, and legs and shoulders.

Ugh ! It's down my throat again and can't
come up. Ow ! Ow ! Ow ! Ah— h—h—h ! Oh
I smart so !" Here Mr. Fledgeby bounded up,
and bounded down, and went rolling over and
over ngain.
The dolls' dress-maker looked on until hs
rolled himself into a corner with his Turkislt

slippers uppermost, and then, resolving in the
first place to address her ministration to the salt
nnd snuff, gave him more water and slapped
his back. But the latter application was by
no means a success, causing Mr. Fledgeby to
scream, and to cry out, "Oh my eye! don't
slap me! I'm covered with weales and I smart
so !"
However, he gradually ceased to choke and

crow, saving at intervals, and Miss Jenny got
him into an easy-chair: where, with his eyes
red and watery, with his features swollen, nnd
with some half-dozen livid bars across his face,
he presented a most rueful sight.
"What ever possessed you to take salt and
snuff, young man ?" inquired Miss Jenny.
" I didn't take it," the dismal youth replied.
" It was crammed into my mouth."
"Who crammed it?" asked Miss Jenny.
"He did," answered Fledgeby. "The as
sassin. Lammle. He rubbed it into my mouth
and up my nose and down my throat—Ow !
Ow!Ow! Ah— h—h—h ! Ugh !— to prevent
my crying out, and then cruelly assaulted mc."
"With this ?" asked Miss Jenny, showing the
pieces of cane.
"That's the weapon," said Fledgeby, eying
it with the ait of un acquaintance. " He broke
it over me. Oh I smart so! How did you
come by it ?"
"When he ran down stairs and joined the
lady he had left in the hall with his hat"—Miss
Jenny began.
" Oh !" groaned Mr. Fledgeby, writhing, " she
was holding his hat, was she? I might have
known she was in it."
"When he came down stairs nnd joined the
lady who wouldn't let me come up, he gave me
the pieces for you, und I was to say, ' With Mr.
Alfred Lammle's compliments on his leaving
England.'" Miss Jenny said it with such spite
ful satisfaction, and such a hitch of her chin
and eyes as might have added to Mr. Fledgeby's
miseries, if he could have noticed cither, in his
bodily pain with his hand to his head.

"Shall I go for the police?" inquired Miss
Jenny, with a nimble sturt toward the door.
"Stop! No, don't!" cried Fledgeby. "Don't,
please. We had better keep it quiet. Will you
be so good as shut the door? Oh I do smart
so!"
In testimony of the extent to which he smart
ed Mr. Fledgeby came wallowing out of the
easy-chair and took another roll on the carpet.
"Now the door's shut," said Mr. Fledgeby,
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sitting up in anguish, with his Turkish cap half
on and half off, and the bars on his face getting
bluer, " do me the kindness to look at my back
and shoulders. They must be in an awful state,
for I hadn't got my dressing-gown on, when the
brute came rushing in. Cut my shirt away from
the collar ; there's a pair of scissors on that ta
ble. "Oh!" groaned Mr. Fledgeby, with his
hand to his head again. " How I do smart, to
be sure !"
"There?" inquired Miss Jenny, alluding to
the back and shoulders.

"Oh Lord, yes!" moaned Fledgeby, rocking
himself. "And all over! Everywhere!"
The busy little dress-maker quickly snipped
the shirt away, and laid bare the results of as fu
rious and sound a thrashing as even Mr. Fledge
by merited. "Yon may well smart, young
man !" exclaimed Miss Jenny. And stealthily
rubbed her little hands behind him, and poked
a few exultant pokes with her two forefingers
over the crown of his head.
"What do you think of vinegar and brown
paper?" inquired the suffering Fledgeby, still

rocking and moaning. "Does it look as if
vinegar and brown paper was the sort of appli

cation ?"" Yes," said Miss Jenny, with a silent chuckle.
"It looks as if it ought to be Pickled."
Mr. Fledgeby collapsed under the word "Pick
led," and groaned again. "My kitchen is on
this floor," he said; "you'll find brown paper
in a dresser-drawer there, and a bottle of vin
egar on a shelf. Would you have the kindness
to make a few plasters and put 'em on? It
can't be kept too quiet."
"One, two— hum— five, six. You'll want
six," said the dress-maker.
"There's smart enough," whimpered Mr.
Fledgeby, groaning and writhing again, "for
sixty."
Miss Jenny repaired to the kitchen, scissors in
hand, found the brown paper and found the vin
egar, and skillfully cut out and steeped six large
plasters. When they were all lying ready on
the dresser, an idea occurred to her as she was
about to gather them up.
"I think," said Miss Jenny, with a silent
laugh, " he ought to have a little pepper? Just
a few grains? I think the young man's tricks
and manners make a claim upon his friends for
a little pepper?"
Mr. Fledgeby's evil star showing her the pep
per-box on the chimney-piece, she climbed upon
a chair and got it down, and sprinkled all the

plasters with a judicious hand. She then went
back to Mr. Fledgeby and stuck them all on
him : Mr. Fledgeby uttering a sharp howl as
each was put in its place.
"There, young man!" said the dolls' dress
maker. " Now I hope you feel pretty comfort
able?"

Apparently Mr. Fledgeby did not, for ho
cried, by way of answer, "Oh— h how I do
smart!"

I Miss Jenny got his Persian gown upon him,
extinguished his eyes crookedly with his Persian
cap, and helped him to his bed : upon which he
climbed groaning. " Business between you and
me being out of the question to-day, young man,
and my time being precious," said Miss Jenny
then, " I'll make myself scarce. Are you com
fortable now?"
"Oh my eye!" cried Mr. Fledgeby. "No,
I ain't. Oh—h—h ! how I do smart!"
The last thing Miss Jenny saw, as she looked
back before closing the room door, was Mr.
Fledgeby in the act of plunging and gamboling
all over his bed, like a porpoise or dolphin in
its native clement. She then shut the bedroom
door, and all the other doors, and going down
stairs and emerging from the Albany into the
busy streets, took omnibus for Saint Mary Axe :
pressing on the road all the gayly-dressed ladies
whom she could see from the window, and
making them unconscious lay-figures for dolls,
while she mentally cut them out and basted them.

CHAPTER EC.
TWO TC.ACES VACATED.

Set down by the omnibus at the corner of
Saint Mary Axe, and trusting to her feet and
her crutch-stick within its precincts, the dolls'
dress-maker proceeded to the place of business
of Pubsey and Co. All there was sunny and
quiet externally, and shady and quiet internally.
Hiding herself in the entry outside the glass
door, she could see from that post of observation
the old man in his spectacles sitting writing at
his desk.
"Boh!" cried the dress-maker, popping in
her head at the glass door. "Mr. Wolf at
home?"
The old man took his glasses off. and mildly
laid them down beside him. " Ah ! Jenny, is it
you ? I though you had given me up."
"And so I had given up the treacherous wolf
of the forest," she replied ; " but, godmother, it
strikes me you have come back. I am not quite
sure, because the wolf and you change forms. I
want to ask you a question or two, to find out

whether you are really godmother or really
wolf. May I?"
"Yes, Jenny, yes." But Riah glanced to
ward the door, as if he thought his principal
might appear there, unseasonably.
" Ifyou're afraid of the fox," said Miss Jenny,
"you may dismiss all present expectations of
seeing that animal. He won't sUbw himself
abroad for many n day."
" What do you mean, my child?"
"I mean, godmother," replied Miss Wren,
sitting down beside the Jew, "that the fox has
caught a famous flogging, and that if his skin
and bones are not tingling, aching, and smart

ing at this present instant, no fox did ever tingle,

ache, and smart." Therewith Miss Jenny re
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lated what had come to pass in the Albany,
omitting the few grains of pepper.
" Now, godmother," she went on, " I partic
ularly wish to ask you what has taken place here
since I left the wolf here? Because I have an
idea about the size of a marble rolling about in
my little noddle. First and foremost, are you
l'ubscy and Co., or are you either? Upon your
solemn word and honor."

The old man shook his head.
" Secondly, isn't Fledgeby both Pubsey and
Co.?"
The old man answered with a reluctant nod.
"My idea," exclaimed Miss Wren, "is now
about the size of an orange. But before it gets
any bigger, welcome back, dear godmother !"
The little creature folded her arms about the
old man's neck with great earnestness, and kissed
him. "I humbly beg your forgiveness, god
mother. I am truly sorry. I ought to have had
more faith in you. But what could I suppose
when you said nothing for yourself, you know?
I don't mean to offer that as a justification, but
what could I suppose when you were a silent
party to all he said? It did look bad; now
didn't it?"
"It looked so bad, Jenny," responded tho old
man, with gravity, " that I will straightway tell
you what an impression it wrought upon me. I
was hateful in mine own eyes. I was hateful to
myself, in being so hateful to the debtor and to

you. But more than that, and worse than that,
and to pass out far and broad beyond myself—
I reflected that evening, sitting alone in my gar
den on the house-top, that I was doing dishonor
to my ancient faith and race. I reflected—
clearly reflected for the first time—that in bend
ing my neck to the yoke I was willing to wear,
I bent the unwilling necks of the whole Jewish
people. For it is not, in Christian countries,
with the Jews as with other peoples. Men say,
'This is a bad Greek, but there are good Greeks.
This is a bad Turk, but there are good Turks.'
Not so with the Jews. Men find the bad among
ns easily enough— among what peoples are the
bad not easily found ?—but they take the worst
of us as samples of the best : they take the lowest
of us as presentations of the highest ; and they
say, 'AH Jews are alike.' If, doing what I was
content to do here, because I was grateful for the
past and have small need of money now, I had
been a Christian, I could have done it, compro
mising no one but my individual self. But do
ing it as a Jew, I could not choose but compro
mise the Jews of all conditions and all countries.

It is a little hard upon us, but it is tho truth.

I would that all our people remembered ,it !

Though I have little right to say so, seeing that

it came home so late to me."
The dolls' dress-maker sat holding the old
man by the hand, and looking thoughtfully in
his face.

"Thus I reflected, I say, sitting that evening

in my garden on the house-top. And passing
the painful scens of that day in review before me

many times, I always saw that the poor gentle
man believed tho story readily, because I was
one of the Jews— that you believed the story
readily, my child, because I was one of the Jews
— that the story itself first came into the inven
tion of the originator thereof, because I was one
of the Jews. This was the result of my having
had you three before me, face to face, and see
ing the thing visibly presented as upon a thea
tre. Wherefore I perceived that tho obligation
was upon me to leave this service. But Jenny,
my dear," said Riah, breaking off, "I promised
that you should pursue your questions, and I

obstruct them."
"On the contrary, godmother; my idea is as
large now as a pumpkin — and you know what a
pumpkin is

,

don't you? So you gave notice
that you were going? Does that come next?"
asked Miss Jenny, with a look of close attention.
"I indited a letter to my master. Yes. To
that effect."
"And what said Tingling-Tossing-Aching-
Screaming-Scratching-Smarter ?" asked Miss
Wren, with an unspeakable enjoyment in the ut
terance of those honorable titles and in the rec
ollection of the pepper.
"He held me to certain months of servitude,
which were his lawful term of notice. They ex
pire to-morrow. Upon their expiration — not
before— I had meant to set myself right with my
Cinderella."
"My idea is getting so immense now," cried
Miss Wren, clasping her temples, " that my head
won't hfild it! Listen, godmother; I am go
ing to expound. Little Eyes (that's Screaming-
Scratching-Smartcr) owes you a heavy grudge
for going. Little Eyes casts about how best to
pay you off. Little Eyes thinks of Lizzie. Lit
tle Eyes says to himself, ' I'll find out where he
has placed that girl, and I'll betray his secret
because it's dear to him.' Perhaps Little Eyes
thinks, 'I'll make love to her myself too;' but
that I can't swear— all the rest I can. So, Lit
tle Eyes comes to me, and I go to Little Eyes.
That's the way of it. And now the murder's
all out, I'm sorry," added the dolls' dress-maker,
rigid from head to foot with energy as she shook
her little fist before her eyes, " that I didn't give
him Cayenne pepper and chopped pickled Cap
sicum !"

This expression of regret being but partially
intelligible to Mr. Riah, the old man reverted
to the injuries Fledgeby had received, nnd hint
ed at the necessity of his at once going to tend
that beaten cur.
"Godmother, godmother, godmother!" cried
Miss Wren irritably, "I really lose all patience
with you. One would think you believed in
the Good Samaritan. How can you be so in
consistent?"

"Jenny, dear," began the old man gently,
"it is the custom of our people to help—"
"Oh! Bother your people!" interposed Miss
Wren, with a toss of her head " If your peo
ple don't know better than to go and help Little
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Eves, it's a pity they ever got out of Egypt.
Over and above that," she added, "he wouldn't
lake your help if you offcred it. Too much
ashamed. Wants to keep it close and quiet,
and to keep you out of the way."
They were still debating this point when a
shadow darkened the entry, and the glass door
was opened by a messenger who brought a letter

unceremoniously addressed, "Riah." To which
he said there was an answer wanted.
The letter, which was scrawled in pencil up
hill and down hill and round crooked corners,
ran thus:

"Old Riah, —Your accounts being all squared,
go. Shut up the place, turn out directly, and
send me the key by bearer. Go. You are an
unthankful dog of a Jew. Get out. F."

The dolls' dress-maker found it delicious to
trace the screaming and smarting of Little Eyes
in the distorted writing of this epistle. She
laughed over it and jeered at it in a convenient
corner (to the great astonishment of the mes
senger) while the old man got his few goods to

gether in a black bag. That done, the shutters
of the upper windows closed, and the office blind

pulled down, they issued forth upon the steps
with the attendant messenger. There, while
Miss Jenny held the bag, the old man locked
the house door, and handed over the key to him ;
who at once retired with the same.
" Well, godmother," said Miss Wren, as they
remained upon the steps together, looking at
one another. " And so you're thrown upon the
world I"
"It would appear so, Jenny, and somewhat
suddenly."
"Where are you going to seek your fortune ?"
asked Miss Wren.
The old man smiled, but looked about him
with a look of having lost his way in life, which
did not escape the dolls' dress-maker.
" Verily, Jenny," said he, " the question is to
ihe purpose, and moro easily asked than answer
ed. But as I have experience of*the ready good
will and good help of those who have given oc
cupation to Lizzie, I think 1 will seek them out
for myself."
"On foot?" asked Miss Wren, with a chop.
" Ay !" said the old man. " Have I not my
staff?"
It was exactly because he had his staff, and
presented so quaint an aspect, that she mistrust
ed his making the journey.
"The best thing you can do," said Jenny,
"for the time being, at all events, is to come I
home with me, godmother. Nobody's there but

my bad child, and Lizzie's lodging stands emp
ty." The old man when satisfied that no in
convenience conld be entailed on any one by his

compliance, readily complied ; and the singular

ly-assorted couple onco more went through the
streets together.
Now, the bad child having been strictly charged

by his parent to remain at home in her absence,

of course went out; and, being in the very Ian
stage of mental decrepitude, went out with two
objects : firstly, to establish a claim he conceived
himself to have upon any licensed victualer liv
ing, to be supplied with threepennyworth of rum
for nothing ; and, secondly, to bestow some
maudlin remorse on Mr. Eugene Wrayburn, and
see what profit came of it

. Stnmblinglv pur
suing these two designs— they both meant mm,
the only meaning of which he was capable — the
degraded creature staggered into Covent Gar
den Market and there bivouacked, to have an
attack of the trembles succeeded by an attach
of the horrors, in a doorway.
This market of Covent Garden was quite ont
the creature's line of road, but it had the at
traction for him which it has for the worst of
the solitary members of the drunken tribe. It
may be the companionship of the nightly stir, or

it may bo the companionship of the gin and
beer that slop about among carters and huck

sters, or it may be the companionship of tha
trodden vegetable refuse, which is so like their

own dress that perhaps they take the Market for
a great wardrobe ; but be it what it may, yoa

shall see no such individual drunkards on door

steps any where as there. Of dozing women-
drunkards especially, you shall come upon such

specimens theie, in the morning sunlight, as you

might seek out of doors in vain through Lon
don. Such stale, vapid, rejected cabbage-leaf

and cabbage-stalk dress ; such damaged orange

countenance; such squashed pulp of humanity,
arc open to the day nowhere else. So the at

traction of the Market drew Mr. Dolls to it
,

and

he had out his two fits of trembles and horrors
in a doorway on which a woman had had out

her sodden n:ip a few hours before.

There is a swarm of young savages always
flitting about this same place, creeping off with

fragments of orange-chests, and mouldy litter
— Heaven knows into what holes they can con
vey them, having no home!—whose bare feet
fall with a blunt, dull softness on the pavement
as the policeman hunts them, and who are (per

haps for that reason) little heard by the Powers

that be, whereas in top-boots they would make

a deafening clatter. These, delighting in the

trembles and the horrors of Mr. Dolls, as in a

gratuitous drama, flocked about him in his door

way, butted at him, leaped at him, and pelted

him. Hence, when he came out of his invalid
retirement and shook off that ragged train, he

was much bespattered, and in worse case than

ever. But not yet at his worst ; for, going into

n public house, and being supplied in stress of

business with his rum, and seeking to vanish

without payment, he was collared, searched,

found penniless, and admonished not to try that

again, by having a pail of dirty water cast over

him. This application superinduced another fit

of the trembles; after which Mr. Dolls, as find

ing himself in good cue for making a call on a

professional friend, addressed himself to the

Temple.
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There was nobody at the chambers but Young
Blight. That discreet youth, sensible of a cer
tain incongruity in the association of such a
client with the business that might be coming

some day, with th* best intentions temporized

with Dolls, and offered a shilling for coach-hire

home. Mr. Dolls, accepting the shilling, prompt
ly laid it out in two threepenny worths of con
spiracy against his life, and two threepenny-

worths of raging repentance. Returning to the

Chambers with which burden, he was descried

coming round into the court by the wary young
Blight watching from the window: who instant
ly closed the outer door, and left the miserable

object to expend his fury on the panels.
The more the door resisted him the more.dan-

gcrous and imminent became that bloody con

spiracy against his life. Forco of police arriv

ing, he recognized in them the conspirators, and

laid about him hoarsely, fiercely, staringly, con

vulsively, foamingly. A humble machine, fa
miliar to the conspirators, and called by the ex
pressive name of Stretcher, being unavoidably
sent for, he was rendered a harmless bundle of
torn rags by being strapped down upon it

, with
voice and consciousness gone out of him, and
life fast going. As this machine was borne out
at the Temple gate b

y four men the poor little
dolls' dress-maker and her Jewish friend were
coming up the street.
" Let us see what it is," cried the d^-ess-maker." Let us make haste and look, godmother."
The brisk little crutch-stick was but too brisk.
" Oh, gentlemen, gentlemen, he belongs to me !"

"Belongs to you?" said the head of the
party, stopping it.
"Oh yes, dear gentlemen, he's my child, out
without leave. My poor, bad, bad boy ! and he
don't know me, he don't know me ! Oh, what
shall I do," cried the little creature, wildly beat
ing her hands together, "when my own child
don't know me !"
The head of the party looked (as well he
might) to the old man for explanation. He

whispered, as the dolls' dress-maker bent over

the exhausted form, and vainly tried to extract

some sign of recognition from it: "It's her
drunken father."
As the load was put down in the street, Kiah
drew the head of the party aside, and whispered
that he thought the man was dying. " No, sure

ly not?" returned the other. But he became
less confident on looking, and directed the bear
ers to " bring him to the nearest doctor's shop."
Thither ho was brought ; the window becom- -

in;; from within a wall of faces, deformed into
all kinds of shapes through the agency of globu- !

lar red bottles, green hottles, blue bottles, and
other colored bottles. A ghastly light shining
upon him that he didn't need, the beast so furi
ous but a few minutes gone, was quiet enough
now, with a strange, mysterious writing on his

face, reflected from one of the great bottles, as

if Death had marked him : " Mine."
The medical testimony was more precise and I

more to the purpose than it sometimes is in a
Court of Justice. "You had better send for
something to cover it. All's over."
Therefore the police sent for something to
cover it

,

and it was covered and borne through
the streets, the people falling jiway. After it

went the dolls' dress-maker, hiding her face in
the Jewish skirts, nnd clinging to them with
one hand, while with the other she plied her
stick. It was carried home, and, by reason
that the staircase w^is very narrow, it was put
down in the parlor— the little working-bench
being set aside to make room for it—and there,
in the midst of the dolls with no speculation in
their eyes, lay Mr. Dolls with no speculation in
his.

Many flaunting dolls had to be gayly dressed
before the money was in the dress-maker's pocket
to get mourning for Mr. Dolls. As the old man,
Riah, sat by, helping her in such small ways as ho
could, he found it difficult to make out whether
she really did realize that the deceased had been
her father.
"If my poor boy," she would say, " had been
brought up better, he might have done better.
Not that I reproach myself. I hope I have no
cause for that."
"None indeed, Jenny, I am very certain."
"Thank you, godmother. It cheers me to
hear you say so. But you see it is so hard to
bring up a child well, when you work, work,
work, all day. When he was out of employ
ment I couldn't always keep him near me. He
got fractious and nervous, and I was obliged to
let him go into the streets. And he never did
well in the streets, he never did well out of
sight. How often it happens with children !"
"Too often, even in this sad sense!" thought
the old man. .

"How can I say what I might have turned
out myself, but for my back having been so bad
and my legs so queer, when I was young!" the
dress-maker would go on. "I had nothing to
do but work, and so I worked. I couldn't play.
But my poor u'nfortunate child could play, and

it turned out the worse for him. "

"And not for him alone, Jenny."
" Well ! I don't know, godmother. He suf
fered heavily, did my unfortunate boy. He was

very, very ill sometimes. And I called him a

qunntity of names:" shaking her head over her

work, ond dropping tears. " I don't know that
his going wrong was much the worse for me.
If it ever was, let us forget it."
" You are a good girl, you are a patient girl."
"As for patience," she would reply with a
shrug, "not much of that, godmother. If I

had been patient I should never have called
him names. But I hope I did it for his good.
And besides, I felt my responsibility as a mo
ther so much. I tried reasoning', nnd reasoning
failed. I tried coaxing, nnd coaxing failed. I

tried scolding, and scolding failed. But I was
bound to try every thing, you know, with such '

a charge upon my hands. Where would have
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been my dnty to my poor lost boy, if I hud not
tried every thing!"
With such talk, mostly in a cheerful tone on
the part of the industrious little creature, the

day-work and the night-work were beguiled un

til enough of sirujrt dolls had gone forth to bring
into the kitchen, where the working-bench now

stood, the sombre stuff that the occasion required,
and to bring into the house the other sombre

preparations. "And now," said Miss Jenny,
" having knocked off my rosy-cheeked yonng
friends, I'll knock off my white-cheeked self."
This referred to her making her own dress,
which at last was done. "The disadvantage
of making for yourself," said Miss Jenny, as she
stood upon a chair to look at the result in the

glass, " is, that you can't charge any body else
for the job, and the advantage is, that you
haven't to go out to try on. Humph ! Very
fair indeed ! If He could see me now (whoever
ho is) I hope he wouldn't repent of his bargain !"
The simple arrangements were of her own
making, and were stated to Riah thus :

" I mean to go alone, godmother, in my usual
carriage, and you'll be so kind as keep house
while I am gone. It's not far off. And when

I return, we'll have a cup of tea, and a chat
over future arrangements. It's a very plain last
house that I have been able to give my poor un
fortunate boy ; but he'll accept the will for the
deed, if he knows any thing about it ; and if he
doesn't know any thing about it," with a sob,
and wiping her eyes, " why, it won't matter to
him. I see the service in the Prayer-book says,
that we brought nothing into this world and it is

certain we can take nothing out. It comforts
me for not being able to hire a lot of stupid un
dertaker's things for my poor child, and seem

ing as if I was trying to smuggle 'em out of this
world with him, when of course I must break
down in the attempt, and bring 'em all back
again. As it is

,

there'll be nothing to bring
back but me, and that's quite consistent, for /

sha'n't be brought back, some day !"

After that previous carrying of him in the
streets, the wretched old fellow seemed to be
twice buried. He was taken on the shoulders
of half a dozen blossom-faced men, who shuf
fled with him to the church-yard, and who were

preceded b
y another blossom-faced man, affect

ing a stately stalk, as if he were a Policeman of
the D(eath) Division, and ceremoniously pre
tending not to know his intimate acquaintances,
as he led the pageant. Yet, the spectacle of
only one little mourner hobbling after, caused

many people to turn their heads with a look of
interest.
At last the troublesome deceased was got into
the ground, to be buried no more, and the state

ly stalker stalked back before the solitary dress

maker, as if she were bound in honor to have no
notion of the way home. Those Furies, the
conventionalities, being thus appeased, he left
her.
" I must have a very short cry, godmother,

before I cheer up for good," said the little creat
ure, coming in. "Because after all a child is a

child, you know."
It was a longer cry than might hare been ex
pected. Howbeit, it wore itself out in a shad
owy corner, and then the dress-maker came
forth, and washed her face, and made the tea.
" You wouldn't mind my cutting out something
while we are at tea, would yon ?" she asked her
Jewish friend, with a coaxing air.
" Cinderella, dear child," the old man expos
tulated, " will you never rest ?"
"Oh! It's not work, cutting oot a pattern
isn't," said Miss Jenny, with her busy little scis
sors already snipping nt some paper. " The
truth is

,

godmother, I want to fix it while I have

it correct in my mind."
" Have you seen it to-day then?" asked Riah.
"Yes, godmother. Saw it just now. It's*
surplice, that's what it is. Thing our clergymen
wear, you know," explained Miss Jenny, in con
sideration of his professing another faith.
"And what have you to do with that, Jenny?"
"Why, godmother," replied the dress-maker,
"you must know that we Professors who live
upon our taste and invention are obliged to keep
our eyes always open. And you know already
that I have many extra expenses to meet just
now. So, it came into my head while I was
weeping at my poor boy's grave, that something

in my way might be done with a clergyman."
" What can be done?" nsked the old man.
"Not a funeral, never fear!" returned Miss
Jenny, anticipating his objection with a nod.
" The public don't like to be made melancholy,

I know very well. I am seldom called upon to
put my young friends into mourning ; not into

real mourning, that is ; Court mourning they

are rather proud of. But a doll clergyman, my
dear—glossy black curls and whiskers—uniting
two of my young friends in matrimony," said

Miss Jenny, shaking her forefinger, "is quite
another affair. If you don't see those three at
the altar in Bond Street, in a jiffy, my name's
Jack Robinson !"
With her expert little ways in sharp action,
she had got a doll into whitcy-brown paper or

ders before the meal was over, and was display

ing it for the edification of the Jewish mind,

when a knock was heard at the street-door.

Riah went to open it
,

and presently came back,

ushering in, with the grave and courteous air

that sat so well upon him, a gentleman.

The gentleman was a stranger to the dress
maker ; but even in the moment of his casting
his eyes upon her, there was something in his

manner which brought to her remembrance Mr.

Eugene Wrayburn.
"Pardon me,"said the gentleman. "Youare
the dolls' dress-maker ?"

"I am the dolls' dress-maker, Sir."
"Lizzie Hexam's friend?"
" Yes, Sir," replied Miss Jenny, instantly on

the defensive. " And Lizzie Hexam's friend."
" Here is a note from her, entreating yon to
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Recede to the request of Mr. Mortimer Light-
wood, the bearer. Mr. Riah chances to know
that I am Mr. Mortimer Lightwood, and will
tell you so."
Riah bent his head in corroboration.
"Will you read the note 1"
" It's very short," said Jenny, with a look of
wonder, when she had read it.
" There was no time to make it longer. Time
was so very precious. My dear friend Mr. Eu
gene Wrayburn is dying."
The dress-maker clasped her hands, and ut
tered a little piteous cry.
"Is dying," repeated Lightwood, with emo
tion, " at some distance from here. lie is sink
ing under injuries received at the hands of a vil-
Vol. XXXI.—No. 186.— 3 G

lain who attacked him in the dark. I come
straight from his bedside. He is almost always
insensible. In a short restless interval of sensi
bility, or partial sensibility, I made out that he
asked for you to be brought to sit by him. Hardly
relying o11my own interpretation of the indistinct
sounds he made, I caused Lizzie to hear them.
We were both sure that he asked for you."
The dress-maker, with her hands still clasped,
looked affrightedly from the one to the other of
her two companions.
"If you delay, he may die with his request
ungratified, with his last wish— intrusted to me
—we have long been much more than brothers
—unfulfilled. I shall break down, if I try to
say more."
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In a few moments the black bonnet and the
crutch-stick were on duty, the good Jew was left
in possession of the house, and the dolls' dress
maker, side by side in a chaise with Mortimer
Lightwood, was posting out of town.

CHAPTER X.

TUE DOLLS' DRESS-MAKER DISCOVERS A WORD.

A dareened and hushed room ; the river out
side the windows flowing on to the vast ocean ;
a figure on the bed, swathed and bandaged and
bound, lying helpless on its back, with its two
useless arms in splints at its sides. Only two
days of usage so familiarized the little dress
maker with this scene, that it held the place
occupied two days ago by the recollections of
years.
He had scarcely moved since her arrival.
Sometimes his eyes were open, sometimes closed.
When they were open, there was no meaning in
their unwinking stare at one spot straight before
them, unless for a moment the brow knitted into
a faint expression of anger, or surprise. Then,
Mortimer Lightwood would speak to him, and
on occasions he would be so far roused as to make
an attempt to pronounce his friend's name. Put,
in an instant consciousness was gone again, and
no spirit of Eugene was in Eugene's crushed
outer form.

They provided Jenny with materials for ply
ing her work, and she had a little table placed
at the foot of his bed. Sitting there, with her
rich shower of hair falling over the chair-back,
they hoped she might attract his notice. With
the same object, she would sing, just above her
breath, when he opened his eyes, or she saw his
brow knit into that faint expression, so evanes
cent that it was like a shape made in water.
But as yet he had not heeded. The "they" here
mentioned were the medical attendant ; Lizzie,
who was there in all her intervals of rest i and
Lightwood, who never left him.
The two days became three, and the three
days became four. At length, quite unexpect
edly, he said something in a whisper." What was it, my dear Eugene ?"
"Will vou, Mortimer — "
"Will I— ?"
— " Send for her?"
" My dear fellow, she is here."
Quite unconscious of the long blank, he sup
posed that they were still speaking together.
The little dresj-maker stood up at the foot of
the bed, humming her song, and nodded to him
brightly. "I can't shake hands, Jenny," said
Eugene, with something of his old look; "but I

am very glad to see you."
Mortimer repeated this to her, for it could
only be made out by bending over him and

closely watching his attempts to say it. In a

little while he added :

"Ask her if she has seen the children."

Mortimer could not understand this, neither
could Jenny herself, until he added :

"Ask her if she has smelt the flowers."
"Oh! I know!" cried Jenny. " I understand
him now !" Then Lightwood yielded his place
to her quick approach, and she said, bendinj
over the bed, with that better look : " You mean
my long bright slanting rows of children, who
used to brmg me ease and rest ? You mean the
children who used to take me up, and make me
light?"
Eugene smiled, "Yes."
"I have not seen them since I saw you. I

never see them now, but I am hardly ever in

pain now."
"It was a pretty fancy," said Engene.
"But I have heard my birds sing," cried the
little creature, " and I have smelt my flowers.
Yes, indeed I have ! And both were moat beau
tiful and most Divine !"

"Stay and help to nurse me," said Eugene,
quietly. "I should like you to have the fancy
here, before I die."
She touched his lips with her hand, and shaded
her eyes with that same hand as she went back
to her work and her little low song. He heard
the song with evident pleasure, until she allowed

it gradually to sink away into silence.
"Mortimer."
" My dear Eugene."
"If you can give me any thing to keep me
here for only a few minutes—"

"To keep you here, Eugene?"
"To prevent my wandering away I don't know
where— for I begin to be sensible that I have jnst
come back, and that I shall lose myself again—
do so, dear boy !

"

Mortimer gave him such stimulants as could
be given him with safety (they were always at

hand, ready), and bending over him once more,

was about to caution him, when he said :

"Don't tell me not to speak, for I must speak.
If you knew the harassing anxiety that gnaws
and wears me when I am wandering in those
places—where are thoso endless places, Morti
mer? They must be at an immense distance!"
He saw in his friend's face that he was losing

himself; for he added after a moment: "Don't
be afraid— I am not gone yet. What was it?"
" You wanted to tell mo something, Eugene.
My roor dear fellow, you wanted to say some
thing to your old friend— to the friend who has
always loved you, admired you, imitated yon,
founded himself upon yon, been nothing with
out you, and who, God knows, would be here in

your place if he could I"

" Tut, tut I" said Eugene, with a tender glance
as the other put his hand before his face. "'
am not worth it. I acknowledge that I like it.

dear boy, but I am not worth it. This attack,
my dear Mortimer ; this murder—"

His friend leaned over him with renewed at
tention, saying: "You and I suspect some one."
"More than suspect. But, Mortimer, while I

lie here, and when I lie hero no longer, I trust
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to you that the perpetrator is never brought to
justice."
" Eugene ?"
"Her innocent reputation would be ruined,
my friend. She would be punished, not ho.
I have wronged her enough in fact; I have
wronged her still more in intention. You rec
ollect what pavement is said to be made of good
intentions. It is made of bad intentions too.
Mortimer, I am lying on it, and I know !"
"Be comforted, my dear Eugene."
" I will, when you have promised me. Dear
Mortimer, the man must never be pursued. If
he should be accused, you must keep him silent
and save him. Don't think of avenging me ;

think only of hushing the story and protecting
her. You can confuse the case, and turn aside
the circumstances. Listen to what I say to you.

It was not the schoolmaster, Bradley Headstone.
Do you hear me ? Twice ; it was not the school
master, Bradley Headstone. Do you hear me ?

Three times; it was not the schoolmaster, Brad
ley Headstone."
He stopped, exhausted. His speech had been
whispered, broken, and indistinct ; but by a great
effort he had made it plain enough to be unmis
takable.
" Dear fellow, I am wandering away. Stay
me for another moment, if you can."
Lightwood lifted his head at the neck, and
put a wine-glass to his lips. He rallied.
"I don't know how long ago it was done,
whether weeks, days, or hours. No matter.
There is inquiry on foot, and pursuit. Say!
Is there not?"
"Yes."
"Check it; divert it! Don't let her be
brought in question. Shield her. The guilty
man, brought to justice, would poison her name.
Let the guilty man go uupunished. Lizzie and
my reparation before all ! Promise me !"
" Eugene, I do. I promise you !"

In the act of turning his eyes gratefully to
ward his friend he wandered away. His eyes
stood still, and settled into that former intent

unmeaning stare.
Hours and hours, days and nights, he remain
ed in this same condition. There were times
when he would calmly speak to his friend after

a long period of unconsciousness, and would say
be was better, and would ask for something.
Before it could be given him he would be gone
again.
The dolls' dress-maker, all softened compas
sion now, watched him with an earnestness that
never relaxed. She would regularly change the
ice, or the cooling spirit, on his head, and would
keep her ear at the pillow betweenwhiles, listen
ing for any faint words that fell from him in his
wanderings. It was amazing through how many
hours at a time she would remain beside him, in

a crouching attitude, attentive to his slightest
moan. As he could not move a hand, he could
make no sign of distress; but, through this close
watching (if through no secret sympathy or pow

er) the little creature attained an understanding
of him that Lightwood did not possess. Morti
mer would often turn to her, as if she were an
interpreter between this sentient world and the
insensible man ; and she would change the dress
ing of a wound, or ease a ligature, or turn h\>
face, or alter the pressure of the bed-clothes on
him, with an absolute certainty of doing right.
The natural lightness and delicacy of touch
which had become very refined by practice in
her miniature work, no doubt was involved in
this; but her perception was at least as fine.
The one word, Lizzie, he muttered millions
of times. In a certain phase of his distressful
state, which was the worst to those who tended
him, he would roll his head upon the pillow, in
cessantly repeating the name in a hurried and
impatient manner, with the misery of a disturbed
mind, and the monotony of a machine. Equal

ly
,

when he lay still and staring, he would re
peat it for hours without cessation, but then, al

ways in a tone of subdued warning and horror.
Her presence and her touch upon his breast or
face would often stop this, and then they learned
to expect that he would for some time remain
still, with his eyes closed, and that he would be
conscious on opening them. But the heavy dis
appointment of their hope — revived by the wel
come silence of the room—was, that his spirit
would glide away again and be lost in the mo-
ment of their joy that it was there.
This frequent rising of a drowning man from
the deep, to sink again, was dreadful to the be
holders. But gradually the change stole upon
him that it became dreadful to himself. Hi.-
desire to impart something that was on his
mind, his unspeakable yearning to have speech
with his friend and make a communication to
him, so troubled him when he recovered con
sciousness that its term was thereby shortened.
As the man rising from the deep would disap
pear the sooner for fighting with the water, so
he in his desperate struggle went down again.
One nfternoon when he had been lying still,
and Lizzie, uurecognized, had just stolen out of
the room to pursue her occupation, he uttered
Lightwood's name.
"My dear Eugene, I am here."
" How long is this to last, Mortimer?"
Lightwood shook his head. " Still, Eugene,
you are no worse than you were."
" But I know there's no hope. Yet I pray it

may last long enough for you to do mo one
last service, and for me to do one last action.
Keep me here a few moments, Mortimer. Try,
try!"
His friend gave him what aid he could, and
encouraged him to believe that he was more
composed, though even then his eyes were losing
the expression they so rarely recovered." Hold me here, dear fellow, if you can. Stop
my wandering away. I am going!"
"Not yet, not yet. Tell me, dear Eugene,
what is it I shall do?"
"Keep me here for only a single minute. I
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am going away again. Don't let me go. Hear
me speak first. Stop me—stop me!"
" My poor Eugene, try to be calm."
" I do try. I try so hard. If you only knew
how hard ! Don't let me wander till I have
spoken. Give me a little more wine."

Lightwood complied. Eugene, with a most

pathetic struggle against the unconsciousness
that was coming over him, and with a look of
appeal that affected his friend profoundly, said :
"You can leave me with Jenny, while you
speak to her and tell her what I beseech of her.
You can leave me with Jenny while you are
gone. There's not much for you to do. You
won't be long away."
"No, no, no. But tell me what it is that I
shall do, Eugene !"
" I am going ! You can't hold me."
"Tell me in a word, Eugene !"
His eyes were fixed again, and the only word
that came from his lips was the word millions of
times repeated. Lizzie, Lizzie, Lizzie.
But the watchful little dress-maker had been
vigilant as ever in her watch, and she now came

up and touched Lightwood's arm as he looked
down at his friend, despairingly.
" Hush !" she said, with her finger on her lips.
"His eyes are closing. He'll be conscious when
he next opens them. Shall I give you a leading
word to say to him ?"
' ' O Jenny, if you could only give me the right
word !"
"lean. Stoop down."
He stooped, and she whispered in his ear.
She whispered in his ear one short word of a sin
gle syllable. Lightwood started, and looked at
her.
" Try it," said the little creature, with an ex
cited and exultant face. She then bent over the
unconscious man, and, for the first time, kissed
him on the cheek, and kissed the poor maimed
hand that was nearest to her. Then, she with
drew to the foot of the bed.
Some two hours afterward, Mortimer Light-
wood saw his consciousness come back, and in

stantly, but very tranquilly, bent over him.
" Don't speak, Eugene. Do no more than
look at me, and listen to me. You follow what
I say."
He moved his head in assent.
"I am going on from the point where we
broke off. Is the word we should soon have
come to— is it—Wife?"
" O God bless you, Mortimer !"
"Hush! Don't bo agitated. Don't'speak.
Hear me, dear Eugene. Your mind will be
more at peace, lying here, if you make Lizzie
your wife. You wish me to speak to her, and
tell her so, and entreat her to be your wife.

You ask her to kneel at this bedside and be mar
ried to you, that your reparation may be com

plete. Is that so ?"
"Yes. God bless you! Yes."
" It shall be done, Eugene. Trust it to me.
I shall have to go away for some few hours, to

give effect to your wishes. You see this is un
avoidable ?"
' ' Dear friend, I said so."
" True. But I had not the clew then. How
do you think I got it ?"
Glancing wistfully around, Eugene saw Miss
Jenny at the foot of the bed, looking at him wit!i
her elbows on the bed, and her head npon her
hands. There was a trace of hia whimsical air
upon him, as he tried to smile at her.
"Yes indeed," said Lightwood, " the discov
ery was hers. Observe, my dear Eugene ; while
I am away you will know that I have discharged
my trust with Lizzie, by finding her here, in my
present place at your bedside, to leave you no
more. A final word before I go. This is the
right course of a true man, Eugene. And I
solemnly believe, with all my soul, that if Prov
idence should mercifully restore you to us, yon
will be blessed with a noble wife in the preserver
of your life, whom you will dearly love."
" Amen. I am sure of that. But I shall not
come through it

, Mortimer."
"You will not be the less hopeful or less
strong, for this, Eugene."
"No. Touch my face with yours, in case I

should not hold out till you come back. I love
you, Mortimer. Don't be uneasy for me while
your are gone. If my dear brave girl will take
me, I feel persuaded that I shall live long enough
to be married, dear fellow."
Miss Jenny gave up altogether on this part
ing taking place between the friends, and, sitting

with her back toward the bed in the bower made

b
y her bright hair, wept heartily, though noise

lessly. Mortimer Lightwood was soon gone.
As the evening light lengthened the heavy re
flections of the trees in the river, another figure

came with a soft step into the sick room.
"Is he conscious?" asked the little dress
maker, as the figure took its station by the p
il
low. For, Jenny had given place to it immedi
ately, and could not see the sufferer's face, in

the dark room, from her new and removed po

sition.
" He is conscious, Jenny," murmured Eugene
for himself. " He knows his wife."

CHAPTER XI.

EFFECT IS GIVEN TO TUE DOLLS' DBESS-MJK-
ER'S DISCOVERY.

Mrs. John RoKESMrrn sat at needle-work in

her neat little room, beside a basket of neat lit
tle articles of clothing, which presented so much

of the appearance of being in the dolls' dress

maker's way of business, that one might hare

supposed she was going to set up in opposition
to Miss Wren. Whether the Complete British

Family Housewife had imparted sage counsel
anent them, did not appear, but probably not,

as that cloudy oracle was nowhere visible. For

certain, however, Mrs. John Rokesmith stitched
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at them with so dextrous a hand, that she must
have taken lessons of somebody. Lore is in all
things a most wonderful teacher, and perhaps
love (from a pictorial point of view, with nothing
on but a thimble) had been teaching this branch

of needle-work to Mrs. John Rokesmith.
It was near John's time for coming home, but
as Mrs. John was desirous to fmish a special tri
umph of her skill before dinner, she did not go
out to meet him. Placidly, though rather con

sequentially smiling, she sat stitching away with
a regular sound, like a sort of dimpled little
charming Dresden-china clock by the very best
maker.
A knock at the door, and a ring at the bell.
Not John ; or Bella would have flown out to
meet him. Then who, if not John ? Bella was
asking herself the question, when that flutter
ing little fool of a servant fluttered in, saying,
" Mr. Lightwood I"
Oh good gracious !
Bella had but time to throw a handkerchief
over the basket, when Mr. Lightwood made his
bow. There was something amiss with Mr.
Lightwood, for he was strangely grave and
looked ill.
With a brief reference to the happy time when
it had been his privilege to know Mrs. Roke
smith as Miss Wilfer, Mr. Lightwood explained
what was amiss with him and why he came. He
came bearing Lizzie Hexam's earnest hope that
Mrs. John Rokesmith would see her married.
Bella was so fluttered by the request, and by
the short narrative he had feelingly given her,
that there never was a more timely smelling-
bottle than John's knock. "My husband,"
said Bella; " I'll bring him in."
But that turned out to be more easily said
than done; for, the instant she mentioned.Mr.
Lightwood's name, John stopped, with his hand
upon the lock of the room door.
" Come up stairs, my darling."
Bella was amazed by the flush in his face, and.
by his sudden turning awny. " What can it
mean ?" she thought, as she accompanied him

up stairs.
"Now, my life," said John, taking her on his
knee, "tell me all about it."
All very well to say, "Tell me all about it;"
but John was very much confused. His atten
tion evidently trailed off, now and then, even
while Bella told him all about it. Yet she knew
that he took a great interest in Lizzie and her
fortunes. What could it mean ?
" You will come to this marriage with me,
John dear?"
" N—no, my love ; I can't do that."
"You can't do that, John?"
" No, my dear, it's quite out of the question.
Not to be thought of."
" Am I to go alone, John ?"
" No, my dear, you will go with Mr. Light-
wood."
"Don't you think it's time we went down to
Mr. Lightwood, John dear?" Bella insinuated.

"My darling, it's almost time you went, but
I must ask you to excuse me to him altogeth
er."
"You never mean, John dear, that you are
not going to see him? Why, he knows you
have come home. I told him so."
"That's a little unfortunate, but it can't be
helped. Unfortunate or fortunate, I positively
can not see him, my love."
Bella cast about in her mind what could.be
his reason for this unaccountable behavior, as
she sat on his knee looking at him in astonish
ment and pouting a little. A weak reason pre
sented itself.
" John dear, you never can be jealous of Mr.
Lightwood?"
" Why, my precious child," returned her hus
band, laughing outright, ' ' how could I be jeal
ous of him ? Why should I be jealous of him ?"
"Because you know, John," pursued Bella,
pouting a little more, "though he did rather ad
mire me once, it was not my fault."
"It was your fault that I admired you," re
turned her husband, with a look of pride in her,
"and why not your fault that he admired you?
But I jealous on that account? Why, I must
go distracted for life if I turned jealous of every
one who used to find my wife beautiful and win
ning!"
" I am half angry with you, John dear," said
Bella, laughing a little, "and half pleased with
you ; because you are such a stupid old fellow,
and yet you say nice things, as if you meant
them. Don't be mysterious, Sir. What harm
do you know of Mr. Lightwood ?"
"None, my love."
" What has he ever done to you, John?"
"He has never done any thing to me, my
dear. I know no more against him than I know
against Mr. Wrayburn ; he has never done any
thing to me ; neither has Mr. Wrayburn. And
yet I have exactly the same objection to both
of them."
"Oh, John!" retorted Bella, as if she were
giving him up for a bad job, as she used to give
up herself. "You are nothing better than a
sphinx ! And a married sphinx isn't a— isn't a
nice confidential husband," said Bella, in a tone
of injury.
" Bella, my life," said John Rokesmith, touch
ing her check, with a grave smile, as she cast
down her eyes and pouted again-; "look at me.
I want to speak to you."
"In earnest, Blue Beard of the secret cham
ber?" asked Bella, clearing her pretty face.
"In earnest. And I confess to the secret
chamber. Don't you remember that yon asked
me not to declare what I thought of your higher
qualities until you had been tried ?"
" Yes, John dear. And I fully meant it, and

I fully mean it."
"The time will come, my darling — I am no
prophet, but I say so—when you will be tried.
The time will come, I think, when yon will un
dergo a trial through which you will never pa«s
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rlnite triumphantly for me unless you can put
perfect faith in me."
"Then you may be sure of me, John dear,
for I can put perfect faith in you, and I do, and
I always, always wilty Don't judge me by a

little thing like this, John. In little things I
:im a little thing myself —I always was. But in
^reat things 1 hope not ; I don't mean to boast,
John dear, but I hope not."
He was even better convinced of the truth of
what she said than she was as he felt her loving
arms about him. If the Golden Dustman's rich
es had been his to stake, he would have staked

them to the last farthing on the fidelity through
good and evil of her affectionate and trusting
heart.
" Now I'll go down to, and go away with, Mr.
Lightwood," said Bella, springing up. "You
are the most creasing and tumbling Clumsy-
Boots of a packer, John, that ever was ; but if
you're quite good, and will promise never to do
no any more (though I don't know what you
have done !)

,

you may pack me a little bag for a
night, while I get my bonnet on."
He gayly complied, and she tied her dimpled
chin up, and shook her head into her bonnet,
and pulled out the bows of her bonnet-strings,
and got her gloves on, finger by finger, and final

ly got them on her little plump hands, and bade
him good-by, and went down. Mr. Lightwood's
impatience was much relieved when he found
her dressed for departure.
" Mr. Rokesmith goes with ns?" he said, hesi
tating, with a look toward the door.

"Oh, I forgot!" replied Bella. "His best
compliments. His face is swollen to the size of
two faces, and he is to go to bed directly, poor
fellow, to wait for the doctor, who is coming to
lance him."
" It is curious," observed Lightwood, " that I

have never yet seen Mr. Rokesmith, though we
have been engaged in the same affairs."

"Really?" said the unblushing Bella.
" I begin to think," observed Lightwood,
" that I never shall see him."
" These things happen so oddly sometimes,"
said Bella, with a steady countenance, "that
there seems a kind of fatality in them. But I

am quite ready, Mr. Lightwood."
They started directly in a little carriage that

Lightwood had brought with him from never-
to-be-forgotten Greenwich ; and from Green
wich they started directly for London ; and in
London they waited at a railway station until

such time as the Reverend Frank Milvey, and
Margaretta his wife, with whom Mortimer Light-
wood had been already in conference, should

t ome and join them.
That worthy couple were delayed by a por-
tentons old parishioner of the female gender,
who was one of the plagues of their lives, and
with whom they bore with most exemplary sweet
ness and good-humor, notwithstanding her hav
ing an infection of absurdity about her that com
municated itself to every thing with which, and

every body with whom, she came in contact.

She was a member of the Reverend Frank's con
gregation, and made a point of distinguishing
herself in that body b

y conspicuously weeping at

every thing, however cheering, said by the Rev
erend Frank in his public ministration ; also,
by applying to herself the various lamentations
of David, and complaining in a personally in

jured manner (much in arrear of the clerk and
the rest of the respondents) that her enemies
were digging pitfalls about her, and breaking
her with rods of iron. Indeed, this old widow

discharged herself of that portion of the Morn
ing and Evening Service as if she were lodging

a complaint on oath and applying for a warrant
before a magistrate. But this was not her most
inconvenient characteristie, for that took the
form of an impression, usually recurring in in
clement weather and at about daybreak, that

she had something on her mind, and stood in

immediate need of the Reverend Frank to come
and take it off. Many a time had that kind
creature got up, and gone out to Mrs. Sprodgkin

(such was the disciple's name), suppressing a

strong sense of her comicality b
y his strong sense

of duty, and perfectly knowing that nothing bat
a cold would come of it. However, beyond
themselves, the Reverend Frank Milvey and Mrs-
Milvey seldom hinted that Mrs. Sprodgkin was
hardly worth the trouble she gave; bat both
made the best of her, as they did of all their
troubles.
This very exacting member of the fold ap
peared to be endowed with a sixth sense, in re
gard of knowing when the Reverend Frank Mil
vey least desired her company, and with prompti
tude appearing in his little hall. Consequently,
when the Reverend Frank had willingly engaged
tha» he and his wife would accompany Light-
wood back, he said, as a matter of course : " We
must make haste to get out, Margaretta, my
dear, or we shall be descended on by Mrs.
Sprodgkin." To which Mrs. Milvey replied, in
her pleasantly emphatic way, " Oh yes, for she

is such a marplot, Frank, and does worry so!"
Words that were scarcely uttered when their

theme was annonnced as in faithful attendance
below, desiring counsel on a spirhnal matter.

The points on which Mrs. Sprodgkin sought
elucidation being seldom of a pressing nature
(as Who begat Whom, or some information con
cerning the Amorites), Mrs. Milvey on this spe
cial occasion resorted to the device of buying her
off with a present of tea and sugar, and a loaf
and butter. These gifts Mrs. Sprodgkin ac

cepted, but still insisted on dutifully remaining
in the hall, to courtesy to the Reverend Frank
as he came forth. Who, incautiously saying in
his genial manner, "Well, Sally, there you
are!" involved himself in a discursive address
from Mrs. Sprodgkin, revolving around the re
sult that she regarded tea and sugar in the light
of myrrh and frankincense, and considered bread
and butter identical with locusts and wild honey.
Having communicated this edifying piece of in
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formation, Mrs. Sprodgjdn was left still unad
journed in the hall, and Mr. and Mrs. Milvey
hurried in a heated condition to the railway sta
tion. All of which is here recorded to the honor
of that pood Christian pair, representatives of
hundreds of other good Christian pairs as con
scientious and as useful, who merge the small-
ness of their work in its greatness, and feel in
no danger of losing dignity when they adapt
themselves to incomprehensible humbugs.
"Detained at the last moment by one who
had a claim upon me," was the Keverend Frank's

apology to Lightwood, taking no thought of
himself. To which Mrs. Milvey added, taking
thought for him, like the championing little wife
she was ; " Oh yes, detained at the last moment.
But as to the claim, Frank, I must say that I do
think you are oro-consideratc sometimes, and
allow that to be a little abused."
Bella felt conscious, in spite of her late pledge
for herself, that her husband's absence would
give disagreeable occasion for surprise to the

Milveys. Nor could she appear quite at her
ease when Mrs. Milvey asked :
"How is Mr. Rokesmith, and is he gone be
fore ns, or does he follow us ?"
It becoming necessary, upon this, to send him
to bed again and hold him in waiting to be
lanced again, Bella did it. But not half as well
on the second occasion as on the first ; for, a
twice-told white one seems almost to become a
black one, when you arc not used to it.

"Oh dear!" said Mrs. Milvey, "I am so
sorry ! Mr. Uokesmith took such nn interest in
Lizzie Hexam, when we were there before. And
if we had only known of his face, we could have
given him something that would have kept it
down long enough for so short a purpose."
By way of making the white one whiter, Bf lla
hastened to stipulate that he was not in pain.
Mrs. Milvey was so glad of it.
"I don't know how it is," said Mrs. Milvey,
"and I am sure you don't, Frank, but the clergy
and their wives seem to cause swelled faces.
Whenever I take notice of a child in the school,
it seems to me as if its face swelled instantly.
Frank never makes acquaintance with a new old
woman, but she gets the face-ache. And an
other thing is, we do make the poor children
sniff so. I don't know how we do it, and I

should be so glad not to ; but the more we take
notice of them, the more they sniff. Just as
they do when the text is given out.—Frank,
that's a schoolmaster. I have seen him some
where.

The reference was to a young man of reserved

appearance, in a coat and waistcoat of black,

and pantaloons of pepper and salt. He had
come into the office of the station, from its in
terior, in an unsettled way, immediately after
Lightwood had gono out to the train ; and he
had been hurriedly reading the printed bills and
notices on the wall. He had had a wandering
interest in what was said among the people wait
ing there and passing to and fro. He had drawn

nearer, at about the time when Mrs. Milvey
mentioned Lizzie Hexam, and bad remained
near since : though always glancing toward the
door by which Lightwood had gone out. He
stood with his back toward them, and his gloved
hands clasped behind him. There was now so
evident a faltering upon him, expressive of in
decision whether or no he should express his
having heard himself referred to, that Mr. Mil
vey spoke to him.
" I can not recall your name," he said, " but

I remember to have seen you in your school."
" My name is Bradley Headstone, Sir," he re
plied, backing into a more retired place.
"I ought to have remembered it," said Mr.
Milvey, giving him his hand. " I hope you arc
well ? A little overworked, I am afraid ?"
" Yes, I am overworked just at present, Sir."
"Had no play in your last holiday time?"
"No, Sir."
"All work and no play, Mr. Headstone, will
not make dullness, in your case, I dare say:
but it will make dyspepsia, if you don't take
care."
"I will endeavor to take care, Sir. Might

I beg leave to speak to you, outside, a mo
ment?"
"By all means."
It was evening, and the office was well lighted.
The schoolmaster, who had never remitted his
watch on Lightwood's door, now moved b

y an

other door to a corner without, where there was
more shadow than light ; nnd said, plucking at
his gloves :

"One of your ladies, Sir, mentioned within
my hearing a name that I am acquainted with ;

I may say, well acquainted with. The name of
the sister of an old pupil of mine. He was my
pupil for a long time, and has got on and gone
upward rapidly. The name of Hexam. The
name of Lizzie Hexam." He seemed to be a
shy man, struggling against nervousness, nnd

spoke in a very constrained way. The break he
set between his two last sentences was quite em
barrassing to his hearer.

"Yes," replied Mr. Milvey. "We are going
down to see her."
"I gathered ns much, Sir. I hope there is

nothing amiss with the sister of my old pupil ?

I hope no bereavement has befallen her. I

hope she is in no affliction ? Has lost no—rela
tion ?"
Mr. Milvey thought this n man with a very
odd manner, and a dark downward look; but
he answered in his usual open way.
"I am glad to tell you, Mr. Headstone, that
the sister of your old pupil has not sustained
any such loss. You thought I might be going
down to bury some one ?"
"That may have been the connection of ideas,
Sir, with your clerical character, but I was not
conscious of it.—Then you are not, Sir?"
A man with a very odd manner indeed, and
with a lurking look that was quite oppressive.
"No. In fact," said Mr. Milvey, "since you
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ure so interested in the sister of your old pupil,
I may as well tell you that I am going down to
marry her."
The schoolmaster started back.
"Not to marry her, myself," said Mr. Mfl-
vey, with a smile, " because I have a wife al
ready. To perform the marriage service at her
wedding."

Bradley Headstone caught hold of a pillar be
hind him. If Mr. Milvey knew an ashy faco
when he saw it
,

he saw it then.
"You are quite ill, Mr. Headstone!"" It is not much, Sir. It will pass over very
soon. I am accustomed to be seized with gid
diness. Don't let me detain you, Sir; I stand
in need of no assistance, I thank you. Much
obliged by your sparing me these minntes of
your time."

As Mr. Milvey, who had no more minutes to
spare, made a suitable reply and turned back

into the office, he observed the schoolmaster to

lean against the pillar with his hat in his hand,

and to pull at his neckcloth as if he were trying
to tear it off. The Reverend Frank accordingly
directed the notice of one of the attendants to

him, by saying : "There is a person outside who
seems to be really ill, and to require some help,
though he says he does not."
Lightwood had by this time secured their

places, and the departure-bell was about to be

rung. They took their scats, and were begin

ning to move out of the station, when the same
attendant came running along the platform, look

ing into all the carriages.
" Oh ! You are here. Sir!" he said, spring
ing on the step, and holding the window-frame
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by his elbow, as the carriage moved. "That
person you pointed out to me is in a fit."
"I infer from what he told me that he is sub
ject to such attacks. He will come to, in the
air, in a little while."
He was took very bad to be sure, and was
biting and knocking about him (the man said)
furiously. Would the gentleman give him his
card, as he had seen him first ? The gentleman
did so, with the explanation that he knew no

more of the man attacked than that he was a

man of a very respectable occupation, who had

said he was out of health, as his appearance
would of itself have indicated. The attendant
received the card, watched his opportunity for

sliding down, slid down, and so it ended.
Then, the train rattled among the house-tops,
and among the ragged sides of houses torn down

to make way for it
,

and over the swarming streets,

and under the fruitful earth, until it shot across
the river : bursting over the quiet surface like a
bomb-shell, and gone again as if it had exploded
in the rush of smoke and steam and glare. A

little more, and again it roared across the river,
a great rocket: spurning the watery turnings

nnd doublings with ineffable contempt, and go
ing straight to its end, as Father Time goes to
his. To whom it is no matter what living wa
ters run high or low, reflect the heavenly lights
and darknesses, produce their little growth of
weeds and flowers, turn here, turn there, are

noisy or still, are troubled or at rest, for their

course has one sure termination, though their

sources and devices are many.
Then, a carriage ride succeeded, near the sol

emn river, stealing awav by night, as all things

steal away, by night ancf by day, so quietly yield
ing to the attraction of the loadstone rock of

Eternity ; and the nearer they'drew to the clram-
ber where Eugene lay, the more they feared that

they might find his wanderings done. At last
they saw its dim light shining out, and it gave
them hope : though Lightwood faltered as he

thought : " If he were gone, she would still be
sitting b

y him."
But he lay quiet, half in stupor, half in sleep.
Bella, entering with a raised admonitory finger,
kissed Lizzie softly, but said not a word. Nei
ther did any of them speak, but all sat down at

the foot of the bed, silently waiting. And now,
in this night-watch, mingling with the flow of
the river and with the rush of the train, came
the questions into Bella's mind again: What
could be in the depths of that mystery of John's ?

Why was it that he had never been seen by
Mr. Lightwood, whom he still avoided? When
would that trial come, through which her faith

in, and her duty to, her dear husband, was to

carry her, rendering him triumphant? For,
that had been his term. Her passing through
the trial was to make the man she loved with all
her heart triumphant. Term not to sink out
of sight in Bella's breast.

Far on in the night Eugene opened his eyes.
Ho was sensible, and said at once : " How
Vol. XXXf.— No. 186.— 3 H

does the time go? Has our Mortimer come
back?"
Lightwood was there immediately, to answer
for himself. "Yes, Eugene, and all is ready."
"Dear boy!" returned Eugene with a smile,
" we both thank you heartily. Lizzie, tell
them how welcome they are, and that I would
be eloquent if I could."
"There is no need," said Mr. Milvey. " Wo
know it. Are you better, Mr. Wrayburn ?"
"I am much happier," said Eugene.
" Much better too, I hope?"
Eugene turned his eyes toward Lizzie, as if

to spare her, and answered nothing.
Then, they all stood around the bed, and Mr.
Milvey, opening his book, began the service ; so

rarely associated with the shadow of death ; so
inseparable in the mind from a flush of life and

gayety and hope and health and joy. Bella
thought how different from her own sunny little
wedding, and wept. Mrs. Milvey overflowed
with pity, and wept too. The dolls' dress
maker, with her hands before her face, wept in
her golden bower. Reading in a low clear
voice, and bending over Eugene, who kept his

eyes upon him, Mr. Milvey did his office with
suitable simplicity. As the bridegroom could
not move his hand, they touched his fingers with
the ring, and so put it on the bride. When the
two plighted their troth she laid her hand on
his, and kept it there. When the ceremony was
done, and all the rest departed from the room,
she drew her arm under his head, and laid her
own head down upon the pillow by his side.
"Undraw the curtains, my dear girl," said
Eugene, after a while, "and let us see our wed
ding-day."
The sun was rising, and his first rays struck
into the room as she came back and put her
lips to his. "I bless the day!" said Eugene.
" I bless the day I" said Lizzie.
" You have made a poor marriage of it

,

my
sweet wife," said Eugene. " A shattered, grace
less fellow, stretched at his length here, and next
to nothing for you when yon are a young widow.

"

"I have made the marriage that I would
have given all the world to dare to hope for,"
she replied.
"You have thrown yourself away," said Eu
gene, shaking his head. "But yon have fol
lowed the treasure of your heart. My justifica
tion is

,

that you had thrown that away first,
dear girl !"

"No. I had given it to you."
"The same thing, my poor Lizzie!"
" Hush, hush ! A very different thing."
There wero tears in his eyes, and she be
sought him to close them. " No," said Eugene,
again shaking his head; "let me look at you,
Lizzie, while I can. You brave devoted girl!
Yon heroine!"
Her own eyes filled under his praises. And
when he mustered strength to move his wounded
head a very little way, and lay it on her bosom,
the tears of both fell.
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"Lizzie," said Eugene, after a silence:
"when you see me wandering away from this
refuge that I have so ill deserved, speak to me
by my name, and I think I shall come back."
" Yes, dear Eugene."
" There !" he exclaimed, smiling. " I should
have gone then, but for that!"
A little while afterward, when he appeared to
be sinking into insensibility, she said, in a calm
loving voice: "Eugene, my dear husband!"
He immediately answered: "There again!
You see how you can recall me !" And after
ward, when he could not speak, he still an
swered by a slight movement of his head upon
her bosom.
The sun was high in the sky when she gen
tly disengaged herself to give him the stimulants
and nourishment he required. The utter help
lessness of the wreck of him that lay cast ashore
there now alarmed her, but he himself appeared
a little more hopeful.
"Ah, my beloved Lizzie!" he said, faintly.
" How shall I ever pay all I owe you, if I re
cover !"
" Don't be ashamed of me," she replied, " and
you will have more than paid all."
"It would require a life, Lizzie, to pay all;
more than a life."
" Live for that, then ; live for me, Eugene ;

live to see how hard I will try to improve my
self, and never to discredit you."
"My darling girl," he replied, rallying more
of his old manner than he had ever yet got to
gether. " On the contrary, I have been thinking
whether it is not the best thing I can do, to die."
"The best thing you can do, to leave me with
a broken heart ?"
"I don't mean that, my dear girl. I was not
thinking of that. What I was thinking of was
this. Out of your compassion for me, in this
maimed and broken state, you make so much of
me—you think so well of me—you love me so
dearly."
" Heaven knows I love yon dearly !"
"And Heaven knows I prize it! Well. If
I live, you'll find me out."
" I shall find out that my husband has a mine
of purpose and energy, and will turn it to the
best account?"
" I hope so, dearest Lizzie," said Eugene,
wistfully, and yet somewhat whimsically. "I
hope so. But I can't summon the vanity i0
think so. How can I think so, looking back on
such a trifling wasted youth as mine ! I hum
bly hope it ; but I daren't believe it. There is a
sharp misgiving in my conscience that if I were
to live I should disappoint your good opinion
and my own— and that I ought to die, ray dear! "

Jflairtjjlt) Itaiii at Curat (Barate.
United States of all persons duly elected according
to the laws of their respective States ;" and " regret
that a general amaesty bas'not been extended to all

rebels who abandon their cause and swear allegiance
to the old Union." .General Theodore Runyon, who
commanded the New Jersey troops at the time of
the battle of Bull Run, but took no part in the ac

tion, was nominated for Governor. —Similar is the
tone of the platform adopted in Ohio by the Demo
cratic Convention, of which Mr. Yallandigham was

temporary chairman. It is, however, still more ex
plicit in denouncing negro suffrage, the effort to es
tablish which is affirmed to be "an insidious at
tempt to overthrow popular institutions by bring
ing the right to vote into disgrace." One of the
resolutions declares that "This Government w
made by white men, and, so far as we have the
power to preserve it

,
it shall continue to be a gov

ernment of white men."
As an indication of the prevailing state of senti
ment we give at some length the avowed position
of the two great parties in the State of New Yort, as
set forth in the formal action of their respecfive
State Conventions :

In New York the November election is for Secre
tary of State, Comptroller, State Engineer, Canal
Commissioner, Treasurer, Attorney-General, Prison
Inspector, Members of the legislature, and several
judicial officers. The " Democratic" Convention
assembled at Albany on the 6th of September.
The " Union" Convention met at Syracuse on the
22d of September. The " Platform" of the Demo
cratic Convention is embodied in a series of nine
Resolutions; that of the Union Convention in thir-

UNITED STATU?.

OUR
Record closes on the 4th of October. The
work of reconstruction and restoration appears

to be going on very satisfactorily, taking all tiiings
into account. The most notable feature is the al

most entire unanimity with which the entire North,
and the great body of influential men at the South,
approve of the measures proposed and initiated by
the present Administration. The most notable ex
ception to this unanimity is found in the action
of the Democratic Conventions of New Jersey and
Ohio. In the former State the Convention met on
the 30th of August. The resolutions which consti
tute the " Platform" adopted declare that " the late
fratricidal war is chargeable to the abolitionists of
the North and secessionists of the South, in their
refusing to heed the wiso counsels of the Democra
cy, who long ago predicted that the election of a

sectional candidate upon sectional principles would
be the forerunner of a civil war;" reiterate the doc
trine of the Chicago platform, affirming "the right
of each State to legislate and control its own domes
tic institutions according to its own judgment ex
clusively ;" declare that " the national debt, which
has been enormously increased beyond its legiti
mate amount by unwise legislation, corruption, and
extravagance, is a curse to every man who can not

afford to live upon the interest of United States
l<onds;" oppose "negro suffrage, and agree with
President Johuson that the people of each State
have the right to control that subject as they deem
Iiest ;" urge "the right of each State to control its
own militia, the right of the people to keep and bear
arms, nnd the admission into the Congress of the
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teen. We present the leading features of these
platforms, arranged as nearly as possible in parallel
paragraphs, following the order of the Democratic

Democratic Platform.
1. The creed of the Democratic party ts the Constitu
tion ; and it is ready to meet the great questions of the fu
ture with the patriotism, fidelity to principle, and practical
wisdom, by which it has always been characterized.
2. Congratulates the people upon the termination of the
civil war, especially as this has been attained with a pre
served Union, an undivided country, and the reassertion
of constitutional liberty throughout the land.

3. Demands the subordination of military to civil rule,
the restitution of the authority of the courts, and the rec
ognition of the equality of the States; denounces "all
efforts, either by prolonging military rule or by denying
tho right of representation to States, in order to compel
them to adopt negro equality or negro suffrage as an ele
ment of their Constitutions, as tending to delay and pre
vent the pacification of the country, and to subvert the
principles of the Government, and endanger the liberties
of the people."

4. Approves i' the plan of President Johnson for the
speedy restoration of the States lately in rebellion to their
old positions, by commencing the work of reorganization
at the point of secession, and confiding ft to those then
recognized as electors by the laws of the respective States,
leaving the question of suffrage, where the Constitution
places it, to the future action of the several States :" and
"pledges to the President a cordial and energetic sup
port."
5. Recognizes "the obligation by which the whole re
sources of the country arc pledged to the payment of the
public debt ;" and urges "that all Constitutional and legal
means should be taken to compel the whole property of the
country, real and personal, to share in the public bur
dens, believing that equality of taxation is not only pub
lic equity, but also the soundest possible basis for public
credit."
G. Declares that "the thanks and gratitude of the peo
ple are due to the soldiers and sailor* of the nation and to
their brave commanders, whose deedselevate the fume of
the people."

power among nations, nor without danger to Democratic
institutions."

8. Declares that " the frank and generous acceptanceby
the Southern people of the condition in which they have
been left by the recent war, including the abandonment
of slavery," removes all difficulties in the way of harmony,
nod should be met by the Federal Government In a spirit
of conciliation and kindness.

9. Resolves that banishing all minor party considera
tions, the Democratic party "cordially support President
Johnson In the policy which ho has avowed to enable the
States lately in revolt to put their governments in practi
cal operation, and in all such Constitutional measures as
he may inaugurate to harmonize the country and restore
and cement the Union of the States."

The Union platform also contains a Resolution
demanding " as prompt and as large a reduction of
the national expenditures as the national safety
will permit ; an abolition of all sinecures, and a
wise and economical administration of public af
fairs." Another Resolution calls upon the people to
select as candidates none but men of known integ
rity of character. Another congratulates Mr. Sew
ard upon his escape from assassination, and "re
joices that his distinguished services may still be
continued to the nation ond the cause of liberty."
Another indorses the administration of Governor
Fenton, pledging to it a cordial and hearty sup
port. Besides the construction of the platforms
much important business was to be transacted by
both Conventions. The essential object in both was
to present candidates for the principal offices whose
personal and political antecedents might be ex
pected to secure tho full vote of tho respective par-

platform, which was first presented. The figures
denote the numbers of the respective resolutions. In
both cases we quote textually the important parts.

Union Platform.
13. The Union party has sustained the Government
against enemies in and out of the field, and appeals to its
past history, its present position, and the character of its
candidates as its title to public confidence and support.
1. Congratulates the people upon the overthrow of the
rebellion, and finds, in the "preservation of the Union,
the re-establishment of the national authority, and the
extirpation of slavery, ample recompense for the sufferings
and sacrifices by which these results have been achieved."
6. " The restoration of peace will enable the Govern
ment to restore the civil tribunals of the country to their
jujt and national supremacy; and we have full and entire
confidence that this will be done as soon as the safety of
the nation will permit, and no sooner.'*
5. The States have jurisdiction over local and domestic
affairs reserved to them by the Constitution ; but when
the exercise of these trusts shall be restored to the States
lately in rebellion, they should be exercised "with a view
to the elevation and perpetuation of the full rights of citi
zenship of all their people."
4. Approves "the initial steps which President Johnson
has taken toward relaxing the bonds of military authority
In the Southern States, and In restoring to flie people full
and completecontrol over their local affairs as 3oonas may
be found compatible with the preservation of order, the
maintenance of peace, the exclusion of slavery, and the
fulfillment of the constitutional obligations of the national
authority to guarantee to every State a republican form
of government ;n and pledges him a cordial support.
7. The National Debt is a sacred and inviolable obliga
tion, resting upon all the property and resources of tho
country; and the burden of It should be placed equally
and impartially upon all classes: but under no circum
stances should the Government "assume, directly or in.
directly, any portion of the debts incurred by rebel au
thorities in prosecution of the war against the United
States."
2. Thanks "the soldiers and sailors of all ranks and in
alt departments;" and urges that "adequate provision be
made by the national authorities for the support and com
fort of such of their survivors as have received honorable
and disabling wounds in the service of their country.''
9. Expresses entire confidence in the conduct by Presi
dent Johnson of our foreign relations; especialry "in
maintaining the fixed policy of our Government, by which
the interference of foreign powers with the institutions of
this continent is regarded as hostile to our peace and men
acing to our independence."
4. Also approves the sentiments of kindness and confi
dence which the President **has evinced toward those of
the communities and Individuals lately in rebellion who
accept the perpetuity of the Union and the perpetual pro
hibition of slavery as the legitimate and irrevocable re
sults of the war ;" and looks forward to the restoration of
concord and harmony between the North and the South.
3. Deplores the death of Lincoln, and recognizes In Presi
dent Johnson " a statesman of ability, experience, high-
toned patriotism, and unsullied integrity," whose services
to the Union command the respectof the American people;
and "renews to him in his Administration those assur
ancesof cordial and effective support which were teudered
by us ro his nomination and election."

ties. —The following are the candidates for State
offices nominated by the two Conventions:

Democratic, Union.
Secretary of State.

Heury W. Slocum. Francis C. Barlow.
Comptroller.

Lucius Roblnton. Thomas II. Hillhousc.
State Engineer.

Sylvanus H. Sweet. J. Piatt Goodsell.
Canal Commissioner.

Cornelius W. Armstrong. Robert E. Dora.
Treasurer.

Marsena R. Patrick. Charles J. Ilowland.
A ttorney- GeneraI

John Van Bur-en. John IL Martindalc.
Prison Inspector.

Andrew J. M'Xett Heury A. Barnum.

The platforms of the two Conventions, differ very
little in purport, although some points are in each
brought out more strongly than in tho other. Either
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party could adopt the principles avowed by the oth
er. The candidates on both sides have been care
fully selected, and are probably without exception
personally unobjectionable. The office of Secretary
of State is the niost important one to be filled at
this election, and for it each party has nominated a
strong candidate. General Slocum, the Democratic
nominee, is a graduate of West Point. After serv
ing in Florida he left the army and studied law. On
the breaking out of the rebellion he re-entered the
army as Colonel of the Twenty-seventh New York
Volunteers, He was soon raised to the rank of
Brigadier-General, commanding a division on the
Peninsula and at Antietam. At Chancellorsville
he commanded the right wing, consisting of three
corps. In 1861 he was sent West, with the Twelfth
Corps, and when Hooker reined the command of
the Twentieth Corps, Slocum was appointed to suc
ceed him. He commanded the right wing of Sher
man's army during the Great March. His military
and personal record is of the highest character. —
General Barlow, the Union nominee, entered as a
private in a New York regiment at the opening of
the war. Ho was soon promoted to the rank of
Colonel, and distinguished himself at the battle of
Fair Oaks. At Antietam he was wounded and left
for dead upon the field. Recovering he returned to
the field with the rank of Brigadier-General. At
Gettysburg he was again fearfully wounded, and
fell into the hands of the enemy, but was recaptured.
Again recovering, he commanded a division in Han
cock's Second Corps at the opening of the last cam
paign. In the battle of the Wilderness he cap
tured the entire division of General Fxlward John
son, three thousand strong. So eminent were his
services through the whole of this campaign that
ho was promoted to the rank of Major-General on
the special recommendation of General Grant.—
With avowed principles on either side so nearly iden
tical, and with leading candidates on each side pos
sessing such high claims, the contest in New York
is really a trial of the course of tho late National
Administration. If the Uniou party succeeds, it
will amount to a verdict by the State of New York
in favor of the general policy which resulted in the
re-election of Mr. Lincoln and the election of Mr.
Johnson. If the Democratic party succeeds, it will
be a verdict of the State in favor of the Chicago
platform and the State Administration of Governor
Seymour.
The Convention of South Carolina met at Colum
bia on the 13th of September. The prevailing tone
of the body was evinced at the outset. A resolu
tion was introduced by Mr. Aldrich that
u Under the present extraordinary circumstances it la
both wise and politic to accept the condition In which we
are placed ; to endure patiently the evils which we can not
avert or correct ; and to await calmly the time and oppor
tunity to effectour deliverance from unconstitutional rule."

The purport of the resolution, as explained by
the mover, was that they should be quiet until they
were strong enough, through the aid of the Demo
cratic party of tho North, to get a constitutional
government. The resolution was laid on the table
by an almost unanimous vote. Ex-Governor Pick-
cm, in seconding the motion to lay on the table,
said it did not become South Carolina to bluster
now. Noxt day an ordinance was passed by a vote
of 105 to 3, repealing the ordinance of secession.
Then resolutions were introduced declaring that
" Whereat, by the fortune* of war our noble and beloved
Chief Magistrate, Jefferson Davis, la now languishing in I

prison, awaiting his trial for treason; ami whereas the
fanaties of the North, not satisfied with the wide-spread
ruin and desolation which they have caused are shrieking
for his blood ;" it wsa the duty of the Slate to do ail it
could to avert this doom, and therefore a committee should
be appointed to proceed to Washington and urge the Presi
dent "to extend to the Hon. Jefferson Davis that clem
ency which he has shown to uawho are equally the sharers
of his guilt, if guilt there be."

For this was substituted a resolution appointing
a committee to memorialize the President to par
don Davis, Stephens, Magrath, and Trenbolm. A
series of resolutions was then introduced, commenc
ing with a preamble, to the effect that the questions
in dispute having been twice settled— once by the
ballot and once by the sword — the people of South
Carolina accepted as the result of the war the fol
lowing among other enumerated principles, and
would henceforth sustain them faithfully as a na
tional policy :

" The Union is the first and paramount consideration
of the American people Sovereignty, a unit absolute
and individual, which in all nations must exist some
where, resides in the American people; and iu author
ized representative within the limits of the organic law—
the Constitution — is the Federal Government —The late
war was not one of an oppressed people against tyranny :
but arose from the apprehension ou the part of the weaker
section of tyranny in the future ;" and was carried on un
der the conviction that any State had a right to secede.
It was not, therefore, a rebellion or insurrection, and it
was suggested that it would be wise and just in the l*res-
ident not to enforce the penalties affixed to these crimes
by the laws of the United States.— " We indorse the acts
of President Johnson's Administration, and will cordially
support its wise and patriotic efforts to restore to the whole
country the blessings of peace."

It does not appear from the published reports
that any definite action was taken upon this series
of resolutions ; but the course of the Convention
indicates that that body wished them to be consid
ered as expressing its views. The vital question
before the Convention was the action to be taken
upon the subject of slavery. The ordinance upon
this subject, os originally reported by the commit
tee, declared that ll slavery having been actually de
stroyed by the military force of the United States,"
it no longer existed in South Carolina, ami should
not be re-established ; but " the General Assembly
may adjudge involuntary servitude as a punish
ment for crime, whereof the party shall have been
duly convicted." This was finally amended so as
to read :

u The slaves In South Carolina having been emancipated
by the action of the United States authorities, neither slav
ery nor involuntary servitude, except as a punishment for
crime whereof the party shall have been duly convicted,
shall ever be re-establlsbed In this State."

In this form the ordinance was passed on the 19th
of September. It will be seen that the act of abo
lition is attributed to the authorities of the United
States, with the implication that it was contrary to
the wishes of the people of South Carolina. The
Convention also made provision for an entire re
modeling and popularizing of the Constitution of
the State; equalizing representation and taxation;
giving to the people the right to choose the Gov
ernor and Presidential electors, and dividing the
State into separate Congressional districts. Here
tofore the Governor and Presidential electors were
chosen by the General Assembly, and members of
Congress elected by general ticket.—Hon. James
L. Orr, formerly member of the United States Con
gress, and afterward of the Confederate Senate, has
been nominated for Governor.

The Alabama Convention met on the 12th of
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September and adjourned on the 30th. The reports
of its action arc meagre. Its principal acts are :
Repealing the ordinance of secession ; declaring the
debts incurred by the rebel authorities void, and
forbidding the Legislature to recognize or make
provision for paying any part of them ; recognizing
the abolition of slavery, and forbidding its re-estab
lishment (by a vote of 89 to 3) ; and establishing
the right of negroes to bear testimony in courts in
cases between themselves and between whites and
negroes. —Governor Parsons, in a Message, dated
September 21, gives an unfavorable account of the
finances of the State. There was in the treasury a
nominal sum of $791,000, but of this about $780,000
was in Confederate and State notes, which are of no
value ; there was about $1400 in specie and bank
notes ; the balance consisting of " Notes of the
State Hank and its branches." He also states that
at the close of the war "the State was furnishing
meal and salt to 38,772 destitute families, the indi
vidual members of which numbered 139,042 ;" if, as

is probable, these were all whites, nearly one-fourth
of the entire white population then living were re
ceiving food from the State authorities. The Gov
ernor urges that the present number of these desti -

tute families should be ascertained, and " their real
and imperative wants known and provided for at
the earliest moment."

In Vermont and Maine the State elections have
resulted in the success of tho Union party by ma
jorities considerably increased in proportion to the
votes cast.—In Connecticut a vote was taken on the
2d of October upon a proposed amendment to the
Constitution extending the right of voting to ne
groes; the amendment was rejected by a majority
of about 6050.
The following is a statement of the National
Debt on the 30th of September, compared with its
amount at tho close of the preceding month :

Total Debt, Aug. 31. . . .$2,757,030,571 $138,031,620
Total Debt, Sept. 30. . . . 8,744,947,728 137,520,216

Decrease $12,741,845 $503,414

The debt bearing interest In gold has increased
$S,36S,000; that bearing interest in currency has de
creased $14,469,000 ; that free of interest has decreased
$6,640,ii00. The interest payable In gold has increased
about $500,000; that payable in currency has decreased
about $503,000.

SOUTHERN AMERICA.
The civil war in Mexico still continues, the ap
parent advantages in the field being decidedly in
favor of the Imperialists, who have reduced the
Government of Juarez to a roving condition, with
out any fixed capital. The Republicans, however,
assert that they can continue this kind of warfare
until the foreign troops of tho Emperor are de
stroyed by casualties and sickness. The position
of our Government toward the 'Governments of
Maximilian and Juarez is defined in the instruc
tions given in February by the Secretary of State to
Mr. Dayton, then Minister to France. Maximilian
was then about to visit Paris. If he appeared sim
ply as an Austrian Imperial Prince, our Minister
was to bo "neither demonstrative nor reserved to
ward him." If he appeared "with any authority
or title in Mexico, he was to refrain from intercourse
with him." "We acknowledge revolutions," wrote
Mr. Seward, "only by direction of the President,
upon full und mature consideration. Until such
regular authority for recognition we do not hold
formal or informal communications with political

agents or representatives of revolutionary move
ments in countries with which we maintain diplo
matic intercourse." To the French representative
at Washington Sir. Seward also wrote in April :

"Tbls Government has long recognized, and still
does continue to recognize, the Constitutional Gov
ernment of the United States of Mexico as tho sov
ereign authority in that country, and Benito Juarez
as its chief. This Government, at (he same time,
equally recognizes the condition of war existing
in Mexico between that country and France. We
maintain absolute neutrality between the belliger
ents."

The war which has for some months been waged
on the River Plata, between Paraguay on the one
side, and Brazil, the Argentine Confederation, and
Uruguay on the other, has assumed a magnitude
quite uuprecedented in South American feuds. The
parties are apparently most unequally matched.
Paraguay has a population variously estimated at
from 500,000 to 1,000,000. Brazil' has probably
about 8,000,000; the Argentine Confederation and
Uruguay about 1,500,000. But Lopez, the Dicta
tor of Paraguay, wields the entire personal and ma
terial force of the country, and keeps on foot an
army of some 60,000 men.

'
The allies may be able

to put on paper twice or three times as many. But
Lopez has the advantage of position : he can be ef
fectively assailed only by the River Parana, the
main branch of the Plata. This river, in its lower
course, passes through the Argentine Confederation ;

in its middle course bounds Paraguay; while its
upper course penetrates far into the Brazilian prov
inces. The point of the war is to secure the free
navigation of this great river, which has been closed
by Lopez. Of the various, encounters which have
thus far marked the war, the principal was a naval
action in June, in which the Paraguayan fleet was
destroyed near Corrientes. This disaster scems to
have produced no decided result upon the contest.
At the latest advices each party had about 50,000
men confronting each other at various points near
the river.

EUROPE.
In Great Britain the leading topic of interest is

the "Fenian" movement. For many months an
organization calling itself the "Fenian Brother
hood" has existed in the United States, composed
mainly of persona of Irish birth or descent, whose
object is to effect the separation of Ireland from
Great Britain. It claims to have in tho United
States from a quarter to half a million of sworn
members. Within a few weeks it has become evi
dent that this organization has extended to Ireland
and some portions of England. Considerable alarm
has been excited, and the British Government has
set on foot measures to prevent an insurrection.

Many arrests have been made, several districts
have been placed under martial law, and the mili
tary and naval forces have been strengthened. It

is as yet impossible to decide upon the extent of
the threatened attempt of tho Fenians.
During the summer and early autumn the chol
era has made fearful ravages in certain parts of tho
Levant. It has been especially destructive in
Egypt, Constantinople, in some parts of Italy and
Spain, and in some French sea-ports. Thus far its
ravages have been confined to places immediately
on the shores of the Mediterranean ; the main ex
ception being that it ascended the Nile from Alex
andria to Cairo.



ALL
summer long there was a vague apprehen

sion of coming cholera. The old terror of pest
ilence is only modified by greater knowledge ; and
it was interesting to sec that the rumor of the ap
proach of the deadly mystery that wasteth by noon
day has called into full chorus the various warning
voices of diplomacy, science, and commerce. Be
gioning where every thing else in the world seems
to begin, in the obscurity of the interior of Asia it
moved westward and emerged upon the coast of the
Mediterranean. Devastating Egypt, where at Alex
andria the deaths were sometimes four or five hun
dred in a daj', it drove the Pacha and the more com
fortable classes out of the country. Thirty thou
sand persons are supposed tohave left Alexandria and
Cairo. The Pacha himself lied to Constantinople.
But he did not leave the enemy behind. Appear
ing upon the Bosphorus it smote Constantinople
with more terror than any hostile fleet or army.
Swifter and more relentless than a wild soldiery in
a captured city, it massacred the thick and wretched
population, rioting in universal slaughter and dis
may. A thousand victims a day are said to have
fallen before it

,

and two hundred thousand persons
to haveleft Constantinople, in which the whole num
ber of deaths by the disease is computed at twenty
thousand. But numbers are always so inexact in
Mohammedan countries, and fear so magnifies them,
that such reports are to be considered rather as sur
mises than statisties.
But the ravages of a pestilence which feeds and
fattens upon squalor and misery may be easily
enough imagined in a city so dense and unclean as
Constantinople, or any la/go Oriental town. The
religion of Fate, too, naturally smiles at the effort
of science to baffle the inevitable. " If it is coming

it will come," is the philosophy of the Turk. Bnt
the Turk is a man, and when he sees the inevitable

it is as appalling to him as to the merest Christian.
The Government was not philosophie, in this sense.
It did what its cumbrous machinery and character
istic inertness allowed. It employed physicians to
attend the suffering. It required some measures of
neatness to be adopted. But what is the use of
dusting the Augean stable ?

Meanwhile the tireless foe had slipped round and
ascended the Adriatic and fi xed his fangs upon An-
coua. The superstition of Italy was as sensitive as
the apathy of Turkey. The population recoiled, and
fled as far as possible. But the very portion which

is the peculiar prey of the cholera could not escape,
and was destroyed in multitudes. Even our Lady
of Loretto upon the same Italian coast could not
save her devotees. Dirty devotees are consumed
by the cholera despite their utmost piety. The
traveler shudders as he remembers the Italian streets
which, under the hopeless sun of midsummer, invite
disease and court death. Spain, also, trembled as

the plague touched her shores ; and France and En
gland and America are now gravely preparing to
receive the common enemy.
Their foreign ministers and consuls are writing
reports of the progress and ravages of the disease,
and transmitting methods and speculations of treat
ment, while science every where is suggesting theo
ries and remedies. They arc generally simple and
easily accessible, and Dr. Chapman, of London, is

confident that a proper application of ice to the
spine will be a certain cure.

The conditions favorable to the disease seem to
be now tolerably well understood. Impurity of the
air, personal uncleanliness, and a low state of the
system, physical and mental, are its special aliment-
One writer indeed declares that it reappears in ex
actly the same spots, and, if we remember the state
ment correctly, he says that in Ediuburgh the second
great visitation began in the identical house in which

it showed itself at its first coming. It begins al
ways in cities, and in their worst districts ; the re
gions where the poor and wretched are huddled in
crowds. In the city of New York, thirty years ago,
when it was first known in this country, it ravaged
the Five Points and its purlieus. It does not seem
to be contagious ; but the air itself is somewhat in
fected, and there is a kind of mechanical I

sion by the impalpable exuria of the skin,

provocatives are, however, comparatively
less to a sound and vigorous body. The
sana in corpore sano seems to be the best fortifica
tion.

The abnormal condition of the atmosphere is
probably familiar to every one who has been ex
posed to the cholera. In the year 1850, when it iras
peculiarly severe in Paris, every one was conscious
of a disturbed state of the air with which his system
sympathized. The physicians prepared certain pre
ventive and checking remedies, which many persons
had constantly at hand to be used upon the slightest
indication of the disease, and so long as a man was
not frightened he was quite safe. Some bold diners

at the cafes used to call in a stentorian voice for
strawberries at a time when fruit was popularly
supposed to be fatally conducive to the disease, ami

it was amusing tu see the universal consternation
of the guests, as if the reckless epicure were order
ing death for one, with cream and sugar, or as if the
mere propinquity of such a person were compro
mising.
The present progress of the pest seems to have
paused. It has circled around the basin of the
Mediterranean, and bos not yet appeared upon the
Atlantic coast. The English papers indulge a fee
ble hope that it may have spent its force, and that

it may consequently retire. But the greater prob
ability is, that it will resume its dreadful journey
with the opening spring, and cross the ocean with
the same deadly certainty as before.
If it comes to the city of New York, which is its
American gate, its sure ravages will create a panic
that will be felt through the country. It will de
light in those tenement houses and that municipal
filth which are the standing shame of the great city.
Let any man step out of Broadway and survey fa
miliar side streets. Let bim see and smell and
think, and then imagine a mortal epidemic let loose
there. The Fifth Avenue and the stately upper
streets may well come down town through those
regions, and ask themselves whether they will be
safe when Death is in full riot there.
The complacent theory that great pestilences are
the divine method of reducing the redundant popu
lation of the globe, has exactly the same value and
dignity with the theory that the globe rests upon
an elephant who stands upon a tortoise, or that the
moon is made of green cheese. If we do our mu
nicipal duty we shall soon discover that our pious
theories are only shallow excuses for our abomina
ble negligence.
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While our military troubles end those of our
neighbors upon this continent and in Europe are
beginning. The South American republies and
Brazil are engaged in war, and the Fenian move
ment evidently troubles our venerable ancestor,
Great Britain.
The war upon the River Plate, like all South
American troubles, has apparently no very vital
interest for us. With the instinctive jealousy of
every great power, which seems to blind the public
opinion of the world to the actual merits of a case,
it has been hastily assumed, both in England and
this country, that Paraguay is a sort of placid pas
toral republic mildly asking to be let alone while it
develops civilization and liberty ; and that the mon
ster Brazil, jealous of liberty and republies and re
solved to tolerate no rival in South America, is pre
paring to consume it at a mouthful.
In these days of loud declamation about the Mon
roe doctrine, and of -& vague feeling that we are in
some way responsible for the good behavior and
civilization of this continent, which, morally speak
ing, we undoubtedly are, as in our view we are for
that of the whole world, it is worth while to under
stand the vital facts in this case—facts which rest
upon indisputable authority.
Paraguay is a small country situated at the junc
tion of the rivers Parana and Paraguay with the
River de la Plata. It is thus flanked by two rivers,
and its land skfe is defended by vast and inhospita
ble tracts by which access is most difficult, and for
an army quite impracticable. The approach to
Paraguay is up the Plate River. Instead of a re
publie, as it is called, it is one of the most absolute
and vigorous of despotisms. Its wealth is great,
but there is but one rich man. Its resources and
material improvements are reckoned by Mr Chris
tie, the late British minister to Brazil, as propor
tionally larger than those of that empire. But
they arc the property of one proprietor. That pro
prietor is the Dictator Lopez.
The population of Paraguay is about a million.
There is a certain form of a republie, but the House
of Representatives meets about four days in ten
years. Foreigners are virtually forbidden the
country. Those who are admitted are retained in
the employ of the Government — that is to say, of
Lopez. There are no foreign merchants, and the
only domestic trader is Lopez. All produce is sold
to him under compulsion, and naturally at his own
prices. He maintains his power by a standing
army of some sixty thousand men, officered by for
eign soldiers. His government is a va*t, absolute,
irresponsible despotism. The country is his estate,
which he received from his father Lopez, who re
ceived it from the noted dictator Francia. Every
individual in the population is at the mercy of the
Dictator. Free speech and a free press are of course
unknown. Education is what the Dictator chooses.
Paraguay is as much sealed to the world as Japan.
Clearly no sophistication can torture such a coun
try and government into a representative of the
republican principle and progressive constitutional
freedom. It is vain to invoke sympathy upon such
grounds for Paraguay at war. Can it be invoked
upon the facts?

Brazil, the Argentine Republie, and Uruguay are
leagued against her, and certainly not because of
jealousy or ambition. The powers wero all at
peace. The Uiver Plate was a common highway
by treaty. Suddenly Paraguay, that is

,

Lopez,
seized a Brazilian steamer in the port of his capital,

Assumption, and this seizure he followed by an in

vasion. Lopez asked leave to cross the Argentine
territory to strike Brazil at another point, and was
properly refused. Thereupon he seized two Argen
tine ahips and invaded one of the Argentine prov
inces. War was thus truly forced upon both of the
countries by Lopez.
It is not easy to thread all the labyrinths of South
American polities. Doubtless Brazil, as Mr. Chris
tie charges, subsidizes foreign presses and "cooks"
all reports of the progress of the war. But even
Mr. Christie does not pretend to defend Paraguay
as a republie, nor to regard her as the champion of
liberal principles. Brazil is by no means a model
power, but it is infinitely in advance of Paraguay,
which "exists at present," he says of Lopez, "only
for his ambition and glorification." Brazil is doubt
less a cumbrous power, and Lopez, holding his lit
tle country completely in hand, has unquestionably
counted upon his situation, his preparation, and his

rapidity of action. But whatever the result, wheth
er Lopez is overthrown, or he compels Brazil to the
concession of serious advantages, he is no more the
representative of Liberalism and Progress than Jef
ferson Davis.

While South America is thus actually the scene
of war there is a rumor of war from Ireland. The
Fenian movement has now reached a point at which
the Government is interfering, and the English
newspapers are urging summary measures as the
most humane policy. Fenianism was first heard
of, we believe, in this country. During the last
year or two there have been meetings in various
States, and hot harangues and dark insinuations, but
nothing very definite has been made public as to
the scope and method of the enterprise.
If Ireland is to be excited into armed resistance
to the British Government the failure will be as
disastrous, if not as contemptible, as that of Johu
Mitchell and Smith O'Brien. Whatever the wrongs
of Ireland, and they are vast and indisputable,
whatever the courage of Irishmen, and it is un
doubted, it would be the maddest folly to imagine
that the island is in a condition to begin a success
ful revolution. The qualities of the Celtic race need
to be thoroughly and carefully disciplined before
they could be expected even in a fair fight to main
tain themselves against the physical and moral force
they would encounter. And yet the Irish branch
of that race is precisely the most undisciplined of
all. Complete organization, distinct purpose, har
mony of action, intelligence, infinite patience, mod
eration in victory or defeat, ample resources, and
religious support, these are a few of the elements
obviously essential to success in an Irish revolution.

It is true that brave and resolute men often achieve
wonders. But no movement of such vast import
ance as this is supposed to be can justify itself by
such an occasional experience. Fenianism means
either a revolt more or less sanguinary, and of in
calculable injury to the true cause of Ireland, or it

means an effort to dismember the British empire.
Now we may all think of Great Britain as we will.
But that she can suppress a revolt in Ireland is be
yond question, and that she will struggle with all
her enormous power and inextinguishable tenacity
against a dismemberment which plants a hostile
nation upon her coast is quite as certain. Were
the Irish people compact, intelligent, organized —

were they skillfully led, and sustained by the whole
force of theirChurch —they might count upon a fierce
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struggle, even if not upon very decisive results, but
is that the condition of Ireland? Will the most
earnest and sensible Irishman contend that it is her
condition ? Can she hope to movo effectively with
the entire influence of her own Church arrayed
against her?
To count upon the active assistance of France or
the United States is visionary. To be deceived by
demagogues on platforms and in newspapers, who
assert that the United States arc panting for an op
portunity to retort upon Groat Britain her "neu
trality" in our war, is folly. The feeling of this
country is not friendly to England; but it is not
an unfriendliness which would lead us to add hun
dreds of millions more to our debt in order to ex
pel "the Saxon" from Ireland. If we propose to
expel foreign powers by war we are not likely to
leave our own continent to fmd the battle-field.
These are facts which have nothing to do with
the abstract question of the justice or the injustice
of the English policy in Ireland. The history of
that unhappy country is the least honorable page of
British history. But the remedy for the situation
lies in peaceful, not in warlike methods. If Irish
orators, instead of the wildest flattery of their coun
trymen and the most impassioned denunciation of
the Saxon, would exhort their fellow-citizens to a
frame of mind and a course of conduct which should
not perpetually alienate Great Britain and compel
severe restraints, and which would thereby give
opportunity for the improvement of the land and
the education of the people, a public opinion would
gradually arise in Ireland which Great Britain
would be forced to respect, and which would com
mand the sympathy of the world.
If such a policy should seem a tame submission
to " the invader and tyrant," it is none the lessfruo
that it is the policy which would soonest and most
surely lead to a relaxing of his hand. Every fresn
attempt at forcible separation is only more futilo
than the preceding, and more pitifully prostrates
the country. In its present situation, if such an at
tempt could possibly succeed for a time, is it likely
that the result would be permanent or satisfactory ?
Every Irishman who is asked to give of his hard
earnings for such a purpose, ought to ask himself
very closely, first, whether he is ready to return and
shoulder a musket and take the chances ; and, sec
ond, whether he feels quite sure that ho would not
emigrate from the " Republic of Ireland" as nimbly
as he did from tho " ould country." If he can an
swer both questions satisfactorily to himself and
go, and there arc two hundred thousand who think
with him and will act with him to the end, it is
very clear that Fenianism will not end in a cab
bage garden with Smith O'Brien's revolution. But
it is very far from clear that it will not prove an
incalculable catastrophe for Ireland.

Mr. Emerson said, in one of his lectures last
winter, that ho had not yet heard that any Uni
versity had conferred a degree upon Mr. Karey, the
friend of the horse. Yet there can be little doubl
that Mr. Rarey has earned it. He has awakened
public attention to the vicious system of training
horses, and has undoubtedly ameliorated that sys
tem every where in the country.
We were reminded of this truth lately in a re
mote and pleasant village among the hills to which
came a ' ' horse tamer" on a soft autumn day. His
placards announced that ho would deliver a lecture
upon the subject, and handle any horses or colts

that might be offered, and instruct a class in his
system. The crowd assembled in front of the inn
soon after noon—a quiet and intelligent crowd,
which patiently waited the coming of the teacher.
Presently ho appeared, driving out of the inn yard
in a light wagon drawn by a smooth, handsome
colt of four or five years, with no other harness than
a surcingle, Dutch collar, and traces. The Profess
or of taming drove him entirely by the whip. He
had no lines whatever. The horse moved quietly,
perfectly obedient to the whip which ho constancy
watched, and which guided him like a wand.
Wbeu the horse had trotted up and down the
village street, backing and turning by the move
ment of the whip, he camo to the inn door, and the
Professor, rising in tho wagon, proceeded to deliver
his lecture. He began by reproving those of us
who were present for the conduct of those who
were not. The wily orator magnified himself and
his fame by expressing the greatest surprise that
there was so few "out." At Smithville and Jones
town and Jenkins City he bad had such classes that
he was very sure before coming here that he should
find no less interest in a town where there were so
many good horses. Indeed, he had always sup
posed Maple Centre to be a " horse town.'* He ev
idently intended no slur, and used the indefinite ar
ticle simply instead of following it with the nurocr-
ol. But he as clearly showed that he considered
us hardly worthy of serious attention. If we were
so fatally indifferent to the great subject, why should
he waste himself upon us ? But, for all the Profess
or's innuendoes, it wus a collection of intelligent and
thrifty men who were not unversed iu tbo great
question of horse-training.
He said some excellent things. He declared
that he would begin with ideas, which, in a lec
turer, was very friendly and praise-worthy. So
he told us that the horse learns by our acts alone.
He can not go beyond his experience. It is man
who reasons. Then early impressions arc very
powerful and ineradicable with horses as with men.
Therefore let your horse, first of all, learn that you
are his superior, but also his friend. For this pur
pose deal honestly with the horse ; never ask him
to do what you do not feel that you can compel
him to do; and when he does it reward him for ic
Observo his nature narrowly. Remember that

"his nose is his fingers." Therefore let him care
fully smell of every tiiing likely to frighten bim.
He should be treated with kindness; but his spirit
should be restrained, not subdued.

At this point the Professor took issue with Mr.
Rarey. The Rarey plan, he said, is absolute sub
jugation. But that is not enough. Mr. Rarey,
said the Professor, kindly, is an excellent man, but
his plan is defective. Mine goes further. It is
better. Subjugation is not teaching. You must
teach the horse what you want him to do. Use
no word of command until you have taught him by
your act what it means. To hitch up the wild colt
and say whoa to him without having taught him
whoa is uureasonable in the extreme.
These primory truths wero illustrated by the
Professor in various aneedotes of his own experi
ence ; and after talking for some time in a plain
and instructive manner ho sat down and took the
names of those who wished to learn the details of
his method. The terms wero threo dollars, for
which a book containing ample and intelligible di
rections would be furnished. Professional men, la

dies, and children were invited to attend the school
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without charge ; and soon after the close of the lec
ture we all repaired to a neighboring barn, where
the Professor was to prove his skill.
Seated upon the hay-mows and clustered upon
boards and rafters the audience was comfortable

and picturesque. The Professor had remarked in
his lecture, with withering sarcasm, that those who
paid the fee and came in were always satisfied, but
those who peeped through knot-holes and listened
at cracks were very hard to please. So there were
very few peepers and the performance began.
- It was very interesting, although the critic of
Mr. Barey did not, as it seemed to most of us, im
prove that gentleman's method. Tho principlo in
both schools is precisely the same. The horse is
taught the absolute superiority of the man ; and in
tho process we observed that the Professor dealt a
few kicks, but doubtless in a spirit of kindness and
conciliation. He had great difficulty in throwing
one black mare, but finally succeeded, and taught
her to bear to have an umbrella opened upon her
back, which, with such a nervous animal, who had
always fled at the sight of an umbrella, was a vic
tory.
The method was very simple. A cord and a piece
of web with a bridle were all the appliances. If the
animal were inclined to resist, the Professor, holding
the halter or bridle in one hand, seized the tail with
the other, and whirled him around until the horse
was dizzy, and felt that he was in hands which he
could not resist. Then he yielded. The Professor
showed how to halter the wild colt, how to learn
him to lead, how to handle his feet, how to ride
him, how to make him follow under the whip, how
to bit him, how to teach him not to kick, and other
processes. The remedy for kicking in harness is
admirable and prolmbly perfect. It is the Profess
or's chef-d'tBuvre. It is so choice a secret that he
does not print it in his book, but only imparts it
orally. It is richly worth knowing. But if the
Professor had wished it to be published would he
not have put it into his book ?

We hope that no habitual reader of this Maga
zine has omitted " Our Mutual Friend." It is one
of the most charming of Dickens's stories. The
wonderful fertility, the froliesome humor, the power
of picturesque description, the skill in construction
of his genius were never more illustrated than in
"Our Mutual Friend." It is purely characteristic.
His great excellences and obvious faults arc all in
it. It is perfect in its own key, but its key is
strangi*. 1t deals with every variety of human pas
sion. There are multitudes of human figures inter
mingling in the tale. But there is a glamour over
all. There is a grotesque exaggeration which is
delightful and fascinating, but unlike tho world we
know. The passions, the play of character, tho in
cidents, are such as we encounter every day ; but

the persons are quaint beyond experience. Mean

while the suggestions are so subtle, the range of
sympathy so wide and deep, the psychological analy
sis often so vivid and accurate, the panoramic ellect
of the whole so astonishing, that the superiority of
this great master is constantly manifest.
Tried by certain details Dickens is not so success
ful as some other novelists. Parts of his stories al
ways have an unpleasant uureality. Many of his
persons could never be matched in actual life. Even
the humor sometimes creaks as in Mr. Wegg, in
"Our Mutual Friend." Mrs. Wilfer is a lady whom
it would be very hard to encounter in any part of

London or any where in the world. But nothing
can be more droll and delightful than Mrs. "Wilfer
issuing proclamations from her corner and forever
posing upon her pedestal as a domestic Mrs. Simeon
Stylites. " The cherub," who preserves your affec
tion and even respect, despite his amiable ineffi
ciency, could clearly have had no other wife, and
the impossible Wilfer household is yet a luminous
hint of a thousand actual homes in tho world.
It is always remarkable, however, in Dickens's
stories, that even those parts which are masterly
transcripts from fact— such as the life by the river
in the opening chapter of "Our Mutual Friend" and
elsewhere, and the scene of the murder in the Oc
tober Number—unite themselves without a break
with the airier and fairier portions. You go from
the first fearfully graphic incident in the book — tho
towing of the body of the murdered man along tho
Thames, which has all the veracity of common ex
perience — to the absurdities of Boffin's Bower with
out a single stumble by the way. You dine with
the Podsnaps, and watch the Lammles, conscious
that they arc abstractions, and descend to the usu
rer's or ascend to the Jew's housetop among human
beings, withoutajar. Kind Miss Jenny Wren com
pels the haughty ladies of the kingdom to furnish
patterns for her dolls' dresses, and rogue Ridcrhood
plots for more blood money, with equal probability.
Then comes a truly great chapter, like that of Brad
ley Headstone's crime, and its effect upon him, and,
recalling Bulwer's treatment of Eugene Aram, an
other schoolmaster and murderer, you are conscious
of the essential difference between genius and tho
most adroit talent.

What a power it is, and how nobly it is used!
For a generation Dickens has held tho ear and
heart of the world, and he has not betrayed his
trust. He has always told the truth. He has al
ways shown the essential dignity of honesty and
noble effort, however humble the circumstance.

Every tale of his is a pica for what is most manly
in man, and a protest against the prejudice, the
convention, the insidious power of caste. Ivank,
case, refinement, luxury, wealth, are never suffered
by him to dazzle or bewilder the mind of his audi
ence. Ho attacks the' Molochs of tradition, the
organized forms of injustice and selfishness. Ho
exposes the chafing and tainting of apparent pros
perity, and the pure content of mutual affection. A
true democrat, he asserts the equal rights of men,
and compels us to measure every man by his man

hood.

How pleasant to know that such a writer is tho
most popular author in the world ; that of all men
who write the English language he is the most uni
versally known and beloved.

When we were chatting last month of the broad
course of study recently introduced into Union Col
lege, where the modern languages and tho sciences

are held in equal honor with the classies, we did
not know of another modern exercise which is part
of the curriculum at Amherst College in Massachu
setts.

The situation of Union College in the valley of
the Mohawk is very beautiful, but that of Amherst
in the valley of the Connecticut is even finer. On
some bright day of early autumn, if you cross the
meadows from Northampton and go through Hadley
to tho college, the little journey will be marked with
gold in your memory. If you sit with three genial
students— let them have the dignity of seniors —
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behind two lively gray horses, you will bowl along
so delightfully that you will no more remember the
dust in the road than a poet remembers the fleas in
Italy.
Your jovial companions will be sure to point out
every notable spot, and to listen to what you say
with a generous attention which your want of wis
dom does not deserve. They will show you the
glistening acres of broom-corn which at that season
is cut and laid horizontally upon the stalks to dry.
They will show you broad fields of lofty sorghum
and luxuriant tobacco. All the while your eye will
range southward over the unfenced miles of level,
Moor-like meadow, to the silvery sides of Holyoke,
and northward to the round, smooth undulation of
the Pelham Hills. Behind you and before, upon
the straight road that runs seven miles from North
ampton to the college, you will see the country
wagons loaded with the tufts of the broom-corn, or
with the brooms themselves ready for market, or
with country folk coming from the town shops, and
far in advance the creaking stage coach powdered
with dust toils up the hill, and a smiling pickaninny
perched upon the trunks behind drops his ludicrous
apology for a hat, jumps down and scrambles in a
cloud of dust to find it

,

and scampers back again,

lightly climbing to his roost.
Scarcely ascending from that spacious and luxu
riant plain, upon which peace and plenty seem en
camped forever, in the balmy afternoon, you remem
ber the old Indian traditions of the valley ; the flight
of the whole population, men, women, and children,
from a little hill hamlet twenty miles away, whom
the fear of savages drove through the winter woods
and across the frozen streams to Hadley; the as
sault upon Deerfield, where " the Indian house," the
door still bearing the scars of the tomahawk, was
until recently standing, the most interesting memo
rial in the valley, but has now been destroyed ; the
descents of whooping red men from the wooded hills
upon the white harvesters in these very meadows ;

and the fight of Hadley with the mysterious, tall,
white-haired warrior suddenly appearing to direct
to victory —when your senior wardens tell you that
you are in Hadley.
Yes—why not ? Hadley J or Camelot, or Auburn,
loveliest village, or any spot of fame or romance,
remote and spell-bound. For here is a broad long
groon meadow, as wide as many Broadways, edged
all around with stately and profuse elms, under
which a sluggish soft road lies, along which no one
passed since Sir Lancelot in shining greaves rode
out lirra-lirra to the river. Under the trees, with
little gates and plots of grass in front, are the slum
berous houses; and that one, calm, square, regu
lar-windowed, is built upon the foundation of that
in which Goffe lived, the regicide and mysterious
white-haired leader in the Indian fight. Hadley

is the vision of a village. The soft road muffles
every sound. There are no faces at the windows ;

no doors are open ; no children play in the shade ;

no dog barks. It must have been buried in the
grave of Goffe ; and this is its silent and delightful
ghost.

Emerging from the spell, we rise slowly along a

gradual ascent to Amherst. This is no ghost, for

it is half past four by the college clock, and a rill
of youth pours out of each barrack door and flows
to tho recitation-room. And what a prospect they
see from every window and every point of the aca
demic hill ! The whole luxuriant valley is uuroll
ed to their eyes; the ranye of Holyoke, and Tom,

and all the lesser graceful bills. The noble elms
tranquilize the landscape. It is the most cultiva
ted, genial, exquisite scene. And the college is

worthy of its site. It does not stand in perpetual
contemplation of the beautiful panorama without
resolving that the bodies of its children shall be
kept in such high condition that their minds shall
be healthy and open to the influence and inspiration
of nature.
It has therefore erected a spacious and perfectly-
appointed Gymnasium, and every member of every
college class is required to attend daily and exercise
his muscle as in the other rooms he must attend and

exercise his mind. Every class has its captain,
elected by itself, whose duty is to see that it faith
fully does the exercises. As we sat in the gallery,
to which the towns-people are admitted, the Pro
fessor struck a march upon the piano, and the junior
class entered, arrayed in flannel shirts, waistbands,
loose trowscrs, and light shoes. They filed in upon
both sides of the room and fell to work. It was at
first uniform and in time with the music ; then it

was at will. Two of the students were really mas
ters in the apparently perilous feats of the trapeze.
The others leaped, swung along the ladders and
bars, climbed, tumbled, pulled, and finally tossed a

fair-haired wight in a blanket or a canvas. He shot
twenty feet into the air and fell again upon the
stretched surface below. Upon the whole, it seemed
pleasanter to toss than to be tossed. The athletic
skill of this body of young men was striking.
But the most s--triking impression of all was that
of this invasion of college traditions. What would
Mr. John Cotton, or the Reverend Increase Mather,
or Dr. Jonathan Edwards over the river in Nor
thampton, have said if they had seen such antios as
parts of a collegiate education ! Yet a wiser inno
vation was never made. It prophesies that the sal
low, stooping, attenuated form shall no longer be
the sign of the scholar ; that there is no necessary
antagonism between muscle and mind; and when
we observed a nimble and accomplished gymnast
striding and throwing himself with freedom and
skill, and with a rosy cheek and bright clear eye,

it was peculiarly agreeable to hear that he was one
of tho best scholars in the class. This recitation at
least tells upon the hospital register. Since the

system was introduced the cases of illness among
the students arc signally reduced in number. In
deed the change in the proportion of sick cases to
the whole number of men is truly extraordinary.
It was a strange step from the slumber and In
dian memories of Hadley to the College Gymna
sium, quivering and ringing with young life. But
not stranger than the descent from the college tradi

tions of a century ago to the practices we beheld.

> Coitar'n Jlramrr.

TOWARD
the evening of one sultry day last

summer, when the sidewalks were steaming
off the last patches of wet remaining from the
shower which had just passed, and left the air closer
and more oppressive than before, while the cross
ings still held pools to bo splashed by every slip
shod horse. Officer 19— , in the last hour of his beat.
leaned against a railing on the shady side of Canal
Street, folded his hands, and contemplated wistfully
the tantalizing proffer of u Sherry Cobblers" on a

staring sign in the opposite doorway, cursing mean
while his uniform, which at the same time kept
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him sweltering and forbade him to touch the cool
ing draught. Anon his impatient eye wandered to
the pretty feet revealed on the wet crossings ; then
turned and followed warily the homeward steps of
Mr. Finnegan, whose course grew wayward under
the effect of the oppressive heat—or of antidotes
therefor.

It chanced that Miss Bloomerine, coming down
from the head-quarters of Health and Dress Reform,
in Laight Street, her hair cut short and her figure
despoiled of artificial developments, had, fur this oc
casion —albeit her soul loved, and her limbs refused
to part from, those goodly garments which have
long been the distinguishing glory of the sterner
sex— shrouded her dark-blue trowsers in a gown
of the accustomed length, to avoid present annoy
ance, and stepping briskly into Canal Street, lifted
her skirt at the wet crossing just when the 19— th
protector of our rights was scanning that particular
vicinity. His eager eyo caught a glimpse of some
thing which bore exact resemblance to his own
manly costume, and the nerves of his keen nostrils
suggested mice.

Fifteen recreant soldiers, idling in the streets on
frivolous pretexts while the army was in need, bad
in two weeks fallen into his vigilant hands and been
returned to the ranks. He had felt some sympathy
for Smith, whose family was needy ; and for Jones,
whose furlough was wasted in search for transport
ation ; but a man who would shirk his duty in such
ignoble disguise as this now before him provoked
his honest soul to wrath.
He grasped the unoffending Reformer by the
sboulder, exclaiming, "I arrest you as a deserter !"
Remonstrance was unavailing. " Don't touch
me, Sir ! You ought to be ashamed ! I :hall wear
what I like, and without your choosing it ; and I
won't submit to insult and tyranny from such
creatures !"
Mr. Roundsman said it was pretty well played,
but ho was too old a bird, etc., and he marched her
to the station-house. A little examination set the
matter right, and the discomfited 19— returned to
the uncensuring bosom of his family.
Mr. Ferguson, wbo lives opposite, and generally
takes a little walk with Roundsman after sundown,
says he found him rather thoughtful and downcast
that evening, and when he asked him if it had not
been an uncommon hot day, Roundsman pinched
the straw in his julep, and said, " he must cither
have a different beat or be released from detective

duty."

I have seen some of the sayings and doings of
George W chronicled in the Drawer before. I
will add these trifles to his posthumous papers:
When George went West, some years ago, to ac
cept a position in a banking-bouse, he neglected to

liquidate some few personal accounts before his de
parture. A New York tailoring establishment, who
had a bill of some little standing against him, bear
ing of his change of residence and the position he
occupied, took measures to collect their account, by
drawing a draft on him at three days' sight, attach
ing a receipted bill thereto, with the instructions to j
deliver the bill upon payment of the draft. This
they handed to their bank for collection, supposing i
that Georgo would be embarrassed into immediate
payment by the presentation of a bill in such a shape.
But Georgo never knew that peculiar sensation.
It so happened that the Western correspondent |
of their bank was the banking firm with wbom

George was engaged, and for whom he was then
acting in the capacity of notary public. The draft
was received by the firm and handed over to George,
who summoning the presence of his fellow-clerks,
he presented the draft duly to himself for accept
ance and payment, both of which being refused, he
duly protested the draft for non-acceptance and in
due time for non-payment, returning it to the New
York bank with a charge of one dollar and a half
for his legal fees, which of course had to be paid by
the tailors, who have since probably devised some
other means of appealing to George's embarrass
ment !

On another occasion, when in the discharge of
his official duties as notary publie, he had to serve
a personal notice of protest on an indorser, and,
proceeding to the bouse where he understood the
man lived, he rang the bell, which was answered by
a vixenish-looking woman. To his inquiry, " Does
Mr. Brown live here?" she replied, in a snappish
and insolent tone, "No! Mr. Brown don't, live,
hero ! !" increasing the accent on each word of the
sentence, and slamming the door in the face of the
disgusted notary. He pursued his way back sev
eral blocks toward his office, but suddenly turned
and jerked the door-bell violently. On the imme
diate reappearance of the woman at the door he
stuck up his nose, and, imitating her style and man
ner in addressing him, he exclaimed, u Well ! who,
said, he did! !" turning in an instant, and walking
off without another word, leaving the confounded
female to reflect on the truth of the old saying,
" What's sass for the goose is sats for the gander."

A good old Dutchman of our State was in the
habit of sending his son "Hans" to the mill every
Saturday afternoon with a bag of grain. This was
slung across the back of old Rawbones, a sorrel and
sorry-looking horse ; and in order to mnko the bag
maintain its balance a large stone was put in one
end of the bag, while the grain was pendent in the
other. One day Hans had the task of getting the
corn ready for mill, and by chance forgetting the
stone, as he seized the bag the inclosed grain part
ed, and he found the load equably balanced on the
back of Rawbones. Turning, ho spied the stone,
and examining the burden discovered that the load
went quite as well without it as with. In joy at
his great discovery, Hans yelled at the old man,
who was in the corn-house :
"Fader! fader! come 'ere!"
" Vots you want, Hans?" said the old fanner,
coming out.
" Looks here, fader ! I've kot ter corn palanced
in ter pag mitout ter sthone in one ent !"
The old gentleman looked at Hans's strange in
novation, and in a voico choked with wrath at the
presumption of the youth, said :
" Dako tat off! dake it off, an' but dat sthone in
ter pag, like it was pefore ! Yous granfader went
to mill mit a sthone in ter pag ter balance it

,

and

yous old fader too, an' now you goes an' sets youself
up as you knows more dan both of 'um ! I whips
you. Hans, dake it off, an' but der sthone in ter
pag!"
Hans did as directed, and with the monstrous
pebble in ono end of the bag, and the grain in the
other, old Rawbones went on his journey, and the
world moved on.

A comical fellow of our town, named Sayles,
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was one day in one of the stores when a little boy
came in selling gropes from a small basket. Sayles
thought he would have a little fun, and began with:
" Boy, how much will you ask for what grapes I
can eat?"
The little fellow eyed him as if to ascertain his
alimentary capacity, and replied, " A shillin'."
Sayles loved grapes, and they rapidly disappear
ed before him, till the basket was empty and he
had called for more. The boy was astonished, but
nevertheless supplied him with a few more clusters,
when, with a wink at the by-standers, S. pro
nounced himself satisfied, and paid the shilling.
The next year it happened that Sayles met the
same boy selling grapes at the same place, and re
calling his former bargain, again accosted the boy
with :
"Say, boy, what will you ask for what grapes I
can eat this time ?"

The boy, remembering quite as well, replied,
shutting one eye slightly :
" I'll tell you what, Mr. Sayles, we've concluded
that we can't aflbrd to wholesale our grapes this
year !" .
A hearty laugh followed, and the crowd took a
few clusters of grapes at Sayles's expense.

In the village of R , in Vermont, a man by
the name of Williams was arrested by his neighbor,
Green, for stealing a barrel of apple-sass. The case
was clear against Williams, for the apple-sass was
found in his possession. The trial was held at the
village tavern iu the evening, and of course large
numbers flocked to hear the trial before Justice
B . A lawyer happened to put up there that
night who was fond of fun, and he volunteered to
defend Williams. The court was duly opened, and
the evidence taken against Williams. There was
no doubt of Williams's guilt ; when the lawyer very
gravely arose and stated that he was perfectly fa
miliar with the criminal law of Vermont, and that
there was not one word from beginning to end in
the statutes in regard to apple-sass, and therefore,
said he, I move that a nolle pros, be entered, and
the prisoner discharged. The Court coincided, and
Williams was set at liberty.
Green said he thought it was very hard to lose
his apple-sass ; but ho must submit to the majesty
of the law, as the Court ruled that it was an old
maxim of law that it was belter fur nine innocent
ptrsons to escape than for one guilty one to be pun
ished!

From St. Louis we have the following :
A few months after tho battle of Pittsburg Land
ing a Colonel of a Missouri regiment was in this
city and in one of our prominent banks, the Presi
dent of which was professedly a " Union man," but
wbose " sympathies" were with the u robs."
The Colonel went on to give a description of the
forces on both sides, and a full account of the situ
ation, and that our forces on the first day's fight
were attacked by overwhelming numbers, and that
had it not been for the gun -bouts ["Blast the
gun-lKiats !" said the President, soto voce, but loud
enough to be heard by all present] our forces must
have been driven into the Tennessee River, and
completely annihilated. At the time this occurred
the General commanding the Department ordered
an assessment to be msdo upon the wealthy citi
zens to support the " Union refugees" who were
coming into our city, and this Bank President, who

had not been assessed, supposed he would be as
sessed at least $5000 for his allowing himself to so
express himself, and the next morning sent to the
General's head-quarters $2000.

In reading the Drawer an incident was recalled
to my mind which you may deem worthy of a place :
My wife has a sister, a bright-eyed little girl of
four years. She was looking out of the window.
A man by the name of Joslin, well known in the
neighborhood, was standing in the street. He is
singularly ill-favored in form and face ; he was in
cased in a bundle of rags that indicated his total
disregard of the opinions of others, and was upon
the whole a very scaly-looking specimen. Little
Emma regarded him thoughtfully for some time ; at
last, being unable to find a satisfactory answer to
the queries which arose in her mind, she turned to
her mother, and said, "Mamma, did Cod make
Joslin 1"

Soldiers' fun is often very grotesque. We were
on a march in West Tennessee. Just before dark
one evening we came to a slough with one of those
treacherous corduroy bridges so dangerous to the
unwary traveler. A part of the regiment had pass
ed over in safety, when an unlucky wight, missing
the concealed corduroy, tumbled like an overgrown
bull-frog into the water. For a few moments a
cavalry hat and the two ears of a horse were visi
ble above tho flood, and when the dripping trooper
emerged on the marchward side of Jordan two or
three cruel-hearted wags set up one of those lively,
rejoicing tunes so common at camp-meetings. The

excitement reached its height, however, when some
one sang out with an inimitable snuffle and shout,
" Sing on, brethren, my wife 11 jine next!"

At another time in Mississippi a rebel was caught
who was accused of being a spy. As usual in such
cases, there was strong talk of hanging. Before
starting on the march next morning the question
arose, what hud been done with the spy? "They
hung him at daybreak this morning," says some
one, confidently. " No they didn't," said our or
derly sergeant, dryly ; " ho had a sore throat, and
they excused him !"

One of the lively boys on the United States ship
New Hampshire, in Port Royal Harbor, writes to
the Drawer :
The New Hampshire has been stationed in Port
Royal Harbor, South Carolina, for some time past,
and has been doing duty as a store and receiving
ship for the Atlantic squadron. As she is a large
vessel, in fact first-class, she necessarily requires a
large crew to man her (some 700 men).
Our captain believes that cleanliness is next to
godliness, and as it would be impossible to send so
many men ashore to bathe, they aro allowed to "go
off" tho ship three times a week.
We have on board a " broth of a boy" from the
Emerald Isle named Donohuc; but as he is always
talking about the " ould counthry, " and particularly
his native countv, he has been christened "Done
gal" by tbo " Old Shell-backs."
On the first day tho boys were all in a fever of
excitement, but none more so than "Donegal," and
all were anxiously awaiting "ft bells" (6J o'clock)
— the time appointed for tho bath. It came at last,
and the boatswain's mates piped "all hands over
board." No sooner said than done. In five min
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utes the boys were shouting, diving, splashing,
plunging, and in fact enjoying themselves as only
" old salts" can in salt-water. All this time Don-
ohue was observed running from forecastle to quar-
ter-deck, and from quarter-deck to forecastle, ap-
parently as one distracted, or as if he did not know
what to do with himself. The officer of the deck
espied him and called him ail.
" Can you swim, ' Donegal ?' "

"Is it swim? Me? Faix an' I used to be count
ed the most bcautifulest swimmer in all the coun-
thry round."
" Then off with your clothes, and overboard you
go."
The next minute "Donegal," who believed in
obeying orders if he did break owners, was floun
dering in the water, throwing his arms around like
the fans of a wind-mill ; and every time his head
appeared above water he cried, lustily, "Help!
Help ! Pult me out ! Pult me out !" The officers
and men alike were convulsed with laughter; and
if it bad not been for the boatswain, who " Pult him
out," he would have found a watery grave. As
soon as he was able to speak the officer of the deck
said to him :
" I thought you said you could swim?"
"Sure an' so I could in the ould counthry ; but
thin.there wasn't sich a heft av wather, an' I al
ways had wan fut on the bottom."

Potomac Flotilla, went up the Patuxent River to
the farms, to make a friendly call on the officer in
command, and Austin heard the orders given to pre
pare for the reception of the expected company.
With an intense look he went to the Adjutant of
the post, and inquired what time the show would
be along, and if the cage would be a large one ? On
inquiry being made as to his meaning, it came out
that he took the flotilla for a menagerie, and the gal
lant Commodore for "the biggestgorilla" of the show !

One day "Donegal," who is always up to some
mischief or other, happened to offend one of our
chief petty officers (who, by-the-by, is only about
five feet two in his high-heeled boots). Aforesaid
petty officer has been nicknamed " Pomposity," on
account of the "airs he puts on." Well, " Pomp
osity" was in a towering passion, and threatened
several times to strike "Donegal." He ha'd threat
ened so often that the boys were tired hearing him.
The last time he menaced him " Donegal" cut him
short with :
" See here, wee Hop-o'-me-tumb, if you sthrike
me an' Ifind it out, be the powers av mud (an' that's
a big oath), I'll larrup ye wid a rope's end till ye
can't sit down fur a week widout sthandin' up .'"

We have also our colored chaplain, who is of
very great use to us in teaching morality, etc., to
the people. One Sunday " Uncle Peter" was in
vited to preach before some company visiting the
head-quarters. Tho drawing-room was prepared
for his use, and his colored choir invited to sing.
After a large amount of screaming, which they
called singing, Uncle Peter took his text, and, fol
lowing the example of some of his white brethren,
divided his discourse into heads, and proceeded to
expound them.
" Repent of your sins and be saved, for it is writ
ten, Though your tint are as black as scarlet and as
red as treason yet shall you be cleaned ; and I say
unto you dat though in de morning you be as green
as de grass dat groweth, in de evening you shall
flourish away and be gone !"
Uncle Peter followed soon after with another
statement that caused some smiles to appear on the
faces of his white auditors. Speaking of the spread
of the Gospel, he said : " You see dat, when de Gos
pel was first made, Mr. Luther took it and preached
it in London, France, Boston, and other foreign na
tions of the world, to the edifying of much people."
And then closed with a prayer for the officers and
all their relatudcs, white and colored!

While traveling with a friend between P
and S we passed a neglected and dilapidated

house, that in its better days had been used as an
inn. Its crumbled appearance attracted our atten
tion, and particularly an old sign, upon which all
that could now be read was " X Ale."
" Do you know what became of the proprietor of
that inn ?" said my friend.
" No," I answered, innocently.
" He X Ale(d) too much," said he, "and kicked
the bucket."

These gleanings from the freedmen on the Gov
ernment farms at St. Mary's County, Maryland, are
interesting, to show the material to be worked upon
and fitted for higher usefulness:
Some of the readers of the Drawer who have vis
ited the head-quarters of tho Government farms in
Maryland will remember Austin, one of the freed
men there. Austin, who is a Virginian, " is a right
smart boy," as they say in Marvland, but has some
very queer ideasof his own about matters and things
in general, which being ventilated causes a vast
amount of fun among the officers on duty at the
head-quarters —as for instance :
Some short time ago Commodore Parker, of the

On another occasion Uncle Peter took for his
text tho words of Pilate, "Behold the man I" After
repeating his text several times, he seemed to want
to impress on the minds of his hearers the exact
meaning of the text, and so commenced with :
"And now, my beloved hearers, I wants you to
understand just what dis means. I don't want you
to make no mistake about it. When he gave him
up into their hands and said, ' Behold de man !' dat
is as if he should say, ' Now you see what a pickle
yous got him in!'"

These come to the Drawer from Michigan :
Dr. K was riding this spring over a country
road, and meeting a pedestrian slowly making his
way through the mud, asked him to ride. In the
conversation which followed the stranger began to
give a tedious account of the illness of a cousin of
his wife's sister, or some other near relative— I've
forgotten tho precise degree of consanguinity. Anx
ious to cut his story short, the Doctor asked what
her disease was. " Wa'al," was the reply, "they
say she has got n spine in her back, and information

on the brain." A little of that latter complaint
wouldn't injure some other people wo wot of.

Tom is a Michigandcr who is a decided genius in
his own way, and sees the funny side of life as well
as any other man. Being at dinner at a hotel once,
ho called for a plate of mock turtle soup, which was
down on tho bill of fare. Something in the con
tents of his dish when it came caused him to inves
tigate it closely for a moment, and then call the
waiter, when the following conversation ensued :
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" What kind of soup did von say this was, wait
er?"
"Mock turtle, Sah."
"You are mistaken entirely; it is real turtle, I
should say. Isn't that a turtle?" pointing as he

spoke to a defunct cockroach of creditable dimen
sions which was floating on the top of the soup.

A correspondent sends us evidence that all the
fools are not dead, and that some of them "keep
school." He says:
Lest you may think that the literary institutions
of the country out West have not survived the war,
let me quote to you from the recently-issued An
nual Circular of one of them, as follows :

"The mental iind moral culture of youth Is the bright
en boon within the circumference of parental ability and
liberality. Favor a youth with useful knowledge and

moral stamina, and you qualify him pre-eminently for the

conflicts of lib'. The paltry pelf of laborious years may
take to lUelf wings and fly away or perish amidst the wide
devastations which follow in the wake of battle. But the
genial unction of intellectual culture will survive the
shock of armies and the dissolutions of empires, and will
brighten on the Elysian fields of undying felicity.
" The method of instruction is purely exegetical. Am
ple elucidation is cheerfully given, and radical profundity
assiduously sought after. We are decidedly of the opin
ion that the young gentleman or lady aspirant to literary
proficiency and business or professional usefulness can not
adumbrate a more auspicious future than to come to
College. Come, rural boy, from the distant mountains
and swamps. Let poverty no longer obscure the light of
thy genius 1
" Come, precocious youth, circumvented by the seduc
tive and fearful temptations incident to city residence!
"Come, battle-scarred veteran, from the gory field,
crowued with perennial laurels of imperishable glory!
"Tho champion of liberty, the victor of the country's
enemies, return from your long expatriation, immure
yourself in collegiate walls, and rejoin the militant host
armed against the two greatest enemies of humanity,
namely—ignorance and vice."

Now, Mr. Drawer, if you or any of your readers
feel like " adumbrating," the way is open.

A trovost marshal writes : The following in
cident happened in our office the other day. One
of the provost guard brought a colored man into the
office charged with stealing water-melons. The
charge was proved, and I sentenced him to ten days
in the provost guard-house. As he was being led
away I said to him :
" I hope, Tom, that I shall never see you here
again."
He turned to mo with a peculiarly shrewd ex
pression and said :
" You wouldn't ha' seed me dis time, Cap'n, if
de sogers hadn't a fotch me."

You may not be aware, Mr. Drawer, that there
is a place within twelve hours* ride of yon called
liurlington. Well, there is; and its denizens de
light in terming it the " Queen City of Luke Cham-
plain," which, by-the-way, is tolerably easy to be,
us there are no other cities on the lake, liurlington
rejoices in a little patch of grass and trees, near the
centre of the city, which is to it what the Common
is to Boston, though the citizens do not make a pro
portionate ado about it. Within this inclosure (it
is elegantly surrounded by a shabby, tumble-down
old white fence) is a fountain, which, contrary to
the general custom, does play. The water squirts
out of a trident held erect in the hand of a majestic

little figure of the " Monarch of the Briny," who
stands imposingly upon a big shell. A few days
ago C and a friend were sauntering through the

j
" Park," and envying the sea-god his continuous
shower-bath, for the day was hot and sultry beyond
relief. Suddenly C turned upon his companion
and demanded, energetically,
"What is that figure, any way?"
" Why, it's a statue of Neptune, of course," was
the reply.
"No, it isn't.; it's a slatue-mel.'"
Which declaration was followed by a prescription.
on the part of C 's companion, of mild lemonades
for the twain.

At about this very time one whom we will desig
nate as A was very much struck by the appear
ance of a young lady from Boston, who with her
friends stopped a few days in the city, on her way
to Mansfield Mountain. Probably few of the read
ers of the Drawer know that there are two summits
on Mansfield, called the "Nose" and "Chin," the
outline of the mountain being supposed to resemble
an upturned human face. Well, after Miss
had departed from the

"
Queen City," A was

lamenting the fact in the company of some friends,
and was speculating upon the chances of bis seeing
her again were ho to follow on to Mansfield. His im
agination depicted what a glorious thing it would be
were he to meet her there in a frightful gorge, just
in time to save her from some horrible catastrophe,
such as those English are always having in the
Alps. The " frightful gorge" where all this was to
happen was the subject of much general comment,
when J suddenly broke in with the remark :
'" I think A would much prefer to meet Miss
between the Nose and Chin."
Which put a quietus to all the roraancings of
A 's "fancy wild."

Ax officer on duty in Macon, Georgia, last August,
wrote to the Drawer on this wise :
An amusing affair occurred here a few days since,

which I think worthy of space: Some officers, in
company with an ex-Captain of the late Confederacy,
visited a Daguerrean saloon to have their pictures
taken, and while looking over some specimens in
walked a long, lean, lank country boy, of about 18

years, who looked over their shoulders and express
ed his desire to have his pictur taken. One of the
officers remarked the chief operator was engaged
just then, but thought this gentleman (pointing to
the Captain) would take it. " Certainly, I will ;"
and at once placed Country in position, with his hat
on (a dirty slouch), as he wished it. After chang
ing him in every imaginable ridiculous position,
keeping the poor fellow straining his eyes for near
half an hour (flies in mean time swarming around
and on him), he gave it up, remarking the only way
to take his picture was by inversion. " Inversion !
what's that?" " Why, upside down ; standing on
jour head," replied the Captain. "All right!"
and in a minute Country was on his head, heel*
through the canvas, legs apart, and was cautioned

not to wink— the Captain, with watch in hand,
walking up ami down for five minutes, looking as
serious as an owl, while poor Country held on, his

eyes bursting from his head, his long hair dangling
on the floor, with his face as red as a beet. " Time's
up !" exclaimed the Captain ; down tumbled Coun

try. In a few minutes the Captain returned, and
said he was sorry, but ho had winked and spoiled
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the picture, but would succeed if be called to-mor
row, as the weather was unfavorable, He agreed,
and said he had some lady friends wanted their pie-
turs—could he take them? "Oh yes." "Wa'al,
but does you take them by inversion also?" "Oh,
no; not necessary."

Oxe of our friends in Madison, Wisconsin, says :
I am forcibly reminded of an old friend of my

father's living in this Stato, who was a frequent
visitor at our house, and whose witty sayings, were
they recorded, would fill a volume. He is

,

or was
— the old man may be "gathered to his fathers''
by this time —a minister of the old Welsh Calvin-
istic Methodist persuasion, and an excellent divine,
but a most inveterate joker. His appearance in
the pulpit before he was fairly warmed with his
subject was ludicrous in the extreme. His pecul
iar habit of twitching and snuffing his nasal organ,
the sly twinkle of the half-closed eye, aside from
the dry things he was in the habit of inflicting on
liis congregation, was enough to provoke the mirth
of a saint; and I have often choked with suppressed
laughter watching the solemn old deacons, who
could not forbear smiling audibly in spite of them
selves.
While on a trip many years ago on one of our
lake steamers, from Milwaukie to Chicago, on pro
ceeding to the dinner-table he found every scat oc
cupied except that of the carver, at the head of the
board. A voracious appetite consuming him, he,
nothing daunted, took the vacant seat, and casting
his eyes along the table, "Shinkin," as he was fa
miliarly called, or "Shinkin ddwywaitk," as he
styled himself, "Taffily," which means Twice Shin
kin, his name being Jenkin Jenkins, begged of the
ladies and gentlemen to be informed in what style
they preferred their carving done, English, French,
American, or Welsh. The majority of the travel
ers .having had some little taste of all the other
methods, of course called for the Welsh, whereup
on the old gentleman, very deliberately selecting
the finest cut of beef, and furnishing himself with
an abundance of every thing desirable within his
reach, sat down, recommending the balance of them
to go and do likewise, as the Welsh wero in the
habit of always helping themselves.

The other day the little fellow was lying on his face
upon the floor, and, notwithstanding his attempted
movements, was as helpless as a capsized turtle.
Watching his crab-like efforts, I remarked, " What

a queer-looking fish ! I wonder of what sort you
are?" when my doubts were at once dispelled by
Gracio saying, " Why, a sun [son] fish, of course !

"

"Willy," said an interesting young mother to
her youngest hopeful, "do you know what the dif
ference is between body and soul? Tho soul, my
child, is what you love with ; the body carries you
about. This is your body," touching the little fel
low's shoulder ; " but there is something deeper in.
You can feel it now. What is it ?" " Oh, I know,"
said Willy, with a flash of intelligence in his eyes,
"that's my flannel shirt?"

Oxe more comes from the brave old anny :

Mike S , of the — st Illinois Infantry, was
known throughout the entire division to which his
regiment belonged as a wit. During General Sher
man's famous march from Atlanta to the sea, Gen
eral Kilpatrick in one of his fights suffered severe

ly in horses. To replenish this loss General Sher
man ordered that army commanders take from tho
infantry all horses ridden by unauthorized persons,
and turn them over to the cavalry for use. It was
done accordingly, and of course, among so many, a

large number was found to bo entirely worthless :

these were ordered to be shot.

Tho morning after the general seizure of animals

a party of officers—Mike S among them —w;:s

riding past the spot where tho worthless horses
were being shot. As the party rode up a shot wr.s
fired, an old animal tumbled over, and a soldier
cried out, in tho rich brogue of old Ireland :

" Be dad, !xiys, but wasn't that a nice shot !"

Mike heard the remark, and turning to his com
panions, said:
" Gentlemen, I understood that these horses were
taken for Kilpatrick ; but it appears they were taken
for Patrick to kill!"

At another time he was much troubled at some
disagreement between the members of his church,
and while they wore cutting and slashing away at
one another he got up in his seat, and, blinking as
uBual, told them that unless they got along more
harmoniously and stopped their quarreling he would
do something for them that the devil never did,
and that was to "leave them."

In illustration of his style of discourse witness
the following, which I can translate but imperfect
ly: His text was upon the world, the flesh, and
the devil. " In the first place," he says, " we will
take a furtive glance at tho world ; secondly, well
proceed to give a slight touch to tho flesh; and
thirdly, we shall endeavor to burn' on as fast as
possible to the devil."

Among the many good things to which the
Drawer treats its readers are tho reported sharp
sayings of little folks. And apropos perhaps would
be nn off-hand observation made by a cousin of the
writer, a little five-year-old girl— who, by-thc-way,
has a baby brother, of whom she is quite proud.

In these times of defalcations by bankers and
bank-tellers, the following is worthy a place in the
Drawer -

In Chicago the general agent of a well-known
firm of Keaper manufacturers is not noted for wear

ing clothes alwve his business, which amounts to
some hundreds of thousands ; and having a draft of

a thousand dollars to collect of one of the banks, he
was desired by the well-dressed and polite teller to
bring some one who was known to both parties to
identify him. Said the general agent, " Do I look
like a rogue?" " No," said the teller ; "but your
clothes don't look as if you were in the habit of
handling so much money " " Well," said theagent,
" they are paid for—are yours?"

A Pmi.AnEi.riHA correspondent says :

I have thought that the most touching and beau
tiful tribute to our late President was paid by my
little son, who was five years old last May.
Georgy was noted during tho Presidential cam

paign of 1864 for his firm adherence to Mr, Lincoln.
Nothing could turn him from his faith ; coaxing,

teasing, bribery, had no effect. His elder brother
of eight would sometimes get shaky, and once open

ly declared for M'Clcllan. Georgy's indignation

was great, and his brother was shamed into a re
turn to his old faith by the epithets that were heapt d
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upon him. After the election his delight was un
bounded, and his enthusiasm would burst forth in
spontaneous cheers "for Abraham Lincoln Andrew
Johuson" (tor so he would run the names together),
much to the amusement of persons in the stores, the
streets, the cars, and at table.
The assassination came. Georgy was very quiet,
and it was hard to tell whether he felt or thought
of the matter. One night 1 had occasion to go to
the room where I thought he was lying asleep in his
crib. While I was getting what I wanted ho sud
denly said :
"
Papa, what would you do with me if I were to

die?"
" Why, Georgy," said I, " I suppose we would
have to bury you, and I hope you would go to
heaven."

"Then, papa," said the little fellow, with an air
of absolute triumph, " I could see Mr. Lincoln as
much as I please!"

And this comes from the West :
Two mischievous boys were playing on the banks
of the Ohio River. A boat-load of passengers land
ed near by. One of the party, a sportsman, found
a hornet's nest hanging to the limb of a tree. He
shot at the limb, cutting it off, the nest falling to
the ground. After some little chat among the party
as to the propriety of keeping at a distance from the
nest, a gentleman said ho would give fifty cents to
any one who would go and pick up the nest. The
ohler of the boys stepped forward, and said, u Give
mo the money, Sir, and I will pick it up." The
money was given him and he approached the nest,
while the crowd of amused passengers were chuck
ling over the anticipated fun of seeing " the greedy
boy" get stung by the hornets. But the tables were
soon turned, and the laugh on the other side ; for
the boy seized the end of the limb, and swinging the
nest in the air, started on a keen run straight for
the crowd, who, soon as they could " comprehend
the situation," started on a promiscuous run in the
opposite direction. Some screamed, others cursed
the boy, but all ran for dear life, while the light-
footed boy was every moment Hearing the affrighted

passengers. At length the hindmost man—a big,
jolly, corpulent fellow—completely gave out, and
turning upon the boy, with uplifted hands and ap
pealing countenance, called out, "Hold on, boy!
for mercy's sake hold on ! It's the best joke I ever
saw ; but I can't run any further !"

"No," says John, I haven't."
" Your name is down, Sir, as having voted," said
the Clerk.
"Yes," says Johu (telling how he mistook the
memorandum for the ticket), " I wanted to vote for
Gen'ral M'Clellan, an' I voted for Pepper and Salt."
The Clerk and Judge, together with those at
tracted around, were convulsed with laughter. Aft
er a brief discussion the Judge decided that John
had voted owce, therefore he could not vote ;
The last words John was heard to utter i
ing the polls were, " Confound the pepper ai

At the November elections of 1864 a farmer from
M Township, along the mountains of PeonsyU
vania, went to N early in the morning for the
purpose of voting.
His wife wanted some pepper and salt. Accord
ingly Johu, whose memory was treacherous, made
a memorandum of the articles on a slip of paper,
which he put in his vest pocket. At N ho

procured his ticket, and, folding it
,

put it in his
vest pocket also.

John voted, and having returned home his w ife
asked him, "Why, John, where's the pepper and
salt ?" " Well," says John, " I'm sure I writ them
down." Reaching into his pocket ho discovered
his mistake. Without any more words John was
off for N again before he could hear his devoted
spouse calling that " it did not matter now." Ar
riving at N >

,

he proceeded to the polls to vote

his ticket, when the Clerk informed him that he
had voted.

When General Sully, last summer, on his expe
dition to the Devil's Lake, passed Fort HerthcoL,
quite a number of Indians bad gathered there to see
him and make peace. They complained a good deal
of the dry weather, and wished the General would
make rain the same as Father de Smet, the mission
ary that used to see them, had done. The General
promised them he would do the best he could. It

happened that shortly afterward a heavy thunder-
shower passed, flooding every thing. The Indians
were greatly pleased, and called the General a great
inedicine-man. But they said it was a little too
much at once. " Well," said the General, " I know

it ; but I couldn't stop the thing after it started !"

A Little Rocrer in Arkansas writes to the
Drawer: While I was at home in the autumn of
1862, on recruiting service with Captain Mason, of
Merrill's Horse — since killed in Virginia, while
nobly doing his duty in command of the Eleventh
Michigan Cavalry — I had occasion to travel about
the country around the thriving town of Battle
Creek in search of recruits. One day I overtook
old Deacon Cole, with his neighbor, Mr. Nye, walk
ing along and chatting familiarly on their way to
town. As I rode up they reaienized me, and,
knowing my business, proceededto ask me many
questions in regard to mv success in recruiting, etc.
Finally the conversation turned upon the all-absorb
ing topic of the operations of the armies in the field,
and especially of the imir- use numbers of both
armies then congregating in the valleys of the Po
tomac and James rivers, and of the probable results
of the impending struggle ; when the old Deacon,
as if lighted up by a new sense of the attendant
horrors, broke forth thus : " I'll tell you what it is

,

Nye, tharll be an awful time thar when them armies
all meet ; thar'U be the avfule&t time God ever herrd
on!" This was strictly reverential, and expressed
the Deacon's horror of the time just at hand.

Here is another from Little Rock :

We were talking very learnedly at the breakfast-
talde of our mess one morning, of voting upon the

subject of negro suffrage, of its uses and abuses;

when old Heury, our black cook, hearing the suf
frage part, gave vent to his injured feelings thus:
"Oh, mas'r, I hope they will not vote for de poor
nigger to Pifflr any more! I tink dey hab suffered
'nuff already." Of course we explained, and Heury
felt better.

"Sir," said one of two antagonists, with great
dignity to the other, during a dispute which had
not been confined to words, "you have called me a

liar and a scoundrel, you have spit in my face, you
have struck me twice. I hope you will hot rouse
the sleeping lion in my breast, for if you should, I

can not tell what may be the consequences !
'
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